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band is transitionally underlaid by a moderate thickness of typical Talchir rocks, 
forming the usual base of the series. The transitional character of this upper 
limit of the Talchirs is illustrated by the fact that Mr. Hughes places the 
required boundary-line a good deal lower down than I had done when I 
examined the section of the Johilla in 1869; while in the similar case in the 

Mohpéni field (Satpura basin), Mr. Hughes placer the same boundary higher 
than I had done, the rocks being completely exposed in both sections. 

The most decided boundary in the series is where the ferruginons sandstones 
and clays overlie the coal-measures of the southern fleld ; but in the lower portion 
of those upper rocks the fossils are recognised by Dr. Foistmantel as very 
decidedly of Lower Gondwana species. The relation is altogether most similar 
to that of the Kamthi-Barikar boundary in the Wardha-Gudavari area, as has 
been already noticed. The most promising result of Mr. Hughes’ observations 
has been the discovery of a considerable band of clays, &c., overlying, but closely 

related to, the middle sandstones, identical in every character with the Maleri 
group of the Godavari basin, and containing the same well known reptilian 
fossils, These clays occupy a large arca in a middle position on the north side 

of the basin: they are overlaid transitionally by sandstones very similar to those 
below them, and forming irolated plateaus in the low ground formed of the clays 
The place of these reptilian clays in the continuous scries of the Sdn basin 

corresponds very well with that independently assigned to the Muleri clays in 
the Prénhita-Godavari area, where they are unconformable, or at least trans. 

gressive, on the Kamthi beds; and it corresponds equally well with that of tho 
Denwa clays (in which also Mr. Hughes had succeeded in finding the reptilian 
remains) in the series of the Satparas, over the Pachmari (Mahddeva) sandstone, 

and below the Bagra and Jabalpur groups. With the latter case, thore is, moreover, 
homology of stratigraphical position in the basin, from which aclue may be taken 
to solve the difficulties noticed by Mr. Hughes in Sonth Rewah: the Denwa 
clays certainly never did rise far on the extension of their present outerop; in 
the continuous ridges of saudstone across their strike at each end of the basin, 
they are either represented by sandstone, or their position is lust in the con- 
lescence of the overlying and underlying sandstones. In both basins tho final 
difficulty will be to indicate, in those unbroken masses of sandstone, groups that 
are more or less well defined in contiguous ground. 

Sub-Assistant Hera Lal worked under Mr. Hughes’ instructions during the 
season, and was useful in tracing and mapping trap dykes. 

In the last annual report a prospect was held out that the current season’s 
Rasvemana: work would complete a large area for publication. The 
Mr. Hacket. ground was covered, but the publication must be post- 

poned. In the neighbourhood of Chittorgarh Mr. ;Hacket came upon rocks 
showing relations that conflict very much with the information as yet gathered 

regarding the Arvali rock-series. Until these new features are worked out, 

it would be impossible to bring forward » description dealing principally 
with that series. 

This survey had to be suspended for the scason, while Mr. Fedden took 
Karrrwan. charge of the museum daring Mr. Mallet’s absence. 
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The search for fossils in the Siwaliks of the north-west Punjab during the 
Sus.HmmaLavas: past season was not very successful; it was partly under- 
Mr, Theobald. taken in ground where collections had recently been made, 

so of course there were fewer specimens to be found weathered out from the 
rocks, and the result depended more upon what could be unearthed by labour. 
In the dearth of fossils, Mr. Theobald directed his attention to the elucidation of 
his views on the glacial phenomena of the outer Himalayan region. If we can 
accept his published observations (Records, Vol. XIII, p. 221) as correct, there 

would seem to be made out an interesting fact with reference to the large erratic 
blocks which have so often attracted notice as probably connected with a period 
of greater glacial extension in the Himalayas,—that the distribution of those 
blocks took place after the deposition of the old river gravels. Such a general 
limitation of the origin of these erratics to a definite period would, no doubt, 
tend to confirm the supposition of their connexion with a greater intensity 

of glacial conditions, an opinion against which no serious oppusition has been‘ 
offered; but I think that Mr. Theobald’s observations will be held to negative 
the conclusion he would base upon them, that in his typical insfance a Kaghén 
glacier can have travelled down the steep valley of the Kanhar without removing 
or disturbing the river gravels previously deposited. 

This question links itself to another that has been vigorous’ contested by 
Mr. Theobald in our Records for the year under review, namely, that of the 
origin of the Kumann lakes. The point has been exclusively argued as between 
glaciers and landslips, to the exclusion of a cause which must, I think, yet claim 
more attention. Mountain lakes sre undoubtedly often formed by landslips., 
Mr. Mallet has described such an one in the lower hills of Sikkim (Memoirs, 

Vol. XI, p. 7); but hypogene ground-movements cannot be ignored in such a 
question. I showed long ago (1864) that tremendous disturbance had affected 
the Sub-Himalayan zones subsequent to the configuration of the adjoining 
mountain area very much as we now see it, and that the result was accomplished 
by an almost insensibly slow process. I afterwards (1867) attempted to apply 

this process on a large scale to account for the origin of the great lakes of the 
Alpes (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXIV, p. 34). There are no 
auch lake-basing in the Himalayas, but it would be worth consideration whether 
this mode of formation might not apply to some of the small lakes that do occur 
in that region of the mountains. There is a pair of pretty little lakes at Kundlu, 
between Ripar and Bilaspur, on the direct road from the plains to Kulu. They 
lie in a detached range of small elevation, entirely formed of tertiary sandstones, 
where the most advanced glacialist wonld hardly véentmre to suggest a glacier hed 
ever existed. I did not examine the point critically when on the ground, and I 
bave not had an opportunity of visiting the spot-since this question has come 
into proshinence. The features did not suggest to me a formation by lendslip; 
I took the Inkes to be in a rook besin, and the barrier to have been ‘formed by sn- 
upward creep along a very limited zone. Tt seema to me that in a very heteroge-. 
neous mans of contorted rocks intanse lateral pressure below may often result in 
es ees ox oan of whi the rings 
lend themacives to auch a. eanlt off rexiatance..- . aed 
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In last annual report I stated that Mr. Theobald’s matured study of the Sub- 
Himalayan rocks, the result of six seasons’ field-work, would be brought out after 
the then currert season. It is now published in-the present number of the 

Records, and will be found amply to justify the reasons I had assigned for its 
postponement. Unfortunately, my having mentioned those reasons (under the 
impression that some apology was due) seems to have stimulated Mr. Theobald 
to the futile attempt to make up by verbal criticism and argument (or assertion) 
for what was wanting in material evidence. 

Sub-Assistant Kishen Singh worked under Mr. Theobald’s instructions for 
the early part of the season, until he was recalled to Calcutta for duty in the 

Museum. For the current season some easy work has been entrusted to him on 

the Vindhyan rocks in Central India. 
Before going on sick leave in March, Mr. Wynne managed to complete his 

Hazkra: survey of some of the blank areas in his map of Hazdra, as 

Mr. Wynne. published in the Records for 1879 (Vol. XII, pt. 2). 
During his last summer campaign in the high Himalaya, Mr. Lydekker has 
Nontn-West brought within our ken a large area on the north-west 
HIMALaYa : confines of the Kiashmfr Territories, in Ddardistin and 

Mr. Lydekker. Baltistén. The information gained is, of course, import- 

ant, althongh it admits of but little display in detail, o very large part of the area 

being formed of highly metamorphic rocks. The gneiss of tho Kailis uxis ex- 

pands on the south-west into confluence with that of Deozai, Dardistin, and Childs 

(beyond the Indus), and on the north-east with that of the Mustig, which is 

probably continuous with that of the Pamir massif, the whole forming a great 

node between the Tibetan ranges on the south-east and those of the Hindu Kush 
on the west. North of Shigar an independent basin of triassic and palwozoic 
strata comes in on the southern flanks of the Mustég, and extending north.west- 
wards towards Nagar. 

In the ground previously explored, Mr. Lydekker notices some hitherto un- 

observed patches of tertiary rocks in the neighbourhood of Dras, and also the 
occurrence of cretaceous forms of fossils in the tertiary basin of the Indus. 

These facts have somewhat opposite bearings: the Drés outlisra rest on or in 
paleozoic rocks, and thus confirm the view already arrived at regarding the great 

stratigraphical break between the cretaccous and eocene deposits in thia part of the 

Himalayan region; whereas the paleontological fact would tend to reduce the 
‘ time-value of that break. It is one more of the frequently recurring instances of 
the want of any standard of comparison between our two great tests of geological 
time—the stractural relations of the rocks and the biological relations of their 

fousil contents. This reflection may suggest doubts as to the continuity of 
sequence in the palsozoic and lower secondary deposits, as insisted on by Mr. 
Lydekker in the ground he has examined. 

Although the field-work was dune in the summer of 1879, Mr. Griesbach’s 
Mrppre Himatazas: account of his observations in the high Himalayas of 

Mr, Griesbach. Kumann and Hundes could not be prepared in time for 

notice in the annual report for that year. His preliminary ‘cketch was published 
in- our Records for May last, and fully justifies the promise I held out regard- 
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ing it. Great additions have been made to our knowledge of that moat. interest- 
ing ground, in the detailed classification of the lower secondary formations, 
which Mr. Griesbach, by means of the fossils he collected, has brought into close 
comparison with corresponding sections in the Alps. 

A local feature of much importance has alao been verified, and may, I think, 
bo finally accepted, that the fossil remains of large mammalia which have long 
been known to occur in Tibet are really derived from the extensive undisturbed 
deposits forming the great plains of that elevated region. Our best authority 
on this point hitherto, General Strachey, has always asserted it was so, but upon 
evidence short of certainty, and the inference he drew therefrom, that the plains’ 

deposits of Hundes must have been formed near the sea-level and subsequently 
raised to their present elevation of 15,000 feet, has been the chief difficulty in 
accepting the observation. I have always considered (see ‘Manual,’ p. 681) 
that the biological and climatological conditions of the puzzle were more elastic 
than the stratigraphical, and that the adjustment would have to be largely 
made from that side. Mr. Griesbach was prevented by the Chinese officials 
from staying any time in Hundes, and he has not brought any good fossils from 
those deposits, but he did find bone fragments in them, and that point is, I think, 
settled. 

In extending his view to the general question of Himalayan geology, Mr. 
Griesbach haa been, perhaps, a little over-bold upon so short an acquaintance with 
the ground, and without sufficient reference to what has already been done. The 
general interpretation of the ‘folded flexure’ structure which he applies as the 
key to the whole section, as if for the first time, has been undef consideration 
from the beginning of our work in this region (see Memoirs, Vol. III, Appendix), 
and it has from the first been adopted for certain parta of the region, such ag 
the Dhauladhar and the Pir Panj4l; but there are very striking structural con- 
trasts between these sections and those which have been described in the area 
distinguished as the lower, or outer, Himalayas, in which it has not hitherto seemed 
possible to make out the flexure structure in the crude (simple) form as now 
done by Mr. Griesbach. The features referred to are fully noticed in the 
Manual and elsewhere, and need not be recapitulaied here. The question is, 
indeed, far from settled, but we must beware of closing it by the forced appli- 
cation of prescribed forms. 

In the same paper Mr. Griesbach has ventured ypon a still bolder undertak- 
ing, to correlate the rocks of peninsular India with those of the Himalayas and 
of the world beyond the seas. These flights of generalisation are always more. 
or less useful as stimulants, but are unfortunately seldom susceptible of profit- 
able disonssion on their merits; the entertainment of passing final ju on 
them must be left to our suocessors, The facility with which identifications of © 
precarious validity are thus taken up has the inevitable effect of weakening one's 
faith in what might otherwise have been accepted as.matter of experiance, auch 
ax Mr. Griesbech's correlation of our Gondwinas with the Karoo series de- 
wribed by him in South Afric, swre that this is 2 pont upa: which indepen- 
Gent evidence has teen for lenge converging.  16.ia not to with-the affiliation 
of -ur Vindhyen cores, throngh the Table Mustain rocks, 4o-the carboniferous: 
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period, thongh the argamert presented is a strong one, at least on paper. It 
would indeed be convincing but for the incommensurable characters of the un- 
conformities which Mr. Griesbach handles with so free a touch. The Table 
Mountain sandstone, as stated, is presumably carboniferous; and if any measur- 
able comparison could be made between the unconformitivs of the Karoo beds 
upon that rock and of the Gondwanas to the Vindhyans, some correspondence 
might be indicated. Regarding the former feature, much detailed information is 
not available, but of the latter I can say that the unconformity is ax great as is 
conceivable under the circumstances of comparatively little disturbance in both 
formations, The physical features of the country were to a great oxtent transposed 
in the interval of these formations, the uplands becoming hollows and the hollows 
aplands, and mainly by a slow process of disintegration, but little affected by 
the convenient ‘land-wave.’ This may not be admitted as a difficulty in the 
affiliation snggested, inasmuch as the permian period may mean almost any term 
of duration ; still such little facts as ] have mentioned should not be lost. sight 

r---§. Prodigious breaks in time may be represented locally by slight apparent 
nconformity, as might be illustrated by striking instances in India; it nover- 

eless remains true that stratigraphical facts, of which unconformities are not 
least conspicuous, still form our safest criterion of the actual lapse of time. 

If I have ventured to make what may be thought severe remarks upon the 
AFGHANISTAN : speculative efforts of my colleague, I have done so with a 
Mr. Griesbach. light heart, because of the extent and excellence of the real 

work he has accomplished; and I must not omit to mention that the ‘ Notes’ 
upon which I have commented were written under the pressure of an urgent 
departure to Afghdnistin, where he was engaged from March to November. 
The services of a geologist were called for with special reference to a discovery 
of coal near the mouth of the Boldin pasa, and to afford information to the Wali 
of Kandahar on the reputed mineral resources of his territory. Mr. Griesbach 
offered his services, and I could have chosen no more efficient officer. Owing to 
circumstances beyond Mr. Griesbach’s control, the practical object of his mission 
eo:ld be but little attended to; and for the same reasons, the purely geological 
observations that could be made were less detailed and extensive than might be 
expected from the time engaged. Marches with troops had generally to be made 
during the night, and whether on the march or in camp, or at Kandahar itself, 
it. was not possible to go any distance without a strong military escort. Fortu- 
nately, Mr. Griesbach’s admirable skill with his pencil enabled him to make use- 
ful record of features, it was impossible to examine in detail. The results will 
be published as soon as the map and figures can be prepared; meantime tho 
following leading features may be mentioned :—In the whole ground traveraed 

. between the Indus and the Helmand, no rocks were met with older than the. 
eretaceous... Ths upper tertiary, or neogene, rocks (Manchar and G4j graups of 

' My. Blanford’s- Sind series) form the fringing hills about Dédar; and the lower 
beds “(G4j) were again recognised at several points of the route. They are 

& | en ets qmenptiormable to the eocene. These lower tertiary rocks have 
# {j yntld composition —prbeenting a limestone facies in, Biluchistén and a 
:. aynch aepeot in Afghénistin ({Ghasidbid and Kojak ranges). They are con- 
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formable to the cretaceous series, which is shaly at top with a strong hippuritic 
limestone below. These rocks were first found at the crest of the Bolan pass, 
and were the only formation observed west of the Kojak range. In this latter 
country the hippurite limestone is extensively broken up by eruptive rocks, both 
granitic and trappean. The metalliferous deposits occur in the contact zone of 
these intrusive rocks. 

I cannot close this notice of his geological work without recording how 
Mr. Griesbach did honour to the Survey during the distressful days at Girishk, 
Maiwand, and Kandahar when called upon to change the hammer for the sword. 

Publications.—Four parts of the Memoirs were issued during the year, com- 
pleting Vols. XV, XVI, and XVII. Mr. Griesbach's report on the Ramkola 
coal-ficlds form part 2 of Vol. XV. Mr. King has written parts 2 and 3 of 

Vol. XVI; the former, describing the coastal region of the Nellore portion of the 
Carnatic, is a recovery of field-work done many years ago; it is in sequence with 
part 1 (by Mr. Foote) describing the corresponding region to the north, and 
part 3 contains the continuation of the same region further north, in the Godava, 

area; init are given the details of some sections that have for long been o 
special interest in Indian geology, the remote outlier of the Deccan trap and i” 
associated fossiliferous beds at Rajahmundry. Part 2 of Vol. XVII contaiz 
Mr. Wynne’s descripticn of the Trans-Indus continuation of the Salt-range, and 
the map is uniformly coloured with that of the Salt-range itself, in Vol. XIV, by 
the same author. 

The Records continue to fulfil their purpose of giving immediate information 
upon points of special interest, and of bringing to notice occasional observations 
that might be lost sight of if reserved for mention in some appropriate descriptive 
memoir. The volume for the year again happens, as last year, to contain 
22 papers, with numerous maps and plates; and again two of the best articles 
ar- Sy independent contributors—Mr. G. T. Clark’s observations on the evidence 
fo foci of eruption in the Concan; and Dr. Carter’s most useful paper on the 
proauction of salts in the soil, as occurring to such a ruinous extent in north- 

western India. 

The issue for the year of the Paleontologia Indica has been full and im- 

portant. Professor Martin Duxcan’s description of the Sind fossil corals, with 
twenty-eight beautifully executed plates, forms a worthy beginning of a great 
task—the description of the marine faupa of the tertiary rocks of India. This 
work has already given valuable and conclusive confirmation to the correlation of 
the upper groups of the series (including the Siwaliks) as worked out in the field 
and from a discussion of the mammalian fauna by Mr. William Blanford. 
During the winter's recess from his field work in the high Himalaya, Me. 
Lypexxer was able to prepare and issue a description of the fossil Proboscidia ; 

it forms part 5 (with 119 pages of text and 18 plates), completing Vol. I of the 
series devoted to the Indian Tertiary and Post-tertiary Vertebrate. Besides his 
current work in arranging the collections in the Musenm, Dx. Feistanren issued 

. the first part of his flora of the Damada and-Panchet divisions, containing eighteen 
-plates. He also prepared very full systemstioal lists and indices for the earlier 
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numbers, thus completing the two first volumes of this series of the Palwontologia 
Indica, entitled the Fossil Flora of the Gondwana System. As may be gathered 
from remarks on a previous page, we should be quite helpless to undortake the 
classification and description of the main areas of the Gondwana formation with- 
out the assistance afforded by Dr. Feistmantel’s claborate study of the fossil 
botany of these rocks. The second part of Dr. Waacen's description of the Salt- 
range fossils, containing 111 pages of text and 10 plates, was isaucd during the 

year. The materials for a third part are now well advanced for publication, 

Mining Records.—A beginning has at last been made to establish a mining record 
office in Bengal. The question of mining legislation, involving the inspection 
of mines, in India has been repeatedly raised within the last twenty-five years. In 
early days there is no doubt that much violenco was practised in conneaion with 
the management of coal-mincs, but such conduct was no more than was then in 

vogne amongst: large land-owncrs all over the country, being only the remains of 
indigenous misrule ; and any traces of it still left lie in this quarter rather than 
in the management of mining establishments. The conditions which have led to 
the onactment of strict regulations in countries where extensive mining operations 

are carricd on havo as yet no existence in India; there are no hardships to be 
endured essentially different from those involved in other branches of enterprise, 
the adjustment of which is best left to the guidance of intelligent self interest 

and benevolence. Government has therefore refrained from imposing upon this 
industry the annoyances inseparable from an official inspection involving tho 
actual mining opcrations. There is, however, one point that cannot be left to 
take care of itself, as it has but small bearmg upon immediate interests, and 
which, for this same reason, it is unobjectionable for Government to interfere with, 

while for the permanent interests involved it becomes obligatory to do so—to 
ensure a permanent record of abandoned underground workings. To make 
certain of this being done would, indeed, involve an official check upon the plans 
that are made of actual workings, for it is notorious that thriftless managers will 
drive ahead without keeping their minc-survey up to date; and such a check might 

well be enforced without giving any scope tw, officious interference with the work- 
ing of the mine. It has, however, been determined for the present to trust to 
what can be obtained voluntarily from mine-owners, all of whom have been 
officially invited to send copies of their mine-surveys to be deposited in the office 
of the Geological Survey. 

In this connexion I am glad to be able to announce that permission has been 
given to place in the hands of Mr. V. Ball the preparation of a volume on the 

economic geology of India, to form Part IIT of the Survey Manual, issued in 1879. 
It cannot be expected that this work should contain much positive information 

upon the mineral wealth of India, for little or nothing has been done in the oxperi- 
mental opening out of mineral deposits in this country, and without this, it is not 
possible to form any accurate judgment of their mode of occurrence or richness. 
It will, however, be of much interest and practical service to bring together 
into connected form notices of all that has beon scen, said or done upon this very 

important subject. I feel confident that Mr. Ball will do justice to the work 
he has undertaken. 
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formable to the cretaceous series, which is shaly at top with a strong hippuritic 
limestone below. These rocks were first found at the crest of the Boldin pass, 
and were the only formation observed west of the Kojak range. In this latter 
country the hippurite limestone is extensively broken up by eruptive rocks, both 
granitic and trappean. The metalliferous deposits occur in the contact zone of 
these intrusive rocks. 

I cannot close this notice of his geological work without recording how 
Mr. Griesbach did honour to the Survey during the distressful days at. Girishk, 
Maiwand, and Kandahar when called upon to change the hammer for the sword. 

Publications.—Four parts of the Memoirs were issued during the year, com- 
pleting Vols. XV, XVI, and XVII. Mr. Griesbach’s report on the Ramkola 
coal-fields form part 2 of Vol. XV. Mr. King has written parts 2 and 3 of 

Vol. XVI; the former, describing the coastal region of the Nellore portion of the 
Carnatic, is a recovery of field-work done many years ago; it is in sequence with 
part 1 (by Mr. Foote) describing the corresponding region to the north, and 
part 3 contains the continuation of the same region further north, in the Goddva._ 
area; in it are given the details of some sections that have for long been o 
special interest in Indian geology, the remote outlier of the Deccan trap and i’ 
associated fossiliferous beds at Rajahmundry. Part 2 of Vol. XVII contaiz. 
Mr. Wynue’s descripticn of the Trans-Indus continuation of the Salt-range, and 
the map is uniformly coloured with that of the Salt-range itself, in Vol. XIV, by 
the same author. 

The Records continue to fulfil their purpose of giving immediate information 

upon points of special interest, and of bringing to notice occasional observations 
that might be lost sight of if reserved for mention in a ippropriate descriptive 
memoir. The volume for the year again happens, a. last year, to contain 
22 papers, with numerous maps and plates; and again two of the best articles 
are by independent contributors—Mr. G. T. Clark’s observations on the evidence 
for foci of eruption in the Concan; and Dr. Carter’s most useful paper on the 
production of salts in the soil, as occurring to such a ruinous extent in north- 
western India. 

The issue for the year of the Paleontologia Indica has been full and im- 

portant. Professor Martin Duncay’s description of the Sind fossil corals, with 
twenty-eight beautifully executed plates, forms a worthy beginning of a great 
tesk—the description of the marine fauva of the tertiary rocks of India. This 
work has already given valuable and conclusive confirmation to the correlation of 
the upper groups of the series (including the Siwaliks) as worked out in the field 
and from a discussion of the mammalian fauna by Mr. William Blanford. 
During the winter’s recess from his field work in the high Himalaya, Mr. 
Lypexxer wae able to prepare and issue a description of the fossil Proboscidia ; 
it forms part 5 (with 119 pages of text and 1€ plates), completing Vol. I of the 
series devoted to the Indian Tertiary and Post-tertiary Vertebrata. Besides his 
current work in arranging the collections in the Museum, Da. Farsruawran issued 
the first part of his flora of the Damiida and Panohet divisions, containing eighteen 
‘plates. He aleo prepared very full syatematioal lists and indices for the earlier 
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numbers, thus completing the two first volumes of this series of the Palwontologin 
Indica, entitled the Fossil Flora of the Gondwana System. As may be gathered 
from remarks on a previous page, we should be quite helpless to undertake tho 
classification and description of the main areas of tho Gondwana formation with- 
out the assistance afforded by Dr. Feistmantel’s claborato study of the fossil 
botany of these rocks, The second part of Dr. Waacen’s description of the Salt- 
range fossils, containing 111 pages of text and 10 plates, was isaued during the 
year. The materials for a third part aro now well advanced for publication. 

Mining Records.—A beginning has at last been made to establish a mining record 
office in Bengal. The question of mining legislation, involving the inspeetion 

of mines, in India has been repeatodly raised within the last twenty-five years. In 
early days thore is no doubt that much violence was practised in conneaion with 

the management of coal-mines, but such conduct was no more than was then in 

vogue amongst large land-owners all over the country, being only the remains of 
indigenous misrule ; and any traces of it still left lic in this quarter rather than 
in the management of mining establishments. The conditions which have led to 
the onactment of strict regulations in countries where extensive mining operations 
are carricd on have as yet no existence in India; there are no hardships to be 
endured essentially different from those involved in other branches of enterprise, 
the adjustment of which is best left to the guidance of intelligent self interest 
and benevolence. Government has therefore refrained from imposing upon this 

industry the annoyances inseparable from an official inspection involving the 
actual mining operations. There is, however, one point that cannot be left to 
take care of itself, as it has but small bearmg upon immediate interests, and 
which, for this same reason, it is unobjectionable for Government to interfere with, 

while for the permanent interesta involved it becomes obligatory to du so—to 

ensure a permanent record of abandoned underground workings. To make 
certain of this being done would, indeed, involve an official check upon the plans 
that are made of actual workings, for it is notorious that thriftless managers will 
drive ahead without keeping their mino-survey up to date; and such a check might 
well be enforced without giving any scope tw, oflicious interference with the work- 
ing of the mine. It has, however, been determined for the present to trust to 
what can be obtained voluntarily from mine-owners, all of whom have been 
officially invited to send copies of their minc-surveys to be deposited in the office 
of the Geological Survey. 

In this connexion I am glad to be able to announce that permission has been 
given to place in the hands of Mr. V. Ball the preparation of a volume on the 
economic geology of India, to form Part III of the Survey Manual, issued in 1879. 

It cannot be expected that this work should contain much positive information 
upon the mineral wealth of India, for little or nothing has been done in the experi- 
mental opening out of mineral deposits in this country, and without this, it is not 
possible to form any accurate judgment of their mode uf occurrence or richness. 
It will, however, be of much interest and practical service to bring together 
into connected form notices of al] that has been secn, said or done upon this very 
important subject. I feel confident that Mr. Ball will do justice to the work 
he has undertaken. 
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Museum.—Qood progress has been made in bringing the collections into com- 

plote classificd arrangement. Some new cases were provided during the year, in 

which the fossils recently described are now duly laid out for oxhibition. While 

officiating for Mr. Mallet, in charge of the mincral collections, Mr. Fedden re- 

arranged the scries of meteorites, combining tho collection formerly belonging 

to the Asiatic Society with the larger scrics previously in the possession of the 
Survey. The carefully-chocked catalogue prepared by Mr. Fedden was pub- 
lished and issued before the close of the year. 

I availed mysclf of Mr. Mallct's willing scrvices while on sick leave in Europe 
io supply an important want in our Museum. The collection of usoful mineral 
products, and the description of them in so far as relates to their abundance and 
mode of occurrence, is cssontially a duty of the Goological Survey, unless in 
some perfectly organised State, where a properly qualified Technological Depart- 
ment might take charge of that branch of the work. The fulfilment of this 
duty is necossarily most elastic in its standard, according to the actual conditions 
and the possible or probable needs of the country, the extent of ground to be 
examined, and tho facilities given or available for such work. Tho Survey has 
always cndeavoured to keop up to the mark of requirement in these respecta, and 
we now possess a fairly numcrous illustration of such usefal mineral substances 

as are known to occur in India. For our own and public use, we have often felt 
the want of good samples of raw materials of known quality in the arts. I 
accordingly asked Mr. Mallet to endeavor to procure such samples for the Museum. 

He made application to a large number of manufacturers, chiefly in the United 
Kingdom, and numerous contributions of specimens haye already reached us. 
We hopo before long to havo this branch of the Museum in a fair state of 
efliciency. 

Library.—Thore were 1,645 volumes and parts of volumes added to the library 
during the past year—751 by purchase and 894 prosonted. It should be noted 
that theso figures aro taken from tho ontries in the library register, the weekly 
or monthly parts of journals being separately counted. 

Personnel.—Tho following officoss were absent on furlough during the year :-— 
Mr. Blanford for the whole year; Mr. Foote rejoined his appointment on tho 7th 
of Decombor, and resumed work in the Madara district ; Mr. Wynnc took twenty 
months’ leavo on the 3rd of April; Mr. Mallot returned from furlough on the 
23rd of Octobor, and resumed charge of the laboratory and the mineral collec- 
tions; Mr. Ball returnod to offico on the 16th of October. On tho 30th of J uly 
Mr, Pramatha Nath Boso, B. Sc. (London), F. G. S., joined his appointment on 
the graded staff of the Survey, being the first native gentleman who has daly 
qualified himself for the post. Thero is much ground for hope that ho will prove 
equal to the duties he has undertakon. 

Cancorta, H. B, MEDLICOTT, 
Phe 26th Junsnary 1881. Superintendent, Geologiont Survey of India. 
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Tnst of Societies and other Institutions from which pablicntions havo heen received 

tn ‘donation, or exchange, for the Library of the Geolosical Survey of Ludie, 

during the year 1880. 

Batavia.—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences 
iBeurast.— Natural History and Philosophical Society 

BERLIN —German Geological Society. 
5» Royal Prussian Academy vf Sciences 

et aa of Sciences. 
{ Bomnay.—Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

Loston. —American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
} yy Society of Natural History. 
Buestav. —Silesian Society of Natural Listory 
\aussers.—Geographical Socicty of Belgium. 
‘4, Geological Survey of Belgiam. 
uUDAPEST.—Hungarian Institute. 
agn.—Linnean Socicty of Normandy. 
ALCUTTA. — Agricultural and Horticultural Sucicty. 
' ,, Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
1 »  =Marine Survey. 

»  —Metcorological Department. 
» Survey of India. 

— Trustees, Indian Museum. 
‘aupuipae-Mass, —Musenm of Compnrative Zuvlouy 
 UPENHAGEN.—Royal Danish Acadenty. 
JisuN.— Academy of Sciences. 
IDeespen.—Isis Society. 
Dus.tv.— Royal Geological Socicty of Ircland 

35 Royal Irish Academy. 
» Royal Dublin Society. 

EvinsurcH.—Geological Sucicty,. 
5 —Royal Scottish Suciety uf Art» 
¥ — Royal Society. 

Geneva.—Physical and Natural Histury Society 
Giascow.—Geological Society. 

»  —Glasgow University. 
»» Philosophical Society. 

(Hatie.—Imp. Leopol. Carol. German Academy. 
cflannispure.—Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. 
NDIANAPOLIS.—Geological Survey of Indiana. 
Konicsperc.—Physical Economic Socicty. 

ViLavsanns.—Vandois Society of Nataral Science. 
Lonpon.—Geological Socicty. 

»  wIndia Office. 
»  —SLron and Steel Instatute. 
» wLinnean Society. ; 
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Loxpox — Royal Asiatic Society. 
— Royal Geographical Socicty. 
— Royal Institation of Great Britain 

— Royal Society. 
—Society of Arts. 
—Zoological Society. 

Mapvrip.—Geographical Society. 
Mancnesten.— Geological Society. 
Me.uourne.— Geological Survey of Victoria 

i —Mining Department, Victoria. 
i —Royal Society of Victoria, 

Minnearoits.—Minnesota Academy. 
Mitan.—Society of Natural Science. 

Montreat.—Geological Survey of Canada. 
Moscov.——Imperial Society of Naturalists. 
Municu.—Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences. 
Nevcnatei.—Society of Natural Sciences. 
New Haven.—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences 

—Editors of the American Journal of Science, 

Paris.—Academy of Sciences. 
»» Geological Society of France. 
5» Mining Department. 

Penzance.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. 
PHiILaDELPHia.Academy of Natural Sciences. 

” ~—American Philosophical Society 

‘. —Franklin Institute. 

Pisa.—Socicty of Natural Sciences, Tuscany. 
Romz.—Geological Commission of Italy. 

» Royal Academy. 
RoorkEre.—Thomason College of Civil Engincering. 
Samr Pererspurc.—Imperial Academy of Sciences. 
Satem-Mass.—Essex Institute. 
Srnaarorz.— Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
StockHoLM.—Geological Survey of Swoden. 
Srrassura.—Strasburg University. 
Sypnry.—Department of Mines, New South Wales. 

» Royal Society of New South Wales. 
Tasmanta.— Royal Society. 3 
Tourtn.—Royal Academy of Sciences. 
Vinsna.—Imperial Academy of Sciences. 

»» Imperial Geological Institute. 
Wasutnctox.—Philosophical Institute. 

7 --Smithsonian Institute. 
” —-[nited States Geological and Geographical Sarvey. 

Waiimarox.—Geological Survey of New Zealand. 
ss ~—New Zealand Institute. 
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Yoxrouama.—Aniatic Society of Japan. 
—(ierman Naturalists’ Society. 

“ —Public Works Department, Japan. 
York.— Yorkshire Philosophical Society. 
Zéricu.—Natural History Society, 
The Government of Bengal. 

99 1“ Bombay, 
” ” Madras, 

” ” North-Western Provinces 

” 93 Punjab. 
The Chief Commissioner of Assam. 

British Burnia. 
Central Provinces. 
Mysore. 

The Resident, Haiderabad, 
Forvign, and Heme, Revenue, and Agricultural Departments. 
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Geology of Part of Dardistén, Baltistin. and Neighbouring Districts, being fisth 

notice of the Geology of Kashmir and Neighbouring Territories.—Hy 
R. Lypexksr, B.A., F.Z.S., Geological Surcey of India. 

(With Map and Sections.) 

T.—Intrroprerion, 

Area eramined.—The area of country gevlogically examined by myself during 
the past summer comprehends the north-western portion of the terntories of 
the Maharaja of Kashmir; namely, a considerable portion of Dardistan,' the 

. greater portion of Baltistan, together with Suru (Soorvo), and the upper half of 
‘the Wardwan valley : a re-examination of the rocks of part of the Késhmir valley 
‘has also been made. 

)} Route truversed.—The route traversed by myself, exelusive of sume minor 
qactours, may be summarised as follows :—Leavirg the valley of Kashmir above 
Bandipur, on the northern shore of the Walar lake, my route lay across the 
{Tragbal pass into the valley of the Kishangangdé (Kishenganga) river 1 pro- 

ceeded up this valley as far as Gurez (Gurais), from which point I turned off to 
the northward, and advanced up the valley of the Burzil (Boorzil) river, and 

thence across the Dorikun (Dorikoon) pass to Astor: from the latter plice I 
made a short excursion to the valley of the Indus above Bawanji (Bvouyic), and 

returning from thence to Astor, 1 proceeded across the Banok (Bunnok) La to 
Rondu on the Indus, and thence up the valley of that river to Skardu (Skardo, 

or Iskardo). From Skardu I advanced up the valley of the Indus to its june- 
‘on with the Shayok (Shyok), and thence up the latter valley as far as the 
istrict of Chorbat, to the south of which I carried my geological examination 

wi the preceding season: during this trip I made a run northward up the Hushi 
afiushe) valley, as far as the foot of the gigantic peak numbered K1] on the 
survey map. Returning down the Sbhayok and Jndus valleys, I proceeded to 

tthigar, from whence, travelling up the river of the same name, I puid a visit. to 
aie great glaciers of northern Baltistan, advancing a considerable distance up the 
Plalma (Punmah*) and Baltaro (Boltoro) glaciers. Returning once again to 
itkérdu, my route lay across the plains of Deosai, thence down the Shingo river, 
2d across the Marpo Lito Drdés. From the latter place I proceeded, by crossing 

exe intervening range, to Kartsi (Kurtse), and thence to Suru: from the latter 

li I crossed the Bhot-Kol pass (Lanwi La) into the valley of the Wardwan 

fiver, down which I travelled as far as Inshin, whence I crossed the range to 
ofowbiig, and thus once again reached the valley of Kashmir. 
al Previous geological notices.—The large area of country visited during this 
edarney is, with the exception of the neighbourhood of the Kashmir valley, 
jmost entirely new ground to the Geological Survey, and has indeed been but 

yfile noticed by any geological writers. The most important previous notice is 

| ! Por the topography of these districts the reader may consult Mr. Drew’s well-known work 
Kashinir: “The Junsmoo and Késhmir territories,” London, 1875; and also “ The Tribes of 
Hindno Khoosh” by Major Biddulph; Calcutta, 1880. 
2 The name is so spelt on the Atlas sheet ; it is, however, pronowtced as here spelt. 
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one by Lieutenaut-Colonel (then Captain) Godwin-Austen, published in the 
“Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London ” for 1864,! te which 
T shall have occasion to refer subsequently. Slight notices have been also given 
by Mr. Drew,®? General Canningham,’ the late Dr. Thomson,‘ the late Dr. Fal- 
coner,® and the late Mr. Vigne. Portions of the area examined lying near the 
Kashmir valley have already been noticed by Dr. Stoliezka? and myself* in 
papers to which I shall often have occasion to refer; while many notices of the 
geology of the valley itsaclf have already appeared. 

General characters of strata ezamined.—By far the greater portion of the strata 
occurring in the area under consideration, consists of more or less completely 
metamorphosed rocks belonging to more than one geological formation. In most 
cases, it has not becn found practicable to distinguish these different formations ( 
on the map, as their original relations have been altered by metamorphism.; 
These metamorphic rocks have, however, yielded important evidence in regard’ 
to the age of the metamorphics in other parts of Kashmir territory, in regard to-; 
which point considerable discussion has already taken place in earlier papers of}, 
this series. The facts recently acquired have, moreover, entailed certain modi” 
fications of views previously expressed. The ascertained geological position | 
rocks containing carboniferous fossils in the Wardwan valley above the village of 
Suknis (Sooknis) (to the discovery of fossils in which by Mr, ¥. Drew reference, 

has been made in an earlier paper’), has shown that a much greater proportion o 
the rocks of the great limestone series, than was previously supposed, must 
assigned to the triassic period. 

Order of description —With the foregoing remarks I proceed to the general 
description of the rocks occurring in the area indicated, taking them firstly i 
the order in which they were met with along the route traversed, and addi 
some more general remarks in a later section. In the two concluding sectio 
some notes are added on the glaciers and hot springs of Baltistan. 

TI.—Description of Rocks MET WITH ON ROUTE. 

Bandipur to Gurez.—The rocks on the road between Bandipur and the Kishe 
gang4 valley have been already noticed by myself in a previous paper, and" ha 
been shown to be the equivalents of the silurian, and, perhaps, of still old 
rocks. In the Kishengangé valley, in the neighbourhood of Gurez, there occu! 
a larye series of limestones and shaly rocks, conformably overlying the siluria} 

and representing the carboniferous and trias. These rocks were also mention 

§ Loe, cit. 
3 © Leadék,” London, 1854. 
4 Western Himalaya and Tibet,” London, 1852. 
+ *Palwontological Memoirs," Vol. I, p. 677, ef eeg- 

' 4 -Tavels in Késhmntr, Ladkk, Iskardo, eto,” Loudon, 1042, 
t « om. Geol, Surv. of India,” Vol. ¥, p. 868, ef seg. 
* Swpre, Vola IX, p. 166s XL j-903 Xi, p 163 HAH, pi 2: 1 shail froqeenty reer 

‘these papers without citing the precise page referred 40, . 
-  # Gupre, Vol. XU, p BB, oe) ee 

_ Shid, Vou. Laas Ot . wee as, 

1 Vol. XX, p. 888. ; | 

§ 

| 
i 
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in the paper quoted above. but, as T have now cxamined them in greater detail, 

and marked their boundaries with greater accuracy on the map, they require a 
further notice on the present occasion. 

Gurez trias, etc-—The topmost portion of the Gurez limestone’? now remain. 

‘ng, forms the lofty and precipitous cliffs on which Changi station is situated. 
his rock is a massive, bluish-white, dolomitic limestone, similar to that which 
occurs on the Dras river, already described in my above-quoted papers x it ia 

anderlaid by banded limestones like those of Sonamarg, and several parts of the 

Kishmir valley. The rock has a luw and constant north-easterly dip, and in 
pany places is full of the large Megalodan (ef.) gruphoites,* common in the 

viassic rocks of parts of Ladak. To the south-west of Gurez these rocks are 
underlaid by massive blue limestones, and dark, and frequently carbonaceous, 

shales, passing gradually downwards into the slaty and chloritie rocks of the 
‘silaurian. The higher rocks being undoubtedly triassic,? and the lower in all 

probability silurian, it is presumed that some of the intermediate rocks must 
represent the carboniferous. From the absence of carboniferous fossils in this 

locality, it is, however, by no means an ecaxy matter to fix detinitely the car. 

poniferons horizon; bnt from analogous sections in Ladaék, and from a section 
in the Wardwan valley, to be mentioned in the sequel, it is inferred that 
the shaly and calcareous beds at the base of the limestone series are, in all pro. 

bability, the representatives of the carboniferous, and accordingly have been 

coloured so in the map. Whether the zone is quite rightly fixed may be open to 

doubt, but it cannot be far distant from the truth. 

Extension of same.—Tho trias of Gurez extends to the south-east into Tilel 

(Tilail), as has been already noticed in a previous papert ; its northern boundary 

was not, however, fixed at the time of writing that paper, and may now cluim our 
attention. Up the valley of the Burzil river, the trias continues as far nas the 
‘Mage of Chewai, at which place it has acquired a southerly dip, and passes 

thwn into a series of black carbonaceous shales and blue limestones with quartz 

®inings : near the village of Dudgai (Doodigai), these lower rocks in turn gradu. 

Pily pass down into hard sandstones and slates, generally of a dark colour, Tho 
1-bonaceous shales are more developed on this side of the trias than on the 

thern side; they correspond in mineralogical composition very closely with 

©%nilarly situated shales in Ladadk,® and, like them, must, in all probability, be 
lifferred to the carboniferous: to the south-cast they are largely developed in 

lel, where I have already noticed them in the paper quoted. The rocks under- 

1 Notes on the occurrence of this limestone are given by Vigne, loc. cit., Vol. I, p. 209, and 
cdew, loc. cit., p. 395. 

® Supra, Vol. XIII, p. 44 The cephalopod previously noticed by mysclf (Supra, Vol. XI, 

4) from these rocks as a Clymenia, came fran the saiune beds aa the Jegalodon. 1, therefore, 
Vink that in a field examination the specimen inust have been wrongly determined and in 

lity must have belonged to a large apecies of Cerati/es. 

2 The rhetic is here classed with the trias; the Mryaloags 1s characteristic of the upper trins, 
* Supra, Vol. XI, p. 15, e¢ seq. i 
* Jbid., Vol. XHI, p. 44, 
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lying the presamed carboniferous band are those classed as the silurian.' Some- 
what higher up the Burzil river, the strike of the rocks changes from its normal 
north-westerly and south-easterly direction, and becomes coincident with the 
course of the river; the dip being nearly due east, at a low angle. The sum- 
mits of the hills and spurs forming the ridge on the right bank of the riv 
consist of the presumed carboniferous shales and limestones, with the sil 
underlying them. The carboniferous rocks form the greater portion of the pre- 

cipitdus cliffs on the left bank of the river. Above the village of Jasat, th 
shales and limestones are remarkable for the extraordinary amount of contortio 
and folding to which they have been subjected. Still higher up the river valle 

the carboniferous rocks are apparently overlaid by a great series of slates, san 
stones, amygdaloids, ribband-jaspers, and conglomerates, with here and there a 
thin calcareous band. These apparently overlying rocks seem to be the same as 
those underlying the carboniferous on the lower part of the Burzil river, and are 
certainly the same as the silurians of Drds and Tilel,? which also underlie the 
carboniferous. On these grounds I can only explain the section on the upper 
Burzil by inversion, the silurians really underlying the carboniferous. 

Characters of silurians-—~Many of the silurians have their joint-surfaced 
covered with a thin coating of a green serpentinous mineral, while the rocks 
themselves are not unfrequently very similar in character to the trappoids o 
Drés. The conglomerates contain pebbles of granitic gneiss, and other meta- 
morphic rocks, to which I shall have occasion to refer again in the sequel.’ 

Doriktin pass.—The unaltered silurian rocks continue to a short distance 
above the junction of the Burzil and Nagai streams, where they have a south. 
westerly dip, and gradually pass downwards into a schistose gneiss. This lami. 
nated gneiss, which must doubtless be altered out of the lower part of the silurian 
series, is finally underlaid by an unstratified white and finely crystalline gneiss, 
sometimes hornblendic, and at others micaceous, and indistinguishable both 

hand specimens and in situ from true granite. This rock forms the summit 

1 At the risk of repetition, I must again remark that the silurian is placed immediately bel 
the carboniferous, since when fossils have been obtained in the lower Himalayan rocks no dev 

nian period could be defined from them. Since, however, we have a continuous rock-series 
this part of the Himalaya, it is evident that the representatives of the devonian must exist, eitl 
at the base of the rocks classed as carboniferous, or at the top of those classed as silurian. 
the absence of fossil evidence, and in the continuity of the infra-carboniferons rocks ss a geo, 
gical series, it would be worse than useless to attempt an arbitrary division. (Mr. Griesbach I 
thought that in the more eastern Himalaya he could distinguish by fossils @ distinct 
epoch, Stpra, Vol. XLII, p. 88). The foregoing remarks will apply with equal propriety to 
non-recognition of the permian and rhetic as distinct periads. Indeed, both devonian, 

and rhestic, are but transitional periods in Europe, and it is therefore not surprising that 
ahould not be so distinctly recognisable in other regions, where the transition of the life-forms ny 
uve been more compressed. 

8 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 28, of. any 
sis iecey wenseshaly toad sans 0a (IE er OO 

in the Waniwan, anion the Pir Panjél, contain pebbles of a limestone exceedingly like that’ 
Sew telas, but which meost have-been derived from sowe much older rocks, now totally remored. 
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the Dorikim pass, at which place it haa been referred to by Mr. Drew! as truw 
granite ; it seems to be identical with the granitic gneiss* of Dras, and some 

portion of that of Ladak. ° 
Gneiss of two periods.—It is quite evident from the occurrence of pebbles of 

® granitic gneiss in the overlying conglomerates, which are presumably siln- 
rian, that some portion of the underlying gneias scries must have cxisted as 
land at the time of the deposition of the silurians. This original, primitive gneiss, 
wich is, I think, certainly represented by that of the Dorikin pass, is doubtless 
1 “central” gneiss of Dr. Stoliczka. It would appear, however, that sub- 
,{uent metamorphic action has partially altered the base of the superimposed 

sj.urian series, and has obliterated all traces of the original unconformity 
between the latter and the hypogene gneiss. This subsequent metamorphism 
has rendered it almost, if not quite, impossible, in many cases, to distinguish 

; , between the primitive and the superimposed gociss, and therefore the red area 

en the map must be taken to include gneiss of the two ages. J shall have 
‘more to say on this question in the sequel, and in my route survey shall ondea- 
{ vour to point out in what places it can be distinctly affirmed that the gneiss 
belongs to one or the other period. Tho Dorikin gneiss being clearly primitive, 
and being indistinguishable from that of Drads and Lad&k, confirma my 
previously-expressed view as to at least a great portion of that gnviss being 

primitive.* 

Astor gneiss.—To return to the section. Gneissic rocks are continued across 

the Dorikin pass into the Astor valley, and are there genorally light-coloured 
and unstratified ; the higher beds are, however, sometimes imperfectly crystalline, 

hornblendic in composition, and show more or less distinct signs of original 
stratification. Near the village of Dars the lowest exposed gneiss is a light- 

¢ coloured granitic rock, crowded with large twin-crystals of white or pinkish 
© arthoclase, and seems to be indentical with the porphyritic gneiss-granite of 
‘l if4nkse in Laddk‘: this gneiss is also, I think, certainly primitive. Below Dirs 
t’ the gneiss is generally fine-grained and dark-coloured, containing some partially 

a altered slaty beds: it is not casy to determine its serial relationship to the por- 
p ahyritie rock, but it probably overlies the latter, and most likely, at all events 
i. h part, belongs to the altered silurian serics. 

hi Silurian (7) gneiss.—In the neizhbourhood of Astor itself, we find the lowest 
eaxposed rocks, as is well exhibited near the village of Dashken, consisting of 
lif Pht-coloured, distinctly foliated, gneiss and mica-schist. The former is sometimes 
fihe-grained, frequently garnetiferous, and locally porphyritic: the crystals of 

oclase in the latter have a peculiar lenticular form, and are embedded in 
@lq purple felspathic base, with imperfectly crystalline structure, and frequently 
cbntaining smali garnets.’ The whole of the lower part of the gneiss series, 

1 Loc. cif, p. 396, at p. 313. Mr. Drew also speaks of the Ludak gueiss as granite: Mr. 
(loe. cit., p. 218) speaks of the Dorikén gneiss as granite. 

* The German term “ gneiss-grauite” will sometimes be employed for these granite-like rocks. 
® Supra, Vol. XIII, p. 57. 
4 Jbid., Vol. XLII, p. 30. * 
Kuown in Germany as “augen-gueiss” (‘ eyed>gneiss,”) from the form of the felapar er ystuls- 
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exposed in this ncighbourhood weathers to a rusty brown colonr, is frequently 
forruginons, and generally traversed by veins of white intrusive granite. Tho 
rocks are generally micaceous, though sometimes hornblendic: large isolated 
crystals of hornblende not unfrequently occur in the micaccous varieties. It is 
these, lower rocks of the Astor series which are chiefly developed in the trans- 
Indus ranges in the neighbourhood of Gilgit. Lieut.-Col. H. C, B. Tanner in- 
forms me that similar rocks extend as far as Garkich, to the north-west of Gilgit. 

Upper beds.—The higher portion of the Astor gneiss series, well exhibited 
near Astor itself, generally consists of a dark-coloured, granitic, and often highly 
hornblendic gneiss, though micaceous varieties occur here also. 

Astor to Rondu.—On the road between Astor and Rondu, which crosses the 
high range dividing the Astor river from the Indus, the higher and dark-coloured 
gneiss-granite of Astor continues as far as the village of Popal, where it is 
underlaid by micaceous, garnetifcrous, and imperfectly crystalline schists, con- 

taining ferruginous patches weathering toa bright red or orange colour, and} } 
traversed by veins of intrusive granite. These rocks are, of course, the same as 
those underly1 ing the higher gneiss on the Astor river, but are less erystalline ; os 
they are again underlaid by a light-coloured, granitic, or porphyritic gneias | 
like that of the Doriktin pass, forming the core of the ridge dividing the Bator 
and Indus valleys. 

Age of Avtor gneiss.—This gneiss core being primitive, it would seem that 
the whole of the gneiss overlying it must be altered silurian or older paleozoic. 

With regard to the gneiss in the Astor valley, I have thought it possible that 
some of the lower portion, especially the porphyritic, may really be a less per- 
fectly crystalline form of the primitive gneiss ; this, however, is only a conjecture® 
and it may be that all this gneiss is altered palmozoic. On the other hand® 
the thickness on the Astor side is very great; while the silurian conglomerate: 
south of the Dorikdan pass contain certain pebbles which are extremely like th 
lower Astor rocks. 

Rocks of Rondu.—In Rondu, to the north of the primitive axis, the roc 
consist of numerous varieties of granitic and schistose gneiss, either micaceo 
or hornblendic. The intrusions of granite are here remarkably numerous, an 
belong to at least two epochs, the veins of the earlier intrusion being trav 
by those of the later. The mica in these granitic veins occurs frequently if 
crystals of very large size. At the village of Rondu itaelf, we find a dark-col 
and granitic gneiss apperently the same as the upper gneiss of Astor: somewha 
higher up the valley this gneiss is underlaid by schistose, gneissio, snd other mice 
ceous rocks, alternating with several bands of a pure white, highly crystallin¢® 
metamorphic limestone; these rocks have an inclination of about 70° to the nortt}* 
west. Still higher up the valley, near the bend of the river, these schistog™ 
rocks are again underlsid by a massive white granitic gneiss, which, from i it® 

and mineral character, would seam to be the same as the primitive gneis 
of the -‘Dorikén pasa, the overlying schists ang limeetomes corresponding to ti! 
ephista of Popél. 

, Central _gnvies —The lower geanitio. godies forma sa entiatins! axis, ond 
overlaid, neat Ztyicha by the schists and Tmestonés notioed above; the limestors 
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on this side, however, occurs ina single band some 300 feet in thickness, and 
contains some imperfectly crystalline beds: near Basho theso rocks are overlaid 
by the dark granitic gneiss of Rondu and Astor, a large thickness of schistose 
rocks intervening between this and the hmestones. 

Classification —The section of the gneiss series in this district may be tabu- 
lated as follows :— 

4 : 1, Dark granitic gneiss, 

‘ gree a axp (f) Cam- je Schistoxe gneiss, mica-schista, partly metamorphosed slates, and, 

\ in Indus valley, crystalline limestones. 
Feral oe .. 9%. Light granitic enews, frequently porphyritic. 

The presence of limestone in the presumed silurian series is very noticeable. 
The unconformity supposed to exist between the latter and the hypogene gneiss 
is entirely obliterated; the sections are, however, bere so clear that it would be 
quite possible to distinguish the two series on the map, though in other localities 
{esi has been found impracticable. 

f. Basho rocks.—Between Basho and Katsdra (Kutzurah) wo have alternations of 

q the higher schistose and granitic gneiss. In the neighbourbvod uf Skardu there 
t. occur some massive slaty and jaspideous rocks, very hke the presumed silurians 
d of the Ching-Chenmo valley,' and which are doubtless the unaltered represent- 
i atives of the higher gneiss series described above. 

1 = Gueiss of Skardu and Shayok vatley.—In the Indus and Shayok valleys above 
' Skdrdu, we find alternations of granitic and schistose gneiss with less perfectly 
lerystalline rocks, which, without doubt, contain representatives of both the 

torimitive and the silurian series. It, however, seems to mo to be almost impossiblo 
Eo say to which period many of the rocks should be referred, as several of the higher 
Geeds consist of white granitic gneiss. Thus, at Kiris on the Shayok, there occur 
Sen the left bank of the river slaty rocks like those to the sonth of Skardu, which 
ikre almost certainly silurians, overlaid by a thick mass of white granitic gneiss, 
teadistinguishable from that of the Dorikin pass. Up the Shdyok valley I have 
‘raced the gnessic rocks as far as the north side of the Chorbat-Li, whence they 
%re continuous with those of Ladak, and consist mainly of granitic gneiss, which, 

js has been before said, is probably in great part primitive. 

Ir Intrusive rocks, §'c.—On the lower Shayok the gneiss is frequently hornblendic 

®ike that of Ladék. In this rock there not uncommenly occur veins of serpentine, 
End near Kiris bands of amethystine quartz with garnets. Betweon Skérdu and 
akhigar, at Machilu (Muchiloo), and at some other points, the gueiss is porphyritic, 

d consequently, from its resemblance to the primitive central gneiss in other 
kc of the Himalaya, is inferred to be primitive.* The metamorphics of the 
Vewer Shéyok, and of the Indus near Skardu, are in many places traversed by 

ins of a dark-coloured, finely crystalline and intrusive minctte, or micaceous 
p, much resembling that of Seifersdorf, in Saxony. The intrusions of this 

titan are well exhibited where they traverse the white granitic gneiss of Kinis, on 
Shéyok; some of these intrusions occur in the form of thick, irregular 

, » Supra, Vol. XII, p. 33. 

2 See Griesbach, Supra, Vol. XLII, p. 83. 
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masses, and others in fine ramifying veins. In addition to the trap, there also 
occur numerous granitic intrusions, the granite being mainly a finely crystalline 

compound of quartz and felspar. The granitic and trappean intrusions appear 
to have taken place at several periods, since the granite sometimes intersects the 
trap veins, and vice versd. 

Gneiss of Hishi—From the village of Machilu I made a trip up the Hishi’ 
valley northwards, to the foot of snowy peak numbered K1. In that valley: 
there occur alternations of granitic and schistose gneiss, continuing up to the. | 
watershed. The lowest gneiss, generally forming the higher ridges and peaks, / 
is of the primitive porphyritic type of Dars. Beds of the Rondu metamor 

phic limestone also occur among the schistose gneiss near Hushi. The northe 
extension of the gneiss beyond peak K1 will be treated of in the sequel. To th 

eastward, the valley of the Saltero river seems likewise to consist entirely of 
metamorphic rocks, though I have not visited the watershed. 

Carboniferous of Machilu.—Some rocks overlying the gneiss at Machili,/ 
at the mouth of the Hushi stream, together with some lacustrine deposits in thd 
valleys of the Indus and Shayok, now demand a few moments’ attention. In, 
the neighbourhood of Machilu, there occurs on the right bank of the Hushi: 
stream a series of rocks, consisting of purple and green slaty shales, bluish white 
limestones, and buff sandstones. The relations of these rocks to the underlying! 
porphyritic central gneiss are somewhat obscure, owing to the amount of debris 
concealing the junction. They have an easterly dip towards the high cliffs of 
gneiss on the left bank; and their lower beds appear to pass downwards into a 
greenish gneiss. It appears probable that these rocks, including the gneiss 
their base, were originally unconformable to the primitive gneiss, but that theip 
pristine relations have been subsequently disturbed by faulting. These Machi 
rocks bear a great resemblance to some of the rocks which have been classe 
as carboniferous in Ladak, and, as will be subsequently shown, are the same 5\ 
certain rocks underlying the trias of Shigar, which are also classed as carboi 
ferous. 

Lacustrine strata.—At various points in the valleys of the Indus and Shéyo” 
in the districts of Rondnu, Skdrdu, and neighbourhood, there occur extensi\. 

deposits of sand and clay of lacustrine origin, often rising to a considerable hei 
above the present level of the rivers. These deposits have already been comment, , 
upon by Mr. Drew,’ Colonel Godwin-Austen,* General Cunningham,’ and the 
Dr. Thomson.‘ At Rondu itself, these beds, consisting of a hard, buff, 
banded clay, occur in small patches of no great thickness. At the village 
Kuaérdu (Kuardo), opposite Skérdu, they attain a height of more tha 
thousand feet above the present level of the river. In a few places near Ski 
glacial morainic matter appears to overlie the lacustrine strata, thus imdical 
the preglacial origin of the latter deposits. This inference is oonfirniéd by 

1 Loc. ott. p. 864, “ Quarterly Journal Geological Sovidty,” Wot: EXIK, p. 400. 
_ 4% Quarterly Journal Geological Bociety,” ee a 
ieee ats» Oe 

4 1684, p, 220, Dr. Thomeon wm the Sn. mth sh otal, lc wig “al 
woyblon a. de ; ree Es eee 

ft 
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very remarkable foldings to which the lacustrine strata beneath the town of 
Skardu have been subjected, in regard to which Mr. Drew has come to the 
conclusion that they are certainly due to the action of ice in some form or other ; 
& view in which I am disposed to concur. Colonel Godwin-Austen, as he has 
informed me by letter, also considers these strata to be of preglacial age, and 
thinks that they may not improbably belong to the pleistocene period, and roughly 
correspond in time to some of the lacustrine strata on the south side of the Kash- 

mir valley. On this view, it is somewhat difficult to understand how Mr. Drew? 
ean consider that any of these lacustrine strata at Skdrdu have been deposited in a 
lake formed by a glacier damming the Indus at Katstra, unless he assumes two 
periods of glaciation. In my own opinion the lacustrine strata of Rondu, from 

their great similarity in composition, were probably deposited by the same lake 
as those of Skairdu, and of Kiris (at the junction of the Indus and Shayok), 
where large masses of similar strata also occur. The lacustrine strata of the 
upper Indus in Lad&k are also exactly similar in mineralogical composition, and 
I opine that we must look for some general cause for the formation of the chain 

cf lakes, in which I imagine these strata te have been deposited. It may be added 
that General Cunningham is of opinion that the whole of these strata were 
deposited in a contemporaneous chain of lakes, and he has published a plan 

illustrating the connection and extent of the upper series of these lakes.* If these 

lacustrine strata are at all contemporaneous with those of Kaéshmir, we must, 
I think, certainly come to the conclusion that some common cause was concern- 

ed in the production of the pleistocene lakes in which they were deposited. The 
lacustrine strata of Lad&k are probably of preglacial age. 

Other lacustrine strata, and glaciation —At Hishi, to the north of Machilu 

there occurs a mass of lacustrine strata more than 100 feet in thickness: other 

masses also occur in the Bréldu (Braldoh) valley, to which I shall have occasion to 
' refer subsequently ; all these strata are probably, and some certainly, newer than 
those of the Indus valley. I shall not here refer further to the evidence of 

former glaciation in Skérdu and the surrounding country, as I have reserved 
such phenomena for discussion mn a subsequent section of this paper. 

: Shigar—It now remains to bring under consideration the rocks on the Shigar 
river,’ and of its tributaries, the Bréldu and Basha rivers.—On the left bank of 
the Shigar, no great distance above its mouth, and to the north of the town of 
the same name, there occur certain sedimentary rocks, extending into northern 

Baltistén, locally unaltered and fossiliferous, but in most places totally unfossili- 
ferous, and frequently having been so altered by metamorphic action, that itis 
in many cases a matter of extreme difficulty to distinguish them from the older 
metamorphic rocks. 

2 ¢ Jummoo and Kashmir,” p. 378. 
* Loe. cit.,p 136. 
3 It may be well to mention that there are two rivers called Shigar in the country of which 

re fr to treat,—one in Baltistén, passing by the town of the same name, and another draining 
he | greater part of Deosai, and uniting with the Shingo river, to flow into the Drds river. The 

e of the one flowing by the town of Shigar is not given on the accompanying map: the name 
applied from the point of union of the Bésha and Bréldu rivers to the junction of the united 

i with the Indus. a“ 

BRB OL” 
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Previous notice,—These rocks of Shigar were first geologically examined by 
Lieutenant-Colonel (then Captain) Godwin-Austen,' who obtained from them, 
as he has informed me by letter, in the ravine leading from Shigar to the north- 
east near Abas-limba, in a block fallen from the cliffs above, some bad speci- 
mens of a species of Rhynchonella, and from the Skoru-Lé, on the road to <As- 

koli (Askoley), numerous crinoid stems. Colonel Austen was, I believe, inclined 
to class all these sedimentary rocks as carboniferous. I shall, however, show 
that the higher beds are certainly of triassic age. 

Sections.—It appears to me that the general relations of the rocks in ques- 
tion will be most readily explained to the reader by describing several transverse 

sections taken through them. It must be premised that the rocks on the right 
bank of the Shigar river are composed of gneiss, which is, I think, mostly of 
the older type, and that porphyritic gneiss, which I also consider to belong to 
the central gneiss, is found to the north and east of Shigar. At Shigar iteelf, 
as will be shown immediately, there occurs a considerable thickness of the newer 
gneissof Rondu. It must also be observed that near Shigar the unaltered rocks 
have a north-casterly strike which swings round to the north-west above th) 
town. 

Daltumbar Section——The first section I have to bring to notice is taken down 
the Daltumbar tributary ravine, running in a north-easterly direction from the 
village of Hashupa. The rocks exposed in this ravine, starting from a distance 
of about five miles from its mouth, consist of a series of regularly stratified beds, 
having a low north-westerly dip, and forming a descending series to the mouth 
of the ravine. The exposed section may be tabulated as follows, from above 
downwards, the estimated thickness being only a very rough approximation to 
the truth :— 

1. Brown, black, blue and green, shaly slates, with occasional dolo- Ft, 

mitic limestones sae - . 1,500 

2. Blue and white mottled limestones... ine oe _ 400 

3. Black slates, with crystals of pyrite ... ss a ee 500 - 
4, Variously coloured shales, and partly metamorphic limestones, with 

Abrous gypsum ... eee vee oe ous ose 800 
5. Flaggy gneiss, with blue and white, partly metamorphosed, limestone, 

in lenticular masses aes aoe cane coe 800 
6. Black shales ee wee eee ane see eee 200 

7. White and blue dolomitic limestone and dolomite, with ferruginous 
bands, weathering red... bes jee gee ww. 3,000 

ae 8. Green shales ae ave eee eve ie eo P 

In this section there appears to be no question of the serial conformity of 
whole of the beds named, the gneiss being regularly interstratified with, 

1 Jt is extremely unfortunate that when Colonel Godwin-Ansten’s cerboniferous 1 
from the Himalaya were sent home to Mr. T, Davidson for determination, ‘the labels had be 

zonfased. In consequence of this confusion fossils from fhe warbenifereus of Kiisbuofr weri 
' ta, have come from Shigar, and are thud notice im the Journel ‘of the Geological & 
* q¥ols, XX, fp. 367, XXU, p. 88). This error ig npted om Uhoigage of exrate facing page 85‘ 
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passing by imperceptible degrees into, the unaltered beds immediately above and 
below. The dolomites and limestones marked No. 7, I have no hesitation, 
from their identity in mineralogical composition, and from their general appear- 
ance, in correlating with the trias of the Ching-Chenmo valley, in Ladé&k.? All 

the overlying beds must consequently be not older than the trias, and since many 
of them are very similar to rocks which are at present classed with the trias in 
Ladék, in the absence of any paleontological evidence, I provisionally class 
the whole of these rocks with the trias. 

Skoru-La Section.—I now proceed to notice a second section taken from some 
distance south of the Skoru-La (between Shigar and Askoli) down the ravine 
leading to the village of Khiti. In this section the rocks present a north- 
easterly strike, with a nr +h-westerly dip, the strike sweeping round at the 

mouth of the ravine to bes ue continuous with that of the rocks last men- 

tioned. At the commencement of this section there occur the rocks numbered 

1 to 5 in the preceding section, with much the same general composition and 
charucter. Below the gneiss band (No. 5), we find a thick mass of limestones 
and dolomites, which I presume to correspond with those marked 7 in the first 
section (the band No. 6 not being recognisable), though here the limestones are 
more inclined to be mottled, and the two, as will be noticed below, cannot be 

traced continuously. These limestones locally contain bands crowded with the 
stems of crinoids, as was observed by Colonel Godwin-Austen.? This band of 
limestr » is underlaid by a thick series of black and green shaly slates, or slaty 
shales, often carbonaceous or gypseous, and in the latter case very soft and 

friable. Some of these slaty rocks near the snowy-peak marked on the atlas shect 
20,635 contain bands of a greenish-yellow serpentine. Occasional cherty and 
calcareous bands occur in this series, and in some of the shales a very remarkable 

marbled conglomeration of bright coloured rocks. In the lower part of the Skoru 
ravine the rocks consist entirely of a hard greenish slate, gradually passing 
downwards into a thin band of greenish gneiss. Beneath this gneiss we find 

to: the eastward of the village of Khuti, the following section, in descending 
order, v7z. :— 

" Ft. 
‘+ 1. Granitic gneiss see oe “ 150 

, 9, Little altered blue limestones and brown setdsonan rails hardened 
( and contorted -- 800 

+ §. Alternations of white sectanntoplls jirwertosa with ‘dork sehtatnss gneiss 1,000 

t 4, Massive gneiss ga Gai pes as = win 

i 
12 Supra, Vol. XIII, p. 84. 

“3 1¢ may be noted that crinoidal limestones are extremely abundant in the rhetic (here 
clas: with the trias) of the more easterly Himalaya, as recorded by Mr. Griesbach (Supra, Vol. X11, 

Pp. ° 

A specimen of this rock was presented by Major J. Biddulph to the Indian Museum (vide 

Sup pa, Vol. XIII, p. 74); at Shigar small cups and vases are manufactured from this serpentine, 
and are said to split if poison be poured into them. In the above quoted notice of Major 
Bideduiph’s specimen, Shigar is referred to Ladak, instead of to Baltistdn. 
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Connection of sections.—In passing from Hishapa, at the mouth of the Dal- 
tumbar ravine, round the spur to the mouth of the Skoru ravine, we find that 
the limestones and dolomites (No. 7), so strongly represented at the former spot, 

do not continue to join the limestones of the latter, but come to an end very 
abruptly, dark slates and shales occurring on their line of strike. I can only 
explain this fact by assuming the existence of a fault throwing up the lower 
shales and slates, and thus cutting off the limestones. 

In the ravine running north-east from Shigar, the infra-triassic shale series, 
at some distance from its mouth, in place of resting upon alternations of meta- 

morphic limestone and schistose gneiss, and having its lower beds altered into 
a greenish gneiss, rests upon a massive granitic gneiss, thus probably indicating 
unconformity. Still higher up the ravine the whole of the infra-triassic series 
seems to pass into gneiss, as will be more fully noticed in the sequel. 

Hashupa to Sildi—To the north-west of Hashupa we find the gneiss over- 
lying the limestones and dolomites gradually increasing in thickness, so that at 
some distance above that place none of the limestone is exposed, the gneiss coming 
down to the base of the section. At Sildi, however, the gneiss is again underlaid 

by the dolomitic limestones of Hashupa. Above Sildi, the relations of the strata 
are somewhat obscure: at this point there occurs a gneiss, to which I shall have 
to refer again, which elsewhere underlies the trias dolomites, but I am by no 
means certain that the original relations of the rocks have not been disturbed by 
faulting. Ifthe relations are normal the trias must here form a synclinal, and 
the gneiss underlie it, as we shall see to be the case when we come to the con- 
sideration of the Askoli section. \ 

Age of strata.—It now remains to consider what approximation, in the absence 
of any conclusive palwontological evidence, can be made to the geological age 
of the strate. under consideration. It is apparent, as already observed, that 
Hashupa dolomites and limestones are not older than the trias. Consequently the 
underlying shales near Shigar are almost certainly either lower trias or carbdni- 

ferous. From the above quoted section given by Mr. Griesbach, it appears that 
crineidal limestones in the more eastern Himalaya are characteristic of the 

rheetic, and not of the trias proper. If this distribution hold good here, iwe 
should infer that the Hashupa limestone must be the representative of the 
rhetic, and that consequently the Shigar rocks must be trias. In Eurgpe, 
however, as is well known, the middle trias (muschelkalk) is one of the gre 
horizons of crinoidal limestones (Hacrinus iiliformis), and I, therefore, do 
consider the occurrence of these fossils as of any value in fixing horizons. 
Ladék, on the other hand, i have come to the conclusion that the ehaly 

carboniferons ; and, .as will be subsequently shown, in Wardwan and Kis 
the fossiliferons carhoniferous rooks occur at the base of the same great triapsi 

on the-other hand, always contains more or less of dolomites and limestones. : 
‘Ddalance of evidence, therefore, inclines to the view of regarding the shaly and sii: 
yocks of Shigar as of tarboniferons age ; aud in the.aequel they will scop: 
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be referred to as such, always with the proviso that, in the absence of paleontological 
evidence, the determination cannot be entirely free from doubt.! 

Age of gneiss rocks.—With regard to the beds of green gneiss underlying the 

carboniferous shales in the Skoru ravine, it seems probable that these beds have 
been altered ont of the lower shales, as similar beds are found underlying the 
carboniferous of Machilu, and to the north-east of Shigar, the shales appear 

to rest directly on the older gneiss. The lower gneiss between Shigar and 
Skoru, containing the white metamorphic limestone, and the higher contorted 
blue limestones and sandstones, clearly belongs to the gneiss series of Rondu, 
and, as I have already said, seems to be unconformable to the carboniferous, 
though both series dip in the same direction, with some little difference in the 
direction of the strike: subsequent metamorphic action has obliterated this 
presumed unconformity. The lower gneiss seems indeed to have been largely 
denuded, since at Rondu the metamorphic limestones is overlaid by a great thick- 
ness of schistose and granitiform rocks, which could not possibly, I think, be the 

altered equivalents of the carboniferous and triassic rocks of Shigar. This 
view is rendered almost certain by the Machilu carboniferous rocks being in direct 
relation with the porphyritic central-gneiss ; and by the same rocks to the north- 
east of Shigar apparently resting on gneiss which is below the horizon of the Rondu 
metamorphic limestone. It is, however, somewhat noteworthy that some of the 
thin bands of metamorphic limestone in the triassic gneiss are absolutely indis- 
tinguishable from the presumably lower silurian limestones of Rondu. Limestones, 
however, of any age, if submitted to metamorphic action, would necessarily assume 

much the same appearance. If the above view as to the relations of the rocks be 
accepted, it will be apparent that on this side of the great range of mountains 
separating the Indus from K4shmir, there must have been a break in deposition 

in some part of the silurian, the upper rocks must have been denuded, and the 

carboniferous thrown down upon the lower. 

Alternative view.—The only other view of the relation of these rocks that 
occurs to me is that the whole series at Shigar is conformable. On this view 

the schists and other gneiss above the metamorphic limestone at Rondu would 
correspond to the carboniferous and trias. Against this view there. are the 
bove-mentioned relations of the Shigar and Machilu carboniferous to the sub- 

acent gneiss, already referred to, and which appear to be insurmountable 

ifficulties. Again, the upper Rondu series, as before said, is so utterly unlike 
e trias, that I cannot think it could possibly be the same. As a third objec- 

ion, assuming that the lowest gneiss in the Rondu section, is the “central” 
eiss, there would not be snfficient thickness of rock between this and the 

ighest gneiss of Rondu for the whole thickness of rocks from the central gneiss 

the trias. A fourth objection is, that since the Rondu gneiss is apparently 

e same as the Astor gneiss, and since in the latter there is no limestone at all, 
hile a little to the south (in the Kishanganga valley), the trias consists 

t entirely of calcareous rocks, it appears totally impossible that any of the 

1 Further remarks on the relation of the trias and carboniferous will be found in the 
uding section of this paper. P 
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Astor rocks can be trias. I, therefore, cannot but accept the previously 
explained view. 

Similarity of trias over wide areas.—Accepting the view propounded above, 

® noteworthy fact presents itself, which may be worth a few moments’ attention, 
in the similarity of the trias in mineralogical characters on the two sides of 

the great gneissic axis of Baltistaén and Ladak, as exemplified in theKishanganga 
and Draés valleys on the south side, and at Shigar and Chdng-Chenmo on 
the north. At Shigar, however, the limestones and dolomites are in much 
smaller proportion relatively to the other rocks than in the other localities. 
This persistence of mineralogical character would seem to indicate the original 
‘local union of the present triassic areas. 

Upper Shigar and Brdldu.—I now propose to continue our survey up the 
Shigar and Braldu rivers from the point where we left it at Sildi. To the north 
of that village the metamorphic rocks, traversed by granitic veins, are extremely 
variable in mineralogical composition and structure; they may consist either of 
light-coloured schistose gneiss, mica-schist, garnet-schist, or locally of kyanite- 

schist. I have already remarked on the probable relations of these rocks to the\ 
trias of Sildi. The same gneissic rocks continue through parts of Basha and: 
Br&ldu as far as a little south-east of Askoli, in a kind of horse-shoe form, as 
will be seen from the map. The gneiss which occurs among them is very 

generally light-coloured, distinctly foliated, very seldom granitic, and never: 
porphyritic. In many parts of the area in question the sequence of the rocks 
is not clearly exhibited, but on the upper Bréldu river a very unmistakable, 
section presents itself. In this region from a short distance to the westward of 
Hoto to some little distance to the eastward of Askoli, we find a regularly 
ascending series of these same metamorphic rocks, with a few folds, but generall 
having an easterly dip averaging 45°. One or two thin bands of limestone 
occur among the schistose rocks. At Askoli the hard white and foliated gneiss 4 
crowded with blood-red garnets, and a short distance to the eastward of that 
place there occur some crumbly kyanite-schists. 

Brdldu trias—About three miles to the eastward of Askoli the gneiss is 
conformably overlaid by undoubtedly friassic rocks, presenting the following 
section, the passage from the underlying gneiss to the trias being an impercepti 
ble one. The section shows at first thin beds of limestone and gneiss; gradually 
the limestones and dolomites increase in thickness, until near the halting p 
Kérophon these calcareous rocks are at least 1,500 feet in thickness : this thickn 
is, however, merely local, and the beds thin out rapidly on either side, Many o 
the limestones and dolomites have been but slightly affected by rr 
action while others hava been converted into a highly crystalline rock : some of th 
lower beds at Kfrophon contain in considerable abundance long and transparen 
green or blackish prisms of actinolite. In the Palma and Baltaro valleys a 
bedded, and highly metamorphic limestones alternate with foliated. and frequentl 
garnetiferous gneiss, the whole series showing signa of having. been greatly 
turbed, and being interpenctrated by comers train wi 
thorablendo i is generally predominant. . ad 

3 “These rocks are coloured varple. : ey 
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Older rocks.—The above-mentioned rocks continue up to the present termi- 
nations of the Baltaro and Palma glaciers, near which points we come upon a 

massive, light-coloured, and frequently porphyritic gneiss, indistinguishable from 
granite. This gneiss, which I have traced to the extremity of the Palma 
glacier and into the neighbourhood of the Mustag pass, appears to be the con- 
stituent rock of the whole range of gigantic mountains bounding the drainage 
area of the upper Braldu river, and doubtless extends across the watershed into 
Yarkand territory and to the north-west above Hinza and Nagar. It agrees in 
composition with the lower gneiss in the Astor and Rondu districts, which J 
have considered as the equivalent of the primitive or “central” gneiss of 
Dr. Stoliczka, with some of the gneiss of Lad&k, and apparently with the central 
gneiss of Hindes. It is quite distinct in character from the gneiss to the west 
of Askoli; and is doubtless of the oldest type. 

Relationship of gneissic rocks —Inr. the region under consideration it is a matter 
of extreme difficulty to determine the precise relationship of the gneiss in 
‘mmediate connection with the trias to the primitive gneiss of the Mustig 

‘ange. Near the Palmé glacier the former rocks are seen dipping at a very high 
mgle towards the granitic gneiss, but this cannot be the original relations of the 
wo rocks. The foliated gneiss to the eastward of the undoubtedly triassic 
mand very closely resembles the gneiss of Askoli, and I, therefore, think it 
robable that a concealed synclinal axis must exist somewhere in the trias, with 
aversion of the newer near the primitive gneiss. 

North-westerly extension of trias.—To the north-west of Askoli I have traced 

1e trias and its associated gneiss along the south-western side of the Liafo 
lacier as far as the Alchoric glacier: to the east of Askoli these rocks sweep 
ound to join the trias of Sildi. 

Bdasha.—The Basha valley appears to consist in great part of gneiss, though 
here are some triassic rocks. Atthe hot springs of Chitran (Tsutron, Tsuh- 

‘ron) there occurs a mass of dolomitic limestone, first noticed by Mr. Vigne,* 
verlying stratified gneiss. This limestone is triassic, and it appears that the 

erlying gneiss is faulted against the older gneiss to the north. It.is not 
mprobable that much more of the gneiss between this point and the bend of the 
réldu river at Dassu is related to the triassic series, but as this point 

es not be determined with any approach to certainty, all the rest of the 

eiss is coloured in with the great mass. The trias in upper Basha is alluded to 
the last paragraph. It appears that the whole of the rest of the valley 

bnsists of gneissic rocks. 

Undetermined rocks in Bréldu,—In the Bréldu valley to the north-west of the 

Mage of Hote there occur certain rocks consisting of crumbly, bright-coloured, 
ind carbonaceous shales, with some yellow calcareous sandstones, apparently 
aulted down between the gneiss cliffs forming the two sides of the valley. 
hese rocks present a considerable resemblance to some of the carboniferous 

of Shigar, but from the metamorphosed condition of the rocks immediately 

- 1 "This range of trane-Indus mountains is usually termed the Mustdg range. 
% ‘Loe, vit., Vol. II, p. B78. 
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below the trias in this region it seems improbable that the rocks in question can 
be the representatives of the carboniferous. These rocks are not unlike some 
of the tertiaries of the Indus valley in Lad&k: at present, however, I can give 

no certain opinion as to their geological age. 

Age of infra-triassic rocks.—With regard to the geological age of the gneissic 
rocks underlying the trias in Braldu, it seems certain that at least a moiety 

of this series must be the representative of the carboniferous of Shigar, and 
indeed, as noted above, it appears that to the south-east of Askoli these rocks 
gradually pass horizontally into the Shigar shales, though from the nature of 
the ground, and the quantity of debris covering the rocks, the section is not 

clear. In western Bréldu I am by no means certain how much of the 

underlying gneiss is conformable to the trias, though a considerable thickness 
of it is undoubtedly so; there are, however, some signs of unconformity north of 

Foljo, where the highly-foliated infra-triassic gneiss rests upon @ more massive 
and granitoid gneiss, which, however, is not the primitive gneiss of the Mustéig 

range. From the dissimilarity of the gneiss on the eastern and western sides of 

the Braldu trias and infra-triss, and from the fact of the gneiss on the east being 

presumably primitive, there must be unconformity on the eastern side, and, 
therefore, there is a strong presumption of there being also an unconformity o 
the western side, as it would be improbable that in adjacent areas there shoul 
be continuous deposition in one place, and a break in the other. If this view bef 
correct, and it accords with the view taken of the Shigar section, it is probable 
that in western Brfldu the upper silurians have been denuded, and the trias an 
associated rocks deposited on the lower silurians, corresponding to the infr 
carboniferous of Shigar; in eastern Bréldu, on the other hand, the same roc 
have been deposited on the older central gneiss. 

Second hypothesis —It is, however, quite within the bounds of possibility tha’ 
in eastern Braldu the lower silurians were never deposited, but that the Mustég 
gneiss existed as land until the trias, with its associated rocks, was thrown don 
upon it. In this case there would be no evidence for unconformity in wester 
Br&ldu, and the whole series might consequently be in conformable sequence 
The Shigar section, as I have interpreted it, is, however, somewhat against thi" 
view, but still the two hypotheses are not totally incompatible with each othe! 
I may add that, in view of this uncertainty, only the gneiss which is clearly i 
immediate connection with the trias has been coloured of a separate colour in th’ 
map, the whole of the rest being coloured red: it may aleo be observed that 
inferior boundary of the trius is only an arbitrary one. 

Fault on Shigar river —TIf the reader has clearly followed the above remark{ 
3+ will, Ithink, be apparent to him that we must assume the existence of 
great fank along the line of the lower part of the Shigar river. ; 

Section from Whirdu to Drés.—Having now’ passed in review the main fac 
#7i connection with the trans-Indus rocks of Baltistés, it.is 
Joux wbgps to Satshs oil ten Genes hence arikevictaiccee 
ceeding southwards from Skérdu up the Bargirarine, we come at first upon 
and green slates intermingled with the greenish trappoid rock of Drés, referre| 
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to so frequently in my earlier papers. Still higher up the valley there occurs an 
ellipsoid of the Shigar shales, showing some signs of unconformity to the lower 
rocks. In the underlying slaty rocks which recur to the southward of this band, 
I noticed a few lenticular masses of pale limestones very much resembling some 
of the triassic limestones. The rocks underlying the carboniforous arc, doubtlesss 

some portion of the silurian series, and from their relations to the gneiss of 
Deosai (Deotsii), which I take to be mainly primitive, they would appear to be 
the lower part of the series, on which view the carboniferous must be unconform- 

able. “From the occurrence of limestones in these silurians, I am inclined to 
consider them as the unaltered representatives of the gneissoid rocks of Rondu 
and Shigar, which I have provisionally referred to the lower silurian. Those 
silurians of Skardu are also, doubtless, represented by some of the metamorphic 
rocks to the eastward in the Indus valley, but, as noticed above, I was there 
unable to distinguish them satisfactorily from the older gneiss. 

Deosai.~-To the south of the Bargi (Boorgi) L&, these silurian rocks are 
underlaid by a light-coloured, and frequently porphyritic, gneiss. The plains of 
Deosai are composed of a foundation of this granitic gneiss,’ overlaid here and 
there by small patches of silurian rocks* : the latter rocks consist of slates, trap- 
poids and conglomerates ; the conglomerate appearing to correspond to that of the 
Pfr Panj4l range on the southern side of Kashmfr, and containing pebbles of the 
subjacent gneiss. The junction between the silurians and the gneiss on Deosai 
is quite a sudden one, confirming the existence of unconformity between the two 
series, as indicated by the gneiss pebbles in the silurian conglomerate. 

Shingo river —QOn the Shingo river, draining the southern side of the Deosai 
plains, we have mainly white granitic, and porphyritic gneiss, overlaid to the 
south by the trappoids, slates, and conglomerates of Dris*: to the north of the 
gneissic rocks there oecurs = band of the same slaty rocks, which are conti- 
nued to the south-east, and as they approach the valley of the Dras river, become 
partially matamorphosed, and gradually pass into the hornblendic rocks of 
Tashgim, described in the paper quoted above; the unaltered condition of 
these Tashg&m rocks on the Shingo river proves the correctness of the view pre- 
viously expressed, that these rocks arein great part the altered equivalents of the 
Drés rocks. The gneiss of the Shingo river iscvatinuous with the granitic gneiss 
te the north of Dr&s, which has already been described in previous papers, and 
epnsidered as the equivalent of the central gneiss of Dr. Stoliczka. 

Relations of gneiss to overlying rocks.—On the Shingo river, and in the 
neighbourhood of Dr&s the junction between the unaltered silurians and the sub- 
jacent gneiss is indistinct and gradual, the original unconformity whose existence 
eo! 

is proved by the gneiss pebbles in the silurian conglomerate, having become obli- 
; | 7 In a previous paper (Supra, Vol. XIII, p. 28) it was stated, on the authority of General 

ingham, that Deossi consisted entirely of this granitic gneiss, no mention being made by 
t writer of the unaltered rocks. Mr. Vigne (loc. cit., Vol. I, p. 275), in the sketch map 

panying his geological notes on Kashmir, notices that the peaks around Deosai consist of 
pnite, which he clearly distinguishes from the schistose gneiss of Astor. sd 

- * The.distribution of these rocks is only very approximately represented on the map accom- 
‘saying this paper. 

® For the rocks of Dr&s see above, Vol. XIII, p. 27, 
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terated by the subsequent partial metamorphism of the lower silurians. The 

Deosai section very strongly confirms the views previously expressed, that all the 
lower granitic or porphyritic gneiss of the region surveyed is primitive and 

unconformable to the silurians, but that the subsequent metamorphism of the 
latter has, in many instances, been so extensive as to render it impossible to dis- 
tinguish with certainty between the two series. The observations of the past 
season also tend to confirm the views previously expressed by myself as to 
the equivalency of the gneiss of Drds and Kargil with the central gneiss of 
Dr. Stoliczka: I shall have a few remarks to add on this subject in the next 

section of this paper. 

Possible occurrence of tertiary rocks in the Drds valley.—In previously-published 
papers it has been considered that the whole of the slaty rocks in the Dras valley 

were of palwozoic age: during my last tour, however, I had an opportunity of 

examining these rocks over &@ more extensive area than on previous occasions, and 
I have come to the conclusion that there is a very great probability of certain of 
these rocks belonging to the tertiary series of the Indus valley! ; the rocks, how- 
ever, in this district are so disturbed and contorted, that it is a matter of extreme 

difficulty to determine their original relationship. The rocks which I consider 
to be not improbably tertiary in the Drs valley are certain orange and red clays, 
mixed with a breccia, exactly resembling the tertiaries of Kargil* ; the breecia 

near Walmio contains fragments of a dolomite which appears to be certainly the 
same as thatof thetrias. Inthe Marpu (Marpo) ravine, to the northward of Drés, 
there occurs a serpentine exactly like that fonnd in such abundance at Pashk&m 
near Kargil. These rocks occur on the top of the silurian trappoids of Dras, but 
the two series of rocks are so intimately mixed together, that, as I have shown to 

be the case with the carboniferous and tertiaries at Shargol,’ it seems to me to be 
impossible to say exactly which is which ; the boundaries marked on the map must, 
therefore, be taken as merely an approximate representation to the truth. Near 
Waturgu, the presumed tertiary rocks are in close relation with the carboniferous, 
and appear to be unconformable. Although I think I am right in referring some 
of the Drés rocks to the tertiary epoch, I must admit, in the absence of fossils, 
and in the impossibility of tracing them into connection with undoubtedly 
tertiary rocks, that this reference cannot by any means be considered as resti 
upon incontrovertible grounds. 

Carboniferous and trias of Drde.—Previously to. the past season’s work, 
the triassic rocks ocourring to the ‘south of Drés had not been traced to an 
distance in this direction; nor had their easterly boundary been defined. 
latter point has now been determined. It may be well to remind the reader 
the northern boundary of the Drésg trias has hitherto been oonsidered te be 
faulted one, ascertain rocks considered te he the carhoniferqus, which | 
found underlying the same trias in Tilel and to the south of Dris, are not fou 
in the Dréa valley itself. At the same time. itis somewhay diffionlt, on the 

: © Bupra, Vol. XII, p. 85. ek <r : 
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thesis of a faulted junction, to account for the manner in which certain outliers 
of the trias, near Drds, have attained their present position, since they appear to 
conformably overlie the palwozoics. Some sections in the neighbourhood of 
the valley of Kashmir have, however, recently shown that when trap-like rocks 
similar to those of the Drds valley occur in the neighbourhood of the trias, the 

carboniferous rocks are probably in part included in the trappoid series, and conse- 
quently cannot be recognised as a distinct formation. It is, therefore, not impro- 
bable that the same explanation may apply to the Dras valley. Consequently, in 
those parts of the map where the trias is represented in immediate contact with 
the silurians, the reader will understand that, at all events in many cases, the car- 
boniferous rocks must exist near,the line of junction. To the southward of Dris, 
the easterly limits of the triassic rocks are defined by a line running nearly from 
north to south ata distance of about two miles to the westward of the Suru 
river. Along this line the massive limestones and dolomites of the trias are 

conformably underlaid by a series of carbonaceous and crumbly shales, alternat- 
ing with thin-bedded blue limestones traversed by veinings of yellow quartz. 
‘hese rocks are absolutely identical in mineralogical composition with similarly 
situated rocks in Ladak, which have been referred to the carboniferous: they 
also very closely resemble the undoubtedly carboniferous rocks in the Wardwan 
valley, shortly to be noticed. 

Silurians—-The presumably carboniferous rocks are underlaid by the siluri- 
ans, which on the Suru river consist mainly of slates, the trappoid rocks of the 
Dras valley being very poorly represented. This very local distribution of the 

trappoid rocks is a strong argument in favour of their igneous origin. 

Granitic gneiss of Kartsi.—Near the village of Sanku (Sankoo), in Kartsi 

(Kurtse), there occurs an elliptical dome-shaped mass of white granitic gneiss, 
with its long axis directed north-east and south-west, underlying the slates, 
which have a quaquaversal dip round the gneiss, except on the south sido. 
The upper portion of this gneiss-granite seems to be conformable to the slate 
series ; and the rock appears to be identical with the Drfs gneiss, and is there- 
fore probably primitive; but whether the whole of the sedimentary series is 
present between the gneiss and the trias may be doubted, both on account of 
the proximity of the two series and for reasons to be detailed in the sequel. On 
the south side there appears probably to be a fault separating the granitic gneiss 

om the semi-metamorphic rocks of Surn to be noticed immediately: on the 
wis in question, the foliation of the gneiss and the stratification of the semi-meta- 
4 “pphie rocks incline towards one another at a high angle. 

” Semi-metamorphio rocks of Suru.—In the Surnu district there occurs an enormous- 

- thick series of semi-metamorphic rocks, whose northern boundary was mapped 
iy noticed by Dr. Stoliczka'; these rocks form the vorth-western termination of 

%5 great mass of metamorphic and semi-metamorphic rocks composing the Zéns- 
range, to which reference has so frequently been made in my previous papers, 

- Ka in relation to which some additional remarks will be made below. The semi- 
> ic rocks of Suru consist of micaceous schists, with occasional bands of 

3 “ Memoirs Geological Survey of India,” Vol. V, p. $41. 
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a dark grey, imperfectly crystalline, gneiss, quite distizict from that of Kartsi, 
and slightly altered slates and sandstones very frequently garnetiferous. These 
rocks appear to underlie some of the unaltered silurians to the north-west of 
Suru but, as will be seen below, to the southward correspond to the whole of 
the silurians and, at all events, part of the carboniferous series. On the upper 
portion of the Shang-Shé4 river’ the carboniferous and trias are seen overlying 
the semi-metamorphics, but, as I have not examined this section carefully, my 
remarks on the relations of the component rocks are reserved for another analogons 
section. 

Bhot-Kol pass section.—Proceeding from Suru up the narrow ravine leading 
to the Bhot-Kol pass (LAénwi-L4), we find an ascending series of the Sura rocks, 
among which there occur a few thin bands of white granitic gneiss. At the 
point where the stream separates into its two component branches there occurs 
a synclinal of trias dolomites reposing conformably on the semi-metamorphics, 
but frequently exhibiting local inversion on one side or the other. The trias 
here consists mainly of white dolomites and pale blue limestones, alternating wi 
bands of shale, weathering to a chesnut-brown colour. The calcareous rocks 
here and there altered toa completely crystalline marble as at Shigar. Thi 
section shows also that as in Braldu, all the rocks below the trias have vf 

metamorphosed, and that consequently the carboniferous must be represe 
among the upper part of the schist series: the reader will also not fail to notice 
the general resemblance of the infra-triassic rocks of Suru to those of Braéldw 
though the extent to which the metamorphic action has been carried is less in the 
former district than in the latter. In Suru, moreover, there is no evidence of 
any unconformity at the base of the carboniferous, there being apparently here, as 
there is certainly in Wardwan, a regular ascending section from the lower silu- 
rians to the trias. Nearer the Bhot-Kol pass the metamorphism of the infra. 

triassic rocks becomes gradually less and less: traces of the quartz-veined car- 
boniferous limestone and accompanying shales are here and there to be detect 
underlying the trias, which are represented approximately on the map. Th 
summit of the pass consists of trias limestone and dolomite, but on either si 
there occurs @ massive granitic gneiss, light coloured, micaceous, and without 

slightest trace of foliation or stratification: this gneiss is overlaid sometimes 
carboniferous, sometimes by triassic, and at other times by partly metamorphosdq 
silnrian -rocks, and is indistingnishable from the gneiss of Draés. On the sane 
side of the pass this, gneiss is overlaid by trias limestones, with a low westerly di 
Between the pass and Rangmarg, inthe Wardwan valley, we find on the right be 
of the river another mass of, the same granitic gneiss overlaid to the south and w 
by dark alates and trias limestones and dolomites. ‘These slates contain bands 
the greenish serpentinous rock ‘of the Shigar carboniferoas, and on this, groun: 
as well as from their aerial position, must, in all probability, be referred to a 
agme horizon. Qn the eastern side of the gneiss a ‘very thin band of proba) 

the same slates is found, which in, the valley seem to dip towards the 
granite but higher up in the hills ta overlie it,. brite sens to be prohakly 
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fault eomewhere on this side of the gneiss, as is inferred from the unsymmetrical 
snecession of the rocks on the two sides of the gneissic axis. 

Age of Bhot-Kol gneiss.—-As before said, the Bhot-Kol gneiss is indistinguish- 
able from_that of Drds, and also of Kartsi, and is consequently presumed to be ° 
the same. If this identification should eventually prove to be correct, this rock will 
probably be the central gneiss, or, at all events, of infra-silurian age. Its occur- 
rence here among the carboniferous and triassic rocks is a very remarkable fact; 
while from its mineralogical distinctness from the infra-triassic schists of Suru, 
apart from its relations to the overlying rocks, there cannot, it appears to me, 
be much question as to its not belonging to any portion of that series. Tho 
only explanation of its present position, which presents itself to my mind, is 

that portions of this gneiss must have existed as islands in the silurian and 

carboniferous seas, and that the last survivor of such islands was not wholly 
submerged and covered by later sedimentary deposits until the period of the 
trias. The gneiss of Kartsi, on the same hypothesis, would seem to have con- 
stituted an island during the earlier silurian period, to have been subsequently 
covered by later silurian deposits, and the junction of the rocks of the two periods 
to have been obliterated by metamorphic action. 

Trias of Wardwan—The rocks of the upper part of the Wardwan valley 

consist of triassic limestones, dolomites, and shales, having a north-easterly dip. 
These calcareous rocks are very frequently crowded with crinoid-stems, corals, 

and comminuted shells. To the northward of the Wardwan river, in the 
Wishni and Kaderan (Kodarun) tributary valleys, the triassic calcareous series is 

overlaid by slates, apparently occupying a synclinal in the former, and continuous 
with the similar rocks of Panjtdrni and the Zoji-La, described in a previous paper. 
The exact age of these slaty rocks has not yet been determined; the present 
section, however, confirms the view previously expressed that they overlie the 
trias dolomites. 

Oarboniferous and silwrian of Wardwan.—The rocks to the southward of the 
trias of Wardwan are well exhibited in that {portion of the valley immediately 
below the first great bend of the river, and it is this section which will now be 
described. The limestones and dolomites of the trias above the bend in question 
are underlaid by a thin band of black, carbonaceous, and highly calcareous 
shales with crystals of pyrite and rusty spots which are probably the remnants 
of idecomposed fossils. This shaly band is in turn underlaid by a great mass of 
grpen, and generally amygdaloidal rocks, showing very faint or no traces ae 

tification, and which I consider in great part to be of eruptive origin.' 
Bagneath the trappean rocks we come upon black shales, dark, shaly, and schisty 

estones, and pale quartzitic sandstones, with a low north-easterly dip. In 
e rocks there, occur great numbers of the species of Spirifer, Productus, and 

characteristic of the carboniferous rocks of Kaéshmfr, together with 
of pyrite: the brachiopods are more abundant in the calcareous rocks and 

2 I prefer to use the term ‘eruptive’ in place of ‘igneous,’ as there is now so much contro- 
as ta how much or little heat alone may have been the diquifying agent of many trap- 

rocks. 
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the polyzoans in the argillaceous.: These carboniferous rocks are underlaid by a 
great thickness of slates, sandstones, quartzites, conglomerates, and trappeans, 
corresponding to the rocks of the Pir-Panjal range, and mainly representing the 

- silurians. The latter rocks continue down the Wardwan valley to some dis- 
tance below Inshin, where they overlie the gneissic and micaceous rocks of the 
Zanskaér range, in regard to the age of which I shall have some remarks to make 
in the sequel.? 

Boundaries of trias and carboniferous—The foregoing section (fig. 1 of accom- 
panying plate) is of considerable importance, in that it now enables us to fix defin- 
itely the precise horizon of the carboniferous rocks among the great mass of cal- 
careous and shaly strata lying to the north of the valley of Kashmfr, in which car- 
boniferous fossils have not hitherto been found by myself. Again, the carbonifer- 
ous horizon being fixed, the lower limits of the trias can now be approximately 
determined, a point which had previously been one of great uncertainty, both 

here and in the valley of Késhmir. A large thickness of calcareous rocks, in 

both districts, referred in previous papers to the carboniferous, must now be classed 
in all probability with the trias. In the Wardwan section it would seem from the 
similarity of mineralogical composition, and from a comparison of another section 
described below, that the shaly rocks at the base of the dolomites and limestones 

are the same as the fossiliferous carboniferous rocks to the south of the trappean 

band, and that consequently the latter really forms an anticlinal axis below the car- 
boniferous, the original relations of the rocks having been disturbed by inversion, 
as will be explained more fully when we come to the consideration of the Lidaz 
valley section. The carboniferous rocks on the north of the trappean band are 
somewhat thinner than those to the south, their lower beds having probably; 
been mingled with and altered by the trap, into which they gradually pass. It 
previous papers, it was considered that the carboniferous horizon, in the corre- 
sponding upper Lidar valley section, formed the lower half of the limestone and 
dolomite series; a shaly stratum occurring there also, on either side of the trap 
zone is, however, undoubtedly the carboniferous 

Orig of paleozoic traps.—I have already, in a previous paper,’ given some 
reasons for considering the amygdaloidal rocks of Kashmir as being of igneous 
or eruptive origin, and in connection with this subject it has come to my notice 
that in a recently published paper,‘ Mr. Rutley, of the Geological Survey jal 
Great Britain, has described certain schistose amygdaloidal rocks from 
devonian of the Dartmoor neighbourhood. The author comes to the conclu 
sion that some of these rocks are lavas, while others are volcanic ashes, and 

others are mainly sedimentary in origin, though it is possible that even 

1 As already observed in an earlier paper (Supra, Vol. XIII, p. &8), these fossils were {frat 
brought to notice by Mr. Drew: Gn apocien obwerved woce Spirifor moveathnui, and P 

2.1 formerly thought that he lower Wardwan. guelee. eocused ‘eatsorng the dai vocks 
ee ee ene 

’ 3 Sepra, Vel. Xd, pp. 85. and 96. 
+ Qpriar. Jour, Geel, Sos.. Lind... ‘Val. KV. wteie's” ‘Whi ta\echintose voloante rocks 

fhe qa kad Eo ekmiie  ta® 
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latter may be very highly altered lavas. Mr. Rutley adds that the strata in 
question “are alternations of lava-flows, tuffs, and tufaceous sediments.” It 
appears to me that the amygdaloidal and other trappoid rocks of Késhmfr are pre- 
cisely analogous to these English rocks, and on these grounds I shall henceforth 
allude to them as traps. Even if the eruptive origin of these rocks be not 

accepted, I feel I am still justified in applying such a term to them, as traps of 
metamorphic origin are now recognised by geologists, although sometimes dis- 
tinguished by the prefix “meta.” Iam, however, very strongly of opinion that 

the Kashmir traps are truly eruptive rocks, a view which is strengthened by their 
mode of occurrence, as will be noticed in the sequel. 

Sonamarg section.—In a previous paper! a large mass of amygdaloidal and 
doleritic traps, occurring in the Sind valley between the triassic series of 
Sonamarg and the calcareous and shaly carboniferous of Gagangan, was des- 
cribed. It was then considered probable that these traps were faulted against 

the carboniferous to the south : the Wardwan section, however, renders it proba- 
ble that the carboniferous really forms an inverted synclinal, and the traps an 
anticlinal ; while on the north side of the traps there is probably a fault, as there 
the trias is in immediate contact with the traps, though it is not improbable, as 
has been suggested both by Dr. Stoliczka and myself, that some of the lowes; 

shales and limestones between Sonamarg and B&lt4l may be carboniferous. These 
Gagangan carboniferous is underlaid by sedimentary silurians, and the rela. 
tions of these to the similarly situated traps on the north of the carboniferous 

will be alluded to in describing the Lidar valley section. To the north-west of 
Sonamarg the traps gradually die out, and the section is in normal sequence: 
to the south-east the traps form a band continuous with that of Wardwan. 

Trias of Kashmir valley—The more precise determinations of the geological 
age of the strata in and adjoining the secondary basin to the northward of the 
valley of Kashmir has rendered it necessary to re-consider the relations and age 
of the great series of calcareous rocks occurring in Késhmifr itself. Hitherto in 

Colonel Godwin-Austen’s* and Dr. Verchere's? notices and in my own published 
maps, with the exception of a small patch of dolomites at Manasbal, the whole of 
the limestone series in the valley of K&shmir has been classed as carboniferous, 
though a strong opinion has already been more than once expressed,* that a con- 

sidprable portion of it was probably of triassic age. As the Wardwan section 
has demonstrated that the carboniferous fossils occur only in the carbonaceous 
and calcareous shales at the base of the great limestone and dolomite series, 
while the Gurez section has shown that the latter from containing triassic fossils 

toughout must be referred to the trias; and as parts of the Kiéshmir limestone 

series are lithologically the same as the limestones and dolomites to the north 
of |the valley,—it is evident that the trias must be largely represented in Kash- 

, and that only the base of the limestone series can be considered as of car- 
boniferous age. On these considerations a careful re-examination of the lime. 

2 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 46. 

2 Q.J.G.8, L., Vol. XXII, p. 29. . 
3J.A.8. B., Vol. XXXV. ° 

4 Supra, Vols. XI, p. 42; XIII, p. 56. 
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stone series of the Kdshmfr valley has been undertaken, which has resulted in 
the discovery of an undoubted triassic fossil in one locality, and has also shown 
that the undoubtedly carboniferous fossils occur only in the more or less shaly, 

or cherty rocks at the base of the series. This determination has removed the 
incongruity previously observed as to the difference in the mineralogical com- 

position of the carboniferous rocks in adjacent areas. In the sections given by 

Colonel Godwin-Austen in the paper already quoted, the beds numbered 1 to 5 
are certainly carboniferous, while the succeeding beds are at all events in great 
part triassic. In those sections the exact composition of each bed is given, and 
it will, therefore, be unnecessary in many instances to repeat them here. 

I shall now proceed to examine separately the various masses of limestone 

occurring in the Késhmfr valley, commencing with the— 
Limestones of Bandipir.—The limestone series of Bandipér occupies a tri- 

angular area on the left bank of the Bandipar stream, the rocks having a regular 

and low dip to the north-east. The lower beds consist of cherty sandstones, 

with blue limestones and occasional shaly bands; while the higher beds consist 
of thin-bedded, light-coloured, and frequently dolomitic, limestones like those of 
Sonamarg, and some of the Gurez limestones. As these rocks dip towards the 
slates and other silurian rocks lying to the northward, I presume that the junc- 

tion must be a faulted one. The lower beds of the limestone series, of which the 

base is not exposed, contain numerous crinoids and corals, and not impossibly 
correspond to the carboniferous; in the absence of characteristic fossils, however, 

this cannot be certainly determined : the higher beds are undoubtedly triassic. 

Limestones and traps of Ménasbal.—As already noticed in a previous paper,? 
the banded limestones of Manasbal, to the north-west of the mouth of the Sind 

river, rest upon a dome-shaped mass of amygdaloidal trap, and have yielded to Mr. 
Theobald a species of Orthoceras. The limestones are light-coloured and banded, 
and much contorted ; they exactly resemble those of Bandipir: and among them, 

at Kandarbal, there occurs a mass of white dolomite, worked for cement. The 

Manashal limestones have hitherto been classed mainly as carboniferonus, but 
they are lithologically the same as the trias in other parts of the valley, and myst 

be referred to that period. The limestones, as aforesaid, rest immediately upon 
the traps, and no trace of the carbonaceous and fossiliferous shales of the carboni- 
ferous can be detected between the two. I can only explain this apparent snomdly 
by the supposition that the whole of the carboniferous rocks have become alte 
by, and included in, the trap. This view is confirmed by the fact, to be noticed 
immediately, that in neighbouring parts of the valley the carboniferous is very 
frequently reduced to an extremely narrow band, merging into the traps below, 

Mr. Vigne’s note on the Mdnasbal limestone.—Before leaving the subject, it may 
not be ont of place to mention that Mr. Vigne* records the occurrence of nujm- 
mulites in the Maénasbal (Manasa-bal) limestone. In the paragraph follo 
the one in which that statement occurs, the author appears to consider this li 
stone as the same as that of Shisha-Nég — Nag) in the ) Upper Li 

2 Supro, Vol XI, 40. 
* -Loe. cif, Yok, mele 
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valluy. It has occurred to me as a possible explanation that Mr. Vigne nistook 

the joints of crinoid-stems occurring abundantly in the Ménasbal limestones 

for nummulites.t In the memoir already referred to, Dr. Verchere comes to the 

same conclusion. 

Viht Limestones, etc-—The great mass of limestones and associated rocks 

occurring to the north of Pampir, in the district known as Vihi in the Kashmir 
valley, was first noticed by Mr. Vigne,* subsequently by Colonel Godwin-Austen 

and Dr. Verchere in the papers quoted, and their distribution was ronghly laid 
down in a map published by myself. They were classed both by Messrs. Austen 
and Verchere, and myself as carboniferous. During the past season a closer 
examination of these rocks has been undertaken, which has shown that they 

occupy a larger area than had previously been supposed, and also that the groat 
bulk of them are probably of triassic age. On the north-western border of these 
rocks, as laid down on the accompanying map, it will be found that to the north- 

west of the village of Khinmu (Khoonmoo), the following section of strata is 

exhibited. This section has been described on pages 33 and 34 of the above 
quoted paper of Colonel Godwin-Austen’s, and drawn in figures 7 and 8 of tho 
same. Colonel Godwin-Austen observes, ‘‘ Above the village of Khoonmoo there 
is @ very interesting section, as a great thickness of the carboniferous serics is 
exhibited.” The trappean rocks (called hornblende slates by Colonel Godwin- 
Austen) form the base of the series, and are overlaid by the following series of 

rocks, somewhat modified from Colonel Godwin-Austen’s table, and numbered 
from below upwards :— 

Feet. 

¢1, Quartzite ous “ae wei esa ww» %I2 

2. Sandy, calcareous, and shaly beds, with a few shells... 10 

8. Hard limestone with Orthoceras ... ase ee 10 

CARDONIFEROUS.. Limestone with Productus and Spirifer.., es 3 aS text: 
/5. Grey limestone oes ove ee eee 6 
.6. Bed with shells and Athyris sia eos eee 2 

Trras we 7. Limestones ... ens sie “iat soe 2,400 (?) 

The species of fossils mentioned by Colonel Austen are Productus scabriculus 
Spirifer kashmoriensis and 8. vihiana, and Athyris subtilita ; in addition to which 
I obtained P. humbolti, and species of Fenestella. These fossils were all obtained 

from the beds marked 1 to 6 in the section, and indicate the carbonifcrous age of 
these rocks. In the narrow ravine in which these rocks occur,’ 1 also found a 
much battered, but still unmistakeable, specimen of the large species of triassic 
Megalodon noticed above, which had evidently fallen down from some of the 
grpat mass of limestones ranked under No. 7 in the section, and which clearly 
proves the triassic age of some of those rocks. The same age for these rocks 

1 In reference to a note given in my last published paper on Himalayan Geology (Supra, 
Vol. XIII, p. 48), regarding the asserted discovery by the late Dr. Thomson of numnnulites in 

dr, the above given explanation has suggested that possibly a similar one may be applicd also 
+ case. . 

2 Loe. cit, Vol. I, page 276. : 

3 As noticed by Coloucl Godwin-Austen the entrance of this :avine is marked by a large 
Ch tree ( Plaianus orientalis). 
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would also be inferred from the identity of their composition and structure with 
the already described undoubted trias in other parts of Kashmir and its neigh- 
bourhood. 

The carboniferous rocks, as already observed, are underlaid by amygdaloidal and 
other traps, showing very slight or no traces of stratification. These traps corre- 
spond to those of Srinagar, and pass up imperceptibly into the carboniferons. 

To the north-west they are underlaid by slaty and silicious rocks. The zone 
which can here be certainly identified as carboniferous, will be seen to be of very 
small thickness (43 feet),' and it is most probable that some of the underlying 
traps in reality belong to the same period. Since, however, similar traps occar 
at various stages throughout the underlying silurian (or older paleozoic) series, 
the whole of the rocks are referred to that series, with which they form one 
continuous geological formation. The carboniferous rocks may be traced to the 
northward into the Ara (Arrah) valley, where they bend round to take a south- 
easterly direction below Mé&hddeo station. In this district I have not succeeded 
in discovering fossils, and the boundaries are consequently approximate. The 
whole series is here inverted, the trias underlying the carboniferous and siln- 

rian: the latter here consists mainly of slaty and silicious rocks, the traps being 
very slightly developed. The eastern boundary of this basin of carboniferous 
and triassic rocks occupies the western side of the upper Trdl (Traal) valley, 

thence cutting across into the lower Pémpar valley on the northern side of Was- 
tarwan peak, Along this line the characteristic fossils are to be found in great 
abundance, especially on the high ridge to the north-east of Prongém, and also 
to the south-east of Mandakpél. These carboniferous rocks generally consist of 
black and brown carbonaceous and calcareous shales, cherts, and blue limestones, 
in varying proportions. Near Mandakpél the cherty rocks often pass into a 
compact blue or white highly silicious rock, some varieties of which very closely 

resemble flint or chalcedony. -As we pass from north to south along the carbon- 

iferous zone, we find that the underlying silurians change considerably in 
character, becoming gradually more trappean until, in the neighbourhood of 
Wastarwan peak these rocks consist almost or quite entirely of traps, which 
form the whole of that hill. The bearing of this extremely sudden thn. 
ning out of the traps on their eruptive origin will be referred to sulj 
quently. The carboniferous rocks may be traced round the north-west ii 
of Wastarwan hill, and are here and there overlaid by trias. At the 
village of Tangar, to the north-west of Avantipdr,* we find an outlier of the 
carboniferous shales and limestones, containing numerons forms of Pr 
and Fenestella, occupying a spur projecting out from the underlying trap. 

traps. On splitting open the rock, it will sometimes be found that » fossiliferpus 

* Tn other sections in the neighbourhood, as given by cloud Austen, the thickness is 
ranging up to 800 feet. 

* This village is situated close to the outlier of oarboniferous on the south-west i 
Wastarwan. ; 

© Supra, Vol, XII, p.50. eae ie 
~ 
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layer divides, so as to leave one portion adhering to the underlying trap, and 
the other to the overlying shale. This intimate connection of the two rocks 
will easily explain how, on the theory of the eruptive origin of the trap, nearly 
the whole of the carboniferous shales may have been covered by successive out- 

flows, and, as at Manasbal, altered out of all possibility of recognition. 

Colonel Godwin-Austen’s notices.—In addition to the sections already quoted, 
Colonel Godwin-Austen has described others along the easterly border of the 
Vibi limestones, one of which requires a moment's notice. This is a section 
near the village of Lidu (Loodoo), close to Mandakpal, beneath Wastarwan peak. 
The section, as given by Colonel Godwin-Austen, is as follows, the bed No. 1 
resting on the trap: — 

Ft. 
1. Dark splintery slate and quartz-rock, with badly-defined lamination 20 
2. Light olive-green splintery rock 3 
8. Beautiful white or light grey quartz like flint es 1 

4, Blue limestone with beds which weather light-green. This bed ii is 

full of brachiopods, while the lower may be said to be made up of 
Fenestella sé 80 

5. Dark-blue shales, secupantel: by a pore mass of hard, sceipack, 

limestone, weathering to a red tint, and containing Goniatites. ? 

In the above section, the beds up to and including the shales marked No. 5 

clearly belong to the carboniferous, while the overlying limestones are mainly the 
trias. In these beds there are said to occur Goniatites, a genus which died out in 

the trias. I cannot discover that these fossils have ever been described, or that 
any specimens of them have been preserved. 

Limestone of Biru.—On the southern side of the valley, to the south-west 

of Srinagar, I have for the first time noticed two small outcrops of limestone, 
which appear beneath the overlying Karewa (post-tertiary) deposits. One of theso 

outcrops occurs near the town of Biru (Biroo or Birwa), and has a low south- 

westerly dip, and the other a short distance to the north-west. This limestone 
is similar to that of Bandipdér and Manasbal, and its occurrence on this side of 

the valley is important in confirming the idea which has been previously 
expressed that the valley of Kashmir really consists of a synclinal basin of carbo- 
niferous and triassic rocks, whose original relations have in many cases becn 
isomewhat disturbed by faulting. 

| Lidar valley section.—In a previously published paper,? a short notice was 
given of the occurrence of carboniferous rocks in the lower Lidar valley (at 
\the south-east end of Kashmir) at Palgiém and EKishmakdém, at the latter 

of which places fossils were found abundantly. A re-examination of this 
\section, with the aid of the light thrown upon it by the rocks of other loca- 
lities, has resulted in the determination of triassic rocks in this valley, and 
also in a clearer understanding of the relatiens of the constituent rocks. 
A di natic section of the rocks occurring between Palgém and Islémabid 
is given in fig. 2 of the accompanying plate, in order to exhibit the complicated 
foldings which they have undergone, and the amount of denudation which 

1 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 48. 
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has taken place. The whole of the rocks in this section, with the exception 
of the lacustrine deposits above Islamabad, have a northerly dip, and they may be 
shortly described as follows. At Palgiém we have thin-bedded triassic limestones 
and dolomites, underlaid by a thin layer of carboniferous rocks with their char- 
acteristic fossils: these rocks pass gradually down into a great mass of amygda- 
loidal and other traps, which in their higher beds show some stratification, but 
which are extremely massive lower down.' These traps continue to some distance 
below the village of Bhatkot, and contain occasional bands of quartzitic and 
slaty rocks. Between Bhatkot and Srelgdm, these traps are underlaid by the car- 
boniferous rocks, full of characteristic fossils? ; these rocks are again underlaid 

. by slates and light-coloured quartzites ; beyond ‘these we have again carboniferous 
rocks, and then the slates and sandstones. Near Hishmakim we meet with a 
third band of carboniferous rocks, underlaid by limestones, dolomites, and some 

green and purple shaly slates, some of which are evidently the representatives of 
the trias, and then again by carboniferous rocks with fossils. The carbonife- 
rous are underlaid by quartzites and slates, which continue nearly to the village 
of Sir (Seer), where they are underlaid by amygdaloidal traps. The latter are 
again underlaid by a great series of limestones and dolomites, which continue 
down to the Martand karewa, where they are covered by a lacustrine deposit, 

subsequently re-appearing with the same inclination at Islamabad. The composi- 
tion of these latter rocks shows them to be at all events mainly the trias (though 
hitherto referred to the carboniferous), and a perusal of the section will show that 
the carboniferous must occur between these rocks and the quartzites, though, 
from the amount of alluvium and herbage present, I was unable to discover 
fossils. 

Eaplanation of Lidar valley section.—The occurrence of several distinct out- 
crops of carboniferous rocks overlying one another in what is apparently a 
normal sequence of rocks, clearly proves that the rocks of this section have 
originally been thrown intoa series of folds of varying latitude, which have been 
mainly inverted from the north towards the south, and subsequently enormously 

denuded. The original relations of the strata I have attempted to reproduce in 
the figured section already referred to. The extremely close analogy betwe 
this section and the section previously described in the Wardwan valley, renders i 
certain that a similar explanation must be applied also to the latter. Other poin 
of considerable importance stillremain in connection with this section, which deman 
some attention. It will at once strike the reader that the carboniferous rocks 
neighbouring localities are underlaid by rocks of completely distinct composition 
or, in other words, at one point by traps, and atanother by slates and quartzi 
This local difference in the character of the infra-carboniferous rocks has alread 
been referred to in describing other sections, but is nowhere more striking! 
displayed than in the present instance. The explanation appears to me to 
probably as follows: Assuming an eruptive origin for the traps of Kashmfr, i 

: In the paper last quoted, it is stated that the infea-carbouiferous rocks were slaty ; 
are, however, as stated here. 

* These rocks, at this spot, have yielded several now foniie—among others a trilobite (Phil 
Yipsia}—which are noticed in the Appendix. fe 2 
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would appear that during the silurian period very considerable outflows of suh- 
marine trap were emitted, which were naturally of limited extent; that these out- 

flows probably took place in several localities and at several distinct intervals of 
time. During the whole period of these eruptions continuous deposition of 
stratified material was taking place; the strata resulting from which became 

intimately mixed up and amalgamated with the trap, so that itis now extreme- 
ly difficult, or impossible, to distinguish the different factors of the strata. In 
certain localities, as at Manasbal, the outflows of trap must have continued to 
take place during a part, or the whole, of the carboniferous period, and have ren- 

dered the rocks of that period also difficult of recognition. This explanation is 
the only probable one presenting itself of the Lidar valley section, as it seems in 
the highest degree improbable that the difference of mineralogical composition of 

the silurian strata on the two sides of the first band of carboniferous rocks below 
Palgdém could have been produced by metamorphic action, as such action must 
have affected the adjacent rocks. On the hypothesis of the traps being of igneous 
origin, their local distribution is what would have been expected to occur. 

Limits of lower Indar carboniferous.—To the eastward and westward of 
Eishmakaém the carboniferous and newer rocks gradually dic out; the closely fold- 

ed strata opening out in either direction into distinct anticlinals and synclinals, 

Bearing on Pir-Panjél section.—The now firmly established occurrence of Ia- 

terally folded and inverted strata in the lower Lidar valley, is strongly confirma- 

tory of the view expressed in an earlier volume of this publication,® that the 
rocks of the Pir-Panjél range, on the opposite side of the valley of Kashmir, 
have likewise been inverted and folded in a very similar manner, as it is highly 

probable that the same lateral thrust which folded the Lidar valley rocks would 
have acted in the same manner on those of the Pir-Panjal rocks. 

Identity of the Hishmakdm rocks with the Kiol limestone of the outer hills.—The 

limestones and associated green and purple slaty shales of ‘Hishmakam, belonging 
partly to the carboniferous and partly to the trias, are absolutely indistinguish- 

able from the higher part (on the hypothesis of inversion) of the so-called Kipl 
series of the outer hills of the Himalaya, as exhibited in the gorge of the Jhelam 
at Uri (Ooree*). These rocks have hitherto been referred provisionally either 
to the carboniferous or the trias, and it now appears to me to be almost certain 
that they contain representatives of both periods. 

‘Limestones of the south-eastern end of the valley of Kdshmir.—The limestones 
and associated rocks at the south-easterly end of the valley of Kashmir have 
already been referred to by myself as of carboniferous age, since I obtained from 
them a considerable series of fossils characteristic of that period. These fossils, 
eae occur solely in shaly, cherty, and calcareous beds at the base of the 

great limestone series, chiefly on two lines running from north-west to south- 

east through Shahabdd, and from Sagém to a point south-east of the Marbal 

1 This explanation is merely a fuller form of the one which is given on page 35 of Vol. XI 
of} this publication. 

2 Supra, Vol. IX, p. 161. 

3 Vide Supra, Vol, 1X, p. 158. 
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pass. Hitherto the whole of the limestones overlying these fossiliferous rocks have 
been classed with the carboniferous, but from their identity in composition with 
the triassic rocks already described, some of them must’ now be referred to the 
latter period. These carboniferous and triassic rocks probably form a synclinal 
ellipse. On their southern boundary it seems probable that their original relations 
have been disturbed by faulting, and that the trias is in immediate contact with 
the silurian. The northern boundary is apparently a normal, though frequently 
an inverted one, and the carboniferous must consequently occur between the trias 
and the silurians, though I have not yet succeeded in discovering carboniferous 
fossils on this line. The two lines of carboniferous rocks at Sagém and Shaha- 
bad are anticlinal axes. 

Limestones of north-western end of Kashmir valley.—During the past season I 
have had no opportunity of revisiting the limestones of Trigama (Trigumma) at 
the north-westerly end of the Kashmir valley, described in an earlier paper’ as 
carboniferous. It is not improbable that triassic rocks occur also in this region, 
but any decisive statement must be deferred until I have had an opportunity of 
revisiting the spot. 

Comparison with Dr. Verchere’s sectrons.—In his memoir on the “ Geology of 
Kashmir, etc.,* " the late Dr. Verchere described at some length the limestone 
series of Kashmir. He divided these rocks into three groups, which he termed 
the Ziawan (Zeeawan) beds, the Wian (Weean) beds, and the Kothair beds; and 

provisionally classed the whole of them as carboniferous, though he expressed 
some doubts whether the latter might not be of triassic age.* The Ziawan 
beds correspond with those which have been classed by myself as carboni- 
ferous, and alone contain the very characteristic carboniferous genera, such as 
Productus, Orthis, Spirifer, Fenestella, Phillipsia, etc. The Wian beds do not con- 
tain any of the above genera, and I have not succeeded in finding many fossils in 

them myself. Dr. Verchere, however, states‘ that they ‘contain the genera Spi- 
riferina, Solenopsis, Cardinia or Anthracosia, Axinus, Aviewlopecten, and Gonia- 

tites; anditis probably from these beds that my Megalodon was derived. Of 
these genera there have been obtained Spiriferina, Solenopsis, and Aviculopecten in 
the undoubted carboniferous beds (Ziawan beds), but there are no others comnion 
to the two, and such of the species as have been determined are distinct.’ Of these 
genera, Anthracosia may be left alone, as it is quite likely to be Cardinia: = 
nopsis in Europe is not found above the carboniferous, but this genus is evidently 
the ancestor of Solen, and, therefore, would be expected to have lived to a later 
period: Aviculopecten is not known above the permian; Spiriferina, Awinus and 
Goniatites range into the trias, or higher: and Megalodon is unknown before | the 
latter period. The Spiriferina Dr. Verchere® distinguishes at once from §. bcto- 

Supra, Vol. XI, p. 49. 
J. A. 8 B., Vol. XXXY, pt. II. 

' Loe. cit., p. 191. 
| Lbid., p. 169. 
' The Aviculopecten is said to be the same as A. dissimilis of the European 

ferous. But from the difficulty of determining imperfect fossiis of this group, the identif 
is doubtful. 

® Loe. cit. 
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plicata of the Zfawan beds, and identifies provisionally with 8. stracheyi of Salter’ 
which occurs in the upper trias (Lilang) of Spiti.1 It thus appears, assuming 
the correctness of Dr. Verchere’s identifications, that the Wian beds contain a 
fauna presenting both carboniferous and triassic elements, with at least one 
fossil char ~teristic of the upper part of the latter formation. On these grounds, 

and from ie distinctness of the fauna from that of the true carboniferous, I am 
inclined . think that the Wian beds may be the representatives of the lower trias, 
or possibly also of the permian, and they have accordingly been provisionally 
classed with the trias, with which they form a continuous series. Dr. Verchcre, 
who classed these beds with the carboniferous, appears to have had considerablo 
doubts of th correctness of his view.2 From their mineralogical composition 
the Wian beds are almost certainly the same as the lower part of tho series 
classed as trias in the neighbourhood of the Kaéshmir valley, which at Sona, rg 
has yielded Ammonites gerardi—an upper triassic form in Spiti. The few fosa 
known from these rocks show how extremely intimate is the palwontological con- 

nection of the whole series, and how a complete unison is indicated between the 
paleeo—and mesozoics. According to Dr. Verchere, part of the Manasbal limestone, 
and the lower part of that in the neighbourhood of Islimabad, belongs to the 

Wian group. The Kothair beds, which are undoubtedly triassic (if not in part 
newer), contain, according to Dr. Verchere, numerous gasteropods, generally in a 

fragmentary condition ; these were conjectured to belong to the following genera, 
viz., Naticopsis, Macrochilus, Chemnitzia, Loxonema, and Nerinwa. These beds 

probably contain the representatives of the Para limestone of Spiti; it remains to 
be seen whether the Lilang group is also represented in them, or whether, as in 
Spiti, this group immediately overlies the carboniferous, in which case it would be 
represented by the Wian beds. It may be added that the undoubted carboni- 
ferous of Kashmir contains similar fossils to the carboniferous (Kuling) of 
Spiti, referred by Dr. Stoliczka to the upper part of that period, and it is there- 
fore almost certain that the strrta immediately succeeding these rocks must be 
either permian or trias. 

ITI.—Gaznerat RemArRKs. 

General Remarks.—In the present section of this paper, I propose to notice 
certain points in the geology of the Kashmir and neighbouring Himalaya which 

‘ould not very conveniently be included in the preceding sections. I may, firstly 
bserve that, with the exception of the area to the north-west of the valley of 
ashmir, the greater part of the territories of Kashmir have now been prelimi- 
arily examined geologically, and that although a vast amount of even prelimi- 
fer (to say nothing of detailed) work remains to be accomplished, yet that we 

now in a position to be able to form a fair general idea of the distribution of 
different component rocks, and in most cases to arrive at a tolerably close 

pproximation to their geological age. The district of Badrawar, lying to the 
south-east of Kashmir, is not, indeed, yet coloured in on our maps, but from a 
traverse made of it by the late Dr. Stoliczka, and from several notes occurring 

7M. GS. 1, Vol. V, p. 38. 

* Loe. cit., p. 170. 
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in Mr. F. Drew's above-quoted work, it seems that the rocks of this district are 
mainly sub-metamorphic and metamorphic, and doubtless represent the silurian and 

possibly older rocks. Badrawdr seems, therefore, to be a district where further 
geological investigation would not be likely to add much to our store of knowledge. 
Again, portions of the Pfr-Panjdl range remain uncoloured, but it is quite certain 

that these areas consist mainly, if not entirely, of silurian and gneissic rocks, and it 
is only their exact distribution which remains to be determined. I now propose, 
to make a few remarks on the different formations of various areas in regard to 
which the past season’s work, or information acquired since my last paper was 
published, has supplied additional materials for a more correct determination of 

geological age and topographical distribution. In the course of these remarks 
I shall have occasion to make use of some valuable information kindly commnu- 
nicated to me by Lieutenant-Colonel Godwin-Austen, whose knowledge of a 
great portion of the western Himalaya is, perhaps, greater than that of any 
person, living or dead. My remarks will be mainly arranged according to the 

geological age of the rocks treated of. 

Nummulitics of Indus valley.—In my last paper on Himalayan geology, the 
nummulitics of the upper Indus valley were described at some length,' and a 
note appended ® to the effect that a specimen of the genus Hippurites was said 
to have been observed at Khalchi (Kulsi Kalatys, Kalatse, or Kalatzi) by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Godwin-Austen. At the time of writing that note it did not 
occur to me that the hippurite could have been obtained from the nummulitic 
series, and I therefore doubted its authenticity, as its locality did not seem well 
established, and I could not detect any cretaceous rocks (Chikkim limestone) at 
Khalchi, distinct from the nummulitics. I have subsequently received a letter 

from Colonel Godwin-Austen, in which I am informed that the fossil considered 
to be a hippurite really came from the limestone of Khalchi, and that from the 
same beds the writer also obtained a curved cephalopodous shell which he thinks 
may be a species of Hamites. In the section of the Indus valley rocks given in 
the above-quoted passage of my paper, the Khalchi limestone is shown to occur 
about the middle of the section, and to contain fossils which were considered to 

be probably nummulites ; while more to the eastward apparently the same limesto e 
contains undoubted nummulites. During my last trip I also obtained a speci 
of Turbo from the Khalchi limestone. If Colonel Austen’s fossils are righ 
determined, and I see no reason to doubt the determination, and if there be io 
unconformity, of which there appears to me to be no trace, we have the ver 
remarkable fact of the association of cretaceous and nummulitic fossils in the 
Khalchi limestone, and there consequently arises the question as to whether the 
Indus valley beds are rightly referred to the eocene. It may be observed 
the cretaceous rocks of the Zanskér and Spiti basins, known as the C 
limestone, consisting of buff limestones, are totally unlike any of the rocks of 
Khalchi section, and contain only typical cretaceous fossils, and that no trac 
of the Indus valley beds are found overlying them. 1¢ would, therefore, ¢ 

* Supra, Val. XII, p.36. 
3 Ibid., Dp. 37. “E ae 
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that the Indus valley beds are totally distinct from the true cretaceous, and that 

we must consequently regard the presumed admixture of cretaceous and eocene 
fossils in them as indicative of the survival of some members of the cretaceous 
faung into the eocene period. In other parts of India, as in Sind and the Khasi 
hills, the cretaceous series seems to pass imperceptibly into the cocene, and these 
Indus valley fossils seem to show that there would be probably in this district 
also no hard and fast line of demarcation between the two formations, if there 

existed a continuous section of strata. From what has been already said, 
however, in relation to the cretaceous of Zanskar and Spiti, it is probable that 
there has been in those regions a break in deposition between the true erctaccons 
and the eocene. From the presence of nummulites and other cocene fossils in 
the Indus valiey beds, I think they must undoubtedly continue to be ranked 
with the eocene. I infer from Mr. Greisbach’s paper on the geology of the more 

easterly Himalaya * that in that region also there is a break between the creta- 
ceous and eocene, though the sentence is not very clear. 

Alleged eocene in Ohang-Chenmo valley—On page 34 of my paper already 

quoted, allusion is made to certain rocks in the Chang-Chenmo valley which 
greatly resemble the Ladak eocenes, and which Dr. Stoliczka thought might 

possibly be the same, J myself, from what I observed of the relations of these 

rocks to the trias, was very strongly inclined to doubt their tertiary age. Since, 
however, I have come to the conclusion that some of the Dris rocks, which are so 

intimately mixed up with the paleozoic, are probably tertiary ; and sinco some notes 

communicated to me by Colonel Godwin-Austen on the Ching-Chenmo rocks are 
strongly in favour of the presence there of representatives of the eocene, I think 
that my first opinion mav’ erroneous. Colonel Austen mentions that these rocks 

are well seen under EF. psang station, to the north of the Chdug-Chenmo valley, 
and that in the head of one of the large tributary streams east of that point they 

may be observed resting on the palsozoic slates. On the above grounds some 

patches of tertiary have been provisionally introduced into the map near the 

above-mentioned locality ; the exact distribution and conformation of the age of 

fhese beds must, however, be reserved for a future occasion. 

Jura-trias of Zanskar and Laddk basin.—On page 51 of my last quoted paper, 

there is # note given referring to certain fossils said to have been obtaincd near 
Lacholung-Lé in Suru, but which I thought not improbably came from the 

Lachi-Long-Lé in Rupsu. Colonel Godwin-Austen, the discoverer of the fossils 
in question, has informed me that my conjecture is correct, and that consequently 
in the passage of the “ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ” where the 

fossils are noticed, the word Rupsu should be substituted for Surn. The said 
fossils were stated by Mr. Davidson to be either of cretaceous or jurassic 

age, but from the occurrence of triassic rocks in the immediate neigh- 

bourhood of the spot where they were obtained, there can be little doubt but 

that they are of lower jurassic age (lower Tagling limestone, = ? lower lias) : 
his is confirmed by the fossils having been obtained from a light gray limestone, 
Whereas the cretaceous (Chikkim) limestone is buff or white. It may, there- 

1 Supra, Vol. XII, p. 91. 
3 Vol. XXII, p. 38. 
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fore, be taken as a fact that lower jurassic strata occur in the neighbourhood of 
the Lachi-Long-La. As I was quite unable to distinguish these strata from the 

subjacent trias, with which they form one geological series, it is pretty evident 
that jurassic strata, as I have previously suggested, must form a considerable 
part of the Zinskaér and Ladak basin. It will be a work of extreme difficulty, 
even if it be always practicable, to define the limits of these different strata in 
this mountainous and inhospitable district. In the meantime I prefer provision- 
ally to continue to term the rocks of this basin jura-trias, using the term not 
in the sense that jurassic and tiiassic fossils are found intermingled in the same 
beds, which is not the case, but as indicating that the rocks in question form 
one homogeneous geological and petrological series, distinguished by the uni- 
versal presence of dolomites and limestones. In the general absence of fossils in 
many parts of this series, it seems at present very difficult to divide it into its 

different paleeontological factors.1 This suggests that there may be jurassic rocks 
among the Kashmir limestone series, but I am at present quite unable to say 
whether this be so or not. . 

Conformity of trias and carboniferous in Kdshmtr.—As will have been gathered 

by the reader of the present and preceding papers of the same series, it is 
apparent that in Kishmir and the immediately neighbouring districts, the triassic 
series is conformable to the underlying carboniferous,? the rocks of the two 
periods passing into one another by imperceptible degrees. This relation opens 

up a very important question as to the exact age of the rocks overlying the un- 
doubted carboniferous; that is, to what portion of the triassic or neighbouring 

periods they belong. In regard to this question it will be necessary to refer to 

1 The sense in which the term jura-trias is here used corresponds with the acceptation which 
it has received in America, Thus, Professor Le Conte says: (‘Elements of Geology,” p. 439, 
New York, 1879), “we have already explaingd that these two periods (jura and trias) are not 
well separated in America, This is partly on account of the poverty of fossils, and partly on, 

account of the continuity of conditions throughout. It seems best, therefore, in the present stata 

of knowledge, to treat them together as one period.” Similarly, in peninsular India, the grea 
series of rocks collectively known as the gondwdna system comprehends a succession of stra 
which, from their unity of physical conditions, are rightly classed as one immense formation, though 
they comprehend rocks corresponding to those of more than one geological epoch,—mainly to ti 

trias and jura, In other cases, however, the conjoint names of two geological formations applr 

to one rock-series may indicate not only that such rock-series is the equivalent in time of, at . 
events, part of the two formations named, but also that there is a mingling of the fossils of bo 
formations in the same strata. In this double sense I have elsewhere (Journ. As. Soc., Ben 

Vol. XLIX, Pt. II, p. 28) used the term mio-pliocene for the siwaliks. The use of an analogo 
term might at first sight be justified in the case of the mingling of eocene and cretaceous f 
noticed above; in that instance, however, there is no evidence to show that any portion of t 
strata in question corresponds in time to the eretaceous epoch, the mingling of fossils bei 

probably due to the survival of the organism of one epoch into the succeeding one. 

® ‘The fossils collected by Colonel Austen from the carboniferous of Kashmir were determingi 
by Mr. Davidson (Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXII, p. 89), by whom no doubt w. 
entertained as to the age of the strata from which they were obtained. The fonsils described 

pp. 85, 36 of the same volume, as from Shigar, were also ebtsined from the Kdshmir carboniferou 
‘The discovery of a trilobite in the Kashmir rocks strongly .confirms their carboniferous age, 
the order died out before the close of that period. 
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some observations which have lately been published in relation to the contem- 
poraneous rocks of the more easterly Himalaya. 

Trias and carboniferous of Hindes.—In the district of Hides, to the north 
of the Niti pass, Mr. Griesbach has examined a complete scrics of the trias, con- 

taining fossils throughout. This series of rocks Mr. Griesbach has described in 
a recent number of the “‘ Records,”! and has shown that it ranges from the rhivtic 
to the lower trias. Mr. Griesbach further states? that tho lower trias is un- 
conformable to the carboniferous. This latter fact shows that there is a groat 
difference in the relations of the two series of rocks in the western and castern 
Himalaya, and it now remains to briefly compare the two series. 

Comparison of Kashmir? and Hiindes trias.—In the absence of a charactoristic 

series of fossils in the trias of Kashmir, it is difficult to institute an exact 
comparison of horizons with the highly fossiliferous trias of Hindes. If, 
however, the sections given by Mr. Griesbach, in the paper already quoted, be 

compared with the descriptions given above, it will be pretty evident that the 
whole of the rocks classed by him as trias and rhetic correspond to the rocks 

classed by myself as trias. Consequently the presumption is, that when we 
have a continuous section from the carboniferous to the rlimtic, the whole of the 

trias is present. Here, however, a difficulty prosents itself, since, according to 

Dr. Stoliczka,‘ in the Spiti district, the upper trias overlics the carbonifcrous 

with local unconformity, but, as I gather from Dr. Stoliczka’s notes, gencrally 
conformably. In Kashmir, as I have said, I cannot discover characteristic 
fossils in the trias immediately above the carboniferous. In other placcs, as at 

Shargol, in Ladak,’ and at Gurez, a large species of Megalodon is of common 
occurrence. At Shargol, as stated in the passage quoted above, this fossil was not 

found in situ, but at Gurez it was observed that the horizon in which it occurs 

is situated at a great distance above the carboniferous. With regard to the 

horizon of this Megalodon, it has been stated in the passage quoted that tho 
species appears to agree with one from the keuper of Hurope, although a species 

.is described by Dr. Stoliczka and Mr. Griesbach from the rhwtic. From the 

position of the Shargol limestone in relation to the underlying presumably 
carboniferous rocks, and to other overlying rocks which appear to correspond 
to the rhetic of Mr. Griesbach, it seems that the Megalodon horizon is probubly 

of upper triassic age (keuper). If this be so, there would be abundant space 
in the lower part of the Shargol and Gurez limestones for the lower trias, 
which, according to the section given by Mr. Griesbach, is of no great thickness. 

s I have not myself visited Spiti I cannot say whether or no there is space 
nough there for the lower trias between the fossiliferous beds and the carboni- 

erous, but if the series be conformable, the presumption is that representatives 
gf the lower trias must occur there also. 

* Vol. XIII, p. 94 e¢ seq. 

® Tbid., p. 86. 
3 Here and in succeeding paragraphs I use the term Késhmfr i in a wide sense, as including 

neighbouring districts belonging to the same kingdom. 
4 Mem. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. V, p. 24. 

§ Supra, Voi. XIII, p. 44. 
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Absence of permian, and age of Kuling shales.—Dr. Stoliczka was unable to 
determine any representatives of the permian in the fossiliferous rocks of Spiti, 
and therefore this formation is omitted here, as we cannof point to any rocks 
which can correspond to it, though we have hinted at the possibility of some of 
the Kashmir rocks corresponding to this period. Mr. Griesbach? has attempted 
to account for the absence of the permian in the Himalaya by assuming that the 
break which he finds between the lower trias and the carboniferous in Héndes 
is of universal occurrence throughout the Himalaya ; and upon this supposition he 
proceeds to institute a comparison between the Himalayan and Alpine rocks 
which, from what has already been said, must manifestly be of only local appli- 
cation. Mr. Griesbach indecd has omitted to notice previously published observ- 
ations relating to the conformity of the carboniferous and trias in the Kashmir 
district, and apparently, in order to bring the rocks of neighbouring districts 
into harmony with his own section, has come to the conclusion* that certain 

carbonaccous shales forming the upper portion of the so-called Kuling series 

of Spiti, referred by Dr. Stoliczka to the carboniferous,’ really belong to the 
lower trias. As the proposed change has a direct bearing on the question 
of the age of some of the rock-groups treated of in this and the preceding papers 
of the same series, it is incumbent on me either to admit, with all its conse- 

quences, this proposed change or to show reasons why it should not be accepted. 

Mr. Griesbach’s main reasons for assigning the shales in question to the lower 
trias, appear to be that they are very similar in mineralogical composition to 
certain beds in Htindes, which he has referred to that period, and also that they 

contain fossils which are said to be probakly the same as some of those found in 
the latter beds." The statement in regard to the fossils is founded on a comparison 
made by Mr. Griesbach between his own specimens from Himndes and those 
collected by Dr. Stoliczka in the Kuling shales Unfortunately these fossils are 
neither generically nor specifically referred to, and accordingly, though it would 

appear from Mr. Griesbach’s inferences that they present resemblances to the 
fossils of beds which he calls lower trias, we cannot discuss the bearing of their 
evidence on the case. Certain fossils have, however, been specifically determined by 
Dr. Stoliczks from the Kuling shales, and as some of them are widely distributed, 
we may consider their bearing on the question. Among these fosmls the 

commonly occurs Productus semireticulatus, which has hitherto been considere 
both in Europe, Australia, and India, as exclusively characteristic of the carbonil 
ferous.® 

This fossil apparently does not occur in that portion of the Hundes seri 

referred to the lower trias, but is of extremely common occurrence in the s 

* Loe. cit., pp. 86, 98, 108. 

® Jbid., p. 104. 
2 Mem. Geol. Surv., India,”’ Vol. V, p. 24. 

* Some of the commenta upon Dr. Stoliczka’s reason for the determination of the age of 
Kuling shales made by Mr. Griesbach, appear somewhat peculiar. Dr. Stoliczka is said to ha 

arrived at hig conclusions mainly from the absence of knows triassic fossils, whereas it would ap 
to most observers that his conclosions were founded on the presence of known carboniferons f 

_ § Koninck: “Monographie du geure Prodnetus,” p. 88. Stoliceka: “Mem. Geol. 
India,” Vol. V, pp. 185, 342, 850. ts a” 
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called Ziawan beds of Kashmir. A comparison of two specimens, the one 
collected by myself from the latter beds, and the other by Dr. Stoliczka from the 

Kuling shales, shows that the appearance and mineralogical condition of the 
specimens from the two areas is so similar, thatif mixed together, it would be im- 
possible to assign them to their respective localities. This fnet alone affords a 
very strong presumption of the homotaxial equivalency of the beds, especially 

when it is supported by the fact that the fossil in question is only found in one 
period in Europe; this presumption is, however, almost. if not entirely, converted 
into a certainty by the following points. In the Kashmir section, the fossil in 
question occurs solely in the Ziawan beds, and is conspicuous by its absence in 

the immediately overlying Wian beds, from which a considerable number of fossils 
have been obtained, and which we have provisionally referred to the trias. 

If the Kuling shales are newer than the Ziawan beds, Products semireticnlatus 
ought to range up into the Wian beds of Kashmir, whieh we have seen is not 

the case, as it is in the highest degree improbable that in two nearly adjacent 
areas a fossil should have a completely different vertical distribution. 

Precisely the same conclusions must be arrived at from the occurrence of 
two other fossils,—Spirifer rajz and S. moosukhaliensis,—which, according to 
Dr. Stoliczka,! occur both in the Kuling shales and in the Kashinir rocks. It may 

accordingly be taken as practically certain that the Kuling shales of Spiti, to- 
gether with the accompanying rocks of the same scrics, are the equivalents of the 
Ziawan beds of Kashmir. Consequently if the former are referred to the lower 
trias, the latter must be also. Now, the Ziawan beds contain so many genera and 
species exclusively characteristic of the carboniferous both of Europe and 

Australia,? that all must be referred to ono and the same period. On these 

grounds, it appears to me that Dr. Stoliczka’s determination of tho uge of the 

Kuling shales, and associated beds classed in the same series, so fur from having 

been demonstrated to be incorrect, is strongly supported by all the decisive 

evidence available. It may be added that it would be entirely beyond the scope 

of the present paper to consider whether the rejection of the new view in regard 

to the age of these rocks at all affects the age assigned to any of tho 
beds in the Hindes series; and also that it appears doubtful to me, whether 

Mr. Griesbach intended to refer only the Kuling shales to the lower trias, or 

whether the whole of the rocks of this series were so intended. Kither view 
oes not affect the conclusions arrived at above; but if only the shales were 

intended, it seems a somewhat extraordinary proceeding to separate mineralogi- 

dally different portions of one series of strata containing the same specific fossils 

throughout their thickness. 

Comparison of carboniferous of Kdskmtr and Hiindes.—I am, however, by no 

rneans sure that the “white quartzite with red crinoid limestone” constitut- 
ing the rocks classed by Mr. Griesbach in Hindes as carboniferous? corresponds 

1 Loo. cit., pp. 25-350. Spirifer rajais termed by Dr. Stoliczka 8. keilkavi, he considering 

em synonymons names (J. c., p. 145): Mr. Davidson (7. c., p. 40) considers them as distinct. 

® See Appendix. 
8 Loe. cit., p. 85. 
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with the fossiliferous carboniferousof Kashmir. It would be natural to suppose 
that as, according to Mr. Griesbach, there is a break in the former district at the 
base of the lower trias, rocks of a lower type would occur below that horizon 
than below the trias of K&4shmir, where there is no such break. I therefore think 
it by no means improbable that Mr. Griesbach’s carboniferous is really the lower 
carboniferous, while the fossiliferous rocks of Kashmir and Kuling are (as was 

stated to be the case with the latter by Dr. Stoliczka,) the higher members of 
that formation; the lower carboniferous in Késhmir being probably included 
in the great mass of rocks which, in the absence of fossils, I have been 

compelled to class together as silurian. The fossiliferous carboniferous rocks of 
Kashmir clearly corresponding mainly to the Kuling series of Spiti, the carboni- 
ferous of Hindes is not improbably the equivalent of the quartzitic Math beds of 
the former district ; in regard to which Dr. Stoliczka was doubtful whether they 
should be referred to the lower carboniferous or to the upper silurian. Rocks 
im Lahil, lately referred by myself provisionally to the carboniferous,’ also agree 
so closely in character with the carboniferous of Hindes and with the Muth 
beds, that it appears to me probable that they should all three be referred to the 
same horizon. 

Carboniferous of Ladék.—Now that the carboniferous of Kashmir has been 
distinctly defined as a zone of shaly and calcareous rocks at the base of the great 
series of triassic limestones and dolomites, itis quite evident that the very 
similarly constituted series of rocks occupying @ corresponding position in Ladak, 

described in my last paper on Himalayan geology, and provisionally referred to 
the carboniferous, is correctly referred. The carboniferous of Ladak is, how- 
ever, thicker than that of Kashmir, and itis therefore not improbable that it 
includes lower beds, perhaps corresponding to the upper part of the silurians of 
Kashmir, and to the Math beds, and carboniferous of Hiéndes. In Kashmir 
the whole of the rocks below the fossiliferous strata of the carboniferous, as 
already mentioned, belong to one homogenous series, which, in the absence of 
paleontological evidence, cannot be subdivided, and has accordingly been classed 
as silurian, though, as will have been gathered from the foregoing, it is probable 
that it may contain the lower carboniferous. Similarly it would seem that thie 

representative of the devonian must be sought in this series, and it might 
perhaps be advisable to term these rocks the devonio-silurian were it not that 
no devonian fossils were recognised by Stoliczka in the fossiliferous paleozoics 
of Spiti. 

Intimate connection between mesozoic and paleozoic in Kashmtr.—The con- 
formity of the triassic and carboniferous rocks in the Kashmir area, and the diffj- 
culty of exactly defining the lower limite of the latter, indicates that there is here 
absolutely no break between the mesozoic and paleozcic rocks, and it is greatly 
to be regretted that the majority of the rocks are unfossiliferone, us if a perfeg 
palmontological record had been preserved in theae rocks, ‘it is probable thy 

the faunas of the two-epoohs might be brought inks dloser relationship than 4+ 
present. Meither in Kurope nor in Amorive; % ‘tenen,.T belive, any instance « 
ia aia aes series of strata roms She serene > Ce nerewe = re 

2. Supra, Vel, XT,-p. 63. 
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always occurring either between the trias and the permiun, or betwéen the latter 
and the carboniferous.' 

North-westerly extension of trias of Kishangangd valley——The trias of the 

Kishangangé valley has only been traced by myself a comparatively short distance 
to the north-west of Girez. Mr. Vigne, however, in his sketch map illustrative 

of the geology of Kashmir,? has indicated the occurrence of dolomitic limestones, 
which are doubtless those of the trias, on the right bank of the Indus in Childs, 
directly north-west of the trias of the Kishanganga valley, with which it is 
probably in direct connection. Mr. Vigne also mentions the occurrence of 
limestones in the lower Kishanganga valley above Mozufferabad,* which may not 
improbably be the same. 

Section from Chamba to Péngi.—A valuable addition to our knowledge of the 
geology of Chamba and Pangi (on the Chindb)* has been made by Mr. J. B. 

Lee, of the Calcutta Bar, who during the past summer paid a visit to those 
districts, and has kindly communicated to me some of his gevlogicul observ. 

ations. In the outline geological map accompanying my paper alruady referred 
to on the geology of Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Padngi, the area between the gneiss 
of the Dhalaodar range (south of Chamba) and the gneiss of the Chinab valley 
in Pangi was left uncoloured, as no geological traverse of the intervening country 
had been made. It is this geologically new country which has been traversed 

by Mr. Lee. Leaving the gneiss to the south of Chamba, Mr. Lee informs me 
that slates with a north-easterly dip continue to a short distance south of Jasaor 
at which place they are overlaid by blue and white limestones, the former of 
which is frequently crowded with the stems of crinoids. Beyond these limestones 
there is an uninterrupted succession of slates, with a genera! sonth-westerly dip 

but with numerous minor folds, which continue till they overlie the gneiss of 

the Chinab valley described in my paper. The limestones above noticed are 
without doubt the representatives of either the carboniferous or the trias, and 
not improbably of both. The limestone has a great mineralogical resemblance 
to certain limestones higher up the Chin&b at Tandi, which in a late paper* 
I have provisionally referred partly to the carboniferous. The slates between the 
limestones and the gneiss are doubtless the same as 'the Pangi slates, and the 
ppproximate representatives of the silurian. The occurrence of a basin of 

ewer rocks among the Chamba slates is another instance of the doubly waved 
isposition of the rocks in this part of the Himalaya. The occurrence of these 
imestones in this region is of importance in showing that, as we approach the 
imla district, the supposed contemporaneous limestones on the two sides of the 
eiss axis preserve their respective characteristics, the inner one being fre- 

uently fossiliferous, while the outer is never so. 

Trias of the outer hills.—Since a considerable part of the great limestone and 

1 The intimate connection of the mesozoie and paleozoic of the Himalaya was pointed out 
n the presidential address to the Geological Society for 1966 (P. G. S., 1866, p. xlviii). 

3 Loe. cit., Vol. I, p. 276. 
8 Tbid., p. 279. 
4 Vide Supra, Vol. XI, p. 30 § seq ; also accompanying map. 
5 Supra, Vol. XII, p. 53. 
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dolomite series of Ka4shmfr and the neighbouring districts has now conclusively 
been shown to be of triassic age, and since the so-called “great limestone” 
of the outer hills of Jamu (Jummoo) referred to in previous papers, as far as can 
be judged from precise similarity of structure and composition, is inferred to be 
the same as the limestone series of Kashm{r, it is evident that the great limestone 
of the outer hills must be mainly of triassic age, and probably, as the lower beds 
are not shown, should be entirely referred to that series. As I have already said, 
I am now also unhesitatingly of opinion that the Kiol, and consequently also 
the Krol limestones, forming (on the inversion hypothesis) the higher beds of the 
rocks of the Pir-Panjél and its south-easterly continuation, must likewise be the 
representatives of the carboniferous and trias, which here, in the absence, of 
fossils, must be reckoned as one rock series.? 

Reputed freshwater origin of the Kiol limestones—In his presidential 

address to the meeting of the British Association at Swansea in August last, 
Professor Ramsay refers to the Krol and Blaini rocks of the outer Himalaya 
as being possibly of freshwater origin, quoting the following passage from Mr, 
W. T. Blanford’s introduction to the ‘‘ Manual of the Geology of India.’* “There 
appears some reason for inferring that the paleozoic slates, sandstones, and 
limestones occupy hollows formed by denudation in the old gneissic rocks, and that 
subsequent pressure has produced the appearance of inversion. If this be a 
correct view, it is probable that the cis-Himalayan paleozoic rocks are in great 

part of freshwater origin.” The inference made in this passage would seem to 

rest upon an expression in the text of the “ Manual” (p. 604); but the “ hollows 

formed by subaérial erosion” there mentioned, are evidently such only in the sense 
in which the Norwegian fjords might be so designated, for the whole sedimentary 
series is described as continuous in full force round and between the spurs of 
gneiss throughout the whole region from the Beds eastwards to Naini-Tél. 
and in a compressed section westwards to the Pir-Panjal. Independently of this 
explanation, it appears to me that the similarity of the Kiol (the western exten- 
sion.of the Krol) series to the marine rocks of Eishmakdém and elsewhere is too 
decided to be compatible with any great difference of origin. 

Gneiss series.— As will be inferred by the reader of this and the foregoing 
papers, the work of the past season has to some extent modified the views Pp 
viously expressed as to the geological age of the gneiss of much of the 
under consideration. The most important point determined is, that the pocelles 

’ Supra, Vols. IX, p. 158, XITI, p. 56 
* It must be observed that Mr. Griesbach (Zoo. cit. p. 85) considers the Nalni-TAl lim 

stones as cambrian. Now in the “Manual of the Geology of India” (p. 609), as is i 
mentioned by Mr. Griesbach, it is considered that these limestones are very probably the eq 
valents of the Krol. If this view be correct it is clear that either Mr. Griesbach's or my o 
identification must be exreneous. Mr. Griesbach, qq, is 20. often the case in bis paper, in thi 
instance has not indicated the necessary ‘the changes ho endeavours to introduce 
Before positively referring the Naini limestone to the catsbridn, #t-was incambent on him fo show 
decisively either that that limestone is nob the equivaleut of the Krol; or if it he, to show that th 
ee ee 

4p. xenii; : : : : a eee 
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“ central” gneiss of Dr. Stoliczka must originally have been unconformable to 
the overlying rocks, and that in cases where such unconformity cannot now be 
detected, the apparent conformity of the rock-series is duo to the result of 
subsequent metamorphic action. On page 57 of my last published paper there 
appears a summary of the views then entertained as to the rolative ages of tho 
gneiss of the Kashmir Himalaya. The following remarks indicate what modi- 
fications of such views are now necessary. 

Gneiss of the Kailds range.—In the paper referred to last, it was stated that 
the gneiss of the Kailés range—the trans-Indus range of Ladik—underlies a 
vast thickness of slates apparently mainly corresponding to the silurian, though 
with possibly some still older rocks in the lower parts. It was consequently 

considered that this gneiss was of infra-silurian age, and that possibly a portion 
of it corresponded to the primitive “central” gneiss. The past season’s work 
has conclusively shown that the latter supposition is correct, and that, at all 
events, a very considerable portion of the Kailas gneiss is primitive. It scoms, 
however, to be undoubtedly the case that a portion of this gneiss is altered out 
of an old slate series, and such portion has been provisionally termed cambrian 
gneiss, as underlying a vast thickness of silurians. We have already shown 

that in Astor the primitive gneiss underlies the slate series in many places 
without the intervention of a great thickness of schistose gneiss, and it appcars 
to me not improbable that there may be a variable thickness of rocks superimposed 
on the primitive gneiss in different districts, and that consequently we may hava 
in one place cambrians and in an other silurians resting on the primitive gneiss, 
It being certain that the primitive gneiss existed as land during the deposition of 
some of the paleozoics (as proved by the occurrence of gneiss blocks in the 
latter), it is by no means improbable that this land was submerged at different 
times in different places, and that consequently a greater or lesser thickness of 
newer rocks may be imposed upon it. This supposition would reccive strong 

support, if the views entertained as to the relations of the gneiss of the Bhot- 
Kol pass to the trias given above, should meet with acceptation. Finally, it may 
be affirmed of the great mass of gneiss of Baltistén and Ladak, coloured red on the 
maps issued with this and my earlier papers, that it certainly contains represen- 
tatives of a metamorphosed palsozoic gneiss, and of an originally primitive and 

conformable gneiss ; and that it is further not improbable that the palwozoic 
eiss may belong to both cambrian and silurian periods, though we are not at 

}jresent in a position to prove this. 

| Gmeiss of Zdnskér runge-——The work of the past season having conclusively 
shown that the gneiss of Surn, forming the north-westerly termination of the 

dnskdér range, is in intimate connection with the trias, it is evident that the 
urians must be represented by some of the gneiss on the outskirts of this great, 

of metamorphic rocks, and it is, therefore, probable that some of the gneiss 

ot the lower Wardwan valley, on a previous occasion supposed to be much older, 
npust represent the silurian. In Pangi, however, as I have said in my last paper, 

2 It should be observed that a very similar unconformity and overlap bas been recorded, on 
sides of the central gneiss, by Lieutenant-Colonel McMuhon in the Bisghir and Spiti districts. 

= { Vol. X11, p. 65.) 
h x 

¥ 
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there is such a vast thickness of slates overlying the schistose conformable gneiss! 
that I cannot help thinking that the latter may be of cambrian age. The uncon- 
formity of the granitic central gneiss forming the inner part of the range is here 
abundantly proved by the occurrence of blocks of it in the silurian slates, The 
position of these blocks in relation to the central gneiss, as compared with that 
of Deosai, is confirmatory of the above view, since in Deosai the slates contaming 
gueiss pebbles lic immediately above the granitic central gneiss, while in P&éngi 
a large thickness of schistose gnoiss is interpolated. A further confirmation of 

this view is afforded by the fact, which I have not previously recorded, that the 

isolated mass of granitic gneiss lying to the north of Tandi on the Chindb,* ap- 
pears to be overlaid directly by the silurian slates without the intervention of 

the schistose gneissic rocks; this would involve the supposition that this gneiss 
remained as an island during the deposition of the supposed cambrian rocks, and 
was only submerged during the deposition of the silurians. That the silurians 
of the Wardwan valley were deposited in the neighbourhood of land is proved 
by tho occurrence in them of ripple-marked rocks,* and that such land may have 
existed in the form of gneiss islands, some of which were submerged at a later 
period than others, is by no means an improbable supposition. 

Gneiss of the Pir-Panjal range-—Some portion of the gneiss of the Pir-Panjal 
range, notably that in the neighbourhood of the Banihal pass, is of a schistose 
type, and is undoubtedly conformable to the overlying older palwozoic slates, 
which are of enormous thickness. This gneiss is, in all probability, the same as 
the paleozoic gneiss of Pingi, and the opinions advanced above as to the age of 
the one will apply equally to the other. On the higher mountains on either side 
of the gorge of the Jhelam valley, where it cuts completely through the 
Pir-Panjal range,‘ there occurs, however, a gneiss-granite, which is generall 
a porphyritic rock, containing large twin crystals of orthoclase, exactly like th 
gneiss-pranite which in Baltistén, Ladiék, and Hindes has been regarded as 
primitive. The relations of this gneiss-granite to the overlying palwozcic 
slates have not yet been satisfactorily determined, nor is it yet known wheth | 
the schistose gneiss occurs between the two. If this rock be the central gneis 
which I now think not impossible, it probably existed as land during 
of the palwozoic period, and the pebbles of gneiss found in the silurians bf 
the Pir-Panjél pass may have been derived from it. On this suppositidn 
it would not necessarily follow that the schistose Banihal gneiss* should r 
above it. 

1 Supra, Vol. XIII, p. 57.—It is almostimpossible to avoid a certain amount of repaid. 
in continuing a subject left incomplete in a previous paper. 

2 See map facing page 64 of Vol. XI of the “ Records,” 
3 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 60. 
* The range on the north of the Jhelam is usually termed the K&j-Nig; it is, . 

really a continuation of the Pfr-Panjél. 
* If there be some “central” gneiss in the Panjél, we are not driven to the view 

previously (Vol. XI, p. 40) that the pothles embedded in the slates were transported from a 
distance; but that, as Colonel formed Sey Waray Godwin-Aesten supposes, they a shingle beach near 
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IV.—Gtacrers or Bartistin. 

Introductory.—Any notice of the geology of Baltistén would obviously be 
incomplete without some reference to the mighty glaciers which form such a 

characteristic feature of that district and which are only exceeded in dimensions 
by those of the polar regions. These glaciers have naturally already fallen 

under the notice of various authors,! and a few observations have also been 

recorded as to the evidence of their formerly having had a vastly greotor exten. 
sion than at present. During my late visit to that district, however, certain 
facts in regard to the latter question, having, moreover, a certain bearing on tho 
still wider question of the former glaciation of tho whole Himalaya, have come 
to my notice, and as they do not appear to have been described by previous writors, 
they are presented in the present paper. 

Mr. Campbell on Himalayan glaciution.—Before proceeding to the proper 
subject of this section, it may not be out of place to mention, that there has reo- 
cently appeared a paper from the pen of Mr. J. F. Camphell,? in which tho 
author arrives at the conclusion that there is no valid evidence of a former 
general glacial period; and that in the Himalaya the older glacicrs were only 
slightly larger than at present. The conclusions arrived at by myself, as will be 
shown in the sequel, are in great part in opposition to those of Mr. Campbell, 

though it appears that there is still very great doubt as to how much of 
the Himalaya has been glaciated. I may add that Mr. Campbell’s personal 
observations of the Himalaya were mainly confined to the region of the outer 
hills, and to a distant survey of the more central ranges from Simla and other 
hill stations. 

Climate and present glaciation of Baltistén—Coming now to tho subject of 
this section it may be observed that the upper portion of the great basin drained 
by the affluents of the Shigar river, namely, the Basha and Braldu rivers, is 
highly remarkable for the number and size of its glaciers, the Biafo glacicr being, 
I believe, the next in size to the Humboldt glacier of Greenland—the largest in 
the world. The extensive glaciation of this drainage area is in marked contrast to 
the very slight development, both as regards number and size, of glaciers in the 
more generally elevated and neighbouring country of Ladék. The causes of 

this greater glaciation are, I think, to be found in the moister climate which this 

district enjoys as compared with the neighbouring district of Laddk; to the 

ater snow fall which occurs’; and lastly, but not leastly, to the enormous 

height of many of the mountains, which consist of mighty peaks, ranges, and 
ridges, closely approximated, and divided from one another by deep and narrow 
u 

4 ® Vigne, “loc. cit.” Dr. Thomson, “loc. cit.” Drew, “Jummoo and Kashm(r Territories.” 
Quar. Journ Geol. Soc.,” Vol. XIX, p. 460. Godwin-Austen, “ Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc.,” January, 

p. 96, 

"+  ® Quar, Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XXXV, p. 98. 
{ 2 I am informed by the natives, that at Askoli, on the Braldu river, the snow during the 
me generally lies to the depth of about 3 feet, while a few hvndred feet above the valley it 

erages from 132 to 15 feet in depth. 
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valleys and ravines.! This configuration of country is evidently far more favour- 
able to the accumulation of large masses of snow and ice in the valleys than one 
where the hills are rounded and flat, and the valleys very wide and open, as is 
the case in Ladék. The difference in the degree of humidity between upper 
Baltistan and Lad&k, in the absence of meteorological observations, makes itself 
manifest in the more abundant vegetation which is found in the former district. 
In Ladak, almost the whole country (except where artificial irrigation has been 
introduced) is a barren, stony, and sandy waste; almost the only native vegeta- 
tion being a scrub of low bushes and patches of turf here and there in the 
ewampy river valleys; and on the higher grounds, low-growing aromatic plants, 
and some dry straggling grass. In upper Baltistén, on the other hand, the 
higher valleys are clothed in summer with a thick carpet of luxuriant grass, 
spangled with a variety of flowers; while the cypress, willow, wild-rose, berbery- 

and other shrubs grow luxuriantly. The difference in the suitability for vege, 
tation of the two areas is more clearly shown by the fact that in Ladd&k the 
vegetation in the river valleys only occurs in any quantity immediately on the 
borders of the streams, while in Baltistan it extends up on the hill-sides far 
above the reach of any moisture from the streams below. 

Lower limit of glaciers.—With regard to the level to which the glaciers of 
Baltistin descend, I have in most cases no very certain information to give, 
since, unfortunately, my aneroid had been broken; and no heights are given on 
the sheets of the Indian atlas at the terminations of any of the glaciers. The 
nearest approximation I can give to the lower limits of the glaciers of Bréldu is 
as follows:—On the survey map, the elevation of the junction of the Bréldu 
and Basha rivers is given as 8,227 feet; now, the termination of the Tépsa 
glacier, in the Hoh valley, is a comparatively short distance from this point, and 

the difference in the elevation of the two places is, I think, less than 2,000 feet: 
this would give the elevation of the lower limit of the T&psa glacier as about. 
10,000 feet. That this estimate of the elevation is not an excessive one, is borne. 
ont by the fact that cypress trees extend to a height of 1,000 or 1,500 above the’ 
level of the glacier, and that the higher limit of these trees is, I believe, between’ 
11,000 and 12,000 feet. I estimate the elevation of the termination of the! 
Biafo glacier at Askoli, as certainly not more than 10,000 feet, and possibly less. 
Mr. Drew estimates the elevation of the lower limit of the Ardndu glacier, on 
the Basha river, somewhere between 10,000 and 11,000 feet. No other glaciers i 
the western Himalaya descend to such a low level as those of Baltistén.* 

Tdpea glacier.—The locality of tliis glacier has been already indicated ; i 
termination is situated immediately above the village of Nangmoni T&psa, whe: 
there is a considerable extent of cultivated ground. It is worthy of notice that 
is only in this part of the western Himalaya that I have seen glaciers descendix 
close to the cultivated ground, as is so commonly the ¢ase'in the Swiss Alp 
The village of Nangmoni Tépsa itself stands on an old glacial moraine. . 
comparatively modern terminal moraine,’ forming a dome-shaped bill covere 

+ Peak K* (28,265 feet) shove thn Baltsve glacier the wetosid highest mountain in the worl 
. “Bzcept, perhaps stall glacier from Nangd Portes, near the villageof Timhing. ©. ; 
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with cypress, bounds the cultivated land superiorly. above this old moraine is 
the present terminal moraine of the glacier. The above appearances seem to 
indicate that the Tapsa glacier has receded by small gradations, pausing hore 
and there, until it finally attained ite present shrunken dimensions. At its 
present termination the glacier decreases rapidly both in width and thickness, ite 
terminal moraine forming a series of irregular steps. Old moraines can be 
distangnished here and there down the Hoh valley, nearly as far as its junction 
with the Bréldu valley. Above T&psa, large lateral moraines occur on the 

borders of the glacier, extending to a height of several hundred feet ubove its 
present level. On the summits of some of these old moraines, and on the 
neighbouring ridges of rock, may be seen some gigantic perched blocks of gneiss ; 
the dimensions of one of these blocks may be roughly estimated at 50 x 35 x 25 
feet. Below Tapsa the old moraines have been entirely denuded away by the 
river on the left side of the valley, leaving the native rock exposed. This rock 
is quite rough and irregular, showing not the slightest trace of glacial polishing 
or scoring, though it must once have lain in the course of the glacier. In no part 
of this valley, indeed, could I find any traces of the wearing effects of the old 
glacier on the surrounding rocks; and if the old moraines and perched blocks 
were to be entirely washed away, no evidence would remain of the former greater 
size of the Tapsa glacier: the significance of this fact will be noticed in the sequel. 

Palma valley—The Palma valley, another tributury of the Bralda valley, 
presents numerous evidences of the former extension of the glacier which now 
occupies the head of the valley. Near the mouth of this valley the summit of 

the ridge of limestone between Ktrophon and Damordo, which is at least 2,000 
feet above the level of the Braldu river, is thickly strewn with gigantic blocks 
of the old porphyritic gneiss, which must have been transported from far up tho 
Palma valley: no traces of glacial markings can now be detected on any portion 
of this limestone ridge. Near Dimordo, however, some of the precipitous cliffs 
on the left bank of the river, at a height of more than 1,000 feet above its bed, 
are most distinctly smoothed and polished by glacial action. The upper portion 
of the valley, below the present glacier, retains the U-shape so characteristic of 
glacial action; the lower portion, on the other hand, is most distinctly V-shaped. 
Here and there, however, traces of the older and more elevated U-shaped valley 
yemain, in the form of ledges on the sides of the present river gorge. The 
present form of the lower part of the valley seems, therefore, to be clearly due 

the denuding action of the river, which has excavated the valley to the depth 
£ some 500 feet below the level of the old glacier valley. 

Glacier increasing.—The present Palma glacier shows pretty evident signs of 
eing on the increase, since it terminates inferiorly in an abrupt and precipitous 
all of ice, with but comparatively little debris and no distinct terminal 

“mhoraine, which seems to have been overflowed and, so to speak, swallowed up 
“by the glacier. 

Former extent of glacier——From the occurrence of blocks of gneisa-granite 
the Kdrophon spur, and from the glacial markings already noticed in the 

alma valley, it may be safely concluded that the Palma glacier formerly united 
ith the Biafo glacier. 
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Biafo and Bultaro glaciers.—I have but few observations worth recording con- 
cerning these glaciers, as they have been already described by Colonel Godwin- 
Austen. There would seem to be but little doubt, from the occurrence of 
moraine matter in the valley between the two glaciers, as well as from the 
evidence of old glaciers in the Bréldu valley below the termination of the Biafo 
placier, to be noticed shortly, that these glaciers once united. From the height 

ut which old glacial traces occur in the Palma valley, and allowing 500 feet for 
subsequent river erosion, it would appear that the thickness of the ice of the 
three united glaciers must have been at least 1,500 feet. At the lower portions 
vf the Biafo and Baltaro glaciers, the whole of the ice is covered with an 
enormous accumulation of debris, and neither lateral nor median moraines ‘an 
be traced: higher up the glaciers, however, we find clear ice, with distinct 
moraines of both kinds; transverse crevasses are also numerous. At the termi- 
nation of the Biafo glacier, where the ice suddenly debouches into a wide valley 
at right angles to the course of the glacier, and is consequently released from 
lnteral pressure, there occur numerous and wide longitudinal crevasses. Both 
these glaciers, for a very long distance above their terminations, present a highly 
arched transverse section. In estimating the thickness of old glaciers, it should 
always be borne in mind that the markings on the sides of such glaciers only 

indicate the thickness of the outer portion of the ice, and that from the above- 
mentioned arched section the centre of the glacier must have been much thicker. 
On the sides of the Biafo glacier the rocks are all highly polished and scored 
for some feet above the present level ofthe glacier, indicating its recent diminu- 
tion in thickness. Older markings are here and there to be detected at much | 
higher levels. 

Glacial evidences on the Brdldu river, below the termination of the Biafo glacier. —~ 
Having now shown that there was formerly one enormous glacier, composed of, 
an extension of the present Biafo, Palma, and Baltaro glaciers, and also that the’ 
Tépsa glacier once extended down to the Braldu river, I proceed to show that 

these united glaciers formerly reached the whole way down that river. 

Glaciated spurs at Hoto,—On either side of the tributary ravine debouching’ 
into the Brdldu valley a little to the west of the village of Hoto, is a projectin 
spur of gneiss; each of these spurs has been rounded off, grooved, and polishe 
by glacial action. The groovings and ‘flutings on the spur to the westward « 

the tributary ravine are as fresh as those on the boundary walls of one of tt 

existing glaciers. These groovings are directed down the valley of the Brald 
river, ascending on the eastern side as far as the middle of the spur, and the 
rapidly sinking on the western side. The direction of the old glacier mu 
accordingly have been down the Gréldu river. The glacial markings on the 
spurs extend to a height of about 1,000 feet above the present river-level. 

Opposite epur-—The above-mentioned markings certainly prove the existen 
of a large glacier in this part of the valley of Braidu ; but there are other poin 
in connection with this subject which demand attention before proceeding | 
notice other evidences of glaaistion further down the valley. Immediate! 

. opposite the polished and grogved ‘spurs, thérp occurs on the other side of it 
river another spur of gneias projecting boldly: into the valley. This spor mw 
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equally with the opposite spurs, have presented an obstacle to the conrse of the 
glacier. This spur however, is perfectly rugged, and shows tho projecting edges of 
the nearly vertical strata jutting out in the most irregular mauner; ita lower 

part shows marks of river erosion, extending to a height of 40 or 50 feet above 
the river. 

Glacial markings protected by river deposit —We are now led to enquire what 
is the reason that on one side of the river projecting spurs of rock bear distinct 

traces of former glaciation, while on the other no such traces can be deiected., 
An examination of the Hoto spurs will show that they are nearly half buried in 
a modern river deposit resting inferiorly on what appears to be glacial moraine. 
This deposit shows unmistakable signs of having onco extended much higher 

up on the spurs, and it is quite probable that it may have formerly entirely 
covered them. The rugged spur on the opposite side of the river has no pro. 
tecting formation; while the whole of the cliffs in the nejrhbourhood which are 
likewise bare of this deposit show not the slightest traces | “iation. It, there- 
fore, appears to me to be certain that the covering of river depouit un‘ protected the 
glacial markings on the Hoto spurs, while on the unprotected rocks in the neigh- 

bourhood, such markings have been entirely obliterated, and the surface of the 
rocks subsequently much altered by denudation. 1 shall shortly show that in 
almost all other cases in this district where old glacial markings occur they are 

either situated on protected surfaces, or, as in the case of the markings at Dimordo 
already referred to, on almost, or quite, vertical cliffs where the action of denuding 
agencies is reduced to a minimum. The bearing of these observations on the 
absence of glacial markings from other parts of the Himalaya will be discussed 
in the sequel. 

Hoto to Foljo.— Between the villages of Hoto and Foljo small surfaces of 
polished and grooved rocks may here and there be detected on the precipitous 

gneiss cliffs of the left bank of the river, extending to a height of about 1,600 fect 
above the bed of the latter. At Foljo itself, there is a gneiss spur high above 
the river, showing nearly as perfectly preserved glacial markings as those on the 
Hoto spurs. The Foljo spur has likewise been covered with a protecting coat of 
river deposit. 

r Foljo to junction of Brdldu with Basha river.—Below Foljo glacial markings 

: MAY be traced here and there on the left bank of the river, nearly as far as its 
‘junction with the Basha river. Some of these markings are situated at a great 
‘height above the bed of the river, and, where they have not been protected by 
iriver deposit, generally occur on vertical faces of rock. In many parts of its lower 
jcourse, the river flows in a distinctly V-shaped valley (bounded by rugged and 
irregularly-shaped cliffs), which in its present form could certainly not have con- 
tained a glacier. At the hamlet of Tigstan, the valley somewhat suddenly ex. 
pands, and assumes an U-shaped section. Here, for the first time in the course 

\o£ the river, we find traces of old glacial action occurring close down to the 
present bed of the river, as is well shown on a rounded, polished, and grooved 

boss of gneiss nearly opposite Tigstan: this boss has only lately been denuded of 
ita protecting river deposit. We may conclude, from the position of this glaciated 
tock, that in this part of its course the river has not perceptibly deepened its 
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channel since the period of its glaciation, and that consequently at that period 
the inclination of the valley must have been much greater than at present! In 
this expanded lower portion, the valley is thickly overstrewn with a vast accu- 
mulation of gigantic travelled blocks of gneiss ranging to 100 feet in diameter. 
Perched blocks may also be observed standing out on the sky-line of the spurs 
opposite and below Tigstan. The spur dividing the Bréldu and Basha valleys 
for two-thirds of its length between its termination and Tigstan has its sky-line 
most markedly roundea and smoothed off by glacial action; while above this 
point, which is at an elevation of about 1,000 or 1,200 feet above the bed of the 
river, the sky-line becomes suddenly thrown into sharp points and peaks. This 
is the most striking instance of glacial action that I have seen, and, if the correct 
height of the rounded part of the spur were ascertained, would give us the 
thickness of the glacier at one period of its existence. 

Bésha-Brdldu glacier—The above facts clearly show that one immense glacier 
formerly occupied the valley of the Braldu river, and that it overtopped the spur 

separating the Braldu and Basha valleys, where it doubtless united with another 
glacier occupying the Basha valley. This old glacier I shall subsequently refer 
to as the Bdsha-Braldu glacier; it extended down to an elevation of a little over 
&,000 feet. 

Basha qlaciers.—Of the glaciers of Basha I have nothing to say, as the Aranda 
glacier has been carefully described by Mr. Drew,* and I have not examined the 
Basha valley for traces of old glaciers, except at its mouth. Mr. Vigne observes 
that the natives consider the Arandu glacier to be solely advancing. 

Glaciation below Shigar.—Below the point where the Bréldu and Basha rivers 
unite to form the Shigar river, until below the town of Shigar, I have not myself 
observed any features which I could decidedly say were of glacial origin. My 

observations were, however, mainly confined to the left bank of the river, where 

the rocks are less hard than the gneiss cliffs of the right bank, and it is possible 

that markings might be observed on the latter. The Shigar valley is distinctly: 
U-shaped in section, and in this respect might well have contained a glacier. 
When we come to the spur between Shigar and Skardu, separating the pail 

} 

~ 2 

and Indus valleys, and composed of a dark-coloured schistose gneiss, we find in 
the neighbourhood of Stronkdokmo the summit of this spur overspread with | 
blocks of a light-grey, and frequently porphyritic, gneiss-granite, together with! 

other blocks of trias limestone and dolomite. Both kinds of these blocks al 
have been brought down from the neighbourhood of Shigar, and undoubtedly 
indicate ice transport. There would seem, therefore, to be every probabili: ity that, 
the Bésha-Brdldu glacier continued down the Shigar valley to the Indus. 

Glaciation at Skdrdu.—In the immediate neighbourhood of Skérdu there are 
some unmistakable traces of former glaciation, Thus, to the south of the fort 

2 I may draw attention to this observation as illustrating a remark made- -in a recent namber 
of this publication (Vol. X1If, note, p. 287), that although cdnsidersble erosion of the water-way 
‘han taken place geoerslly over this area since the last an extension of the nee 

® “ Jommoo aud Kishmir territuries,” p. 867." Mee, ee ae 
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there occur large quantities of blocks of grey gneiss-granite, which seem to have 

been transported from the high range to the south. According to Mr. Drew' tho 
isolated rock in the Skardu valley, 1,000 feet high, is covered with transported 
blocks. Near the summit is a large block of gneisas-granite, polished and 
grooved. Some of these blocks appear to rest upon the (7) pleistocene Incustrine 
strata described in a previous section. Near the fort some of theso lncustrine 
strata are crumpled, and contorted in a manner which seems very probably to have 
been effected by the lateral pressure of a glacier. Mr. Drew, as already mentioned 
is of opinion that this contortion was caused by ico in some form or other® 
Although I cannot be sure that the Shigar glacier extended to Skardu, yet | think 
it very probable that such was the case: anyway there is no doubt that some 

glaciers debouched on to the Skardu plain at an elevation of about 7,000 feet. 

Moraine at Katsira.—Mr. Drew’ notices the occurrence of large masses of 

Moraine matter at Katstra, on the Indus, some 16 miles below Skardu, and 
concludes that this moraine was formed by a lucal glacier. 

Relation of glaciers to lacustrine deposits of Skdrdu.—The lacustrine strata of 
Skardu, showing signs of underlying glacial debvis, and being contorted by ice 
action, it would seem likely that the great glaciers of Baltistan did not extend below 
Skardu as one solid mass of ice filling the whole valley, as otherwise ono would 
have thought the great masses of lacustrine strata in the Indus valley opposite 
Skardu would have been swept away by them. There is, however, considernble 

difficulty in accepting this objection as there occur large masses of similar lacustrine 
strata in the Indus valley in Ladak, which aro probably in great part of pro- 
glacial origin where from the elevation glaciers ought surcly to have existed. It 
remains to sec whether all the lacustrine strata here alluded to are pre-glacial or 
not, before a satisfactory solution of the difficulty can be arrived at, 

Glaciation of Deosai.—I have now concluded what I had to say regarding 
the traces of former glaciation in Baltistan. Before, however, taking into consi- 

deration the general bearing of these facts on Himalayan glaciation, I intend to 

shortly notice some of the evidences of glaciation in the districts between Baltis- 
tin and the plains of the Punjab. Immediately to the south of Skardu we find 
the elevated plain-like basin of Deosai, attaining in its centre to an elevation of 
about 13,000 feet, and surrounded by mountains ranging from 15,000 to 18,0U0 foet 
‘in height. A very noticeable fact presents itself here, in that the rivers draining 
this basin, in spite of its great general elevation, in no case take their origin 

{ from glaciers ; and indeed, with the exception of a few small oncs on the lower 
) part of the Shigar river no glaciers occur in the entire water-basin. This 
‘ virtual absence of glaciers in such an elevated area presents a remarkable con- 

trast to their abundance in the valleys of Bultistin. The explanation of this 

1 Loe. cit., p. 364, 

2 It is, of course, just possible that such crumplings might have been effected by icebergs 
detached from a glacier when Skardu was a lake ; and it has been suggested to me that a landslip 
might have caused them. As far 1s my own judgment goes, 1 am inclined to doubt the efficiency 

of the last named agent in this case. 

3 Loe. cit. p. 372. 

4 The Shigar river here alluded to, in conjunction with the Shingo, drains Deosai, and is quite 
<istinct from the river of the same name referred to in preceding paragraphs. 

G 
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difference is, however, not difficult. The water-basin of Deosai practically 
consists of a very wide and flat valley, traversed by numerous streams, whose 
united waters are carried off by the Shingo-Shigar into the Drds river. This 
upenness of the Deosai valley, coupled with the fact that the surrounding moun- 
tains, which are not of the enormous height of those of Baltistan, drain 
directly into this open area without the intervention of deep and narrow gorges, 

explains this absence of glaciers, since the snow generally lies where it falls until 
it melts, and has no opportunity of accumulating in force, as on the mighty peaks 
and in the deep valicys of Raltistan. Inspite, however, of the absence of glaciers 
at the present time in Deosai, there appears to be good evidence of their former 
presence. Most of the minor ridges descending from the higher ranges present a 

rounded and smoothed outline, strongly suggestive of the effects of glacial action. 
Tho streams are also bounded by ridges and banks of debris, which, I think, 
represent in part old moraines. Again, on the north side of the basin, blocks of 
grey gneiss-granite are scattered over the ridges of trap rock, evidently by the 

action of glacicrs. In his work and memoir quoted above, Mr. Drew is also of 
opinion that glaciers once existed in the Deosai plain, but thinks that much of 
the debris has been arranged by waters flowing from, and dammed by, such 

glaciers. 

Glaciation of Drds.—I have already® expressed my opinion that much of the 
debris in the Dras valley has been transported by glacicrs; the evidence is, how- 
ever, not without an element of doubt, as the transported material all lies in the 
present line of drainage. 

Wardwan valley.—At the head of the great valley of Maru-Wardwan, 
draining the south side of the mountains of Suru into the Chindb, there occurs 
a small glacier of some sevon miles in length. Below the termination of this 
glacier, old moraines may be seen here and there as far as the village of Mareg, 

where a very large and perfect one occupies the mouth of the tributary valley 
opening into the Wardwan at that place: the elevation of this moraine is about 
8,500 feet. I have not seen traces of old glaciers below this point. 

Kdshmtr.—Jn Kashmir proper, as I have elsewhere observed,* a large moraine 

occurs at Sonamarg in the Sind valley ; while lower down in the same valley Mr. 

Drew has noticed glacial markings in the rocks at an elevation of 6,500 feet. On 

the opposite side of Kashmir, the valley of Gulmarg, at an elevation of between 7 
and 8,000 feet, is thickly covered with what appears to bean old moraine. On the 
higher mountains round Kashmir old moraines are of common occurrence 
I myself, however, have never observed glacial markings on any of the rock: 
and the general aspect of the mountains and valleys is certainly not one sugges 
tive of glaciation. 

2 The water of the Shingo-Shigar is quite peculiar among the rivers of this country, in tha: 
it is of a clear blue colour, in striking contrast to the muddy-brown colour of the Drés river int: 
which it flows, This purity is entirely owing to the ome of glaciers from the Shingo-Shiga) 
‘water-basin. 

® Supra, Vol. XI, p. 30. 

: Supreé, Vol, XII, p. 29. 
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Alleged glaciation in the outer hills. —The evidence hitherto cited as to the former 
existence of glaciers in certain localities 1s quite beyond the possibility of doubt ; 
this evidence is either glacial markings on rocks, perched blocks, or moraines 
in their original form. In the outer hills of the Himalaya, however, various 
writers, among whom I may mention Messrs. Godwin-Ansten and Theobald, have 
argued for the former existence of glaciation in those regions on very different 
evidence. The evidence which they adduce is, firstly, that of travelled blocks; 

but, as far as I am aware, very few, if any, of those blocks are in positions which 

they might not have attained (irrespective of the question of their weight) hy the 

action of water alone ; and secondly, from the form of the country, and from certain 

deposits which they presume to be moraines. The glacial or non-glacial origin 
of the Naini-Tal lake-basin has lately been a subject of discussion bet ween Messrs, 
Ball and Theobald,* and, as far as 1 am competent to judge, it does not appear 

that the arguments either for one or the other view are conclusive. In none of 

the instances of alleged glaciation in the outer hills has there been adduced any 
decisive evidence of the nature referred to above, and, indeed, Mr. Campbell, in 

the paper already quoted, refuses to admit any of such instances as valid. On 
the present occasion it is not my intention to sift this evidence in any way, but it 
is merely instanced here in order to show how it differs from the decisive 

evidence adduced as to the former presence of old glaciers in the inner Himalaya, 

and also that I may show how certain conclusions as to the preservation or 
non-preservation of signs of old Himalayan glaciati 1 affect the question. 

Glacial period in the Timaluya.—From the facts detailed above, there can 
be no question but that the glaciers of the Himalaya were formerly of vastly 
greater extent than at present, and also that glaciers existed in regions where 
there are now no traces of them. At a period when glaciers were capable of 

existing in the regions indicated, there can also be but httle question of the great 

difference of the climate from that which at present exists, and there cau be, J 

Opine, no stretching of terms in applying the term “glacial period” to the time 
of such extension of the glaciers. Mr. Campbell's statement that “ Indian 
glaciers are near about as large as they have been since the deposition of the 
Siwaliks ” does not appear to me to be borne out by the facts. 

No evidence of a Himulayan ice-cap.—Although there was undoubtedly a vast 
former development of the glaciers of the Ilimalaya, I sce no evidence to show that. 

- there was ever a continuous ice-cap over the Himalaya; indved, the cyidence, 
, a8 far as it is preserved, tends to show that the great vulleys of the Himalaya 

'were only filled to a certain limit with ice, and that such ice conformed to the 
direction of the valleys. Smaller glaciers and snow-shects doubtless filled the 

i tributary valleys and covered the flanks of the higher ranges; but it appcars to 

| me probable that the summits of such ranges and peaks always stood out clear 

| above the ice. It would, indeed, appear preposteruus to suppose when we 

t have a river valley at 7,000 fect containing a glacier, that the ice of such 

glacier should extend up and envelope ranges and peaks of over 20,000 feet in 
height: such an amount of ice, if it extended in proportionate quantity from the 

1 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 174; Vol. XIII, p. 61. 
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Himalaya to the pole and thus round the world, would, I imagine, require almost 
the whole of the water on the globe. From these considerations it appears 
to me that the arguments used by Mr. Campbell in his paper already quoted, 
as to the non-existence of a glacial period in the Himalaya, on the ground that 
the higher ranges do not present a glaciated appearance in a distant view, falls 
to the ground. The existence of a glacial period, such as I have indicated, is, 
therefore, in perfect accord with the condition now prevailing in the higher 
Himalaya. The condition of the Himalaya at this period was probably much 
the same as that of Switzerland at the same time, which, ‘though not ice- 
sheeted, developed glaciers on a prodigious scale.” (Le Conte.) 

Evidence of glacial period indistinct—Taking it now as proved that there did 
exist a glacial period in the Himalaya, it remains to consider what are the 
inferences to be drawn as to the extent to which the Himalaya was affected 
by such glaciation. The very faint traces which this glaciation, even in the 
neighbourhood of the present large glaciers, has left has been already commented 
on. It is, however, necessary to refer to this point somewhat more fully. As 

the ice of the glacial period in the Himalaya began to diminish, it is quite 
evident that such diminution must have commenced in the lowest regions to 
which the ice reached, and that the last regions from which the ice disappeared 
"were those in the immediate neighbourhood of the existing glaciers, where the 

old glaciers must have lingered longest. Now, if the traces of former glaciation 
in the latter regions are as indistinct as I have shown them to be, is it not natural 
to suppose that in the lower regions, where the ice, if it existed, must have 
disappeared at a much earlier period, still less distinct traces of glaciation should 
remain? Such seems to be undoubtedly the case if the evidence is considered as 
1 have given it above. We have firstly, near the present glaciers, roches 
montonnées, rock-groovings, moraines, and perched blocks; in Kashmir, we have 

frequent moraines, and rock-grooving in one place; in the outer hills, blocks 
presumed to be glacially transported, and debris assumed to be of morainic 
origin. 

Possibility of glaciation of outer Himalaya.—Without, therefore, for one . 
instant presuming to attempt to settle such a vexed question as the glaciation 
or non-glaciation of the outer Himalaya, I may yet observe that the absence in 

those regions of decisive evidence of former glaciation is only what would be 
expected to be the case from the traces which the old glaciers have left in the 
central Himalaya. It might be argued, from the statement made above that the 
glaciers of B-"tistén did not probably extend below a level of 7,000 feet asa 
eontinuous i: -river, that there could be no glaciers in the outer hills at lower 

levels than this. Against this objection, however, it may be urged that local 
glaciers did descend down to the Indus at lower levels, as the one already instanced 

‘at Kataiira (and, for aught I know, there may have been others lower down), and: 
also that we have evidence of old glaciers at lower levels in Késhmir. Itis also 

_ Probable that in the glacial period, as now, there was a larger rainfall in the, 
than in the inner Himalaya, which would tend -to imoreased glaciation in 

‘ eformer regions. It may further be added thet if a glatiation of the outer 
Aultiarver tick lass ih haw protishly’ ot been in Mie foras ‘of @ continsons shest 
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but only as glaciers flowing here and there from the higher ridges and peaks, and 
thence down the valleys towards the plains. 

The glacial period of the Himalayan tras general.—The glaciation of northern 
Europe occurred during the pleistocene period, and, as we have already seen, the 
great extension of the Himalayan glaciers occurred after the deposition of strata 
which probably belong to some part of the same period. There is, therefore, 
every probability that the glaciation of Europe and the Himalaya was contem- 

poraneous, and, therefore, that the cause of this glacial period was general and 
not local. I entirely agree with the statement of Mr. Campbell, that “ vast shects 
of polar ice did not climb over the Alps, the Caucasys, the Himalayas, and 
the Rocky Mountains, leaving sharp ridges between 11,000, 18,000, and 
28,000 feet high ;” but this does not convince me that there was not a genera, 
period of far greater cold than exists at present, when mighty glaciers existed 
in latitudes and at elevations where there are now no traces of them. It 
appears to me that Mr. Campbell’s main ground of disbelief in a general period 
of cold is based on his not finding that the whole of the northern hemisphere 
shows traces of having been covered by a continuous ico sheet. The facts 
show that in America, Europe, and Asia, there was undoubtedly a contem- 
poraneous extension of glaciers, but the fact of this extension being greater 
in one region than another by no means invalidates the existence of a 
general glacial period. Then, as now, Asia may have been hotter than Europe, 

and the limits to which glaciation extended in the former continent may have 
been more confined than in the latter, without in the least affecting the supposition 

that the general temperature of the northern hemisphere was far lower than at 
present, 

Oause of greater disappearance oy glacial traces in the Himalayu than in Europe.— 
Assuming that the glaciation of the Himalaya and of northern Europe was 
contemporaneous, it becomes a very interesting question to consider why the 
traces left by this glaciation are so much less clear in the former than in the 

latter. Why in fact that in Europe, as in North Wales, whole mountains and 
valleys have retained the features impressed upon them by the glacial period, while 
in the Himalaya such features are only exceptionally preserved, and that tho 
general appearance of the country is not that of a glaciated one. One answer to 
this question is, doubtless, that in Wales the whole country was glaciated, and 

all the ranges and hills swept over by one continuous sheet of ice, which we have 

geen reason to believe was never the case in the Himalaya. Such an ice-cap 
Would, undoubtedly, leave more lasting traces on the country than would 

need large glaciers in the valleys. This answer will, however, not apply when 
we compare the Himalaya and the Alps, in both of which, as we have said, 

ere was no ice-sheet, and it cannot, therefore, solve the question; hence 

ere must evidently be another answer. This other answer may be, that in 
e Himalaya the agents of erosion have acted with a far greater degree of 
pidity and energy than in Europe, and have thus removed to a greater extent 

e traces of glaciation. In the outer hills, the periodical rains are certainly 
more violent than any rain in Europe, and in parte of the Himalaya, as at 

arjiling and the Khasi hills, the volume of water thus descending is far greater 
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than in any part of Europe. If the periodical rains at any former time were still 
more voluminous and penetrated further into the hills, we might possibly have 
here a vera cavea, Another answer is, that in the outer hills, which are generally 
not much higher than the loftier Welsh and Scotch mountains, if glaciation existed 
there, it must, owing to the difference in latitude, have disappeared, when the glacial 
cold began to decrease, at an earlier period than in Europe, and that consequently 
there has been in the former regions a longer lapse of time for the agents of denu- 

dation to effect their task of obliteration. All these causes, in conjunction with 

others which have not occurred to me, may together have produced the difference 
in the features of European and Indian mountains, which have alike been sub- 

jected to a glacial period. 

V.—Hot-sprines or Barristiy, 

General.—The districts of Brildu and Basha are remarkable not only for 

their mighty glaciers, but also for the presence of numerous thermal springs, 
bursting out here and there from the solid rock. 

Position of springs——On the Braldu river one thermal spring occurs east of the 
village of Chongo, while three springs are situated between that village and 

Tosha. On the Basha river a large spring occurs at Chitran,! and a smaller 
one higher up, west of Bisil. 

Size and nature-—Of these six springs the one at Chitran is by far the largest, 
while the three between Cho so and Tosha are very small and of much lower 
temperature than either of tl others. The Chongo and Bis{l springs are highly 
impregnated with hydric sul 1ide (H.88.), while the three Tosha springs are as 
highly impregnated with fer us carbonate, the iron being oxidized and deposited 
on the surface. The Bisil, Chatran, and Chongo springs deposit large quantities of 
travertine at their outflow. The temperature of the Chiitran spring is given by 
Mr. Vigne ? as 109°F., and that of the Bisil spring as 160°F 

Ohongo spring.— The Chongo spring, here selected for description, bursts out 

in two jets from clefts in the gneiss rock ; the larger, with a stream of water which 
I estimate at about four inches square in cross section flowing with considerable 
velocity. The larger jet flows into a sub-circnlar basin of white travert 
tine, resting on the summit of a considerable deposit of the same substance 
I had no means of ascertaining exactly the temperature of the water, but I sho 
estimate it as about 100° F. A considerable quantity of steam is given off from th 
atream, as well as a very strong smell of hydric sulphide. In the hottest part o 

the stream there ocour masses of dark-green, solid-looking confervm, while i 
the cooler parts there grows a yellow flocculent species. The smaller jet has 
much lower, temperature and deposita much less travertine than the larger. 

Old deposit.—Immediately to the eastward of the present Chongo spring th 
coours ap enormous mass of yellow travertine, adjoining the modern de 
bat of much greater size and extent, and evidently formed at a period when th 

_ Spring had s far larger volame than at present, This mass of old-travertine 

3 Tibetan cbd, or ted, water, null Iran, hot. 
® Lee. cit. Val. Il, p 27s, v 

® Fhid, p. 2, 
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roughly speaking, a long diameter of 600 feet, a transverse diameter of 180 feet, 
and a thickness of 60 feet, at its lower and thickest extremity. The shape of 
this deposit consists of a series of regularly-formed semi-cylinders, placed one 

above another in a stairease-like manner; the summit of each semi-cylinder 

being fringed with a hanging curtain of stalactites. The whole on, 
though of course on an infinitely smaller scale, presents a great resemblance to 
some of the travertine formations of the hot-spring and geyser region of Yellow- 
stone-Park in the United States. The modern deposit of the spring occupies 
merely one corner of the old mass of travertine, and forms a simple semi-deine- 
shaped mass, without any of the cylinders and stalactites of the old formation. 
I may add that the Chongospring enjoys among the Baltis a high reputation for 
medicinal virtues. 

Action of springs on rocks.—It is hardly necessary to bring to notice the enor- 
mous change which springs of so high a surface temperature, and so strongly 
impregnated with mincral matter, must cxert on tho rocksexposed to their influence 
at even slight depths below the surface, where their temperature must be consider- 
ably greater. The vast amount of calcareous matter removed from the rocks below 
by the Chongo and Chatran springs must alone have caused avery grent change in 
the rock from which it is dissolved. The presence of these hot-springs, and the 

number of intrusive veins of granitic and trappean rocks permeating the strata of 
Baltistin, up to and including those of the triassic period, indicate that in this 

region there has been a great activity of subterranean thermal onergics, which even 
now, though as shown by the Chitran spring diminishing, are yet active ut com- 
paratively slight depths. The result of these agencies is manifest in the meta- 
morphism which all the rocks of the district have undergone. 

APPENDIX. 

List of Fossils FROM THE TRIAS AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE VALLFY oF KAsmMiR. 

Gencra or species marked with an asterik are given on the authority of Dr, Verchere; most of 
the others on that of Mr. Davidson and Dr. Feistmantel: species common to the carboniferous 
of Australia are marked (t+), those to the carboniferous of Europe (f). 

Trias. 

Goniatites (?) sp. (G. Austen.) ! 
Orthoceras sp. 
* Chemnitzia sp. (?) 
* Loxonema sp. (?) 

tASTEROPODA * Macrochilus sp. (?) 
* Naticopsis sp. (?) 
* Nerinwa, sp. (?) 

Megalodon gryphoides (?). (Gumb.) 
#* Aviculopecten sp. (?). 

UAMELLIBRANCHIATA k Axinus sp. ? 

‘ZPHALOPODA 

® Cardinia (?) or Anthracosia sp. (?) 

#* Solenopsis sp. 

BeacHrorons ® Spiriferina scaokisl (Salt) (?) 

a Itis possible that this determination may be incorrect, as it seems to have only been made in 
the ficld. 
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CRINOIDEA Crinoids, non. det. 

ANTHOZOA Corals, non. det. 

CARBONIFEROTS 

CEPHATOPODA Orthoceras sp. 
Aviculopecten, sp. 

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA ... | avin sp 

Solenopsis, sp. 

( Athyris subtilita. (Hall.)t 
» royssi. (L’Ev.)t{ 

Camarophoria, sp. 

Chonetes ? austenia. (Dav.) 
” hardrensis, (Phil). var. tibetensis. (Dav.)'f¢ 

levis. (Dav.) 
Discina kashmiriensis (Dav.) 
Orthis sp. (Dav ) 
Productus cora (D’Orb )t f 

e (fs costatus. (Sow.)f 
es humbulti. ()’Orb.) I 

” levis. (Dar.) 
cs longispinus. (Sow.)¢ ft 

i scabriculus. (Mart )t f 

as semireticulatus. (Mart.)+ Tf 

- spinulosus ?. (Sow.)t 
BRACHIOPODA 4 striatus, (Fisch.)t 

Retzia, sp. 
Rhynchonella barusiensis.2 (Dav.) 

” kashmiriensis (Dav.) 
5 pleurodon, v. davreuxiana. (D. Kon.)f 

Spirifer barusiensis. (Dav.) 
»  kashmiriensis. (JJav.) 

s» moosakaliensis, (Dav.)f 

” Taja. (Salt.) 

»  8striatus.f t (Mart.) 
* =» vercheri. (Verneuil.) 

»  Vihiana. (Dav.) 

Spiriferina octoplicata. (Sow.)+ { 
Streptorhynchus (Orthis) crenistria. (Phil.)f f 

* Strophomena rhomboidalis. (Weblenberg) var analoga (Phil). 
Terebratula austeniana. (Dav.) 
Fenestella lepida. (D. Kon.) 

e »  sykesi. (D. Kon.) 
PoLyzoa * »  megastoma. (MP. Kon.) 

Protoretepora ampla. (Lonsdale.)f 
* Vincularia multangularis. (Portlock.)t 

TRIZOBITA Phillipsia semenifera (?) (Phillips.)* 

2 This name should he changed to Lashmiriensis. 

® Apparently mieuamed Jerumensis in Davidson’s descriptign ; the name thould be barusiexsis, from the va 
of Baras, in the Vihi district of Kdshmir. 

» _ * Sigured as dogphus semeniferus in Phillips’ “ Geology of Lsekahire,” 1896, pl. XXI1I, fig. 10. 

.o. gids . * ‘ R:. a a OK : 
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Note on some Siwalik Carnivora.—By R. Lypexxrr, B.A., F.Z.8., Geological 

Survey of India. 

In a recent number of the “ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of 
-London,”! a paper on Siwalik carnivora by Mr. P. N. Bose has appeared, in 
which certain new species are described. As it appears to me that the evidence 
on which these so-called new species are founded is by no means valid, a short 
notice of the paper is necessary here. It may be added that as the description 
of the remains of Siwrlik carnivora in the collection of the Indian Museum will 
appear on a future occasion in the “ Palwontologia Indica,” only those points 
in which my own conclusions differ from those of Mr. Bose are here touched 
upon. 

In the introductory paragraphs of his paper the author contends for the old 
view of the exclusively miocene age of the Siwaliks, and as the view of the 
partly pliocene age of these rocks has been advanced by the officers of the Geolo. 
gical Survey of India, before showing in what respect my own conclusions as to the 

number of species of Siwalik carnivora differ from those arrived at by Mr. Bose, 
it will be well to endeavour to see whether the objections raised by him against 

the newer view are of such weight as to lead to its abandonment. Mr. Bose’s 
objections are classed under two heads—stratigraphical and paleontological. 

In regard to the first of these heads, our author * objects to the provisional 
correlation of the unfossiliferous upper Manchhar beds of Sind with the fossili- 
ferous typical Siwaliks, forming the higher and middle portions of that series ; 
and also of the fossiliferous lower Manchhars with the generally unfossiliferous 
lower Siwaliks (Néhans), as set forth by Mr. W. T. Blanford in the ‘Manual of 
the Geology of India.”> In objecting to this correlation, Mr. Bose advances some 
general statements as to the difficulty of correlating particular zones when they are 

not both fossiliferous, and urges thatas some of the lower Manchhar fossils are 

common to the upper and middle Siwaliks, the two are approximately on the same 

horizon. The general parallelism in the lithological composition of the whole 

Siwalik and Manchhar series, as set forth by Mr. Blanford, is, however, over- 
looked. As to the second objection, it may be freely granted as probable that some 
fossils have been obtained in the Siwaliks from a horizon corresponding t9 the 

lower Manchhars, and that the two faunas pass gradually into each other, yet 
the fact still remains that the Sind fauna, as far as known, does not contain the 

essentially modern forms of the typical Siwaliks. This, coupled with the litho- 

logical correspondence of the rocks of the two series, leaves a strong primé facie 
probability for the correctness of Mr. Blanford’s view. 

Leaving now the stratigraphical, we may proceed to the paleontological aspect 

f the question, and in this case we may treat the whole of the Siwaliks and 

Manchhars as forming one continuous tertiary formation, entirely apart from 
any question of particular beds. In regard to the age of this series as a whole, 

1 Vol. XXXVI, p. 119. 

3 Loc. cit. p. 120. 

5 p. 581. 
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Mr. Blanford? concludes that the highest beds from which fossils have been 
obtained are probably of upper pliocene age, and the lower of upper miocene } 
the main fossiliferous horizons being lower pliocene and upper miocene. This 
determination renders it necessary to assume that numerous genera of miocene 
mammals survived into the pliocene, and it is to this survival that Mr. Bose’ 
mainly objects. He observes that such a theory should only be admitted “if the 
ossiferous Siwaliks were proved by clear stratigraphical evidence to belong to 
the pliocene epoch, or if the Siwalik fauna could be shown to have decidedly 

stronger affinities with the pliocene than with the miocene faunas of other locali- 

ties.” He then goes on to say that, “it is certain that by far the greater number 
of the animals composing the Siwalik fauna lived at an epoch between the middle 
miocene and the middle pliocene, and the question is whether the fauna should be 
quoted as upper miocene or lower pliocene.” Itis then stated that the question 

will be answered by the carnivora, but that if the whole fauna were taken into 
account the result would be the same. Our author then goes on to show that a large 
percentage of the genera of the Siwalik carnivora are extinct, and belong to 

European miocene types; while in the pliocene of Europe most of the genera of 
carnivores are still living. The question of the miocene or pliocene age of the 
Pikermi beds is next touched upon, and M. Ganudry is somewhat naively referred 
to, not only as supporting his own views as to the miocene age of these beds, but 
as doing so in a volume which must certainly have been written, and probably 
printed, before these views had ever been called in question®! Finally, our 
author concludes that the Siwalik and Pikermi faunas are of the same age, and 
must be referred to the upper miocene, adding the significant remark that there 
must probably be some pliocene forms among the latter. 

In regard to the Pikermi beds, Mr. Bose completely traverses his own axioms. 
He has said that the pliocene age of the Siwaliks can only be admitted on clear 
stratigraphical evidence, and yet in the case of the Pikermi beds, he deliberately 

ignores the fact brought forward by Mr. Blanford,’ that they rest on beds with 
a marine pliocene fauna. 

In regard to the Siwaliks, Mr. Bose appears not to have seen the full bearing 
of his own premises, and to have just missed the one legitimate conclusion to b 
derived from them. He speaks of the admixture of miocene and pliocene form 
in this formation, and yet, apparently led away by the preponderance of miocen: 
genera, says that the whole formation must be of miocene age, not recognisins 
the circumstance that the first appearance of a genus is of far more significanc 
than its last appearance. Consequently, such forms as the horses, the oxen 
the elephants, and the bears are forcibly dragged down into the miocene, whe! 

1 Loo. cit. p. 581, The same conclusions aré repeated in a later memoir: “ Memoirs Geok 
gical Survey of India,” Vol. XVII, p. 66. 

-  % Tb aiieconé age of the Pikermi beds was fixy6 oelied-in question ty Mr. W. T. Blanfor 

ta ™ Mature” for September 5th, 1878: the yolume quoted hy Mr. Bose “ Les Enchsinement 
a See See ee A: Seaeey’ bint ees Oe Sema ee Eee ee 

ce pm |, 
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they are unknown in Europe before the upper pliocene.' One instance of the 
presence of such essentially modern genera in a formation appears to me to far 

outweigh the presence of a number of somewhat older genera, which may 
perfectly well be survivals. As Mr. Blanford has pointed out,? the Indian and 
African regions are now the sole habitats of most of the larger mammalia allied 
to those of the miocene and pliocene; and there is consequently a very strong 
presumption that in these favourable regions the tertiary mammalia may have 

lingered longer than in other parts of the globe, which have not enjoyed a 
tropical climate in modern times. 

In regard to the time of its appearance, the genus Hquus is of especial signi- 

ficance, since its evolution has been worked out with a great degree of probability 

of correctness by Professors Marsh and Huxley. Professor Huxley’s words are 
as follows :—“ Firstly, there is the true horse [previously stated to occur in 

Europe ‘in the quaternary and later tertiary strata as far as the pliocene for. 

mation’|. Next we have the American pliocene form of the horse (Pliohippus). 
ssseee Lhen comes the Protohippus [also pliocene|, which represents the Euro- 
pean Hipparion. ...... But it is more valuable than the European Hipparion, 

for the reason that it is devoid of some of the peculiarities of that form— 
peculiarities which tend to show that the European Hipparion is rather a 

member of a collateral branch than a form in the direct line of succession.’ 
In a neighbouring paragraph, the professor remarks that we must probably 
*‘ look to America, rather than to Europe, for the original seat of the equine 

series.” If this view of the evolution of the horse be at all correct, namely, 
that it was evolved in America from a form unknown before the pliocene, it is 

absolutely impossible that it could have lived in Asia in the miocene. In India, 
remains of the genus Hquus have never been obtained in Perim Island,‘ Sind, 

1In his paper on the classification of the tertiaries of Europe by means of the mammalia 
(Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., London, 180), Mr, W. B. Dawkins lays great stress on these genera as 

being characteristic of the upper pliocene. In the same paper (p. 389), however, the Siwaliks, in 
which all the genera occur, are quoted as miocene. In his late work “ Early Man in Britain” 
(p. 167), the pleistocene age of the Narbada series is accepted. Mr. Dawkins would seem to 
be unaware that Bubalus paleindicus occurs in the Narbadas and the upper Siwaliks. It may 
be noted, in passing, that in the last passage cited, Bos paleindicus is put for Bubalus pale- 
indicus, and Bubalus namadicus for Bos namadicus. The same error was made in Mr. Dawkins’ 

arlier work—‘ Cave-Hunting” (p. 428), and was pomted out by myself. (‘ Pal. Ind.,” Ser. 10, 
ol I, p. 138.) 

2 Loe. cit., p. 582. 
3“ American Addresses,’ London, 1877, Lecture III, pp. 80, 86,87. See Gaudry’s “ Les 

nchainements du Monde Animal, etc.,” Paris, 1878, Chapter V. Also, Hanghton’s “ Six Lec- 
on Physical Geography,” Dublin, 1880, p. 282. Professor Marsh is of opinion that the 

merican strata, classed as the homotaxial equivalents of the tertiaries of Europe, are chronologi- 
ly somewhat older than those of Europe. On this hypothesis it is easy to see how a form 
iginating in America in one geological period may have reached Europe or Asia during the same, 

4 Equus was stated by Falconer to have been found in Perim Island; the remains, however, 
re really those of Hippotkerium. It is somewhat noteworthy that before the American horse-like 
imals were known, Professor Huxley, probably relying on the supposed miocene age of the 

walike, quoted the genus Hquus as occurring in the miocene (Presidential Address to the Geo- 

ical Society, 1870, p. xlix). Subsequently, however, he has always alluded to it as being 

own before the pliocene (See “ Critiques and Addresses”, zona 1878, p. 308, and 

American Addresses”, doc. cit). 
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the Western Punjab, or Burma; and such as have been obtained from the typical 
Siwaliks by Mr. Theobald are derived, I believe, from beds very high in the 
series, probably the same as those yielding Camelus and Bubalus palewindicus, 
which Mr. Blanford is inclined to refer to the upper pliocene. 

Again, mastodons are unknown before the middle miocene, and, in Europe, 

the true elephants before the upper pliocene. Now, it is almost certain that the 
mastodons are the direct ancestors of the elephants, and if the origin of the 

latter is carried back to the upper miocene, it is doubtful if there would be 
sufficient time for their evolution. 

The local survival of old forms to a later stage, in place of presenting great 
difficulties, appears to me what is only natural to expect. It is quite true, as 
stated by Mr. Bose, that we do not find many extinct genera in the pliocene 
of middle Europe; but this is probably due to the fact that in later tertiary 
times the climate was unsuited for tropical forms, which most of the miocene 
mammals probably were. In South America and Australia, a vast number of 
extinct genera lived on into the pleistocene, and it is probable that most even 
of the pleistocene mammals of that country are now extinct.1 

There is one other point which, though not touched upon by Mr. Bcaa. 1s of 

very considerable importance in relation to the age of the Siwalik fauna; this is 
the relative degree of specialisation of the animals, not as regards the whole 
mammalian class, but the particular genera to which they belong. In the paper 

already quoted, Mr. B. Dawkins has applied this test to the mammals of the ter- 
tiaries of Europe, and has shown that a regular ascending scale in the specialisa- 
tion or development of certain parts of the frame, such as the feet, the teeth, the 
horns, and the antlers, can be traced as we ascend through the tertiaries to the 

present time. Mr. Dawkins has shown that in the upper miocene of Europe, the 
antlers of the deer, though somewhat larger than in those of the middle miocene, 

were stijl small, and never carried more than three single tynes throughout their 
length. The ‘pigs were also provided only with very small canines. The 
rhinoceroses had all low-crowned (brachydont) testh,? and in the ruminants, az 

shown by Professors Gaudry and Lartet, the central pits in the teeth were lh 
deep than in living species. The horns of the antelopes were still small. Oxen a 
horses were unknown. In the lower pliocene none of the deer possess lar 
antlers, nor had the pigs large canines. In the upper pliocene, oxen in which t 
females were often ‘polled’ appeared, and Mr. Dawkins is doubtful whether a 
of the females were furnished with horns. The antlers of the deer attained th 
full development. The rhinoceroses (except 2. efruscus) had high-crown 
(Aypsodont) teeth, and the pigs had large canines, The pits in the teeth of 1 
ruminants had attained their full depth, and the antelopes had long horns. T 
horses had attained nearly their highest specialisation of the feet bones. Int 
pleistocene all the oxen were furnished with horns, and the feet of the horses bh 
eitained their highest development. 

“9 dp I have atated eleewhere (Pal, fpf, Ser. XK, Vel. I, p. xil), I believe, taking the wi 
‘gett, mont of the plelshacene mamsals are ekfinet, “shomghe thst not the case in Earope. 

¥ Me Jou, Ged. hon. Ve. EXIV BA 
Wane 
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Turning now to the Siwaliks, we find, oxen present in large numbers, some of 
which, according to Professor Riitimeyer, had hornless females, while others bore 
horns in both sexes, which in some species attained enormous size.! An unde- 
scribed antler in the Indian Museum shows that the deer in this respect had at- 
tained as high a development as the living Asiatic deer. Several of the rhinoce- 
roses had large horns, and they had all high-crowned teeth*; and the pigs had 
large canines (shown by a specimen in the Indian Museum). The pits in the teeth 
of the higher ruminants were deep,’ and the antelopes seem to have had long 
horns. The horses had attained their greatest specialisation in their feet. The 

canines of Machairodus had not attained such a large development as in the pleis- 
tocene species. 

The above comparisons are so self-convincing that it would be waste of time 
to dwel] longer upon them: they show in the most unmistakable light that the 
mammals of the Siwaliks had attained a stage of condition at least as high as 
that attained by those of the miocene of Europe. 

But there is yet another aspect from which Mr. Bose’s conclusions may be 
objected to: he first of all purposely goes out of his way to endeavour to prove 
that all the Siwalik fossils must have been derived from nearly the same 
horizon, and then is puzzled by the admixture of forms. The fact probably is 
that, at all events, many of the pliocene forms do really occur in a higher zone 

than the miocene, and, though there is undoubtedly a great mixture of the two, 
this is probably not so great as Mr. Bose supposes. 

Then again, Mr. Bose appears to consider that the whole of the fossili- 
ferous series of the Siwaliks must of necessity exactly agree with one or 
other of the typical periods of the European rock-series. This, on the face 

of it, is such an improbable—nay, impossible—supposition that it scarcely re- 

quires refuting. The whole Siwalik formation consists of one continuous series 
of rocks from the nummulitics up to the topmost conglomerates, containing 
remains of Bubalus paloindicus, scarcely distinguishable from the living buffaloe. 
Since it is probable that fossils occur through a very considerable thickness of 
this series, taken as a whole, it is, on the face of it, an absurdity to say that 

the whole of these ‘strata must exactly correspond with the upper miocene of 
Europe, and that none of them could have reached up to the pliocene. 

On the contrary, finding a continuous series of strata containing mammalian 
remains which present both pliocene and miocene affinities, and in which though 

ithe exact horizon of the fossils is often unknown, yet as far as this can be 

determined, the older types occur in the older beds, the only legitimate deduction 
is, that we have a transitional series from one period to another, and that to a 
wonsiderable extent the older forms have survived among the newer. Hence, 

taking the Siwaliks as a whole, I cannot see that Mr. Bose has adduced such 

| 3 See ‘Pal. Ind.,’ Ser X, Vol. I. 

{  s Boyd-Dawkins: Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. XXIV, p. 216. Struck with this peculiarity, 
ime. Dawkins in this passage suggested his doubts as to the mioceng age of the Siwaliks, a state- 
ment which he appears subsequently to have forgotten. 

|  ®% Pal. Ind., Ser. X, Vol. I, p, 65. 
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evidence as to render necessary any change in the views of the Indian Survey 
as to the age of these rocks. 

When treating of the Siwalik fauna as a whole in a recent publication,’ this 
series has been termed by myself the ‘‘ mio-pliocene,”* which expresses my own 
idea of its homotaxis. For this term some might prefer to substitute the “ neo- 
gene” of continental writers. 

I now proceed to discuss the evidence on which some of Mr. Bose’s new 
species are founded. 

HYZNA SIVALENSIS, Falc. & Caut. 

(H. stvatensis & H. rexra, Bose.) 

On page 128 of his paper, Mr. Bose describes one of the Siwalik hyena skulls 

in the British Museum as H. siwalensis of Falconer and Cautley ; while on 
page 130 a second hysnaskull, in the same collection, is referred to a new.species, 
under the name of H, felina. The claims of this second skull to specific distinc- 

tion rest on the absence of the first premolar, the approximation of the canine to 

the second premolar, and on the small size of the true molar. 
The British Museum collection appears to contain only these two skulls of 

Siwalik hyenas, and of these there are casts in the Indian Museum. The collec- 

tion of the latter, in addition to these casts, also contains two nearly complete 

skulls, and the anterior half of a third skull: we have, therefore, fuller 
materials than were available to Mr. Bose. Of these three skulls one presents 
the normal dentition of the hysna, that is, there are four premolars, the canine is 

placed at a considerable distance from the second premolar (0°6 inch), and the 
true molar is of the average dimensions (0°69 x 0°35 inch). In the second skull 
the first premolar is absent, and the second approximated to the canine (interval 
== 0:22 inch); the trne molar has, however, nearly the same dimensions as in 

the first skull (0°6 x 0°3 inch). In the third skull the first premolar is likewise 
absent, the interval between the second premolar and the canine is intermediate 
between the corresponding interval in the other two skulls (0°3 inch) ; ; while the 
true molar is very small (0°4 y 0°23 inch). | 

The first skull-corresponds to Hyena_sivalensis as restricted by Mr. Bose; the 
second in regard to the premolar and canine corresponds to H. felina, whilst as 
regards its true molar, it corresponds to H. sivalensis; the third agrees with 

H. felina in regard to the absence of the first premolar, and the small size of the 
‘true molar, while in the length of the interval between the canine and secong 
premolar, it is intermediate between H. felina and H. swalensis. r 

The first skull would certainly be referred to the restricted H. sivalensis, ti 

third probably to H. felina, while the second presenta intermediate characte 
“between the two and could not be referred to either. It is, therefore, quite cle 
that the characters of the new species are not of specific value, and that cons 
‘quently: there is only one known species of Siwalik dae which must be calk 
ff. sivalensis. 

sc Semen. ha Boy Benga? Yok RIAN wa te 3s 
<p Ol gan nite avaare thet, this term js dawclogesliz tnieheusislo; hat if the words ailene 
; ‘mn trental ae pusely abetenei tery apatite their seigine! mmosning, here can 
pe Geidiien te fornitrem theni s qoxipousd term, te 
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It may be added that there is not unfrequently a considerable amount of 
variation in regard to the number of teeth present in the same species of carni- 
vora. Professor Huxley has recently: noticed the variation in the number of the 
molar series in the genera Otocyon, Canis, and Kuon, (Cyon) among the Canide. 

Among the Felide the occasional presence of an additional lower premolar in the 
tiger has been noticed by myself*; and an additional molar also occasionally 

occurs in the common cat.? In the bears, there is also a considerable variation in 

the number of the premolars. In the Siwalik hysna the suppression of the first 

upper premolar seems to have been of very common occurrence, as far as can be 
judged from the limited number of specimens at our command. The diminution 
in size of the upper true molar is a less frequent character. Both these deviations 
from the normal] hyena type of dentition are in the direction of greater specialisa- 

tion, and possibly, as Mr. Bose thinks, indicate an inclination towards the feline 

type. 
Macuarropus‘ stvaLensis, Fale. & Caut. 

(M. srvatensis & M. patzinpicus, Bose.) 

In treating of the remains of the Siwalik Machairodus, Mr. Bose® has sub- 

divided the one species, M. sivalensis, determined by Dr. Falconer, into two, to 

which he applies the names M. sivalensis and M. palwindicus. In this case also 
it appears to me that the remains should all be referred to one species. 

The remains of Siwalik Machatrodus in the British Museum appear to consist 
of two crania, two upper jaws, and four lower jaws, all in a more or less broken 
condition. The two skulls, and two of the lower jaws, Mr. Bose refers to his new 
species, the main distinction of which appears to be its greater size. In the 

Indian Museum, we have a fragment of a lower jaw, with three teeth, very like 
one of the British Museum specimens; part of a single upper canine, and the 
hinder part of a young skull. 

The main grounds urged by Mr. Bose for referring his specimens to two 
pecies consist in their alleged difference in size. One species, to which are 
ferred all the specimens with perfect teeth, is said to be about the size of the 

uar, and the other, to which the skulls and two broken lower jaws are assigned, 

said to be nearly equal in size to the tiger. 

In the following table are given the measurements of the lower carnassial 

th of a large and a small tiger, and also of the same tooth in the so-called 

all Siwalik Machatrodus (M. sivalensis) : the two specimens from which the 
ter measurements are taken are (a) the more perfect of the two British 

1 « Proc, Zoological Soc.,” 1880, p. 285. 
2 * Journ. As. Soc., Bengal,” Vol. XLVII, pt. II, p. 2. 
3 See “Nature,” Vol. VI, p. 894; the skull referred to in this passage is now inthe museum 

the Royal College of Surgeons. 
4I adhere to the original Machairodus in place of the new fangled Mackarodus (and 

ailarly Acerotherium fer Aceratherium), as it appears to me that when a name has once been 
ignod, it is far better that it should take its place as an abstract term, without any reference to 
origin. Any subsequent etymological alterations are to my mind frivolous. 

5 ZL. 0.) pp» 122—-1265. 
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Museum specimens mentioned on page 125 of Mr. Bose’s paper, and (b) the 

above mentioned specimen in the Indian Museum :— 

Machatrodus. Felis tigris. 

@ 0 ——s 
Length of lower carnassial oe O92 1:03 0°93 1138 

These measurements show that the lower jaws of the Machairodus belong to 
an animal which may be said to be practically as large as the tiger, and there is, 
therefore, as far as these specimens go, no reason for separating them from the 

species to which the skulls are referred. 

On page 127, Mr. Bose gives the length of the upper carnassial tooth of M. 
e*nalensis as 1:3 inches. The lengths of the corresponding tooth in the two tiger 
skalls of which the lower carnassial has been already measured, are respectively 

1:3 and 1-42 inches. In this respect, then, the so-called small Machatrodus 

corresponds in size very closely with the tiger. 

There now only remains the lower jaw figured by Mr. Bose,' and referred to 
the larger species(M. palwindicus). This specimen does not contain the car- 
nassial tooth, but the base of the preceding premolar is preserved. In the fol- 
lowing table the dimensions of this tooth are given (c), those of the correspond- 

ing teeth in the jaws referred to M, sivalensis (a), and those of the corre- 
sponding teeth in the two tiger skulls. 

Machairodus F. tigris. 
a 6 e 

Length of last premolar ous eos 0°75—0° 85—0°9 09 10 

The last lower premolar in the Machairodus jaw in the Indian Museum is 
thus seen to be intermediate in size between the corresponding teeth in the British 
Museum specimens, and the limits of variation between the three are much 
the same as those occurring in the teeth of the tiger. 

It has now been shown that all the known teeth of the Siwalik Machairo 
indicate that they belonged to an animal “ nearly equalling in size the royal ti 

of Bengal,” and as the last expression has been used by Mr. Bose to indicate 
animal to which the skulls belonged, there appears to be no question but 

all the remains must be referred to one species, viz., M. sivalensis. The sligl. 
difference in the form of some of the lower jaws is probably owing to differenc< 
in the sex and age of the animals to which they belonged. 

Fauis onmstata, Falc. and Caut, 

(F. cristaTs eid ¥', akanpiceistatTa, (P) Bose.) 

On page 127 of the paper under consideration, the author notices an i 
perfect cranium of a large feline from the Siwaliks, in the collection of the Briti 
Museum, ‘which ha is inclined to consider as distinct from Felis oristata 

Falooner and Oautley, and for which i aac of F. grandi 
beg cima “, fe 

— Ne 2 heii Vh ten 3. - 
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The grounds for the proposed specific separation of the specimen in question, 
are that it belonged to an animal larger than F. cristute, and that the sagittal 
crest is more developed. The typical skull of the latter spccies is depicted on 
Plate XXI of Vol. IX of the “ Asiatic Researches,” and described by Dr. Fal- 
coner in the accompanying memoir: this memoir is reprinted on page 315 (ef 
seg.) of the first volume of the “ Paleontological Memoirs.” 

The type skull of F. cristata is characterised by tho relative shortness of 
the facial to the cranial portion, but as the former portion is wanting in the 
specimen described by Mr. Bose, an exact comparison between the two in this 
respect cannot be instituted. On referring to the measurements of the two crania 
given by Dr. Falconer? and Mr. Bose, ? it will be seen that of the two common 
measurements, the breadth of the united occipital condyles is respectively 2°2, 
and 2°7 inches, and the width of the skull across the zygome 80 and 8 1 
inches. In respect of the condyles Mr. Bose’s specimen is undoubtedly the 
larger, but in the width of the zygoms the two skulls are practically the 
same. In regard to this part of the skull, Mr. Bose remarks: “the depth of the 
mesopterygoid fossa, as well as the length of the basicranial axis, is very nearly 

the same as in the larger individuals of [the] tiger; but the breadth of the cra- 

nium at the zygomatic arches is proportionately much the same.” 

Now, on referring to Falconer’s description of his specimen,‘ it is said: “the 
parietals are longer than in the tiger. : ° . The occipital is large 
in all its dimensions. It greatly exceeds that of the tiger of the sams size in 
height, and equals that of the large tiger, No. 2.” Ina following paragraph the 
nasals are shown to be smaller than those of the tiger, aud in the table of 
measurements the width across the zygome is given as much less than in the 
tiger. : 

Comparing these two descriptions, it will be apparent that both fossil skulls 
betoug to an animal in which the hinder part of the skull (basi-cranial axis in one, 

d parietals in the other, taken as comparisons) is at least as long, or longer, 

than in the tiger, while the width across the zygomm is less. The two skulls, 
therefore, clearly have the same general proportions. The greater development 
of the parietal crest in Mr, Bose’s specimen appears to me merely to be due 
to difference in age or sex. As to the alleged difference in size of the spcci- 

mens, this point appears to be very slight : we have already seen that the two are 
of the same width across the zygomm, while in some of the othcr measurements 

Mr. Bose’s specimen appears to be intermediate between Falconer’s specimen and 
the tiger. The following five measurements show the width between the postorbitary 
processes of the frontals in (a2) Dr. Falconer’s specimen, in (b) Mr. Bose’s 

* Pal. Mem., Vol I, p. 317. 

3 ZL. c., p. 128. 

3 It is somewhat difficult to understand the latter part of this sentence, as the skull in question 
is suid to be as large as that of the tiger, and yet the width across the zygome is less (‘1, in 
place of 9°5, or 10, inches),—vide Falconer’s table of measurements. 

$ Loe. cit., p. 819, 
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specimen (taken from a cast), and (c) in the large skulls of the tiger cami 
by Dr. Falconer, and in a smaller one from my own collection. 

4 ° a 5 c Width of frontal postorbitary processes: —3- ~5- Bu 

In this respect, therefore, the variations in size between the two fossil specimens | 

are by no means so great as those occurring in the skull of the tiger; and 
from this, and the considerations already mentioned, there appears to me to be no 
evidence for assigning the former to two distinct species.? 

CANIS CURVIPALATUS, Bose. 

In regard to this species, of the validity or nonvalidity of which I have no 
means of judging, I have only a few remarks to make. 

It appears that the descriptions of the species given in Mr. Bose's paper are | 
not intended as merely preliminary notices, but as final descriptions of the newly 
named species. Now, in regard to the new species, Oanis curvipalatus, described 
on page 134, there is no figure given of the specimen on which the species is 
founded ;* neither are any dimensions appended, while the description i is of the most 
meagre kind. A slight comparison is made between the specimen and the skulls | 
of certain foxes; but in general the specific names of these animals are omitted, 

and in several cases it appears impossible to say whether Indian or European foxes 

are referred to. The same looseness of names is observable on the preceding 

page, where “living Indian otter” is the only name assigned to a skull whose 
measurements ure given. 

The imperfection of the description of Oants curvipalatus is such that it is 
quite impossible to determine whether or no a palate of a Canis from the saa 
in the Indian Museum belongs to this species. 

The Svwalik Group of the Sub-Himalayan region— By W. THBOBALD, 
Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India 

1. The ‘present notes are the result of several seasons’ work among the newer 
tertiary rocks of the outer Himalayan region, between the Sérda river on the 
east and the Indus on the west, and I shall only incidentally allude to the exten-, 
sion of the group over a larger area. 

2 It may be mentioned that in a paper by myself in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
(Vol. XLIX, Pt. 11), the three above noticed species of carnivora described hy Mr. goles 
admitted into the list of Siwalik mammals. Mr. Bose’s paper had not then reached Indis. 

* Reference is given to an old and bed figure by Baker and Durand. 

others) of this paper. Had such foolish criticism been directed against any one7 I might have- 

expunged it, as our Reeords have already been too much disigured with Mr. Taeobald’s style of obi | 
pérmation and disorasion, bat as applied to my offlferotk I pester to Jot it stand. agri herd: 
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2. Previously to the examination of the Sub-Himalayan region by the officers 
of the Geological Survey, little was definitely known regarding the Siwalik group, 
beyond the fact that it was composed of a vast assemblage of beds of tertiary 
age, wherein were entombed the remains of an extremely rich fauna, and the 
collections sent to Europe by the early investigators excited the utmost interest, 
not only from the novelty and variety of the forms, then first made known to 

Science, but from the speculations they gave rise to as to the age of the beds 
which had yielded them, some of the fossils clearly indicating a pliocene age, 
while others, no less, according to European experience, pointing to an older 
period. Matters were in this state when the publication of Mr. Medlicott’s 
memoir and map of the country between the Ganges and Révi in the 3rd volume 
of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey threw a flood of light on the ground 
rendered classic by the labours of Durand, Baker, Cautley, and Falconer, &., and 
for the first time a detailed description, illustrated by maps and sections, was 

given of the physical and structural features of the vast group of beds collectively 
known as ‘ Siwalik,’ in a word, Mr. Medlicott’s memoir left little to be added 

by future observers, within the area treated of, and served as a point of departure, 
quoad classification and nomenclature, for all subsequent work connected with 
Himalayan geology. 

8. Now, one of the most important discoveries enunciated in connection with 
the Siwalik gro 9 in the above memoir, was, that instead of consisting of one 
homogenous group of beds, it really comprised two groups, separated by a pro- 
digious unconformity; for the younger of these groups the term ‘Siwalik’ was 
retained, whilst the older group was named ‘Nahan’ from the town of that 
name in the Kaiarda ‘Dén,’ near which town the clear unconformable section 

occurred, whereon Mr. Medlicott based his classification, and this original view 

or interpretation of the section at N4&han, involving the essential] unconformity 

between lower Siwalik, or ‘ Né&hans,’ and wpper, or ‘ Siwaliks’ as now restricted, 

enunciated and set forth in 1865, is still maintained and upheld in the Mannal ‘of 
Geology in 1879 (p. 524).* 

4. That there may be no misapprehension on this point I will quote briefly 
Mr. Medlicott’s latest words from the Manual of the Geology of India, when 
speaking of this unconformable junction of Néhan (p. 536): “It was from the 
examination of this junction that a clear separation was proposed between a 

Siwalik anda Néhan group. It is not yet proven that such a separation is not 

maintained eastwards, throughout the middle Himalayan region, but it is 

to our knowledge of the formations of whioh it treats. We have already had more than enough 
of bird’s eye views of the Sub-Himalayan rocks: in the memoir published in 1864, I endeavoured 

to give a critical study of the structural features upon the apprehension of which a right in- 
terpretation of the rocks depends; Mr. Theobald was expressly commissioned to correct or extend 
that detailed work; but he can hardly be said to have recorded a single observation bearing 

upon the point: those questions stand now exactly as I left them. J have endeavoured to explain 
to Mr. Theobald what I consider to be his mistakes, but in vain: the paper is now printed from 

the proofs as corrected by the author. It only remains for me to in‘licate in foot-notes some of 
the most misleading statements.—H. B. Mepiicorr. 

2 As expressly stated “' for use within this special region.”-—-H. B. M. 
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certainly not distinguishable to the north-west, and so a compromise has been 
adopted to speak of the inner or ‘Nahan’ zone and its representative rocks else- 
where as lower ‘ Siwaliks’.” 

5. These are intelligible words enough, but if we turn to the tabular arrange- 
ment of the tertiary groups at page 524, we find therein a very lame and imper- 

fect reflection of them. The tertiary rocks are there divided not into three, but 
into ‘wo unconformable groups only, a ‘Sirmur’ or eocene group and a ‘ Siwalik’ 
group, simply characterised as upper, middle, and lower, all bracketed together, as if 
no such gap as that which supervenes above the ‘Sirmur’ separated the lower or 
‘Nahan’ ‘ Siwaliks’ fromthe rest. This is more remarkable, as a miocene group 
is unrepresented, and the great ‘Ndhan’ series, alike unconformable to the 
‘Sirmur’ below it, and the ‘Siwalik’ above it (of known pliocene age), would 
exactly fill the gap. This mode of compromising a question of fact (which really 

admits of o compromise), has certainly the advantage of being very embarrass- 
ing to pertinacious critics and objectors, as any one who wishes to dispute the 
proposition laid down on page 524 can be triumphantly met and hampered by 

a totally different version contained on page 536 and in Introduction xvii. I 
object moreover to the misuse of the word ‘compromise’ in the passage 
I have quoted, as it seems to me something quite different. ‘Siwalik’ beds 

near Nahan are seen to rest unconformably on others to which the term 
‘Néhan’ is given to distinguish them. These type ‘Nahans’ are assumed to be 
‘ Siwaliks,’ as well as those above them, and hence the term ‘ Nahan’ comes to be 

applied elsewhere to undoubted lower ‘Siwaliks.’ I do not call this a “com- 
promise” in any sense, but merely begging the question at issue which is simply, 
are the beds at Ndhan (the type ‘ N&hans’) which unconformably support upper 

‘ Siwaliks,’ themselves ‘ Siwaliks' also, or are they not? To dub them with a 
name (lower ‘ Siwaliks’ or ‘ Ndhans’) where it is uncertain if they are anything 
of the sort, and then to extend the term to lower ‘ Siwaliks’ elsewhere, whose 

relations entitled them to be so regarded, is neither proof nor compromise that 
I can see." 

6. One of the first resulta ‘bf the announcement of a great unconformity tra- 
versing the Siwalik group at N&han was the hope, which it at once gave rise to, 
that the key had at last been discovered to the puzzling mixture of animals of 
miocene and more modern types in the same series of beds, and on my being 
directed to take up the examination of the ‘Siwalik’ group or groups, with 
epecial reference to the separation and discrimination .of a ‘Ndhan’ from a 
‘ Siwalik’ fauna, no one could have entered on the task assigned me more 
hopefully than I did, or with a more loyal acceptance or belief in the reality 
of the conclusions at which my colleague Mr. Medlicott had arrived. 

7. Trae it is that the small cloud, usually described as no bigger than a 
‘man’s hand,’ thongh it is altimately found to conceal the tempest in ita skirts, 

. * A provisional arrangement explicitly made pending the fins! settlement of a difficulty is, 
N4htsk, correctly called a* compromise” Mr. Theobald wes expressly sent to that ground (in 1878) 
“9 tleket ip those diffioutties; fhe has done 20 by ‘¢iem, and ‘he would now substitute. 
Se | are no unexplained discrepancies 
“igaes * Manval’ on this score. —H. BM... au 
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might even then have been discerned, could any suspicion of future difficulties 
have been entertained to damp the enthusiasm of the hour. In the very memoir 
quoted, Mr. Medlicott admits that the total unconformity displayed by the 
*Nahan’ and ‘ Siwalik’ groups on the Markanda, near Nahan, had entirely 
disappeared before reaching the Sutlcj, and a note is appended to the map that 
the colour boundary between the two groups on that river is a purely arbitrary 

one. This unexpected behaviour of the boundary had not, however, then, the 
same weight or significance which it subsequently acquired, as it was impossible 

to divine beforehand which condition, that of conformity or unconformity, con- 
stituted the rule, and which the exception as regarded the relations of the then 

newly dissevered groups, the ‘ Nahan’ and ‘ Siwalik,’ to one another, 

8. A serious difficulty was, however, soon to be encountered. It was abund- 
antly clear, that if any trustworthy separation was to be cffected between the 

‘Nahan’ and ‘ Siwalik’ faunas, it would be necessary in every case to be able to 
return an unequivocal answer to the question, as to which of the two groups, any 

beds which had yielded fossils should be referred, and here was the ‘rub.’ No ini- 
tial aid was afforded by the type section on the Markanda near Nahan; as there the 

‘ Nahan’ beds were totally unfossiliferous, whilst at a very short distance [80 miles] 
from that spot, all unconformity between upper and lower ‘ Siwaliks’ disappeared, 
never to be redetected, so 1 was necessarily compelled to the shift of adopting the 
best provisional scheme of classification I could, if I did not abandon the attempt 
I had in hand as hopeless, and if every successive scheme I could think of proved 
antenable and contradictory, the result, I must maintain, was due rather to the 

inherent conditions of the problem I was set to solve, than to any failure of my 
own to make the most of the materials before me. This, I think, can hardly be 

gainsayed when it is remembered that the faunal separation I was endeavouring 
to effect was really attempted to be carried out in a group of beds which seem 
everywhere else to be one and indivisible, both faunally and lithologically, and 
which nowhere in the Himalayan region, save in the vicinity of Nahan, has dis- 
played throughout its enormous area and thickness any trace of unconformity or 
interruption of conditions of deposition, whilst, at the same time, it is character- 
ised throughout, as a whole, by a wonderful uniformity over large areas of litho- 
logical character, and the gradual and insensible |manner in which the change in 
mineral character in its beds, vertically, is brought about. 

9. The section near Nahan, as hitherto interpreted, has indced ever been a 
sort of bed of Procrustes, to which all who would handle ‘ Siwalik ’ questions were 

expected to conform, and its bearings are far from confined to the bald issue of 
conformity or the reverse between upper and lower ‘ Siwaliks,’ but embrace the 
solution of such important questions, as the nature of the rock boundaries, whether 
faulted or natural, which bound the whole region of these deposits. Without, 
however, travelling beyond the simplest issue that can be raised, it will be well 

to consider the question, “are the ‘Nahan’ beds on the Mirkanda, which 
support unconformably upper ‘ Siwaliks,’ themselves of ‘ Siwalik’ age, as Mr. 
Medlicott insists, or are they not ? and if not, then what are they ? 

10. It would of course be most satisfactory if we could solve this question by 
reference to Mr. Medlicott’s own memoir, wherein he establishes the distinction, 
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certainly not distinguishable to the north-west, and so a compromise has been 

adopted to speak of the inner or ‘Ndhan’ zone and its representative rocks else- 
where as lower ‘ Siwaliks’.” 

5. These are intelligible words enough, but if we turn to the tabular arrange- 
ment of the tertiary groups at page 524, we find therein a very lame and imper- 
fect reflection of them. The tertiary rocks are there divided not into three, but 
into éwo unconformable groups only, a ‘ Sirmur’ or eocene group and a ‘ Siwalik’ 
group, simply characterised as upper, middle, and lower, all bracketed together, as if 
no such gap as that which supervenes above the ‘Sirmur’ separated the lower or 
‘Nahan’ ‘ Siwaliks’ fromthe rest. This is more remarkable, as a mtocene group 

is unrepresented, and the great ‘Naéhan’ series, alike unconformable to the 
‘Sirmur’ below it, and the ‘Siwalik’ above it (of known pliocene age), would 
exactly fill the gap. This mode of compromising a question of fact (which really 

admits of no compromise), has certainly the advantage of being very embarrass- 
ing to pertinacious critics and objectors, as any one who wishes to dispute the 

proposition laid down on page 524 can be triumphantly met and hampered by 
a totally different version contained on page 536 and in Introduction xvii. I 

object moreover to the misuse of the word ‘compromise’ in the passage 
I have quoted, as it seems to me something quite different. ‘ Siwalik’ beds 

near Nahan are seen to rest unconformably on others to which the term 

‘Néhan ’ is given to distinguish them. These type ‘ Nahans’ are assumed to be 
‘ Siwaliks,’ as well as those above them, and hence the term ‘ Nahan’ comes to be 

applied elsewhere to undoubted lower ‘Siwaliks.’ I do not call this a “com- 
promise” in any sense, but merely begging the question at issue which is simply, 
are the beds at Nahan (the type ‘ Ndhans’) which unconformably support upper 
‘ Siwaliks,’ themselves ‘ Siwaliks' also, or are they not? To dub them with a 
name (lower ‘ Siwaliks’ or ‘ N&hans’) where it is uncertain if they are anything 
of the sort, and then to extend the term to lower ‘ Siwaliks’ elsewhere, whose 
relations entitled them to be so regarded, is neither proof nor compromise that 
I can see. 

6. One of the first resulta’bf the announcement of a great unconformity tra- 
versing the Siwalik group at Nahan was the hope, which it at once gave rise to, 

that the key had at last been discovered to the puzzling mixture of animals of 
miocene and more modern types in the same series of beds, and on my being 
directed to take up the examination of the ‘Siwalik’ group or groups, with 
special reference to the separation and discrimination of a ‘N&han’ from a 
‘ Siwalik’ fauna, no one could have entered on the task assigned me more 
hopefully than I did, or with a more loyal acceptance or belief in the reality 
of the conclusions at which my colleague Mr. Medlicott had arrived. 

7. True it is that the small cloud, usually described as no bigger than a 
* man’s hand,’ though it is ultimately found to conceal the tempest in its skirts, 

4 setae ota explicitly made pending ‘the finat settlement of a difficulty is, 
Zthink, correctly illed a* compromise” Mr. Theobald was expressly sent to that ground (in 1873) 
bo glee! up those’ difficulties ; he has done so by ignoring thein, and he would now substitute 
= Se ‘Sere are no unexplained discrepancies 
 a:thg * Manual’ on this deore.—H, B.Me 
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might even then have been discerned, could any suspicion of future difficulties 

have been entertained to damp the enthusiasm of the hour. In the very memoir 
quoted, Mr. Medlicott admits that the total unconformity displayed by the 
‘Néhan’ and ‘ Siwalik’ groups on the Markanda, near Nabhan, had entirely 
disappeared before reaching the Sutlej, and a note is appended to the map that 

the coluur boundary between the two groups on that river is a purely arbitrary 
one. This unexpected behaviour of the boundary had not, however, then, tho 

same weight or significance which it subsequently acquired, as it was impossible 
to divine beforehand which condition, that of conformity or unconformity, con- 

stituted the rule, and which the exception as regarded the relations of the then 

newly dissevered groups, the ‘ Nahan’ and ‘ Siwalik,’ to one another, 

8. A serious difficulty was, however, soon to be encountered. It was abund- 
antly clear, that if any trustworthy separation was to be effected between the 
‘Nahan’ and ‘ Siwalik’ faunas, it would be necessary in every case to be able to 
return an unequivocal answer to the question, as to which of the two groups, any 
beds which had yielded fossils should be referred, and here was the ‘rub.’ No ini- 

tial aid was afforded by the type section on the Markanda near Nahan ; as there the 
‘ Nahan’ beds were totally unfossiliferous, whilst at a very short distance [80 miles] 

from that spot, all unconformity between upper and lower ‘ Siwaliks’ disappeared, 
never to be redetected, so I was necessarily compelled to the shift of adopting the 

best provisional scheme of classification I could, if I did not abandon the attempt 
I had in hand as hopeless, and if every successive scheme I could think of proved 
untenable and contradictory, the result, I must maintain, was due rather to the 

inherent conditions of the problem I was set to solve, than to any failure of my 
own to make the most of the materials before me. This, I think, can hardly be 
gainsayed when it is remembered that the faunal separation I was endeavouring 

to effect was really attempted to be carried out in a group of beds which seem 
everywhere else to be one and indivisible, both faunally and lithologically, and 
which nowhere in the Himalayan region, save in the vicinity of Nahan, has dis- 

played throughout its enormous area and thickness any trace of unconformity or 

interruption of conditions of deposition, whilst, at the same time, it is charactcr- 
ised throughout, as a whole, by a wonderful uniformity over large areas of litho- 
logical character, and the gradual and insensible |manner in which the change in 
mineral character in its beds, vertically, is brought about. 

9. The section near Nahan, as hitherto interpreted, has indeed ever been a 

sort of bed of Procrustes, to which all who would handle ‘ Siwalik ’ questions were 
expected to conform, and its bearings are far from confined to the bald issue of 
conformity or the reverse between upper and lower ‘ Siwaliks,’ but embrace the 
solution of such important questions, as the nature of the rock boundaries, whether 

faulted or natural, which bound the whole region of these deposits. Without, 
however, travelling beyond the simplest issue that can be raised, it will be well 
to consider the question, “are the ‘Nahan’ beds on the Markanda, which 

support unconformably upper ‘ Siwaliks,’ themselves of ‘Siwalik’ age, as Mr. 
Medlicott insists, or are they not ? and if not, then what are they ? 

10. It would of course be most satisfactory if we could solve this question by 

reference to Mr. Medlicott’s own memoir, wherein he establishes the distinction, 
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but it is unfortunately not so clear as could be desired what was the chief reason 

which weighed with Mr. Medlicott in so regarding them. Reference to the above 
memoir leaves no manner of doubt as to what the conclusion was, but quite 

otherwise as to the reason for such conclusion. By personally referring the 
matter to my colleague, however, I am able to say that this reason was fossil 
evidence, and this statement I am bound to accept, but I should not have deduced 
as much, unaided by Mr. Medlicott himsclf, from his own words at page 14 of 
his Memoir, where he distinctly says: ‘‘ These giant fossils are found through 
some thousands of feet in thickness of the ‘Siwalik’ rocks, buf my most patient 
search and enquiry on the spot has hitherto failed to trace one single fossil to the 

Nahan beds.” This fact, coupled with the total unconformity of the two sets of 
beds, does seem rather a Hibernian reason for classing them together as Siwalik, 
thereby giving rise to the great ‘Siwalik’ unconformity, which has proved a very 
‘incubus’ ef Sub-Himalayan geology.? 

11. It is true, no doubt, that a little before the sentence above quoted, Mr. 
Medlicott writes: ‘‘ The distinctness thus established physically between the two 
groups is borne out in a most important manner by fossil evidence.” Unless ‘ fossil 

evidence’ means here the absence of fossils, this assertion simply stands in the 
baldest antagonism te facts, as neither at the time Mr. Medlicott wrote nor since, 
has a single specifically determinable fossil been found in the Néhan beds of the 
Kaidrda or Dehra ‘ Dins.’ 

12. Of course there is something behind all this insistence on fossil evidence. 
It appears that although Mr. Medlicott never himself could find fossils in 
‘Néhan’ rocks, yet others have, in his opinion, done so, but I propose to show, 
that if Mr. Medlicott is correct in the view he takes of the discovery of fossils 
near Néhan, it not only does not bear out the inference he deduces therefrom, but 
actually seriously militates against the classification he adopts. 

13. By reference to page 15 of Mr. Medlicott’s memoir, it will be seen that in 
1834 (or thereabouts) Lieutenant Durand discovered a fossiliferous bed of clay 
‘on the north face of the mountain on which the town of Ndhan stan 
identical with a bed previously known in the KAlawdla pass east of the Jumna, 
From this statement Mr. Medlicott deduces three conclusions, one, in my opinion, 
undoubtedly erroneous, the other two probably no less so. 

14. The erroneous conclusion is, that the fossils in question belong to lower 

Siwalik beds. If we divide the Siwalik group vertically into three equal divisions 
(and there are no grounds for dividing it unequally), then I do not think that 
any rocks exposed between the Jumna and Ganges will fall between the lower 
group, end unless the fossil locality of the K4lawdla pass was very low in the 
section, certainly st would not, yet this 1s the cardinal reason for classing 

‘ N&hans’ as lower ‘Siwalik.’ Of course the temptation to do so is great, rather 
than gall] them middle ‘Siwaliks,’ as the difficulties attending an unconformity 

4 In the Mameir quoted the name ‘ Siwalik’ was restricted to the outer rocks and ‘Ndhan’ 
t» ibe inner, “The ‘compromise’ was made fifteen yoars tater, in the ‘ Manual,’ in view of the per. 
pistont continuity of the steatigmaphical sequence west of the Suilej, and of the still valid presump- 
inp. Seat Cnutley —— tee 
den (eile Pp 10)—5. 8. M. ae Oo ae 
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between lower and middle ‘Siwaliks’ would be vastly enhanced by placing the 
unconformity between middle and upper! Secondly, Mr. Medlicott appears to me 

to attach a meaning to the words “on the north face of the mountain on which 
the town of N&éhan stands,” which they do not of necessity bear, that is, in under- 

standing the words to be equivalent to ‘due north of Nahan.’ Now, we talk of 
Lahore being north of Calcutta, not thereby meaning on the same meridian, and 
in like manner, the words above quoted do not necessarily mean a spot in the 
vicinity of Nahan at all! Thirdly, supposing Mr. Medlicott to be correct in 
referring the spot in question to the immediate vicinity of N&han, towards the 
base of the hill to the north, what grounds are there for confidently referring the 
fossil (of which by the way we know nothing) to his ‘Ndhan’ beds. Undoubt- 

edly were there here no unconformity, he would be justified in so doing, but with 

an unconformable overlap of ‘Siwaliks’ with great unconformity, on to an older 
group, why may not the fossils in question be as reasonably (if not more so, all 
things considered) referred to an ‘ outlier’ or detached pocket of ‘ upper Siwaliks’ 
among the older beds, or within their area, than to the older beds themselves, 
which his own careful search has shown to be unfossiliferons? Totting up these 
facts, on what a lame and impotent syllogism does not the ‘ Siwalik’ unconformity 
seem to rest? e.g., ‘lower Siwalik’ fossils I believe occur north of N&han. The 
only rocks I know north of Nahan unconformably underlie Siwaliks, hence these 
unconformable rocks are ‘lower Siwaliks’ also.” The facts being, first, the fossils 
in question are not ‘lower Siwaliks’; second, there is small proof of their, occur- 
ring where Mr. Medlicott supposes them to occur: third, it is altogether doubtful 
if they occur in the beds Mr. Medlicott supposes them to! and this is the sum 
total of the important fossil evidence on which no specifically known fossil plays 
any part! !— Solvwntur risu tabule.”? 

1 Mr. Theobald’s ‘firstly’ is only an ‘I do not think.’ As to his * secondly,’ I must confess I 
did, and do still, shrink from attributing to Colonel Cautley and his colleagues such imbecility as is 
here imputed. The ‘thirdly’ is an instance of the ease with which Mr. Theobald adopts any 
fancy that suits the notion he is advocating: any overlap-outliers of the upper Siwaliks in the 
Néhan area here could only be of the brown or ochrey clays, or of the soft conglomeratic sand- 
stones that occur along the main boundary close by ; whereas Colonel Cautley’s description (as 
quoted in my memoir, p. 16) leaves no room for doubt that the bed he describes belonged to the 
older rocks. It may be well to give the fullest authentication to a fact of so much interest by 
publishing here the full extract from Sir Proby Cautley’s letter (dated 26th February 1859) in 
answer to my special inquiries about the fact in question :—“ There is no doubt whatever of the 
fact of vertebrate animals (fossil) having been found on the Himalayan side of Néhan, I had 
been long mixed up with the geology of the Siwaliks near the Eastern Jumna canal heads, and had 
found numerous fossils in a s+ atum which for want of a better name I called ‘clay marl’—a sort 
of hard clay conglomerate much impregnated with iron; this iron affected the fossils and produced 

them in a state approaching to hydrate—black and very perfect—Saurian, Ruminant, horse in 
both molars and incisors, and a great variety of animals were disinterred by me out of this clay 
mari; the fossils merely consisted of teeth and bite of bone; there were no symptoms of skeletons, 
in fact the strata of this clay marl were comparatively thin ; they underlie the shingle and sand, 
and in the Siwaliks between the Jumna and Ganges are found on the plains side, and if I recollect 
right not on the Din. 

“The stratum is a very remarkable one, and the fossils in 1¢ are equally remarkable. No 
mistake can possibly have arisen on the subject. I found, in company with Colonel Durand, 
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15. If we turn now to the lithological character of the beds as a means whereby 
we might, in spite of the great unconformity, find ground for identifying the 
beds termed ‘N&han’ with lower ‘ Siwaliks’ elsewhere, the result will be found 
to be no less unsatisfactory than that deduced from the (so called) fossil evi- 
dence. A certain graded similarity of mineral character and aspect seems im- 
pressed on the clays and sandstones of the entire tertiary series, so that a con- 

siderable proportion of the beds of the vast whole, can be differentiated from one 
another by no more marked characters than slight differences of degree in their 
hardness, or slight variations in colour, and when the enormous thickness of the 
whole series is considered, this is a formidable obstacle to any reliable correlation 
of distant sections by mineral character only. It may be (and is) easy enough 
to separate by mineral character beds on an upper Siwalik horizon from beds low 
down in the Sirmur group, but itis by no means equally easy to discriminate 
between ‘lower Siwaliks’ and ‘upper Sirmurs,’ and it is just here Mr. Medlicott 
has failed. ‘The evidence whereon the ‘Néhans’ are referred to the ‘ Siwalik’ 
group rather than to the ‘Sirmurs’ is wholly valueless, and if there was, there- 

fore, no other reason than the huge anomaly of this local unconformity, it alone 

the same stratum on the Himalayan or northward side of the town of Ndéhan, thereby showing to 
me clearly that all the formation between that and the plains, including the mountain on which 
Néhan stands, were Siwaliks—at least I in my unsophisticated knowledge of geology came to that 
conclusion. 

“T gave over a beautiful collection of these clay marl fossils to the British Museum, which 
the keeper of the Museum chose to lose, much to my regret and vexation. I believe that there is 
no hope of their ever being discovered, as the vaults have been searched without success.” 

In a later letter (dated 16th July 1864), acknowledging a copy of my memoir, Sir Proby 
Cautley again writes as follows :—--“ The clay conglomerate strata lie low down in the series, and 
are met with at the mouth of the passes—KaAlawdla, Timli, &c.; they lie under the boulder sand- 
stones, and are in a position far below that of the strata in which the large fossils were found. 
The clay conglomerate was worked upon by me; long before the larger fossils were discovered. 

Masses of this rock were carted by my orders down to Manakpur, where I resided at that time. The 

rock was then deliberately broken up and examined ; the fossils found were merely saurian teeth 

(detached), and teeth of horse, both molar and incisor, teeth of rtminants, rodents, bits of bone, 

all of them small sized fossils strongly impregnated with iron, and quite black. The difference 
between these fossils and those of the larger sandstone ones is most remarkable; they never could 

be mistaken for each other. I had a most interesting and extensive collection of these clay 
conglomerate or hydrate of iron fossils, which with the rest of my museum I sent to the British 
Museum. I regret to say the collection was lost, mislaid, or thrown aside, as I was,on my return to 
England, never able to find it. I have always considered the loss of this part of my collection as 

most deplorable, as it contained teeth undescribed, with molars and incisors of the smaller animals 
that were most exceedingly interesting. I have now by me only one specimen of this clay con- 

glomerate with a saurian tooth in it. 
“ Now, this clay conglomerate (with which I was so well acquainted in the Kélawdla and 

other passes) with hydrate of iron saurian teeth, was discovered by Durand, when Baker and I 
were with him, on the Himalayan side of Néhan. The fossils that Falconer describes as found 
‘by him, and of which he got so large a share, were below Néhavi, on the side towards the plaine, 
Falconer’s fossila, moreover, were the great sandstone fossils, and frou strata of an entirely different 
‘tharacter, Pray, keep your eye on this, I don't attempt, here to'expiain how this clay conglome-— 
rate rock got on the Himalayan side of Ndhan, but I Sab de dite and got fossils ont of it; of thie,” 
‘piuetts no doubt whatever:”—H. B.M. te te wt 
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would be sufficient to suggest their being ranked with the latter rather than the 
former. This would be so, were the evidence of mineral character less balanced 
than it is; so perversely counter to all our experience of the ‘Siwaliks’ else- 
where, does this unhappy ‘ Néhan’ section run, as hitherto interpreted by its 
discoverer. In support of this view 1 shall quote Mr. Medlicott himself, 
page 536, Manual, Geology of India: ‘‘ The Nahan, or lower Siwalik rocks, form- 
ing the inner Sub-Himalayan zone at N&han, consist mainly of massive grey 
sandstone often spoken of as the lignite sandstone from its containing small 
nests and strings of fossil wood, which from early times till now have given rise to 
many sanguine reports of the discovery of coal. In deeper sections red or purple 
clays occur, associated with thinner, harder. darker, sandstones very like the rock of the 
Dagshai group.” Thisisa description of the ‘Nahans’ at Nahan, be it observed. 
It is followed by a description of the upper and middle ‘Siwaliks’ of the 
‘ Siwalik hills proper,’ but a very significant omission may be noted of any descrip- 
tion of what lower ‘Siwaliks’ are like elsewhere. Of course the result is, the 
reader imbibes an impression of lower ‘ Siwaliks’ from a very doubtful presenta- 
tion of them about Néhan, and I am bound to say that the most analogous beds 
to those described above as revealed in ‘deeper section” must be sought for, 
not in a ‘ Siwalik,’ but in a Sirmur area. 

16. That is my opinion, and the idea is anticipated, if not disposed of, by Mr. 

Medlicott where he says (Manual, p. 540): ‘It might thus be suggested that 

the plant-bearing sandstones of Kasauli belong to the same horizon as the 
lower Siwalik clays, or the lignite sandstone. Those who have examined the 
rocks are least disposed to adopt this supposition.” I object to this antithesis 

between “plant-bearing sandstones” and “clays” as misleading. There is a 
great similarity, as Mr. Medlicott admits, between lower Siwalik strata and both 
Kasauli and Dagshai beds, and as for the prominence giving to the “ plant- 

bearing ” character of the Kasauli beds, these remains are, I believe, found at three 
spots only, and known to Mr. Medlicott alone, a vastly different thing from charac- 
terising the group, as might be easily inferred from Mr. Medlicott’s words.+ 

17. The alteration in Mr. Medlicott’s map which my view would require, would 

be to expunge both the word ‘Nahans’ and the colour used to indicate that 
group, and to colour the bulk of the Néhans east of Bid (near N&han) and the 
outer portion of the Néhans west of that place as Siwaliks, and tocolour the rest 
of the ‘Ndéhans’ as ‘Sirmurs.’* Also to expunge the narrow strip of ‘Néhans’ 

shown as running down from Rikhikhes, east of Ganges, altogether, my reason 
for which I shall explain hereafter. 

So much by way of preface. 

1 In these two paragraphs Mr. Theobald makes use of the facts I mentioned in favour of the 
view he now takes up, but omits any notice of the chief points of the evidence, which he condemns 

as wholly valueless, for the view I adopted: to wit, the facts, that the main Himalsyan boundary 
separates the Sirmur and Néhan areas; and the abrupt cessation of any trace of the nummulitic 
strata to the south of it (see ‘Manual,’ pp. 539, 540).—H. B. M. 

* 4. ., Mr. Theobald would take no notice of the two main stratigraphical features of the 
ground ; for the boundaries he would expunge in favour of his purely conjectural line are on 
those features, which must be ether great faults or great unconformities.—H. B. M. 

w 
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Tue term ‘ SIwaLik’ RESTRICTED AND DEFINED. 

18. The term Siwalik, as I would propose restricting it, is essentially syno- 
nymous with pliocene, that is, the pliocene group in India.! In Sind (vide Manual, 
p. 463), the Siwalik group rests unconformably on the G4j group, which is wholly 

marine and of well ascertained miocene age, but in the Punjab and along the 
Himalayan region, beds of miocene age have not been detected, that is, recognised, 
and the Siwalik group of fresh-water origin rests directly on eocene strata, to 
which they exhibit, as a rule, a mechanical or stratigraphical conformity, though 
their geological relation is one of unconformity, as evinced by the entire absence 
of beds of miocene age, above the eocene, and in places, as at Néhan, clear proofs 
of a physical arrest of deposition or break above the eocene, though elsewhere 

from the parallelism of the beds the unconformity here asserted is obscure, and is, 

I believe, not thoroughly accepted by Mr. Wynne in the Punjab. The passage 
I now quote from the Manual very clearly, however, states the circumstances of 
the case in the Salt Range (p. 506): ‘The G4j and Nari beds of Sind appear 

to be unrepresented ; there is evidently a break above the nummulitic limestone, 

and the overlying formation is unconformable, and rests in places upon a denuded 

surface of nummulitic rocks. The unconformity is also shown by overlap in 
several places at the eastern extremity of the Salt Range, and, as alreudy noticed, 
in the ranges near Shekh Budin, and by the circumstance that the lowest beds 
of the upper tertiary sandstone contains pebble of nummulitic limestone, as 
for instance, near Fadial, west of Mount Tilla.’”* 

19. One spot in particular where Mr. Medlicott discovered marked traces of 
an unconformable junction between the nummulitic limestone and the overlying 
Siwalik sandstones, was in the stream which cuts through the Dil Jubar range, 
nearly midway between Kotdés and Kalar Kahr on the Salt Range. 

20. Hast of the Jhelum, as a general rule, the basal members of the Siwalik 
group are not exposed, the relation of that group to the older rocks being one of 
faulted contact, and if (as is possible) in deep section older beds than Siwalik, ¢. e., 

miocene come in, there is from the conformity of the beds and the entire absence 

of fossils, no means to determine whether the lowest beds exposed really belong to 
anolder group or not. West of the Jhelum, a precisely opposite difficulty occurs, 
and it may there be seriously questioned, if the lowest Siwaliks in contact with the 
nummulitic rocks are really geologically older than the middle Siwalik horizon 
of the country east of the Ganges. 

21. Considerable difficulty is, therefore, experienced in dividing the enormous 
series of beds comprised in the Siwalik group, and any division of them must be 

rather a conventional one for convenience sake, than one naturally indicated by 

1 I cannot undertake to correct Mr. Theobald where he is only stating his own views and not 

misrepresenting those of others; but I warn unwary readers against over-confidence. Those 
two opening sentences are a sufficient caution: the extraordinary liberty taken with the word 

* pliocene’; for the statement that anything that can be called ‘ pliocene’ is in immediate sequence 
with the eocene along the Himalayan region is a wild asgumption—I would rather say, de- 
monstrably false.—H. B. M. 

* Compare too Wynne, Mem, Geol, Surv, Vol. XVII—2, p. 91, on absence of lower Siwalik 
in the Bhattani hills and elsewhere. 
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any salient features inherent therein. Not, therefore, to unduly multiply divisious 
of an arbitrary character, it will, I think, suffice to divide the Siwalik group into 

two equal divisions, an upper and a lower, characterising the first as the Khdriin 
beds from the Khéridn range opposite Jhelum, which is entirely composed of 

: them, and reserving the term ‘Murree’ for the lower, 

Enérifn or upper... from the sanatarium of that name around which they are 
largely developed. For reasons already given, I consider 

it desirable to drop the term ‘ Ndhun’ altogether, as tending to confusion, so long 

as we are uncertain of the precise age and relationship of the beds on which 
the name was originally bestowed in the immediate vicinity of Nahan town. 

22. The term ‘ Murree,’ however, as now used by me as equivalent for 
“lower Siwalik’ is much more restricted than it is in the Manual, where it is 

far more comprehensive and indeed little more than a name for a melange of 
tertiary beds of all ages. Thus at page 511 these beds are thus described : 
‘The station itself is built on grey and purple sandstone and deep purplish clays 
with occasional concretionary bands. These are the Murree beds of Mr. Wynne, 
and whilst their lower strata may correspond to the Dagshai sub-division of the 
Sirmur or eocene series in the Simla hills, it is probable that they represent 
higher groups also, aud they may even comprise strata corresponding to all the 
Sub-Himalayan beds of the Dagshai, Kasauli, and Nahan groups, between the 

Subathu and Siwaliks proper.” Here at Murree it may be perfectly true that no 
fixed lines can be pointed to, as dividing the Murree beds from evcene, but this 
obscurity cannot be allowed in our definition of what ‘ Murree’ beds are, quoad 
the geological horizon embraced by the term; and I therefore define the ‘Murree’ 

division ascomprising all beds younger than the ‘ Gaj’ or miocene of Sind, and 
from that horizon the whole of the lower half of the Siwalik group.: Of course 

where the ‘Murree’ beds rest directly on eocene beds, these (in the absence of 

G&j beds) constitute the lower limit of the group, and in this sense the term 
‘Murree’ may be regarded as representing and replacing that of ‘Ndhan’ as 

hitherto used. Towards Nip&l, where the sections of the Siwalik group are 
very deep, it may be questioned if lower beds than those properly included in 
the term ‘Murree’ do not come in, but this is a difficulty which would apply 

whatever name we gave the division, and I prefer retaining an accepted and 
familiar name, to devising a wholly new one; but as the upper Siwaliks have not 

been specially named, there is no impropriety in now bestowing on them the one 
proposed, é. e., ‘ Khérian.’ 

GEOLOGICAL LIMITS OF THE SIWALIK GROUP. 

23. A brief glance at the area over which the Siwalik strata are either known 

or conjectured to extend will not be here out of place, and will help to correct 

t The lithological sameness of the Murree and the Dagshai beds and their similar relation 
to the underlying nummulitics makes it almost obligatory to place them provisionally on the same 
horizon, although the free association of similar beds within the nummulitic series west of Murree 
suggests the possibly higher position of the beds at Murree. Mr. Theobald’s exclusion of any 
representatives of the Gaj and Nari beds in those sections is purely oo apparently only on 
.the grounds of the one being fresh water and the other marine.—H. B. M 
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any underestimate of their importance, arising from their being regarded as mere 
Sub-Himalayan deposits, though from the nature of the adjoining countries 
which are almost closed to European investigation, the precise boundaries of the 
group outside of the political boundaries of British India are unknown to us. 

24, Commencing on the north, the Siwalik group has been traced along the 
flanks of the Himalayan mountains and its accessory ranges, from the frontier of 
Kohat to the valley of the Brahmaputra, and thence under the Kh4si hills through 
Munipur and Arakan into British Burma as far south as 17° north latitude. In 
Nipal, Manipur, and Arakan, there are great unexplored breaks, but slender as 
is our knowledge of these countries, we have still sufficient warrant for the above 

generalisation. The curved line indicated above from Kohat to near Ran- 
goon in latitude 17° is close on 2,000 miles in length, and lies wholly outside 
of the ‘peninsular area’ of India as defined in the Geological Manual (Intro- 
duetion ii). 

25 From Kohat the Siwalik group extends in a southerly direction along the 
eastern flanks of the Afghdnistén and Biluchistén ranges to the vicinity of 
Karachi, a distance of 700 miles, while from Karaéchi to Perim island in the 
gulf of Kambay, which is the most eastern point reached by the group on 
that side of the Peninsular, is 400 miles. 

26. How far the Siwalik strata extended formerly over the area intervening 
between Perim and Afghdnistén is uncertain, but their large development in. 
Sind renders it not improbable that they once stretched over a large portion of 
Rajputéna and the southern Punjab, where the Indus alluvium and desert sand 
now preclude all examination of the rocks beneath. 

27. This western belt of Siwalik strata lies also wholly outside of the Penin- 
sular area, save a small portion which, creeping up to the eastward across the 
mouth of the Indus and at Perim, may be said to inosculate with India proper or 
the ‘ Peninsular area.’ 

28, Some tertiary beds which occupy the valleys of the larger rivers, such as 
the clays and gravels of the Narbada and Tapti, might perhaps be regarded as a 
farther encroachment of Siwalik deposits within the territorial limits of the 
‘Peninsular area,’ but though undoubtedly these beds contain some Siwalik 
animals, yet these are also associated with human relics and as much deserve 
separation, as newer than the ‘ Siwaliks’ proper, as do the ‘G&j’ beds, which, 
though older than the ‘ Siwaliks,’ yet contain some Siwalik mammals. It will 
thus be seen, that whilst the ‘ Peninsular area’ is essentially unencroached on by 
Siwalik deposits with the partial exception of a limited contact area in Cutch 
and Guzerat, and excluding as above the post-pliocene deposits of the large river 
valleys, it is continuously surrounded to the north by an enormous belt of these 
beds from 17° north latitude in Pegn on the east to the 21° north latitude on 
the west; the entire circuit embracing some 3,000 miles: 

29. Nothing like a precise estimate of the area occupied by Siwalik strata is at 
: a present practicable, but a low approximate estimate would 
| Area ct Kiwalike, ‘po 70,000 square milea. if, however, any considerable 
gxtension of these beds below the-alluyiuzt ‘be ‘allowed for, the estimate would 
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have to be placed as high as 300,000 square miles or thereabouts within, of course, 
the political limits of British India, 

30. In not inappropriate correspondence with the area covered by the Siwalik 
group is the enormous aggregate thickness of its beds, and it is undoubtedly 
difficult adequately to convey by mere words to any one personally unfamiliar 

with the group, an idea of the seemingly interminable succession of beds which 

® good section reveals. Two doubts are in fact pretty sure to suggest themselves 
with regard to the seeming display of thickness where, as in many sections, the 
strata are seen tilted at high angles for miles. 

« 81. The first doubt is, if this seeming display of thickness, instead of being 

real, is not produced by a repetition of the same beds brought in again and again by 
either faults, folding or inversion. Now, either of these suppositions is in itself 

a perfectly legitimate one, and a vera causa, instances of which may be seen 
throughout the whole Himalayan region, where through-faults traverse the hills 
for miles; and in the older rocks of the Himalayan chain, the more they are 

known to us, the more it is evident that foldings and inversions on a prodigious 

scale form an integral phenomenon in the structure of the hills. West of the Indus 
# most complicated system of faulting and inversion has implicated the newest 

tertiaries also. It may, therefore, be taken as an axiom in Himalayan 

geology,‘ that no @ priori improbability attaches to any presumed faulting or 
inversion, solely on account of the magnitude of its effect: in that respect 
we may safely permit our ideas a scope proportionate to the magnitude of 
the physical developments of the region; but when we come to apply such 
hypothesis in reduction of the seeming thickness of a section, the result is 

not satisfactory. The entire thickness of the tertiary group may, in round 
numbers, be taken as 30,000 feet. This is Mr. Blanford’s estimate in Sind; 

and the thickness of the group in the Himalayan region can hardly be 

set down as less: and as the newest beds are equally involved with the 
older, in the disturbances which accompanied or resulted from the final elevatory 

movements of the Himalayan chain, the whole of this vast series must be con- 

sidered, if we come to apply the idea of either faulting, folding or inversion, 

to reduce the apparent thickness of any particular section. Now, although a 
very general parallelism obtains throughout the entire series with only one con- 
siderable unconformity at the top of the eocene (in the Himalayan region), and 

though the change in mineral character between the lowest beds and the highest 
is brought about in a very gradual way, yet, were any member of the lower beds 
intercalated by folding or other causes among and between younger beds in a 

section, I do not think the fact could escape detection and recognition. A loop 
of nummulitic limestone for example, with its ‘arch’ truncated by denudation, 
-might appear intercalated among a series of beds, all of which, both above it and 

below it (seemingly), were of younger age ; but from our general knowledge of the 
beds, of the eocene group, we could hardly be misled into confounding with them 

any beds of a lower or middle Siwalik horizon, and the same unlikelihood of being 

misled in a similar manner with reference to any portions of the tertiary group 
holds good from the well understood and easily recognised facies, lithologically, 
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which the entire group successively presents at different horizons, The idea, 
therefore, of the seeming thickness being due to faulted or folded repetition of 
the same beds may, I think, be dismissed as untenable. The best sections are 
so clear that faults are not likely to be overlooked: and the main question only 

is, the possible presence of a concealed (that is, truncated) arch or fold. This, as 

I have said above, is unlikely to escape detection, presuming that the entire series 
of beds have been involved ; but still another question remains, is it possible for 

a limited thickness of beds to be folded and re-folded in themselves, without the 
beds, either above or below, participating in the disturbance? That such a case 

may occur on a small scale, I think possible, in view of the enormous and compli- 

cated disturbance to which the mountain mass has been subjected; but such a 

result could not take place on the scale of the sections displayed by the tertiary 
group, and nowhere could the result be brought about without obvious signs of 

the abnormal and disturbed arrangement of the rocks so involved. The idea is, 
therefore, merely alluded to, to be rejected. 

32. Another doubt that has been raised is, as to how far the seeming succession 

of beds may not be ina manner illusory, as a measure of thickness and rather refer- 
ible to an arrangement of beds on a large scale, analogous to the mode of deposition 

wherein ‘false bedding’ originates. This view has been propounded with respect 
to beds in the Potwar,! and were it a true supposition, it would necessitate at no 

great depth from the surface, a floor of deposition, of some sort. Now, the area 
of the Potwar, where this view has been specially applied, is traversed by numer- 

ous ‘ faults’ having a very large ‘throw.’ For example, south of Jand, near 
Jabi, the very highest conglomerates at the top of the Sivalik group are faulted 
against red and grey beds well down in the Murree division, and the ‘throw’ 
required to bring about this contact cannot be estimated at less than a mile, and 
may be more; yet none of these faults, which are tolerably numerous throughout 
the entire sub-Himalayan region, ever bring up or reveal any ‘ floor of ee 

tion,’ whereon a comparatively thin series of obliquely-packed beds could 

been laid down. The entire belt in fact of Siwalik rocks, skirting the Himalayan 
region, is composed, structurally, of vertical slices of the Siwalik group ranged one 

against another and separated by faults, so that the best sections we can any- 
where find are simply sections of a portion of the group, commencing at one 
fault and terminating at another,—the downthrow of these faults bringing the 
younger beds to the south in contact with the oldest beds to the north; yet 
is no floor of deposition, which could countenance the idea of a trivial thickness 
of these deposits, anywhere revealed. On the assumption, then, that the sections 
displayed by the Siwalik group represent actual thickness, we cannot place the 
total amount for the whéle at less than 16,000 feet, and it may be not improbably 

more. 
88. A few words will not be here out of place touching the ‘G4j’ group of 

Gé ; Sind, as it bears a certain relationship to the Siwalik from 
3 group of Sind. ae : pare : 

containing the earliest Siwalik mammal on record. That it 
is, however, properly excluded from the Siwalik designation is, I think, clear not 

eA The undulating country north of the Salt Range. 
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only from its marine origin and its total absence (so far as known) within the 
Himalayan region, but from its established miocene age. This needs no recapitu- 
lation here, but the facts may be gathered from Mr. Blanford’s lucid description of 
the group in the Manual of Geology, Part II, page 463. The fact of the Gj beds 
being of marine origin, may probably account for the paucity of vertebrate re- 
mains hitherto detected in them, as we cannot imagine an animal like Rhino- 

ceros sivalensis, F. et C., alone occupying the miocene champaign, though the 
G4j vertebrate fauna probably merely foreshadowed in its plenitude that mar- 
vellously varied and abundant fauna, of the Siwalik period, then only in 
course of evolutional development and waiting for the Afons to deliver it from the 

womb of Time. As so much has already been published on the Siwalik group by 
Messrs. Medlicott, Blanford, and Wynne, I shall not enter into any detailed descrip- 

tion of its beds, but rest content with giving a general conspectus of the group, to 

facilitate the correlation of beds of similar age at distant localities (Sind and 

Burma) and a few sections which will help to convey a clearer idea than any 
generalised description of their relation and succession to each other. 

i 34. The section I now give near Lambi-dand is one of the best I know of the 

junction of the Siwaliks with the Nummulitic group in the western Punjab. 

filt exhibits complete stratigraphical conformity throughout; but the important 
a‘Nari’ group is wholly absent. Whether the beds, at the base of the Siwalik 
group, may be held to represent the ‘ Gaj’ horizon, must rest on the amount of 
probability on extraneous grounds, for that correlation, as fossil evidence there is 

none. My own opinion is, the balance of probabilities leans to the reasonableness 
of regarding lower ‘Murrees’ (D) as the Himalayan equivalents of the Gaj 
group of Sind and correlating the same to the Dagshai and Kasauli beds of the 
Himalayan region. 

Section near Lambi-dand, displaying the transitional passage of the marine nummu- 

j litics into the Siwaliks of the ‘ Potwar’ (Murrees D). 

Nummulitic limestone of the Chita Pahér range, massive, and precisely 

Nummulitic group. similar to that which immediately supports the 
Khirthar. ‘ Siwaliks’ along the Salt Range—Khirthar (lower). 

(Descending). 
Boundary fault. Ft. In. 

Pale, reddish and brownish-gray sandstones, with some reddish 
shales and occasional courses of more 

lar onl massive Sandstone ... ss .. 2,500 O 

Massive sandstone... 85 0 

Alternations of sandstones ana ‘clays, with massive a beds boweids base 850 O 

Massive sandstones, with some clay conglomerate towards base 130 0 

Red clays, with sandstone courses, and seamed with calcite towards 

base 435 0 

Similar beds, but the ‘sandstones harder and harsher and shales redder 875 0 

Massive gray sandstone 40 0 

Massive sandstones, with subordinate beds of ae red shale «. 600 0 

Shales sua sae ga eee bee “i be 90 O 
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(Descending). 
Ft. In 

Massive sandstones with clays and some calcite nummulites and 
bones (indetermiuable) “i ies ss oe sus 40 0 

Pale nummulitic shales sas aa si _ .. 270 0 
Nummulitic limestone (flaky) .. ‘ee ee os ies 40 0 
Reddish nummulitic shales... .. 600 0 
Harsh pale gray aummulitic itmasbiiie. “with a little shale . 180 0 
Red shale ... eee or és e. 25 0 
Harsh reddish sandstones, with | some dha aa ees .. 160 O 

Massive sandstone, conglomeratic at top 24 0 
Mottled reddish and yellowish harsh sandlatonian: cal reddish Ginvi. 

in places nummulitic soe one ee eee . 840 0 
Massive reddish sandstone _.. ee a6 ee see 50 0 
Reddish shales and sandstones is or des .. 270 0 
Pale yellow nummulitic bed (about) _... aes see = 86 0 

(Close to 29th mile-stone). 
Red nummulitic bed i “ise si es is 4 0 
Red shales .. di wae 80 0 
Massive ssicaicee: with seams 5 of clay eoniplvdtiaeute ane ee 85 0 
Red shales .. a ies rr dee tos 385 0 
Sandstone and Scniglomeraba'-<, eee vals To ee 10 0 
Red shale ... 5a ais aie aes bee 20 0 
Yellow shales, nomnoulitic es ati or aie .. 170 0 
Clay conglomerate, nummulitic a aes see vee 15 0 
Red shales and sandstone __... - sus . 40 0 
Massive nummulitic sandstone and pomplomeeate... iis ‘ae 85 0 
Red shales, with a little sandstone ‘ee as aoe . 168 0 
Massive sandstone ... re vids aes see ave 60 0 
Red clays . oe one . 14 0 
Yellowish clays and nummulitic shaly limestones one one 65 0 

Red clay... eee 7 eee ee ae oe 65 0 
Yellowish sandstone ... vee eee ase es ane 16 0 
Red clay... es 8 0 
Yellow clay, with hard bands at top goa bee, dicmmsaittig below ‘ee 60 0 

Red clays .. 40 0 
Yellow nummulitic clays (with thin strings of limestone), almost com- 

posed of closely-packed Foraminifera ges oss » 410 0 
Yellow, with more massive limestone beds sai ‘ei «. 870 0 

Red clays with nummulitic limestone courses... ane . 250 0 

Toran one - 8,956 0 
. ene 

i 

35. This is a most interesting and important section in many respects. It isa 
characteristic junction section of the Siwalik and nummulitic groups in the: 
western Punjab. It proves the enormous development of the ‘ Khirthar’ group 
in this region, and the total absence of any representatives of the ‘ Nari’ beds. 
I had myself anticipated that these ‘Nari’ beds wonld be represented in it; but 
having submitted the fossils collected by myself on the spot to my esteemed 
colleague Mr. Fedden, whose familiarity with the Sind tertiaries should render 
his opinion final, I relinquish the idea, My colleague thus writes of the fossils 
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he was good enough to examine for me :—‘“‘I have justexamined the specimens. 
They have all a strong ‘ Khirthar’ (or lower Nummulitic) facies. There is no 
indication among them of either ‘G4j’ or ‘Nari’; and I should conclude that 

these two groups were absent in the section.” 

The fossils identified by Mr. Fedden were— 
Nummulites obtusu, 

biaritzensis, 

beaumonti, 

granulosa, 

leymerie, 

obesa, 

exponens, 
perforata ? 

and among echinoderms— Hemiuster digonus, 

H. sp. 

And a Pseudodiadema not figured in D’Archiac’s work. 
36. The section is an estimated one, checked on the ground by measurements so 

far as the di*turbance of the beds would allow. It embraces 5,000 feet or there- 

about of lower Siwalik beds (‘ Murrees’), resting on nearly 4,000 feet of ‘ Khir- 
thar’ beds. The strong limestone at the base of the ‘ Khirthar’ group is not 
reached ; but it is displayed to the north, where the section ends, being brought 
up by a fault cutting off the ‘Murrees’ in that quarter. The ‘Khirthar’ group 

can here, therefore, be not much under 4,500 feet, accepting Mr. Wynne’s estimate 
for the mean thickness of the ‘ Khirthar’ limestone in the Salt Range at 500 feet 

(Memoirs, Geological Survey, Vol. XIV, p. 869). 

The thickness of the ‘ Khirthar’ group has ndét been fixed with precision; 

but as a possible thickness of 9,000 feet for the whole, and as much as 3,000 

for its upper division, is indicated by Mr. Blanford, the thickness of 4,500 or 
thereabouts is by no means greater than may probably be the case (Manual, 
p. 447). 

37. This great development of beds is, I know, suggestive with some of ‘ fold- 
ing’ or faulted repetition ; but I do not see how either of these causes can be held 
to have operated here. The section terminates above in faulted contact with the 

strong ‘ Khirthar ’ limestone, some 500 feet thick, more or less ; whilst below, it dis- 

plays some 4,000 feet of upper ‘ Khirthar’ beds without reaching the strong lime- 
stone, whose presence here is proved by its being brought up to the north by the 

fault running south of the ‘Chitapahar’ range. Now, if the above thickness of 
‘Khirthar’ beds was produced by a folded or faulted repetition of the group, J do 
not see how the massive limestone at the base could fail to be detected in the 

section. The validity of the section might therefore rest on its own merits, but 

the known development of this group elsewhere goes far, in addition, to remove 

any doubt as to how far the indicated thickness is real. 

38. Whilst, then, in the Punjab we may infer that the ‘ Khirthar’ group was 

fully developed, we have proof in the above section of that break which has elsewhere 
ria recorded at the top of the eocene, in the deposition of the ‘Murree’ beds on 

L 
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‘ Khirthars,’ to the total exclusion of the ‘ Nari’ or upper eocene group, though it 
is very probable that more to the eastward the ‘ Nari’ and G4j beds are represented 
partly or wholly by the Dagshai and Kasauli groups (Manual, p. xvii), the latter 
including the ‘Néhan.’ The occurrence of Pseudodiadema in these ‘ Khirthar’ 

beds (where it is rare) is interesting, the genus being a cretaceous one ; and it may 
be remarked that another species was found by myself in beds in Prome, pre- 

sumedly younger than the ‘ Khirthar’ group, viz., the ‘Pegu’ group, which, from 
its position below the Burmese representatives of the Siwalik group, may not im- 
probably in part correspond to the ‘G4j’ of Sind and the lower ‘Murree’ (D) of 

the Himalayan region. 

39. Another point to be noticed is, the contrast of churacter between the bottom 
beds of the Siwalik here, on the northern margin of the Potwar, and that which 
is seen to the south of the Potwdr along the Salt Range, and the still greater 
contrast which these Punjab basal beds show to the lowest beds seen to the east- 

ward in the Kolonia section (hereafter given). 
40. To judge by mineral character and aspect, the basal beds reposing on the 

‘Khirthar’ limestone along the Salt Range would not seem to belong to a lower 
horizon than beds f or lower Kharidns B, or only to just invade th horizon of 
the upper ‘Murrees’ C. On the northern side of the Potwar, howevir, at Lambi- 

dand, the beds reposing on the ‘Khirthars’ would seem to reach much lower down 
—to perhaps as low as a middle horizon in the lower ‘ Murrees’ D; whilst at the 
Kolonia river to the east, the lowest beds, though no recognised ‘ Khirthar’ beds 
are reached, would, from their character and the enormous thickness of beds 

above them (14,000), indicate that a lower horizon of the lower ‘Murrees’ D has 

been reached than anywhere exposed to the westward, if even that group has 
not been passed and some of the upper ‘ Khirthars’ unknowingly been imcluded 
in the section. 

41. In the Lambidand section, the profusion of nummulites renders it easy to 
detect the passage of ‘ Khirthars ’ into the ‘ Siwaliks’ ; but to the eastward, where 
these organisms are wanting in the eocene beds as so regarded (Dagshai and 

Kasauli), the transition from upper eocene to lower Siwaliks might be expected 
to take piace without much chance of detection unless a marked unconformity 
were present. This marked unconformity certainly does not exist to the west 
and cannot therefore be looked for as a matter uf course on the east, though in 
the central region about Simla it may be marked enough. We have in general, 
therefore, both on the extreme east and west, little to guide us in estimating the 
precise horizon of any Siwalik bed, basal or otherwise, than mineral character, 
the presence or absence of mammalian fossils, and the development of the group 
on the spot in question. For example, where, as on the Kolonia river, we have a 
clearly run section of 14,000 feet, we may be pretty confident we are not far from 
the base of the Siwalik group, if we have not at that depth really got below it, 
into a ‘G&j’ or ‘Nari’ horizon. On the other hand, as at Daridla, where we find. 
that a section of less than 6,000 feet of Siwalik beds runs us up on to their top- 
most beds, we may (being supported also by the mineral aepect of the basal beds 
‘sespectively in either case) pretty safely jadge that no lower horizon in the 
Siwalik group is touched than 9 high one im the upper ‘Murrees’ (C)- 
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42. The section I now give is one embracing the entire thickness of the Siwalik 
group north of the Salt Range between Daridla on the Range and Kari4la in 
the Potwar. The thickness is estimated, not measured. It crosses one synclinal 

trough and a belt of ‘troubled’ ground, where a fault is probably concealed. As, 
however, the faults in the Potwar, having a large ‘throw’, are sharp and clean, 
it is probable that at this spot any considerable ‘throw’ has been commuted 
into horizontal disturbance, which does not materially vitiate the results of the 
section. The general dip of the beds at the base is about 45°, gradually declin- 
ing as they recede from the range till the topmost beds have flattened down 
to a dip of not more than 2° to 4”. 

Section between Dariéla and Karidla-= 

1. Nummulitic limestone. (Kirthar). 

2. Greenish sandstones, some beds hard, tough, and argillaceous, with 
three thick beds of red clay. Bones, mostly fragmentary throughout, 
and one ossiferous zone about 100 feet above the nummulitic lime- 

stone. From this zone I procured the lower jaw of Rh:noceros 
palaindicus, F. & C. ay eee =1,200 

8. Red clay with subordinate bed of fine reoanial sendataias ies we §=62,50 

4. Gray sandstone vee spe oe »« 400 
5. Pale-gray sandstone and pale -yellow clays seg 1,500 

6. Sands, clays, and pions of a very recent aa fluviatile 

aspect... soe vee ; .. 150 

5,750 

43, Beds No. 2 of the above section are the ‘Ndhan’ beds, according to Mr. 
Wynne, of this part of the country. The first point to notice in this section, is 

the small thickness here presented by the entire group of beds above the nummu- 

litic limestone. There is, it is true, a fault in the section, but it has none of the 
appearance of one involving a great ‘throw,’ and its effect is probably inconsider- 
able, and 6,000 feet would really seem to be the full thickness here of the Siwalik 
group. Mr. Wynne (Mem. Geol. Surv., Vol. XIV, p. 69) gives an estimate of 
the thickness of the Siwalik and ‘Nahan’ groups in the vicinity of the Salt Range 
from a minimum of 2,100 to a maximum of 10,500. I cannot say that I can 

recall any spot where the entire Siwalik group is reduced to so low as 2,100, but 
the mean of these estimates, 6,300, agrees very well with the wholly independent 
estimate of mine above given. One thing is pretty clear, and that is, that this 

particular part of the Potwaér was an area of minimum deposition, as shown by 
the attenuated dimensions of such usually thick beds as Nos. 4 and 5 (in the 

above section), corcesponding to the upper Khérifns (A), d and e, whose more 
usual development may be judged by a section I shall presently give in the 

Una ‘dfn,’ and which beds are fully developed at either end of the Salt Range 

-within the depositing area immediately affected by the conditions of the great 
valleys of the Jhelum and Indus. Equally too does the comparative insigni- 
ficance of the beds No. 6 in the above section, compared with their normal 
development elsewhere, point to the condition of reduced deposition under which 
the beds were here laid down. | 
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44, But a truer explanation of this seeming contraction indicated by the above 
section of the Siwalik group lies, in my opinion, in the fact that, instead of 
embracing the entire Siwalik group, it really embraces only its upper portion 
(Khé4rians) to the exclusion of the lower half altogether (Murrees). 

45. This view is not held by Mr, Wynne; but my colleague’s judgment is, I 
think, largely influenced’ by the identification by Mr. Medlicott of some low lying 
beds at the Bakréla ridge, with his (Mr. Medlicott’s) ‘Nahan’ or lower Siwaliks, 
as they have been considered. Now, this identification of Mr. Medlicott’s was, I 

believe, erroneous, and due to the local change in some basal beds of the Siwaliks 
along the Bakr&la ridge, induced by mechanical or chemical action, though the 
real horizon in the Siwalik group of these beds was scarcely, if at all, below that of 

upper Siwaliks. At page 109 of his Salt Range Memoir Mr. Wynne thus des- 
cribes these so called ‘Néhan’ :— 

46. “The ‘Néhan’ beds of this district have, comparatively speaking, a limited 
exposure in the Bakrdla ridge.” From the sentence which commences the next 
page, it is clear that the above sentence really signifies that in the Bakrdéla ridge 
alone have these ‘Ndhans’ been identified. The sentence is: “In other places where 
the ‘ Ndhan? beds have not been recognised”, Sc., and in no other places, save the 

Bakrala ridge, are they specially mentioned as recognised. Now, I happened to 
accompany Mr. Medlicott when he visited the Bakr4la ridge and effected this 
unlucky recognition of ‘Néhan’ beds there, and whilst fully admitting the- 
similarity of the beds there to others lower in the group than the generality of 
Siwaliks near the Salt Range, yet, in my opinion, this ‘ Néhan facies’ here presented 
by the Siwalik beds is a local feature simply superinduced in really upper Siwaliks 
(as I have before stated) by the violent protrusion of the stiff wedge of Khirthar 
limestone forming the core of the ridge, (Wynne, I. c., p. 120). Mr. Wynne goes 
on to say (p. 109, 1. c.): “Here at the Bakréla ridge they consist of purplish 
and gray sandstones interstratified with many bands of red clay which give to the 
whole group a reddish tinge; the sandstones are harder than those occurring at 

higher places in the series. This strong similarity of the red ‘Murree beds’ is 
not found to the westward * + * * Both the redder and grayer 

rocks of the Bakrdla ridge contain some bone fragments and occasionally mam- 
malian (Mastodon) teeth”. Now, this comparative abundant scattering of bones 
through these Bakréla beds is itself sufficient to raise serious doubt, in addition 
to the pregnant fact that similar beds with a quasi Néhan facies are not usually 
met with along the Salt Range, for not only are the entire series of Siwaliks along 
the Salt Range more or less ossiferous, one marked zone occurring not more than 
100 feet above the Khirthar limestone, but we know that elsewhere along the nor- 
thern edge of the Potwér or throughout the Himalayan region generally, bones 
are simply and traly conspicuous on the ‘Néhan’ horizon by their absence. 

47. Again, in describing the ‘ Né&han’ rocks (Manual, page 536), we are told by 
“Mr. Medlioott that ‘in deeper sections, red or purple clays occur, associated with 
thinner, harder, darker sandstones, very like the rock of the Dagshai group’, 

1 Vide note to 118, Mem., Vol. XLY. page +: 
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Nothing of the sort is seen along the Salt Range, whether regard be had to rock 
characters, general or particular. In fact the base of what ‘red zone’ there may 

be along the Salt Range is actually taken as the wpper limit of the so called 
‘Nahans’, instead of this colour character being made to embrace that division. 

At page 110 of Mr. Wynne’s Salt Range Memoir we read: ‘ Above these beds 
grayer sandstones prevail, and red clays or shales increase in quantity upwards, 

associated with occasional layers of pseudo-conglomerate and lumpy calcareous 
purple clay until the red beds predominute, so as to form a murked ‘red clayey zone’, 

* * * The bottom bed of the red zone has been adopted asthe upper limit 

of Mr. Medlicott’s ‘Nahan’ rocks in this part of the Punjab.” 

48. I will now give a brief sketch of the section of the Siwalik group 
on the Kolonia river near the Nipal border. The section is an estimated 
one, and no fossils were noticed in any of its beds, nor indeed have I scen 

any determinable fossils in the whole country between the Ganges and Nipil. 
The lowest beds seen in the Kolonia river, a little better than a mile above 

the town of that name, are,very compact sandstones, often in thick massive 

beds of various pale tints, but mottled with violet or reddish blotches 

and spots, after a fashion never seen among the upper beds. Associated with 
these characteristic beds are dark-red shales of a purplish or plum colour, very 

hard and massively bedded, sometimes uniform in tint and sometimes spotted or 
mottled, and a few yellowish beds, all displaying the same amount of induration. 
These lower beds, which may be regarded as characteristic of the lowest Siwaliks 

or Murree beds (D), pass up quite insensibly into a thick series of massive gray 

sandstones, with subordinate beds of reddish shale constituting division C or 
upper Murree beds, and these in their turn pass up into upper Siwalik or 
Kharifn beds, made up of gray or greenish sandstones gradually becoming 
pebbly and conglomeratic at top ; whilst at top of all on this section comes in a thick 

deposit of dark and ochraceous clays and gravels corresponding to the gravels, 
clays, and conglomerates in which the Siwalik group everywhere terminates, 

and which differ in no respect from recent river deposits, save in the high dip 
which they often display. 

49. I now give two sections illustrating the general character of the ‘ Khariin’ 
group where well developed. The first section is taken across the Siwalik range, 

bounding the Una ‘din’ to the south and along the line of the Hoshidérpur and 
Kéugra road. It is partly measured, partly estimated. The second section is 
taken along the same road across the hill bounding the Una ‘din’ to the north, 
and is a repetition of the former beds. Buta great difference will be perceived 
in the development of the coarse beds (d) at the top of the lower ‘ Kharian’ (of 

my present arrangement), a difference clearly dependent on the greater proximity 
of the northern side to the line of discharge down the Beds valley, nothing equal- 
ling the coarse conglomerates of the Parwain range north of the ‘dim’ being 
seen on precisely the same horizon on the south. Fossil] bones and teeth, mostly 

of Probescidea, and ill-preserved Uniones, occur in the hills south of the ‘ din,’ 
but sre less common in the coarser beds to the north. 
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Section or Upper SIwaLiks oN THE Hosnihrpur anp KAnara ROAD BETWEEN 

Manciwat AND GAGRET. 

Ascending. 
&) Ft. In. 

Soft gray sandstones with clay beds intercalated (ossiferous) «. 200 0 
(The 38th milestone is on top.) 
Dark kankary clay... nee ane vet eos se 8 0 
Gray sandstone aus eve vee ae = . 16 0 
Very dark clay . ua et sale 0 6 
Soft gray sandstones with small ‘pebbles .. as ase ee 16 0 
Pale yellowish sandstones, eis and a bed of yellow ley towards 
base vd sve s ee ase . 60 0 

Dark kankary clay 20 0 
(A little off the line of section Uniones of the U. poaieaias type occur 

on this horizon.) 
Pale gray sandstone with a few pebbles and strings of sandy clay ... 85 O 
Soft gray sandstone slabby at base and some yellow clay below » 60 0 
Yellow sand and dark clay oe coe es awa See 4 0 
Gray sandstone with hard slabby courses ‘ ais . 25 0 
Sand and clay eas ies ‘i 8 0 

Bluish gray pebbly sandstone, rather Saves'l in parts sa . 20 0 

Ditto ditto, darker coloured “ae cai 7 0 
Gray sandstone with layers of clay nodules and a few pebbles . 6 0 
Gray sandstone sas sac ae we ea . 45 0 
Dark clay... wes ‘ts 4 0 
Pebbly sandstone with clay galls towards ‘the hae; soe . 15 0 
Dark clays .. “es sea aes P oe 16 O 
Pale gray eonigeounsratis cendistons rusty-coloured at base .. .. 80 0 
Clayey beds, rather ‘ Zankary’ oe cee wv 20 0 
Gray pebbly sandstones, in parts conglomeratic and a few rubbly clay 

courses =... eos use vee one .. 60 0 
Dark rubbly sandy clay ose ss ove ius 6 0 
Gray pebbly sandstone, coarse and slabby ae . 80 0 
Dark sandy clay (irregular) _... ‘as as aa sae 1 0 
Gray sandstone eee eos ee aes ons son 4 0 
Dark clay ... ei eos aa tee ar 1 0 
Gray pebbly sandstone ds ase “i dv .- 40 
Clay and pebbles sis Se oa sa es 1 0 

Pale gray pebbly sandstone (bones) ous 80 0 
(Here some disturbance and crushing. Dip vertical and slightly inn 

- verted.) 

Soft gray pebbly sandstone with some beds of dark shale at base (say) 100 
(The 85th milestone near thi2.) 

Pale gray pebbly sandstone with large clay pockets a a 28 
Soft gray sandstone with alabby layers ... es ses a «68 
Yellow clay with sandstone courses... soe we aT HO 
Soft grey sandstone with slabby layers. ae ate Ct gee OO 
Dark kankary clay, yellowish and sandy at top |... °° fi" 2 
Pale soft sandstone with band lenticular couraas. ;:. . we 06 

ee 1 

® ecoeccoce o 
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(Ascending.) 
Ft. In. 

Soft gray pebbly sandstone with hard concretions irregularly dispersed 35 0 

(Then the 35th milestone.) 
Hard gray sandstone course... 09 
Dark clunchy clays, rather thin “bedded . e . 18 0 
Soft yellowish sandstone, clayey in masts: ‘es ies * 5 0 

Ditto with ey courses . 20 0 
Soft gray sandstone ... ice 5 0 
Yellowish pebbly sand and cay 1 0a 

Soft gray sandstone ... 20 0 
Fine conglomerate... ave eek FF ane one 8 0 

Soft gray sandstone ... 5 0 
Pebbly band sis as 2 0 
Soft gray sandstone, few or no ‘pebbles at 25 O 

Fine kankary conglomerate _..- “7 teen, ene LL 

Soft gray pebbly paras vee . 30 U 
‘ Pale yellow clay . wee eve - as 9 0 

: Reddish ww clay eee - on ae ane eee 3 0 

soft pebbly sandstone in massive beds... es iss we 100 0 
Gray sandstone, no pebbles 18 0 
Gray pebbly sandstone with some scdglcanatate disseminated : 40 0 

Ditto ditto vec due ‘ea sa oe 20 O 

Sandy clay ... ive ie ss ‘ie oe see 0 9 
Gray sandstone and clay ive see see oss ae 2 0 
Clay layer ... os ve cos ics 1 0 
Soft sandstone, pebbly at top . or ee ces is ~ 70 0 
Coarse pebbly layer ... aes ene see wee . O 6 
Soft pebbly sandstone ‘i w- 6 0 
Coarse sandy conglomerate, some of the pebbles 6 inches i in ‘dumstar. 15 O 

Pale pebbly sandstone, hard and slabby ... o aad . 25 0 
Ditto softer ... vas ace ies » 10 0 

Dark shales, sandy and paler below ‘i ses oes oes 5 0 
Gray sandstone with large pebbles at top cos see . 25 0 
Pebbly clay aoe abe see one 0 9 
(Hereabouts is the 88th milestone.) 
Yellowish sandstone .,.. tee ase sas ase 20 0 
Yellow clay ...° si ee 6 0 
Hard pebbly sandstone san se 25 O 
Soft yellowish-gray sandstone ... ose oe on as 7 0 
Soft pale sandstone ... see ae aie sie vad 4 0 
Yellow silty clay eee ose es ave sa os 1 0 
Dark clay ... vows oo wee eas 1 0 
Clay and sandstone... o ae eee ses . 10 0 
Soft sandstones sie oes » 40 0 
Yellow kankary clay witb small ferruginous concretions ; .— 98 O 
Soft yellowish-gray sandstone ... ee aoe ses «. 16 0 
Sandy clay ... eve vee ee ose cee ses 1 0 
Soft yellowish-gray sandstone ... ove oss ees -~ %F 0 
Yellowish sandy clay coe eee ose eee see 5 0 
Pale sandstone ace ooo eee tee ees . 128 0 
Clay, dark at top eee eee eee eoo eee 2, 0 

’ Pale silty sandstone, clayey in parts a aes re » 12 0 

87 
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(Ascending). 

Clays with a little kankar aie 
Pale sandstone see ee se sit 
Reddish sandy elay... bi és ase 
Dark clayey beds 
Pale silty clay, rather snipaae: 
Yellowish silt 
Soft gray sandstone ... or 
Silty clays and sandstones ie see eee 

Yellowish clays, dark at top... ose 

Sandstone ... ws . 
Yellowish clays ; 
Soft yellowish sandstone 
Reddish clay with one dark band es 
Bluish clav, ei avs 

Yellowish clay with dark layers. de ees 

Reddish sandy clay .. sas an aa 
Ditto less sandy... bes 

Dark clays oe ene “us ine 
Pale pebbly sandstone ss dis ee 
Ditto with few or no pebbles ... — 

Clay beds, dark above, pale below i 

Reddish clay, sandy at base __... eos we 
Dark kankary clay... ese aes oes ase 
Dark clays ... eee isi ‘we 
Pebbly sand ie Se an se 
Dark clay ... eee one oe eee ove 
Sandy clay .. ce ees sas 
Yellowish sandy band oe ie des 
Reddish clay, sandy in middle ... as oa ae 
Dark clay... ove ns ase om 
Reddish clay in thick beds coo ace ee 
Conglomerate (irregular bed) ... bia >i 
Yellowish sandy clay = ise 

Ditto paler and in thinner beds vse ee ose 
Soft pebbly sandstone oes oes sie 
Clay beds... oe mn wee soe 
Conglomerate nee ise dss - ies 
Pebbly sand, yellow mottled... eee ave 0. 
Yellowish clay ose ee ah eee 
Coarse conglomerate ... vas ae si soe 
Yellowish clays eee * ses one os 

Coarse yellowish pebbly saatakina we ce tos 
Ditto with few or no pebbles ... eee eve ‘s 
Ditto with hard courses eee ene ons se 

(Here stands the 39th milestone.) 

Pebbly sandstones see aoe ace eee eee : 

Sandy clay with strings of pebbles eo “e, ae as ogee a 

Stiff clays . ses oo, saad aa” a : 

Coarse conglomerates (ieregular bed) see . a et eee 
- Sandy clay ... _w - eg Pe a ‘5 pai? 

Conglomerste ea seer a° 2k aE gt vee a8 
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(Ascending.) 
Ft. In. 

Sandy clay oT tee ee ase ove ~~ 10 0 
Sandy conglomerate .. side ise ove oes w. 20 0 
Clays sy see axe ais .. 40 0 
Bandy clay with conglomernte bands is rr ‘as . 60 0 
Clays ese awe “i és .. 30 0 
Pebbly band oe sue eae oo one i 4 0 

Pale sandstone sae ove oe 5 0 
Dark clay... ose si ae 6 0 
Sandy conglomerate . soe ave eos ose 8 0 
Yellowish sandy with sonpiowierate stings che sai . 10 0 
Coarse conglomerate .. ves vag sei is oo 12 0 

Sandy clays, reddish at top ae ae sae des . 47 0 
Coarse sandy conglomerate saa ses oe . 25 0 
Sandy clays an eee wea aa one . 20 0 
Coarse conglomerate .. ses 30 0 
Incoherent pale sandy clays, gravels and édualaweraten: all of vary 

recent aspect (seen, perhaps) ove . 800 O 

““ToTaL 8,219 9 

50. The section above given commences in the lower ‘ Khéridns’ e, and runs 
up into the upper ‘ Khériéns’ c, but the coarse boulder conglomerates of d are here 
merely represented by pebbly beds. In the section given below, however, these 
coarse boulder beds are well represented, and not only have the coarser beds 
become developed, but the beds in either section displaying this conglomeratic 
character have increased from 2,700 feet on the south to 4,800 feet or there- 

abouts in thickness to the north. 

Sxection or Upper Srwatiks oR KHARIANS ON THE HOosHIARPUR AND Kanara 

RoaD BETWEEN GAHLIN ON THE BANGANGA AND KAnNGra. 

Rection, ascending, from the Gambar fuult. 

Ft. 

The Gambar fault— 
Red clays and gray sandstones, hard and thick-bedded 700 
Dull reddish clays with thin courses of sandstone, and four thick 

beds of reddish gray sandstone ... sau awa «» 600 1,200 

(These beds belong probably to the upper ‘ Murrees or a 

Greenish-gray sandstone .. oe 60 
Porplish friable clays with reddish-gray sandstone courses ... 25 
Reddish sandstone and reddish sandy clays with thin sandstone 

courses oe see ee ves 35 
Gray speckled massive sandstone ... ee eve 30 
Parplish-red. clay ose eee vee ood ese 7 

-— Fine reddish sandstone ... 9 

Bed clays with intercalated beds of sandstone 10 to 15 foot thick 200 
- Thick-hedded g gray sandstone ooo ee ose 60 
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Ft. 
Red clays ive 30 
Gray sandstone ... 80 
Red clays se 20 
Gray sandstone (526) 20 
Fine conglomerate es sig 9 
Sandstone with clay band ai fine pouplamanats courses wee 20 
Gray sandstone and purplish-red ae 120 

Fine conglomerate is ie 9 
Sandstone “a sss ove aes 40 
Red clay vs ene 9 
Fine sandstone said intercalated = live (about) ‘as ..- 1,000 
Soft sandstone, pebbly in places, and intercalated red oe (be- 

tween Takipur and Dowlatpur), about ion we 1,000 
Coarse boulder conglomerates in thick regular beds, ¢ coarser and 

less distinctly bedded at top (4,507) be ase «- 2,800 5,083 

ToTaL bee oo 6,283 

51. The first 1,200 feet of beds in this section belong probably to the upper 
‘Murrees,’ and from some bed about this horizon it is probable Mr. Medli- 
cott obtained his specimen of Amphicyon near Nurpur.1 Above the beds at the 
base, with a ‘ Murree’ aspect, come in over 5,000 feet of typical upper ‘ Siwaliks.’ 
Of these the basal 500 feet, or thereabouts, represent the lowest division f, whilst 
the remainder mainly represent the ‘grays’ and boulder conglomerates e and d. 
The higher gravels and clays c do not come into the section, but are probably 
present further north, in which direction, on about the same line, the very coarsest 

and highest beds of the group a come in in great force. 
52. It is in the Kangra district that not only do these remarkable upper conglo- 

merates (a) attain their fullest development, but the largest boulders are met 
with, I have anywhere seen, in the ‘ boulder conglomerates’ d, in which it is usual 
for the omnipresent ‘ grays’ to terminate above, except away from the great river 
valleys which no doubt served as vomitories for the dispersion of the products 
of Himalayan denudation. In the hills south of Dehra, boulders, nearly 30 
inches in diameter, of hard silicious schists, may occasionally be seen, whilst such 
as exceed 20 are far from rare. But the largest by far of these well rounded 
boulders occur east of Kangra, and the largest boulders I ever measured were 
between Burwfni and Tharul, where I noticed two, respectively over 12 and 14 
feet each [in girth. ] 

53. The largest boulders from these Siwalik beds are of some silicious schist or 
quartzite, the boulders of granite rnnning habitually smaller, and heres distinc- 
tion must be made between the boulders in the surface gravels. dexiyed from the 
Siwalik group and the boulders derived from old ‘ moraiven.”: ‘As I have said, 
no boulder from any Siwalik bed that: I have exer soot neg attained to 15 feet ° 
in girth, whilst granite boulders from the “moxaiien”: agua n 
4@ reckon, ax. 1 these boulders of ‘erritio’ pa siention 

ta 

A a toe ny “ a 

‘3 The epecimén to tie by ‘Ud tebe te ion at Dalhousie. — Bee id =, 4 7 2. * 

“sf 7 7 6 rate CAT ee ; one 7 Py er Boa A Tey Lee 
.oo71% ~ eras 1 * i x Pe a ee ee Cae eb Fy ate as bf : 
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girth. Much as the Siwalik conglomerates may have contributed by their wear- 
ing down, to form the surface accumulations of the district, they have no 
connexion with the huge ‘erratics’ or more numerous blocks of less size, but of 

similar origin, so plentifully sprinkled over the surface, and it is certain that 
the climatal conditions which these monstrous ‘erratics’ indicate, is altogether 

post-Siwalik, and the incipient effects of which were doubtless to disperse, and 
not improbably in many cases altogether extinguish, the Siwalik genera which 
so abruptly disappeared after the Siwalik period. This interesting question and 
the various arguments both for and against a glacial period in India can best be 

discussed separately, as having no immediate connexion with a paper on the 
Siwalik group itself. 

54, The section of the upper Siwaliks at Babhor, on the Sutlej, where that 
river first issues from the mountains, may here be epitomised. It is rather 

doubtful how much of it may be apportioned to the upper ‘Murree’ beds, 

but it well displays the remarkable development of the conglomerate beds, and 

is remarkable for the intercalation of a thick band of brown and red clays 
‘not generally well developed elsewhere) at the base of the upper boulder con- 
rlomerates. The determining agency of the large rivers in the production of 
the boulder beds of the Siwalik group (first prominently noticed by Mr. Medli- 
ott) is further exemplified by the thick bed of coarse conglomerate laid down 
inconformably by the Sutlej on the upturned end of the Siwalik boulder 
oeds. 

Szcrion or SIwALIKs BETWEEN Natna AND BABHOR ON THE SoTL. 

Section, ascending, based on the ‘Koserit’ fault (vide Mr. Medlicott’s Memoir, 
Mem, Geol. Surv., Vol. III, p. 141). 

Ft. 

Brown and red sandstones and clays (beds ‘e’ of Medlicott’s section) say 3,000 

Gray, pepper and salt, or greenish sandstones, soft and pebbly in massive 
beds, with some intercalated beds of red clay sparingly ossiferous 
(beds f2 of Medlicott’s section) 2,500 

A thick series of brown or red or dark and ignecoiah: shales intercalated 
above with yellowish pebbly sand clays and conglomerates ... . 626 

Coarse boulder conglomerates, boulders 8 to 9 inches in distieter eee 126 

Coarse boulder oe but boulders increasing to 1 or 2 feet 
in diameter .. vee eee wo. 1,100 

TorTaL see we = 7,261 
ae 

55. The precise thickness of beds referable to the Murree group in this section 
is not well determined, but we have undoubtedly some 5,000 feet of upper Siwaliks, 
though the highest beds (a) do not come into the section. The group, we may 
presume, is here at its thickest if Mr. Medlicoté is correct in correlating these 

eposita, with ancient lines of drainage nearly coincident with the present course 
of existing river valleys. 
<, , 86. ‘The upper Khérién gray sandstones and conglomerates (beds d and ¢) are 
saok only: the most most universally present, but most homogeneous in character of any 
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beds of the group ; but such is not the case with the topmost beds of the group (a, 5, 
and c). The clays and gravels of beds e are probably co-extensive and equally well 

developed originally as those below them forming the natural conclusion of the 
group above (a and b being of more local character), but from their position they 
have suffered more from denudation, and even faulting, than the lower beds. For 

example, north of the Kolonia river between Baidla and Katol, these beds are 
composed of dark and yellow clays in thick beds, with alternating bands of not 
very coarse gravel, and scarcely distinguishable from modern deposits, unless the 
clays are perhaps more compact than is usually the case in newer beds. These 
beds become highly inclined as they approach the boundary fault, which is here 
not the ‘main boundary,’ but a fault which brings them into contact with lower 
beds of their own group. Of this more hereafter. 

57, The area covered by beds of these upper Kharidns east of the Ganges is not 
usually broad, save between Kaéladhtngi and the Patli ‘dun,’ their faulted bound- 
ary to the north being always soon reached at one of the great faults traversing 

the group in lines more or less parallel with the direction of the outer ranges. 
58. West of the Ganges, many beds of sand and clay, and the recent looking 

gravelly accumulations which mark the coarse conglomerates of the ranges south 

of the ‘dins,’ may really belong to the topmost division c of the Siwaliks, rather 
than to newer deposits ; but it is never easy to ascertain very precisely the state 
of the case, even when the beds are tilted, which the modern deposits of corres- 
ponding character rarely are, and never to the same extent. 

59. The next spot going west, where these topmost beds of the Khériéns are 

largely developed, is under the cantonment of Bakloh, on 
the road up from Pathfinkot to Dalhousie, and here the 
general aspect of the beds is very peculiar.—Dunera Dak 

bungalow stands, I should say, a little below, as far as its geological horizon-goes,— 
the lowest limits of the d division of the Khérién group. Soon after leaving the ~ 
bungalow, bands of conglomerate appear in the sandstones, a slightly redder hue 
being observable than is usually the case.—There is nothing, however, particularly 
noteworthy till the bridge is crossed and the first ‘ choki,’' just across it, reached. 

60. Conglomerates now come in (6), evidently homologons with the conglo- 

merates forming the highest beds of division d, but differing from the usual 
type seen south of Dehra and elsewhere, in being far less homogenous in 

character, and having the appearance of having been more rapidly accumulated.: 
The village of Bingha (below the road) is situated at the top of these beds; 
about where division @ would seem to succeed them. 

61. The coarse conglomerates at this point give place to a very peculiar palpi 
of clays, gravels, and fine conglomerates (a), tinged with the prevaiting dark red‘ 
hue of the clay beds, and displaying the bulk of the Janie we pLapicae tl 

Section under Bakloh, 
on the road to Dalhousie. 

coated with a dark lustrous glaze, This glaze, the Sof iron dissolved ° 
out of the red clays, is not seen in the coarser 06 La apurarraeina 
marked sbove them, and I know of nowhere aii: ‘Della “present 93° 

a ste fault, which?" ‘similar appearance. Thaw topenont tele 

, ae TY 
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fat ns under Bakloh, and brings them into contact with sandstone of an older group, 
rubably ‘ Murree’ or ‘ Kasauli beds. 
pr:62. From Dunera to the top beds at the fault there can hardly be less than 
300 feet of beds exposed, or thereabouts, all upper Siwalik, and of which pro- 

6,ply 1,500 feet may be referred to the*highest beds a. I was not able to detect 
bay fossils on this line of section, though I searched particularly forthem. East 
at the Jumna, in the ‘ Din,’ the upper division ¢ of sands, clays, and gravels is 

oft purticularly well developed, or, what is more likely, has been so brohen up by 

nc'nudation, and sheeted over by surface accumulations resulting therefrom, as not 
de be specially distinguishable, where the dip of the beds flattens out, as is the caso 

to jth these topmost beds in the hills south of Dehra. After crossing the Beis, 
wever, to the west, this upper division c seem better represented, and so con- 
ues to the Jhelum, though often, it would scem, at the expense of the lower 

isd. West of the Jhelum these conglomerates (d) are well developed in the 
sas ridge, but east of the river throughout the Kharidn hills, their place 
vken by the gravels and clays of division c. It is in these beds r, west of 
helum, that the extraordinarily rich collection of fossils occur north-west 
+, Tilla near the villages of Asnot, Padri, Bhandor, and they are also 
‘ferous to a less degree east of the river towards Bhimber. The well 

2 route into Kashmir past Bhimber gives a characteristic section of the 

fk group west of the Beds. For about half way between Bhimber and the 
cf the first ridge (about Adital), the rocks are all these highest clays 
(c, sands, which but for their dip and association with the lower beds 

xy many of them, pass for modern alluvial deposits. The outer, or Adital 
e, is itself composed of the topmost beds of division e, the coarse boul- 
conglomerates d@ being here represented by a few pebbly beds in the 

stones e; the entire sequence of all the beds being clearly seen on the road 
ydabéd, the first halting stage from Bhimber, On the ascent to the crest 
e Adital range, in a clayey bed high up in division e, I procured the isolated 
1 molar of Hydaspetheriwm, but fossils are not common here, and isolated 

\ aagmentary. The maximum thickness of the sands and clays of division ¢, 
hm the Beds and Jhelum, does not fall far short of 5,000 feet, though this 

cludes, partly at least, the division d, or coarse boulder conglomerates, which they, 
a great extent, replace and represent. To this upper division must also be 

referred the beds west of Babhor, containing Bubalus and Oamelus, and which 
would seem to constitute passage beds, as far as age goes, into the mammaliferous 
clays and gravels of the Narbada, and other large rivers of the Peninsula, and the 

same beds also would seem to occur near Riipar, where they have quite the aspect 
of modern deposits, though without doubt the youngest member of the Siwalik 
group, and inseparable therefrom. A marked peculiarity inthe upper Siwalik 
conglomerates west of the Jhelum, between the Chambal and Tilla ranges, is 
the occurrence in them of pebbles and boulders of nummulitic limestone, red 
granite, and dark purplish porphyries, hard and massive (‘elvans’?) of which last 

» two rocks no known source exists in the Himalayan region Some rocks from the 
33, Avvali ranges to the south are not very dissimilar, and strongly suggest an ori- 
a southern source of derivation for these rocks, which in the Salt Range are 
1 

\ 
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found in conglomerates of all ages from palsozoic to newer mesozoic times. T 
proximate source for the boulders in the Siwalik conglomerates east of the Cha 
bal ranges, is of course through the denudation of some of the above mesoz 
conglomerates in the Salt Range, particularly the boulder clays of presun 

cretaceous age or ‘olive zone’ (Wynne’s Salt Range Memoirs, p. 103) at the ¢ 
end of the Salt Range. 

63. The way in which the upper Siwaliks pass into sands and clays wholly u’ 

distinguishable from modern alluvial deposits, may be well observed in the Poty- 

between Gujarkhin (on the Jhelum and Peshawar road) and the Bakrala rang 
where it is only by tracing the beds down into ¢ilted Siwalik strata that it: 
possible to distinguish the horizontal Siwalik clays from the newer alluvium, ar 
yet beds, in other places about the same horizon, have participated in the m 
prodigious faults which seem to have occurred synchronously with the final ¢ 

tory movements of the Himalayan region, not earlier probably than in ° 
pleistocene times. ” 

64. I now propose to say a few words on the faults whith travel vad 

Siwalik area, as they are not only intimately connected with the beds 
but have an important bearing on the structural history of the Hi 

as he 

the 

region, and this is the more necessary, as a tendency exists in some qus ere, 

dispute their existence and explain away the results they have produced. as a 

Between the Sarda and Ganges four principal faults may be specifie* re to 

I. The Gauri Ghat fault. 

II. The Baidla fault. 
Ill. The Pétli ‘ ddan’ fault. 

1V. The . aldhéng fault. 

I. The Gauri Ghat fault. 

65. This fault is the great boundary fault, whereby some division or 
the Siwalik group is brought ‘down’ to the south into contact with th 
and limestones of the hilly region of Kumaun, bui I prefer calling it he of 

phists spot where it crosses the Ganges to terming it simply the ‘boundary fa 
the uncertainty which exists in identifying it with the particular faults w'* the 
Ganges, which is its proper continuation in that quarter. It enters the ae 

Kumaun from Nipél at the juuction of the Ladhia river with the Sérc °! the 
about 7 miles its course coincides with the channel of the former streaghitt of 
leaves that river, curving down to the south, and thence up to Durgapipa™ 

south of the Théli lake to the Gola river, which it cuts three times. It then” 
ses a mile south of the Naini T4l Brewery (Shréb-batti) past Sinti’ to the Rém- 
ganga and Mundal rivers, both of which it crosses a little above their point of 
junction, and thence through the wild and hilly region north ef the Pétli and 
Chokar ‘ dans,’ past Jamniabigh to the Ganges, which jt cuts almost midway 

between Gauri ghatand Raiwéla. Close to the Ganges “it mikes rather a sharp 
bend to the south-west of Bunds, where it is joined by the Eatihing Ont but . 
general course is either straight or with a-very-apennhrve.. . 

66. For the first 20 miles of.its course, | froin the month of the Ledhia river ts 
within.a couple of miles of Dargepipel, shacqouingt nooks to the: south are lowe 
Siwelik strate, but at this poipt thiid. oie Dienlike are ‘out-ont’ by the Baifk 
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fault, which here unites with the last, and thence to the Gola river, the upper 
Siwaliks form the contact rocks to the south. Here the fault is sharply deficct- 
ed across the strike of the upper Siwaliks, and the lower Siwaliks are thereby 
once more o2ught incontact with it at Amratpur, and so continue till within 
24 miles of the Ganges, when the upper Siwaliks are again brought in by the 

Laldhing fault, and so continue till the Ganges is reached a distance of 137 miles 
from its starting point on the Sarda river. 

II. The Baiadla fault. 

67. This fault hasa short course of 21 miles from the Sarda river to the above 
mentioned point near Durgapipal, where it unites with the last, enclosing between 

them a thin wedge of lower Siwaliks, having an underlie to the schists and lime- 
stone to the north, and bounded to the south by upper Siwaliks with the same or 

normal underlie of the younger rocks repeated. The greatest breadth of this 
wedge of older Siwaliks is nowhere quite 4 miles. 

III. The Patli ‘din’ fault. 

68. This fault is very obscurely seen so far as contact sections go, but is as 

clearly marked as the others by the character of the beds on either side of it. 

It commences north-west of Kaladhingi, and thence runs with a slight curve to 

the Kosi river, which it crosses rather less than 3 miles south of Mohan, and thence 

* holds on right through the centre of the Patli ‘din,’ cutting the Ramganga rather 
less than 2 miles north of the Boksar bungalow. From this point, where it is well 
seen in a tributary of the Ramganga, itruns nearly straight out, through the hills, 

to the plains near Bagndla. It is a grand through-fault, bringing the upper 
Siwaliks to the south into contact with the lower Siwalik of the north, except 

where it runs out of the hills near Bagnala, in doing which it cuts back and down 
through the upper Siwaliks, till the ‘throw’ is so diminished that lower ‘ Siwaliks’ 
ae in contact with each other on either side of it. Its course is for 55 mileg 
through a densely wooded almost uninhabited country, where wretched wood- 
cutters alone, during what may be really termed ‘the man-eating season (from 
November to March), risk their lives in precarious and unequal rivalry with the 
savage beasts of the wild, the skulking tiger, and wily and no less danger- 
eus elephant. 

IV.—-The Laéldhang fault. 

69. This fault, which is a very short one, has not ba closely traced, but is 
sufficiently indicated by the character of the rocks it separates, It is interesting, 
48 marking the termination to the east of the Ganges of the beds which as a range 
of\hills terminate at Hardwaér. Though, however, the range cf hills south of 
aan vas cease at Hardwar, the rocks composing it cross the Ganges and reappear 

opposite bank in the low hills of Chdndi Pahdr, whence they extend to 
she eastward as far as the Paili stream. The lower beds next the plains present 
high dips, being often vertical, whilst the upper beds gradually flatten out as 
they approach the boundary fault (I). Did these beds continne across the Paili 
hepeam they ‘would come into contact with the lower beds about Lfildhang, but 
rede ‘ate oe = by a sort of bay of alluvium, which runs up the Paili 

wi as 
bed 
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stream and conceals the Laldhang fault, which cuts off the newer beds some- 

where about the position of that river, and brings the beds to an abrupt ending 

which have crossed the Ganges at Hardwar. After a short course this fault runs 
into the main fault 2 miles east of Jamnia Bagh. 

70. Between the Ganges and Ravi rivers the principal faults traversing the 
Siwalik rocks shown in Mr. Medlicott’s map of the district, or indicated in his 
Report (Mem., Vol. III, part 2), are— 

1.—The Ganges fault. 
I].—The Jumna fault, 

11I.—The Dehra ‘din’ fault. 

1V.—The Bildspur fanlt. 
V.~ The Gambar fault. 

VI.—The Deikreh fault. 

ViI.—The Koseri fault. 

ViI11.—The Babhor fault. j 
1X.—The Bhimgoda fault. 

I-II.—The Ganges and Jumna faults. 

71. These two faults, as well as the ‘ Lildhdng,’ are all cross-faults, ena each 

is the co-efficient of the other, inclosing between them the Siwalik strata of the 
hills south of Dehra and the corresponding extension of the same beds east of 
the Ganges. They are sufficiently described by Mr. Medlicott, so that nothing 
need be added here by me. 

I{I.—The Dehra Diin fault. 

72. The course of this fault is so masked by the surface deposits of the Din 
that its course can only be indicated in general terms. There is no reasonable 
doubt that the ‘main’ or boundary fault which crosses the Ganges from the east, 
below Gauri ghit, holds on strongly up the ‘Din’ and south of Dehra. Some- 
where, however, about Nagsidh station, 6 miles south by east from Dehra, it is 
probable, that whilst the main fault holds straight on, it is joined by a cross-fault 
from east of Rajpur. which there constitutes the boundary fault between the 
hill-rocks and Siwaliks. The Dehra fault in all probability holds on past Kazf- 
pur and up the Giri river, till it unites with the great fault mapped by Mr. 

Medlicott for 35 miles along the Giri river. This connection of the Dehra 
fault with that on the Giri, and of this latter with the Belaspur fault, is of 

course conjectural, but is supported by the fact of the hitherto faulted contact 
of the tertiary and hill-rocks, here giving place to a natural junction by over- 
lap of younger tertiaries on to older rock of the same general age, a result 

brought about by the fault holding on straight, whereas the hill-rocks here (mjd- 
way between Dehra and Néhan) bulge outwards, and are therefore themsel 
cut and thrown for some 50 miles by the fault in place of the tortiaries whise’ 
boundary is here deflected beyond its course. . 5 > 

73. This is the area where the much vexed ‘ Néhan’ comuteewiis oocure, Pe: 
garded by Mr. Medlicott as an anjiiliformity of Fete on on to lower (see. 
Manual, p.524), bat by myselfas anoverlap of iggpéi Biweliks on to middle or upper 

_ Sinmar beds, a view, Iam happy 40 any;-Raeeebidnanced in by Mr. Modlicott’é{ 
“sf 
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co-editor of that work, Mr. Blanford (see Manual, Introduction, p. xvii), who 

brackets them with the ‘Sirmurs."’ North-west of Subathn this fault is not in- 
dicated on the map, but it probably continues through the hills and strikes into 
the strong Bilaspur fault. 

IV.—The Bilaspur fault. 

74. This fault is the boundary fault of the Siwalik group and the ‘ Sirmurs,’ 
and has been mapped by Mr. Medlicott for 40 miles to west of Mandi Its 

further extension is not indicated on the map; but I have no hesitation in con- 
tinuing it past Burwani and under Bakloh to the Rivi, along the boundary 
of the Sirmur and Siwalik groups; and I think it most probable that most of 
the rocks lying north and east of Jysingpur, coloured in Mr. Medlicott’s map as 

‘ Sivalik,’ are really ‘Sirmurs.’ The ground, however, is unfavourable for 
observation. 

V.—The Gambar fault. 
75. This, one of the most important faults in the area, is shown to commence 

(in the map) 10 miles north-west of Kasanli, whence it runs, without a check 

to the Ravi below Basanli, some 120 miles. It may, however, with certainty he 

extended to the south-east some miles beyond Kasanuli (running north of the 
dik bungalow), ard in all probability holds on in the same direction till lost in 
the troubled ground north-west of Nahan. In that quarter it not improbably 
holds on (undetected) and runs into the line of the Bhimgoda fault, indicated 

on the map by a dotted line past Kolar and Fyzabad. Locally, of course, even a 
main fault may die out and re-appear on the same line ; hence, probably, the diffi- 
culty in some cases of tracing these features continuously. If it were necessary 
to prove the variability which the same fault displays as regards the amount 
of its ‘throw’ at different spots, whereby a fault having normally a pro- 
digious ‘throw’ may in parts of its course become obsolete and so avoid 
recognition, I might instance the curious case of the Deihreh fault, which near 
Nurpur, actually reverses its ‘throw’ at Hurul, north-west of which spot its 
‘throw’ on one side is precisely the reverse of what itis on the same side of 
the fault to the south-east. The neutral point of ‘no throw’ is where the fault 
crosses the Chuki stream at Hurul. 

ViI.—The Deibreh fault. 

76. This fault, which presents the above curious instance of a ‘reversal of 
throw,’ commences (on Mr. Medlicott’s map) at the Sutlej and runs without a 
break to the Ra4vi. To the south-east it probably is lost by joining some other 

fanlt in the hills north of Nalagarh, and, although only marked as a dotted line 

north-west of Deihreh, there is no question of its continuance to the Ravi. 

VII.—The Koseri fault, and VIII.—The Babhor fault. 

_ 97. These two faults do not need special description. They are not traceable 
east of the Sutlej nor west ¢f the Ravi. 

.1 This is quite too positive an assertion: Mr. Blanford has never been near the ground; and 
the ‘ bracketing’ is only part of the compromise’ explained with reference to the Murree horizon 
notes pp. 6B, 76, 108.—H. B. M. 
y " 

N 
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TX —The Bhimgoda fault. 

78. This is a short fault at the east end of the Siwalik hills, south of the 

Dehra ‘dun.’ It has been fully described by Mr. Medlicott (p. 123 of his memoir) 

as having a throw of “many thousand feet,” which by turning back to page 118 
(1. c.) we find to mean 15,000 at least, but there seems a slight obscurity as to 
what were Mr. Medlicott’s views on the matter, as the general turn of his argu- 

ment elsewhere seems directed against any ‘cross faults,’ which question I shall 

consider presently. 

79. The above faults are not by any means all that traverse the Siwalik area, 
but mercly the principal ones marked or otherwise indicated on Mr. Medlicott’s 

map. 

80. Between the Ravi and Jhelum, there would seem to be a tendency in the 
faults to become less marked ; and on the map of that country by Messrs. Medlicott 
and Lydekker, this feature of the ground is not shown as such. That the same 
boundary faults do not finally end between the Ravi and Jhelum is certain, from 
the enormous fault under the Chita Pahdr range, towards the Indus, between 

the Khirthar limestone and the Siwaliks, and the slight notice of this feature 
in the map above referred to (Records, Geological Survey, Vol. 1X, p. 154), 

may be due to diversity of opinion between its joint authors, or to other causes. 

Mr. Medlicott’s unconcealed hesitation to accept the explanation of ‘ faulted 
boundaries’ in favour of ‘folded ones’ is well known, whilst the passage I here 
quote (p. 155, 7. c.) seems almost a protest by Mr. Liydekker against this parti- 
cular view of his colleague. “ Along the inmost boundary of the Sirmur group, 
there is a sudden break between these rocks and the inner metamorphic series. 

The general dip of the former towards the latter group seems to show that this 
junction, as it now exists, is faulted. I have never seen any instance where I 
could distinctly assert that the red rocks had been deposited unconformably against 
the base of a cliff of metamorphics, and although I have not found any traces of 
the former overlying the latter beyond the fault, I cannot help thinking that such 
an extension must originally have been the case to @ certain extent, and that the 
present relationship of the two has been brought about by subsequent up or down 
thrusts.” 

1 What may be meant by a ‘folded boundary’ is not clear; but itis hard to be accused of a 
prejudice against boundary faults immediately after the description of nine great faults (which 
are also boundaries), eight of which are quoted from me, and the odd one (No. III) rests, within 
my area, only upon a case of “ no reasonable doubt.” The imputation rests upon the fact that 
in one case I was able to prove that such an apparent fault was not one; and as in this case most 
of the concomitant features exactly resembled those connected with faulting, I got a practical 
lesson in caution as to what might or might not be faulting, and I indicated some features of the 
‘main boundary’ gqgpresponding with some of the exceptional features of my special case, suggest- - 
ing the possibility that it too might not be primarily due to faulting, as was presumably the case 
in those features which I had mapped as faults. 1 am satisfied.that Mx. Lydekker understood 
my objection, and applied it reasonably, though perhaps not gonctasively, and that he would 
disown the “disclaimer of any acceptance of the view” I amggeeted for consideration. There 
‘was no diversity of opinion as to the sections in the Jamu hilly; our work there was too rapid * 
and discontinuous to permit of mapping such definite Aigtorta ss lines of fauli. Some of these are. 
mentioned in the ' Manual,’ pp. 567-68—H. BM. 

oa 
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81. This is a clear disclaimer of any acceptance of the view so persistently 
urged by Mr. Medlicott of the generally regarded faults being boundaries of 
deposition modified by folding ; and with Mr. Lydekke:'s views, as opposed to Mr 
Medlicott’s, I thoroughly agree ; and I may here offer a few remarks on tho ‘main 
boundary,’! towards the east end of the Dehra ‘diin, and give my reasons for 
dissenting from Mr. Medlicott’s view, expressed at page 97 of his memoir (Memoirs, 
Geological Survey, Vol. III, part 2), that “the sharp irregularities in the main 
boundary,! such as that just east of Rajpur, and again that cast of the Gunges, 
are not due to cross faults.” 

82. I must first of all eliminate from consideration the second instance of irre- 

gularity east of the Ganges, as the feature has no existence gvoad any cross fault- 
ing of the Siwvalik boundary. By referring to the map which accompanies Mr 

Medlicott’s memoir, it will be seen that a narrow strip of ‘ Nahan’ sandstone is 

seen stretching down from Rikhikhes along the hills cast of the Ganges, and con- 
nected with the Siwalik sandstones (‘Nabhan’) opposite Hardwir. At page 116 
these Rikhikhes beds are thus alluded to :—“ At Rikhikhes the sandstone beds are 

vertical, with a northerly strike. In a line nearly due south of this, at the opening 
of the Mitiwaéli sote (torrent), the same rockr are in contact with the Siwalik 

conglomerates, and both are vertical, with a strike to north by east; up the sote, 

however, after a space of uncertainty, the dip becomes steady to north-cast, the 

strike thus conforming to the new direction of the boundary.” Now, the fact 
is, there is no such continuous strip of sandstone from Rikhikhes svuth of any 

description, and although the ground is much masked by detritns, I at threo 
spots ascertained that the metamorphic rocks abutted on the plains. One spot 
was on the road to Ganda Bairi, 3 miles south of Rikhikhes; another, in a 
stream a mile further south; and the third, nthe Eheng nadi, which gives a clear 

section of the ground. In not one of these three spots was any sandstone dis- 

played outside the metamorphic area. Two miles south of the Bheng nadi, the 

main boundary fault runs straight to the Ganges skirting Jamnia Bagh, the 
Siwalik beds now coming in abruptly. The ‘step back,’ therefore, of the meta- 
morphic rocks, for anything that appears to the contrary, from Jamnia Bagh to 
Rikhikhes, may be simply a denuded bay ; but I think it has a probable relation to 
the cross-fault previously described as seen at Hurdwar. To return now to the 
Rikhikhes beds. What are they ? The only thing that seems certain about them 
is, that they are not Siwaliks (‘Ndhan‘) as Mr. Medlicott supposes. In the firss 
place, they are like no Siwalik sandstones I know; but are not very unlike some 
sandstones, in a precisely similar situation as regards proximity to the metamorphic 
rocks, near Mandi, which I have long considered as of Sirmur age. Secondly, 
‘whilst more than 9 miles from the ‘Siwaliks’ at Jamnia Bagh, they are only a 
third of that distance from a small area of Sirmur rocks shown on the map to 
the east. Thirdly, they are on the wrong side of the great boundary fault, and 
that to me is conclusive—no instance being known to me of any Siwalik rocks 
heing found on the inner or upthrow side of this great structural feature, This 
(boundary) fault then crosses the Ganges below Gauri ghat with all the appear- 

;, The main boundary is that of the ‘hill rocks and ‘Siwalikes,’ save in a few places where 
otherwise specified. 
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ance of holding straight up the ‘ Din‘ a little south of Dehra probably. I cer- 
tainly so far agree with Mr. Medlicott that I do not think this fault is itself deflected, 
and gives rise to the zigzag boundary of the hills between Rajpur and the Ganges, 
but if is by no means easy to say whcther their outline here is or is not the result 
of cross-faults and ‘subsidiary’ ones parallel to the main one holding up the 
centre of the ‘din’.! 

83. Mr. Medlicott’s argument against cross-faulting seems to me singularly 

inconclusive. Speaking of the step-like outline of the hills between Rajpur 

and the Ganges, Mr. Medlicott says, page 115 Jc.) :—‘ I have already appealed 

1 It is very unpleasant having to deal with such dogmatic utterances as Mr. Theobald indulges 
jn, making it so difficult to avoid debasing discussion into mere contradictions. Of the “ Siwalik 
boundary” so summarily treated in the first sentence of paragraph 82, I have no cognizance. A 
the point in question, it belongs to the hypothetical ‘Dehra-din fault’ described in paragraph 72, 
as a supposed continuation of the ‘main boundary’ east of the Ganges, where it is described by 
Mr. Theobald as the ‘ Gauri ghat fault’ (paragraph 65); but in neither field-map nor report is there 
a single observation recorded in evidence of the existence of such a fault at or west of the Ganges. 

I am by no means prepared to deny its existence there, but it makes nonsense of our work to in- 

troduce such a conjecture as a turning point in an argument on an important question at issue. 
Verbally Mr. Theobald would be correct in saying that the strip of sandstones at the base of the 
hills south of Rikhikhes is not continuous, had he added ‘at the surface;’ but geological maps 
would be unintelligible were we only to map outcrops, and the assertion, as intended to be under- 

stood absolutely, is extremely rash. In this, almost only, instance, some evidence is afforded for 

the assertions made, and I am able to prove that the observation is erroneous. Of the three sections 

mentioned, that of the Bheng is the only important one, as being the most southerly and westerly, 
the other two being within my inner boundary ; of this Bheng section I give here a verbatim ex- 
tract from ny field book of that date (6th of March 1860); it is independently interesting as a 
re ord of the only authenticated case (as yet) of fossils being found in the Lower Himalayan 
rocks, as noticed at page 69 of my memoir (I.c.,) where the stream is mentioned as the Tal, the name 
of one of its affluents. “Went up the gorge of the Tél through the first ridge to where the valley 
divides. Here a strong bed of hard sandy limestone, obscurely fossiliferous, dips high to East 365° 

North. In the river here and all through the gorge great blocks of the ferruginous rock occur. 
This limestone is associated with clear pale red grits and thin earthy schists, also grey schists, 
sometimes the red is variegated like the middle Krol type. These are surrounded by the dark glossy 
shaly schists and ferruginous sandstones, with copious alum efflorescence, crushed. Below this again 
the red and grey schists are repeated, and also the thick limestone, with somewhat more distinct fossils 

aud dipping to west-south-west, suggesting an anticlinal. Further down, at crossing of road, 
tke efflorescing shales appear again, and then pass down into the black crushed fault-rock, with 
jmassive and broken beds of whitish and green quartzite. Below about 100 yards of this, there is 
ust a remnant of the outer junction rocks, the light-grey Siwalsk sandstone, and bright red clay : 
® quarter mile below this, in the bank of angular gravel, is a bed-like mass of hard quartzite. 
sandstone; it can hardly be és sifu. The terraces between the hills and the river are of this super- 
ficial boulder gravel.” ‘ 

Regarding the identity of this sandstone, I can only re-affirm the statement which Mr. Theobald 
declares to be certainly wrong, that it belongs to the Né&han band of my classification. The 

second clause of the argument admits of more satisfactory treatment: had Mz. Theobald visited the 
small outlier on the ridge at Bhuwan (‘Bone’ of my small map), or‘ihtelligently considered my 
description of it (2. ¢., p. 88), he would hardly have suggested any connpction between it and the 
Bikhikhes ssndstone. The Bhuwan beds are lowest Anhithn silage and earthy. limestone, isolated 
on the slates on the crest of the ridge, quite 2,000 feet above the sandstone at Rikhikhes. Mr. 
Theobald’s third point, which he considers ‘ oosjusive,’ rests sgdin spon his imaginary * Dhers-din . 
fault.’—H. B, M. ate ea 
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to this fact as almost precluding the supposition of this boundary being one con- 
tinuous fault of enormous throw ; but there is a supplementary supposition by which 
that view might still be maintained, the sharp step-like form of these irregularities 

suggests the existence of cross-faults. We do not, however, find a single fact of 
detail to corroborate such a view. In that marked example of the Kalunga ridge 
east of Rajpur and Dehra, the boundary runs directly for 5 miles to north by 
east at right angles to the direction of the Masuri ridge at about its middle, the 
angle of the boundary being only 4 miles distant from the crest; yet on that 
ridge we find not a trace of such a transverse break.” To this argument, 1 simply 
ask, “‘ why should we ?” These ‘cross faults,’ supposing they exist, are avowedly 

subsidiary te the main feature of the boundary fault, and quite as likely as not 
limited to its neighbourhood ; and there is no priwé@ facie ground that 1 ean see for 

assuming that a cross-fault of this character should or would leave its Impression 

or traverse such a range as the Masuri ridge. Mr. Medlicott gocs on to say: “Tt is 

fortunate this example exisis, for one might be tempted in the qreater case just east of 

the Ganges, to tulce as evidence of this kind the distinct termination of the Masuri range 

about this meridian.” To this I say, “And why not”? Because a cross-fault at 

Rajpur has left no trace of its existence either south of the great boundary fault 
in the hills south of Dehra or any mark of its course in the Masuri range to the 
north, and is not improbably therefore possessed of a limited throw and short 
course, Why are we to assume therefore that such a fault as the Ganges fault at 
Hardwar, with a ‘throw’ calculable by many thousand feet, should cqually leave 
no trace of its presence in the mountain region, its effect at Hardwidr being 
undeniable? Such a fault as this might fairly be supposed capable of crossing 
the ‘ boundary’ or ‘Gauri ght’ fault, when a smaller one, such as might produce 
the local feature of the boundary east of Rajpur, could not do so. The evidence, 

therefore, adduced in disproof of cross-faults is quite as much in their favour as 

against them. The probabilities, therefore, seem to me in favourof this explanation 

of the irregularity of the boundary of the eastern ‘din,’ for I quite hold with 
Mr. Medlicott that this boundary is not coincident with the ‘main fault,’ 
which I have described as holding probably straight up the ‘dun,’ where, of course, 
it is masked by surface deposits. 

84, The question, however, of how far the extinction of the Masuri range at 
the Ganges may be due to such a cross-fault, as the ‘Ganges’ fault can only 

really be decided by an examination of the ground with that special object in 
view, and this has not been undertaken. There is, however, one indication which 
favours the connection of a cross-fault with the structural features of the 
mountains at the puint where the Ganges enters the ‘dun.’ If the Ganges fault 
exercised any determining influence on the extinction of the Masuri range, it can 
only have been by effecting a ‘downthrow ’ of the hills on the opposite or east 
bank of the Ganges. Now, the presence of the Rikhikhes sandstones and the 
Sirmur outlier east of them ts, in my opinion, an indication, if not actual proof, 
of such a movement—the ‘downthrow’ in question being the cause of these 

remnants being preserved intact when all trace of the group to the eastward 
has disappeared. The operation of the fault in this respect may be very local 

and mainly effective in the Ganges gorge itself; but the presence of this small 
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ance of holding straight up the ‘ Din‘ a little south of Dehra probably. I cer- 
tainly so far agree with Mr. Medlicott that I do not think this fault is itself deflected, 
and gives rise to the zigzag boundary of the hills between Rajpur and the Ganges, 
but it is by no means easy to say whether their outline here is or is not the result 
of cross-faults and ‘subsidiary’ ones parallel to the main one holding up the 
centre of the ‘din’ 

83. Mr. Medlicott’s argument against cross-faulting seems to me singularly 
inconclusive. Speaking of the step-like outline of the hills between Rajpur 
and the Ganges, Mr. Medlicott says, page 115 1c.) :—‘I have already appealed 

1 It is very unpleasant having to deal with such dogmatic utterances as Mr. Theobald indulges 
in, making it so difficult to avoid debasing discussion into mere contradictions, Of the “ Siwalik 
boundary” so summarily treated in the first sentence of paragraph 82, I have no cognizance. A 
the point in question, it belongs to the hypothetical ‘Dehra-dan fault’ described in paragraph 72, 

as a supposed continuation of the ‘main boundary’ east of the Ganges, where it is described by 
Mr. Theobald as the ‘Gauri ghat fault’ (paragraph 65); but in neither field-map nor report is there 
a single observation recorded in evidence of the existence of such a fault at or west of the Ganges. 
I am by no means prepared to deny its existence there, but it makes nonsense of our work to in- 
troduce such a conjecture as a turning point in an argument on an important question at issue. 
Verbally Mr. Theobald would be correct in saying that the strip of sandstones at the base of the 

hills south of Rikhikhes is not continuous, had he added ‘at the surface;’ but geological maps 
would be unintelligible were we only to map outcrops, and the assertion, as intended to be under- 
stood absolutely, is extremely rash. In this, almost only, instance, some evidence is afforded for 
the assertions made, aud I am able to prove that the observation is erroneous. Of the three sections 

mentioned, that of the Bheng is the only important one, as being the most southerly and westerly, 
the other two being within my inner boundary ; of this Bheng section I give here a verbatim ex- 
tract from my field book of that date (6th of March 1860); it is independently interesting as a 
re ord of the only authenticated case (as yet) of fossils being found in the Lower Himalayan 
rocks, as noticed at page 69 of my memoir (J.c.,) where the stream is mentioned as the Tal, the name 
of une of its affluents. “Went up the gorge of the Tél through the first ridge to where the valley 
divides. Here a strong bed of hard sandy limestone, obscurely fossiliferous, dips high to East 36° 
North. In the river here and all through the gorge great blocks of the ferruginous rock occur. 
‘Lhis limestone is associated with clear pale red grits and thin earthy schists, also grey schists, 
sometimes the red is variegated like the middle Krol type. These are surrounded by the dark glossy 
shaly schists and ferruginous sandstones, with copious alum efflorescence, crushed. Below this again 
the red and grey schists are repeated, and also the thick limestone, with somewhat more distinct fossils 
aud dipping to west-south-west, suggesting an anticlinal. Further down, at crossing of road, 
the efflorescing shales appear again, and then pass down into the black crushed fault-rock, with 
jmassive and broken beds of whitish and green quartzite. Below about 100 yards of this, there is 
ust a remnant of the outer junction rocks, the light-grey Stwalkk sandstone, and bright red olay: 
a quarter mile below this, in the bank of angular grave), is a bed-like mass of hard quartzite. 
sandstone; it can hardly be és sifu. The terraces between the hills and the river are of this super- 

ficial boulder gravel.” ” 

Regarding the identity of this sandstone, I can only re-affirm the statement which Mr. Theobald 
declares to be certainly wrong, that it belongs to the Néhan band of my classification. The 
second clause of the argument admits of more satisfactory treatment: had Mr. Theobald visited the 
small outlier on the ridge at Bhuwan (‘ Bone’ of my small map), or intelligently considered my 
description of it (2. ¢., p. 88), he would hardly have suggestell.any cannection between it and the 

Rikhikhes sandstone. The Bhuwan beds are lowest Subéibu.siage and earthy limestone, isolated 
on the slates on the crest of the ridge, quite 2,000 fest above the sandstone at Rikhikhes. Mr, 
Theobald’s third point, which he considers ‘ conclusive," coe sgein apon his imaginary * Dhera-dén 
fault.’-—H. B. M. 
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to this fact as almost precluding the supposition of this boundary being one con- 
tinuous fault of enormous throw ; but there is a supplementary supposition by which 
that view might still be maintained, the sharp step-like form of these Irregularities 
suggests the existence of cross-faults. We do not, however, find a single fact of 
detail to corroborate such a view. In that marked example of the Kalunga ridge 
east of Rajpur and Dehra, the boundary runs directly for 5 miles to north by 
east at right angles to the direction of the Masuri ridge at about its middle, the 
angle of the boundary being only 4 miles distant from the crest; yet on that 
ridge we find not a trace of such u transverse break.” To this argument, | simply 
ask, ‘‘ why should we?” These ‘cross faults,’ supposing they exist, are avowedly 
subsidiary te the main feature of the boundary fault, and quite as likely as not 

limited to its neighbourhood ; and there is no primé facie ground that Lean see for 

assuming that a cross-fault of this character should or would leave its impression 
or traverse such a range as the Masuri ridge. Mr. Medlicott goes on to say: “It is 

fortunate this example exists, for one might be tempted in the greater case just east of 
the Ganges, to take as evidence of this kind the distinct termination of the Masuri range 
ubout this meridian.” To this I say, ‘‘ And why not”? Because a cross-fault at 

Rajpur has left no trace of its existence either south of the great boundary fault 
in the hills south of Dehra or any mark of its course in the Masuri range to the 
north, and is not improbably thercfore possessed of a limited throw and short 
course, Why are we to assume therefore that such a fault as the Ganges fault at 
Hardwér, with a ‘throw’ calculable by many thousand feet, should equally leave 
no trace of its presence in the mountain region, its effect at Hardwadr being 
undeniable? Such a fault as this might fairly be supposed capable of crossing 

the ‘ boundary’ or ‘Gauri ghf&t’ fault, when a smaller one, such as might produce 
the local feature of the boundary east of Rajpur, could not do so. The evidence, 

therefore, adduced in disproof of cross-faults is quite as much in their favour as 

against them. The probabilities, therefore, seem to me in favourof this explanation 
of the irregularity of the boundary of the eastern ‘din,’ for I quite hold with 
Mr. Medlicott that this boundary is not coincident with the ‘main fault,’ 
which I have described as holding probably straight up the ‘dun,’ where, of course, 
it is masked by surface deposits. 

84, The question, however, of how far the extinction of the Masuri range at 
the Ganges may be due to such a cross-fault, as the ‘Ganges’ fault can only 
,~eally be decided by an examination of the ground with that special object in 
‘view, and this has not been undertaken. There is, however, one indication which 
favours the connection of a cross-fault with the structural features of the 

mountains at the puint where the Ganges enters the ‘din.’ If the Ganges fault 
exercised any determining influence on the extinction of the Masuri range, it can 
only have been by effecting a ‘downthrow ’ of the hills on the opposite or east 
bank of the Ganges. Now, the presence of the Rikhikhes sandstones and the 
Sirmur outlier east of them is, in my opinion, an indication, if not actual proof, 

of such a movement—the ‘downthrow’ in question being the cause of these 

remnants being preserved intact when all trace of the group to the eastward 
Jhas disappeared. The operation of the fault in this respect may be very local 

_ and mainly effective in the Ganges gorge itself; but the presence of this small 
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Sirmur outlier just east of the Ganges is to me very significant of a connection 
with the huge Ganges cross-fault so ably described by Mr. Medlicott at 
Hardwar.' 

85. There is no doubt that this disinclination on Mr. Medlicott’s part to the 

idea of cross-faults in the above case is but the result of that general distrust 
of ‘faults’ of any sort, and the preference for ‘folding’ of the beds along an 

original line of deposition, rather than ‘faulting,’ which seem to have resulted 
from his study of the Markanda section, and ever since has influenced Mr. 

Medlicott’s views. These views are ably set forth in his memoir (p. 109), but 
they have failed to convince either Mr. Lydekker or myself, who are both fami- 
liar with the same ground.*® 

86. That I may not be considered of over-exaggeration of the particular 
bias against ‘ faults’ which I here attribute to my colleague, it will suffice, I think, 
to say that in his paper on the Sub-Himalayan series in Jamu (Records, 
Geological Survey, Vol. IX, p. 49), Mr. Medlicott has successfully contrived to 
omit using the word ‘fuult’ throughout, though the ground treated of is that 
into which the great faults of the Simla and Kangra districts run. 

87. One passage in the above paper I cannot pass withoutcomment. At page 

56 (i. c.), speaking of Mr. Wynne’s describing his Siwalik sandstones in Kohat 

and the Salt Range as ‘Néhans,’ whilst Mr. Blanford lumps both ‘ N&hans’ and 
Siwaliks together, in his Manchar group, Mr. Medlicott thus alludes to myself :— 
“Tt is but right to explain that these opposite mistakes are largely due to some 
unpublished work of Mr. Theobald’s in 1873-74, who, starting from the Sutlej, 
somewhat arbitrarily restricted the Siwalik group to the outermost range of 

hills, and mapped all the rest as Nahans up to the trans-Jhelum country, 

though finding in them fossils of the Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis—the object set 
before him being to work out the presumed distinction of the Néhan and Siwalik 
faunas.” 

88. Now, any one by consulting the Manual of Geology can see that the 
Néhan group is unfossiliferous (Introduction, p. xv), so the object “set befure 
me,” the elucidation of its fauna, was naturally unaccomplished, and as for the 

‘arbitrary’ restriction I am accused of devising, a glance at Mr. Medlicott’s 
own map (Memoirs, Vol. IIT) will show that the arbitrary division I was en- 
deavouring to work was my critic’s own devising! Certainly I tried to carry 
out the separation previously established, promulgated, and mapped by Mr. 

1 In the said ‘able’ description I gave reasons for considering the Hardwfr cross-fault to 
be a southern break off of the Bhfngoda longitudinal fault; the beds to the east of the river being 
apparently in complete correspondence with those to north of the fault on the west. In connect- 
ing the Hardwér fault with his imaginary great fault up the gorge of the Ganges at Rikhikhes, 
Mr. Theobald has forgotten to explain its having no effect whatever on his favourite Dehra-dén 
fault, which he describes as directly continuous with his ‘Gauri giidt fault’ It would be easy 
to suppose it the younger of the two; but then the Bhingoda‘Mendwér fault is of very recent 
date, as it affects the newest Siwalik strata. Many ‘other anomalies might be noticed in 
Mr. Theobald’s presentation of the crose-fault question,’ writ Uy mity senee in discussing geology 
én nubibue.—H. B. M. 

* Mr, Lydekker has never seen the grant ia jing HE. BM. 
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Medlicott, and my failure to do so was (as I hold) inevitable and inherent in 

the problem I had undertaken to solve. The ‘ Nahan ’ highlander was, in fact. 
found to be not possessed of the faunal ‘brecks* which I was specially commis- 
sioned to deprive him of! As for imputing to meas a culpable error my mapping 

as ‘ Nahans’ (before I was led to abandon the group as untenable) beds con- 
taining fossils of the Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis as Mr. Medhcott phrases it, the 
imputation is flimsy in the extreme. If the Nahans were ‘ Siwaliks’ as Mr 

Medlicott contends, they might not unjustly be supposed to contain fossils of 

the Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis. But the ‘Markanda’ unconformity bas been 
discussed ‘ad nauseam.’ Mr. Medlicott goes on to add: “ Whatever value may be 
ultimately assigned to the unconformity which originally suggested the separation 
of the Nahan group in the cis-Sutlej] region, the distinction of the zone asa 
comparatively barren formation at the base of the great mammaliferous Siwalik 

deposits will hold good even if the fossils, whenever discovered, should make 
it desirable to designate the qiroup as lower Siwalih.” Now, this is not very clear 
to me, as the great ‘crux’ of these newer tertiaries is the great ‘ Nahan’ uncon- 
formity in the Siwalik group, the ‘Nahans’ being always regarded as luier 
‘ Siwaliks,’ and not (as I believe them really to be) part of the older Sirmur 

group. 
89. It is true, in the Manual Mr. Blanford (correctly, in my opinion) brackets 

Néhan and Kasauli beds (Introduction, p. xvii); but this nether is nor ever 
has been Mr. Medlicott’s view, and we consequently find at page 524 of the 
Manual ‘ Néhans’ bracketed as lower Siwaliks: hence the difficulty I have in 
understanding the above quotation. The next sentence, if more clear, is equally 

erroneous: speaking of the ‘ Ndhan’ group Mr. Medlicott says—‘It has now 
been traced with fair certainty into the trans-Jhelum country, where it is 

represented by several hundred feet of sandstones and clays immediately over- 
lying the nummulitic limestone on the east end of the Salt Range.” This 

I have endeavoured to show is wholly erroneous, mammalian fossils pervading the 

Siwalik group in that situation, and the whole facies of the group, save locally at 
a few spots (at Bakrala, &c.,) indicating a middle Siwalik horizon at lowest for 
the contact beds of the group reposing on the nummulitic limestone. Mr. Medli- 

cott goes on to add (with regard to his lower Siwalik or ‘ Nahan’ division), what 
I suppose he would designate as a compromise between his view of the Siwalik 

relationship of these ‘Naéhans’ at page 524 of the Manual and Mr. Blanford’s 
arrangement of them in the Introduction (p. xvii) with the Sirmur!* The pas- 

1The judgment in the Manual was largely the result of Mr. Theobald’s failure in the 
special object of his commission—to find fossils in the Néhan rocks; where there can be little 

doubt of their presence (see note, p. 71). Arbitrary divisions are sometimes necessary: the glance 
at my map will also show that the arbitrary division made by Mr, Theobald was the precise 
reverse of that adopted by me—a course which the reader of these pages will surmise to have 
been a priori probable, although I am quite convinced that of personal animosity there was 
sone.—H. B. M. 

2 With a substitution of facts for persons this sentence would give the clueto all Mr. Theobald’s 
- gonfusion. The very object of the paper quoted, giving the general result of a trip through the 

£ Kangra and Jamz hills, was to exhibit the contrast in the sequence of the tertiary series in the 
_ Simla and the trans-Jhelum regions (250 miles apart). Mr. Theobald represents this fact and the 
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sage runs thus (Records, Vol. IX, p. 56) :—“ It seems very doubtful whether it will 
be practicable or desirable to separate this band from possible representatives of the 

upper Sirmur strata in the vastly greater thickness of purple sandstones and 

clays transitionally overlying the Subdéthu group in the Himalayan region proper 

to the north of the Salt Range.” It is impossible to say after this which view 
Mr. Medlicott elects,—whether the ‘Néhans’ are ‘ Siwaliks’ or ‘ Sirmur.’ Mr. 

Medlicott’s ‘crucial section’ at Nahan has always been appealed to by him to 

prove a great unconformity in the Siwalik group, the Ndhans being lower Siwaliks. 
The idca of the ‘ Ndhans’ being possibly ‘ Strmurs’ he quietly dismisses with :! 
‘‘ Those who have examined the rocks are least disposed to adopt this supposi- 

tion” (Manual), p. 540. Now, as the Manual is of later date (quoad publication) 
than the passage quoted from the Records, it is doubtful which may be Mr Medli- 

cott’s matured view; but the passage in the Records almost looks as if it was 
written with a view to meet the subsequent divergence of opinion between the 

joint authors of the Manual on this point. Of course, I fully agree with 
Mr. Blanford’s view, as expressed in the Manual, rather than with Mr. 

Medlicott ; but even as a compromise the passage in the Records is unsatisfactory, 
not to say unintelligible. Mr. Medlicott’s discovery of a Siwalik unconformity 
which no one else has ever managed to re-detect elsewhere has been for many 

. weary year the one unnegotiable and insuperable difficulty in the study of the 

newer tertiaries; it being an ever-present ‘nightmare’ to the geologist who 
should endeavour the correlation of different beds ; and now Mr. Medlicott would 

seem inclined to heal all difficulties by foregoing the separation of these Nahans 

from ‘ Sirmurs’ whilst tenaciously maintaining the luckless union of them with 

‘ Siwaliks , rather than adopt the palpable course of regarding the ‘Ndhans’ as 
‘upper ‘ Sirmur,’ having no connection with the widely unconformable Siwaliks 
overlying them! It is very illustrative of the extreme difficulty of grasping or 
refuting Mr. Medlicott’s views, owing to the subtle but no less complete contra- 

diction which one page of the same paper displays when contrasted with some 
statement on another page, that, only a few pages before Mr. Medlicott records 
his doubt if the ‘ Néhans’ can be separated from his upper ‘ Sirmurs’ (Records, 

Vol. IX, p. 56), we read as follows (p. 50) :—‘“ The second break in the 
eastern section occurs where the Nabhan rocks abut against the old slaty rocks 
of the higher mountains, high upon which there rests an extensive remnant 
of still older tertiary deposits, including at their base the nummulitic beds 

of Subdthu, transitionally overlaid by the red clays and gray sandstones in 

distinguishable zones, to which I gave the names Dagshai and Kasauli. I 

provisional compromise consequent thereon as a glaring contradiction between consecutive pages 
of my paper, and as a difference of opinion between Mr. Blanford and myself, both of which 

fancies are without any foundstion. The grievous fact Mr. Theobald does exhibit is his own 
inability to understand that two groups@f a series may be indistinguiabable in one section, 
although each is fully represented, while the two are markedly separated “mm a distant section, 
My conjecture as to the precise horixon of the lowest beds of the neagene division in the east Salt 

Range may easily have been erroneous, but that is a very inmeteniqh péint.—H. B, M. 
1 Were not Mr. Theobald evidently in a fog, thie wightment could hardly be accepted as 

ingenuons: the ‘ quist disnsissal’ is a aqhsidiery 9 ene argument (ace passage 
referred to).— H.. B. M. re 
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subsequently described these three older bands as the Sirmur group, it being 
desirable to restrict the name Subithu to the nummulitic zone proper. There 
was little direct evidence as to how far the boundary between the Néhan 
and Sirmur groups might also be an aboriginal unconformity, or altogether 
due to flexure and faulting; but the fact that in the lowest outcrops of the 
Ndhan band, over a very large area, no symptom could be detected of the rery 
characteristic Subldthu zone, nor any specific representative of the Kasauli beds, 
which in the contiguous area are repeatedly marked by peculiar plant-layers, gave 

strong presumptive evidence for the supposition of aboriginal unconformity.” '! 
This is a remarkable passage as preparatory to the declaration half a dozen pages 

farther on that it is neither practicable nor desirable to separate the ‘Ndhans’ 
from the Sirmurs! (page 56, 1. c.) 

90. But it is more than this, it is essentially confusing and misleading. On tho 
supposition which it argues to support, that the ‘Nahans’ are unconformable 

to the Sirmur group, why should we expect in the deepest section of the ‘Nahans' 
to find ‘symptoms’ of the “very characteristic Subithu zone” from which the 
‘Ndhans’ are severed by the entire thickness of the Dagshai and Kasauh 
divisions? On the opposite supposition advocated by myself that the ‘ Nahans' 
are really ‘upper Sirmurs,’ the only deduction at not finding Snbathu beds at 

the base is that the section is not deep enough. But the main question is, which 

of these two views are we to consider Mr. Medlicott finally adopted ? that on page 
50 or that on page 56, both of which I have quoted, and as greater maturity can 

hardly be conceded to a statement at the end of a paper than attaches to a state- 
ment on an earlier page of the same, the simple result is perplexity to the reader '@ 

91. Then, again, it is simple exaggeration of avery obscure feature to say that 

the Kasauli group is “repeatedly marked by peculiar plant-layers’. The number 
of ‘plant-layers’ has never been determined, or if there is even more than one, 

and the plant localities do not (to my knowledge) exceed three—two near Kasauli 
and one west of Dharmsiila, so that to apply the word ‘repeutedly’ as it is applied 

by Mr. Medlicott, almost as though these plant-layers were a universal feature 

of this group, is, to say the least, a stretch of language calculated to mislead! 

92. There is one passage in the Manual which I must here draw attention to, it 

occurs at page 542: “If this link should be confirmed, we should have to recast the 

view sketched above regarding the relations of the cis and trans-Jumna Siwaliks, 

for there is every reason to suppose that the massive sandstone of the Nun is the 

same as that of Néhan, with which it may be said to be continuous.” Now if there 

is one thing more than another which is clear about this Nun section, it is that the 

rocks are the strict homologue of those in the hills south of Dehra, and have no 

connection with those at Néhan, with which Mr. Medlicott describes them to be 

continuous. In a geographical sense they may be contiguous, but they are gray 
gandstones terminating upwards (their order on the ground being inverted) in 

‘ merates, the Néhan rocks being nowhere known to contain co much as a 

| pebble. Another marked instance of this confused uss of the term continuous 

1 "The italics are Mr. Theobald’s. 
© Bee note 2, p. 108. 
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and its application in correlating utterly discordant phenomena occurs three pages 
previously (page 539), where we are told: “ Within the Nahan area the junction 
of the Siwalik and Sirmar series corresponds with what we shall constantly 
refer to as the main boundary, for we may fairly give the name to the most per- 
sistent and striking feature of the whole mountain region the abrupt junction of the 
slaty or schistose rocks of the mountains with the rocks of the Sub-Himalayan 
zone’. Now, the only correspondence here is one simply of direction, and this 
fecble clement cf Similarity has led the writer into the absurdity of describing 
the faulted Loundary of A and B as corresyonding to the natural boundary 

between B and C (A=Slates, B Sirmur, C Siwaliks). The fact is, there is no 

continuity save the feeble one of direction or geographical position between the 
inverted upper Siwaliks on the Nun and the Nahan beds trans-Jumna. They are 

totally distinct lithologically, and the continuity is no doubt physically broken by 
the great Jumna cross-fault. Their lithological characters moreover are sufficient 
to dissociate them (putting any fault out of our mind) as much as though one 
set of rocks consisted mainly of chalk and the other of cheese.! 

93. The allusion (7. c.) to a view once suggested by myself regarding the hills 

south of Dehra being possibly Naéhans refer to a time when I was hampered by 
the difficulties of the Nahan unconformity and before I rejected the idea as unten- 

able. The fact is, the great abundance of fossils west of the Jumna is a feature 
dependant on local conditions of the country during Siwalik times and the distri- 
bution of Siwalik animals during that period. Fossils are very rare between the 
Jumna and Ganges, and east of the Ganges are wholly wanting, though there is no 
want of beds in that quarter strictly homologous with those which have proved 
so rich in animal remains west of the Jumna. 

94. In a word, the Néhan unconformity is one of two things in my opinion. 
Wither an overlap of supra Siwalik beds, on to the denuded surface of Siwalik beds 
rather low in the series, or an overlap of upper Siwaliks on to upper or middle 

Sirmur beds. I confess I inclined to the former supposition, but as Mr. Medlicott, 
after re-examining the spot, has reaffirmed his original determination of the upper 
beds to the Siwalik group, Manual, page 537, I have no option but to advocate 
the latter explanation of the section, as Mr. Medlicott’s original view of a break in 
the middle of the Siwalik group of the magnitude seen at Nahan seems supported 
by no sufficient evidence.’ 

I will now pass to a brief recital of the lithological characters and division of 
the Siwalik group. 

1 The words ‘ continuous’ and ‘ corresponds’ in the passages referred to are used by me 

in their strictest sense, implying identity. Both views are stated impartially; and Mr. Theobald’s 
contribution to a solution of the difficulty amounts to a simple contradiction. The ‘chalk and 
cheese’ blunder was independently made by Mr. Theobald himself (see para. $$).—H. B, M. 

2 This concluding passage is a delightful ‘ealm after the farions storm raging through the 
precediniiiparagraphs. After portentous struggles the vietim mildly secepts the position which, 
but a moment before, had been ‘ rejected as untenable.’ May he long live in this more reasonable 
mood f 

To save the incantions, I may makp the squedly gmemery remark that the following clasai- 
fication of tLe Siwalik series is prowighenel and fnlfebiefely snd in some respects unique-—H. B. M. 
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CONSPECTUS OF THE GENERAL LITHOLOGICAL CILARACTER 

OF THE SIWALIK SERIES. 

Urprer Srwatikx, or Kuiritn peps 8,000. 

A. Upper Kharians. 

(a). Red clays and gravels. Pebbles iron stained and highly ‘glazed’ witha 
dark pigment. Fossils none. 

Hills below Bakloh, Kangra district. 

(6). Very coarse and in part sub-angular conglomerates in very thick beds, 

stratification obscure, and materials heterogenously arranged. Fossils 
none. 

Kangra district. 

{c). Reddish or buff clays, stiff and massively bedded. Sands and gravels 

passing up into coarse conglomerates, the whole undistinguishable 
from modern river deposits. Fossils locally numerous. 

The Siwalik group passim. 

B. Lower Khérians. 

(d). Coarse boulder conglomerates. Boulders well rounded, and ranging from 
1 to 3 feet diameter (occasionally a larger one up to 4 fect). Fossils 
rare. 

Hills south of Dehra, Babhér, near all the great river gorges— 
Jumna, Chinab, Indus. 

(e). Gray sandstone, more or less pebbly, with subordinate beds of red-brown 
or buff clays. Passim. Fossils common. 

). Gray greenish sandstones without pebbles, with clays interstratified, 
clays usually reddish or brown. Passim. Fossils not common. 

Lower Siwarik, o&8 Mourrexz Beps, 8,000. 

C. Upper Murrees. 

{y). Gray, brown, greenish or purplish sandstones, with red or purplish clays. 
Pebbles exceptional, if not wholly absent. Passim. Fossils rare, 

D. Lower Murrees. 

(hk). Gray, brown, greenish or purplish sandstones, with red or purplish clays. 
Pebbles exceptional, if not wholly absent. Numerous beds of ferru- 

ginous concretionary clayey sandstone, very tough and pseudo-conglo- 
meratic or sub-lateritic in aspect. Passim. Determinable fossils, none. 

a and b are local and unfossiliferous: c is local, but probably from de- 

nudation, more than original restriction, it is richly fossiliferons at Jabi 
mear Jand: d is of universal distribution ;, it is sparingly fossiliferous, 

the constitution and conditions of deposition: e is of universal 
., ~ Gistribution, and has furnished the bulk of the Siwalik fossils: f is 
3 _q@eagdy the basal continuation of ¢; fossils in it are searce. 
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g—Tle,e are the basal beds of the Siwalik group, west of the Jhelum, 
unless a few lower beds may be included north of the Potwér. 
Fossils throughout, but not common. 

h.—These are the basal or lowest Siwaliks anywhere, and no determinable 
fossils have hitherto been detected in them. The lower Siwaliks, g and 

h, are distinguished from the upper by the deeper colour of their beds 
and by their greater induration ; but this change is gradual through- 
out the entire group, and reaches throughout the whole tertiary series. 
To quote Mr. Medlicott, speaking of rocks younger than the Subathu 
(Memoirs, Vol. III, Part 2, p. 13) :—‘ The rest of the sub-Himalayan 

rocks might, from some general considerations, be regarded as one group. 
Although the accumulated thickness would be enormous, there is 

much greater sameness of composition throughout than I have 
described in the Subdthu group. The structural character and com- 
position of the Siwalik rocks, already so well marked in the Dagshast 
and Kasauli beds, continued without exception through all the succeeding 
deposits ” 

There is, of course, a certain amount of qualification to be made as regards 

the coarse beds in which the Siwalik group terminates above; but, with this 
exception, the uniformity of facies throughout so enormous a thickness is very 
striking, and the gradual and insensible manner in which the change in mineral 
character is brought about. The entire group displays red clays ; these in the 
upper portion (A) being also associated with brown and buffish clays, and in the 
lower portion (B) with purplish, besides themselves assuming a darker hue. 
The Upper Khériins (A) are characterised by very coarse, heterogenous conglo- 
merates (a). These give place below to the normal boulder conglomerates (d) 
of the Lower Kharidns(B). These beds (d) in their turn pass down into the uni. 

versal ‘grays’ (e), and they by an even more insensible gradation into the finer 
and non-conglomeratic beds (f). In none of these beds can induration be said 
to be a marked character, as the result of compression, though some bands of 
the ‘ grays’ are intensely hard from chemical infiltration, and such beds are 
sought for the manufacture of millstones in consequence; but in the Murree 
beds (C) a certain amount of induration is developed, and this increases still more 
in the lower portion of the group D, though perhaps this feature depends on 
local circumstances. For example, on the flanks of Diljaba range, the basal 
beds have locally much of the harsh aspect often seen in lower ‘ Murrees’ (h) ; 

but it is very questionable if they are more than upper ‘ Murrees’ (g)—the appear- 
ance in question being the result of the dynamical or other forces they have 
been subjected to, consequent on the elevation of the sharp Diljaba range. 

PaLZOnToLoGy or THe Srwaiix Group, 

I will now consider the distribution of Siwalik fossils, and will first draw 
attention tifa table prepared by Mr. Lydekker in Records XJI, p. 49, from which 
my esteemed colleague draws the following deduction (1. ¢., p. 51) :—“ The table, 
in fact, shows that the more modern genera are muinly characteristic of the coun- 
try to the east of the Jhelum, while, the Swigat, Sind, and Porim island are 

“ 
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characterised by an older fucies of genera. The Sind fauna is consequently to be 
regarded as the oldest of the Siwalik group; that of the Punjab and Perim 

island, probably the next in age; and the Siwalik of the Dehra ‘dtin' and the neigh- 
bouring country as the newest of all.’ Now, I should be extremely unwilling to 
challenge the dictum of my colleague on a question of pure paleontology ; but as 
the above deduction touching the Siwaliks of the Dehra ‘din’ is entirely opposed, 
in my opinion, to the stratigraphical history of the Siwalik group, it is necessary 

to examine a little into the ground whereon it rests; and it by no means is s0 
apparent that the ‘table’ which is appealed to will support the deduction, even 

paleontologically.? 

The main point asserted is, that “genera of an older facies” characterise the 

countries west of the Jhelum than are met with to the east of that river,—the 

countries passed under survey being grouped, respectively, Western Punjab, 
Sind, Perim island, and Eastern Punjab, Sylhet, Burma. Now, in the first place 

(as conceded by Mr. Lydekker), a corrective process must be applied, and genera 

excluded from consideration which, from their rarity, would probably interfere 
with a reliable comparison of the better-known elements of the fauna of the two 
areas, Then, again, it must be remembered that Mr. Lydekker’s result largely 
depends on the preponderance of small species in this western area, and of large 

species in the eastern; but caution is necessary here. The western area of the 
Punjab and Sind has been explored by officers of the Geological Survey, and 
numerous small and rare forms therefore recorded in this table; but the eastern 
area was well searched by the pioneers in Indian paleontology long before the 
survey commenced operations; and, though some small forms have been de- 
scribed, the larger and more conspicuous fossils were what first received attention, 
to the neglect of smaller ones. A great number of small fossils were, however, 

collected, of which we now know nothing, as the same were made over to the custody 
of the British Museum authorities, by whom they have been either mislaid, lost, 

or otherwise made away with! (Falconer, Paleontological Memoirs). 

Applying, then, such a clarifying process, as the case requires, to the table in 

question, the result becomes considerably modified. In the analysis now given, 
an asterisk denotes genera represented by unique (or nearly so) examples. A 
few necessary corrections are made: Leptobos is given in place of Peribos, 

3 I have since this was written been favoured with an intimation that I have entirely mis- 
understood my colleague’s conclusions. Mr. Lydekker observes: “ My point was, that the fossi- 
liferous horizon in the western area was older than that in the eastern, which he [myself] admits 
to be the case.” Now, as thus put,I admit nothing of the sort, as the whole misconception 
arises from treating this ‘ westera area’ asa unity, when it is really not so. Sindis a western 
area, and in it, the facies of its fossils, correctly reflects the low horizon at which they occur. But 

at Jabi near Jand, which is also a western area, the fossils occur in beds quite as high as any 
exposed in the Dins to the eastward. Consequently we cannot generalise to the effect that the 
,Siwaliks of the Dehra-dGn are the newest of all. Mr. Lydekker adds: ‘No question was ever 
-waised as to whether there might not be representatives of the fossiliferous eastern horizon 
.ameng thé unfossiliferous horizons in the west.” This is satisfactory, as proving’tthere is no real 
@ifference of opinion on the subject between my colleague and myself, but I must leave it to the 

-Yeuder to determine if there were not colourable grounds, for my interpreting my colleague's 
“gorda (already queted) in the manner I did, though erroneously so as it pow appears. 

~ 
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abolished by its author; Bucapra is added ; and Stegodon is extended west of the 
Jhelum (fide Falconer). 

Extinct genera east or west of the Jhelum, or common to both areas. 

en 
a 

[* Marks rare or unique specimens, and as such excluded from consideration. ] 

West of Jhelum. East of Jhelum, Common to east and west. 

Macehairodus.* Enhydriodon.* Paleeopithecus. 
Psendelurus * Cheeromeryx. Amphicyon. 
Ietitherium.* Sivatherium. Hycenarctos. 
Dinotherium. Vishnutherium. Mastodon. 
Acerotherium. Hemibos, Stegodon. 
Listriodon. Amphibos. Tetraconodon. 
Hippopotamodon,* Leptobos. Hippohyus. 
Sanitherium.* Merycopotamus. 
Hyopotamus. 7~1%=6 Anthracotherium. 
Hyotherium. | Hippotherium. 
Hemimeryx. | Chalicotherium.* 
Sivameryx.* Dorcatherium. 
Hydaspitherium. oe 
Brahmatherium. 12 

14—6*=8 

Thus, out of 33 extinct genera, 12 are common to both areas; and of the 21 

genera specially distributed east or west, there is only a majority of 2 for the 
west, neglecting those represented by unique specimens. 

To examine the matter still further. By turning to the Manual, page 573, we 
find in the admirable chapter on the ‘ Siwalik fauna’ a list of the “ distinctive 
miocene ” forms, which I will here review. At the same time I have not followed 

the list servilely, as some of the assignments are open to question. For example, 
if Mastodon pandionis is referred with a query to pleistocene times, it is not ob 
vious why M. falconeri, associated with it in the same Upper Siwaliks, should be 
regarded as ‘distinctive miocene ’; and the same remark applies to Hipparion, 
antilopinum, and theobaldi. These species, therefore, I have disregarded, dividing 

the rest as west of the Jhelum, or east, and common to both areas. 

Distinctive (i Hurope) Miocene Genera and Species west of Jhelwm, and east, or 
common to both areas. 

West. East, or common to east and west. 

Mastodon perimensis. 
Dinotheriam indicum. 

= ros 

10 SF on7,. 3:3 
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This list shows, too, a very inappreciable preponderance of ‘“‘ distinctive 

miocene” forms in either area. 
Turning now to the living genera tabulated by Mr. Lydekker, we find 

26 in all. 
Of these, 3 genera only, Meles, Rhizomys, and Manis (cach represented 

by unique specimens) are recorded as confined to the western area, whilst of the 
remaining 23 genera, 10 are confined to the eastern area and 13 arc common to 
both. The meagre western list conclusively proves the imperfection of the record, 
whether viewed numerically or as regards its composition, but the all important 
reason, why we should not deduce from the list the conclusion that the éastern 

Siwaliks are newer than the western, lies in the fact, that these latter beds from 

which fossils have been mainly derived in Sind and Perim are middle or lower 

Siwaliks (quoad their correlated stratigraphical horizon), whereas the great bulk 

of the Siwalik fossils from the eastern area are from upper Siwaliks only, and 
no sound comparison can therefore be instituted between them if this fact is 
ignored, and being allowed for it entirely, in my opinion, vitiates Mr. Lydekker'’s 
deduction. 

In the Himalayan region (and in Burma), the upper ‘ Siwalik’ beds, c, d, and e, 

are emphatically the fossiliferous beds of the group. Fossils get rare in f, are 

rare in the upper ‘Murrees’ g, and entirely disappear in the lower ‘ Murrees’ h. 
In Sind, on the other hand, it is the lower ‘Manchars’ corresponding partly 

at least with this azoic zone h, that has yielded all the fossils on whose pecu- 
liarly old facies my colleague justly lays so much stress, and which I repeat 
cannot fairly be compared with fossils from the Himalayan Siwalik from a 
vastly higher horizon. The upper Siwaliks are in fact par excellence ‘the 

beds’ which have yielded the Siwalik fauna. Some half dozen species descend 
into the upper portion of the lower division (Murree beds), whilst no recog- 

nisable species has been as yet detected in the basal beds of the group, though 
from some 4,000 to 6,000 feet or more in thickness. 

This remark holds, I believe, absolutely as regards the Siwali’* group east of 

the Jhelum. West of the Jhelum it may perhaps require to be siupuuy suvuified, 
if the locality of the (so called) ‘ Kushalgarh’ fossils proves on rediscovery to 

be so low in the series as some writers anticipate. Such is not my opinion, 
however, as some of the fossils in question are undoubtedly met with on a higher 
horizon. 

There is perhaps a seeming contradiction in the above statement touching 
the azoic nature of the basal portion of the Siwalik group and the footnote, 
Manual, at page 512, but the basal beds of the group on the north of the Salt 
Range, containing Siwalik fossils, are only locally basal, through unconformable 
overlap, and not the true basal members of the group where fully developed 
past of the Jhelum or even on the north of the Potwér, and the same remark 
applies.to the vicinity of Murree, lying, as it does, west of the Jhelum, that the 

* Murree’ beds there developed and stratigraphically transitional though they be 
into the nummulitic group, do not represent so low a horizon of their particular 
division as may be seen. cast of that river. So far indeed from the idea before 
gaoted of Mr: Igdekker, of the ‘Siwaliks to the east being “the newest: of 
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all’”, as exemplified by fossil evidence, a precisely opposite deduction might be 

deduced from stratigraphical consideration, the older Siwaliks being developed in 
greater force towards Nipal and east of the Ganges than seems to be the case 
on the Indus, whilst nowhere are the younger beds in greater force than to the 
west. 

I will now endeavour to show how closely related as a whole, as regards stra- 
tigraphical development, the Siwalik group is, both in Sind and the Himalayan 

region. 

To begin, let the most distant sections of the group be compared, that on the 
Kolonia river, north of Kolonia village, situated 8 miles west by south from 

Baramdeo, on the S4rda river, which forms the western boundary between 
Nip4l and the British province of Kumaun, and the group as displayed in 
Sind, The beds here display a continuous and wholly unambiguous section, 

from the topmost Siwaliks c down to beds which must be very low in beds h. 

From the topmost beds c, which are cut off to the north by a fault bringing 

them in contact with lower beds of the group, down to the lowest beds ex- 
posed, the thickness of beds can hardly be estimated at less than 14,000 feet. 

The thickness of beds c is at this particular spot (putting out of consideration 

the amount they have lost by faulting) rather I should say below than above the 

average, owing to local features, and the probable deflection of coarse materials 
to the westward by the operation of the influence of the Sarda river and its 
tributaries. This I infer from the absence here altogether of beds d, though 
these beds are well enough developed a little further to the westward. Beds e 
(the omnipresent ‘grays’) are also only in moderate development, so that this 

section displays probably rather less than a mean thickness of the upper 
Siwaliks A, which may, however, here be fairly estimated at 7,000 to 8,000 feet, 

and a like thickness of the lower group B. Now, at page 447 of the ‘ Manual,’ 
the following thickness is given for the tertiazics of Sind above the ‘ Khirthar’ 

group :— 

Minimum, Maximum. Mean, 

Upper ... 5,000 5,000 5.000 
Manchars si _ tie Gia 8,000 5,000 4,000 
Géj wae an ame vis xe 1,000 1,500 1,250 

oe Upper .. 4,000 6,000 5,000 
ari... aee nee *** ¢ Lower ,.. 100 1,500 750 

In this table it will be seen that in Sind the entire thickness of the ter. 
tisries above the Khirthar beds average 16,000. Now, the * Khirthar group’ is 
a well defined horizon, which is common to Sind and the, Himalayan region, and } 

is in fact the datum line for all our calculations :of the thickness for the n 
tertiaries. In Sind, the ‘Manchars,’ which ausiubteidty represent the Sivalita 
attain a mean of 9,000 feat. . On the Kelaniny'swtitte their development is below .\ 
the average, their thickness is 7 or, G00U. - sZhe Géj and Nari united display; 
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in Sind a mean thickness of 6,500. On the Kolonia river, beds on a similar 

horizon (but whose age is unascertained by intrinsic evidence) display a thick- 
ness of 6,500, withont reaching the ‘Khirthar’ datum Ine Could a closer 

parallelism be conceived, as far as thickness govs, between the Siwaliks of Sind 
and the Himalayas, and one, moreover, which shows, if anything. rather a supe. 

riority of thickness in these eastern Siwaliks over their southern (Sind) or 
western representatives. 

An equally close correspondence in physical characters will be seen to unite 
the Manchars of Sind and the Siwaliks, as the following extracts from the 
Manual will show (pages 466-467): ‘‘ The Manchar group of Sind consists of 
clays, sandstones, and conglomerates, and attains in places a thickness of but little, 
if at all, less than 10,000.%* * * * The whole group may be divided, wherever 
it is well exposed, into two portions, the lower consisting mcmly of a characteristic 

gray sandstone, rather soft, moderately fine-qrained, anil composed of quartz, with 
some felspar and hornblende, together with red smulstones, conqlomeratic beds, and 
towards the buse red, brown, and gray clays.” Now, if we except the presence of 

‘red sandstones’ which are a local feature, the rest of the above description would 
apply very well to the Himalayan Siwaliks B beds, d, e, f, or ‘ lower Khirian,’ 
and it is in these beds, both in Sind and Northern India, that the greater propor- 

tion of Siwalik fossils have been found. Mr. Blauford goes on to desembe the 
upper ‘ Manchars’ as follows :—‘* The upper Manchar sub-division, where it is 
best seen, on the flanks of the Khirthar range, west of Larkhana, is thicker than 

the lower, and consists, principally towards the base, of a great thickness of orange 
or brown clays, with subordinate beds of sandstone and conglomerate. The sand- 

stones are usnally light brown, but occasionally yray lilce the characteristic beds of the 

lower sub-division. The higher portion of this upper sub-group contuins morc sand- 
stone and conglomerate, and the whole is capped by a thick band of massive course 

conglomerate, which throughout upper Sind forms a conspicuous ridye along the edge 
of the Indus alluvium.” 

Could there be a closer parallel between these upper ‘M 
upper ‘ Khériéns’ of Northern India? The “orange and brown clays with sub- 
ordinate beds of sandstone and conglomerate” precisely reproduce beds c, whilst 
the highest conglomerates of the ‘ Manchars’ are identical in character with my 

beds a. The identity goes even further than general character, as west of the 
Jhelum these beds (a) are characterised by pebbles of nummulitic limestone, as 
in Sind. That they are not so further to the east is due to the change which 
there takes place in the character of the ‘Khirthar’ group itself, the strong 
limestone of the western Punjab giving place to the muddy deposits of the 
, Subéthn’ area, where strong limestones are not met with. We have then in 
the ‘ Khirthar’ group (Subdthu) a fixed datum line or point of departure, 
common to Sind and the Himalayan region. Above, we have likewise the 
‘Manchars’ and ‘ Khariins,’ homologous both stratigraphically and faunally, 

‘ allowance being made in the latter case for diversities due to the vast distance 
Fan sre apart, and between the ‘ Khirthars’ and the ‘Manchars’ and ‘ Khériéns’ 

in Sind and Northern India we have from 6,000 to 8,000 feet, 
pa both regions, of intervening deposits. In Sind, from the apparent accident 
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of these beds being marine, whereas in the Himalayas they would seem to 
be of freshwater origin in greater part (that is, excluding the Dagshai group), 
the age of both the lower and upper has been clearly fixed, which has not 
been the case in Northern India; is it then too great presumption, in default of 
direct evidence, to apply the clue afforded by the Sind section, and regard the 
lower ‘Murrees’ at least as equivalents of the G4j, the break at the top of the 
eocene being represented in the Punjab by the absence of the Nari group, the 

*‘Murrees’ being directly superimposed the ‘Khirthar beds.’' Certain it is that 
in Northern India, as I have shown by the Lambidand section, the Nari group 

is absent, and at Murree, 10 miles far to the west and north, the Murree 
beds immediately rest on the Khirthar group. 

I now give three tables, the first embracing the vertebrate fauna of Northern 
India, with a general indication of its distribution and reference to the volume of 

the Records wherein the specimens are described by Mr. Lyddeker, a second 
table containing the list of the local fauna not included in the last, and a third 

table of species supplementing Mr. Lyddcker’s table of genera in Records, Vol. 
XII, p. 49. 

TABLEL 

List of Vertebrata from the Siwalik strata of Northern India. 

[The first column gives a reference to the “Records,” the second, to the “ Palmontologia 
Indica,” Indian Tertiary and post-Tertiary Vertebrata. Species marked with an asterisk have 
been procured by myself. Two asterisks show the specimen to be unique. | 

Records Geological | Palwontologia 
Survey, Indica, 

MAMMALIA. 

PRIMATES. 

#1 | Palsopithecus sivalensis, Lyd. *@) XII $3 
Panjab (Jaéi, near Jand)—Kyarda ‘dan’ 

probably. 
2 ia (?) subhimala ayanus, Meyer #6; XI 67 

(The Kyarda ‘din probably). (Genus 
tful). 

eee (The Kyarda din bably). ee ‘dain’ pro u. 
© 4 | Macacus sivalenais, Lyd *#¢e; XI 66 

XII 41 
Punjab (4sx0?). 

5 | M. sp. 
ome (The Kyarda ‘dfn’ probably). 

Totan... 5 

CARNTVORA, 

@ 1 | Felis cristata, F al 103 
Panjab asnot) and Kyarda ‘din’ pee 
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2 | F. palwotigris, F. (Kyarda ‘ dan’ probably). 
8 _, Machairodus sivalensis, Lyd. — oe 

Punjab (deno/). | 
e 4 Pposdalares, sivalensis, Lyd. eve ee X 

Punjab (Asnof) | 
® 6 | Ictitherium sivalense, I.yd. ies #6 xX 

Punjab (Asno/) 
* 6 | Hyena sivalensis, F. et C. xI 

Punjab nal Jabi) and Ky arda ‘din’ 
probably. 

® 7 | Canis, sp. 
Punjab (Asnot, Jab’) and Kyarda ‘dun’ 

probably. 
8 | Amphicyon paleindicus, Lyd. | es 

{ Xf 
Punjab (Nurpur, Kushalghur). 

* 9 | Ursus, sp. ... er we | IX 
Punjab (west of "Rupar). 

* 10 | Hyenarctos sivalensis, t’. et C. ve e 

Punjab (Nsnof) and Kyarda ‘din’ pro- 
bably. 

#11 | H. paleindicus, Lyd. ... *@; XI 
Punjab (Asnot). 

# 12 | Mellivora sivalensis, F. et C. dee sia ve 

Ursitazus sivalensis. Faun. Ant. Siv. Q,, fig. 4. 
Gulo. J.A.S8.B, Vol. XXVII, fig. 4. 

Punjab (Asnot) Ky arda ‘dun’ probably. 
#13 | Meles (?) ade we] KI 

Punjab (Asnot). 
14 | Lutra palsindica, F. et C. oe | ALI 

(The Kyarda ~~ probably) 
#15 | L. sp. IX 

Punj fab (Asnot). 
16 Enbydriodon. ferox, F. et. C. oe | XII 

(The Kyarda ‘dan’ probably), 

Toraz ... 16 
= PROBOSOIDEA. 

* 1) Buelephas hysndricus, F. et C. 
From the Sutlej to the Jumna. | 

# 2 Loxodon planifrons, F. et C. 
From the . helum to the Jumna. 

* 83 | Stegodon insign x 
From the the. Indus to the Jumna, also the 

Narbada valley, associated with S. ganesa 
and Euelephas namadicus, F. et C. 

® 4/ S. ganesa, F. et C. eae sei o IX 
x 

From the Jhelum to the Jumna, also the Nar- 
bada valley. 

® 5 |S. sinensis, Owen" eee xI 
From the ere to the Butlej. ” China. 

® 6/ &. bombifrons, F. et C. ... see Xl 
From the Sutlej to the Joma. 

© 7) 6S. cliftii, F.... ove XI 
From the Indus to the Sutlej. 

Records Geological 
Survey. 

ree eSATA —— ae ee 
— — = eee 

ne ee ee 

78 

7 

% Bubsequently regarded by Mr. Lydskker as a synonym of cliftil, 

115 

——— ee ee eee 
ts ae ee 

Paleontolosia 
nda. 
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— ee ee ee oe we ee ner a ee 
ee ee ee —— ee pes ——— a =_ = — a = = - — 

| Records Geological | Palmontologia 

| | Survey. Indica. 

a nn 

® §8' Mastodon sivalensis, F. et C. we { XI 72 
| From the Indus to the Juma. 

e 9 | Mastodon Jatidens, Clift | XI 71 
| From the Indus to the Junna. | 

* 10. M. perimensis, F. et C. a ve | AL re 
| | XII 45 
| From the Indus to the Jhelum 

4]! OS pandionis, F | XI1 43 
From the Indus to the Jhelum. 

#42, ML falconeri, Lyd. Sen ts | x 83 
| Xl 66 70 

! From the Indus to the Jhelum l 
13  Dinotherium indicum, F. a XII 41 

Trans-Indus region. 
11, 1D. pentapotamia, Fale. ... | x 88 | 1-2 64 

XI 75 
Antoletherium, F. | 

— Trans-Indus region (Kushkdlgarh). 
Tora... 14 | 

ee, ! 

UNGULATA. 
| 

Perissodactyla, 

1 , Rhinoceros platyrbinus, F.etC  .., as XI 95 | I-2 11 
Between the Sutlej and Jumna. 

* 2 RK, sivalensis, F.et C.  ... xI 95 | 1-2 8 
| Between the Indus and Jumna. 

® 3 (kt. palxindicus, F. et C. ‘i xI 95 | 1-2 
Between the Indus and Jumna. 

© 4 | Acerotherium perimense, F. et C..., sie XI 96 | 1-2 28 
| X11 46 | 1-2 33 

Rhinoceros planidens, Lyd. | XI 103 
Punjab. ; ” 

® 6 | Listriodon pertapotamin, F. Gis sae IX 103 | I-2 52 
: ~, Punjab (Asnot). 
® @|L.theobaldi, Lyd. —... aa * «| xI 98 

Panjab (Jadi). 
© 7 | Equus sivalensis, F. et C. 

Between the Jhelum and Jumna. 
8 | E. paleonus, F. et C. 

Kyarda dén probably. 
® 9] Hippotherium antilopinum, F. et C. 

Kyarda dan probably. 
® 10 | H. theobaldi, Lyd. si we oe : = 

Sivalhippus theobaldi, Lyd. xiII 51 
— Keypur, west of Asnot. 

ToraL ... 10 

Artiodactyla. 
@ 1/1 Hexaprotodon sivalensis, F. et C. 

Between the Jhelum and Jumna. . 
@ 2) Hippopotamodon sivalensis, Lyd... ee x-. @& 

Punjab (AsnoZ). ; ? 
* 3 am, F. 

Dadupur, Panjab (dence). 
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| Records Geologial Palwontologta 
Surves. Indica, 

eS - aecmeomogeamn ke ome — 

* 6 S. hysudricus, F. et ¢. 
Retweea Indus, Jumna. Arakan. 

* 6,5. punjabiensis, Lyd... * #% XI 81 
Punjab (sno?) | 

“ Sivatherium schlagintwciti, F. se : IX lot 
| x 76 12 68 

Sus pusillue, ues ar * 4 XI a7 
Trans-Indus Xl sl! 

* § | Hippohyns sivalensis, F. : M 2 | 
Between Indus and Jumna. | 

9! Chalicotherium sivalense, F. et C XII 49 
Between the Sutlej and Jumna. ! | 

# 10! Anthracotherium silistrense, Pentland xX 78 
Xl ni 

Anthracotherium punjabense, Lyd. 
Rhagatherium (°) «ndiense, Lyd. 
Cheromeryz, Pome! (in part). 

Sylhet, Punjab (4e”0/). 
* 11 | Merycopotamus dissimilis, F. et C. ... a | IX 105 1144 : 

X 3 4-80 
Toray .., 11 Between the Indus and Jumna (I). | 

RUMINANTIA. | 

1 | Bos planifrons, Lyd. ... ses | xX 30 I-4 180 
13 109 

The Una ‘ din.’ j i-s 17: 
2| B. acutifrons, Lyd. di ae we xX 30 1-3 112 

(I. 173 
The Una ‘dan? 

8|B platyrhinus, Lyd. .., vee ase I-38 119 
The Una ‘dan’ 

® 4) Bubalus platyceros, Lyd. or “ x 31 , 1-3 127 
B. swalensis, Rut. I-4 173 

Between the Beas and Jumna, also 
Katana in the Una ‘dan.’ 

® §| B. paleindicus, F. et C. ... dae sa ee 1-3 132 
B. namadicus, ¥. (Boyd-Dawkins). 
B. arnee, Hodg. (Boyd- Dawkins). 

West of Babhor in Una ‘ dan.’ 
® 6) Bison sivalensis, F. ase Naa oe vas I-38 122 

Una ‘dén.’ 
® 7 | Hemibos occipitalis, F. ... ia ove eu 1-3 141 

1-3 145 
HI. triquetriceros, ¥F. 1-4 174 
Probubalus triquetricornis, Rut. 
Leptobos triquetricornis, F. mse. 
Bos occipitalis, F. mss. 
Peribos occipitatis, Lyd. 
Amphibos acuticornis, Lyd. 
From the Jhelum to the Jumna. 

* eg H. acuticornis, F, see eve eee Gee I-38 180 

1.4 176 
Amphibos acuticornis, F. 
Amphibos acuticornis, Rit. 
Lepitobos acutscornis, F'. mss. 
Heomibos triquetriceros, Lyd. 

t From the Jhelum to the Jumna. 
na ° 9 H, antilepinus, F, ene e eee # 6 eee 1-4 178 

Amphibos antilopinus, F. mss. 
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necores Geological Palsontolo, 
urvey. Indica. ee 

Leptobos antilopinus, F. mss. 
Probubalus antilopinus, Rit. 

Kyarda ‘dn’ probably. 
Leptobos falconeri, Rit. Ss 

L. elatus, F. mss. 
Amphibos elatus, F. mss, 
Kyarda ‘dan’ probably. 

Antilope palazindica, F. et. C. 
Kyarda ‘dan’ pee: 

A. patulicornis, Lyd. . 
Panjab (Asnot). 

A. sivalensis, Lyd. ves ove 
Between Ravi and Beas. 

A. porrecticornis, Lyd. ... eee 
Punjab (Asnot). 

Portax, sp. 
Between Ravi and Jumna. 

Sivatherium giganteum, F. et C. 
Between Ravi and Jumna. 

Hydaspitherum megacephalum, Lyd. 

10 

12 

#12 

#13 

14 

#15 

*16 

#17 

Brahmatherium eat 
Between Indus and Ravi. 

H. grande, Lyd. 
Between Indus and Jhelum. 

H. leptognathus, Lyd. ... 
Between Indus and Jhelum, 

Camelopardalis sivalensis, ¥'. vee 

C. affinis, F. 
Between Beas and Jumna. 

Capra sivalensis, Lyd... 
Between Indus and Jhelum. 

C. sp. - © eee 

Between Indus and "Jhelum. 
Bucapra daviesii, Rit. ... eee 

Kyarda ‘dan probably. 
Ovis, sp. (Ade Blyth). 
Cervus triplidens, Lyd. ... dnt 
C. simplicidens, Lyd. ... ene 
C. latidens, Lyd. Zee ‘es 
Dorcatherium majus __... eve 

Merycopotamus nanus, ¥. ove 
Punjab. 

D. minus, Lyd. oee eos 

Punjab. 

#18 

#19 

* 20 

ToTaL ... 29 

Tylopoda. 
Camelus sivalensis, F. et C. ae 

Between Ravi and Jamna. 

RopENTIA. 

Ehisomys sivalensia, = 
Banja Gaby 

i: sivalensis, oes 

o " Binjeb fasts” 
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eons Semen iecmmaee eens me Rent eminem abet 
Seeeimeanemane alee meeraps ef TNS SEE EROS Owe Oe hei EEE 

Records Geological Palwontologia 
Survey. Judica. 

R&ECAPITULATION. 

Primates ane ae 5 
Carnivora ise we «= s6 
Proboscidea vie we «14 
Ungulata. 

Perissodactyla . 10 
Artiodactyla... we «=D 

Tylopoda . OY 
Rodentia eee TT) 2 

TorTaL Pe i | 

AVES. 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| 

| 

Struthio asiaticus, Milne Edwardes ... es : XII 53 
Dromzus =r rg Lyd. ‘cee XII 53 

Punjab 
XII 55 Megilososlortis sivalensis, Lyd. my 
XII 56 

1 
2 

8 
4 | Argala falconeri, Milne-Edwardes .., bes 

LovaL... 4 

REPTILIA. 

(Living species marked t) 

EMYDOSAURIA. 

1 | Crocodilus crassidens, F. et C. 
Eastern ‘ diins’, 

2 | C. leptodus, F. et C. 
Eastern ‘ dans.’ 

f 3 | C. palustris, Less. 
Between Indus and Ganges. 

+ 4 | Gharialis gangeticus, Gml. 
Between Indus and Ganges. 

SAURIA. 

& | Varanus sivalensis, F. 
Eastern ‘dans,’ 

CHELONIA. 

6 | Colossochelys atlas, F. et C. 
Eastern ‘dana,’ 

7 | Bellia sivalensis, Theobald tse wee x 43 

8 

Cautleys annuliger, Theobald __.. | XII 186 
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TABLE II. 

Records Geological Palwontologis 
Survey. Indica, 

1.—SINp. 

; CARNIVORA. 

1 , Amphicyon palzindicus, Lyd. ‘ X 83 
XI 103 

| PROBOSCIDEA. 

2, Mastodon perimensis, F. et C. 
3 | M. latidens, Clift. 
41M. falconeri, Lyd. 
5 | Dinotherium oe F. ; XII 43 
6. D. pentapotamia, F. _... ; XI 75 
~ DD. sindiense, Lyd. vee i XII 43 

UNGULATA. 

! Perissodactyla. 

8! ' Rhinoceros palawindicus, F. et C. 
9'R. sp. (near R. deccanensis, Foote). 

10. R. sivalensis, F. et C.... : XI 65 
i1 | Acerotherium perimense, F. et C. 
12 | Hippotherium, sp. ae ’ XI 65 

| Artiodactyla. 
| 

13 Sus hysudricus, F. et C. 
14 Chalicotherium sivalense, F. et C. 
15 | Anthracotherium silistrense, Pentland XI 78 
16 Dorcatherium majus, Lyd. 
17 ‘D. minus, Lyd, 
18 Hemimeryx, sp., L sts as xI 80 
19 Sivameryx, sp., Lyd. ws seh xl 80 
20 §. sp. 
21 Hyopotamus paleindicus, Lyd. ‘se x 77 
22 Hyotherium sindiense, Lyd. see xI 77 

EDENTATA. 

23 Manis sindiensis, Lyd. ... ose x 106 

Tora ... 23 

2.—Psnm IsLanp. 

MAMMALIA. 

PROBOSOIDEA. 

Mastodon latidens, Clift Ix:. 91 
oud Manual, 

M., sivalensis, F. et C. ‘p. 348. 
M. perimensis, F. 
Dinotherium indicum, F. 
Acerotheri mm parimetsg Feb O. 
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Records tscahoaeal Palreontologia 
Survey | Initia 

UNercLatT i. 

Sus hysudricus F et ¢ 
Brahmatherium perimense, Foct 

9 | Capra perimensis, Lyd. 
10 | Camelopurdalis, sp. 

11 ; Antilope, sp. 

Toran . 11 

REPTILIA 

1 Crocodilus paleindicus, F. 

3.—NARBADA. 

MAMMALIA 

| BIMANA. 

t1 | Homo sapiens, L. ies IN SS 
{ 

CaRNIVOKEA 

Felis, sp. 
3 | Ursus namadicus, F. et C. 

PROBOSCIDEA. 

Euelephas namadicus, F. et U. 
Stegodon insignis, F. et C. 
S ganesa, F. et C. 

UNQ@QULATA. 

Rhinoceros namadicus, F. et C. 
8 | Equus namadicus, F. et C. 
9 | Hexaprotodon namadicus, F et C. 

10 | Tetraprotodon namadicus, F, et U 
11 Cervas namadcicus, F et C. 
12 Bos namadicus, F. et C. 
13 Bubalus palezindicus, KF. et C. 

RODENTIA. 
Mus. 
Hystrix, sp. (ipse inveni). 

14 
15 

Tora. ... 15 

1 
t 2 
8 

REPTILIA. 
Crocodilus, sp. 
Emys tectum, Bell. 
Batagur. 

ToraL 

4.—IRAWADI VALLEY. 

MAMMALIA. 

CARNIVORA. 

Ursus, sp. IX 91 
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Records Geological Palecntologus 
Survey Indica 

PROBOSCIDEA 

2 Stegodon cliftii, F et C 
3 Mastodon sivalensis, F et ¢. 

4° M. latidens, Clift. 

UNGULATA. 

Rhinoceros ir avadicus, Lyd wea soe} 
}' Acerotherium perimense, F. et C. 

Kiquug, sp. 
(Tapirus ?) 

8 Heasaprotodon iravadicus, F. et C 
Y , Meryeopotamus dissimilis, FP. et C. 
wv ishnutherium iravadicum, Lyd. | 
11 ' Bos, sp. 
12: Cervus, sp 

12 18 
ay = 

OTAL J2 
—- REPTILIA, 

¢ | | Ghanahs gungeticus, Gmel. 
2‘ Colossochelys atlas, F. et C. 

SE 

TotTat ., 2’ and undetermined species of Batagur and 
—_—! Trionyx. 

5.—SYLHET (GARO HILLS). 

J Stegodon, Bp. ve 
2) Sus. sp... | t 

3 Aaheneotlientain silistrense, Pentland vee | I 
Cheeromery x silistrense, Pomel ae wo | XE + 77 

: | Cervus. 

6.—ARAKAN. 

1. Sus hysudricus, F. et C. 

Note on sone pleistocene fossils. 

From pleistocene beds in the Deccan, Rhinoceras deccanensis, Foote (Pal. 
Ind., Ser. X, Vol. I), has been obtained associated with remains of Bos. , In the 

Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, there formerly existed portions of a 
human cranium, in a similar conglomerate to that in which the Narbada 
fossils are found. It might, however, have been of more recent formation. The 
specimen is now lost, and was never seen by Falooner, The superior gravels of 
the Narbada in which extinct mammalia are sol foand strongly resemble the 

-old mammaliferous beds, so that sonoma] testimony of man’s presence in 
the older deposits is much needed..-  .!' . = 
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A.= Arakan, B. Burma, D. 

Island, G. Garo hills (Sylhet), K. Kushadlgarh, S Sind 

TOTAL 

TorTaL 

* 

* 

~ bend i 

ee eee eee eR 8 EGE EH 

s 

ee te er ATT TE a ES 

TABLE III. 

SERIAL List OF StWAtth VERTLBRALA 

*Dins* Fast of Sucley (The 
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fossils of the Foo S ), P Pernm 

W Pangal) (West of Tidus) 

ain * denotes sperimens have heen proenicd hu mise rP-—W T 

MAMMALIA, 

PrRiIwatrs, 

es ee ee ee ee ee 

Paleopithecus sivalensi Lye 
Semnoptheeus subhariavanius. Meser 
S, sp. 
Macaeus sivaleusis, Lv 
M.. sp. BO mt NS bes feet 

wo qt 

CARNTVORA 

bat Felis cristata, F et C. 
F palxotigris, F. et C 
Machairodus sivalensis, Lyd. 
Psendalurus sivalenms, Lyd. 
Ictitherium sivalense, Lyd 
Hycenn sivalensis, F et C 
Canis (sp.). 
Amphicyon palwindicus, F. 
Ursus, sp. 
Hycenarctos sivalensis, F ‘et C 
H_ paleindicus, Lyd. 

, Mellivora sivalensis, F. et C 
Meles, sp... ‘ 
aes paleeindica, F. et C. 

Rahydriadon ferox, F et C. 

DH OTDM wt: 

ma: land feed fed feed DN Pd 

ee eS Oe ed DN peed 

hm ho be: 

PROROSCTINEA 

| Euelephas hysuuricus, F. et C. 
| Loxodun planifrons, F et C, : 
| Stegodon insignis, F. et C. ae 
~ ganesa, F’. et C. aes bee 
I's sinensis, Owen . 
8. errr ani F. et C. 
S. cliftii, F. ... woe 
Mastodon sivalensis, F. et C. os 
M. latidens, F et C. ‘ ace 
M. perimensis, F. et C. sd 

| M. pandionis, E. ove 
M. falconeri, Lyd. ee 
Diuotherium indicum, F. 
D. pentapotamiez, Lyd. 
D. sindiense, Lyd. 

! 
| 

ou: 

09 dO Oc um GS DD = Ot dh 6 DO et pt 

naronremanasnen 
ov | i 

{ 

| UNGULATA. 
| 
if 
r] Perissodactyla 

1 | Rhinoceros platyrhinus, F. et C. va 
2 | RB. sivalensis, F. et C.... oa 

\ 
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CS me RS ome NS td ed St ee GO | 

os tS 

“+ - — 2 A ee ae. 
ES me i ne eee oe a mene 

R. palerindicus, F. et C. ... : W.D S. 
R iravadicus, Lyd . ; ae 
t sp (near Dee ‘canensis) 

| 

Acerotherium periinense, F et C, i ‘ve E BS. W, 
Listriodon pentapotunia, F. ; oe W. 
L_ theobaldi, Lyd. 
Equus sivalensis, F et C a boy 
I palirouns, F et C = 
Hippotherium antilopinum, FetC.. D Ww 
H theobalda, Lyd 4 |W. 

DE erne B: 

Artrodactula. 

a Hexoprotedon sivalensis, F et C. | 
H iravadieus, F, et CO .. : ; ! 
Jhppopotamodon sivalensis, Lyd. 
‘Letraconodon maguusg, F. 
Sus giganteus, F. et C. 
S. hysudricus, F. et C. 

'S, pnnjabiensis, Lyd. 
Sanithberium achlagintweiti, F. sé is 
Hippohyus sivalensis, F. et C. sina | 
Hyopotamus paloindicus, Lyd. 
Chaheothcriun sivalense, F. et C 
Hyotherium sindiense, Lyd 
Authracotherium silistrense, Pentland 
Merycopotamus dissimilis, I’. et C. 
| (heromeryx silistrensis, Pomel 

=o P. W. D. 

| 

a 

~ x 

W. 8, 
DD. W. 

a mga soe ger a 

1 
2 

J 

1 
] 
Pd 
3 

1 
1 
1 

\ 
l 

I 

1 
] ‘ 3 
1 , Hemimery x, Sp. ase . 
1 | Sivameryx, sp. ne . 
2 8., ap vee ° 
] Cerv ns latidens, Lyd... . 
2  C triplidens, Lyd see . 
3  C simplicidens, Lyd. ... 
1 = Doreatherium majus, Lyd. W. D.S. 
2 1D. minus, Lyd. W. D.S. 
1 Camelopardalis sivalensis, Fett... Db. W. 
1 = Sivatherum giganteum, F.et C.  -. D.W. , 
1 , Hydaspitherium megacephalum, ie aes WwW. ° 
2 iH. grande, Lyd. ese . Naas W; 
3 OH. leptognathus, Lyd. ... ans 03 (W. 
1 , Brahmatherium perimense, F. ee a 
1 mY ishnutherium iravadicum, Lyd. B. 
1; Bos acutifrons, Lyd. aga .| W. D. 
2 B. planifrons, Lyd. a sas oe, We 
3B. platyrhinus, Lyd. ta hates _— .| W. 
1 1 Hemibos occipitalis, F. ... ee .|Ww.D 
2 'H. acuticornis, F. eon see .| W. D. 
8 —H. antilopinus, F. o sas .| D. 
1 Leptobos falconeri, Rit. . oat ; D. 
] , Bison sivalensis, F. et C. D. 
1 ! Bubalus platycero:, Lyd. sa WwW. 
2 , B. palwindicus, F. et C. ... ous | We 
1 ' Antilope sivalensis, Lyd, ... wey oon | W, 
2 A. palwindica, F. et C. ... oe | D, 
3 A. patulicornis, Lyd... ses oe | W, 
4 ‘A. porrecticornis, Lyd. ... aa vee | W. 
1 ‘Capra sivalensis, Lyd... sai W.D 
2 | C. perimensis, Lyd. ‘ed a & 4ea' Ds: 
3 C. eg sp. eee eee ae “+ % oot W. 

1 Portax, sp. see ees ‘pes * aee D. 

i | Ovia, sp. . eee aoe r Me ede + ope D. 

1 | Camelus sivalensis, F. ef C,. Bagi tae |W. D. 

50 | 32% 55 “ak § ae > 
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RODENTIA 

1 Hystrix sivalensis, Lyd. Ww 
1 = Rhizomys sivatensis, Lyd. W. 
1 : Mus, sp. 

TotTaL 

EDENTATA. 

1 = Manis sindhensis, Lyd. 

1 = Struthio asinticus, Milne-Edwarde Dp 
Dromeeus sivalensis, Lyd Ww 

1 Megaloseelormis sivaleusis, Lyd 1D, 
1 Argala faleonen, Mailue- kdwardes I> 

TotaL 4 

REPTILIA. 

EMYDOSATRIA 

1 ! Crocodilus crassidens, F. et C. D 
2  ( leptodus, F. et ¢ , 1) 
3  C palustris, Less. 5 D W. 
4 3, perimensis, F DP. 
1 | Gharialis gangeticus, Giuel W oD, 

ToraL 

SAURTA. 

] | Varanng sivalensis, F. 

| CHELONIA | 

. 1 1 | Colosswchelys atlas, F. et C. on .,D B. 
- 2 2 | Cautleyn annulige -, Theobald ; ‘Ww 
= 3 | 8 | Bellis sivalensis, ‘Theobald , Ww. 
= 4 1 | Emys tectum, Bell $i ..'WD 
i, 5 ! .. | Testudo? sp. “ W 
* 6 | ... | Batagur, sp. ... ia iW 
sd 7 =| we | Damonia, sp.... as ace . ,W. 
. 8 | ... | Trionyx, ap. ... si de iW. 
* 9 | ... | Emyda, sp. .., sea a . |W 

10 | + =| Emys, sp. oe 4 : ae | Ww. 

Toran... 

OPpHIDEA. 

Vertebra eee eee ooe aee 

PISCES. 

Vertebra and a fin-bone ... 

. Fanwpiant, Hazaza, 
‘ August 1880. } 
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Notcs on the South Rewah Gondwana busin.—By Taro. W. H. Heaues, 

A.R.S.M., Geoloyiceal Surrey of India." 

Area.—The chief area of investigation during this season has been the tract 
lving between the rivers Johilla and Gopat, both of which are tributaries of the 
Son. I did not wander beyond the limits of the Gondwana series. 

Rock groups.—The rock groups referred to are— 

. Trap. 

. Lameéta. 

» Jabalpin 

. Maleri. 

. Mahadeva. 

3. Raéniganj. 

2. Barakar (Karharbiri). 

1. Talchir. 

moo SF 

Télchir.—I met with Talchir rocks only in the Johilla valley between Chada 
and Ponri (villages sonth of Pali). They consisted of massively-bedded fine- 
grained very pale green sandstones, slightly claret-coloured and grey needle-shales, 

and the ordinary boulder beds. They have a distinct, though moderate, dip to 
the north-east, at an average angle of 5°. 

This is almost the only section in which the strata, throughout the whole of 
the area that I have traversed this season, display a decided dip, ~fhere are 
miles and miles of country that leave the observer in doubt as to which point of 

the compass the beds incline. 

I have estimated the thickness of the TAlchirs as 206 feet, and their separa- 

tion from the overlyin; "Barjkar’ (Karharbéri) group is based on the usual 
ery nnas CO.car being one important feature. 

2. Barékar—This group, like that of the T4lchir, is confined to the Johilla 

valley. Some doubt has been thrown upon my identification, by the occurrence 
of the fossil fern Gangamopteris cyclopteroides ; and Dr. Feistmantel suggests that, 

«instead of the rocks being Bardkars, they are probably Karhdrbdris. It may be 

that I should be more correct if I classed the beds which I have defined as 

Barakars with the Télchirs. There is no unconformity between any of the 
strata from the lowest of the Talchirs (near Ponri) and the highest of the 
Barékars (near Bara Daigaon) ; and the only prejudice to overcome is the associa- 

tion of coal (known as the Péli coal) with the Talchir group. On. the other 
hand, it may be urged that if the rocks in the Johulla are sufficiently charac- 
teristic to enable a line to be drawn, limiting them (as, indeed, I have done), the 

Talchirs may as well remain so limited, and the beds above them. be placed in the 
group that their features most nearly approach. Looking st. them apart from 
their botanical contents, they will aeplagoen ee The coal ia not in - 

1 These general observations of » large sien. 1a a gas basin of the Son an6,, 
peabal new si mg boing Sao mah if ona. be worked out ;-anéil Mr, Hugha 
(Ree Bispeeed of the special conl-fiald areas; -¢ 
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the least like the dull block coal of the Karhivbari field: and there are no 

sandstones with angular fragments. However, the seetion is a small one, and 
there is the fact of the occurrence of Gangamopteris, Andsin the face of palwon- 
tological evidence, I sr ppose we must pause until we discover that stratigraphical 
and other claims are not to be overridden by a plant. 

The coal that has been alluded to occurs near the union of the Gangra nulla 
with the Johilla. It is visible in both banks of the litter mver and, where 

exposed in the water channel, it has all the appearance of a fine seam of coal 
The section in the right bank shows, however, that it is not a promising sonree 
of fuel. I do not condemn it, because experience has now taught me that many 

seams (as in the Wardha and Mohpani tields) with a thin outerop may thicken 
rapidly, and furnish a good deal of coal. T can say, however, that the signs are 
not promising. 

The seam is seen in the Ganjra nulla; but T conld not trace atin the low 

ground between Pali and Goraia. IT did not look for it westward of the Johilla. 
Its place in the group is near the top. Its detailed measurement as, de- 

scending (dip north-east 5° to 7°)— 

Grey felspathic sandstone. 

1. Ccal ie os ate Wee : 8" 

2. Shale and sandstone _.. ee Sea . Vio" 

3. Carbonaceous shale... es ss Sc FO" 

4. Coal seg ea 5 ss 1” 

5. Carbonaceous shale... Yes ae . 6" 

6. Coal sue — es oa ses ee G” 

7. Carbonaceous shale... an ee 5 2 «626 

8. Coal ve iss i 2% a 

Carbonaceous shale and «,ndstone. 

The coal occurs in layers much too thin to make the seam, judging be 
exposed section, workable. 

The Barakars do not cover a larre area, and the major portion of the group 

consists of sandstones. Besides the section in the Johilla, there is another 

excellent one in the Ganjra nulla, where the road from Pali to Maliagura crosyes 
it, and sandstones very similar to those in the Wardha valley may be seen on 
either side of the ghit. They are nodular; texture granular; felspar slightly 

decomposed ; and colour either somewhat yellowish-grey or reddish-grey. Tho 
dip is very low to the north. 

The fossils that I despatched to Calcutta were found immediately below the 

“seam” in the Johilla, and were determined by Dr. Feistmantel as— 

Glossopteris convmunis. 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides. 
Néggerathiopsis hislopi. 

I do not intend to enter into any descriptive details of the boundary that © 
_ have-assigned to the Baraikars. Where the sections were clear, I have endeavourec 
00. be securate and true to ancient records. Where the sections were obscure 

va -have done what all men do. 
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3. Rdénijunj.—Continuing the examination of the Johilla, an assortment of 
sandstones and shales succeed almost immediately to the Pali coal, which at first 
I was inclined to class with a series ngher than that of the Damuda. Thesand- 
stones are not typical of any group, such varicties as they consist of occurring at 
any horizon in the Gondwana scale. But the shales, or perhaps more correetly, 

“argilluaccous sandstones” are reddish-coloured and highly ferraginous, and 
give to the rocks with which they are associated quite a Mahadeva look. Out of 
one of the sandstones, however, I hammered (in the islet opposite Chota Daigaon, 

marked on map) a Vertebraria indica, so, dismissing the Mahadeva identification, 

[ descended to the Kamthi group and adhered to it for some time; but as in no 

other portion of my area could J discover any beds which refused to be relegated 
to any other group than the Kamthi, and as the Raniganj group was a well 
defined member in the Damiuda scries over a very large tract of country, I at 
last gave up the Kamthi division and fell back upon the Raniganj group, With- 

out the fossil I should certainly have sl:ifted the rocks in the Johilla (between 
Bara and Chota Daigaon) to a higher horizon. The Vertebraria perhaps indicates 
that the Bardkar limit ought to extend as far as Chota Daigaon. 

Whatever uncertainty exists in regard to ‘he identification of the Raniganj 

group on the Johilla, there is little or none with respect to tle Damida rocks that 

ure exposed in the Sohigpitr taluk, and in the neighbourhood of Marwds (Gopat 
valley). 

The Marwas area is the extreme westerly extension of a large body of 

Ranigan] rocks exposed in the Gopat valley, and stretching without a break, I 

believe, to the Réhr river. It was near Marwas (in the early part of the 

season) that I first recognised the Raniganj group, by the appearance of the 

rocks, and by hunting about for fossils, I managed to discover amongst other 
varieties some Schizoneura, Throughout the Dumtda valley, this plant was 
fairly characteristic (though not so much so as Trizygia) of the Réniganj 

-jiorizon, and I have accepted it as strengthening my opinion of the position to 
which the Marwas rocks ought to be assigned. 

There are no continuous sections showing satisfactorily the sequence of the 

beds and the petrological characters of the group; but such sections as there are 
expose now and again characteristic rocks. The greater portion of the sandstones 
are yellowish-grey micaceo-felspathic silicious beds, usually fine-grained, and 
sometimes flaggy. Carbonaceous matter is abundant in many of the beds, and 
affects the colour, disguising the grey. Mica is more or less abundant. 

The characteristic calcareous sandstone of the Raniganj group is not so 

frequently seen, but it is extremely well exposed in the open country between. 
Badoura and Mahkor. It is in the main of a greyish colour, but tinged with 
yellow, and occasionally the brownish-red of iron ore. It weathers with roundish 
edges, and when occurring in mass, it is sometimes mammillary. Asa rule, it is 
not thickly bedded. It contains besides calcareous matter, an admixture of 
ferruginons matter, that I fancy gives it its yellow tings: Qa a newly fractured 
surface, it is usually dark or light grey in coljur.: Stwi-wisles and argillacsous 
sandstones are generally grey, of v pipe aorerding to the proportion of 
earbonaceous material that they hold. by 1a maine ‘OF lees eommon. : 
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North of Marwis, the Raniganj group is cut off by a fault, which brings 

it into contact with the gramte of Puthroura. This fault crosses the Gopat 

river north of Tikar. South of Marwas the Raniganj group passes under the 

Mahadeva group. 
The dips, except near the faulted boundary, are low. There ts a main anti- 

clinal, the axis of which is almost coincident with the course of the Schra 

nulla. 
Throughout this Marwds tract, I did not sec any workable seams of coal 

There is coal, however, and also coaly shale, which may improve to coul in places. 

The localities where coal and cuoaly shale occur are— 

Bhumt&a: nearly due west of village (couly shale) 

Makkor: in the Sebra nulla 2 bed of coaly shale is vepeatedly exposcd, but it is more promi- 

nent north of Mahkor than elsewhere. It 1 about 2’ 6"in thickness, with a layer of 

coal 4”. Dip, very low tothe north. 

Mujgama: in the Jhupra and Mujgama nulla there is a carbonaceous bed, with sufficient coal 

in it to make it conspicuous The section is (descending)— 

1. Carbonnceous shule eis sits sa 

2. Grey arenaccous shale... sie is a" 

3. Coal ek eas oi sat th" 

4. Coaly shale and carbonaccous shale . 4 

5. Yellowish-grey micaceo-arenaceous sandy shale 2” 

6. Carbonaceous shale ae sis 8” 

I brought no sample of the coal away, deeming the seam too small to be of 

any practical value. Dip shyht, to south. 
. weavin,the Marwéds area, and going south along the Gopat river, Raniganj 

rocks are offtVable on both sides, having aslight southerly dip About the 

neighbourhood of Gtwadhar there is a change in the inclination of the beds to 
. “in eAaRgIM 18 Rot all an 

west and north-west. 
A thin bed of coal is seen at the juncti ve wally ag" Bes Junction of the Burchur nul) h the 

N sie a (tributary of Gopat, west of Garwadhar). idiig 
oal and coaly shale are also seen at the confluence of the Mi > Mahan nulla and 

= Gopat; about 14 feet of slightly carbonacevus shales and Shaly sandstones 
ing vee by 6 ae to 8 inches of coal. The outcrop of this coal can be 

traced for some way down the Gopat river, and I £ it is identical wi 
outcrop in the Burchur and Newra nullas. Se tenes tee 

The Raniganj group extends south of the Mah i an nulla, and is well exposed 
near Mirhara and Rouhal (Atlas sheet spelling). At various places aks slals 
appears, but nothing that approaches a workable seam of coal. I think I need 
scarcely particularise where I saw this shale. It is to be constantly met with 
for the lie of the rocks around Mirhara and Rouhal is s» low (indeed horizontal 
or undulating over a considerable area) that the same bed is at or near th 
surface over a large tract of level country. ° 

I made diligent search for fossils in order to substantiate my lithological 
Pugerioenags and t managed to gather several fine specimens of ferns, &., of 

ordinary Réniganj type. 
e ; I did not go beyond Rouhal. I struck off to the west when I reached that 
Fone -_ passed on to Upper Gondwana rocks. For convenience therefore. I 
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will group together the different localities in this part of the Gopal basin, and 
allude to them apart from the Sohagpir fossil localities— 

1, Chanduidol (1} miles west of Marwdés). The plants were found in the first tributary of 

the Sehra nulla east of the village of Chanduidol. They were innbedded in grey argillace- 
ous shales and flaggy micaceous shales and sandstones :-— 

Schizoneura gondiranensis. 
Glossopterw formosa, 

2 Rajbai (1 mile west of the Gopat river. Lat. 24 4’, Long. 81° 47’). The fossils occur in the 
Bajbar stream. in greys argillaccous shale topping 2 feet of coaly and carbonaceous shale. 

The varieties obtained were :— 

Sehizonenra gond ranensis 

Verlebraria indica, 

Glossopterts communis, 

ws indica 

* angustifolia 

3 Mahan river. 

().— Near junction with the Gopat — 
Verlehraria mdica 

Glossupteris, sp. 

(4) -Nearly due south of Tansa . 

Schizonet. a gondwanensis, 

G lossopteris communis. 

% endica, 

‘6 retifera. 

+3 angustifolia 

Alethopteris comp, twhitbyeusis. . 

(¢) — Various points between Ganjar and junction of Mahan and Rouhalullas : — 

Schizoneura gondewanensis. 

Glossopteris sumunis. 
- angustifolia. 

Alethopteria comp. whitbyensis. 

Angopteridium.—T wo fragunents of a f@nopteroid fern, resembling a similar one 

in the Kamthi beds of the Nagpur area, which Dr. Feistinantel 
quoted as Angiopt. comp, m’clellandi, 

These lists prove, I think, that the fossils are from the Raniganj, rather than 
the Barakar horizon. I know of no instance in which Alethopteris has been met 

with in the Bardkar group, and Schizoneura gondwanensis is a fairly typical 
Héniganj plant. 

Having alluded to the Raniganj rocks of the Johilla and the Gopat, I now 

pass on to the Sén valley, and the Réniganj rocks of the Sohigpfir district. 

These are not continuous at the surface with the Raniganj beds of the 

Johilla river, the overlying Mahadeva (?) rocks separating’ the two areas. 

I fancy, however, from the remarks which I have read in the reports of my 

predecessors, and by inspection of their mape, that ~ Réniganj rocks of the 
Sén and Gopat are continuons. 

I have traversed a large extent of the, 
the agndstones do not present mnch. | 
“gray ier -yellowish groy-folapatbiw-4i 

” oe 
hoe 

4 a 

Pex 

a 

+ 
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sometimes slightly calcareous. Mica is usually present in a small quantity; but 

there are varving proportions, and occasionally it qualifies a rock. 
Around Sohagpir (town), Khaira, and Sahpur, the main body of sandstones 

is of the same character, belonging to the siheio-felspathie type. generally 

massively bedded. They contain more mien than I noted elsewhere. 

I did not notice the characteristic caleareous sandstone that To sawioin the 
Marwas area. Shales are not very frequent They are of the usual Rameany 
type—argillaccous and silicious, qualitied by mica, carbonaceons matter and 
ferruginous matter. 

The dip is everywhere low, but there is a northerly tendency in it. 

Up to the present J have only met with one seam of coal. It crops ont in 
several different places, but as it is better exposed in the Sén river, near Guraru, 
T have distinguished it as the Guraru seam. It is capped by carbonaceous shales 

and sandstones, and the whole mass of dark-lookhing rocks forms a consprenous 
feature. I could not obtain any information abont coal from the natives. but 
by following up the fragments of coal for several miles along the chaunel of the 

Son, I managed to hit upon the Guraru seam. 

The following is its section (descending)— 

1. Cval es ; : pee oa h" 

2. Carbonaceous shale sae ss : .  «& 

3. Coal eee Ss des ‘ ai a 

4. Carbonaccous shale he Wi ve . 2 

5. Coal ses sa wae sea . 2s" 

6. Carbonaceous shale and coal = w+ (not all seen), 

Taking 3 and 5, we have 5 feet of coal, which is a thickness sufficient to 

be workable. The bottom of tite seam is Rot all seen. 

An analysis of the coal has been made by Mr. Mallet, and the result is rather 

disappointing :— 
“ Gurdéru seam. (Register No. 4-125). 

Moisture ___..., ve ie vee sé de Re 

Volatile (inclusive of 10isture) a sigs ies 95 

Fixed carbon ~ eae sae ies “3 . 400 

Ash ix see ee oe : » #7 

To1aL . 100 

“ Does not cake. Ash reddish.” (F.R.M.) 

Of course no one would press eagerly forward to use this coal, unless he was 
somewhat “hard up” for a substance to burn. 

The dip is low, undulating, horizontal. 

In the Mirna nulla (a tributary, left bank of Sdn), the same seam as the 

Gurérn is seen (south-west of Bijauri). At the junction of the Mirna and the 

én, there are carbonaceous shales, but there is no coal with them. These 
‘overlie some massive grey sandstones of ordinary Raniganj type, which are worn 

“into pot-holes, some of them of more than ordinary depth. They are in all 
* pagges of growth: and obliteration, and an artist could make a pretty picture 
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With the (iurdru coal are associated fossils, which I obtained in a flaggy 

band of sandstone of dark greenish-grey colocr, above the coal :— 
Schizoneura gondwanensis. 

Glossopteris communis 

3 andica. 

Squame gymunoxpermarun. 

In another band, of ycllowish-grey soft clay shale, Dr. Feistmantel has made 
out a new plant :— 

Glossoptleris angustifoba. 

Rhipidopsis (n.s.): like ® plant in the Kaémthis, South Godévari. 

Of other localities that yielded fossils, the following is a list :— 
1. Sén river (opposite deserted village of Sarsi), collected by Hira La} :— 

Schizoneura gondwanensis. 

Glossopteris browniana, 

2, Kachodkar (about 11 miles west of Sohdgpar) :— 

Glossopteris communis, 

The village of Kachodhar stands on Lametas, and the Lametas immediately overlie the 

Riniganj rocks. 

8, Hard: (near the southern margin of the field, about 2 miles south-west of Khaira) :— 
Fertebraria indica. 

Glossopteris communis. 

Noggerathiopsis histopi. 

‘oltzia heterophylla, 

Samaropsis comp. parevula. 

These plants from Hardi are not so characteristic of the Réniganj group ae 
those from the other localities, Vert. i:dica, Glossop. communis, Négger. hislopi, 

and Yoltzia heterophylla, all being Karhdrbdri group species. But the rocks in 

which they were found must be included in the Raniganj group, provided that 
my identification elsewhere of the SchdgpGr district rocks be correct, for no 

distinction can be drawn between the sandstones and shales around Khaira and 
Hardi and those from which the more characteristic fossils of the Raniganj 
group were obtained. 

4, Méhddeva.—Turning to a consideration of the next series of rocks, that 

overlying the Raniganj group, I have to admit that my mind has passed 
through several stages of doubt, and that at different periods during the last 
working season, and even during my stay in Calcutta, I have had to modify my 
opinion. 

The first impression (recorded 25th November 1879) entered in my note book 
waa, that the rocks of which I am treating under the present heading were 
M&hédevas. I quote my words: “ Many of the sandstones are coarse-grsined, and 
contain gravel and pebbles, reminding me of the M&hédevas.” Egave the idea up 
after a time, not because there was any diffloulty in efowing the lithological 
resemblance of these rocks to the Méb4devas, It because on discovering that 
they succeeded immediately to the oe ts ti naturally asked myself 
whether they might not represent some Wivisions intermediate between 
the Raniganj and Méhidevs age;* | 
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With this possibility before me, I commenced to look out for Kamthi affi- 
nities; and in the ferruginous character and tho open texture of many of the 

saudstones, and the occurrence of reddish-brown ferruginous argillaceous bands, 
I thought I had sufficient ground suggesting a Kamthi horizon. 

Finding, however, as I struck eastward towards the Chang Bhakhar State, and 
in the direction of the Gopat valley, that these sandstones were associated with 
strong pebble beds, and other sandstones compacted by iron, and traversed hy 

ribs of ferruginous matter, exactly as in the case of the Miahiadevas of the 
Damuda valley, and that these candstones and pebble beds presented the same 

physical features which are so characteristic of the Mahadevas elsewhere, I gave 
up the notion of their being Kamthis. 

A series of masterly faults would relieve me of my burdens; and sudden 
thinnings and thickenings would pull me through many vexations, but until 

obliged to institute them (as probabilities or necessities), I prefer to struggle on 
without them. 

I classed this series as Panchets, when I dismissed the view of its being 

Kamthi, and I adhered to this resolution until the difficulty of consorting it with 

the Mahddevas of the Gurjat States’ stared me in the face. The possibility that 
the clays of the Maleri group may represent the Lower Panchets of Bengal Ient 
a certain amount of colour to the idea that the sandstones, &c., inferior to them 

might also belong to that group. 

The only plant fossils from this series (three in number) contained two forms 

exhibiting affinity to the Rajmahal flora, and when I received Dr. Feistmantel’s 
letter in camp, announcing this circumstance, it was considerable relicf to my 
mind, It assisted the settlement of the broad question of Upper or Lowe? 

~ 

Gondwana. we Tome _ 

I have finally adopted the Mahadeva hori.on, but I am still troubled by a 
lingering impression that these rocks are in closer union with the Jabalpur 

sandstones of Bansa, Chandia, and so on, than I can demonstrate at present ; 
and that indeed the Jabalpur group, the clays (Maleri) with reptilian remains, 
and these sandstones, &c., are nearly allied. 

The boundaries that I have given te these rocks which I class and shall hence- 

forth allude to as Méhddevas, are, as in the case of the other groups, more con- 

veniently appreciated by looking at the map than by reading a long descriptive 

paragraph crowded with the names of villages, hills and rivers, 

The dips are everywhere low, slightly undulating or horizontal. 

There is no difficulty in separating the Mahddevas from the underlying 
Réniganj group, and the boundary of the series which I have given is 
moderately reliable. The sandstones and shales and pebble beds are quite dis- 

tinct from the grey sandstones and shales of the Raniganj horizon. The only 
puzzling bit is in the section of the Johilla, where some of the Raniganj sand- 

-stones are more ferruginous than is ordinarily the case. In the rest of the area, 
ig a prominent. difference between the rocks in each group. 

ra 

wf 

eg 1 Chang Bhakhar, Jhilwili, Korea, Sirgujah, &. 
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The unconformity of overlap exists, and is very evident when tle lines are 
put upon the map. The overlap is distinctly traceable south of Pali, and 
eminently 50 m the Marwas area. 

To convey a picture of the lithological character of the Mahadevas, I have 
forwarded to the Museum a series of illustrative specimens of the various rocks, 

The most prominent feature is the occurrence of ferruginous matter, and silicio- 
ferruginous matter producing different degrees of induration and various ferric 
tints. There are all gradations of texture, but coarse-grained sandstones pre- 

dominate. Pebble beds and likewise conglomerates occur. Shales—red, pink, 

lavender, and mottled (red, purple, and yellow)—are moderately frequent in the 
lower portion of the group, and being usually brightly coloured they readily catch 
the cye. 

Describing the rocks more in detail, I have to remark that the sandstones in 
the Johilla are very well exposed; indeed the best section in the whole of the 

South Rewah area is to be met with in this river. There is a very moderate dip 

to the north, and cach stratum shows for a long way. The sandstones are 
massive, false bedded, and rather coarse-grained, yellowish-red, and brown, and 

brownish-grey in colour. Sometimes they are considerably indurated bv. iza. 

They contain a proportion of ferruginous matter, and when felspar ocers, it is 

frequently of a reddish tint. Nests of pebbles and gravel, and runs c the same, 
sometimes observable. 

With these sandstones are red and mottled shales. Many of.he shales are 
highly ferruginous. Some of them are fossiliferour The exact spot where I 
found the fossiliferous shales was in the Gorari nulla#a tributary of the Johilla, 
right bank), opposite the southern tolah of the presentrillage of Parsora. This 
village is not marked on.ab i-1nzerh mgp, but it is abow half a mile from the 
indcadatoive or Banoudha in a south-easterly direction. The river opposite the 
village of Parsora cuts a gorge in the rocks, exposing yellowish and brownish- 

grey silicio-felspathic sandstones, strongly coloured yellow and red mottled sand- 

stones, and extremely fine-grained dark-red ferruginous shales. These are the 
shales that yielded— 

Daneopsis? 
Thinnfeldia odontopterotdes. 

With these shales there are a few feet of fine-grained mixed pale lilac and 

white sandstones, with dashes of dark brownish-red colour, and lichen-shaped 
patches irregularly coursing through them. I selected samples of these lichen 
patterns for the Museum, as they exhibited in a pretty manner the result of 
segregation. The colouring matter of the sandstone is iron, which produced a 
shade of lilac. By the process of segregation the colouring ingredient becomes 
of a deeper shade within limits, and the ground colour becomes blanched. 

From the union of the Ghorari (Gorari) nulla with the Jghilla to the junction 
of the latter river with the Sén, there is nothing very striking to draw attention 
to, the sections being too imperfect to refer to-aq digsteative ones. 

Going eastward from the valley of - ths, Loft, 20) that of the Sén, we pass 
over a hilly country which affords an appyebumity of stadying the pebble beds of - 
the series. They occur high ant dow! ee eves; and throughout thie - 
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length and breadth of the area that Thave examined. The pebbles do not mike up 
the beds, but occur in strings only, in sandstones of varying texture (but usually 
coarse). Over many square yards where the he of the ground is favournble for 

the accumulation of the pebbles that drop out as the sandstones disintegrate, they 
occur in such abundance, that one could, if so disposed, gather cart-loads of (hem. 
They are usually yellow stained and pellucid. 

All the various types of sandstones which make up the Mahiadevas are to be 
seen in this arca between the Johilla and the Sén. It is an eacellent studying 
ground. I have referred trequently to the presence of ferruginous matter m the 
sandstones. It occurs in thin vitreons-looking bands, running through the beds 

generally parallel with the stratification, and also in the form of sheets placed at 

varying angles. When these sheets or plates are nearly vertical with the 
weathered surfaces of the rock they appear as thin salient limes. When their 
broad surfaces are turned up, they look Ihe turtles and shiclds of diversified 
contour. There is no special horizon for the more heavily charged ferrueimous 
sandstones, and therefore there is no necessity to indicate the various places 
where I met them. I found them throughont. 

A very marked feature in many of the sandstones is their mode of weathering. 
Owing to unequal degradation, they are worn down into minature table lands 

‘and sharp ridges. When these ridges (as is sumetimes the case) are well defined 

and nearly parallel to one another, they look like outerop edges, and often en- 

courage the eye to make a wrong observation of “strike.” As a rule, however, 
they are not parallel. 

In my journal I have made several special notes on the subject of weathering. 

I find they relate principally to the rocks bordering tise Chang Bhakhar State, 

but the instanoes are just as.somfmorin the Sén and Johillu villages. I came 

across a very interesting case in the Méhan river near Phulwa, and T have the 

following entry: ‘“ The river Mahan passes through a very pretty gorge in the 

Mahadevas, after tumbling over a serzes of drop shallows ; both banks are fringed 

with forest trees: ferns grow on every ledge and in every nook, water streamlcts 
trickle from crevices. The sandstones are grey-brownish streaked, modcrately 
coarse felspathic silicious sandstones. Their weathered surfaces are in many 

instances scooped and scalloped, and they are traversed by thin but prominent 
extending lines (whose durability is due to the segregation of ferruginous matter) 

that pursue an irregular course. Where the rocks have been planed to an even 
surface (as in the bed of the river) they look like Damiuda sandstones—the 

demolition of the ridges having caused an otherwise prominent and characteristic 
feature of the Méhddevas ta be obscured.” 

Near Dubari (Bands river) I note: “The most striking rock is a white 

quartzose and felspathic sandstone, the surface of which is worn into a series of 
razor-backs ; and lines so arranged that they look like the pens of a cattle 

market.” At Majhauli, on the hill north of Majhauli, I found the sandstones 

game as on other Méhddeva hills. Most of them are hard and compact, thei1 

 @arfaces are travelled by chisel-edged ribs left by the process of unequal degrada. 
hee These ribs ron in various directions, but occasionally they present th: 

ipwietry of ‘geometrical figures, or assume the regularity of sheep pens, o wis 

oo ee 
aa : 
ive pny” a a 
e 
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furrows in a field. These ridges or ribs do not agree with any system of joint- 
ing. They are merely indurated free lines of segregation. 

There is another peculiar weathering which is seen in some of the sand- 

stones (and only in those) that contain a small percentage of manganese. The 

surface appears studded with knobs, dimiuishing from the size of cracknel biscuits 
to that of frosted almonds and caraway seeds. 

The great mass of sandstones in the Mahédevas accord in character with 
those described in the Johilla section, that is, they are usually massively bedded, 
often false bedded, gencrally coarse-grained and friable (when not indurated 
by iron) ; rusty brown, salmon, and various shades of grey and yellow are the 

most common colours ; scattered pebbies and strings of pebbles are frequent; and 

ferruginous matter, either in bands, in strings, or in plates, or as a general indu- 

rating agent, is freely distributed; mica is not nearly so universal a mineral 

component as it is in the Damida series ; felspar and silica are the chief mineral 
constituents. 

Occurring as one in the series of sandstones, but not frequently, is a variety 

which I noted in the Wardha-Pranhita area (above the Kota clays). It is a 
pink-coloured sandstone (sometimes a conglomerate) with lighter shaded fine 
grained interrupted courses of shale, which give a brecciated look to the rock. 
It is not often met with, but it usually arrests the eye, and, as soon.as I saw it, 
I was reminded of the similar rock in the Wardha-Pranhita valley. 

I have made an upper boundary, not coincident with any fixed topmost bed 
of the Mahadevas, but limited by the first bed of red or green clay or sandstone of 
Maleri type that I met with. This is not satisfactory ; but throughout the South 

Rewah country that came under my notice there is not a single clean contact of 

the Mahadevas and Maleris. I believe the¥e is unconformity between the two, 
the clays and peculiar rubbly calcareous sandstones of the latter group dying out 
rapidly in the neighbourhood of the Bands river, for, if we look at the map, 

the Mahadevas east of the Banfs appear to overlap the Maleris. This of course 
cannot be: there must either be sudden thinning of the Maleris, or there is a 
fault or faults heading roughly north and south. This point I have not settled. I 
was occupied in sketching the geology rather than fixing it, in going over a large 

area in order to see what rocks I had to deal with, rather than working out 
details. Had the evidence everywhere been plain spoken, I should not have 

had to record this explanation, but all the sections, with the exception of those 
in the Johilla, are most imperfect and unsatisfactory. 

I have recorded the points that have to be borne in mind, and the questions 
that require more evidence to be accumulated to elucidate them. 

The thickness of the Maéhddeva series I put at 1,400 to 1,500 feet. This 

is calculated along the fall of the river Sdn, from the lowest level to the summit 
of Kanandil hill, _ 

5. Maleri.—Under this group are included claya and sandstones bearing a 
perfect resemblance to the Maleri rocks in-the Wardha-Godavari area, I should 
not have placed them as such however, bak. xather aa Jabalpar beds, had I not 
had the good fortune to discover reptilian remains which proved their identity, 
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These remains were of 

Hyperodapedon, 
Paraswehus, S§'c., $+ 

With these, which occurred in red clays near Tiki, I found Unios as pre- 
viously with the same fossils at Maleri. 

The Maleri group, as I define it, is the highest Gondwana horizon in this 

central section of the basin, between the Sdn and Banas valleys, and is made 

up of clays, shales and sandstones, some of which are typical of the group. 
The typical rocks are those that I designate low-level Maleris, because they 

usually lie in the low ground; and they consist of red and green clays ; 
rubbly calcareous sandstones and fine-grained, friable, thick and false-bedded 
sandstones containing clay galls, and with small streaks and dashes of decom- 

posed felspar. 

The calcareous sandstone is very different from the Raniganj calcareous sand- 
stone. Instead of being a smooth compact yellowish-blue rock, it has a rough 
weathered surface, showing moulds of pebbles and clay galls. It is hard and 
firm in texture, and of dark grey colour. Where calcareous matter is defi- 
cient, it is a silicious sandstone, slightly calcareous; but it retains the rough 
appearance. 

These low-level Maleris form the base of the group. Above them, and consti- 
tuting the high-level Maleris, are rocks alarmingly like the Mahaddevas; and if it 
were not for the intervening zone of clays, I should make them fall into the 
Mahadeva horizon. This likeness suggests a fault, and this is all I have to say 

about it. 

The most convenient section of the low-level Maleris for study is in the Son, 

just above Taripathar. Comrenéing at the big trap dyke we have (\escending)— 

1. Friable, thick and falsc-bedded sandstone, chiefly silicious, containing clay galls and 
with white dashes of decomposed felspar. Colour, brownish-yellow and grey, 

2. Greenish-grey fine-grained sandstone, 
8. Brown speckly sandstone, with a few flakes of jetty coal. 
4. Fine-grained sandstone, with thin green laminw, false-bedded, containing pieces of 

jetty coal. 
6. Rubbly calcareous sandstones. ; “4 
6. White very fine-grained sandstones, 
7. Red clay. 

Stems of trees, with their bark converted into jetty coal, are quite abundant 
n the lower Maleris; and they occur occasionally in the higher Maleris. 

The high-level Maleris are seen in all the hills of the Maleri area, and, as 1 
iaid before, are very like the Maéhédevas. There are red ferruginous shales, 
soarse sandstones, with irregular ferruginous courses; fine-grained silicions sand- 
stones, yellowish-grey or brown in colour; purple argillaceous sandstones; and 
sandstones with broken runs of shales; and others with irregular ferruginous 
sourses and plates. 

There is not much difference between this parigraph and one I have written 
ander the Méhddeva heading; and one would naturally say that I have described 
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Mahadevas under the title of high-level Maleris. I was not of this opinion in 
the field, because I had a zone of red clays, containing Maleri fossils, between 

my high-level Maleris and the Mahddevas; but a fault may intervene. If it 
does, however, it will have to be of a very complicated pattern. 

I have not traced the group west of the Sén, nor have I accurately defined 
it east of the Bands, It has either been dropped out, or it has thinned out east 
of the Bands, for though the red clays run in great strength as far as Bamraha 
and Dagdoua (Atlas Shect), I did not meet with one bed east of the Bands. 

With the clays are found botryoidal masses of manganese ore. Mr. Mallet’s 

remark on a sample submitted to him is— 

‘‘ Manganese ore (Basi), apparently psilomelane, It contains a large amount 
of insoluble matter, some iron, and a trace of cobalt.” 

6. Jabalpir.—Within the area examined I did not meet with any members of 

the Jabalpir group. I walked some of the rivers near Chandia and Kauria 
and procured some fossils from near Bansa, a list of which is published in 
Dr. Feistmantel’s paper.’ 

The fossils were found in pale grey argillaceous shale, and also in a slightly 
carbonaceous shale, which crop out in the Machrar river, a few yards below the 
Kauria and Majhgawan ghit. 

Associated with these shales are sandstones salmon-coloured, light purple, 

grey and fine-grained. At junction of Machrar and Méhanadi, the sandstones 
are massively bedded and contain shale galls, like the high-level Maleris. 

I brought some Umaria coal, which is supposed to be of Jabalpir age.? Mr. 
Mallet’s analysis shows— 

Moisture Yate ee a ode .. 113 

Volatile (exclusive of moisture) se bee sm ww. 29°4 

Tixed‘thrbon... on oe as eee . 458 

Ash eee vee pee ee eee eae 13°5 

TOTAL ... L00°0 

This resembles a lignite coal in its moisture. The ash is much less than I 

anticipated. 

7. Lameta.—This group was not undertaken, I merely made a note of its 

occurrence whenever found. It is extensively exposed beyond the south-west 

edge of the Gondwana basin, along the base of the basaltic platean of Mandla. 

8. Trap.—Béb6 Hira Lal had charge of the trap, and he looked for it dili- 
gently. There was a good deal of hard labour involved in tracing the course 
of the various runs of trap, much more indeed than the results on the maps 
convey at first sight. The trap is found occurring in the most irregular shapes, 
both in dykes and in sheets. - 

1 Records, XITII-8, p. 189 (1880). 
2 Mr. Hughes has recently (15th December) writhen to" ny: a hes found Gangamopteris, 

Glossopteris, aud Phylictheos in-the Umarin seam, sitebidl {to bé of Daméide age. 
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On the ferruginous beds associated with the Busaltie Rocks of Noith-Eustern Ulster, 

ww relution to Indian laterite—By F BR. Mauer, F.G.S8., Geological Sur- 

vey of India. 

Within the last two decades an important industry has sprung up in the 
county Antrim in the utilisation of the ferrugimous beds which occur interstrati- 
fied with the basaltic rocks of North-Eastern Ulster. The first ore appears to 

have been raised some twenty years ago, and during 1869 upwards of 560,000 tons 
were shipped to England.’ At the present time the output is much larger. 
Several companies have been formed for working the ore; narrow gauge lines 
of rail have been laid down from some of the most important mines to the sea, 
and the ore is shipped from several of the Antrim ports to those of Cumberland, 
Wales, and the Clyde. ‘1ts freedom from deleterious substances, such as phos- 
phorus and sulphur, and from any qualities injurious to the production of 
superior iron, commends it highly, while the presence of titanic acid in the 
pisolite-bed adds much to its value for the production of stcel. But it is tho 
high percentage of alumina that claims for this ore peculiar importance. Mr. 8. 

Evans, who has introduced much of this ore into England, informs us that its 
value as a flux is becoming more and more appreciated, and that the furnaces 
of Cumberland and Lancashire are now supplied with large quantities for mixing 

with the silicious hematites of that district. The effects of combining these two 
ores in the furnace is to soften the slag and to produce what is called a “loose 

load,” which allows the metal to pass through with facility, and at the same 
time acts as a protection to the inner coating of the furnace. Bnt, in addition to 

these valuable properties, the alumina, detcrmines the separation of the silica 
from the hematite-ores, thereby producing from a given quantity 4 wrger per 

centage of metallic iron than could otherwise be obtuined. The great diiculty 
hitherto has been to produce an iron free from silica for the Bessemer process 
of steel-iron making. The Cumberland ore has been found well adapted for pro- 
ducing this steel; but the contained silica has always been a drawback, injurious 
and difficult to remove. The great demand is for an iron free from silica; and 
since the Antrim ore has entered the meket, this desideratum has been accom- 

plished : it contains little or nothing deleterious, and jet ha within itself the 

essential properties for making a superior steel-iron, while the large excess of 
alumina acts as a purifier to the richer ferruginous ores, and has thus enabled 
the Cumberland and Lancashire furnaces to stand first in producing the most 
suitable iron for Bessemer’s process. ® 

The working of so many mines affords means for studying the ferruginous 
beds satisfactorily, and struck, from the published descriptions, with their prima 
facie resemblance in several points to the laterite of India, I took the opportunity 
of a recent visit to Europe for examining the rocks in situ. 

* Mesars. Tate and Holden: Quart. Journ. Geol, Soc., XXVI, 164, 

* Toid., 168. 
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The first section visited was at Belumford, Island Magee, which has been 
described as follows by Messrs. Tate and Holden.’ 

Ft. In, 
“1. Columnar basalt, with 2 or 8 inches of decomposed rock below. 

2. Pisolitio iron ore. The upper 2 inches with little or no ochreous matrix: 

the spheroids large, and now and then a thin lamina of the ore. The 

ochre increases in quantity with the increase of depth, and the 

iron-ore merges into ‘bole’ eee cS <a oe «=o 6 

8. Bole,—an indurated red ferruginous ochre vas ‘ 2 0 

4. Yellow ochre ae eee oe oes ~ 8 0 

which graduates into 

5. Blue lithomarge—Base not seen, but thickness proved to «x. .— 29 6” 

The pisolitic ore appears to include some hydrous mixed with anhydrous ferric 

oxide, while some of the spheroids are magnetic. It is soft and breaks easily with 

an uneven fracture. The ‘bole’ and ‘yellow ochre’ are more clunchy in aspect 
than the above, breaking with a somewhat conchoidal fracture They are very 
brittle, and, at the surface at least, are divided into small pieces, perhaps by 
partial dessication. The ‘blue lithomarge’ has more commonly a sort of brown- 
ish lilac colour, thickly speckled with small white or yellowish-white spots, but 

some parts are brown or yellowish or even green, with similar speckling. It 
breaks with a conchoidal fracture, and is divided at the surface (by dessication P) 
into irregular pieces, but not so much so as Nos. 3and 4. Thereis a well marked 
line between the basalt and the pisolitic ore, but the latter and Nos. 3, 4, and 5 

are not sharply demarcated. 

At Shane’s hill, a few miles from Larne, there are several mines. The pisolitic 
band is thicker there than at Belumford, about 3 feet and 6 inches being exposed in 
one adit. Itis covered, with a sharply marked junction, by basalt. The chief part 
of the ore consists of a matrix apparently including both anhydrous and hydrous 
ferric oxide in varying proportions, through which magnetic spheroids are more 
or less thickly scattered. Yellow ochre, &c., occur beneath the pisolitic band, 

beneath which there is apparently lithomarge, but no good section of the lower 
beds is exposed. 

At the Glenariff iron mines, near Red Bay, levels have been driven in on the 
outcrop of the ore-bed at short intervals for a distance of several hundred yards. 
The bed containing the best ore is directly under the upper basalt, and averages, 

as I was informed by Mr. Argall, in charge of the mines, about 18 inches in thick- 
ness. It varies greatly, however, sometimes thinning out to a couple of inches, 
and sometimes expanding to as much as 3 feet. The composition varies also. 
The ore is mainly a pisolitic hematite, but there is a considerable quantity of 

pisolitic limonite (some of the spheroids in which are magnetic) and also of 
pisolitic magnetite. I understood from Mr. Argall that the different varieties of 
ore pass into each other irregularly, and are not seperated into distinct beds. 

The first quality ore is all obtained from the above-mentioned bed, of which 

the upper part contains a rather highgr peromiage of iron than the lower. 

* Quart. Journ. Geol, Soa; EVE 188. 
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It rests on a poorer ore, of a more ochrey or clayey kind, in which the pisolitic 
character is comparatively faintly developed. The latter becomes less ferruginous 
lower down and appears to pass into speckled lithomarge. No good section of 

the latter is exposed, but Mr. Argall thought there was not less than 30 feet 

of ferruginous and lithomargic rock altogether. Beneath it is the lower basalt. 

At the Ballylagan iron mine near Portrush, which I visited with Mr. Egan 

of the Irish Geological Survey, to whom I am indebted for the following section, 
there is exposed : 

Basalt (lower part amygdaloidal)— Ft. In. Ft. In. 

*‘ Hematite’ of the miners wee ee -- O 1 to O 6 

‘Ore’ of the miners ... »~ Ll 6 to 8 O 

‘Pavement ’ of the miners, known to be not less than 12 fect ; probably considerably more. 

The ‘hematite’ is a compact limonite, breaking with ‘subconchoidal fracture. 
The ‘ore’ is an ochreous argillaceous variety of the same, with perhaps somo 
anhydrous oxide; the ‘pavement’ consisting of bole, lithomarge, &c., the exposed 
portion, at least, of the latter being here pale green or brownish without 
mottling. 

At the Ballymagarry mine, also near Portrush, the section is very similar to 
the above. A boring was sunk in the ‘pavement’ there to a depth of 30 feot. 

m Numerous other sections have been described by the officers of the Irish 
son arvey and others,’ but I have confined myself to those which I haye myself 

on. 
a ie According to Professor Hull, “the beds of ore, wherever they are found, 
Bu plong to one and the same geological horizon, and enable us to separate the 

asaltic series into two great divisions—one below and the other above the position sen ere 199 
a yt the pisolitic ore “= . 

to Manmam tnicknesé, 
Ft. 

T Upper (c). Beds of tabular basalt and dolerite, generally columnar (over) .., 400 
Lower (b). Beds of pisolitic iron-ore, bole, volcanic ashes, and lignite 

? (a). Beds of tabular basalt and dolerite, generally amygdaloidal, and 
: containing bands of bole ... isis di «es 600° 

The origin of the Antrim ferruginous beds has been the subject of Considerable 
discussion. Mr. Du Noyer appears to have held that the are of Magee Island ° 
(p- 140) was mechanically deposited by water, and that “it was as true an 
aqueous conglomerate as if it had been found in the heart of the old red sandstone.” 
Messrs. Tate and Holden believed that the lithomarge, bole, and pisolitic ore are 
all produced by alteration of the basalt in situ. ‘There can be no doubt that 
the lithomarge and bole alternating with compact basalts are but decomposed 
basalts © j%*© % But these differences do not militate against the 

1 Vide Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., XXVI, p.151, and Explanatory Memoir to sheets 21 28, 
and 29 of the Geological Survey Maps. . 

3 British Association Report, 1874, Geological Section, p. 70. According to Mr, Kinahan 
(Geology of Ireland, p. 164), the iron-ore beds, “although classed in one series, seem to occur on 
slightly different geological horizons.” 

* Explanatory Memoir to sheets 21, 28, and 29, p. 17. 
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presumed origin of the bole and iron-ore—that they are several stages in the 
metamorphism of one original mass; the addition of water to the basalt, and loss 
of lime, other alkaline earths, and alkalies, produced bole; the loss of water and 

oxygen from the ferruginous materials of the bole resulted in an increased per- 
centage of iron in the pisolitic ore.””! 

The opinion, however, appears to be held now with some unanimity that the 

iron-ores are of lacustrine origin, and that they have been formed through organic 
agency. In the discussion on Messrs. Tate and Holden’s paper, Mr. D. Forbes 
expressed his belief that ‘“‘ the origin of the pisolitic ores was in fact organic. 
In Sweden certain lakes were regularly dredged each year for the pisolitic ore 
still in course of formation by means of confervoid alge. He therefore rezarded 

the whole of these beds as in a certain sense sedimentary, and though due to 
organic agency, yet still deriving their original mineral matter indirectly from 
the basalt. The basalt contained a considerable amount both of phosphorus and 

sulphur; and if the ores had been derived directly from the basalt, both these 
substances would have been present in them.* This was an argument against 
any direct metamorphism. The presence of vanadium afforded additional reason 

for rogarding these ores as formed in the same manner as bog-iron and similar 
ores.”> Professor Hull takes the same view. The beds beneath the iron-ore he 
regards as volcanic ash. ‘The period of the formation of the older sheets” (of 
basalt) ‘‘ appears to have been brought to a close by the discharge of volcani- 
ashes and the formation of an extensive lake, or series of lakes, over the regid 

extending at least from the shores of Belfast Lough to the northern coas’ 5 
Antrim, in which the remarkable beds of pisolitic iron-ore were ultimat 
deposited. This is the only mode of origin of these ores which seems to me 6, 

all probable; and I am consequently unable to accept the views advanced by 

Messrs. Tats and Holden regarding their origin from basaltic lava by a process; 
of metamorphism. That water was present, and that the beds of ash which 
underlie the pisolitic ore were stratified, at least in some instances, is abundantly 

evident upon an examination of the sections at Ballypalidy, Ballymena, and the 
northern coast. In some places they seem to be perfectly laminated in a manner 

that could only take place by the agency of water. It would seem, therefore, 

that by the combination of slight terrestrial movements, a shallow basin was 
formed over the area indicated, whieh received the streams charged with iron in 
solution, draining the upland margins, from the waters of which were precipi- 

tated the iron, possibly by the agency of confervoid alge, as in the case of the 
Swedish lakes of the present day (a view maintained by Mr. D. Forbes, F.B.S.), 
or by the escape of carbonic acid, owing to which the iron became oxidized and 
was precipitated.”"* Mr. Kinahan says :—“ The iron-ore measures appear to have 
been lacustrine accumulations, and to have been formed similarly to like deposits 

2 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., KXVI, pp. 155, 158. The authors believed that the iron-ore 
at Ballypalidy differed from those elsewhere in being of sedimentary origin. 

® Bog-ores frequently contain a high percentage of phosphoras, but it appears that lake-ores 
are in some cases, at any rate, comparatively free from it Binchotis | Cheinical Geology, I, 167). 

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., Vol. XXVI, p. 184 i + 
* British Association Report, 1874, Geologicat Gestion, p. 79. 
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now accumulating in Central America, where, on the uneven surfaces formed by 
successive but uncqual flows of dolerite, tkere are shallow expanses or lakes of 

water. In such lakes the first accumulations are necessarily the detritus or dis- 
integrated portions of the surrounding rocks carried into them by rain and rivu- 
lets or wind, which may or may not have been augmented by showers of volcanic 
tuff. A necessary accompaniment of the decomposition of the detritus of the 

dolerite was the formation of iron-ores, which more or less impregnated the 
strata; thus the lithomarge would be formed. The aluminous ore appears to 
have been due to a longer water carriage, alumina and iron held in solution being 
carried and deposited during hot weather. Somewhat similar action takes place 
at the present day in many places in Ireland, as, during the summer heat, waters, 
which at other times are perfectly clear, get thick and muddy as they become 

shallow, depositing argillaceous peroxide of iron. The pisolitie accumula- 
tions were probably due to the presence of organic matter that attracted the iron. 

These shallow lakes in some instances became marshes or even peat-bogs, the 
latter being now represented by the lignite.”’! 

The ferruginous beds of Antrim, although bearing a considerable general 

resemblance to Indian laterite, are still by no means lithologically identical with 
it. The top bed, which is that principally worked for ore, generally consists of 

a more or less indurated red or brown (according to the state of hydration) 
ochreous matrix, through which pisolitic spheroids are more or less thickly 

scattered. Sometimes, as at the Glenariff mines, the spheroids make up the 
greater portion of the ores. In the lower beds, which are more aluminous and 

less highly ferruginous, the pisolitic character is comparatively faintly developed. 
But the rock, as far as my experience goes, is very nearly always compact, in the 
sense of being free from cavities. I have never seen it largely cellular. “In 
many forms of laterite,” on the contrary, “ the rock is traversed by smali jvx~y, tho 
tortuous tubes, from a quarter of an inch to upwards fof an inch in diameter. 
The tubes are most commonly vertical, or nearly vertical, but their direction is 

quite irregular, and sometimes they are horizontal; they are usually lined 

throughout with a crust of limonite, and are often filled with clay, except near 
the surface,”2 Such tubes, however, although very common, are by no means 
~niversal, A good deal of the laterite isis free from cavities as the Autrim 

‘. Many examples of such are contained in the Geological Mt.~eum collections. 

dssibly the occurrence of tubes in the laterite, and not in the Antrim beds, 
may be connected with the fact that the latter are protected by a covering of 

basalt, while the surface of the Indian rock is freely exposed to atmospheric 
influences. 

The mottled or blotchy character of a very common form of laterite, due to 

segregation of the iron in the harder portions, while the softer contain little or 
none,’ is a peculiarity not quite absent from, but still, as far as I have seen, 
very faintly developed in, the Antrim ore.‘ 

1 Geology of Ireland, p. 165. 

* Mannal of the Geology of India, p. 350. 

8 Ibid. 

oo 4 The lithomarge beneath is very frequently speckled, vide p, 140. 
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The iron in the Antrim ores, whilst occurring mainly in the state of hydrous 
and anhydrous peroxide, also exists as magnetic oxide. Usually some, some- 

times most or all, of the pisolitic spheroids attract the needle. An analysis by 

Dr. Apjohn, however, of magnetic spheroids from the Red Bay ore showed that 
the main portion of the iron, even in them, was in the state of peroxide. They 
contained 51°37 per cent. ferric oxide and 11°74 of magnetic oxide.! A portion 
of the ore at the Glenariff mines is, in considerable part at least, magnetic 
oxide. 

In laterite, on the contrary, magnetic oxide seems to be very exceptional. 

Mr. Blanford does not allude to it, and out of numerous typical specimens in the 

museum, from various parts of India, that I examined, only one had any action 
on the magnet. 

The published analyses of the Antrim ferruginous rocks and of Indian late- 
rite might lead one to suppose that the average percentage of iron was consider- 
ably higher in the former. Six analyses of the pisolitic ore are given in Messrs. 
Tate and Holden’s paper, in which the ferric oxide ranges from 45'0 to 81°5 per 
cent. (== 31°5 to 65:2 per cent. of iron).* The percentages of ferric oxide in 
nine samples of laterite from various widely separated localities were found on 
assay to range from 21°4 to 50°8 per cent. (= 15°0 to 35°6 per cent. of iron).® 
The first mentioned analyses are all, however, of ore from the pisolitic band, which 

is by far the richest in iron, and which alone furnishes ore of first quality. I 
do not know that the average percentage in all the ferruginous beds overlying 
the lithomarge would be found higher than that in laterite, and portions of the 
latter contain much higher percentages than those quoted. A lateritic limonite 
from the Jabalpar district which I have recently assayed yielded 76:1 per cent. 
of peroxide. 

of ‘metamor-~2tTim beds occur in the middle of the basaltic rocks, separating them 
underlie theower and an upper division: the laterite associated with the volcanic 
evident upo. India overlies them. The thickness of the Indian rock again is, in 
northern -.288 at least, much greater than anything met with in Antrim. The 

high-level laterite is sometimes 100 or even 200 feet in thickness,* while the _ 
thickness of the beds above the lithomarge in Antrim can, I believe, always be 

indicated by one figure. The former difference may, however, perhaps be rer” 

garded as the cause of the latter. The time available for the accumulation | 
\, the Antrim beds was merely that between the earlier and the later periods d__ 
volcanic eruption, which may have been of comparatively short duration. The 

Tndian laterite-forming period’ having commenced only at (or after) the close 
of the eruptive epoch, there was, in as far as interference from volcanic over- 

flows was concerned, an unlimited time for its accumulation. 

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., XXVI, 158. 
2 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc , XX VI, 150. Bauerman (quoted hy Kinahan) says the ore contains 

from 80\to 70 per cent. of iron. 

® Manual of the Geology of India, p. 350. 
« Ibid. pp- 864, 855, 356. 
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The lithomarge underlying the Antrim beds, and that beneath the laterite, 
or perhaps I shonld say the first of the two forms described by Mr. Blanford,! 
are so similar that Tam unable to indicate any lithologreal distinetion between 
them, except that I have not observed any pipes in the Tish reck | Mr. Kinahan 
remarks that “the bright-coloured lithomarges " (of Antrim) ‘are identieal in 

aspect with some of the varicties of steatitic laterites collected by Wanne in 
Kutch, India.’® 

I scarcely think that the points of variance I have indicated above suffice to 

essentially differentiate the Irish from the Indian rocks. There remain the very 

important points in which they agree. Both are argillaccous, often pisolitic, forms 
of highly ferruginous rock ; the iron in both is mainly in the state of hydrous and 

anhydrous ferric oxide. Both are associated over wide areas with underlying 
lithomargic beds, and both are intimately connected im seme vay with voleanic 

rocks. 

It is therefore, I think, worth consideration whether the view taken by the 
Irish Geologists as to the origin of the Antrim beds, may not be found apphen- 

ble to some of those in India. The .act alluded to by Mr. Kinahan, that 
“during the summer heat, waters, which at other times are perfectly clear, 
get thick and muddy as they become shallow, depositing argillaceous peroxide of 

iron,” coupled with the warm or sub-tropical climate which is believed to have 
characterised the miocene epoch in Kurope—the epoch to whieh the Antrim 

beds belong—is, I think, very suggestive with reference to the wide spread 

occurrence of comparatively recent argillo-ferruginous rocks im India and some 
adjacent countries. It is scarcely necessary here to recall the method in 

which bog and lacustrine deposits of iron are considered to have originated. 
During the decay of vegetuble matter, oxygen is absorded, and amongst the 
products of alteration are carbonic, together with some organic, acids. Where 

freely exposed to the air, 1t is, of course, from the atmosphere that the oxygen 

is derived; but where the decaying matter is in contact with the higher oxides 
of iron, as in soils derived from the disintegration of ferruginous rocks, it has 
the power of abstracting oxygen from them and reducing them to protoxide. 
the carbonic acid unites with the latter, forming ferrous carbonate, which is 

soluble in water containing an excess of carbonic acid. The water, then, drain- 
ing from such soils, and collecting into rivulets and streams, is more or less 

chalybeate. But in contact with air the ferrous carbonate is rapidly decomposed 
with escape of carbonic acid and re-oxidation of the iron to ferricoxide. A portion 
is thus precipitated during the flow of the water along its river-bed, but in such 

a finely divided state that the gentlest current is sufficient to keep the oxide in 

suspension. It is thus carried along, together with the carbonate remaining in 
solution, until, entering some expanse of stagnant water, it slowly sinks to the 

bottom. The ferrous carbonate is here further decomposed, forming a thin 
film of oxide nn the surface, which breaks up and sinks, to be replaced by 

» Manual of the Geology of India, p. 353. 

* Geology of Ireland, p. 163. 
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another gradually formed film of the same kind. A portion of the iron also is, in 
some cases, deposited through the agency of living organisms. The organic 
acids form salts of iron, which are of frequent occurrence in bog-ores.! 

Now, as the original ‘leaching out’ of the iron from the ferruginous soil depends 

on the decay of vegetable matter, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the 
quantity so extracted will bear some relation to the luxuriance of the vegetation 
and the rapidity of its decay, which are themselves intimately connected with 

high temperature and humidity of climate. It is doubtless true that lacustrine de- 

posits of iron are being formed in comparatively high latitudes at the present 

day. More than a thousand lakes in Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Northern 
Russia are said to afford examples of this.2 But expanses of water for the 
ore to form in are a necessary condition, as well as decaying vegetable matter 
to extract the iron, and lakes are far more numerous in high than in low 
latitudes. At the present time, while the lakes of Northern Europe are to be 
numbered by hundreds, those in Peninsular India of any size may be counted 
on one’s fingers. Other conditions being similar, it appears probable that 
lacustrine ore would form more abundantly in a hot and humid, than in a cold, 
climate.$ 

The view that high-level laterite is of lacustrine, and, in so far as the iron is 

concerned, of chemical origin’, seems to offer an explanation of the high per- 

centage of iron in the rock, as well as of its tolerably uniform diffusion over wide 
areas. It at the same time presents an apparent reason for the undoubted partly 
detrital character of the laterite in some areas,® materials in solution and carried 

alcng mechanically having entered the lakes together and been deposited toge- 

ther in varying relative proportions. It also affords a seemingly plausible 
explanation of the connection between the trappean and lateritic rocks of India, 
as well as the occurrence of laterite unconnected with volcanic overflows. Any 

ferruginous rock may, if the necessary conditions are present, have its iron leached 

out to be subsequently concentrated elsewhere; but the trappean rocks are those 
which combine in the highest degree a widely extended area and a considerable 
percentage of iron. 

In considering the question of how far the present position of the high-level 
laterite supports, or is adverse to, the supposition of a series of lakes and marshes 
having at one time existed in the lateritic area, the post-tertiary changes of level 

1 Vide Bischof’s Chemical and Physical Geology, I, 166. Leconte’s Elements of Geology, 
pp 186, 374, &e., &. 

* Bischof, I, 170. 

* Mr. Blanford has discussed the evidence tending to show that the climate of India was colder 
during the glacial epoch of Europe than it is at present (Manual, p. 872). But there does not seem 
to be any reason to suppose that during other portions of the tertiary period, the temperature was 
lower than it is now. . 

* The action of decaying vegetable matter should, it sooms ¢0 me, be classed as chemical rather 
than organic (in 2 geological sense), for although the changes are’ predaced through the agency of 
organic matter, the latter acts merely chemically and not thewigh ite vitality, which is extinct. 

5 Manual, p. 368. Memoirs, TI, 96. 
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in the Indian Peninsula discussed by Mr. Blanford' should not be lost sight of, 
although he considers that the relative changes of level in the Deccan have not 
been very great. The mere fact that laterite is frequently found capping the 
highest eminences cannot be taken as an argument against its lacustrine origin, 
for, as Mr. Blanford has pointed out,’ it resists disintegration far better than 
most of the trappean rocks. Although now, therefore, often covering some of the 
highest ground, it may at the time of its formation have occupied the lowest.* 

Doubtless the view I have alluded to is not without its difficulties. I have 
not brought it forward under the supposition that it affords a complete and in 

every way satisfactory solution of the laterite problem, but as one with at least 

sufficient prima facie plausibility about it to render it worthy of discussion. The 
intertrappean beds near the base and in the upper portion of the volcanic series 

show that lakes and marshes did exist at times, and it may very well be asked 
why no laterite was deposited in them. Whatever view, however, be taken of 

the origin of the rock, its non-occurrence interstratified with the volcanic flows 

seems to be difficult of explanation.* 
The foregoing remarks refer more especially to the high-level laterite 

conrected with the volcanic rocks of India. In other parts of the country, 
‘original laterite’ (as contradistinguished from the detrital variety derived from 
the degradation of pre-existing laterite) seems to exist in positions where no 
such connection can be traced.’ Mr. Theobald, for instance, describes laterite 

in Pegu as forming a portion of the older alluvium, and as of estuarine origin. 
He points out that the materials from which it has been formed have been de- 

rived from the metamorphic rocks of the Poungloung ranges, and in a less degree 
from the tertiaries of the Pegu range.’ In these cases, also, the iron may have 
been leached out, and subsequently concentrated, through the} agency of vege- 

table decay, not through mochanical degradatioa alone. : 

1 Manual, p. 875. 
2 Ibid., p. 868. 
2 Ibid., p. 363. 
* Striking examples of an analogous kind are to be seen in the volcanic district of Auvergne. 

The outbursts there took place on a granitic plateau, which is fringed by a series of valleys and spurs 
leading down to, and overlooking, the plain of the uimagne. The flows of lava at the time of their 

emission of course, like any other fluid, chose the lowest ground they conld find; the more recent 
consequently fill up the bottoms of the present valleys; but owing to the rapidity with which the 

granite is disintegrated in comparison to the basaltic lava, the remnants ot the most ancient 
streams are found capping some of the highest spurs and isoluted hills. Yet the earliest volcanic 
outbursts are believed to be of Upper Eocene data, or more recent, perhaps, than some of the high- 
level laterite (vide Manual, p. xiii). 

5 There are indeed layers of red bole here and there, interbedded with the traps, which Mr. 
Blanford considers have had a similar origin with the laterite (Manual, pp. 304, 367). Exactly 

similar layers are met with in the volcanic rocks of Antrim. They are regarded by Sir C. Lyell as 
representing ancient soils, formed by superficial decomposition of the lava “or where volcanic 
sand has been thrown down from above or washed over the older lava by torrents and floods ” 
(British Association Report, 1874, Geological Section, p. 69. Phil. Trans., 1858, p. 711). 

® Mr, Foote (Memoirs, X, 27) draws a marked distinction between ‘true sedimentary laterite’ 

and the rock which is associated with volcanic products. 

Memoirs, X, 56. 
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The gencral question admits, in some degree, of being put to the proof. If 
the view indicated above be a correct one, the water of the streams flowing 

through the trappean area, especially in the portions where the climate is most 
humid, ought to contain an appreciable amount of iron in solution, and the ex- 
amination of the mud at the bottom of some of the old artificial lakes in the 
voleanic area (in localities where no laterite exists in the catchment area) would 
show whether anything resembling laterite is now being formed in such posi- 
tions. 

In the Geological Magazine for July 1880, Mr. W. J. McGee of Farley, Iowa, 

U. S. A., compares the ferriferous deposits of the Upper Mississippi basin with 
Indian laterite in reference to the origin of the latter. ‘“ Briefly the Missis- 
sippi valley ores are attributed to the agency of decomposing vegetable matter 
in hberating the iron from adjacent rocks and earths, and the subsequent 
combination of this iron with the atmospheric oxygen. This property of vegetal 
solution was long ago pvinted out by Dr. Sterry Hunt. Accordingly, the iron is 

most abundant in those formations and localities in which the decomposition of 

vegetable matter has been greatest. In accordance with the principle indicated 
above, it may be suggested that the Indian laterite is the product of the alter- 
ation «x situ of the underlying rocks by the usually recognised atmospheric 

and chemical agencies, modified by the action of decomposing vegetation. In 

consequence of the operation of this last factor, all the iron of the rocks has 
probably been retained near its original position (and possibly increased through 

metasomatism), while other elements have been borne off in the winds or carried 
down to the sea. The accumulation of laterite in any region would, if this 

view be correct, depend (1) on the solubility of the basal rock; (2) on the pro- 
portion of contained iron; (3) on the fertility of the soil formed by its disinte- 

gration ; and (4) very largely on the climate of the region.” 
It will be observed that Mr. McGee ascribes to decomposing vegetation a 

large share in the production of the rock in question, a view in favour of which 

there is, I think, much to be said. But that laterite is a product of alteration 
an situ of the underlying rocks is a view open to serious objections, which have 

been fully discussed by Mr. Blanford.1. I need not therefore allude to them 
here, but they are not, as it seems to me, removed by an appeal to the agency 

just alluded. 

Notes ow some Ra&jmahél plants.—By Orroxar Fuistmantut, M. D., Palaeontologyst, 
Geological Survey of India. 

(With Plates I and IT). 

In the preface recently issued for the second volume of the Gondwéna fiora,* 

I have given the entire list of plants known up to date from the upper portion 

of the Gondwana system. I have introduced in it some alterations regarding 
the systematical position of several plants, as required by recent systems of 
classification, and after re-examination of the specimens concerned. As | could 

1 Manual, p. 860. =<? 

* Pal, Indica, 1960 {consi of ‘Nos. 1 and 2 of Ser. XI). 

a 
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not then give any illustrations, I do so now of two of the most interesting 

species from the Rajmahdl group, the systematical position of which needed 

readjustment, and I add figures of a few others from the same group. 

FILICES. 

Family: CYATHEACEZ. 

Genus: Dicxsonrs, L’Heérit. 

(1877. Feistmantel: Rajmahal flora, Cont, Pal. Ind., Ser. IT-2, p 75). 

A real Dicksonia was described by me (I. ¢., pp. 70-77) from the Rajmahil 

group in the Rajmahal hills, at about the same time as Prof. Heer introduced 

this genus in his Jurassic Flora of Mastern Siberia and the Amur countries, 

so that in this case I acted entirely independently of this author. There remained, 
however, several other forms (especially amongst the Sphenoplerulee) with their 
older names, which have now to be included in this genus, as has been mdicated 
by Prof. Schimper in his most recent work on general phytopalwontology ,' and 
this has been done in the aforesaid list. These forms, which are now to be placed 

with Dicksonia, are: Sphenopteris comp. aryuta, L. and H., and UWymenophyllites 
bunburyanus, Oldh. and Morr., sp. 

A third species was classed before with Pecopteris, and to this specially my 
‘marks will refer. 

Dicxson1a (PecoPreris) LopatTa, Oldh. and Morr., sp. (Fstm ) Pl. I, figs. 1-2. 

1862. Pecopteris lobata, Oldh. and Morr : Pal. Ind., Ser. II-1, p. 52, Pl XXVIII, 

fig. 1, Pls. XXIX, XXX. 

1877. Feistmantel: 1. ¢., p. 92, Pl. XXXVIJ, fig. 3 (comparing it with Dicks bindra- 
bunensis). 

9. Schimper, in “Handbuch der Paleontologie’” by Zittel and Schimper, 
Vol II-1, p. 94. 

1880. Feistmantel, with Dicksonia : Preface to Vol. I], Gondwana Flora, p, xii. 

wT 18 

In my continuation of the Rajmahal flora (1. c., p. 92), I pointed to the re- 
semblance of the fructificating specimens of this species to Dichksonia bindia- 
bunensis, then described by me; I did not, however, then attempt to definitely 

establish this view. In my list of the Upper Gondwana fossils in the preface 
to the second volume of the Gondwana flora, I have included this species with 

Dicksonia, and I give now (on PI. I) a few illustrations for explanation. 
In PL. I, fig. 2, is one pinna of the original (specimen) figured in Dr. Oldham’s 

and Prof. Morris’ Raéjmahal flora (1862), Pl. XXX*; it represents a sterile 
frond; fig. 2a shows a pinnula enlarged, with the only veins visible. 

Fig. 1 represents two pinnule of a specimen which was not figured before, 

but which I found amongst those brought, I believe, by Mr. V. Ball. The 

specimen somewhat resembles that mentioned above (figured in the Raéjmahdl 

1 Zittel and Schimper: Handbuch der Palwontologie, II Bd., 1te Lieferung (by Schimper). 
Only so much (Alge Filices) \_ .2 yet published. 

2 The specimen figured on Pl, XXJX, fig. 1, is the same as that on Pl, XXX, 
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flora, Pl. XXX), but the pinnul# are in fructification throughout; figs. la 
and 1) are enlarged portions of the right pinna, to show the position of the 
fructification. 

When discussing the Dicksonia bindrabunensis,? I alluded to this fructification, 
writing (l.c.): ‘“ If I am not wrong then, the species which Messrs. Oldham 
and Morris described as Pecopteris lobata, O. M., could perhaps, from the fructifi- 

cation, be put rather also near this form.” If we compare these two forms, we 
shall find a great analogy ag regards the position of the sporanges, but in 

Dicksonia bindrabunensis, Fstm., they are much smaller, while in Pecopt. lobata, 
Oldh. and Morr., they occupy almost one-half of the pinnula-lobe and are very 
prominent; they are placed on that half of the lobe which is turned away from 

the rhachis of the pinna; towards the apex of the pinna the pinnule become 

less lobed, until they become single lobes themselves, and in these apical -lobes _ 
also the fructification is of the same character. I could find no trace of veins 
by most careful search. 

This form then increases the number of the fossil species of Dicksonia. 
It is from Bindrabun, N.-W. Rajmahal hills. 

TANIOPTERIDEA. 

ANGIOPTERIDIUM SPATHULATUM. PI. I, fig. 3. 

1862-77. Gondwana flora, Vol. I, p. 89 (Oldh. and Morr.), 97 (Fstm.) 

I figure this specimen, which is of exactly the same type as those figured on 
Pl. VI of Messrs. Oldham and Morris’ Raéjmahal flora (I. c.), only because it 
comes from a new locality; it occurs together with another plant to be mentioned 
hereafter on the-same rock specimen, which bears the inscription ‘“ Sikragullee,” 
and there is little doubt that it comes from the small outlier of Raéjmahal beds 

on the Ganges, east of Sahibganj. It is preserved in a light olive-green shale, 
the impressions of the leaves being quite white. 

LYCOPODIACEA. 

I have only recently introduced this order into the list of the Upper 
Gondwana fossils (J. c., p. x1x), with one species formerly described in quite a 
different class. 

LYCoOPoDITES GRACILIS, Oldh. Morr., sp. (Fstm., 1880), Pl. II, fir. 2. 

1862. Oldham and Morris: Réjmahdél flora, Pl. XXXIIJ, figs. 1-2. (Name in the ex- 
planation of the plate only). 

1877. Feistmantel: Cheirolepis, Réjmah4l flora, Cont. p. 139, 
1880. Lycopodites, Gondwana flora, Vol. I1, preface, p. xix. 

When first describing this plant (J. c.), I placed it by the characters then 
known to me with Oheirolepis ; but I then siready noted in my diagnosis : 

“ Planta tota habitum Lycopodii immitante” «~ 

i Gondwins foes, Yel. 1, p. 97. 
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Lately I discovered a specimen in our collections with an apical cone-like 

fructification, entirely after the manner of some living Lycopodiacee. The 
leaflets (which, however, in this specimen do not show well the tetrastichous 

disposition) become, from the place of ramification, smaller and smaller towards the 

apical portion of the branchlets until they pass into the cone-like fructification. 

There can be little doubt about the lycopodiaceous nature of this fossil now, 

which was already suspected also by Prof. Heer in his Jurassic Flora of Kastern 

Siberia. 
Fig. 3a shows some of the branchlets enlarged. 
This species is from Bindrabun, N. W. Rajmahal hills. 

CYCADEACEA., 

Order: ZAMIELZL. 

Bub-order: DICTYOZAMIER. 

DicTyozaMITES INDICUs, Fstm. Pl. I, fig. 1. 

I give another figure of this interesting species, because it is rather rare in the 
Rajmah4l hills, and because it comes from a new locality, Sikragali, the same, 

as already mentioned before, with Angiopteridium spathulatum, with which it 
occurs on the same rock specimen. 

CONIFER. 

Patissya tnpica, Oldham & Morr. sp. (Fstm.) Pl. II, figs. 3, 3.. 

There is little doubt that the specimen figured at present belongs to the above 

species, although it somewhat differs in the manner of ramification from the 
original drawing in Messrs. Oldham and Morris’ Réjmahél flora (Pl. XXXIII), 
and given again from the type specimen in my Jabalpér flora.’ On the other 
hand, it shows a great analogy with a plant which Prof. Heer in his paper on the 
permian plants from Fiinfkirchen in Hungary® described as Voltzia hungarica, Hr. 
There is little of Volézia-like appearance in the latter species, a view which we 
find also expressed in Mr. D. Stur’s review of Heer’s pauper.’ Prof. Heer’s figure* 

resembles indeed much more a Palissya, and szems to differ from my present 
drawing by its size only. Figs. 2b and 36 (Heer, J. c., Pl. XXII) show the 
leaflets with the middle vein, but the drawing gives an impression as if there 

were three veins, just as is the case with one of the original drawings of Palissya 
indica (Oldham and Morris, J. c. ),* but which appearance was pointed out by 

Prof. Heer as being not a character of Palissya. I therefore draw special atten- 

tion to Prof. Heer’s figures of the leaflets with the middle vein. 

If Prof Heer’s fossil is, as from the figure it would seem most naturally to be, 

1 Gondwana flora, Vol. Il, pt. 2, Pl. VIII, fig. 1. 

2 Jahrb. d, kongl. Ungarischen Geol. Anstalt, V Bd., 1 Ht, 1876, pp. 12-14, Pls. XXII 

XXXIL 
® Verh. dor. kk. Geol. Rvichsanstalt, 1877, p. 48. 
4 Pi, XXXII, fig. 6. 
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also placed with this genus, it would represent a permian forerunner of the subse- 
quent mesozoic forms, The table of sequence would be this— 

Palissya indica, Oldham sp. (Fstm.) Upper Gondwana (Jura), India. 
Palissya brauni, Endl. Rhat. and Lias, Europe. 

Palissya hungarica, Heer. sp. Permian, Europe. 

Our specimen is from Bindrabun, N. W. Rajmahal hills, 
Fig. 3a shows enlarged leaflets with the middle vein. 

CHEIROLEPIS comp. Miinster1, Schimp. Pl. I, fig. 4. 

1877, Feistmantel: Golapili flora. Gondwana flora, Vol. I, p. 185, pl. VII, fig. 8. 

I have figured this fragment of a coniferous plant, because itis the first of 
this kind from the Rajmahal hills. An entirely like form was figured by myself 

from the Rajmahdl group of Golapili (J. c, above), and a similar form was men- 

tioned by me from the sandstones near Jangaon in the Central Provinces, which 

I also tried to correlate with the Rajmahal group. 

The present specimen is from Bindrabun, N. W. R&jmahfl hills. 

The list of localities where fossils in the Rijmahal group were found (Vol. I, 
Gondwana flora, preface) is therefore here increased by one locality— 

Sikragal, on the Ganges, about 2 miles east of Sahibganj. The fossils identi- 
fied from here are : 

Angipter:idvum spathulatum, Schimp (PI. I, fig. 3). 
Dictyozamites mducus, Fstm. (2.17 fig. 1). 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. - 

Plate I, figs. 1,2. Dicksonia lobata, Oldham, sp , formerly described as Pecopteris. 
Fig. 1, two pinne ofa specimen in fructification. Fig. 2, a 

pinna of a sterile specimen. Figs. 1a, 1b, and 2a, enlarged 
portions. From Bindrabun, Raéjmahal hills. 

Fig. 3. Angiopteridium spathulatum, Schimp, One specimen of the 
typical form. 
From Sikragali, N. Réjmahal hills. 

Plate II, fig. 1. Dictyozamites indicus, Fstm. From Sikragali. 
»» La. One leaflet enlarged, showing the netted venation. 

Fig. 2. Lycopodites gracilis, Oldham, sp. (Fstm.) The specimen in 
natural size, showing the dichotomous branchlets, with apical 
cone-like fractification. 

Fig. 2a. Is a cone-bearing portion enlarged. 
From Bindrabun, N. W. R&jmahbél hills, 

Fig. 3. Palissya indica, Oldham, sp. (Fstan.), somewhat differing 
in appearance from the type-specisngm, tant no doubt the same 
species. Fig. 2, leaflets anlessed, ; : 
From Bindraban. tale fected Gace 

Fig. 4. Oheiroclepis comp. Mentor’, eis aa REIS aa 
— Lawes SRP * a pena pny Vented Provinces. 
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Travelled blocks of the Panjab.— By A. B. Wrnnz, F.G.S., Geological Survey 
of India. 

In his recent paper on the pleistocene deposits of the Punjab, Records, Geo- 
logical Survey, India, Vol. XIII, Part 4, Mr. Theobald makes several allusions to 
my remarks concerning the Punjab erratics: the manner in which he does so 
calls for some slight notice and correction on my part. 

My colleague is not warranted in regarding me as an antiglacialist, merely 

because I reserved my opinions for satisfactory evidence completely connecting 
the presence of the transported masses with its cause. 

At page 222 his interpretation of my account of the Indus-borne detritus on 

the crests of hills in the Chica range, leads to the supposition that I represented 

the Indus as having left its present rocky channel through the Nil4b Gash gorge 
since this gorge was formed. A moment’s intelligent consideration of the prob- 
lem will show that when the river may have left its gravel or boulders at the 
elevations named above its banks, the present channel could have had no exist- 

ence. While here advocating the persistence of the river in occupation of its 
present course, elsewhere in the paper he urges its having wandered, and points 

out the likelihood of a lake basin having extended' from Attock to R4&walpindi 
through which the Indus flowed. As at least one depression in the range lying 
between these places is occupied near Jani-ke-sang with supposed lacustrine 
deposits, and as parts of the Potwé4r plateau are higher than parts of the{Chita 
range, it is very possible an ancient lake may have occupied the whole cquntry, 
in which case the Indus might have traversed many portions of its area. 

The occurrence of coarse detrital deposits of Indus and local driff on the 
summits of the hills over Kélabégh, supports my suggestion that the river once 

occupied a higher general gradient (Memoirs, Geological Survey, India, Vol. 
XVII, pt. 2, p. 25). . 

Before the imaginative and superficial idea that the Indus boulderg§ on the 
Chita range were carried there by human agency, for building houses or adorning 

. the graves of pijiriarchs, can be accepted, the ruins of the villages and graves 
should have been pointed out amongst the lofty crags and jungles of ‘these 
mountains. The natural piety called into court should prevent the desecration of 
the graves which ought to be found wherever the boulders occur, but arenot. .This 

_ ides 3 is quite tog simple to have escaped any one familiar with the habits of the 
when on the ground, and having suggested iteelf was abandoned for lack 

gt support, while that any mountaineers who ever permanently inhabited these 
nye eerried heavy stones up the mountain to build with when stones abound- 

ai'.on “ie spot, is an argument almost as valuable aa any other I find in the 
é 2°44 before me. Carts do not exist in that partof the country, and camels are 
ie. Sry tues jungles, Arguing from analogy, if thene 

e. tormerly inhabited, it would’ be mare Ehely the nomeds, who, 
i to. same extent, would t employ = comels ‘ curry tenis 
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bedded limestone. There is scarcely a conceivable curve or angle of bedding 
which their rocks do not present, and it seems silly to be obliged to point out that 
if changes in surface configuration such as are spoken of in the paper have taken 
place, no atom of the hill surface on which Indus deposits may have originally rest- 
ed could now be preserved, particularly in the lower parts of the hills, Hence the 

discovery of transported matter in the mountain fissures could have no more 
importance or the reverse than their occurrence where I found them far above 

the road on which my friend seems to have made his observations. 

As stated in my writings and repeated in the paper referred to, I have always, 
like most others, been compelled to associate the presence of the Punjab trans- 

ported masses with ice agency, and I find myself no further convinced of the fact 
after perusal of my friend’s elaborate paper. 

Mr. Theobald’s effort is to connect this association of the blocks with one 
particular kind of ice agency, namely, glacier transport versus any other variety. 
Readers of his papers must decide for themselves how far he has succeeded in 
doing so, or how far his assertion that he has found the key to the whole mystery 
goes to prove his puint. The question is complex, tempting to imaginative specu- 

lation, and involving large assumptions as to former conditions. As yet it seems 

to me nothing has been advanced to show where the glaciers made over the 
blocks to water carriage, or why one ice-agency should be preferred to the other 
where the blocks have reached the lower levels. Neither glaciers nor icebergs 
wander over the Indus plains at present, and the blocks certainly prove that con- 
ditions have changed since their wanderings ended, but this any person could 
have seen before Mr. Theobald advocated the former extension of Himalayan 
glaciers into India; and Mr. Campbell went there, saw his ground, and contested 
his conclusions. Thecontroversy seems unfortunately to have left the question 
exactly where it was at first, so far as conclusive evidence is concerned, 

A. B. WYNNE. 
Kingstown, December 8rd, 1880. 

Appendiz to “ Paleontological notes on the Lower Trias of the Himalayas.” — 
By C. L. Grrespaca, F. G. 8., Geological Survey of India. 

A passage in my “ Paleontological notes on the Lower Trias of the Hymalayas’’ 
in Records, Vol. XIII, pages 103 and 104, has been pointed out to me as misleading, 
and I now freely admit that the sentence, as framed by me, may be construed into 
& quite opposite meaning from what I intended. Unfortunately I was away in 
Kgndahar when the paper was printed, or else I should probably myself have 
wbticed the sentence when looking over the proof-sheets, and would have supple- 
mented it. To prevent further misunderstandings, I hasten to sxplain its 
meaning. 

Last year when working out the fossils of dhe lowest arias (Werton bods) 
of the Niti and Milam sections of the Hiselephly % searched the literature for 
any evidence of « former iden“’“-—' -<. oh hi Aqpeet of the Alpine trias in 
Asia, snd the ouly reference whisk sasuelh 
feewe beds in other parts af-one 7" - dm. Hholieakcs's “ Geological ee. 
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tions across the Himalaya mountains,” Memoirs, Vol. V. pt. I, p. 24, under the 
heading “ Carboniferous—Kuling series,” where he says: “The white quartzite 
of the Muth series is, to the south of the village, overlaid in one place by a small 
thickness of a carbonaceous, concretionary shale, and a little further to north- 

east by undoubted triassic limestone. I regret not to have observed any fossils 
in the concretionary shale, which is followed a little higher up by triassic 

limestone also. In so far I am not certain whether the true carboniferous rocks 
rise here higher up and overlie the white quartzite.” 

These dark shales only, still included by Stoliczka under the Kuling series, 
I referred to in my paper above quoted. The true carboniferous (Kuling series) 
group I found developed just in as great force in the Niti section as they are in 
the North-West Himalayas, and I describe them briefly in my paper “ Geological 

notes,” Records, Vol. XIII, p. 85. 

Of course I should not have thought to include these shales amongst the 
trias, if I had not found amongst Stoliczka’s collections in our museun, still 
partly undescribed, specimens also marked ‘“ Kuling,” which bear a close resem- 

blance to my triassic forms. The rock, a dark soft micaceous shale, is identical 
with my Werfen beds ; it contains in considerable numbers a Productus, not iden- 
tical with the P. semireticulatus, Mart., from Kashmir, but rather resembling the 

Productus latirostratus, Howse, var., which I found associated with true lower 

triassic forms in the Hundes Himalayas, Besides that fossil I found in Stoliczka’s 
collection one specimen of the Posidonomya angusta, Hau., which is found in 
great numbers in the upper Werfen horizon of my own section. I therefore 
concluded that some of the shales of the Kuling series, as described by Stoliczka, 
may probably belong to the triassic group, but certainly not the whole Kuling 
series, which contains also at Niti and other points of my ground true carboni- 
ferous fossils. 

_ Note on some Mammalian Fossils from Perim Island, im the collection of the 

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.—By R. LYDEKKER, B.A., ¥.Z.S.; 
Geological Survey of India. 

I have just had an opportunity of examining a collection of vertebrate fossils 
from the Siwaliks of Perim Island, in the collection of the Bombay Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, and as some of these specimens are of high in- 
terest, I think it may be not ont of place to record the following notes con- 
cerning them. I may add that I hope we may be able to obtain these 
fossils either permanently or temporarily in the Indian Museum for full descrip- 
tion, and proper exhibition in our fine classified collection of Indian tertiary 
vyertebrata. - 
,< Peghaps the most important fossils in the collection are an upper and a lower 
ifwe of Dinctherium indioum (Falo.), each containing the last two molars. 

aan ter an’ are ubique; the two lest lower molars have been hitherto 
"2 melars are only knows by a helf of a tooth figured 

saumtber of the ‘Palsontologia Indica’ .(“ Siwalik and 
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Narbada Proboscidia”’). These specimens are of gigantic size, and in hs respect 
quite different from D. pentapotamie (Falc.). 

The next specimen is the entire palate of Acerotherium perimense (Falc. and 
Caut.), showing the whole of the molar dentition: the molars are but little 
worn, and quite perfect. This splendid specimen exhibits the dentition of this 
species in a more complete form than any of the still undescribed specimens in 
the Indian Museum. No complete specimen of the dentition of A. perimense 
was known to Falconer. There is also a very fine specimen of the lower jaw of 
the same species. 

The last specimen I have to notice is the ramus of a mandible of a trilopho- 
dont mastodon, containing the penultimate and last two molars. The teeth seem 

to agree in form with those of A. pandionis (Falc.), but are smaller than any of 
the Siwalik specimens. I cannot, however, be sure of the specific identification 

without comparison. 

Bombay, January 14th. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

A goblet of green serpentine from Shiggar, Baltistén. 
Ricuarp LYpDEKKER, Esq. 

Twelve specimens of minerals: calcite (2); cryolite; diaspore; gbthite (2); olivenite; 
persbergite; pucherite; pyrargyrite; vivianite (2). 

THe BaimsH Museum. 

Thirteen specimens of American minerals: allanite ; barcenite ; cerargerite ; cerussite (argen- 
tiferous); galena (argentiferous and auriferous); guadalcaz arite; itacolumite; living- 
etonite ; pyrargyrite (with stromeyerite, fahlerz, etc.) ; samarskite ; sipylite ; tellurium ; 
zircon. 

J. W. Matret, Esq., M.D., University of Virginia. 

Graphite, fireclay and crucibles. 
Tue Parent Prumpaco Crvcrste Company, Battersea, London. 

Asbestos, crude and manufactured (16 specimens). 

JoHN Bert, Esq., Southwark Sireet, London. 

Twenty-one samples of hones, grindstones, etc. 

Merssrs. THos. Hazzon & Co., 150, Leadenhall Street, Londun. 

Twenty-five specimens of cast and rolled iron, and of the raw materials. 

Toe Low Moor Inon Works, Bradford, Yorkshire. 

A series of 94 specimens illustrating the manufacture of China-ware. 
Mxsses. Miwron & Co., Stobé-upon-Tront, 

A series of volcanic specimens collected in the neighbourhood of the Puy de Dome, 
Auvergne. eid : 

; = wR b Maras, Esq. 

Samples of fire-clay, fire-bricke, and two large vest. «0: 
“Fo ae Bru Qo. Glasgow. 
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Donors. 

Natural phosphates, and artificial manures; raw and burnt pyrites. 
Mrssrs. W. & H. M. Govuipine & Co., Dublin. 

Eight samples of carbolic acid, picric acid, and aurine. 
Messrs. Cuas. Lowe & Co., Manchester. 

Nineteen samples f coal-tar and its products. 
F. C. Catvert & Co., Manchester. 

Seventeen specimens: ores, fuel, flux, slag and pig-irons. 
Merssgs. W. Barzrp & Co., Glasgow. 

Raw and ground fire clay and fire-bricks. 
GLENBoIG Fire-cLay Company, Glasgow. 

Thirty specimens illustrating the raw materials and the manufacture of crown and sheet lass. 

Mxssrs. Coanck Broruers & Co., Birmingham. 
Sicili n asphalte, raw, compressed, and manufactured. 

THe Limmgr AsSpHALTE Pavine Company, 85, Gracechurch Street, London, 

Forty samples of mineral pigments, and specimens illustrating the manufacture of white lead. 

Messrs. W. W. anv R. Jonnson anv Sons, 737, Commercial Road, London. 

Forty specimens of aniline dyes and other products. 
ActTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT FUR ANILIN-FABRIKATION, Berlin. 

Specimens of petroleum from Jaba and Fatehganj, Punjab. 

J. BuacKBuEN, Esq., Oriental Gas Company, Calcutta. 

Crinoidal limestone (? triassic) from south of Kulail, Chamba. 
J. Barpees Leer, Esq. 

Lava from Vesuvius. 

Dr. J. ANDERSON, F.R.S. 

Asbestos, salt, magnetic iron-ore, pyrites & galena, from the Kurram valley, Afghanistan. 

H. A. AnpERson, Esq., CS., Assistant Political Officer. 

Fire-clay from Dowlaishwaram, Godavari District. 
T. VANSTAVEEN, EsqQ., Dumagudiem. 

Oriental topaz (yellow sapphire) and true topaz from Ceylon. 
W. Kine, Esq. « 

Carapace of Zrionya (from a Siwalik collection purchased in London). 

| By exchange, ANatomicaL Muszum, Cambridge. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From lst Ocrosser to 3lst DecrmBer 1880. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

Barz, V.—On the Coal-fields and Coal Production of India (1880), 8vo, pht., Dublin. 
THe AvtTHOR. 

». V.—On the mode of occurrence and distribution of Diamonds in India (1880), 8vo, 
, Dublin, 

Tos Avrznon. 

Bovseurawat, J. B.~—Rocherches sur les ossements de Canides: constatés en France a ast 
Bet ceca période queer Sve, pht., Paris. 

R, Lapaxxas, ne. 
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Titles of Books, Donors. 

CHaNtTRE, E.—De l'origine orientale de la Métallurgie (1879), 8vo, Lyon. 
P. N. Boss, Esq. 

E.—Relations entre les Sistres Bouddhiques et certains objets de l’age da Bronze 
Euro n 1880), 8 , Lyon. péen (1880), 8vo, Lyon P. N. Boss, Ese. 

Dawkins, W. Borp.—Early man in Britain and his place in the Tertiary Period (1880), 
8vo, London. : 

Engineer’s Journal, Vols. VII to IX (1864-66), 4to, Calcutta. 
Henry, JamiEs.—Aeneidea, or Critical, Exegetical and Aesthetical Remarks on the Aeneis, 

Vol. II (continued) (1879), vo, Dublin. 
Tux AUTHOR. 

Hooxer, J. D., anp BentrHam, G.—Genera Plantarum, Vol. I, pts. 1 and 2, Vol. Il, and 

Vol. ITI, pt. 1 (1862-1880), 8vo, London. 
Hooxer, Siz Wa. Jacxson.—Species Filicum, Vols. IY—V (1862-64), 8vo, London. 

In Memoriam. Joseph Octave Delepierre, born 12th March 1802, died 18th August 1879 
(1880), 4to, London. 

N. Triipngr, Esq. 

JEFFREYS, J. G.—British Conchology, Vols. IV—V (1867 and 1869), 8vo, Lndon. 

List cf Articles sent by the Sub-Committee for Bengal to the Melbourne International Exhi- 
bition of 1880 (1880), fisc., Calcutta. 

THe CoMMITTEE. 

Louas, JoHN.—Manual of the Alkali Trade (1880), 8vo, London. 

LyprxxrEr, R.—Elementary Sketch of the Osteology of Birds (1880), 8vo, pht. 
THe AUTHOR. 

R.—Sketch of the history of the Fossil Vertebrata of India (1880), 8vo, pht. 

Tur AUTHOR. 

Miizzr, 8. A.—North American Mesozoic and Cenozoic Geology and Palwontologie (1880), 
8vo, Cincinnati. 

Scuimpsn, W. Px., anv Zitre, Kart, A.—Handbuch der Paleontology, Band I, lief. 4, 
and II, lief 2 (1880), 8vo, Miinchen. 

Spon’s Encyclopxdia of the Industrial Arts, Manufactures and Commercial Products, Divi- 
sion IT (1880), 8vo, London. 

Vorxov, A.—On cotton soil in India (Czernozom v. Indie) (1880), Roy. 8vo, St. Petersburg. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &. 

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XX, Nos, 117—119 (1880), Svo, 
New Haven. 

Tux Eprroxs. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, New Series, Band XI, Noa. 9—10 (1880), fvo, Leipsig. | 
Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol, XVII, livr. 2 and $ (1980), Ovo, Pasis. --. az 

LAverse. tne Mis. 
Annales des Sciences Géclogiques, Vol. XI, No. 2 (1890), Sen, Pate -ivroe 32, 
Annales des Sciences Natuarelles, 6th Series, Zoslagie ot Pts. Vola, IX, Hou. &~6, 

and X, Nos. 1~—8 (1880), Svo, Paris. 
Annals and Magasine of Natural History, Sth sien, on (1880), 8x0, 

He London. , gored of ie ands Be pees 

: oF Bok ac ; . 

: Sw at, . o “4 
a 
L5 

vai fr Weturgechichi, Sahig 
_ Shonen. Nos. 3758—277S (1900), Hi Sh 
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Beiblitter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band IV, Nos. 8—11 (1880), 8vo, 

Leipzig, 
Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3me Période, 

Vols. III, Nos. 6 and 7, and IV, Nos. 8 and 9 (1880), 8vo, Geneva. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3me Période, Vol. VII, Nos. 7—9, and VIIT, 
No. 10 (1880), 8vo, Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Nos. 29—46 (1880), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Cambridge University Reporter, No. 298 (1879), 4to, Cambridge. 

Chemical News, Vol. XLII, Nos. 1084—1098 (1880), 4to, London. 
Colliery Guardian, Vol. XL, Nos. 1026—1040 (1880), fol., London. 

Das Ausland, Nos. 36—49 (1880), Roy. 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. VII, Nos. 10—~12 (1880), 8vo, London. 

Iron, Vol. XVI, Nos. 899—413 (1880), fol., London. 

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XX, No. 3 (1880), 8vo, Paris. 

Journal of Science, 8rd Series, Vol. IT, Nos. 82—84 (1880), 8vo, London. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
Vol. X, Nos. 62—64 (1880), 8vo, London. 

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. L, Nos. 2349 to 2363 (1880), fol., London. 
Nature, Vol. XXII, Nos. 566—576, and XXIII, Nos. 577—580 (1880), 4to, London. 

Nature Novitates, Nos. 16—23 (1880), 8vo, Berlin. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palwontologie, Band II, heft 3 (1880), 8vo, 
Stuttgart. 

Ditto ditto ditto, I. Beilage-Band, heft 

1 (1880), 8vo, Stuttgart. 
Palzontographica, Band XXVII, Lief. 1, and Supplement III, Lief. 8 and 9 (1880), 4to, 

Cassel, 

Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XX VI, Nos. 9—11 (1880), 4to, Gotha. 

Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Supplement, Nos. 62 and 63 (1880), 4to, Gotha. 
Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. IX, No. 38 (1880), 8vo, 

Roorkee. 
Tz-omasON CoLLEGE oF Crvin ENGINEERING. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XX, No. 80 (1880), 8vo, 
London. 

The Zoological Record for 1878, Vol. XV (1880), 8vo, London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

BaneaLons.—Annual Report on the Administration of Mysore and Coorg for 1864-65 
(1866), 8vo, Bangalore. 

Home, Rev., & Acrr. DErarTMEnrt. 

Bomsay.— Cxamsens, F.—Brief sketch of the Meteorology of the Bombay Presidency in 
1878 and 1879 (1879-80), Svo, Bombay. 

MBETEOROLOGIOAL REPORTER, Bombay, 

Cuampuns, F.—Abnormal variations of Barometric Pressure in the Tropics and 
their relation to Sun-spots, Rainfall, and Famines (1880), fisc., Bombay. 

MzrsoroLogioaL Rurortas, Bomsayr. 

on the Administration of the Meteorological Department in Western 

; MutzonoLogicalL Ruroarez, Bomsar. 
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Bompay.—Report on the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1870-71, 1875-76, 

t 2 

1877-78, and 1878-79 (1871, 1876, 1878, and 1879), 8vo, Bombay. 

Home, Rev., & Acrr. DEPARTMENT. 

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, No. 50. 
Correspondence relating to canal clearances in the Hyderabad Collectorate 
in 1857-58 (1859), 8vo, Bombay. 

Home, Rev., & Acrit. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, No. 82. 

Report on the Question of Irrigation in the Yerla Valley, with a Map and 

ten Plans, &c. (1864), 8vo, Bombay. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT, 

Ditto ditto, New Series, No. 100. 

Papers ralating to the Pilotage System of Bombay (1866), 8vo., Bombay. 
Home, Rev., & Aari. Department. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, No. 55. 

Correspondence showing the measures taken by Syuds of Tatta in Scind 
to reduce the expenses on their birth, marriage, and funeral ceremonies 

(1862), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, Nos. 120, 

121, and 128. Police Reports of the Northern and Southern Divisions of 

the Bombay Presidency for 1868 to 1870 (1871-72), 8vo, Bombay. 
Homg. Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, Nos. 116, 

122, 131, 137, and 142. Annual Police Reports for 1868, 1869, and 

1871 to 1873, Province of Sind, (1871, 1873, and 1874), 8vo, Bombay. 

Homeg, Rev., & Acari. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, Nos. 127, 

136, and 141, Annual Reports of the Bombay Jails for 1870, 1872, and 
1878 (1872-74), 8vo, Bombay. 

Homs, Rav., & Acri. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, No. 149. 

Descriptive and historical account of the British out-post of Perm. 
Straits of Bab-El-Mandeb (1877), 8vo, Bombay. 

Home, Rev., & Ack. Department. 

Ditto ditto, New Series, No. 152- 

Archmological Survey of Western India. Report on the Architectural 
and Archwological Remains in the Province of Kachh ((1879), 8vo, 

Bombay. 
Home, Rzv., & Acur. DararTeEnt. 

British Burma.—Report on the Administration of British Burma during 1876-77 (1877), 
8vo, Rangoon. 

Homs, Ruv:, &. hese. Dewvarruanr. 

The British Burma Gazetteer, Vol. I (1980), Bus, Blangoon. 

Carer Cnearauainns-<o- Barren Bunma, 

Carat Provinczs, -“Morazt, J. cd eee SUC A aeition of the Central Pro- 
+ vinots for 1871-78 and Saar sg a Di, Sey Nagpur. 

is xe Ld 
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HiypErapap. Saunpers, Coaries B.—Report on the Administration of the Hyderabad 
Assigned Districts for 1870-71 (1871), 8vo, Hyderabad. 

Home, Rev., & Acari. DEPARTMENT. 

Inpd1a.—Annual Report of the Administration of the Province of Oudh for 1870-71, 1871- 
72, and 1873-74 (1871, 1872, and 1874), 8vo, Lucknow. 

Homer, Rev., & Aanui. DerantuEnt. 

List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India 
in the Home, Revenue, and Agricultural Department, the Legislative and 

Foreign Departments, on Ist July 1880, 8vo, Calcutta. 
Home, Rev., & AGRI. DEPARTMENT. 

Rajputana Gazetteer, Vol. III (1880), 8vo, Simla. 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Registers of original observations in 1879, reduced and corrected, July to October 
1879 (1880), 4to, Calcutta. 

Metror. Reporter to Govt. oF Inpia. 

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
No. 171. Report on the Administration of the Persian Gulf Political 
Residency and Muskat Political Agency for 1879-80 (188), 8vo, Calcutta. 

ForEIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Foreign Department, 
No. 48. Journal of the Salween Surveying Expedition, with map, und 

Report of the Karennee Mission (1865), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Homes, Rev., & Acri. DepartTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Foreign Department, 
No. 49. Journal of the Salween Surveying Expedition duiing 1864-65, 
with route map (1865), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rerv., & Acri. Department, 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, No. 70. 

Papers relating to the question of forming a separate Judicial Branch of the 

Civil Service in India, and the Legal Training of Civil Servants (1868), 
8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT, 

Ditto ditto, Foreign Department, 
Nos. 59 and 81. Reports on the Political Administration of Rayputana 
for 1865-66 and 1866-67, Part II, and 1869-70 (1867 and 1870), 8vo. 

Calcutta. 
Homes, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT, 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, No. 76. 

A collection of Despatches from the Home Government on the subject of 

Education in India, 1854-1868 (1870), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. Department. 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, No. 89. 
Minute by the Honble J. FitzJames Stephen on the Administration of 
Justice in British India (1872), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acrt. Devarrmenrt, 

Ditto ditto, Department of Agricul- 
dure, Revenue, and Commerce, No. 106. Extracts from the Reports ofthe 

Trigonometrical, Topographical, and Revenue Surveys of India for 1871-72 
(1878), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Aaui. Derparruxnr. 
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Inpia.—Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
Nos. 124, 131, 142, and 160. Reports on the working of the Thuggi 
and Dacoity Department for 1874 to 1877, with returns (1876 and 1878), 

Svo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acai. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, 
Nos. 133, 137, 143, and 147. Reports on publications issued and regis- 

tered in the several Provinces of British India dming 1874 to 1877 

(1877-78), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditta ditto, Home Department, 

No. 136. Papers relating to the expediency of having a distinct Judicial 
Branch of the Indian Civil Service (1877), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acari. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, 
No. 157, Vagrant Bands of Foreigners (1879), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DePaRTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Home Department, 

No. 155. Correspondence regarding the Law of Laad Sale (1879), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DEPARTMENT. 

Ditto ditto, Home, Revenue, and 

Agriculture Department, No. 167. Papers relating to the crime of 
robbery by poisoning (1880), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Acrr. DEPARTMENT. 

Synoptical Volumes VIII and IX, Great Trigonometrical Survey of India (1878), 
4to, Dehra Din. 

Great TrRIGoNomMETRICcCAL SURVEY. 

Mapgas.—Annual Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency during 1869-70 

(1870), 8vo, Madras. 

Home, Rev., & Acari. Department. 

Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. 25. Papers relating 
to the Uncovenanted Civil Service Examinations held in 1869-70 and 

1870-71 in the Madras Presidency (1872), 8vo, Madras. 

Home, Rev., & Acari. DePaRtTMent. 

Ditto ditto, No, 50. Papers relating 
to the Survey and Settlement of the Trichinopoly District (1876), Svo, 
Madras. 

Hous, Bev., & Acni. Derartuent, 

Ditto ditto, No, 63. Report on the 
treatment of Leprosy with Gurjun oil snd othér remedies in horpitals 
of the Madras aa aaa le ate acces ine oe 

: Hows, Ray. & Aant. Daranrusny.” 
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Mapras.—Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. 15. Reports on im- 
portant Public Works for 1853 (1855), 8vo, Madras, 

Home, Rev., & Aart. DEPARTMENT. 

= Ditto ditto, No. 19. Report on Vac- 
cination for 1868 (1869), 8vo, Madras. 

Home, Rev.. & Acer. Department. 

‘s Ditto ditto, Nos, 24 and 29. Annual 
Reports of the Civil Dispensaries for Session 1869-70, and for calendar 
year 1870 (1871-72), 8vo, Madras. 

Home, Rev., & Acri. DepaRTMENT. 

* Nitto ditto, Nos, 28 and 33. Reports 

on Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency for 1870-71 and 1871-72 

(1871-72), 8vo, Madras. 

Homer, Rev., & Acari. DEPARTMENT. 

ze Ditto ditto, No. 30. Annual Report 

on the Madras Medical College for 1871-72 (1872), 8vo, Madras. 

Home, Rev., & Acai. DrpaRTMENT. 

= SewEtt, Ropert.—Report on the Amravati Tope and Excavations on its site in 

1877 (1880), 4to, London. 

MapraS GOVERNMENT. 

PounsasB.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Dependen- 
cies, New Series, Nos. XVI and XVII (1880), 8vo, Lahore. 

PonszaB GOVERNMENT. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

Brruin.—Monatsbericht der Konig. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 
June to August (1880), 8vo, Berlin. 

Tae ACADEMY. 

» Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXII, heft 2 (1880), 
8vo, Berlin. 

THE Socrety. 

Boston.—Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. III, Part I, No. 3 
(1879), 4to, Boston. 

Tux Socrery. 

» Occasional papers of the Boston Society of Natural History, No. III (1880), 
8vo, Boston. 

THE Socrsry. 

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XX, Parts 2 and 3 
(1879-S0), Svo, Boston. 

THe Socrery. 

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, 
Vol. VII (1880), 8vo, Boston. 

9 

Tux AcaDEMY. 

< Bavesns.—Bulletin de la Société Belge de Géographie, No. 4 (1880), Svo, Bruxelles. 
Ree Tae Socirery 
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Titles of Books. Donors, 
BrussEis.—Commission de la Carte Géologique de la Belgique. Texte Explicatif du Levé 

Géologique de la Planchettes de Boisschot et d’Aerschot, with 2 Maps 
(1880), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

Grou. SurvEy, BrLaium. 

“ Errsorn, O. Van.—Texte Explicatif du Levé Géologique des Planchettes de 

Heyst-op-den-berg, de Putte, et de Lierre (1880), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

Grot. Survey, Brierum. 

oo”. Texte Explicatif du Levé Géologique des Planchettes de Malines et de Beveren 
(1880), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

Grou. Survry, Bre.eium. 

Catcurta —Indian Museum.—Annual Report. List of Accessions, and Selected Extracts of 
Minutes, April 1879 to March 1880 (1880), &vo, Calcutta. 

H. B. Mepvticott, Esq. 

a Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLIX, Part I, 

No. 3, and Part II, No. 3 (1880), 8vo, Calcutta. 

THE Socrery. 

9 Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. VII and VIII (1880), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Tux Society, 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XVI, Part 3 (1880), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Tur Survey. 
.: Palezontologia Indica.—Fossil Flora of the Gondwana System by Dr. O. 

Feistmantel, Vol. 1II, Part 2, and Indices to Vols. I and II (1880), 4to, 

Calcutta. 

Tue Survey. 

‘s Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIII, Part 4 (1880), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Grot. Survey or Inpra. 

CamMBRIDGE.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VII (1880), 8vo, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

MovsEuM OF ComMPaRATIVE ZOOLoGyY. 

<i Memoirs of ;jthe Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VII (1880), 4to, 
Combridge, Mass. 

Musrum oF CoMPaRATIVE ZooLoey. 

Dusrin.—Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, No. XXX (1863), and No. XLV, Vol. VII 
(1878), 8vo, Dublin. 

Tam Socrery. 

es Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, New Beries, Vol. I, Parte 
1-3, and Vol. II, Nos. 1-6 (1877-1880), 8vo, Dublin. © 

Taz Socrery. 

~ Bcientific Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society, New Serica, Vola. I, Now. 1-12, 
and II, Reries 1 and 2 (1877-50), de, Dabtis. 

Tae Socrery. 

» sage te mgmt Sain D, Wol. II, No, 1, & Il, No. 4 
(1879-80), Bvo, Dublin, 

fe eae! | Tan AcADuxy. 
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Titles of Books. 

Dustin.—Royal Irish Academy.—Canningham Memoirs, No. 1 (1880), 4to, Dublin. 

THE ACADEMY. 

* Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XXVI, No. 22 (1879), 4to, Dublin. 
THE ACADEMY. 

” Transactions of the Royal Inish Academy, Irish Manuscript Serics, Vol. I, Part 1 

(1880), 4to, Dublin. 

Donors. 

THe AcaDEMY. 

EpinpurcH.—Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society, Vol. III, Part 3 (1880), 

8vo, Edinburgh. 
THE Society. 

Giascow.—Glasgow University Calendar for 1880-81 (1886), 8vo, Glasgow. 
THE UNIVERSITY. 

KomiasBErG.—Schriften der Physikalisch—Okonomischen Gesellschaft zu Konigsberg, 

Jahrg. XVI to XX, Abth. 1 and 2 each, and XXI, Abth. 1 (1875-80), 4to, 

Konigsberg. 
Tue Socrery. 

Loxpox.—Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 1451-1460, and XXIX, 

Nos. 1461-1464 (1880), 8vo, London. 
THE Society. 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series, 

Vol. XII, part 3 (1880), 8vo, London. 
THe Society. 

‘ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. I, 1880, 8vo, London. 
THE Socrety. 

= Journal of the Linnean Society of London, Zoology, Vol. XIV, No. 80, XV, 

Nos. 81-83, and Botany, Vol. XVII, Nos. 103-107, with List of Fellows 

for 1879 (1879-80), 8vo, London. 
THe Society. 

mA Transactions of the Linnean Society of London, 2nd Series, Zoology, Vol. IT, 

Part 1, and Botany, Vol. I, Parts 7 to 9 (1879-80), dto, London. 

Tue Socrery, 

as Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. X, 

No. 1 (1880), 8vo, London. 

Em aaa? of the Zoological Society of London, Parts IT and III (1880), 8vo. 

London. 
Tux Society. 

re Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. XI, Part 2 (1880), 4to, 

London. 
Tue Socrerr. 

a Proceedings of the Royal Scciety of London, Vols. XXX, 
Nos. 208-206, and XX XI, 

No. 206 (1880), 8vo, London. 
Tux Socrery. 

» Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vols. 170, Parts 1 and 2, and 171, 

Part 1, with List of Fellows for 1879 (1879-80), London. 

Tue Socrery. 

-“* "Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, New Series, Vol. II, Nos. 8-11 

(1880), Svo, London. 
Tam Soorry. 
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Lonpon.—Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXXVI, No. 143 (1880), 8vo, 
London. 

Tue Socrery. 

Lyon —Association Lyonnaise des Amis des Sciences Naturelles, Compte Rendu, 1874 and 
1878-79, 8vo, Lyon. 

P. N. Boss, Esq. 

»» Museum D’Histoire Naturelle de Lyon. Rapport sur les Travaux exécutés pendan. 
I’ année 1874 (1875), 8vo, Lyon. 

P. N. Boss, Esq. 

Mapkrrp.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, Vol. IX, Nos. 1—3 (1880), 8vo, 
Madrid. 

Tne Society. 

MawncuEstex.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XV, No. 18, and 
XVI, No. 1 (1880), 8vo, Manchester. 

Tue Socrety. 

MELBOURNE.—Report of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th June 
1880, fisc., Melbourne. 

Mining DEepartTMENtT, VICTORIA. 

MInNEAPoLis.— Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences for 1877 (1878), 
8vo, Minneapolis. 

Tuer ACADEMY. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Société Tmpéridle des Naturalistes de Moscow, Vol. LV, No. 1 
(1880), 8vo, Moscow. 

THE Socrery. 

Mcwicnu.— Meteorologische und Magnetische Beobachtungen der k. Sternwarte bei, Miinchen, 
Jahrg. 1879 (1880), 8vo, Miinchen. 

THE AcapEmy. 

Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-physikalischen Classe der k. b. Akademie 
der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, 1879, heft. 2-4, and 1880, heft. 1 

(1879-80), 8vo, Miinchen. 

THE AcapEmy. 

Paris.—Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 3rd Series, Vol. VI, No. 9, and VII, 
No. 5 (1880), 8vo, Paris. 

Tux Socrery, 

» Comptes Rendus du Congrés International de Géologie, No. 21 (1878), 8vo, Paris. 
PartaDELPHis.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXX, Nos. 3—6 

(1880), 8vo, Philadelphia. 
Tae Inerrrvrs. 

6 Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XVIII, No. 106 
(1880), 8vo, Philadelphia. 

Tas Socraty. 

Prsa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Natarali: Processi Verbali, Vol. FV, fase. 2 
1880), Svo, Pi g (1880), Svo, Pisa. ~— 

Saxant~Dellotin ofthe Rar natitui, Vel. $Uly Man. 6 (180M, vq Hale. 

(1879-80), Ovo, 8. Pot 

¢ 
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Sr. PETERsBuRG.—Bulletin de |’ Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, Vols. 
XXV, No. 5, and XX VI, No. 1 (1879-80), 4to, St. Petersbourg. 

THE ACADEMY. 

‘5 Mémoires de |’ Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, 

Vol. XXVII, Nos. 2—4 (1879), 4to, St. Pete: sbourg, 

THE ACADEMY. 

Vigtnna —Jahrbuch der kais. kénig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXX, Nos. 2 and 3 

(1880), 8vo, Wien. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

- Verhandlungen der k. k. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 13 and 14 (1880), 8vo, 

Wien. 
TuE INstiITUTE. 

WasnineTon.—Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institute for 
1860 and 1878 (1861 and 1879), 8vo, Washington. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

7 Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vols. XIX—XXI (1874-76), 4to, 

Washington. 
THe INsTitvUTE. 

5 Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vols. XI (1874) to XV (1878), 8vo, 

Washington. 

Tue InstitTui£. 

5 Report of the U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, Vol. XII (1879), 
4to, Washington. 

Tue Survey. 

* U. §S. Geological and Geographical Survey Miscellaneous Publications, 
No. 12. Aten, J. A.—History of North American Pinnipeds (1880), 

8vo, Washington. 
THE SURVEY. 

YorouaMa.—Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fir Natur und Volkerkunde Osta- 
siens, August 1880, fisc., Yokohama. 

THE Sociery. 

i Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol. VIII, part 3 (1880), 8yo, | 

Yokohama. . 

Tux Society. 

January 1881. 





RECORDS 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. 

Part 2.] 1881. [May. 

The Nahan-Siwalik unconformity in the North-Western Himalaya.—By H. B. 
MEDLICOTT, M.A., Geological Survey of India. 

A recent examination of some sections in the Néhan hills necessitates a 
provisional change in the presentation I have hitherto given of some structural 
features of the Sub-Himalayan rocks. 

In the notices of the Himalayan region published by the Survey, a leading 
structural feature has been indicated, by the demarcation of the sub-region desig- 
nated as the lower Himalaya, or outer Himalaya—an area about 50 miles wide 
of deeply eroded hills having an average elevation of 8,000 feet, some summits 

ranging up to 12,000, between the first great range of snowy mountains and the 
zone of Sub-Himalayan hills bordering the plains. The eastern limits of this 
sub-region are not known; on the west it terminates abruptly on about the 77° 

of longitude, where its boundary runs north and south for a length of 80 miles. 
That this feature is an aboriginal character of the mountain-structure, and not 
principally a result of denudation, is abundantly evident ; not only do the boun- 
daries of the formations conform to it, but also the strike of the rocks; it is, 
moreover, contiguous with the ground where the main gneissic axis of the great 
Himalayan range itself splits up into three minor terminal axes, those of ths 
Dhauladhaér, of Chamba and the Pir-Panjal, and of the Zanskar range. 

Two of the great Himalayan torrents, the Beds and the Sutlej, flow in 

an east-to-west course across -this terminal boundary of the lower Himalayan 
area. 

The detailed rock-structure of the lower Himalaya exhibits peculiarities in 
stropg contrast with what prevails elsewhere. This is betrayed even by the 
simple hill-shading of the maps, despite the surveyor’s practice to represent all 
ridges as spurs of some contiguous ridge, unless a stream flows between; the 
great irregularity of the outlines and of the stream courses is most masked It 
is in the geological boundaries that this character comes out most strikingly: 
“elsewhere the formations observe a very marked conformity to a prevailing 
wivike ; whereas these same boundaries, on entering the lower Himalayan area, 

%y Sarre about in a most serpentinous manner. This is fairly exhibited on the map 
himablinhs | with my Memoir on the area between the Ganges and Révi (Memoirs, 
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Vol. III, Pt. 2).1 Traces of each type of structure are to be seen in the region 
where the other type prevails: as in the general distribution of the lower Hima- 

layan formations parallel to the mountain system, and especially in the steady 

strike of the Sub-Himalayan ranges ; and, to the north-west, there is the marked 

embayment of the upper tertiary rocks at the gorges of the Ravi and the 
Chindb. 

The question is, what interpretation to put upon this apparent contrast of 

relations of the same rock-series in these contiguous areas. In the western area, 

where the greater regularity of feature prevails, the structure seems resolvable 

into great flexures of the strata, often folded, with inversion and faulting; and 

this is the view adopted (still with partial reserve) for the Dhauladhar and the 
Pir-Panjal, and for the ranges of tertiary rocks outside them. In view, then, of 
the presumed fact that the Dhauladhér is but a diminished result of the forces 

which produced the great Himalayan axis to the south-east, can we look upon the 
structural features of the lower Himalaya as also an extreme result of the same 
causes and conditions P In both sections the newer rocks seem to pass beneath 
the older : in the Dhauladhar this occurs only on the south side as in a simple 
folded flexure; whereas in the ridge between the valleys of the Beds and the 
Sutlej, the gneiss seems to overlie the slates un both sides; still this might only 
be a doubly folded flexure, in which the bulging over took place impartially on 
either side. In the former case, however, the inverted sequence of the rocks is 

recognisable ; whereas in the latter the newer rocks seem to be in normal order up 
to the junction; and this observation (if correct) would suggest the supposition 
that the relative positions of the two rock series is in some degree aboriginal; a 
view which would also make the irregular outline of the boundary easy of 
explanation. But it would be useless to drive this point further while the data of 
observation are so deficient. 

It is in the boundaries of the older rocks that this character of irregularity 
of direction is most conspicuous in the lower Himalaya, but in the tertiary series 
also it is very well marked as compared with the western region; and for the 
lower member of this series the cause of this peculiarity is sufficiently evident. 
In the strip of eocene rocks forming the border of the lower Himalayan sub- 
region in this its terminal area, we have the base of that formation exposed, not 
in a single outcrop along a general flexure, but in a serrated outline and in out- 
liers as weathered out in minor folds of the supporting rock. It seems demon- 
atrable that these basal tertiary rocks were here laid down upon a deeply eroded 
surface of the slate and limestone series, when these had as yet undergone little 
or no contortion, and that there were in this position many local interruptions, and 
presumably @ general limit, to the tertiary deposits ; for, strate msny hundred 
feet higher in the series than those upon which the tertiary clays yest, ooour in 
their immediate neighbourhood, and, if the older rocks were then #till uncontorted 
(as seems to be proven), thee must have stood "yp - 46 “eaninienoes in or’ at the 
edge of the nummulitic water basin. The ariyin ‘the nummulitic clays 
40, ‘nccondingly, ocokr resting against: the’ Hayne? teciiibiers of the older rook 
Sag necks of etic le wee winapi es ie te the ‘tactieny- big 
$n beplapion of the ier poche sree cements, _. SY ROE dienerration, 
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series. Evidence to the same effect is found in the great variation of thickness 

of the nummulitic clays within short distances. Thus it seems provisionally 

established that the characters of the boundary of the eocene rocks with the 
older formations of the lower Himalaya are primarily and largely due to original 

features of contact. 

The question of stratigraphical breaks within the tertiary series of the Sub- 
Himalaya is a troubled question. Such groups have been well established in the 

corresponding series in Sind ; but in the Sub-Himalayan zone, trans-Sutlej, and 
especially trans-Jhelum, all observers (including myself) have hitherto failed to 

detect any definable line of demarcation, from the eocene beds up to the newest 

Siwaliks. Although more or less distinct petrographical characters can be 

assigned to the several horizons throughout, they are so transitional from one to 
the other that the question of mapping them becomes one of extreme nicety ; 
for not only are the changes gradual in vertical sequence, but horizontally, certain 

characters affect zones exceptionally, e.g., as a general rule conglomerates are 

restricted to the top group, but in the neighbourhood of the great rivers this 

character affects much lower horizons. I strongly suspect that in this way 
fossils have been recorded as topmost Siwalik, though really from a lower horizon ; 

for there has been a distinct tendency to set down every conglomerate as upper 
Siwalik. I have suggested (Manual, p. 554) the almost likelihood of the suc- 
cessive zones of conglomerates in the Kangra area being, some or all, of different 
ages ; and I am persuaded (J. c. p. 544) that in the Kathmandu section the con- 
glomerates of the inner tertiary zone are not the same as those of the outer 
(true Siwalik) one. 

I have, however, insisted (Manual, Chap. XXII) on the demarcation of 

tertiary groups on the lower Himalayan border, at least in the N&éhan area, in a 
much more definite manner than the conjectural distinctions just indicated. The 
lower tertiary (Sirmur) series there is only found within the lower Himalayan 
area on the edge of which they are upraised, and so attain an elevation never 
reached in the Sub-Himalayan zone, from which they are separated on the south 
by what I have called the ‘“‘ main boundary,” as being that along which confisu- 
ously the slaty rocks of the mountains are cut off completely from the newer 

tertiary deposits. It isa well-defined line, and along it on the border of the 

Sirmur area the slates are still frequently exposed beneath the eocene rocks. 

The two closely connected questions then arise,—what is the nature of that 

boundary P and what the relation of the tertiary rocks on either side of it? If 
the boundary were simply a fault, the presumption would be evident that the 
rock-series on either side had originally been one and the same. No approach 
to identification can, however, be made out. The nummulitic marine beds 
‘(Subéthu) form the most distinctive group at the base of the Sirmur series, and 
“they ave largely developed at many points to the north of and at the boundary; 

, pat no trace of them has been found in the Ndhan zone to the sonth, although 

oe wat thickness of rocks are exposed in many sections. Notwithstanding their 
Sad onal position within the lower Himalayan boundary, the eocene (Subdthu) Satake iat dmoladed. in the Sub-Himalayan tertiary seried, as” ‘being: in closely 
Geebieitionsl eelatios with overlying deposits in which’ the “well-marked petrold- 
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gical types of the Sub-Himalayan rocks are well developed; and this occurs 
in the Sirmur area as well as in the Sub-Himalayan ground proper to the 
north-west. Thus there cannot fail to be a certain resemblance between the 
upper members (Dagshai and Kasauli groups) of the Sirmur series and the 
rocks of the adjoining area. It would be easy to find red clay or purplish grey 
sandstone in the Néhan zone indistinguishable from those of the Dagshai beds ; 
but in several particulars, and as a whole, the strata of the Nahan band present 
nothing like the correspondence to those of the Dagshai and Kasanli groups that 
should be expected on the supposition of their having been once parts of the 
same deposits, only separated by a faulted fissure. If they are not of the 

same age, the presumption is that the main boundary is not primarily (as 
between these formations) a fault, however much movement may have taken 
place along it. Other features of this boundary have been cited in support of 
this view (Manual, p. 139). 

There remains the outermost zone of tertiary rocks and its relation to those 

of the Nahan zone, a correction with reference to which, as previously represented, 
it is the object of this note to bring forward. 

Here, again, we have to take up similar facts and arguments to those just 

noticed: there is a strongly-defined line of contact of very dissimilar rocks. If 

this is to be regarded as simply a fault, and the rocks on either side of it as 
normally continuous in regular superposition, we should have to descend through 
several thousand feet of the outer series before finding anything like the Néhan 
rocks, if even then identification could be fairly made out. This objection of 
mere magnitude would be of small weight by itself: but there are other facts 
suggesting doubts in the same direction. Firstly, there is the abrupt irregularity 
of direction in this boundary, without any sign of cross-faulting in the newer 

strata: It may be said that this is a theoretical objection; for, who gan lay 
down the limits of natural possibilities in this respect? We find, however, in this 
very region, and in these same formations, numerous instances where the character 

of regularity is taken as the strongest evidence of the features being true fissure 
dislocations, along great axes of flexure. Secondly, there is in this case some 

strong evidence that is not forthcoming in that of the “main boundary :” the 
newer rocks at the contact are principally coarse conglomerates made up very 
largely of sub-angular blocks, often of a cubic foot in size, of the sandstones of 
the Néhan zone. This fact alone is often taken as proof positive of the uncon- 
formity of the rocks so related ; for it demonstrates that the older of the two were 
extensively disturbed and denuded at the time of formation of the newer close to 
the present line of contact, which is the nieaning of “unconformity” in its fullest 
sense. 

Thirdly—and this brings us 40 the correction I haye to sation represented 
tm actual section of the contact from which it eunld bé‘abeohstaly ‘emserted that 
no faulting whatever had occurred there; ‘thet ss :ioeky. &, stoop surface of 
eriginal contact, modified by subsequent cemlbiaiy, ws 
and sa such it pat all other bvidened 4 ts ae a se and T have 
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might or should sometimes put upon so-called faults. The resistance made to 

both of these views has brought this section into much prominence, and I have 
long been anxious that some one should verify it. Mr. Theobald had ample 

opportunity to do so when he was sent to that very ground to extend my work, 

and especially to search for fossils; but the only correction he has ever suggested 
to the “ Tib section” was, that the outer rocks at the contact (c. of fig. 2) might 
not be true Siwaliks—an objection that is quite untenable. As Mr. Oldham was 

working in that neighbourhood, I requested him to have a look at my crucial 
section, and if necessary to employ labour to clear the ground. This he had 

done; and his account of the result made me determine to visit the spot again 
myself, as I could not make so great a renunciation without a personal inspection. 

After my visit I have now to announce that the representation I gave of the 

section was altogether erroneous, and the lesson to be henceforth connected 

with it is quite of another kind: I can only hope that the experience may be 

useful to my junior colleagues and others, as an ‘awful warning’ of how an 

earnest observer may be blinded by proclivities, though, at the time the observa- 
tion was made, I did not suspect the prominent use I should make of it. As an 

apology to the public, I can only mention it as an example of a risk that must 
attach to our work in India, where we rarely have an opportunity of visiting 
any spot even a second time. 

To make the case more clear, 1 have reproduced the diagram (fig. 1) I gave 

in my original description,’ and also a fac simile (fig. 2) of the sketch in my field- 

book (dated 31st January 
1861). There are two points 
of error to be corrected: the 

beds d@ do not, as I thought, 

belong to the series c. I had 

not then detected the high- 
level gravels subsequently 
noticed on these hilis in the,, 
region of the Sutlej, and to 
which these beds d belong; 
the slight slope in them 

(somewhat exaggerated in 
the sketch) is only one of 
deposition. A more serious 
error was committed regard- 

ing the bed }, in placing it with the series a, whereas it really belongs 

to c. I find it duly noticed in my field-book that this clay is of the 

type of the outer series, but I was decided by its apparently complete conformity 

te a,—which fact, if correct, would overrule the other one ; but a dip is not easily 

observed in a mass of clay, and I believe I was mistaken ; the more so as I am 

(glue oompelled to think that the appearance given to thu beds c, as dipping down 

Eupol *t, ;wes put in from a broken section, the mass } being really some yards in 

Stemalof the frie ¢,—the apparent position of the two rocks in the same plain of 
Rigen Hens os Uenotre, Vol HE PB RWB 
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bedding being due to a slight obliquity in the strike and in the point of view, 
To sum up—the Tib junction, for all that can be said from what is seen of the 
contact, may be a fault, in the full sense of that term. 

A word is necessary as to how I failed to see all this when I visited the 

spot for the purpose, in 1878, as mentioned in the note on page 538 of the 
Manual. I took it on my way in the morning of a very long day’s work, at 
the end of which I was to meet my conveyance (doolie) to take me to Umballa, 
After 18 years’ contemplation of a false sketch, to which I had attached no scale, 

the original features had become so transfigured in my mind, that I failed to 
recognise the ground from which I had made the picture. I expected to find 

a neat little section, for the key I had so boasted of could easily fit within a 
few square feet,—so masterful a key would, indeed, be more likely to be exposed 

on this scale—and not finding it, 1 made the very admissible conjecture in 

such ground, that it had been covered by a fall of rock. I now see that my 
sketch was meant to represent the whole side of a hill. 

Having cried peccavi and given amends, I wish to state briefly how we stand 
in consequence. As regards the wnconformity, it wouldseem superficially that 
I ought toretract much of what I remarked upon Mr. Theobald’s presentation 
of the Sub-Himalayan tertiary series in the last nnmber of these Records. I am 

unable to abate one word of those remarks. No doubt the unconformity is an 
insuperable difficulty to the picture there given of these formations, as one un- 

broken sequence of deposits, through which we are left to suppose the Himalaya 
were bumped up, like a jack-in-a-box, along a series of great faults. Butit will 

be seen from previous statements that the unconformity must stand fast, despite 

the occlusion of the particular form given toit by the exploded “‘Tib section.” 
I believe that the essential features of that form will yet have to be adopted. 

The influence of this feature upon the nomenclature of these formations 

remains an optional matter, to be regulated on paleontological grounds, accord- 
ing to the connotation it may be ultimately thought desirable to give to the term 
Siwalik, whether to include the whole neogene ossiferous series of the Sub- 
Himalaya, or only the upper groups of that series. 

On the score of the ‘fault question,’ I do bitterly regret the collapse of the 

Tib section. It stood as a compelling instance of a condition of rock-formation 
that is hardly ever taken into account, yet which must be of frequent occurrence. 

The distinguishing marks of such original features are peculiarly liable to obliter- 

ation, and thus the features themselves to be confounded with all steep surfaces of 
contact, as faults, to the utter misunderstanding of the natural history of 

the rocks. 

Note on some Gondwana Vertebrates.—By BR, Lepaxems, BA. ¥, a. S., 

Geological Survey of Indéa,::' 
Subject—-The recent acquisition by the Indien, Mapes" some additional 

i fond aoe 
iby attention to these interesting fossila, mdi the penning of the follow. 
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some time before I shall have an opportunity of describing these remains more 

fully, and also because I have still a hope that Professor Huxley may even yet 
be induced to favour the scientific world with his promised descriptions of the 
Indian Hyperodapedon and Parasuchus. The remains which form the subject of 

the present note are certain remains of labyrinthodonts lately obtained, among 

other fossils, from the Panchet group of the Gondwana series near Raniganj, by 
Mr. Ball and myself!; and also some remains of reptiles, collected by Mr. Hughes 

in the South Rewah coal-field, which have been referred to the horizon of the 
Maleri beds of Nagpur.” 

Mandible of a lubyrinthodont.—One of the most interesting specimens among 
the Panchet collection is the greater portion of the right ramus of the mandiblo 

of a small labyrinthodont, showing the articular cavity, and the greater part of 

the dental bone. The length of the fragment is 15 inches, and its greatest width 

0°17 inch. It shows the bases of six anchylosed teeth, displaying the character- 

istic labyrinthodont structure, and decreasing in size from before backwards. 

The teeth are sub-elliptical in cross-section, the longer diameter being transverse. 

The anterior teeth are nearly as wide as the jaw, while the posterior tocvth is 

extremely minute, and placed very close to the articular cavity. The external 

surface of the jaw exhibits the characteristic labyrinthodont sculpture: tho 
portion remaining is quite straight. 

It now remains to consider to what animal this jaw should be referred. Of 

the known labyrinthodonts from the Panchet rocks, the jaw of Gonioglyptus 
longirostris,® as is shown by numerous specimens in the Indian Museum, differs 
very widely in the form of the articular portion from the lower jaw under 
consideration, and is further distinguished by the circumstance that the teeth 
do not approach within a considerable distance of the articular cavity; the 
portion immediately in advance of this cavity being produced into a sharp 

edge,* while it is quite broad and flat inthe new jaw. The jaw of the only 
other definitely determined labyrinthodont from the Panchet rocks—Pachygonia 
incurvata’—differs in toto from the present specimen. In figures 14 and 15 of. 
Plate III of my own memoir on the Panchet vertebrates, a portion of a lower 
jaw of a vertebrate is figured, which has been provisionally referred to a second 
species of Gonioglyptus. The teeth in that jaw are distinguished from those of 

the present specimen by being antero-posteriorly, in place of transversely, ellip- 
tical. In figure 5 of Plate VI of Professor Huxley’s memoir, a fragment of a 

labyrinthodont jaw with three teeth is figured; these teeth much resemble those 
of the present species. 

2 I may remind my readers that the vertebrate fossils from these beds have been described 
firstly by.l'rofessor Huxley, and subsequently by myself in the 4th series of the “ Palswontologia 
Indica,” Pts. I and ITI. 

3 See supra, Vol. ATI, p. 189 (Feistmantel). 
® Loe. cit., Part I, v1. VI, fig. 2. 
4 The specimen figured by Professor Huxley does not exhibit this portion in a perfect condi- 

tion, though it is well shown in other specimens in the Indian Museum. 
* Huxley, 2. ¢., woodeut, p.6. This figured mandible, the one on which the genns was 

established, has been in the keeping of Professor Huxley, who promises to return it to the Indian 
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No European or American form known to me agrees with the new Panchet 
fossils, and hence it seems probable that this jaw indicates an entirely new form 
of labyrinthodont. The materials available are, however, so slight that it would, 
perhaps, be rash to found a new genus on the present evidence. 

Skull of Gonioglyptus longirostris—A fragment of the right half of the 

anterior moiety of the skull of Gonioglyptus longtrostris, from the Panchet rocks, 

shows somewhat more of the anterior extremity than occurs in the original 

specimen. The new specimen demonstrates, as far as it goes, the correctness of 
Professor Huxley’s restoration. 

Crocodilian from the Rewah rocks.—In noticing the fossils obtained by Mr. 
Hughes from the presumed Maleri horizon in South Rewah, Dr. Feistmantel? 
has referred certain crocodilian remains to the still undescribed Parasuchus hislopi 

of Huxley, of which the type specimens are in the Indian Museum. My own 

examination of this series of fossils leads me to the belief that my colleague’s 
identification is somewhat mistaken. 

The best preserved remains of the Rewah crocodilian comprise, a basi-occipital, 
the angular portion of a mandible, and some dermal scutes, one of which is of 

large size. The scutes appear to be indistingnishable from those of the Maleri 
Parasuchus, but as these do not appear to me to be distinguished by any well 

marked characters from those of the European Belodon, their evidence may be 
counterbalanced by other circumstances. The basi-occipital evidently belongs to 
a crocodilian with ununited pterygoids, and differs very markedly from the type 
basi-occipital of Parasuchus hislopi. As, however, this last is still undescribed, 

though named by Professor Huxley, it would be useless to attempt to distinguish 
the two; and it must suffice for the present to say that they are very different. 

The Rewah fossil is much like the corresponding part of the skull of Belodon. 
The articular portion of the mandible differs from the corresponding part in 
Crocodilus and Belodon ; the same part in the Maleri crocodiiian is unknown. 

It would be rash with the present materials to say whether the Rewah cro- 
codilian is generically distinct from its Maleri cousin, but there appears to me but 
little, if any, doubt as to its specific distinctness. 

Hyperodapedon.—Dr. Feistmantel in noticing the remains of the Hyperoda- 
pedon from Rewah observes “jaws apparently of the same animal as that of the 
Central Provinces, but three of the jaws are larger than any hitherto known 
from the same place.” In this identification my colleague’s conclusion agrees 
with my own; and it affords considerable probasety for the correlation of the 
Rewah and Maleri vertebrate horizons. 

As noticed by Dr. Feistmantel, some of the remains of the Rewah Hyperoda- 
pedon indicate a much larger animal than any. hitherto knowa,-snd I shail first 
of all endeavour to show by how much this animal exceeded in gise the European 
H. granti, end. cari ade me indicate its specific 
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in regard to the arrangement of which more will be said below. The portion 
remaining, judging from comparison with other specimens, certainly does not 
comprehend more than two-thirds of the complete bone. The length of one row 
of teeth is 4} inches; the complete bone would, therefore, be at least 6} inches 

in length. Now, according to Professor Huxley! the length of the correspond- 
ing dentigerous bone in a large specimen of H. granti is 2°75 inches; and the 
whole skull to which this bone belongs has a length of not less than 7 inches. 
On this proportion the skull of the Rewah species would have been about 16 
inches in length. Hence, as the European species is considered to have been 
about 6 feet long, the Indian one would havo been about 16 feet. Now, with 
regard to the relations of the two forms, Professor Huxley? observes—“ I 

propose to give a full account of the Indian species elsewhere. At present 
I merely wish to observe that, for the most part, they belong to animals of a 
larger size than the Elgin specimen, but I have not yet discovered any grounds 

for regarding them as specifically distinct.” The Indian specimens acquired 
subsequently to those sent by the late Dr. Oldham to Professor Huxley do 
appear to me to present characters affording a prima facie probability of belong- 

ing to a species distinct from the European. 

In his description of the upper dentition of the European H. granti, Professor 

Huxley shows that in all his specimens the teeth externally to the characteristic 
median groove, form either one or two rows; while the smaller teeth, internally 

to this groove, always form two rows. 

In the Indian forms the smaller specimens of the maxillo-palatines, as in the 
one of the right side figured on page 153 of the ‘‘Manual of Indian Geology,” 
generally show two rows of teeth on the inner side of the groove, and at least 
three rows on the outer side. In larger specimens there are generally three or 
four rows of teeth on the inner side, and four or five on the outer side of the 

groove ; the linear arrangement on the outer side being frequently very obscure. 
This greater complexity of the dental system of the Indian form, coupled with L.. 
the larger size which it seems to attain, inclines me to think that it may not 

improbably belong to a distinct species, for which I would propose the provisional 

name of H. husleyi, after the founder of the genus. 
One other point worthy of notice presents itself before concluding. It may have 

struck the reader that as the Gondwana lizard presents an extraordinarily wide 
triturating surface on the palati, while according to Professor Huxley the lower 
jaw of the European form only presents a knife-like edge surmounted with a 
single row of anchylosed teeth working in the groove in the upper jaw, it is 
difficuJt vo see how all the upper teeth are to be worn away. This apparent 
difficulty is partly explained by three fragments of the Indian lower jaws, of which 
only four are known. These specimens show that the ramus not only carried a 
single row of teeth on its superior trenchant edge, but that it was furnished with 
‘ancther row on its outer surface. Some specimens show that this outer row 
‘wan set on, ledge of the ramus, looking nearly upwards, while others are on the 
‘isd oxternal surface of the ramus, looking nearly outwards. As these latter teeth 
oe: 

Pe * Quer, Jour, Geol. Soe., 1969, p. 144. * Lao. cit, p. 148. 
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are not worn it is not improbable that they did not come into use till late in the 
life of the animal, when their relative position may have become like that of 
the teeth in the first mentioned jaw. Otherwise the jaw must have been set in 
such & manner as to admit the possibility of the attrition of the vertical external 
surface of the ramus in the one or other of the rows of palatine teeth. The 
presence of these lateral teeth in the lower jaw of the Gondwéna lizard would seem 
to lend countenance to the probability of its being distinct from its European 
congener. 

Observutions on the Ossiferous Beds of Handes in Tibet—By R. Lypsxxer, B.A., 
¥F.Z.8., Geological Survey of India, 

It not unfrequently happens that scientific questions which have been appar- 
ently settled once for all, by the acquisition of new facts in relation to them, are 
subsequently again brought on the ¢apis, and the original decision either reversed 

or shown not to rest on such a sure basis as was at first supposed. Such reversals 
or modifications reflect no discredit on the propounders of the older views, which 
in many cases were the only legitimate conclusions to be drawn from the facts at 
command, 

An instance, where there is a probability of the original conclusions drawn 
from them being liable to modification, is afforded by the case of the bones of 
fossil mammals brought across the Niti pass, from the plains of Hiandes in Tibet. 

A paper from the pen of the late Dr. Falconer, written probably as long ago 

as the year 1839, but never published till 1868, when it appeared in the pos- 

thumous “ Palssontological Memoirs”! of that distinguished paleontologist, gives 
all the information then known in regard to the occurrence of these bones in the 
Hindes (Hioondes) plains. In that paper it was clearly demonstrated that 
these fossil bones were brought from beyond the Niti pass; the strata whence 
they were obtained were, however, still unknown. Of the bones at that time 

known, some were stated to belong to various forms of ruminants, among which 
a, bovine animal, and a goat, whose horns were twisted after the fashion of the 
living Himalayan markhoor, were particularised. Other bones were determined 
to belong to a species of rhinoceros; while a single tooth was referred to a 
hyena. 
_ Ata later period some of the best preserved of these and other bones from 
the same locality were figured in the “Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis” where 
they are referred to a rhinoceros and ahorse.* Other remains from the. sanis 
deposits were also figured by Royle ; notably the hinder portion of vee skal ‘ot 
@ raminant which will be more folly noticed below.* 

From the occurrence of the bones of a rhinoperos 1 a tere Dr, 
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remains are found flourished, since he thought it impossible that such an animal 
could have existed at an elevation of 15,000 feet, which is the present height of 
the plain. It has subsequently been considered possible that these fossil bones 
corresponded in age to some of those obtained from the Siwaliks of the outer 
Himalaya.* 

At a later period other bones were obtained by General Strachey,* who inferred 
that they were derived from “the great undisturbed diluvial deposits filling the 
valley of the Upper Sutlej to a depth of 3,000 feet, and forming the wide plain 
of Hindes.” Notwithstanding this determination, General Strachey goes on to 

remark that ‘there is no direct proof that these beds are marine, no shells having 
been obtained from them ; but I think on the whole that the probabilities appear 
to be in favour of this plain having been a true sea-bottom rather than of having 
been occupied by a detached body of freshwater.” It is then concluded that 
these Hindes beds must have been raised from the sea line to a height of 15,000 
feet without the slightest disturbance of their horizontality. 

Among the bones obtained by General Strachey, some were referred to Equus 

and Hippotherium ; but it is very questionable whether the materials were suffi- 

cient for the determination of the latter. A skull was considered to belong to 
either a goat or a sheep, while a vertebra was referred to a rhinoceros. The 
other determinations are doubtful. 

This has been the extent of our knowledge till quite recently, when Mr. 
Griesbach has briefly noticed the Handes diluvial beds in the last volume of this 
publication.® In that passage it is stated that fragments of mammalian bones 
were obtained from these horizontal deposits, whence it is inferred that the 

specimens previously acquired came from the same source. The very important 
observation is also made that these horizontal deposits rest (of course un- 

conformably) upon highly tilted tertiaries, which are presumed to correspond 
with some members of the Siwalik series of the outer hills. 

There being now very strong evidence to show that the fossil bones are . 

obtained from the horizontal deposits, it becomes a very grave question whether 
Dr. Falconer’s and General Strachey’s conclusions, that the Hindes plain has been 
raised from a far lower level to its present elevation since the time that the 
animals whose fossil remains are found there existed, can be maintained. 

The main line of evidence from which this opinion was arrived was from the 
supposed impossibility of the existence of a rhinoceros on these barren plains, 

and this is no doubt a very formidable consideration. It is, however, on the 
other hand, extremely diffienlt, though not impossible, to imagine how these 
plains can, as Dr. Falconer supposes, have been raised from an elevation of 

7,000 to 15,000 feet, without disturbing the horizontality of the diluvial depo- 
sits. Such an hypothesis, it appears to me, can only be adopted on the most 
incontrovertible evidence, and I shall proceed to enquire whether such evidence 
* fosthoonting 3 in this instance. 

I shall first proceed to show that there is a great probability that at least 

C4 © * 1 © Mgnual af Geology of India,” p. 651. .’ 
"9 “Quar. Jour. Soc,,”. Vol, VIL, p, $06. r 
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Assuming, then, the probability of the at all events partly pleistocene age of the 
Hindes beds, a very preat difficulty presents itself if we suppose these beds 
to have been deposited many thousands of feet below their present elevation. 

We have seen reason to believe that the analogous strata in other districts 
of the Himalaya were deposited before the glacial period, but, as they are 
of pleistocene age, not very much before this epoch. Hence, on Falconer’s 
hypothesis, the Hindes beds would seem to have been deposited shortly before 
the glacial period, at a time when the Himalaya was only half its present height. 

This lands us in the dilemma either that the great glaciution of the Himalaya 
took place when these mountains were only half their present height, which is in 
the highest degree improbable; or that these mountains were raised a height of 

8,000 feet during the pleistocene period, immediately before the glacial epoch. 
It is very questionable, on this latter view, whether there could have been time 

during this period for such a gigantic upheaval, unless we assume it to have 

been a sudden one, which is extremely unlikely. 

On the other hand, if we consider that the Hindes beds are of post-glacial 
origin, then we must assume either that the great glaciation took place at the low 
elevation indicated above, or that after this glaciation the Hdandes plain was 

first depressed 8,000 feet, and then again raised to its present level. 

On the only other possible hypothesis, namely, that the Hdandes beds are of 
lower pliocene or upper miocene age, we are compelled to traversé the induction 
as to the age of these deposits, gathered from analogous deposits in the neigh- 
bouring parts of the Himalaya; and we are further confronted by the fact that 
the tilted strata, unconformably underlying the Hindes diluvial beds themselves, 
probably represent the lower pliocene and upper miocene. 

We see, therefore, that there are unquestionably very serious difficulties in 
accepting the Falconerian hypothesis; and we may now proceed to consider the 

question of the possibility of the former existence of a rhinoceros on the Hindes 
plains. Dr. Falconer, in treating of the present physical conditions and climate 

of Hindes, observes: ‘It is very certain that no rhinoceros of the present. 
time could exist for a day im such a habitat; and if we suppose the Tibetan 

species to have been clothed with a dense fur, like the Siberian species, the 
carcass of which was brought to Pallas from latitude 64° on the banks of the 
Lena, still the tract could never have subsisted it; for although it has been urged. 
by Dr. Fleming that the single analogy of anatomical structure in the living 
species is not sufficient to guide us to a conclusion, or even a conjecture, as to 
the habits, geographical distribution, or food, of extinct species, so clearly shown | 
in the lichen food of the reindeer, still there is a limit to the force of this 
objection, and it only applies in certain cases. In the case of the Rhinoceros the’ 
incisive teeth are deficient in number, and the greater. portion of fhem rudi- 
mentary in form and even deciduous. It may,. therefgra, be very safely predi- 
cated of all the species, fossil or existing, that they ovuld nearer snbeiat by browsing 

on a herbaceous vegetation : they want the siugers wkich-enshls the horse and 
ruminants to subsist on low ; and their fad, sisint either he _Sorived from 
Jange reods, shrubs, or trees, of which 996: 2 w fond in Tibet.” | 
.° Mow, assuming that the indieitw & i 
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similar to that of living species, which it probably was, it may be freely granted 

that the animal was not such a close grazer as a horse or shecp.1_ To any one, 

however, who has seen a rhinoceros in captivity plucking off tufts of comparatively 

short grass with its upper lip and tongue, it would seem not impossible for the 
animal to have obtained a certain amount of sustenance from the short, dry 
herbage now found in Tibet; though I do not think it possible that the animal 
could have existed on vegetation like the present. 

There is, however, another very important element which enters into the 

question, and that is that there are some indications that the climate of 
Tibet was probably at one time more genial and moister than at present, 
and that, at all events, far more water was present in the valleys than now. 

The Hindes plain, at whatever elevation it stood, must certainly have con- 

tained a large lake, or series of lakes, at the time of the deposition of the mam- 

maliferous strata; and there is, therefore, every probability that the borders of 
this lake were fringed with a reedy and bushy vegetation, as is now the case 

in such parts of Tibet, where marshy valleys occur, as in the valley of the Chang- 
Chenmo river. Again, since a great number of the lakes in Tibet show unmistak- 

able signs that in place of having always been, as now, salt lakes with no outlet, 

they were once filled to a much higher level (40 feet in some cases) than at 

present, and that other vast lakes existed where there are now barren plains, it 

has been inferred that the climate of Tibet was formerly much milder and 

moister than at present. Now, even at the present time, with the aid of artifi- 

cial moisture, grain is grown at an elevation of 15,000 feet? (the elevation of 

Hiindes) in Tibet, and it accordingly seems that the want of moisture is one 
of the great elements of the present barrenness of the country. Hence it is only a 

fair induction to suppose that in former times the vegetation of Tibet, though 
of course never luxuriant, owing to the altitude, may once have been far moro 
abundant than at present. The willow, poplar, tamarisk, pencil-cedar, and 

Eleagnus now forming the chief trees of Ladaék, and some of which, according 
to General Cunningham, now thrive at an elevation of 13,500 feet, may not im- 

probably in a moister and milder climate have had a greater development than 
at present, and may have grown at elevations where they are now unknown. 2 

That a rhinoceros can live on the shoots and branches of kindred trees and 

bushes, together with grass, has been shown by Dr. Schmalhausen’s researches 

on the composition of the vegetable matter found in the interstices of the teeth 
of the Siberian tichorine rhinoceros‘. These researches have shown that the 
food of this animal consisted of the shoots and small branches of pines, larches, 
and birches, together with grass and heath. 

1 A horse, from having incisors in both jaws, is a closer grazer than a large ruminant like the 
ox; a small raminant, like the sheep, however, in spite of the absence of upper incisors, can graze 
closer than the horse, on aecount of the smaller size of its bite. 

- 3 See Cunningham’s “Ladak,” p. 190. The author has shown that shells now found 
fiving only at an elevation of 11,000 feet are found fossils at an clevation of 15,000. This of course 

ieee © Ebid. : 
Get “Mem, mp, Geol. Inst. Vienns,” January 23rd, 1877, titer 
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A writer in the Geological Magazine? has lately shown that at the time 
the tichorine rhinoceros inhabited Siberia, the country at first enjoyed a far 
more genial climate than at present, land was probably covered with forests 

where all is now a barren waste. The animal was covered with a thick 
coat of fur and wool to withstand a certain amount of cold, but would seem 
to have been eventually swept away from these regions by the increasing 

cold of the glacial period and consequent barrenness of the country. That 
it did, however, live for a part of its time in an arctic climate is proved by 
the occurrence of its remains with the flesh and skin still undecomposed in the 
frozen soil of Siberia. 

With this example before us, and seeing the probability that the plains of 
Handes may formerly have enjoyed a more genial climate than at present, and a 
consequently more abundant vegetation, it does not seem to me to be entirely 
beyond the bounds of possibility that a rhinoceros may once have found the means 
of subsistence on these at present bleak and barren plains. The Héandes beds, as 
we said, judging from the analogy of very similar deposits in other parts of the 
Himalaya, were probably deposited before the last great extension of the glaciers, 
and we may thus imagine that it was this accession of cold that rendered the 
Tibetan plains uninhabitable for a time, since which they have never regained 
their warmer pre-glacial climate. Further, supposing that a rhinoceros did 

formerly inhabit these plains, it would not be necessary to assume that it lived 
there throughout the year, but rather that it was merely a summer visitor, and 
that during the colds of winter, which at such an elevation must always have 
been severe, it sought protection and food in the warmer valleys below. 

There is, however, still another possible element in the case. Although we 
have considered it probable that any such elevation as that supposed by Strachey 
and Falconer has taken place since the deposition of the Handes beds, yet the 

occurrence of a minor elevation since that epoch is by no means improbable. 

An elevation of 1,000 or 1,500 feet is a vastly different matter from the enormous 
elevations required by the above writers, and might have taken place with very 
little disturbance of the general relations of the country. If the Handes plain 
were 1,500 feet lower than at present, during a warmer and moister epoch it 
would have unquestionably borne an abundant vegetation. The possibility of 
such a minor elevation is countenanced by the fact that the pleistocene lacustrine 
strata. of the valley of Kdshmir have undergone a considerable amount of dis- 
turbance. 

Finally, it appears tome that in the face of the foregoing considerations, it 
would be wiser, at least for the present, to suspend our judgment, rather than 

to commit ourselves to the uncompromising assertion that the diluviel beds of 
Hfindes were deposited at an elevation =e entiven* = fram 8,008 40 15,000 
feet below their present level. @. Ba “pre Pee Hy “3 

s We. H. H, Howorth. « The Mammoth in: Sthedtas” Deoemher 1850. 
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Notes on Mining Records, and the Mining Record Office of Great Britain; and the 

Coal and Metalliferous Mines Acts of 1872 (England).—By T. W. H. 
Houaeues, A.R. 8.M., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. 

After the passing of the Metalliferous Mines Act of 1872 in England, making 
certain duties obligatory on owners of under-ground workings, the advisability 

of applying some of the provisions of the Act to India was actively discussed, 
and several minutes—amongst which was one by the Superintendent of our 

Survey—were recorded. The appointment of mining inspectors was not urged 
with any great force, the necessity for such officers finding little warrant in tho 
state of the mineral industry of the country. The relations between miners 
and proprietors were such that the former enjoyed a degree of almost perfect 
independence ; there was no deficiency in ventilation, the multiplicity of shafts 
to every colliery being a subject of amusement to the newly-imported British 

mining engineer; fire damp was practically unknown, owing to the shallowness 
of the workings; and the ordinary precautions to ensure life were not glaringly 

disregarded. The value of having and preserving records of mineral produce 
and plans of workings, however, was insisted upon, and I am anxious to show, 

by a short reference to the history and progress of the Mining Record Office in 
London, how useful for the present, and how profitable for the future, would be 

the establishment of a like institution in India. 

Of course, there is no level comparison between this country and Great Britain, 
the outturn of our most abundant produce, coals, being (for 1878) 1,000,000 tons 
B year, as against 132} millions; but our mineral industries will expand, and by 
accepting the wisdom that is set before us, we shall have the advantage of an 
almost perfect series of records, dating from the time of British supremacy ; 
and by recognising practically the duty we owe to the future, we shall save our- 

selves from the reproach of improvidence. 

Most—I do not think I can say all—of the coal-owners of Bengal have, 
I believe, more or less perfect records of the out-turns and the state of their 

workings ; but this was not always so, and it is within my own recollection 
when our Department pointed out the gain to their several interests by the con-* 
struction of accurate plans, and the advisability of keeping them well up to 
date. But, though this be done by the more enlightened proprietors, there will 

always be those who through carelessness, or indifference, or suspicion, will fail 
to meet their responsibilities; and it is to guard against the loss of valuable 
national statistics that a Government Mining Record Office is required. Here 
careful and permanent preservation can be relied upon, and the most perfect 
facilities for inspection (under certain conditions) be ensured. 

The Mining Record Office of Great Britain was established in 1840. The 
immediate impulse that led to its sanction was given by the Council of the 

3 Made up as follows :— Tons 
Raniganj coal-field aes see bee ose eee 522,000 

_ Wetithas ‘Valley conl-field ise sis - w. 45,000 
ii’ 5+) dlelipand 2pal-fidia ace ase eae . eee tee 18,000 

‘ =“ 
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British Association, at the meeting held in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1838, when 
they passed a resolution to the following effect: “‘ That it is the opinion of this 

meeting that with a view to prevent the loss of life and property which will 
inevitably ensue from the want of accurate mining records, it is a matter of 
national importance that a depository should be established for the collection and 
preservation of such mining records, of subterranean operations in collieries 
and other mining districts.” 

A most infinential committee was formed, comprised of those most interested 
in the mining industries of the kingdom. This committee, termed the “ Mining 

Records Committee,” drew up a memorial calling the attention of the Govern- 
ment to “the expediency of establishing, as soon as possible, a National Deposi- 
tory, for the preservation of documents recording the mining operations of the 
United Kingdom.” 

The result of this was that the Government adopted the recommendation 
of the “Mining Records Committee” of the British Association, and in the 
autumn of the year 1840, the Mining Record Office was established. yw 

The objects to which the office has since been devoted are— 

Ist, the collection, arrangement, and preservation of all plans and sections 

of the subterranean workings of mines and collieries, both those which 

are now in process of exploration and development, and such as have 
been or may be abandoned ; 

Qnd, the collection of statistical information connected with the mineral 
produce of the United Kingdom ; 

8rd, the collection and registration of every kind of information connected 
with the phenomena of our mineral formations, of whatever descrip- 
tion these may be. 

For those who may not place much value on remarks made in my own 
personality, I would refer them to the celebrated Werner, who in his “ Theory 
of Mineral Veins ” describes the manner in which mining plans should be con- 
structed, and comments on the advantage of having such plans and geognostic 
descriptions of every mining district. ‘Such a collection,” he observes, “ (the 
plans and description of the district) form together a complete and instructive 
whole. If our ancestors had left us such documents for two centuries past, 
or even for half a century, what advantage would it not have been to us? 
From what doubts would it not have relieved us! With what anxiety do 
we not turn over the leaves of ancient chronicles, in search of information! 
With what pains do we not rake up the old heaps of yaubbish brought ouk of 
old excavations, to find pieces which may afford us some idew of the sabatandes 
formerly worked in them! With what pleasure’ do sve mth riceive the least 
sketch or plan of some ancient mine! Yet, between, sheté, dorsimeats and those 
we might obtain in the way pointed ont, there is.9p nisich differunve as between 
night and day. Is it not an obligations pre : pbx lenve fo future gené- 
rations as much instruction and. ge oe ge: tm the Iahours that have 
"been carried on in our mines P?: Such wie! aiken, Of sis . greet. geologist, - 
aheve knowledge of ner ap coon na tet 
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Again, in order to show in how strong a manner the opinion of some of 
our best mining engineers have been expressed, I quote from Mr. Taylor's 
report on the Lead mines of Alston Moor: “It is of great importance that 
perfect records of what has been done in the pursnit of every vein should be 
preserved; and I would recommend that, in all future leases, a clause should bo 
introduced to require the adventurers to keep sections and plans of all their 
workings.” 

Mr. Buddle, in referring to the coal-mines of Durham and Northumberland, 

states: “It is obvious that many collieries which are now open will sooner or later 
be shut up, and lie dormant for various and indefinite periods; and the proba- 
bility is that in many cases all knowledge of the dykes which intersect them 
may be lost, and the parties having to re-open them may be as ignorant, or even 

more so, than those who first opened them. It is not neccessary that I should 

dwell on the extent of the loss of property and of lives which may result from 

such a state of things ;’ and adds that “although the several dykes which 
have been met with are accurately represented on the working plans of the 
several collieries, yet, from the detached and local nature of these plans, no 
general and accurate notion of their lines of direction, bendings, and throws 
can be formed from such sources of information.” The only remedy for this 
regret was a Central Office where the plans could be collated. 

With the establishment of the Mining Record Office, the plan of preserving 

mining documents was initiated, its operations extending year by year—so much 
so that at the present time (1879) there are deposited and catalogued for 
reference, upwards of ten thousand plans and sections of workings of coal and 
metalliferous mines; not only those that have been exhausted or abandoned, but 
others at present productive and in course of exploration and development. Of 
these latter, the workings are posted up from time to time. Numerous instances 

might be given in which large sums of money have been saved to promoters and 
adventurers who have re-opened old mining tracts. One case is that of a company 
who revived mineral search in the neighbourhood of Chacewater (Cornwall), 
and the Secretary of which sought in vain for records or information in and 
around the spot. As a last resource, application was made by the promoters to 
the Mining Record Office, and, among the documents there preserved, were plans 
and sections of the underground operations at the time of the abandonment of 
the mine that they had re-leased, together with much detailed information, 
showing for many years the quantities of mineral obtained, its value, the metal 
obtained therefrom, and the state of the levels in the mine. With the informa- 

tion afforded to guide them, the company commenced operations, and the results 
proved eminently satisfactory. The Secretary, in expressing the thanks of the 

for the assistance they had received from the Mining Record Office, 
aaserted that it had saved the company an expenditure of from four to five 
thonsand pounds, which must otherwise have been incurred for preliminary 

"Yor ita statistical character, the Mining Record Office is highly instructive, 
fond. ik uiiderinkes annually the regular and systematic publication of the produce 
‘af tho United Kingdom. In most continental countries this is secured by 

A 
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parliamentary powers to administrative departments, to whom annual returns 
are made of the production of the crude minerals. In the year 1872 a like 
system was introduced in Great Britain, by the passing through the Legislature 
of two measures, known as the “Coal Mines Regulation Act” and the “ Me- 
talliferous Mines Regulation Act” (the latter of which has been slightly 
amended recently,—1875). And returns are now made to the Inspector of each 
district, on or before the Ist day in February, of the quality of coal or mineral 
wrought in the year ending on the preceding 31st day of December. 

In the matter of coal produce, individual returns are not published in the 
annual reports of the Inspectors,—the results being tabulated and credited to 
coal-fields, counties, or districts. Thus private interests are in no way en- 

croached upon: one coal proprietor is not aware of what his neighbour is doing, 
and all works smoothly. 

Since the introduction of recent legislation (1872), the manager of every mine 
and colliery is required to qualify for his fitness for such duties, by passing an 

examination and obtaining 2a certificate of competency. And every mine owner 
or manager must keep a plan showing the workings, never more than six months 

in arrear. No one, however, without the consent of the owner, can make a copy. 

of it, and the privilege of the Inspector even only extends to examination. In 

the case of plans of abandoned mines, they become public after the lapse of ten 
years. 

The general rules to be observed in each colliery relate to ventilation, pre- 
cautions against causes of accident, especially dealing with fencing (both above 
and below ground), safety lamps, gunpowder and blasting, water-pounds, bore- 
holes, man-holes, securing shafts, and roofs and sides of every travelling road 

and working-place, dressing-rooms, care of machinery, signalling, chains, drums, 

breaks and indicators, boiler gauges, wilful damage, daily inspection of machinery 
and underground workings, and report books. 

Once a month the colliers have the privilege of appointing two of their number 
to inspect the pit workings and machinery, and to make a report and record it 

in the book kept for the purpose. They are also privileged, when paid by the 
weight or measure of coal that they get, to station a person paid by themselves 
as a check weigher at the place appointed for the weighing or measuring. 

About chains there is a very necessary prohibition, that a single-link chain 
shall not be used for lowering or raising persons. In India I have often seen a 
chain of this nature employed, and, indeed, have myself on more than one occasion 

had to accept my destiny at the end of one, but they are always dangerous, as 
the weakest link represents the whole strength of the chain. 

In metalliferous mines, the necessity of regular and frequent underground 
inspection is not so urgent as in the case of collieries ; el uc ames laa 
atmospheric gauges are not so essential. 

It has not accordingly been deemed necessary’ by thie bagialatare to introduce 
any conditions on these subjects under the general. rules of the Metalliferous 
Mines Act. This does not exclude their application, however, if the welfare of a 
mine demand it, for each mine may or A — 
gncet the special circumstances of tha size. - 
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A clause about ladders appears in the Metalliferous Mines Act, insisting that 
where such are permanently used for the ascent or descent of persons in the 
mine, they shall not be fixed in a vertical or overhanging position, but shall be 
inclined at the most convenient angle according to the space in which the ladder 

is fixed. This is a very necessary rule, for in the olden days it was often a penal 
undertaking to mount a series of ill-hung ladders after a tour of inspection. 

Besides the general rules, there are special rules, the object of which is to 

provide for the proper discipline of those employed in the mines, and to prevent 

dangerous accidents. They have the same force as if they were contained in the 
Act, and they are prepared in the first instance on behalf of the owner, and hung 

up on the premises with a printed notice, that at the end of a fortnight the rules 
will be submitted to the Inspector of mines for the district, and that in the mean- 
time any person employed in the mine is entitled to forward any objection to the 
Inspector. After 40 days, the special rules, if not objected to, become estab- 

lished, and are signed by the Inspector. 

Neither women nor girls of any age, nor boys under twelve, are permitted to 

be employed underground in English coal or metalliferous mines. 

If this prohibition were extended to India, the labour now available in our 
fields would be wofully reduced, as almost the whole of the underground 
carriage (where tramways are not laid) is performed by women, girls, and boys. 

Possibly some wandering Western philanthropist will be heard one day raising a 
.ice against the existing customs of this country ; but until education and civilis- 

_ tion have penetrated more deeply into the mind and system of our female 
svauria, and Sontal colliers, we may defer placing them on the same platform 
as the British miner’s wife and daughter.' 

No engine used for raising or lowering people can be in charge of a person 

under eighteen years of age. And all drivers of animals must be above twelve. 
There is an amusing clause which prohibits the payment of wages at a public 

house. In this country it is asserted that grog-shops are most useful in stimu- 

lating the industry of the miners, for, as long as they have money they won’t toil. 
Having spent the last of their wages over a beaker of “darn” they proceed to 
work. Consequently the greater the facilities for drinking, the more sustained is 
their industry. 

Both of the Acts alluded to in this paper embody the necessities which those 

most interested in the matter have deemed well to recommend and legalise, and 
it may, therefore, be urged that India would benefit by legislation. The interests 

centered in our mineral industries, however, are as a speck compared to those of 

Great Britain, the total value of whose minerals and metals in 1877 amounted to 
£68,281,406, made up as follows :— 

: £ 
Coal oe eee oes eee 47,118,767 

Metals... vee one « 18,742,960 
Earthy minerals... oss «8,424,679 

68,281,406 

. Os; perhaps, until the vices of “civilisation” have degraded the male element of these 
‘simple people to the moral level of a large portion of the British mining population —H. B. M. 
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The earthy minerals were classed— 
£ 

Flour spar ue eos oe 86 
Wolfram ‘ es see 150 

Calc spar a eae eee 635 
Ochre see eee vee 4,488 

Gypsum ss oe 5 22,172 
Barytes isa wes gat 28,948 
Shales wes rom eve 61,779 
Coprolites an iis ae 200,000 

Clays me io se 592,231 
Salt eae nis wee 1,504,250 
Sundries ssi is ‘ee 10,000 

2,424,679 

On Cobaltite and Danaite from the Khetri Mines, Rajputdna; with some remarks 
on Jaipurite (Syepoorite).—By F. B. Maria F.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

In most standard works on mineralogy soma reference fis to be found to 
« Syepoorite,” a sulphide of cobalt, stated, on the attthority of J. Middleton, 
F.G.S., tooccur “in the independent state of Syepoore,” in\Réjputéna. No 
mineral of the same composition has been discovered in any other part of tk- 
world, and Mr. Middleton’s results have never been corroborated ‘by any late 
investigations. His paper on the subject was read before the Chemical~Societs 
of London on the 15th December 1845, and is to be found in the Society's 
Memoirs and Proceedings, Vol. ITI, p. 39.3 

The following is Mr, Middleton’s description :—“ The mineral possessing great- 
est interest amongst those above enumerated® is the sulphuret of cobalt. It is. 
found in the copper mines in considerable abundance, and exists in a primitive 
schist in the form of bands and disseminated grains, the colour of which is a 
steel-grey inclining to yellow. The grains appear to be crystallised, and are 
probably the cube and its derivatives. What is particularly remarkable in this 
ore is its purity, so far surpassing in this respect any that, so far as I am aware, 
is to be met with anywhere else. The only substance in combination with it, 
after separation of the matrix, is an iron pyrites, which is, however, but mecha- 
nically mixed, and so highly magnetic as to be readily removeable by the 
magnet. The relative proportions in which these two exist are— 

Cobalt pyrites e ee o ws 90°78 per cont. 
Iron eco 200 eee eee een 922 » » 

The iron pyrites consists of black amorphous granules without metallic lustre, 
and, as above stated, it is highly magnetic, having pt the aame time the low 
Specific gravity of 2°58. It givesonanalysia—. . . .., 

iron és wee ees we ave 8827 per cont, 
Sulphur ves vee ties 2 re ee ‘ on 87938 0 

Republished in the Philaepphiea}-Maginieis, Vol XXVIII (1646), p. 852, 
* Sulphnret of copper, sulphate of copys, suighuret of cobsit and alum. 
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The analysis was carefully made, and repeated for verification, so that, notwith- 
standing the specific gravity is so much lower than that assigned as character- 
istic of iron pyrites, there can be no doubt such is the constitution of this 
constituent of the ore in question. 

% * * * * * * 

By very careful and repeated analysis, the reduction process having been 
adopted for the metal, I found the proportions of the constituents (‘in tho cobalt 

pyrites”) to be, taking the average— 

Cobalt see — ies mr --. 64°64 per cent. 

Sulphur eee eee eae eee eos 35°36 99 33 

from which it is obvious the substance is a sub-sulphuret, that its constitution is 
Co,8, a rather remarkable result, considering that the iron compound, doubt- 
less of simultaneous formation, is different. 

| ‘The cobalt pyrites has a specific gravity of 5°45. It is used by Indian jew- 
alers for staining gold of a delicate rose-red colour; the modus operandi which 
‘hey follow I have been unable to learn; it is a secret with them, which they 
e unwilling to disclose.' 

The name ‘ Syepoorite’ seems to have been given by Nicol, who, in his manual 
mineralogy (1849), says “this name may be given to a sulphuret of cobalt, 
bably a distinct species, found with pyrite and chalcopyrite at Syepoore, near 

VYputana.” Nicol also substituted the formula CoS. for Co,S. as given by 
. ™ldleton. Whether the old or the new atomic weights be adopted, the figures 
in 'Middleton’s analysis closely correspond to the formula CoS. 

In a valuable paper on “the mines of Khetree, in Rajputana,”* the anthor 

Colonel J. C. Brooke, says that ‘“ In some of the mines, a sulphuret of cobalt 
is found in thin layers, between the masses of copper ore. No great quantity 
of this is produced, however, not above 200 lbs per month in any particular 
mine. It is merely pounded fine and exported, and finds its way all over India. 
It is largely used in enamelling, forming the beautiful blue enamels which native 
proficients in this art produce. Its price at Khetree itself is Rs. 50 per Jeypore 

maund of 53 lbs., the Raj share being one-fifth, or Rs. 10 per Jeypore maund.” 

1 In February 1848, Mr. Piddington, apparently not cognisant of Middleton’s paper, 

noticed the presence of cobalt in a specimen of ore sent by Major Thoresby “from the 
Khetree Hills near Jyepoor” (Journal As. Soc., Bengal, XVII, Part I, p. 168). A still 
earlier allusion to ‘sehta,’ although without reference to the fact that it contains cobalt, 
may be found in a paper (signed A. E.) “on the copper works at Singhéna, near Khetri, in 
the Shekhawati country.” Mines,” the author writes, “are also wrought at Khetri and Bubai, 
producing many valuable minerals, such as copper, tamba, blue vitriol or sulphate of copper, 
called by the natives lila hitia, or leelo toto: alum, phitkari, and a mineral called sehia, which 

requires a more particular description. This sehéa looks like a fine grey sand, having the 
" appearance of iron filings mixed with minute particles of silex and mica; its value, at the mines, 

being from 46 to 100 rupees per maund. It is only produced at Bubai, and is used as an ingre- 

dient in making giass #aach, or women’s wrist-ornaments, chura, which seem to be made of a 
pltrified substances coloured with lac, Zak, and other pigments (Glewings of Science, Vol. IIT, p, 380, 
December 1883). 
£54 Siar. -ha, Soc, Bengal, Vol, XEXITI (1964), p. 624. a 
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In 1873, Major W. A. Ross obtained a small quantity of the sehta, which he 

describes' as “a dark grey sand with shining metallic-looking points, yellow 
and white, interspersed. Through the lens, these are found to be semi-metallic 
fragments, the white, crystalline, the yellow amorphous; there are also numerous 
quartzose fragments, white and pink.” <A portion of the sand was magnetic, 
consisting chiefly of pyrrhotite. The yellow metallic-looking grains Major 

Ross found to be copper pyrites, while he considered the white to be ‘Jey- 

poorite.’* The latter, when separated from extraneous substances, looked (with- 

out a lens) like glittering steel beads, each about half the size of a small 
pin’s head; but through a lens they appeared silver-white. The powder was 
blue-black and semi-metallic, like that made from galena. The result of Major 
Ross’ blowpipe examination of these crystals led him ‘temporarily, until 

a sufficient quantity of the pure mineral (not the sand) be obtained to submit 

it to a regular chemical analysis” to estimate the constituents of Jeypoorite 

to be about i 

Oxide of cobalt .., a 3% sa . 82 per cent. ‘t 
» antimony con ie ses ne ere J 
99 arsenic oon ose eee eee woe 6 39 9 { 

Sulphur eee eee eon soe ove 5 ry) ry) ( ; 

100 ch 

No reason, however, is assigned in his paper for considering the mineral an 
oxidized one, and in the title he defines Jeypoorite as ‘a sulph-antimonial 
arsenide of cobalt,’ a name which certainly implies the absence of oxygen.’ It 
seems to me, also, that the name Jaipurite should not be given to any mineral 
but the sulphide of cobalt CoS, until the non-existence of such native sul- 
phide has been clearly proved. At present, although investigations subsequent 

to Middleton’s lend no support to his results, such negative evidence cannot 

1 Proceedings of the Royal Society, XXI, 292. 

2 Major Ross points out the double error in respect to the locality of the mineral, occurring 

in mineralogical test-books. ‘Syepoore, sear Rajputdna,’ should read ‘ Jyepoore, is Réjputéna.’ 

The name is spelled “Syepoore” in Middleton’s original paper, the 8 being probably a mere typo- 
graphical error. The ‘near’ seems to have originated from Nicol’s taking “the independent state 

of Syepoore” to mean a state independent of, or outside, Réjputdna, instead of one not under the 
direct control of the British Government. In the official gazetteer of Réjputdéna, the name of the 
state in question is spelled Jaipur, and hence the name of the mineral should be spelled ‘ Jaipurite.’ 

® A weighed quantity (about 8 milligrammes) of the mineral was compared as to its colouring 
power in a phosphoric acid bead, with a known amount of cobalt oxide, and found equal in this 
respect to about 82 per cent. of ite weight of oxide, Assuming that the mineral contained 82 per 
cent. of cobalt oxide, Major Ross divided the remaining 18 per cent. by guess-work amongst the 
remaining constituents. The above experiment, however, althongh giving some indication of how 
mach cobalt the mineral contained, has no bearing on the question of whether the cobalt was 
oxidized or not. If not (and the metallic instre of the mineral, coupled with the fact of its con- 
taining sulphur and arsenic, is almost a proof of ite being non-cxldised), 2 per cent. of cobals 

a as kena ea 9&8 per cent, divisible amongst the 
other constituents. If the oxide alluded to be the seaquioside, the proportions would be 58'2 of 
cobalt and 41°S of the remaining substances. Tinh, auless d have mistaken the author's meaning 
adr aphemrh nt cadmvih daira hasan oxide, equivalent to 61'8 of cobalt 
the proiftoxide, or 55°83 if the sesquienide, te yeentt. 
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be taken as clearly disproving them, although doubtless sufficient tu suggest 

caution in their acceptance. 

The latest account of the Khetri mines may be found in Mr. Hacket’s paper 
on the useful minerals of the Arvali Region." 

Some time ago we obtained for the Museum, through the kindness of Major 
S. 8. Jacob, Executive Engineer at Jaipur, samples of various products of the 
mines in question, including copper and cobalt ores. The former is copper 

pyrites in a slaty and quartzose gangue from Singhand and Khetri. About 

11 fis. weight was sent from the former place and 2 ths. from the latter. The 

ore from both is very rich ; whether the specimens are unduly favourable samples 
or not I cannot say. 

Specimens of the cobalt ore, both in its natural state and reduced to 

powder, were also sent. The former (from the Babai mine) is a dark grey 

slate containing brown scaly mica in thin seams and little irregular nests. 
Grey translucent quartz occurs in similar seams and nests. Through both slate 
and quartz minute silver-white crystals are disseminated. Most of the frag- 

ments of slate contain very few such, that are visible at least. In some picces, 
however, they are pretty thickly scattered, although even in such cases, on account 
of their minute size, they form but a trifling proportion of the total bulk of the 

rock. Here and there they are aggregated into clusters, and in one piece of slate 

there is an irregular bunch of this kind, made up almost entirely of crystals, 
which méasures about a third of an inch long. Specks of copper- and iron- 
pyrites are scattered through the rock here and there. Other minerals are also 
present, but can scarcely be detected in the unpowdered slate even with a lens. 

The rock is traversed by a few thin seams of calespar: these, however, appear to 
contain none of the cobalt, and to be of more recent origin than the quartzose 
seams, for in one case I observed a seam of the latter kind intersected by a 
calcareous one. 

The rock just described when reduced to a rather fine powder constitutes the 
‘sehta,’ of which Major Jacob sent over 10 lbs. weight from the mines at ' 
Babai and Bagor.* With such a quantity at disposal I lately undertook the 
examination of the cobaltiferous portion in the hope of being able tothrow some 
light on the Jaipurite question. 

The chief difficulty, a fifficulty Major Ross had previously experienced, lies in 

the separation of the extremely minute crystals from the large bulk of extraneous 
matter. Nearly the whole quantity received was first sifted through a wire gauze 
sieve of 36 holes to the linear inch. The coarser portion, weighing less than a 
pound, was then washed in a Schulse’s elutriator, by which means the greater 
part of the slaty gangue was got rid of. The remainder was placed in 
smal] portions at a time in a funnel with long tapering neck, connected below 
“with a U tube by a short piece of Indian rubber tubing. The internal dia- 

a SHE, p 243. 
rar and Bagor are wibages respectively § and 2 miles south, and Singhéné a town 8 miles 
—— a= = the capital of a feudatory State of the same name 
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meter of the U and rubber tnbes was considerably greater than that of the lower 

part of the funnel-neck. On passing a current of water, regulated by a tap, 
through the U tube, and thence up through the funnel, the whole of the sehta 

could be kept suspended in the latter, at any desired level. By carefully 
diminishing the strength of the current, the lowermost grains were allowed 

to drop from the funnel-neck into the U tube, where the current was more feeble 
owing to the wider diameter. When a certain proportion of the sehta had 

been allowed to fall in this way, communication was cut off between the lighter 

and heavier portions by a pinch-cock on the rubber tube. The former included 
the whole of the remaining slaty and quartzose particles, the latter the great 
bulk of the metallic. By a repetition of the process the cobaltic portion, 

owing to its higher specific gravity, was separated from a considerable part 

of the copper- and iron-pyrites, &c. 

The cobaltic portion was afterwards dried and treated with a strong magnet, 

by which numerous grains of pyrrhotite, and some of pyrites (doubtless mixed 
with sufficient pyrrhotite to render them magnetic), were eliminated. Successive 
portions of the residue were then laid in long thin ‘trains’ on a glazed porcelain 
slab, and, with the help of a strong lens and 2 bent needle attached to a handle, 
the cobaltic grains (recognised by their steel-grey colour) were pushed to one side, 
and the residue, consisting mainly of iron- and copper-pyrites, to the other. 

It was soon found, however, that the cobaltic part included two different 
minerals, easily distinguishable under the lens of their crystalline form. There 
were, Istly, modified cubic crystals; 2ndly, orthorhombic crystals; 3rdly, 
broken fragments in which the crystalline form could not be determined. The 
third portion, which constituted much more than half of the total, had to be 
rejected, while the cubic and orthorhombic crystals were carefully separated. 

Altogether I collected about 40 grains of the cubic mineral (in each crystal of 
which the form was apparent) and 2 grains of the orthorhombic.’ 

Fifteen picked cubic crystals of the largest size weighed ‘12 grains, or ‘008 
grains each on an average. Their average diameter was ‘02 inches. The 

specific gravity, taken with 20 grains, was exactly 6°00. 

The colour of the crystals was steel-grey with occasionally a slight reddish tar- 
nish. They were well formed and regular. Of some thousands that passed under 
my eye during the separation, nearly the entire number, probably 99 per cent. 
oF more, showed the same combination of the cube, pentagonal dodecahedron 
Se and octohedron, with the cube as the predominant form, having its edges 
and solid angles replaced by the others.? A very few crystals were observed 
in which the octohedron predominated, the angles being modified by the other 
forms. Some of the broken crystals showed a welleanted . oe parallel 
to the faces of the cube. a. ae obey fo, 

1 These quantities were but a emall portion of hat ek-uiajntieonteined in the schta. The 
-enbic erystals were more numerous mpabathien . 

ed + ie ‘ tie Va 

bs < + er ‘ ae ee TES et ‘ 

|, 23he ; Me ca Ba ae ae D. SEN the microscope. Ibis notices ee ¢ te " 7 - 

2 ad ? ” some 422 Ga an or i Li: f Besar yp ze tee a 

phat the crystals examined by’ ied: “tae Sat which was determined by Pro~” ; + fhe by 3 sae 
> ah 

* 
Dano Mtion. excktbited pias MS oP Ar 
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One cubic crystal is sufficient to give a strong cobalt re-action with borax. In 

the open tube the mineral yields a crystalline sublimate of As, O, and fumes 

of SO,. In the closed tube, at a high temperature, a sublimate of sulphide 
of arsenic is formed, with one of metallic arsenic nearer the assay. These 

characters, together with the crystalline form, &c., leave no doubt of the mineral 
being cobaltite', a result bourne out by analysis, which gave— 

Sulphur ‘ ea . 19146 

Arsenic ... ee : .. 43:87 
Antimony sv th 

Cobalt. > 25 30 

Nickel .. di ee ded. 48, 
Iron = di ‘ . 288 
Gangue nae i see oes “80 

100°26 
eed 

™ 

The octohedral crystals do not differ in any apparent way from those in 

which the cubic form predominates, except in the greater development of a 

different set of faces. I had too few to make a complete examination of them 

separately. Four, however, in an open tube gave a crystalline snblimate of 
As, O, and an odour SO,. They are beyond doubt cobaltite. 

On a previous occasion Major Jacob had sent us about 90 grains of sehta 

washed free from slaty or other siliceous particles, but containing a considerable 
proportion of iron- and copper-pyrites, &c. The cobultic portion was in ex- 

tremely minute particles (which included but few unbroken crystals), having a 
paler colour than the sample I have just described—a shade intermediate between 
steel-prey and silver-white. Its reactions before the blowpipe, however, were 
found to be quite similar. Probably its lighter colour is due to its containmg a 
smaller percentage of iron, 

The orthorhombic crystals, which are steel-grey with a faint yellowish tarnish, 

have the form of arsenopyrite. Perhaps the commonest combination is P, Poe. 

+P P © with sometimes the faces P® In the open and closed tubes the crystals 

give arsenic and sulphur reactions. With borax in the oxidating flame they 

give a bead which is green when hot, and blue when cold, and which, dis- 

solved inw few drops of dilute HCl., yields a red colour with KCyS. In the 
reducing flame the bead is blue. The very strong reactions for iron show that 
the crystals are danaite, not glaucodot: 

With reference to the existence of Jaipurite, all that can be said is that the 

cobaltic portion of three distinct samples of ‘sehta’ have been examined (one by 
Major Ross and two by myself), and that in none of them any simple sulphide of 

1I may here remark that mineralogical text-books differ considernbly as to the behaviour of 
cobaltite in the closed tube. Dana, Plattner, and others, state that it is unaltered. Naumann ssys 

according to Kobell it gives a sublimate of metallic arsenic. Collins states that it yields 
yellow, red, and black sublimate. On trying the experiment I found that while mispickel, the 

_aron analogue to cobaltite, gives sublimates freely at a moderate red heat, cobaltite (from Tunaberg 

and Modum as well as from Khetri) is unaltered. Ata higher temperature, however, at which 
Sie giaes softens, the mineral from all three localities gives off the sulphide and metallic arsenic. 
Glaicodot from Hakanaboda, at the higher temperature, behaves in the same way as cobaltite. 
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cobalt has been detected. The occurence, however, of more than one ore of cobalt 
in the same locality is common enough, and it would seem from Mr. Middleton’s 

description’ that the ore analysed by him was freer from extraneous matter than 

the samples Major Ross and I have examined, indicating perhaps that it was ob- 
tained from a different mine. Mr. Middleton makes no allusion to any difficulty 
in obtaining the ore in a state of purity for analysis. 

At the same time if Mr. Middleton’s results be accepted in their entirety, a 

second mineral peculiar to the Khetri mines must be recognised, namely, a sul- 

phide of iron closely approximating to, or identical with, pyrrhotite in composi- 

tion, but without metallic lustre, of a black colour, and with specific gravity as 

On the Occurrence of Zinc Ore (Smithsonite and Blende) with Barytes in the 

*zarnul District, Madras,—By F. R. Matuzt, F.G.S., Geological Survey of 

India. 

Amongst the specimens illustrating the mineral products of India, sent from 
various parts of the country to the Geological Museum at the time of the Vienna 
Exhibition, were three pieces of rusty-looking stone, aggregating about seven 
pounds in weight. They were sent from Karuul, in Madras (by whom does not 

appear), and were labelled “soapstone, gypsum, &c.” On examining them some 
time ago, during the arrangement of the economic collections in the Museum, 

T found them to consist of ferruginous smithsonite (zinc carbonate), barite, a 
greyish hornstone, and green blende, with a speck or two of galena and pyrites. 

The relative abundance of the different minerals is indicated by the order in 

which they are mentioned. The greater portion, two-thirds perhaps, of the 
specimens is smithsonite. There is a considerable quantity of barite, while the 
amount of hornstone and blende is comparatively small. “The rock has somewhat 
the aspect of a breccia in which the smithsonite is the cementing material, but 

this appearance is probably deceptive. The specimens are the richest samples 
of Indian zinc ore in the Museum. 

I am not aware of any record of the occurrence of zinc in the Karnul 
District, or that its existence there has been hitherto known. Im as far as any 

opinion can be formed from mere hand specimens, the ore looks promising, and 
the circumstances under which it occurs are undoubtedly a question worth 
investigation. 

Notice of a Mud Eruption in the Island of Cheduba. 

The following letter has been placed at the Lag of ie aera Survey 
by Colonel E. B. Sladen, Commissioner of Arokin, 

ae ora e 

Baba oi foods aHeres iw a, 

* p. 860. Middleton’s analysis of this sulphide tuted fu Sunes Bie ander pyrrhotite, 
‘but the physical characters, as given br se faaca) chad On ee 
mineral. 
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No. 76-25, dated Kyouk Phyoo, 23rd March 1881. 

From 

The Deputy Commissioner, Kyouk Phyoo, 
To 

The Commissioner of Arakan. 

Sir, 

I have the honor to report that on the 27th February, at 8 a.m., there was an 
eruption of a volcano in the Island of Cheduba. It was accompanied by flames and a 
trembling of the earth, lasting one and a half hours. 

The volcano is situated near the centre of the Island, and is shown in the charts as 
one of two, close together, lying about north-west of the southernmost point of the Island. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed) W. W. PEMBERTON, 

Deputy Commissioner. 

The volcano in question is evidently one of the two exceptionally large ones to 
the south-east of Pagoda Hill (Vol. XI, 193, 222). 1t is open to doubt whether 

the trembling of the earth was due toa slight earthquake, which was the im- 

mediate cause of the eruption (Vol. XI, 206), or whether it was not a mere 

local tremor close to the volcano, caused by the explosive outbursts of gas. 

F. R. MALLET. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

Donors. 

A series of specimens illustrating the manufacture of potash-alum and of aluminoferric 
cake. 

Peter Spencer, Esq., Pendleton Alum Works, Manchester. 

A series of specimens illustrating the manufacture of cobalt, nickel, and German silver. 

Mzssrs. Henry Wiaerin & Co., Birmingham. 

Two specimens of galena, and one of garnet, from the M&habigh lead mine, Hazéribagh Dist. 

Tue Imperial SILVER-LEAD Minine Company, Calcutia. 

Tinstone from near Jambughora, Rewa Kanta, Guzerat. 
— Rogers, Esq, tate Bomu.CS. 

Seven samples of corundum from the Bellary District. 
M. Hammrzty, Esq., Bellary. 

A series of specimens illustrating the manufacture of glass. 

Merssrs. Hantizy & Co., Sunderland. 

A series of specimens illustrating the manufacture of carbonate of soda, caustic soda, pearl 

ash, caustic potash, and chlorate of potash. 

Tau. GREENBANK ALKALI Worxs Company, Sit. Helens, Lancashire, 

Aieien of specimens illustrating the manufacture of iron and Bessemer steel. 

‘Viste: “Arran -Gaextascnart wie Berapav, E1sey-v-Srant-Inpversis, Dortmund, 
WF ....4..2 72 
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From Ist January To 3lst Marcu 1881. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 
BatntEs, THos.—The Gold Regions of South-Eastern Africa (1877), 8vo, London. 

BENson, Cuas.—Report of a Tour in the Cuddapah and North Arcot Districts made in 
August 1879 (1879), fisc, Madras. 

Suppt. oF Farms, Mapnras. 

Burton, RicHarp F.—The Gold Mines of Midian and the ruined Midianite Cities (1878), 

8vo, London. 

Catalogue of the Calcutta Public Library, with 5 Supplements (1855 —1879), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Dauton, Ep. Turrz.—Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal (1872), 4to, Calcutta. 

GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 

Gorpon. R.— Report on the Irrawaddy River, Pts. 1—4 and Maps (1879-80), fisc., Rangoon. 

Cu1rF CoMMISSIONER, British Burma, 

Hogy, Wm.—Monograph on Trade and Manufactures in Northern India (1880), 4to, 
Lucknow. 

Hout, Epwarp.—The Coal-Fields of Great Britain, 4th Edition (1881), 8vo, London. ~ 

THE AUTHOR. 

Hvux ey, Taos. H.—American Addresses, with a Lecture on the Study of Biology (1877), 

8vo, London. 

Hux ey, Taos. HEnry.—Critigues and Addresses (1878), 8vo, London. 

Mogsisovics, E. V. und NruMark M.—Beitrdge zur Palaontologie von Osterreich-Ungarn 
und den Angrenzenden Gebieten, Band J, heft 1 (1880), 4to, Wien. 

OwEn, RicHu.—Researches on the Fossil Remains of the Extinct Mammals of Australia, 

with a notice of the Extinct Marsupials of England, Vols. I and ITI (1877), 4to, 
London. 

Percy, JoHN.—Metallurgy, Part L, Silver and Gold (1880), 8vo, London. 

Raverty, Mason H. G.—Notes on Afghanistan and part of Baluchistan, Geographical, 
Ethnological and Historical (1880), fisc., London. 

ForgzIGN OFFICE. 

Ross, Lizut.-Cot. W. A.—Alphabetical Manual of Blowpipe Analysis (1880), 8vo, London. 
Sask, Watter.—The Kurhurballee Coal Field, with some Remarks on Indian Coals (1880), 

8vo, New-Castle-on-Tyne. 
Tue AUTHOR. 

Spon’s Encyclopedia of the Industrial Arts, Manufactures and Commercial Products, 
Division III, edited by Chas G. Warnford Lock (1881), 8vo, London. 

Spon’s information for Colonial Engineers, No. 3, India, by Fred. Chas. Danvers (1877), Svo, 
London. 

THouson, Musray.—Notice of a Mass of Meteoric Iron found in the village of Newstead, 
Roxburghshire (1862), 8vo, Edinburgh. 

Tus AptHor. 
Watracs, A. B.—Island Life (1880), 8vo, London. 

PERIODICALS, SERIATA, &p. 
American Journal of Science and Arts, 8rd Series, Yol. xx Ko. “190, ‘and XxI, Nos. 121 

and 122 (1680-81), 8vo, ‘New Hever. -, ns st 
6 of Ns toe : Tus Epirons, 

ae 

Annalen doe Physik und Chemie Mew dei Hon ai Wie. 19 wad 13, ok Dan BER 
tat als we Leah pomeeee ean 
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Titles of Bouks. Donors. 

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. XVITI, livr £ & 5 (1880), 800, Paris, 

L’ApDMINS DEs MINRs. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. VII, Nos. 37 to 39 (1881), 
8vo, London. 

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, Jahrg. XLVI, heft 4 and 5 (1880), 8vo, Berlin. 
Athenszeum Nos, 2773-——2784 (1880-81), 4to, London. 

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band IV., No. 12, and Band V, No. 1 
(1880-81), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3me Pério le, 

Vol. LV, Nos. 1O—12 (1880), 8vo, Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3mne Période, Vol. VITI, Nos. 11 and 12, and 1X, 

No. 25 (1880-81), Svo, Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt. Nos. 47—52, and Band V, Nos. 1—8 (1880-81), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Chemical News.—Vol. XLIT, Nos. 1099—1101, and XLIII, Nos. 1102—1110 (1880.81), 

4to, London. 

Colliery Guardian.— Vol. XL, Nos. 1041—1045, and XLI, Nos. 1046—1052 (1880-81), fol., 
London. 

Das Ausland, Jarhg. LIIT, Nos. 50—52, and Jahrg. LIV, Nos. 1—9 (1880-81), Rey. 8vo, 

Stuttgart. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade IT, Vol. VIII, Nos. 1—3 (1881), 8vo, London. 
1, Vol. XVI, Nos. 414- 419, and XVII, Nos. 420—425 (1880-81), fol., London. 

ore al de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XX, No. 4 (1880), 8vo, Paris. 

nal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. III, Nos. 85—87 (1881), 8vo, London. 

, «ondon, Edinburgh ‘and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, Sth Series, 
Lr Vol. XI, Nos, 65—67 (1881), 8vo, London. 

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. L, Nos, 2364—2366, and LI, Nos. 2367—2375 
(1880-81), fol , London. 

Nature, Vols. I—VII (1870-73), 4to, London. 

R. LypExxKer, Esq. 

Nature, Vol XXIII, Nos. 581—-592 (1880-81), 4to, London. 

Nature Novitates, No. 24 (1880), and Nos. 1—3 (1881), 8vu, Berlin. 
Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palsontologie. Band I, heft 1 and 2 ¢4881), 

8vo, Stuttgart. 

Palwontographica, Band XXVITI, lief 2 (1880), 4to, Cassel. 

Petermann's Geographische Mittheilangen, Band XXVI, No. 12, and XXVII, Nos. 1 and 2 
(1880-81), 4to, Gotha. 

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. X, No. 39 (1881), 8vo, Roorkee. 

THomason CoLurceE or Civit ENGINEERING. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXI, No. 81 (1881), 8vo, 
London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

Avesam.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for 1879-80 (1580), 

Svo, Shillong. 
Carer ComMisstonen or Assam. 

Bowaay—Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. X, Ratndgiri and Sdévantvad (1890), 

hs 2 dee ; 8vo, Bombay. 

is Ae oP os Bomnay GoWRNMENT. 
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Titles of Books Donors. 

British Burma.—Report on the Administration of British Burma during 1679-80 (1880), 
fisc., Rangoon. 

Carer CoMMISsIONER OF Britisn Burma. 

inpIa.—List of Officers in the Survey Departments on the lst January 1881 (1981), fisc., 
Calcutta. 

Home, Rev. & Aart. DEPARTMENT. 

Register of Original Observations in 1879, reduced and corre ted, November and 
December 1879 (1880), 4to. Calcutta. 

Merror. Reporter to Govt. or Inpta. 

Roport on the Administration of the Meteorological Department of the Government 
of India in 1879-80 (1880), fol., Calcutta. 

Merrreor. Rerorrer To Govt. oF Inpta. 

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
No. 172. Report on the Administration of the Ajmere and Mhairwarra 
Districts for 1879-80 (1880), 8vo, Calcutta, 

9 

” 

@ 

FoREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

MysorE.— Report on the Administration of Mysore for 1879-80 (1880), fisc., Bangalore. 

CureF COMMISSIONER OF MYSORE. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

Ratrser.—-Proceedings of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society for ~ 
Sessions 1878-79, 1879-80 (1880), 8vo, Belfast. 

THE Socyustrs Bretin.—Abhandlangen . ae 
Ato, Berlin. , " "Aap Wicerneshoftan zn Berlin, 1879 (1880},' 

ng 

+ Monatsbericht der Kénig. Preussischen Akademie d sun eee: 
and October 1880 (1881), 4to, Berlin, aoe Wissenschaften, September 

\ 
PP Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geolog; h Tas Acapemy. gchar eologischen Gesellschaft. Barla XXXII, No. 8 (1880), 

3ERSsL4U.—Siebenundfiinfzigster Jahres-Bericht der Schlesischen Getetpchaft praeaias Y- landische Cultur, 1879 (1880), 8vo, Breslau. 

4LcUTTs.—Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey tas va VI (1880), 4to, Dehra Din. 

: Taz Sur | ” Rynopsis of the Results of the Operations of . Var. 
of India, Vol. VII (1879), dio, Debra Dann ene eee Survey 

» Camzryorow, R. C.—List of Light houses and Li et iarecibe 

including the Red Sea and Coast of Arabia = India, 
; (1881), oblong 40, Caloutta, = cormested, fo Ist Saonary 1961 

Journal of the Agrioulteral snd Hortionltqzil Gucltty ef hae tee beeen 
VE, pe B (1000), Seer Celera ee et Halll, Mew Secion, Yel 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Catcurta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLIX, part I, No. 4, 
and part II, No. 4 (1880), 8vo, Calcutta. 

THE Soctery. 

“ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. IX and X (1880), and No. 1 

(1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Tae Society. 

»  Palswontologia Indica. Fossil Flora of the Gondwana System. Vol. III, Supple- 
ment to part J (1881), 4to, Calcutta. 

GEoLoGicaL SuRgvey or Inp1a. 

9 Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIV, part 1 (1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

GroLocicaL Survey or Inpra. 

CamBriper.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VIII, Nos. 1 and 2 
(1880), 8vo, Cambridge, Mass. 

Museum or Comparative ZooLoey, 
CopENHAGEN.—Mémoires de l’Académie Royale de Copenhague, 6th Series, Vol. XII. 

No. 6; and 6th Series, Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 2 (1880), 4to, Copenhague, 

THe Acapemy. 

is Oversigt over det Kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, No. 2 (1880), 
8vo, Copenhague. 

Tae AcapEmy. 

sh. asGow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Vol. XII, No. 1 (1880) 
~-gle 8vo, Glasgow. 

eft Tue Society. 
b 

_ 4.0s4nnzE —Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2nd series, Vol. XVII., 
t No. 84 (1880), 8vo, Lausanne. 

Tre Socrery. 
LivERPOOL.—Proceedings of the Liverpool Geological Society, Vol. IV, part 2 (1880). 

8vo., Liverpool. 
Tue Socrety. 

Lonpon.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. X, 
No. 2 (1880), 8vo, London. 

9” Jour -" of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. IT (1880), 8vo, London. oa 
hee Tue Inetrrore. 

0» Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain ay -<reland. New Series. 
Vol. XII, part 4 (1880), and XIII, part 1 (1881), 8vo, London. 

Tue Socrery. 

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XLIX, (1879) 8vo, London. 
Tue Socrery. 

‘5 Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New Series, Vols. II, No. 12, 
and ITI, No. 1 (1880-81), Svo, London. 

. Tas Socteryr. 
» Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXIX, Nos. 1465—1476 (1880-81), Svo, 

London. 
THE Soorrrr. 

” Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol, XXXVI, No. 144., 
ann with list of Fellows for 1880 (1880), Svo, London. 

eo =~ e Tum Soorery. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Mapzip.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid. Vol. IX, Nos. 4—6 (1880), 8vo, 
Madrid. 

THe Socrsry. 

MaNcHESTER.—Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 2nd 
Series, Vols. I and XIII (1805 and 1856), and 3rd Series, Vol. VI 

(1879), 8vo, London. 
THE Society. 

” Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester. 
Vols. XVI (1877) to XIX (1880), 8vo, Manchester. 

. Tse Socirry. 

i Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVI, parts 2 & 3 
(1880-81), 8vo, Manchester. 

THe Socrery. 

MELBOURNE.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th 
September 1880, (1880), f'cap., Melbourne. 

Minine DEPaRTMENT, VICTORIA. 

MontTREAL.—Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress for 1878-79 (1880), 8vo., 
Montreal. 

GxroLoaicaL SuRvEy oF CanaDA. 

Moscow.-Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Vol. LV, No. 4 
(1880), S8vo, Moscou. 

Tur Socir’ 

Monicu.—Abhandlungen der Math.—Phys. Classe der Kénig. Bayerischen Akedent“8#"™ 
Wissenchaften. Band XIII, Abth. 3. (1880) 4to, Miinchen. 

Tar Acapeuy”. 

ye Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch—Physikalischen Classe der K. B. Akademie 
der Wissenschaften. Heft 2—<4. (1880), 8vo, Miinchen. 

Toe AcapEmMY. 

= Ueber den Geologischen Bau der Libyschen Wiiste, (1880) 4to pht, Miinchen. 

THE ACADEMY. 

NEUCHATEL.~Bulletin de la Société des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel, Vol. XII, pt. 1, 
(1880) 8vo, Neuchatel. “Ta 

. ao Socrery. 

New Zratanp.—Fifteenth Annual Report on the Colonial Museum and Laboratory, (1880) 
8vo, New Zealand. 

Toe Musgrvum. 

Panis.— Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 3rd Series, Vol. VI, No. 10, Vol. VII, 
Nos. 6 and 8, 1878-79 (1880), 8vo, Paris. 

Tas Socrty. 
PHILADELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXX, No. 6, and 

Vol. LXXXI, No. 1 (1880-81), 8vo, cami 
Tay Instrrvre, 

Prea.—Atti della Societa Toscana ai Scienze Natarali. Processi Verbali, 14 Novembre 1880 
and 9 Gennaio, 1881 (1880-81), Svo, Piss, 

Tas Socrary. 
Rome.—Atti della RB. Accademia dei Lincei, Sed Series. Sraneunt, Vol, 'V, fasc. 1—6, (1881) 

4to, Roma.- 
Tae ‘Acapexy. 
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SaLeM.— Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. XII, Nos. 7— 9, (1880) Svo, Salem. 

THE INstiTUTE. 

StockHoLM.—Anertin N. P. & Linpstnom. G.—Fragmenta Silurica (1880), fol. 
Holmie. 

THe RoyaL Acapemy, StocKHOLM. 

” AneRiin P. N.—Paleontologia Scandinavica. Part I (1878), 4to, Holmi. 

Toe Royat ACADEMY, STOCKHOLM. 

St. PETERsbuRG.—Bulletin de L’ Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petcrabourg. Vol. 
XXVI, No. 2 (1880), 4to, St. Petersbourg. 

Tue AcCaDEMY. 

9 Mémoires de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, Vol. 
XXVII, Nos. 5—12 (1879-80), 4to, St. Petersbourg. 

THE ACADEMY. 

Visnna.—Denkschriften der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften. Band XLI. (1879) and 

XL and XLII (1880), (1879-80), 4to, Wien. 

THe ACADEMY. 

- Sitzungsbericht der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften. 

Band LXXIX, Abth. I, heft 1—5; Abth II. heft 4—6. 
Band LXXX, Abth. I, heft 1—5; Abth II. heft 1—5, and 

Abth, IIT heft 1—65. 
Band LXXXI, Abth. I, heft 1—5; Abth. I, heft 1—5, and 

Abth. ITI, heft 1—6. 
Band LXXXII, Abth. I, heft 1—2; Abth. II, heft 1—2, and 

Abth III. .heft 1—2, 
Register zu den Baenden 76 bis 80 (1879-80); 8vo, Wien. 

THe ACADEMY. 

re Verhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 15—17 (1880), and 

Nos. 1—3 (1881), 8vo, Wien. 

Tae Institute. 

Wasnhineton.—Bolletin of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the 
Territories, Vol. V, No. 4 (1880), 8vo, Washington. 

THE SURVEY. 

WELLINGTON.—Palxontology of New Zealand, Part IV. Corals and Bryozoa of the Neozoi 
Period in New Zealand; by Revd. J. EH. Tenison-Woods (1880), 8vo, 

Wellington. 
GrotocicaL Survey, NEw ZEALAND,. 

YoxouamMa.—Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natar und Vélkerkunde 
Ostasiens, Heft XXII, Dec. 1880, fisc. Yokohama. 

Tue Socrery. 

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol. VIII, pt. 4 (1880), Svo, 
Yokohama. 

Tue Socrsry. 

MAP. 

Wry, Jamxs.—Map of the Gold Fields of Southern India (1880), London. 

April 9th, 1881. 
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Artesian Borings in India.—By H. B. Mepuicort, m.a., Geological Survey 
of India. 

In such a thirsty land as India the late success of artesian borings at 
Pondicherry has naturally raised the question—Why has not this source of water 

been sought for all over the country? The best answer to this question is to 
show how many trials have been made. Several of them were on a much greater 
~-ale than the Pondicherry borings, and such as was reasonably considered ade- 

e to ensure success. The failure, as not certainly due to natural causes, 
ss by no means settled the condition of supply, even at the localities where the 

borings were made, although proving it to -be less accessible than was hoped 
for. A selected collection of these scattered records cannot fail to be of use for 
future guidance, and a brief discussion of the conditions may help in the same 
way. 

2. The Artesian well_—The simple phenomenon to which artesian wells are 
due is of very common occurrence in ordinary wells sunk below the sub-soil 
water: whenever, as frequently happens, the water rises at once to a higher level 
than that at which it was struck. When the ascensional power is sufficient to 
bring the water up to or above the surface, the well is called artesian, from the 
province of Artois, in France, where such wells have been used from remote 

times. Where such a source can be found, it is manifestly sufficient to tap it by 

a boring, the dimensions being regulated according to the discharge required. 
8. The popular explanation: two classes of conditions.—The familiar explana- 

tion of this action, and indeed the only one mentioned in many books,’ is some- 

what misleading, as being but a special case of the required conditions. If an 
elastic tube be filled with water and allowed to hang in a loop or curve; if then 

the tube be punctured on its upper side, the water will spout up from the hole. 

with a force proportional to the position of the puncture below the level at which 
the water stands in the tube. This illustrates the example usually given of 

artesian conditions; where the water-bearing stratum lies in a basin, whether 

from the original conformation of the area of deposition, or as induced by dis- 
sarbence of the deposits. Such features are, however, of the rarest, in any verna- 

© Bette "ate 

oF i As in the latest edition of the Eucyclopedia Brittanica. 
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cular sense of the word basin. Most of the so-called basins have one or more sides 
wanting, and are, in fact, compound inclined planes. This popular view of 
artesian borings would not even primé facie apply to the majority of cases, nor 
to any trials that have been made in India. The fiction and its misnomer may, 

however, be retained to denote the important class of cases where the artesian 

conditions have been largely produced by disturbance, causing partial upheaval 
and visible bending of the strata, in contradistinction to the other great ,class in 

which the simple inclined (flatly curved) plane of original deposition is the pre- 

vailing condition, although the only examples of complete ‘basins’ would be 
found in this latter class, in the case of filled-up and dried-up water basin. 

4. The primary conditions: as produced in nature.—The essential conditions 

of the phenomenon are fulfilled whenever a body of water confined in an in- 
clined channel, of whatever dimensions, is arrested or retarded by a total or 
partial obstruction in its progress to its point of discharge, so as to be pressed 

back above that level; a state of permanence being attained when the increase 
of pressure so produced causes a discharge equal to the supply of water at the 

upper end, or when overflow takes place there. These conditions are produced 

continually in nature by the ordinary process of formation of sedimentary rocks, 
independently of any turning up of the strata either from the original form of 
the floor of deposition or by subsequent disturbance. Even in an open watery” 

basin the formation of strictly horizontal deposits is a very exceptional oc’, . ' 

rence, for there is always greater deposition on the side from which the sedim@atn 
is derived. It is similar in the case of deposits formed above water level by, 
the action of rain and rivers, of which we have such extensive instances in 

India ; accumulation takes place most rapidly in the border zone where the 
denuding action of these agencies changes into one of deposition; and thus do 
alluvial plains present a constantly increasing slope from the sea-margin to the 
foot of the uplands whence their materials are derived. In this way the first 
condition of artesian springs is established originally in all sedimentary rocks, 
in the prevailing slope of deposition; subsequent disturbance would generally 
increase this condition of slope or ‘fall.’ The other conditions are also often 

aboriginally provided for in stratified rocks: in the distribution of coarse and 
fine deposits by alternation, or by the latter covering the former, the confined 
water channel is produced; and the usually greater accumulation of the coarser 
materials at and near the higher marginal zone of the so-called basin ensures the 

*retarded discharge and the consequent accumulation of water at a higher level, 
which is the active factor in artesian springs. 

5. Experimental illustrations.—The foregoing statements may be made plain 
by the following experimental facta.* A leaden pipe of helf-inch bore and about 
7 feet long was placed on an inclined board, raised 15 inches at one end, making a 

Tam much indebted to my colleague, Mr. F. R. Mallet, for his assistance in making these 

experiments. Simple as they are, grest care is neoded to ensure accurate and comparable results, 

If by inattention the feod of water falls for an instant below She fall eupgly, air outers the pips 
and becomes entangled in the wet shot, and sha whole Ing 40-be sharged again with dried shat in 

a dry pipe: and this has to he done at every — ee The water should be first 

let in'from below and very geadually, < We Gkegiay! Sy *Y ayy 
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slope of about 10 degrees, as shown in figure 1 of the annexed plate. Arrangement 
was made for a constant supply of water, according to demand, at the upper 
end. At intervals of about 19 inches from the lower end of the pipe, holes were 
made on the upper side, in which glass tubes were fixed, reaching to the height of 
the upper end of the pipe. In the free pipe so placed, with a full supply of 
water at the upper end, there was a discharge of 322 cubic inches per minute. The 
pipe was then filled with small shot (No. 8), and the feed water being kept 
strictly level with the surface of the shot at the top, there was only a discharge 

less than 5 cubic inches per minute. In neither of these cases, t.c., while the 
pipe was quite straight, whether with the water rushing through the free pipe or 

slowly percolating through the shot, was there the slightest tendency of the water 
to rise in the glass tubes; because the conditions of discharge were the same at 
every point of the pipe—there was nowhere any inactive pressure or vis a tergo 

produced by the retardation of the uniform flow. Now it is plain that the dis- 

charge of the pipe depends upon three factors—its slope, the porosity of its 

contents, and the sectional area of the pipe; and the effects of these three factors 
are separately made visible in the following experiments. The pipe was bent at 

the upper end, giving it a gradually decreasing slope to near the third tube. Shot 
(No. &) was again filled in, as in the preceding experiment, and water laid on 
and maintained at the exact upper surface of the shot, when a corsiderable rise 
took place in the three glass tubes as represented in figure 2 of the annexcd 
plate, drawn to a natural scale of about ,';th.! These tubes represent artesian 
wells, and the rises that would take place in corresponding relative positions. 

The only change in this experiment from the previous one is the increased poten- 
tial discharge in the upper part of the tube owing to increased slope; this flow is 
obstructed and retarded by the decreasing slope below, and thus a pressure, or vis 
a tergo, is produced throughout the whole pipe, causing the rise in the several 

tybes. In the preceding paragraph it was shown that this condition of increased 
lope towards the source is normally produced in the formation of sedimentary 

rocks. The next experiment (case No. 3) shows the effect of unequal porosity, all 
else being as in case No. 1. The pipe was charged with No.8 shot to between the 
first and second tubes, and then filled up with much larger shot (BB). The rises 
that took place are shown in figure 3; they can only be due to the checking of the.. 
greater potential discharge of the more porous upper part by the less porous lower 

part of the pipe. This condition too is a normal result of sedimentary formation : 
the finer material being swept on to the lower or more distant position. To show 
the independent effect of a change of capacity in the water stratum,a pipe of 
one inch bore was joined to the smaller pipe, between the first and second tubes, 

and the whole compound pipe filled with the small shot (No. 8), as in case No. 1. 

The effect, shown in figure 4, was much stronger than in case No. 3, no doubt 
in exact proportion to the greater potential discharge of the one-inch pipe charged 
with No. 8 shot over that of the same length of half-inch pipe filled with BB shot. 

‘TY; is interesting to observe that in this experiment the line joining these heights is straight, 
end that its prolongation intersects the two terminals of supply and discharge. This fact was 

- gefirmed when the head was raised to 20 inches and lowered to 10 inches, so, within the range of 

thene-experiments, 1 indicates a law of the conditions. 
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This condition also would be a normal result of the process of rock formation ; the 

greater accumulation of coarse materials at the upper margin of deposition would 

give a vastly greater sectional area to the water strata in that position, thinning out 

indefinitely beneath the finer succeeding deposits. Numerous other experiments 
were made, from which I select two: one to show the extreme limit of condition 

No. 3; the upper part of the pipe was left free of shot, when the rise in the tubes 

was, of course, very great, as shown in figure 5. The combined effect of cases 3 

and 4 are shown in figure 6, when the larger pipe was filled with BB shot. As 
occurring in nature these several conditions are of course almost infinitely varied, 
and beyond all possibility of accurate detection from the surface; but throughout 

every complication the total result must rigourously conform to the laws indicated 
in the foregoing experiments. 

6. Proctical difference between basins of disturbance and of original deposition.— 
The simplicity of the primary conditions that have been shown to govern the 
action of artesian wells might lead to very false expectations as to the ease and 

certainty with which such wells may be established. It needs some knowledge 
of geology to be aware of all the chances that may intervene to frustrate the 
best laid hopes, and how those hopes have in the first instance to be based upon 

inferences that are far short of certainty. In this respect there is muchediffer- 

ence in the data of observation between the two classes of sources I have indi- 

cated, those entirely dependent upon original conditions of deposition, and those 
which are largely due to subsequent disturbances of the strata. In the latter 
case it would seem as if additional complications were introduced: and to a 

certain extent this is true, for such strata are affected by fissures and disloca- 

tions from which difficulties the undisturbed deposits are free. But on the whole 

there is a balance of available information in favour of the more complica‘ed 
structure. 

7. Ezamples.—The contrast can be illustrated from familiar examples. The 
strata from which the deep artesian sources of London and Paris are derived... 
are turned up and exposed in the country surrounding the valleys of the ThameS 
and the Seine. The sequence of the strata on both sides can thus be observed 

and compared, and a fair opinion formed as to the water-bearing strata, and as to 
the depth at which they will be found within the basin. It is obviously different 
for deposits that still lie in their basin of formation. Here only the topmost 
beds are visible, and we can have no actual particulars, unless by trial sinking, 

esto the composition and depth of what lies below the surface. It is quite cer- 
tain, however, that on the whole they are made up of alternations of porous and 
non-porous materials; and in the case of river valley deposits there is a further 

1 In the figures the actual readings (reduced to a constant head level) are recorded, and the 
apparent anomaly may be noticed in some cases of a rise in the upper tube, actually higher than 
fhe level at the head. In case 5 this amounts to nearly four tenths of an inch. In this experiment 
the feed was managed by a siphon, regulated by a pinch-cock, from a ‘water surface about 4 inches 
higher than the top of the pipe, the lower end of the siphon. beiig cloge-on the surface at the 

pAentl, Saas ates oa eas chs 

on nit supface st about 1.inch over 
was stif observable, as in case 6, 

tiny jet of water by which the feed was sustained, ie 3 
cistern was introduced, having an overflow, to . 
the top of the pipe: but even with this a 

\ 
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presumption that the bottom beds, formed largely of the debris of local rocks, 

would be coarse and porous, while, as the deposits accumulate and spread at 
higher levels, finer sediment would predominate: one might travel over the 

plains of India, from the delta of the Ganges to that of the Indus, without finding 
a transported pebble larger than a pea. Accordingly, it is a matter of very 
wide experience that artesian springs are abundantly yielded by such recent 

deposits. Those of Lombardy, of the Sahara and of Pondicherry are of this 

nature. 

8. Older rock-basins in India.—There are in India several large areas occupied 
by old formations having a general synclinal disposition. This distribution of 

the rocks in isolated basins is quite a general feature of Indian geology, and 
it cannot be asserted as impossible that there should be artesian sources within 

some of these basins. In the south there are the Kadapah, Kaladghi, and 

Bhima areas in which the strata dip inwards from a rim of gneiss, but the rocks 
are too much indurated to be properly porous, and the frequent local contortions 
within the basin would otherwise disturb any calculation as to the continuity of 

any particular group of beds. In the north there is the great area of Upper 
Vindhyan rocks, stretching from Behér round by Sagor to Dholpur. The com- 
position of the series, in thick alternating masses of sandstones and shales, 
presents the most favourable original conditions for the retention of underground 
water; and the he of the strata is equally propitious, with a gentle inward slope 
on all sides. But here again the rocks are in too advanced a state of indura- 
tion; none of them are porous in the degree required for a prolific water stra- 

tum, so that, unless the supply were aided by fissures or other accidents, it could 
scarcely be counted upon. A more direct cause of failure at many points of the 
area would be found in the elevated position of the rock basin, which is orogra- 
phically a plateau. Thus, although the outcrops of the several lower groups on 
the borders of the area are higher than much of the surface in the centre, most 

’ of the rivers drain across the northern scarp in deep gorges or cafions, which 
would afford a natural outlet for percclation from those groups at a lower level 
than the upland plains. 

9. Secondary rock-basins in India.—Some of the objections made in the case 

of the older rocks would not apply with the same force to the great series 
of secondary rocks known as the Gondwana system. This also is distributed 
throughout the northern half of the peninsula, in more or less isolated basins, 
partly of original limitation, but a good deal affected by subsequent compression. 
It is composed largely of massive sandstones with subordinate clays, all ina 
much less advanced state of consolidation than are the Vindhyan rocks, but greatly 
more compacted than the upper secondary strata from which the deep artesian 
springs of the London and Paris basins are derived. The least permeable beds 
are, however, those at the base of the series. Although these generally include 

@ great conglomerate, the ‘boulder bed’ of the Talchir group, supposed to be 
in some degree of glacial formation, the matrix of this bed is a fine silt, quite 
impervious to water. Still, in certain positions, it is not impoasible that artesian 

might be forthcoming in these rocks: thus, in'a south central position 
- $5 the Raniganj besin, a boring that penetrated below the ironstone-shales 
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(supposing them to be continuous) might tap water that would rise to the surface. 
Another perhaps more likely position may be noticed in the interior valley along 
the northern edge of the Satpfra basin, where the Denwa clays are supposed 
to be underlaid by an attenuated extension of the Pachmari sandstone, which 
rises into high hills immediately to the south. I mention this ground because 
partial trials were made here in the borings for coal at Khapa and Manegaon, 
the former to a depth of 720 feet, the latter to 420 feet. But in neither case 
did any water rise to the surface, although in the Khapa hole an ingress of 
sand and water under pressure occurred at some points, necessitating the use of 
piping to a depth of 270 feet. Itis rather to be hoped that no such store of 
water does exist in these deposits, as it would be a serious obstacle to deep min- 
ing, which may at some future time be undertaken. I am unable to quote any 
instances of an artesian boring in rocks that had undergone a considerable 
degree of induration. This state almost precludes the conditions required for 
artesian springs: porosity in an adequate degree can hardly exist, and the water 
circulation is relegated to cracks and fissures which affect the indurated im- 

pervious beds as well as the originally porous ones, so that the water distribution 

becomes promiscuous instead of in sheets. 

10. Inguiries made in Madras in 1864.—In 1864 anxious inquiries were made 
by the Government of Madras as to the prospect of artesian borings in certain 
districts especially liable to drought, as specified in the subjoined letter :— 

‘‘From Secretary to the Board of Revenue, to Secretary to Government, dated Madras, 

25th April 1864. 

“Srz,—I am directed by the Board of Revenue to submit, for the consideration of Govern- 

ment, that it is expedient to make a thorough trial of the artesian well system in “wach parts 
of the country as, in communication with the Geological Survey Department, may ne 
deemed most favourably circumstanced for the purpose. 

“The actual and serious deficiency of water for drinking and domestic purposes be- 
comes painfully conspicuous in a season of drought such as the present, and so far as the 
Board can judge, the evil is greatest in localities which hold out fair promise of success to 
the proposed experiment. 

“They may instance Coimbatore in the neighbourhood of the Neilgherry range, Bellary: 
not far from the Ramandroog range, and parts of Kadapah, which are generally in sufficient 
proximity to hilly tracts to indicate primd facie that the system might succeed. 

“‘The Collectors could point out to the Geological Department the exact spote where 
the want of water is most keenly felt, when in the hot and dry season villagers have daily 
to travel some miles to obtain drinking water, and not unfrequently have to pay for it to 
the fortunate possessor of a spring, small tank, or well; and the Board believe that the 

Geological Surveyors could without much labour determine whether the centour and strati- 
fication of the country allowed hope of success for artesian wells,” 

In two of the districts mentioned, the hills, which wete pointed out as possible 
sources of artesian springs, are entirely, as well as the ground bencath the plains, 
of crystalline metamorphic rocks. In the third tie. rouks are slates and quart- 
sites of the transition series, in which the prosgects‘are svagecly better. ‘In con: 
neotion with these inquiries two deep borings were reeommmended by Captain J. 
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Fischer, R.E., to be made in the Bellary district, and the work was sanctioned by 
the Madras Government ;! but they were not carried out, from want of funds.? 

11. Borings im tertiary rocks at Gogah, Guzerdt.—The only artesian boring 
in India in rocks older than the alluvium that I can find mention of is one at 

Gogah (Gogo), a little promontory in the Gulf of Cambay, on the cast coast of 
Kattywar, in Guzerét. It was put down in upper tertiary rocks, the same as those 

so well known for their fossil mammalian remains in the Island of Perim, 6 

miles distant to the south-east. A notice of it is recorded in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1837 (Vol. VI, p. 786), by the officer in charge, 

Lieutenant George Fulljumes, presumably the originator of the enterprise. A 

full section of the boring is given, to a depth of 335 feet, the work being then 

in progress, but so far without result.* The section in the boring is not 

altogether unfavourable; in the lower portion there is a great preponderance of 

“stiff blue clay,” which would form a thorough cover for any water-bearing bed 
below it; but there seems little or no prospect of success in such a position, at 

least from the tertiary beds themselves. These lie flatly, or with a gentle easterly 

slope of original deposition, but they are only a fringing belt on the Kattywar 
coast, forming very low ground. Inland from Gogah they extend for about 
5 miles, where they rest upon a denuded surface of the Deccan trap, so that their 
immediate catchment area is very small, and the possible supply from drainage 
is also very restricted, for at about 12 miles from Gogah the trap forms a small 
range rising to a summit of 986 feet. The bedding in this rock is either hori- 
zontal, or, probably, having a low westerly inclination. The rainfall, moreover, 
is small, seldom exceeding 20 inches. All things considered, the best chance of 
an artesian spring at Gogah would seem to be the possibility of a supply in the 

1 Order No. 1895, dated 14th October 1864. 

2 Proceedings, Government of Madras, No. 138, dated 14th January 1865. 

3 My inquiries as to any further knowledge of this boring has elicited the following interesting 
information from the Public Works Secretariat, Bombay, dated 29th June 1881 :— 

“In reply to your letter No. 162, dated 12th May 1881, I have the honour to state that 
Lieutenant Fulljames’ report cannot now be traced, but that it appears that from 1831 to 1837-38, 
an outlay of Rs. 65,163 was incurred in boring experiments in Guzerat, Kolaba, the Southern 

‘Maratha country, and Poona. 

“ As regards the experiments in Guzerdt, the Collector of Ahmedabad in a report, dated 14th * 
March 1842, stated as follows : 

‘ With respect to the advantages which have hitherto attended the experiments, I take this 
pportunity of observing that, although a moderate supply of sweet water may generally be 

obtained by this means in the Dholka Purgunna, and undoubtedly in years when the monsoon 

fails and water is not procurable under any circumstances, the benefit to those villages where a 
bore has been successful cannot be too highly appreciated, yet on the whole I am of opinion their 

success cannot be considered to have been commensurate with the expense, including the risk of 

failure which attends them.’ 

“ At Poona the operations were discontinued in consequence of the little prospect of success 
arising from the unfavourable nature of the strata. At Kolaba also the attempt proved an entire 

faiture. 
; “Farther search will be made for Lieutenant Fulljames’ report, and if forthcoming copies 

3, WHlt bé. daly transmitted to you.” 
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bottom beds, derived from the trap; or, more remotely still, from the opposite 

side of the basin of deposition, 50 miles to the east, where lower tertiary strata 
rise to some little elevation at the base of the Réajpipla hills, formed of the 
Deccan trap. These two suggestions illustrate the considerations that may, 

as a last resource, be taken into account in speculating upon artesian sources. 

12. Allwial pluins:—The want of water is nowhere more felt than in parts 
of the great alluvial plains of India, and all the deep borings in Northern India 
have been made in that region. None other offers such a fair prospect of suc. 

cess although hitherto the results have been disappointing. The plains are 
correctly spoken of as alluvial, as being still more or less subject to increase 
from inundation or atmospheric action; but these surface deposits are often 
in continuous sequence with similar underlying strata of great thickness, and, 
no doubt, ranging in age to early pleistocene times. These alluvial areas 
may be distinguished as of two kinds: there are extensive upland valley plains, 
entirely encompassed by hills or low rocky outcrops; and the plains of the great 

rivers terminating on the seaboard. 

13. Midland plains: the Narbada Valley: surface features—Of the midland 

plains we have a good example in the country known as ‘the Narbada Valley,’ 

in the centre of the peninsula, stretching for about 200 miles between Jabalpur 
and Harda, with a width of about 20 miles. The elevations of these two places 
are 1,351°51 and 946°75 feet,’ giving a total fall of a little over 400 feet, or about 
2 feet per mile. The cross-section of the valley equally indicates that its surface 
is due to actual, or very recent, alluvial conditions: although the main river, 

the Narbada, enters the valley from the southern hills, at the east end, its course 
throughout the valley keeps near to the northern side, a fact no doubt connected 
with the much greater influx of detrital matter from the south. The watershed 
on the north is along the Vindhyan scarp, immediately overhanging the valley, 

while the southern affluents of the Narbada drain a large area of the Saétpura 
range, composed of much softer rocks than the Vindhyans. On the branch line 
to the Mohp4éni coal-field there is a fall from 1,242 feet, at the foot of the 

southern hills, to 1,157°72 at Gadarwara junction, in a length of 11 miles, or 
about 7 feet per mile. 

14. Recent erosion and its cause-——Although the deposits of the Narbada 
Valley are the work of the existing rivers, we have to note this primary result 
as completed, so far as the chief rivers are concerned, and as having already 
undergone modification of a most important kind as regards artesian springs, 
The Narbada and all its main affluents now flow in permanently defined channels 
well below the general surface, and never inundate the adjoining plains, which 
are now undergoing denudation rather than increase, unless in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the hills. Such a change in the mode of action of rivers imme- 
diately implies a greater total of carrying power in the annual discharge of 
water; and this may be due either to an increased fall, or to an increased volume 
of water, or to a change in the regulation of the same total discharge from a 
distributed gradual escape, largely by percolation, to ane taking place in concen- 

\ These elevations were kindly given to me by Mr. 3. HM. Rdwards, District Engineer, G. 1, P. 
Railway, at Jabalpur ; they refer to the level of the spiis above moan sea datam-level. 
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trated floods. It is scarcely doubtful to which of these causes the actual con- 

ditions are to be assigned. An increased fall, whether by a lowering of the 

level of escape, or by a rise of the area of supply, would almost surely be detect- 

able in the inequality of its effects at different points of the basin, either in the 

work done by the main river or of its affluents on cither side; whereas the 

observed conditions of recent erosion occur about eyually all over, where cach 

stream enters the valley, as much as at the final point of discharge. The second 

cause may also be laid aside; there is nothing to support tho supposition of a 

ereat increase of rainfall in late times. There is much reason to th ink that the 

effect under notice is attributable to the third cause mentioned, the inereased 

rapidity of escape of the periodical rainfall, this being due to the progressive 

deforesting of the land since prehistoric times with increase of population. The 

effect of this upon artesian springs will be mentioned presently. 

15. Underground features of alluvial valleys—If we now attempt some con- 

jectures as to the underground conditions upon which the chances of a water 
supply so much depend, we are at once confronted by the obscurity montionced 

in para. 6. A first presumption regarding an alluvial valley is that it had 
under other conditions been excavated by the agencies which are now filling 
it up, the change of operation having been effected cither by a suitable move- 

ment of the ground, or simply by the backward growth of deposits from 

the delta. Under this latter’ simplest, and perhaps commonest, condition of 
alluvial deposition, one assumption can be made regarding the depth of tho 
deposits, that the maximum depth in any cross-section is less than that of any 
cross-section below it (down-stream) ; 7.e., that the alluvial area is not a ‘rock- 

basin ’—one in which the bottom of hard rock is cup-shaped, with interior 
depths greater than the lowest point of the enclosing barrier.' But this relative 
information is of no practical value without a knowledge of the maximum depth 

at any cross-section. A further uncertainty arises from the great irregularity 
of surface-form produced by subiaerial denudation, according to the texture and 
posture of the rocks acted on. For instance, the upper valley of the Damuda, 

between the gneissic plateaus of Ranchi and Hazéribigh, is chiefly occupied by 
detached basins of Gondwana strata, which the river and its affluents have 
carved into hills of various shapes, leaving some central masses of sandstone 

nearly as high as the adjoining uplands of metamorphic rocks. If this valley 
were to become filled with alluvium, the future well-sinker might think himself 
safe in choosing a central position for his boring; and at many places he might 
sink successfully to a depth of several hundred feet, whereas not far off, in what 
he might think more open and safer ground, his rods would strike rock near 
the surface, on what are now the Lagu and the Mandi hills of Gondwana sand- 
stone. Thus, to return to the actual case of the Narbada Valley, the fact that 
outcrops of rock only occur near to the north or south boundary, gives very small 
presumption as to the depth of the deposits at any point. 

16. EHxemplified by the Narbada Valley.—Other causes besides the simple ones 
just mentioned, and more local in their effects, may have contributed to bring 

1 This is, of course, only true generally, and within moderate limits, for it is common to find 
in river beds a deep pool above a rock barrier; where soft or decomposable rock occurs above ,that 
forming the barrier ; and it would be difficult to assign a limit to this action. 
ae B 
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abont the formation of an alluvial basin and to complicate the underground 
features. The Narbada Valley would scem to be a case in point; its history is 
evidently very intricate and as yet imperfectly made out; but it will serve tu 
illustrate the point under discussion. The alluvial area occurs where the river 

valley lies between Vindhyan rocks on the north, forming the plateau of Malwa, 

Bhopal, and Sagar, and Gondwana rocks on the south, forming the highest portion 

of the Satpura range. It is thus at once evident that we are in the neighbour- 

hood of impurtant structural features ; that the valley here is not simply one of 

erosion in the same geological formation. The severance of these two great 
sedimentary scries on opposite sides of the valley is complete, no remnant of 

cither being found near the other; and it is doubtful if they were ever in con- 
tact in this region. They both rest with total unconformity upon the same 

transition and gnessic rocks, which are seen at a few places on the borders of the 

valley and might thus appear to form the bed of the alluvial basin. Both the 
Gondwanas and the Vindhyans, within their respective areas, have undergone 

comparatively little disturbance; but on the margin of those areas, t.c., next 

the valley, there is much local contortion in each of them. This circumstance 

has given rise to speculation as to the present limits of the sedimentary forma- 
tions being due to great movements of dowuthrow, to the north on the side of 

the Vindhyans, and to the south on the side of the Gondwdnas—a supposition 

which implics that the ground now occupied by the valley had been a position 

of relative upheaval, Closer examination has not confirmed this view : at several 
points the upper beds of the Gondwana series are found lapping round the 
low hills of metamorphic rocks on the margin of the valley, proving that the 
original limits of the deposits were approximately where we now find them.! 

The case is not so clearly made out for the Vindhyans, but the fact that the 
shales which form such a considerable proportion of the series within the basin 

are scarcely, if at all, represented along the southern margin, points strongly to 
a similar conclusion as for the Gondwana boundary. On this view then we have % 

to presume that in Vindhyan, and still later in Gondwana times, there existed a 
range of older rocks where now lies the Narbada Valley—a view only a degree 
less embarrassing than the former supposition of its having been a position of 
actual upheaval in still later times. Had we no further facts to deal with, we 
should only have to work the problem by the well-known condition that rocks 
in a high state of chemical combination, such as the metamorphic rocks, are 
much more subject to decay, especially under the influence of vegetation, than 
the deposits which are the immediate residue of that decay. 

17. Continued.—There is, however, later information regarding the history 
of the valley. At several points along the south margin, bedded basaltic rock is 
found beneath the alluvinm, outside (in front of) the fringe of metamorphic 
rocks which support the scarp of Gondwdna sandstone. From this we must 
conclude, either that the Narbada Valley existed to a greater depth than at 
present, in middle cretaceous times, before the outburst of the Deccan trap, when 
it became filled up by this roek, which undoubtedly wad onde continuous across 
it connecting the points where it is still found capping both the Vindhyans and 

i For details of this foutune, aap Mant, irl, ol. X,-B00:30, p. 164, 
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the Gondwanas on cither side of the valley; or else, this now low-level trap had 

overspread the upland of metamorphic rocks that formerly must have separated 
the Vindhyan and Gondwana basins, and have been let down by a fault close 

along the present south edge of the valley. There are facts in favour of both 
views, and it is probable that the result is partially due to cach condition. It is 
very probable that the ridge of old rocks had undergone very extensive decay 

and erosion before the advent of the basaltic outflow, as had undoubtedly taken 

place in the adjoining area of similar rocks to the north of the Vindhyan plateau 

in Lower Bundelkhand, That area had cortainly been ocenpied by fully of gneiss 
when the Vindhyans were deposited,’ and it is equally certain that at the 

Deccan trap period it had been reduced to about its present level, the basalt 

being found in the low ground continuous with that on Vindhyans of the Sagar 
platean (1. c., p. 16); and that result was chiefly, if not wholly, due to simple 

weathering (1. c., p. 95). We might then suppose that the same had oceurred in 

the case of the Narbada Valley, and that its re-excavation in the basaltic rock, 

on the old lines, was simply the effect of denudation. There would be nothing 

very forced in such a supposition, and, indeed, to a great extent it has to he 

adopted, but there are other facts that would not thus be accounted for. 

18. Continued: the Sukakheri and Gédarwdra borings —The facts just referred 

to could not have been discovered from any observations at the surface ; they have 

been brought to light by some trial borings for coal. It was conjectured that 
the Gondwana coal measures might have extended into valleys of the metamor- 
phic hills, which formed the general boundary of the basin in this position, and 
borings were undertaken in the alluvium in front of the Mohpani coal-field ; one 
at Sukakheri, 3 miles from the hills, and one at Gadarwara junction, 11 miles 

from the hills, The latter was sunk to a depth of 251 feet, and the former to 

49] feet, altogether in alluvial deposits. The operations could not be carried 
further, and practically they answered the purpose for which they were under- 
taken, for it would scarcely be profitable at present to sink for coal through such 
a thickness of soft rock ; but, of course, it still remains unknown what formation 

underlies the valley deposits at these points. The discovery of the great depth 
of the alluvium is, however, in itself a very interesting and unexpected fact, 2s 
showing that the alluvial basin of the Narbada Valley is a rock-basin of con- 

siderable depth. The rock-bed of the Narbada at Hindia, a few miles north of 
Harda, may be about 100 feet lower than the surface at Harda; and thus it 

would be nearly 150 feet higher than the bottom of the bore-hole at Sukakheri 
(where the rock had not yet been touched), at a point 115 miles higher up the 
valley; and it cannot be assumed that the Sukakheri boring chanced upon the 
deepest point of the alluvial deposits. It may thus be fairly presumed that 
special subsidence contributed to the formation of the valley ; and this contribn- 
tion must have been made at a comparatively recent date, for it is introduced to 
gecount for the depression of the actual rock-surface beneath the alluvial cover- 

- ing. Direct observation gives support to this supposition. Although, indeed; 
"aye find (as at Mohpéni) the basalt resting upon crushed and denuded lowest 
: “Goidwéns beds close in front of the cliff of Upper Gondwana sandstone—show- 

ge ae 

1 Manual of Geology of India, p. 87. 
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ing that much of the disturbance and erosion affecting this formation had taken 
place before the Deccan trap period—yet there are numerous sections on the line 

of the southern edge of the Narbada Valley to show that the trap itself has 
undergone much displacement in that position. 

19. Continued : special obstacles to artesian springs.—So much then for the 
geological discussion of the facts; we may now look to their bearing on the 
artesian well question. We are assured of a basin of quite unexpected dimen- 

sions, and most of the surface conditions seem favourable, yet in two borings of 

very considerable depth no sign of an artesian spring occurred. This would, in- 
deed, be fully accounted for by the fact that neither boring passed through or 
touched any bed of porous material. An occasional pebble was brought up, but 

the whole mass passed through seems to consist of more or less impervious clay. 

I find it recorded in the boring journals that the hole had partly filled up again 

and had to be cleared out, but this seems to have occurred where the rods were 

far (sometimes 50 feet) ahead of the tubing, a fact in itself sufficiently proving 

the tenacity of the ground. We might then consider the question as unaffected 
by these experiments, but I think I can point out a circumstance which would, 
independently of the condition of a porous water-stratum, prevent the occur- 
rence of an artesian spring at the general surface level of such a valley as this, 
which is, I imagine, as regards superficial features, typical of the midland allu- 

vial areas of India. The level to which water would rise in a boring depends 
primarily upon its level at thehead of supply ; now although Sukakheri is 70 feet, 
and Gadarwara 84 fect, lower than the summit level on the branch railway close 
to the foot of the hills, the Sitariva river where it enters the alluvium has cut 

its bed down to about 100 feet below the same level. This, of course, acts as @ 

complete drain upon the accumulation of underground water to a considera- 
ble depth.!. The only chance then of a spring rising to the surface in such an 
area ‘would seem to be from a source far up the valley. I am not at all prepared 
to say that the expectation of such a source would be unreasonable, but for the 

probability that this pressure also would find a leak through bottom coarse 
deposits to the sides of the valley at the lateral stream channels, and so undergo 
constant adjustment to the fall. The cause of failure here noticed is analogous 
to that pointed out for the old rock basins at the end of paragraph 8, and it is the 
effect of the recent erosion described in para. 14. 

20. Coastal alluvial plains.—The case of alluvial plains ending at the sea is 
somewhat different from that of the upland valley plains. In these latter we can 
seldom (previous to trial) count upon a greater depth of alluvial strata than the 

level of the rock-bed at the point of discharge; in the former case there is 
no such limitation, and there would be a general probability of a depth increas. 
ing towards the sea margin. There would, moreover, be a less chance of great 
inequalities of depth, for the floor upon which such deposits reat would for the 
most part have been prepared by marine denudation, which does its work in 9 
more regular manner than sfmospheric agencies. The prospect then of an 
artesian boring in a coastal alluvial region would, as regards primary oonditiong, 
be reduced to the consideration of the catchment arpa and rainfall. 

At ditanc of « quarter mile the Yad ofthe Glinr is 96 fort below the level at the 
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21. The Coromandel plains.—The successful artesian borings at Pondicherry 
give a general illustration of the conditions under considcration, or at least of 

one phase of them. The whole Coromandel coast is fringed with alluvium, al- 
though at intervals between the principal rivers rocks come close to the shore, 

or even touch it at a few points. South of the Kistna none of the rivers of the 

Peninsula are able to maintain an encroaching delta; there secms a temporary 

neutrality established between them and the sea, for on its side the sea does 

no more than shake out and spread the alluvial matter it receives from the rivers, 

so that the sea-bottom is almost a simple continuation of the alluvial plain At 

10 miles from the shore the depth only varies between 20 and 30 fathoms, 

giving a slope of 1 in 400, or 15 feet in a mile. Under such circumstances 
‘the shore line is very regular, almost straight, but inside it the rock margin of 

the alluvial plain is most sinuous, retreating rapidly inland between the low 

plateaus of tertiary sandstone that separate the main river basins back to the 
upland of gneissic rock, and far up the valleys of the principal streams. From 

these highest beginnings of the alluvial area the principal rivers are, or have 
been till very recently, in the distributing phase of action, 1.e., sending off dis- 

tributaries, or flood-water subsidiary channels, any one of which may, according 

to circumstances, be adopted as the main channel, the old one being abandoned. 
This feature is a necessary condition of a depositing river, for when the stream 
acts principally as an agent of erosion, it necessarily deepens its channel and 

fixes its position permanently. Thus it is evident that this plain is of the most 
recent formation. 

22. The Pondicherry borings—Pondicherry is situated on the shore, at the 
extreme north-east corner of one of these plains, where the alluvium runs up 

like a wedge between the sea and the rounded south-east edge of the low 
plateau of tertiary sandstone, which is only 2 miles distant from the town. 
To the south, for a width of about 15 miles, the plain has a depth (from the 

shore line) of about 25 miles, with a mean slope of about 5 feet in a mile. To 
all appearance Pondicherry is thus least favourably placed as regards an under- 
ground water-supply from the alluvium; but Mons. C, Poulain, the enterprising: 
manager of the Savana factory, undertook the experiment with entire confidence, 

and was rewarded with success. There are now three artesian wells in con- 
tinuous operation within a circle of 600 yards radius, close to the sea. The sur- 
face at the wells is only from 6 to 9 feet above mean sea level, the extreme tidal 
range being (for Madras) 5 feet 4 inches. In one case the artesian water rose 
to a height of 15 feet above sea level :— 

Artesian wells at Pondicherry. 

Discharge, | Diameter of Position. Depth, feet. gullons Per tabe i scl Tem eters, 

i Savana aac ee 91°4 

IL—Upilem ace ace cee 

Hi.—-Jardin d’acclimatation sae 10°28 98°74 
4 
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Generalised section of well No. III. 

Depth. | Thickness.| No. 

—— emenenteremrenere: f egerp etcetera epee ee rs a a TE AAT TSS STS A Oo SEES —ASEGNA Nene | RR“ US 

Feet Feet. 
4 Soil. 

14 10 1 | Clayey sands. 
27 13 2 | Alternating coarse sands, 
36 9 | 8 | Black clay and fine sand. 
40 4 4 | Clayey sands. 
52 12 & | Clean sand. 
89 37 6 | Black clays, some sandy. 

101 12 7 | Alternating sand and clay. 
110 9 8 | Sandy clay and sand. 
158 48 9 | Black clay. 
180 22 | 10 | Fine earthy sand. 
198 18 | 11 | Coarse sand, partly ferrnginous. 
217 19 | 12 | White sand, earthy, and conglomeratic. 
235 18 {| 13 | Sand and ferruginous grit. 
242 7 | 14) Fine sand. 
261 19 | 15 | Sand, gravelly and ferruginous. 

Decayed wood was brought up from several of these bands, 2, 5,13, 14, and 15; 

and also fragments of shells, presumably marine, from No. 9. There is a decided 

correspondence in the sections of the three wells, the black clay bands Nos. 6 
and 9 being well represented in all, and indicating a steady inclination to east 

and south. In both the deeper wells decided artesian springs occurred at higher 
levels than those at which the borings were suspended. The several discharges in 
these three wells have no definite relation to the depths or to the capacities of 
the tubes; but it is evident that with the same statical pressure the discharge 
would be largely affected by the porosity of the particular ground from which 
the supply was received. All these wells have been working now for nearly 
three years without any diminution. Formerly the dry-weather level of the 
upper ground-water was a little below mean sea level, but since the wells 

have been at work there has been a rise of between 2 and 3 feet in the ground- 
water attributed to the waste water from profuse irrigation from the wells. 
A much deeper boring (to 550 feet) was executed in the Black Town, about 

1,000 yards to the north of the other wells and proportionally nearer to the 
edge of the basin, and more removed from the main alluvial area: at 540 feet 

the water rose to within 3 feet of the surface with a discharge of 13 gallons 
a minute: but no further success was obtained. The strata passed through 
agreed with those in the other wells, the lower beds being all sandy, with 
occasionally vegetable matter, as in the section already given. 

23. Special condition of their success.—It is important to call attention to 
a secondary condition of success in these Pondicherry ‘borings, namely, the con- 
tinnous prolongation of the deposits tog considerable distance under the sea, 
whereby the water of these springs at the ehpre line haa still te force ite way for 
many miles before finding an, escape. It is, 1 think, evident from the experi- 
ments described in paragraph 5, that, alt iso. -—“inine, a8 now, the springs at 
Pondicherry would cease to deliver abehde 3 Mild enafooe if the sea were to 
excavate 8 moderately deep channel peut the ehote, 
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24, Altered condition of the shore-—The frequent mention of vegetable matter 

and ‘decayed wood’ at all depths in these borings is certainly suggestive of 

shallow waters or even of terrestrial conditions, and therefore of continuous 

subsidence of the ground; yet it would not be safe to insist on this, for it is 

scarcely known to what extent water-logged vegetable debris may form an 
ingredient of free deposition in the immediate vicinity of land densely covered 

with forest, as no doubt was the condition of the Coromandel until comparatively 
recent times. Nothing of, the kind could occur now; but changes of the surface 
conformation, effected by the destruction of forest, are no doubt as marked here 

as in the upland alluvial areas already described: the line between land and 

water was probably then far less marked than now ; instead of the sand dunes 

that fringe the present shore at many places, there would have been everywhere 

an imperceptible passage through swamp vegetation into the actual sea. 

25. Purification of marine deposits—The absence of mention of brackish 

water in the Pondicherry borings is noteworthy if only in contrast to what has 

been observed elsewhere, as at Madras, where it seems rather the rule than the 

exception to find brackish water in the shallow wells. If this saline impurity 
be not due to local production at the surface, it must be derived from unwashed 
marine deposits; and in places on this coast undoubted marine beds have been 
observed above the present sea level. In either case it is an illustration of the 
capricious action of underground percolation, through the irregular distribution 
of porous and non-porous beds. It must, I think, be taken as the normal result 
of percolating atmospheric waters to completely purge (in time) all rocks to 
which they have access. So long as a ‘head’ of fresh water is maintained by 
soakage from the surface in ground above sea level, that water, in all its most 
distant ramifications, wherever a sensible flow is sustained, must bar the access 

of sea-water at whatever depth. A good instance of how rapidly and effectually 
this duty is performed may be quoted from Madras: a tide guage cylinder was 

sunk to about 12 feet on the shore close to the high-water mark, and it filled 
with fresh water.? 

26. Western India: boring at Ahmedabad.—In the report of the Committee 
on the project for the Calcutta boring? I find the following mention of an appa- 
rently successful artesian boring in an alluvial area of Western India: -“ While 
drawing up our report, we hear of the eminent good fortune which has attended 

Lieutenant Fulljames’ attempts in Guzerdt, at Ahmedabad,? where water rushed 

up with great force through the tubes to the astonishment of the inexperienced 
in such matters. The soil in the plains of Guzerét is so sandy and unretentive 
of moisture that most of the wells have a depth exceeding 100 feet. The boring 

was commenced at the bottom of an abandoned well.” I ive not succeeded in 

1 Information from Captain Baird, R.E., in charge of tidal observations. 
- J have, I think, given all the important facta of the experience at Pondicherry; for further 

pexticulars reference may be made to Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIII, pp. 118 
and 104. 
+a. 3 Jour. As, Sog., Bengal, 1883, Vol. II, p. 372. 
>, ® The elevation of Ahmedabad is 196 feet ; the distance from the head of the Gulf of Cambey 

MBO vailes. 
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finding any further information regarding this boring (see note, p. 211), and 

probably the last sentence of the quotation explains this defect, in that the spring 

was only partially artesian, and never reached the surface. This is an important 

resource that is not known of in many districts where it might be of use. I have 

been told that in parts of North-western India it is the practice to excavate wells 
down to a certain bed of clay, and to bore a hole in this, through which the water 

rises to a more or less constant height. 

27. Deltas —The familiar word ‘delta’ is most inconveniently vague as a 

term of physical geography, being based upon quite a special combination of 
conditions, the essentials of which commonly occur without producing anything 

like what is generally understood as a delta. A strict definition of the term 

would be—the area embraced between the extreme distributaries of a river and 

the sea. In the case of the Nile the land so defined did form nearly an equi- 
lateral triangle, and hence the name from the Greek letter A. The word always 
implies proximity to the sea, but the essential point of the feature is the perma- 
nent dividing of the waters of the river, and this may occur anywhere in the 
alluvial area, however far from the sea. To take an extreme instance: there 
was almost certainly a time (and it might recur but for human interference) 
when the Jumna divided its waters near the sub-Himalayan zone, sending some 
to the Arabian Sea and some to the Bay of Bengal, and thus the whole of penin- 

sular India would be included in its delta, as above defined ; or again, most of the 
coastal plains of the Coromandel, as already described, are deltaic, as embraced 

by the distributaries of the principal rivers; but they have a much greater slope 

than obtains under the fluvio-marine conditions of the true delta, which may be 

described as the extreme form of alluvial ground, where deposition from 

inundation merges into deposition in a water-basin. In the lower parts of a 
delta all except the topmost layers must be of the latter kind, except where de- 
pression has intervened to sink a land surface below the sea level. Even as thus 

described, deltas vary greatly from the point of view of artesian conditions. 
Mere size is an important consideration here, involving as it does the greater or 
less prolongation of the strata with a minimum slope and having a minimum 
capacity as water-bearing. 

28. The Calcutta boring.—The foregoing reflections may go far to explain the 
failure of the artesian boring at Calcutta in 1838, with the inference that in 
such a case there may be no chance of success. Calcutta, although 70 miles from 
the sea, is far within the tidal area of the delta; the nearest edge of the alluvial 
basin is about &0 miles distant to the west, a large portion of which ground is 

also within tidal eee * the technical head of the delta, where the Hugli (or 
Bhigirath1) leaves the Ganges, is 170 miles to the north, It is thus evident that 
for an immense area around Calcutta the strata agp ae nearly horizontal as any 
deposits can be, where, of course, any reaidue of pressure from the head is of the 
smallest. It may be, too, that in such very freak deposits, still in great part 

1 There had been (since 1804) 28 previous stiampis.ghipstanaligr sosle. 
* Spring tides at Calontta range to.28-fact Soom. dhe’ vy weather ebb 

tise with the river inflood. 9 *~ Sitar Reese Seve Hey 40 the greatest 
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under water, consolidation has been so partial that diffusion of water from the 
lowest beds can sensibly take effect throughout the mass. Some such inferences 
are, I think, the lesson to be taken from the boring experiment at Calcutta, con- 

demning the attempt as hopeless. The following section of the ground in this 
boring is abstracted from the account by Lieutenant R. Baird Smith (Bengal 

Engineers), in the Calcutta Journal of Natural History (Vol. I, p. 324, 1841).1 

Section of the Fort William Boring: April 1886 to September 1838. 

Dey. . | shickness.| No. 

Feet. F< et. 
10 10 1 | Artificial soil. 
50 40 2 | Blue adhesive clay, hecomes darker from carbonaceous matter till 

between 30 to 50 fect large pieces of peat were brought up. 
60 10 3 | Calcareous clay, with kankar. 
15 15 4 | Silicious clay, green at top; lower portion with kankar. 

120 45 | 5 | Variegated sandy clay, with layers of kankar. 
125 5 6 | Marl. 
128 3 7 | Friable sand, earthy. 
150 22 8 Marl. 
175 25 Fr Sandy clay, with grains of laterite. 

| Quartz gravel, finer below. 
at 411 Hard ferruginous clay. 

208 12 | Sand, more or less indurated. 
380 13 Ferruginous sand with calcareous earthy lnyers; kankar and peblles 

of primary rocks are frequent in the lower part, where also fussil 
bones occurred. 

882 14 | Blue marl with shells. 
892 15 | Peaty clay; rolled fragments of coal at base. 
481 16 | Sand with pebbles of primary rocks, fossil bones, and decayed wood. 

To all appearance the alternation of beds in this section is very favourable 
for an artesian effect; and of course upon the withdrawal of stuff from the tube 
there was a continuous inrush of semi-fluid sand from the beds 7, 10, and 16; it 
was the chief difficulty in the prosecution of the operation ; but the water seems, 
never to have risen above the ordinary level of the upper ground-water, which 
varied from 10 to 12 feet from the surface according to the season. The fre- 

quent occurrence of decayed wood, and especially of bones, down to the lowest 
beds reached is very remarkable, showing that the deposits there are far from 
being fully, if at all, marine. At the bottom of the bore the pebbles (mentioned 
in the section) were of large size; it was in the endeavour to break these stones, 
to admit of the further penetration of the tube, that the fools became inextri- 
cably stuck, and the operation brought to an end. The presence of these 
large stones of primary rocks is the most exceptional fact brought to light by the 
boring, as compared with what would now be possible in this position. It seems 
to require the presence of rocks i sifu much nearer than could have been 

-".. 3 bave not found mention of the size of the tubing used in the Calcutta boring, but from 
4 dexwing to soslo of the oylinder let down as a last resource to free the hole by gxplosion, the 
qithitel diampier of the tabe at the lowest depth saust have been at least 6 inches ; = i& would 

r : Us 2 ” t age. tabe was used thronghout, 
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suspected from the surface features, if, indeed, it do not indicate the local base 
of the deltaic deposits. 

29. Borings at Venice, for comparison.—It may be well to give for comparison 
an instance of successful artesian borings in deltaic ground. Six years after the 
breakdown of the Calcutta experiment, Mons. Degousée, the eminent French 
engineer of artesian borings, proposed to substitute artesian wells for the rain- 

water cisterns upon which Venice had hitherto chiefly depended for its water- 
supply. Venice is not in the delta of a great river, lying well to the north of 
the mouths of the Po and the Adige; it stands in the confluent deltas of 

a number of smaller Alpine streams, but the conditions of formation are the same. 

From the inner border of the lagoons there is a fringing area of flat alluvial 

ground, having a minimum width of about 10 miles to the north-west of Venice. 
Between this and the foot of the mountains there is a zone, 16 to 20 miles wide, 

of higher ground formed of coarser gravelly deposits, the preglacial ‘diluvium’ 
of local geologists, but with undisturbed stratification, and presumably passing in- 
definitely beneath the alluvium. iItabsorbs much water from the Alpine streams, 
and M. Degousée, in his preliminary--investigation, looked to these deposits for 
his water-supply. In this, however, he was mistaken ; at least no such rock was 
struck in the bore; the discharge came from*typically deltaic deposits. M. De- 
gousée also recognised the importance of the fact t; that, the fluvio-marine deposits 
themselves stretched for a great distance beneath the soa-at_a gentle slope, the 
25 fathom line being nearly 50 miles from shore. In several porings-a-eopious” 
discharge took place from a depth of about 200 feet, the hydrostatic level 
rising to about 9 feet above that of the lagoons. <A free eseape of inflamable 
hydrocarbons with sulphurous gas accompanied the water. From these facts, 
and the proportion of nitrogenous organic matter in the water, it was presumed 
that the source of the supply was in the marshy ground of the alluvial area ; 
but this may, I think, be doubted; there is abundance of organic matter in the 

beds themselves for the production of those ingredients, and the rise of water 

rather suggests that the water stratum is the deltaic prolongation of the gravel 
deposits of the inner slopes; this may, indeed, have been Mons. Degousée’s 

view of it, only it is not soexpressed. In hopes of finding a purer source, one of 
the borings was continued to a depth of 422 feet, but without any further 

success. The following is a section of this deeper boring.! The upper beds 
correspond with those found in all the borings :— 

Section of Artesian boring: Piaeza Santa Maria Formosa, Venice. 

10 10 1 | Mage ground, : 
450 3°50 3 | Karthy calcareous sand, marine‘ shits.) =“ 
475 | 095 | 8 | Grey sandy clay. a ae : 
50 | 025'| 4 | Layer of marinesledls, + tats 2 
9°0 40 & | Clay; bine and. a ee rt 
0 Ga © | Sams, fino, alli 3 fotete Ly 
ern arcane 

1.0, A. de Chaliaye: Ball Hone Gio, ab Fish Sad ca, Val V. Vat. ¥. (M647-4), p. 38 
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re re rE ES SS A LS 
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No. | Depth. | Thickness 

ES OE TN SES eH EE ee ee eee Ee ae 

Metres, Metres. 

18°50 3°50 | 7 Sand, bluish, ronning. 
20°30 180 | 8 | Clay, grey, marly. 
21°70 140 | 9 | Sand 
23°50 1°80 10 | Clay. 
24°80 080 12 | Sand. 
25°80 1°20 | Clay. 
27°50 20 | - Sand. 
29°20 1°70 | Clay, peaty. 
31-0 1:80 | 15 | » white, firm. 
31°75 O75 ' 16! ,,  peaty, micaceous, 
33°80 205 | 17] ,, marly, firm. 
45°50 | 11°70 : 18 | Sand, earthy, compact. 
46:00 0°50 19 | Clay, white, loose. 
48°0 20 20 | ,, peaty. 
4825 | 025 21) ,, white, 
52°50 425 , 221 ,, loose, running. 
R30 050 | 23! ,, white and peaty. 
53-28 0-23 24 | ,, white compact. 
56 50 3°27 25 | Sand, earthy, micaceous. 
57°30 0°80 26 | Clay, grey, loose. 
5760 | 030{| 27] ,,  peaty. 
60:0 2°40 28 | ,, sandy, white, micaccous. 
7650 | 16:50 29 | Sand, grey, micaceous, running. Water bed. 
80°0 8 50 80 | Clay, white, calcareous; marine shells. 
80°20 0-20 31 | »  peaty. 
82-9 2°70 32 grey, running. 

9184-85 195 33 | Sand, grey, very fine. 
85°0 4915 84 Peat, dry, light. 

86°50 V50 f- 35 Clay, greenish grey. 

10350 | 190 Sor} Sand, coarsish, running; with calcareous grarel and decayed wood. 
11390 | 740 | 37 Ny grey, light. 
119-0 610 | 38 | Sand, very pignepes ; marine shells. a. 
125 0 60 39 | ,, very fine. Nise Oe oe ane 
12650 | 1:50 | 40 | Clay, bluish, light. 
12680 | 030; 41 | Peat, earthy. 
130°44 3°64 42 | Clay, grey, peaty. 
182°12 cts 43 | Sand, grey, micaceous. 

The layers of peat (Nos. 14, 20, 34, and 41) are taken to mark four successive 

growths at the surface, indicating separate acts of subsidence of the deposits, , 
which are typically deltaic throughout. 

30. Indo-Gangetic plains: the eastern system—I must now attempt to notice 

the features of the great Indo-Gangetic plains, though for the special object in 

view the data of observation are very scanty. In respect of the unknown lower 
limit of outfall the case corresponds with that of the coastal alluvium, and in 
other respects the conditions resemble those discussed for the Narbada Valley : 
for the most part the alluvial plains of the Ganges occupy a great valley between 
the rocks of peninsular India on the south and the Himalaya on the north. As 
might be expected, the Himalayan rivers play a completely dominant part in the 
formation and occupation of these plains. The Jumna, which is the most 

-, 4 Jt may be interesting to mention that five sets of pipes had to be used in this boring, of the 
following dimensions (in metres) :— 

I. iI. ill, IV. Vv. 
- « «| OM | O3d; OBO 635 oad 
o 6 )©6=— ee, BB] FH WO) «=610SORE «6 180°18 
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western affluent of the eastern river-system, leaves the Siwalik hills at a level of 
1,100 feet, flows with a westerly curve to Delhi (700 feet), 120 miles to south- 

by-west of the gorge; here it touches one of the most northerly extensions of the 
Arvali rocks. From Delhi it flows to south-by-east for 110 miles to Agra (550 
feet), where Vindhyan rocks are close by, and thence on to east-south-east for 
260 miles to Allahabad (320 feet), where it joins the Ganges. A little above 

Allahabad the river again touches the southern rocks (Vindhyans), and repeated- 
ly in its due easterly course for 370 miles to below Sahebganj, where it turns to 
the south, nearly at right angles, round the north-eastern extremity of the Raj- 
mahal hills (and of the peninsular rock area), into the deltaic region. The 
elevation here is reduced to about 120 feet. There is a corresponding gradual 

decrease of elevation eastwards along the upper edge of the plains at the base of 

the Siwalik (sub-Himalayan) range. At Hardwér, on the Ganges (40 miles east 
of the Jumna gorge), the height is 950 feet, and at the foot of the Sikkim 
Himalayas, nearly due north of Sdéhebganj, the level of the Teesta at the mouth 

of its gorge may be about 500 feet. The following table of levels along the 

Northern Bengal State‘Railway, which runs in a nearly north and south direc. 
tion from Siliguri (about 8 miles from the foot of the mountains) to Sara on the 
left bank of the Ganges near the head of the delta, gives an instructive section 
of the plains in this position, showing that for a distance of 60 miles to the 
north the ground is actually lower than on the banks of the great river :— 

= the —- 

Height. Distance. 

Feet. | Miles. | 
422°18.6 .,198 . | Siliguri 

er | seerten pf mtrapenous or” 
. | From bev’ *~ 

ure vo Jalpaiguri the line runs to south-east, 

wus'Dl | 188 Karpur. 
“94693 | 178 Jalpaiguri. _. | Close to right bank of the Teesta. 

257°12 167 Mundolghat . | Ditto. 
238°00 159°5 Haldibari. 
214°28 153 Chilahati. 
186°16 143°25 {| Domer. 
166-80 132-75 | Nilphamari. 2 

145°53 124 aa 
140°21 120°5 idpur. : ; 

121°99 111-25 Parbatipur _ | 33 miles to east, Kaunia on the Teesta is 11122. 

109°13 100 Phulbari 
102°59 9275 | Birampur 
79°96 84°75 | Hillee. 
73°25 785 Panchbibi 
76°34 72°25 | Jaipur. 
64°97 63 Nawabganj _ 

47-49 54°5 Chai 
: 

49°10 515 Sultanpur , te 

46°04 46°75 i : 

47°30 38°76 | Atrai. id eer y 

49°90 82°75 =. ies eee a 

47°56 2 Nattore. 
i. 27 ad e Ke 10 ve sare ’ 

Ti 16°35 proce aes 
~ ms ee 4 Om 4 ae te * ; 

13 = . 7 a 2 ey Ag ae Pr r 

: a7 | Same; [1 sale wealeeaglb eae LG Cuout-onct, of 
we a, 

a 

fenay= ” 7 ~ 
= 

Fa ee he) me x 

4 

4 « 
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31. The western system.—The western river-system is much more simple: all 
the five rivers of the Punjab (the Sutlej, Beds, Ravi, Chindb, and Jhelum), and 

their great confluent, the Indus, follow a more or less direct course from the hills 
to the sea. The Sutlej is the chief exception to this rule: from Rupar, where it 
leaves the Siwaliks, at an elevation of 875 feet, it flows westwards for about 
100 miles to its junction with the Beas, near Sobraon. At Ferozepore, 30 miles 
below this junction, the plains’ level is 645 feet: at Bahawalpur, 212 miles lower 
down and 70 miles above the confiuence with the Indus, the elevation is 375 feet. 

32, The ‘ Divide.’—The ground between these two river-systems isin respect 
of its drainage the most peculiar portion of the Indo-Gangetic plains. It cannot 

be called a watershed, for no rivulet from it raus into either the Jumna or the 
Sutlej ; and, except along the very base of the hills where alluvial accumula- 

tions have raised the surface considerably above the level of the great rivers at 

their gorges,! the highest ground on any longitudinal section of the plains is 
found at the old alluvial banks of the Jumna. Thus, on the scction at about 20 

miles from the base of the hills, passing through Ambala and Sahdranpur, the 

levels on the old Jumna banks are 928 feet and 924 feet, that of the intervening 

valley being 876; at the banks of the Markanda (the nearest minor river to the 
west) the level is 913 feet, falling off to 9Vo at Ambala and 871 about Sirhind: 

at the Hindan (the first stream east of the Jumna) the level is 910 fect, falling 

off to 900 feet at Saharanpur and 884 at Rurki (Roorkee). The level of the Sutlej 

at Ludhidna is about the same as that of the Jumna at Karnal, the latter being 

twice as far from the hills. This area between the Jumna and the Snutlej 

has, in fact, the same configuration as any other parallel seement of the 
plains. It is 75 miles wide between the gorges, but owing to the divergent 
directions of these two rivers it rapidly widens ; on a parallel line through Delhi 

the Jumna and Sutlej are 230 miles apart. Two considerable streams, the Mar- 

kanda and the Ghaggar, and many minor ones, leave the hills within this area, 
and flow straight away seawards, but they are nearly expended by soakage and 
evaporation before reaching the south boundary of the province, and entirely 

disappear in the deserts of Bickanir. It is easy, however, to indicate roughly the 
natural line of drainage in this country, although the levels there, as systemati- 

cally determined by water action, are being more and more obscured by the* 
ever-encroaching aerial deposits from the south-west. A line or band of mini- 
mum elevation is determined where the alluvial spill from the Arvali axis meets 

that from the Himalaya. The 700 feet contour at Delhi can be followed to the 
west-by-north a little south of Rohtak and of Hissar, the surface rising from it 
both to north and south. Between Hissar and Sirsa it bifurcates, going north- 

north-west along the Himalayan spill to south of Lahore (709 feet), and curving 
to the south-west along the Arvali spill to the west of Bickanir (715 feet). 

88. Recent erosion.—The whole of these Indo-Gangetic plains are then of 

 wery recent alluvial formation. But here too we find the same feature as already 
“motieed.in the case of the midland alluvial areas: the greater part of the plains, 
Loan ‘most. markedly in the marginal zone, the land is not now subject to inunda- 

eS, oh ee Maan Pas weidway between the Jumua and the Ganges, the top of the diluyial 
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tion from the great rivers ; these have cut out for themselves permanent valleys, 

of varying width, in their former deposits, which are generally exposed in low 

vertical cliffs forming the limits of the present imundation valley. The native 
names for these two kinds of land have become current in the Anglo-Indian 
vernacular: khddar for the inundation valley; and bhdngar for the upland. 
The word doab (two waters) for the area between a pair of confluent rivers is 
also a familiar term in India; it isin a manner the converse of the word delta. 

Various explanations of this altered condition of the plains may be attempted 
by means of earth movements; and such causes have presumably operated 
locally within the period in question ; but I am inclined to account for the feature, 
as in the case of the Narbada Valley (para. 14), by the general deforesting of 
the country that has been steadily in progress since prehistoric times, and the 
great disturbance thereby effected in the regulation of atmospheric waters. 
The equable universality of the fact is greatly in favour of such an explanation. 
The obvious effect of this superficial condition in lowering the head of water 

available for artesian springs has been already mentioned (para. 19), although 

the direct action of the prime cause in lowering the spring level in the plains 
seems to have outdone this secondary effect, as will be pointed out in the case of 
the Jumna. 

34, The water-head zone, eastern area.—With the partial exception mentioned 
in the last paragraph the configuration and, as far as can be seen, the construction 

of those great plains are as favourable as any original basin could be for the 
success of artesian borings. Leaving out of count, as we may for the present, the 
comparatively insignificant areas of the southern tributaries, we have a great 
inclined plain with a gradually increasing slope, up to as much as 50 feet in a 
mile, next the mountains. This highest and steepest zone, fora width of 10 to 

12 miles, is formed of boulders, gravel, and sand of various degrees of coarseness, 

and may be appropriately described as diluvial as distinguished from the alluvium 
of more tranquil deposition. It is locally called the bhdbar, or forest belt; 

it is naturally very pervious to water, so much so that minor streams, unless 

when in flood, are wholly absorbed in it. Outside this zone, where the coarser 

deposits end, and the slope is reduced to about 12 feet in the mile, there is a 

copious outflow of springs producing a second zone, of specially swampy ground 
with corresponding vegetation, and well known as the tarai ; it gradually merges 
into the more habitable area. It used to be supposed that the tarai occupied an 
actual depression, until simple levelling showed it to have the very considerable 
slope of 12 feet in the mile, the marshy condition being fully accounted for by the 
continuous supply of surface water from the bhdbar. The latest popular mis- 
representation of this phenomenon describes’ the boulder deposits of the bhdbar 
as resting in an acinsl- basin of impervious clay, from ths-onter titd of which the 
water absorbed on the upper side is dischatged-agsin into fie tari. Such an 
arrangement would, I need hardly say, put an’ent to spetnistion as to artesian 
wells in the plains. It is, however, presumabiey tit’ this highest zone of the 

‘plains deposits is almost enceatety esi We Pfr tae of like coarser 
‘ ‘The Tarai ‘Disteaet: 8, T Aikiseon,.:: = , ac disrth- Weatera Provinces, 1877. a 
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naterials ; that near the base such deposits extend to a much greater distance 
shan at the present surface ; and that they are there in continuous connection with 

similar beds underlying the plains more or less continuously throughout. No 

loubt, as the formation grew in thickness the coarse beds became accumulated at 
she steeper edge of deposition, and at their outer limit were freely interbedded 
with the finer deposits, so that at any point a bed of clay may be found passing 

ander the upper beds of the hidbuar gravels; but there can scarcely be a doubt 
shat on the whole the distribution is as I have described it. From this point of 

view the tarai springs become simply the overflow from the fully charged lower 
water-bearing strata throughout the formation; and this level may be taken as 
she minimum “head” from which an artesian spring may be expected at any 
d0int in the plains. 

35. Different condition of western area.—Unfortunately this gauge is not avail- 

ible where it is most wanted: the tarai does not occur to the west of the Ganges. 

This is sufficiently explained by comparing the cross-sections of the two surfaces, 

48 given in the following table, showing in I, a section for 12 miles across the 

tarai in Rohilkhand on the Bareilly-Naini Tal road, and II, a section in the same 

position on the Sahfranpur-Mussoorie road, the lowest figure in No. I being at 

the outer edge of the tarai and ending at 12 miles from Haldwani at the foot of 
the hills ; in No. II the highest level begins at 12 miles from the foot of the Siwé- 
iks at Mohan : both are taken from the level-charts of the Survey of India :— 

I II. 
491 979°65 The exceptional cases showing a 
763 —28 97479 —4°86 rise are probably on bridges, or 

746 —17 965° —9°79 other artificial surface. 
724 —22 947:27 —17°73 
712 ~12 940°62 —6'65 
701 —ll 93513 —5-49 
680 —21 92830 —683 

682 +2 92768 —0°62 
678 —4 92077 —691 

677. —l 91679 —3‘98 
662 —15 905° —11°79 

658 —4 91207 +-7:07 
65187 —618 905° —7'07 

The total fall on the tarai section is 189°13 feet and on the parallel section to 
she west only 79°65. This great contrast of surface conditions seems to be fully 
accounted for by the relative efficiency of the agents of denudation in the two 

regions. In the eastern river-system there is actually and relatively far more 
water power at work, and this difference is increased by the relatively greater 
wmount of work put upon the water in the western area. Not only is the ground 
there much less protected by vegetation, but the soft newer tertiary rocks are 

greatly more developed, so that the amount of debris delivered for transport for 
rqual areas ig auch greater. The effect seems imperceptible in the open plains : 
lor exaraple, the level. (408 fect) at Multan, about 300 miles distant from Mad- 
hopur at the gorge of the Révi? (the central one of the five Punjab rivers): is the 

‘+: atthe flood, level. at Madhopur is 1,148 fect, that of the old gravel bank being 1,197 foot 
fietbemation kindly supplied by Mr. H. Garbett, Superintending Rngineer). 
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same ns that at an equal distanco, half-way between Cawnpore and Futtehpur, 
below Hardwiir, at the gorge of the Ganges. It is naturally near the hills that the 

effect. is seen, where the surplus burden is left behind, to be affected only by the 

fecble action of a moderate rainfall and the irregular action of the wind. For an 

excellent description of the conditions under notice reference may be made to 
Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell’s account of the chos, or sandy-bedded torrents, from 

the Siwaliks in the Hoshiarpur district. Under such circumstances a tarai is, 
of cuurse, out of the question. 

36. The water-head level in western area.—The distribution of the underground 

watcr in these north-western plains is a very obscure question, and a most im- 

portant one in the present inquiry. The few facts I can quote relating to it 
indicate how variable it is, at least within the range of ordinary observation. In 

1878 I noticed a well that was being sunk at the very head of the boulder zone, 
close to the foot of the Siwaliks, near the Kotri rau (torrent), 8 miles west 

of Mohan, about midway between the Jumna and the Ganges. <A consider- 
able depth had already been attained, altogether in coarse boulder gravel; and 
I have been informed of the progress up to date through the kindness of 

Captain Baily, R.E., Conservator of Forests. On the 11th December last the 
total depth was 197 feet 9 inches with 1 foot 9 inches of water; by the 5th of March 

the water had increased to 2 feet 8 inches, but fell again rapidly, and by the 12th of 
May the well was nearly dry. There remained another full month of the driest 

and hottest weather, but it would seem that the depth of 200 feet may be taken as 
pretty nearly the permanent water level at this point. The elevaticn of the surface 
can be little less that at Mohan (1,400 feet), which is about the greatest eleva- 
tion of the recent deposits along the whole Himalayan border. According to 
preceding considerations, this level of 1,200 feet would be a maximum limit of 

the ‘head’ from which the underground distribution is regulated. We have 
not far to go for a qualifying observation. An account is given? by Lieutenant 
W. E. Baker (Engineers) of the sinking of a well on the right bank of the 
Jumna at Réyanwala, near the base of the Siwaliks. It is 3 miles below Hatnt- 
kind, where the deposits terminate within the open gorge of the river, but the 

clevation is still 1,052 feet. The surface is less than 10 feet over the water in the 

river, and only 60 yards from the edge, bui the well was sunk through boulders, 

gravel, and sand for 60 feet without finding water. Lieutenant Baker mentions 
the fact as an anomalous instance of the impermeability of the coarse river 
deposits at this spot, contrasting it with what takes place in the similar deposits 

of the bh&bar east of the Ganges, as already noticed. This is of course an erro- 
neous impression: there is a deep and rapid current in the Jumna at Réyanwila, 
and the traction of the stream does not give any particle of the water time to 
change its course and sink into the ground. The case is very different for small 
streams spreading out over the surface. Another well was sunk through the very 
same deposits at Chandpur, only 400 yards from the bank at Réyanwala, the 
surface being 14 feet over the water inthe river. In this wella permanent water 
level was found at a depth of 80 feat, 66 feet balow 4he water in the river, ory 

Selections from the Records of the Government of the Panjos New series, No. XV, 1879. 
3 Jour., As, Soc., Bengal, Vol. VI{1887).6 B&.. -> 
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a reduced level of about 972 feet. These observations are very interesting, as 
showing that the river valleys have no presont effect (at least in the bh&bar 
zone) in draining the deep ground-water from the adjoining uplands, their 
natural action in this way being outdone by the drain towards the plains. We 
may then perhaps take this Chandpur well as giving a lowest limit (972 feet) for 
the head of water from which the deep lying strata to the south may draw their 
supply. It is presumable that in parallel sections away from the river this level 
would not be so low, the great facility of drainage in the khaddar of the river 
taking greatest effect on the ground immediately to the north. 

37. Ground water distribution away from the hills.—A seemingly analogous caso 
to that of the Chindpur well, but where it might be less expected—in the lowest 
ground in the plains’ section—has been brought to my notice by Captain J. 
C. Ross, R.E., from observations made during the construction of an ‘escape’ 
into the Jumna from the southern branch of the great Ganges canal above 

Etéwah, 250 miles to south-south-east of Chandpur. The banks of the river 
here present a most intricate maze of deep narrow ravines worn by the rainwaslh 
im the edge of the bhangar, the level of which, at a short distance from the river, 

is 517 feet. The levels of the surface and of the ground-water given in the fol- 

lowing table are taken among these ravines. The flood level of the Jumna here 
is about 410 feet and its lowest level about 391 feet. 

Sumas river : 

—— 
Ike. 7 of: ‘thin table we find, ot m distance of about 940 yards from the river, » 
he ertion of \aweet wie Ipyel, more than 9 fect lower than the water in the river, 

and 25 feek from jsurfaps, The steady rise of the water level from this line 
jpwards the, river ahows that this is distinctly a source of percolation ; and the 
“mote rapid, Ties -sawptds. the upland to the north indicates the much higher level 
se cea ntatneerbams con permaneut poring! in 
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7 
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same as that at an equal distance, half-way between Cawnpore and Futtehpur, 
below Hardwar, at. the gorge of the Ganges. It is naturally near the hills that the 

effect is scen, where the surplus burden is Jeft behind, to be affected only by the 
feeble action of a moderate rainfall and the irregular action of the wind. For an 

excollont description of the conditions under notice reference may be made to 
Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell’s account of the cos, or sandy-bedded torrents, from 
the Siwaliks in the Hoshiarpur district.1. Under such circumstances a tarai is, 
of course, out of the question. 

36. The water-head level in western area—The distribution of the underground 

water in these north-western plains is a very obscure question, and a most im- 

portant one in the present inquiry. The few facts I can quote relating to it 
indicate how variable it is, at least within the range of ordinary observation. In 

1878 I noticed a well that was being sunk at the very head of the boulder zone, 

close to the foot of the Siwaliks, near the Kotri rau (torrent), 8 miles west 

of Mohan, about midway between the Jumna and the Ganges. A consider- 

able depth had already been attained, altogether in coarse boulder gravel; and 
I have been informed of the progress up to date through the kindness of 
Captain Baily, R.E., Conservator of Forests. On the 11th December last the 

total depth was 197 feet 9 inches with 1 foot 9 inches of water; by the 5th of March 

tho water had increased to 2 fect 8 inches, but fell again rapidly, and by the 12th of 
May the well was nearly dry. There remained another full month of the driest 

and hottest weather, but it would seem that the depth of 200 feet may be taken as 
pretty nearly the permanent water level at this point. The elevation of the surface 
can be little less that at Mohan (1,400 feet), which is about the ,reatest eleva- 
tion of the recent deposits along the whole Himalayan border. According to 
preceeding considerations, this level of 1,200 feet would be a maximum limit of 

the ‘head’ from which the underground distribution is regulated. We have 
not far to go for a qualifying observation. An account is given® by Lieutenant 

W. E. Baker (Engineers) of the sinking of a well on the right bank of the 
Jumna at Riyanwala, near the base of the Siwaliks. It is 3 miles below Hitnt- 
kind, where the deposits terminate within the open gorge of the river, but the 

elevation is still 1,052 feet. The surface is less than 10 feet over the water in the 

river, and only 60 yards from the edge, but the well was sunk through boulders, 
gravel, and sand for 60 feet without finding water. Lieutenant Baker mentions 

the fact as an anomalous instance of the impermeability of the coarse river 
deposits at this spot, contrasting it with what takes place in the similar deposits 
of the bh4&bar east of the Ganges, as already noticed. This is of course an erro- 
neous impression: there is a deep and rapid current in the Jumna at Réyanwéala, 
and the traction of the stream does not give any particle of the water time to 
change its course and sink into the ground. The case is very different for small 
streams spreading out over the surface. Another well was sunk through the very 
same deposits at Chandpur, only 400 yards from the. bank at Réyanwila, the 
surface being 14 feet over the water inthe river. In this well a permanent water , 

Wrel was found at a depth of 80 fost, 66 feet below thé water in the river, onaj” 
1 Selections from the Records of the Government of the Funjab. New series, No. XV, 1879, 
3 Jour., As. Soc., Bengal, Vol, ¥1{1687), p Bh, - 
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a reduced level of about 972 feet. These observations are very interesting, as 
showimg that the river valleys have no present effect (at least in the bh&bar 
zone) in draining the deep ground-water from the adjoining uplands, their 
natural action in this way being outdone by the drain towards the plains. Woe 
may then perhaps take this Chéndpur well as giving a lowest limit (972 feet) for 
the head of water from which the deep lying strata to the south may draw their 
supply. It is presumable that in parallel sections away from the river this level 
would not be so low, the great facility of drainage in the khadar of the river 
taking greatest effect on the ground immediately to the north. 

37. Ground water distribution away from the hills.—A seemingly analogous caso 
to that of the Chindpur well, but where it might be less expected—in the lowest 
ground in the plains’ section—has been brought to my notice by Captain J. 
©. Ross, R.E., from observations made during the construction of an ‘escape’ 
into the Jumna from the southern branch of the great Ganges canal above 

Etéwah, 250 miles to south-south-east of Chandpur. The banks of tho river 
here present a most intricate maze of deep narrow ravines worn by the rainwash 
in the edge of the bh&ngar, the level of which, at a short distance from tho river, 
is'517 feet. The levels of the surface and of the ground-water given in the fol- 

lowing table are taken among these ravines. The flood level of the Jumna here 
is about 410 feet and its lowest level about 391 feet. 

Water levels. Level of gruund. 

Jumnaa river : es | 80454 ie 
2 894°21 ic 
8 89443 ar 
4 $9411 os 
& 898 74 ‘ae 
6 3891°63 eee 

v | 385°45 41005 
8 99431 41636 

ss 9 40448 480°32 
310 44049 

in No. 7 of ‘this table we find, at a distance of sbout 940 yards from the river, a 

position of ‘lowest’ water level, more than 9 fect Jower than the water in the river, 
arid 25 foot; from the surface. The steady rise of the water level from this line 
towards the ‘giver shows that this is distinctly a source of percolation; and the 
sore iepid vias toearjls the upland to the north indicates the much higher level 
of the 6 in, that arpa, ‘where, in fact, the permaneut water-supply in 
oir incabout 70 fobt front the surface, or at 6 reduced level of 447 fect. The 

noe ied -sacercarytan ‘uplands towards deep iver channels is a familior 
fib : pepe focer-capr pagar tip rd 
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the depths of the wells along the line and how markedly that depth increases 
as the rivers are approached. The general understanding of this feature is that 
below that deep-well water level the whole ground is permanently stocked with 
water in the permeable strata. If this were the case the main rivers should give 
a& minimum water level for the whole area: and the fact brought to notice by 
Captain Ross must thon represent an actual removal of water at the surface, for 
which the only assignable cause would be evaporation. I am not prepared to 
say that this is impossiblo; I have elsewhere! made large demands upon the 
climatal conditions of this part of India, and these conditions must be concen- 
trated among the steep bare surfaces of clay and sand in the ravines of the 
Jumna; percolation is, moreover, a slow process in such fine deposits. The 

alternative inference would be that below the river-bed, and practically isolated 
from the water stratum that supplies the deep wells of the bhdéngar area, there 
must be a mass of ground greatly below saturation point, or in which there is a 
steady flow to some point of drainage sufficient to establish a percolation slope 
from the Jumna of nearly 18 feet in the mile. The line of lowest ground-water 
(No 7 of the table) would be where this plane of under-ground drainage inter- 
sected that of the npland water-table. So far within the basin of the eastern 
rivor-system there is some difficulty in imagining the supposition last suggested ; 
for it is surely presumable that for a very long way above the deltaic region the 
ground beneath the Gangetic plains must be fully charged with water. These 
remarks can, however, scarcely affect the question of deep artesian springs, un- 

less as showing that the source of such springs must be cut off fro u the waterless 
ground referred to. 

38. Desiccated ground south of the Punjab plains: Bickantr wells.—In the basin 
of the western river-system there would be no need for hesitation in assuming 
the deep exhaustion of water from the surface. The following translation of a 
native description of the wells in Bickanir will give a good idea of the desiccated 
ground lying to the south of the plains of the Punjab. The area is almost all 
within the alluvial spill from the Arvali, but the deposits are quite continuous 
with those of the spill from the north ; the change from one to the other can only 
be detected by a levelling instrament. The account was sent to me by Colonel 
C. A. McMahon in 1874; it is as follows -— 

“ Within the city of Bickanir there are 14 wells, the water of sight of which is sweet, and 
of six brackish. Outside the city there are 24 wells, the water of two of which is slightly 
brackish, and of the remaining 22 sweet. In the Fort there are four wells, all of which yiald 
aweet water. There are, therefors, in all 42 wells. Each of the wells inside the sity, is vad 
pure er 300 hath (cubits) deep. The wells outside the city and in the Fort arp &) 
250 cubits deep. «hmm & well is dag various kinds of earth are found. _ : 
which is called “marand”™ in this country, to a depth of 5 or 6 ‘nuit, peegh maiti 
(black earth), varying from 15 to 20 cubits in depth ; j next, sgt | ‘etiesheoun chalky 
or white esrth), from 80 to 100 exblin deep; =a earth), ‘to 
a depth of 40 to $0 cubites after that comes peoltd semfés ‘yelling decidd), 70 or 80 cubits 
deep; nexk, smnyneca mati ones (grr mad wee 
and lastly, a kind of soft neck, vemin deg sttonn nm 
a spring is arrived at, The sont of Saline iS 

1 On the Reh anils of Wager } NE ilooy, Vol. X11, part 6 : 
“ayers eT Ee 
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beginning with the mos FRETS some have four; and one, known as “ Alak Sagar,” 
romewhat abridged This last cost about a lac of rupevs, and its water is that goner- 
being grouped inge on lk who obtain the same by paying to the mdlees who draw the 

rates: for 1 small pice a matka (or large earthen jar), 1 rupee for 13 
| or § cal pakhalfuls. The wells are all worked day and night, and not- 

Poistanding this the water is inexhaustible. In the villages between Bickanir and Sujan- 

garh (75 miles to east-south-east), as well as in those between Bickanir and Nagour (62 
miles to south-south-east), and between Bickanir and Jaisalmir (160 miles to west-south- 

east) wells are 80 purs or 400 cubits deep: and between Anupgarh (80 miles to north) and 

Bickanir they are 200 cubits in depth.” 
At the same time as this document a specimen was sent from the Political 

Agent at Bickanir; it had been taken from the bottom of a well that had recently 

been sunk to a depth of 370 haths, and Colonel McMahon states that he was 
informed that the Bickanir hath is equal to about 21 inches. At this scale the 
well in question would be 647 feet deep; but oven taking the cubit to be 18 
inches the depth would be 555 feet. It was quite indeterminable whether the 

“soft rock” from the bottom was a decomposed sandstone or a partially con- 
solidated bed of the alluvial deposits. There is, indecd, no reliable information 

regarding the geology of Bickanir. In the recently (1879) published official 
Rajputéna Gazetteer (Vol. I, p. 182), it is stated that “the city of Bickanir is 
built upon a reck formation,” and that “it is considerably higher than the sur- 
rounding heavy sand tract and is composed of sandstone.” On the large scale 
map of the city of Bickanir, lately issued by the Survey of India, there is clear 

indication of low flat hilly ground immediately to the south of the city ; it is 
not improbably a small outlier (or inlier, if we regard the alluvium as a formation) 
of the horizontal Vindhyan rocks. There are numerous beights marked on this 
map; the highest is 799 feet in this ground, and the lowest is 715 to the north- 
east of the city. I cannot, however, think that any of the city wells, as 
described in the foregoing note, are in the old rock. As regards the point now 
under consideration, the question is not of importance, as in either case the 
source of water would be the same. 

39. Undergrownd features of the great plains.—It is necessary to say something 
regarding the underground conditions of the basin. In enquiries for artesian 
water the usual first question is as to the depth, and because in many cases this 
can be answered ‘with considerable accuracy, @ vague answer is received as a 
mark of imbecility. I have explained in paragraph 6 how this is the essential 
difference between the two classes of artesian sources; and a good illustration 
of this practical diffoulty, supported by trial borings, was given in the case of 
the Narbada Valley (paragraphs 16, 17,18). In the case of the Indo-Gangetic 
plains this question may be ssid to present the leading puzzle in Indian géology 
«nto give an apoount of the relations between the highly contrasting rock-features 
‘of mesiven on and extra-peninsylar Indja, all direct observation of the connept- 
ind siepckare) Teptares being canpesled by the alluvial: deposits of the interven- 
Amgpaina.; Ande <dedow statements will show how the matter stands. All the rocks in 
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of the Gondwana formation at the extreme east in the 
newest, and it is of middle secondary age: whereas, on ene sei serene 

. sa : eature is that 
there is a prodigious thickness of newest tertiary deposits. “a : tocked with 
none but the oldest rocks of all, the transition and metamorphic, ae 
moore than local disturbance, while on the north the newest seaald . 
extreme disturbance throughout. The question as to the possible configuration 

of the rock surface on which the alluvium lies turns largely upon the parts 
severally and successively played by denudation and by disturbance in forming 
that surface ; and in this case there can be no doubt as to the very strong and late 
action of crust movements on one side of the area. From the absence in the 
peninsular area of any trace of that disturbance, or of the rocks upon which 
it operated, it seems probable that the conditions of that area extend for a con- 
siderable distance northwards; and that the plains on the south are under- 
laid, possibly at no very great depth, by gneissic rocks: there are ixliers of 

gneiss and granite appearing throngh the alluvium to the north of the transition 
rocks in Bahér; and the structure of the Vindhyan basin suggests that its 
present northern scarp, overlooking the alluvium between the Jumna and the 
Sone, is not far from its original boundary in this direction, and that there also 

the gneiss is close by. This inference has to be qualified by another. The great 
antiquity of the southern area does not refer only to the age of the rocks found 
there, as already mentioned, but also to the actual configuration of that area. In 
the discussion of the Narbada Valley case (paragraph 17), it was shown that the 
gneissic area of Lower Bundelkhand was very much what it is now in the Deccan 
trap period (upper cretaceous), a bay of a great basin to the north. Again, far 

to the east, in the actual river valleys draining to the north from the gneissic 
upland of Hazérib4gh, remnants of Talchir (lowest Gondwana) deposits occur 

at the level of the Ganges alluvium. It is thus pretty clear that a great drain- 
age basin in the approximate position of the Ganges Valley has existed since at 
least pretertiary times; and it is highly probable that the tertiary deposits so 
enormously developed at the base of the Himalaya extended over a great part 
of that basin; they may only be overlapped by the present alluvium at a short 
distance from its south margin, In an artesian boring the passage from the 
alluvium into upper tertiary beds, such as sre now exposed along the foot of the 
mount&ins, could scarcely be detected, the two are so nruch alike. On the question 
as to how and how far the great Himalayan disturbante took effect upon this basin 
of tertiary deposita, there is little or no evidence available beyond thé zone of 
the sub-Himalayan rocks themselves,-and to take-up the discussion would ‘lead 
us into geological depths, of which many will, no donbé, think there: has already : 
been too much in what is meant to be a practical easy. > Ihe ‘foregoing “Agili- ‘ 
cations will suffice to show that, however intetesting neh te —o 
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beginning with the most important, that at Ambila. The following section is 
somewhat abridged from the detailed record, some of the thinuer alternations 

being grouped into a single band :— 
ne ee ee ee eee eee oe ~~ ee wee 

OE ee EE ee a Fcc commeetnen: Inenimamhaamiien aan andiilieniatenthiaice inition anion al - ~ - a 

Depth, |Thickness.| No, Section of arteman boring at Ambala (let November t8é0 to tat February 1872). 

a careers RC EE a Ci OnE CRRA IEA NT: ELANTRA 

Feet. Feet. 
4 4 1 | Soil. 

12 8 | 2 | Sand and sandy clay. 
27 15 | 8 | Clay, stiff, with kankar at base. 
41 14 4 | Sand, fine; damp at 27 feet, water at 32 feet. 
50 9{ 6 | Clay, brown and blue. 
87 37 | 6 | Sand and clay alternating. 

122 85 | 7 | Clay, brown, very stiff. 
124 2]| 8 | Kankar (impure segregated limestone). 
154 80 | 9 | Sand and clay, with kankar at 151 feet. 
166 12 | 10 | Clay, dark red. 
174 8 {| 11 | Sand with clay; tubes sunk 4 feet by their own weight. 
181 7 | 12 | Clay, with kankar at base. 
199 18 | 18 | Sand, with some clay and kankar; on reaching this bed water roac sud- 

denly 40 feet, and in two hours 70 feet ; its temperature was 78”. 
202 8 | 14 | Clay, with kankar. 
211 9 | 15 | Sand. 
223 12 | 16 | Clay, red and brown, with some sand and kankar. 
250 27 | 17 | Sand, with a little clay and kankar. 
278 28 | 18 | Clay, top very stiff, red, with ‘ shingle.’ 
$02 24 | 19 | Sand, with some clay, pebbles, and ‘* boulders.” 
327 25 | 20 | Clay, with some kankar. 
332 5 | 21 | Sand, dark-brown and grey. 
835 8 | 22 | Clay, stiff, brown, with kanker. 
376 41 | 28 | Sand, with some clay and kankar. 
394 18 | 24 | Clay, with some sand. 
424 80 | 25 | Sand, some gravel, with “large stones and boulders and black kankar. ” 
431 7 | 26 | Clay, stiff, red. 
432 i | 27 | Sand or‘silt, dark, running. 
446 14 | 28 | Clay, red, Mgt ergy 
448 2 | 29 | Sand or silt, , running. 
451 8 | 80 | Clay, red, stiff. 
459 8 | 81 | Sand, dark, running, with kankar and “clay boulders.” 
468 4 | 32 | Clay, stiff, red, with kankar. 
467 4 | 38 | Send, fine, running. 
abd 7 84,| Clay, stiff, red... 

Sand, running sand. 
508 18 | 36 | Clay, sume stiff, some sandy. 
§07 5 | 87 | Band, running. 

_ 86 Sj 88 | Clay, stiff, red. 
546; - 3&1} 39 | Sand, 
685 39 | 40 | Clay, stiff, y. 
801. 16 | 41 | Sand, bine, fine, with “boulders.” 
GAL 40 | 43 | Clay, red, some stiff, some loamy. 
644 -31@ Clay, very stiff, P 

€78- 34} 44 | Clay, red, some-stiff, come loamy; kankar. 
688 5 | 45 | Sand, slid, hardened on exposure. 
G29] - > -6 |.48:} Cley, ati, yellow, with kankar. 

“gar | . | 391 47 | Cay, lenny, yellow, woth. | 
wo" © 

SRANEW Tieikj:20 milga distant from the neaséat ‘point of the Biwalike, and 
ele he the only an poing fn, the prospect of the boring, for, 

petieag tian | sed | slope of the plains there is riek of ita being 
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The level of the Ghaggar, where it cuts the base of the Sewalik hills at Devi- 

nagar, 25 miles due north of Ambala, and the proposed site of the reservoir for 
the Ambala water-supply, is 1,118 feet. There are no observations as to what 

may be the permanent level of the underground water-in this position ; but I have 
pointed out (paragraph 36) what is presumably a lowest limit for the head-level 
in that ground, namely, the water level (972 feet) below the bed of the Jumna at 
the point where it leaves the hills; and the surface level at Ambala is 905 feet. 
Even if the rise of 70 feet that did occur at the depth of 200 feet (see table) were 
derived from that highest source, there would still be hope, for it is very 
possible, or even probable, that an absolutely higher rise from the same head 
should be derived from a lower stratum, as the rise is more influenced by the 

variations of potential discharge in the several water strata than by the head, the 
head itself being determined by the total resistances. It would be quite in the 
-natural order for case 6 to occur below case 3 of the experiments described 
in para. 5. There is nothing whatever in the above section of the boring 
to suggest that the band No. 13 is the base of the alluvial deposits; the beds 
below that level are decidedly of the same type, and the equal frequency of 
alternations shows that the stratification is still undisturbed. On the whole 
the section seems promising for ultimate success ;‘the great thickness of clay 
lower down, in which the bore was stopped, gives security for the isolation 

of any water stratum in coarser deposits that should be found at the base 
of the formation. In this respect—the prospect of finding such basal deposits 
—the position of Ambala, near the upper margin of the basin, is favourable. 
The mention of ‘boulders’ in several beds is misleading. I made early en- 
quiries about it, and Major Thackeray, R.E., who was then Executive Engineer 

in charge of the final operations for extracting the broken tubes, gave the 
following information (30th March 1874): “I cahnot trace any records of 
larger stones being found than the one I send you (from bed 25), nor of 

any boulders having been smashed up.” From the mention of “ clay-boulders” 
in some places I fancy that all were of that nature, lumps of clay partially 
consolidated, perhaps by lime carbonate. The ‘large stone’ referred to is an 
oblong pebble of quartzite, little more than 2 inches yng and about 2 
cubic inches in volume; it is very irregular in shape and but partially water- 
worn, but it has no fresh surface of fracture. Mr. T. Login, who was Super- 
intending Engineer during part of the boring operations, statea* that the 
largest stone met with measured 5x2} inches. Yh the same paragraph Mr. 
Login records the fact that in sinking the foundations af the railway bridge over 
the Jumna, at about the same distance from the hills as Ambéls, large a 
were found at a depth of 40 feet. The fact is taken aa. proof that the 
now raising its bed, but there is no evidence to dhow that thije grenade 08 
belong to @ much more sucient Jumna bed, ‘before: the prsubat prea 
was excavated (the view is-one that Mr. Login aid’ sot sca bonne | ‘bat in 
either case the fact shows ‘that although Ambjéla ‘ttigf tid odt uh “tango -of any 

a8 te betta Mase rere honed. ed ATTEN en Aoare a} the, dagh ot 
~ . 2 Quar. Jour., | 
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oscillations of the Jumna bed, it is within reach of coarse detrital deposition 
from the hills ; the chief wonder is that none were found within so great a depth. 
In commenting upon the absence of any sign of organic remains in the Ambila 
boring, Mr. Login records (I. c., p. 197, note), that “‘ only on one occasion, at 
abont 440 feet below the surface, were a few pumpfuls of blackish putrid 
water brought up, giving off very much the same odour as the dirty bilgo-water 
of a ship. 

41. The Bhiwdni boring—In 1877 a boring was made to a depth of 431 feet at 
Bhiwéni, a town in the Hissér district of the Punjab, the water-supply in the only 
wells (from 58 to 67 feet deep), being brackish and liable to become very scarce 
in dry seasons. The expectation was not so much to find an artesian spring as to 
fix the depth at which pure water was to be found, such as was known to occur 
in the deep wells at Bickanir. Bhiwani lies 12 miles to the south of the road, 

at more than half-way between Delhi and Hissir, and also south of the 700 feet 

contour, pointed out in a preceding para. (32) as marking the lowest level between 
the basins of the Ganges and the Indus. It thus belongs tothe Arvali watershed, 
and rocks of that region are not far off; Deosir hill, of granitoid gneiss, stands 
at 3? miles to west-south-west; Tosham, of schists and granite, at 14 miles to 

west-north-west; Nigdna, of granite, at 13 miles to west; and Kalifina (near 
Dédri) at 15} miles to south-by-east, formed of schists and quartzites, of which 

latter the well-known ‘flexible sandstone’ is an altered variety.1 The elevation 
may be about 720 feet. Almost the only hope of an artesian source in such 
& position, and the best hope of a pure water-supply at a considerable depth, 
would be from an extension of the sources from the Himalayan side of the plains ; 
in the Arvali region the rainfall is very small, and the plains are almost univer- 
sally affected by accumulated salts. It was intended to sink to a depth of 500 
or 600 feet; but the tools supplied were apparently defective and unskilfully 
worked by inexperienced hands, so the project had to be abandoned before com- 
pletion. The frequent influx of sand in the bore seems to have been the chief 
obstruction. Isubjoin an abstract of the section m the boring as recorded by 
the sub-engineer in charge: it illustrates the unsatisfactory nature of such re- 
cords when made by those who have no rational knowledge of rocks :— 

Beetion of the boring at Bhiwdni: 1877. 
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The water at the bottom was still brackish. The samples described in this sec- 
tion were carefully examined on the spot by Colonel McMahon, a most competent 
judge, who recorded the following observations :—“ The ‘clay’ is simply very fine 
earthy sand cemented into a mass by the infiltration of carbonate of lime: the 
‘conglomerate’ is coarser sand, the grains'of which are frequently distinctly water- 
worn, cemented together in a similar manner, with harder concretions here and 

there ; the ‘boulders’ are lumps, 4 or 5 inches long, of dark earthy sand, conso- 
lidated into concretionary nodules by carbonate of lime, and sufficiently hard to 
require a smart blow from a hammer to break them ; they were apparently formed 
tnsitu. As far as the boring has gone therefore, it has passed through an unbro- 

ken bed of uniform material, and the whole bed as yet: penetrated evidently admits 
the free passage of the rain falling on the surface of the ground.”! The ab- 
sence of any clay deposit,.as well as of any coarser water-rolled materials in such 
comparative proximity to rock masses, throughout so great a thickness of depo- 
sits, is remarkable, and, of course, very unfavourable for any project of deep well 
sinking in this region. 

42. The Sabzalkot boring —There only remains to be noticed the boring at 
Sabzalkot, inthe Dera Ghazi Khan district of the Punjab. It is commonly spoken 
of as artesian, though it was never expected to be more than partially so, as a 
source to replenish and freshen an already very deep well in which the water 
was too saline for use. The position would seem to preclude any other expecta- 
tion. From the best information I can procure as to the ground, the place is a 

small fortified outpost close to the frontier, at the foot of a long slope, 4 miles 
from the base of the hills, and 28 miles from the Indus, in a direct line 
through Asni. The alluvial level at the river is 295 feet, stretching nearly to Asni 
(10 miles), where the height is only 302 feet; the direct distance from the sea is 
350 miles. From Asni there is a rise of nearly 5 feet in the mile to the frontier 
road, at 6 miles to westward, where the elevation is 331 fect. From ‘this road 
the ground is said to slope at about 8 feet in the mile up to Subzalkot, 12 miles, 
which would give an elevation of 427 feet for that place. I think it likely that the 
slope increases very much towards the hills, and that the real elevation of Sabzal- 
kot may be considerably higher than the estimate just given. If the height given 
be correct, we have to account for the remarkable fact of the ground-water level 
being 100 feet lower than the water in the Indus, for in the well at Sabzalkot it 
stands permanently at about 224 feet from the surface. It would be additional 
evidence af the great desiccation the ground has undergone in this region of India, 
and of the insignificant effect of streams in mitigating: that inevitable Rasa of 
the destruction of forest vegetation, although thd Indes ve oe innagiies a 
broad tract of ground. The contribujion from the'western hills ig porpernt 
smiall, for the rainfall is deficient and eae but ovary * = : 26 : 

of it by ‘the ‘quarse marginal depbiite forexing. the divpbe be} READ of the’ 
a baa oe in this very neighbonthede f oa bee rs doopu hy ent : 
wholl ot ‘abe x : s Sib ns Sages “ : ites qi ; ‘ td | 
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partment of Public Works. There were 14 fect of 9}-inch tubing, to 410 feet ; 
114 feet of 7-inch tubing, to 524 feet; and 50 feet of 5-inch tubing, tu 57-4 feet. 

Abstract section of Sabzalkot boring: Nov. 1870 to Aug. 1878, 

Depth. | Thickness. | No. of bed 

ee eee area eateries ae — 

t 

| 
et oo etme 

Feet. Feet. 

157 157 1to 14 | Sand: some beds earthy, some pebbly 
17 17 15 | Limestone boulders 
189 15 16 | Clay and sand, very compact. 
199 | 10 17 | Loose sand and pebbles. 
216 17 18 | Hard clay and sand 
240 | 24 19 | Brown running sand. Botfom of well 230 feet, water level 

| 222 to 224 feet. 
247 | 7 | ~ | Very stiff clay. 
251 4 ; ' Very coarse sand. 
267 16 as | Sand and clay intimately mixed. 
270 8 Fine running sand 
317 42 24 to a5 Alternations of sand and clay. 
351 4 36 | | Gravel with boulders. 
406 55 37 to 64 ! Alternations of clay, sand, and gravel. 
410 4 55 | Very coarse gravel ‘and boulders. Water abundant. 
500 90 56to 78 | Alternations of clay and sand. 
526 26 79 | Clay. 
574 48 80 to 117 | Thin alternations of clay and sand resting ou a boulder bed, 

with abundant water. 

The comparative scarcity of coarse materials in a deep section so near the 
hills is fully accounted for by the unconsolidated condition of the newer tertiary 
rocks forming those hills. The only hard rock mentioned is the limestone of the 
‘boulders’; it is no doubt the nummulitic limestone from the higher inner 

ranges. From several of the porous strata passed through water rose freely, but 
always stopped at the original water surface of the well. The supply from the 
bottom boulder bed, at 574 feet, is described as ‘ plentiful’; at the same time, 
when drawn upon at the moderate rate of 156 gallons per hour, it was lowered 66 

feet. This supply is, however, sufficient for the wants of the outpost. The con- 
stancy of the level, to which the water rises from so many different strata, in- 

dicates a common source, which also accounts for the water in all being brackish, 
only less so below than in the top beds, and in a drinkable degree to the people 
of the country who are extensively used to this quality. The origin of this im- 
purity isa point of much interest ; there is no known deposit of salt in the rocks 
forming the adjoining hills; and the conditions generally suggest that its origin 
may be the same as that of the saline upper ground-water so general on this side 

of India—from the soakage of the early rainfall into the parched ground taking 
with it the soluble results of earth decomposition at the surface, while the later 

rainfall in great part runs off the bare ground as surface drainage. Thus, the 
small proportion of the rainfall that passes into the ground, taking with it all the 
impurities, is insufficient to sustain the underground water up its proper level so 

aa to ensure an adequate escape and renewal by percolation. It would seem from 

E 
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all the facts that the Sabzalkot well is altogether in this compound water bed, 
and that there is no head of water at all in the artesian sense, the rise that took 

place from the lower levels being sufficiently explained by the exhaustion of water 
from the tube while passing through impervious beds. 

43, It is evident that these three borings leave the question of artesian 

springs in the plains of Upper India quite unsettled. At Sabzalkot such a result 

could not have been reasonably expected; and at Bhiw4ni the ground is pre- 
sumably out of reach in the northern sources of supply, which are the only hope- 
ful ones. The Ambala trial is the only one for which success could have been 
predicted, and as the ultimate condition of that success—to reach the base of 
the alluvial deposits—has not been accomplished, the prospect remains unaffect- 
ed, save by the knowledge that the depth of the deposits is greater than might 

have been anticipated, or at least hoped for. The only seeming risk is the posi- 

tion being too near the head, but on a careful minimum estimate for that level 
Ambéla seems within the area of supply. As regards other positions, this pre- 
caution is the chief one to be kept in view, and the opposite danger with respect 

to the southern margin of the area. Superficially regarded the lowest point of 

the ground ought to be the most favourable, as giving a maximum of fall; but 

secing that the expected supply is from the north, and from the lowest deposits 
of that side of the basin, it becomes important to consider whether the lowest 

line of drainage was always where it is now; and the best conjectures we can 

make (confirmed by the great depth of the deposits at Ambdla) suggest that it 
was not so; but that the later deposits of the more copious supply of sediment 
from the north have encroached upon and overlapped, possibly to a considerable 
extent, ground originally occupied by deposits from the peninsular side of the 

basin, so that a boring near this margin would soon pass into beds having a 
northerly slope. There would still remain the chance that these bottom beds of 

southern derivation would participate in the water-supply of the confluent strata 

from the Himalayan side; but until the resources of these most favourable de- 
posits are proved, one would not wish to see the prospects of the enterprise en- 
dangered by any avoidable risk It would be worthy of Government to undertake 
the settlement of so important a question. 

On Oligoclase Granite at Wangtu on the Sutlej, North-West Himalayas.—By F. 
R. Mater, F.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

One of the most remarkable features in the geology of the North-West 
Himalayas is the “granitic axis, so persistent along the main range. To the 
east in Sikkim, and in the north-west, from the frontier of Nep&l to Kulu 
wherever examined. coarse white granite has been found in profusion along the 
line of peaks, near the present edge of the sedimentary basin of Tibet. It occurs 
in veins and dykes of every size, sometimes forming the massive core, up to the 
summit of the highest mountains.”! 

Passing in a cast-north-easterly direction from the peaks surrounding the 
head-waters of the Bhagirathi, one of the amsin lipes of intrusive action runs 

| Manual of the Geology of Susdin; p. 629. “ 
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along the crest of the mountain range to the south of the Baspa Valley, and 
crosses the Sutlej some miles above Rémpur.! 

At Wangtu bridge, in this neighbourhood, veins of granite, cutting through 
the gneiss, are exposed with more than ordinary clearness, and as two of the 
principal routes across the Himalayas diverge at this point, there are few local- 
ities in the granitic region that have been more often visited, or more frequently 

described. Inthe fifth volume of the Geological Survey Memoirs,? Dr. Stoliczka, 
in reference to Wangtu, says the “granitoid gneiss is traversed by a countless 
number of veins of albite-granite, veins of unmeasured length, and from 1 to 
20 feet in thickness. The principal mineral in these veins is a pure white 
albite: next to it quartz, mica, black tourmaline, and few other minerals. All 
these occur in large crystals,? and the structure of the rocks is, therefore, emi- 
nently a porphyritic ore. Colonel R. Strachey tells me that these veins of 
albite granite, in the neighbourhood of the Niti Pass, enter into the Silurian and 
even the secondary strata. There cannot be the slightest doubt as to their being 
of subsequent date to the gneiss, in which they are truly intrusive.” In a sub- 
sequent paper in the same volume,‘ I have described the veins at Wangtu as 
mainly composed of albite, large cleavable masses of the felspar being seen un- 
mixed with other mineral. 

Having recently, however, completed an analysis of the felspar in question, 
I have found the above description to be erroneous. The result obtained was as 
follows :— 

Oxygen 
ratio. 

Silica e e « e e td e C] 61 40 8°90 

Alumina. . . . . - » « 28°48 : 
Ferric oxide . ; : : ; ; ; "83 ah 

Lime : ° . ; 3 “ ; . 823 

Soda ° ‘ ‘ F ‘ ‘ ° oat =e 

. Potash e ® e e e 8 e e 75 

99°84 

the felspar being oligoclase. It is cleavable-massive, with twinning striations 
sometimes visible on the basal cleavage planes. The colour is milk-white, the 

mineral being translucent in moderately thin fragments. In general appearance 
it is somewhat like the cleavable-massive oligoclase from Ytterby, in Sweden, 
specimens of which are to be found in most mineral collections, but it differs from 
the latter in that striations are of comparatively rare occurrence.5 

With reference to the felspar of the granite generally, General Strachey has 
recorded that, as far as his experience went, it is always white,’ and the various 

1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. VII, p. 292, 

2'Page 12. 
* The felspar is cleavablo-massive, and the quarts not crystallised. 
‘ Page 169. 
® The fragments selected for analysis were all striated. 
6 Quart, Jour. :Geol. Soc., Vol. Vii, Pp 803. 
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notices of the rock scattered through the Memoirs and Records of the Survey seem 
to show that this character is a very constant one.’ Of course it proves nothing 
in itself as to the species. There are at present in the Museum specimens of 
granite from Wangtn, from Darwas in Pangi, from Chfmre in Ladék, and from 
Rondu in Dardistén. In the felspar of the first two twinning striations are 
visible on some of the basal cleavage planes, and Colonel McMahon has noticed 
similar striations in the felspar of the granite at Chango.* None of the speci- 
mens show any outward sign of the co-existence of two felspars, and no writer, as 
far as I know, has suggested that two felspars are present together in the granite 
where they have examined it. But the evidence at present available cannot be 

considered as proving more than that the felspar is very often plagioclase. 
Whether the plagioclastic felspar is constantly oligoclase or not is a point that 
can only be settled by further analyses. 

The above remarks refer to the granite alone. Orthoclase has been frequent- 
ly noticed in the gneissose rocks through which the granitic veins have pene- 
trated.$ 

Note on a Fish-palate from the Siwaliks.—By A. Ginrner, M.D., Pu.D., F.R.S., 
Keeper of the Zoological Department, British Museum. 

(Note.—The palate here briefly described and determined was obtained by Mr. Theobald from 
the Siwaliks of the Punjab, and sent to me by Mr. Lydekker, in order that I might submit it to 
one of the naturalists, who had especially studied fish. Dr. Giinther very kindly undertook the 
task, and the Survey is indebted to him for the accompanying note. A similar but broken frag- 
ment has been obtained from the Manchar beds in Sind.—W. T. BLANFORD.) 

The fossil submitted to me for examination is a rather massive bone, 36 mill. 

long., 15 mill. wide, and about 13 mill. deep (in its 

deeper anterior portion). One side (the inner) is 
more straight than the other (outer), which espe- 
cially towards the front is curvilinear. One surface 
is entirely covered with small granular (molar) 
teeth, somewhat irregular in size and shape, the 
largest being about the size of a pin’s head. This 
dental surface is strongly convex in its transverse 
as well as longitudinal axis, and, especially the part 
in which the fossil is widest, forms a conspicuous 
protuberance. 

There is scarcely any doubt that this bone is the right palatine of a large 
siluroid, possibly belonging to the genus Arius; and if so, this determiuation 
may be confirmed by the future discovery in the same formation of spines with 
which the dorsal and pectoral fins of this fish were probably armed. 

1 Memoirs, Vol. Y, pp. 12, 169, 170. Baconds, Vol XE, » 404 Nal. XIM, p. 30 

* Records, Vol. XII, p. 60. 
* Memoirs, Vol. V, p.13; Reoorda, Vol, 1X, p 3085 ain te 
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Paleontological Notes from the Hazaribagh and Lohardagga Districts.—By 
OrroxarR FetstMaNnteL, Paleontoloyist, Geological Survey of India. 

[Wirn Puates I anp II.] 

In the cold-weather months (Jaguary and February) of this year I under- 
took an excursion into the North and South Karanpira coal-fields, in the Haziri- 

bagh district, and into the Auranga coal-field in the Lohirdagga district, 
sub-division Palamow. 

This enabled me not only to enlarge the list of localities for fossils, as given 
in the first part of my Damuda Flora,! but also to increase our knowledge of the 

distribution and range of the fossils and of the peculiarities of the Lower 

Gondwana flora, especially in its relation to the upper portion of that system 
and to some extra-Indian floras. 

Starting from Giridhi (Karharbari coal-field), where I collected some fossils 
at a new shaft, I passed vid Hazarib4gh and Daini Ghat into the North- 

Kéranpira coal-field, collected fossils at three localities* in the northern portion 
of the field, passed then into the Auranga coal-field, collected fossils at seven 

localities? (amongst which one with Talchir fossils) ; re-passed into the Karanptira 
coal-field, collecting at one locality ;* marched from here south-east to Ranchi; 
thence northwards into the South Karanptra coal-field, collecting fossils in the 
iron-shales at two places;5 passed again into the North Karanpira coal-field 

with the special purpose of collecting Talchir fossils in the Chino basin (eastern 
extremity of the North Karanptra coal-field), in which I completely succeeded. 

On ny return route I passed through the Bokharo and Jharia coal-fields. 

In the following notice of the fossils I collected, and of some other observ- 

ations, I proceed according to the coal-fields, from east to west, and within the 
coal-fields according to the groups. 

I,—KARHARBARI CoOAL-FIELD. 

At Karharbari, I took the opportunity to collect some fossils at a new shaft, 

Fossils at No. 23D then in process of sinking, No. 23D, Passerabhia. This 

shaft. is expected to be the deepest shaft, passing through all the 
principal seams (Nos. 1, 2, and 3). At the time of my visit it had reached the 
third seam, but had passed through an additional thin seam above it. The fossils 

I collected were in a dark fine earthy shale, here and there micaceous, taken 
from the third seam, and resembling entirely the shale from this seam in the 

shafts 17C and 17B, the fossils from which I have already described. 6 

1 Gondwéna Flora, Vol. ITI, 2, 1880. 
2 Chepa-Jugra; south of Tandwa; south-east of Béluméth. 
? Balunaggar; Murup; two places on the Latiahar hill; north and south of Jaguldugga; 

Sukree river, west of Goortoor. 

4 Burgaon. 
© West and south-east of Jainagar. 
* Pal, Ind., Ser, XII, 1, and Suppl. (or Gondwana Flora, Vol: III, 1, 1 Suppl.) 
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The fossils from the new locality are the following :— 

Equisetaceous stalks. 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, F'stm.—numerous. 
Glossopteris communis, Fstm.—numerous. 

Noéggerathiopsis hislopi, Fstm. (Bunb.)—with closely set veins. 

The character of the fossils is the same as those quoted from the third seam 
before. In the shale there are here and there pockets of iron stone, in one 
piece of which I observed impressions of a Glossopteris, Bgt., with somewhat 
a tendency to pass into Gangamopteris, Mc’Coy, the midrib becoming resolved 

in the upper part of the leaf into radiating secondary veins. 
To illustrate the position of the third seam and the fossiliferous band, I give 

Section of No. 23D the section of the shaft, as far as it has been sunk, in 

shaft. descending order :— 
Fi. In. 

Brickwork ; : ° ; ‘ 36 0 

Sandstone ; ‘ ; 74, 6 

Stony coal : 1 ll. 
Dark sandstone 2 3 

Blue shale F ‘: 0 10 

Dark sandstone - ‘ 6 6 

Grey os ; ‘ : 9 0 

Coal’ . ; : ‘ ; 2 0 
Blue shale ‘ : . : 2 10 

Grey sandstone ‘ é ‘ : 7 4 
Blue shale ; ‘ ; ; ° 4 0 

Coal : ‘ ; e 1 5 
Stone he nworked) , ‘ ; ; 0 ill 
Coal " ‘ , ‘ 2 4 
Blue shale ‘ ‘ ‘ : 1 10 
Grey sandstone . . . 18 6 
Blue shale Fs ; 2 9 

Blue rock ‘ ‘ ° 1 il 

Grey sandstone : . ‘ 18 2 
Sandstone 47 4 
Coal . ‘ ‘ ‘ ; : 4 7 

No. 8 seam {Cartonsoou shale . é : : O 10 with fossils. 
Coal . ; e 2 6 
Sandstone ° ° 25 0 

Total ; 270 «68 
ee se ool 

The shaft is still in progress of sinking. 

Gangamopteris obliqua, Mc’Coy, Pl. II, fig. 5. 

This species of Gangamopteris, trom the third seam, at 170 shaft, has not 
hitherto been found in the Gondwdnas. It was first described by Professor 
Mc’Coy from the Bacchus-marsh sandstone, Victpris;! and it was said to be one 
of the most common forms of the genus. Some forms of the Indian Gangamopteris 

1 Prodrome, Palsontology, Victoria, Hepnde ik, page 13, F. XII, figs. 2—4, 
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cyclopteroides might perhaps have been placed with the above species; but the 

present specimen is so exactly like the Gangamopteris obliguu,’ Me’Coy, that it 

has to be classed at once with it. If placed side by side with Mc’Coy’s figure 

(J. c., Pl. 12, fig. 3), not the slightest difference can be observed. I am the more 
glad to be able to figure this leaf, showing well the Gangamopteris character, as 
it les in the same piece of shale with a Glossopteris, in which the midyib is well 

shown, so that the difference between the two genera can easily be seen. I shall 

mention the same species again further on from the Talchirs. 

II.—-KARANPURA COAL-FIELDS. 

These coal-fields, of which the description and maps were published by Mr. 
Two Kéranpara coal. 4 Hughes,’ and which were distinguished as the Northern 

fields. and Southern Kéranpitra coal-fields, are situated in the 

Hazéribagh district, south and south-west of Hazaribagh. No fossils from the 

Damuda division of the fields have been named, and only a few specimens were 
known from the Talchirs of the Chano outcrop, in the castern portion of the 
North Kaéranpira field, I have collected at several places in the former, and 

have considerably increased our collection of fossils from the latter rock group. 

I.—TatcHir Division. 

A.—Talchir Group. 

A chief object of my visit to the North Karanpiira coal-field was to examine 
the locality in the Talchirs, where Mr. Hughes had previously collected some 

specimens of fossil plants? that have been described and figured in my paper 
on the Talchir Karhabari Flora.’ 

From Rikba (Indian atlas sheet 104, 23° 45’ Lat. north; 85° 24’ Long. east), 
Talchir of the Chéno 2 Village close to the road from Ramgarh to Hazaribagh, 

basin. via Badam, I followed the road to the point where it 
crosses the stream coming down from the hills north of Lurunga‘ (about 3 miles 
north-west of Rikba). The stream is here in gneiss, but passing down it the 
Talchirs soon set in, consisting at first of coarse conglomerate, then quartzose 

sandstones; soon afterwards the Tordag stream (coming from the west, from 
the Tordag hills by the village Indra) joins the Lurunga; and further south a 
nala falls in from the north-east, and just at this point the Talchir shales set in, 
ubout 40 feet only from the base of the coal-beds (Barakars). 

The beds are here well exposed to a height of about 15 feet, and consist in the 

lower part of more bluish-green sandy shales, while the upper sandy shales are 
brownish-green and somewhat softer than the former; both are, however, rich in 
plant remains. I spent a whole day at the place, but although I have split open 

many hundreds of specimens, not a trace of any animal remains could be observed: 
I hope, however, to be able to pay this interesting spot another longer visit. 

} Mem. G. 8. L, Vol. VII, Pt. 3, 1871. 

3. Hughes. L.¢.,p.12. — 
3 Pal. Ind., Ser. XII, 1. (Vol. III, I., Gondwéna Flora, 1879), pp. 2, 6, 7, &. 
4 This is the Lurunga stream, mesttioned in Mr. Hughes’ and my papers (i. c.), 
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The exact locality may be described thus :— 

“In the river formed by the junction of Lurunga and Tordég streams, 1} 
miles south-east of Lurunga village, 2 miles west-north-west of Rikba village, 
and 1} miles north-east of Chéno village.” It can easily be reached from Hazéri- 
bagh, from which it is 19 miles distant via Badam, or 16 miles in a direct line. 

The fossils collected consist chiefly of ferns, and some are either quite new or 
at least new for the Talchirs. 

I distinguish the following forms :— 

EQUISETACER. 

Equisetaceous stalks.—Similar to those originally known from the Tal- 
chirs of the Karaun field ; 

Phyllotheca, n. sp.—A. peculiar form with very thin branches and short 
setaceous leaflets. 

Finices. 

Genus: Gangamopteris, Mc’Coy. 

This fern forms the main bulk of the fossils collected, and shows a great 
variety of leaves. I can distinguish— 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Fstm.—Several leaves of the type form. 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, var. sub-auriculata.—Like those forms 
figured from the Karharbari beds, Karharbiri coal-field. 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, var. attenuata.—Like the original forms. 

I had also to distinguish several new varieties of this species— 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, var. acuminata.—Forms with a peculiar 
triangular leaf. 

Gangam. cyclopt., var. cordifolia.—Small cordi-form leaflets, with 
straight distinctly radiating ribs, althongh anastomosing; they 

convey strongly the idea as if they belonged to a large pinnate leaf. 

Gangam. cyclopt., var. crassinervis.—An oblong leaf showing particularly 
well the radiating disposition of the veins and their anastomoses 

throughout the whole leaf, the veins being unusually strong and the 
meshes almost equally large throughout. 

Gangamopteris obliqua, Mc’Coy.—There is one specimen in the collection, 
which J can only identify with this species of the Bacchus-marsh 
sandstones of Victoria. I had previously! pointed out that the 
Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Fstm., from its great number and the 
variety of the leaves mostly resembles the Victorian Gangam. 
obliqua, but the spetimens now under consideration can be at 

~ once referred to this species. I have quoted the same also on a 
previous page from the Karharbéri,coel-fickt. 

1 Talohix-Katharbdédei Flot, 3.04 ‘p18, 
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Gangamopteris angustifolia, Mc’Coy.—This species was already known 
before, both from the Talchir shales and the Karharbiri_ beds. 

IT have now found it again; and one specimen resembles very 

closely the figure given by Me’Coy.! 

Gangamopteris buriadica, Fstm.—Several specimens of this Karharbiri 
plant have now been identified in the Talchir shales, as also 
one specimen of another form. 

Gangamopteris major, Fstm.—The leaf is somewhat shorter, being broad 
at the apex. This I think, however, to be only accidental, 

while the basal portion of the leaf and the distribution of tho 
veins is entirely as in the Karharbari species. 

We see from the foregoing that Gangamopteris ‘appeared in great force in 
these Talchir shales, greater than hitherto known. The long-leaved forms are 
especially very numerous, but they all have to be classed as Gungamo)teris, 
there being no solid midrib from which the secondary veins pass out; it is 
replaced by a number of stronger veins, but always forming anastomoses, and 
resolved by repeated dichotomy mto the secondary veins which then form the 
lateral network of the leaf. 

A very peculiar character was shown in many leaves, 7.e., that the margin 
Margin of leavesdou- appeared frequently doubled up, the venation of these 
ed up. folded portions overlying each other producing a peculiar 

reticulation. This doubling-up takes place at different parts of the leaf, some- 
times even from the base. Two specimens are remarkable in this respect, the 
margins of the doubled-up portions approaching so closely and regularly so as 

to produce the effect of a midrib; but a closer examination shows that this 
state is produced by folding. It will be easier to explain this, and make sug- 

gestions as to how it took place, when the specimens can be figured. 

Genus: Glossopieris, Bgt. 

I have already had occasion to mention® one instance of a Glossopieris from 
the Talchirs; but the specimen was not very distinct. This time, however, I 
have brought several specimens; and there can be no longer the slightest doubt 
about their being true Glossopteris. There are three kinds of venation— 

Glossopteris communis, Fstm.—The same forms as occur in the Karhar. 
bari coal-field, with rather a tendency of the midrib to dissolve 
towards the apex; 

Glossopteris, sp.—Fragmenta with straight oblong meshes ; 

Glossopteris, sp.— A fragment with a venation of Glossopt. indica. 

CycaDBAcEs. 

Genns: Néggerathiopsis, F stm. 

Noggerathiopsis hislopi, Bunb. sp. (F'stm.)—Several leaves. 

1 Annal. and Mag., Nat. Hist,, Vol. XX, Tab. 19, figs.8—3a; Prodr. Pal. Victoria, Deo. IT, 
Pl XIU, fig. 2. 

* Talchir-Karharbéri flora, 2. c., p. 18; Hughes, Kéranptra Coal-fleld, 7. c., p. 296. 
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SEEDS. 
Several specimens of winged seeds, which have already been mentioned 

from the Talchirs and the Karharbiri beds, similar fossils also occurring in the 
Damuda division. They are of the Samaropsis type. 

This flora of the Talchir, which, although not very various, must yet be con- 
sidered numerous as regards specimens, bears close resemblance, to the flora of 

the Karharbiri beds. We really almost miss only Newropteridium validum, Fstm. 

and Voltzia; but of these plants the latter occurs also only locally in the Kar- 
harbiri coal-field, in the Serampur area, the former also being much more 
numerous in that area than in the Karharbari area, so that it would perhaps not 
be impossible that this Talchir flora in the Chano basin of the Karanpfira coal- 
field also represents, to a certain extent at least, the Karharbari flora, in which 
case the Karharbaéri beds would then really be the coal-bearing facies of the 

Talchir division, the chief character of both being the predominance of Ganga- 
mopteris, 

II.—Damopa Diviston. 

From this field no Damuda fossils had as yet been procured. I have now 

collected some from all groups. The relations are very similar to those des- 
cribed for the Raniganj coal-field. 

A.—Bardkar group. 

I collected Barakar fossils at two localities. 
While encamped at Jugra below the Daini ghat, I visited the outcrops in 

Fossils near Jugra, the Ghui river, 1 mile south-south-east of Jugra, near 

Aréhura. the village Aréhura.! The outcrops are exposed’ just in 
the river, dipping south-west. I collected fossils in the following order— 

(a.) In the coal-seam impressions of Vertebraria indica, Royle ; 

(b.) Immediately below the seam, in dark-grey, somewhat sandy shales, 

impressions of Vertebraria indica, Royle, only; very numerous and 
good. specimens ; 

(c.) Below this in a stratum of fine shale— 
Vertebraria indica, Royle—less frequent. 
Glossopteris indica, Schimp. 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

(d.) In a next lower bed of grey shale, traversed by white worm-like con- 
cretions— 

Glossopteris indica, Schimp. 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

These relations remind me completely of those in the Barékers of Kumer-. 
dhubi, near Bardkar. 

Further to the west I collected fossils, in the Bishanpur river, 3} miles south- 
Bishanpur river, south- east from my camp at Bdluméth. There are three ont- 

east of Béluméth. crops of coal. Mr. Hughes described the section in his 
Report (I. ¢.) on page 25. | 

1 Mr, Hughes mentions these outerops on p. 22 of his report (i, c.). 
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As far as [ could identify the beds I collected fossils above his middle scam, 

thus :— 
(a.) Above the seam, in dark-groy shale, partly sandy and micaccous— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle—in great numbers ; 

Glossopteris communis, Fstm. ; 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm., var. stenoneura—rather numerous ; 

Glossoptcris indica, Schimp. ; 
Négqgerathiopsis hislopi, Bunb. (Fstm.) ; 
Squame—like some form the Barakars in the Raniganj field. 

(b.) Above this, in light, sandy, banded shale with fragmentary fossils— 
Vertebraria indica, Royle, and numerous cther fragments, indo- 

terminable. 

The characteristic feature of these fossils is the predominance, or at lcast the 

great proportion of Vertebraria indica in comparison with Glossoptriis and tho 
other fossils. 

B.—Ironstone (shales). 

In the South Karanpfira coal-field I collected fossils from the iron-shales, while 
Naikori river, near encamped at Jainagar (in the Naikori river) on my way 

Jainagar. from Ranchito Ramgarh. I collected at two spots, i.e., in 
the river south-east of the village, and in a nala west of the village. At the first 
place the rock consists of clayey spherosiderites, alternating with grey micaccous 

shales, both fossiliferous. 

At the second place it was in ferruginous shales, brownish, yellowish, and red- 

dish, that the fossils occurred. I shall enumerate the fossils from both places 
together :— 

Eiquisetaceous stems. 

Macroteniopteris daneoides, Royle, sp. 
Glossopteris communis, Fstm. 

Glossopt. indica, Schimp. 
Glossopt. retifera, Fstm. 
Glossopt. damudica, Fstm.—Numerous, amongst others a fragment of 

a very broad leaf. 
Glossopt. conspicua, Fstm.—Fragment. 
Glossopt. angustifolia, Bgt. 
Gangamopteris, sp.—Almost circular leaves, with distinctly radiating 

and anastomosing veins. 

Néggerathiopsis hislopi, Bunb. sp. (F'stm.). 
Squame. 

If we compare this flora with some others already known, we shall find that it 

resembles the flora of the Raniganj group in the Raniganj field. The fossils 
known hitherto from the iron-shales were only very few. 

O—Raniganj Group. 

I collected fossils at two localities in the Raniganj group; the relations prov- 
ed much the same as those in the same group in the Raniganj coal-field. 
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While encamped at the police station Tandwa, on the Garhi river, I visited 
Garhi river, south-east the outcrops of the Raniganj group if the said river, 

of Tandwa. 3 miles south-east of Tandwa ;! the dip is south-east. 

In the grey shales above the seam I observed— 

Schizoneura gondwanensis, Fstm. 
Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
Cyathea comp Tchihatchef, Schmalh.—Fragment of pinne. 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 
Glossopteris conspicua, Fstm.—Just like that from near Assensole, Rani- 

ganj field. 

Gloss. indica, Schimp. 
Gloss. formosa, Fstm.—First described from the Raniganj group, in 

the Raniganj coal-field. 
Dictyopteridium, sp.—Just like the forms from the Bardkars in the Tal- 

chir coal-field, from the Raniganj group, in the Raniganj coal-field. 
Winged seeds, like Samaropsis.—Just like those from the Raniganj field. 
Squame. 

Above the grey shales (above the seam), there is yellowish-grey bedded 
sandstone, with Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

Above this again massive greenish-grey sandstone, with— 
Vertebraria indica. Royle, which traverses the sandstone in all directions 

and exhibits well its rhizoma-like nature. 
Above this Vertebraria-sandstone come in other sandstones, which very 

much resemble to Panchet rocks. 
The other locality at which I collected Raniganj fossils is further soutb- 

Gancspur river, west west of Tandwa, t.e.,in the Ganespur river.? I visited 

of Burgaon. it from Burgaon, at the western extremity of the Satp&hri 
hill; it is about 24 miles west of this village. The strata here dip north; there 
are three outcrops; between the two northern ones I collected fossils in several 
beds, which I shall indicate in ascending order; thus— 

(a.) In the shales with the coal seam— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
(.) Grey sandstones with— 

Glossopteris, sp. (veins not distinct). 

(c.) Then follows a series of sandstones and shales without distinct 
fossils. 

(d.) A bed of grey shale, about 2 feet thick, with impressions of — 
Glossopteris comagunis, F'stm. 
Glossopt. angustifolia, Bet. 

(e.) Immediately above is a series of greyish-brown shales; somewhat 
sandy and micaceous, full of fragments of leaves— 

Glossopteris angustifolia, Bgt. 

4 Hughes. Zc, 982. 
3 Hughes. Iden p. 8h- 
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Glossopteris damudica, Fstm. 

" Glossopt. retifera, Fstm. 
Squame—just like the same from the Raniganj field. 

(f.) Again grey shales with— 
Glossopteris communis, Fstm. 

(g.) Then follow greenish shales without fossils. 
(h.) Then a bed, about 3 feet, of reddish-white hard shales, full of 

vegetable fragments; and— 

Vertebrariu indica, Royle, 

Glossopteris indica, Schimp. 
(1.) The last in the series were sandy shales with— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 

No fossils could be observed in the two other outcrops. 

D—Panchets and Mahddevas. 

Although both these series are largely developed in the Karanptra coal-ficld 
I have not observed any fossils in either of them; but 

while encamped at Burgaon, at the south-west foot of 

the Satpahri hill, I had an opportunity of seeing fine examples of water action 
on the red clays of the Panchet division. Close to the foot of the hill blocks 
of Mahadeva sandstone are lying about, and have protected the part of the clays 

immediately under them from being washed away, while all around the water 
has eroded, so they are now perched on pillars of various height and thickness. 
A footpath winds along just at the foot of the hill, from Banpér to Sedpa, and 
the effect is as of an avenue of columns supporting blocks of sandstone. 

Further away from the foot of the hill the ground is very much broken by 

nalas washing through the red clays, and here, especially at the heads of the 
nalas, most picturesque scenes are found, produced by the weathering power of 
the water rushing down from the hill-side; and the peculiarity of the scene is 
heightened by the bright red colour of the clays contrasting with the vivid green 
of the low jungle, consisting mostly of young sal wood. 

In the neighbourhood of the Karanptira coal-fields I observed two pecu- 
liar forms of rock which deserve passing mention. 

Fault-rock.—When passing down the Daini ghat (from the Hazéribiégh 
plateau), a thick vein of peculiar quartz rock is crossed; this rock is of the 

same kind and variety as that described by Mr. V. Ballas “ pseudomorphic 
quartz,” in the Rémgurh coal-field.1 Mr. Ball quoted it under the heading fault- 
rock, and also here it has to be considered as such; it is quite close to the north- 
eastern boundary of the North K4ranpira coal-field. The porcelain-like plates 
are very distinctly exhibited, varying in thickness, and crossing each other in 
the most peculiar directions, including cavities of very various sizes, the walls of 
which are either smooth or covered by more or less developed crystals of quartz. 
»* A quite similar rock, though of somewhat finer structure, also occurs on 

the north-eastern border of the Karharbfri coal-field. 

bloat “é 1 Mem. G8. I., Vol. VI, p. 128, 

Red clays at Burgaon. 
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Bosses near Ranchi—(Plate I). While marching from Rai, in the southern 
part of the KaéranpGra coal-field vid Thakurgaun to Ranchi, I was struck with 

a peculiar feature of the country between these two latter places. The country 

is covered with small rounded hillocks of metamorphic rock, entirely smooth 
on their surface and composed of concentrical layers, as is clearly shown by the 
outer layer and sometimes the next lower one too, cracking and splitting into 

slabs of various sizes. These round hillocks of dark grey colour, emerging 
abruptly from the ground like large air bubbles solidified as soon as they 
appeared on the surface, give the country a peculiar aspect. They are generally 
entirely barren, the surface being too smooth for plants taking root; only in the 

cracks, here and there a bunch of grass or a small shrub settles until, by the 
slabs moving down the smooth surface, even these meagre representatives of 
vegetation get uprooted and dislodged. They all appear to consist of the same 

kind of rock, a grey, coarse porphyritic gneiss, with large felspar crystals. 
Sometimes the rock is finer grained. Similar instances appear not to be uncom- 

mon also in other parts of India. Mr. Bail described these “bosses” from 

Maénbhiim,'! and it was indeed through his paper that my attention was drawn 

to these “bosses” near Thakurgaun; and quite recently Mr. Ball drew my 

attention to a paper by Captain Newbold,’ where similar phenomena are de- 

scribed from South India. The rock is noticed as ‘dome gneiss’ in the Survey 
Manual, p. 20. 

As I had a good opportunity of nlaking sketches of some of these bosses, 
I thought it useful to reproduce the hest instance here® (Plate I). This boss, 

about 1 mile north-west of Thakurgaun, quite close to the road, is about 60 feet 
high and about 900 in diameter, almost quite spherical on the surface, perfectly 
smooth, with the uppermost layer burst into slabs of various sizes, the slabs 
partly still lying on the surface of the layer underneath, which presents quite 
an appearance of a rock polished by moving ice. The layers vary in thickness, 

seldom exceeding 1 foot. 

I may mention that the inhabitants use the smooth surface for economic 

purposes, for drying grain, grass or fruits on; the slabs also are made use of; 

amongst others the people (being to a great extent Oraons) use them for monu- 
mental slabs. 

TII.—Avervnaa CoaL-FIEtp. 

This coal-field, lying to the west of the K4ranpfra field, and so named from 
the Auranga river (a tributary of the Koel), was surveyed by Mr. Ball,‘ who 
made the most interesting paleontological discovery of the occurrence of plants, 
hitherto considered as of Lower Gondwéna type, in certain red shales, of appa- 
rently Mahddeva type. My chief object in visiting this field was to see this 
locality, but while in pursuit of this object Thad an oppottanity of examining 

1 Scientific Proc. of the Dublin Roy. Society, sth December 1879. ; 

Jour. Roy. As. Boe. London, Vol, VIL, p. 148 ef eng. ith Agures. 
* The sheich in abate eure hein en with She oer. 
‘ Mem. G, 8.%,, Vol X¥, Patt, ae 22; °° 
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other localities also, some of equal interest. I shall proceed again in strati- 
graphical order :— 

1.—Tatcutr Division. 

Any discovery of fossils in this group, which has hitherto yielded fossils very 
Talchir fossils, on sparingly, must prove of much interest ; and 1 am fortunaty 

Latiahar hill, in being able to introduce a quite new locality. When 
at Latiahar, and while in search of the red shales with Damuda fossils in a stream 
on the northern face of the Latiahar hill, opposite to the low hill of Panripura, 
I came, at the head of the stream, suddenly across an exposure of bedded rocks 

about 8 feet high, reddish in general appearance with yellowish greenish tints. 
I tried it with the hammer, and it proved to be bedded sandy micaceous clay. 
At first I thought it might be a decomposed condition of some other rocks, but it 
proved of the same consistence throughout, so I examined it closer, and found 
to my great satisfaction that it contained fossils of the Talchir type. 

The exposed section consists of the following strata in ascending order :— 

Feet. Inches. 

At the base reddish clay, about . : ; ‘ 1 0 

A band of purple ferruginous sandstone . . . 0 4, 

Then again reddish clay . . . ; . : 2 0 

Brownish clay, the rest. 

I was in the Talchirs between Latiahar and Nowadih, described by Mr. Ball 

on pp. 56, 57 of his report, but the fossils are a new addition. They are :— 

Eiquisetaceous stalks. 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Fstm.—Of the type form. 

Gangam. cyclopteroides, var. sub-auriculata.—Amongst others one entire 
leaf, of small size, but with distinct characters, and resembling 

entirely one from the Chano-Talchirs, in the Kdéranpira coal-field. 

Gangam. cyclopteroides, var. acuminata.—The forms like those from the 
Chéno-Talchirs. 

Gangam. cyclopteroides, var. attenuata. 

Gangam. cyclopteroides, var. cordiformis.—Small leaflets like those men- 
tioned from the Chaéno basin, showing apparently that they are 
pinnule of a pinnate leaf. 

Gangam. comp. spathulata, Mc’Coy.—One specimen can hardly be dis- 
tjnguished from this form of the Bacchus-marsh sandstones. 

Niéggerathiopsis hislopt, Bunb. sp. (F'stm.). 

Winged seeds.—Like those mentioned before from other localities. 

Gangamopteris, Mc’Coy, in its various forms, is thus also here the characteristic 

fossil, the others being only subordinate; the impressions are on the whole very 
numerous; but the material being very fragile when first removed it is very 
difficult.to get tolerably good specimens for transport, and they have to be very 

carefully handled lest the impressions should be rubbed off. After some time, 
however, the rock got pretty consistent, and all my specimens arrived safely. 
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2.—Damupa Division. 

While on the whole the Damuda, rocks in this field have the same characters 
as in the coal-fields of the Damuda valley, yet in one place the lower division 
exhibited relations which prove to be of peculiar interest. 

Bardkar Group. 

I visited outcrops of this group at four localities in different parts of the field, 

Outlier north of but only one yielded a good number of fossils. My first visit 

Balunagar. was to the outlier to the north of Balunagar, about 2 miles 
distan!. Mr. Ball describes this outlier at length in pp. 79—82 (i.¢.). Icol- 
lected a few fragments from the outcrops in the river to the north-west of the 

village Dhurdhuria! in ascending order:— 

(a) From the coal seam— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
(b) From iron band above— 

Glossopteris, sp.—fragments, 

(c) From grey shales above this— 

Vetebraria indica, Royle. 

Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

Near Murup, west of Balunagar, from where Mr. Griesbach brought some 

Barhkars west of fossils two years ago, I have not been very successful . 

Murup. I examined the outcrops in the Sukri river west of Dha- 

biajharan, as well as in the stream joining the Sukri west of that village; but in 

spite of the most careful search I procured only Vertebraria indica, Royle, in 
most of the layers. 

I found similar relations in the southern portion of the field near J uguldugga 
Bardkars near Jugul. in the Aurnnga river, and in the tributary stream south. 

dugga. east of the village. The outcrops are almdst all fossili- 
ferous, Vetebraria imdica, Royle, being the only fossil met with. 

Bardkars in the Sukri river, north-west of Seruk, west of Gurtur3 

In the Sukri river east and south-east of R&jbar the beds of the Bardkar 
group are well exposed, and they proved fossiliferous and important. I examined 
two localities in the river, and collected the fossils separately from the various 
beds, as they follow one another im vertical order at the respective spots; from 
this it will be possible to correlate the beds of the two localities. * 

; The first spot was where the path from Gurtur to R&j- 
Bois cast of Réjber. 1 crosses the Suri (ceat, slightly north, of Bdjbar). — 
The strata and their fossils are as follows, in ascending order :-—~ 

(1.) The seam crops out on the right bank, covered by-—~ 
(2.) Dark grey shale (about 2 feet thick) full of-—~ vs 

Vertebraria indica, Royle—this being the only fossil in the shale, 

Mr. Ball describes these rocks on p. 8} (3, 2), os ieguatone at Dhurdhuria. 
Mr. Ball describes this section oti pp, 68, 84 of his'report (2, c.). 
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The other section is exposed across the river, on the left bank, beginning 

below in the river, with the dark grey shale, followed by— 
(3.) Light grey shale, about 4 feet thick, with— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
Glossopteris, sp. 

(4.) Then follow a complex of shales, ironstone, ferruginous sandy shales, 

and ferruginous bedded sandstones, which I consider to belong to the 
same bed, but they may be sub-divided as follows :— 

a.—Below, brownish yellowish grey shales, about 1 foot ; full of fossils. 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
Schizoneura gondwanensis, Fstm.—fragments of the leaf-sheath, 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 
Glossopt. indica, Schimp. 
Glossopt. conspicua, Fstm. 
Glossopt. damudica, Fstm. 
Glossopt. angustifolia, Bet. 

This shale resembles one from near Talchir, in the Talchir coal-field. 

b.—-Brown and purple sandy ironstone band, with concretionary strac- 
ture, containing— 

Glossopteris communis, Fstm. 

c.—To this succeeds a reddish-grey sandy shale with— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 

The state of preservation of this fossil deserves special notice. The hardcr 
substance of the plantis replaced by a brown red mass, while the softer tissue dis- 
appeared, and consequently the cross sections of the plant appear on the reddish- 
grey rock as star-like markings with 6—8 points, while the longitudinal sections 
appear as three red longitudinal lines, connected at intervals by cross lines. I was 
shown a few of these starlike impressions by Mr. Ball before I left Calcutta, 
which came apparently from the same locality. They are of interest in so far 

as they will be mentioned again from the section at the other locality. 
d.—These sandy shales pass at last into bedded, somewhat ferruginous 

sandstones, with— 

Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

Glossopt. indica, Schimper. 

(5.) Light grey shales with Vertebraria and Glossopieris. 
(6.) Yellowish shales conclude the section above. 

In this section, as well as in the following, I entirely accept Mr. Ball’s strati- 
graphical arrangement, placing the rocks in the Bardkar group. But then we 
have the interesting fact that Svhizonewra gondwanensis, Fstm., is again procured 

from the Barékars, as also other forms, such as Glossopteris conspicua, F'stm., 
which have hitherto been observed in the Raniganj group only. 

The second locality in the Sukri river, about ? miles south-east of Réjbar, and 
Bargkars west of Gur- the same distance west of Gurtur, showed still more in- 

tur. teresting relations, the flora not only including typical 
G 
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forms of a higher group of the Lower Gondwénas, but also some others hitherto 
known only from beds in Siberia, described as of jurassic age, aa well as another 
interesting form. Tle beds, from which fossils were taken at this spot, follow 
in ascending order, thus— 

(1.) The lowest bed seen is grey sandy shale with— 

Vertebrariu indica, Royle. 

(The seam lies somewhat more to the east, dipping below the above 
bed.) 

(2.) Next follow ferruginous sandstones with— 

Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

The veins of the leaves in these sandstones are of red colour, and the whole 
has somewhat the appearance of Kaémthi sandstones. 

(3.) A series of crushed shales of bluish-grey and brownish colour, with 

ferruginous sandstones at the base, as also interbedded. 

The sandstones contain— 
Vertebraria indica, Royle, with the same characters as in bed 4c in 

the preceding section, ¢.c., starlike transverse sections, as well as 

longitudinal skeletons of the plant in red colour. 

Glossopteris communis, Fstm.—like the same in the preceding bed. 

In the crushed shales were observed— 
Vertebraria indica, Royle, in similar state of preservation as in the 

layers of sandstones, but of brown colour. 
Glossepteris communis, F'stm. 

Glossopt. indica, Schimp. 

Glossopt. damudica, Fst. 
So far there is nothing remarkable regarding the fossils, as they are also 

known from the Barékars elsewhere, excepting perhaps the light colours of the 
rocks ; but the crushed shales contain towards the top— 

(8a.) Lenticular layers, of more regularly bedded shales, of light bluish-grey 
or reddish-grey colour, which contained a most peculiar association 
of plants. I here only quote their names, as a brief notice about them 
all is given further on, full details being reserved until they can 
all be figured :— 

Glossopteris communis, F'stm. 

Glossopt. indica, Schimp. bre usual forms. 
Glossopt. damudica, F stm. 
Macroteniopteris feddeni, Fstm.—Amongst others one ® large leaf, 
Macroteniopt. danwoides, Royle.— Fragments. : 
Anomozamites (Pterophyllum) batli, saa coir spocinins, also 

the top of the leaf. c 
Bhipidopsis gingkowdes, Schmath.—Herens} leaves, 

(4) Again » ferruginous band with-—, woe oe 
Glossopteris <. mente. Yglag. (,’ 4. oe . 
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(5.) Sandstones, ferruginous, with— 

Glossopteris communis, Fstm., 
reminding again somewhat of Kdmthi specimens. I have already indicated 
above how it is possible to correlate this section with the preceding one. 

In spite of the peculiar character of the fossils in bod 3a, I think there can be 
hardly any doubt that the beds in this section also belong to the Bardkar group, 

for the thickness of the whole section, from the seam below up to the top, is only 
about 18 feet, and the seam and all the beds having the same steady western dip, 
they must pass under the seams in the Seruk river, south of Rajbar, which are 
also Barakars. 

As I have mentioned the names only of the interesting fossils in bed 3a of the 
The fossils from bed Second section in the Sukri river (west of Gurtur), it is 

8a of last section in Suk necessary to add some special remarks on them in order to 
Coe draw due attention to them before they can be more fully 
figured. 

FIices. 

Genus: Glossopteris, Bgt. 

This genus is represented by three species, which are almost equally numerous 

through the whole Damuda division. They are— 
Glossopteris communis, F'stm.— broad leaves; veins passing out obliquely 

from the midrib; very narrow vein-nets throughout the leaf. 
Glossopt. indica, Schimp.—broad leaves; direction of veins as in the 

former; vein-nets polygonal near the midrib; becoming narrow 

and oblong toward the margin. . 
Glossopt. damudica, Fstm.—broad leaves; veins passing out from the 

midrib almost horizontally ; nets broad and polygonal close to the 
midrib; becoming somewhat narrower and oblong towards the 
margin. 

Genus: Macroteniopteris, Schimp. 

This genus is largely represented in the Upper Gondwénas, especially in the 

Réjmahdl group. Two species are also known from the Lower Gondwanas, 

one from the K4émthis only, while the other accurred both in the Raniganj and Ba- 
r&kar groups, and has just been quoted by me from the iron shales of the South 
Kéranpuré coal-field. At the present locality two species were met with— 

Macroteniopteris feddeni, Fstm. (pl. II, fig. 1). Several specimens, one 
a. very fine leaf, 84 inches long and 5 inches broad ; this species was 
first collected by Mr. Fedden in the Kamthis of Nigpur; it was 
next identified by me among the specimens from the Raniganj 
(Kémthi) group, near Gurdra, on the Son river, in South Rewah, 
and now we have it inthe Barékars. Thus, like Macrot, danaocides, 
Royle, it occurs throughout the Damuda series 

+. « Maorolemiopteris . daneotdes, Royle-—There are several 

oz 1 a ee 

. . Blanog also to some of the Upper Gondwina forms. _ 

r 
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CYCADEACES, 

Although remains of cycadeaceous plants are no longer strangers amongst 
the fossils of the Lower Gondwanas, yet every addition to thelist is of interest. 
I have collected several specimens of a Zamiasw, which from its gencral habitus has 

to be considered as belonging to the group of Pterophyllum. This has lately been 
sub-divided into several genera, and from the fact that our frond has unequal leaf- 
lets, in which the veins are several times forked, we cannot assign it to Pterophyl- 

tum in the restricted sense, but will have to place it with another genus—best 
with Anomzamites, Schimper, as described by this author, in 1870-72,! while in a 

recent publication? (1880) he has again separated certain forms and placed them 
in a sub-genus. For the present purpose the first name will be sufficient. Our 

Rpecimens represent a new species which I purpose to call— 

Anomozamites (Pterophyllum) baili,3n. sp. (pl. II, figs. 3, 4).——This 

frond appears to have been middle-sized, the leaflets almost at right 
angles to the rhachis, which is transversely wrinkled ; leaflets at the 
apex truncate, joined at the base, veins 6-8 all forked from the base, 
and the branches forked again once and even twice. This descrip- 
tion may be sufficient for the present: all other particulars, with affi- 
nities and differences, will be pointed out, when all the figures can 
be given. I may only add that Anomozamites is largely represented 
in the Upper Gondwdnas, as altogether it is a mesozoic genus. 

Thus we have a Pterophyllum‘ from the Raniganj group (Raniganj field) and 
a, Pterophyllum-like Zamiaw from the Barakars ; then there is Glossozamites in the 
Karharbari beds, while Néggerathiopsis, Fstm., (Khiptozamites, Schmalh.) passes 
from the Talchir shales up into the Mahadeva series. 

CoNnIFERz. 

There have recently been described from Siberia a great variety of peculiar 
coniferous plants ; some of them, which were formerly mistaken for Cyclopteris- 
like fern leaves, have still an analogous form in the living flora in Salisburia or 
Gingko of China and Japan. These forms are comprised under the name of— 

SALISBURIEZ. 

Amongst the fossils from the Sukri river there are several leaves identical 
with a species recently described from the jurassic’ of the Petchora country®— 

4 Trait. de. Pal, végét, Vol. TI, 1870-72. 
* Handbuch der Palwontologie by Schimper and Zittle, Vol. IT. 
3 This fossil establishes the occurrence of Cycadeacee in the Lower Gondwénas beyond any 

doubt. 
* Pterophyll. Burdwanense, F stm. 
5 I use this designation according to the describer’s (Prof. Schmathausen) classification. None 

of the competent reviewers (Verhandl. d. K. K. G. Reicheanstalt, 1879, p. 208; Geyler in N. 
Jabrb., Min. and Geologie, 1879, p. 1007 ; natal in. ere Dentealblatt, 1680, pp. 11-18) 
have doubted his determinations, 

© Schmalhausen, Beitrg. x, Jurafl. Bamana irae Avid Imp., #0, Petersbourg, XXVI, 
4, Dp. 50 ef seq. : ara : 
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Rhipidopsis gingkoides, Schmalh. (pl. II, fig. 2). These are Gingko-like 
leaves, very deeply incised, with six to ten seyments—the segments 

of variable shape, the outer ones smaller, the middle ones much 

longer, cuneiform with obtusely rounded apex. The veins pass out 
from the base, and are thence several times forked. 

Our leaves are on the whole smaller than the Russian ones, but one leaf 
from the Petchora country' is pretty nearly of the same size as our leaves, four 

of which are preserved in such a position that if entirely exhibited the stalks 

would join in one point on the branch. I figure one leaf only # present—tho 
entire specimen will be figured later. 

There is another fossil, which apparently also belongs to the Gingko-like 
Conifers with more split leaves, but I am afraid it is too indistinctly preserved 

to allow of an identification. I shall, however, try and give a figure of it here- 
after. 

TAXODIER. 

Genus: Oyclopitys, Schmalh. 

Under this name a coniferous plant was described by Prof. Schmalhausen? 
from the jurassics of the Kusnezk basin, which bears the following character :— 

“ Folia verticillata, deplanato linearia, apice acuta, nervo medio valido per- 

cursa, transverse tenuisisme rugulosa” (Schmalh.). 

Exactly the same characters are exhibited in several specimens of a plant, 
associated with the preceding ones—except that the verticillate leaves are dicho- 
tomous—this may of course be considered as a specific difference, and the plant 

will be distinguished as— 
Oyclopitys dichotoma, n. sp. One specimen shows the stalk preserved 

and distinctly the verticillate insertion of the leaves—these are 

longer than in the Siberian species, and dichotomously forked, but 

there is only one central vein, and the leaves are finely wrinkled 
transversely. 

Here ends this interesting flora, not only interesting by the occurrence of 

forms of higher Gondwana groups in the Bardkar group, but also of peculiar 
plants, described first from the Siberian and Russian jurassics. 

B.—Ranganj Group. 

The peculiarities of this group, especially in relation to the Panchets, are 
Raniganj fossils north Stfliciently described by Mr. Ball (J. c., pp. 82, 83 ef seq.), 

of Jaguiduggs. from which it appears that there is no marked unconform- 

ity betweon these two groups; these relations are similar to those in other fields. 
The group here did not, however, prove very fossiliferous. As I did not find any 

fossils in the Raniganj group, in the Sukri river, ‘west of Tubed, the next moat 
Jikely place to find any appeared in the small area north of Jaguldugga, in the 

yiver-bed traversing that area from east to west; and this supposition proved 

+ 127. ¢., Pi. VI, fig. 5. 2 L, cy p. 89, 
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correct. The outcrops dip to the south, and the beds exposed below the coal-seam 
were : Close-bedded, grey sandstones, grey sandy shales, and grey carbonaceous 

shales. 

These latter contain numerous fossils, but as the shale was very fragile, in 

consequence of its cropping out in the river-bed and being soaked with water, 
it was only with difficulty that I secured some fragmentary specimens.! I could, 
however, observe the following species :— 

Schizoneura gondwanensis, F'stm. 
Vert@raria indica, Royle. 
Equisetaceous stalks, 

Macroteniopteris dancoides, Royle. 
Glossopteris angustifolia, Bgt. 
Glossopt. communis, F'stm. 
Glossopt. conspicua, F'stm. 

Squame. 

The rock in which these fossils occur reminded me very much of the Rani- 

ganj beds south of * Tandwa, in the Karanpira coal-field, and in the Nunia river, 

north-west of Assensole, having similar fossils and similar relations with regard 
to the overlying Panchet rocks. 

3.—Pancuet Drvision. 

No fossils were observed in the Panchet rocks. 

4,.—Manipeva Series (Upper Gonpwinas). 

Next to the fossils described above from the Bardkars in the Sukri river, 
near (half a mile west of) Gurtur, those occurring in certain red shales of ap- 
parently Mahd&deva age are of greatest importance on account of their Lower 
Gondwana character. 

Mr. Ball was the first to discover them, and I had the pleasure of determin- 
ing them for him. In his geology of the Auranga coal-field,*? page 89, they are 
quoted under the heading of “ Mahddeva Series,” and the following is said about 
them: “ . . . . They are overlaid by whitish sandstones of somewhat 
doubtful character, but higher on the slope are very similar red shales belonging 
to the Mahidevas.” But Mr. Ball did not positively assignthem to the Mahé. 
devas. The fossils were of the following genera: Vertebraria, Glossopteris, 
Pecopteris (? ), peculiar scales,® and small seeds—plents, as hitherto known from 
the Damudas only. 

In my Damuda-Panchet Flora,* page 9, I described these fossils as from a 
doubtful position; but considering their Damnda type, and at the game time the 
apparent higher stratigraphical position, I thonght best to . — as belong- 
ing to the Panchet group. 

1 Several of these got broken before they arrived ts Oalestie.,: 
2 Mem. G. &. L, Vol. XV, PS. 1, 1878. - 
* Common in the Renigenj group and sas 1G ise Ce 
* Pal. Indica, Goudwéna Fiore, Yel, 311; 6,2, 3800, ’ 
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To see this locality was one of the chief objects of my visit to the Auranga 

coal-field. Not knowing the exact position I examined several sections on the 
northern face of the Latiahar hill. Pieces of the shale are found at the foot of the 
hill, especially in the nalas. Following them up the hill they increase in number 
and in size. These are of great variety ; some pieces very fine grained and tough» 

earthy, others soft and micaceous with every intermediate variety. Some picces I 
found adhering to a loose reddish sandstone of Mahadeva type; but for a long time 
I could not find them in situ. All were full of plant impressions, At a certain 

horizon, about 30 or 40 feet below the crest of the hill, the shales,entirely disav- 
peared, and no sign of them occurs higher up between the sandstones. Thus I 
was certain that this shale must have been washed down from that horizon. In 

following that line below the crest of the hill further to the east I arrived at a 

wall, about 15 feet high, of sandstone in situ, apparently the same Mahadeva sand- 
stone of which the hill was composed, a coarse, brown red sandstone. Below it 

here is a bed of about 6 inches of red shale, of the micaceous variety, and eutirely 
the same as the pieces found on the hill slope containing the fossils. Here there- 
fore the shale was in situ, immediately below the sandstone; and although at 
this spot I could not observe any fossils in it (it was badly accessible for work), I 

have no doubt that it is a portion of the shale-bed from which the pieces, lying 
all over the hill slope, are derived; thus these shales would really belong to 

the Mahadeva series. 

This conclusion is supported by observations from the South Rewah field, 
where Mr. Hughes collected fossils last year at a place called Parsora (near Beli), 
in the Sohégpur area. They are preserved in red shales, exactly like some of those 

from the Latiahar hill, and amongst the fossils there were specimens of Néygera- 

thiopsis hislopi, Bunb. From these circumstances I also referred them to the 
Panchets (as I could not well place them with the Damuda division, and to class 

them with Upper Gondwana appeared to me somewhat bold). But in his notes 
on the South Rewah Gondwana basin,! Mr. Hughes decided (from a stratigraphi- 
cal point of view) for the Mahadeva horizon of those shales, thus giving a range 
for noggerathiopsis into the Upper Gondwanas. 

We have, therefore, at these two localities, in beds of apparently Mahddeva 
age (Upper Gondwanas), certain fossils which have hitherto been considered as 

Lower Gondwana fossils.¢ There is no doubt about the fossils I have brought 
being identical with those of Mr. Ball, although Mr. Ball tells me that he got his 
further to east of my locality, still the horizon must be the same, the mineralogical 
character of the shale being so identical, and the remains also the same. I col- 
lected the following fossils, contained also in Mr. Ball’s collection :— 

Vertebraria indica, Royle. 
Glessopteris communis, F'stm. 
Gloesopteris damudica, Fetm. 
Small winged seeds. 

% Records G. 8. L, Vol. XIV, p. 182. 

* We must exclude Glossopteris, as this genus has already before been ascertained from the 
Jabalpix group. 
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Additional to these I observed— 

Schizoneura gondwanensis, Fstm.—Although only a portion of the sheath 
is preserved, there is no doubt about its being of this species, the 
commissural lines of the leaflets as well as their middle veins are 
well seen. 

Gangamopteris, sp.—Several small spatulute leaflets, with a venation 

radiating from the base (without any midrib), and forming anasto- 
moses, thus exhibiting the characters of the genus Gangamopteris, 
to which they most probably belong. 

Additional to these there were amongst Mr. Ball’s fossils, not observed by 
me this time— 

Scale-like leaflets, entirely like some from the Raniganj group, and 
which I have quoted as scales of cycadeaceous plants. 

We hawe then, taking also Mr. Hughes’ locality in South-Rewah into considera- 
tion, two instances, where Lower Gondwana (Damuda) plants pass imtv rocks, of 

apparently Upper Gondwana (Mahddeva) age. 
The paleontological results of my field-work may be briefly summarised 

thus :— 

(1.) The Talchirs of the Chéno basin, north-east of Kéranpira coal-field, 

were found richly fossiliferous, and several new forms were col- 

lected, amongst others a true Gangamopteris obliqua, Mc’Coy. 

A new locality for Talchir fossils was discovered in the Auranga coal- 
field, north face of the Latiahar hill. 

In the Karharbari beds of the Karharbari coal-field fossils were col- 
lected at a new shaft, and a true Gangamopteris obliqua, Mc’Coy, 
was observed at a former locality. 

The Bardkars of the North Karanptra coal-field showed the same 
relations as those in the Ranigan] field. 

In the Auranga coal-field, at one locality (Sukri river near Gurtur) the 
Bardkars yielded interesting fossils, showing an association of 

Glossopteris, and a Kaémthi Macrotentopteris, with a true cyca- 
deaceous plant (Pterophyllum Anomozamites) and coniferous plants, 
elsewhere known only from jurassic beds. 

(3.) In the iron shales of the South K4ranpéra coal-field numerous 
though fragmentary fossils were collected. 

(4.) The Raniganj group-fossils of these fields showed the same rela- 
tions as in the other Bengal coal-fields. 

(5.) No fossils were observed in the Panchets, but fine instances of 
weathering action in the red clays of the Panchets were noticed. 

(6.) Further observations were made (in continuation of Mr. Ball’s 
original examination) as regards the red: shales on the northern 
face of the Latiahar hill, and they sppear”to place it almost 

ond ana that the shales _— to: haat Upper Gondwanas 
evas an 

‘! Macrotaniopteris Jeddeni, Fateas from Lchvestecaaier from the Raniganj 
group of Guréra on the Son river, 
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SysTEMATICAL LIST OF THE FOSSILS. 

I add now a list of the fossils mentioned in the foregoing pages, showing in 
columns their range. I also include the fossils from Parsora, Sohigpur district, 

South Rewah, as coming from the Mahadeva series For designation of the 
localities I shall use the names of the coal-fields only, with the following abbre- 
Viations :— 

Karh. = for Karharbari coal-field. 
Karanp. == for Kardnpitra coal-field. 
S. Kar. = for South Karanpéra coal-field. 
Aur. = for Auranga coal-field. 

S. RB. — for South Rewah Gondwana basin. 

Le ee ee aD a A RS a pp n amend ae 

GONDWANA SYSTEM IN INDIA. 

LOWER PORTION. Sh ede 

NAMES OF FossILs. so 

Talchir Division. Damuda Division. 

tt Mahadeva 

Talchir | Karhar- | Bardkar | Iron Ranigan pelo 
shales. | bari beds.| group. shales. group. 

EQUISETACEA. 

Equisetaceous stalks cae recmie Karh. &. Kér. | Aur 
ur. 

P. Uotheca, 1. Sp. Kéranp. aes : 
Schizoneura gondwanensis, see ay Karanp. | Aur 

Fstm. ut. 
Vertebraria indica, Royle ius ean reel Aur 

ur. 
FILicrs. 

Oyathea Tchihatchefi @ ees tea a Kéranp. 7 
Schmalh. 

Thinafeldia, sp. S. RB. 
Daneopsis hughest, Fstm. a ses a S. R. 
Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Kéranp. | Karh. Se 

Fatm. Aur. 
Gangamopterie cyclepteroides, | Karanp. . ; ons 

var. acuminata. Aur. 
Gasrampiet cycloptercides, | Kéranp. eee 

Ganjauoplone  eyilapliveldua:| Gare ange c np. aso , ‘a 

re vat, co corel eae Kin : angam cy aDp. jis ; 
var. cr Gricslaala: ; : 

sense 9) cyclopteroides, | Kéranp. eee ‘ 
var. subauriculata. Aur. 

Gangamopt. buriadica, Fetm. | Kuranp. ove ee ay eee sss 
ri angustifolia, Mo’ | Karanp. ee ai ose ds ses 

Gancanieps: obliqua, Mc’Coy ... | Karaup. | Karh. we si eve ‘sy 
amopt. comp. spathulata, Aur. oes ‘ae re eee ate 

Gangamopt. major, Fetm. —.... “| aarane- ve ae ise eve on 
Soren © ap. eee ove ae 8. Kér. ise —— 
Glos eoptort eres. sos rrr) eae eee eae ur. 

Glospopteris Scapoateria anauel tifolia, Bgi. eee see Aur. Ss. Kér. res anp. eae 

e ' ur. 

Qhossopt, communis, Fetm:. «| Kéranp. | Karh. Kiranp. §. Kar. Kéranp. Aur. 

| ad 
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GONDWANA SYSTEM IN INDIA. 

Uprrer LOWER PORTION. ponrioK: 

Names or Fossizs. 
Talchir Division. Damuda Division. 

een ni Mees ete Mahddeva 

Talchir | Karhar- | Bargkar | Iron | Raniganj| °°"°* 
shales. | bari beds.| group. shales. group. 

Glossopt. communis, var. steno- eve eve Kéranp. vee eee eee 

neura. : 
Glossopteris indica, Schimp ... sa sei Rep: S. Kar. | Kéranp. 

ur. 
Glossopt. retifera, Fetm. ie sa aes aes S. Kér. | Karanp. 
Glossopt. conspicua, Fstm. ... sae ae Aur. S. Kér. ral 

ur. 
Glossopt. damudica, Fstm, _... ies es Aur. 8S. Kér. | Karanp. | Aur, 
Glossopt. formosa, Fstm. a ote ~ sa es Kéranp. ane 
Glossopteris, sp. . | Kéranp. eds eee oP, Te oe 
ap gal ie feddent, Fetm. wee ste Aur. se ea ; 
Macrot. Royle ane ves Aur. S. Kér. | Aur. 
Dictyopteridium ype sp. - we 1 a seo Kéranp. 

CYCADEACES. 
Anomozamites (Pterophyllum) es a Aur. Ses ‘se eas 

ballé, n. sp 
Néggerathvopeis hislopi, Fatm. a Karh. Kéranp. |8. K r. ove 8. BR, 

Conifer A 
idopsis gingkoides, Schmalh see eve Aur. ese see ese 

ries opitys dichotoma, n. ap. «.. ats ae Aur. sii ove ane 
Sipe (Bardkar type) ble eve eee saree ooe reese ove 

Scales (Raniganj type) ese ec ahs 8. Kér. reenp: Aur. 
ur. 

SEEDS. 
Samaropsis, sp. ese eos hoc eee ove ace Kéranp. eve 

ur. 
Samaropers, sp. . st Aur. 

I also add a separate list of the localities according to the groups at which 
fossils occured :— 

TaLcuir Group, 

Bikba, 2 miles west-north-west of, in the Chéno basin, eastern portion 
of the North Kéranpira coal-field, in the river formed by the junc. 
tion of the Lurunga and Torddég streams, about 16 miles south 
a little by west of Hazéribégh. Fossils, see ante, pages 243-246. 

Latiahar hill, northern face of, 1} miles north-east of Tuppa Latia- 
har, sub-division Palamow, Loh4rdagga district, Auranga coal-field, 

Fossils, see ante, page 251. 
Passerabhia, Karharbéri coal-field, shaft No. 23D, third seam. Fossila 

see ante, pages 241-242, . 

Banixar Group. 

Ardhura, Ghui river, near, i mile south: of am 11 miles south. 

weat of Hashribigh, North ook Kdcongcs canbe Fossils, see ante, 
page 246, 
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Bishunpur river, 34 miles south-east of Balfimath and 1 mile south- 
east of village Belwadth, north-west part of North Karanpira 
coal-field. Fossils, see ante, pages 246-247. 

Balinagur outlier, 14 miles north of, at the north-east extremity of the 
Auranga coal-field, Palamow division, district Lohirdagga. Fossils, 

see ante, page 252. 
Murup, Sukri river, west of; northern margin of the Auranga coal. 

field—(Murup is 45 miles west of Balinagur). Fossils, sce ante, 
page 252. 

Jaguldagga (about 63 miles east of Tuppa Latiahar), Auranga river 
and adjoining (eastern) stream, south and south-east of Auranga 
coal-field, 252. 

Sukri river, 24 miles north-west of Seruk (or } miles east and south- 
east of Rajbar), north-east corner of the Auranga coal-ficld. 
Fossils, see ante, pages 252-257. 

LRONSHALES. 

Jainagur, in the South Kéranpfra coal-field, on the Naikori river, about 
25 miles south of Hazdribagh, close to the road from this place to 
Ranchi. Fossils, see ante, page 247. 

Ranicany GRovp. 

Tandwa, Gurhee river, 2 miles south-east of, North Kéranpira coal- 
field. Fossils, see ante, page 248. 

Burgaon, Ganeshpur river, 2 miles west of (below Nuwada village), 
North Kéranpira coal-field (Burgaon lies on the south-western foot 
of the Sétpahri hill). Fossils, see ante, pages 248-249. 

Jaguidagga inlyer, 14 miles north of, in the Auranga coal-field (See 
above). Fossils, see ante, page 257. 

ManADEVA SERIES; 

Latiahar hill, northern face of, close to the crest of the hill, Auranga 
coal-field. Fossils, see ante, pages 258-260. 

Under this heading is now also to be included the following locality :-— 
Parsora, néat Beli, about 6 miles north-north-east of Pali, Sok4gpur 

district, South Rewah Gondwana basin. For the fossils see 

Records G.8.I., Vol. XIII, part. 8, page 187. (I placed them 
with the Panchets.) 

Undesoribed Fossil Carnivora from the Siwalik Hills im the Collection of the 
British Museum. By P. N. Boss, Esq., B. Sc. (Lond.), F. G. 8. 

A paper of mine with the above title was published in the Quarterly Journal 
of the Geological Society of London for 1880 (Vol. XXXVI, p. 119, &.). 
Although dealing chiefly with the subject specified, I ventured, in the Introduction, 
to discuss briefly the broad question of the age of the Siwalik fauna, advocating 
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the older view of its miocene age, as opposed to the pliocene age recently brought 
forward by the Geological Survey of India. This very naturally led to a criticism 
of my paper in the Records of the Survey (1881, Vol. XIV, p. 57) by Mr. 
Lydekker, who has been for some time engaged upon the description of the 
Siwalik fossils in the Survey collections. As now myself a member of the 
Survey, I may claim to make a brief reply in the same publication to some 
of Mr. Lydekker’s criticisms. 

Upon the contention I have just mentioned I am not prepared to make 
a stand, although, as embodying the results of the detailed palsontological work, 
it would be looked upon as the most important and interesting part of my paper. 

It, however, largely involved collateral information, and here Mr, Lydekker had 
immensely the advantage of me, in an extensive personal acquaintance with the 

Siwalik rocks, and with what is known of the distribution of fossils in them. 
I will even admit that he has greatly shaken my confidence in the position I 
had taken up, so it is hardly worth while to grumble at the scanty notice he has 

taken of the qualifying clauses I was careful to introduce regarding the presence 
of pliocene forms in the Siwalik fauna and of pliocene deposits within the Siwa- 
lik series. 

It is different when we come to the narrower ground of purely paleontologi- 

cal work. Here again we have to distinguish the matter and the form. The 
question of the creation of species is now-a-days rationally elastic, it being 
to some extent an optional point of tact, of convenience, or of method 
where and how often we shall mark stages in the process of change by giving 
specific value to degrees of modification. Had Mr. Lydekker’s rejection of some 
of the species described in my paper been based upon such a difference of 
opinion after a full exposition of the facts, I should have nothing to complain 
of. Such is, however, far from being the case, and I feel bound to record 

a remonstrance at the manner in which my descriptions are disposed of in 
Mr. Lydekker’s note. I take each case separately. 

Canis CurvIPALATUS. 

Mr. Lydekker says: “* There is no figure given of the specimen on which the 
species is founded, neither are any dimensions appended, while the description is 
of the most meagre kind.” With regard to the first part of this rather categori- 
cal indictment, our critic is perhaps not aware that it is contrary to the practice 
of the Geological Society to reproduce figures. As the dimensions have been 
given by Baker and Durand in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and 
quoted in Falconer’s ‘‘Paleontological Memoirs,”* and as my descriptions were not 
intended for readers to whom neither of these works is accessible, I contented 
myself simply with giving references to them. 

Now to the third charge. If space were the test df meagreness or not 
meagreness, I am afraid I must plead guilty, as I strove hard to be as concise 
as possible consistently with clearness. But, perhaps, the. Feder will have some 

i Tho pcan i igure i So Jour of te Asal Benge] for 1886, 
* Op. cié., L, p. 341. 

vy pape wl ~ +5 7 tye 
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other standard to apply. I shall, therefore, crave his indulgence to state my case. 
After mentioning the chief points in the comparison instituted by Messrs. Baker 
and Durand between the fossil and a living Indian Fox, viz. that the former 
differed from the latter, (a) in the greater breadth of the brain case, (b) the height 
and thickness of the lamboidal crest, (c) the greater concavity and size of 

the post orbital processes of the frontal, and (i) the closer approximation of 

the false molars in the lower jaw, I point out the other salient peculiarities of 

the fossil in the following manner :— 

**(1.) In all Canids, and more or less in all other Carnivora, the basifacial 

axis is parallel to the basicranial axis; but in the fossil now under examination 
the palate makes an angle, though a very open one, with the base of the cranium, 

somewhat as in the Rabbit. 

“‘(2.) The rami of the lower jaw are not so much compressed as in living 

species of the Canids. 
‘¢(3.) Each ramus, instead of being straight, forms an arc of a circle between 

the angle and the mandibular symplysis. 

‘*(4.) As in the upper jaw, the premolars in the lower jaw also are closer 

together than in the Fox. 

“‘(5.) The internal tubercle of the sectorial is stouter than in the Fox. 

‘¢ (6.) The upper tuberculars, especially the hindermost one, are proportion. 
ately larger.” 

To avoid egotism I shall leave the reader to judge if this description is of the 
‘¢ most meagre kind.” 

Mr. Lydekker continues :— 
‘“‘ A slight comparison is made between the specimen and the skulls of certain 

Foxes; but im general the specific names of these animals are omitted, and in 

several cases it appears impossible to say whether Indian or European Foes are ree 

ferred to.”* 
Comparison slight! A comparison in which some of the most important 

peculiarities, not only of the Fox (to which the fossil is most nearly related), but 
of the whole group of the Canids—nay, of the entire order of Carnivora—are 

involved, is verily a slight comparison with “the skulls of certain Foxes.” 
I must confess I have no particular predilection for classical names. But I 

omitted to give the specific name of the “ living Indian Fox,” to which the fossil 
is compared by Baker and Durand, because I referred the reader to their des- 
cription. I had both the European and Indian Foxes for comparison, and it is 
indifferent which of these Mr. Lydekker selects for the purpose. If it were 
necessary to particularise I should have done so. 

But that my aversion is limited to the indiscriminate use of classical names 
. I think, be abundantly apparent to any one who would take the trouble 
tg go through my descriptions. In the very description under review, for 
instance, remarking about a peculiarity noticed in the fossil by Baker and Durand, 
I said that I found “ this peculiarity, which is absent in the European Fox, well 

<¢ 

o- 3 = P 3 The italics are mine. 
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marked in both the specimens of the Bengal Fox (Canis Bengalensis) I have had 
for comparison, as well as in the Fennecs.” As I was not quite sure if the pecu- 

liarity was not varietal, I gave in footnotes the British Museum numbers of the 
specimens of the Bengal Fox and the Fennecs here referred to. 

-Hyana SIvaALensis AND Hyzna FE.LINA. 

Besides casts, more or less imperfect, of some of the British Museum speci- 
mens of Siwalik Hyenas, there are in the collection of the Indian Museum “two 
nearly complete skulls, and the anterior half of a third skull.” Of these, one is, 
as shown by Mr. Lydekker, Hyena Sivalensis, as described and restricted by me. 
The absence of the upper pm.1] is as unquestionably an approach towards my 

Hyena felina. But in neither of them do I observe the faintest indication of the 
alleged diminution in size of the upper true molar. The measurements of this 

tooth in the “third skull” (Indian Museum, No. 47) are evidently incorrect. 
Instead of being 0°4 x 0°23 inch, as given by my critic, they should, I find, be 
0°6 x 0°25, so that all the three skulls in the collection of the Indian Museum 

agree in respect of the size of the upper tubercular. Its maximum transverse 
length in Hyena felina, onthe other hand, as made out from the alveolus, is 

only 0-225; and the maximum antero-posterior length is not more than 0°08. 
The alleged agreement of the third skull with Hyena felina, in the small size of 
that highly important tooth, being, therefore, a grave error of observation, this 
argument for linking the two species of Hyena falls to the ground. 

I may add that Hyena felina makes such unmistakable approach towards 
feline organisation, in the extremely small size of the upper true molar and 
several other characters, that the specimen on which the species is based is headed 
Felts cristata in the index to the unpublished Plate K, in explanation of the 
figures 1, la, 1b, and 1c (Falconer’s Pal. Mem. I, p. 548). I found the skull, 

however, to be essentially hysenoid, but differing too remarkably from the known 
species of Hyena to be brought under any one of them. 

Macuzropvus PALzINDICUSs. 

Mr. Lydekker objects to the separation of this species from M. Siwalensis on 
the grounds, viz., (i) that practically there is no difference in size between them, 
and that all the known teeth of the Siwélik Macherodus indicate that they be- 
longed to an animal “ nearly equalling in size the Royal Tiger of Bengal ;” and 
(ii) that the slight differences in the form of some of the lower jaws is probably 
owing to differences in the sex and age of the animals to which they belonged.” 

Though a glance at the comparative measurements given by me will clearly 
show a@ considerable difference in size between M. Siwalensis and M. Palewindicus, 
yet that difference may be either varietal or sexual, and Mr. Lydekker need not 
have taken so much trouble to prove the point. But thé difference in the form 
of the lower jaw is perhaps not s0 slight as he conceives jt to be. In the other 
known species of Macherodus (including M. Stoglenets), the aynrphysial extension 
of the lower jaw (one of the most charecteristic features of the genus) takes 
place below the canine; “bunt in M, Poleindions, he downward prolongation of 
the outer border of the ramus takes place farther back, below the second false. 
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molar (pm. 4).” From the specimens at my command I could not account for 
this variation in the same manner as the difference in size. I must say, in con- 
clusion, that further evidence is necessary before the species can be firmly 
established. 

FELIS GRANDICRISTATA (?). 

With regard to this doubtful species I said in my paper that “further evi. 

dence is necessary before the species can be clearly separated from F. cristata. If 

it should prove a distinct species, as I am inclined to think it will, I propose to call 
it I". grandicristata.” 

P. N. BOSE. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

Donors. 
Specimens of the raw materials used in the manufacture of porcelain, and samples of the 

porcelain itself, 
THE Royat Porcetain Works, Worcester. 

A series of specimens illustrating the smelting and desilverization of lead, and manufacture 
of litharge. 

Tue PanTHER Ledp Company, Bristol. 

A specimen of garnet from the Jaipur territory, Rajputana. 
C. Fornazo, Esq. 

Copper pyrites, with garnet, from the Mah&bagh lead mine, Hazéribigh District. 
G. H. Devereux, Esq. 

Five specimens of grey copper from the Richmond Hil} silver mine, New Zealand. 

C. A. Hacker, Esq. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 

From Ist Argit To 30tH June 1881. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

AcuEPout, L.—Das Niederrheinisch-Westfalische Steinkohlengebirge. Atlas der Fossilen 
Fauna und Flora, Lief 1-3, 2880-81, 4to, Leipzig. 

Baur, V.—Note on the country which would be traversed by a direct line of railway con 
necting Calcutta with Nagpore, including a branch to Orissa (1876), fisc. pht. 
Calcutta. 

Tae AUTHOR. 

Banzss, J. FeepEnick.—Index Geographicus Indicus (1881), 8vo, Caloutta. 
Home, Rev., & Aart. DEPARTMENT, 

Beppoms, Lrevt.-Cor. R. H.—Supplement to the Ferns of Southern India and British 
India (1876), 4to, Madras. 

Bewzper, Vax. & Gurvais Pavt.-—Ostéographie des Cétacés vivante et fossiles, Liv. 17 and 
18, with plates (1877), 4to, Paris. 

. ‘Bown, J. H. A.—Petroleum and Petroleum Wells (1865), 8vo, Philadelphia. 
Bovzavrerar, J. R.—Zitude sur les Fossiles Tertiaires et Quaternaires de la Vallée de ls 

Cettina en Dalmatie (1880), Svo, pht., Saint Germain. 

ante 2 Tus Avrnorz. 
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Tile of Books. Donors.. 

Bovrauienat, J. R.—Monographie du nouveau genre Filholia (1881), Svo, pht., Saint 

Germain, 

THE AUTHOR. 
Brorck EgnEsT VAN DEN.—Mémoire sur les Phénoménes D’ Altération des dépdts super- 

ficiels par I’ infiltration des eaux Météoriques (1881), 4to, Bruxelles. 

Tue AUTHOR. 
Broneniakt, ADOLPHE.—Recherches sur les Graines Fossiles Silicifiées (1881), 4to, Paris. 

Bronn.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs : 
Protozoa, Band I, heft 2-7, 

Reptilien, Band VI, Abth. ITI, lief 10-17 (1880-81), 8vo, Leipzig. 
Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XII., 9th Edition (1881), 4to, London. 
Fritscu, Dr. Ant.—Fauna der Gaskohle und der Kalksteine der Permformation Béhmens, 

Band I, heft. 2 (1880), 4to, Prag. 

Heer, De. OswaLD.—Flora Fossilis Arctica, Band VI., Abth. I. (1880), 4to, Zurich. 

KIMBALL, JAMES P.—I.—Relations of Sulphur in Coal and Coke, 
- II.—Oxidation or Weathering of Coal (1879), 8vo, pht. 

Kiterstp, Dr.—Der Diamant (1876), 8vo, Berlin. 

LinTtEEN, Wu.—The Mineral Surveyor and Valuer’s Complete Guide (1877), 8vo, London. 

Mosstsovics, E. V. unp Neumayer, M.—Beitriige zur Paliontologie von Osterreich- 
Ungarn und den Angrenzenden Gebieten, Band I, heft. 2 (1881), 4to, Wien. 

Pgrrerson, KakL.—Terrassen und alte Strandlinien (1880), 8vo, Berlin. 
THE AUTHOR. 

Quenstept, F. A.—Petrefactenkunde Deutschlands, Band VI., Abth. I1., heft 6 (with six 

plates), and 7, Korallen (1880-81), 8vo, Leipzig. 
Ranpat1, P. M.—The Quartz Operator’s Hand-Book (1880), 8vo, New York. 
Renavtt, M. B.—Cours de Botanique Fossile fait au Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle, 

l-ére. Année (1881), 8vo, Paris. 
Ryan, JeR.—Gold Mining in India; its past and present (1880), 8vo, pht., London. 

StatTER, J. W.—Manual of Colors and Dye Wares (1870), 8vo, London. 

ViéLatn, Cxo.—Mission de L’ [le Saint-Paul (1879), 4to, Paris. 
WeatE, Joun.—Dictionary of Terms used in Architecture, Building, Engineering, Mining, 

Metallurgy, Archzology, the Fine Arts, &c. (1876), 8vo, London. 

Wor, H.—Begleitworte zur Geologischen Gruben-Revierekarte des Kohlenbeckens von 
Teplitz-Dux — Brux (1880), 8vo, Vienna. 

Tux AvuTHor. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XXI, Nos, 123—125 (188]), 8vo, 
New Haven. 

Tue Eprrozs. 
Annalen der Physik und Chemie, New Series, Band XII, Nos. 3 and 4, and XIII, No. & 

(1881), 8vo, Leipzig. 
Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. X VIII, liv. 6 (1880), 8vo, Paris. 

. SvApurwe. pes Minzs, 
Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6th Series; Botanique, Vol. 1X, Nos. 5-6, and X, Nos. 1—5 ; 

Zoologie, Vol. X, Nos. 4—-6 (1880-81), Svo, Paris. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Sth = di ae 40—d2 (1881), 8vo, 

London, 
Athensum, Nos. 2785—2798 (88h, dio, Famiess. 
Reiblattér zu den Annalon der Physik und Choniie, Beni ¥, Nee. 24 (1881), 8vo, Leipzig, 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3-me. Période, Vol. 

V, Nos. 1—~3 (1881), 8vo, Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3-me, Période, Vol. IX, Nos. 26 and 27, and X, 

No. 28 (1881), 8vo, Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Band V, Nos. 9—13, and VI, Nos. 1—9 (1881), 8vu. Cassel 

Chemical News, Vol. XLIII, Nos. 1111—1124 (1881), 4to, London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLI, Nos. 1053 to 1067 (1881), fol., London. 

Das Ausland, Jahrg. LIV, Nos. 10—22 (1881), Roy. 8:0, Stuttgart. 
Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade IT, Vol. VIII, Nos. 4—6 (1881), 8vo, London, 

Iron, Vol. XVII, Nos. 426—439 (1881), fol., London. 

Journal de Conchyliologie. Index Général et Systématique des Matiéres Contenues dans Jes 
vingt premiers volumes 1850—1872 (1878), 8vo, Paris. 

Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. ITI, Nos. 88—90 (1881), 8vo, London. 

Just, Dk. Leor.—Botanischer Jahresbericht, Jahrg. VI, Abth. II, heft 1 (1880), 8vo, Berlin. 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 

Vol. XI, Nos. 68—71 (1881), 8vo, London. 

Mining Journal with Supplement, Vol. LJ, Nos. 2376—2389 (1881), fol., London. 
Natursze Novitates, Nos. 4—10 (1881), 8vo, Berlin. 

Nature, Vol. VIII (1873); XXIII, Nos. 593—601, and XXIV, Nos. 602—606 (1873 anil 
1881), 4to, London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Paleontvlogie, Jahrg. 1881, Band I, heft 3 
(1881), 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palwontologie. I. Beilage-Band, heft 2 
(1881), 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Allgemeines Repertorium des Neues Jahrbuch fir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palxontulogie 
18380 to 1849 (1841 and 1851), 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Repertorium zum Neuen Jahrbuch fiir Min. Geol. und Pal. fiir das Decennium 1870—1879 
(1880), 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Paleontographica, Band XXVII, Lief. 3-6 (1881), 4to, Cassel. 

Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XX VII, Nos. 3—6 (1881), 4to, Gotha. 
Do. do. do. Supplement, No. 64 (1881), 4to, Gotha. 

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. X, No. 40 (1881), 8vo, Roorkee. 
THoMason COLLEGE or Civit ENGINEEBING. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXI, No. 82 (1881), 8vo, 
London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

AssaM.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for 1876-77 (1878), Svo, 
Shillong. 

Curry CoMMISSIONER OF AssaM. 
BznGaL.~-Report on the Administration of Bengal for 1879-80 (1880), Svo, Calcutta. 

GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 
- Selections from the Records of the Government of Bengal, Nos. XLIII (1869), 

and XLV (1871), Svo, Calcutta. 

GOVERNMENT oF Benaat. 
Bompax.—Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. XII, Khandésh (1880), 8vo, Bombay. 

BomBay GOVERNMENT. 
? General Report on the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1873-74, 

1874-76, 1876-77, and 1879-80 (1875, 1877, and 1880), 8vo, Bombay. 

Bombay GovEENMERT. 

~ 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Bomsay.—Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series Nos. VI 
(1854), XLV and XLVI (1857), XLVII (1858), LII and LIII (1859) 
LVII (1860), LVI, LIX, LXI, LXIII, and LXIV (1861), LXV and 
LXVII (1862), LXVIII, LXIX, LXXI, LXXVII, LXXVIII (1863), 
LXXX, LXXXIV, LXXXV (1864), LXXXVII, LXXXIX, XC, XCI 
XCITI (1865), XCV and XCVIII (1866), CIIT, CIV (1867), CIX and 
CX (1868), CXII (1869), CKXIV (1871), CKXV, CXXVI, CXXIX (1872), 
CXXXIIT & CKXXIV (1873), CXXXVIII, CXXXIX, CXLITI (1874), 
CXLVIT (1875), CL & CLE (1877), & CLIV (1881), 8vo, Bombay. 

BomMBaYy GovEENMENT, 

BeitisH BurMa.—Report on the Administration of British Burma for 1875-76 (1877), 
8vo, Rangoon. 

Cu1EF CoMMISSIONER OF BritisH BurMa. 

HypERaBaD.—Report on the Administration of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts for 
1879-80 (1881), fisc. Hyderabad. 

THE RESIDENT, HYDERABAD. 

Inp1a.—List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India 
in the Home, Revenue, and Agricultural Department, the Legislative 

Department, and the Foreign Department, on the Ist January 1881 
(1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home, Rev., & Aerr. DEPARTMENT. 

» Indian Meteorological Memoirs, Vol. I, Part 5 (1881), 4to, Calcutta. 

Merkor. Rerorter To Govt. oF Inpra. 

<i Meteorological Observations recorded at six stations in India in 1879, corrected and 
reduced (1881), 4to, Calcutta. 

Mzrror. Rerorrer To Govt. or Inpia. 

Pe Registers of Original Observations in 1880, reduced and corrected, January to May 

1880 (1881), 4to, Calcutta. 
Mergor. Rerorrer ro Govr. oF Inpra. 

Mapras.—Annual Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency for 1863-64. 
1869-70, 1870-71, and 1879-80 (1864, 1870, 1871, and 1880), 8vo, Madras. 

Mapras GOVERNMENT. 

“a Selections from the Records of the Government of Madras. 

Old Series, Nos. III to X (1854). 
2nd Series Nos, IV to X, XII to XIII and XVI (1855); XXV and XXVIL to 

XXXI (1856) ; XXX VIII and XLVII (1857); LIII and LIV (1858) ; LXV 

to LXVII (1860); LXXI (1862). 

Now Series, Nos. I (1867) to VII (1868); XV (1869) ; XX to XXI (1870) ; 
XXIII and XXVI (1871); XXVII (1872); XXXI, XXXIII and XXXIV 

(1878); XXXVI to XLIII (1874) ; XLV (1875) to XLIX and LI (1876); 

LIV (1876) to LXV (1879), Svo, Madras. : 
_ Mapras GoveRNuenr. 

Mysorx.—Report on Public Instruction in Mysore for 1879-S0 (1881), flse., Bangalore. 
Cursr Commussronzn oF Mysorx. 

N. W. Provinces.—Report on the Administration of the N. Ww,’ : Byovinees for 1873-74 to 
1876-77 and Report on the ofthe NN. W. Provinces and 

Oudh for 1877-78 to 1870-80- elem Syo, Allahabad. 

N. W. P. Government. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
N. W. Pzovincrs.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the N. W. Provinces, 

New Series, Vols. I (1866) to V (1869). 

2nd Series, Vols. IV (1871) to VI, 1873 (1866-73), 8vo, Allahabad. 

N. W. P. Government. 

QupxH.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Oudh for 1874-75 (1876), 8va, 
Lucknow. 

Govt. N. W. P. anp Ovpa. 

PounsaB.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its Dependencies for 1879-80 
(1880), 8vo, Lahore. 

PoensaB GOVERNMENT. 
_ Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Dependencics. 

New Series, No. XIV (1877), 8vo, Lahore. 

PunsaB GOVERNMENT. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

AmsTERDAM.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost Indié, Deel I (1879) and 
Deel II (1880), 8vo, Amsterdam. 

NETHERLANDS CoLoNraL DEPARTMENT. 

Batavra.—Natuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandisch-Indie. Ser. VIII, Deel I (1881), 
Svo, Batavia. 

THe Socrery. 
Bertin.—Monatsbericht der Konig. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, November 

1880 to January 1881 (1881), 8vo, Berlin. 
THE ACADEMY. 

ss Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXII, heft 4, 
(1881), 8vo, Berlin. 

THe Socrery. 

Bomsay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XIV, No. 38 
(1881), 8vo, Bombay. 

THE Society 
Bostor.—~Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, Vol. VII, 

Part 2 (1880), Svo, Boston. 

THE ACADEMY. 

BristoL.— Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists’ Society (1880), 8vo, Bristol. 

Tae Soctrgry. 

Ps Report of the Proceedings of the Bristol Museum and Library at the Tenth 
Annual Meeting held on the 17th February 1881 (1881), 8vo, Bristol. 

Tae Musrvum. 

Brussx1s.—Annuaire de L’Académie Royale de Belgique (1879~1881), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

. Tar AcapEMy. 

» Bulletins de L’Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres de Belgique, Vols. XLVI 
to Li, 2nd Series (1878-80), Svo, Bruxelles. 

: Tae Acapumy. 
cae Mémoires Couronnés et autres Mémoires publiés par L’Acad. Roy. des Sciences 

? de Belgique, Vols. XXIX, XXX, and XXXII (1880-81), 8vo, Bruxelles. 
Tue Acapyxy. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
BrvussEts.— Mémoires Couronnés et Mémoires des Savants Etrangers, publiés par L’Acad. 

Roy. des Sciences de Belgique, Vol. XXXIX, pt.2, XLII and XLIII 

(1879-80), 4to, Bruxelles. 
THE ACADEMY. 

Mémoires de L’Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres de Belgique, 
Vol. XLITI, pt. 1 (1880), 4to, Bruxelles. 

Tur ACADEMY. 

Tables des Mémoires des Membres des Mémoires Couronnés et de ceux des 

Savants Etrangers, 1816 to 1878 (1858 & 1879), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

THe ACADEMY. 

Ertsorn O. van.—Texte Explicatif du Levé Géologique des Planchettes de 
Lubbeek (with map): et de Kermpt (Bolderberg) (1881), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

GroLoeicaL SuRVEY, BEieIum. 

CaLcuTta.—General Report on the Operations of the Marine Survey of India for the year 
1879-80 (1881), fisc, Calcutta. 

MarinE Survey DEPARTMENT. 

General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India during 1879-80 
(1881), fisc, Calcutta. 

Home DEPARTMENT. 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLIX, Extra number 

to Part I, 1880, and Vol. L, Part I, No.1, and Part IT, No. 1 (1881), 8vo, 

Calcutta. 
THE Socrery. 

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. II-IV (1881), S8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Tae Socizry. 

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIV, Pt.2 (1881), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

Grotoaioat Survey or Inpra. 

CamMBRIDGE, Mass.—Annual Report of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology 
for 1879-80 (1880), 8yo, Cambridge, Mass. 

Mvuszvum or Comp. ZooLoey. 

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VI, Nos. 8-11; Vol. VIII, 
Nos. 3, and p.p. 95-284 (1880 and 1881), 8vyo, Cambridge, Mass. 

Museum or Comp, Zoo.oey. 
Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VI, No. I, and Vol. VII, 

No, 2, Part 1 (1880), 4to, Cambridge, Mass. 
Muszrum or Comp. ZooLoey. 

DzEspEN.—Sitzungs-Berichte der Naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden, 
Jahrg. 1880, Jany— Deer. (1881), 8vo, Dresden. 

2 ; Tax Soorary. 
Dustiw.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, Mow Series, Vol. V, Part 3 

(1880), 8vo, Dublin. 
Tax Soorry. 

EnmisvrcH.—Transactions ofthe Royal Seats Baily aft, Ass, ¥a. Xx, Part 3 (1881), 

8vo, Edinburgh. — 
’ 4 . 

Ly 

: ~ 3 Spot IRTY. 
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Frankrurt.—Abhandlungen von der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft. 
Band XII, heft 1 and 2 (1880), 4to, Frankfort. 

Lrke@E.—Annales de la Société Géologique de Belgique, Vol. VI (1879-81), 8vo, Lidge. 

THE Socrery. 

Lonpon.—Journal of the Linnean Society, Vol. XIII, Zoology, Nos. 65 to 72 (1876-78), 8vo, 
London. 

Tnr Soctery. 

i Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Scrics, 
Vol. XIII, Pt. 2 (1881), 8vo, London. 

Tre Society. 

3 Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXIX, Nos. 1477-1490 (1881), &8vo, London. 

Tue Society. 

- Mineralogical Magazine and Journal of tho Mineralogical Society of Great 

Britain and Ireland, Vol. I. (1877) to Vol. IV, No. 19 (1881) (1877-81), 
8vo, London. 

3 Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, Vols. XIX, 
XX, XXII to XXVI (1866-72), 8vo, London. 

THe Society. 

s Proceedings cf the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of Geography, 
New Series, Vol. III, Nos. 2-4 (1881), 8vo, London. 

THE Soctrrry. 

. Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. IX, Part III, 
No. 72, with List of Members for 1880 (1880), 8vo, London. 

Tue Institutes. 

3 Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXXI, Nos. 207-210 (1880- 
81), 8vo, London. 

Tux Society. 

- Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXXVII, No. 145 
(1881), 8vo, London. 

THE Socrery. 

Mapzrp.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, Vol. X., Nos. 1-3 (1881), 8yo, 
Madrid. 

THE Socigry. 

MancuxEster.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVI, Pts. 4 & 5 
(1881), 8vo, Manchester. 

THe Socrerty. 

MELBOURNE.— Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1880 (1881), fisc, Melbourne. 

Mininc Dept., Victoria. 

pe Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines to the Hon’ble the Minister of 
Mines for 1880 (1881), fisc, Melbourne. 

Minina Dzpt., Victoria. 
ea Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 3lst 

December 1880 (1881), fisc, Melbourne. 

Minine Durr., Vrororta. 

Naw Zastanp.—Colonisl Museum and Geological Survey Department. Reports of Geclogi- 
cal Explorations during 1879-80 (1881), 8vo, New Zealand, 

Gzox. Sunvay or Nuw Zeatanp. 
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Titles of Books. Donors, 
Panis.—Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France: Table Générale et Analyéique de, 

volumes I-XX, 1844-163 ; 2nd Series, Vol. XXVI, Nos. 1, 6& 8, XXVII 

No. 1, & XXVIII, Nos. 1, 2 & 4; 3rd Series, Vol. V, No. 7 (1867, 1868 
to 1872 & 1877), 8vo, Paris. 

» Liste des Membres de la Société Géologique de France au l-er Décembre 1880, avec 
Supplément & la date du 1-er Fevrier 1881 (1881), 8vo, Paris. 

Tue Socrery. 
» Mémoires pour Servir 4 ]’Explication de la Carte Géologique Détaillée de la France 

Le Pays de Bray par A de Lapparent (1879), 4to, Paris. 
PENZANCE.—Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Vol. X, Pt. 3 

(1880), 8vo, Penzance. 
THE Society. 

PHILADELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXXI, Nos. 2-5 

(1881), 8vo, Philadelphia. 
THE INstITUTE. 

” Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the Zoological Society 
of Philadelphia (1881), 8vo, Philadelphia. 

Tar Society. 

es Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XVIII, No. 106. 

and list of Members for 1880 (1880), 8vo, Philadelphia. 

THE Socrery: 

Pisa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Processi Verbali, 13 Marzo 1881 

(1881), 8vo, Pisa. 

Tax Socrery. 

Romr—-Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, 3rd Series, Transunti, Vol. V. fasc. 7-12 (1881), 

4to, Roma. 

THE AcaDEMY. 

SarEM—Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. XII, Nos. 10-12 (1880), 8vo, Salem. 

THe INsTITUTE. 

SinaarorE—Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 6 (1881), 8vo, 
Singapore. 

THE SocisrTy. 
Sr. PeTERSBURG—Bulletin de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, Vol. 

XXVI, No. 3 (1880), 4to, St. Petersbourg. 
Tar AcaDpEMY. 

s Mémoires de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, 7th 

Series, Vol. XX VII, No. 13 (1880), 4to, St. Petersbourg. 

THe AcapEMY. 

Sypyzy—Annual Report of the Department of Mines, New South Wales, for 1879, and 
plates (1879-80), 4to, Sydney. 

Derr. or Mrrus, N. 8. W. 

» Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales, Vol. XHI, 
(1880), 8vo, Sydney. 

Tux Socrsty. 

»  ‘Transaotions of the Royal Society of New South hog for 1868 and 1870 to 1873 
(1869-74), Svo, Sydney. ths ee 

“4! Tux Socx + te 
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SyDNEYe—Transactions of the Philosophical Society of New South Wales, 1862-1865 (1866), 
8vo, Sydney. 

THE Socrrry. 

Turin—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. XVI, Disp. 1-4 (1880-81), 
8vo, Torino. 

Tig AcaDEMY. 

Viewxa—Abhandlungen der Kais. Konig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XII, heft 2 
(1880), 4to, Wien. 

THE INsTITUTE. 

»  ahrbuch der Kais. Kénig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXX, No. 4 (1880), 
8vo, Wien. 

Tae INnsTITUTR, 

»  Werhandlungen der Kais. Konig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 11-18 (1880), 
and Nos. 4-8 (1881), 8vo, Wien. 

Tre INsTiITUTE. 

WasHINGTON—Bulletin of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the 
Territories, Vol. VI, No. 1 (1881), 8vo, Washington. 

Tn: Survey. 

m Haypen, F. V.—Eleventh Annual Report of the U. S. Geological and Geo- 
graphical Survey of the Territories, embracing Idaho and Wyoming for 
1877 (1879), 8vo, Washington. 

THE SuRvEY. 

ss Index to Papers on Anthropology published by the Smithsonian Institution, 
1847 to 1878 (1881), 8vo, Washington. 

G. H. Bozumer, Ese. 

ra Reports of Professor Joseph Henry, Secretary to the Smithsonian Institute, 
for 1866 to 1872, 1874 & 1876 (1867-1877), 8vo, Washington. 

THE INstITUTE. 

is Report upon the United States Geographical Surveys west of the 100th 
Meridian, Vols. II (1877), [II & V (1875), VI (1878), 4to, Washington. 

THE SuRvEY. 

WELLINGTON—Colonial Museum and Geological Survey Department. Meteorological Report 
for 1880, including returns for 1877, 1878, 1879, and averages for previous 
years (1881), Svo, Wellington. 

THE SurvEY. 

Yoxouama—Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Vélkerkunde Ostasiens. 
Heft 28, Index zu Baud II, heft 11-20 (1881), flsc, Yokohama. 

Tae Socizry. 

Tatas Ath IRR 
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Remarks on the Unification of Geological Nomenclature und Cartography (a note 
sent to the International Geological Congress of 1881, at Bologna).—By H. B. 

Mepuicort, M.A., Geological Survey of India. 

As I have been compelled, by pressure of official work, to renounce the expect- 
ed pleasure of attending the Congress at Bologna, I may be permitted to submit 
a few remarks upon the principal question proposed for discussion—the unifica- 

tion of geological nomenclature and cartography. Although the expericnce and 
the requirements of the Geological Survey of India will be most ably represented 
at the Congress by my colleague Mr. W. T. Blanford, who has been deputed in 
‘my place, the reflections of a second worker in so large a field, and one differing 

s0 widely from anything the geologists of Europe have experience of, may not 
. be superfluous. / 

The Indian Survey is peculiarly well .cireamstanced to profit by the deli- 
/berations of the Cdngress. It is very apparent that the chief obstacle to consen- 
sion in those delibepations will be the familiar one of ‘ vested interests.’ Most of 
the great national ‘surveys are already committed to systems of notation from 

which they cannot depart without immense inconvenience. The Indian Survey 

stands completely unpledged—I may even say unprejudiced; and it has just 

reached that stage of growth when it must take up the responsibility of adopting 

a system. The materials stand ready for use: on the one hand, there is & 

considerable. accumulation of fairly accurate geological work, much of which 

has appeared in the occasional maps of convenient fornis published with the 

Memoirs of the Survey ; and on the other hand, there isa magnificent series of 
widpe—tho Atles sheete of the Great Survey of India, on a scale of 1-255,561 
Japon which we mugt ere long attempt to reduce the geology of India to 

lonifotmity of representation. Samples of both kinds are laid before thé Con- 
‘grote. The index map of the Indian Atlas will give an idea of the magnitaile of 

ee fortaking “4 a oY r . ¥ 

: Tho Figptee. we have 20 far enjoyed in colouring our maps has been prompted 

ees GebdGating af cur work, to which I wonld invite the serious attention of 
Stn Ses Soy ate suchas will inevitably réndér futile any attempt that 

Rrupprent: detaition of vigut, whether verbel (aomenclature) or 
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visual (culuuration), as intended for universal adoption; and it is apparent that 
such an attempt is in contemplation. Such conditions are, indeed, what might 
be foreknown to result from the principle of continuity in rock formation, as we 
all now believe in; but an actual case in point will be more convincing, and such 
an one is presented by the Gondwana System of India. It is of very wide 
extent and of great thickness; its base is now fairly determined to be of permian 
age, and its top beds are upper jurassic; it is completely disconnected from all 
the rocks below and above it. Thus it might in a manner be said to be strati- 
graphically in India the homologue, but not the equivalent, of the secondary 
series of European geology. Yet it is emphatically a ‘system,’ and even a 
‘ formation,’ as it is sought to restrict these terms, a sequence of similar deposits 
in which it is not possible on any one horizon to trace a clear division over 

the whole area. Not to indicate so remarkable a character of unity in these 
rocks in colouring our maps would be to deform the face of nature; and to force 
upon them the strongly distinctive marks of the perm, trias, lias, and jura of 
Europe would, in my opinion, be Procrustean formalism. I believe we should 
have another similar case in India if we could only determine the range of 
our Vindhyan series; but that many such cases of total discrepancy with the 
European scale occur throughout the world can hardly be doubted. It will still, 
at Icast, remain possible in every country to use colours in the order of a prescribed 
scale, even though not one of them were to be the equivalent of the same colour 
in a distant region. 

The representation of divisions within a system is intrinsically the most 

difficult part of the proposed scheme. Upon this point the ingenuity of European. 
geologists, who have carried subdivision of strata into such detail, must have 
been fully exercised, and no doubt with corresponding results. It is therefore 
with great diffidence that I would mention a system of which I have madea small 
trial. It is sosimple that it has very likely been tried already, though I have 
not heard of it. It consists in using fine black lines, having a constant significa- 
tion in direction. Six such directions can be at once distingnished by the 
unassisted eye: north-south, east-west, and four intermediately inclined, with 
intervening angles of 30.° When the lines are placed at 4 or 5 mm. apart, they 

do not in the least interfere with the lettering or the physical features on the 
map. By using these lines in a constant ascending order, horizontal (east-west) 

for the lowest and vertical (north-south) for the highest, six clear divisions are 
at once attained within each tint of colour, and, as most colours will give three 
well-distinguishable shades, we obtain 18 divisions for the one golour. By ysing — 
continuous lines for primary divisions, combined with broken lines (having the 
same signification of direction) for secondary divisions, 86 gubdiviaions far segh. . 
shade and 108 for each colour are attainable. Wo saline’ eniges eel emi: 
for beds of indeterminate horizon belonging to 3 

I send two samples of maps prepared in this = wei sion 
a? who of yf 
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once completely secured—the distribution of the principal formations are given 
at a glance, in a way that is impossible under any party-coloured system; and 
secondly, at any spot he may pitch upon, the observer can know with certainty, 
without any effort of memory or searching for an index-letter, the exact homzon 
of the rocks at that spot. In an isolated patch of colour, a simple fine line across 
it makes its position in the series at once recognizable to the 6th degree, or two 
such lines, to the 36th. 

The smaller of the two maps forwarded j(Atlas } sheet, No. 76, South-West) 
represents an area occupied by two series of transition rocks, one with 9 divisions, 
the other with 4 divisions and 9 subdivisions, which are distinguished by means 
of only 3 full lines and 2 broken lines, singly or in pairs. The larger map (Atlas 
sheet 104) contains several basins of Gondwina rocks. having 6 divisions ; a large 
area of Vindhyan rocks, with 5 divisions, and 4 othor formations. 

A real objection to this method is, of course, that smal] outerops aro lost 
sight of; but this difficulty mects us in every system, and there is but one way 
to get over it,—nothing but a bright distinctive colour can make © small spot 
visible on a map. I see no way out of it but to set apart a small series of such 
strong colours, to be used only for small outcrops, and always in a known order ; 
they might thus often appear several times in different relations on the samo 
map, their signification in each case being determined by the context or by the 

index. Used in this way, they would not obliterate the main features of the 
ground as indicated by moderate tints of the standard colours with standard 
lines, for large areas of those same subdivisions. 

I would not farther trespass on the attention of the Congress with suggestions 
which have not been put to a practical test. 

On the Geology of the Arvali region, Oentral and Eastern.—By C. A. Hacker, 
Geological Survey of India. 

The portion of Rajputana and the surrounding country, of which the follow- 
ing is a brief sketch, is included between E. longs. 73° and 78° and N. lats. 24° 
and 29°. Within these limits are situated the Native States of Bharatpur (Bhurt- 
pore), Jaipur (Jeypore), Alwar (Ulwur), Dholpur, Kerauli (Kerowlee), Kishen- 
garh, Bindi (Boondee), and portions of Gwalior, Tonk, Kotah, Jhallawar, God- 

war, Udepur (Oodeypore), Lohdru, Puttedla, Jhind, and Naba, as well as portions 
of the districts of Ajmir (Ajmere), Delhi, Agra, Gurgaon, and Hissér. 

The Arvali range of hills extends for a length of about 
.baeintion of the $00 miles in a direction of nearly north-east-by-north (N. 

36H.) through this ares near its western aide. 
. The southern portion of the Arvali range within our area may be described 
a9 the efige of a plateau presenting a steep face, in places upwards of 1,500 feet 
4s teeight, towards the north-west and witha gentle and almost imperceptible fall 

‘Qirvards the sonth-enst, and having a number of narrow, roughly parallel disconti- 

iagien Welges rising abave if, one of them to a height of abont 1,200 fest, or 
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visual (culouration), as intended for universal adoption; and it is apparent that 
such an attempt is in contemplation. Such conditions are, indeed, what might 
be foreknown to result from the principle of continuity in rock formation, as we 
all now believe in; but an actual case in point will be more convincing, and such 
an one is presented by the Gondwana System of India. It is of very wide 
extent and of great thickness; its base is now fairly determined to be of permian 
age, and its top beds are upper jurassic; it is completely disconnected from all 
the rocks below and above it. Thus it might in a manner be said to be strati- 
graphically in India the homologue, but not the equivalent, of the secondary 
series of European geology. Yet it is emphatically a ‘system,’ and even a 
‘ formation,’ as it is sought to restrict these terms, a sequence of similar deposits 
in which it is not possible on any one horizon to trace a clear division over 
the whole area. Not to indicate so remarkable a character of unity in these 
rocks in colouring our maps would be to deform the face of nature; and to force 
upon them the strongly distinctive marks of the perm, trias, lias, and jura of 
Europe would, in my opinion, be Procrustean formalism. I believe we should 
have another similar case in India if we could only determine the range of 
our Vindhyan series; but that many such cases of total discrepancy with the 
European scale occur throughout the world can hardly be doubted. It will still, 
at lcast, remain possible in every country to use colours in the order of a prescribed 

scale, even though not one of them were to be the equivalent of the same colour 
in a distant region. 

The representation of divisions within a system is intrinsically the most 

difficult part of the proposed scheme. Upon this point the ingenuity of European 
geologists, who have carried subdivision of strata into such detail, must have 
been fully exercised, and no doubt with corresponding results. It is therefore 
with great diffidence that I would mention a system of which I have made a small 
trial. It issosimple that it has very likely been tried already, though I have 
not heard of it. It consists in using fine black lines, having a constant significa- 
tion in direction. Six such directions can be at once distingnished by the 

unassisted eye: north-south, east-west, and four intermediately inclined, with 

intervening angles of 30.° When the lines are placed at 4 or 5 mm. apart, they 
do not in the least interfere with the lettering or the physical features on the 
map. By using these lines in a constant ascending order, horizontal (east-west) 
for the lowest and vertical (north-south) for the highest, six clear divisions are 
at once attained within each tint of colour, and, as most colours will give three 
well-distinguishable shades, we obtain 18 divisions for the one goloar. By using 
continuous lines for primary divisions, combined with broken lines (having the 
same signification of direction) for secondary divisions, 36 subdivisions far éech. 
shade and 108 for each colour are attainable. oo calined pes would ronnie 
ee -_: rs 

I send — a in this | yi ih eof the rm 
‘eolonret tT * a" ae y i me "hess: i ; 4 

point of aha “the edges megane : gre repulsive, 
ond ee ee ewiiherinigs Re Tar hol dlink that sxok 
\ peitign nond be consideced, onl GidsGilsietelden ~—""~hiee sila points aro, af 
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once completely secured—the distribution of the principal formations are given 
at a glance, in a way that is impossible under any party-culoured system; and 
secondly, at any spot he may pitch upon, the observer can know with certainty, 
without any effort of memory or searching for an indes-letter, the exact horizon 
of the rocks at that spot. In an isolated patch of colour, a simple fine line across 
it makes its position in the series at once recognizable to the 6th degree, or two 
such lines, to the 36th. 

The smaller of the two maps forwarded ;(Atlas } shect, No. 76, South-West) 

represents an area occupied by two scries of transition rocks, one with 9 divisions, 
the other with 4 divisions and 9 subdivisions, which are distinguished by means 
of only 3 full lines and 2 broken lines, singly or in pairs. The larger map (Atlas 
sheet 104) contains several basins of Gondwana rocks. having 6 divisions ; a large 
area of Vindhyan rocks, with 5 divisions, and 4 other formations. 

A real objection to this method is, of course, that small outcrops aro lost 
sight of; but this difficulty meets us in every system, and there is but one way 
to get over it,—nothing but a bright distinctive colour can make a small spot 
visible on a map. I see no way out of it but to set apart a small series of such 

strong colours, to be used only for small outcrops, and always in a known order ; 

they might thus often appear several times in different relations on the samo 
map, their signification in each case being determined by the context or by the 

index. Used in this way, they would not obliterate the main features of tho 
ground as indicated by moderate tints of the standard colours with standard 
lines, for large areas of those same subdivisions. 

I would not further trespass on the attention of the Congress with suggestions 
which have not been put to a practical test. 

On the Geology of the Arvali region, Oentral and Eastern.—By C. A. Hacxet, 
Geological Survey of India. 

_The portion of Rajputana and the surrounding country, of which the follow- 
ing is a brief sketch, is included between E. longs. 73° and 78° and N. lats. 24° 
and 29°. Within these limits are situated the Native States of Bharatpur (Bhurt- 
pore), Jaipur (Jeypore), Alwar (Ulwur), Dholpur, Kerauli (Kerowlee), Kishen- 
garh, Bandi (Boondee), and portions of Gwalior, Tonk, Kotah, Jhallawar, God- 

war, Udepur (Oodeypore), Lohérn, Puttedla, Jhind, and Naba, as well as portions 
of the districts of Ajmir (Ajmere), Delhi, Agra, Gurgaon, and Hissér. 

The Arvali range of hills extends for a length of about 
are of te 800 miles in a direction of nearly north-east-by-north (N. 

36E.) through this area near its wostern side. 
» 5 %ke southern portion of the Arvali range within our area may be described 
us the edge of a plateau presenting a steep face, in places upwards of 1,500 feet 

in height, towards the north-west and with a gentle and almost imperceptible fall 

trevardde the-south-east, and having a. nomber of narrow, ro disoonti- 

supa vidges Sising above if, one of them to a height of abdjih1,200 feet, or 
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3,200 feet above the level of the plain, 20 miles west of the range, and 4,239 feet 
above the level of the sea. 

North of Todgarh the range loses considerably in elevation, and the centre 
is only a few hundred feet above the level of the plain to the west: thus Beawar, 
situated in the centre of the range, is only 340 feet higher than the plain at 
Raipur on the western edge. The greatest height along the railway between 
these places is only 68 feet above Bedéwar, although the hills just north of the 
line, those of Chang, rise to a height of 850 feet above this. 

On the eastern side of the range there is a line of hills some 2 or 3 miles 

broad and about 400 feet higher than Be&war; beyond these, at Masida, the 
level is nearly the same as at Bedwar, and after crossing a belt of hilly ground 
the open plain is reached about 30 miles east of Bedwar, at a level of little 
more than 100 fect lower. 

For a distance of about a hundred miles north of Ajmir, the range is reduced 
to a more skeleton, and consists almost entirely of a number of narrow parallel 
ridges 2 or 3 miles apart, and which can be passed through at nearly the level 

of the plains to the east and west. The highest of these ridges occurs about 
4 miles to the west of the Saimbhar lake, and is about 1,250 feet above the 

lake and 2,430 fect above sea level. 

Further north, between Khandela and Khetri, the range again expands, and 

neat Raghunithgarh attains to an elevation of 3,450 feet above sea level ; but a 
few miles north of Khetri, at Singhdna, the range may be said to terminate, for 
north of that are only a few broken narrow ridges rising abruptly from the plain, 

and which terminate near Dadri, about 40 miles north of Singhana. 

A second long line of hills forming the north-western edge of the Vindhyan 
plateau extends across the eastern side of the area from 
Fatehpur Sikri in a south-western direction through 
Rimtumbour to near Chitergarh, where the hills turn to. 

the south and afterwards in a south-easterly direction. 

The elevations along this line are not nearly so great as in the Arvali range, 

the highest being those of Rimtumbonr fort 1,578 feet, Méndalgarh 1,783 feet, and 
Chitorgarh 1,855 feet above sea level, the hill at the latter place being about 520 
feet above the plain. 

Another narrow and broken line of hills extends through the central por- 
tion of the area, roughly parallel to and abont 25 miles distant from the Fa- 
tehpur Sikri line, terminating near Mandsaur to the south. This ime “of hills 
is connected with the Fatehpur Sikri line to the north-<ast by... the Biéna hills; - 
and on the north-west with the eee ee 
to the north in the ridge at Delhi. ae ee hy 28 ae 
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The greater part of the country west of the Arvali range consists of a sandy 
plain on which numberless long bills of blown sand 
occur; besides these there are a few short narvow ridges 
having the same general direction as the range, and 

between Sojat and Jodhpur a number of flat-topped hills varying in heieht from 

100 to 300 feet above the level of the plain. 

In my description of a portion of this area, the Alwar hills, in a previous 

paper, I placed the Ajabgarh and Mandan groups at the 
oe sehen ai Pre top of the Arvali series above the Alwar quartzite; Upon 

further examination of the series in the country to the 
west, where the sections are less broken, I found that this was not the trne inter- 
pretation of the section, but that both these groups were below the quartzites 

in fact representatives of the Raidlo group. I was led into this error by the 
high dips of the rocks and by taking inversion for the normal sequence. 

I also then included the Alwar quartzites with the Arvali series, but as in 
the western area the quartzites aro found to constantly overlap the lower rocks, 

as also several cases of unconformity have been noticed, it is necessary to separate 
these two series. As the quartzites extend up to Delhi and form the ridge there, 
I now propose to call the quartzites and their associates in the Mandsaur hills 

and elsewhere the Delhi series, retaining the name of the Alwar quartzites for 

the lower member of the series. 

The rocks occurring in the Arvali range consist of gneiss, mica and horn- 
__ blende schists, and limestone, mostly in the form of marble, 

ea SE cRie AEve the representatives here of the Arvali scries, and quartzite 

probably the Alwar quartzite. The whole are much dis- 
turbed, most frequently nearly vertical, and repeated several times in the section. 

It is the Alwar quartzite, the rock highest in the section within the range, 

broken, repeated and placed upon end, that forms all the 
long narrow ridges that I have described as rising to a 

considerable height above the general level of the range; the highest peak in 
the range south of Kamalgarh is formed of it, as well as the Taragarh hill near 
Ajmir and the high peak in the northern end of the mnEe near Raghunathgarh ; 
the Khetri fort is built on it. 

The best sections of the Arvali range are exposed in the Desuri, Dawer 
. (Dewair of map), and Pipli passes ascending from the 

Carns OE western plains. The top of the Desuri pass section is nearly 
2,000 feet above the level of the plain, 20 miles to the west, but not more than 
1,500 above the town of Desuri situated at the foot of the pass. The pass is 
about 5 miles in length, and from the top eastwards the fall is very gradual ; thus 
the Kénkroli lake, 20 miles distant to the south-east and nearly at the lowest 

_Jovdl on this aide of the axis, is upwards of 400 feet higher than Desnuri. 

; ° “Wrom Desuri towards tho plain, there is a broad band of porphyritic gneiss, 
’ farming hills from 200 to 500 feet im height, On the western side of the gneiss 
Hagen in » band of highly crystalline white marble capped by a amall thickness 

The country west of 
the Arvali range. 

Alwar quartzite. 

pret , * «74 Records, Vol. X, p. 84 
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of quartzite, presumably outliers of the rocks of the range. Between the eastern 
edge of the gneiss at Desuri and the foot of the range, a distance of about 14 
miles, the rocks are covered. The first rocks exposed at the bottom of the pass 
are some calcarcous beds followed by hornblende schists; above this a con- 
siderable thickness of more or less impure limestones with black mica-schists 
to the top of the pasa. The whole of the rocks in the pass dip at a high angle, 
seldom less than 70°, most frequently to the east-north-east, but occasionally 
west-south-west dips are met with. Near the top of the pass the angle of dip 
become much lower, and at the top the rocks for a short distance are nearly 
horizontal. About a mile east of this, at Jhilwdra, some schists, made up of 
quartz and actinolite, and frequently calcareous, rolling about at an angle of 40, 
cover the mica-schists. 

At a short distance south of Jhilwara several high ridges of bedded quartzite 
occur in the section. They are all discontinuous, some of 

Prgtitnd aes south them upwards of 20 miles in length, frequently half a 
mile and sometimes 2 miles in breadth, roughly parallel, 

and at a distance apart varying from a quarter to 2 miles, the intervening low 
ground being occupied by the schists; some of them include a great thickness 
of mostly vertical quartzite. They vary greatly in number in the section, and 
are frequently entirely absent. 

No good section of the junction between the quartzite and the schists is 
exposed, as it usually takes place at the base of the high ridge, and is covered by 
the fallen debris, but at the northern end of the eastern ridge, about 6 miles 
east of Jhilwéra, the schists are nearly horizontal and underlie the also nearly 
horizontal quartzite. 

The quartzite 1s clearly above the schists, and the different ridges are merely 
repetitions of the same band of quartzite broken and rolled up with the schists. 
As this quartzite holds the same relative position to the schists as the Alwar 
quartzite of the Delhi series does in other parts, and asa connection, although 
broken, can be traced to the undoubted Alwar quartzites of the Alwar hills, it 

is most probable that this quartzite in the range is the Alwar quartzite. 

From the eastern side of these ridges to Kankroli, distant about 12 miles to 
the south-east, the section passes over dark mica-schista, including an occasional 
band of limestone, rolling and dipping most frequently at low angies both in an 
eastern and western direction. The hills round the Kénkroli lake are formed of 
white marble, dipping to seuth-west and south at an ‘angle of 30°. The schists of 
this section often become very felspathic; bat the micaccous and felspathic achiste 
scaise salted op (had ¥ cand ss aleeral Gapeedble to mie Gaels Lcpedecion: | 
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they become less frequent. The granite is composed of pink or whito orthoclase 
felspar with numerous nests of large plates of miica (but sometimes the mica 1s 
entirely absent) quartz in very varying proportion, and tourmaline, which is 
seldom entirely absent and usually is very {abundant. The veins vary in size 
frem an eighth of an inch to several yards in thickness: they mostly run er 
to the strike of the schists, but frequently cross it at all angles. 

The granite is almost confined to the schists, but a few veins are occasionally 
seen in the gneiss and sometimes in the Alwar quartzites. 

In the map annexed to this paper the granite is only indicated where most 
abundant, as along the axis of the range; but it also occurs in large quantities 

on both sides. It is also occasionally met with in the schists between the range 
and Chitor, and also on the northern flank of the band of schists south of 

Deoli. Frequently the granite voins near their termination pass into quartz 

veins. 

A good example of the granite veins crossing the strike of the schists can bo 

seen about 10 miles north of Jhilw&ra, where a perfect network of veins crosses 
the schists in all directions, leaving bits of them, a few fect «cross, enclosed 

and surrounded by the granite. 

The Dawer pass is about 16 miles north of the Desuri, which it resembles 

both in profile and structure. From Kot, at the base, to 
the top of the pass at Dawer, the ascent is steep, with a 

difference of level of abont 1,200 feet; but to the east of Dawer the fall is very 
gradual. The rocks of the pass consist of schists and bands of white marble, the 
actinolite schists occurring at the top and at Dawer. For the whole way up to 
the quartzite, at 2 miles east of Dawer, the dips are high, seldom less than 70°, in 
both an eastern and western direction; but from the quartzite ridge eastwards, 
the rocks begin to roll at an angle of 20° to 40°. The section, from this point for 
a long distance to the east, consists of mica schists frequently felspathic and 
often including bands of limestone. At about 4 miles east of the quartzite 
ridge, the section passes over a large pile of hills, about 4 miles long and 1} 
broad, formed of massive quartzite, but which does not continue in the section 
either to the north or south, and is therefore presumably the Alwar quartzite. 

The whole section contains innumerable granitic intrusions, particularly at 
the foot of the pass at Kot, in the centre of the range at Dawer, and surrounding 
the large quartzite hill. 

The section in the Pipli pass, about 12 miles farther north, does not 
Pipl r dikes sastactally tress Chee of das Ge oes eee except 

in the more frequent quartzite ridges. In this pass (or 
‘yather just to the north of it) near the western end is a high ridge of nearly 
wertical quartzite, the highest ‘point of which is the Garam H. 8., 3,075 feet 
above ses level; bit the quartzite is not seen in the pass, althéugh crossing the 
line of its strike. The ridge is about 4 miles long and terminates equally 
sienptly at the nortliern end. Several other ridges of quartzite, ag about 
Peogath, cross the section, all equally discontinuous and presumably all belonging 
Wa:the’ Aiwar quertdites. Guneiss is met with about 7 miles cast of Pipli, the 

Dawer section, 
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intervening ground being occupied by schists and bands of limestone. Granitic 
intrusions are as numerous in this section as in the other two. 

At Todgarh, situated in the centre of the range about 8 miles north of 
ee Pipli, the granitic intrusions are so numerous as to be in 

er aa mtrusions ®t excess of the other rocks in the section. From here to 
the north, the height of the range is greatly diminished, as 

from Todgarh to Bardkhar (both in the centre of the range) there is a fall of 
several hundred feet. 

Continuing north from Barikhar to Beéwar, the axis of the range is only a 
few hundred fect above the level of the plain on either side, although the hills on 
both sides rise to several hundred feet higher. The granite intrusions are 
exceedingly numerous in the low country in the axis of the range. 

The section across the range at Beawar differs from the other sections in the 
quantity of gneiss exposed in it. The gneiss forms hills 
rising to nearly 1,000 feet above the level of Bedwar. 

From Beawar, the western side of the range is reached by the Bar pass, which 
winds through these hills and never attains any great elevation. From Bedwar 
west to the castern edge of the hills, hardly any other rock but the granite is 
exposed. Just west of the town, the church is built on a ridge of schistose quartz- 

ite, but which along its continuation further north, at Makrera, passes into massive 

quartzite, and is probably the Alwar quartzite. In the little river at Thikrana 

ihere is an outcrop of gneiss; where the road passes into the hills near Sarfdhna, 

the outer ridge is formed of white quartzite, dipping to east, and full of granite 

intrusions. To the west of this is a considerable thickness of calcareous beds and 

ae schists, and then a quartzite in contact with the large pile 
Gneiss inthe Bér pass. Of onoias of Ching and Sendra. The ontside quartzite ridge 

is presumably Alwar; but the second band (that, resting against the gneiss) can 

hardly be so, as it is inseparable from the gneiss, and the Alwar quartzite in other 

places is known to rest unconformably on a gneiss; but, on the other hand, the 

quartzite does not appear to be constant in the section, for at Ching and near 
Sendra the rocks in contact with the gneiss are schists. There is a quartzite in the 
railway cutting east of the Sendra station, but a considerable thickness of schists 
separates it from the gneiss; the overlap of the Alwar quartzite is, however, 

so frequent that it might be found anywhere. 

From Sarddhna, the road paases through the gneiss hills for several miles to 
near Sendra, when the schists and limestone again come in and are repeated 
several times in the next 3, miles between Sendra and Chauki. A couple of 
Dands of quartzite occur in this portion of the section, bnt not aa:a Wottom rock, | 

and they are probably Alwars. About a quarter of a mile south vf the toad, 
another large pile of hills of ERED AE. TNT, 

Begwar section. 
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times. At the western side of the range the schists become felspathic ; and a little 
further west, in the plain, there is a hillock of gneiss. In the whole of the 
section of the Bar pass I did not notice a single instance of a granite intrusion ; 
but on the western side of the range near’ Bar, it again became frequent. 
West of Bar, to Jhunta, distant about 8 miles, the road passes over the plain, 
on which some hills of blown sand occur, nearly 200 fect in height. At Jhuota 
there is an outlying ridge formed of the schists and limestone, in which granite 

intrusions are numerous. For the next 20 miles along 
the road, no more rocks are exposed, but at Sojat the 

schists again crop up, with the nearly horizontal Vindhyans resting upon their 
upturned edges. 

From Be&war eastwards, the section along the road for the first 5 miles, 
to the foot of the hills, is very imperfect; it appears to 
consist, to a great extent, of intrusive granite ;—the only 

other rocks seen are some schists at Beawar and Gadi, three low ridyes of 
Alwar quartzites, all dipping to the west, with some actinolite schists under- 
lying the eastern ridge. The road then ascends the hills, about 350 feet in 
height, consisting to a great extent of limestone more or less pure. In these 
hills, about 2 miles in width, no granite intrusions were observed ; but on the 

eastern side, near Khimpura, they again become numerous. East of Khimpura 
the section passes over some dark mica-schists, which further east become 
felspathic, and east of Mastda foliated gneiss occurs. East of this band of gneiss, 
the black schists again come in with some quartzite, apparently abovo tliem ; 

: 5 both are more or less felspathic. Farther east, the Bhinai 
en emery ase hills are formed of a peculiar kind of ‘gneiss, being not 

much more than a quartzite containing some felspar; it dips at low angles, the 
southern side to the north and the northern to south, and does not differ much 
from the quartzite above the schists west of Masida, except that 1t may be some- 

what more felspathic. On the southern side of the Bhinai hills are some hills of 
8 granitic gneiss, but no junction between the two kinds of gneiss was exposed. 
Bhinai is near the edge of the plain, and a few miles to the east is an isolated 
hill about 70 feet high, formed of a nearly horizontal and slightly felspathic and 
garnetiferous quartzite, resting upon schists and hornblendic beds. 

The section across the range at Ajmir differs from the others in the number 
Ajnate soot and size of the ridges of quartzite which cross it. At the 

city, the Téragarh hill, formed of the Alwar quartzites, 
rises to a height of upwards of 1,300 feet above the level of the country near Ajmir. 
This quartzite is repeated in the ridge east of the Ansa Sagar; it here forms 
an anticlinal, the western limb of which is seen in the pass leading to Pobkar ; 
under the eastern limb, on its western side, are some schiste dipping to east, and 
which on the low ground become guaissose ; near the axis of the anticlinal these 

schists are horizontal. In the Pohkar pass the rocks all dip to west, 
year the base at = low angle and at top much- higher. The foot of the pass is in 
a i shigh higher up becomes gneissose and sneceeded by more schists 

| by the Alwar-quartsites dipping at 70° to west. The next two ridges 

Vindhyans at Sojat. 

Section east of Bedwar. 
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(those east and west of Pohkar) are formed exclusively of the Alwar quartzites, 
and the westernmost ridge of the range, about 4 miles further on, facing the plain 
is also formed of Alwar quartzites dipping to west, with some schists and lime- 
stone on the eastern side. The ground between these ridges is covered by blown 
sand. 

East of Ajmir, the Alwar quartzites are repeated five times in the section, the 
intervening low ground being occupied by schists and limestone in which 
intrusive granite is of frequent occurrence. 

At Srinagar, the eastern ridge of quartzite is very felspathic. This is better 

seen near Bara Udepur, a few miles to the north, where the felspar is arranged 
between the lamineg, and varies in thickness from a thin film to an inch, and 
sometimes nearly a foot. It is probably due to the granite intrusions. Further 
east, after crossing 2 or 3 miles of schists, more or less felspathic, the section 
passes on to foliated gneiss, which continues for several miles, up to the plains 
on the east. 

North of Ajmir, the range becomes very broken, and near the Sambhar lake it 
consists almost entirely of the Alwar quarizites, repeated 

Gate range north of fe or six times, forming high, narrow, parallel, nearly 
vertical ridges a mile or so apart, the intervening ground 

being covered by blown sand. Under some of the ridgvs @ small thickness 
of the schists‘is exposed, and at Makrdna, on the western aide of the range, 
the famous white marble quarries are situated. The marble occurs in some low 

ridges, in very regular beds, about 2 feet in thickness, dipping at 70% to-east. 
The longest of these ridges is aboat 5 miles in length, : 

About 50 miles farther north, the range again becomes more important both 
Khetsi in elevation and breadth. Tho sections are very similar, 

; except that they contain very few granite intrusions, and 
consist of gneiss, schists, and limestone, with the Alwar quartzite capping them 
and forming the high peaks. The famous old copper mines of Khetri and 
Singhéna are situated in this portion of the range; the former occurs in the 
schists, and the latter in the quartzites. 

The Arvali range may almost be said to terminate at Singh4na, for, north of 
: this, the quartzites alone continue and form a few narrow 

Flexible sanistone, broken ridges ¢o near Dédri, about 40. miles distant 
The ‘flexible sandstone’ occurs at Kalina, in one of the quartzite ridges near 
their termination. The Alwar quartzite at this place is largely quarried: for 
millstones, and the flexible rock ig well. exposed in the quarries. _ Xt appearste . 
be very local in its occurrence, and the flexible character is nob -eontinuous. for’ 
many feet, even in the same bed ; i geome t2 be 5 Peceny aoe < 
of the milistone-quarizite.’ 
‘The northern portion of the Arvali range, about Bingisaiiis poem eal 
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strike bends southwards, and the hills extend in that direction to a short 
distance beyond Jaipur. 

The sections in the Torawati hills are similar to those of the Arvali hills, and 
extend from the gneiss to the Alwar quartzite. Intrusive granito is very 
abundant in the schists near where the Lota river cuts through the hills. South 

of Ajitgarh, the ridges are formed almost entirely of tho Alwar quartzite, and 

the fort at Jaipur is built on it. 

These quartzites are continuous through the Alwar hills, where they aro 
Alwar hills. largely developed, three-fourths of the hills being formed 

of them. In these hills the quartzites are almost alwhys 
nearly vertical, and much twisted along the strike, somctimes describing n 
complete semi-circle; they here include a number of thick bands of contem- 

; ; poraneous trap. This is also tho case in tho adjoining 
eas in the Al- part of the Arvali range, near Khandela. Tho older rocks 

occur in the Ajabgarh valley, near Baldcogarh, and cast 
and south of the city of Alwar, and consist of schists and slates containing 
crystals of andalusite staurolite and garnet; and limestones, often in tho form 
of marble and frequently containing actinolite; and gneiss. All are probably 

the representatives of the Arvali series—in fact, the slates in the Ajabgarh 
valley can be traced, through a broken line of hills, into connection with those of 
the range. The line of hills is broken, the hills being in some cases several miles 
apart; buat as they occur along the line of strike, and the slates in all of them 
are very similar, there can be little doubt that they are all formed of the same 
band of rock. 

The northern extremity of these hills is some miles west of Rewdri, where 
the slates are largely quarried for roofing purposes. From this peint another 
nearly continous line of these slates extends in a south-west direction, or some- 
what oblique to the other line, into the Arvali range, and there underlie the 
quartzites. 

At the southern extremity of the Alwar hills the quartzites overlap the slater 
and limestone, and rest directly upon the gneiss. 
.  Kaat of the Alwar hills, the rock most frequently exposed is the Alwar 

quartzite, forming long roughly parallel ridges and some 
ee ty cut of large piles of hills separated from each other and sur- 

rounded by the allnvium. In the hills round Kaéman, in 
Bharatpur, no other rocks are exposed ; but in the hills near Dig (Deeg), a con- 

| Slates at Dig. siderable thickness of the Arvali slates is exposed, dipping 
“ss at low angles, capped by a few beds of Alwar quartzite 
sof wacrounded by slieviam. 

3. Tike Batolgur Skri. line of, hills-—At the northerh‘end of this line, the rocks 
- Upper of the Upper Vindhyan series face the plain to the north-. 
ewe os © tT. wet, The yainous town and ‘palace. of Fatehpur Sikri 
i ee Bites of the. Bhdurer sandstone, the highest group of the series. . 
a... “jpoupe of the series, the Rows, and Kaimur, covur in: 
ow Bi 8") vheek distange to the north-west of the Bhénter scarp. ee fo- 
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About 30 miles down the line, in a south-wésterly direction, the Bidna 

hills, in which the Alwar quartzites are largely developed, occur at about 2 miles 
to the north-west of the Vindhyans ; but the intervening ground is covered by the 

Hindaun. alluvium. Near Hindaun, a few miles further south-west, 
there is a long broken ridge, formed of nearly vertical 

banded red jasper, black slates, and limestone, with a band of quartzite resting 
unconformably on them. The jasper, &c., undoubtedly belong to what has 
hitherto been described as the Gwalior series, and which there is some evidence 
to think forms part of the Arvali series. The quartzites are probably the Alwar 

quartzites. 

No junction between these rocks and the Vindhyans is exposed; but as the 
Vindhyan sandstone in the Bangu hill overlaps the line of the Arvali rocks, and 
the bottom beds of the sandstone are conglomeratic, with pebbles of red jasper, 
there can be little doubt the Vindhyans rest unconformably upon the older rocks. 
From near Hindaun and for a long distance to the south-west, the boundary of 

this main Vindhyan area is a faulted one. The northern 

end of the fanlt dies ont within the Vindhyan area 
pear Machilpur, about 10 miles east of Hindaun; but‘at a short distance south 
of Kerauli the Bhanrer sandstone is faulted against a ridge of the Alwar 
quartzite. 

The Bhénrer sandstone, on the south-east side of the line of fault, is nearly 
horizontal. It continues for a long way in that direction, and forms the high 
land overlooking the Chambal river. On the other side of the fault, the. 
Alwar quartzite dips at a high angle to the north-west. Resting upon the 

quartzite is a thick band of limestone with a siliceous breccia above it: and 
above that, sandstone, with two alternations of shales and 

sandstone, to the top of the section. These sandstones 
and shales are most probably the lower groups of the Upper Vindhyans, as they 
resemble them both in section and character. 

The limestone and breccia are inseparable from the lower sandstone, for in 
a hill north of Néroli some beds of the breccia are 
intercalated with the lower beds of the sandstone, so that 

probably the limestone and breccia are the representatives of the Lower 
Vindhyans in this area; they would correspond to the Tirhowan (Rotés) lime- 
stone and breccia of that series in Bundelkhand. These rocks form two shallow 
synclinals, extending for about 12 miles along the north-west of the fault. 
The synclinals do not extend far south, and only the Lower Vindhyans Cross jae? 
Bands river. “ 
‘No satisfactory junctions are exposed between the Awa, geitite oi 

overlying limestone near the fault ; but at the south-western ond, ‘of the weatern 
aynolinal, in the Malérna hills, - the Lower Vindhyana pot 5 

Fault. 

Outlying Vindbyans. 

Lower Vindhyans, 

tha scbiats {Axvali) ‘below the Alwar = Sei as ee ahi pong a he 
- Botith of the Banks, river, thy Alwer <_< = sepents into’s trond belt of 

at is built 3 
;, Rietumbedar’ : , ha 

os os goal presant 5 steep scarp, 
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several hundred feet in height on either side. The quartzites form a shallow 
synclinal, the dips on either side being never more than 20 degrees and moro 
frequently at 10 degrees. They include several bands of contemporancous trap, 

some upwards of 50 feet in thickness. 
The unconformity between the Lower Vindhyans and the Alwar quartzites 

is well seen in these hills. The limestone and breccia cross the Banas and 
rest upon the quartzites at the northern end of the hills ; but on their western side 
the limestone rests upon the schists at the base of the hich scarp of quartzites, 

these schists (Arvali) being of course below the quartzites in the section. Near 

Sherpnr there is a considerable thickness of a boulder conglomerate below tho 
limestone, formed of large boulders of quartzites, vory like, and most probably 
derived from, the Alwar quartzites of the Rimtumbour hills, only a few hundred 

yards distant. From a few miles south-west of Sherpur, the Lower Vindhyans 
are not again seen along the line on the north-western side of the fault. 

Good sections of the fault are exposed on the eastern side of the Rimtumbonr 
: hills, where the shales below the Bhanrer sandstone aro 

Section of fault. : : : 
seen nearly in contact with the quartzite. 

The next important section along the line is near Indargarh. A short distance 

Tndergerke north-west of the town, the Bhanrer group, consisting 
of the sandstone shales and limestone, dipping at an angle 

of 20 degrees to north-west, runs from the south almost at right angles into a large 
hill of Alwar quartzites, against which itis faulted. Thetwo lower groups of the 
Upper Vindhyans (the Rewa and Kaimur) are exposed in the narrow belt of hills 
“on the south-eastern side of the fault dipping below the Bhdnrers. 

At Bandi, about 40 miles further south-west along the fault line, inside 
Bindi. the gateway at the gap about 3 miles north of the city, 

the Bhanrer limestone is faulted against a great ridge 
of quartz rock, without bedding, that may be a quartz reef running along the 
line of fault. As at Indargarh, both the Rewa and Kuaimur groups of the 
Upper Vindhyans are found dipping under the Bhdnrer limestone in the belt of 
hills about Bandi, on the southern side of the fault. On the northern side of 
the fault there is a wide apread of Arvali slates extending from the ridge of 
quartzite to near Deoll, about 25 miles distant. 

In the projecting hills, a short distance north of the gateway and on the 
northern side of the fault, there is a considerable thick. 

aaptae northern, = neas of nearly horizontal sandstone, extending three- 
fourths of the way to Indargarh. It mostly dips at low 

siigles and forms hills, i in places several hundred feet high. On the northern 
side no junctions are exposed between it and the slates; but at the termina- 
tion of the sandstone, in the projection north-east of Re gateway, it rests 

the slates. The alates atthe base and haif way up the hills are somewhat 
* ebubirted: amd the capping of horizontal sandstone rests upon the edges of the 
Ey scrnmbirerg The quarts rocks and slates continue for a few miles east on the 

Domelin wana San outer of te observed. 
5 ny an outlier of the Keimur, ‘the lowest _— 
oH aide of the fault. 

“> 
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For about 50 miles south-west of Bandi the Upper Vindhyans are faulted 

against the older rocks, to near Barundni, where the 
geen bape of western boundary may be said to begin. Along this 

ae western boundary the three Upper Vindhyan groups occur: 
the Kaimurs form a ridge of sandstone dipping at about 70° to east, being in con- 
tact with the gneiss at the base of the ridge on the west ; the Rewas form a second 
parallel ridge, 200 or 300 yards further east, also dipping to the east, below 

the Bhanrers. At their northern end these ridges are cut off by the fault near 
Barundni. 

The fault probably continues some distance further in a westerly direction, 
west of Barundni, but it is not easy to trace it beyond the 

Vindhyan boundary. The line of junction between the 
slates to the north and the gneiss to the south being in a 

direct line with the fault, probably marks its continuation, but no section of this 
junction is exposed. 

The Arvali slates on the northern side of the fault between Bundi and Deoli 
Se ee oe are somewhat contorted near the fault, and contain bands 

di and Deoli. of limestone; but from about a mile north, to Hindoli, 
the section consists entirely of slates, imperfectly cleaved, 

and dipping at about an angle of 50°, to north-30°-west. North of Hindoli, the 
section passes over some quartz schists dipping at about 30° to north; and near 
Rosundo slates with thin bands of quartzites dip at lower angles ; between this 
and Kabra the schists begin to roll, and include large veins of quartz with a strike 
parallel to that of the schist. After passing over more slates and limestone 
with low dips, the section consists of mica schists frequently garnetiferous, and 
the last 3 miles of the schists up to the alluvium contain innumerable granite 
Veins. 

Other sections across this band of slates vary slightly from that just given : 
thus at Datunda, about 10 miles west of Bandi, there are 

Datunda, some purple-coloured slates, much contorted, on the 
northern side of the fault, dipping under a band of quartzite 

on which Datunda is built ; the quartzite dips north at about.40° below some slates 
and a thick band of limestone—the former containing some trap. On this section 
too there are some large ridges of quartzite, presumably the — quartaite, at 
Jhajpur and near Sakargarh. 

Mandalgarh, situated about s mile north of the fault, in builé on a large hill 
soveral miles in length of the Alwer quarteites résting upon. the slates. The 

Continuation of the 
fault westwards, 

“‘quertzite contains several thick bands of ee ee ee hs 

Ly . 

eee Ts wet 
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The Séwar and Tonk hills are also formed of the Alwar quartzite rolled up 
with the Arvali schists. The former occur in high nearly vertical ridges. The 
schists in the Sdwar hills contuin some thick bands of limestone. 

The western boundary of the Kaimur sandstone, the lowest group of tho 

Upper Vindhyans, extends from near Barundni in a 
iovemue of southerly direction past Basi, to within a dozen miles of 

Nimach (Neemuch), when the boundary turns to tho 
east and extends in that direction in an irregular line to a short distance east of 
Jhalrapatan, where it is covered by the Deccan trap. Between Barundni and 
Basi, the Kaimur sandstone dips at a high angle towards the east, but thonce to 
Jhalrapatan it becomes nearly horizontal and forms 8 scarp upwards of 500 fect 
in height. 

Several outliers of the Kaimur sandstone occur in the lower country to the 
west, on one of which, about 3 miles distant from the main hills, Chftorgarh 

is built. 

Between Barundni and Basi the Kaimur sandstone is in contact with the 
; gneiss, but south of Basi the Lower Vindhyans intervene 

aia aa a and occupy the low country in front of the scarp the whole 
way round to Jhalrapatan. 

There is some doubt as to which series the rocks on the low ground in the 
neighbourhood of Basi belong. The scarp is formed of 

Olas rocks near olive.green shales, containing thin bands of sandstone, 
which become more and more numerous on ascending and 

imperceptibly pass into the Kaimur sandstone capping the scarp. There can be 
no doubt that the whole of these are Vindhyans ; but at the base of the scarp 
are some dove-coloured slates with some bands of grey quartzite in the low hills 
a short distance to the west. The slates area good deal disturbed and dip at 

30° to the north a short distance from the nearly horizontal Vindhyan shales. I 
think it probable that the slates are Arvali and the quartzite Alwars. 

But a few miles to the south-west the Lower Vindhyans are well developed 
and occupy a large area. They consist of shales, limestone, 

joe Vindbyans near and sandstone, often conglomeratic and sometimes con- 

The only section that I observed!of the junction of the Lower Vindhyans 
2-3 = with the rocks below was about 3 miles north-east of 
__ Junction of Lower Binota, where the former reat upon the quartzite of the 
yee ee eee er: Delhiseries. The quarizite dips atabout 10° to the west, 

Lower Vindhyans; above this comes a considerable thie_.’--- of red shales dipping 

gnder # thin and regularly-bedded bie, limestone, very fine in texture snd sp- 
parently suitable for lithographic purposes. About half way across to Binota 

Behan eae 3 pat Wie lowent beds secn:do conta: Ange: bidiioes ‘of 
e 
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quartzite, one measuring 3 feet across. Neither the bottom beds nor the rocks 
upon which they rest are exposed in this western exposure, 

Although no other junction section was observed in the main area of the Lower 
Vindhyans, still near Kanoj, about 3 miles west of 

Psd en eal Vin- their western boundary, there are some large outliers of 
Z es the Lower Vindhyans resting perfectly unconformably 

upon quartzite and some trap probably Alwar rocks. The bottom sandstone of 
the Lower Vindhyans crosses the strike of the quartzite, and contains large 

boulders of it. When the sandstone rests upon the trap it includes a good deal 

of decomposed trap, presumably derived from the trap below, and boulders of 

quartzite. 

The best sections of the Lower Vindhyans are exposed in the neighbourhood of 
Chitor. A portion of the red shales is seen below the lime- 

eumneeus of Lower stone, near the western boundary. The limestone is repeat- 
; ed several times in the section and is seen on both sides 

of the Chitorgarh hill. Above this are some red slaty beds which pass into the 
elive-green shales and thin-bedded sandstones, which gradually pass inte the 
Kaimur sandstone of the scarp. 

It would seem probable that the Lower Vindhyans were cut off to the north 
by a fault, for north of Chitor the limestone striking 

Paiishid Vindhyans = north and south runs close up to a band of quartzite 
striking north-east; but there is about a hundred yards 

of covered ground between the two, in which the lower beds may exist. Again, 
further west, near Nagri, another parallel fold of the limestone, with a north 

and south strike, extends to within a short distance of the gneiss. North-west of 
this the limestone does not appear in the section, but the shales above are brought 

in contact with the older rocks. 

It may be that the supposed fault extends to the north-east and joins the 
main boundary fault near Barundni, for between that and Basi the Lower Vin- 

dhyans are cut out of the section, and the Kaimur sandstone is brought against 

the gneiss. 

To the south, in the neighbourhood of Nimach, the continuation of the Lower 
Vindhyans is covered by the Deccan trap. The limestone 

Posen eres of is seen south of J&wad, but cast of that only a narrow 
fringe of them is exposed between the scarp of Kaimur. 

sandstone to thd north and the Deccan trap to the south. 
Near Rimpura, the Kaimur sandstone by 9 change of dip to the south 

forms @ narrow asticlinal, in which the upper beda .of- 
Avticlinal in Vindhyans, 11 Tower ‘Vindbyans, and occasionally:the limesting, 
are seen. This anticlinal extends east to a fow miles engi of Thabapatan; share 

the Decoan trap covers its confifipation cast andl ajwendle aren tie Kaimup ‘and 
stone. ~ = ae ee AGE, aa oe fie i radebngest! ey tSbirene 6 a buy cian rae ze 

i eh st 

de OPS a eed F ae 

peengeery + a feo quariaites 
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It forms three roughly parallel ranges of hills ranning nearly north and south, 
which are mostly connected on the low ground by the lower rocks of the series. 
Elsewhere the connection is broken by outcrops of the older rocks, or by wido 

spreads of the Deccan trap. The eastern and longest range extends from near 
Nimbahera on the north to Mandsanr on the south. Although it is broken in 
two places by flows of the Deccan trap passing between the hills, there can ho 
no doubt that the rocks all belong to the Delhi series. The second or middle 

range is that of Chhoti S4dri, and the third or western that of Bari Sadri. 

The rocks of the two former are covered on the north hy the Lower Vindhy- 
ans, and to the south those of the eastern rango are surrounded by the Deccan 

trap near Mandsaur, and the middle range rests upon the gneiss. Those of tho 
estern range rest upon three sides upon the gneiss, and on the fourth or east- 
n side are connected in the low ground with the other ranges by the lowest 
ads of the series. 
The Delhi series in these hills consists of a conglomeratic sandstone, or im: 

are limestone at base, covered by about 200 fect of shales, and capped by a vary- 
ig thickness of quartzite. 
The dips are mostly low, seldom higher than 20°, and in the Mandsaur hills 

szarly horizontal, but in the Bari Sadri hills are frequently high and some- 
mes vertical. 
A nearly continuons section of the series can be obtained across the threo 

ranges along a line west from Jiran. At Jiran, the lower 
portion of the top quartzite dips to the east below the Dec- 
can trap. West of this ridge, the shales dip east below the 

1artzite. On crossing the low ground to west, the shales change their dip to west, 
ad dip under the quartzite in the pass leading to Chitakhera ; thence west, the line 

usses over several miles of nearly horizontal quartzite, which on the western 
de of the eastern range dips to west, re-appearing in the middle range with an 
wtern dip. This synclinal in the quartzite is filled, for a width of about 2 
iles, with the Decean trap. After crossing 3 miles of nearly horizontal 
zartzite and descending the ghat west of Chhoti Sédri, the shales are again seen 
ipping under the quartzite to east. The shales dipping in both directions 
mtinue for some distance in the section, when in the low ground the lowest 
xia are reached, consisting of either a ‘conglomeratic quartzite or an impure 
mestone. containing small pebbles of rolled quartz. They both appear as the 
yttom. beds in places. On the eastern side of the western range the shales again 
spear, dipping west under the quartzite. The quartzite of this western range 
eee ee ranges, is often vertical, and there is a 

greater thickness of. it. On -the western side, the last beds of quartzite 
SF to oath, with ame outerops of shales on the low ground; but the 
mune to the gneiss, a short distance further west, is mostly 

lection of Delhi series 
ast from Jiran. 

_ deed ; “pat a short distance south of the line}; ‘sear 
—— a en ‘Givies is seen; and althoagh no. sibaohute 

ine Tisch, sablien is éxpteed, still there-can, bind Agabe “ta 
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to the relation of the two, for the bottom beds of the Delhi series, the conglo- 
meratic quartzite, contains pebbles of the gneiss, and for some distance south 

small outlying patches of the conglomerate are met with, resting upon the 
gneiss. 

The best sections of the shales are met with in the Mandsaur hills, where the 
ae shales are nearly horizontal and about 200 feet thick, cap- 

ped by about 100 feet of quartzite. The bottom beds are 

not seen in these hills, and the top quartzite, on the eastern side of the hills, takes 
a sudden dip to the east below the Deccan trap. 

A broken section of the lower beds is exposed north of Bari Sadri. The town 
, is built on the edge of the hills of the upper quartzite, 

si netion north of Bari hich here dips to south. North of this there is a broken 
section of shales with a band of limestone, and dipping 

under these is a thick band of a dark-blue schistose quartzite in places containing 

pebbles of quartzite, but not in the bottom beds, for those below of a similar 
quartzite contain no pebbles ; and dipping below this, at Khardeola, is another 

thick band of white quartzite, forming a hill 200 feet high. The bottom beds of 
the series are not exposed, but a short distance to the north-east the Arvali rocks 
come in, and to the north-west the gneiss. This white quartzite continues along 
the castern boundary, but the junctions with the older rocks are covered by a- 
large outlier of the Deccan trap. 

Another good section of these rocks may be seen north-west of Karmala; the 
Karmfle. village stands on a horizontal floor of a sandy con- 

glomeratic limestone, the bottom rock, which stretches 
a long way to the south and is continuous with the junction rocks north of 
Dhaulapéni, A short distance to the west, the section passes on to the Arvali 
slates and limestone, but no junctions were observed. 

To the north-west, immediately above the conglomerate, there is some thickness 
of a sort of hornstone and quartzite, and then the shales capped by the upper 
quartzites, the whole horizontal. 

“So far the Delhi series, in these hills, is completely isolated, for it reste 
unconformably on the gneiss, and is covered unconformably 

snare he —- by either the Lower Vindhyans or the Deccan trap, and 
: has no direct connection with the rocks to the north; 
but I think I can show that the Alwar quartzite is probably its eer 
in the Arvali range and other parts. . 

North of Bari Sidri, and extending up north to Mangrupon, the Banfg,;9° : 
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Arvali limestone. Some brown massive hornstone beds occur at the base, but 
pass up into white compact quartzite. In another parallel ridge a short dis- 
tance east, the hornstone beds rest upon the limestone of the Arvali series. This 
ridge is in a direct linc with, and about 7 miles north of, the ridge of hornstone 
and quartzite occurring in the Karmiala section of the Delhi series ; and between 
there are several Jarge outlying hills ‘of hornstone and quartzite, exactly similar 
to those in the ridge to the north and at Karmdla; the largest are those of Suror 
and Benota,—the former resting upon the Arvali limestone, and the latter on 
schists on the eastern side, and the limestone on the western side, of the hall. 

But further proof of the identity of these quartzites with those of the Delhi 

series is found in one of these large hills of quartzite at 

Pandoli. In the small hills about a mile west of the 
town a fine conglomeratic quartzite rests upon the gneiss and dips at an angle 
of 10° under a brown limestone, also conglomeratic, which a short distanco 
north of Pandoli dips under a great hill of quartzite. These lower beds are 
exactly similar to the bottom beds of the Delhi series in the Sadri hills. 

Another similar section occurs under the ridge at Borda, about 4 miles 
to the north. The gneiss is exposed in a well a short dis- 

ea aia tance east of the town. A few yards west of the well thero 
is a terrace formed of about 30 feet of thick-bedded quartzite, dipping at a low 
angle to the west, below a brown limestone and some shales covered by the white 
quartzite of the ridge. No sections are exposed on the western side of the ridge ; 
but the gneiss again appears a short distance from the ridge. 

Another junction section occurs at the southern end of the Gangar hills, at 
Phutauli section. Phutauli, a few miles north of Chitor, where a fine 

. conglomeratic quartzite rests upon an eroded surface of 

the gneiss ; and about 3 miles north, on the western side of the hills, the 
quartzite rests unconformably on the Arvali slates. No limestone appears in this 

section. 
This broad belt of quartzite terminates at Mangrup, where the quartzites are 

nearly horizontal and rest upon the slates; but no junction between the two was 
observed, 

Bimilar quartzites again make their appearance at Jawal, about 20 miles to the 
north-east, the intervening low ground being occupied 

_aconformlty =o by slates and a schistose gneiss, At Jawal the hill is capped 
by a patch of quartzite upwards of a square mile in extent, 

which dips at a low angle to the north, and has a conglomerate at base, resting 
upon the edges of the nearly vertical slates. 

This quartzite continues in s broken line a long way to the north-east to 
4s aipar Deoli, slong the northern edge of the band of slates. North-east of this 

;, they forth & narrow ridge extending to beyond Bannli, with a narrow strip of 
hate tiping below them on the sottthern side. There is a break of a few miles 
ee ee termination of the Baunli ridge, where the Morel river 
‘Sepals, iit the yuartsite: in the Télsot hills, which occur along this line and are 

ie ean arc NRE peter rap te ‘The yeep ae the Ddlsct 

Pandoli section. 
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little doubt that the whole of these ridges and hills of quartzite extending from 
Bari Sddri are the Alwar quartzites. 

Besides this long connecting chain of quartzites, there are other nearly 
parallel lines of quartzite, having the same relations to the rocks below them. 
The principal of these extend from the boundary of the alluvium at Banera in a 
south-west direction for about 40 miles. The line is very broken and discon- 
nected, but still presumably the quartzites are Alwars. 

There can be no doubt as to the relations of the Arvali series to the gneiss, for, 

: in the numerous junction sections between the two (some of 
Aralis to the greiss, "’ Which have already been described), they are inseparable 

and so mixed up together as to make the mapping almost 
impossible. Good instances of this occur in the Bér pass, near Chauki, where long 
lengths of the schists are included in the gneiss and are partially converted into it ; 
and in the low country on the eastern side of the range about Kaénkroli and 
Karera, where the schists alternate with, and pass into, the gneiss. 

tie oi ees But the connection between the gneiss and the Alwar 
quartzite to gneiss. quartzite is not so clear, as the sections within the Arvali 

range appear to contradict those in other parts of the area. 

On the eastern side of the area, atthe southern end of the Alwar hills, in 
the deep bay in which Talra is situated, good junction 

sections between the quartzite and the gneiss are exposed. 
The bay is formed of a semi-circle of the Alwar quartzite, 

and in itscentre are several hills of a granitic gneiss, which also crops out in 
places from beneath the quarizite at the sides of the bay. The junctions are very 

sharp, and the quartzite resting upon the gneiss is conglomeratic and made up of 
rolled quartz pebbles with a good deal of pink felspar filling up the interstices, 
both apparently derived from the gneiss. At the head of the bay there is a con. 
siderable thickness of the conglomeratic quartzite, which passes up into the ordi- 

nary compact Alwar quartzite. Other junction sections are exposed north of 
Bandikui, where there is about 2 feet of conglomerate, made up of rolled quartz 
pebbles between the quartzite and the gneiss. 

An important section occurs in the Bansko hills, about 20 miles east of 
Jaipur. In the east and west ridge terminating near 

rsa fe crates ee Midhogarh, at the eastern end of the southern base, 
' * there is a conglomerate made ap of large boulders of quart. 

site imbedded in mica schists. About 2 miles further west, schists, perp ad 
meratic, alternate with those that are; and Inrther west, limeatozie 

Sections in the eastern 
arca. 

and 
blendic schists farm the ‘hese of the ridge, and upon these tho siristone 
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extends north to within a mile of Bansko, whore it dips under another quartz- 

ite of the Delhi series. 
I have already described sections of the unconformity between tho quartz- 

ites and the gneiss in the southern area, as, for instance, in the Sadri hills near 
Dhaulapdni, and in the ridges of quartzite stretching thence to the north at Phu- 
tauli and other places, 

But the relation between the quartzites and gneiss within the Arvali rango 
appear to be somewhat different, for the few junction 
sections exposed would indicate that the metamorphism 
was subsequent to the deposition of these quartzites. Ona 

section between Rajgarh and Kharwa, mica schists and gneissose beds alternate in 
the low ground to the south; in the pass, mica schists, dipping at 30°, to north, 
alternate with bands of quartzite ; and above them is a band, about 2 feet thick, 
of gneiss, and above this the massive Alwar quartzite. There is nothing to 
indicate unconformity in this section; on the contrary, there appears to bo a 
transition from the schists into the quartzite. 

A junction section is exposed at Sarddhna, at the eastern end of the Bir 

pass. At the edge of the hills there is a thin band of 
quartzite, much cut up by granite intrusions, dipping 

east. West of this is a band of limestone about 100 yards wide, passing into 
schists, and then a band of quartzite. The junction between the gneiss and the 
quartzite occurs in the ridge on which the village of Sarddhna is built. On the 
low ground east of the ridge there is a band of gneiss; it extends some 50 feet 
up the ridge, and upon it rests, with a sharp junction, the edges of the nearly 
vertical quartzite. The bedding of the gneiss is obscure, but it appeared as if its 
strike and dip was the same as that of the quartzite, and that the gneiss had 
been converted out of it. It is doubtful though if this contact quartzite is the 
Alwar rock, ora band in the Arvali schists. The quartzite does not appear to 
be continuous in the section, for at other places near Sandra and the southern 
end of this pile of gneiss, the schists form the contact rock. 

.There can be no doubt though that the ridge of quartzite at Kishengarh is 
. Alwars, and here too the quartzite is inseparable from the 
=n gneiss. At the base of the ridge, the Arvali black mica 

achists, here very felspathic, dip under the Alwar quartzite, the bottom beds of 
which are also felspathic. The felspar occurs in the quartzite as thin layers 
between the laminw ; and in the schists, as thin films and as bands, frequently an 
inh, and sometimes » foot, in thickness. The schists pass to the east, into the 
ordinary gneiss ; but it is probable that the felspar in the quartzite and =— 
af the ridge is du to the intrusive granite : 

“Phere is, however, one section within the range which completely ogpizedicts 
Sh 44 the sections above given, and where the bottom beds of 

ig es the quartzite contain stones derived from the gneiss. The 

me seo gn abn 4. long, 8 miles cast of Méroth, and 
Baars morth Simbhar lake. On the:eagtorn side. of. the ‘ridge 

i } ith few granite veins yanning through them, and. spon 

Different within the 
range. 

Bar pasa section. 
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thesé rests a quartzite, conglomeratic at its base with rolled and subangular bits 
of quartz and felspar. The ridge is isolated from the neighbouring rocks by the 
blown sand. 

There appear to me to be three ways of accounting for these differences 
between the sections in the range and those in the eastern area and in the 
neighbourhood of Chitor :— 

1. The quartzites of the range may not be the Ulwar quartzites. 
2. If they be the Alwar quartzites, they may be beds lower in the section than those 

exposed in the eastern and southern arcas. 
3 There must be two gneisses. 

T have already shown the strong probability there is of the quartzites of the 

range being Alwars, for, although the connection is broken, still the quartzites 

are decidedly the top rocks in the range, as they are in the Alwar hills and in the 

eastern area. 

Great breaks in the continuity of the deposition of the Delhi series have been 
observed ; and it may be that the quartzites of the Talra bay and in the Bansko 

hills, and other places where the unconformity between them and the gneiss is 

strongly marked, are higher in the section than those of the range. 

I huve previously described some of these breaks as seen in the Bidna hills,! 

where there is an enormous thickness of the Alwar quartz- 

ites. These breaks in the deposition are marked by 
bands of conglomerate, most frequently made up almost 

entirely of boulders of quartzite similar to, and probably derived from, the 
lower beds. Near the town of Biana several bands of conglomerate made up of 
water-worn pebbles of quartzite alternate with non-conglomeratic quertzite. It 
is, however, quite a local feature, for the bands of conglomerate do not extend a 
quarter of a mile to the west. Again, a short distance to the north of the town 
and higher in the section, there is another conglomerate, several hundred feet 
thick, made up in a great measure of water-worn pebbles and boulders of quartz- 
ite, and which extends along the whole length of the Bidna hills, although 
it is much reduced in thickness at the western end; it also rests upon an 
eroded surface of the lower quartzites near the western end of the hills. 

Overlap, too, is of frequent occurrence in these hills, and at their western end 
Overlap. near Nithahdr quartzites, which at the eastern end of the 

hills have many hundreds of feet of quartsites below them, 
rest directly and unconformably upon the Arvali slates. 

Conglomerates made up of water-worn pebbles of quartzite are sometimes 

geen in the quartzites of the Alwar hills; but there is not meacly sO gras = 
thickness of quartzite there as in the Biéna hills, 

In thg Rimtumbour hills, formed almost entirely of the River quactsttia, I 
saw two conglomerates, mafe.up of pebbies of .quartzite, 

wae Bier inthe epinp  el-aneity- aiid yuasathe Setivden “400 
and 500 fect in height, -nenr — near the. = 

and the uther at two-thirds up omens ee: 
ee ee ee ee tho «A ball ha. Sys. = - 
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If it be thought improbable that the metamorphism tovk place during the 
deposition of the Alwar quartzites, and that this gneiss 
was denuded, and that pebbles of it were deposited in 

the higher beds of the quartzite, there is only the alternative of the two gneiases. 

The whole of the gneiss within the range is presumably what would be called the 
newer gueiss—at least, 1 never met with any section here giving any indication 

of a second gneiss. There are of course varieties, the principal of which are a 
highly porphyritic gneiss, in which the erystals of felspar are sometimes nearly 

4, inches in length, and avery quartzose gneiss, often very little more than a 
quartzite with a few crystals of felspar occurring in it. 

Of the gneiss between the Alwar and Biana hills, which would be the older, 
from the fact of the quartzites resting aunconformably on_ it, little ean be said, as 
it occurs only in small isolated hills or in small outerops at the base of the ridges. 

Two gneisces, 

The great spread of gneiss near Chitor and Sadri, also the older, as there, too, 

the quartzites rest unconformably on it, differ in character 

from any gneiss I have seen in the range. It is a 

somewhat coarsely crystulline granitic gneiss composed of red orthoclase, quartz, 

and chlorite. 

Another variety less coarsely crystalline is composed of pinkish-red orthoclase 

and a stentite-like mineral, perhaps resulting from the alternation of hornblende, 
with some quartz and chlorite. 

Such a short length of the boundary of this granitic gneiss occurs within our 

area that I was unable to determine its relation to the schists or the schistose gneiss 
bounding it. To the west it extends beyond the limits of the map, and along 
its northern boundary no junctions are exposed. Just north of Bilor, and about a 

mile north of the gneiss, there is an outcrop of the Arvali slates, nearly 

horizontal and unaltered ; but I have already suggested the probability of the 

continuation of the Vindhyan boundary fault passing along this line. Tho 

triangular bit of slates south-west of Gangar is bounded on two sides by large 
quartz veins, and is probably faulted into the gneiss. 

The tongue of gneiss stretching up towards Amirgarh is of the schistose 
variety, and passes to the north-west imperceptibly into the Arvali schists. The 

short length of boundary between this schistose and the granitic gneisses is 
covered, but the two were seen within a short distance of each other. 

Perhaps further light may be thrown on this question when I examine the 
country to the west, towards Udepur, where junction sections between the two 
strongly-contrasting varicties of gneiss will probably be met with. 

Chitor gneiss, 

. The, wide sandy plain to the west of the Aryali range is dotted over by a 
number of hills, seme of them of considerable extent, and 

~ th -cataey west of in which all the derics occurring on the eastern side of the 
range are represented. Frequently the recent deposite, com- 

\phapa i m atteat pact of-blown sand, extend to the foot of the range; but where 
the: radks are lett, uncovered ist that position a broad belt of gneiss, in places up- 
satralt of ben ia wiih, isexposed. The gneiss is highly porphyritic and forms 
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hills several hundred feet in height above the level of the plain tothe west. One of 
these wide spreads occurs in the neighbourhood of Erinpura, and extends from the 

trunk road to the foot of the range to the east. Another occurs between Desuri 
at the edge of the range, and Nadol, about 11 miles in a north-west direction. 

In both cases Arvali rocks are found upon the north-western edge of the 
gneiss. At Nd&dol there are two patallel ridges, the southern, formed of black 
mica schists, the lower beds alternating with the gneiss; the northern, separated 
from the other by a hundred yards or so of alluvium, is formed of the schistose 
quartzite; but whether it be the Alwar quartzite or a band of quartzite in the 
schists, I could not determine. Along this linc, to the south-west, the quartzite 
rests directly on the gneiss at Barod and in the hills south-east of Khimel. 

The Arvali rocks, on the north-western edge of the Erinpura spread of gneiss, 
form a large pile of hills 3 or 4 miles wide, and consist of schists, slates, lime- 
stone, and quartzite much disturbed and rolled up together. In the pass above 
Khidoni, a junction between the gneiss and the Arvalis is exposed, where bands 

of gneiss, several feet thick, alternate with the lower beds both of the schists and 
limestone. 

In the plain to the north, both of Nadol and Erinpura, are a number of smal] 

hills composed of the Arvali schists and limestone or of the Alwar quartzite. 

‘ Along the road leading from the Bar pass no rocks are met with between 
: the western edge of the range and Sojat. The Sojat 

Vindhyana af Bojat. itis aro feraiad.; at base, of ee vertical Arvali sistas 
capped by about 10 to 20 fect of a conglomerate composed of small pebbles 
of quartz, very nearly horizontal, or with a dip of 3° to north, passing up into 

a fine white and reddish sandstone, of which there may be about 100 feet in thick- 
ness. On the northern side of the hills are some beds of chert resting upon the 
sandstone, and which in the large hills a mile to the north passes up into a thick 

limestone. The sandstone resembles very closely the Kaimur sandstone, and 
doubtless the whole, from the conglomerate upwards, may be referred to the 
Upper Vindhyan series. 

The eastern boundary of the Upper Vindbyans is ill-defined, as the alluvium 
for » long distance covers all the lower beds. For about 50 miles north of Sojat, 

the plain extends to the eastern edge of the limestone; but near Mokdla the 

sandstone is seen underlying the limestone. The bottom beds are not exposed 

between Sojat and Khiétu, about 40 miles further north. 

Khéta is about 80 miles west of the Arvalirange, and in the intervening 
: ground no rocks are exposed except two hills of the Alwar 

ar quartzites near Khito, and a ridge of the Arvali slates 
upon which the Upper Vindhyan sandstone rests. The unconformity is as strongly 
marked here as at Sojat. The Arvali slates are vertical, and this conglomenste 
end <= <= renk wpon thejr edges and lig to tie nortb<pett shan pagie af B.-. 
This junction takes place nthe amall ph mince ye! sept 
enst of the mai “Tha conglomerate, ~wakieoworn pobbles 
oz quare, variou hos from = Sy pecber ty 050K, ars st white 
wyndatone is brough’s dows by the Sip $6 near the tebe ofthe main 
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this is a second conglomerate about 6 fect in thickness and composed, like the other, 
of small water-worn pebbles of quartz. The remainder of the hill is formed of 
sandstone, the lower portion micaccous, of a dull red colour, and which passes up 
into a mottled and smudged red and white sandstone, identical in appearance to 

the Bhanrer sandstone on the eastern side of the range. 

Of the lower sandstone, which I consider to bo the Kaimur, there is a thick. 

ness of about 100 feet ; and of the upper, probably the Bhianrer, upwards of 200 
feet. The middle (Rewa) group of the Upper Vindhyans appears to be absent. 
On the top of the southern end of the hill there are a few feet of cherty lime- 
stone, exactly similar to that resting on the sandstone at Sojat. On the north- 
western side of the hill the dip has brought the sandstone down to the level of 
the plain, and in the Barnel hills it dips under the cherty limestone. 

This section differs from that of Sojat in the addition of the Bhanrer sand- 
stone and conglomerate between the Kaimurs and the limestone. 

The southern boundary of the Upper Vindhyans forms a deep hay, nt tho 
south-eastern side of which Sojat is situated, and at the south-western Jodhpur. 
In this bay are a number of hills of gneiss and Arvali slates. On the north-castern 

side, the Kaimur sandstone, of which there is about 60 fect in this section, rests 

directly upon the gneiss, and upon this rests the second conglomerato and 
Bhdnrer sandstone, which dip to the east under a considerable thickness of tho 
cherty limestone. 

At Jodhpur the Upper Vindhyans rest upon a series of rocks which Mr. 
ee ere Blanford has called the “ Malani beds.” These form a 

; fringe of from 2 to 3 miles in width round the southern 
and eastern sides of the Upper Vindhyans, and extend to about 12 miles 
north of Jodhpur and west beyond the limits of our area. The Malini beds in 
the neighbourhood of Jodhpur consist of felsite and quartziferous porphyrics 

and beds which Mr. Blanford describes as “ unmistakably resembling volcanic ash.” 
These ash-beds are best seen in the Pandla hills, north-east of Jodhpur, where 
they both rest upon and are covered by the porphyries, and in the scarp over tho 
city, where there must be over 100 feet in thickness of them exposed. Tho bed- 
ding in these beds is very obscure ; but in places it can be detected, and thero 
the rocks are seen to be nearly horizontal. 

Several sections of the junction between the Malani beds and the Upper 
Vindhyans are exposed, in some of which the unconformity between the two is 
well seen. The porphyries extend to some height in the scarp west of Tardsar, 
and upon them rest about 2 feet of red and green shales covered by tho 
massive beds‘of the grey Kaintur sandstone. 

. In this and other sections of the scarp there is no conglomerate or any other 
feature to suggest unconformity between the two ; but at 

. Waeonfoemity. the southern boundary, along the road leading from the 
regidenoy to the north-east, the unconformity is well seen. In this section the 
Malipit ‘exe obscurely but undoubtedly bedded, nearly horizontal, and show slight 
Makin et the ‘Findtion. Resting upon them is ® conglomerate about 8 inches 
Chile’ ~~~" of pebbles of the porpbyries ; and above this the Kaimur sand- 
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stone. Further along the road, to the north-east, the unconformity is more strongly 

marked and the conglomerate is at Icast 6 feet thick, formed of boulders of the 
Malani beds upon which it rests. 

Many outliers of the Kaimur sandstone resting upon the Malani beds occur 
at a short distance to the south of the main bonndary. On one of these the Jodh- 

pur fort is built. There is also a chain of outlying hills of Kaimur sandstone 
ssolated in the plain extending from south of Jodhpur to about 15 miles to the 
north on the castern side of the Malani beds. 

The Malani beds do not extend far cast of the meridian of Jodhpur, but hills 
of them occur on the plain to the south for about 50 miles. Their most 
southerly appearance on this side is in the large hills north of Chanaud. The first 
of these hills occurs at R&jpura, about 15 miles south of Jodhpur. There are 
several intervening hills of gneiss. 

In the river at Rdjpura are some very decomposed olive-green schists, which 
may possibly be Arvalis; but the hills are formed of the Malani felsite por- 
phyries. No junction between the two is exposed. 

Gneiss occurs in the hills of Chotila, some 15 miles further south, with some 

Arvali schists on its western flank,and about a mile further west is a small hill of 

the Malini porphyrics isolated in the plain. This is the only locality within our 

arca where the Malini beds are seen within a short distance of the undoubted 

Arvali rocks or gnciss. 

Tn the large hills north of Chaénaud a thickness of over 200 feet and a great 
variety of the felsites is exposed, apparently dipping at s 

Mee ee, Pelow the Ma: low angle. At the north-eastern corner of these hills s 
small thickness of red slates dip under the Malani por- 

phyries; but I am unable to say if they are Arvalis or not. These hills are 
quite isolated in the plain; the nearest hills of gneiss are at Kaunla, about 5 
miles to the south, and the nearest Arvalis about 18 miles to the south in the 
large hills north of Erinpura. In these hills, however, at Baklia and the hills 
to the south, I picked up two or three stones of typical Maléni porphyry from 
amongst the debris of slates. In both these places the slates are nearly vertical, 
and almost complete sections are exposed ; but after a most careful search I failed 

to discover any rock in situ in the least resembling the Malanis. . 

As the Malanis are completely isolated from the other rocks, with the excep- 

tion of the Upper Vindhyans, it is a matter of great doubt as to which series of 

rocks they belong. 

Among the Arvali slates, &., I have never seen any rock in the least resem- 

bling the Maldni porphyries, except north of Deogarh in the Arvali range, where 
there are two thin beds, not more than 2 inches thick, in which crystals of gisesy: 
felepar are imbedded in a felsitic matrix, a rock closely resembling soms of the 
Maldni porphyries. . 7 

On the other hand the Maléni beds would appesr dn he more closely related 
to the Upper Vindhyans, for although there is mpocatoraity between the two, 
atill it is mot nearly so strongly marked ws Sh Selween the Upper Vindhyans 
‘and the Arvalis—indesd, in some squtinna, 5 seneit bedeteyted. Both the Upper 
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Vindhyans and the Malanis are nearly horizontal over large arcas, while the 
Arvalis are much more disturbed, and alow dip 1s almost unknown on the 

western side of the ranye. 

It would seem more probable, then, that the Malini beds were the representa- 
tives of the Lower Vindhyans in this area, for althongh no voleame rocks nor any 

rocks at all resembling the Maldni beds are exposed in the sections of the Lower 
Vindhyans of the Chitor area, the nearest spread of the undoubted Lower 
Vindhyans, still rocks closely resembling the Malini beds are largely developed 
in the Lower Vindhyans of the Sén region. 1 have therefore, pending the examin. 

ation of the country to the south-west of Jodhpur, where the Malant beds are 
largely developed, and where junction sections probably may be met with, ventur- 

ed to map the Malani beds as Lower Vindhy ans. 

On a specimen of Native Antimony vbtained at Pulo Obin, newr Singapore.— 

By ¥. R. Matter, F.G.S., Geological Survey of India 

In 1870 a small quantity (about 1) oz.) of a metallic substance, sud to 
have been discovered in the Straits Settlements, was forwarded by the Home 
Department to the Geological Survey Office for examination. It was found 
by Mr. Tween to be native antimony of great purity; and Dr. Oldham, in com- 
municating the result to Government, pointed out the high value of the dis- 
covery if the mineral should be found to occur in considerable quantity. Fur- 
ther enquiry was made at the instance of the Straits Government, from the 
result of which it appeared that the mineral “ was found on Pulo Obin or Ubin, 
an island lying at the east end of Silat Tambran, the Strait dividing Singapore 
from the main land; that a careful search had been made, and a reward offered 
to any person finding more of the same, but that up to the present time (15th 
February 1871) no more had been discovered, and that it seemed probable that 
the specimen received by the Government must have been introduced into the 
island from some other place as yet unknown.” ! The specimen in question is 
finely lamellar or granular massive native antimony, with a slight admixture 
of stibnite and is partially coated by a vesicular crust of brownish-yellow 
cervantite. 

There has lately been presented to the museum, by the Commissioners of the 

Melbourne Exhibition of; 1880, a fine specimen of antimony, weighing between 
four and five pounds, from Sarfwak, in Borneo; it had been exhibited by the 
Borneo Company. It consists of: finely lamellar or granular massive native 
antimony, with a slight admixture of stibnite, and on two sides is partially 
coated by a vesicular crust of brownish-yellow cervantite. 

. Bo perfectly similar in aspect is the specimen from Pulo Obin to that 
from Borneo, that, as far as appearance goes, the former might be a fragment 
broken off the latter. This similarity of course may be a mere coincidence; but 
taking into acpount that careful search, and the offer of reward, had failed in 
— to ne of any further specimens of antimony in Pulo Obin ; 

eae? ‘ } Vol. IV, p. 46. 
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that antimony ore {a portion of which is the native metal) occurs in great 
quantity in Borneo, and is mined there on a considerable scale; and that a 
part at least of the ore exported to Europe or America would probably be sent 
vid Singapore; and finally, the perfect similarity in appearance between the 
Pulo Obin specimen and that just described from Borneo, one cannot but 
strongly suspect that the former also is of Bornean origin. 

On Turgite from the neighbourhood of Juggiapett, Kistnah District, and on 
Zinc Carbonate from Karnul, Madras.—By F. B. Maturt, F.G.S., Geological 
Survey of India. 

There are at present in the Geological Museum specimens of iron ore from 
thé neighbourhood of Juggiapett,! which were collected 
by my colleague Mr. W. King, and which are interesting 

as consisting in part of a mineral which has not, I believe, been hitherto noticed 
within the limits of India. 

Three pieces of ore from south-east of Juggiapett, which closely resemble 
one another in appearance, and which look as if they had been obtained from 
the same spot, consist mainly of limonite, partly massive and partly silky 

fibrous. In the largest and best specimen, which is about 23 inches thick, the 

fibrous variety forms an irregular band about 3 inch thick between two layers of 
massive limonite. One of the latter shows the fracture by which the specimen 
was detached; the other is coated by about half an inch of turgite. The 
junction between the two minerals is clearly marked, there being, however, 
between the main layer of limonite and that of turgite, two thin seams of one 
mineral alternating with two of the other. The turgite is partly granular 
massive, partly fibrous and sub-columnar, the latter variety occurring mainly 
in a layer on the exterior of the specimen. The colour is dark-red to iron-black, 
with red streak. The surface of the mineral, which is ae botryoidal, 
is covered by a black glaze. 

Another specimen from north of Moogetalah,* of about the same thickness 

as that just described, consists of turgite alone. The greater portion is of the 
granular massive kind, but on the exterior face of the specimen there is a layer 
a third of an inch thick of the fibrous variety. An analysis of the latter gave— 

Turgite. 

Ferric oxide ees een ope een 93:10 

Water se ove ove 465 

Insoluble en eco ace pep 209 

; 99°84 | 

The mineral decrepitates with violence whey betel oa s
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In a previous part of this volume (p. 196), I described the occurrence of 

impure zinc carbonate with barytes, &c., in specimens from 
some unknown locality in the Karnul district. Since 

then I have examined samples of barytes, with ochre, cherty quartz, and a few 

specks of galena, from the Baswapur lead mines in the same district. The 
former specimens bear so much general resemblance to the latter that I thiuk 
there is strong reason to suppose that the Smithsonite came from the Baswapur 
mines, or from some other of the old lead mines in that neighbourhood. Mr. P. 
W. Wall, in his report on them, says, with reference to Baswapur (or Gazerpully) : 
“The ore is enclosed in a gangue of sulphate of baryta or heavy spar, also 

occasionally in white quartz. It is, as at Coilcontlah, a sulphuret of lead or 
galena, and there are here, as at that place, occasionally small admixtures of 

copper (sulphuret), zinc blende and iron pyrites.”! The mines have been 
abandoned for a long time past, and apparently there is no tradition of their 

having been worked otherwise than for the argentiferous galena. It seems not 
impossible, however, that search amongst the rubbish heaps would show the 
existence of zinc carbonate, perhaps in considerable quantity ; a mineral which, 
from its non-metallic-looking appearance, would be very likely to escape recog- 
nition by the native miners. 

Smithsonite. 

Note on the section from Dalhousie fo Pangi vid the Sach Pass. By CoLonen 
C. A. McManoy, F.G.S. 

In Mr. Lydekker’s fifth paper on the- geology of Kashmir’ and neighbouring 
territories, the section from Chamba to Pangi is noticed on the authority of 
Mr. Lee of the Calcutta Bar, but as the account there given is very brief, a few 

additional notes may not prove uninteresting. Much to the disappointment of 
my wife, who was ambitious of doing a higher and more difficult pass than the 
Sach, I returned by the way I went; but this proved of advantage from a geo- 
logical point of view, as it enabled me to review my first impressions by a second 

examination of the rocks seen en route. 
Unlike the geology of Dalhousie, of which I hope to give an account ere 

long, the section from Chamba to Pangi presents no features of special difficulty. 
The granitoid gneiss of the Dhauladhér ends between Dalhousie and Chamba, 
‘near the village of Sach, and is sueceeded by micaceous and quartzose schists, 
dipping north-east, which conformably overlie the gneiss. These rocks gradually 
‘become slaty, and “near Masrand* pass.into what are undistingnishable from 
typical “Simla slates." I have no hesitation in correlating them with that 
sericea. They remain unchanged in character down to the bed of the Siul river 
ander Manjere, and Ae seme: Saence Sing the course of that river towards 
“tie Bek 
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Passing onwards towards Tikri, the slates give place to the limestone series 

north of the village of Sangore. The ridge running down from the Rundhar 

station to the Siul river is composed of it; and it passes up to the ridge north 
of Manjere, and apparently crosses it at the village of Kundi (Kandi). The 

limestone is in massive bands, made up for the most part of beds a few inches 

thick. Its colour is dark-blue, pale-blue, and creamy. It continues, with a 
steady north-east dip, to a little beyond the river that flows down from the 
Randhar station into the Siul river south of Kalail (Kalel), and crosses the 
Manjere ridge a short distance south of the village of Dhar. As it begins to 
die out, the micaceous slaty beds intercalated with it become more prominent, 
and the bands of limestone become thinner and more earthy. 

On the ascent from the river, going in the direction of Kalail, and some 

distance before the end of the limestone series is reached, a bed of dark-blue 

lumestone occurs which abounds in crinoid stems, as observed by Mr. Lee. 

Mr. Lydekker has found that in Kashmir and the neighbouring districts 

the rocks of the carboniferous period pass by imperceptible degrees into those of 
the triassic series} and that in Ladak* and in South and North Lahoul® the 

limestones are probably partly of upper silurian and partly of carboniferous 
age. From Mr. Lee's description of the limestones now under discussion, 

Mr. Lydekker concluded that they are “‘ without doubt the representatives of 
either the carboniferous or the trias, and not improbably of both.’’ * 

As these limestones and included slates are of great thickness, and as 

they are in contact with the upper silurian (Blaini) conglomerate, now to be 
described, I think it probable that, as is believed to be the case in the typical 
region of the Kro] mountain, we have here representatives of upper mlurian, 
carboniferous, and triassic rocks. 

Immediately in contact with the limestone series there follows a very thick 

band of conglomerate. The matrix is a slaty schistose rock, at times even 
foliated. It contains pebbles of white quartz of all shapes and of various sizes 
up to 9 inches in diameter. Some are well rounded and present sections of 

the size and shape of an egg; others are sub-angular to angular. The white 
quartz pebbles are the most abundant, but the rock also contains grey and 
blue quartzite, and quartzite-sandstone pebbles, sub-angular to rounded, which 
weather various colours. 

I have no hesitation in correlating this with the Blaini conglomerate of the 
Simla area. As in the typical Blaini rock, occasionally white quartz veins 
meander about in an irregular manner in it, and a person not familiar with the 
rock might suppose that the “ eggs” were sections, or fragments of such veina, 
but a careful study would show him that it is a true conglomerate. As in the 
Simla area so here, some of the blue quartzite pebbles contain thin white qparis 
veins that do not pass into the matrix, showing that the pebbles were mete- 
morphosed, and were ground down into their present prevent ty a oy oe 
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their resting place. The pebbles in some beds are very sparse; in others very 
abundant. 

The conglomerate differs from that of the Simla area in having expanded to 
a great thickness. A synclinal flexure, however, takes place in the centre of 
these beds, and it is possible that they may also be repeated by other flexures, 

the evidence of which has been obliterated, or by slates of a shihtly lower 

horizon having been folded up with them. In any case, their real thickness 
must very greatly exceed that of corresponding beds in the Simla area. 
Dr. Stoliczka estimated the thickness of the Muth conglomerate of Spiti,! 
which he correlated with the Blaini conglomerate,*? at from 500 to 690 feet. 

At the junction of the conglomerate with the limestone series, the latter has 

suffered considerable contortion, and a bed of conglomerate has been, from this 
cause, folded up with the limestones. 

Mr. Lydekker’s papers on the geology of Kashmir and its neighbouring 

districts contain numerous notices of similar beds of conglomerate, as for instance 
Records G. 8. I., Vol. X, p. 160; Vol. XI, pp. 32, 36, 38, 39, 46, 50; Vol. XTI, 

pp. 20, 24, 25; Vol XIV, p. 4. The widespread character of these peculiar 

deposits is of especial value, and will aid greatly in the task of unravelling the 

tangled skeins of Himalayan geology. In the present case, as will be seen ir 

the sequel, the conglomerates will enable us to interpret the section under consi- 

deration. : 

Mr. Lydekker connects the wide distribution of the conglomerate ® with ice 
action. I have long been struck with the resemblance which the typical Blaini 
conglomerate of the Simla area bears to a “ boulder bed.” 

As before stated, a synclinal fold takes place in the centre of the conglomerates 
and a south-west dip then sets in. The beds terminate a little south of where 
the Siul river doubles back round the Manjere ridge towards the Padri pass. 
They are succeeded by rocks presenting an older facies, which last until near the 
top of the Sach pass. These may be generally described as fine-grained quartz 
schists, mica schists, and slaty mica schists, occasionally passing locally into 
micaceous slates. The dip is very low, south-west near the top of the pass, and con- 

' ¢4inues low, and waving alternately to the north-east and south-west, or thereabouts, 
from thence southwards until the river below Tigri is neared, where the beds dip 
steeply to the south-west towards the Blaini conglomerates of the Kalail out 
crop. From here to near the top of the Sach pass the rocks are all, I believe, 

lower silnrians. 
Close to the sammit of the pass, which is 14,328 feet above the sea, the con- 

glomerates again come in, and the dip, which had previously been very low 
south-west, suddenly rises to nearly perpendicular, and then underlies to the 
north-east. 

-’* Phe anticlinal coincides with the very summit of the pass. The dip remains 
‘nearly perpendicular for some time, when a synclinal fold sets in on the north 

5. ¥ Mamates G8. 1, Vol. Vs p. 22. 3 Memoirs, G8. 1, Vol. V, p. 341. 
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side of the pass, where the second small glacier is seen on the map to flow down 
from the north-west into the main ice stream. From this point the dip gradually 
flattens to a moderate south-west dip. 

The rocks are decidedly conglomeritic at the top of the pass, but the included 

pebbles become more and more scarce the lower you descend, and the rocks pass 
into micaceous schists and fine-grained slaty quartzites. 

In this section I have classed all these rocks as conglomerates; but, as men- 

tioned in the case of the outcrop between Kalail and Tisa, lower slaty rocks may 
have beep folded up with them. I also note in passing that only a compara- 
tively small portion of the Muth conglomerate, described by Dr. Stoliczka and 
which he correlated with the Blaini rock, is really conglomeritic.! 

A little north of the junction of the two main snow streams (namely, north 
of the point marked “ Halias” on the map), a band of limestone, about 200 feet 
thick, crops out. The limestone is sub-crystalline, and is partly dark and partly 

pale-blne in colour, the latter weathering a buffy-cream to a brownish-buff. It 
has the aspect of a magnesian limestone, but I have not the appliances with me 

at Dalhousie to analyze it, and the point is not material. I should think the 
rock is more likely to represent the upper silurian (Blaini) magnesian limestone 

than the triassic dolomite. It does not resemble the latter in its mode of 
outerop,? whilst in its weathering and in some other respects it answers fairly 
well to the Blaini and Muth limestones,? the former of which is sometimes pale- 
blue on its fractured surface. 

From this point the rocks are at first silicious schists and quartz schists, 
often fissile, but never passing into true slates, and then succeed decided mica 
schists, which continue until the gneiss appears under the village of Pirgao, on 
the descent to the bridge over the Sach stream. 

The gneiss here is foliated, and not granitoid. It conformably underlies the 
mica schists, and at first bands of it are intercalated with them, the passage 
between the two being somewhat gradual. There are innumerable intrusive dykes 
of white oligoclase® granite in the gneiss, near its junction with the schists, both 
here and in the Pangi valley; and these dykes pass up for a considerable 
distance into the overlying mica schists. The intrusive granite, as in the Satlej 
valley sections, is rich in schorl. 

We have now seen that at both ends of our section: micaceous and quartzose 
schists, metamorphosed into perfect mica schists in many instances, rest conform- 
ably upon gneiss. The character of this gneiss, which I think is identical with 
the “ central gneiss,” I hope to discuss in detail in a future paper on the geology 
of Dalhousie. 

The schists I take to be lower silurians. On theso rest slates wich -I 
correlate with the “Simla slates.” In the Records (Vol. XI, PB $6), Br. 

1 Momoire G8. £2 Vol. V, p. 22. 
9 Beconis . 8.1, Vol. XL, p. 46, a a 
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Lydekker gives his reasons for concluding the “ Simla slates” to be of silurian 

age. I think they represent about the middle of that group. 

I now return to the consideration of the limestone series described in the 

preceding pages. It will be seen that on both sides of tho Sach pass the outcrops 
of limestone stand in the same relation to the conglomerates on the one hand, 
and tothe gneiss on the other. In both cases the limestones dip under the conglo- 
merates, and one would conclude, from a superficial consideration of the question, 

that the conglomerates were younger than the limestones. But it is impossible 
that this can be their true relation. 

In the Simla area it has been found that the Blaini limestone rests on the 
conglomerate,! and that both are below the infra-Krol (carboniferous*) series and 

the Krol] (carbo-triassic *) limestones. In Kashmir Mr. Lydekker assigned tho 
position of the conglomerates to the silurian series.‘ In Spiti the very similar 
Muth conglomerate, described by Dr. Stoliczka, and correlated by him with the 

Blaini conglomerate, is assigned to the upper silurian series. We may therefore 
conclude, I think, that the conglomerate under discussion belongs to the silurian 

series, and is probably of upper silurian age. 

Next, as to the limestones. Crinoidal limestones in the neighbouring district 
of Kashmir occur in both the carboniferous and triassic series, and would seem 

to be especially characteristic of the former. The blue crinoidal limestone, 
described in the preceding pages, occurs in a bed near, but not immediately adjoin- 
ing, the upper silurian conglomerates, and the inference which arises from these 

facts is that the beds must here be inverted, and that the crinoid limestone, 

which is presumably not older than carboniferous, must really be younger than 

the upper silurian conglomerate. 

A similar inference arises in the case of the beds on the north side of the pass 
for, whether the limestone which crops out there represent upper silurian (Blaini), 

carboniferous or triassic limestones, its proper place is above the conglomerate, 
and consequently the rocks here must also be inverted. 

What seems to have happened is that in the course of disturbances which 
occurred in post-triassic times, the lower silurians, from near Kalail to the top 
of the Sach pass, were forced up, and in their upward progress, aided by lateral 
compression, caused the upper silurian conglomerates to be squeezed into 
the inverted position they now occupy with reference to the “‘ carbo-triassic ” 
limestones. 

It does not seem necessary to suppose that there were any complicated move- 
ments below the surface,—simple lateral pressure seems sufficient to account for 
the results we see. If when the disturbance occurred the surface of the ground 
waa sculptured in much the same way asthe Himalayas are now sculptured, we may 
suppose that the bottom of a valley, with mountains rising steeply on either side, 

1 Manual G. 8. J., Vol. II, p, 600. 
_ a: *Beoords G. 8, I., Vol. XI, p. 62; Vol. XID, p. 56; Vol. XIV, p. 40. 
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was situated over the block of lower silurians now seen between Kalail and the 
Sach pass. On lateral pressure being set up, the rocks under the bottom of the 
valley would naturally rise, for there would be comparatively little superincumbent 
weight to keep them down, whilst the rocks under the mountains, which formed 

the side of the valley, would be comparatively little disturbed. If we suppose 
that the superincumbent mass above that part of the carbo-triassic limestones, 

. which occurs in the section, was greater than that over the conglomerates, one 
can understand how the latter were forced by the rising lower silurians into 
their present inverted position with reference to the limestones. 

An illustration, on a small scale, of what I mean, may be found in coal mines. 
There is always a tendency, I believe, in the floor of galleries to rise, or to 
“creep” up towards the roof, if they are not kept down by artificial means. The 
section under consideration seems to me to indicate a case of “creeping” ‘on a 
large scale; and tangential pressure exerted on a mountain region—the mountain 
region of those times—seems sufficient to explain the inversion of the upper 
Silurian conglomerates on the carbo-triassic rocks observed on both sides of the 
Sach pass. 

GLACIATION. 

Half way between Sauch and Parti, in the Pangi valley, and on the left bank 
of the Chandra Bhaga (Chinab), where the river pursues its way for some dis- 

tance-through a rather narrow gorge, the road! is carried, at the level of about 
100 feet above the river, by a sort of bridge made of poles, for 30 or 40 feet 
across & perfectly smooth rock that slopes down to the river at a high angle. 
This rock, for a height of about 100 feet above the road, and down towards the 

river as far as the eye can trace, has been smoothed, polished, and grooved by an 
old glacier. The striations and grooves are well cut into the rock and are count- 
less in number. They run nearly parallel to the surface of the river, with a 
somewhat greater “fall” than the bed of the stream, and occasionally some of | 

them cross each other at a small angle. No one who has seen the marks of 
recent glaciation in Switzerland or elsewhere could possibly mistake the evident 
signs of ancient glaciation here exhibited. I never saw a better specimen of 
ice work. 

The strata here are perpendicular, and the strike at right angles to the course | 
of the stream. Where the upper surface of the glacier ceased, the rock stands 
ont, in beds of from 6 inches to a foot in thickness, in bold and zagged lines. 
Below what must have been the surface of the ice stream, these beds have been 
ground down to so smooth a plane that no trace of the bedding is tobe neon.’ : A ws 

We have here an interesting proof thet at no remote pariod she glapieeer 
the Chandra and Bhaga valleys must have vastly expesded theif perpen eee. 
sious. These valleys were probably filled by confluent pati gee i Givk fc nt: ok 
into the Pangi Pangi valley to @ little below ahs boi naaned: bon PEMIoD 
which is shout 7,500 fest sboveeieaba! <” 
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Notes on the South Rewah Gondwana basin—By Taro. W. H. Huauss, 

A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. 

{Nore II. ] 

In continuation of the notes of my first year’s observations on the South 
Rewah coal areas (published in Records, Part 1 for this year), I can now give 
somewhat fuller details about the individual seams that have been met with, and 

ean define the limits within which there is a reasonable prospect of obtaining 

coal.! I have little to add to the geological knowledge acquired last season, 

beyond the fact that in the classification of the Lower Gondwina rocks there is 
—judging by fossil contents—a horizon corresponding to that known as the 
Karharbéri horizon. Iam not at present resolved to retain it as a determinate 
group, and it has been introduced on the field maps provisionally. My own 
proclivities are to associate these beds with the Barakars, and I believe there is 

fair evidence of their overlap on the Talchirs. 

The same rock groups as those under examination last year were again the 
subject of investigation, the highest in the series being trap, and the lowest, 

granite. 

Granite-——Commencing with the granite, we found it in greatest force in the 
south-east portion of the Soh4gpir district, whence it extends into the Pendra 
and Korea zamindaris. The component minerals are felspar, blackish mica, 
and greyish-white quartz, of which the first (orthoclase) is most prevalent. 
The granite produces its characteristic contour of country, and a series of 
small independent hills of broken and rugged outline mark its ocvurrence. 
There are several little inliers, at intervals in the area that has been ranged over, 

_and their boundaries have been definitely traced. Beyond the necessity of 
denoting their existence, there is nothing special to remark about them. 

TLalchir.—Above the granite, and in immediate contact with it for a great 
number -of miles in the districts already mentioned of Sohdgpidr, Péndra, and 
Koréa, are-the Télchir rocks. They extend far to the south and east, much 

beyond the limit of our past season's explorations. Our attention was devoted 
to tracing the boundaries north of the granitic area, and a great deal of time 
was spent in the mere drudgery of tramping several hundreds of miles of small. 
gnd large streams to insure ourselves against having overlooked any inliers of 
granite or utliers of more recent rocks. The same course was pursued in 
reference to each group that we took in hand, but the result im utility was so 
‘very nominal in the case of the Télchirs and granite, that after a hard and long 

day there was depressing consciousness of time wasted. With the Bardkar 
ayd Réniganj groups there was always the hope that another bend in a river 

<p wae accompanied ‘throughout the whole of the working period by Sob-Assistant Hirg 
"E41, who undertook the special task of tracing the boundaries of the trap and of the Lamets 
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would bring to view a seam of coal or a hed of shale or sandstone in which fossils 
might be found. 

The Talchirs in Sohdgptr are made up of the same varieties of beds as occur 
in the Damida valley, and the green and yellowish silts are the predominant 
rocks. There are well exposed sections of them in the Sdn, the Hésia, the Alan, 
and the Tipan rivers. I traced them as far east as the village of Nagar! in the 
Korea State, in order to join my line of observation with that of Mr. Ball, and to 
complete a traverse of the Indian Peninsula. The contact with the granite is 
everywhere natural, and the lie of the beds is low. Here and there a few little 

slips occur, accompanied by local disturbance, but I failed to establish my 
colleague’s fault north of Nagar. 

Entirely separate from the Tilchirs of the Sohagpér district is the small 
area in the valley of the Johilla that I alluded to in my 

“a in the Johilla former paper. As I did not fix its exact limits last year, 
; I will place my more recent observations on record. In 

the section of the Johilla river, the Talchirs are seen both north and south of the 
inher of granite that extends from Mangthér to Ponri. Those to the south are not 
well exposed, but on the north side they stretch from Ponri to Bara Chida. The 
bottom bed is a fine-grained, compact, brownish-grey calcareous sandstone; then 
above Gomes the famous boulder bed, the matrix consisting of greenish-grey 
silt; the contained fragments are red binary granite, conglomeratic quartzite, 
quartzite, and green schist. The bed is quite 80 feet (if not more) in thickness. 
To this succeed claret-coloured greyish-green and yellowish silts; one or two 
thin boulder beds; compact, slightly calcareous, sandstones ; soft, fine-grained, 
slightly pinkish and yellowish-grey sandstones, with felspar decomposed, and 
weathering with rounded outlines ; then alternating silts and sandstones to the 
end of the section. There might possibly be a little doubt about including the 
sandstones in the long reach of the Johilla, at the eastern end of which is the 
village of Gordia, as Talchirs, were they seen alone; but most characteristic 
greyish-green splintery shales occur above them in the elbow of the river near 
Bara Chéda that do away with one’s hesitation. 

The T4lchirs extend only a very short distance inland from the right bank of 

the Johilla, but they can be traced for 4 or 5 miles in the opposite direction, 
until they are overlapped by Lametas and Bardkars, 

Fossils were discovered in several places, but usually in such an imperfect 
; state of preservation that it was not worth while keeping 

Fossils. them. A few good specimens, however, were ob 
near Anikpir, and Dr. Feistmantel has determined them as follows :—~ 

“ Antpkér*® Group Talchir. 
Hiquisctaceous stems. - 

Gangamopteris eyclopteroidee, (type) Fein. 
” * 7m alltel, */ oe 
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These are just like specimens in the Karaun (Deoghar) field.” 

Karharbari—From the circumstance that the coal occurring in the Johilla 

was associated with plants found in the Karharbari horizon of the Karharbari 
field, Dr. Feistmantel specially pressed me to make diligent search for such 
evidence as might bear upon the question of the existence of such a group as the 
Karharbéri in the South Rewah area. Beds containing some of the neces- 

sary fossils were met with last year south of Khaira in the neighbourhood of 

Hardi and Saérangptr, and this year similar fossila have been discovered in 
other localities, all, however, within the vicinity of Khaira.| The specimens 
are— 

Vertebraria indica. 
Glossopteris communis. 
Noéggerathiopsis hislopi. 
Voltzia heterophylla. 
Samaropsis, comp. parvula. 
Oarpolites milleri. 

From near Dhémni* (which is 2 miles south-east of Khaira) some very fine 
leaves of Néggerathiopsis hielopi were procured, and in association with them were 
seeds of the same plant. Of these latter, which Dr. Feistmantel has named 

Oarpolites nvilleri, he says “ about nine specimens of a fruit, first described from 
Passerébhia (No. 5 D) in the Karharbéri eoal-field, from Karharbari beds, in a 
similar association of fossils.” 

I could not see anything distinctive in the character of the rocks containing 
this partial Karharbiri flora to warrant a separation from the Damidas. The 

strata in which the plants actually occurred were argillaceous shale and 

moderately fine-grained grey felspathic silicious sandstone, slightly micaceous 
and with faint carbonaceous streaks, such as may be found in either the Rani- 
ganj or Barékar groups. I have left the final placing of these beds open 
until our survey is completed, in the hope that more evidence may be forth- 
coming.. Were I called upon to decide at once, I should place them with the’ 

Damidas. 

Bardkar.—There is satisfactory proof of the occurrence of this group over 

a large portion of the Soh4gpir district and some part of Korea, in the strong 
resemblance that the sandstone and other rocks have to the typical represen- 
tatives in the Réniganj field. I assume that there is no necessity to enter into 
Uthographical detpila, this point having been so often treated ef by others and 
myself in the Memoira of the survey; and I will at once proceed to enumerata 
the localities at which coal has been found, and comment upen the nature of 
the seams end the prospect of working them profitably. 
Wherever the Baréker group axista there coal has been met with. Three 

diskingk areqa have been mapped, eno near Umaria, the osher in the valley of the 
Zohilla, and the thind in the Bohégpér and Korea districta, The two. former 
ae very limited in extent; the latter occupies several hundred square miles. I 
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have not entered into exact figures, as our examination of the country is not 
completed. 

Only one seam of coal has been noticed in the Umaria exposure of Barakars.! 
It crops out in the right bank of the river that flows 

: between the two villages of Umaria? and Khalesar, and is 
well seen where the high road to Kauria crosses. 

The thickness of the seam varies from 4’ 6” to 4 10,” and the dip is to the 
north-north-west at an angle of 5°. The section at the ghit is— 

1 Sandstone 
2 Coal seam 
8 Carbonaceous shale 
4 Sandstone, same as that above the seam 

The outcrop of the seam is seen inland on both sides of the river, and also 

up the river for about 150 yards. 
To determine its age, which, however, from the first I inclined to think was 

Bardkar, Hiré Lal and myself searched assiduously for fossils; we found none 

with the coal, but in some grey, slightly carbonaceous argillaceous shale, a few 

feet below it, Hiré L4l was fortunate enough to hit the right slab on the head 
and brought to light a few leaves and stems belonging to the genera Gangamop- 
teris, Glossopteris, and Phyllotheca, which satisfactorily proved that the coal was 

not of Jabalpir age as had once been surmised. I have placed it with the 

Baréker group, and as corresponding to the seam in the Johilla river, which 
is certainly neither im the Réniganj nor Talchir horizon. We did not stay long 
enough to trace the extension of the seam beyond the vicinity of the river, but I 

have no apprehension of there being a deficiency of coal. The dip is moderate, 
making the working of it an easy matter. 

I again give Mr. Mallet’s analysis, which shows— 

Gmaria. 

Moisture see ees isa . 1418 
Volatile (exclusive of moisture) a woe =29°4 
Fixed carbon... ius ean . 458 
Ash e@6$¢ eeé eee eee 18 5 

100 0 

There is an excessive amount of moisture, but there is no question that this 
would diminish when the coal had been opened up for a while. Mr. Cook of 
Katni (Kutnee) has made practical trial of the coal, and states that for his 
purpose, which is lime-burning, it answers very well, and that if % could be 
procured regularly and at a somewhat less price fhan it costs by pack 
a great boon would be conferred on those engaged in the same business sé 
self. In the early part of this year Mr. Trimmnell suocesied. in & ‘tg 
a successful isgue his attempt to make pigirop with dhanecdl wen 
penthice) enengh te. pow that may a: em & Seth 6 
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small furnace going regularly is not to be depended upon near Katni, and he has 
awaited with some anxiety the result of our season’s labour. Well! there is coal 
at Umaria, quite as capable—judging by the analysis—of driving a locomotive 
engine as any of the coal at Mohpani and in the Warora field ; but is it any 
better suited to the wants of an iron master than the Warora fucl? If the 
experience of those who have gone before us, and who have recorded their 
opinions is of any value, the Umaria coal will be condemned. It has been my 
lot, however, to see coal improve under proper trial and management, on so 
many occasions, that I would strongly recommend the Rewah authorities being 
requested to send some 4 or 500 maunds to be tested under British supervision at 
Jabalpir. 

The combined amount of moisture and ash indicated in the analysis, 24°8 per 
cent., is a heavy drawback on any coal used in direct contact with the ore in iron 
smelting, but there is the possibility and probability that these items of depre- 
ciation will be less serious when regular mining operations are established. 

The distance of Umaria from the nearest railway station, Katni (on the East 
Indian line), is 34 miles, and only one large river, the Mahanadi, has to be crossed. 

To bridge it would not be a difficult undertaking, there being ample rock founda- 
tion at numerous points. 

I have no wish to thoughtlessly advocate the construction of a line of com- 
munication to the coal-field at Umaria until something more positive is known 
of the quality of the fuel, and whether there are collateral advantages to be 
derived under other heads of traffic. From the growing importance of Katni, 
however, as a mart, and the immense droves of grain-laden bullocks converging 
on that point by way of Umaria, from the Rewah, Mandla, Bildspiir, and Garjét 
districts, I believe a local line might be made to pay. If the coal were only 
moderately good, it might enter into successful competition with the outturn of 
the Réniganj fields for stations beyond Allahabad, the saving in carriage by 
rail being 200 miles and more. Thus— 

Miles. Miles. 
Gmaria to Katni sae wwe 84 Sitarampur to Allahabad , 426 
Katni to Alishabad oe 171 Raniganj to Allahabad... . 443 

_— Karharbari field (Giridih) to Allaha- 
total bad eee eee eee 404 

"The route by Umaria and so on to Katni is the natural ontlet for the country 
ianluded ‘within the drainage basin of the Upper Sdn, the trappean Mandla 

being the ‘turning barrier directing the stream of traffic; and it so 
happens- that along that route coal can be procured. I cannot emphasise too 
strongly the advantage of accumulating certain information, and in addition to 
tthe suggestion that fair trial of the coal be made, I would propose that a few 
‘bene hol | should he sunk in order to prove the extent of the seam and its thick- 
an oe Eensad pola: 
«| Rho Barbkars of the Jobilla valley are exposed about 15 miles south-east of 

Doon maria, and likewise contain a seam of coal, which, 
ee " Rowover, T do not consider ‘workable, as the proportion of 
esi ta partbigh ic ic andl fhe detailed measurement of this sham ia given 
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in my first paper. I have traced it for 2 miles weet of where it appears in the 
Johilla, but nowhere at its outcrop has it a promising appearance. 

Having once again the opportunity of looking at the boundary of the Bardkars 
and Talchirs, I think I have fixed it satisfactorily, the 

Pip ris of Bartker  jowest stratum of the upper group being a massively.bedded 
yellowish-grey felspathic nodular sandstone, with mica 

sparingly distributed through it. 

From the notice of these two minor areas I now pass to the more extensive 
Sohkgpér one of thé Sohagpér field, which stretches uninterruptedly 

: into the Korea State. There is no great richness of coal, 
nature having apparently exhausted herself in abortive efforts resulting in car- 

bonaceous or coaly shales, or seams too thin—according to the present standard 
of working—to be mined profitably. Owing to the horizontality of the strata, 
however, such seams as occur of available size possess the advantage of extreme 

accessibility and can be easily won over a large area. 

The highest seam in the group is exposed in the bed of the River Sén near 
ia ange the village of Bichia.' Its actual thickness could not be 

' " determined, but it is something more than 5 feet. Hira Lal 
traced it from where I first saw it in the Jaminia nala for over 4 miles. It 
seems to be coal throughout, but he says that the upper part is inferior in quality 
to the lower. ° 

The assay of the better portion, made under the direction of Mr. Mallet, is— 
Moisture ee e eee coe 58 

Volatile matter eee coe eee ese 29°5 

Fixed carbon eee eee eee eee 55°0 

Ash eeu eee eee eee 97 

100 0 

It does not cake. Colour of ash reddish-grey. 

There is no other seam for many miles around that approaches this in thickness ; 
but there are several thin beds to the south and east lower in the series. All 
these will be shown on the published maps to indicate that they have not been 
overlooked, but I have not deemed it necessary to specify them here. , 

The next exposure of thick coal is 24 miles to the east of the one just described, 
. in the bed of the Kiwai river, near Bélha-Pifri.* The 

Coal seam, Bélha-Fiéri, +4: ckness is not all seen, but I estimate it at 56°. The 
section in the bank is— 

Coal eee ees 0e6 aee 8’ oO” 

Coaly shale ... i is ww Vat 
Coal (not all seen) Ses eas ow 1! 4” (about). 

od 
o pure yl: 

The dip is low, as usual; indesd, it is supertiuens-to xepeat’ Gis stebonsent in 
reference to egch seam. The coal soomed feisty goed. ' 

, 1 Kang, @3°44 3.3 Leb. 98° 24! B. 4) Leng BPE BL; Lent 88° 9 N, 
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Passing still further east, a seam is exposed close to the village of Bhalmiri,' 
measuring 5' 4”. The direction of dip just at this locality 
is to the south, but the rocks undaulate and the seam is 
again seen near Dumarkdchar. 

Going down the Kulharia nala (on the banks of which are ‘the two villages 
just referred to), the fincst seam in the Sohigptr district 
was discovered by Hiré LaAl at the confluence® with the 
Jhiria stream. I give my own notes of the river section 

from this point to the junction with the Hestho. 
The seam is well exposed in the Kulharia nala, at the foot of a picturesque 

waterfall. It is capped by greyish-white felspathic sandstone, very soft at tho 
surface, with felspar decomposed; there is here and there a slight tendency to 
ferruginous segregation, but not nearly to such an extent as in the regular 
Méhédevés. I make this allusion as e warning, for, though the presence of iron 
is @ very essential element in characterising the sandstones of the Mahidevas, it 
often plays a prominent part (but not to so great an extent) in varying tho 
appearance of rocks that do not belong to that group. 

Coal seam, Bhalméri- 
Dumarkachar. 

Coal seam, Kulharia 
nala, 

The thickness of the sandstone is... ‘ isi . 2870" 

Coal seam .., a as “i = re 
Coal see - ese ees ace 3’ 6” 

Carbonaceous shale ies nes co IO 

Coal aqe eee eee ee0 2’ 8” 

Underneath this— 

Carbonaceous shale and sandstone ... ies or we 8 0’ 

Sandstone ... tis sen ie oF . 18’ O” 

Coal and coaly shale .., baa aa 10° 

Then sandstoues to the end of the section where the sa from Bhanta to 
Jhagrikhand crosses the stream, and where the Talchirs are brought up by 1 
fault. Owing to the undulations of the strata, the seam is repeatedly exposed to 
view for about a mile and a half in the bed of the nala. 

The analysis made by Hiré LAl under the direction of Mr. Mallet, of what 
was selected as an average sample of the coal, gives~ 

Moisture aes soe eee eee 6 7 

Volatile matter ece ose een pee 28°23 

Fixed carbon ooo oes ace eee 59'6 

Ash ees eee eee nee eee 55 

1000 
so ecutgntneel 
ES 

It does not cake. Ash reddish in colour. 

This is much more favourable testimony to the excellence of the coal than 
1 anticipated. The smallness of the ash is remarkable, and, for the future credit 
~ the Soh4gpér coal basin, I hope that this amount of 5°5 per cent. will never be 
roseded by this seam. With such fuel as this anything might be accomplished, 
at uuforfinately, like most géod things, it is nob ‘to be easily obtained, baing 66 

- 3 Tgeg OP 10, Leh el N.S * Long, 82° 12, %.; Lat. 20° 0’ WN, 

pore 
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miles further away from a line of railway than Umaria, and with the additional 
drawback of several more rivers intervening. 

There are various outcrops of other, but smaller, seams, which, as none 
surpass 4 feet in thickness, I refrain from particularising here. When the full 
description of the ground is published they will find a place in the list of un- 
important outcrops. 

Raniganj.—As yet I have not met with any signs of the ironstone shales 
group, the rocks next in succession to the Bardkars belonging to the Daémuda 
division. 

The same remark applies to the economic aspect of the coal in the Raniganj 
group as in the Bardkars; at the most, there appear to be only two seams (at 

different horizons) of workable size. There are plenty of outcrops of a carbo- 

naceous nature, and several thin beds of coal; but there is comparatively little of 
the substantial richness that characterises the Damfda series farther to the east. 
Nature appears to have been only learning how to accumulate coal; or it may 
be that in the poverty of the measures in this part of the country we have 
evidence suggesting upland basins of coaly deposition. 

The two seams occur in the bed of the River Sén. One of them I described 
last year near Gurdru. The other is visible where the 

cocniscams, Guréru and small stream flowing from Khaira falls into the Sén,} 
north-north-west of the village of Kanud4hi. It measures 9 

feet, and the greater portion of it appears to be coal. No analysis has been made 
of the coal, but it cannot be worse than that of the Gurdéru seam. If it be no 
better, it will scarcely be worth touching. It is not likely, however, that the enor- 

mous amount of 47°3 per cent. of ash® is the average of the whole of this coal, 
and I propose to select several samples at different levels, and so get at its fair 
character. 

This brief notice of the Réniganj group brings to a close the description of 
our progress in the discovery of coal. Nearly 1,300 square miles of possible 

coal-bearing country have been examined, and many hundreds of miles of big 
and small rivers have been walked, in order that no outcrops might be missed. 

The outcome of our labours is in one sense poor, but we have the satisfaction of 

knowing that our search has been a careful one. 
A few plants have been added to our collection from a spot in the Sén near 

its junction with the Mirna nadi. They are— 

Alethopteris lindleyana, Royle. 
Dickeonia hughesi, Feistm. 
Glossopteris sp. 

1 Long 81° $2’ E.; Lat. 28° 24’ N, 
* Anslysis of Guréru coal— 

: 
J 

Moisture eee es6 sen e908 B7 

Volatile ss ies cea aye SA, - 
, as ” ow 

Fixed carbon 28 te we aa ry) ace i ene, tm .-°S “ 
x . ry € ee ‘, ‘ st ee Ash eet ene : of 7 os) ‘ * ver’ ui . . 

> ? : ‘ wang ~*~ 
* 

he 
i i 

fro rh ar > 7 Yeory 4 . 1000 

x 
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Dr. Feistmantel says of them, “ these are like forms in the Réniganj group, 
of the Raniganj and Jharria coal-fields.” The two genera Alvthopteris and 
Dicksonia help to show that the beds in which they were found belong to the 
upper division of the Damfdas, Dicksonia indecd being a Raéjmahal form. 

Mdhddevas.—The only allusion I wish to make under this heading is to a 
remark in my first paper on the South Rewah Gondwina basin, at page 128 of 
this volume of our Records, in reference to the discovery of a Vertebraria indica 
in a sandstone, which, if it had not been for the fossil, I should have classed 
“with a series higher than the Damida.” The force of discipline was too strong 
for me last season, and I allowed the Vertebraria to overcome me. Having the 
opportunity of again looking up the section (which is in the Johilla), I did so, 
and my notes in regard to it are—‘“ Went to Chota Daigaon and then struck for 
the Johilla. Going up the river the sandstones are coarse pebbly rocks, yellowish- 
grey, massively bedded, and frequently with oblique lamination. At intervals 
there are purplish, fine-grained argillaceonus sandstones, and brick-red clays, and 
fine-grained purple sandstones frequently so ferruginous as to become iron ore. 
These are not the most abundant rocks, but they are prominent because of their 
colour. At the junction of the Bara Daigaon nala and the Johilla is a small 
island, and in the purplish fine-grained argillaceous sandstone that forms a thin 

bed amongst the more massive sandstone I found Vertebraria stems. This dis- 
covery might lead one to suppose that the sandstones here ought to be classed 
as Damddas, but their physical aspect is utterly at variance with that of the 
Damitda type. The presence of the Vertebraria is the difficulty so long as it is 
looked upon as a specific plant of the Damida series.” 

I would dismiss the difficulty by extending the range of the Vertebraria. 

Malery growp.—No representatives of this group came under our observation 

during the season. 

abalpir group.—The only Jabalpfir beds we met with were those on the line 
arch from Chandia to Léra. That these all belong to the Jabalpir group 

proved by the fossils they contain. The sandstones passed over were a loose 
ular vatiety with specks of decomposed felspar, more compact sandstones 

‘with seams of: ferruginous matter and pipes of segregated silicio-ferruginous 
matter, very hard white quartzite (looking like a quartzite of much older age 

than Jabalpfir), and ferruginous sandstones with stronger ferruginous patches 

here and there. The shales were sometimes a little argillaceous, and either grey 
or slightly purple in colour. 

Near Léra,! there are many big pebbles along the edge of the metamorphic 
inlier, and thinking that they might be indicative of 

Pebbles near Lora, Télchirs, I spent one day in wandering through the 

various nalas to test the idea. I failed to seo anything that I could call 

Télchir. There is an exposure of a pebble-bed (in the stream running towards 
Dirouri) overlying a reddish-coloured indistinctly seen clay bed, but it has no 

likeness to anything of a Télchir type, and I came to the conclusion that the 
pebbles at the surface have been derived from beds of Jabalpar age. 

1 Long. 80° 49’ E.; Lat. 28° 34’ N. 
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Lamétu.—The tracing of the Laméta boundaries was under the special care 
of Hira Lal, and the task kept him hard at work for some weeks. The main 

body of the group runs pretty parallel with the Mandla trappean plateau, but 
there are several small ontliers. These would probably not have been discovered 
in several instances had not the rivers, in which they were observed, been 
resolutely walked throughout the whole of their course. 

The predominant rock is limestone, and subordinate to it are red clays and 
soft earthy sandstones. The limestone is sometimes pure, but more commonly 
it 18 arenaccous and cherty. The analysis of a clean piece from the Sarpa nala 
outher gave the following result :— 

Carbonate of lime... ius aes oe 865 

Carbonate of magnesia ss ses oe 56 

Oxide of iron and alumina eee eee eee ‘6 

Sand ... eee in eas w 38 

Clay .. ssa wes ro sa 2 

98°6 

Such limestone as this would do well as a fiux, but there is no scarcity of 

yood limestone in any part of the country. 

Trap.—The trap forms a very prominent feature in our maps, owing to its 

abundance; but I shall reserve my special remarks on it for my Memoir. 

Submerged Forest on Bombay island. Observations by G. E. Oxmiston, Resident 
Engineer, Bombay Port Trust. 

(2np Noricz.) 

Since the first notice! of the submerged forest discovered in the excavation _ 
of the Prince’s Dock at Bombay, some farther particulars of interest have [fon of 
communicated. The facts then stated were, that beneath some 4 or 5 feet uh'- 
black marire mud, at 9 little under extreme low tide level and to a depth of 12 
feet below it, s great number of stumps and logs of trees had been found embed- 
ded in a stiff blue clay, and rooted in or resting on the decomposed basaltic rock 
(familiarly known in Western India as muram (moorum)), or else locally in a 
dark loam; that near the surface of the blue clay the stumps were extensively 
perforated by Teredo borings, and that one log was found to have been charred. 

A first point to be determined was the species of the trees, for, as Mr. Blan- 

ford pointed out, if they were such as frequent mangrove forest, the amount of 
the depression might be much less than wasapparent. A large collection of sam- 
ples was sent to the Geological Survey Office (Calcntta), where they were ‘ex- 
amined by Mr. J. Sykes Gamble, Conservator of Forests (Bengal), who is weil 
acquainted with the structural characters of Indian timbers. Mr. Ormiston 
had at first recognised two of the samples as teak wood, and this hes bean fally 
confirmed by Mr. Gamble, These two specimens are belicved to have been taken 
from logs ; they were more decomposed then the others, and were probably drifted. 

+ Resende G.%. 1, Wel, ES QM, p. Oe, 
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A considerable proportion of the other samples examined by Mr. Gamble, 

several of them from stumps in place, were determined to be kinir (Acacia catechu). 

Both teak and khair are indigenous in the Konkan, but are not known to affect 
ground -within tidal reach, so it is clear that this forest must have stood clear 
of high-water mark, and that the observed depth below that level (32 feet) is 

* @ minimum measure of the depression. It is, moreover, presumable that the . 

excavations in the Prince’s Dock did not reach the lowest level of submergence ; 
in dredging the approach channels similar wood was brought up. 

It would seem, however, that that old land surface was one of upheaval. Tho 
‘blue clay’ in which the trees are embedded is remarkable for containing no 

animal remains, and none were found below it except one oyster shell amongst 

some gravel in a crevice of the underlying rock. Mr. Geoffrey Nevill compares 
it with Ostrea excavata, Lam., but as there is only one valve identification 

is impossible. Unless this shell were dropped there by somo oyster-enting 
animal, the evidence of upheaval would be direct, and it would so far confirm 

Mr. Blanford’s conjecture (1. c.) that the upheaval of the old sea beach on the 
west side of Bombay island had preceded the depression by which the forest was 
submerged. 

If burned wood can be taken as proof of man’s presence—and in such a posi- 

tion as this the presumption for this inference would be very strong— the possible 
oyster eater would be caught, though not convicted of the habit, much less of 
having deposited that particular shell, which would occur by natural deposition 
as found, in littoral gravel. The ‘charred log’ mentioned in the former notice is 
now in the Indian Museum, and a number of observers experienced in jungle 
life have pronounced it to be indubitably burned. It is 4 feet 6 inches in circum. 

ference and the burned end is formed of one slightly concave surface, about 
8 feet 6 inches.in length, tapering to one side, exactly as occurs when a log is laid 

across & camp fire and allowed to burn till it breaks and falls aside to smoulder 
at the core. No other signs of human occupation have been found: no marks 
of/chopping were observed on this log or on any other, and no implements of 
y kind. The circle of stones doubtfally mentioned by Mr. Ormiston in his 

‘a memorandum was unfortunately not seen by any competent observer. 

The total number of trees found within the dock, in an area of 30 acres, was 

$82, of which there were 223 erect stumps, but many of the prostrate trees were 
certainly in position, having the roots, and even the small twigs, still attached. 
Although found over the whole area, the trees occur in clusters, with a decided 
numerical preponderance on the eastern (harbour) side; the prostrate trees also 
occur all over, but are proportionately more numerous on the western (Bombay 
island) side. These facts are very clearly shown on the plan farnished by Mr. 
Ormiston. There is no mention of any prevailing direction in the position of 

“the uproeted trees, so it is presumable there was no yery marked feature of that 
‘ind. Owing to the scanty nature of the soil, it cannot have needed much 

: violence to overturn these trees. | 

Phe. marked character of the bluish-grey clay in which the stumps are 
 guibedded hea probably some direct connection with the act of subsidence. In. 

:- sbintered Gouxposition it does not differ from the overlying dark-brown mud. of the 
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harbour: both are stiff, slightly marly (calcareous) clays; and the scanty soil, or 
‘loam,’ locally forming the bed of the forest, differs little from either, being only 
the more direct result of the decomposition of the immediately subjacent basaltic 
rocks. The paler clay only lacks the vegetable mould which gives its dark colour 
to the soil of the forest, and the organic matter (in part animal) which im- 
pregnates the overlying clay forming the mud of the actual harbour. The latter 
is frecly charged with estuarine and marine shells: in the fragments sent to 
the Museum, Mr. Nevill has recognised Potamides (Tympanotos) fluviatilis, Potiez 

and Michaud, and Cerithiwmn (7 C. concissum, Hombron and Jaeq); also numer- 

ous Teridinide, among them a large Nausitora (cf. N.dunlopi, Wright), but as the 
pallets are wanting, close identification is not possible. Even these boring shells 
are for the most part confined to the upper end of the stumps at the top of, 

or protruding through, the unfossiliferous blue clay. It would seem, then, that 

this deposit had been somewhat rapidly accumulated immediately after rapid 
subsidence of the ground, but without any rush of waters, for the fine twigs of 

the fallen trees are still preserved in position in the clay. This comparative 
rapidity of deposition would account for the absence of colouring organic matter 

or of fossils, which is the peculiarity of this clay. 

The following remarks are printed from Mr. Ormiston’s memorandum dated 

23rd June 1880 :— 

‘So far as one could judge, all the trees appeared to be of one kind, except two, which 
looked like teak trees. Altogether 382 trees were found inside the dock ; 223 were upright, 

and the remainder lying flat. Some of the flat ones had no roots attached ; others had 

apparently been knocked over, asa portion of the roots were in the soil. The timber was a 

dark, fine-grained wood like rosewood. All were more or lessinfested by the teredo. Those 
trees which protruded through the blue clay into the silt were completely riddled to a short 

distance into the blue clay; the holes then became fewer, and many of the trees, when cut 

through into blocks, showed asingle hole winding towards the roots and getting larger 
as it approached the foot of the tree. Some of the holes were full 1 inch diameter, and were 
filled with indurated clay like limestone; others were lined with a crystalline secretion., I 

forward samples of those ; also of the tubes which lined the smaller holes. One tree which 

was found on its side was 46 feet long and about 36 inches girth ; it had apparently been blown - 
over, as in the blue clay surrounding the tree could distinctly be traced branches and twigs, 

the woody portion complete’y gone, but traceable by the outer skin and discolouration of the 
clay. It appeared to me that this tree must have been covered in very quietly ;! otherwise 
the casts of the twigs, &c., would have been found in a mass, whereas they were separate 

and distinguishable all through the surrounding clay. 
‘*T should say many of the trees must have drifted, as they looked like logs when found 

without appearance of branches and no roots attached. They all appeared of contempora- 
neous growth and on an uneven surface. The highest being 72°20 on T. H. D.' or about 
Low Water extreme springs. The lowest was about 56°00 on T. H. Datam, or 16 feet under 

Low Water extreme springs. The general level of the plane of the port and native town is 
about 100°00 on T.H. D. The soil was generally very scanty, often not more than 4@ to 
6” thick, and the tree roots were spread out almost at right angles to the trank, and 
presented a very peculiar appearance. 

1. H. D. or Town Hall Datum, an imaginary tine 100 nee the stone bench-mark, 
at the Bombay Towa Hail. According to Mr. Ormiston’s figures, this . bench-mark is 19°6 
feet above mean sea-level. The extreme tidal range at Bombay is 36°6 feet. 
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‘No remains of any kind were found of implements, or any other sign of human occupa- 
tion, save a few small boulders, which the coolies said were found in the loam at the bottom 

of one of the dams, and which they stated had been found in a circle with the largest in the 
centre. This story is not well authenticated. There was no cutting or chipping in the 
stones. 

“No shells or organic remains were found in the blue elay or in the ground in which the 

trees grew, except one oyster-shell, which was amongst some gravel in a crevice in the rock 
under the blue clay. Traces of twigs and reeds were perceptible in the blue clay, mere 

impressions of the latter, with a fine film of the outside skin in some cases adhering to the 

clay. None of the casts were more than half an inch wide; they appear to have grown pretty 

straicht and close together, and were vertical. Immediately underneath the traces of reeds 
were pockets in the underlying yellow loam, like rats’ holes, about 3” diameter, winding and 

twisting through the soil. They were filled with extremely fine clay, nearly as fluid as cream. 

Some of the holes were seen commencing from the surface, and disappeared about a fovt 
down ; others had been cut through, and showed a section of the hole. 

“The strata in the line of the channels presented the same features a3 in the interior of 
the dock, except there were fewer trecs, only a few having been picked up by the dredzer. 

The reefs were black on the surface, some parts were found black inside when blasted, and 

others liver-coloured and red. These portions were extremely hard. Large quantities of trap 
boulders, the same as the trap reefs, overlaid these reefs. A box of samples is herewith for- 
warded, besides a plan showing a section through a portion of the dock.” 

The rocks forwarded by Mr. Ormiston represent scveral common types of the 

Deccan traps, but one kind is conspicuous, which is never, so far as I know, found 
on the uplands of the Deccan: it is a coarse voleanic agglomerate or breccia, 

large angular fragments of basalt encased in an ashy matrix. The fact is of 
interest in connection with the view so well stated by Mr. G. T. Clark,! that the 
chief foci of eruption of this great volcanic formation lay in tho Konkan and its 
margin. 

H. B. MEDLICOTT. 

i DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

Native antimony, fibrous stibnite and cinnabar from Borneo. 

THe COMMISSIONERS OF THE MELBouRNE Exuisirion or 188v. 

Seventeen samples of Belgian wrought iron. 

Tur CoMMISSIONERS OF THE MELBOUENE ExuIBITION oF 1880. 

‘Tin-splash ’ from Perak. 
nl THE CoMMISSIONERS OF THE MELBOURNE Exursirion or 1880. 

Twenty-two samples of crude and prepared grinding and polishing materials, &c. 

Messzs. Joon Oaxzy & Sons, London. 

Rock crystal from Madagascar and stibnite from Rodrigues’ Island. 

. J. CALDWELL, Esq, 
Three specimens of graphite from Ceylon. 

#i11aN Kina, Esq., Coylon Civil Service. 
Cuprite with native copper, Cornwall. 

O. Frazsr, Esq. 

! Records G. 8. I., Vol. XIII (1880), p. 69. 
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Donors. 
Two celts, from near Dhadka, Barrabhim, Manbhim. 

J. Devenia, Esq. 

Four celts from Chutia Nagpur and Orissa. 
V. Batt, Esq. 

A celt from P4risnéth. 
J. WHITTEY, Esq. 

Tincal from Tibet, and borax. 
F¥. J. Crooxe, Esa. 

Auriferous sand from the Parbatti river, Kulu. 
A. G. Youna, Esq. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY 

From lst Jury To 30TH SEPTEMBER 1881. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

Barz, V.—The Diamonds, Coal, and Gold of India ; their mode of occurrence and distribution 
(1881), 8vo., London. 

Bacerman, H.—Text-book of Systematic Mineralogy (1881), 8vo., London. 

Baverman, H.—Treatise on the Metallurgy of Iron (1874), 8vo., London. : 

Boureuianat, J. R.—Histoire Malacologique de la Colline de Sausan (1881), 8vo., Paris. 

THE AvurTHOR. 

Bronn.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs : 
Band VI., Abth. III. Reptilien, Lief. 18—21. 
Band V., Abth. II. Gliederfiissler : Arthropoda, Lief, 1—3. 
Band I., Protozoa, Lief. 8 & 9 (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Capra, F.—Estudo de Depositos Superficiaes da Bacia do Douro (188 1), Ato. pht.,Lisboa. 

Szcrion pus Travavx GitoLociques pu Porkvast. 

Cuorrat, Pavt.—Etude Stratigraphique et Paléontologique des Terrains Jurassiques du 

Portugal, Livr. I. (1880), 4to. pht., Lisbonne. ™~ 
SECTION DES TRavaUX GEOLOGIQUES DU PoRTUGAL. 

CorpEsPoNDENCE relating to Greenough’s Map of India (1856), Svo. pht., Madras. 

R. D OxtpHay, Ksa. 

Corrsr, J. C. B.—Fosseis das Bacias Terciarias Marinas do Tejo, do Sado, e do Algarve 
(1879), 8vo. pht., Lisboa. 

Section pes Travaux GEoLOGIQUES DU PortUGAL. 

Dausréz, M.—Etudes et Expériences Synthétiques sur le Métamorphisme et sur la Forma- 
tion des Roches Cristallines (1859), Svo. pht., Paris. 

R. D. OtpHan, Esq. 

Dzieapo, J. F. N.—Breves Apontamentes sobre os Terrenos Paleozoicos do Nosso Paix 
(1870), Svo. pht., Lisboa. 

Szcrion pes Travaux GkoLoerquss DU PorruasL. 

Dereano, J. F. N.—Da Existencia do homem no nosso solo em tempos mai remotos provade 
pelo estudo das cavernas. Primeiro Opuscela, Noticia Acerys das Grates da 
Cesaroda (1867), 4to. pht., Lisboa. - . 

, Suncom pas Tapvsux Gporomgurs pu Porrves 
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Deteapo, J. F. N.—Relatorio da Commiscao Desen penhada em Hespanha no anno de 
1878 (1879), 4to. pht., Lisboa. 

SECTION DEs TRAVATUX GEOLOGIQTES Dv Portraar. 

Deteapo, J. F. N.—Sobre a Existencia do Terreno Siluriano no Baixo Aleinteyo (1876), 
4to. pht., Lisboa. 

Section DES TrRavatx GEoLoGiares pu Portraar. 

Frirscu, De. Ant.—Fauna der Gaskohle und der Kalksteine der Permformation Bohmens. 
Band I, heft. 3 (1881), 4to. Prag. 

Hackney, W.—Report on the Iron Ore and Coal from the Chanda District of the Central 
Provinces (1879), 8vo., Roorkee. 

THOMASON CoLLEGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

Hrnpz, G. J.—Fossil Sponge Spicules from the Upper Chalk (1880), 8vo., Miinchen 

THE AUTHOR. 
JEFFERIES, Davip.—Treatise on Diamonds and Pearls (1871), 8vo., London. 

Larsen, A.—Dansk-Norsk-Engelsk Ordbog (1880), 8vo., Copenhagen. 

Lioyp, Masor Sir Wa., & Gerarp, Capt. ALEx.—Narrative of a journey from Caunpoor to 
the Boorendo Pass in the Himalaya Mountains, vid Gwalior, Agra, Delhi, and 
Sirhind; and an account of an attempt to penetrate by Bekhur to Garoo and 

the Lake Manasarowara, Vols. I and II (1840), 8vo., London. 

Mevunirr, Stanisias.—Etude descriptive théorique et expérimentale sur les Météorites 
(1867), 8vo., Paris. “ 

R D. Otpuam, Esq. 

Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876—1878. 
Zootoey. Fishes, by Robert Collett (1880). 

P Gephyrea, by D. C. Danielssen and Johan Koren (1831). 

CurEmistry : I. On the Air in Sea-water; II. On the Carbonic Acid in Sea-water ; 

III. On the amount of Salt in the water of the Norwegian Sea, by Hercules 
Tornoe: (1880-81), 4to., Christiania. 

} THe Eprtorrat ComMMITTEeR To THE NoRWEGIAN NortH ATLANTIC EXPEDITION. 
yan, V. E.—Svensk-Engelsk Hand-Ordbok (1872), 8vo., Orebro. 

Aw THE MANUFACTURE OF [RON AND THE FUTURE OF THE Caagcoat JRon INDUSTRY IN 
Inpra (1881), Fusc., ALLAHABAD. 

Home Department. 

PexstwicH, JoskrH.—An Index Guide to the Geological Collections in the University 
Museum, Oxford (1881), 8vo., Oxford. 

Rrszrro, Cartos.—Descripeao do solo Quaternario das Bacias Hydrographicas do Tejo 
eSado. 11° Caderno (1866), 4to. pht., Lisboa. 

SEcTION DEs TRavaUx GEOLOGIQUES DU PoETUGAL. 

pais Caz1ios.—Des Formations Tertiaires du Portugal (1880), 8vo. pht., Paris, 

Section pgs Travaux GEOLOGIQUES Du Portuaat. 

Rrpzrro, Cartos—Memoria sobre o Abastecimento de Lisboa com Agnas de Nasceute e 
Agnas de Rio (1867), 4to. pht., Lisboa. 

Szction pes Travaux GEoLoGiIquEs Du Porrvaat. 

Rrpatno, Caztos.—Noticia de Algumas Estacoes © Monumentos Pyehiistoricos (1878 & 1880), 
4to. pht., Lisboa. 

Suction p3s Travaux GkoLoGciques pu Postvcat. 
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RrsBerx0, C'aRLos.—Relatorio aperca da sexta reuniao do Congresso de Anthropologia e de 

Archeologia Prehistorica Veriticada na Cidade de Bruxellas no mez de Agosto 
de 1872 (1873), 4to. pht., Lisboa, 

SECTION DES Travaux GkoLOGIQUES DU PorTuGAL. 

Retort, A.—Compte Rendu au point de vue paléontologique de L’Excursion de la Société 
Malacologique de Belgique aux environs de Renaix en 1879 (1880), 8vo. pht., 
Bruxelles. 

Musee Roya. p’Hist. Nat. DE BELGIQUE. 

Rvror. A.—Compte Renda des Excursions faites en commun par les Sociétés Géologiques et 
Malacologiques de Belgique aux environs de Bruxelles, 5—7 Septembre 1880 

(1881), 8vo. pht., Bruxelles. 

MusreE Roya D’Hist. Nat. DE BELGIQUE. 

Rutot, A.—Compte Rendu d’une course dans le Quaternaire de la Vallée de la Somme aux 
Environs d’Abbeville (1881), 8vo. pht., Bruxelles. 

Muses Roya D’Hist. Nat. DE BELGIQUE. 

Rutot, A.—Compte Rendu présenté a la Société Malacologique de Belgique de L’Excursion 
de la Société Géologique de France dans le Boulonnais, 9—-18 Septembre 1880 
(1881), 8vo. pht., Bruxelles. 

Mous&e Royat p’Hist. Nat. pk BELGIQue. 

Rurot, A.—Sur la position stratigraphique des restes de Mammiferes Terrestres recueillis 
dans les couches de L’Eocéne de Belgique (1881), 8vo. pht., Bruxelles. 

Muszrse Roya v’Hist. Nat. DE BELGIQUE. 

Tenant, Pror.—Gems and Precious Stones (1852), 8vo., Londen. 
Warts, Henry.—Dictionary of Chemistry, 3rd Supplement, Vol. VIII., Part IL. (1881), 

Svo., London. 

Ziagno, ACHILLE DE.—Flora Fossilis formationis Oolithicw, Vol. II, No. 2 (1881), 4to., 
Padova. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. , 

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol, XXI, Nos. 126 and 127, and XXII, 
No. 128 (1881), 8vo, New Haven. ° 

THE Eprrors. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. New Series, Band XIII, Nos. 6 to 8 (1881), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. XIX, livr. 1 and 2 (1881), 8vo, Paris. 

L’ADMINS. DES MINEs. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6th Series, Botanique, Vol. X, No. 6, and XI, Nos. 1—2: 

Zoologie et Paléontologie, Vol. XI, No. 1 (1881), 8vo, Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Nataral History, 5th Series, Vol. VIII, Nos. 43—45. (1881), 8vo, 

London. 

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, Jahrg. XLVII, heft 2 (1881), 8vo, Berlin. 
Atheneum, Nos. 2799—2810 (1881), 4te, London. 

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band V, Nos. 5—8 (1881), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Bibliothdque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3-me. Période, Tome 

V, Nos. 4—6 (1881), 8vo, Gendve. 

Bibliothque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3-me. Période, Tome X, Nos. 20 and 90, and XI, 
No. $1 (1881), Svo, Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Band VI, Nos. 10-15, aad YH, Now, 1-—8 (7881), Svo, Cassel. 

Chemical News, Vol. XLIII, Nos. 1195—1i28, and XLIV, “Nos, 1129-1196 (1881), 4to, 
London. 
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Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLI, Nos. 1UGS—lU6Y, and XLII, Nos 1070—1079 (1881), fol., 
London. 

Das Ausland, Jahre. LIV. Nos. 23—35 (1881), 4to, Stuttart. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol VIII. Nos. 7—9 (1881), 8vo, London. 
Tron, Vol. XVII, Nos. 440—442, and XVIII, Nos. £43— 151 (1881), fol., London. 

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. AXI, No. 1 (1881), Svo, Paris. 
Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. III, Nos. 91—93 (1881), Sve, London. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine aud Journal of Science, Sth Series, 

Vol. XII, Nos. 72—74 (1881), 8vo, London. 
Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol, LI, Nous. 2800—2101 (1881), fol., London. 

Natura Novitates, Nos. 11—16 (1881), 8vo, Berlin. 

Nature, Vol. XXIV, Nos. 607—618 (1881), 4to, London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie und Palontologie, Jahrg. 1881, Band II, heft 
1 and 2 (1881), 8vo, Stuttgart. 

Palxontographica, Band XXVIII, Lief 1 (1881), 4to, Cassel. 
Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XXVIII, Nos. 7—) (1881), fio, Gotha. 

3 Supplement No. 65 (1881), 4to, Gotha. . 

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. X, No. 41 (1881), 8vo, Roorkee. 
THOMASON COLLEGE Or CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXI, No. 83 (1881), 8vo, 
London. 

The Zoological Record for 1879, Vol. XVI (1881), 8vo, London. 

Zeitschrift fiir die Gesammten Naturwissenschaften, 3rd Series, Band V, heft. 1—6 (1880), 
Svo, Berlin. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

BrneaL.—General Rules and Circular Orders of the High Court of Judicature at Fort 
William in Bengal, Appellate Side, Civil and Criminal (1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Govt. oF Brenaat. 

Bompay.——Magnetical and Meteorological Observations made at the Government Observa- 
tory, Bombay, in 1871 to 1878 (1881), 4to, Bombay. 

f 

Bombay Govr. 

P Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Department of Western 
India for 1880-81 (1881), flsc., Bumbay. 

MetEoroLocicaL Deptr., Western Inptia. 

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government. New Series, No. 155 
(1881), 8vo, Bombay. 

Bomsay Govt. 

Inpisa.—Branvis, D.—Review on the Forest Administration in the several provinces under 

the Government of India for the year 1879-80 (1881), fisc., Simla. 

Forzst DErartmEnr, 

»  BLanForp, H. F.—Report on the Meteorology of India in 1879 (1881), dto, 
Calcutta. 

MersgonoLocican Reporrer ro Govt. or Inpra. 

» Registers of Original Observations in 1880, reduced and corrected, June to October 

1880 (1881), 4to, Calcutta. 
ca oe 4 MrrTzonvLo@icaL REpoprer to Govt. or Innm. 
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Inp14.—Calcutia University Calendar for 1881-82 (188]), 8vo, Calcutia. 

H. B. Mepuicorr, Es: 

» Calcutta University Minutes for the year 1880-81, Vol. XXIV (1881), 8vo, Calentt 
H. B. Mepuicort, Es 

» List of Officers in the Survey Departments on the 1st July 1881 (1881), fis 
Calcutta. 

Rev. & Aart. Der 

i Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Departmen 

No. 176. Report on the Political Administration of the Rajputana State 
1879-80 (1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

ForticN DEFaARTMEN 

Mapras.—Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, 2nd Series, Nos. II ar 
III (1855), LXXIITI (1862), LXXIII (1863), LXXIV and LXXV (1863) 

LXXXIX (1866); New Series Nos. XLIV (1875), and LITI (1876) (1855-7¢ 

8vo, Madras. 

Mapzkas GOVERNMEN 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

BeR1Lin.—Monatsbericht der Konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissens. zu Berlin, February 
Apri] 1881 (1881), 8vo, Berlin. 

THE AcADEM 

‘ty Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXITI, heft 1 (188 
8vo, Berlin. 

Tue Socrer 

BristoL.— Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists’ Society, New Series, Vol. IIT, pt. 2 (188) 
8vo, Bristol. 

THE Soorer 

Caxcutta.—Asiatic Researches, Parts I and II (1829 and 1833), 4to, Calcutta. 

R. D. OtpHam, Es: 

‘ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New Series, Vol. L, Part I, No. 
and Part IT, No. 2 (1881), 8vo, Calcutta. 

THE Socrer 

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. V-VII (1881), Svo, Caloutt 

Tae Soorer 

Memoirs of the Geologicul Survey of India, Vol. XVITI, pte. 1 and 3 (188] 
8vo, Calcutta. 

GxrotogtoaL Sunvzy oF Inpr 

‘ Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIV, pt. 8 (1881), Svo, Caloutt 

GroLoaioal Surver or Tyv1 

oie Reports of the Archsological aa of aad Vols. x - x1 (1680), Sv 
Caloutia. ae ee 

“te Suave 

» Return of Wrecks and Casualties in Safin Wen ip S000, tng with 
Chart showing the positions in which they: ecowrved-(3881), flac., Calcatia. 
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CaMBEIDGE, Mass.—Annual Reports of the Muscum of Comparative Zoology, for 1859 to 

1862, 1867, 1872, and 1877-78 (1861—1875), Svo, Cambridge, Mass. 

Mvcserm or Compakativy Zootoay. 

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. [1]. No. 8, 

(1873), and Vol. VIIT, No. 10 (1881) (1873 and 1881), Svo, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 

Mvserxa oF Comparative Zoonoay. 

” Tilustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zoulogy, Nos. 5 
and 6 (1871 and 1872), 4to, Cambridge, Mass. 

Mcsecu oF C‘UMPARATIVE ZooLoey. 

Coztomso.—Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1867-70. Part IL 
(1870), 8vo, Colombo. 

(i. NEVILLE, Esq. 

CoPpENHAGEN.—Oversigt over det Kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlinger 
og dets Medlemmers Arbejderi Aaret 1880-1881. 1880, No. 3, and 1881, 

No. 1 (1880-81) Svo, Copenhagen. 
Taz AcapEmy. 

D1ryon.—Mémoires de L’ Académie des Sciences, Arts, et Belles-Lettres de Dijon, Series ITI, 
Vol. VI (1881), 8vo, Dijon. 

THe AcavEmy,. 

Dvusitin.—Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Series II, Vol. II., No. 2, and Vol. III, 
Nos. 5 and 6 (1880 and 1881), 8vo, Dublin. 

Tae AcapEmMy. 

» Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vols. XXVII, No. 4, and XXVIII, 
Nos. 1—5 (1880 and 1881), 4to, Dublin. 

THe ACADEMY. 

GENEVa.—Mémoires de la Société de Physique et D’Histoire Naturelle, Vol. XXVII, pt.1 

(1880), 4to., Genéve. 
Tae Socrery. 

” Hatnz.—Abhandlungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle, Band XV, heft 1 
(1880), 4to., Halle. 

THe Socrery. 

Hatre.—Bericht Uber die Sitzungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle, im Jahre 
1880 (1880), 8vo., Halle. 

THE Socrzery. 

LavaaNws.—Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2nd Series, Vol. XVII, 

No. 86 (1881), 8vo., Lausanne. 
THs Socrery. 

Iatax.—Annales de la Société Géologique de Belgique, Vols. V and VI (1878-81), 8vo, 
Liége. 

THs Socrzry. 

Lranon.—Boletim da Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa, 2nd Series, Nos. 4 and 5 (1881) 8vo., 
Lisboa. 

Tux Soozry. 
Lompox.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. X, 

Wt. @ (128901\ Qea T.nndan 
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Lonpon.—Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. 1, 1881 (1881), 8vo., London. 

THe Instrrvre. 

3 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series, 

Vol. XIII, pt. 3 (1881), 8vo., London. 
Tue Socrery. 

re Journal of the Socicty of Arts, Vol. X XIX, Nos. 1491-1501 (1881), 8vo., London. 

THe Socrery. 

(s Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, Vols. XXXIIT 
and XXXIV (1879-70), 8vo., London. 

Tae Society. 

* Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, New Series, Vol. III, Nos. 5—8, 
(1881), 8vo., London. 

Tuer Socrety. 

- Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vols. XXXI, No. 211, and XXXII, No. 212 

(1881), 8vo., London. 

Toe Socrery. 

‘i Proceedings of the Zoological § ciety of London, Part IV (1880), and Part I 
(1881), 8vo., London, 

Tur Society. 

3 Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. XI, pts, 3—5 (1881), 4to 

London. 

: THe Socrery. 

s Quarterly Journal of the Geographical Society of London, Vol. XXXVII, No. 146 
(1881), 8vo., London. , 

Tax Society. 

Mapzi1p.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, Vols. X, Nos. 5 and 6, and XI, No. 1 

(1881), 8vo., Madrid. 

Tue Society. 

MancuHeEster.—Report aud Proceedings of the Manchester Scientific Students’ Ansciato 
for 1880 (1881), 8vo., Manchester. 

Tax Assoctation. 

Me Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVI, pts. 6—8 
(1881), 8vo., Manchester. 

Tae Soorery. 

Metsourne.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending Sist 
March 1881 (1881), fisc., Melbourne. 

Minne Dzprr., Vicronrta. 

‘s Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. XVII 
(1881), Svo., Melbourne. 

Tue Socrry. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de Ia Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscou, Tome. LV, Noa, 3 
and 4 (1881), Svo., Moecou. 

-Tan Socryrr. 

Puiapatrara.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, Ord Series, Vol. LEAK, No. 6, and 
LXXKU, Nos. 1 and 2 (1981), Bv0., Philsdelphis. 
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Pisa.—Atti della Socicta Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Priocessi Verbali 8 Maggio 1881 

(1881), 8vo., Pisa. 

Tne Socrery. 

Rio DE Janzerzo.—Annaes da Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto, No. I (1881), &vo. Rio de 

Janeiro. 

Toe Scnoon oF MINEs. 

Romz.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei. Serie Terza, Memorie, Vols. IIT to VITL (1878- 

1880), 4to., Roma. 

THe ACADEMY. 

% Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei. Serie Terza, Transunti, Vol. V, fase. 13 and 14 

(1881), 4to., Roma. 

THE ACADEMY. 

‘ Bollettino del R. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Vol. XI (1880), 8vo.. Roma. 

Royat Grou. Comm.,, Itaty. 

Satem, Mass.—Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Science, Vol. 1, Nos. 5—6 (1881), 

Ryl. 8vo., Salem, Mass. 

Tar AcaDEmMy. 

SinasPoRE.—Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, No.7 (188]), 
8vo., Singapore. 

Tue Socrery. 

Sr. Pererssurc.—Bulletin de L’ Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 
Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 1 and 2 (1881), 4to. St. Pétersbourg. 

THE ACADEMY. 

Pa Mémoires de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 

Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 1 and 2 (1880), 4to., St. Pétersbourg, 

THE ACADEMY. 

iw.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. XV, Disp. 1—8 (1879-80), 

and Vol. XVI, Disp. 5 and 6 (1881) (1879-81), 8vo., Torino. 

THE ACADEMY. 

” Bollettino dell’ Osservatorio della Regia Universita di Torino, Anno XIV (1879) 

and XV (1881), (1880 and 1881), ob. 4to., Torino. 

THe AcADEMY. 

a Memorie della Reale Accademia delle Scienze, 2nd Series, Vols. XXXII and 

XXXII (1880-81), 4to., Torino. 

THe AcaDEMY. 

Virnna—Das K. K. Quecksilberwerk zu Idria in Krain. Zur Erinnerung an die feier des 
dreihundertjahrigen Ausschliesalich Staatlichen Besitzes (1881), 4to., Wien. 

THe AGBICULTURAL Ministry. 

»  dabrbuch der Kais, Konig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXXI, No. 1 (1881) 
8vo., Wien. : 

Tas Inerrrots. 

»  Verhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 9—12 (1881), 8vo., 
’ Wien. : 

Tus Ewetrrors. 
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WasHineton.—Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution 
for 1879 (1880), 8vo., Washington. 

Tas Institore. 

WELLINGTON.—Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. XIII 
(1881) 8vo., Wellington. 

‘THe Institvre. 

YoxoHamMa.— Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Volkerkunde Osta- 
siens, Heft. 24, Juli 1881 (1881), fisc., Yokohama. 

Tue Socrery. 
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ANNUAL REPoRT or THE GroLoGicaL Survey or INDIA AND OF THE GEOLOGICAL 

Museum, CALCUTTA, FOR THE YEAR 1881. 

The work done or published during the past year involves some considerable 
changes in the mapping and grouping of Indian rocks as hitherto set forth. 

These changes are duly noticed in the following report. 

After closing his work in the Godavari region, Mr. King took up as yet 
a ere unsurveyed country in Travancore. The neighbourhood 

TRAVANCORE, of Quilon has for many years been known through the 

ro eae: observations of General Cullen, published by Dr. Carter 
in his Summary of the Geology of India (1853), as having yielded a limestone 

containing eocene fossils, and we have long been anxious to bring this rock into 

connection with other tertiary beds of uncertain horizon in the coastal region 
of the peninsula. In this we have been disappointed of any positive result, 

beyond the fact of super-position, for Mr. King’s most diligent search failed to 
bring to light any trace of General Cullen’s limestone. The point had been 
independently investigated by the Public Works Department in searching for 
lift, but with the same negative result. General Cullen’s statements are, how- 

ever, too circumstantial to be called in question, and we must only suppose that 
all the rock available at the outcrop, which was at the very base of the cliff. 

section, had been removed, thus favouring the concealment of the bed. The 
overlying deposits of ferruginous sandstone and clays with lignite (or rather 

fossil wood) Mr. King describes! as the Warkilli beds, correlating them with 
the Cuddalore sandstone of the Coromandel Coast. They only occur for a 
Jength of about 20 miles, from a little north of Quilon to Amjengo on the south. 

At the particular request of the Travancore Durbar, Mr. King made an 

examination of a tract of gneissic upland in which auriferous rocks were reported 

1 The paper will be published in the Records for May next, 
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to occur. The outcrops in question turned out to be bedded quartzite and not 

true reef rock ; there seemed to be no prospect of a fruitful gold-field. 

The publication of Mr. King’s description of the Pranhita-Godavari area 

(Memoirs, Vol. XVIII, pt. 3), has brought toa crisis some 
doubts and discrepancies that have been long impending 

regarding the older rocks of the peninsula. It was duly pointed out in the 
Manual (pp. 3 and 55) that the division of the separated rocks of transitional 

character into an upper and a lower series was a provisional compromise, until 

connected surveys should declare what the true relations might be, the only 

immediate test—the relative ages of the gncissic rocks adjoining each area—not 
being available. In the same connection it was noted (l.c.,p 7/0) that the 

categorically marked separation of the lower Vindhyan from the upper transi- 

tion rocks, as then constituted, was especially arbitrary and precarious. As a 
matter of course, whatever discrepancies there might be were bound to come into 

collision in the then little known middle ground in the Maha4nadi and Godavari 
basins, as was pointed out at pages 75 and 76 of the Manual. Mr. King’s survey 

of the latter area seems to have brought observation sufficiently close for a 
settlement of the main question at issue. In his statement of the case (I. c., 

p. 73), there is some confusion between a local difficulty and the principal point 
of classification. In the Mahanadi basin, and again on the Pemganga, which 

belongs to the Pranhita-Godavari basin, there was a difference of opinion as to 
the relative ages of the shales and Jimestones occupying the low ground and 
certain~quartzites resting on the gneiss of adjoining uplands; and this minor 
question remains still in doubt. When the Manual was published, the data for 
the general question had not got clear of this minor one; but now Mr. King 

has extended his observations to the shales of the Pemganga and, for the first 
time, the major question is clearly at issue. These shales had been classed as 

lower Vindhyan. Mr. King decides that they are Kadapah, and his statement 
of the case would be understood to imply that the other position must be wrong. 
It seems to me that the simpler and truer adjustment is to accept both as right. 

I do not question Mr. King’s identification, which is based on a connected survey 
from the Kadapah field; but I see no reason to reject the independent determin- 

ation of the Maéhanadi and Pemganga beds as lower Vindhyan: so the obvious 

reconciliation 1s to conclude that the Kadapahs also are lower Vindhyan. There 
are numerous collateral points in support of such a decision, but they cannot be 

detailed here; and the further questions raised by it are not seriously in the 

way—such as, whether the rock-groups in Southern India (the Karnul and 
Bhima series), hitherto ranked as lower Vindhyan, must now be classed as upper 
Vindhyan. The intelligent student of the Manual will, on the whole, accept this 
new reading as a relief. 

On his return from furlough, Mr. Foote took up work again at Madura, and 

Godavari. 

ComoRIN : made a traverse thence to Cape Comorin along the junc- 
Mr. Foote. tion of the gneiss and the coastal alluviam. The forma- 

tions which, to the north, intervene in this position seem to be almost wholly 
wanting here to near Comorin, where répresentatives of the Cuddalore sandstone 
again appear and seem te extend some HiGieway weatiards towards the tertiary 
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deposits of Travancore. About Comorin there were also observed at least two 

banks of marine beds, one of them at about 100 feet over present sea level: they 
consist of sands with calcareous induration, and are full of marine shells of 

living species. Mr. Foote remarks that he bas not found a single trappean 
intrusion in the gneiss south of Trichinopoly, a circwrstance in strong contrast 
with the profusion of eruptive dykes in the adjoining eneiss of Salem and Arcot. 

As mentioned in last Annual Report, the publication of the Rayputana work 
RAJPUTANA. had to be postponed until some doubts, sugested by the 

Mr. Hacket. most recent observations, had been cleared up. This was 
effected during the past season, and the result published in Mr Hacket’s paper 

in the last number of the Records (Vol. XIV, part 4), with an outline map of 
an immense stretch of country, from Delhi to Erinpura and Mandsaur, The 

early work in the northern part of this ground was described in the Records 
for 1877 (Vol. X, p. 84), and the account there given of the Arvali rocks is 
that presented in the Manual (Chapter TJ). Already, in the following Annual 
Report (February 1879, Records, Vol. XII, p. 5) considerable alterations were 
necessitated by subsequent field work: the groups of distinguishable deposits, 
all more or less metamorphic, brought together under the title Arvali series, 

were reduced in number by a clearer interpretation of the sections, and one of 

the lower members was identified with some rocks outside this metamorphic 

area and previously described as the Gwalior series, resting quite undisturbed 
and unaltered on the gneiss of Bundelkhand. The interesting fact was thus 
established that the gneissic metamorphism of the Arvali region was of 
immensely later date than that of other portions of the peninsular area. 

A similar change has now to be introduced regarding the upper member of 

the original Arvali series, the great quartzite deposits of the Biana and Alwar 
hills, and of Delhi, which Mr. Hacket now proposes to distinguish separately as 

the Delhi series. In making a preliminary traverse of the country northwards 

from Bag in the Narbada valley, in 1865-66 (Records, Vol. I, p. 69), I came 

upon certain quartzite sandstones at Mandsaur with underlying shales, very little 

altered or disturbed, and both most nearly resembling the familiar upper 
Vindhyan types; and they have since passed as such in the Manual and 
its map. The overlying shales and limestone well seen north of Nimach 
(Neemuch), and the sandstone of Chitor Hill I took to represent the Banrer 
(Bundair) stage of the upper Vindhyan series. Had my route continued 
north-eastward across the Vindhyan plateau, I should have discovered my 

mistake by finding the higher upper Vindhyan stages still in front of me; 
but no suspicion of error was suggested. Mr. Hacket’s continuous survey 
from the north has satisfied him that the Chitor rock is the Kaimur sand. ' 

stone, the lowest member of the upper Vindhyan series; and that the lime. 

stone of the low ground to the west is the lower Vindhyan (Rotds) limestone, 

Although a slight unconformity is found between these beds and the Mandsaur 

sandstone, itis scarcely greater in appearance than may be found between the 

upper Vindhyan groups, where they overlap each other on the borders of their 

typical area; and so the Mandsaur rock might have been provisionally entered as 
a member of the lower Vindbyan series, but for a further discovery: Mr. Hacket 
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shows good ground for asserting that the Mandsaur sandstone passes northwards 
into connexion with quartzites of the Arvali area that are more or less continu- 
ously traceable through Eastern Raéjputdna into the hills of Alwar and Delhi. 
This fact would necessitate a prodigious significance for the unconformity west 

of Nimach, for the Delhi series has partaken fully in the Arvali disturbance; 

while the whole Vindhyan system dates from an age when the Arvali mountains 
had already undergone great denudation. Geologists will appreciate what an 

interval that implies. 

Collateral facts support these observations. The conspicuous erosioy-uncon- 
formity in the Gwalior area between the Vindhyans and the Gwalior rocks, which 
represent the lower (Arvali) series, contrasts appropriately with the less apparent 
unconformity of Vindhyans on the Mandsaur rock, which represents the higher 
(Delhi) series of the Arvali region. Further, the condition of the Delhi rocks 

at Mandsaur is accounted for by the fact that to the west of them there occurs 

amass of gniess, which is presumably identifiable with that of Bundelkhand, 
whereby they were protected from the crushing and metamorphism that affected 
the Arvali region proper. 

These modifications of our rock-grouping have a further significance with 

reference to the changes already noticed in connexion with the Godavari region. 
Hitherto the Gwalior rocks have been provisionally correlated with the Kadapah 

series, as upper transition. The Kadapah rocks having now been brought up to the 
lower Vindhyan horizon, and the Gwalior beds put down immeasurably below 
that horizon, the separation of the two is very great, and the Gwalior rocks 
must take approximate rank in the Survey classification with the Bijéwars, their 
affinities with which have been duly noticed before (Manual, p. 56) ; while the 
Delhi quartzites become the highest member of the transition series as now dis- 
tinguished. 

There is one more change in the Arvali region to be mentioned. From a 

small and very local occurrence of a felsitic-rock in the middle of the range, the 
trappean rocks described by Mr. Blanford as the Maléni group had been 
(Records, XIII, p. 4) doubtfully placed by Mr. Hacket in the Arvali series. His 

extended examination of these rocks south of Jodhpur has shown such a position 
to be untenable, as the Malini beds exhibit very little disturbance, and rest 

upon contorted Arvali strata. According to this relation, their apparent horizon 
would be lower Vindhyan. 

As mentioned in last Annual Report, some simple field work was marked out 
for Sub Assistant Kishen Singh, in extension of Mr. Hacket’s previous work 

on the Vindhyan rocks in the Gwalior territories. From his. maps and report 
there seems much reason to be satisfied with his work on the score of. care.and 
industry, for it is impossible, under existing circumstances, as I have. often 
explained, and without extravagant waste of our very limited powar of. qualified 
observers, to arrange for the inspection of detached work.. 46. 3he dame time 
there is ample evidence of such radical defects as were 2. : in the 

barren accumulation of simple detaila of stratifingtian,@iihagebitious but weak 
* 

“_a%_ attempts at speculation upon zemote fjeougligad“"\" " "<=. quite beyond the Ve Pe a) 4 qn al 
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scope of the work in hand, and that can only be profitably undertaken by one 

who has in some degree mastered the subject; and withal there was a con- 
spicuous failure to understand the obvious condition—that ordinary geological 
maps are meant to represent the formation next below the soil. Some improve- 
ment may be expected with experience. 

Mr. Hughes’ work during the past season was confined to the coal ficlds on 
the southern outcrop of the South Rewah basin. A 

ga beatae notice of results was published in the Records for Nov- 
Mr. Hughes. ember. Although the prospects of coal are not so pro- 

mising as may have been hoped for, some good scams 
have been traced, but unfortunately they are the most distant from any cxist- 

ing line of railway. Since taking the field for the present season, Mr. Hughes 
has marked sites for trial borings he has recommended to the Rewah Durbar, in 
the small Umria field, the nearest to the Jabalpur railway. 

Sub-Assistant Hira Lal worked with Mr. Hughes, and did good service in 
hunting up coal outcrops and main boundaries. 

Dr. Feistmantel was able to devote a few weeks during the ficld season to 

Dr. Feistmantel. visit some of the coal-fields in the Upper Damuda valley. 

He has made considerable additions to our collection of 
fossils from that ground, many from new localities. It becomes more and more 
evident that in the central basins of the Gondwana system, the possibility of 
discriminating horizons in the masses of homogeneous deposits there prevailing 
will depend almost entirely upon the scanty fossil evidence; so it is more than 
ever important to obtain a closer knowledge of the distribution of the flora in 
ground where the stratigraphical sequence is otherwise discernible. 

Mr. Bose has submitted a very promising progress report of his season’s work 

Nappapa: on the cretaceous rocks of the Narbada valley, generally 
CRETACEOUS : known as the Big beds. They are remarkable as being 

Mr. Bose. the only fossiliferous marine deposits beyond (inside) the 
coastal region of the peninsula. An excellent preliminary 

sketch of these rocks was given in 1869 (Mem., Vol. VI., pt. 3) by Mr. 
W. T. Blanford in his general description of the Tapti and Narbada valleys, 
with a map on a very small scale; wherein the whole are grouped from the small 
fossil evidence then existing as of middle cretaceous (cenomanian) age, on about 
the horizon of the Utat&ér beds of Southern India, and as probably, in part, repre- 
senting the freshwater infra-trappean (Lameta) beds of more midland districts. 
Mr. Bose proposes to give an immensely extended range to the series: besides 
finding the Lameta beds distinctively in the marine area, he gets fossil evidence 
to suggest that the three limestones of Mr. Blanford’s classification (Manual, 

p. 294), may represent the divisions of the cretaceons series of Southern India, 
and that the underlying sandstone may be lower cretaceous (neocomian). If 
these conjectures should be established, a considerable lift will be given to the 
predamed: age of the Deccan traps. Under these circumstances Mr. Bose has 

‘jutigiously deferred giving any publication of his work until he can present. it 
Nath mure qanGdenve in his resulta. 
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Mr. Fedden resumed his survey of Kattywar where he had left off in 1879, 
and mapped a large additional area. Deccan trap is the 
greatly prevailing rock. A small area of the newer 
tertiary beds on the east coast was examined, and some 

eg of jurassic (Umia) beds on the north; but nothing of importance was 
noted, 

During the past field season Mr. Lydekker rounded off the western limits 

KatTrywabk: 

Mr. Fedden. 

Himatayva; of his work in the Kashmir territories, in the lower 
KasHMIR: Kishanganga valley, joining his lines with those of 

Mr. Lydekker. Mr. Wynne in Hazdra. These observations have 
removed whatever nominal doubt remained upon a small point of geographical 
interest. Certain geographers have insisted upon classing some of the great 
trans-Indus peaks with the Himalayan range proper. The intrinsic objections 
to this arrangement have been duly pointed out by the Geological Survey, and 
they are now fully ratified by Mr. Lydekker’s work, showing that the Pir Panjél 
and Zdnskar axes, which are the attenuated extensions of the great snowy range, 
become wholly extinct on either side of the west end of the Kashmir valley. As 
part of this feature, a considerable extension of the tertiary rocks of the sub- 

Himalayan area has been traced out: in our maps hitherto published the deep 
northern prolongation of this area up the valley of the Jhelam between the two 

confluent systems of disturbance has been stopped at Musafirabad, near the 
junction of the Kishanganga with the Jhelum; Mr. Lydekker has now mapped 
a deep recess of these rocks reaching 20 miles further north. In this con- 
nexion Mr. Lydekker makes some inferences regarding an extensive pre-eocene 
Himalyan elevation: it is a conclusion that has some time since been very expli- 
citly enunciated upon good evidence (Manual, Part II, pp. 569, 680), yet in very 

recent sketches of the great east-west Asiatic mountain system, of which the 
Himalaya is the most conspicuous member, we find it asserted that the upheaval 

commenced in the oligocene epoch, as has apparently been made out for the 

European extension of that great system of disturbance. 
Mr. Oldham spent a profitable season in the Simla region. A good part of 

the time was of course expended in making acquaintance 
Pca with the characters and general features of the rocks as IMLA REGION: ; 
Mr. Oldham. hitherto set forth, regarding which he has made some 

important observations and conjectures. On the Giri he 
has observed some clear cases of intrusion of the syenitic trap into the middle 
tertiary sandstones at their junction with the older rocks. To the west of old 
Sirmur he notices distinct evidence of an actual creep now in progress along this. - 
boundary fault, as shown by a continuous line of depression to the south sagross 
the spurs and gullies running northwards into the Giri. Well within- the <igwer 
Himalayan area Mr. Oldham describes some masses of rock, as the reditihie and 
quartzites of the Chakrita ridge and the purple and red shales pebbien 
derived from a neighbouring limestone, in the Maura ai dt» Karam- 
bar peak which he conjectures may be of lower re sik (ioe: 
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the base of these supposed outliers would at least show that there was great over- 

lap towards the mountain axis, as already observed at Subithu (Manual, pp. 533, 

569). Among the Lower Himalayan rocks themselves, Mr. Oldham considers 
that there is a clear case in Deoban mountain of a great unconformity of the 
Krol limestone with the subjacent rocks. The obvious doubt in such sections 
is the risk of the results of extreme contortion with over-folding and sliding 
being taken for original relations of the masses. An observer unaccustomed to 
the study of ‘true mountains’ might well be excused for such mistakes; and the 
detection of them without fossil evidence would often be impossible. Any one 
wishing initiation to these mysteries should study Professor Heim’s “ Unter- 
suchungen iiber den Mechanismus der Gebirgsbildung,” an inspection of Plate VII 

of which work will suffice to remove any scruples as to the capabilities of tho 
folded flexure in mountain structure. 

It has been with much regret that I have interrupted Mr. Oldham’s work 
after so promising a beginning; but an opportunity occurred of sending a geolo- 
gist with the party proceeding to demarcate the Manipur-Burma frontier, and 
I could not miss so rare a chance of exploring an unknown region. Mr. Oldham 
volunteered for the expedition; and there being no other officer available at the 

time, I was glad to commission so trustworthy an observer. 

After his service in South Afghanistan Mr. Griesbach returned in April last 
to the work he had begun in the summer of 1879 in the 

ec ; high Himalaya of Kumaun, of which a sketch was given 

Mr fet wack: in Vol. XIII, pt. 2 of the Records. He has now com- 

pleted the survey of that ground up to the Nepal frontier. 

The same great sequence of sedimentary rocks has been traced throughout, only 
greatly more disturbed than in the Niti section. This may be simply tho ap- 

proach to a middle region of maximum Himalayan disturbance, or it may indi- 
cate the proximity of a block of crystalline rock such as to the north-west breaks 
the continuity between the ellipsoidal basins of the fossiliferous series. Mr. Gries- 

bach was again prevented by the vigilance of the Chinese frontier guards from 
making any way into Hundes; in this attempt he also experienced much ob- 

straction and even personal violence from the people within the British border, who 
seem far more under the control of the Tibetan officials than of our own officers 

at Almora. For both these reasons he could not this year get within reach of 

any beds higher than the Spiti shales (Oolitic), some remnants of which were 

found folded in the flexures of the older formations. The natural completion of 
this piece of work will be its extension up to the gorge of the Sutlej, where the 
gneissic mass of Purgial cuts off, at least in great part, the continuity of the fossil- 
iferous rocks, dividing the basin of Hundes from that of Spiti and Zanskér. 
This, it is hoped, can be accomplished next season, meanwhile arrangements are 
being made to reproduce effectively the admirable profile views which Mr. Gries- 
bach’s artistic skill has enabled him to figure of the grand sections displayed in 
these stupendous mountaims. 

Em the lower hills Mr. Griesbach has confirmed an interesting observation, 
_ Waadia more than 80 years ago by General Richard Strachey, of the irruption of 
the 4euppean rock of the Lower Himalaya, so extensively exhibited to the east 
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of Naini Tal, into the tertiary sub-Himalayan sandstone on the Gola river, and 
its conversion thereby into a granite. It was, indeed, only provisionally that any 
hesitation was admitted regarding an observation by so competent a witness ; 
but the remarkable absence of igneous rocks, whether intrusive or eruptive, in 
the sub-Himalayan zone throughout an immense sketch of country, even in the 
immediate vicinity of their extensive exhibition in contiguous rocks, as on the 
Bids and the Sutlej, could not but suggest doubt regarding an isolated instance, 
and this although upon general reasoning it was apparent that the trap of the 
Lower Himalaya was of tertiary age (Manual II, p. 607). Mr. Theobald, more- 

over, had mapped the tertiary boundary at the Gola river without detecting any 
eruptive contact. Mr. Griesbach, however, declares that the facts are as des. 

cribed by General Strachey. In this connexion Mr. Griesbach is disposed to 
maintain that some altered sandstones about Bhim-tal, inside the sub-Himalayan 
zone, are of the same age as the rocks outside the main boundary on the Gola. 
This is not quite equivalent to the observation recorded by Mr. Oldham in the 
Simla region, where the lowest tertiary sandstones are at hand. It is not yet 
proven that the lower tertiary beds are represented in the sub-Himalayan zone of 
Kumaun. 

At the request of the Government of Bengal to have an opinion upon a newly 

opened copper locality in the Darjeeling district, Mr. 
Mallet was deputed to examine it. He found it to occur 

in the same beds and in the same manner as the ores previously described in his 
report on the geology of the district (Mem., Vol. XI, pt. 1). The deposit is no 
richer than in some of the old mines, 

Himataya; SIKKIM. 

On the report that serviceable blocks of coal had been obtained from a 
seam near Tindhiria station on the Darjeeling tram railway, I visited the place 
to satisfy myself upon a question of so much importance. I found the seam 

to be one of those marked on Mr. Mallet’s map, and the whole condition of the 

case to be exactly as described by him in the report just quoted. These were, 

no doubt, originally strong seams of good coal; but, owing to the compression 

undergone during the upheaval of the Himalaya, the coal and its measures have 

been so shattered that the question of profitable extraction is a very precarious 

one. There is, I consider, very little hope of finding coal in a directly service- 
able state anywhere in these measures; so that complete arrangements for the 
conversion of the dust coal into bricks must be a preliminary condition of the 
experiment. Then as to the mining: there is, I believe, a sufficient quantity 

of the coal in the ground, and although no doubt often squeezed ont and 
slipped, it would not be very difficult of extraction but for the shattered soared 

tion of the surrounding rocks. These are not, like the older rocka of the higher 
mountains in which the copper occurs, consolidated by crystalline 
but are still in the slaty state and shivered to splinters to the very ones, no that 

every foot of drift or gallery would have to be protected. im, dee. gnont solid, and 
af course costly, manner by posts and boarding. Dkis: was the experience 

ined by the short trial drift nade... evretebon, sapiie-wenk of Tindhéria 
aa 

(see Hecords, Vol. Buy phe Bde. onscs e  eE as 
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In December 1880 I applied for official sanction to attend the international 
congress of geologists to be held at Bologna in Septem- 

THe Botoana Cox- ber 1880; formal permission was received in May 1881. 
GRESS : ° ° ‘ 

Mr. Blanford. To my great disappointment, as the time drew near, 
the unexpected delay of work that could not be left 

in other hands made it impossible for me to avail myself of this permission, so I 
requested that Mr. W. T. Blanford, who was then on leave in Europe, might be 
deputed in my stead, and this was granted. Mr. Blanford’s report of what was 
effected at the congress is published in the current number of tho Records; it is 
a much more complete account than any I have yet seen in print. Where o de- 
finite result was possible—in the simpler matter of nomenclature—we may 
perhaps be satisfied with what was accomplished, though it certainly is not 
what would have been arrived at by a plebiscite, or a fairly representativo 
assembly, of geologists. At least one stiff-necked nation seems to have declined 

co-operation, or to have held to its own, for which it will no doubt pay the 
natural penalty of isolation; but we may hope that the English-speaking peoples 
will adopt the suggestions agreed to, even though it may involve a temporary 
wrenching of the vernacular sense of current terms; the advantago of uniformity 

of speech will well repay the struggle. 

It would be hard to complain of failure where success was impossible, as is 

pretty much the case with a proposal to fix an universal scale of colours as assigned 
to any existing scale of systems. Stratified rocks will everywhere be naturally 
divisible into systems, series, stages, and strata ; but these cannot correspond in 
different great sections of the earth. It would be as reasonable to attempt to 
unify the periods of Chinese, Egyptian, and Peruvian history as to unify the 
geological histories of the three great continents. Some general principles of 
approximation might indeed be suggested for guidance, and such an attempt was 
to have been expected from a nominally universal congress. This was verbally 
implied in the programme laid down for Bologna ; and, in view of it, 1 submitted 
a test case (Records, XIV, 4) for the consideration of that congress, as being 
the main difficulty from the Indian point of view. The congress did not, how- 
ever, get within sight of this question, but lapsed into the discussion of a scale 
of colours for the scale of European systems. It is no doubt most easy to 
account for this event, subjectively and objectively : it is a truly vexatious result 

of nationality that the maps of adjacent patches of the western promontory of 
Asia should have rocks of the same age represented under contrasting colours. 
The adjustment of this local barbarism seems to be the necessary preliminary of 
approach to the wider question, so we must fain be content with this proposal 
for the present. 

Mining Records.—A fair start has been made in the preliminary system of 
collecting minigg records, as announced in the last annual report. Fifty-three 
plans of coal mines in Bengal have, been received from the following owners (in 
order of date): Messrs. Apcar, 12; Equitable Coal Company, 2; East India 
Railway Company, 6; Bengal Coal Company, 11; New Beerbhoom Coal Com- 
pany, 5; Burrakar Coal Company, 1; thirteen different native proprietors, 16. 

.Publications.~The most generally useful publication during the year was 
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the 3rd volume, or part, of the Manual, relating to economic geology, by 
Mr. V. Ball. It gives a complete classified summary of all information collected 
by the Survey, or independently published, regarding the distribution of useful 
minerals in India. The area is so large that details of any particular locality 
had to be greatly curtailed, but careful reference is given to the original 
authorities. 

Three parts, forming Volume XVITI, of the Memoirs, were issued during 
the year. The first is Mr. Griesbach’s description with numerous illustrations 
of the section between India and Girishk, in Southern Afghanistan. Part 2 ig 
a description of a large area in Ménbhum and Singhbhum, by Mr. Ball, from a 
survey he made several years ago. The third part is Mr. King’s Memoir on the 

Gondwina basin of the lower Godavari. This is an important district, as 
possibly containing a considerable supply of coal and the only one within 
comparatively easy reach of Southern India. From this point of view the 
geological indications are not so detailed as would be desirable: it is a very wild 

country, and for large parts of it maps on an adequate scale for close work 
were not available; the rocks are, moreover, very unfavourably disposed for 
observation, the most important ground, where the coal measures or the strata 

next them might be exposed, being very extensively covered by superficial 
deposits. 

The Volume (XIV) of Records for the year is the fullest yet published, 
containing 28 papers of varied interest relating to the Geology of Indias, with 
numerous maps and plates. 

Of the Palswontologia Indica three parts appeared during the year. Dr. Feist- 
mantel issued two parts (86. pages of text and 35 plates), completing the ‘ Flora 
of the Gondwana System,’ in three volumes. It is most satisfactory to have 
this complete foundation laid for the study of this series of fossils, representing 

the most important rock system of peninsular India. There is now ao safe 
guide at hand for exploring any horizon in these deposits; that we have still 
much to learn regarding the Gondwana flora will, however, be readily understood 
when we recollect that the detailed survey of the two principal central basins has 
only begun. In the concluding remarks of his 3rd volume, Dr. Feistmantel 
seems to have worked out a satisfactory reconciliation of the diverse opinions 
regarding the correlation of the plant-bearing series of India and Australia. 

The third part of Dr. Waagen’s work on the fossils of the Salt-range, contain- 
ing the Peleoypoda of the Productus-limestone series, was issued during the year. 
This is the first marine fauna of the older formations in this part of the world 
that has been worked out from anything like adequate materials; and as the 
work advances it becomes more and more apparent how difficult it will be to 
place it in any one of the would-be standard periods. 

Musewm.—In every branch of the museum due progress his been made in 
arrangement and the addition of new specimens. Dr. Feisianaadel issued a 
‘Popular Guide’ to the general palsontological collections, wxiiform yith those 
already published. The numerous series of useful tilt] substances and their 
products mentioned in last epoet have Ipun 808 ont by Mr. Mallet, and 
erasers sages Sih 
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Inbrary.—One thousand six hundred and seventy-two volumes, or parts of 
volumes, have been received during the year; 970 by donation or exchange and 

702 by purchase. A catalogue is nearly ready for publication. 

Personnel.—Mr. Blanford returned to duty in England on the 22nd of August 
in connection with the Bologna Congress, and arrived in India on the 25th of 
October. He has taken up work on the north-west frontier in extension of his 
former work in Sind. Mr. Theobald went on furlough in March, and has since 

taken his pension after a service of 32 years. In so longa period he has of course 
done work in many parts of India; the report on Pegu is his principal contri- 
bution to the Survey Memoirs. As an enthusiastic naturalist, Mr. Theobald 
made good use of his opportunities; especially in the branches of land and 
fresh-water shells, and the Reptilia, he has left his mark in the annals of Indian 
zoology. He takes with him the hearty good wishes of all his colleagues on 
the Survey. Mr. King went on furlough on the 10th of May. Mr. Wynne 
has been absent for the whole year, having had to get an extension of his sick- 
leave. Mr. Mallet was absent on privilege leave from 10th to 28th of October. 
Mr. Ball left India on the 14th of October, having retired from the service. 
Although still in sound health, he was reluctantly compelled to take this step 
on account of a local weakness that disabled him from following any longer tho 
hard pedestrian labours of field geology. He has, however, reaped a fair 

reward for the good work he has done in India, having had the honour of 
being elected to the Chair of Geology at Trinity College, Dublin, in succession 
to so distinguished a Professor as the Revd. Samuel Haughton. Mr. Griesbach 
went on privilege leave on the 21st December. Mr. Thomas Henry Digues La 
Touche, B.A. (Cantab), was appointed to the Survey by the Secretary of Stato 
in the room of Mr. Theobald, and joined his appointment in India on the 29th 

of November. I had intended him to have taken up work on the Deccan trap 
in the Konkan, but an urgent demand having arisen for particular information 
regarding coal with reference to a proposed railway to Assam through the Caro 

. Hills, Mr. La Touche has been sent to complete the survey of the cretaceous 
coal-fields in the valley of the Sumesari. 

H. B. MEDLICOTT, 
Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

Catcurta, 
The 28th of January 1882. 

List of Societies and other Institutions from which Publications have been received 
in donation, or exchange, for the Library of the Geological Survey of India, 
during the year 1881. 

Aisany.—New York State Museum. 
Auste2npau.—Notherlands Colonial Department. 

| : Batavu.—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences. 
ne ee » Royal Natural History Society, Netherlands. 
77’. + Buxaass.—Nataral History Society. 
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Berim.—German Geological Society. 
- Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences. 

Botoena.—-Academy of Sciences. 
Geological and Palwontological Institute. 

‘5 International Geological Congress. 
BomsBay.~Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society. 

‘3 Meteorological Department, Western India. 

Boston.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
3 Society of Natural History. 

BresLav.—Silesian Society of Natural History. 
Bristou.—Bristol Museum. 

3s Naturalists’ Society. 
BrussELs.—Geographical Society of Belgium. 

Geological Survey of Belgium. 
Royal Academy of Sciences. 

7 Royal Museum of Natural History of Belgium. 
Buparest.— Geological Institute, Hungary. 
BurraLo.—Society of Natural Sciences. 
Catcurta.—Agricultural and Horticultural Society. 

Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
Marine Survey. 
Meteorological Department. 

2 Survey of India. 
CamBripcr, Mass.—Museum of Comparative Zoology. 

Curist14na.— Editorial Committee, Norwegian North Atlantic Expe- 
dition. 

CorennaGEN.—Royal Danish Academy. 
Dison.—Academy of Sciences. 

DrersDEn.—Isis Society. 
Dusitm.—Royal Geological Society of Ireland. 

3 Royal Irish Academy. 
EpinsurGH.—Royal Scottish Society. 

Grnzva.—Physical and Natural History Society. 
Giascow.—Philosophical Society. 

Gorrrnazx.—Royal Society of Gottingen. 
Hatie.-——Imp. Leop. Carol. German Academy. 

3 Natural History Society. 
Lavsauns.—Vandois Society of Natural Science. 

Liucu.—Geological Society of Belgium. 
Lissow.—Geographical Society. 

» Geological Department, Portugal. 
Lrvgrroot.—Geological Society. 

5 Literary and Philosophical Sooiety of Liverpool. 
Lonpox.—Geological Sosiety. 

” Tron and Sted. inglifeld. 

as Linnean Beane. . 

39 
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Lonpon.—Royal Asiatic Society. 
99 Royal Geographical Society. 
9 Royal Institute of Great Britain. 
3 Royal Society. 
Pa Society of Arts. 
¥g Zoological Socicty, 

Lyons.—Museum of Natural Sciences. 
Maprp.—Geographical Society. 

MancuHEstER.—Geological Society. 
5 Literary and Philosophical Society. 

Mancuester.—Scientific Students’ Association. 
MELBOURNE.—Mining Department, Victoria. 

3 Royal Society of Victoria. 
Mitan.—lItalian Society of Natural Sciences. 

MontrrEeaLt.—Geological Survey of Canada. 
Moscow.—Imperial Society of Naturalists. 
Monicu.—Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences. 

NevcwHatTeL.—Society of Natural Sciences. 
New Haven.—Kditors of the American Journal of Science. 
New Yorx.—American Meteorological Society. 

New ZeALand.—Colonial Museum and Geological Survey. 
Pazis.—Geological Society of France. 

»» Mining Department. 
» 4oological Society of France. 

PENzANCE.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. 
PHILADELPHIA.—Academy of Natural Sciences. 

z American Philosophical Society. 
is Franklin Institute. 
‘3 Zoological Society. 

Pisa.—Society of Natural Sciences, Tuscany. 
Rio pe Janztr0.—School of Mines. 

Romue.—Royal Geological Commission of Italy. 
» Royal Academy. 

Roorxer.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering. 
Sam Pereessurc.—Imperial Academy of Sciences. 

Sarem, Mass.—Essex Institute. 
Pe Peabody Academy. 

Srnearorz.—Straits Branch Royal Asiatic Society. 
Srocxnotm.—Geological Survey of Sweden. 

” Royal Academy. 
Sypyzy.— Department of Mines, New South Wales. 

e Philosophical Society of New South Wales, 
- Royal Society of New South Wales. 

_ Turm.—Royal Academy of Sciences. 
Vinowa.—Apricultural Ministry. 

* Imperial Academy of Sciences. 
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Vienna.—Imperial Geological Institute. 
W asHIneToNn.——Department of Agriculture. 

” Smithsonian Institute. 
99 United States Geographical Survey, west of 100th Men- 

dian. 
re United States Geological and Geographical Survey. 

WELLINGTON.—Geological Survey of New Zealand. 
WELLINGTON.—New Zealand Institute. 
Yoxouama.— Asiatic Society of Japan. 

a German Naturalists’ Society. 

Zuricu.—Natural History Society. 
The Commissioner of Inland Customs. 
» Resident, Hyderabad. 
», Government of Bengal. 

9 99 of Bombay. 

5 ‘5 of Madras. 

5 ¥ of N.-W. Provinces and Oude. 

” 9 Punjab, 

»» Chief Commissioner of Assam. 

9 ” 9 of British Burmah, 

9 93 99 of Central Provinces. 

9 9 99 of Mysore. 

& »» Superintendent of Farms, Madras. 
Foreign, Forest, Home, and Revenue and Agricultural Departments. 

Geology of North-West Kashmir and Khagfn (being siath notice of Geology of 
Kashmir and neighbouring territories) by R. LYDEKKER, B.A., ¥.Z8., Geological 
Survey of India. 

(With map and section.) 

INTRODUCTORY. 

The geological work accomplished by myself during the past summer has 
completed the preliminary examination of the rocks of the north-western part 
of K4shmir territory. Some additional observations have also been made on the 
rocks of the Pir-Panjdl range, and on those in the neighbourhood of Sonamarg 
and the Zoji-l4: the latter observations have led to a complete re-determination 
of the age of certain rocks. The season’s work was concluded by a trip up the 
valley of the Kénhér river, through the British district of Khigén, an eppendage 
of Hazéra. In spite of it being frequently impossible to leave the road owing 
to the neighbourhood of unfriendly tribes, resulis of considerable geological im- 
portance have been yielded by the latter trip. 

As I hope st no very distant date to publish a generel-memoir on the geology 
of Késhmir territory and the nelhbousing diaiziom, the cbeervations of the past 
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season will be but briefly noticed here. The rocks of the several districts will 
be treated of in the order in which they were visited, commencing with— 

I.—NortaH-West KAsHmfR AND THE MIDDLE KISHANGANGA VALLEY. 

Limestones of Trigama.—In the last paper of this series,! it was stated that 

the limestones occurring near the village of Trigama, at the north-western 
extremity of the valley of Kashmir, were probably in part of triassicage, though 
they had hitherto been referred exclusively to the carboniferous. A re-examin- 
ation.of these rocks has now shown that they agree exactly in all their characters 
with the trias, or (?) trias-jura, of other parts of the Kashmir valley, and they havo 

accordingly been referred to that serics. These limestones do not cross the water- 
shed of north-western Kishmir. On their northerly and easterly borders they 
are underlaid by some shaly and slaty beds (often of a grecnish hue), mixed 
with earthy limestones, which are doubtless the representatives of the carboni- 
ferous. On the western border of the series the basal beds are in great part con- 

cealed by alluvium. No fossils have yet been obtained from these rocks, and 

accordingly the limits of the carboniferous can only be approximately mdicated. 

Other outliers of carboniferous and triassic rocks im north-west Kdshmir.—In 

various places in the north-west of the Kashmir valley, and in the district 
between that and the lower Kishanganga valley, numerous small outliers of 
limestones and shales are to be met with, whose distribution is sufficiently indi- 
cated on the map, and, therefore, does not need further particularising. These 
rocks overlie, in all cases, the older palssozoics, and contain representatives of both 
the carboniferous and trias, though the exact discrimination between the two, 
in the absence of fossils, is a matter of considerable difficulty and uncertainty. 
The occurrence of these rocks in the tributary valleys of the lower Kishanganga 
is a matter of some importance, since, from their great resemblance to the lime- 

stones of the outer hills with which they are in proximity, and from their 
identity with the undoubted carboniferous and trias of Kadshmir, they afford a 
strong confirmation of the view already entertained as to the carboniferous and 
triassic age of the latter limestones, and of the similarly situated band further to 
the south-east in the outer hills. The absence of fossils from the undoubted 
carboniferous and trias of north-western Kdshmir, and from the corresponding 
rocks of the lower Kishanganga valley, affords a negative point of connection 
between these rocks and the unfossiliferons limestones of the outer hills. 

Older paleozoice of north-west Kashmtr.—The older palsozoics of north-west 

K&shmfir, in their unmetamorphosed state, continue across the Kishanganga in 
the lower part of that valley; but higher up that valley, between Titw4l and 
Changa, the river crosses their north-western boundary, and above this point 
their limit, for some miles, lies at some distance to the south of the river, the 

boundary again crossing the river in the Filme (Foolmai) district, and thence 
awoeping round to the north of the secondary basin of Tilel, described in pre- 
vious papers. The mineralogical composition of these rocks varies consider- 
a fe in different districts, trappean rocks ovvurring more abundantly on the 

~ 

- 1 Supra, Vol. XIV, p. 80. 
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northern flanks of the K4j-nag range, while shales and slates are more abundant 
in the Kishanganga valley. Here, as has been already noted in previous papers, 
as in other parts of Kashmir it has not yet been found possible to subdivide 

these rocks into minor divisions from the evidence of strata of distinct minera- 
logical composition. 

A section in the neighbourhood of the Tfitmfri pass, of the rocks below the 
trias, may be instanced as a fair average example of these rocks :— 

Blue limestones and shales, the latter frequently carbonaceous » carboniferous, 
Dark-coloured shales, slates, sandstones, &c. 

Quartzites, sometimes with gneissic structure, slates, unyilalolds, aaa con. silurian P 

glomerates. 
Porphyritic-gneiss-granite . . © + «© © «© .« 

From this section it will be seen that the amygdaloids occur at a horizon far 
below the carboniferous, thus differing from the Kashmir sections described in 
previous papers, where the amygdaloids and other traps immediately underlie 
the carboniferous. Among the traps of this district there occurs a rock, with a 
peculiar star-shaped arrangement of crystals, named by the late Dr. Verchere 

soolimanite.1 The conglomerate mentioned in the foregoing section is seem- 
ingly the same as that occurring in the Pir-Panjal: it here apparently occupies 
a somewhat low horizon in the series, and probably has a constant position. 

In P&ngi, on the Chindb, Colonel McMahon has lately come to the conclusion 2 
that the conglomerate occurring in the slates of that district is probably the 
equivalent of the so-called Blaini conglomerate of the Simla district, which has 
Been referred to the upper silurian period. Before seeing Colonel McMahon’s 
paper I had come to the same conclusion as to the homology of this conglomerate 
in K4shmir, for it appeared to me highly improbable that such a widely distributed 
rock should not belong to the same horizon. I am, however, by no means sure 
whether this horizon can be certainly fixed as upper silurian, seeing that in 

Kashmir these rocks seem to always occur a long distance below the fossiliferous 

carboniferous horizon. It may be, however, as I have often suggested, that in 
Kfshmir a considerable portion of the trap and slate series, usually classed as 

silurian, is carboniferous. The Blaini limestone of the Simla district, according 
to Colonel McMahon’s identification, should correspond with the part of the 
K4shmir slates immediately overlying the conglomerate.® 

Metamorphics of the Kdj-ndég.—In the foregoing section the lowest rock 
exposed is a porphyritic gneiss-granite, the same as that already described in 

- Primitive P 

2 ‘J. A. 8. B.? Vol. XXXV, pt. II, p. 120. This rock was named from its oceurrence in the 
hill known as the Takht-f-Sulfmén (throne of Solomon) at Srinagar in Kiéshmfr, As the rock is 

generally found detached in worn boulders, and is of intense hardness, I have heen unsblato 
hammer off a specimen for examination. It is easily recognised in the field, by ite fine-grained 
green base, with many-pointed radiating stars of small white crystals scattered. thrdugh if, and is 
valuable in identifying the Kashmir traps when met with out of the baa LP ae dis. 
crbeni ana pasonge betromn «fps und = Spee beng ; 

2 Supra, Vol. XIV, p. 360 ; 

dtr fete roma on is oat wala pinay lt Cn fin 
* in the neighbourhood of Péngi, sa ae + 

n 
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previous papers as occurring on either side of the Jhelam gorge below the 
Ka4shmiy valley. The mass of this gneiss on the northern side of the Jhelam 
does not form a continuous core down to the Kishanganga valley, but merely 

a comparatively small island where the highest peaks of the Kaj-ndg range are 
situated. The slates overlie this gneiss, and dip away from it on all sides. 

Unfortunately no distinct section, exhibiting the junction of the gneiss and 
slates, was seen; but from its resemblance to the gneiss, classed as primitive in 

other parts of the Himalaya, I am inclined to think that this Kiaj-ndg gneiss is 
likewise primitive. 

Gneiss south of the Jhelam.—In previous papers of the present serics, it has 
been shown that a core of gneiss forms the back-bone of the Pir-Panjal range. 
Immediately south of the Jhelam this gneissic core consists of the above-mentioned 
gneiss-granite, together with some schistose gneiss. This mass of gneiss is, 
however, not continuous with that of the Pir-Panjal pass, described in a former 

paper, since the section across the Nilkanta pass exhibits no gneiss at all. The 
gneiss of the Pir-Panjiél and Banihal passes is entirely of a schistose type 
between these two points: but the occurrence of gneiss pebbles in the conglo- 

merate of the Pir-Panjal indicates the existence of some gneiss of a primitive 
type. From the difference in the mineralogical composition of the gneiss in the 

neighbourhood of the Jhelam, and that of the Pir-Panjal pass, I am now inclined 

to think that the latter is very probably altered palzeozoics, while the former, as 

already stated, is primitive. 

Metamorphics of north-west Kashmtr.—To the northward of the great mass of 
slaty rocks, noticed above, as occurring at the north-western end of the Kashmfr 
valley, we come upon another vast series of metamorphic and sub-metamorphic 
rocks, belonging to more than one geological period, continuous to the north-east 

with similar rocks in Dardistén and Baltistén, described in the preceding paper 
of this series,' and to the north-west continuous with the metamorphic rocks of 
Khi4gin, noticed in the sequel. 

In the Kishanganga valley these rocks occasionally consist of thin bands of a 
granitic but more usually of a schistose gneiss, varying in its degree of crystal- 
lization till it passes into scarcely altered slates; many of the schists are highly 
micaceous, and frequently garnetiferous. At the village of Changa, and again 
higher up the river at Doga, there are found overlying these schists, or sometimes 
folded in among them, certain more or less altered limestones or dolomites, 
which from their characters seem undoubtedly to correspond to the trias of the 

Kashmir valley. The occurrence of these limestones indicates pretty clearly 
that, at all events, some of these gneissic rocks must be the altered representa- 
tives of the palwozcics,—-a conclusion which we shall find confirmed when we 
come to treat of the rocks of Khigén. The higher parte of the lofty range 
separating the Kishanganga from the Khd4gén valley consist of a granitic and 
frequently porphyritic gneiss, almost certainly primitive (‘central’). Here a 
considerable difficulty presents iteelf in regard to the colouring of the map, 

‘singe in Khigin the primitive and the paleozoic gneisses can be easily separated 

“age * . 3 Loe otf. 
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and distinguished on the map, while, as noticed in my last paper, no such 
separation has been found practicable in Baltistén. Hence, in this interme- 
diate country, it is almost impossible to give a true representation, and it must 

be observed that while in Khigén and the lower Kishanganga valley the gneiss 
of the two ages is distinguished by different colours, yet in the upper Kishan- 
ganga valley, and to the north and east of the same, the one colour on the map 
(red) must be considered to embrace gneiss of two ages, the easterly termination 
of the purple area on the map being merely an arbitrary one, and not in the least 
representing the real distribution of the newer gneiss. 

To the north-east of Shardi,on the Kishanganga, the garnetiferous schists 
are again underlaid by a highly crystalline and sometimes granitic gneiss, pebbles 

of which are found in the paleozoic conglomerate somewhat higher up the river. 
Still higher up the river the granitoid gneiss is underlaid by the garnetiferous 
schists, probably a case of inversion. At the village of Kel, and up the valley 

leading thence northward, there occurs much of the “ augen-gneissth” of Astor, 
described in my last paper. As at Astor, it is impossible to say whether this 

gneiss be primitive or altered paleeozoic. 
Metamorphosed trias.—Up the tributary valley (Brai valley) to the north- 

ward of Kel, the “ Augen-gneissth” is overlaid by less completely crystalline 
schists. Near the upper end of the same valley there occur numerous small 

outliers of the characteristic banded trias limestones and dolomites of the upper 
Kishanganga valley, more or less altered by metamorphic action. These altered 

calcareous rocks conformably overlie the gneiss, and are sometimes found 
capping the highest peaks and ridges, and in other places let down deep into 
the river gorges, being not unfrequently completely inverted among the gneiss. 

The distribution of these outliers can only be approximately indicated on the 
map. No carboniferous horizon can be detected among these triassic outliers, 
but their presence affords abundant evidence to show that the underlying schists 
must contain representatives both of the carboniferous and silurian; while, 
from the presence of pebbles of gneiss in the paleozoic conglomerate, it seems 
equally clear that a moiety of the metamorphic series must be primitive. The 
position of these outliers in the Brai stream is such that they lie exactly on 

the line of strike of the great triassic basin of the upper Kishanganga (Tilel) 
valley, whence we may conclude that this basin once extended much further to 
the north-west than at present. In my last paper it was stated that a mass of 

similar limestones had been noticed by the late Mr. Vigne as occurring in the 
Indus valley in Chil4s, on the strike of the Kishanganga trias: itis probable 
that this mass of limestone is another triassic outlier among metamorphic rocks, 
These metamorphic triassio limestones of the Kishanganga basin are precisely 
similar to those of Baltistén described in my last paper. 

Northerly termination of Kishangangn secondary basin.—The sictaelaay. basin 
” gta” 

of the Kishangangs valley and the Zoji-l4 has been, already. descend Sa ‘previous 

s ‘There i a ognsiderable error in the msp (copied from the Fadi sian) at this point, the 

mouths of the Brei stream, and the stream from Machel, nha oppoitte side of the Mizhangenge; 
being represented as opposite one ancther, whenges they ‘axe realty shout 4 miles apart. 
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papers, though its northerly termination was not fixed. It has now been found 
that it extends only a short distance to the north-west of Gurez, the carboniferous 
rocks sweeping round the trias to become continuous with those of the Kamri 
pass and Burzil river. The carbonifereous is underlaid by the older palwozoic 
slates, which a short distance to the north-west pass gradually into the great 
mass of metamorphics of Dardistan and Baltistan. 

Rocks of Sonamarg and the Zoji-ld.—A re-examination of the rocks in the 
neighbourhood of Sonamarg and the Zoji-li, at a time when the country was 
free from snow, has resulted in an entirely different determination of the age and 
relations of several of these rocks from that previously entertained by myself.’ 

It has hitherto been considered that on the southward border of tho Sonamarg 

trias no carboniferous strata existed, the palwozoic amygdaloids adjoining the 
trias, and a fault existing at the line of junction. The closer examination of tho 
carboniferous of the Kashmir valley undertaken last year has, however, shown that 

certain carbonaceous and pyritiferous shales, and blue, frequently quartz-veined, 
limestones, occurring immediately above the amygdaloidal rocks of Sonamarg, 
must be the representatives of the carboniferous, from their identity in mineral- 
ogical structure with the fossiliferous carboniferous of Wardwan and Kashmfr. 

These rocks, which form a very thin band, are succeeded by the trias, as is shown 
in the accompanying section. The triassic rocks have at first a northerly dip, 
subsequently becoming southerly, after which, owing to inversion, it again attains 

its northerly direction; approaching the Zoji-l4, this trias is overlaid by tho 

same carboniferous rocks as occur at Sonamarg. On the same side of the 

pass the carboniferous rocks are in turn overlaid by slates and greenish trap- 
like rocks, which must now be considered as the representatives of the older 
palssozoics. These rocks were originally so classed by Dr. Stoliczka ; but observa- 
tions made by myself in the upper Lidar valley (Panjtérni) led me to the conclu- 
sion that they were newer than the trias. In that district the section showed 
that the slates rested on a synclinal of the trias, whence it was inferred that they 
were the newer of the two. The conclusion now arrived at as to the relations of 
the same rocks on the Zoji-l4 leads to the inference that in the Panjtarni section 
the slate rocks must really form an inverted anticlinal below the trias, spread- 

ing out above in a fan-shaped manner so as apparently to overlie the lattor. 
To the south-east of the road leading upto the Zoji-la the strata appear to be in 
normal sequence, the paleozoic slates dipping to the south-west and south-east 

and underlying the limestone series. The anticlinal, formorly stated to occur in 
the trias near Biltal, seems to be merely an inversion. 

= 

I1.—Tue Lower KIsHANGANGA VALLEY 4ND Kaiaiy. 

Tertiary rocks.—In the lower Kishanganga valley the paleozoic slates of Kash- 

mfr extend to within a couple of miles of the village of Pala, sweeping round in 
a horse-shoe form on either side to Naga station on the south, and Makra station 

on the north. Within this horse-shoe or bay of older rocks there occurs a large 

- 3 The Sonamarg district is shown in the map accompanying my last paper. 
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extent of the red tertiary rocks of the Murree group.? These and other tertiary rocks 
occupy the rest of the Kishanganga valley, and are continuous with those of the 
Jhelam valley, while to the north they extend into Khagin. The junction between 
the tertiaries and the palsozoics seems to be an original one, the rocks of both 

series presenting a parallelism of stratification, with a general highly inclined 
outward dip, though there is very frequently slight inversion : further to the west 
this inversion becomes the rule. The red Murree rocks continue to within a short 

distance of Musafirabad (Mozafirabad), where they are underlaid by limestones, 
crowded with nummulites.* These nummulitic limestones form a tongue, stretch- 
ing in from the north-west and cutting off almost entirely the Kishanganga 

and Kh4gan Murree rocks from those of the Jhelam valley, though there 

18 & narrow communication near Chenasi station. The ‘tongue’ of nummulitics 
probably forms an anticlinal axis, inverted towards the south. It would seem 
from the relations of the Murree roeks to the paleozoics that the nummulitics 
were ‘overlapped’ by the former rocks, and that they never underlay the whole 

tertiary area. The Musafirabad nummulitics unite with the band bordering the 
right bank of the Jhelam below the Musafirabad bend : to the north these lime- 

stones continue to a point a little beyond Bala-kot, being overlaid to the north 
and east by Murree beds. Im the Khagdn valley the tertiaries form another bay, 
rather smaller than the one in the Kishanganga valley. The lower part of this 
bay is formed by Murree beds, and the higher by nummulitic limestones ; ‘the 
bordering rocks are in all cases paleeozoics. 

Relations of tertiaries to older rocks.—At the junction of the siaiaieatiliiaes with 
the paleozoics, on the Kinhér river below Khigén, the strata are nearly vertical, 
with a slight south-westerly dip, the nummulitics overlying the paleozoics. 

There appears to be strict parallelism between the strata of the two rock series, 

as far as can be observed in the limited portion visible in the section. A similar 

relation of the paleozoies to the tertiaries has been previously noticed in Ladak.® 
General conclusions on the tertiaries—The occurrence of the bay of tertiaries 

1 It may not be out of place to mention that, from the middle rocks of the Murree group, 

near Chakoti, in the Upper Jhelam valley, I obtained last autumn a fragment of the frond of a 
palm, belonging to aspecies which Dr. Feistmantel has described below as being very closely allied to, 
if not identical with, Sabal major, of the middle and lower miocene of Europe. The occurrence of 
this miocene palm in a horizon far below that of the mammaliferous siwaliks is of some importanee, 

as it goes some way in confirming the conclusions previously arrived at by Mr. W. T. Blanford and 
others, as to the pliocene age of the latter. The presence of nummulites marks the eocene age of 
the Sub4thu group. The present fossil indicates the miocene age of the Murree group (the fossil 
was found about the middle of this series); and hence, on this evidence alone, the Siwaliks should 
be phi 

® These Musafirabed limestones have been the source of considerable discussion and difficulty. 
In the first paper of this series (Supra Vol. IX, p. 155, ef seq.) they were classed as nunsaialiticn 
(Subéthu), but were confounded with the paleoscics to the northward. In subsequent paper 
(Vol. XII, p. 16), owing to this mistake and the non dimovacy of samuostiies Sa Ste tbavatons 8b 
Mussfirabed, I came to the conclusion that these soks must be the aquianlent af the Url limestonde 
higher up the Zhelam valley, aad hence of early mivondts ar’ inte —— ¥he observations 

‘ of the past sensén have Snaliy vet thy question at seat. ie 
® Supra, Vol, XII, p. 89. rr 
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running up the valley of the Kinhér and Kishanganga rivers is a fact of much 
geological interest. The presence of this bay, taken together with the circum- 

stance that the inner tertiary boundary is immediately outside a snowy range, 
the nature of that boundary, and the non-occurrence of any tertiary rocks 
beyond it, seem to point to the conclusion that that boundary is approximately an 
original one, though, of course, the limits of the strata have been somewhat 
curtailed by denudation., Hence we may probably infer that the Kaj-nag and 

Pir-Panjaél range marks an old shore line, while the Jhelam flowed into the sea 

or estuary at Uri,* and the Kanhér and Kishangwnga rivers, by distinct mouths 
into a gulf northward of Musafirabad. From these obervations it will follow that 

the present drainage lines of the country must have existed in early tertiary 
times. 

The lower Murree beds are certainly of marine origin, as they locally con- 
tain nummulites; while, from the occasional occurrence of fresh-water shells in 

the higher beds of the series, we may infer that the latter are of fresh-water 
or brackish origin. Hence it seems probable that the nummulitic sea gradually 
receded, and was replaced by estuaries and lagoons. We may further infer that 

Himalayan land existed in eocene times, forming a shore of the eocene sea, 

and affording material for the immense series of tertiary deposits. Considering 

that we have fair evidence that the Pir-Panj4l and Kaj-nég range-formed 
an old shore line, it seems remarkable that no pebble beds are found in the 
lower tertiaries. This may, perhaps, be explained as follows:—Seeing that 
in most places where the junction between the paleozoics and tertiaries has 

been observed, (as in Khag4n and on the Jhelam at Uri,) there is a strict paral- 
lelism between the two series of strata, frequently (as at Uri) with inversion, 
we must suppose that the palsozoics forming the old shore line had origin- 
ally a low and gradual dip towards the sea; the tertiaries would then be thrown 
down upon these rocks with the same general inclination which, in a limited 
area, would appear parallel, Further, since the older rocks dipped towards the 
sea, they would be but slightly affected by denudation, and since the sea may have 
been a currentless gulf, it is not so difficult to imagine the absence of a pebble 
beach. Finally, a steady upraising of the whole area by a lateral thrust would 
very easily crush the tertiaries against the paleozoics and invert the latter upon 

them. It may be concluded from this, that here, as suggested by Mr. Medlicott 
(“ Manual,” pp. 569,980), a great upheaval and denudation of the older rocks took 

place in pre-tertiary times, while the great epoch of contortion and crushing took 
place subsequently. 

Eatinction of gneissic ants of the Pir-Panjdl at the Kishanganga valley.—In the 
‘Manual of the Geology of India,” it has been concluded* that the valley of the 
Kishanganga at Musafirabad, and of the Jhelam below its great bend at that place, 

formed the boundary of the Himalayan area proper. This conclusion is strikingly 
éonfirmed by the bay of tertiary rocks occurring in the lower Kishanganga 
yalley, and by the gradual but complete extinction, some distance to the south- 

"4 Phe opinion at first expressed by myself (Supra, Vol. IX, p. 155), that this boundary was 
fsultel one, will not bold. 

'* gp map accompanying paper last quoted. 
pv" Sopp. S76, B18, 
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east of this valley, of the gneissic axis of the Pir-Panjdl range,—an axis 
which can be traced up to this point continuously from the Dhanladhér range, 
with but slight interruption, and, as we approach the valley of the Kishan. 

ganga, becomes gradually less and less marked until its final disappearance 

beneath a mass of silurian and carboniferous rocks in that valley. The gneiss 

to the westward of the Kishanganga belongs to an entirely different mountain 

system, namely that of the Mustég and Chil4s ranges of Baltistén and Ladak, 
described in previous papers of this series. 

Older rocks of Khagdn.—Reverting to the rocks of Kh4gén, we may continue 

our survey by commencing at the upper end of the valley, where we find the 

rocks of the valleys and bordering ranges to consist mainly of a compact gneiss- 
granite, frequently porphyritic, with large twin crystals of orthoclase, but more 
generally fine-grained. This gneiss-granite is undoubtedly identical with the 

similar rocks described in my last paper as occurring so frequently in Baltistan, 

and apparently the representative of the central gneiss of Dr. Stoliczka. It is, 
however, quite probable that among this gneiss there are beds of the newer 

gneiss. 
In several places on the south side of the upper Kh4gén valley, this primitive 

gneiss, frequently lacking all signs of stratification, is distinctly seen to be 
overlaid by a newer and schistose gneiss, with considerable indications of uncon- 
formity. This newer schistose gneiss, and other schists, are frequently highly 

garnetiferous and micaceous. As we descend the valley, the newer schists 
gradually become less and less crystalline, till near the village of Khfigan itself 
they become almost unaltered slates and shales; while below that place they 
pass into greenish sandy and slaty rocks, undoubtedly the same as many of 
the older palssozoics of Kfishmir. In various parts of upper Khfgan these semi- 

metamorphic rocks are overlaid by carbonaceous and pyritous shales, which have 
undergone a partial metamorphism, and these again by a hard white or buff 
metamorphic limestone or marble. The close resemblance of these rocks, whose 
distribution is approximately indicated on the map, to the metamorphosed trias 
of the Kishanganga valley, and also to the unaltered carboniferous and trias of 
the Kashmir valley, indicates a strong presumption that they are the same; 

it is further probable that the representatives of the Hazara ‘Tanol’ group of 
Mr. Wynne are represented among these rocks. 

Frequently, owing to the extent to which the metamorphic action has been 
carried, the presumed carboniferous zone cannot be detected. The presence of 
these rocks, if rightly assigned, confirms the conclusion that the newer Khfgén 
gneiss, which is the same as that of the lower Kishanganga, is the altered 
representative of the palmozoics. ee, 

Unknown rocke.—In upper Khfgén, at the village of Soch, therp.pocur 
certain greenish sandstones, mingled with some slightly altered bine jiseantoncs, 
and pome shales, resting on the gueiss. These rocks are left geevippred on the 
anap, as I cannot determine their age; they ane not unlike-equw @f the numnn- 
lities, but I could find no trace of nummulites in the Tmastones. 

Rocks of Northers Hasére.—In conclusion, & few remarks may be added, as 
to the correlation of the ‘rocke of: uortiokm. Hasheg, comprehending the lower./. 
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portion of the course of the Kinhir river, and the adjacent country to the west 

and south with those of Khaégén. The latest report on the gevlogy of Hazdra 

is by Mr. Wynne, and will be found in the 12th volume of the “ Records,” 
accompanied by a map, which includes part of the area exhibited in the map 
accompanying the present notice. In the two maps some slight differences will 
be noticed, occasioned by the different estimates takon by Mr. Wynne and myself 
of the distinctions between slates and schists. A short notice of the section 

between Murree and Abbottabad, in Hazéra, is given by Mr. Wynne in the samo 

volume ;? and the geology of the Sirban mountain in lower Hazéra is treated of by 
the same gentleman in the 9th volume of the ‘ Memoirs.” 

In northern Hazéra Mr. Wynne distinguishes the fullowing divisions of the 
infra-jurassic frocks, viz. :—~ 

; upper 
4. Trias { nae 

3 dnd nol 
* (and Tanol series, passing to the north into gneissic rocks. 

2. Attock slates. 
1. Hazara gneiss. 

The trias Mr. Wynne identifies with that of Késhmir, and there can be no 
doubt that this is correct. 

The age of the Tanol rocks is not determined, but it is evident that this must 
lie between some part of the paleozoic and the trias. 

The Attock slates are concluded to be paleozoic, with a possibility of being 
silurian. Mr. Wynne doubts whether these rocks are the same as the silurian 
of Kashmir, mainly on account of their non-association with gneiss. 

“The Haz4ra gneiss is identified with that of the Kéj-nag (Pir-Panjal) range, 
but is said to be differently placed. 

In Mr. Wynne’s map® there appears a large series of schistose rocks, lying to 

the north of Abbotabad. These rocks do not appear in the table given on page 
128 of Mr. Wynne’s notice, unless they be included in the Tanul series. They 
are undoubtedly the same as the newer gneiss of Khagaén, which has been shown 
to contain representatives of the palsozoics. 

My own observations tend to point to the intimate relationship of these 
schists with the Attock slates; the rocks on the lower Kinhdr river, mapped as 
such by Mr. Wynne,‘ appearing to pass imperceptibly into the newer gneiss and 

ether schists, of Khégén to the north, and of Hazira to the south-west. I am 
thus led to conclude that the newer gneiss series (or schists of Mr. Wynne), is, 
at-all events in great part, the metamorphosed representative of the Attock slates. 
Both these rock series would, therefore, seem to correspond to the slate series 
of Kashmir, which has been mainly classed as silurian, thongh there is a possi- 

tility of ite upper part being carboniferous. 
_: SSinpe the publication of Mr. Wynne’s notice of northern Hazara, Dr. Waagen 
Jhon enggested® that the Attock slates may be of carboniferous age, his suggestion 
a, seq. de, p80 OMe Wynne terms the Kinhér 
oes the Nainsik river). 

Xa Raven wa: ~~. - 5 Supra, Vol. XI, p. 184. 
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being based on the evidence of a carboniferous brachiopod, embedded in dark 
shale, said to have been obtained from the Punjab. The evidence connecting. 
this fossil with the Attock slates is, however, only circumstantial. 

Seeing that, according to Mr. Wynne, the Tanol group overlies the Attock 

slates with marked unconformity, it seems difficult to accept the view of the 
carboniferous age of the former, since there would thus seem to be no place for 
the Tanols. Perhaps a way out of the dilemma might be found by considering 
that merely the topmost Attock slates are of carboniferous age. Even then 
however, we have the Tanols vastly thicker than the undoubted carboniferous of 

Kashmir, to say nothing of the unconformity between the Tanols and the trias. 
The Hazéra gneiss of Mr. Wynne is undoubtedly the same as that of upper 

Khdgan, where we have seen it underlying the newer schists, and doubtless 
corresponds to the ‘ central gneiss’ of Dr. Stoliczka. Its apparent super-position 

on the newer schists in Hazdra must be due either to inversion on a very large 

scale, or to a fault. 

In confirmation of the view of the correspondence of the Attock slates with 
the slate series of Kf&shmir, I may add that I have this season identified, as far 

as this can be done from exact structural similarity, the slates occurring on the 
upper road from Abbottabad to Murree at Kaélabagh, described by Mr. Wynne as 
Attock slates, and those occurring in the gorge leading from Lama-Yuru to 
Kalsi on the Indus in Ladak,* considered both by Dr. Stoliczka and myself as 
being probably of silurian age. Similar rocks occur at Drds, on the Kashmir 
and Lad4k road, and have been identified with the great mass of the slate series 
of Kashmir. The proximity of the same Kashmir slates in the Kishanganga 
valley to the Attock slates of the lower Kunhdr valley seems of itself enfficient 
proof of the identity of these rocks. 

On some Gondwana Labyrinthodonts, by R. Lypexxer, B.A., F.Z.8., Geologi- 
cal Survey of India. 

(With a Plate). 

Introductory.—Since my last notice of Gondwana vertebrates? Professor 
Huxley has returned to the Indian Museum certain remains of labyrinthodonts 
from the Panchet and Maleri groups of the Gondwana rock series, some of which 
are of sufficient interest to merit a short notice here, as they illustrate more 
fully than previous specimens the structure and distribution of certain forms 
of these interesting salamandroid animals. In the plate accompanying this 

notice some of the best preserved of these remains have been figured, together 

with (fig. 1) the small lower jaw of a Panchet labyrinthodont collected by nvynelf 

last year, and referred to in the above-quoted. notice. pene prowess — 

the various specimens seriatum. 

Mandible of Pacuyaonta Incurvata from the Panchet pee his de- 

scription of the “ Vertebrate Fossils fromthe Panchet Hecks;*” Professor Huxley 

: wel. XIV, 
27 ee bgt Hope a 
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described and figured the hinder moiety of tho left ramus of a labyrinthodont 
mandible under the new name of Puchygonia inenreata. This lower jaw. is 
characterised by its roughly sculptured outer surface, and by its carrying a row 
of minute teeth, transversely elongated at their bases, but beeoming sub- 
cylindrical higher up. The part of the dentary element remaining in the speci- 

men is nearly straight, with a slight indication of the symphysial incurving. 

At a subsequent date I described! the symphysial portion of another Inby- 

rinthodont mandible from the same formation, which was referred to the same 

species. This specimen showed a series of small teeth, placed along the free edye 
of the ramus, like those in Professor Huxley's specimen, and also a single and 
larger isolated tooth placed internally to the marginal scrics in juxtaposition to 

the symphysis. 

In figure 2 of the plate accompanying this notice is represented the dentary 
portion of the right ramus of a labyrinthodont mandible from the Panchet group 
of rocks, being one of the specimens returned by Professor Huxley. The anterior 
portion of this specimen is preciscly the same as the fragment of the symphysis 
described by myself. The hinder part of this specimen, as far forward as the 
point where the teeth becume separated by a distinct interval, corresponds with 
the anterior part of Professor Huxley's specimen; the new jaw is, however, 
rather deeper than the latter, and must have belonged to a somewhat larger 

individual. The new specimen makes us, therefore, acquainted with the whole 
of the mandible of Puchygonia. It will be noticed that the hinder teeth aro 

closely approximated, transversely elongated at their bases, sub-cylindrical higher 
up, and bending in at their extremities. In advance of these approximated 
teeth are four rather larger teeth, separated by intervals about equalling their 

own shorter diameters. In advance of these, we again find another scries of 
smaller and closely approximated teeth, continuing up to the symphysis, as in 
many other labyrinthodonts. There is one large isolated tooth placed close to 
the symphysis, and internally to the marginal series. 

In describing his specimen, Professor Huxley remarked that “inside the 

dentary piece there seems to be a distinct splenial element......It exhibits minute, 
round, crater-like elevations, as if (as is the case in some Amphibia and Ganoid 
fishes) it had given attachment to teeth.” The absolute correctness of this 

suggestion is illustrated by the new specimen, for this shows on its inner surface 

a small remnant of a splenial element, bearing two minute teeth; this probably 
continued along a considerable portion of the hinder part of the dentary picce. 
The outer wall of the mandible is nearly vertical, and of great relative depth 
at the symphysis. The general form of the complete mandible was probably 

very similar to that of the European Lubyrinthodon pachygnathus. 

PacHYGonta from the Kota-Maleri group.—In figures 3 and 4 of the accom- 

panying plate are represented two fragments of labyrinthodont jaws from the 
Maleri section of the Kota-Maleri group. They were collected by the late Mr. 
Hislop in Chutia Nagpir, and were sent to Professor Huxley, who never de- 
soribed them: they are coated with the red clay characteristic of the Maleri 

* Pal, Ind.” Ser. IV., Vol. I, pt. 3, p. 18, pl. III, figs. 12, 18. 

D 
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fossils. The fragment represented in figure 3 is a portion of the dentary element 
of a mandibular ramus, posterior to the symphysis; while that represented in 

figure 4 isa portion of a left ramus, immediately contiguous to the symphysis. 
These fragments so closely resemble the above-described jaws of Pachygonia 
ancurvata, that it appears to me that they may be safely referred to the same 
genus, and not improbably to the same species. 

The identification of a Panchet fossil in the much lower Maleri horizon is a 

matter of some interest, as hitherto the fossils from these two horizons have 

been entirely distinct, The present determination makes a closer link between 

these two series of the great Gondwana system. 
GoNIOGLYPTUS HUXLEYI (nobis) from the Panchet group.—Another specimen 

from the Panchet rocks, represented in figures 5 and 8 of the accompanying 
plate, consists of the hinder portion of the left ramus of the mandible of a com- 
paratively large-sized labyrinthodont. Figure 5 gives a view of the articular 
cavity, and figure 8 of the outer surface of this specimen. It will be remem- 
bered that in the above-quoted memoir' Professor Huxley described and 
figured a slender labyrinthodont mandible, which he provisionally referred to 
Gonioglyptus longirostris, a species named from the evidence of a fragementary skull 

from the Panchet rocks. The relatively common occurrence of fragments of both 
these skulls and mandibles in those rocks renders it almost certain that this 

provisional determination is correct, and it will henceforth be assumed to be so. 
The fragmentary ramus figured here comprehends only a portion of the 

articular and angular elements, the supra-angular having been nearly all worn 
away, the cavity for articulation with the quadrate and the superior part of the 

articular and angular elements being the only perfect portions. This jaw 
belonged to an animal nearly three times the dimensions of the one to which 
belonged the jaw figured by Professor Huxley: it would, however, be doubtful 
whether size alone would afford grounds of specific distinction, were it 

not supplemented by certain differences in form. The general form of 
the larger mandible agrees so nearly with that of Gonioglyptus longirostris, 
that there is every probability of the two having belonged to the same genus. The 
following points of difference may, however, be indicated :—In @. longirostris the 
sculpturing on the igternal surface extends down to the sharp interior border 
of the jaw, throughout its length. In the larger jaw, on the other hand, the 
sculpture occupies only the upper two-thirds of the hinder portion of the outer 
surface, there being a wide and deep groove on the portion unoccupied by the 
sculpture. The two diverging grooves, so conspicuous on the outer side of the 
mandible of G@. longirostris, immediately below the articular cavity, are only very 
faintly indicated in the larger jaw. There is, further, a considerable difference in 

the sculpture of the two specimens, which, though easy to recognise, is difficult 
to describe. 

The foregoing differences appear to me to forbid our referring the two 
mandibles to the same species, and I therefore propose to form a new species 
for the larger jaw, which may be named Gonioglypius husleyt. Judging from the 

1 p. 5, pl. VI, fig. & 
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size of the fragment of the mandible, this animal must have attainod a length of 

at least 5 or 6 feet. 
Labyrinthodont S ymphysis from the Panchet group.—lIn figure 6 of the aeccompany- 

ing plate, there is represented the inferior view of the right half of the symphysis 
of the mandible of a labyrinthodont from the Panchet rocks. The figured under- 
surface shows a portion of the bone marked with sculpture like that of Gonio- 
glyptus, and internally to this an exposed surface which would seem to have arti- 
culated with a produced splenial element. The superior surface (not figured) 
has been somewhat rolled, and only shows sections of the teeth. These comprised 
& marginal series, and one larger solitary tooth, placed more internally, near the 
symphysis. The superior surface is nearly flat, while the inferior gradually 
slopes upwards from the hinder border of the symphysis to the anterior border, 
which consequently forms a sharp edge. 

The form of the symphysis shows that this jaw cannot belong to Pachygonia 
in which the anterior border of the symphysis forms a vertical wall in place of a 
sharp edge. It may belong to one of the species of Gonioglyptus, but this cannot 
be certainly determined. 

Mandible of GLYPTOGNATHUS FRAGILIS (nobis) from the Panchet group —In my 

note on Gondwana vertebrates in the last volume of this publication, already 
quoted, a mandible of a labyrinthodont from the Panchet rocks was described 

though not named, and shown to be different from the mandible either of 
Gonioglyptus or Pachygonia. This specimen has now been figured in the accom- 
panying plate (fig. 1), and it may be well to recapitulate the main points of 
the description already given. The fragment comprises the greater portion of 
the right ramus of the mandible, showing the articular cavity, and the greater 
part of the dentary element. The bases of six anchylosed teeth are shown, 
decreasing in size from before backwards. The teeth are sub-elliptical in cross- 
section, the transverse diameter being the longer. The portion of the jaw 

remaining is quite straight, very slender, rounded interiorly, and sculptured ex- 
ternally. 

The jaw of Gonioglyptus longirostris, besides being larger than the present 

specimen, is distinguished by presenting a trenchant edge, free from teeth, for 
some distance in advance of the articular cavity ; while the jaw of G. hualeyi is 

at once distinguished by its enormously larger dimensions. The jaw of Pachygonia 
incurvata makes no approach to the present specimen. 

There is, therefore, no doubt but that this jaw does not belong to any of the 

named Panchet labyrinthodonts ; and as I am unable to identify it with any form 
from other parts of the globe, and as it is highly inconvenient to have to refer to 
species without any generic or specific name, I propose to provisionally designate 
the species to whfch the jaw belonged as Glyptognathus (yAige, yrdtos) fragilis. 
Though the specimen is not quite perfect posteriorly, it seems probable that it 
had no ‘supra (post) articular’ process, whence it would belong to Professor 
Miall’s group of Brachyopineg, Gonioglyptus, and Pachygonia, belonging to the 
group Euglypta, in which that process is present.’ 

3Seo Miall, “Report on the structure and classification of the Labyrinthodonts.” Brit. 
Astoc, Rep., 1874, 
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Labyrinthodunt vertebrwe from Maleri—Among the specimens collected by the 

late Mr. Hislop in the rocks of the Maleri group, and sent to Professor Huxley, 
are certain amphiccelous vertebre of considerable size, which almost certainly 
belonged to some form of labyrinthodont. One of the more perfect of these 
bones is represented in figure 7 of the accompanying plate. It is impossible to 
determine the genus of animal to which these bones belonged, and they are men- 
tioned here merely to indicate the existence of a large labyrinthodont among the 
Maleri fauna. 

It has been suggested to me whether the large dermal scutes found at Maleri 
and elsewhere might not have belonged to the batrachian rather than to the 
crocodilian (Parasuchus) to which they have hitherto been referred. In regard 
to this question, it may be observed that dermal scutes and crocodilian vertebra 

have been found in association at a place (Rewah) where no batrachian remains 
have been discovered; also that at Maleri scutes and crocodilian vertebre are 

very common, while only five batrachian vertebre: are known ; and, finally, that the 
generally quadrangular form and bevelled edges of the scutes indicate crocodilian 

rather than batrachian owners. It is, however, quite possible that some of these 

scutes may have belonged to the latter. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE. 

Fig. 1, GuyprocNnaTHus FraGiis, (Lyd.). Hinder portion of right ramus of 
the mandible. Panchet group. 

Fig. 2. Pacnyconta incurvata (Hux.). Anterior portion of right ramus of 
the mandible ; left ramus restored. Panchet group. 

Figs.34&4, Pacnyeonta (P) mncurvata (Hux.). Portions of the mandible. 
Maleri beds. 

Fig. 5. GontoaLyprus HUXLEYI (Lyd.). Upper view of articular cavity of 
left ramus of the mandible. Panchét group. 

Fig. 6. Gonroatyprus ? sp. Superior view of right half of the symphysis 
of the mandible. Panchet group. 

Labyrinthodont vertebra. Maleri group. 
GoNIOGLYPTUS HUXLEYI, (Lyd.). Lateral view of hinder portion of 

left ramus of the mandible, From the same specimen as that 

represented in figure 5. 

Fig. 

Fig. oN 

Note on some Siwalik and Jamna Mammals by BR. Lypsxxue, B.A, F.Z.S._ 
Geological Survey of India. 

Hyana Srvatensis (Fale. and Oaut) 

In a recent number of the ‘ Records’? Mr. Bose has-re-opened the question as 

to the existence of one or two species of Siwalik hyenas. In this notice the 

correctness of my own measurements of the specimens in the Indian Museum 

having been called in question, I am compelled, much as controversies, are to be 

deprecated, to vindicate my own statements. us 

3 Supra, Vol. XIV, p. 268. 
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It would appear that from an unfortunate grammatical inacenracy of mine, 
Mr. Bose took another skull for the one in which the small upper molar 
was stated to exist, and hence concluded my measurements were wrong.' In 
order that the question may be settled, as far as this point goes, and also to 

remove any personal element from the matter, Mr. J. Wood-Mason, Deputy 
Superintendent of the Indian Museum, has been kind enongh to measure the 
transverse diameter of the tubercular molar in all the three skulls of Siwalik 
hyeenas, in the Indian Museum. In the following table these measurements are 
given, together with Mr. Bose’s measurements of the corresponding teeth in the 

two British Museum specimens. In the second column of the table the presence 

or absence of the first upper premolar is indicated, respectively, by a cross 

or a cypher :— 
Transverse diameter Presence or absence 

of tubercular, of ] p.m. 

@. Indian Museum skull] D.44 «© «© «© «© «© O68 + 
b& os ss » D407 «© «© © -» ag 0-595 0 
ce. British » type of H. sivalensis : ; ; : 055 -+- 

d. Indian » skull D. 45 ‘ ° : ° ° ° 0°45 0 

e. British ,, typeof H. felina . : 0°22 0 

A fragment of the maxilla of another Siwalik = in the Indian Museum 
(D. 101) has the tubercular molar of the same transverse diameter as in the 

skull d; its shorter diameter is, however, 0°19, in place of 0:23. 
In spite of my grammatical blunder, it is rather difficult to understand how 

Mr. Bose, with the three skulls before him, could have overlooked the above- 
mentioned differences in the dimensions of the tubercular molars, and committed 

himself to the statement that “all the three skulls in the collection of the Indian 

Museum agree in respect of the size of the upper tubercular.” 
Taking into consideration the graduated scale of the variations in thie size 

of that tooth as indicated in the table, it appears to me that, from this point of 

view, there are not, as I stated before, sufficient grounds for making more than 
one species. It will be noted that the difference in size of the tooth in question 
in the skulls a and d on the one hand, and d and e on the other, is the same. 

If any division were made of the skulls, including the maxilla, it appears to 

me that it would be necessary to make six species. 
The table further illustrates the extreme irregularity in the development of 

the first premolar, which, in his original paper, Mr. Bose considered to be an 
important character of his H. felina.1. The development or non-development of 
this tooth is seen to bear no relation to the size of the tubercular. 

Although Mr. Bose in his last notice seems to rely on the small size of the 
tubercular as the distinctive character of his species, still he mentions that his 

2 The skull mentioned by Mr. Bose is No. D. 47, while the one I referred to 1s D. 45. 
® Mr, Wood-Mason’s measurement of the tubercular in D. 45 is somewhat larger than mine. 
3 Mr. ‘Bose’s measurement is 0°6. 
4 Mr. Bose (‘ Quar. Jour. Geol. Society,’ Vol. XXXVI, p. 181) remarks on the constancy of this 

tooth in all known species of Hyena, both living and fossil, except his H. felina. A cast of a 
skull.of H. eximia from Pikermi, exhibited in the British Museum, shows the absence of this 
tooth. 
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type skull of H. felina is distinguished by its greater shortness and breadth from 
his H. sivalensis. It is, indeed, perfectly true that there is a very considerable 
difference between the form of the skulls a and e, the former being elongated 
and the latter wide. But then the skull } is intermediate in these respects, 
approaching, however, in its wide palate, nearer to e than to a. 

It is not easy to see the force of the support Mr. Bose seems to derive from 
the confusion made by the Editor of the “ Paleontological Memoirs” over the 
application of the name Felis cristata, as was pointed out by Mr. Bose himself 
in his original paper. 

Finally, as was mentioned in my previous notice, I think from the materials 
available to him, Mr. Bose, following the lead of Dr. Falconer,* was probably 
right in making two species of Siwalik hywnas. The fuller materials available 
in India, however, seem to me to point to the conclusion that not more than one 
Species can at present be determined. 

TRAGULUS SIVALENSIS, nobis., n. sp. 

An upper molar tooth of a small ruminant, from Mr. Theobald’s collection 
from the Siwaliks of the Punjab, is indistinguishable from the corresponding 
tooth of the living Tragulus indicus, and doubtless belonged to an animal of the 

same genus. Since it is impossible to distinguish the different living species 
from the characters of the teeth alone, it seems best to indicate the fossil by a 

distinct provisional name, which I propose should be sivalensis. 

EVOLUTION OF THE GIRAFFES. 

A study of the limb-bones and cervical vertebres of fossil Siwalik giraffe-like 
and sivatheroid animals in the collection of the Indian Museum, has shown that 
the Siwalik giraffe was very like the existing species in the proportions of its 
limb-bones. Nearly allied to this giraffe was another long-limbed ruminant, the 
leg-bones of which were, however, considerably shorter than those of the giraffe: 
this ruminant is possibly the same as Vishnutheriwm. Next in the series we 
have Hydaspitherium, whose limb-bones were considerably shorter and stouter 
than those of the last form, but longer and slighter than those of Swathervwm. 
Finally, those of the latter genus have the proportions ordinarily prevailing 

among the ruminants. 

It is not pretended that the above is the direct line of the evolution of the 
giraffes, but it may be taken as a true indication whence these remarkable rumi- 
nants were evolved. The specimens examined indicate that the families Oamelo- 
pardalide and Sivatherids should be amalgamated. 

The details on which these conclusions are founded, will be published here- 
after in the “ Paleontologia Indica.” 

2 pp. 128, 180. is 
* Dr. Falconer, in a letter to the late M, de Blajaviile, dated Ath, Outober 2847, referred to the 

probability of there being two species, both. off Siwélik bytnfé fund tigers. (Gee “Pal, Mop,” 
Vol, “ Corrigenda and Addenda’”) 
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HELLADOTHERIUM. 

In figure 1 of plate A of the unpublished plates of tho “Fauna Antiqua 
Sivalensis,”? the skull of a large hornless ruminant from the Siwaliks is repre- 
sented under the name of the female of Siratherium giganteum. 

In describing the skull of Helladotherium durernoyi from Attica, M. Gandry 

writes in reference to a cast of the above skull,? “le crane a la méme taille que 
celui de 1’Helladotherium, et la ressemblance générale est frappantc; a la vérité, 

ses prémolaires sont un peu plus grandes comparativement aux arri¢re-molaires, 
sa face palatine s’avance moins, ses condyles occipitaux ne sont pas aussi forts, 
la face postérieure n’a pas de chaque cdte de la créte occipitale un enfoneement 
profond. Mais, sion tient compte des variations qu'un animal a pu subir cn 
passant de ]’Europe dans I’Inde, on sera sans doute disposé & rapporter le criéne 
dont je parle & l’espéce de Gréce. M. Falconer, qui a examiné nos fossiles, 
penche vers cette opinion.” 

I have not hitherto admitted Helladotheriwm into tho Siwalik fauna, but a 
careful comparison of the cast of the above-mentioned skull with M. Gaudry’s 
figure of the skull of Heiladotherium leaves no doubt in my mind that the two 

skulls belong, at all events, to the same genus. The question, of course, suggests 

itself as to whether Helladotherium can be the female of Sivatherium, but this is 
negatived by the greater length of limb of the former animal. 

The original assignation of the skull in question to the female of Sivatherium 
seems only to have been a guess, founded upon the similarity of the tecth, as 
the skull really presents no marked resemblance to that of the latter genus. 
Judging from the analogy of the giraffe,—the nearest living ally of these fossil 

animals,—it would be more probable that when horns were developed at all, they 
were present in both sexes. 

It is somewhat ramarkable that the late Dr. Murie, in his memoir of Siva- 
thertum,® makes no mention of M. Gaudry’s reference of the so-called female of 
that genus to Helladotherium. 

I think the Indian species must be provisionally known as H. duvernoyi, as its 

skull seems to present no sufficient points of distinction from the Attic form. 

HiprororaMus IRavatTICcus (Falc. and Caut.) 
In the “Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis,” according to the lettering of the plates, 

and their posthumous description, all the remains of hippopotamus from the sub- 
Himalayan Siwaliks are referred to H. sivalensis. Two fragments of the sym- 
physis of a six-toothed mandible are, however, represented in figures 10 and 11 
of plate LVII of that work under the name of H. travatious, and came from Ava. 
No other specimens are figured under the same name ;‘ and as no description is 
given, the grounds on which Dr. Falconer specifically distinguished these speci- 

2 Autotype copies of these plates can be obtained at the British Museum, 
* “ Animaux Fossiles et Géologie de P Attique,”’ p. 260. 
3 “ Geological Magazine”, Vol. viii, p. 488. M. Gaudry’s work was published i 

Dr. Murie’s memoir in 1871, 7 aac 
-4 Except a radius in plate Ixxxiii, fig. 12. 
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mens are unknown. The Ava specimens seem, however, to be of smaller size 
than the others. 

In the Indian Museum there is the lower end of the left radius of a very 
small hippopotamus from Ava, described by Dr. Falconer in his catalogue of the 
Siwalik collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (No. A. 303)? as belonging to 
his H. travaticus, stated to correspond very closely with the specimen represent 
ed in plate LXV, figure 18, of the “ Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis” (as H. sivalensis). 
In the same catalogue another bone (No. A. 307) is described as belonging to 
H. iravaticus in the following words: ‘Lower end of left femur, showing the 
articulating condyles and a part of the shaft, both much weathered and the 

surface abraded, so as to render the character[s] indistinct. The bone is pro- 
portionately of much smaller size than Hippopotamus sivalensis, and would thus 
agree with the dimensions of the radius, No. 303, and with specimens assigned to 
Hippopotamus iravaticus in the “ Fauna Antig. Sival.”’*® 

This is all that is known regarding the species, from which we gather that its 

remains were obtained from Ava, that it was ‘hexaprotodont,’ and that it was of 
much smaller dimensions than H. sivalensis, which equalled in this respect the 
large African species. 

During a recent visit to England, Mr. W. Davies, of the British Museum, 

showed me several limb-bones of a very small but adult hippopotamus from the 
Siwaliks, which we considered must probably belong to H. travaticus. 

.  Inrecently cataloguing the remains of Siwalik hippopotamus in the Indian 
Museum, a left ramus of the mandible (No. B. 395) has from its small dimensions 

appeared to me very probably to belong to Falconer’s H. iravaticus. The follow- 
ing are the dimensions of this specimen compared with those of the jaw of 
H. sivalensis. 

H. iravaticus. H. sivalensis. 

Depth of jaw at 2nd true molar . . . . .« 42 4°4 

Length ,, five last teeth : ae ‘ ° 77 85 
» 4, urst true molar 5 ‘ ; ; : ° 121 15 

Width , » » » ° ‘ ‘ : . . 0°95 13 
Length,, 2nd ,, ‘ a © 1°68 19 
Width ,, 5» » » : oot . ‘ ° 1°22 1°55 
Length,, 8rd ,,  » a a er ee” 22 2°82 
Width ,, » ss 9 ° ° ° . 13 16 

These dimensions show that while the depths of the two jaws are practically 
the same, there is a great difference in the size of the teeth : the hinder border of 

the symphysis is also placed farther forward in the smaller jaw. The pattern of 
the grinding surfaces of the molars in all species of hippopotamus is so similar 
that no grounds of distinction can be drawn from their teeth. 

Although distinctions merely on the ground of differences of size require to 
be received with extreme caution, yet the ements observed in the jaw before 

1 See “ Pal. Mem.,” Vol. I, p. 142. 
* The instance of the emall radius figured in plate LXV, fig. 18, leaves it doubtful whether 

this statement iapplies: to: Ve naanileblas gst 66: AE Srscetions ce limb-bones figured as 
ZT. sivalensis. 
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us, 88 Compared with those of the jaw of ZH. s/vulensis, seem to point to the 

correctness of Dr. Falconer’s conclusions as to the existence of a second smaller 

species of Siwalik hippopotamus. 

MAMMALIAN FOSSILS FROM THE JAMNA ALLUVIUM. 

Mr, J Cockburn, of the Opium department, has recently presented to the 
Indian Museum a small series of mammalian bones, collected by him in the older 

pleistocene alluvium of the Jamna, and its tributaries, in the Banda district. These 
remains are in most cases thoroughly mincralised, like the Narbada fossils. They 
are, however, with a few exceptions, in a very fragmentary condition, so that thoir 
specific determination is impossible. They may be referred to the following seven 

genera, viz., Elephas, Bos or Bubalus, Portaz, Antilope, Tthinoceres, Equus and 
Felis. 

The antelope seems to be identical with the black-buck, A, cervicapra. The 
rhinoceros cannot be specifically determined, but as it was furnished with lower 

incisors, it cannot have been FR. deccanensis of the Kri:hna valley pleistocene: it 
may have been BR. indicus. The species of Felis, a genus, like the last, hitherto 

unknown from these deposits, is represented by a nearly perfect specimen of tho 
right scapho-lunar bone, which is of slightly larger size than the corresponding 

bone of a full-sized Bengal tiger. Beyond this slight difference in size, the two 

bones do not present any appreciable points of distinction, and may have very 
probably belonged to the same species. It would, however, be rash on this 
scanty evidence to say that the pleistocene tiger was certainly the same as the 
living species. 

With the remains of a small, specifically indeterminable, horse was associated 
a small chipped agate flake, and other similar flakes were obtained in the same 

deposits. 

It is unfortunate that none of the mammalian bones can be more accurately 
determined, so that they might be identified with Narbada species found elsewhere 
in these deposits ; but it is almost certain that they belong to the same epoch, 
and thus afford another instance of the association of the works of men with 
pleistocene mammals. 

The list of mammals recorded from the older Jamna alluvium is now as 

follows :— 
Semnopithecus, sp. 
Euelephas namadicus (F. and C.) 

Felis, sp. 
Maus., sp. 
Rhinoceros, sp. 
Equus, sp. 
Hippopotamus palwindicus (FF. and C.) 
Sus, sp. 
Bubalus paleindicus, (F. and C.) 

P Bos, sp. 
Portax, sp. 
Antilope cervicapra (Pal.) 
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The Geology of Dalhousie, North-West-Himalaya,— By Oolonel C. A. McManon, 
F. G. S. (with a map). 

In beauty of scenery, Dalhousie will bear favourable comparison with any other 
hill station in the Himalayas north of Darjiling. Richly wooded with oak, 
rhododendron, and the spruce and silver firs (Abies smithiana and Picea web- 
bianw), an occasional deodar cedar, horse chestnut, or other deciduous tree, give 

variety to the foliaye; whilst boldly jutting crags of gneiss and granite impart 
an element of wildness to the scene. 

The view on all sides is almost equally good. Towards the plains, the clays 

and conglomcrates of the Siwalik series, bright red in the glancing sun, may be 
seen rising in fantastic pinnacles next the Nahan sandstones ; and then fading 
away in soft undulations, the warm green of the Pinus longifolia, with which they 
are clad, blending into the deep blue of tho distant horizon, where the rivers 

Ravi, Chaki, and Bids, glow like streaks of molten silver in the glory of the 
setting sun. Ona clear day, after heavy rain, the Chindb may also be seen in 
the far distance. 

Towards the north one looks down upon a perfect labyrinth of mountains, 
whilst snowy peaks, 21,000 feet high, shut in the view. 

The Dhulir Dhar (Dhauladhar) range ends somewhat abruptly at Dalhousie, 
where it attains an elevation of 9,103 feet above the sea. On the east, north, and 
west of Dainkund, the river Ravi flows, in its course to the plains, at an 
elevation of 3,033 feet at Chamba, and of about 2,260 feet near Kairi. As the 
elevation of the district embraced in this paper ranges from 9,200 to 2,200 feet 

above the sea, it will be readily understood that the ground is difficult to 
traverse ; and that it would have been impossible for me, with the limited time 

at my disposal, to have followed throughont its entire length the line of out-crop 
of each of the rock series described. I have done so, however, to some extent, 

and have made, map in hand, so many traverses at right angles to the strike, 
that the accompanying map may be relied on. Until we have a more accurate 

map to work with, it would be mere waste of time to attempt to mark the 
boundaries of the different series in closer detail than I have done. 

As it forms no part of the object of this paper to describe the tertiary series, 

I have only roughly sketched in the boundary line between the Siwaliks and 

the Nfhans. I note, however, in passing that the Siwalik conglomerates contain 
numerous pebbles and boulders of the granitoid gneiss of the Dhuldrdhfr and 

of the trap, about to be described, from which it is clear that both these series 
were exposed when the Siwaliks were laid down. 

The Volcanic Series. 

A considerable thickness of trap is found in abrupt contact with the rocks of 
tertiary age all along the line. The trap is of compact texture and-of greenish- 
gray colour on its fractured surface, with occasional purplish patches in it. It 
usually weathers from a light brown to a rusty brown colour} but sometimes it 
varies from sage green to a purplish poe tint. ii acaba scarcely 
weathers at all. 
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Amygdules abound near the upper and lower boundaries uf the rock, and are 
occasionally to be seen in the more central portions. There are four varieties of 

these amygdules,—white and red, and white centres with red borders, and green 

centres with red borders. The two first mentioned are the most common. The 
amygdules are of moderate size. The rock gives no surface indication of bed- 
ding. 

At page 607 of the Manual of the Geology of India, it was sugyested that tho 
trappean rocks of the Lower Himalayas! are of post-nummulitic age; the fact 
that the trap rarely penetrates the tertiary rocks is noted, and the question is 
asked, “Can the explanation of this apparent anomaly be that the origin of this 
intrusive rock is rather innate than hypogene?” The rocks to which these 
remarks would be applicable must, I consider, be different from thoso now under 
consideration. 

Very similar rocks occur in Kashmir, and from Mr. Lydckker’s description of 
them,?—from the few specimens sent me for microscopic examination,’ and from 
their mode of occurrence,—I think they 1epresent the traps under consideration. 
At first Mr, Lydekker seomed disposed to consider the Kashinir traps to be of 
metamorphic origin,‘ but he gradually came to the conclusion that they aro 

“truly eruptive rocks.* ” 

A microscopical examination of thin slices of the traps described in tlis paper 

has quite satisfied me that they are more or less altered lavas. I reserve the 
further discussion of this branch of the subject for a subsequent paper which 

I propose to devote to microscopic petrology. 
In the Dalhousie area these ancient lavas attain their greatest thickness be- 

tween Nagali and Kande (Kandao), and the ridge running thence in a northward 
direction down to the Ravi is composed of them. Beyond the river the band 
narrows, and beyond Kairi bends sharply round tothe west. The last I saw of 
them in that direction was in the bed of the river which flows into the Ravi at 
Kairi, and forms the boundary between the Kashmir and Chamba states. I have 
not had an opportunity of exploring the country over the Kashmir border. 
The climbing along the bed of this river at the point indicated is very difficult, 
and I do not recommend it to any one who is not a good cragsman. In its 
southerly extension, the trap widens somewhat at the elbow-like bend between 
Lahled (Lalaid) and Chambi, and from thence it gradually narrows until it becomes 
very thin at the toll-bar gate below the Mémul travellers’ bungalow. Itis here much 

crushed and rotten, and is partly buried under talus. Itis seen in good condition 
further down, between Butoli (Patoli) and Auhar (Aur), and the stream running 
down from M4mul to the Chaki, follows its course for a considerable distance. 

The boundary between the trap and the Nahan beds is probably a faulted one. 
The strata of the Né&han sandstones are often obscured by vegetation, but whenever 

I have had an opportunity of observing the dip near the point of contact, it has 
been perpendicular or nearly so. 

3 ¢.¢,, the lower mountains including and east of the Simla region. 
8 Becords, Vols, IX, XI, and XIV. ® Records, XI, 36, + Records, IX, 160. 

® Records, XIV, 23, 
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In the Chu4ri (Chaohari) section, the trap is in contact with the conglome- 
rates of the Siwalik series, the Néhans having probably been cut off by the fault. 

The age of the trap will best be considered in connection with the next series. 

The Oarboniferous Limestone Series. 

The rock immediately in contact with the trap along its eastern boundary is 
a quartzite, for the most part of white colour, as trans-Révi near Kairi. There 
follows a thick series of shales and limestones, until the gneiss, which bounds 
this series on the east, is reached. Next the gneiss the rocks consist of a dark 

aicaceous slate something between a shale and a schist, which disintegrates into a 
black “crush rock,” exactly similar to the “ crush rock ” of the Simla area. A good 
and an extensive example of this rock may be seen on the descent from Dalhousie 

to Sherpur (Sairpur). It is here, especially when wet, almost coal black. This 

dark slaty rock is not confined to the eastern boundary of the series. I have also 
seen it at or near the western boundary, as in the river bed trans-Révi, north of 
Kairi. 

Occasionally limestone is seen within afew yards of the gneiss, and appar- 

ently in actual contact with it. An instance of this may be seen in the Chuari 
section, where the limestone, which is as usual of dark blue colour, is sub- 
crystalline and contains cubes of iron pyrites. 

One of the best sections of the limestone series is, I think, to be obtained on 
the descent from Dalhousie to Sandara. The gneiss is left a little to the east of 
Dhaldg; then succeed the dark carbonaceous slates, which exhibit a hypome- 

tamorphism in the shape of micaceous glazing. Between this and the quartzite 
in contact with the trap, I counted four strong outcrops of dark-blue limestone, 
intercalated with blue slates. The limestone is in bands of from 200 to 250 feet 
broad, and in beds that rarely exceed 2 inches in thickness. 

Along this section the dip of the gneiss varied from about E 11° S to SE, 
and the micaceous dark rocks from SSE toSE11°E. The blue slates dipped 
first high W, then perpendicular, and finally returned to an E or E 11° § dip. 

The limestone series, as a whole, dips into the gneiss all along the line. 

I think the carbonaceous slaty rocks above described, which disintegrate 
under the action of water into black “ cush rock,” are identical with the “‘infra- 
Krol” slates of the Simla region, which, even in that area, contain “lenticular 
layers of limestone.!” 

The series under consideration corresponds, I think, completely with the 
description of the Kiol group given by Mr. Lydekker.* At the bottom of that 
group there is a purple or white quartzite, and then follow black shales contain 
ing thin “‘ bands of brittle coal,” followed by dark-blue earthy limestone. _ 

Mr. Lydekker at one time thought the Kiol, which he correlated with the 
Krol group, to be of carboniferous age,® but subsequently he connlnded ‘tt hoth 
the Krol and the Kiol are “ representatives of carboniferousand ¢tias.’ ‘He noted 
that “‘some of the shales of the Kiol are much like those pf the tyyra-Krol,”” and and 
considered that the latter are probably of eh arapice agge.® 

1 5 nanos, III, 20. “e Reet ERE se XIV, 40. 
1 j spomat 

> Records XI 48, #2; XU, "8 eoneda, XIST, 
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In Kashmir, rocks of carboniferous age appear to pass by imperceptible 
degrees into those of the Trias ;} but in the absence of fossils, from the fact that 
the black carbonaceous slates similar to those of the “ infra-Krol” occur at both 

margins of the series, I see no reason to suppose that we have at Dalhousio ro- 
presentatives of more than the carboniferous series. 

As the quartzite only occurs at one margin, namely, next the trap, and is never 
associated, in this area, with the black slates next the gneiss, there scems to be 

no room for the supposition that we have here a crushed anticlinal flexure and 
that the black slates are repeated. 

I observe that in the description of the Kiol scries, given at page 160, Vol. 
IX, Records, a black shale is said to occur next the quarizite at the bottom 

of the series (5), and a black slate (d), without an accompanying quartzite, at tho 
top. In this respect, also, there seems to be a complete correspondence between 
the Dalhousie and the Kiol series. 

In some minor points the limestone series of Dalhousie corresponds with the 
infra-Kyrol and Krol groups. Sometimes pale-blue to bluish-whito wafery shales 
occur in the series, the iron in which oxydizes on exposure to various shades of 

red, yellow, and brown, which colours, combined with the natural blue and white 

of the shales, perhaps represent Mr. Lydekker’s “ polychroic slates” of Kashmir.* 
Some of these biscuity shales remind me of the “inf:a-Krol” shales to be seen at 

Solan ? and between the Chor mountain and the Giri. 

In the Chufri section purple-red shales occur, which closely resemble those of 
the Chor mountain. They probably have their origin in volcanic dust do- 
posited in water. . 

In many localities the limestones present a banded appearance, owing to 
slaty layers of varying thickness being intercalated with the thin beds of lime- 
stone ; and as the latter usually yields to weathering more readily than the slaty 

layers, a ribbed appearance is produced. In the river bed, trans-Rivi, these 
slaty layers are lenticular and fragmentary, and produce a curious graphic appear- 
ance. I think it is to small fragments of this mud enclosed in the limestone that 

the pseudo-fossiliferous appearance, sometimes observed, is produced. I have 
observed enclosures in some of the Dalhousie limestones, which reminded me of 
the Kakarhatti rock. 

I now pass on to consider the age of the trap and its relations to the lime. 

stone series, which I have given reasons for believing to be of carboniferous ape, 

At page 160, Vol. [X, Records, Mr. Lydekker describes the amygdaloids ag 
overlying the Kiol series, which, we have seen, he considers to be of carbo-triassic 

age; but the series is represented as inverted. In Vol. XI, page 35, the amyg- 

daloids of the Sind valley and Pir Punjél range are described as being of infra- 

carboniferous age; and at pages 40 and 49, they are classed as the “highest 

silurians.” In Mr. Lydekker’s last published paper‘ he gives many instances of 
the occurrence of the traps at the base of the carboniferous series (as, for instance, 
at pages 22, 24, 25, 26, and 28), but the following conclusion is arrived at :— 
«_samming an eruptive origin for the traps of Kashmir, it would appear that 

"> & egoonta, KIV, 84, © Records, XIU,62,  ° Memoirs, III, 28.  ‘ Records, XIV, 1. 
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during the silurian period very considerable outflows of sub-marine trap were 
emitted, which were naturally of limited extent; that these outflows probably 
took place in several localities and at several distinct intervals of time. During 
the whole period of these eruptions continuous deposition of stratified material 
was taking place, the strata resulting from which became intimately mixed up 
and ,amalgamated with the trap, so that it is now extremely difficult, or im- 
possible, to distinguish the different factors of the strata. In certain localities, 
as at Manisbal,’the outflows of trap must‘have continued to take place during 
a part, or the whole, of the carboniferous period, and have rendered the rocks 

of that period also difficult of recognition.” 
The lava flow of Dalhousie must, from its position, either be of upper silu- 

rian or of upper or post-carboniferous age, and it is important to decide to which 
it belongs. 

I think there are more grounds for believing that the traps of the Dalhousie 
area are of pre-carboniferous than of post-carboniferous age. There are diffi- 
culties in the way of believing that an overflow of lava in the Kashmir, Dal- 
housie, and Mandi areas lasted from middle or upper silurian times to the end 

of the carboniferous period. It would be remarkable if these ancient volcanoes 
continued to pour out, through so extended a period, one kind of lava only; and 
all that I yet know about these amygdaloidal traps leads me to believe them to 
be very homogeneous in their character. Moreover, if the lava flow lasted from 
the silurian to the close of the carboniferous period, one would expect to find 
substantial bands of trap included in that very thick series of limestones that 

pass by insensible degrees from the carboniferous into the trias, and the more go if 
the traps were, as suggested by Mr. Lydekker, of sub-marine origin, seeing that 

the limestones, in some instances at any rate, must have been laid down at no 
great distance from these ancient volcanoes. I am not aware, however, of any 

considerable lava flows having been interposed between the carboniferous and 
the triassic series in the lower Himalayan region. 

The altered condition of the Dalhousie traps to a certain extent favours the 

theory of their being of great age; whilst the fact that the boulders of the trap 
buried in the Siwalik congiomerates exhibit the same phase of alteration as 
their parent rock negatives the idea of the alteration being the result of tangen- 
tial pressure in tertiary times. A more important fact is that they occur below 
the quartzite band, which is the bottom rock of the Kiol group in Kdshmir and 
of the Krol series in the Simla area. 

An apparent difficulty occurs in the correlation of the Kiol to the Krol, from 
the fact that, in the Simla area, the black ifra-Krol shales occur below the 

horizon of the Krol quartzite, whilst at Dalhousie and at Kiol the black slates 
occur above a quartzite. But I think this difficulty is apparent rather than real. 
The quartzites may not have been perfectly synchronous in both, areas, for one 
thing; and for another, it is clear from the examination of the Dalhousis series 
and the recorded degeription of the Kiol rocks, that the period darmg which the 
carbonaceous element. was deposited was a very extended one, for black slates are 
found at the top and bottom of the series ; and therefor’ xt seems not improbable 
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that the formation of the carbonaceous material in the Siwla region, set in and 

died out earlier in the carboniferous age than in the Dalhousie and Kiol regions. 
If the above conclusions are sound, it follows that from the trap to the top of 

the limestone series we have a normal sequence of rocks, the carbomferous series 

resting conformably on the upper silurian or pre-carboniferous trap—both being 

faulted against the gneiss. 

I can see nothing to countenance the idea that the metamorphism of the 
gneiss, about to be described, is due to the development. of heat caused by the 
compression of strata in which the carboniferous limestone series was involved. 
Had heat sufficient for the transformation of sedimentary strata into a uniform 

bed of gneiss, 500 feet in thickness, been developed, I think the dark bluo lime. 

stone within a few yards of the gneiss would have been much more changed than 

we find it is. 

The junction of the limestone series with the gneiss must, it seems to me, be 
due either to faulting or to inversion. Something might bo said in favour of 
the inversion hypothesis—it is the theory that naturally suggests itself at first, 
and when I began to explore the Dalhousie region I adopted it for atime. On 
the new cart road, a couple of miles on the Dalhousie sido of the Dunidra 
road-bungalow, the dark slates may be seen dipping under the gneiss, apparently 

conformably ; and you may stand on the edge of the gneiss, on the ridge about 3 
miles north of the Dunidra bungalow, and note the black slates far below, at the 

opposite side of the khad or valley, cropping out about half a mile east of a line 
drawn north and south through the spot on which you are standing. 

A section like this naturally suggests the idea of inversion, but I found this 
theory would not harmonize with the rest of my facts. If the inversion 
hypothesis were adopted, it would make the trap to be of post-carboniferous age, 
and it would put the white quartzite at the top, instead of in its proper place, at 

the bottom, of the limestone series. 
In other ways I found it impossible to work the inversion hypothesis. For 

instance, one would have to account for the disappearance of all the rocks between 
the carboniferous series and the gneiss; and one could hardly suppose that exten- 
sive and deep erosion sufficient to have caused this would have stopped precisely 
at the gneiss all along the line—invariably removing everything above the gneiss, 
yet never cutting into or through it. For these and other reasons, I had to drop 
the inversion theory and adopt the hypothesis of faulting, against which I know 
of no serious objection. 

If we suppose (and it seems a reasonable supposition) that the disturbances 
which caused the faults were prior to those which threw the strata into the 
synclinal and anticlinal flexures we now see, or that the compression of the rocks 
continued after the rupture of the faults, I can comprehend how a reverse fault 
with so great a throw was formed. This supposition may account for the curves 
observable in the trend of the fault; but if, as is suggested further on, a highly 
compressed anticlinal fold is situated in the gneiss of Dainkund, there will be 
legs difficulty in understanding how the torsion observed in the strike of the 
gneiss was produced. The sharp minor curves in the boundary-line marked on 
the map are due to the fact that where the north-easterly dip of the carboniferous 
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series and the gneiss are moderate, the line of outcrop in the deep, narrow 
valleys occurs further to the east than on the crests of the high steep ridges that 
run down from Dainkund. 

The Silurian and Oambrian (?) Series. 

The rock in contact with the carboniferous series, along its eastern boundary 
throughout the Dalhousie region, is gneiss. It is foliated and never granitoid. 
The gneiss is composed of quartz, orthoclase and biotite. I have noticed no 
muscovite or schorl in it, and at times its crystallization is imperfect. The 
gneiss forms & continuous band, and does not vary much in thickness, which is 
usually from 400 to 500 feet. From the ridge above Banatu (trans-Révi), 
where it is seen stretching away in the direction of Mandoh (Maroh), its thickness 

remains steady, and it is well seen on the new cart-road south of Dunidra, and 

on the ridge between Bulidra and Kailu. It then thins considerably, and the 
outcrop on the bridle road north-east of Tula might easily be overlooked. On 

the eastern side of this ridge, however, it crops out in a prominent way on the 
old and now abandoned road running up to Naina Khad (Nina Kad). It is 
seen well at Hubar (Ubaur) and at Chudri, where it has regained its normal 

thickness. 
Next the gneiss, comes a rather thick band of decided mica schists. It is 

thickest on the south bank of the Ravi, extending from the gneiss to near the 
stream east of Seru (Sairu). This mica schist shades rather rapidly into a 
series of slates and very fine-grained earthy sandstones, terminating next the 
granitoid gneiss in slates, which I believe represent the ‘‘ Simla slates.” 

An instructive and convenient section is that from the Therah Mall at 
Dalhousie along the cart-road to Banikhet (Banketra), and thence along the road 

to Dhalég. I collected a series of hand specimens along this road for macro- 
scopical and microscopical examination, and the series consist of the following, 

beginning with the rocks next the granitoid gneiss :— 
1, A fine-grained quartz schist, with very minute prisms of hornblende 

disseminated through it. 

2. A fine-grained quartz schist, containing minute prisms ‘of hornblende 
and microscopic flakes of mica. 

3. A very fine-grained earthy sandstone, somewhat schistose in aspect; 
a, few grains of mica are to be seen in it here and there. 

4. A very fine-grained earthy sandstone—very earthy looking. 
5, A very fine-grained earthy sandstone—extremely earthy looking. A 

few minute prisms of hornblende are to be seen in it under the 
microscope. 

6. A similar rock, but less earthy looking. 
7. A fine-grained micaceous schist. Microscopic grains of a gtebniahi- 

white mica, and few mirute orysiais of hotntlende <ditptecinnterd 
through it. 

8. A fine-grained slaty rock. ve eee SF 
9. pork oer 2a a aa a 

- 10. A fine-grained slaty rock. -* a Be 
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11. A slate with a slight micaccous glaze. 

12. A soft flaky shale, with a slight micaceous glaze. 
13. An ordinary slate of pale-blue colour 
14, An ordinary slate of darker colonr. 
15. An ordinary slate of pale-bluish grey. 
16. Soft splintery shales of pale-bluish colour. 
17. A similar rock, but more indurated. 

18. A white wafery shale. 
19. A whitish-grey slaty rock, with flakes of white mica here and there. 
20. A grey silicions schist. 
21. A mica schist- lenticular granules of quartz being coated with silky 

white micaceous material. 
22. The decided mica schists of Banikhet. There are some hundreds of 

feet of this rock and then follows— 
23. Four hundred or five hundred feet of gneiss. 

In other sections (as, for instance, at Chuiri) clay slates take the plaee of the 
fine-grained earthy sandstones. Within a few miles of Dalhonsice itself, on tho 

road to Bakloh, good slates are quarried quite close to the granitoid gneiss. 
Everywhere the beds immediately in contact with the “granitoid gneiss,” 

for a distance that varies in different sections, exhibit more or less hypometa- 
morphism. 

Along a section taken in a westerly direction from Dalhousie the average dip 
of the silurian beds is NE; but it varios locally from NE 11°N to NE 11°E. 
Asa whole, the series dips into the granitoid gneiss all along the line, and, judging 
superficially from appearances, one would say that it dipped under the gnoiss. 

Mr. Medlicott, in vol. III, p. 65, Memoirs, describes the rocks next the 

granitoid gneiss at Dalhousie as follows :—‘ For about 50 feet from the granite, 
the schists exhibit a very marked increase in induration, acquiring a close- 

grained crystalloid texture. Near the contact, irregular small veins of the 

granitoid rock are included in this hard contact rock; yet the junction with the 

main mass is perfectly sharp, indicating no approach to an amalgamation of their 
ingredients.” And in the page first quoted, he wrote: “In the descending section 

to the west of Dalhousie, the schistose characters become again more and moro 

developed ; at Banketra we find decided mica schists.’ 

I think we have here the clue to the interpretation of this section. Broadly 
apeaking, we have slates next the granitoid gneiss, and then silicious and slaty 
rocks passing into decided mica schists, resting on a broad band of gneiss, from 
400 to 500 feet thick. In other words, we have a descending series, beginning 
with the representatives of the “Simla slates” and passing into the lower 

silurians! ;—this descending series resting on gneiss on the one side, and faulted 
against gneiss on the other. 

Mention is made in the Manyal of the Geology of India,? on the authority 

1 In my paper on the Chamba and Dalhousie section (Records XIV, p. 308), I have stated the 
grounds which exist for holding the Simla slates to be middle, and the beds below them lower 
silurians, 

Page 633. 
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of Dr. Stoliczka’s observations in Ladak, of a “newer gneiss” of syenitic mineral 
character. I do not think that the second band of gneiss described in these 
pages represents the newer gneiss. In the first place it is not syenitic, and in the 
second place I think there are difficulties in the way of believing that we have 
one series of rocks from the granitoid gneiss of Dainkund to the band of foliated 
gneiss to the west of it. Were this supposition to be adopted, the granitoid 
gneiss would of course come in near the bottom of the series, whilst the ‘‘ newer 

gneiss” would form the top, the whole being inverted. 

This view would require a concealed anticlinal flexure in the granitoid gneiss 
of Dainkund—a fold so compressed as to produce conformity of dip on both 
sides of the anticline. I have kept the possibility of this Leing the case before 
me, but have not, as yet, discovered any evidence to support the hypothesis. I 
met with no trace of a newer gneiss between the gneiss of Dainkund and that of 

Pangi, though in this long synclinal flexure rocks from the “ carbo-triassic”’ to 
the {central gneiss’ are exposed. 

Again, on the supposition that the granitoid gneiss of Dainkund is “ older” 
than the band of gneiss to the west of it, we should have to explain the total 

absence of the lower silurian beds between the “ Simla slates” and the older 
gneiss; and the very remarkable phenomena would be presented to us of highly 

metamorphosed rocks at the top and bottom of the series with very slightly meta- 
morphosed rocks in the middle. 

The study of Himalayan rocks has led me to the conviction that the only way 
out of the labyrinth is to keep in view the principle that, as a general rule, the 
extent of metamorphism affords an indication of the relative age of ancient 
rocks. Undoubtedly there are numerous exceptions to this general rule. “ Selec- 
tive metamorphism ” is a powerful factor, and its operations must ever be kept in 

mind. The right interpretation of the facts observed in Himalayan geology is 

surrounded by many difficulties, inasmuch as every possible kind of metamor- 
phism is rampant in this region ; but still, I think, the principle advocated above 

is the one that will, if followed, lead to the fewest mistakes. 

Having arrived at this conviction by independent study, I was interested to 

find it fortified by Dr. Callaway’s remarks in his recent paper in the Geological 

Magazine on “ How to work in the Archean rocks.” He writes’ :— 

“In studying the lithology of a formation, its degree of metamorphism is an important 

factor in the evidence. Sufficient material has not been collected to form the basis of a 
theory ; but, so far at least as England and Wales are concerned, the researches of the last few 

years lend some support to the opinion that regional metamorphism is found only in Archwan 
rocks, and that the degree of alteration is proportional to the antiquity of the group.” 

e t & * @ * e _* 

“There would also appear to be no @ prioré reason why regional matamorphiam should 
not also occur in rocks of any age; and in the above remarks it is only contended that there 
are some grounds for constructing an empirical rule — ants. ao faz a0 present obsarv- 
ations go, to a certain area.” ; 

1 Geological Mayavine, $a. Ti. canst ap. 400, 8. 
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Professor Bonney’s observations in Vol. VII of the Geological Mugazine, page 
542, are also pertinent. He writes :— 

** With our present knowledge, extreme caution is doubtless required in drawing an infer- 
ence as to the age of a rock from its stage of metamorphism, At the same time all the evidence 

which we possess points to the conclusion that extensive regional metamorphism has only 

taken place in rocks of great geological age, and that the current statements about hushly 

altered secondary and even tertiary rocks in the Alps are in many cases entirely em neous 

and in all need confirmation. Thus, in the case of the Alpine schists, which as a rule are 
more highly altered than any rock in Britain known to be of Cambrian or post-Cumbrian 

age, I should agree with some of the more modern continental geologists in reganling them 
as very old and possibly pre-Cumbrian.” 

Holding the views expressed above, I think it improbable that we have pre. 

sented to us here a normal sequence of beds beginning with a rock of perfect grani- 
tic structure, followed by clay slates and other little altered rocks and ending with 

decided mica schists and gneiss as its top beds. 1 think the more probable and 
reasonable explanation is that a descending series of rocks frum the slates to the 
gneiss has been faulted against the granitoid gneiss. 

The supposition that the two beds of gneiss form tho sides of an anticlinal 
flexure, seems inadmissible on similar grounds; for in this case the slates and 
other slightly altered beds would have to be put below the perfectly metamorph- 

osed granitoid gneiss. 

The hypothesis that the two beds of gneiss form a synclinal flexure, scems 
to me to be objectionable ; for in this case the rocks next the gneiss on both wings 
of the flexure ought to be similar, whereas they are unlike ench other. I am 
ready to admit the possibility of an anticlinal fold having taken place, in which 

case the western outcrop of gneiss would form the western wing of the corre- 

sponding syncline; but if this hypothesis were to be adopted, we should have to 
suppose that the inverted wing of the syncline had been squeezed out of tho 
section. It does not seem necessary to call in the aid of a very complicated fault 

of this nature ; a simple step-fault will, I think, in some respects best explain 
the section. 

The fault hypothesis is the only one that, in my opinion, satisfactorily ex- 
plains the facts. We have, I think, a repetition of what we have found reason 

to believe took place in the case of the carboniferous series, namely, a normal 
sequence of rocks faulted against the gneiss. 

And if we accept the existence of these great faults immediately over a region 

of ancient volcanic activity, evidenced even in our own day by an occasional earth- 
quake and by the presence of numerous hot springs in the trap and gneiss areas, 

may we not explain the hypometamorphism of the silurian and carboniferous 
slates along these lines of fault, by the action of superheated steam and water and 

acid vapours finding access to them along these fissures for some time after the 
faulting had taken place ? No microscopist who has studied the metamorphism of 
igneous rocks can doubt the power of heated water or steam to effect gradual 

changes in the rocks subjected to their action ; and the fact that the hypometa- 
_ morphism of the silurian and carboniferous rocks, as a rule, runs with lines 

which, on other grounds, I have seen reason to believe to be lines of fault, strongly 
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favours the supposition that the hypometamorphism described is dne to these 

agencies. It would be a curious coincidence, indeed, if tangential pressure pro- 

duced metamorphism ulong these lines and left the intermediate rocks untouched. 

The “ Oentral Qneiss.” 

Between Dalhousie and Chamba the granitoid gneiss attains a thickness of 
6} miles. It retains this breadth in its south-easterly extension; but, in the 

opposite direction, it rapidly narrows as the river Ravi is approached. In the 
Memoirs of the Geological Survey,! it was noted that down the spur, running 

between Panjao and Chata towards the river, “the band contracts, and to all 

&)pearance, as seen from this place, it becomes extinct before reaching the 

Ravi, on the right bank of which there seems to be a continuous section of thin- 

bedded crumbling strata;” and the conclusion was drawn that the “central 
gneiss” had there “ended completely and abruptly.?” 

The trans-Révi section has now been explored for the first time, andI find 

that though the gneiss dwindles to a very thin band, it does not die out. Above 
the road, running from Jind (Juind) to Bhale (Balai), the outcrop actually 

visible is not more than 100 feet in thickness. Where the outcrop crosses the 
river above Bhale, I measured 250 feet of it. In its north-westerly course 
the gnoiss forms the crest of the high ridge above Sere (Serai). The last I saw 
of it was at Kandan Devi, where it leaves the crest of the ridge and strikes in 
the direction of Sapra (Sipra). Along this ridge it attains a width of about 500 
feet. The outcrop looks thicker on the map because the N E dip of the gneiss 
coincides with the slope of the N E side of the ridge. 

Speaking generally, the gneiss is an ordinary foliated gneiss along both mar- 
gins of its outcrop, and here the bedding, which conforms to the normal dip and 
strike of the rock series associated with it, is quite distinet. The gneiss gradually 

passes into a granitoid rock, in which evidence of foliation may usually be traced ; 
and, although joints are numerous, true bedding is often obliterated. The grani- 
toid gneiss is highly porphyritic, and is undistinguishable from, and doubtless is 

identical with, the “‘central gneiss.” ‘Towards the centre of the mass the por- 

phyritic appearance dies out, and along the ridge of Dainkund the rock passes 

into a fine-grained and perfect granite. There are transitional forms between this 
and the porphyritic granitoid gneiss; that is to say, we have here and there a 
more or less porphyritic rock which is perfectly granitic. On the road to Chil 
the matrix becomes so fine-grained in places that the rock assumes almost the out- 
ward aspect of a felspar porphyry. 

Where the mass begins to narrow in its north-westerly direction, the rock at 

the same time gradually loses its granitoid character and passes into an ordinary 
foliated gneiss, in which porphyritic crystals are, generally speakitig, sparse or 

wanting. i. eee ae 
At times the porphyritic granite obliterates the foliated, stratified gneiss, even 

at the margins of ite outorop, and intrades into the adjoining schists. Instances 
of intrusive veins at Dalhousig were described hy Mr. Medlicott in the PAsEage | 

8 Dhenkote Tit, Has +e aka, gigs ten, 
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already quoted from page 65 of his Memoir. I may mention another instance at 
Dalhousie, on the cart road near the Bulls Head hotel, where the granite is seen 
to cut through the beds in contact with it for 2 or 3 feet. How deep it goes, enn- 

not be seen owing to the dense vegetation below the road. 

Trans-Rivi, on the ridge north ef Banatu, intrnsive veins are also to be seen 
in the schists close to the gneiss, and here these veins are distinetly porphy ritie, 

indicating that the intrnded rock was squeezed into the sehistose beds in a viseid 
and imperfectly fused condition. But it was in the Chuiri section that 1 ob- 

served the most numervus instances of the intrusion of the schists by the porphy - 

ritic granite. Here the latter has been profusely squeezed between the beds of 

schists for a considerable distance from their junction with the crystalline ruck, 
and in some instances the porphy ritic granite has cut throueh them. 

The mineralogical characters of the gneiss will be described more in detail in a 
subsequent paper on the microscopic petrology of Dalhousie ; but 1 note in passing 
that, viewed microscopically, the rock is seen to contain orthoclose, quartz, 
biotite, and muscovite. In the granitic varieties, schorl, in minute or maderate- 

sized crystals, is pretty abundant. I have alxo noticed some small garnets, in 

which respect the rock also corresponds with the “central gneiss” of the Sutlej 

valley. 

The rock varies very much in texture within short distances. Some of it 

breaks without much difficulty, and then the workman passes suddenly to an indur- 
ated mass that defies the power of the hammer. The weathcring of the ruck, 

also, is often peculiar. Judging from superficial appearances on road aides, one 

might readily imagine that intrusive dykes were frequent, and that they had 

caught up boulders and blocks of gneiss in their passage. Dykes I believo there 
are, but the appearances I allude to are, I think, due to weathering and arise 

from variations in the texture of the rock. 

Having described the general stratigraphical and lithological characters of 

the “‘ central gneiss,” I pass on to consider the causes of the great changes obsery- 
able in its texture and structure. I allude principally to its passage from an 
ordinary foliated gneiss through a somewhat coarse-grained porphyritic rock 

(in which the porphyritic crystals of felspar attain a length of 3} inches) into 

a fine-grained non-porphyritic granite, 

It has been somewhat fashionable in the geological world of late years to 
attribute the metamorphism of mountain regions to the heat developed by tho 
compression of strata which accompanies mountain formation. That metamor- 

phism, to a certain extent at any rate, is produced in this way I do not doubt, 

and. to this cause may possibly be due (though I have suggested another explana- 
tion in the preceding pages) the hypometamorphism of some of the silurian and 
carboniferous beds; but I do not see sufficient grounds for believing that 
the perfect metamorphism of the rocks now under consideration can be attribu- 
ted to this cause. 

If you bend a stick across your knee with sufficient force, it will break along 
¢he axis of greatest strain, which will be over the region of the knee. Now, a 
glance at the map will show that, where the Ravi and Siul rivers cut across 
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them, the gneiss bands, with the included silurians, have been bent, as you would 

bend a stick across your knee. The strain at this point must surely have been at 
its maximum, and yet the westerly band of gneiss preserves its normal thickness 
with a steady indifference to the Mallet theory, whilst the easterly band of gneiss 
narrows from 64 miles to 250 feet! 

But if it be objected that the differences observable in the degree of metamor- 
phism is due rather to innate conditions—variations in the amount of water 
contained in the beds and the like—rather than to fluctuations in the intensity 
of the squeeze, I reply that there are difficulties in the way of explaining the 

metamorphism of the particular rocks before us—the granite, gneiss, mica schists 
and trap of the Dalhousie area—by this theory. The tangential pressure which 
caused the geosynclinal to assume the folds and contortions now to be seen 
in the Himalayas is generally believed to have been caused by disturbances in 

later tertiary times, bat we have seen that the trap and granitoid gneiss existed 

as such when the Siwaliks were laid down, and Mr. Lydekker found granitoid 

gneiss boulders, which he believed to be identical with the central gneiss, in 
slates of the Pangi valley of presumably upper silurian age. 

But a still more serious objection to the application of the Mallet theory to the 

facts before us occurs tome. It is usually noted in text books that crystalliza. 
tion is of coarser grain in the centre of igneous masses than at their sides, and 

the reason assigned is that these masses cooled more rapidly at the sides than in 
the centre. The following extracts are taken from recent papers by experienced 

observers. Professor Geikie in his memoir on the Carboniferous Volcanic 
Rocks of the Firth of Forth writes as follows of intrusive sheets and dykes!— 
‘A diminution in the size of the crystalline constituents may be traced not only 
‘at the base, but also at the top of a sheet, or at any intermediate portion which 
“has come in contact with a large mass of the surrounding rock.” 

Again Professor Heddle in his 5th Chapter on the Mineralogy of Scotland, as 

the result of his extensive experience, states that in the case of the plugging of 
pre-existent rents with the same ingredients as the rock mass itself, the structure 

is smaller than that of the rock mass in the case of contemporaneous plugs; whilst 
in veins of eafiltration the structure is larger than that of the containing rock. 

These generalizations were, of course, made with special reference to the rocks of 
Scotland, but they are important and suggestive. 

I presume that those who would attempt to explain the metamorphism of the 
“central gneiss” by the application of the tangential pressure theory would argue 
that those parts of the gneiss at Dalhousie which exhibit the most perfect grani- 
tic structure are thoge in which the greatest heat was developed. These places 
coincide, in the main, with the centre of the mass; and as the parts where the 

greatest heat was developed must have cooled the slowest, the orystala of which 
the resulting rock is composed ought, according to our present information on. 
these subjects, to have been larger in the centre of the, mass = towards the 
sides, whereas the reverse is the case. ; 
A. precisely similar objection, to thab taken, abc. seems $0 mis i6 stand in the 

way of the hypothesis that the extreine metemerphiamt of the central parts of the 

-* Transactions of the.Royal Society of Efinburgh, Vol. XXIX, 476, and p. 1. 
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mass and the comparatively imperfect metamorphism of the margins, is due to 
the plutonic heat from below having been greater at some points than at others. 

The structure of those parts which received the greatest heat and cooled more 

slowly ought, in masses whose granitic structure shows that there was perfect 

freedom of molecular and crystallographic action, to have been of cvarser grain 
than those portions which received less heat and consequently cooled more rapidly ; 

but this is not the case. 
The explanation that satisfies my mind the most is that the intense metamor- 

phism of the “central gneiss” has been principally produced by granitic 

intrusion at a great depth below the surface; and that the perfectly granitic 

portion is the intrusive granite itself. 
In Auvergne’ we know that, in the case of the numerous volcanoes in the 

neighbourhood of Clermont Ferrand, the lava pierced through a stratum of gra- 

nitic gneiss before it overflowed at the surface. I can see no reason why what 
took place near the surface in Auvergne may not have taken place, in other 

localities, at a greater depth below the surface. It is freely admitted by many 
leading geologists that an acid igneous rock consolidated at a great depth below 
the surface would form granite, for a perfect transition may be traced from 

granite, on the one hand, to acid lavas, on the other. ‘No one,” writes Pro- 
fessor Judd at page 145 of his recent work on volcanoes, “who has carefully 

“studied the appearances presented by volcanic mountains in different stages 

“of dissection, by the action of denuding forces, can avoid recognising these 
‘‘ great granitic masses, as the cooled reservoirs from which volcanoes have in all 
“‘ probability been supplied during earlier periods of the earth’s history.” And 

again, at page 256 he writes :—“A careful consideration of all the facts of the case 
‘leads to the conclusion that when pumice, obsidian, and rhyolite are now being 

“ejected at the surface, the materials which form these substances are, at various 

“depths in the earth’s interior, slowly consolidating in the form of quartz-felsite, 

“ granite porphyry and granite.” 
Now, if we suppose that the Dalhousie gneiss was buried at great depth and 

‘was in consequence exposed to considerable heat when an acid igneous rock 

passed through it in its passage upwards, it seems to me that when they cooled 

down they might become so welded together as to render it impossible to say 

when the one began and the other ended. In the case supposed we should have, 

acting on the gneiss, not only the heat caused by contact with the intrusive 
igneous rock, and the plutonic heat of the earth itself, but the gneiss would 
probably be permeated by steam at high pressure or intensely heated water hold. 

ing some of the mineral constituents of the igneous rock in solution. I can, 

therefore, readily imagine that under the conditions described a blending together 

of the granite and the gneiss would result, and that the latter would, for some 
distance from its contact with the granite, partake of its mineral character. 

For this reason I do not think that the fact that I have not observed mus- 
covite, schorl or garnets in the westerly band of gneiss proves that the latter 
does not really represent the more perfectly crystallized gneiss further east, 

3 See p. 861, “Scrope on Volcanoes” and his “ Vulcanoes, Central France,” at large. 
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The westerly band is a comparatively imperfectly metamorphosed rock and had 
its metamorphism proceeded further, and had it been brought into closer contact 
with the rising granite, it would probably have developed all the minerals found 

in the granitoid gneiss Even in some portions of the latter the muscovite, 
schorl and garnets are sparse or wanting. 

One of the principal characteristics of the ‘“‘ central gneiss ” of the Satlej and 
lower Spiti valleys, and elsewhere in the Himalayas, is that it is everywhere more 

or less riddled by intrusive dykes and veins of white oligoclase granite. Some- 

times these veins and dykes are most profuse. J remember one spot in particular 

on the Para river, between Lari and Chango, near the border of Chinese Tibet, 
regarding which I made the following entry in my journal :—“ Before starting 
‘JT examined the rocks at Jangzam. Those up the river I found to be gneiss, 

“nearly obliterated by granite ;” the partial obliteration having been caused by 

the number and close proximity to each other of the intrusive veins. The only 
difference in the two cases seems to me to be this, that in the area now described 
the granitic intrusion was probably more intense, the gneiss was more heated 
and rendered more plastic, and the two rocks were better blended together. The 
white oligoclase granite of the Satle] and Spiti areas possibly marks a somewhat 
later stage of the eruptions which effected the conversion of the gneiss into 

a granitoid rock. 
Even in the Dalhousie area there is sometimes a sharp line of division ob- 

servable between the fine-grained and the porphyritic granite. A good example 

of this is to be seen at the top of the Chuéri pass. 

I am not only disposed to hold that the fine-grained, non-porphyritic portions 

of the “central gneiss” seen at Dalhousie is as truly an “igneous” rock as any 

igneous rock can be; but I have been gradually forced into the conviction that 

portions, at any rate, of the porphyritic variety are to some extent intrusive. 

In the case of a gneiss exposed to sufficient moist heat to allow of a certain 

freedom of molecular action, I can imagine the felspar “eyes” growing by 

the accretion of felspar molecules into more or less perfect crystals with well- 

developed faces and angles; but I think it would be difficult to account 

for the principal axes of these crystals pointing indifferently in all directions, 

as they do in the granitoid gneiss, without supposing that the plastic mass had 

been set in motion. The supposition that this peculiarity has been produced by 

motion is supported by other facts. In the Chu&ri section I noticed that, not 

only in the veins intruded into the schists, but also in the granitoid rock, the 

solid angles of what had apparently once been well-formed crystals of felspar 

were rounded off as if by abrasion; whilst there were numerous instances of 

other orthoclase crystals having been rolled up into masses, sections of which 

were about the size and shape of a crown piece. These seemed to me ts-bo 

indications that after the orthoclase crystals had been formed, they tad aubse. 

quently been subjected to greet heat and pressure, and had boon vailed along in 

a viscid stream containing numbers of similar enyatels.. - © 6 p0%s! 

That porphyritie crystals have afien been fremsparéed from’ ene place ta 
another after their formation hes tong heen known # microscopists. The 

evident fragmentary condition ef some porphyrific oryetaly in lavas is held to be 
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evidence of this; whilst the liquid and other cavities they sometimes contain 

are also evidence in favour of the porphyritic crystals having been formed before 
they reached the surface. 

I may mention, in connection with this subject, that, when I visited tho crater 

of Vesuvius in 1878, I obtained some red-hot lava by pushing a stick into the 
flowing stream. This I cooled suddenly by pouring claret over it, water not 
being at hand; and I found, on having slices made for microscopic examination, 
that the lava contained numerous gvod-sized crystals of augite and lencite 

imbedded in the glassy base. Doubtless, the large crystals had been transported 
from hidden depths below the crater. 

Another piece of evidence which goes to prove that much of the porphyritic 
granite of the Dalhousie area is (to a certain extent, at any rate) intrusive, is 

that fragments of schists are included in it. For some time I regarded these 

objects as concretionary in origin; but the conclusion was ultimately forced on 

me that they are true fragments of the adjoining schists, caught up by the 
granite in its passage through them. They are more numerous close to the 

schists than away from them; they closely resemble the schists in colour and 
material, and in the Chuari section, where the porphyritic granite has been 

squeezed into and between the schistose beds, fragments of schists may be seen 
caught in the act, so to speak, of being broken off. 

Some of the included pieces—even those seen a long way from the junction 
of the granite and the schists—seemed to me of undoubted fragmentary origin. 
One, for instance, which I noticed in the Chuéri section, was a long splinter 
2 feet 4 inches long and 54 inches wide at the thickest end. In its splintery 
ends it seemed to give clear evidence of having been torn from its parent rock. 
It stood out sharply from the granite, and it was fractured transversely in 

several places, the cracks not penetrating into the granite. 

Whilst, however, I think there are many good reasons for believing that the 
extreme metamorphism of much of the “central gneiss” is due to granitic 

intrusion, and that intruded masses have been dovetailed into the gneiss, I do 
not think the sudden expansion of the gneiss from a width of 100 feet to nearly 
7 miles is wholly due to the protrusion of viscid masses of an acid igneous rock 
into beds of pre-existing gneiss. Considering that the granitoid gneiss retains 
its great thickness in its south-easterly extension for so great a distance, its 

sudden attenuation north of the R&vi is remarkable. The silurian beds between 

the two outcrops of gneiss maintain much the same average thickness through- 

out; and, as I have seen reason to believe, on other grounds, that a fault occurs 
along the margin of the gneiss at its junction with the slates, it seems to me 
probable that the sudden attenuation of the gneiss towards the north-west may 

be due primarily to faulting. 

Glaciation. 

The spur on which the M4mul travellers’ bungalow stands, near the military 

station of Bakloh, at an elevation of about 4, 740 feet above the sea, puzzled me 

‘for ‘some time. The crest of this ridge is principally composed of granitoid 
eee identical with that of Dainkund. The trap bounds it on the 

G 
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south, but it is completely surrounded on other sides by the limestones and slates 
of the carboniferous series. Further investigation showed that the crest of the 
opposite spur is also covered with large boulders of granitoid gneiss, resting on 
carboniferous’ rocks. After several careful examinations of the locality, I found 
that the facts could not be explained by intrusion or faulting, and I came to the 
conclusion that we can have here nothing else than the remains of an old 
moraine. 

The supposition of a landslip seems inadmissible, for the deposit is on the 
very crest of a spur, and high ridges and peaks intervene between it and the 
granitoid gneiss of Dainkund. 

The fragments of granitoid gneiss of which the crest of the Mamul ridge is 
principally composed, are of considerable size, being as much as 12 feet high by 
12 feet long. They are evidently fragmentary, and some have apparently been 

more or less rounded before they fell into place. Sometimes the blocks are 
closely packed together, and look like rocks im situ. In other places the frag- 
ments are evidently embedded in earth. A small landslip near the tollbar 
exposed a good example of this. The granitoid gneiss, moreover, is not alone ; 
fragments of schists and quartzites, of various sizes, up to 3 feet in diameter, 
are scattered in profusion over the surface, and are fixed into the hillside. They, 

are all fragments of rocks found between Mamul and Dainkund. A roadside 
cutting at one place gives an instructive section. It is about 10 feet high, and is 
cut down straight as a wall. The crest of the spur there is seen to be composed 
of boulders of granitoid gneiss and of schists and shales of various sizes buried 
in a matrix of unstratified earth. 

The Mémul moraine is not the only decided instance of ice action I have 
seen within the Dalhousie area. In the valley formed by the small stream that 

runs down from Kud to Hubar, below Bariara, countless huge blocks of granitoid 
gneiss are thickly scattered on the surface of the ground. One of them, which 
I measured, I found to be 29 feet long, and thick and high in proportion. 
Higher up the valley, but still a long way from the granitoid gneiss, I noticed 
another, 42’ x 25’ x 30’ or 40’. The puny stream that takes its rise at the head 
of this small valley could not have transported such blocks had it formerly been 
fifty times as large as it now is. At Kud itself, the jutting ends of the strata, 
which crop out nearly at right-angles to the course of the stream, have been 
evidently sculptured by ‘ice action, and stand out like the rounded bastion of a 

fort. The rounded portions are high above the stream, and are quite inaccessible, 

so that I could not see whether they are scored and striated. 

Conclusion. 

Professor Judd, in his recent work on volcanoes, ical the existense of a 
general correspondences between the course of events which ushered ix the birth 
of the Alps and the Himalayas; and I think the‘ study of the geclogy of Dal- 

housie furnishes some additional evidence of this qorsespondennn. .... 
Professor Judd’s sketeh of the history-of- the Alps mag be briolly epitomized 

es follows :—“ The first stage waa the eppning. of & syupher of fissures running 
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along a line near to that at which, at a long subsequent period, the elevation of 
the mountain masses took place.”’! * * * “From the great fissures 
opened in Permian times along this line of weakness, great quantities of lava, 
Scorie and tuff were poured out, and these accumulated to form reat volcanic 
mountains, which we can now only study at a few isolated spots. 

“The 2nd stage consisted in a general sinking of the surface along this lino 
of weakness in the earth's crust, the existence of which had been betrayed by 
the formation of fissures and the eruption of volcanic rocks.” * * * 
The volcanic energy which had been manifested with such violenco during the 
Permian period, does not appear to have died out altogether during the succced- 
ing Triassic period. 

‘“‘ The subsidence was continued almost without interruption to the Nummulitic 

period. 

“The third stage commenced in Oligocene times. It consisted in a series 
of movements affecting the parts of the earth’s crust on either side of the line of 

weakness which had first exhibited itself in Permian times. By these movements 

a series of tangential strains were produced, which resulted in the violent crush- 

ing, folding, and crumpling of the sedimentary materials composing the gcosyn- 

clinal.” 

If the views I have propounded in this paper are correct, it follows that a 

series of grand volcanic movements took place along a line coinciding with the 

direction of the axis of the Himalayas. These movements commenced probably 

in early silurian times, and continued until the close of that period, after which 

they became comparatively insignificant. There followed along period of sub- 

sidence during which a great series of limestones were laid down, which ex- 

tended from the carboniferous to the triassic period. In the Spiti region the 

subsidence appears to have lasted until the cretaceous period, whilst part of the 

Simla area was under the nummulitic sea in eocene times. Then followed the 

final series of movements which threw the strata, old and new, into a series of 

folds, the axes of which have a general N. W. and S. E. trend. 

I have not attempted to enter into any details in the above brief sketch, as my 

only object in making it, is to draw attention to the fact that, as in the Alps, so 

in this region of the Himalayas, a long period of subsidence was preceded by 

great volcanic activity. 

palm leaves ‘from the (tertiary) Murree and Kasauli beds in ins © 
Nate on remains of Palaontologist, Geological Survey of India 

India, by Orroka® FRISTMANTEL, M-D., 

with plate). 
. 

oo is as yet very little on record upon tertiary plants from India. The 

+ at an identification of such fossils is contained in Mr. H. B. 
only atiemp imalayan rocks of North-Western India,* wherein, 
Mediicott’s Memoir on Sub-H 

‘ % Pe Ee a Page 202. “ Memoirs, G. 8. I, Vol. II, pt. 2. 
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on pp. 97—99, Dr. Kane communicated the results of his examination of a small 

collection of tertiary leaves collected by Mr. Medlicott in the Kasauli beds. 
There is also in our collections a small series of tertiary leaves from Burmah, 

which, so far as I know, have not yet been identified. All these leaves will have 

to be thoroughly examined and compared with extra-Indian tertiary plants 
before they can be figured and described. 

On the present occasion it is my object to notice especially one form, about 
the identification of which there appears very little doubt, and which is of 
peculiar interest on account of its wide distribution in extra-Indian tertiary 
rocks, My attention was directed to it by a specimen brought last season by 

Mr. Lydekker from the Murree beds in Northern Punjab, consisting of red 
sandy shale and containing leaf impressions, which are easily recognised as 
being of palm leaves. My first note (given to Mr. Lydekker) about them was 
that they are “very close to, probably identical with, Sabal major.” 

There are impressions on both sides of the specimen, both belonging 
apparently to the same kind of leaf. On one side the impression represents the 

lower portion of the leaf (see fig. 1), and exhibits distinctly the fan-shaped form, 

as can be seen from the radiating arrangement of the ridges and furrows of the 

plaited leaf, the parallel simple veins on the plaits also being distinctly seen. The 

impression on the other side (fig. 2) represents more an upper portion of the 

leaf, showing, however, also the same characters as the other one. 

Tf we now turn to the identification of the fossils, we find that they agree best 
with the fossil palm, now generally known as Sabal major, Heer, of which good 

figures are given in Prof. Heer’s Flora tert. Helvetis* and in Prof. Ettings- 
hausen’s fossi] Flora of Bilin in Bohemia.* It is figured as Flabellaria major 
in Unger’s Chloris protogwa* and in Ettingshausen’s fossil Flora of Hering.® 

Count Sternberg’s Flabellaria rapifolia® is by Schimper placed with this 
species also, while Ettingshausen’s Sabal rapifolia differs from Sternberg’s form, 
and is classed with 8. heringiana. 

No idea can be formed from our specimens about the character of the rhachis, 
though all the other characters agree with those of Sabal major, Heer. 

We have, however, some other fragments of palm leaves amongst the fossils 
from the Kasanli beds. Amongst them is especially one good specimen (fig. 3) 

which though of a very small size, yet exhibits a portion of the stalk and also 
the rhachis. The stalk widens somewhat at the upper end, whence the rhachis 
originates as a long pointed process, on both sides of which the leaf plaits are 
inserted, which are distinctly keeled. It belongs most probably to a very young 
plant, considering its small size; but if we compare it with the various figures 
of fossil palm leaves, it again agrees best with Sabal major, Heer, sare wath 

2 The locality ts Chakoti, Jhelum valley, above Mires. - oe - 
2 Flora tert. Helvetia, Vol. I, 1855, p. 88, Tabs. XXXV, XXXVI, fig. 12. - 
2 Denkeschriften d. Kais. Akad. d. Wise. Win Vo XE aie LF, IX. 
4 1847. p. 42, PL XIV, fig. 2. . 
5 Abhdl. ee 
8 Fi. d. Vorw. 1, 2. p. 38, PL XXI. 
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some of those specimens figured by Ettingshausen in his fossil Flora of Hering, 
Tyrol (J. ¢.), but best with the restored figure of Sabal mujor, given by Heor in 

, his tertiary flora of Switzerland (J. c.), pl. XLI, tig. 7. This view is further 
confirmed by the circumstance that, together with this specimen, there were found 
fragments of the plaits of a larger leaf (figs. 4, 5), very nearly approaching 
in size the first described specimen brought by Mr. Lydekker from the Murree 
beds and classed by me with Sabal major. The presumption is only natural 
that these latter fragments belong to leaves of the same plant as the specimen 

just described from the Kasauli beds. Dr. Kane(l.c.) referred these specimens 

to Flabellaria rapifolia, Sternberg, which, as we have seen, isa synonyin for 
Sabal mafor, Heer. 

This identification of the palm leaves from the two localities is also fairly in 
accordance with the geological horizon of the strata at the said locabitics 
(Murree beds north of Murree and Kasauli beds near Kasauli); and even 
if there were a slight difference in age of the respective beds, in which this 
species occurs here, in India, yet its occurrence in both would find sufficient 

explanation in an analogous distribution of Subal major in extra-Indian tertiary 
beds. It is known from many localities in the European tertiaries, t.e., of Austria, 

Germany, Italy, France, and England ; and as to the horizon, it begins in the 

tongrian stage (lowest miocene) and lasts till middle miocene. 

In the botanical system, Saal is classed with the Coryphine, subtribe 
Sabulinee, to which belong amongst others the genera Corypha (0. wmbraculi- 
fera—the Talipot of Ceylon, and two other species of Bengal) and Chamerops 
(one species of which lives in the Punjab). 

Sabal itself is a North-American genus in the living flora. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE, 

Figs. 1 and 2. Portions of a palm leaf, referable to Subal major, Heer, from 

the Murree beds at Chakoti, Jhelam valley, above 
Murree. 

Fig. 3. A portion of a small palm leaf, exhibiting part of the stalk and 

the rhachis, agreeing in all its characters with Sudal 

major, Heer. From the Kasauli beds at Kasanili. 

Figs. 4 and 5. Fragments of plaits of a palm leaf occurring with the preced- 
ing (fig. 3) at the same locality and belonging apparently 
to the same species. 

On Iridosmine from the Noa-Dihing River, Upper Assam, and on Platinum from 

Chutia Nagpor, by F. BR. Mauier, F.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

In 1855 Captain E. T. Dalton and Lientenant-Colonel S. F. Hannay, who had 

previously been engaged in researches on the mode of 
_ _— occurrence of gold in Upper Assam, were deputed by Gov- 

‘Verament to undertake s further examination of the auriferous deposits there. A 
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summary of their report, which was submitted in October of that year, is pub- 
lished in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey, Vol. I, p. 90. 

Amongst other rivers examined was the Noa-Dihing, the sand of which Wag 
found to contain platinum as well as gold. 

The samples of gold obtained by the above-mentioned officers were eventually 
deposited in the Geological Museum, and having recently had occasion to examine 
them with some care, I detected in that from the N oa-Dihing, besides the plati- 
num already mentioned, iridosmine also. 

Of the entire sample (weighing about 75 grains) the great bulk, probably 
over 90 per cent., is gold in scales or flattened grains. The remainder consists of 
quartz and other silicious grains, including a few red ones like garnet and some 
black which are probably schorl, with magnetic iron; and besides small and 
minute flattened grains of platinum, a not inconsiderable proportion of lead-grey 
scales with metallic lustre. They are of high specific gravity, as is shown by the 
ease with which they can be separated by a fine jet of water from most of the 
other non-auriferous matter, and are hard enough to scratch glass. They are 
insoluble in aqua regia, and infusible before the blowpipe, but lose their lustre 
when heated. Fused with nitre in a platinum spoon they give the odour of 
osmic acid, and, mixed with the violet potassium flame, a yellow streaky luminous 
one. Their dark colour, and their loss of lustre before the blowpipe, point to 
their being sisserskite, the variety of iridosmine containing a high percentage of 
osmium in comparison to that of iridium. The largest scale of iridosmine 
weighs ‘06 grains, the largest of platinum weighing -095. 

It will be seen that the proportion these metals bear to the gold in the sample 
under discussion is comparatively trifling. But it is possible that if they were 
specially looked for in the Dihing river they might be found in greater 
abundance. It appears that in Burmah, where also platinum is found in con« 
junction with gold, it is the latter only on which much value is placed. “‘ Mixed 
“with the gold dust, found to the northward of Ava, are a quantity of grains of 
“metal having every appearance ofiron*  # : * . The Burmese 
“look chiefly for the gold dust, separating and bringing that alone generally to 
“Ava”® It is not impossible that the gold washers employed by Captain Dalton, 
in ignorance of the value of the platinum and iridosmine, may have treated them 
in the same way as the Burmese, and picked out by hand any grains sufficiently 
large to attract the eye. : 

With reference to the origin of the platinum and iridosmine, it can scarcely 
be doubted that they are derived from some of the crystalline rocks which are 
<nown to form a portion at least of the mountainous mass towards the head of the 
Jihing river. In the not very numerous cases in which platinum has been traced 
‘© its parent rock in other parts of the world, it appears to have been found in 
nost instances either in auriferous quarts veins ‘traversing crystalline. rekké; ‘oF 

1The platinum. Asiatic Researches, Vol. XVIII, pt. II, pp. 280, 281. Jone. Ad. Boe, Bongal 

Tol. I, p. 17. jer 8 
*In the Indus Valley also, where, according to Mr. Bailon Powell, ylstinum is found in smal 

usatity with gold, the former is-said to be rejected as usdless.- (Reoncmie Products of the Punjab 
‘ol. I, pv. 14.) : dean's ae So ee 
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(accompanied frequently by chromite), in serpontine. As serpentine is known to 
xist largely in the hills to the east of Assam,’ and in Upper Burmakh also, it 

might perhaps be suspected to be the platiniferous matrix in those provinces, 
But the intimate association of the platinum with gold in both countries (coupled, 
it might perhaps be added, with the fact that chromite has never been observed 
in the Assam or Burmese auriferous sands) points rather to the rocks in which 

gold is usually found as those from which the platinum has been derived. 

We are indebted to Messrs. Schoene, Kilburn and Co. for a sample of stream 
gold from the-Guram River, near Dhadka, Manbhum, 

lately presented to the Museum. The specimen weighs 
about 57 grains, and includes four comparatively large pieces of gold, aggregating 

20'S grains, of which the heaviest weighs 9°0 grains. The remainder is gold in 
much smaller scales and fine dust, with a little black iron sand (chiefly ilmenite, 

with some magnetite) and a few minute grains and scales of a steel-grey colour. 
These are malleable; infusible before the blowpipe; insoluble in hydrochloric or 
nitric acid, but soluble in equa regia. The solution when evaporated to dryness, 

mixed with water and a drop of a dilute solution of ammonium chloride, and 
allowed to evaporate over oil of vitriol, deposits minute yellow crystals of ap- 

parently octahedral form. The scales are evidently platinum. They occur in 
extremely small quantity however, the platinum being only ‘a trace’ in compari- 
son to the gold. The largest scale in the whole sample weighed only ‘005 
grains. 

Chutia Nagpur. 

On subsequently examining other samples of Indian stream gold in tho 
Museum, I found similar, but still smaller, scales, which behaved in the same way 
with reagents, &c., in gold from Landu, Chaibissa. Scales of the same appear- 
ance were also observed in a specimen of gold from Manbhum, the exact 
locality of which is not given, and in another from the Brahmini River, Tributary 
Mehals, Orissa. There can scarcely be mach doubt that these are platinum also, 
but they were not examined with reagents, the scales from the Brahmini being 
indeed almost too minute to admit of such treatment. 

It seems therefore not improbable that platinum is somewhat widely diffused 
in the southern part of Chutia Nagpar, &c., and perhaps throughout a larger 

area. But the specimens alluded to do not in themselves give ground for beliey- 

ing that it occurs in more than minute quantity. It is, however, possible that 
the gold washers may sometimes find grains sufficiently large to attract their 
attention, and that they reject them as useless. 

1 Mr. H. B. Medlicott informs me that quantities of serpentinous boulders are washed down to 

the plains by the Dihing and Brahmaputra (Brahmakund) rivers. Captain Hannay found similar 

rolled fragments in the Digfra, and there is in the Museum a rolled pebble of the same rock from 
the Dihing. 
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On (1) a Copper Mine lately opened near Yongri Hill, in the Darjiling District ; 
(2) Arsenical Pyrites in the same neighbourhood; (3) Kaolin at Darjiling ; 
being 3rd Appendiz to a Report “on the Geology and Mineral resources of the 
Darjiling District and the Western Dudrs;*” by F. R. Mauer, Geological 
Survey of India. 

During the present year a new copper mine has been opened on the western 

flank of Yongri hill, in the Kélimpung sub-division of the 
Darjiling district, The Government of Bengal having re- 

quested that an officer of the Geological Survey should be sent to report on it, 
and the duty having been assigned to me, I proceeded to the locality at 
the end of October. 

For a general account of copper mining and smelting in the Darijiling hills, 
I would refer to my report on the mineral resources of the district, published in 

the memoirs of the Geological Survey, Vol. XI, p.69. The present note refers to 
the Yongri neighbourhood alone. 

The new mine is situated on the left side of a small jhora (stream), about 
three-quarters of a mile west of Yongri Hill (N. lat 26° 57’, E. long. 
88° 31’), at an elevation of about 2,509 feet above the sea. The rock in which 

the metalliferous band occurs is gray clay slate, of the ordinary type in the 

Dialing series, which is rather broken and contorted, but which has an 
average dip at the mine of 60°—80° to S. 30 W. I obtained no clear evidence of 
there being more than one metalliferous seam. This was first worked by an adit 

driven in from the hill-side at the spot where the ore originally revealed itself by 
its rusty, gossan-like, appearance at the surface, and subsequently by two other 

adits within afew yards of the first one, and by galleries sunk from the above 

along the dip of the beds. The principal gallery having been sunk toa depth 
at which the influx of water was too great to allow of its being profitably 
carried further, an adit was driven in, across the strike of the rocks, somewhat 
lower down the hill-side, which cut the cupriferous seam about 100 feet from the 

entrance. The miners then worked upwards towards the old workings, and at 

the time of my visit were working downwards along the dip of the seam. The 
driving of this adit through 100 feet of unproductive rock, in order to reach 
the cupriferous bed, showed a knowledge of the principles of mining, and an 
enterprise, of which I have not seen any equal example in the Sikkim mines, 

unless perhaps in that at Rattu.* The cupriferous seam at the spot where the 
miners. were working at the time of my visit wes about 7 or 8 inches’ thick: 
consisting of irregular quartzose layers (interbanded with some clay-slate) 
through which the ore is disseminated. The latter is copper pyrites, with » 
large-proportion of mundic (iron pyrites), énd accompanied by some cobrions 

oxide of iron and a little black copper as reéulte of alteration. Pus 
It will be remarked, therefore, that the Yongri seam, like all the of wi 

cupriferous seams in the Darjiling District,* (Jely) ooqure ix,éhie "x ef the 

1 Memoirs Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XI, Pt. L The sepond appeoiz, 4 ceateined in Vol. X 
of the Records, p. 148. Le, 

2 Memoirs, Geol. Surv. Ind., Vo. Kl, yi. %6. oat 
5 Ft h 

? Womoirs Geol. Surv. Ind. Vol. Xho. VE. fk gi - 

Yongri copper mine, 

aa ere 
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Dialing series; (2ndly) is a bed, not a true lode; and (3rdly) that the ore is 
copper pyrites. 

Asis commonly the case in the Darjiling mines, the seam is not of constant 
thickness, expanding in some places, as I was informed by the miners, toa foot 
or so, and in others thinning to only 1 or 2 inches. A sample of the ore, 
as it was being brought out from the mine, yielded on assay 1°35 per cent. of 
copper, while a sample of picked ore gave 6°6 per cent. 

On the whole I should be inclined to consider the Yongri cupriferons scam 
as scarcely on a par with that at Mangphu! on the Tista, and certainly not equal 

to that at Rattu? in Sikkim. The band is not very thick ; there isa large amount 
of mundic in the ore, and the assays show a rather low percentage of copper. 
Of course this opinion is founded on the state of the different mines «at the tinies 

I visited them respectively, but the productiveness of the same seam varies con- 

siderably, owing to fluctuations, both in its thickness, and in the proportion of ore 
contained in the gangue. 

One hundered and fifty or 200 yards 8. 30 E. of the above mine, a trial drift 
was carried in some distance, at a spot where the usual gossany indications 
were observed. It did not turn out well, however, and is now abandoned and 

filled with water. 

Taking the general strike of the rocks into acconnt, it is not impossible 
perhaps not improbable, that the Yongri cupriferous band is on the same 

horizon as the metalliferous strata at Mangphu. The chance is at least sufficient- 

ly great to suggest a somewhat promising clue towards the discovery of new 
outcrops, between the two positions, to any one with sufficient geological know- 

ledge to apprehend the bearing of the facts, but such knowledge is unfortunate- 

ly not possessed by the native miners. 

Smelting was being carried on at the Yongri mine when I was there. As 

the methods of dressing the ore, and subsequent reduction, are, however, quito 

similar to those I have already described at some length,* it would be useless 
to enter into the details here. The copper was being sold at Rs. 2-8 per three 

sers, a portion of it being worked up into cooking vessels, &c., at Surung, a 

village in the neighbourhood. 
On the western flank of Sampthar Hill, about half a mile W 20° S. 

; from the highest summit, and a mile and a half north-east 
senvthar Hi tes st from the Yongri mine, at an elevation of about 4,000 feet, 

the outcrop of a metalliferous bund dipping north-east at 
50° is exposed for five or six yards. The seam is about a foot thick, of which per- 
haps two-thirds is ore, the remainder being rusty quartzose schist, which divides 
the band into two layers, of which the upper is much thicker than the lower. 

Both consist almost entirely of ore, with but little gangue intermixed. Beneath 
the metalliferous seam a foot or so of rusty quartz schist is visible. No other 
rock is exposed close by, but a little lower down the hill the ordinary gray 
clay-slate of the Déling series is seen. The ore is arsenical pyrites, with a some- 
what considerable proportion of mundic, and a little copper pyrites. 

As white arsenic and orpiment (arsenious acid and arsenious sulphide) 

__« * Memotes Geot. Surv, Tad., Vol. XI, p. 76. Ibid.,p.78. * Ibid p. 69. 
” Sas i 
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are both easily prepared from arsenical pyrites, and orpiment is used to a 
considerable extent in India in connection with the preparation of hides, it seems 

likely that if some of the copper miners were to learn the way of making the 

above-mentioned products, they could profitably work the Sampthar ore, espe- 

cially as some copper could be subsequently extracted from the spent pyrites. 
Whether Government would consider it advisable to allow the manufacture of 

arsenical compounds is of course a separate question. 
The site of the intended European hospital at Darjiling is on a small hillock, 

the apex of which has been removed, and the earth, &c., 

thrown to the sides to form the requisite level space. The 

stuff cut through is clay and partially decomposed gneiss, the latter of which 
includes a bed, about 6 feet thick, of a white rock composed of quartz and de- 

composed felspar verging towards kaolin. The stone is soft when first extracted, 
and easily broken between the fingers. It bears a close resemblance in appear- 

ance to the decomposed granite, found in Cornwall, from which ‘China clay’ is so 

largely prepared, by elutriation, for use in the English manufactories of porce- 

lain and the finer kinds of pottery. ‘Cornish stone’ is a similar material in 
a less decomposed state. The Darjiling rock could undoubtedly be used in the 
manufacture of ceramic ware, but a trial would be needed to ascertain whether 

it is sufficicntly pure for porcelain-making. Tested on a small scale, it was found 

to fuse per se at a white heat into a translucent white, or grayish-white, enamel. 

There are dark spots scattered through it here and there, due to more or less 
completely decomposed garnets. These, however, could be picked out by hand 

to some extent if the rock were used raw. If washed for kaolin, such impurities 
would of course be removed during the elutriation. A considerable quantity of 
the stone has been quarried in lowering the hospital site, but no further supply 
can be obtained there after the building has been commenced. Similar stuff, 
however, is probably to be obtained elsewhere from the gneissose rocks of the 

Darjiling hills, and may perhaps be found capable of local utilisation. 

Kaolin at Dirjiling. 

Analyses of Coal and Fire-clay from the Makum Ooal-field, Upper Assam. 

We are indebted to Messrs. Shaw, Finlayson and Co. for permission to 
publish the following analyses, which have been lately made, of coals from the 
Makum field :— 

From Ricuarp Surru, Esq., Metallurgical Laboratory, Royal School of Mines, London, 
to the Assam Railway and Trading Company, London,—dated 12th September 
1881. 

The ten samples of coals from the “ Makum Coal Fields,” Assam, marked Nos. 3, 24, 2, 
2a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively, and one sample of clay, have been @itbinitted to 
examination according to the instructions of your Secretary, Mr. W. Tudor Zidion, 

Puystcat Cuaracrens.—The various coals do not diffir nrach vie pterel 4 appearance ; 
they are brownish-black or black, hard, bright, do not soil the fingers when touched; the 
fracture is uneven, and some of the samples have fat, somewhat gonehoidal ’ patches; the 
fragments or lamps are more or less cubical, or have imagdiar budding dleavage, and some of 
them exhibit a peculiar form, resembling an ixapenfootly polimaar structure. 
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CHEemicat Composition.—in the following Table A are the analyses of the coals, made 
on the samples as received, and inclusive of the water present :— 

Tasre A. 

eee oe lai Gee 
1 In | 2 2a 3 3 4 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 

Carbon . ; 1ee8 76°81) 75°90) 7636 7540) 74°54 ae GTO) G4 66 "481 

Hydrogen  . | 5-03| 517; 522| 5:31! 529] 518; 627| 630) 5 7 4°95 
Oxygen : | | | 

. 14°25} 12°88! 11°85! 12:12; 11°50) 12°87} 12°18) 11°75) 14°49, 12°36 
Nitrogen ‘ | 

Sulphur . , 138) 1°03) 1:73, 27 * 2°58} =3°81 1°40 2°30! 2°88 3°40 
| 

Ash (red) . | 2:66] 1:66) 3°00) 200, 800) 250 1:00 - 1:00; 2°33 

Water , 2°705' 2 45 
(hygroscopic) 

ES ED eerste 

100°00 eet 10009 100°00} 100°00 100-00 

2:30| 2:50, 2:30 si | 165} 1:80| 215 
} 

10000, 100 09 100-00| 100:00 
| sila ee ne De a ARNE, 

The following 7’able B represents the composition of the coals calculated on 100 parts, 
and exclusive of sulphur, water and ash, and are added for comparison. Thereis a marked 
similarity between them, but Nos. 1 and 7 contain less carbon and more oxygen and 

nitrogen -— 

TaBLe B. 

Carbon. . 79°47| 80°97| 81°64) 82:08} 81°83 81-43 81-72| 82:05| 79°15] 81-21 

Hydrogen . 5°35] 645) 65°61] 5°72) 5°66 ss 5°41; 5°58} 548} 5:37 

Oxygen . : : . 8-49 
Nitrogen . 15°18] 18°58] 12°75; 12°20) 12°51) 12 “i 12°87, 1287) 15°37; 1 

100-00! 100:00} 100 00; 100°00; 100-00 100°00; 100-00; 100°00 100-09 100:00 

The nitrogen is generally present in coals to the extent of 1 to 2 per cent. It was not 

separately determined, as it was not considered necessary. 

The sulphur is present in the coals partly in organic combination (with carbon) and partly 

in combination with iron as iron pyrites, and probably to some extent as sulphate of protoxide 

or peroxide of iron, resulting from weathering action upon the pyrites. Patches of iron 

pyrites (a pale brass-coloured mineral) were observed in two of the caals. 

The ash present in the coals is small in quantity, averaging 2°03 per cent. This is an 

advantage, as the proportion of “clinker” produced during burning would be relatively 

emaller than produced from many varieties of coals. Compared with other varieties of 

Indian coals which have been examined, the ash is considerably less. 

‘When a portion of each of the coarsely powdered coals respectively is heated in @ closed 

weasel, the gases given off burn with a yellow smokey flame, and the residual coke is 

pavoresis, firm, somewhat dull, more or less porous, and increased in bulk. No marked 
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difference was observed in the character of the gases evolved, or of the residual cokes 
produced from any of the coals. 

The percentage results obtained are given in Zable C :— 

TaBLE C, 

Coke , - | 56°50) 69°00; 68:25) 58°50 sray 56°40| 58'10| 56°85) 57:20) 56°60 

| 41°45| 89°75} 41°50} 41:00) 41°35 

Water . . 2°05} 2°45) 2°30) 2°50 cat 2°15) «2°15 1°65 1 215 

Volatile Gases .| 41°45) 88°55) 39°45} 89°00] 40°30 

| parr nrenien 

100 00) 100 00| 100-00) 100-00 10009 100°00] 100°00} 100-00} 100°00; 100°0 

The gases given off from the various samples of coals during the coking experiments are 
highly illuminating ; they may, therefore, be applied for purposes of gas-making. 

As the samples submitted to examination have been taken from the “ outcrop” or surface 
ground, the coals may probably be found toimprove in character and have a less proportion of 
sulphur and ash when worked lower down. 

In our experimental trial, the lumps of’ coal, when first heated, do not appear to soften or 
stick together to any extent, afterwards they burn freely, and the “ fire” remains open, 
whieh is favourable as regards coals required for steam purposes. 

The coal burns well, but would at first give off a quantity of smoke while putting on 
fresh fuel. This could be avoided to a certain extent by pushing back the ignited fuel and 
feeding in the fresh coal at the front of the furnace. It would also be advisable at first 
to admit a good supply of air to burn the gases produced in the furnace and prevent loss of 
heat by their escape unburnt up the funnel. The supply of air would afterwards require 
to be regulated in order to prevent a too rapid combustion of the coke. If local and other 
circumstances permit, an advantage might be gained by admixture of the coal with a certain 
proportion of Anthracite or other smokeless coal, 

In conclusion, I am of opinion that the coals may be regarded as valuable fuel for various 
purposes. As steam coals, and also for gas-making, coking or manufacturing and household 
use, I also think that they may compete successfully with many British coals. 

CiaY.—The sample was more or less laminated or shaly in character. It was tested, and 
found to be a “ fire-clay,”” containing some iron pyrites and coaly matter. Fire-clays often 
occur in association with coal. When the crude clay is exposed to the highest temperature 
attainable in an air farnace (sufficient to melt wrought iron), the external surface becomes 
glazed, and it exhibits other indications of softening to a certain extent. The fire-clay might 
probably be used for some purposes to which clays of a refractory character are applied, bet 
it would not be of best quality or stand exposure to a long continuous heat. If the clay is 
previously submitted to a “washing” process to separate the irqn pyrites and..coely mama 
it may probably diminish it liability to softening when exposed to high temperatures. 
this sample was from the “outcrop” or surface ground, it may be Seo that clay of 
improved quality may be found when the working of the coal is monedeveloped. 

(igi), “@ECHARD SMITH. 
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Analysis of “ Assam” Coal (Makum Field), by the Gus Light, and Coke Company. 

Gas, per ton . 10,900 Cubic Feet. 

Illuminating power 17°2 Sperm Candles. 

Coke -. 11 Cwt. to the Ton. 

Volatile Matter 46°5 per cent. 

Ash in Coal . 2°0 per cent. 

Ashin Coke . 4°3 per cent. 

Nore.—The coal contains a small percentage of ash, and produces a coke of very fair quality, 

Ithough not quite equal to that from Newcastle Coal, yet would be readily saleable. 

Lonpon, 

August 27th, 1881. 
(Signed) ALFRED KITT. 

The above analyses, coupled with those given in Vol. X, p. 156, furnish data 

for comparing the Makum coals with those from the Raniganj field. The 

comparison is of especial value, as it is against the Raniganj coal that that of 
Assam has to compete at present for use on the Upper Brahmaputra. And the 
fuel from the two sources will doubtless be brought into much greater compcti- 

tion on the railways of North-Eastern Bengal, when the completion of the line, 
now being constructed from the Makum field to the river at Dibrugarh, shall 
have rendered the systematic working of the Assam coal practicable. 

Taking the mean of the ten analyses given of Makum coals, and comparing 
it with the average composition of 31 Ranigan] coals, as determined by Mr. 
Tween, we have— 

— SS ee Aa 

Mean composition Mean componsition 
of 10 Makum coals. | of 31 Ramguny coals, 

Carbon. ene one eee ooo ace 75°90 66°20 

Hydrogen ... sie exe oes os 5°18 464 
Oxygen and Nitrogen ... eee ee ees 12°42 11°30 
Sulphur ee eee eee ace coe 2 32 "85 

Ash ese eee eo ese poe 2°03 17°01 

Hygroscopic water _... one ove aes 2°15 3 

10000 10000 

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the heating power of coal depends on 
the high percentage of carbon and (available) hydrogen it contains, and on the 
low percentage of the remaining constituents. It will be seen, then, that the 
Makum compares most favourably with the Raéniganj, containing as it does 10 

per-cent. more carbon, about the same amounts of hydrogen, and of oxygen plus 

nitrogen, and less than one-eighth the quantity of ash. 

3 ‘The hygroscopic water contained in the Réniganj coals is not separately given. They were 
ibly dried before analysis. The average amount of water found in the same coals during their 

« 

proxhwate analysis was 48 per cent. 
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If the highest and lowest percentages of the different constituents be compared, 
the result is equally favourable to the Assam coal. 

Highest percent- | Highest percent- | Lowest percent- | Lowest percent- 
age amongst 10 age amongst 31 e amongst 10 age amongst 3] 
Makum coals, R&éniganj coals, akum coals, Réniganj coals. 

Carbon sce ve 78°00 73°39 74:54 57°09 
Hydrogen ose sis 5°31 5 06 4:95 3°46 
Oxygen and Nitrogen bis 14°49 14°27 11°12 4°35 
Sulphur a, ae 3-81 1:63 1 08 37 
Ash jus ave 3:00 25 80 1:00 13°00 

The following figures, giving the mean proximate composition of the coals from 

each locality, enable a comparison to be made of a somewhat different kind.— 

Mean composition Mean composition 
of 23 Assam coals,’ | of 31 Raniganj coals.* 

Fixed carbon vis eas 56°5 53°20 
Volatile matter (exclusive of water) 346 phi 
H gTosco ic water eo68 eos 5:0 ye 

re a ase eee 39 1617 

100°0 100 00 

or, exclusive of water— 

Mean composition Mean composition 
of 27 Assam coals, of 31 Rdniganj coals. 

Fixed carbon 60:0 55°88 
Volatile matter 86:2 27°18 
Ash 38 16°99 

100°0 100°00 

Taking the nitrogen at 1-5 per cent., and calculating the theoretic calorific 

power in centigrade heat units, we have— 
Mean calorific 

power. 

81 Réniganj coals een eeo eee 866 eeo 6526 

10 Makum coals sae wo C47 

or as 7 to 8. It appears from Mr. Hughes’ remarks* that the calorific power of 

none of the 31 samples of Réniganj coal exceeded 7040. , 

The one point in which the analyses show an inferiority in the Maknm coals 

is in the proportion of sulphur they contain. This is withqut doubt a somewhat 

serious defect. Most of the Assam, however, cannot be considered. g,,* brassy” 

coal. There are at present in the Geological Museum specimens from twelve 

different localities in the Makum, Nasira, and Jéngi fieldg, which were collected 

in 1874, 1875, and 1876. The majority conjain no pyrites visite to the eye, and, 

1 Memoirs Geol. Surv, India, Val. xp 30. ‘© Pecetils Geib. Bur’, India, Vol. X, p. 156, 
: ia ae: ; ' + wt 
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after six or eight years’ exposure to the heat and damp of Calcutta, seven do 

not show even incipient signs of alteration, while the other five are more or less 

disintegrated through the oxidation of the pyrites contained in them. Itremains 

to be seen, therefore, whether by proper care the more and less sulphureous 

coals cannot be worked separately, and used for different purposes.! 

With reference to gas manufacture, Mr. Hughes has stated? that the best 
known gas coal in the Riniganj ficld is that from Sanktoria, which yields about 

9,000 cubic feet per ton. Mr. Kitt’s analysis gave 10,900 fect from that of 
Makum. In this connection it will be observed, on comparison of the ultimate 

and proximate analyses of Makum and Raniganj coals given above, that a large 

proportion of the excess of carbon in the former is contained im the volatile 

portion of the fuel. 
F. R. MALLET. 

Eaperiments on the Coal of Pind Dadun Khin, Salt-rango, with reference to the 

production of Gas; made April 29th, 1881, by Mr. C. H. Buacksurn, Superin- 
tendent of the Réwalpinds Gas-works. 

There is reason to believe that the sample of coal on which the experiments 

were made was a picked one, and that it is improbable that similar results 

would be obtained from an average sample of the general bulk. 
The coal was rather small, having beeu much broken up in transit by rail. 

On the whole it was very dull and heavy, but there were a few ‘“‘ shiny ” pieces here 
and there. At 12 noon, the three retorts were charged, each with one maund :— 

Oe a es ee —_ er eee - an, 
a eae at 

Time. State of Meter. Gas made. Total Production. 

C. ft. C. ft. 
12 noon ‘i ous 9,342,100 ids a 
12-30 P.M. ass - 9,342,540 | 440 
1 * Ge ‘ 9,342,780 | 240 680 

1-30 ,, se ‘ts 9,342,960 180 860 
2 - sa see 9,343,100 140 1,000 
2-80 ,, sis ‘se 9,843,190 90 1,690 
3-00 93 vee eas 9,348,250 60 ] Py } 50 

$-30_ ,, «ae — 9,343,270 20 1,170 

4 45 7 ase 9,343,290 20 1,190 
4-80 ,, aha ae 9,343,800 10 3,200 
5 és sue wae 9,343,800 Nil 1,200 
6-10 _ ,, eis cus Retorts drawn. 

Ae Re ceORRS ER eR TE Ot TLE RE 

8 mds. produced 1,200 c. ft. = 400 c. ft. per maun 
400 X 27} = 10,900 c. ft. per ton. 
The coke produced is very small indeed—like fine ash, and smells excessively of sulphur. 
Total produce of coke = mds. 1-34," 

8 inds. coal produced 74 seers coke == seers 243 per maund. 

“243 x 275 = mds. 16-29 of coke per ton of coal. 
The gas was roughly tested photometrically the same evening; the burner used was London 

D., and the light given was very good. 
. The result of the testing showed the gas to be equal to about 124 standard candles. 
The amount of sulphur however is excessive, as shown by the test papers hereto attached, and 

Witch were exposed only during the period of testing; and the smell in the close Photometer 
,ndtae grad very pungent. 

‘ ,  « 4% Memoirs, XIT, 849, * Vol. X, p. 15 
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Report on the proceedings and results of the International Geological Congress 

of Bologna. Br W. T. Buanrorp, F.B.S., Senior Deputy Superintendent, 
Geological Survey of India. 

The origin of the Bologna Geological Congress may be stated in very few 
words. A number of geologists of various nations, after visiting the Universal 
Exhibition of Philadelphia in 1876, met at Buffalo and nominated a Committee 
to make the necessary preliminary arrangements for an International Geological 
Congress at Paris in 1878. The object of this Congress was to decide upon rules 

for the construction of geological maps, and for geological nomenclature and 

classification. 

The Geological Congress of Paris, the first of a series that may very possibly be 
further extended, met on the 29th of August 1878 at the Trocadero Palace, and, 
having elected M. Hébert President, proceeded to a discussion, which lasted 
for seven days, on the various subjects included in the general-programme. 
Little more was done than to determine upon the course to be adopted in future, 
to nominate two International Committees who should report upon the two 

important questions of (1) geological nomenclature, and (2) the colours, signs, 
and other marks to be used in geological maps, to entrust a third Committee 
with the task of reporting upon the rules of nomenclature to be used in paleon- 

tology, and to determine that the second meeting of the Congress should take 
place at Bologna in Italy in the present year 1881. A fresh Committee was 
appointed to make arrangements for the Bologna Meeting or Second Interna- 
tional Geological Congress, which met on the 26th September last. 

The Committee on geological nomenclature (commission pour l’unification 
de la nomenclature en géologie), with the addition of representatives of some 

nations not included in the a? list, sere aca the following :— 
Professor F. ROMER .. . Germany 
Prof. Jas. Hay P : ‘ < : ‘“ - United States of America. 

Dr. StErRY Hunt. ; ° . ‘ : » Canada. 

Professor A. LIVERSIDGE . ‘ ; ‘ ‘ . Australia. 

Dr. M. E. Mosstsovics ? 7 i ‘ ; . Austria. 

Professor G. DEWALQUE . ‘. , F , - Belgium. 
Prof. H£BERT - , ‘ { : ; . France. 

Prof. J. VILANOVA . . : ° «  « Spain. 
Mr. C. RIBEIRO P ‘ . oe oS . Portugal. 
Professor T. MoK. Hueuzs . . : 4 . British Isles. 

Prof. J. Szazo 2 8 « «© «  «. « Hungary. 
Prof. J. CAPELLINI «ew et eti ttCté‘ SC tal. 

Prof. STEPHANESOCO . ; ‘ <6 ‘ - Roumania 
Prof. INOSTRANZEIF . ‘ ; ‘ ‘ é - Bussia. 

Prof, LunpGREN . - ° ‘ ‘ ; - Scandinavia. 

Prof. A. FaVRE - . ‘ ‘ ; . Switzerland. 

The members mentioned, with very few exceptions, formed :a ‘sedioial Sub- 
Committee, exclasively composed of goologista of his Gwn natijiality. Of these 
different Sub-Committees, 7, vis., those for Belgium, France, Spain and Portugal 

(jointly), Great Britain and ireland, Hungary, Italy, and Switeerland, reported 
more or less fully to the general Committee. Wo zeporta were recsived from thé 
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other Sub-Committees, but a separate communication was sent by Prof. J. D. 
Dana of the United States, and this was printed with the others in the goneral 
report drawn up by Prof. Dewalque, and furnished to cach member of tho Bo- 
logna Congress. 

The Committee on colours and signs for geological maps (anifiention des 

Sigurés ou des procédés graphiques en géoloyie) consisted of the following mem- 

bers, the majority of whom, as in the case of tho Committee on nomenclature 
formed Sub-Committees of their own countrymen :— 

A. Selwyn, Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, for Canada. 
J. P. Lesley, Director of the Geological Survey of Pensylvanin—U nited States. 

A. Liversidge, Professor at the University of Sidney—Australin 

A. Ramsay, Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ircland— 
British Isles. 

Otto Torell, Director of the Geological maps of Sweden—Scandinavia. 

V. von Moeller, Professor at the Institute of Mines, St. Pctersburgh—Russia 

M. v. Hantken, Director of the Geological Institute at Buda-Pesth—Hun- 

gary. 
Freiherr v. Hauer, Director of the Imperial and Royal Geological Reichsan- 

stalt at Vienna—Austria. 

G. W. Giimbel, Director of the Geological map of Bavaria—Germany. 
F.. Giordano, Inspector-General of Mines at Rome—Italy. 
J. B. de Chancourtois, Professor at the School of Mines in Paris—France. 
E. Dupont, Director of the Royal Belgian Museum at Brussels—Belgium. 

C. Ribeiro, Chief of the Geological Section of Portugal at Lisbon—TIberian 
Peninsula. 

E. Renevier, Professor at the Academy of Lausanne—Switzerland. 
Mr. Selwyn was President and M. Renevier Secretary, and the latter drew up 

the report of the general Committee. He had previousl) published two memoirs 

with résumés of the Sub-Committee’s reports. The firstand most important ques- 
tion was the adoption of an international scale of colours to represent the geological 

series, each colour in the scale corresponding to one of the great sub-divisions, 
such as Carboniferous or Jurassic, under which, by the common consent of 
geologists, sedimentary rocks have been classified. The other questions consi- 

dered were (2) the colouration to be adopted for igneous rocks; (3) the lettering 

to be employed for the distinction of beds of different geological ages; (4) 

various signs and marks for the representation of petrological, paleontological 
and other characters ; (5) the scale for general maps; and (6) the organisation 

of future work. 
There can be no doubt that for all the goological surveys of the world, and 

perhaps for geologists in general, the questions affecting geological colours and 

signs were the most important of all those submitted to the Congress. They had 
the enormous advantage of being entirely independent of language,—a difficulty 
which must always interfere with the adoption of a general nomenclature, for 
derma in one language are far from being exactly equivalent to corresponding 
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terms of the same etymological derivation in another tongue. But, unfortunately, 
so many widely-diverging systems of colouration have been adopted by geologists 
in various countries, that any general compromise must produce a difference 

between maps coloured on the scale adopted, and all those previously issued. And, 

as will be seen in the sequel, although the Congress came to a decision on several 
points, s far larger number were left undecided. 

The importance and difficulty of the question of map colouration and signs 

induced the committee of organisation to offer a reward of five thousand Francs 
(£200) for the best memoir on the subject, Several memoirs? were received, but 
none, in the opinion of the judges, merited the full prize, which was distributed 
amongst the three best dissertations.* 

The third committee, on the nomenclature of species, consisted of MM. Cotteau, 

Douvillé, Gaudry, Gosselet, Pomel, and De Saporta for Paleontology, and M.M. 

Des Cloizeaux and Jannettaz for Mineralogy. The paleontological committee, of 

which Mr. Gaudry was President and Mr. Douvillé Secretary, furnished a report; 
but this report has not the same importance as the others already mentioned ; for, 

despite the high position occupied by several of the members, the circum- 
stance of all belonging to one nation deprives the Committee of the representative 

character possessed by the other two; and with regard to palsontological no- 

menclature, there can be no doubt that the rules to be adopted for all biology, both 
of living and fossil forms, must be determined by a general consensus of botanists 

and zoologists,—palsontologists being admitted as biologists and not as geologista. 
It is manifest that for a geological congress to attempt to settle rules for biologi- 

cal nomenclature would be as ineffectual as for a congress of biologists to attempt 
to define geological terms. However excellent the rules adopted might be, they 
would not receive general acceptance, because the legislators would not be 

considered competent to decide on matters with which many of them could have 
but an imperfect acquaintance. 

Indeed, it may here be stated, once for all, that although a geological congress, 
as at present constituted, has great advantages for the discussion of various 

questions proposed to it, it also suffers from great disadvantages in endeavouring 

to decide upon difficult points. The majority of the members necessarily belong 
to the nation in whose country the meeting is held, and although all are 

qualified who have the right to vote (none being admitted as effective members 
who are not either geologists by profession or else the authors of geological 
memoirs), still there is sometimes a preponderance of particular views amongst 
geologists of one nation, which may not be as generally held by those in other. 
countries. For some of the very delicate and difficult pointa involved i in questign :. 
like that of nomenclature, it would be far more satisfactory, if practicablesMiae 
the voting on disputed questions should be limited to the 7 
gical societios and geological surveys. 

1 Six I believe, but Z am not quite sure of eer ~ sa “ aes ae 

* These were by MM. Heim of Zqrich, (ayy be aitia 
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Congresses was French, and almost necessarily so, since it is the only ono that 
is easily understood by nearly all the members, A slight advantage was doubtless 
afforded tothe French and Belgian, and to some of the Swiss, members, who used 

their native tongue, but all, however imperfect their powers of expressing thoem- 

selves, were heard with equal patience; and it is not quite certain that tho 

abridgement of the discussions, owing to the imperfect power of many speakers 

to express themselves with fluency, was not a gain that counterbalanced many 

disadvantages. 
As already mentioned, the second Geological Congress, which I attended by 

order of the Government of India, met at Bologna on the 26th September 1881. 

Altogether about 200 members were present, of whom 130 were Italians and 7 
foreigners. Professor Capellini was elected President, and the following were 

made Vice-Presidents, as representatives of the different countries named : 

Austria , ‘ < : ‘ ‘ : . ~» M. Mojsisovics. 
Bavaria 5 : Z é : . ‘ ; - » Aittel. 

Belgium . ‘ ‘ . ; ; : - - » Dewalque. 

Canada a : : : : : - 9s Sterry Iunt. 
Denmark . ‘ is é : : ; ; - 95 Waldmar-Schmidt, 

Spain ° . ts , . : - 9) Vilanova. 
United States . j ; é : i ‘ ~ 9» oe Halil. 

France ‘ é : é : - ° ‘ » 95> Daubrée. 

Great Britain. : ‘ ° (Ue ; . ys McK. Hughes. 
Hungary . : ; - P é : ; . 99 Szabo. 

India ‘ ; : . : é ; 2 - »y Blanford. 

Italy s . ‘ : . d : : e gy Meneghini. 

» De Zigno. 99 ® e e e e e e e e 

Portugal e e ° e e e e e e 9 Delgado. 

Prussia i 3  - cao OS ; » Beyrich. 

Roumania . ° e  ,», Stefanesco. 
Russia 2 ‘ ; ° 9 V- Moeller. 

Sweden e . ; ° . P ‘ ‘ e 55 Torell. 

Switzerland é ‘ ° . + 5) Renevier, 

M. Giordano was elected Gecazal Beecdany: ; Messrs. Bornemann, Delaire, 

Fontannes, Pilar, Taramelli, Topley, Uzielli, and Zezi, Secretaries ; and M. Scara- 

belli, Treasurer. M. Hébert, the President of the first Congress, attended the 
second Congress throughout, and M. Q. Sella was Honorary President. 

The above names are merely given to show that the Congress was fairly re- 
presentative. The greater number are well-known geologists, and amongst the 
other members of Congress were several distinguished men. All those named, 
with the addition of Messrs. Bioche, Bosniaski, Briart, De Chancourtois, Cocchi, 

Cossa, Fischer, Gemmellaro, Guiscardi, De Hantken, Hauchecorne, Issel, Inos- 

tranzeff, Jaccard, Malaise, Mayer-Eymar, Omboni, Pellati, Pirona, Schmidt, 
Silvestri, Stoppani, and Trautschold, formed the Council or General 

Commities of the Congress. 
* Pho first meeting, that of September 26th, was chiefly formal, and devoted to 

‘tho dlection of officers and delivery of addresses. The meetings of September 

27th and 28th were devoted to geological nomenclature, those of the 29th and 

Si =~ ~~" maps (Unification des figurés), that of October Ist to palwontolo- 
7 sas 
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gical nomenclature, and on October 2nd the Congress was formally closed and 
Berlin chosen as the seat of the next meeting in 1884. The following account of 
the results of the Congress will show what has been done. The principal of them 
are contained in the ‘“ Procés-verbaus Sommaires’’ already printed, giving short 
accounts of the business transacted each day. 

In the sittingsof September 27th the following resolutions were adopted by 
a large majority. They were taken from the report of the French Committee on 

nomenclature :— 
Geology is the history of the earth.' The facts which enable us to retrace 

(restaurer) this history are contained in the mineral masses constituting the crust of 
the earth. 

Mineral masses.—Mineral masses may be considered under three aspects ; that of 
their nature, or of their composition, that of their origin, and that of their age. 

Rocks.—Oonsidered with regard to their composition, mineral masses take the 
name of Rocks. Thus we may say— 

Granitic rocks. - 
Calcareous rocks. 
Argillaceous rocks, &c. 

Formations.— With reference to their origin, mineral masses are called Forma- 
tions, a word used by several nations, but which belongs to the French language.* This 

term is only an abridged form of ‘mode of formation,’ and consequently implies of 
ttself the idea of origin. 

The translation of the paragraph on the word formation in M. Dewalque’s 
general report is the following. This paragraph was not adopted specially, but 
it agrees entirely with the preceding : 

“The word formation implies the idea of origin and not of time. It should 

nots be employed as a synonym of system (terrain) or of stage (étage). But we 
may very well say: eruptive formations, granitic, gneissic, calcareous formations, 
marine or lacustrine formations, chemical and detrital formations, §c.” 

After accepting the four paragraphs translated above from the French report, 

the meeting took up the consideration of the résumé and conclusions contained 

in the general report, adapted by M. Dewalque, Secretary of the Committee for 
the Unification of Geological Nomenclature, from the separate reports of the differ. 
ent national committees. 

The opening paragraphs of this résumé deal with terms applied to mineral- 
masses in general with regard to age. After a very brief summary, the conclus 
sions are stated in twenty-eight paragraphs, consecutively numbered ; and of these 
peragraphs a certain number were discussed, altered, or amended, ar 
stances, and voted seriatim. 

The following paragraph of the preliminary summary is essential tp ‘ino 
clear comprehension of the various paragraphs. M. Dewalque writess=..- ° 

“Let us first examine that which concerns classification PEOper,. ype 
* All geologists agree in admitting about ten great sericg it seke, usually 

distinguished in French under the name of sda which .sq;tledeod together 

1 That is of the planet, on which we live. , 8, te pees ep 
* That is, in this oxpoctal signification.” try : Mei ene ofthe torm in the 

sense of rocks of any particular getlogionl age. "002 i” 
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in four or five groups of a higher grade, and which are daily being divided and 
sub-divided to a greater extent. What are the terms to be employed for the 

different grades of this classification ? The following table, in which the second 

column corresponds to thosc divisions which we have just called “ terrains,” 
records the opinions of the different committees. In the absenco of the Ameri- 

can report, it has appeared useful to insert the proposition recently made by one 
of themembers. In this case, as in that of the English propositions, we have 

considered that we might putin the first column, but between parenthesis, the 

expressions which it appears to us would be employed by the authors of the 

reports.” 
1 2 3 4 5 

* America! (Dana) (Terranes) Terrane Group Stage Beds, Sub stage. 
Belgium Terrains Terrain Systéme Etage Sous-étago, assise 

France Terrains Terrain Etage Sous étage Assise. 
Spain and Portugal Série Terrain Membre  [Etage Zone. 
Great Britain (Systems) System Formation P P 
Hungary Formations Formation Etage Assise Couches, 
Italy Terreno Systema Piano ? ? 
Switzerland Série Terrain (Gebilde) Syst8me § Etage (Stufe) Assise. 

It is unnecessary to translate at length the resolutions originally proposed by 

M. Dewalque, since nearly all were modified by the Congress. The terms he 
ultimately proposed for adoption, and those accepted by the Congress, were the 
following :— 

1. For the first grade, that is, for a division of the whole series corresponding 
to palssozoic or mesozoic, no separate term was proposed. It was sug- 

gested that the plural of the 2nd grade should be used, and that geologists 
should write, e.g., the secondary terranes. The Congress, however, by a 
large majority adopted the term groupe (group). 

2. For the second grade, the most important of all, that corresponding to 
such sub-divisions as Silurian, Carboniferous, Jurassic, &c., the term 

terrain was proposed in French, terrane in English, Gebilde in German. 
After a long discussion, however, the word systéme (system) was adopted 
by a considerable majority. 

8. For the third grade, corresponding to such sub-divisions as upper and 
lower silurian, lias, dogger, neocomian, &c., the term groupe or syséme 
had been proposed in M. Dewalque’s report. Both these terms having 
been otherwise defined, he next proposed division. This led to a long 
discussion and much difference of opinion, and another term, série, was 

supported by a large section of the members. The show of hands leav- 
ing the result doubtful, a ballot was taken, in which 52 votes were 

given for the word série,. and 35 for dwision. The former term was 
consequently adopted ; but, as it was shown that the corresponding ex- 
pressions in German and Russian were inadmissible, it was finally agreed, 
after the subject had been reconsidered by the Council, that two terms, 

’ 3 %his ts merely, it should be remembered, Mr. Dana’s personal suggestion, and I was 
‘gusnted by the American geologists present at Bologna that the sdoption of the term terrane would 
SE teote bb aqproved by American geologists in general than by English. 
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série and section, might be employed, the German equivalent of the 
latter being Abthetlung.? 

4, For the next lower grade of divisions, equivalent to associations of strata 
like those distinguished in the jurassic system by the names of Purbeck, 
Portland, Kimmeridge, Oxford, Bath Oolite, &c., the term éage in 
French and its equivalents (stage in English, Stufe in German, piano in 
Italian, piso in Spanish) were recommended in the report and accepted 

almost unanimously. 

5. For the next sub-division the term assise was adopted by a large majority. 
In the report it was suggested that the corresponding terms should be 
beds in English, Schichten in German, strata in Italian. The choice of 

terms was, however, left open. 

Paragraphs 7 and 8 of M. Dewalque’s report were unanimously accepted. 

They run thus— 

7. The case may occur in which a geologist thinks it desirable to group together 
a certain number of assises into intermediate sub-divisions, which united 

together would form an étage. In such cases the intermediate sub-divisions 

would bear in French the name of sous-étage. 

8, The lowest element of stratified systems is the strate (stratum) or couche (bed). 

The remaining paragraphs of M. Dewalque’s report on terms of classifica- 
tion were not discussed, but, as they contain some valuable suggestions, a trans- 

lation is appended, 

9. The word banc (bank*) is applied to beds that are thicker or more coherent 
than those in the neighbourhood, or between which they are interca- 
lated. 

10. Inversely, thin or slightly coherent beds will be distinguished in French 
by the word lit® 

11. The English plural rocks, and its corresponding terms roches, roccie, will 
have the same signification as assise: Ex.—Llandovery rocks, rovcie a 
Globigerine. 

“12. A zone is an assemblage of beds of inferior order, characterised by one 
or more special fossils, after which it is named. 

“This expression is, therefore, synonym of the preceding one, from 

which it differs by the necessary addition of one or two names of 
fossils. 

1 Section is, of course, inapplicable in English, as it has another signification, which would lead 
to confusion. Division might be used, as it is the equivalent of Abtheilung. 

It is not cleat whether this term is supposed to be applicable in -English; but; if 40, the 
supposition is erroneous. The English term end might a aig feed, ceria 
ther the distinction is necessary. (ee 

3 Ina foot-note, M. Dewslque remacks that he has nok sthinapled to propose: ili Timite- 
tion of the English terms ded and layer. . He admits that, whilst thetiact Magitek equivalent of 
Jit is bed, the latter word fs employed, as a role, in the setuo of the Frencti ‘woe, counke. If the 
distinction ‘be really of sufficient “tmportipen conte a “heh tell probebly bo ng 
objection to the use of lager as én eqietveliinh tensity iA by HS MS ar 
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“It may also happen that a ‘zone’ may be an ‘assise,’! although the 
former is more frequently a division of the 4th order. 

“13. The name of horizon is given to a bed or to a set (série) of beds which 
possess well-marked characters, by means of which they may be easily 
distinguished over large tracts of country. 

“14, The word depét (deposit in English) should only be applied to a mass 
produced during a period of time, or within an area limited and 
characterised by a certain petrographical homogeneousness.” 

It is as well that these various terms should undergo further consideration 
before any attempt is made to define them exactly. 

Before proceeding further, it may be as well to show the application of the 
terms agreed upon to some of the Indian rocks. Taking, for instance, the creta- 
ceous deposits of Trichinopoly, all belong to the upper series of the cretaccous 

system, which is part of the mesozoic yroup ; and near Trichinopoly three marine 
stages are distinguished,—the Arialur, Trichinopoly, and Utatur stuges. Similarly, 
the jurassic system of Cutch comprises four steges,—Umia, Katrol, Chari, and 

Patcham. Again, the great Gondwana system is divided into several series, of 

which the Damuda is one, and the Raniganj, Iron-stone shales and Barakar are 
the stages constituting that series. As an example of an “‘assise,” the Talchir 
boulder bed might be quoted. 

The next question for discussion was the ase of chronological terms corre. 

sponding to the various divisions already defined. After much discussion the 

following were adopted :— 
1. Hra, corresponding to group. 
2. Period, corresponding to system. 
3. Epoch, corresponding to series. 
4, Age, corresponding to stage. 

All these were voted either unanimously or by large majorities, except the word 
epoch, which was only preferred to cycle by a single vote, the numbers on a 
ballot being 47 to 46. 

It has, consequently, been determined that the correct expressions to use are— 

Palwozoic or mesozoic era. 
Silurian, jurassic, or eocene period. 
Lias or neocomian epoch. 

Kimmeridge or Purbeck age. 
Of all the decisions, those which will probably appear least judicious are the 

significations given to the two words, growp and series. Loosely as these expres- 
sions have hitherto been employed in English, the term series has, as a rule, been 

understood to imply a higher grade in geological classification, and to embrace 
a greater range of rocks than group. However, there is no insuperable objection 
to the reversal of these significations. 

It had been proposed to consider the application of a systematic terminology 
do groups, systems, series, and stages; to let all names of systems, for instance, 

. zai There appoass to be some mistake here ; I can only say that the above is an exact translation 
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terminate in...ique in French, and...tc in English, like Jurassic and Triassic, and 
to employ Gretacic, Carbonic, and Siluric, instead of the ordinary terminations. 

The Congress, however, very wisely refused to discuss the question. 

It has already been stated that the meetings of September 29th and 30th 
were devoted to the colours and signs for geological maps. The greater part of 
the first day, however, was taken up by a discussion on the proposed general 
geological map of Europe. It is needless to enter into particulars on this 
subject, and it is sufficient to state the conclusions adopted. It was agreed that 
the map should be prepared at Berlin, and that the work should be under the 
supervision of a committee thus composed :— 

MM. Beyrich and Hanchecorne, Executive Directors, for Germany. 
M. Mojsisovics for Austria-Hungary. 
M. Daubrée for France. 
Mr. Topley for England. 
M. Giordano for Italy. 

M. de Moeller for Russia. 

M. Renevier as the Secretary of the original Committee on map colour- 
ation. 

The scale is to be j5, 50, Gio (between 23 and 24 miles to the inch). The Com- 

mittee to meet yearly at certain fixed times and places. 
It may be added that the great delay that would be involved prevented the 

adoption of a larger scale. It is well to bear the scale of this map in mind, as it 
may be useful to prepare maps of other parts of the world, where practicable, on 

the same scale and with the same system of colouration, so that eventually all 
may be combined in one general geological atlas. 

The next subject was that of the colours to be employed for systems of different 
ages. It may here be observed, that although no list of geological systems was 
approved, that upon which the scheme of colouration proposed in Prof. Renevier’s 
report was based, comprised the following :— 

Recent: - 
Pliocene and Plistocene. 
Miocene. i Tertiary or Cenozoic, 
Eocene. 
Cretaceous. 
Jurassic. ; Secondary or Mesozoic, 
Triassic. 
Carboniferous (including Permian P) : 
Devonian. PPrimary or Palsozoic. 
Silurian (including Cambrian P) : : 

_ Precambrian. ae 

The following resolutions were first passed. Both are | otie BF seodified 

from that originally proposed. All mention of the spectra o% - the. 

adopted was originally said to have been fonndad, was. quite, 
gince neither the sequence, not in Semerscure huwvaetat aie “ef 

of the solar spectrum.- ° -* 7S °%” cen ee < {ee 
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I. The Geological Congress of Bologna consider that there is occasion to adopt an 
international agreement for the application of colours to the representation of geological 
formations. The series of colours adopted will be recommended to all countries and 

all geologists, especially in view of general works, but without any retrospective action 

apon maps in process of publication. 

2. Rose-carmine (pink) will be preferred (sera affectée de préférence) for erys- 
talline schists, whenever there ts ne certain proof that they are of Cumbriun or post- 

Oumbrian age. 

Bright rose colour may be reserved for rocks of pre-Cambrian age, and pale rose 
for crystalline schists of indeterminate age. 

Both these resolutions were discussed at considerable length. The second 

resolution originally commenced thus: “ Rose-carmine will be especially applied 
(sera affectée spécialement) to crystalline schists,” and it was objected that the 
phrase should be modified so as td permit the application of the colour to other 
rocks in case of need. Another objection, that some pre-Cambrian beds may 
not be crystalline schists, was partially met by the form above adopted for the 
second part of the resolution. There is, however, some reason to suppose that fur. 

ther modification, and the use of additional tints, may become necessary in countries 

like North America and India, where several systems of rocks, known or believed 
to be of pre-Cambrian age, require distinction. 

The third resolution was not discussed, as it was considered that further con- 

sideration was necessary ‘before the classification of the palosozoic rocks, and the 
colours to be adopted for them, could be decided upon. The resolution ran thus. 

3. Three colours will be applied to palssozoic systems :— 

1st—Violet for silurian. 
2nd— Brown for Devonian. 
8rd—Dark grey for Permian and Carboniferous. 

There was great divergence of opinion as to the claims of Cambrian and Per- 
mian to be distinguished by different colours, and also as to the tints to be em- 
ployed: Thus the English Committee, whose report was received after the 
general report had been printed, recommended the following scale :— 

Permian—Chalons brown. 
Carboniferous—dark grey. 
Devonian—Indian red. 
Silurian—violet. 
Oambrian—purplish violet. 
Pre-Qambrian—purplish carmine. 

' Fhe same committee proposed to distinguish altered (metamorphic) rocks, of 

cessing age, by lines or marks of red above the colour of the system. 

“Whe question of the colours to be used for paleozoic rocks was finally referred 
. ty ;fhe She International Committee appointed to supervise the map of Europe. 
a " Resolution . 4 on the colours for mesozoic rocks, an alteration was made 

He srapersl of M. Benevier himself in the eee eae ee 
K 
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brick-red, the colour first proposed, for trias. The resolution thus modified was 
passed. It runs thus :— 

4. Three colours are applied to the secondary or mesozoic systems, 

1st.— Violet for trias. 

Qnd.— Blue for jurassic (lias may be distinguished by a darker blue). 
3rd.—Green for cretaceous, 

The cenozoic rocks were quickly disposed of. In M. Renevier’s reports the 
colouration proposed was: bright yellow (gamboge) for eocene, chamois yellow 
(a kind of buff) for miocene, and pale sepia yellow with a hght orange tint for 

pliocene and plistocene; modern formations to be left white, or represented 
by various signs on a white ground. The modified resolution proposed by M. Re- 
nevier and adopted was the following :— 

5. The tints of yellow will be applied to the cenozoic group, the higher beds being 
represented by paler shades. 

This was almost unanimously agreed to, but there was considerable discus- 

sion as to the selection of a special colour for quaternary beds. The question was 
ultimately left to the decision of the Map Committee. 

The following three resolutions were then unanimously adopted :— 
6. The sub-divisions of a system may be represented by shades of the colour adopt- 

ed, by white spaces being left (réserves de blanc), or by various markings (hachures) 

according to the particular »equirements of each map, the only condition being that 

these markings be not opposed to the orographical characters, and that they do not render 
the map confused. 

The shades, either full or broken tints (pleines ou par réserves) should be applied 
an the direct order of age, the darkest always representing the oldest beds. 

7. The litteral notation (lettering) for rocks shall be based upon the Latin alphabet 
for sedimentary and the Greek alphabet for eruptive formations. 

The nonogram of @ system shall be formed asa rule by the initial capital letter 
of that system. The sub-divisions may be distinguished by adding to the capital ini- 

tial letter, either the small letter that begins the name of the sub-division or a numer- 
ical exponent, or either one or the other as most convenient. 

The numbers of numerical exponents ought always to be used in chronological 
order, one signifying the lowest, that is, the oldest sub-division, 

8. The useof paleontological, orographical, chronological, petrographical, and geo- 
technical signs, ts recommended. Those which are, at the sametime, the simplest, the 
most distinctive and the most easily remembered, should be preferred. 

It may be useful to give an illustration of Resolution 7. Taking, for in- 
stance, the Triassic system which would be represented by T, the three principal 
stages, Bunter, Muschelkalk, and Keuper, into which it is sub-divided, would be 
indicated by Tb, Tm, and Tk. The different associations of beds or “‘aasigas” in 
the Bunter would be represented by Th, Th,, Th, de, Th, b“-—yeeges 
the oldest. : 
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The sitting of October Ist was occupied with the consideration of the rules, 
for palwontological nomenclature, and was of less interest than the meetings of 
the previousdays. 1¢ will be sufficient to give a translation of the resolutions 
voted. 

I. The nomenclature adopted is that in which each being is indicated by a gene- 
ric and a specific name. 

2. Each of these names is composed of a single word, of Latin, or Latinised ; 
written according to the rules of Latin orthography. 

3. Species may present a certain number of modifications connected together in 

time or space, and indicated under the names of mutations or varieties' ; 

modifications, of which the origin is doubtful, are simply called forms. 

These modifications will be indicated, if necessary, by a third term, preceded 
according to circumstances, by the words variety, mutation or form, or by 
corresponding abbreviations. 

(a) A specific name should always be followed by the name of the author whe 

established it. The author's name is placed between parentheses, when the origina 
generic name ts not preserved; ani in this case it is useful to add the name of the 
auther who changed the generic title. 

The same arrangement is applicable to varieties raised to the rank of species. 

4. The name assigned to each genus and each species is that under which + 
was first indicated, provided that the characters of such genus and specie. 
have been published and clearly defined. Priority does not go bac 
beyond the twelfth edition of Linnaeus, 1866. 

5. In future, for specific names, priority will not be irrevocably acquired, excep. 
when the species is not only described, but figured also. 

It was thought undesirable to proceed further, most of the details being 
matters requiring regulation by biologists generally. The few rules passed differ 

principally from those agopted by M. Douvillé’s report in refusing to acknowledge 
Linnean names. 
At the closing meeting on October 2nd, Prof. Beyrich was named President 

of the committee of organisation for the next Congress at Berlin, and a fresk 
International Committee was appointed to continue the. work relating to the unifi- 
cation of geological nomenclature. This committee consists of Messrs. Zittel for 
Germany, Neumayer for Austria, Dewalque for Belgium, Sterry Hunt for Canada, 
Vilanova for Spain, James Hall for the United States, Hébert for France, Hughes 

for Great Britain, Szabo for Hungary, Blanford for India, Capellini for Italy, 
Delgado for Portugal, Stefanesco for Roumania, Moeller for Russia, Torell, for 

Scandinavia, Ch. Mayer for Switzerland. This committes is to meet next year 
1882, together with the Map Committee, at the place and on the day fixed for the 

3. That is to say, (and the distinction is of great importance for geologists,) a mutation is s 

miodified form of s species found in a bed of different age from that containing the typical form. 
& variety isa modification due, not to difference of geological age, but to geographical distribution. 
‘fixe Tiatinction between these terms may be very usefully employed in geology. The original pro- 
a se of the: — mutation, to express secular variation, is attributed to our old colleague, Dr. 
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provincial meeting of the Geological Society of France; in the subsequent year 
1883, at the meeting of the Swiss Society of Natural Sciences. 

Considering the work of the Congress as a whole, it cannot be stated 
that very much has been done towards the unification of nomenclature or 
of colouration and signs for geological maps. But still something has been 
effected ; and if the extreme slowness of all legislative action in countries where 
the legislators are really a representative body be taken into consideration, 
the resolutions passed will not seem so meagre as ata first glance they 
appear to be. A commencement has, at all events, been made towards effecting 
both the main objects of this and similar congresses, and it is far better to pause 
and collect further evidence before coming to any final determination than to 

attempt to lay down rules, which, not being supported by a majority of geologists, 
will be generally disregarded. With reference to questions of nomenclature it 
should be remembered that many continental nations, and especially the French, 

aim at greater exactitude in the choice and use of words than is customary in 
English, and the importance of precise definition is therefore greater to them than 

to ourselves. Each system has its advantages, precision may be carried to 

excess, and so may laxity, even in the use of words ; over-refinement, and the use 

of terms that do not express facts, may result from excess on the one side, and 
confusion from excess on the other, but unquestionably there is need for the 
definition of a considerable number of terms in addition to those already adopted 

whilst it can scarcely be said that any now accepted are unnecessary. The body 
of geologists throughout the world is large, and very widely scattered, and much 
time is necessary before the general feeling of the whole body can be ascertained; 

Moreover, the use of a congress like that of Bologna is by no means limited to 
making abstract resolutions. It is of vast importance, especially to those who 
have passed a great part of their lives in distant parts of the world like India, 
to meet the geolegists of other countries and to exchange ideas. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

Two specimens of iolite, from excavation at Buddha Gaya. 
Str Asuizy Ener. 

Gal from Maingay’s Island, Tenasserim. 
ma es Commanper A. D. Tayton. 

Coal (Damuda) from right bank of God4vari, opposite Lingéla. 
Maz. T. VansTavEnn. 

ti , ites, azurite and galena, from New Zealand. Native copper, copper pyri gal eke 

hematite, from the Sandur Hills, Be District. 
ena vat Mz. D. Daagyes. 
Stream gold containing platinum, from the Guram river, Ménbhum. 

Musers. Souozen, Kreavaw, ayy Co. 

yet wenarctos from the e $ Last upper molar of Hy Raglish Crag. Fro 

Casts of skull of Brimatheriam and of teeth of Sieathoriom nnd Mabydriodon in the 
Museum of the Royal College of Sargacns. 

Caste of Siwalik bird-boned in the British Maven. 
By exomaxay. 

By rurcwasy. 
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

Frou Ist Octoser to 8lst Deckuser 1881. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

Anoztin, N. P.—Geologisk Ofversigts-karta Sfver skane med Atfoljande Text (1877), 8vo., 
Lund. 

Tur AvrTnHor. 

Barertt, Martrn,—Apercu Géologique sur la chaine du Mont Blane en rapport. avec le 
trajet probable d’un tunnel pour une nouvelle ligne de chemin de fer (1881), 
B8vo. ph., Turin. 

THe AvtTHor. 
Bratz, Lronwzt, 8S.—Protoplasm; or Life, Matter and Mind, 2nd edition (1870), 8vo., 

London. 
Mr. R. LypEKxer. 

Bibliographie Géologique et Paléontologique de L’Ttalie (1881). 8vo. pht., Bologna. 

Conerks Geot, INTERNATIONAL. 
Brianrorp, H. F.—The Indian Meteorologist’s Vade-Mecum. Parts I and II, with Tables, 

for the reduction of meteorological observations in India (7877), 8vo., 

Calcutta. 

Mr. R. LyDExKKER. 
Bronn.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs : Band VI., Abth. III. Reptilien, Lief 

22—24 (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Browne, Revp. G. F.—Ice Caves of France and Switzerland (1865), 8vo., London. 

Mr. R. LYDExKEr. 
Capaccr, D. C.—La Formazione Ofiolitica del Monteferrato Presso Prato (Toscana) (1881), 

S8vo. pht., Roma. 
Tar AvTHOR. 

CaPEetiini, G.—Avanzi di Squalodonte nella Mollassa Marnosa Miocenica del Bolognese 
(1881), 4to. pht., Bologna. 

Tae AvurHor, 

CaPettini, G.—TI] Macigno di Porretta e le Roccie a Globigerine dell’ Apennino Bolognese 
(1881), 4to pht., Bologna. 

THE AvtTHor. 

CaPELLINI, G.—Resti di Tapiro nella lignite di Sarzanello (1881), 4to. pht., Roma. 
Tue AvTHoR. 

Congrés de Hologne.—Institat Cartographique Militaire de Belgique. Procédé Figuratif 
applicable aux Cartes Géologiques (1881), 8vo."pht., Ixelles-Braxelles. 

THE Insriture. 

Congrés Géologique International. Discours de M. J. Capellini (1881), 8vo. pht., Bologne. 
THE AvTHOR. 

Géologique International. 2me Session, Bologne 1881. Discours de M. Q, Sella 
(1681), Svo. pht., Bologne. 

Tus Avrnor. 

Congrés Géologique International. Réflexions sur la classification et la nomenclature géolo- 

ee giques a propos des rapports des Commissions Internationales, par J. De 

ce geek = Gates (1881), Svo pht., Troyes. 
Tas Avurnon. 

iti tome D.—Manusl of Mineralogy and Lithology, Srd edition (1879), Svo., London. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
FLEM1Ine Sanprorp.—The Adoption of a Prime Meridian to be common to all nations. The 

establishment of Standard Meridians for the regulation of time (1881), 8vo. 
pht., London. 

THE AvTHoR. 
Gerber, F'r.—Elements of the General and Minute Anatomy of Man and the Mammalia (1842), 

8vo., London. 

Mr. R. LyDEKKER. 
Groac, Rev. Paton, J.—The Primeval World (1859), 8vo., Edinburgh. 

Mr. R Lypexrer. 

Gozzapin1, J.—Nella Solenne Inaugurazione del Museo Civico di Bologna fatta il 25 
Settembre 1881. Discorso, (1881) 8vo. pht., Bologna. 

THe Avurnor. 

Gozzapin1, J.—Renseignements sur une ancienne nécropole & Marzabotto prés de Bologne 
(1871), 8vo. pht., Bologne. 

Tur AvuTHoR- 

Gray, Hzenry.—Anatomy, descriptive and surgical, 5th edition (1869), 8vo., London. 
Mr. R. LypEKKER, 

Grove, W. R.—The Correlation of Physical Forces, 5th edition (1867), Svo., London. 

Mz. R. LypexxeEr, 

Guide & I'Exposition Géologique et Paléontologique (1881), 8vo. pht., Bologne, 
Conerks Got. InTERNATIONAL. 

Hatt, Jamus.—Natural History of New York, Vol. IV, pt. 6, and Vol. V pt. 2 (with plates), 
- (1867 and 1879), 4to., Albany. 

Tae Autor, 

Howrey, G. M.—The Hunterian Oration delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England on 14th February 1879;(1879), 8vo., London. 

Me. R. Lypexxer. 

Institut de Géologie et de Paléontologie & Bologne: Guide aux Collections (1881), 8vo. pht., 
Bologne. 

Tax Inetiture. 

Isse, A., anD Mazzvott, L.—Relazione degli studi fatti per un rilievo delle masse ofioliti- 
che nella riviera di Levante (Liguria) (1881), 8vo. pht., Roma, 

THe AvurHors 

Jupp, Joux W.—Volcanoes: what they are and what they teach, 2nd edition (1881), Svo. 
London. 

Kaur, Dr. J. J.—Beitrige zur Niheren Kenntniss der Urweltlichen Saugethiore, heft., 1—5 

(1855—1862), 4to., Darmstadt. 

Locan, W. K., any Hunt, T. Starny.—Esquisse Géologique du Canada (1855), 8vo., Paris, 

Mrz. R. Lypaxxus. 

Lypexxer, R.—Notes on the Dentition of Rhinoceros (1880), 8vo. pht., Caloutta. 
; Tas Avezon. 
MoCoy, Fexpzxr0x.—Contribution te British Palaontology (1864), Svo., Cauabeaigp. 

Munzauimt, G. awn D’Azcuianpt, A.—Nuovi Fousili Titonici di Mouky Wee © di Sanvi- 
sino nell’ Appennino Contzale (1879), Svo. phi, Pie, -  .> 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Morr, E. McA.—Report of a visit to the Torrent Regions of the Hautes and Basses Alpes, 

and also to Mount Faron, Toulon (1881), flsc., Calcutta. 

Rev. anp Aaric. Dept, 

Mogstsovics, E. V., anp Neumayz, M.—Beitrige zur Palaontologie von Ostencich-Ungarn 

und den Angrenzenden Gebieten, Band I, heft. 3 (1881), 4to., Wien. 

Notizie Statistiche sulla Industria Mincraria in Italia dal 1860 al 1880 (1881), 8vo. pht., 
Roma. 

R. Corpo DFLLE MINIERR. 

Oxme. TempiE Aveustus.—An Introduction to the Science of Heat (1869), 8vo., London. 

Mr. R. Lyvekker. 

Priiatt, N.—Etudes sur les formations ophiolitiques de 1’ Italie (1881), Svo. pht., Rome, 

Tue AvTHorR. 

Purutrs, Joun.—Life on the Earth: its origin and succession (1860), 8vo., London. 

Mr. LypEKKer. 

Quensteprt, F, A.—Petrefactenkunde Deutschlands, Band VII, Abth.I, heft. 1, Gastropoden 
heft. 1, (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 

RavcuiFFre, C, B.—Dynamics of Nerve and Muscle (1871), 8vo., London. 

Mr. R. LypexxKer. 

Roscoz, H.E., arp ScoortEmMER, C.—A Treatise on Chemistry, Vol. I1I, pt. 1 (1881), 
8vo., London. 

Sorpgxti, F.—Cenno Preventivo sul glacimento a Filliti (1881), 8vo. pht., Milano. 
Tne AvtTHor. 

Spon’s Encyclopedia of the Industrial Arts, Manufactures and Commercial Products, Divi- 
sion IV (1881), 8vo., London. 

Sroprant, ANTUINE.—Paléontologie Lombarde, Livr. 54—-57 (1881), 4to., Milan. 

TYNDALL, JOHN .—Sound, 2nd edition (1869), 8vo., London. 
Mr. R. LYDExxeEr. 

Varisco, Pror. Dr. A—Note illustrative della Carta Geologica della Provincia di Berzamo 
(1881), 8vo. pht., Bergamo. 

THe AuTHOR. 

Water, Ep.—Terrestrial and Cosmical Magnetism (1866), 8vo., Cambridge. 

Me. R. LypEKKeEr. 

Waztn, H.—Notes on the manufacture of Iron and the future of the Charcoal-Iron Industry 
in India (1881), fisc., Calcutta. 

ConsERVATOR oF Forrsts, S. C. 

Zrrret, Kart, A.—Handbuch der Palwontologie, Band I, Abth II, lief 1 (1881), 8vo., 
Miinchen, 

PERIODICALS, SERTALS, &o. 

American Journal of Science, Srd Series, Vol. XXII, Nos, 129—131 (1881), 8vo., New 

Haven. 
. THe Epitronrs, 

Annslen der Physik und Chemie, New Series, Band XIV, heft 1—3 (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. XIX, Livr. 3 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 
bee : Comm. DES Minzs, 

’ maales des Sciences Géclogiques, Tome XI, Nos. 8—6, Vol. XI, No, 3, Supple. (1881), 
Sv Bae Paris. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6th Series , Zoologie et Paléontologie, Vol. XI, Nos. 2—4, 
and Botanique, Vol. XI, Nos. 3-6 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. VIII, Nos. 46—48 (1881), 8vo., 
London, 

Athenzum, Nos. 2811—2824 (1881), 4to., London. 

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band V, Nos. 9—11 (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3me Période, Vol. 

VI, Nos. 7-9 (1881), 8vo., Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3me Période, Vul. XI, Nos. 32—383 (1881), 8vo., 

Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Band VII, Nos. 9—13, and VIII., Nos. 1—9 (1881), 8vo., Cassel. 

Chemical News, Vol. XLIV, Nos. 1187—1150 (1881), 4to., London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLII, Nos. 1080—1092 (1881) fol., London. 

Das Ausland, Jahrg. LIV, Nos. 36—49 (1881), 4to., Stuttgart. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. VIII, Nos. 10—12 (1881), 8vo., Loudon. 

Tron, Vol. XVIII, Nos. 452—465 (1881), fol., London. 

Journal de Conchyliologie, 8rd Series, Vol. XXI, No. 2 (1881), Svo., Paris. 

Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. III, Nos. 94—96 (1881), 8vo., London. 

Just, Dr. Leor.—Botanischer Jahresbericht. 

Jahrg. VI, Abth. I, heft. 2, and Abth. IT, heft. 2. 

Jahrg. VII, Abth. I, heft. 1, and Abth. II, heft. 1 (1881), 8vo., Berlin. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
° Vol. XII, Nos. 76—77 (1881), 8vo., London. 

Mining Journal with Supplement, Vol. LI, Nos. 2402—2415 (1881), fol., London. 

Nature Novitates, Nos. 17—23, (1881), 8vo., Berlin. 

Nature. Vol. XXIV, Nos. 619—626, and XXV, Nos. 627—632 (1881), 4to., London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palsontologie, Jahrg. 1881. Band. IT, heft. 3 
(1881), 8vo., Stuttgart. 

Palwontographica. Band ¥XVITL, lief. 2 (1881), 4to., Cassel. 

Petermann’s aa Mittheilungen. Band. XX VII, Nos. 10—11 (1881), 4to., Gotha. 
- Supplement No. 66 (1881), 4to., Gotha. 

Professional oe on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. X. Supplementary No. 41 and 
No. 42, (1881), 8vo., Roorkee. 

THomason CoLLEGE or Crvit EnGIngErine, 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXI, No. 84 (1881), 8vo, 
London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

Bomnay.—CuHamebens. ¥'.—Brief sketch of the Meteorology of the Bombay Presidency in 
1880 (1881), Svo., Bombay. 

Merroro.toeicaL Ruronrsz, Wusraaw Inpra. 

Cextaat, Paovircns.—Morrm, J. H.—Report on the Administration of Ss Central 
Provinces for the year 1880-81 (1881), 8vo., Nagpur. 

, Canty Culstdas Paovences, 
Inpis.—Baaxvis, D.—Suggestious regarding the management af tie leased forests of 

Bussthir in the Guilej Viliny ofthe Peat“ oN 
& om 5 tia 

Sioun Derartusny, 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Inp1a.—Indian Meteorological Memoirs, Vol. I, pt. 6 (1881), 4to., Calcutta. 

METEOROLOGICAL REPorTER ro Govt. or Inpta. 
” Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Department of the Govern- 

ment of India in 1880-8] (1881), 4to.. Caleutta. 

MeErTEoroLoaicat Rerorrer To Govt. or INDIA. 
- Registers of Original Observations in 188U, reduced and corrected, November 

1880 to February 1881, (1881), 4to., Culcutta. 

MEtroROLoaiIcat Reporter To Govt. or INDIA. 

” Report on the Administration of the Inland Customs Department for 1876-77 to 
1880-81 with Appendices (1877 to 1881) fisc., Allahabad and Agra. 

COMMISSIONER OF(INLAND Customs. 

9 Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
No. CLXXVII. Report on the Pclitical Administration of the Territories 
within the Central India Agency for 1879-80 (1881), 8vo., Calcutta. 

Fortrign DEPaRTMENT. 

ss Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
No. CLXXXI. Report on the Administration of the Persian Gulf Political 

Residency, and Muscat Political Agency, for 1880-81, by Lieutenant-Colonel 
E. C. Ross (1881), 8vo., Calcutta. 

ForrigN DEPARTMENT. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

A.Bany.—Annual Reports on the New York State Museum of Natural History by the 
Regents of the University of the State of New York, Nos. XXI and XXVII 
to mae (1871—~1879), 8vo., Albany. 

Tur Musrux. 

AMSTERDAM. —J aie van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indié, Deel I (1881), 8vo. 
Amsterdam. 

: NETHERLANDS CoLONIAL DEPARTMENT, 

Batavra.—Notulen van het Bataviaash Genootschap van kunstenen Wetenschuppen. Deel 
XVIII, Nos. 1—4 and XIX, Nos. 1—2 (1880-81), 8vo., Batavia. 

Tax Socrerty. 

Tijdschrift voor indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde. Deel XXVI, Afl. 2—6, 
and XXVII, Afi. 1 (1880-81), 8vo., Batavia. 

Tax Society. 

” Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van kunsten en Wetenschappen. 
Deel XLI, Stuk. 2 (1880), Svo., Batavia. 

Tus Socrery. 

Ber1ix.—Monatsbericht der Kénig. Preuss. Akademie der eee May to October, 
(1881), 8vo., Berlin. 

Tue AcaDEMY. 

,  @Zeitechrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XXXII, No. 2 (1881), 
8vo., Berlin. 

Tue Soorsry. 

Botogwa~~Accademia delle Scienze dello Istituto di Bologna dalla sua Origine a tutto il 

1880, (1881), Svo. pht., Bologna. 
Li ed , & MNa~T ep 
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Titles of Books. Donors, 

Boroena.—Memorie della Accademia delle Scienze dell’ Istituto di Bologna, 3rd Series, 
Vol. X (1879); 4th Series, Vol. I (1880); and Indici Generali dei dieci 

tomi della terza serie delle Memorie pubblicati negli anni 1871—1879. 
(1879-80), 4to, Bologna. 

Tar AcapEmy. 
BomBay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XV, No. 39, 

and title page to Vol. XIV (1881), 8vo., Bombay. 
Tux Socrery. 

Bosron.—Auniversary Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, published in 
celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Society’s foundation, 1830—1880 
(1880), 4to, Boston. 

THE Socrery. 

- Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, Vol. VIII, 

pts. 1-2 (1881), 8vo., Boston. 
THe AcaDEMY. 

BrussEts. -Bulletin de la Société Belge de Géographie, 1880, Nos. 3, 5 and 6; 1881, 

Nos. 1, 2 and 4 (1880-81), 8vo., Bruxelles. 
THe Socrery. 

is Detvavx, E.—Notice Explicative du Levé Géologique dela Planchette de Renaix 
(1881), Svo., Bruxelles. 

GrorocicaL SurvEY, Bricium. 

om ErtTBorn, O. van.—Texte Explicatif du Levé Géologique de la Planchette 
D’Herenthals, de Lille, et de Casterlé (1881), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

GroLoaicaL Survey, BELerum. 

Buparrst.—Mittheilungen aus dem Jahrbuche der K6n, Ungarischen Geologischen Aunstalt. 
Band IV, heft, 4 (1881), 8vo., Budapest. 

GrotogicaL InstiroTe, HunGaRy. 

BurFrato.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. Vol. III, No. 5 (1877), 
Svo., Buffalo. 

Deal 

Tge Society. 

Catcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. L, part I, Nos. 3-4; 
Part II, Nos. 3 and 4 (188]), 8vo., Calcutta. 

THE SoorEry. 
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General sketch of the Geology of the Travancore State —By W. Kina, D.Sc., 
Deputy Superintendent (Madras), Geological Survey of India.! 

My last season's work (1880-81) was devoted to a general examination of the 

geology of the southern half of Travancore, and to a particular study of a small 
area of deposits which have been long known as occurring on the sea-coast, on 

the history of which I have written a separate paper (infra). 
The development of the gold industry of Southern India having raised hopes 

of a similar auriferonsness of the mountainous and coffee-planting districts in 
Travancore to that in Waindd, I was, at the very urgent request of the Travan- 

core Government, induced to devote a considerable portion of my time to the 
examination of the region supposed to present the most favourable indications of 
gold-bearing rocks. The result of this was a report on the quartz outcrops of 
Parmand, in which I showed that the supposed reefs are to all appearance beds 

of nearly pure quartz-rock occurring with the other strata of the gneiss series, 
and that, though they locally give the very faintest traces of gold, there is no 
reason to expect that better results will be obtained. Practically, there are no 
auriferous quartz-reefs, as usually understood, in the area pointed out; neither 
do I expect that such will be found of any extent or richness in so much of 
Travancore as I was able to visit. 

The geological examination of the country may be said to have extended over 
more than half of the territory—in reality, it consisted of various traverses over 
the eouniry between Cape Comorin and the 9° 35! parallel of north latitude; but 
I eax generalize as to the lie and character of the very few rock formations over 
the country far to the northward, through visits which I had made in previous 
years in the Coimbatore and Malabar districts, and this season at Cochin, to 

which plats I was called in connection with a commission of enquiry on the 
pazbours, conducted by Colonel RB. H. Sankey, C.B., in the hopes of being able to 

regarding the well-known tracts of smooth-water off the coast sihatidinte something 
renee Poratand. 
‘a oe ¥ 44 

epat ce ot 7”. bg menp athached to the following paper’on the Warkilli beds. 
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The Travancore State, though it has long had a very irregular eastern fron- 
tier, has now been settled as lying practically to the westward of the main water- 
shed of the southern portion of the great mountainous back-bone or mid-rib of 
Southern India, which stretches from the low-lying gap of Palghat, below the 
Nilgiris, to within some 15 miles of Cape Comorin. Between this southern 
extremity of the mountain land and ‘The Cape,” as it is distinctively called, 
there is an outlying hill mass which carries the water-shed rather to the eastward 

of the extreme southern point of India; but a low rocky spur does terminate the 
and, and outside of it, or a littie to the eastward again and somewhat higher, 
are two rocky islets. 

In the northern part of the country the mountain mass is very broad, but 

just south of the Parmand parallel (the northern limit of my proper work), the 

hilly back-bone narrows considerably, and becomes a lengthened series of more or 
less parallel ridges with lower and lower intermediate valleys. These are striking 

with the gneiss, or about west-north-west and east-south-east, there being at the 

same time a line of higher masses and peaks culminating the main ridge, from 

which the ribs run away, as indicated, to the low country. 

The mountain land does not, as may be seen by any good map, run down the 

middle of the peninsula, but keeps to the westward; so that there is a broad 
stretch of low country on the Madura and Tinnevelly side, while that of Travan- 

coreis narrow, Then the mountains drop rather suddenly to the east ; while they 
send long spurs down to within a comparatively short distance of the western 
coast. There is thus still, in Madura and Tinnevelly, a southerly prolongation 
of the wide plains of the Carnatic, which stretch round by Cape Comorin and join 
the narrower, though rather more elevated, low country of Travancore, Cochin, 
_and Malabar. 

This narrower and somewhat higher land of the west coast presents also un- 
mistakable traces of a plateau or terraced character, which is best displayed about 

Trivandrum and northwards past Cochin into the Malabar country. South of 
Trivandrum these marks gradually disappear, the last trace being in the flat up- 
and or plateau bordering the sea-shore at Kolachel. This more or less even 
surfaced tract of country has an elevation in its most typical parts of 150 to 200 
feet above the sea; and it touches the shore in cliffs or headlands at two or 

three points, particularly at Warkilli, and in the Paupanchery hill south-west of 
Trivandrum, 

To an observer travelling to Trivandrum across the Ariankow pass, from. 
Tinnevelly, the change from the parallel ridges and broken form of the lower 
hilly country to the comparatively smooth downs of Trivandram is striking 5 
though he would hardly see the generally terraced or plateau character, until -§ 
more extended acquaintance had been made with the country, . eee 

" Northwards from Trivandrum, there are narrow strips of. abeolately Jon, 

land, that is on the sea-level, marked -by sandy and allavial fisia: i 
waters or lagoons. These widen out northwards from .Quiley matt wh, alley 
(Aulapolay) there is a width of about 12 miles of sack, Aaramaiiands; with he 
very extensive back-water which stretches far. past Goghia..ic. oo! 1 
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The rock formations are: first, and most prevalent and foundational, the 
gneiss series ; and then on it, but only in a very small way, the Quilon beds, 
which are supposed to be of eocene age. These last aro overlapped by the 

Warkilli beds, which certainly appear to belong to a different serics, and are 
thus perhaps of upper tertiary age; they appear also to be equivalent to the 

Cuddalore sandstones of the Coromandel. Finally, there are the recent deposiis. 
The gneisses are generally of the massive grey section of the series, that is, 

they are nearest to the rocks of the Nilgiris, though they differ from them in 
being coarser-grained or more largely crystallized, and in being generally 
quartzose rocks. 

So quartzose are they, that there are, locally, frequent thin beds of nearly 

pure quartz-rock which are at times very like reefs of vein-quartz. Often 
these beds are strongly felspathic, the felspar occurring among the quartz in 

distinguishable grains, or larger crystalline masses, giving the rock rather a 
granitic appearance. The only other region where I know of somewhat similar 
beds of quartz-rock occurring with other gneisses, is in the schistose region 
of the Nellore district. There, however, the quartz-rock becomes often a fine, 
compact quartzite; here,in Travancore, there are no approaches to such compact 

forms. 

The common gneisses are felspathic-quartzose varieties of white or grey 
colours, very largely charged with garnets. <A particular form of them is an 
exceedingly tough, but largely crystallized, dark-grey or greenish felspathic rock. 

Massive hornblendic gneisses arc not common. Indeed, hornblende may be 
said to be a comparatively rare constituent of the Travancore gneisses. 

All the gneisses are more or less charged with titaniferous iron in. minute 
grains; they are likewise, only more visibly, as a rule, highly garnetiferous. 

In fact, one might say that Travancore is essentially a country of garnetifcrous 
gneisses. The garnets themselves are only locally obtainable, it being impos- 
sible to break them from the living rock, while they are generally decomposed 

or weathered. They are generally of small size, but are very rich in colour, the 
precious garnet being very common. Other minerals, such as red, blue, and 
yellow sapphire and jacinth, are found among the garnet sands so common on 
the sea-shore at certain places. The sea sands are also full of titaniferous iron 

grains, While on this subject, I may instance the beautiful and long known 

constitution of the shore sands at Cape Comorin, where, on the beach, may be 
seen the strongest coloured streaks or ribbons, of good width, of bright scarlet, 
black, purple, yellow, and white sands of all these minerals and the ordinary 

silica. 
As will be seen further on, an enormous quantity of ferruginous matter is 

collected among certain forms of weathered gneiss and other rocks, the source 
‘ of which is hardly accounted for in the apparent sparse distribution of iron in 
4hié gneisses. After all, however, an immense supply of ferruginous matter must 

résait from the weathering of the garnets, when we consider that they are so 
ar prevalent in sll the gneisses, and crowdedly so in very many of them. 

The general lie of the gneisses is in two or three parallel folds striking west- 
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north-west to east-south-east. There is, perhaps, rather a tendency of the strike 
more to the northward in the hroad part of the hills, about Parmand, and on 
towards the Cochin territory, Thus, between Trivandrum and Tinnevelly on 
the west coast, or for some 12 to 20 miles inland, the dip is high to the south- 
south-west ; inland of the terraced or plateau country, or among the first parallel 

ridges, there is a north-north-east dip; then, on the mountain zone, there is again 
a high dip generally to the south-south-west. Thus the inclination of the beds is 
generally high, right across the strike with a crushed-up condition of the folds ; 
but they are often at a low angle, and the anticlinal on the western, or the 

synclinal on the eastern side, are plainly distinguishable. About Kurtallam 
(Courtallam), on the Tinnevelly side, the rise up from the synclinal is very well 

displayed, and in their strike west-north-westward into the broad mountain 
land, the beds of this place clearly take part in a further great anticlinal which is 
displayed in a great flat arch of the Parmand strata. With this widening out of 
ihe mountain mass, there is rather an easier lie of the strata. 

Southwards from the Ariankow traverse just detailed, there is much crushing 
up of the beds; but they roll out flatter again towards the southern extremity, 
and there are good indications of a further synclinal to the south-south-west, in 

the northerly low dipping beds of Cape Comorin. 
Foliation is very strongly developed: indeed it is here, practically, bedding 

and lamination, of which there are some wonderful exhibitions. At Cape Comorin, 

indeed, some of the gneiss in its weathered condition (not lateritized) is scarcely 

to be distinguished, at first, from good thick-bedded and laminated sandstones 
and flaggy sandstones. 

There is no special development of igneous rocks either in the way of gra- 
nites or greenstones, though small veins and dykes are common, generally run- 

ning nearly with the strike of the gneiss. In southern Travancore, or north of 

the parallel of Trivandrum, there are stronger occurrences of granite, in which 

the mica is abundant and in largish masses. 

The great feature about the gneisses in Travancore, and indeed also in 
Cochin and Malabar, is their extraordinary tendency to weather or decompose 
generally into white, yellow, or reddish felspathic clayey rocks, which, in many 

places and often very extensively, ultimately become what is here always called 

laterite. The evidences of this are, after all, only well seen in the field; but it 
may be stated here that these are seen principally in the -constituent minerals, 

mainly the- quartz, being still identifiable in much of the rock—in the lamina- 
tion or foliation being also traceable—in the gradual change from the massive 
living-rock to the soft and finally hard, scabrous, and vermicular ferruginous 
clayey resultant cafled taterite—and in the thin, pale, and poorly ferruginous fort 
exhibited by the weathering and alteration of the more folgpathio and-q nd 
gneisses. "seca 

This altered form of the weathered gneiss occurs over & definite a 
T have laid down approximately i in the map. At the same tama, 
unweathered gneiss to this belt is not sharp’; for tong . Cie cake 
the more generally Igteritized belt i i rpached, ppronching: i eee: Gwe -houlitain: 

sone, the great change has begun. 8% 7PM me oe 

ia 
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Very soon after one begins to leave the higher ribs of the mountains, and to 
enter on the first long slopes leading down to the low country, the gneiss begins 
to be weathered for some depth into a clayey rock generally of pale colours, 
streaked and veined with ferruginous matter, and having always an appreciable 
upper surface of scabrous or pisolitic brown-iron clay, which is, of course, prob- 
ably largely the result of ferruginous wash and, less so, of ferru ginous infiltra- 
tion. Also, the ferruginous and lateritoid character is developed to a certain 
extent according to the composition of the gneisses ; but, on the whole, there js 
no doubt that the upper surface generally over large areas is lateritized to a 
certain depth, irrespective of the varying constitution of the strata, 

Then, as the rocks are followed, or crossed, westward, the alteration becomes 
more frequent, decided, and deeper seated ; though still, all over the field, ridges, 
humps, and bosses of the living rock rise up from the surrounding more or Jess 
decomposed low-lying rock arcas. 

This generally irregular and fitfully altered condition of the gneisses begins 
at an elevation of about 400 feet above the sea, and thus it extends as a sort of 
fringe of varying width along the lower slopes of the mountains. 

At a yet lower level, say from 200 to 150 feet, and so nearer the sea-const, 
there is a better defined belt of more decidedly lateritized form of weathered 
gneiss, in which the unaltered rock occurs less frequently, and then always in 
more or less flatly rounded humps and masses, which never rise above a general 

dead level. This belt is, in fact, a country of andulating downs (where froc from 
thick and lofty jungle), or tolerably uniform level stretches of forest land. Occa- 

sionally, it also shows a plateau surface, or it is broken into small and low flat- 
topped hills. Always it is very deeply indented by river and stream valleys, 
or even by some of the back-waters which have high and steep shores. 

Further northwards, the plateau character of the lateritic gneiss belt is very 
well developed in Malabar. 

It is remarkable of this coastal belt of country that its laterite (an altered, 

or ferruginously infiltrated condition of weathered or decomposed gneiss) is not 

to be distinguished from any other laterite, except that which is made up of 
obviously detrital material. 

Whatever the laterite of Travancore or Malabar may have been originally, 
it is an useless form of the rock, being crumbly and soft as a general rule, and 
oftener of s red colour than brown. The character of the climate does, in fact, 
appear to militate against the changing of the red peroxide of iron in the rock, 
to the brown peroxide, during which change the proper cementing and hardening 

of the sound rock, such as that on the east coast or in the Deccan, is evidently 
brought about. 

Tho next succeeding rock formations, namely, the Quilon and Warkilli beds, 
ongpr as & very small patch on the coast between the Quilon and Anjengo back- 

; cae, Bye, Quiler beda are only known through the researches of the late General 
a Gigien sith | who found them cropping out at the base of the low laterite cliffs edg- ‘2 Simi tia beek-water of that place, and again in wells which he had dug or deepened 
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for the purpose. I was myself not able to find a trace of them. They are 
said to be argillaceous limestones, or a kind of dolomite, in which a marine fauna 

of univalve shells, having an eocene facies, was found; and they occur at about 
40 feet below the laterite of Quilon, which is really the upper part of the next 

group. 
The Warkilli beds, on the other hand, are clearly seen in the cliffs edging 

the sea-shore some 12 miles south of Quilon, where they attain a thickness of 

about 180 feet, and have the following succession in descending order :— 

Laterite (with sandstone masses). 
Sandy clays (or lithomarge). 
Sandy clays (with sandstone bands). 
Alum clays. 
Lignite beds (with logs of wood, &c.). 

The bottom lignite beds rest on loose white sand; and nothing is known of 
any lower strata. 

It will be seen how this set of strata has an upper portion, or capping of late- 

rite, which is however clearly detrital. On the landward edge of the field of those 
Warkilli beds, there is in places only a thin skin, representative of these upper 
beds, of lateritic grits and sandstones lying directly on the gneiss, which is itself 

also lateritized; and it is very hard, as may be supposed, to distinguish the 
boundary between the two, unless the detrital character of the former deposits is 
welldisplayed. Thus, the upper part of the formation has overlapped the gneiss. 

It is also this upper portion which overlies the Quilon beds, which are also appa- 
rently overlapped. 

These Warkili beds constitute, for so much of the coast, the seaward edge 

of the plateau or terraced country above described, and they present similar 
features. The Warkilli downs are a feature of the country—bare, grass-grown 
long flat undulations of laterite, with, about Warkilli itself, small plateau hills 

forming the higher ground—180 to 200 feet above the sea. These downs too 
and the small plateaus or flat-topped hills, are partly of the Warkilli laterite and 
partly of the lateritoid gneiss. 

Whatever form of denudation may have produced the now much worn terrace 

of the gneissic portion of the country, the same also determined the general 
surface of the Warkilli beds. Indeed, it gradually dawned on me while survey- 
ing this country, having the remembrance of what I had seen of the plateaus and 
terraced low-land in Malabar in previous years, that here, clearly, on this.western 
side of India is an old marine terrace, which must be of later date than the 

Warkilli beds. 
These are, as I have endeavoured to show in another paper, of probably’. 

upper tertiary age, and equivalent of the Cuddalore sandstones of the .@gro- 
mandel. Hence this terrace must be late tertiary or post-pliocene, aerarge 

like the long stretches of laterite and sandstones -on the eastern side of the 
country, the last great or decided elevation of Sonthern India, pricy ite which, 
as is very probable, the Indian land rose almost directly from the sea by ite 
Western Ghits and had an eastern shove ling‘ which: ia now inilicated very well 
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by the inner edge of the Tanjore, South Arcot, Madras, Nellore, and Godavari 

belts of laterite and sandstone. 
Mr. Foote has already generalised in this way for the eastern side of Southern 

India in particular; but I think he makes the elevation too great, including, as 

he does in his laterite deposits, patches of lateritized gravels and rock masses 

ranging up to a height of 500 febt at least, which are not so definitely part and 

parcel of the proper coastal developments. 
The plateau form of the Coromandel areas has often already been commented 

on; but their connection with a terraced form of marine denudation is more 

clearly brought out, now that the evident conformation of the Travancore and 
Malabar low-land is ascertained. 

The somewhat different level of the surfaces of these plateau lands on each side 

of the peninsula is also interesting in so fur as there is an evident pencral very 
slight inclination of the whole to the south-eastward. 

One more very small patch of variegated sandstones, but associated with 

scarcely any laterite, occurs in the Travancore country at Nagarcoil, about 
12 miles north of Cape Comorin. I should certainly take this to be representative of 
the Cuddalore sandstones, so long as no positive evidence to the contrary turns 

up; and it may be the nearest connecting link between these rocks on the eastern 
coast and the Warkilli beds. 

The recent deposits are the usual blown-sands and alluvial deposits of the 
low flats along the coast; an exceptional form occurs at Cape Comorin in the 
shape of a hard calcareous sandstone, which is crowded with true fossils and casts 
of the living Heliz vitata. It appears to be simply a blown-sand, modified 
through the infiltration of calcareous waters. Loose blown sands are heaped 
over it now in places, among which are again thousands and thousands of the 
dead shells of the past season. The examination of this deposit has, however, 

been left to Mr. Foote, who has likewise reserved for his study other remarkable 
fossiliferous rocks of very late age which occur in this neighbourhood. 

The Werkilli Beds and reported associuted deposits at Quilon, in Travancore, by 
Wituam Kine, D.Sc., Deputy Superintendent (Madras), Geologicul Survey 
of India (with a map). 

The rocks to be treated of in this paper are some lateritic sandstones, alum 
clays, and lignite beds, and other fossiliferous strata, which occur in the following 

order of succession :— : 

The Warkilli! Beds: apparently equivalent to the Cuddalore sandstones of the 
survey nomenclature. 

The Quilon Beds: reported as having yielded fossils of presumably cocene 

age, and only known through the researches of the late General Cullen. 

“hp Travancore low country, that is, so much of the western coast of 

sduthern India, as extends from Cape Comorin to within a short distance of 
a 

Ay 5, 3 1 Otherwise Wur-kulley or Varkalay. 
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Cochin, is slightly elevated and broken into low hills and ill-defined terraced 
land ; thus differing very strongly from the far-stretching plains of the Carnatic, 
which touch the sea merely by a low bank of sand-hills to nearly as far north as 
Vizagapatam. At the same time, there is a narrow strip of the northern portion 

of Travancore which is just on the sea-level, and marked by a chain of extensive 
and lengthened back-waters or lagoons, the canal communication between which 
has, until lately, been barred by one small range of low hills between Cochin 
and Trivandrum. This barrier is the most important of the few approaches of 
the low terraced upland close on to the sea-shore ; and it presents—looking at the 

absence of such features along the Coromandel, or their rarity along the west 
coast, the remarkable line of low and beautifully coloured cliffs of Warkilli. 
This barrier has now, however, been tunnelled so as to allow of complete and 

unbroken water communication, by which chance fresher sections—though unfor- 
tunately not deeper—were displayed of the rocks already so long exposed in 
the cliffs. 

I believe the first idea of thus opening up a complete system of water com- 
munication may be attributed to the late General Cullen, then British Resident 

of Travancore ; at any rate, he it was who first drew attention to the geology of 
this Warkilli barrier, and the occurrence of similar deposits near Quilon. Gene- 
ral Cullen did not, it is to be regretted, publish any of his experiences, but he 

forwarded collections to Bombay, and communicated his observations to Mr, 
H. J. Carter, then Assistant Surgeon on the Bombay establishment, who embodied 
them in his well-known “ Geological Papers on Western India.” The previous 
literature is therefore, as far as is known, these writings of Mr. Carter; and his 

conclusions on the occurrence of these rocks, and the fossils said to have been 
obtained from them, were that they are preferably of eocene age. The following 
extracts from Mr. Carter’s work (I. c. p. 741) give the information afforded by 
General Cullen, beginning with that for Warkilli itself :— 

“The laterite and lignite cliffs of Varkalay, which are also near Quilon, that is, about 
12 or 14 miles south, extend along the coast about 6 miles, varying in altitude 
from 40 to 60 feet. Below the laterite is a series of very beautifully variegated coloured 
sands and clays, and below them again the carbonaceous clays or shales and lignites. At 
the north end of the cliffs, where they are only 80 feet high, the lignite bed_is level with the 
beach ; but to the south, where the cliffs attain an altitude of 140 feet, there appear to be 
three or four successive deposits of lignite, each of which is from 4 to 6 or 8 feet 
thick. To ascertain, also, if this lignite bed extended inland, I sunk a well 20 feet in 

diameter, at a distance of about 100 yards from the cliff; and, after passing through 22 fest 
of laterite only (because the well was here sunk ina hollow), came to the lignite.clays. 
I then sunk a small well, about 5, feet in diameter, on one side of the large one, to deter- 
mine the thickness of the lignite bed, which was penetrated after 7 feet, meeting then . 
with » bed of loose, white sand, from which the water immediately sprung up s0 rapid)y & as 
to oblige the people to leave off working. I have not found any- traces of organic ase 
in these cliffs, nor any traces of limestone. The carbonsecous Ugnite beds abound, wis 
and iron pyrites (white), both, in lumps of considersiie ein. Ihave’ ainng: 
inches in diameter. , one” 

“ The variegated coloured sands that I have spoken of as Tying ‘tetwribn Fhe Isterite and 
lignite bela are exceedingly beautiful—at least fifteen difsepnd deal petieitly distinct tints. 
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It has strongly reminded me of what I have often heard, but never seen, except in geological 
drawings, viz., the strata of Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight.” 

The next place of examination was near Quilon; and it may as well be stated 

here at once, that I have myself only been able to carry on the uppermost mem- 

ber alone of the Warkilli beds so far north. It will be seen by the next extract 
(i. c. p. 740) that General Cullen was more successful in so far as he found other 
very important rocks, which were also fossiliferous. 

“The first well I opened was on a laterite cliff or point, 4 or 5 miles north-east of 
the town of Quilon. Having observed some yellowish slabs of dolomite [argillaroous lime- 
stone?] at the base of the cliff or strand of the back-water, which there suddenly deepens to 

40 feet, and therefore prevented my tracing it further downwards, I laid open several 

feet of the face of the cliff, and, still finding the dolomite slabs apparently passing under it, 
I then went above, for about 100 feet inland, and there sunk a large well, and met with the 

dolomite at the depth of about 38 feet. 
“TI then ascertained that the dolomite appeared everywhere to prevail below the laterite 

round Quilon, at a depth of about 40 fect from the surface. 

“This was determined by the examination of wells in different localities, and by fuither 
sinking several which had not been carried down to that depth. 

“TI think there was a loose rubbly bed or stratum, of exactly the same composition as the 

compact limestone both above and below the slabs, and in which the greater number of the 
organic remains were found; but the limestone itself (though extremely hard aud tough) 
also contained numerous specimens in the most perfect state of preservation. 

“The limestone is of a bluish-grey inside, but externally, where exposed to the weather, 
of a dyll yellowish colour.” 

This is all that is given of General Cullen’s own descriptions ; but Mr. Carter 
subsequently, in his notes, states that further information was furnished in one 
way or other about these Quilon deposits. Thus (l.c., p. 741)— 

“The specimens of limestone, too, which General Cullen formerly presented to the Society 
through Dr. Buist, not only bear the colour of the clay, but, with its imbedded tertiary 
shells, also contain portions of lignite indicating its intimate connection with it.” 

Again, in his discussion of the fossiliferous evidence of the tertiary deposits of 
Western India, Mr. Carter writes (J.c., p. 743) :— 

‘In this structure it will be seen that they resemble Ordstolites Malabarica, H. J. C. 
(Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 2nd Ser., XI, pe 425, 1853), of the blue, clayey, argillaceous 
limestone of the coast of Travancore! * *® 

1 On reference to this paper, I find that the locality of Orbitolites is moved further north, 
thus: ‘“ Locality—Abounding in an impure, bluish-green limestone (of the Pleiocene of [ste] 
formations), about 80° feet beneath the surface at Cochin on the Malabar coast, the shells of which, 

though depftived of their animal matter, are still white and pulverulent, or semi-crystalline.” 
Mr. Carter, who is now residing in England, has very kindly allowed me to communicate with him 
on the subject of these Travancore fossils, and as regards this variation in locality, writes (7th 
November 1881): :—“ As regards the discrepancy in locality evidenced in my account of Orbitolites 
@alabariea, it it should be known that the specimens bearing this Soram. came into my hands 
while I-was Conservator of the little museum of the Bombay Asiatic Society, as you may see by 
the ‘extract, through the late Dr. Buist. This was some time before [ began to correspond with 
Gqnoral Callen, and therefore long before I knew anything of the Quilon and Verkallay deposits ; so 

tie nels improbuble that they, the specimens, were labelled “Cochin.” At all events it is a mistake, 
| Mekal 8 ain -tfer no other explanation.” 

gta 
yas eee m4 B 
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And at page 744 :— 
“Lastly comes the argillaceous limestone of the Malabar coast, not only abundantly 

charged with the Orbitolite just mentioned, but there again in company with Strombus 

Fortisi, together with Cerithium rude, Ranella bufo, Cassis sculpia, Voluta jugosa, Conus 
catenulatus, and C. marginalus (Grant, Geol. Cutch, Tert. Foss.); also Natica, Turbo, 

Pleurotoma, Fasciolaria, Murex, Cancellaria, Ancillaria, and Cyprea, all (new species P) 
closely allied in form to the figured shells of the eocene period. The orbitolite differs very 
little, except in size, from Orbiculina angulata, Lam. (Encyclop. Méthodique, pl. 468, fig. 3), 

from which I infer that the latter should also be included among Orbitolites, Lamarck.” 

I have given the above extracts here, because they go far to show that these 
fossils, or some of them, are those which were forwarded by General Cullen as 
having been procured from the beds underlying the Quilon laterite. 

General Cullen’s description of the occurrence of this “dolomite” and its 
fossiliferousness is so circumstantial that we must, until better negative evidence 

than that afforded by my unsuccessful search can be obtained, perforce believe 
that the rock and the fossils exist as described; hence, I will so consider this 

deposit in its relations with the Warkilli rocks. 

The Warkilli beds consist of a series of sands and clays capped by laterite, 
giving the range of cliffs touching on the sea-shore. The highest part of the 
sea-face is at the southern end, between Warkilli village and Naddangtindi 
(Neddungunday), on the Anjengo back-water. Northwards the high ground 
runs down with the dip of the rocks, which is very gentle to the north, and thus 
the range of cliffs soon ceases in that direction until only a low scarped edge of 
rocks meets the sea at the Parravur! (Purra-ur) back-water. Thence, in the 
same direction, representative strata of the capping beds show only at some 
distance inland until Quilon is reached, where such rocks approach the shore and 
form at Tangacheri (Tungumshery) point a very low scarped headland, beyond 
which out in the sea are barrier reefs of the same rock. 

It is not very easy to give the exact limits of the area of the Warkilli rocks, 
owing to the confusing way in which that peculiar form of rock alteration which 

gives rise to laterite, or a rock resembling laterite, is developed, not only in these 

deposits themselves, but in the crystalline rocks or gneisses on which they lie 
and in the superficial rain-wash and debris covering both. Indeed, an ordinary 

3 A peculiarity of the Travancore topography is that there are few well-marked assemblages 
of dwellings answering to the villages of the eastern side of South India. The names given in the 
map apply rather to town lands, the cottages or farms being scattered and independent. 

3 The origin of laterite being still unsettled, it is as well that no opportunity should be neg- 
lected for keeping certain points in the investigation well to the fore. Only lately, I see that my 
colleague, Mr. F. R. Mallet, in his paper “On the ferruginous beds associated with the basaltic 
rocks of North-Eastern Ulster, in relation to Indian laterite” (Reserds Geol. Surv. of Init, 
XIV, p. 148) writes with reference to a generalisation of Mr. W. J. McGee of Farley, Iowa, U. 
S. A.:—But that laterite is a product of the alteration is sife of the underlying ratke fs a 
view open to serious objections, which has been fully discussed by Mr. Blanford.” ow this is 
striking at actual facts, against which no local or theoreticd! objections can be taken inte ‘cdniidera- 
tion: for,—to put it plainly, and as long as we are unable to define strictly what -sidll and what 
ehall not be called laterite among the strange cng Ses a ee 
forms of this rock are actusilv and really an altered condition of Ste Wa of8G, ~ Sbck is the case 
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observer would say, that not only are the Warkilli downs composed of laterite, 
but that the greater part of the country far inland also consists of the same rock. 
Practically, there are thus three forms of rock here and in the neighbourhood 
which usually go by the name of laterite :— 

1. Superficial ferruginously cemented debris. 

2. The ferruginous, clayey, reddish or brown coloured, irregularly vesicular 
and vermiform scabrous rock forming the uppermost portion of the 
Warkilli beds, which is unmistakably detrital, and which I will call 

laterite in this paper. 

3. The altered form of decomposed gneiss (called ‘kabuk’ in Ceylon), 
which I shall here write of as luteritized gneiss. This form always 
eventually shows traces of original crystalline structure and consti- 
tution. 

Owing, then, to similarity of appearance and general ferruginous infiltration 
of these different rocks, it may be conceived how difficult it is to give close 

boundaries to the Warkilli beds. There is little trouble about their sonthern 
limit; but the eastern boundary is badly defined, it may range a short distance 

east or west of the line given in the annexed map, and particularly it may be 

much more sinuous than I have shown, and there may be a few insignificant out- 
liers, About Quilon, I am exceedingly doubtful as to whether a good deal of 

lateritized gneiss may not be included in my field: thus it would be no easy task 
for me to persuade any one who had not had great experience of the behaviour 
of lateritic metamorphosis, that all the lateritic cliffs edging the Quilon back- 

water are not just as much laterite as those of the portion laid down on the map. 
With these qualifications, the Warkilli rocks form a lenticular patch for about 

22 miles along the coast, with a breadth, in the middle of the field, of about 5 

miles ; laterite alone at the Quilon end, and—by their gentle hade up to the 
south—laterite with underlying beds to a thickness of about 180 fect at tho 
Anjengo end. 

The series, as displayed in the cliffs at this end, is in descending order— 
Feet. 

Laterite.—Ferruginous cléys and sandy clays, in which are occasional, ill-defined 
masses and bands of coarse sandstone and incoherent sand, more or less 
vesicular, with irregular hollows and pipe-like or vermiform passages (dis- 
continuous), very many of which are filled with white and pinkish fine 
clay ; brown coloured, shading downwards to red, white, and yellow 
mottled; banded. Any bedding which may have existed is now much 
obliterated, and the upper brown band, which is more properly laterite, is 

not recognisable asa separate bed or capping... ove ons 30 to 40 
td 

in Travancore, Malabar, and Ceylon, where I have over and over again traced the laterite (as it is 
ealled in Travancore) or the ‘kabuk’ (the Singalese synonym) into the living gneiss rock. I 
have held this view of what may be called the lateritization of gneiss with Mr. R. Bruce Foote 
{my colleague in Madras) for the last 20 years: our conclusions having been based on observations 

en. the Nilgiris, Shevaroys, and other elevated regions in the Kurnool and Cuddapah districts; and 

suy'eulexged atperience of the western coast and Ceylon have only confirmed it. Our experience 
af the Decean laterites is not so extended, but we are sgreed also that some of these must be 

- 
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Feet. 
Sands and sandy clays.—Red, yellow, white, and purple variegated sandy clays, 

with rather more distinct bands and masses of sandstone. Mottled in colour, 

but not so vesicular as the rock above, though still marbled with vermi- 
form runs of finer clay (lithomarge of some writers). sae about 40 
Pale red and white variegated and laminated sandy clays 10 

Alum Clays.—Dark-coloured purple grey, compact clays with thin, sarees 
appreciable, laminz of iron pyrites, giving aaa al alum efflor- 
escence 5 

Various coloured lam lave sad saci dark pues and buff at the botioin 
and yellow towards the top. ; oti 20 

Lignite beds.—An incoherent sandy bed. of varying thickness, gah laminated 
with brown loamy and clayey material, in which are many lumps and 
even logs of wood in various conditions of preservation, The wood is 
mostly blackened, and much in the condition of the ‘ agli ? of the 
Trish peat bogs ; . ° 2to 10 

Dark, nearly black, clay ; often satlies pasty. or havin sabehae of fine ‘black 
vegetable matter, with particles and small masses of iron pyrites; con- 
taining, here and there, big logs of spongy, rotten, and, as it were, charred 

wood, and lumps of coarse resin ; e « about 
Loose sands.—Coarse and white-coloured ; only a fow fnahioe exposed. 

Thus, for the sea-cliffs, the section is in general terms :-— 

Feet. 
Laterite . - «© « 80to 40 
Sands and saiiy dina: or lithomatge. ; . 8 58 

bs Alum clays ° . ° . é ; : ; ‘ 25 
Lignite beds . 2 ‘ : ~ 2 «© « Ftolb 
Sands . 2° ‘ e 4 . «© ose 

Total - 120 1388 

Strong springs of clear fresh water issue at several points along the base of 

the cliffs from above the alum clay band. These are supposed to possess cura- 

tive properties, and are accordingly of frequent resort. 

The sections exposed in the cuttings and tunnelling of the barrier, which lie 
from a few hundred yards to half a mile inland, give a thickness of 30 to 70 feet 
for the laterite. This shades down into red, yellow, and whitish clayey sand- 
stones, which are generally soft and wet, though at times hardened in bands and 
patches, and which have a variable thickness of from 40 to 90 feet owing to a wavy 
and uneven bottom. The alum clays are beautifully exposed in good beds, and 
for a long time they presented a fine display of colours—reds, blues, and greys, 
with strong bright yellow efflorescence, which have now, however, become blurred 
through exposure. In their lower sandy portion there is a good deal of wood, . 
The thickness of the alum beds is about 20 feet, The proper.lignite seam has 
about the same thickness as on the shore; but as the base of the tunnel doen. pot’ 
run below them, there is no knowledge of the subjacent rock. 

The outer and inner sections are thus substantially the eame,-~the, didrentes 
being that the beds below the laterite, in the onttings, are rather qleyey .aand- 
stones than sandy clays; whilelogs of wood ere found in the slgaituliys also. ~- 
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As these beds are followed northwards along the shore, the dip gradually 
carries the lignite band below the beach, which is next bordered, for some 

hundred yards, by the alum clays, the upper edge of which is mavked by the 
bamboo spouta let in above them at convenient places for carrying off the water 

of the sacred springs.! Then the clays, iu their turu, ron under a long flat beach, 
over which the water of the springs now flows directly, and about a quarter of a 
mile further on, the lowering cliffs aro simply of the laterite, which rock finally 
ceases to show on the shore near Purrayur. 

The Warkilli capping is, however, continucd inland in a north-castward diree- 
tion to the narrowing of the Purravur lagoon at Mailakid (Mylaked), but here 
all that exists of it is a very thin skin of coarse ferrnginous grits and sandstones, 

which is lying directly on weathered and latcritized gneiss, the lower portions 

having thus been overlapped. Hence, if the clays, &c., arc continucd northward, 
they must lie deep under the lagoon and the sea, 

From Mailakad other sandstone outcrops, associated with laterite, are trace- 
able up to Quilon, under which place it might naturally be expected that cvither 
some trace of the Warkilli beds should be found, or that the laterite should 

overlie the gneiss directly. The only deposits, however, which I could find 
differing from the prevalent laterite, or its underlying lithomarge (common at 

the base of the low cliffs edging the back-water) is a loose, very coarse, yellow 
sand, occurring in a dried-up stream bed, or wide ditch, near the mosque between 
the civil town and the parade-ground, which is like some of the loose sands 
below the laterite band at Warkilli. I saw no limestone ® or other calcareous rock 
answering to that described so circumstantially by General Cullen as cropping out 
at the base of the low cliffs north-east of Quilon. 

Only representatives therefore of the upper portions of the Warkilli beds 

1 The water seam supplying the springs on the sea-shore was tapped by the tunnel operations, 
and there was a slight temporary decrease in the discharge. The leaking of the water in the 
tunnels and at the cuttings over the freshly opened alum clays, and the mixture of ferruginous 
wash from above, thus gave rise to considerable surmise as to the existence of natural chalybreate 
and other waters. Such are, however, only produced temporarily, though they will be collecting for 
a long time, and they might be found efficacious in some cases of the skin diseases so common on 
this coast. 

2 This reported occurrence of limestone and fossils by Gencral Cullen is one of the strangest 
incidents of recorded observation which has taken place in India; for his account of it, and of 
his reasons for concluding that such a deposit underlies the Quilon laterite, is so clear that onc 
can hardly suppose him to be mistaken; and yet there is no other evidence of its occurrence 
than the general statement as given by Dr. Carter. Not only have I not been able to find it, or 
the least trace of any calcareous debris—itself a very strange thing when we recollect that wells had 

been sunk inland—but the same disappointment had been already experienced by the District 

Engineer, Mr. Horsley, who is perfectly capable of distinguishing a calcareous rock, and, under the 
very. urgent requirement of the works at Quilon for mortar, most diligent search for this argilla- 
cveous limestone or dolomite had been made. I believe, also, that Mr. Horseley had the advantage of 
employing the only guide left in a servant at the Residency, who used to accompany General Cullen 

ue in ais* excursions, and to work for him. This man, unfortunately for me, was at the time of my 

visit: paralysed in his speech through continued fever and rheumatism, orother ailments, and unable 
“dim het endowed, 
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occur at Quilon resting upon and apparently overlapping a set of fossiliferous 
beds only known through the researches of General Cullen. 

The Warkilli strata are clearly of fresh-water or lagoon origin, being in fact 
very much after the style of the deposits now being laid down in parts of the 
present back-waters into which, at flood times, a great deal of drift wood and 
decaying vegetable matter is being carried along with silt clays and sands and 
ferruginous matter. 

The fossiliferous argillaceous limestones under the laterite at Quilon are 

apparently very thin; and as the fossils described as having been obtained from 
them constitute an essentially marine fauna, they can hardly be considered 

otherwise than as belonging to a separate and somewhat older group than that 
which has thinned out over them. Each of them may be groups of a series or of 
a formation,-or they may not; but the important feature is that they are 

separate groups; and thus I would differentiate the Quilon beds. 

Reference to the “‘ Geological Papers on Western India” already quoted will 
show how the whole series of Travancore deposits has been correlated with very 

similar deposits on other parts of the coasts of the Peninsula; as on this side 

going northwards, at Ratnagiri, Bombay, Broach, Kattiwar, Cutch, and Sind, 
and, on the other side, through the sandstones and laterite of the Coromandel, 
and the fossiliferous intertrappean beds near Rajahmundry. This correlation 
went too far, however, partly through this separate grouping not being known, 
and by a very natural straining at the comparison of a series of laterite and fossili- 
ferous beds with the lateritic beds and limestones of Rajahmundry, which last 

now appear to be most reasonably of upper cretaceous age’: while the fossiliferous 
beds of Bombay northwards are of tertiary age. 

Mr. Carter’s correlation of the Quilon fossils with those of the Kattiwar, 

Cutch, and Sind beds, still stands, however, and he thus makes them out to be 

preferably of eocene age. ; 
The Warkilli beds must then be either of the same age, or, if different con- 

ditions of deposition and apparent overlap go for anything, of perhaps a later 
tertiary age, 

The evidence given by the wood at the = of the alum clays and in the 
lignite seam, is of little significance considering that perfectly fossilised wood 

occurs in the older alluvial deposits of the Godavari valley, which certainly 
appear to be far later deposits than these; though the very unaltered condition 
of the logs implies that they must be much newer than those containing the 
perfectly bleached and dull shells said to have been obtained from the Quilon 
diggings. To all appearance, indeed, this wood is very -like the black-wood 
now growing in the Travancore forests; and it is so unaltered in good specimens 
that large pieces of furniture have been made from it which are scarcely t dis- 
tinguishable from that made out of the modern timber. a2 

Again, taking up the original generalisation ‘of Carter and other otipervens, 
but leaving the intertrappean beds of os aaron out of cduztt, thls ites not 

"See Memoics Gaclogial Survey of Indi, XVI, ptPyend. Maal nsw ioe dog of Tdi, 
Chapters XIII & XIV. name RY 
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appear, so far as is yet known, to be any representative of the Quilon beds on the 
Coromandel, at least as far sonth as Madura. On the other hand, there is a 

strong lithological likeness between the upper portion of the Warkilli beds and 
the upper portion of the Cuddalore sandstones as at Vellum, in Tanjore, in the 
Red Hills of Pondicherry and Madras, and in the Nellore and Godi:vari districts; 

while they are all similarly situated as low-lying or not very clevated fringes 
bordering the sea-coast. There is also a possible link to this chain of coastal 
deposits on either side of India, in a small patch of red and variegated sand- 

stones, with, however, very little show of laterite at Nagercoil, about 12 miles 
north of Cape Comorin. 

Irrespective, however, of any argument from the association of the Warkilli 
laterite and sands with fossiliferous limestone having eocene affinities, a genc- 
rally tertiary age has been given by us to the Cuddalore sandstones, throngh 

their discordant lie on the cretaceous rocks in South Arcot and on the traps and 

intertrappean beds of Rajahmundry. Hence, on the ground of lithological hke- 

ness, similarity of position, and, as far as it goes, gencral approximation of age, 
it may be assumed that the long supposed contemporaniety of the coastal laterite 
and sandstones is now fairly made out. Thus, as they are so continuously deve- 
loped over large areas and occur in detached positions over so lengthened a coast 
line, without apparently being accompanied by or associated with these strange 

Quilon rocks, except in this one locality, they are indeed strongly separable from 
the latter and thus presumably of much later, or even upper, tertiary age. 

I have had opportunities in previous years, and this season again, of examin- 

ing thé West Coast for some considerable distance further north, past Cochin 
and on to a few miles beyond Calicut; but so far there is no further ropresenta- 

tive of the Warkilli beds in particular, or the Cuddalore sandstones in general, 

It is quite true, however, that there are very extensive tracts of what is called 
laterite, as well as a remarkable terraced and plateau form presented by many of 

the low hills of these tracts. My examination of these showed, however, that all 

this lateritic country is merely one of a decomposed form of gneiss, and that 
the capped character of the plategus in the neighbourhood of Beypur and 

Calicut, for instance, is due to the denudation of an originally planed-down 
terrace of gneiss into detached plateaus, the upper surfaces of which are altered 

and lateritized to a certain depth, 
There may be detached patches of the Warkilli beds north of Calicut as yet 

unknown, but the first occurrence of rocks resembling them, of which there is 

any record, is in the neighbourhood of Ratnagiri, of which the following section 
is given by Dr. de Crespigny (1856) !:— 

“Soil and detrital conglomerate. . . =. . «. (a few feet), 
Laterite (soft below) . - «© «© - . 85 ft, 
Compact iron stone ‘ P ‘ ‘ ° ° ; ; 13 ,, 

ignite S ce Re ek OG ¢ ie w 4 
i ign er } 7 on 

- ‘Water, yellow gravel - 

Trap.” 

Tae 1 Carter's Papers, op. cit. p. 722, foot note. 
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Mr. C. J. Wilkinson, when attached to the Survey (in 1863), visited this part 
of the country, and thus describes! the occurrence of these rocks :— 

“ At Ratnagherry, &., in well and other sections, the trap is found to be overlaid by a 
thickness of a few feet of white clay, imbedding fruits and containing thin carbonaceous 
seams composed for the most part of leaves. This is separated from the soft laterite above by 
a ferruginous band about an inch thick, having much the appearance of hematite. It is 
vesicular, the cavities being filled by quartz, &c. The soft laterite soil above hardens on expo- 

sure, and this rapidly. It is very thick here and along the sea coast, trap only becoming 
exposed in the deep sections and at the base of the cliffs.” 

It cannot, I think, be doubted that here is a true representative of the 

Warkilli beds; and as the traps on which the rocks lie are generally flat, it is 
not to be expected that any represcntative of the Quilon beds shall be found. 

Note on some Siwalik and Narbada Fossils by R. Lypexxar, B.A. F.ZS., 
Geological Survey of India. 

1. The.Narbada Hippopotamus, 

In Falconer and Cautley’s great work on the fossils of the Siwaliks, there are 
figured numerous remains of hippopotami from the pleistocene deposits of the 
Narbada valley. Among these remains all are referred to a species named Hip. 
popotamus paleindicus, with the exception of four lower jaws,? which are referred 
to a second species under the name of H. namadicus. Unfortunately neither of 
these species was ever described, so we are compelled to rely upon Falconer’s 
figures and occasional notes. It is stated® that H. paleindicus is allied to the 
living African hippopotamus, but is distinguished by the median pair of incisors 
being slightly smaller than the outer; the reverse being very markedly the case 
in the living species. This species had only two pairs of lower incisors, and was 
accordingly referred to Falconer’s sub-genus Tetraprotodon. These teeth are of 
large size. 

In H. namadicus, which, as already said, is known only by the lower jaw, 

there are always six incisors, which in some specimens (F'. A. S., pl. LVITI, 
figs. 1, 3,) are sub-equal in size, and placed in the same horizontal line; while 

in others (Ibid, pl. LVII, fig. 12; LVITI, fig. 2), the second pair of incisors is 

rather smaller than the others, and thrust somewhat above their line. All id 
incisors of this form are smaller than those of the tetraprotodont form. - . ‘ 

If no other specimens than those figured in the “ Fauna Antiqna Sivalensis” 
were in existence, I should have little, if any, doubt as.to there being two species: 
al Narbada hippopotami. There are, however, two specimens of the mandibley 
‘of hippopotami in the Indian Museum, from the Narbada’ deposita, which: ead 
me to have very grave doubts on this subject. ae ae . 

The first of these specimens (F. 147) has ane oa neg japeajennt. 

a 

1 Records @, 8, of Ind. IV, p; 44. sang 
* «Pal. Mom,” Vol I, pp. 24, 147, 7.0 a EE 
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pair of incisors are, however, more raised above the line of the others than in 

any of Falconer’s specimens. 
The second specimen (F. 148) has two pairs of very larga and closely approx- 

imated incisors, and therefore agrees with Faleoner’s FH. palmindivus. Tu the 

upper angles between these large teeth, there are, however, wedged in, two very 

minute teeth, corresponding to the second pair of incisors in IT. namadicus. The 
vertical diameters of the first, second, and third incisors in this jaw are respect 
ively 1 ‘96, 0°59, and 2°0 inches; while in the other specimen they are 1-2 
09, and 1:33 inches. The specimen No. F 148 must certainly be referred ia 
H. paleindicus, but the presence of the minute pair of second incisors connects it 
so closely with those forms of H. namadicus in which that pair of tecth is, so to 

speak, partly squeezed out of the way by the others, that it becomes a question 

whether the latter species can be maintained. 
It is true that in the typical tetraprotodont forms, and in No. F 18, the first 

and third incisors are much larger than in typical hexaprotodont forms; but this 
might be accounted for by the greater space for growth which these teeth obtain 
in the tetraprotodont form. 

On the whole, it would perhaps be rash to say positively that there is only 
one species of Narbada hippopotamus; bat, taking into account that only one 
form of skull could be distinguished by Dr. Falconer, and the variations above 
noticed in the lower incisors, such was not improbably the case. 

The tetraprotodont form of the Narbada hippopotamus seems to be distin- 

guished from the African species by having the two pairs of incisors of sub-equal 
size, or the outer larger than the inner. In the living species tho inner incisors 
are generally very much larger than the outer. The hexaprotodont form in 
which the lower incisors are of sub-equal size, and placed in the same horizontal 
line, seems to agree very closely with the older H. sivalensis, and I am not aware 
how they can be distinguished. 

The Narbada hippopotamus, whether belonging to one or more species, shows 
a clear instance of the evolution of a tetraprotodont from a hexaprotodont form, 
after the general law of progression from the generalised to the specialised. 
These animals, further, most clearly connect the Siwalik with the living form, 

and may thus indicate the line of descent of the latter. 

The above conclusions indicate decisively that Falconer’s sub-genora Hexapro- 
todon and Tetraprotodon must be abolished, as their distinctive characters are 
found in the same species. They further indicate that it is almost certainly the 
second pair of incisors which is suppressed i in the African hippopotamus; a fact 

which may prove of some importance in determining the homologics of the 
incisors in other ungulate mammals (e.g., Rhinoceros) in which the whole of the 
typical series is not developed. 

2. Structure of molars of Mastodon sivalensis. 
A much worn molar tooth of Mastodon sivalensis from the Punjab in the col- 

-Ileetion of the Indian Museum, which has been recently cut and polished, shows 

gt ee 1 No, A. 258. 
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a peculiarity in the arrangement of the enamel, not previously observed, as far as 
I am aware, in the teeth of the Proboscidia. The enamel, in place of simply 
investing the cones, or denticles of the crown, as a regular cap, is thrown into 

numerous folds, placed at regular intervals from one another, penetrating deeply 
into the dentine of the cones, and converging towards their centres. The hori- 
zontal section of one of these cones exhibits a structure intermediate in respect 
to the depth of the foldings of the enamel, between that of the teeth of Ichthyo- 
saurus and Labyrinthodon.. The infoldings are considerably deeper than those in 

the former genus, and if the symmetry of the cones were not interfered with by 
mutual adpressure, these infoldings would present a regular convergence towards 

the centre as in Ichthyosaurus. A second cut specimen exhibits a similar struc- 

ture. 

I have not observed this structure in the molars of any other species of mas- 
todon; and from the statement of Professor Owen, that ‘‘there is no instance 
in the mammiferous class of these [enamel] folds converging at regular intervals 

all round the circumference towards its centre,” ? it would appear that the molars 
of Mastodon sivalensis are quite peculiar in this respect, and exhibit a homo- 
logy between the teeth of mammals and reptiles not previously known to exist. 

3. Oaptain Searle’s Perim Fossils. 

A small collection of vertebrate fossils from Perim Island, collected by the 
late Dr. Wilson, has recently been presented to the Indian Museum by Captain 
Searle, Superintendent of Marine, Calcutta, which may be appropriately noticed 
here. The collection comprises a tooth of Mastodon perimensis, and a broken 
one of M. latulens. A lower jaw of Acerotherium perimense, and one of another 
member of the same family, showing the symphysis, and identical with the 
mandible referred to Rhinoceros sivalensis in the “ Palwontologia Indica” :*® this 
form is new to Perim Island. Several limb-bones of elephants and rhinoceroses 
are also among the collection. There is a horn-core of a large ruminant, gene- 
rically indeterminable. There are also two fine specimens of the cranium of 
Gharialis gangeticus, and the imperfect humerus of a large species of tortoise 
(not Colossochelys), new to these deposits. 

With these additions the fossil vertebrate fauna of Perim Island includes 
the following forms* :— 

Mastodon latidens, Clift. 
Pe perimensis, Fale. and Caut. 
a pandionis, Fale. 

Dinotherium indicum, Falc. 
Hyotherium, sp. 
Sus hysudricus, Falo. and Caut. 
Bramatherium perimense, Fale. 

Camelopardalis sivalensis, Fale, and Cuut. 

1 See Owen’s “ Odontography,” Fever re 
* Lor, otf., p. 4, 

‘2 Beries X, Vol. I, pt J, 
4 This list may be taken to supersede that given on page $43 of the “ Manual.” 
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Antilope, sp., and other ruminants. 
Capra perimensis, Lyd. 
P Rhinoceros sivalensis, Fale. and Caut. 
Acerotherium perimense, Fale. and ( aut. 
Hippotherium theobaldi, Lyd. 
Crocodilus palustris, Less. 
Gharialis gangeticus, Gmel. 

Colossochelys atlas, Falc, and Caut. 
Testudo, sp. 
Emyda, sp. 
Trionyx, sp. 

4, BaGaRivs YARRELLI, from the Siwalshs 

In the sixth volume of the “Journal of the Asiatic Socicty of Bengal”! 
a portion of a fossil ichthyopsidan skull is described and figured by Dr. Cantor 
as that of a gigantic batrachian. It was discovered by Colonel Colvin in the 
Siwaliks of Nahan, and is now in the collection of the Indian Muscum2 In 

1844 this specimen was again described and figured by Dr. M’Clelland,*? who 
showed that it belonged to a siluroid fish, and probably to Pimelodus. 

Ata subsequent date reference was made by myself to the specimen,* when 

i. was argued that it was improbable that it belonged to Pimelodus, since that 
genus is confined to the West Indies and Africa. In Dr. M’Clelland’s time, 

however, the genus was less strictly defined and comprehended many Indian forms, 

and it will be shown below, that in this wider sense Dr. M’Clelland’s determina- 
tion was correct. It was suggested in my notice that the specimen might belong 

to the genus Ohaca.® 
Thus the matter remained till a few weeks ago, when a huge siluroid, 

caught in the Hughh, was brought to the Indian Museum by its captors. 
On seeing this gigantic fish I was at once struck with the resemblance of 
its head to the fossil skull, and accordingly made arrangements for comparing 
the two skulls as soon as the recent fish was macerated. This comparison 
I have lately made, and I find that the fossil (of which Dr, Cantor’s figure 

gives @ very good idea) comprehends the preorbital part of the skull aud 
agrees precisely in every detail, both of shape and size, with the skull of the 
recent fish. The agreement between the two is so close that I have no doubt 
but that they are specifically identical. 

An examination of the recent fish shows it to be Bagarius yarrelli, Sykes, 
which according to Dr. Day,® inhabits “ the large rivers of India and Java, des- 

1 P, 688, pl. XXXI. 

# No. E, 155. 

3 « Calcutta Journal of Natural History,” Vol. IV, p. 83, pl. IX. 

4 Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XLIX, pt. IT, p.15. 
* This suggestion was mainly made on the supposition that the fragment of the skull wns 

more complete than it is, and consequently that the skull was very broad and short. 

$ “The Fishes of India,” Vol. II, p. 495, pl. CXYV, fig. 8. 
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cending to their estuaries. It attains 6 feet or more in length.” The present 
specimen was just under 7 feet in length. The old name of this fish was Pimelo- 
dus bayarius. The identity in size of the recent and fossil skulls probably indi- 
cates that the two specimens had attained the full development of which the 

species is capable. The extreme length of the recent skull is 21°4 inches. 
The determination of another existing species of vertebrata in the Siwalik 

fauna is a matter of extreme interest, and confirms the inferences previously 

drawn as to the geological age of this fauna. The living species now identified 
from the Siwaliks are Crocodilus palustris, Gharialis gangeticus, Pangshura tectum, 
Emyda vittata, and Bagarius yarrelli. We shall see below that Python molwrus 

may not improbably be added to this list. 

5. The Siwalik Python. 

On page 20 of my paper in the “Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal’’ 
already quoted, reference was made to some ophidian vertebra in the Indian 
Museum! from the Siwaliks of Sind and the Punjab, which were said to resemble 
those of Python. I have lately submitted these vertebrs to a careful comparison 

with those of the living Indian P. molurus, and can detect no difference between 
the two. Most of the fossil vertebre belonged to pythons of not more than 
5 or 6 feet in length, but an early dorsal * indicates an animal of upwards of 

~15 or 16 feet in length. It would, perhaps, be rash to say positively, from the 
evidence of these vertebre, that the Siwalik python was specifically identical 

with P. molurus, but it is quite probable that such was really the case. 

-. Nappapa anD SrwaLik Mo.zvsca. 

Mr. Geoffrey Nevill, our specialist on Indian terrestrial mollusca, has been 
kind enough to examine the small collection of land and fresh-water shells from 
the pleistocene of the Narbada and Jamna, and also from the Siwaliks, contained 
in the Indian Museum. It may be observed that lists of shells from the 
Narbada beds have already been published by Mr. Theobald in two separate 
papers,® and that the specimens mentioned in the second of these papers are 

those submitted to Mr. Nevill, whose determinations differ somewhat from 
those of Mr. Theobald. Of Siwalik shells the Indian Museum has but three 
species. 

A note on shells from these deposits is given in the “ Palsontological 
Memoirs,” * but the knowledge of living Indian terrestrial mollusca was then so 
imperfect that the note is practically valueless. It would appear from this nate 
that a considerable variety of Siwalik shells were obtained, which are probably 
now in the British Museum, and it is much to be desired that they should be 
submitted to the examination of some competent authority for determination. 

1 Nos, E205-206. 
3 No. ¥ 206, : ee ee eee eee 

, # Mem. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. 11, p B84, of aig, Maps, VAT, SRE at oli, 
4 Vol. 1, p. 989. 
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The shells from the Jamna pleistocene mentioned in the following list were 
collected, and presented to the Indian Museum by Mr. John Cockburn .— 

~——e 

\ 

| RemauKs 

} . 

Name, 3 Ss | 
a | 8 | E 
a) m1 a 

Melania tuberculata, Mul, v. pyrite, Bens.- - 
Planorbis compressus, Bens. Ma 

s convexiusculus, Hut. : sais ae 
_ exustus, Desh — ? var. . vas | 

Paludina bengalensis, Lam. , sxe 
» dissimilis, Mul. oe + | 

Helix proxima, Eish . . Ae ere 
» asperella, Pfr. . ; : see 

Baliminus SS rca insularis, Ehr. . .! + 
Corbicula, sp.1 . . of Referred by Mr Theobald to C. cor. 

.. | Very small, with large ridges. 
+ | Large: Mr. Nevill cannot identify 

with any living form. 
-f 

+ |... ; Near JU. marcens, but cannot be 
identified with any living variety. 

Near U. wynegangensis, Lea, 

a es ke ae sorriverrren 

Unio marginalis, Lam. : ‘ . : 
» favidens, Bens., var. 1. : | 

” 99 » var2. 

» » oak 3. - Near U. triembolus, Bens. 
wynegangensis, ea ) eos 

i shurtlefianus, Lea : : ; sg 
» indicus, Sow., var. ‘ ‘ ‘ =. 
» macilentus, Bens., var. ‘ ; ‘ a 
»  corrugatus, Miil., var. P . el « ee 

The most important fact to be gleaned from this list is that two species, 

vis., Buliminus insularis and Unio marginalis, can be traced without variation 
from the Siwaliks, through the Narbada to the present time: both are still 

living in the Narbada valley. A Siwalik species of Oorbicula is considered by 
Mr. Nevill to be probably extinct, while a probable variety of Unio favidens 
from the Jamna seems to differ from any living variety, though great stress 
cannot be laid on this point owing to the uncertainty of the specific character of 

the members of this genus. 

7. Gieantic Hyopotauus, from Sind, 

From the lower Manchhars of the Bhugti hills, north of Sind, Mr. W. T. 
Blanford has lately procured some upper and lower molars of a gigantic species of 
Hyopotamus. These teeth are far larger than those of any described species, nearly 
equaling i in size the molars of Anthracotherium magnum. They will be described 
subsequently in the “‘ Paleontologia Indica.” 
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On the Coal-bearing rocks of the valleys of the upper Rer and the Mand rivers in 
Western Chutia Nagpur. (With a map.) 

By V. Batt, M.a., ¥.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

The following is a record of observations made in the season 1870-71 during 
a traverse of the areas of coal measures which intervene between those of the 
Bisrampur field on the north and the Raigarh and Hingir coal-field on the south. 
Fuller and more detailed examination of these last mentioned fields in subse- 
quent seasons enabled separate accounts of them to be published,’ but as the 
details, now about to be given, were of incompleted areas, their publication was 
held over until such time as the whole area between Raigarh and Korba could 

be thoroughly explored and described as a united coal-field. Except a brief 
summary in the Manual of Geology’ taken from the following notes, nothing has 
been published regarding these areas, so that in view of the present importance 
attaching to the existence of coal in this region and in anticipation of future 
more detailed work, it is thought that the following instalment of information 

may be of value as it serves to link together the coal measures of Sambalpur, 
Central Sirguja, and Korba, in Bilaspur. 

Lakhanpur Field. 

This field, as at present known, isa small area of about 50 square miles, 

situated in the south-west corner of central Sirguja and to the south of the Pilka 

hills. 
On the north it is bounded by the Pilka fault, described in the Bisrampur 

report; on the north-east by metamorphic rocks, the boundary being probably 

natural. On the south-east also by metamorphic rocks, the boundary being here 
faulted; on the south partly by metamorphic rocks and partly by Talchirs which 

connect it with the Rampur field. The western extension has not yet been 

examined. 

Within the limits of this area there are no hills; a thick covering of alluvium 
obscures all the rocks except in the river sections, of which, however, there are 

fortunately a good many. 
The rivers are the Rer or Arand and the Goinghata with 5 or 6 direct and 

indirect tributaries, all of which afford sections. 

The rocks exposed all belong either to the Talchir or Barakar groups, there 
being no representative of the upper sandstones found in this area. 

Tatcnirs.—A strip of Talchirs, not very distinctly seen, occurs on the north- 
east boundary of the Barakars; the only clear section of these rocks occurs in the 
Goinghata west of the Satpara and Mendra road; they consist there af grec 
sandstones, shales, and the boulder bed. 

Some Talchir rocks are also exposed in the bed of the Goinghate near the 

* Raigach aud Hingie, Rec.-Geol. Surv, of Indiay Vol, 0¥)~rpc, Iph ey Mtg Voh - VIEL, py. 
102 to 121, Vol. X, pp. 178 to 178, Biacampur ep. ods, Vol. WE, py. 25 bo 1. 

2 Part I, p. 207. ° : 
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deserted village of Rukra, their relationship to the Barakars on the north and 
south I had not time to ascertain. 

In the Rer or Arand on the south-west, Talchirs crop up, and passing south- 

wards connect this field with the one further south (Rampur), which is traversed 
by the higher reaches of the same river. _ 

In the jungle near the village of Mudesa, east of this field a small outlier 
of Talchirs was noted. Its limits were not traced out. 

Barakaks, Goinghata section.—North-east of Mahadeopara there are some 
slates and quartzites apparently of sub-metamorphic age. South of these there is 
an interval through which the fault, already mentioned, probably passes. Nearly 
east of the village there are Barakar sandstones which include a seam of carbo- 

naceous shale, and from under which the Talchir rocks, just alluded to, crop out 
and continue in the bed of the stream for about half a mile, after which they are 

again covered by apparently the same section of Barakars. 

The repeated seam appears to contain a small quantity of poor coal, after 
which there are two seams which contain carbonaccous shale only. In the reach 
north-west of Parsori there is a seam containing about 3 feet of stony but burn- 
able coal, The base is hidden. North of Ambera there isa scam badly seen 
in the bed of the river ; it contains at least 2' 4” of tolerable coal. 

South of the mouth of the Khekra stream the only rocks which are exposed 
are sandstones and grits, save a very fine trap dyke which crosses the river with 
a strike of 15° N. of E—15° S. of W. and maintains that direction steadily as 
far as the Rer, being seen in all the intervening streams, but not in the inter- 
vening alluvium-covered high ground. 

Khekra section—In the Khekra river from its junction with the Goin- 

ghata to the point north of west of Lapatra, where it is intersected by the 

boundary of the gneiss there are exposed a few sandstones, the trap dyke, and 

about a foot of coaly shale. 

Chandnai river.—This river and its tributary, the Chulhot, have not been 
plotted in detailon themap. Instead of the peculiar winding courses which they 
follow, they are represented as consisting of long rectangular reaches and bends. 
It is consequently difficult to represent faithfully the position of the coal seams. 

Between the mouth of the Chandnai and the village of Kutkona, there is a 
much broken section of sandstones in which three outcrops of coal seams occur. 
In the first, 1’ 6’ of coal is exposed ; some of the blocks derived from it consist of 
very good coal. Neither of the others are of very promising character, but the 
one near the mouth of the Gumgara is evidently of some size and may contain 
good coal, though it is not now exposed. 

Trap occurs in the bed of the river about one-third of a mile from Kutkona. 
Just below the village the large trap dyke mentioned above crosses the stream 
disturbing in its passage, but notto a detrimental extent, the finest coal seam 
which ovcurs in this area. 

Where most clearly seen, this seam (the base being hidden) consists of about 
equal parts of good, fair and burnable shaly coal, in all a thickness of 5’ 6" capped 
“BF a maasive bed of about 30’ of sandstone. 
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Whether the position of the dyke is coincident with a fault which has flung the 
coal on the south, I could not ascertain, bat even if it has, the seam in all pro- 
bability extends throughont a considerable area on the north and west. 

The branches of the river which meet close to this traverse a broken section of 

sandstones for about 2} miles, after which the gneiss rocks come in. In the 

eastern branch, near the village of Sirkotonga, the boundary is seen very clearly 
and is clearly faulted. In the western the boundary is completely obscured by 
alluvium. 

The Rer or Arand section.—In the Rer river west of J amgula there are some 
sandstones, apparently of Talchir age. From this northwards many of the 

reaches expose no rocks whatever; but those which are seen are Barakar sand- 
stones and grits; they are for the most part horizontal. The above-mentioned 
trap dyke is again seen in the bed of the river to the south-west of Bagdari. 

Should coal ever be required in this neighbourhood, I think there is a good 

prospect of its being found of fair quantity and quality at no great depth and in 
approximately horizontal beds. 

Borings made within a mile radius of Ambera and Kutkona would probably 
give a fair test of the capabilities of the area. 

Rampur Coal-field. 

The area for which the above name is proposed is bounded on the north by 
the Lakhanpur gneiss, on the east by the Mainpat, on the south it passes into the 
Mand area described below, on the west it is connected with the great area of 
coal-measure rocks which stretches to Korba. 

T do not attempt to make any estimate of area, as my observations were simply 
confined to the vicinity of the route-track from Lakhanpur to Matringa. 

Passing west and south from the Lakhanpur granitic gneisses, which run 
under the sandstones and trap of the Mainpat, the valley of the Rer or Arand is 
reached. At Patrapali, west of Lakhanpur, and following it up to its source, the 
river at first alternately traverses Talchir and Barakar rocks; but in the highest 
reaches the upper sandstones are exposed. 

Tatcurgs.—In the Arand between Chainpur and Jajgi there is a broken 

section of Talchirs consisting chiefly of sandstones; shales and the boulder bed 
are, however, not absent. Above (1.e., to the south of) Jajgi for about 2 miles, 
no rocks are seen, but beyond Ubka, there are some Barakar sandstones, and an 
indistinct outcrop of Talchirs (?) appears at the road crossing to Lachmanganj. 
-This apparently rests on some quartzite gneiss which strikes into the bed of the 
river a little further on. 

For 5 miles beyond this the river shows no signs of any Talchirs, but it is 
of course possible that some may exist as there are many long sand-qovared 
reaches. ; 

South-west of Lipingi there are Talchirs, and they crop ont’ at widely 
separated intervals for about 8 miles. : 

The boundary of the Talchivs stitked tha privée aigls S Hills abdve its junction 
with the Sagar stream, and crosses it a little Weyond the high road ghit. The 

tal 
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Talchir rocks occur from this point for about a mile enstwards, after which they 
are covered by some sandstones which may be cither Barakars or upper saud- 

stones. This point remains still to be determined. 
Beyond the Village of Kesma again Talchirs (or rocks lithologically so like 

them as to be undistinguishable) re-appear. Fragments of coal or cvaly shale 

occur sparingly in the bed of the river, but there is no trace of Barakar rocks in 

the main stream and the trap-capped hills on cither side of the valley appear to 
be altogether comprised of the upper sandstones, so that I am inclined to believe 

that the coal, &c., must be derived from layers in the latter. 

Barakaks.—The first or most northern outcrop of Barakars is exposed in the 
reach of the Arand south of Ubka, where there are sandstones resting on coaly 
shale. Several other outcrops occur in the river up to the road crossing. 

In the country west from this thore are several peculiarly shaped hills, notably 

one called Ramgarh. The summit of this hill is 3,206 fect above the sea. The 
upper portion consists of a massive rectangular block of the upper sandstonen, 
which are here from 550 to 600 feet thick; these rest on a pedestal of Barakar 
rocks, the highest bed of which is a coal seam containing about 4' 6” of rather 

stony coal. The summit of the hill is capped by trap. Owing to the antiquities, 

cave temples, &c., several notices of it have been published, and the existence of 
the coal seam has been referred to by Colonels Ouseley! and Dalton.? A descrip- 
tion of the hill has also been published by the present writer.® 

Returning to the Arand section. In the vicinity of Tunga, there are some 

Blabs of coaly shale which appear to have been derived from no very distant 
source. As no seam appears in the Arand close by, it is probable that one is 
exposed in some of the tributary streams, possibly the Gerua, as some fragmonts of 

‘coal shales were found in it. I had heard previously from the Lakhanpur Raja 
that coal did occur somewhere in the neighbourhood of Tunga, but I had not time 
to hunt up all the surrounding country. 

These Barakars continue up to a point north-west of Lipingi, but there is 
no trace of coal. Westwards from this, the same rocks were traced to Lachman- 
ganj, their existence under the alluvium there being proved by the debris from a 

well in the compound of the Raja’s shooting lodge. 
Barakars are next met with in the Arand, south-east of Kumrewa. They 

consist chiefly of massive felspathic sandstones and grits often much iron-stained. 
In a reach to the east-south-east of Sair, there is a seam consisting of coaly 

and, carbonaceous shale, apparently not containing any good coal. This is the 
locality marked ‘coal-field’ on the old maps. 

It is probably the source of the coaly fragments seen in the bed many miles 
northwards, but cannot possibly be that of the large slabs seen near Tunga. 
Shaly fragments of coal may, I believe, be carried in rivers for enormous dis- 
tances; even in the present sluggish state of the river, fragments may often be 
seen incessantly rolling over and over along the bottom. 

1 J. A.S. B., Vol. XVII, p. 66. 
=i > Op. cit., Vol. XXXIV, pt. II, No.1, p. 24. 

+ Indian Antiguary, 1873, p. 243. 
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Sandstones, as before mentioned, continue up to the Sair and Kesma ght; 
west of the river they extend into the peculiar raviny country beyond Sair. 

There the rivers have cut down to a considerable depth ; in the massive sand- 
stones producing a perfect maze, very difficult to traverse. 

A locality for coal on the Chornai river is marked on the map, but this I did 
not visit. 

I have above alluded to the doubtful character of the sandstones at Kesma. 

UPprkR SANDSTONES.—West of the Arand valley there are a number of flat- 
topped and sharply scarped hills, which are evidently formed of sandstones identi- 

cal with those of the Pilka hills. On the east, too, similar scarped faces show 

under the trap of the Mainpat. The first locality at which these rocks were 
actually examined was in the hill east of Kesma. They are coarse grits, present- 

ing no striking contrast in lithological characters to some Barakar rocks. About 
3 miles north of Matringa the Talchirs are covered by sandstones, which seem 
to belong rather to this group than to the Barakars. But they still require much 
close examination. 

In the streams which constitute the head of the Arand, there are fallen masses 

of trap and laterite which have been brought down from the tops of the hills, 
The Matringa gh&t is an almost sheer descent of 900 feet into Udepur. At 

the top of the gh&t there is laterite in situ, and below it a succession of argillaceous 

shales, and pink, white, and yellow sandstones, which become somewhat pebbly 

towards the base. If 600 feet is added for the thickness of the sandstones in the 
hills above the ghat, then we should have a minimum tctal of 1,500 feet for the 

thickness of this group. 
Between the foot of the ghét and Amuldih there are some trap dykes, which 

are probably continuations of some observed in the Kairja valley, near Bakulo, by 
Mr. W. T. Blanford. 

The evidence afforded here of disturbance of the coal-bearing rocks is very 
strong, there being a difference of level between the Barakars and Talchirs 
of Sair, &c., and those of Udepur, in the Mand section, of at least 1,000 feet. 

That they occupied these relative positions at the time of deposition is most 

difficult to believe ; it seems much more probable that they were once connected, 

and that the difference of level was produced subsequently, possibly at the period 
of the ontpouring of the Mainpat trap. The discovery of coal measures on the 

Hazaribagh platean has already pointed to the probability of the present level of 
the plateaus as contrasted with that of the surrounding valleys, being at least to 
some extent due to local upheavals. 

The Mand Ooal-field. 

The connection of the Udepur coal-measure (Barakar) rocks westwards with 
the great spread which includes the Korba field, has been pointed out by 
Mr. W. T. Blanford. My observations were confined to the Udepur area, 1.c., 
to the valley of the river Mand, and the areas to the north and east of it. 

This is a very irregular shaped aren, extending Prom north to adudli, for & dis. 
tance of 35 miles. On the north itis connected by upper (Hingir) sandetones with 
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the Rampur field. On the south and south-east it is bounded by Vindhyan and 
metamorphic rocks which strike steadily in the direction of Korba. On the enst 
the coal measure rocks are covered by the upper sandstones, and it is uncertain 
whether the former appear in the valleys beyund the ranges formed of these 

Sandstones. On the north-east, besides the overlapping sandstones, a portion of 
the boundary is formed of granitic gneiss rocks. 

Tacuirs.—So far as is known at present, the areas of Talchir rocks oceurring 

in this field are of small size. Proceeding from north to south, the first Talchirs 

encountered with occur detachod from the field, in the valley of the Kairja river, 

north of Rabkob. 

In the section north from Mirigurha, granitic gneisses with, for the most part, 

an E, W, strike, occupy the bed of the river nearly up to the Kamhar road- 
crossing where Talchirs come in. These, especially the boulder bed, continue up 

to half way between Bajpar and Bakulo, where there are some hills of yellowish 

or grey sandstone which seemed to be of Talclur age. 

At Rabkob several of the reaches of the Mand river are occupied by Talchirs, 
blue and grey sandstones and the boulder bed. 

North-west uf Rabkob, in the valley of the Samasota (or Gopal) river, there 

is an area of Barakar rocks, showing evidence of extreme disturbance. On the 

borders of this there are some outcrops of Talchirs, and in the centre of it, at 

the broken crest of a very remarkable anticlinal, rocks of the same group are 

exposed. 

From this to the south-east corner of the field no Talchirs were seen in the 

Mand or any of its tributaries. At the south-east corner, Talchirs, resting on 

granitic gneiss, crop from underneath the Barakars ; they are last seen in the 
Sukia stream, and consist chiefly of shales and sandstones with imperfectly 

developed boulder bed. 

Barakars (Coat Measures): Mand River section.—Passing westwards down 
the river, from the Talchirs seen near Rabkob, the first Barakars met with occur 

in the reach east of Saipur. At the north end of it there is a small coal scam, 
of which the section is as follows :— 

Dip 5°, to W. N. W. 
Coaly shale, about ... vee ate sx: | 8" 

Parting... see see ses ce | OSS 

.  Coaly shale and coal én or we LM 

Base hidden. 

Beyond this, there are massive beds of samdstones and grits in some of the 

reaches ; in others, for from 1 to 2 miles, no rocks whatever are exposed. Between 

this and Khargaon there are two or three outcrops of coal and coaly shale, but no 
coal. At Khargaon there are two seams, the upper containing carbonaceous shale, 

and the lower, which is seen under a massive sandstone, contains 1'4” shaly coal, 

Half a mile from the mouth of the Saria stream there are several seams containing 
‘gaxbonaceons shale with coaly layers. From this, for 3 miles, there are only 
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a few outcrops of sandstones, several of the reaches being filled with sand. A short 
distance from the Kopa river there is a seam containing a foot of coaly shale, 
base not seen. Between the mouths of the Kupa and Khanddhoa there are two 
seams of grey and carbonaceous shales with a dip of about 10°, to S. 

A similar outcrop is seen in the reach west of Hathi. After this, up toa 
point 1 mile south of Dorki there are only a few outcrops of a peculiar 
yellowish and grey sandstone, not Talchir, but very unlike typical Barakar. 

Under the east bank close by there is a seam of coal shale and poor coal, 
the latter 15inchos thick. The base of the seam is not exposed. Dip, 5° north- 

east. Aftcr this, there are numerous sandy reaches showing only rare exposures 

of sandstone. 
Below Koraikela, hills consisting of the upper sandstones abut on the 

river. 
From this to the boundary formed by Vindhyans at Daijari, the only rocks 

seen are sandstones occasionally associated with shales, which latter are in two 
cases somewhat carbonaceous. 

The Vindhyan and gneiss boundary runs with the last reach, and in one 
place gneiss is exposed in the bed of the river. This boundary did not seem 

to be faulted. The high ridge of quartzites probably formed the boundary of the 
Barakars at the time of deposition exactly as it does now. 

Tributaries of the Mand.—Above Rabkob fragments of coal were found in the 
bed of the Mand, which were apparently brought in by some of the small southern 
tributaries. 

Kairja river.—In the Kairja, Barakar rocks extend for about three-fourths of 
a mile from the mouth. Near the base there is a seam consisting of carbonaceous 
and coaly shale with thin layers of coal. The boundary appears to be natural: a 
boulder bed, possibly of Talchir age, resis on gneiss; but there is also some 
evidence of crushing up and disturbance at the junction. 

Samasota river.—At the mouth of the Samasota (or Gopal) stream, north-west 

of Rabkob, there were abundant fragments of coal, which proved that there was 

an extension of the Barakars in that direction. The section in fact abounds with 
coal seams, which at first have a slight rolling dip, but evidence of disturbance 
f00n becomes apparent, and the river gives a section of a fine anticlinal, in which, 
on the rise, the seams and associated sandstones dip at angles from 40° to 55°, to 

east. From underneath these, a Talchir boulder bed with associated shales and 

sandstones crops out, but after one-fourth of a mile or so the Barakars re-appear ; 
but the fall of the anticlinal is less steep than the rise, and the dip is not too 
great for the working of some of the seams. The following is a list of the seams 
seen in this river :-— 

Ft. in. 
1et.—Fair coal under massive sandstone, dip, 8° north-west . 13 

2nd.—Shaly coal-~-seen ® e s ® ° e ae e | 

Bt. “t 

&rd.—Shaly coal much weathered 5 ry o e s 9 ‘ 

Banked with snd, not expowd.. «5 i400 su ‘ne Hy! » 
Good bright coal Py ® e a e F s B «* 1. 

Paahopmengecinr 
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Base not seen, dip variable, 5°—8° to West-30°-North 
and North-West, 

4th.—In a North-East to South-West reach, not represented 
on the map. 

Ft. In. 

Coal @ s es e e e e e & 3° 4, 

Grey shale. ' , . 
Coal and carbonaccous sate. ‘ e 6 

Grey shale . . . ee Sgt tH mS OD 

11 10 

Sandstone. 

Dip North-East. . 

5th.—A fine large seam exposed on the southern bank, dip 
quaquaversal, 

Sandstone . ‘ ; P . ; . , . 20 

Seam— 
. Shaly coal, about : . . - 2 
. Coal, inferior, but pitwehis. ~- iit 

. Grey shale ; 10 
Flaky coal shales with rogue coal layer 9 

. Coal, good, varies : aod 
Grey shale ; ; : , ; . 2 

. Same as 5 . 8 6 5 ie ee ER 

Base not seen. 

Unless there be coal below, I do not think this seam could be worked with any 
good result. This seam may be the same as No. 3. I think it is, for No. 4 is 
repeated in the next reach ; the thickness slightly altered, but the relative position 

of the component layers the same. After it, there is a long south to north 
reach, towards the end of which, before the entrance to an east to west one and 
then continued in it, there is the following remarkable section, showing an amount 
of -disturbance unparalleled in those portions of the Sirguja coal-fields which 
have been as yet examined :— 

Ft. In 

L. Sandstone q.p. . P , : ‘ ; : . 80 

(1) 2. Seam, dip 35° East-North East.— 
Ft. In. 

a—Coal,good . . . . a See eee | 
b—Shale . , . «i 2 

o—Carbonaceous shale, with coaly layers 8 10 
d—Coal, about .. ss : 2 

. 9 10 

(2) 8. Sandstone, about 32 ww ele le 50 
 & Seam— 

-Stony and shaly coal o- we OX ‘ 18 8 
6. Sandstone é % ce 8 e “« 42 

(8) 6. Seam, dip 50°.— 
Coal withe arbonaceous shale parting . . . & 8 

Covered - 2 | © «© «© «© « 9 YD 
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Ft. In. 
7. Sandstone .. : es e 2 29 «6 

(4) 8. Seam— 

Coal and coal shale, much hidden . ‘ ‘ . 9 9 
9. Sandstone. ° ° : F ; ° . 44 5 

(5) 10. Seam— 
Coal and carbonaceous shale frequent partings, but much 

of the coal good . - ; . . ; 34 4 

Dip 60° falling to 45°. 

11, Sandstone : ; . . ‘ . ° : 39 0 

(6) 12. Seam— 
Concealed : ‘ : ‘ ° : . 23 
Flaky coal yj. ‘ e -e a oe . 7 7 

30 7 
13. Sandstone ‘ A ° ° : ; : . 51 0 

(7) 14. Seam— 

Coal and carbonaceous shale eater good es 20 #7 
15. Sandstone ; ee 4% 76 #O " 

(8) 16. Seam— 
Poor earthy coal and carbonaceous shale scen . 4 

17. Sandstone with pebbles, say ; ° : , ‘ 50 

ToraL . 617 7 

Talchirs, boulder bed, shales and sandstones, in a north-west reach. Barakars 

comé in again after one-fourth of a mile or so. Close tothe boundary there is a 
seam of coal and, in the next reach one with a dip of 35° to N. W., 1¢ is 15 
to 16 feet thick, and is of very variable quality. In the next reach, E. W., there 

is an exact repetition of the section on the other side of the Talchirs, but with the 

dip in the opposite direction, 35°—40° W. and W.-N.-W. changing to north 
towards the end of the reach. 

In the next long north to south reach there is a seam of 4! 6” of coaly shale 
and coal, dip 15° to N.-E. showing a complete change of direction. I am 
not sure whether this is a repetition of one of the above seams. Another seam 

is seen in the next reach after which the sandstones again resume their horizontal 
position, and the same bed may be traced for a considerable distance. 

Strong nests of coal occur in some of these sandstones. 
A few reaches further, there is a seam at least 10 feet thick, consisting 

of the same flaky-looking coal. 
A short distance beyond the Boro and Jamungri road ghit there is a 5 feet 

10 inches seam of stony and shaly coal; the upper half contains fair coal; the 
dip is low to south-east, but the bedding all about appears to be very irregular. 

Another seam in the next reach is seen on the Boro side. It contains about 
10 feet of shaly coal, a portion of which has been on fire, though it contains mach 
impurity; a fresh fracture shows a fair proportion of bright layers. Beyond 
this, there waa still evidence of seams occurring in the higher reackens. 

Betweon Tuladha and thé Samanot, old the ¢-“-~ seed, Ghbbe are sovecel 
outcrops of Talchirs and gneiss, which afford farther evidence tf fie Sistucbeube 
and disruption of the beds in this neighbourhood, aad reider it extremely 
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doubtful what the extension of the seams in a western direction may be. Should 

it ever be required to search for coal here, I would recommend the vicinity of 
Boro, east round to south at a distance of about half a mile, as the most favourable 
for making trial borings. The evidence of extensive disturbance of the seams, 
and consequent difficulty of working them in the country between the Boro hill 

and the Mand, would rendor it less desirable to test that area in the first 

instance. 

Meria Kota stream.—In the Meria Kota stream beyond the first tributary, 
there is a seam of poor coal, of which 6 feet is exposed, dip to north-cast. ‘The 

same seam is again seen further on, where it shows a thickness of about 8 feot 

Some distance beyond two small waterfalls, there is a seam with a dip of 
80° north. It is faulted against a bed of sandstone. Close beyond is a seam 

(possibly the same) with a dip of 8° north-east. It docs not contain any conti- 
nued thickness of good coal, being much parted by shaly layers. This is followed 
by another seam of about 6 feet with a dip of 10° to cast. The coal is for the 

most part flaky and inferior. At the east to west boundary, west-south-west 
of Jamungri I saw no traces of coal from the higher parts of the stream, though 
it is probable that some of the Boro seams may extend thus far castward. At 

the same time, it may be that the Barakars are covered up within a short dis- 

tance of this by the higher sandstones and grits. 
In the stream which rises near Jamungri I commenced to examine south-west 

of the village. Sandstones and grits, apparently Barakars, continue for more 

than a mile. Then Talchirs from the eastern boundary occupy the bed of the 

river for a few reaches, after which it runs in a deep gorge, which it has ent for 
itself in massive sandstones. As represented on the map, this river has the 

unusual feature, for one in a rocky country, of having two mouths whereby its 

waters join the Samasota. The explanation is that the narrow gorge being 
unable to carry off at times the whole of the water, the surplus finds a passage 

for itself by a northern outlet. I did not see any seam in this stream, but frag- 
ments of coal occur. Rolled fragments of gneiss abound, being brought in 
by the eastern tributary. 

Ududha river.—The river south of Ududha (Hudhuda of the map) traverses 

deep gorges cut in massive sandstones. South-west of the village there is a seam 
of which the top only is exposed. At the highest point examined, a little north 
of west of the village there were still fragments of coal brought from higher 
reaches. 

Saria river—in the Saria river a little beyond the road-crossing, there are 
two seams of carbonaceous shale with coaly layers. 

For several miles sandstones only are seen; they show more ‘etidease to roll 
than is common in other parts of the area; the prevailing dips are 5°—10° to 

‘ west and south-west. 

North of the village of Konda there is a seam containing a few inches of 
oa] in the exposed:part. In an east and west reach higher up the stream there 
Ja. ich, in addition to carbonaceous shale, contains about 3’ 6” of flak ia. my, S09 y 

Ed 
ae 
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A short distance beyond this, there is another badly seen-seam containing, 

apparently, several feet of coal mixed with shale. 
At the Baisi and Ambgaon ghit and for some distance up and down stream a 

nearly horizontal seam paves the bed of the stream ; it contains some p04 coal, 

but the whole thickness of the seam does not apparently exceed 5 feet. Between 
this and the Doridih and Ambgaon ghit there are no outcrops visible; but frag- 
ments of coal occur brought down from above. South of Potia there are sand- 
stones which are probably Barakars. 

Simi river—About 4 a mile from the junction there are two seams of coaly 
shale with much carbonaceous shale, neither of any use. A little further on there 
is a seam with a dip at first to the west, afterwards changing to 12° south. It 
contains about 15’ of grey and black shales, and, in one place, a band of rather 
less than a foot of fair coal. The same seam shows at intervals for a considerable 
distance. I did not examine beyond the Chithra and Simipali ghat. 

Kopa rwer.—From the mouth up to Chithra the rocks are for the most part 
covered. Near the mouth of a small stream, which joins the Kopa south-west 

of Chithra, there are three seams of from 2'—3' each; they contain coal of 
fair quality mixed with carbonaceous shale. The dip of the first is 17° to west, 
but the third rests on a sandstone which is locally tilted to 35° to west. 

A short distance beyond the southern tributary, there is a seam of rather 
more than 3 feet of carbonaceous and grey shales, with some coaly layers towards 

the base. In the reach entered by the next northern tributary, there is a con- 
siderable seam of carbonaceous shales, but no coal. Beyond the Kodardih stream 
there is a seam of carbonaceous shale 3’ 8’, dipping at 5° to south-south.west, 
but no coal. 

Beyond this up to the Bartapali crossing I saw no seams, the river for the 

greater portion of the way being in a deep gorge of massive horizontal sand. 
stones. 

The last seam but one, mentioned above, is apparently one alluded to by 
Mr. W. T. Blanford ;! it rolls a good deal and is of uncertain dip, but I saw no 
sign of coal in it 

Khanddhoa river——North of Hathi is a seam close to the road; it consists 
of 18’ of slightly coaly shale with a dip to south of about 8°. 

About 24 miles beyond this there is a seam with about 10” of coal towards 
the base, the upper part consisting of grey carbonaceous shales, dip 5° to west. 
In the interval between these there are massive sandstones and two or three out- 
crops of carbonaceous shale, but no coal. 

Beyond this there are several repetitions of the same seam and several outcrops 
of carbonaceous shales. At the road crossing between Nonapara and Jogra there 
is a seam containing less than a foot of inferior coal with a alight rolling dip to 
south. 

Kurja river—In the stream north of Pori there is a seam containing 1 Yoot 
of inferior coal much mixed with shale, dip 3° east, Before it ape xenelend th; 
number of transported slabs of oval with ehaly gaboaty EH? shiaks ees mad 

3 Records, Vol. 124, pt. 8, p. 72. 
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lying in the stream. I can scarcely belicve that they were derived from this seam, 
as they appear to be of much better material than what 1s seen /7 scf. but TE did 
not see any traces of coal of similar character in two reaches further west, whieh 

were the lir it of my examination in that direction. 

Baghoua river.—From the mouth to the village of Galimar the Daghond only 

shows sandstones and shales ; some flakes of carbonaccous shale occur, but none 

an situ. The upper part of this river as also of most of the foregone one tral 

verses the upper or Hingir sandstones, 

Bendo river-—In this river there are several outcrops of carbonaceons slrue 
but no coal. 

_ Fhampi river.—In this river the rocks exposed by the section are red, yellow, 
and white sandstones; no trace of coal or carbonaceous shale. I am inclined to 
believe that all these belong to the upper group. 

Kurket river.—For half a mile from the mouth no rocks are seen; afierwards, 

towards the top of the first reach, there are coarse sandstones and grits similar 
to those in the Mand. Beyond this the river exposes Talchirs. The masses of 
coal seen in the bed are derived from seams in the Raigarh and Henpir field, which 
are traversed by the higher reaches of the river. 

In reference to the economic prospects of this valley, I am distinctly inclined 

to regard them favourably. While it must be admitted that the majority of the 
seams which have been examined, as they happened to be exposed, do not dis- 
close coal useful in quantity and quality, it should be remembered that the see- 
tions are much covered and the disturbance of the beds (excepting in the few 
noted instances) has not proved sufficient to give anywhere a complete section of 
the succession actually existing. 

In some cages it is possible to trace the same bed of horizontal sandstone for 

several miles. The area being in the centre of the basin there is a good pros- 
pect of boring proving the existence of valuable seams. 

Upper or Hingir Sandstones. 

On the northern and for a considerable portion of the eastern boundary, the 
Barakar rocks are covered up by the upper sandstones. The peculiarities of 
the Matrings ght section, alluded to below, afford evidence of great disturbance 
of level between different portions of the coal-fields. But { must confess myself 
not prepared at present, with the imperfect data which I possess, to attempt an 
explanation of the action which has taken place. The difference between the 
level of the Talchirs of the Arand and of the Samasota, whether produced by 
flexion, faulting or aboriginal deposition, amounts to from 900—1,000 feet. In 
all probability, this is really a measure of the subsidence which has taken place. 

North-east of Porea there are sandstones with pebbles. These appear to be 
more-common at and near the base of the hills than high up in the sections. 

The Boro bill and its neighbours are composed of-ferruginous sandstones and 

grita. _ The scarped range to the east of this is formed of similar rocks, but less 

us and more compact. They are split up into angular blocks, in such a 
— inner that at a short distance I supposed them to be metamorphics. 
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The spur south of Balpeda is composed of sandstones and grits. In the 
streams near Jamungri there are some sandstones and white argillaceous rocks 

which may be Barakars; but I rather incline to the belief that they must be 
included with the upper rocks. The range east of Jamungri is formed of sand- 
stones and grits, south and east of which metamorphic rocks come in and bound 
the field up to the Sisringa’ platean.. It is possible that there are sandstones on 
this plateau; but the first place in which I again met with them was in the 
Ghoradah hill ; from thence the boundary, from various reasons, 1s very indistinct, 

but I believe it approximates closely to what is represented on the map, 1.¢., it 

runs round the Enderkona hill. 

The hill Ghoradah, 2,595 feet or some 1,500 feet from its base, is formed of 

sandstones and grits capped by laterite. All the hills south from this appedr to 
be of the same sandstone, so that the gneiss boundary must be thrown consi- 
derably east of its position near Rubkob. 

Whether gneiss or Barakars occupy the valleys, which occur further east of 

this range of hills, remains to be seen. It is probable that all the hills and 
ranges marked with distinct scarps are formed of the upper sandstones. 

The Enderkona hill is formed principally of a pinkish sandstone, which is 

scarped similar to those in the hills further north. At Kida the base of the hill 
is formed of compact purple sandstone. Round the base of Enderkona hill the 

boundary runs to Aghori, and from thence to the hills below Gumar, which touch 
the Mand, and are continued again on the western bank. 

The river south of Taraikela exposes red and yellow sandstones with 

occasionally white grits ; some of the former contain red jasper pebbles, 
The high ground south of Taraikela is formed of ferruginous sandstones, 

grits and shales, with bands of iron-stone. From thence to Kataipali the bound- 
ary of these upper rocks has been roughly traced in that’neighbourhood ; they lap 
over on to the Talchirs. Their further eastern extension from this was not traced. 

Sufficient has been said above to show how complete the unconformity of 
these rocks is with respect to the older formations, and yet the difficulty of 
separating them from the underlying Barakars in some sections is excessive. 
Taken as a whole, their lithological characters and the absence of coal are such 
as to justify their abstraction from any close connection; but individual beds 
often present the very strongest resemblance to certain grits and sandstones of the 
Barakars. In all these particulars, as well as in their physical characters, they 
present much similarity to the grits of the Rajmahal hills. 

I have often been struck with sections especially round the Mainp&t and 
neighbouring pdts as being exact repetitions of some I examined in the Rajmahat : 
hills, Here as there, there are massive distinctly scarped sandstones, which 
rest indifferently on Talchirs, Barakars or gneiss, and are covered by tap oe 
massive laterite. 

Since the above was first written, these upper (Hingir) sandstone age 6 
part been identified by their fossil contents with the —— dine a ret roprpesr 
tatives of higher Gondwana groupe. are- clit: S65, nogaaly Tote oS 

Pee by fh oe ti 

1 A village epee to sais oath bhai oak 
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Vindhyans, 

It has been mentioned above that the coal-bearing rocks are cut off on the 
south by a ridge of roeks of Vindhyan age. These consist of quartzites aud 
quartzitic sandstones. 

At intervals granitic gneisses intervene along the boundary. 

The quartzites are first met with on the west bank of the Mand, opposite Ero; 
there they form a succession of high ranges, often with steeply scarped sides. The 
strike of these hills corresponds with that of the boundary, and indced of the 
river itself, for 2 miles. Below Daijari the boundary is suddenly deflected to 
the east, which direction it maintains for several miles, and then it strikes in the 
direction of Sambalpur, 

The observations hitherto made on the metamorphic rocks are too scattered 

and detached for special record. It will be an interesting task to trace the origin 

of the gold which is found in the old alluvial deposits of the tract which extends 
between the Mand and Ebe rivers. As these deposits lap round a central 
group of metamorphic rocks, the existence of auriferous quartz reefs in them 
may very possibly be hereafter proved. 

Report on the Pench River coalfield in Chhindwara District, Central Provinces, by 
W. T. Brayrorp, F.R.S., Senior Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of 
India (With a map.) 

The coal seams described in the following pages occur at a distance of from 

12 to 20 miles north-north-west and north-west of the station of Chhindwara, in 
the Central Provinces, and in the neighbourhood of the river Pench, a tributary 
of the Kanh4n river and ultimately of the Godavari. The occurrence of coal at 
one of the localities, Barkoi, has been known for some years. It was first dis- 
covered about 1852, and was mentioned by the late Mr. Hislop in a papcr 
published, in 1855, in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London 
The country was roughly mapped, both geologically and topographically, by 
Mr. J. G. Medlicott, of the Geological Survey of India, in 1856, and the tract in 

which coal seams have now been discovered is shown, in the map,’ to be formed 
of the rocks of the Indian coal measures, or Damuda series of the Survey classi- 

fication. Mr. Medlicott’s survey was necessarily merely general, and could not 
comprise the search for outcrops of coal, a task-involving the examination of 

every stream and nala, of every hill side and every field. The utmost that 

could be done was to define the area in which such a search could be carried 

on with a chance of success. . 

1 The trial borings in the Shalpur coalfield having proved very unpromising, the prospect of 
a 9oel supply in this region turns to the Pench river field, some 85 miles to the east on the some 

(southern) border of the Sdtpurs basin of Gondwéna rocks. As 8 good indication of what is to be 

expected there, Mr. Blanford’s report (written 16 years ago) is published in anticipation of the 

detailed survey to be shortly undertaken. The line of localities marked on the annexed map suffi- 

sehently indicates the position of the coal measures. 
af 4¢-¥- Migmoizs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol, II, part 2, 
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In the present instance there seems to have been unusual unwillingness or 

apathy on the part of the natives of the district, who alone could effectually 
search for outcrops of coal seams, in furnishing information of their existence. 
Officer after officer has been compelled to report his inability to ascertain the 
existence of any other coal in the district than the Barkoi seam, and it was 
ultimately by accident that Major Ashburner, the present! Deputy Commissioner 
of Chhindwara, became acquainted with the occurrence of the mineral at Sirgori, 
and following up the discovery most energetically, succeeded, in the short space 
of three months, in ascertaining its presence in the several places mentioned below. 

I am happy to réport that I have been able to form a highly favourable 

opinion of the coal and of the facilities for working it which are presented by its 
mode of occurrence. 

Before proceeding to describe the several outcrops in detail, it may be useful 
to mention briefly the peculiar topographical and geological characteristics of the 
tract in which they occur. Upon the former depends the facility or difficulty of 
communication with adjoining districts, and upon the latter the existence and 

area of the coal field. 

To the north of the Chhindwara district lies the flat open valley of the 
Physical geography of Chhind- Narbada, to the south are the broad plains of Nag- 

wara District. pur, watered by the tributaries of the Godévari; 
these arcas are approximately at tke same level, about 1,000 feet above the sea. 

They are separated by a tract of much higher country averaging at least 2,500 
feet and being part of a belt which may be considered to stretch nearly across 
India dividing, in the west, the watershed of the Narbada from that of the Tapti; 
in Central India, intervening between the Narbada and the feeders of the 
Godavari; and to the east, separating the valleys of the Son and other affluents 
of the Ganges, from the tributaries of the Mahdnadi and other rivers of 
Orissa. In the country between the Narbada and the Wainganga, this belt 

is about 80 miles broad, the northern portion consisting of massive flat-topped 
hills, intersected by deep ravines, all covered by dense jungle traversed. by very 

few roads, and very thinly populated. The southern portion, which is the true 
dividing ridge, is far less irregular, and in most parts consists of a broad 

undulating table-land, generally fertile, and, in many places, well populated and 
cultivated. Upon this southern portion are the Civil Stations of Betill and 
Chhindwara. 

Although a very considerable proportion of this belt of country in the Betdl, 
Distribution of coal-bearing Chhindwéra, and Narsinghpur Districts consists of, 

rocks. coal measure rocks (Damuda), these are chiefly 
found in the deep valleys and on the sides of. the hills of the wilder northern 
portion. Such is the case at Mopdni, on the Sitariva, noar Narsinghpur, and: 

in the several known coal localities of the Téwa valley. So far ns the opantey : 
has been hitherto mapped, the only coal zneasuie rocks known, to etont aici 
the tableland forming the southerm portion of thé belt: amg neon ae veto 
bourhood of..the Pench, sheer, in .9t aaenei 2k: eae 

bu 
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circumstance is of great importance, because communication with the country, 
either north or south, involves only the descent of one scarp, while from all the 
other knewn coal-ficlds of the neighbourhood of the Narbada, communiention 
with the south involves an ascent of from 1,000 to 1,500 feet, in addition 

to the descent of the southern scarp. The distance of the varions coal localities 
from Chhindwara is from 12 to 20 miles; from Chhindwira to the foot of 

the ghat at Ramakona is 28 miles, and from Ramakona to Nagpur 50, total 90 

to 98 miles. 
The general geological features of the neighbourhood of the Pench river coal- 

General geological structure field may be mostly gathered from Mr. Medlicott's 
of Pench river coal-ficld and map. The following brief doscription is derived 
Belgpbourhood, chiefly from the map, partly from my own obser- 
vations. The country north of the station of Chhindwira consists of inetamor- 
phic rocks, which extend to the west far beyond the town of Umrait, and 

vontinue for about 10 miles due north of Chhindwara, when the sandstones 
and shales of the Dainuda series are brought in by a fault of unknown 
dimensions, but undoubtedly of considerable magnitude; probably, north of 
Chhindwara, of some thousands of feet. Upon both formations indifferently is 
a great spread of horizontally or nearly horizontally bedded trap, which covers 
the whole country further east, but, to the west, has generally been cut through 

by river valleys, and denuded, so as to expose the subjacent formations ; caps and 

patches of the trap remaining here and there. To the north of Umrait, between 
that town and the villages of Barkoi, Butaria, &c., a patch of trap coversa 
considerable tract, concealing the boundary between the metamorphic rocks and 
the Damudas, and trap again overlaps tho boundary north-east of Chhindwara. 
From a few miles north of the Pench again all is trap. The country in that 

direction rises into a great table-land, in parts as much as 3,500 feet high. 
The base of the trap is extremely irregular: the beds have been poured out 

upon an irregularly denuded and uneven surface of metamorphic and sedimen- 
tary rocks, and masses of the igneous rocks, filling up previously existing hollows 
in the older formations, occur even at the lowest portions of the country now 
exposed, Thns trap occurs in the bed of the Pench river in two places, ono 
north, the other south of the villages of Chenda and Digawani. Trap dykes in- 

tersect the sedimentary and metamorphic rocks in places, but they do not appear 
to be very numerous, nor to affect the quality of the coal. 

Besides the Damnda orcoal measure sandstones and shales, I found a con- 

siderable portion of the Pench valley to be occupied by rocks of a very different 
mineralogical character, thick beds of deep red clay with interstratifications of 

‘coarse sand and sandstone, and bands of nodular limestone. These do not appear to 
contain coal, and their appearance strongly récalis that of some beds, which I 
Gescribed in 1860 as the Panchet series,'‘and which overlie the coal-bearing rocks 

2 Yt hould not be forgotten that this paper was written 16 years ago before Mr. H. B. Modli- 
cott had classified the Gondwina beds of the Sétpura region and before anything definite was 
known of the Godévari Gondwinas, The only areas of these rocks that had been proporly sur- 
veyed were those of the Damuda valley. The supposed Panchets doubtless belong to a much lower 
eetigat ahd are in alt probability Motur, 
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of the Raniganj field. But my time was too limited to allow me to investigate 
this intricate question, and my attention was necessarily chiefly confined to 
the coal beds. : 

On the accompanying map (an extract from sheet No. 4 of the Revenue 

Villages referred to, marked Survey of the Chhindwéra District) will be found 
er the various villages referred to below as in the 
neighbourhood of the coal outcrops. The majority of them are also marked 

upon the map, already referred to, as published to accompany Mr. Medlicott’s 
report on the central portion of the Narbada district. These villages extend 
in a line running nearly duc east and west for a distance of about 16 miles. 

In describing the localities in detail, I shall commence with those farthest 
to the cast, and proceed regularly westwards. 

I. Sirgori seam.—The most eastwardly locality in which coal has as yet been 
discovered is close to the village of Sirgori, and nearly a mile north of the Pench 

river. The coal was found in ao well sunk, twelve years ago, by the malguzar 

or patel of the village; and this circumstance coming accidentally to the know- 
ledgo of Major Ashburner, led to the discovery not only of this seam, but of all 
the others between Sirgori and Barkoi. Major Ashburner sank a shaft by the 

side of the well, and at the depth of 28 fect came upon the coal. All the beds 
cut through were of sandstone, coarse or fine; and the roof of the coal consists of 

coarse sandstone, obliquely laminated. After cut- 
ting into the coal more than 3 feet, water came 

in rather rapidly, and the shaft was stopped. With some little difficulty from 
the influx of water, I succeeded in digging into the coal further, until I had 
reached 4 feet 9 inches from the top of the seam. How much thicker it may 
be, I cannot say. The whole is of good quality, perfectly uniform, without shale 
partings. 

The coal burns excellently, and leaves a considerable quantity of perfectly 
white ash. The most remarkable point about this 
coal is its freedom from iron pyrites. I have never 

seen any Indian coal which appeared so little impregnated. This is g most valu- 
able property—the absence of pyrites tends to ensure the coal from decomposition 
on exposure to the weather, and from liability to spontaneous combustion; and if 
sulphur be not present in some other form, it especially qualifies the.coal for the 
manufacture of iron and for forge purposes. 

The well in which the coal was found is just south of the larger of the two 
Geological character of neigh- © ©Ollections of houses composing the village of Sir- 

and probable extent of gori. These two portions of the village are abous 
oe a quarter of a mile apart, the larger being north-east 
of the other. In a nala between them fine sandstones are exposed, dipping north 
about 5°; these may be traced beneath the north-east portion of the village, and 
re-appear on the low hills about 200 yards east of the well; dipping at that spot 
north-north-west, at the same as before. The beds appear ta 
dient aca: ee ae of nanly half re aie 
some break of the rocks occur in the ground between their oxtorog and the well, 

«Thickness of seam. 

Quality of the coal. 
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(of which I could trace no indication,) the coal should be continuous beneath 

them throughout that distance at least; how much further it is diffienlt to say. 

This is along the strike of the beds cast and west. Coming up the dip of the 

beds towards the south, sandstones and shaly beds are seen with the same north 
dip in two or three places, the ground being however covered thickly with sur- 
face soil, so that very little can be secn. No trace of any outcrop can bo found, 

and in a well 22 feet deep, just south-east of the smaller or south-west portion 

of the village, no coal was found, nor yet in another well, about 200 yards fur- 
ther west. Yet, if the coal continued at the same dip, its outcrop should be 
either at these wells or a little south of them, and in cither case some indication 

of the coal should be seen in them. Its absence induces me to believe that the 
coal is, in all probability, cut off by a fault; and there is an indication of such a 

fault in a small nulla, 200 or 250 yards sonth-east of the shaft in which the 
coal is seen. This fault brings coarse grits against shaly sandstuno, and it 

appears to have an east and west direction (perhaps cast-north-cast to west- 
south-west, a common direction of the faults in this country). The amount and 
the direction of its throw are quite uncertain, scarcely any rocks, except the 
overlying trap, being seen in the neighbourhood to the south. Boring is very 

desirable about this to test the extent of the coal, which, if the fault, be a down- 

throw to the south of no great amount, would be found on the south side of the 

fault within a depth not too great to prevent its being worked. If the fault be 
an upthrow to the south, the coal will of course be cut out in that dircction. 

A small stream runs in a valley north of Sirgori village (the larger portion), 

and then passes east of the village, and runs southward, passing a little cast of 
the shaft. In this stream, east of the village, and about 200 yards north-north- 

east of the shaft, sandstone is seen overlying shale,—the latter very carbonace- 

ous in parts, dipping about 3° to north-north-wost, and containing fossil plants. 

The sandstone differs greatly from the much coarser beds immediatcly overlying 

the coal. It is necessary to mention this, as the dark shales may be easily mis- 

taken for an outcrop of coal, and it might be thought that the scam is here 

brought to the surface and repeated by a fault. I can see no indication of such 
an occurrence, but every reason, on the contrary, for believing that the coal un- 

derlies all these rocks. 

Going further north, the beds appear to dip regularly until about 200 yards 
north of the village, and a quarter of a mile from the shaft where there may 
possibly beafault. It "is not very clearly seen, nor can even a guess be hazarded 
as to its amount or the direction of its throw ; indeed, it is not certain that any- 

thing more than a sharp bend in the rocks exists, and of course it is quite possible, 
and even probable, that the coal recurs beyond. | 

It will thus be seen that for at least half a mile along the strike, and for 
nearly as great a“distance along the dip, there is every probability that this seam 

is continuons ; and it is im the highest degree probable that the coal will be traced 
’ ‘Wecessity for boring, and spots far beyond these limits if proper boring operations 
where it is desirable. are carried out. Before attempting to work the 

‘wgged, few preliminary borings should be made, especially in the direction of 
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the dip, that is, north and south of the well in which coal has been found. These 
borings are needed both to ascertain, more definitely than can be done by surface 

exploration, the extent of the coal seam, and also to prove whether its thickness 
be constant,—-seams of which the roof consists of coarse sandstone, as in the pre- 

sent case, being sometimes variable in thickness. I would point out as one place 
for a boring the spot immediately south of the large banyan tree, which is itself 

south of the north-east portion of the village, in order to ascertain if the coal 

approaches the surface there. Another boring should be made 150 or 200 yards 

north of the well in the low ground east of the village. 
It is also extremely desirable that the coal should be at once sank through 

in the shaft, and its thickness ascertained. This might be done at small expense. 

It has, I think, been clearly ascertained that the coal at this place is suffi- 

Summary of prospects of the ciently thick to be profitably worked, that its qual- 
locality for coal-mining. ity is good—in some respects exceptionally so—that 
the dip is low and highly favourable, and that there is every probability that the 
seam is continuous over a sufficiently large tract of ground to repay considerable 
outlay in starting a colliery. 

II. Sirgort seam No. 2.—Up tho little stream, already mentioned as running 

north of the village of Sirgori, beyond the spot where indications of a fault are 

seen, nothing except coarse sandstone is met with, the dip of which is doubt- 
ful. About half a mile west-north-west of the village, the outerop of a second 
scam of coal is seen in tho nala, dipping north. On the north bank of 
the nala, Major Ashburner sank a shaft to a depth of 18 feet, passing through 

the seam, which was 3 feet in thickness. The shaft passed entirely through 
shale and shaly sandstone. The coal was mostly extracted in large slabs, and 

these, after being exposed on the surface for three months in the dry season, 

have split up into papery layers, to so great an extent as to prove that the coal 

is ill suited for carriage to any distance, and very liable to decompose. It is 
also rather shaly and impure; and, considering that the thickness of the seam is 
only 3 feet, Ido not think it could be profitably mined. The coal burns well, 

leaving @ grey ash, and appears tolerably free from pyrites. 
There is not, so far as I can see, the smailest reason for supposing this seam 

to be a repetition of that seen to the south; the beds do not roll up again, and 

the two coals differ essentially in thickness, mineral character, and in the nature 
of the overlying rocks. 

Some shales seen in the nala, just above this spot, are so ferraginous that 
they might be used as an iron ore. The ferruginous portion does not, however, 
appear to be of any great thickness; all that was seen was a band a few inches 
thick and somewhat variable in the proportion of iron contained. 

III. Ohenda seam—The next locality to the westward is in the bed of the 
Pench river, 4 miles west of Singori, and half way between the villages oh 
Chenda and Digaw4ni.- The river here runs from north to sowth. , Bo targd 
quantity of the mineral is hone exposed i the ed af Ate. hiviey tbat ee iige remarkable that its pocurrence should nut lave when Weta eelienll and St hoki 
clearly the utter indifference of the natives of the eolkiry ty the -dubjodt, since 
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they must have known that coal was worked at Burka, only 10 mules away, 

and sufficient power of inductive reasoning may be supposed to exisi, even in 
the minds of Gonds, to enable them to see that the two minerals are identical. 

The spot was shown by a giedla to Major Ashburner, after that. officer had 

offered a reward for the discovery of coul elsewhere than at Barkoi or Sirgori. 

The spot is just north of the ford in the Pench, on tke road between tho 
villages of Chenda and Digawani. About half a mile to the south, trap comes 
in, both in the river bed and on its banks: to the south of the trap, near the 
village of Dala, metamorphic rocks occur. North of the trap, for a considerablo 

distance, no rocks are scen; at the ford the deep red clays and white sands, to 

which I have already reforred, and which I believe to belung to a higher series 
of beds than those associated with the coal, are seen dipping about 20°, to south 

10° west. They are faulted against the Damudas, or coal measure beds close by: 
and, about 100 yards north of the fault, coal appears on the east or left bank of 
the river. 

At this spot, Major Ashburner has made a small cut into the coal to 
Section of seam and thickness @8certain its thickness; this cut exposes the fullow- 

of coal. ing section :— 

: Ft. In. Ft Tu. 

Shale, decomposed, about . F i ;: - ; ; 3 0 

Coal ditto . ‘ ‘ ; . dt 0 
Shale 1 3 

Coal, rather shaly in ieee but gears of fair quality 7 #0 

Shale, in parts very carbonaceous and containing layers of 

goodcoal .  . . «| . 2 
Coal of good quality , ‘ ;‘ ; ‘ ‘ . A 

of which 12 feet 3 inches consists of coal. 

Immediately to the north, a trap dyke, running east and west, and about 
30 yards broad, crosses the seam. ‘his great mass of igneous rock has tilted 
upthe seam slightly to the north, but does not appear to have much affected 

the coal. The seam re-appears just north of the dyke, dipping north, at first ot 
an angle of about 10°, but, immediately beyond, at a much lower dip, varying 

from about 3° to 5°. For about 150 yards from the dyke, the outcrop of the 
coal seam occupies the bed of the river; then massive sandstone comes in, appa- 
rently bronght up by a small fault, striking nearly east and west, with an 
upthrow of about 20 fest to the north. The sandstones dip to north-10°-east at 
about 5°, and, upon them, about 30 yards further the coal seam re-appears; that 

_ia to. say, coal of great thickness comes in, and it has every appearance of being 
_ $he same-seam. If not, two very thick seams must here oceur, one above the 
a “ ther, and separated by only a. few feet. The coal seam continues to crop out in 

thes bed of the river for ashort distance, when it is covered by the overlying trap, 
oF jidhich forms both the bed of the stream and the hills on its banks. This trap 
Sapeianne for | & oonsiderable diatance up the river. 
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Sketch section to illustrate mode of occurrence of the Chenda coal scam 

The accompanying sketch section will serve 
to show the manner in which this coal seam is 
exposed in the Pench. 

On the east bank of the river is a rich alluvial 
and highly cultivated plain, in which no rocks are 
seen, until hills of trap rise close to the village of 
Chenda, half a mile away. To the west, the coal 
is seen in a small nala, about 150 yards from the 
bank of the mver The spot I believe to be 
north of the small fault mentioned, as repeating 
tle seam in the river I could not trace the 
seam farther west, nearly all the rocks being con- 
cealed by surface deposits. 

The quality of the coal is fair throughout; the 
lower 4 feet 3 inches 

Quality of coal. seam, especially, being 
of very good coal, brighter and purer even than 
that of Sirgori, but containing much more pyrites. 
It burns with rather less flame than the Sirgori 
coal, and leaves a grey ash, reddish in parts. 
The smaller quantity of flame is, doubtless due 
to the Chenda coal being taken from nearer the 
surface, and partly perhaps to the vicinity of the 
large trap dyke to the place from which the coal 
was taken. 

Whether this coal can be mined profitably or 
ini rospects not, depends upon its 

tooality. —— continuance tothe north 

under the overlying trap, and this continuance 
can only be ascertained by mining or boring. 
Very possibly the trap is of small thickness, and 
in that case the coal should be found beneath, 
but the base of the trap is too irregular for any 
opinion to be formed of its thickness from surface 
examination. 

In any case, however, an enormous quantity 
of fuel could be quarried from this spot, for quar- 
ries could be made along three lines, as far as the 
outcrop of the coal extends— 

Jat-—South of the trap dyke. 
Qud.—North of the trap dyke, and south of the 

fault. ; 
8rd,—North of the fait. 

Sey cqusevion, “Seprtigiven, dllthe td endo - the 
tied Hed ede ypc wane seeder rw 
river, if dvep niiiing to the worth be found prac- 
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ticable. <A large proportion of the coal would, of course, be inferior and chiefly 
suited for local purposes, but the lower portion of the seam would probably bo 

sufficiently good for railway locomotives, and would bear carriage to a distance. 

Taking the whole circumstances into consideration, it dues not appear to me 

that this locality is so promising as Sirgori. At the Pench there is probably 
a thicker seam of coal—indeed the thickest as yet known to exist in Central 
India; the quality is good, and the dips are highly favourable, but the rocks 
appear to be much cut up by faults and trap dykes. If the coal is to be mined, 

it will be beneath very hard trap, entailing some expense in boring and shaft 

sinking, and the quantity of water met with is likely to be large. But if the 
coal does continue beneath the trap, its quality will assuredly be far better than 
in the section now exposed, (provided only that some sandstones or shales inter- 
vene between it and the trap, which is probable,) and it will be well worth the 

Locality for borings to prove expense of a few borings to ascertain this. The 
continuation of coal. spots for boring would be in the bed of the river, 
150 or 200 yards north of the place where the coal disappear beneath the trap, 
and at the base of the hills to the east and west of the same spot. 

IV. Harrai seam.—At the village of Harrai, 2 miles south-west of Digawani, 
coal was found in a well sunk for irrigation. After draining the well of water, 
however, we found that mud had accumulated to so great an extent in the 
bottom as to conceal the coal. There would have been considerable delay in 
clearing this. I cannot, therefore, state the prospects of this seam. The spot 
is close to the continuation of the large fault already noticed in the Pench, 
which brings down the red clays and their associated sands and limestones in 
the same manner at Harrai as further east. 

V. Réwanwéra seam.—About a mile north of the last, and half mile south- 

west of the village of Riwarwara, the following section is exposed in a nala:— 

Ft. In, 

Shaly sandstone ° ° e e e . ry ° 4 0 

Fine compact sandstone oS Oe we. OS ae CEE 
Ft. In. 

Coal o f e e ¢ e e 1 O 

Sandstone, shaly in parts . . «. .« 1 8 
Carbonaceous shale and coal . « 8 ; 0 4 
Sandstone, with streaks of coal . . ‘ 0 7 

Carbonaceous shale and coal ‘ 0 6 

Dark grey carbonaceous sandstone 0 4 
Carbonaceous shale é ; : 0 8 
Coal e e ® Py e e 2 4 

—_ 7 0 
Carbonaceous shale : ; ; ° ‘ : F 0 6 
Geev shale (bottom not sak). , : ; ‘ “2 0 

Toran ‘ - 16 0 

at! Pete there ate only 8 feet 4.inches of workable coal, divided into two parts by 

Gist: Rachos of sandstone and carbonaceous shale with threads of coal in places, 
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The dip at the outcrop is about 7° to the north. To the south there appears to 
be faulting, and the underlying rocks are not seen. On the west, coarse sand- 
stone dips at 15° to north-10°-east, while to the north-east sandstones, overlying 

the coal, are seen uearly horizontal. 
The coal appears to be of fair quality, but has not been cutinto. A small 

quantity, dug from the outcrop, burned well, almost without flame, and left a 
grey ash. The seam, however, appears too thin to be worth working, especially 

in the neighbourhood of other and much thicker beds. 

VI. Rawanwiéra seam, No. 2.—About a mile west of Raéwanwara, coal again 

crops out in a nala; the precise thickness is not seen. At one spot there is only 

1 foot of coal with shale above and below; dip 10°, to north-20°-west; 30 or 40 
yards further west, 3 feet of coal is exposed, divided into two parts by about 2 feet 
of shale; and a few yards further, 2 feet of coal are seen, all dipping in the same 

manner as in the first instance mentioned. The two latter may belong to the 

same seam, the top not being seen in the latter case, and neither top nor bottom 

in the former. The whole section is very ill seen in a narrow nala, and a small 

shaft on its north bank would be necessary to prove the thickness of the coal 
seam, its quality, &c. So far as I could judge, the seam did not appear to be of 
any great thickness. 

VII. Parassia seam.—The next place examincd was about three-fourths of a 
mile west-south-west of the village of Parassia. Outcrops, apparently of the same 
seam, are seen in three places within a few yards of each other. No clear section 

is exposed. The coal dips to the north, and appears to be about 5 feet thick, but 
it is so crushed and decomposed that nothing can be clearly made out. The top of 
the seam is not seen, and the thickness may exceed that above mentioned; there 

is much appearance of faulting. On the whole the conditions are not promising, 

but without a small shaft or boring on the north side of the nala, nothing can be 
determined with certainty. 

VIII. Bhandaria seam.—Rather more than a mile south-west of Parassia, 

and on the boundary of the village lands of Parassia and Bhandaria, several 
srrall seams of coal are seen in the Gogra nala, dipping about 10° to north-10°. 

west; the dip becoming more westwardly down the nala, which runs towards 
the east. The section is rather difficult to measure exactly, being somewhat 
broken, It appeared to be the following :— 

1. Coarse shaly sandstone . - . + o -« many feet. 
Ft. In. 

2. Shale, top notseen . - .« + «© «© -« 2 0 
Ft. In. 

8. Coal . 1 90 
4, Sezistone of vaslodn colons: felicw;red and blak 1 8 

5. Coal, very good (the base is concealed by gravel, 
and the thickness may be a few inches more,) 3 6 
a en een ‘ 

6. Sdndstons ee ae 
7. Carbonaneous shale Le dl ' 
8 San“atene e a e * e ° Py 9 9 é 
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Ft. In. Ft, In. 

9. Carbonaceous shale . Oo 7 

10. Coal, very good . 3.3 
11. Shale ; ‘: ‘ ° O 6 

13. Sandstone 0 3 

18. Coal ° ‘ ‘ ; 0 6 15 8 

14. Shale . ‘ ‘ ‘ ee oOo 8 

Toran ‘ ly 4 
ee ee 

Or the coal seam, from the top of No. 3 to the bottom of No. 13, measures 15 fect 
2 inches, of which 7 fect 3 inches is coal, in general of exccllont quality. Just 

below this a turn in the nala brings in the thickest seam, No. 10, again, and its 
thickness is correctly seen in a vertical bank: it then consists uf— 

Ft, oan, 

No.9 Shale ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ; . : 

Coal ; ; ‘ : é : ; ; 1 O 

10 { Shale ; ‘ F . ; 5 , ‘ . oO 2 

Cual 3.66 

TOTAL , 4 8 

ean 

The difference (1 foot 5 inches) in the two measurements may be due to error 
in measuring a broken, ill-exposed seam in a nala in the first instance, or to tho 

seam having thickened in the interval, about 30 yards; the latter, I think, the 
more probable, as seams like this, much interstratified with beds of sandstone, 
are generally somewhat irregular in thickness, and often excessively so. Indecd 
the whole section recalls the irregular beds of the western portion of the Raniganj 
coal-field in several respects. 

Thirty or forty yards down the stream, the outcrops of two other small seams 
are seen, but neither exceeds 18 inches in thickness. They are beneath the above 
section, 15 to 20 feet of sandstone and shales intervening. Ascending the nala, 
also, to the east, and 20 to 30 feet above the section measured, a thin, very shaly 

seam is met with. 

Whether this locality is workable or not, depends mainly upon the constancy 
Mining prospects of the or otherwise of the seams in thickness, which must 

locality. be determined by boring or by driving galleries on 
the seam. The coal appears excellent; the dips, though higher than in some 
other localities, are not unfavourable; but there is the important drawback, that 
with the good coal a considerable mass, equal to the coal in bulk, of useless rock 
intervening between the seams must be dug out, which would much increase the 

gost of working the coal. 
. EX. Bhutaria seam.—Close to the boundary between the village lands of 
Bhutaris and Bhandaria, ebout a mile west of the former, and barely half a mile 

east of the latter, is the next locality where coal has heen found. The seam dips 

§othe sexthward. or to south-east at about 5°. The outcrop is obscure. I dug 
ca he fap: :of the seam, bat under | feet 4 inches of splendid goal I found a thick 
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bed of shale, very hard and difficult to cut, After sinking into this for 1 foot 
10 inches, I tried another spot, afew yards further east, wherathe coal re-appeared 
in the nala, though the top was not seen. Here I sank a small hole toa depth 
of 4 feet 6 inches, without reaching the bottom of the coal. Including, therefore, 
the abovementioned seam of 1 foot 4 inches, there is, at this spot, a minimum 
thickness of nearly 6 feet of coal. It is of fair quality, and burns well; but the 
lower portion contains a great quantity of iron pyrites, and even the upper 1 foot 

4, inches, when burnt, leaves a reddish ash. This, however, appears to be the only 

drawback. Very little can be made out in the adjoining ground, but the dip 
is low and favourable. 

About a quarter of a mile to the east in the same nala, the top of an outcrop 
perhaps of the same seam can be traced for at least 100 yards. 

X. Barkoi seam.—The next spot to the west is Barkoi. Here alone have any 
workings taken place, and even here they have not been extensive, consisting of 
one small quarry. The opening made, however, is sufficient to enable a better 
judgment of the characters of the seam to be formed than in most of the other 
places mentioned. 

The coal was first observed on the banks of a nala which runs from north- 
east to south-west, just south of the northern portion of Barkoi village. The 
quarry is north of the nala, and exposes the following section :— 

Ft. In. 

Earth . e» 6 2 «© «© - « O 6 
Sandstone . es: ee - « 8 8 
Shale (generally decomposed) © ese - »« 6 9 

Ft. fn. 

Coal, decomposed in the quarry, me towards papi 2 4 
Shale, variable, about . p 0 3 

Coal .- 6 0 8.6 

Shale becoming sandy below. 
19 0 

The total thickness of coal is thus 8 feet 4 inches, but the uppermost I foot or 
18 inches and the bottom 1.foot are very shaly, and there appeared to be about 
6 feet of good coal. In the quarry as at present worked, there is less than’ this, 
for the upper portion is too much decOmposed to be of much value, and not more 
than from 4 to 5 feet of marketable coal is obtained. None of the coal quarried 
can, of course, be equal in quality to that which would be obtained if it. Were 
mined from a greater depth below the surface. The dip is to the souti-youthe- 
west, and does not sppear‘to average more than $°, though smionating: Wy, an 
vapuch as 5° in places. 

On tho nouth side of the nals, mansveflpaic mane ovine donk 

4 
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traced for a short distance, and about 150 yards below the quarry, north-west, 
Mr. Adams, the agent in charge, sank a small pit at my suggestion, and came upon 
coal at the depth of 7 feet; this gives a fall of about 20 fect in 150 yards; but as 
the direction of the nala is not quite the same as the dip of the coal, the latter 

being more to the south, the inclination is in reality rather greater. To the 
east and north-east, the coal can be traced for some distance. About 150 yards 
from the quarry, there is a small fault with a throw of, apparently, not more than 
15 or 20 feet, striking north-west—south-east, which brings down the coal to 
the north-east. At least such appears to be the case, though the seam beyond is 

immediately covered by sandstone instcad of by shale. This may be duc to the 
decomposition of the shales in the nala bank, and to the sandstone sinking on tho 

coal, or to local unconformity at the period of formation of the coal—a very 
frequent occurrence in coal measures. At the samo time the seam may be different. 

The section thence to the east is ill seen; the nala is small and choked with 
blocks of sandstone; but about 200 yards beyond the fault the coal re-appears, 

perhaps brought up by another little break. 

In a nala which passes by the southern portion of the village of Barkoi, 

south-east of the coal outcrop, a poor section of the beds is seen, the greater 
portion consisting of coarse felspathic sandstone, similar to that overlying the coal. 

One small outcrop of a coal seam, 6 inches thick, is met with. The beds have no 
distinct dip; they are, apparently, slightly inclined to the south. There is no 

reason for supposing the small outcrop to be in ‘any way connected with tho 
Burkoi seam. In all probability it is much higher in the series, and the Barkoi 
seam, if constant, which there appears no reason to doubt, shuuld underlie all 
these beds. In fact, there seems every probability of its existing under a con- 
siderable tract of country. 

The quality of the Barkoi coal is much the same as that of the others de- 
scribed. It is less bright than the Chenda coal, 

bat it is undoubtedly fair fuel. It, however, con- 

tains a large proportion of iron-pyrites, more than any of the other seams, except 
perhaps that of Bhutaria (and this has not been sufficiently cut into to deter- 
mine). The lower portion of the seam appears, however, to contain less pyrites 
than the upper. In the coal now extracted from near the surface, the pyrites 
has, in great measure, decomposed, leaving the joints of the coal lined with 
peroxide of iron, and a white efflorescence (? sulphate of alumina) frequently forms 
on the surface. Both of these tend much to injure its appearance. The coal 
ignites with great readiness, and burns very freely with much flame. The ash is 
in parts deep red, in others only reddish, and in some cases nearly white. 

“Deapite the considerable proportion of pyrites contained, this coal does not 
appear to decompose rapidly when exposed. In some heaps, which have been 
lying on the strface exposed to the weather for two years, the coal has not split 
up or broken to any extent. 

She workings hitherto, as 1 have stated, have been but small. The cir- 
ae 7 cumstances under which the seam oceurs are, ] am 

ie ee inclined to believe, very favourable for mining; the 

Quality of coal. 
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dip is low, and although faults occur, they appear to be of small amount. The 
shale and overlying massive sandstone would form a good roof in all probability. 
There is nearly a mile of gently rising ground between the outcrop of the coal 
and the hills to the south, so that, if the seam be continuous, a colliery may be 
worked for many years before it is likely to be necessary to sink shafts to any 

great depth. In this, as in all collieries, however, some preliminary exploration 
by boring is desirable before any large outlay in shaft sinking and erection of 
steam engines is undertaken. 

Any coal that may exist to the north of the nala may as well be quarried 

as the quarries there would not affect deeper workings. South of the nala 
quarries would be objectionable, as if deeper workings are commenced, the 
quarries will tend to increase the quantity of water met with. 

IX. Gogri or Hingladevi seam.—The last place that I visited to the west- 
ward was about 2 miles west of Barkoi, in the lands of the village of Gogri, 
and close to a small jungle shrine known as Hingladevi. Mr. Adams showed me 
the spot, and, at my request, set workmen to dig into it. They had reached the 
depth of 4 feet 10 inches from the top of the coal seam, when I saw the spot a 
second time, all the thickness being through coal. The excavation was continued, 
and beneath 9 inches of shale was found 6 inches more of coal, beneath 

which shale recurred, and below that again sandstone. I was informed of this 
in # letter from Mr. Adams, accompanied by specimens, which reached me after 
I had left the coal-field. I do not quite understand whether the upper portion 
of the seam exceeded 4 feet 10 inches or not; but there must be a seam of above 
5 feet of coal. It apparently dips at a low angle to the south. 

The coal appears of fair quality, though shaly in parts. The outcrop is in 
the bed of a small nala running between low hills, but with ranges of greater 
height to the south and south-east. In consequence of the unevenness of the 
ground, the spot is not so well suited for mining as Burkoi. 

Besides all the above localities, coal is said to have been found in a well at 
Gxt de pom the village of Palachaori, north of the last described 

locality.? 

The above details will, I think, serve to show that these discoveries of coal 
Importance of the discoveries Seams are the most important that have been made 

of coal seams in India for many years, amongst all the previously 
known sual localities in Central India; to the west of the meridian of Jabalpar, 
there are but two seams, both at Mopéni, i in Narsinghpur district, which exceed : 
‘4 feet in thickness. Near the Pench, within an area of 16 miles m length from- 
-east to west, no less than six (or, including Bhandaria, seven) localities have ROM ; 
een discovered in which seams exceeding that thickness occur; and when pet wna 

an mind that, with two exceptions only (Barkoi and. pert te 

these localities have been discovered since the month of rapa 

through the researches of Major nae I ‘think 4 
x Fr 

helinye ‘that:xonny cthew woven. ane ae OE an manent eae 
an é oy nant we : ‘oi 

Sinan Laas: Me rare here ste es oe nen 
where coal ccoura: te geht Meshing ee bs. ae a 

i] ork " 
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neighbourhood, and that there is every probability that this portion of the 

great Satpura coal-field equals, in mineral wealth, the coal-ticlds of the Damuda 

valley in Bengal. 

The circumstances under which the coal occurs, appear, in most instances, 
Favorable conditions for min- to be favorable to mining enterprise. The dips are 

ing. very low, and, so far as a judgment can be formed 

from the very imperfect sections exposed at the surface, there appears good 
reason to anticipate that both the quality and thickness of most of the seams 
will be found constant, at all events over a considerable area. Faults are 

numerous, but the majority do not appear to be of sufficient amount. to affect 
mining operations Injuriously. It is probable that these faults will be found to 

decrease in number, the greater the distance from the fault bounding the coal 
measures to the south. 

The quality of the coal, so far as a judgment can be formed by inspection, 
and by burning it in heaps, is similar to that of the 
coals of Raniganj, and other mines in that neigh- 

bourhood. It is a free-burning, non-caking coal. It is decidedly inferior to the 

better qualities of English coal, both on account of the larger proportion of ash 

and of the lower percentage of fixed carbon. At the same time, I see no reason 

for doubting that, for railway purposes, the Pench river coal is perfectly adequate ; 

it is just as well suited as the Raniganj coal, with which the Kast Indian 
Railway was worked for some hundreds of miles, and I believe that for all local 
purposes, or for fuel for stationary steam engines, it is excellently adapted ; 

while for the manufacture of iron, the freedom from pyrites possessed by the 

Sirgori seam, if found to be constant, should give that coal advantages over most 

other Indian coals with which I am acquainted, 

The question may possibly arise, whether some or all of the seams discovered 
Seams discoverod probably may not be identical. Without a mnch closer 

distinct. examination of the country than it has been possible 

to make hitherto, it would be impossible to answer this question precisely in 
every instance; and, even were an exact survey made, the large area of ground 

covered and concealed by trap, and other formations more recent than the coal- 

bearing rocks, would render the tracing of each seam a hopeless task, until 
mining operations had advanced considerably. But there can, I think be no 

question that the majority of the seams are quite distinct from each other, and 

I have not been able, in asingle instance, satisfactorily to ascertain that any 

seam examined was identical with one seen elsewhere. 

Amongst the localities I have described above, I am disposed to believe that 
Localities best suited for those best suited for mining purposes are Sirgori, 

“mining. Bhutaria, and Barkoi; but further explorations by 
“boring, as I have shown above, are desirable in every instance. The availability 
of the splendid seam on the Pench, at Chenda, depends, as I have above stated, 
on its continuance to the north, beneath the trap in the river. Further exploration 

is required at Parassia, and it is extremely desirable that the thickness of the 

‘weams there and at Bhutaria, and, above all, at Sirgori, should be ascertained at 

eae 
G 

Quality of coal. 
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With this report I send for analysis fair specimens of the four principal 
seams named, viz., Sirgori, Chenda, Bhutaria, and 
Barkoi? ; those from Chenda being taken from the 

lower 4 feet 3 inches coal, which is the best part of the seam, and which in the 
cutting made was least injured by surface decomposition. The specimens from 

Barkoi sre also from the lower part of the seam, for the same reason. In com- 

paring the results it should be borne in mind that the coal from Chenda, Bhutaria, 
and Barkoi, is outcrop coal, and that fuel of a superior description will, doubtless, 

be obtained, by mining—fuel, however, which may probably contain more sulphur 

and gaseous ingredients, while the coal from Sirgori is mined from 30 feet below 
the surface. It should also be remembered that the present specimens are small 

fragments, broken from various parts of the seam, for the purpose of obtaining 
a fair sample of the whole. 

Apart from geological conditions, the circumstances of the country are, I 
think, favorable for the establishment of collieries,— 

the country being high, the climate is cool, and 
well suited for Europeans, except for two or three months, during which, owing 

to the prevalence of jangle, it is feverish. 
The population of the district is chiefly Gond. These people are indisposed 

to work regularly, and labour for hire may have to 

be imported. But quasi-aboriginal tribes like tho 
Gonds, if kindly treated, are excellent labourers, and are likely to become 

good miners, being superior in physique to the average labourers of Central 
India. The miners at Raniganj belong exclusively to races allied to the Gonds, 
Bhonris, Santals, &c. 

The immediate neighbourhood of the Pench river is fertile, and the villages 

are numerous; away from its banks, the population is sparse, and the greater 

portion of the country covered with jungle. 

Specimens sent for analysis. 

Climate of district. 

+ Supply of labour. 

Cump, Betul district, 

March 10th, 1866. 

Fixed Carbon. Volatile matter, Ash. 

1Chenda . ‘ é 5 ; . ‘ é 61 16 23 
Barkoi . ‘ - ‘ ; ‘ s ‘ 503 26 23-7 

Bhutaria . ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ é : 49°3 26°5 242 

Sirgori e es s e ° 6 e e 61°6 28 10°4 
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Note on borings for coal at Engsein, British Burma :} 
By R. Romanis, D.Sc., F.G.S.E. 

A company being engaged in exploring the post-tertiary strata at Engsein, 
about 6 miles from Rangoon, for coal, I took the opportunity to examine the 
Specimens brought up. 

The surface consists of sand loosely cemented together by peroxide of iron. 
Throughout this bed there are found nodules and bands of a hydrated peroxide 
of iron containing manganese. This bed of yellow-sand passes into a bed of grey 
sand, evidently the samd before the iron in it has become peroxidized. 

Below the sand is a considerable depth of a fine clay, like pipe-clay. From 
this one or two fragments of stone were brought up, which, I am informed, are 
called “boulders” by the borers. 

I was puzzled to account for their presence. They are composed of a crys- 

talline rock of comparatively small density ; with a glass I observed small reddish- 
brown crystals like garnet. There are no traces of volcanic action in the 
neighbourhood so far as I know, and it is not easy to see how they could 

have been brought into their position. They may have been shot from some 
former sub-marine volcano now concealed beneath the alluvium of the delta, or 

they may be fragments of a meteorite. I have not yet analysed them.? In this 

bed, too, were found casts of the roots 0” some plant, apparently a water-lily. A 
thin seam of lignite, about an inch in thickness, was passed through. I shall 
take an early opportunity of re-visiting the borings. 

I understand that a friable sandstone underlies the clay, and that this crops 
up to the surface at a short distance to the north, and that a new boring is about 
to be commenced to explore the strata below. 

On Sapphires recently discovered in the North-West Himalaya: 

by F. R. Matret, F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. 

Some excitement has been caused of late in Upper India by the discovery, 

in the region beyond the snows, of stones concerning which the most conflicting 
accounts have appeared from time to time. At first they were described as 

amethyst, or as blue quartz, subsequently as sapphire, and later on as amethyst 
and as sapphire again. 

An equal amount of uncertainty has prevailed as to the locality from which 
the stones have been obtained. The discoverers, naturally enough, have not 

1 Frequent mention having lately appeared in the newspapers of a discovery of coal near 
Rangoon, some information on the subject wonld naturally be expected from the Geological Survey 
I had endeavoured, officially and otherwise, to ascertain the locality of the exploration int 
facts npon which it was based, but without success ; #0 the notice (communicated unsoljcite’) E23 
Dr. Romanis is very welcome. I need harily add that 3 only increases our curlosity 9g si: ea ; 
com haye led-to the search for con) in such ground.—-H. B. Manninary. i no bh 
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Note on borings for coal at Engsein, British Burma: 
By R. Romanis, D.Sc., F.G.S.E. 

A company being engaged in exploring the post-tertiary strata at Engsein 
about 6 miles from Rangoon, for coal, I took the opportunity to examine th 
Specimens brought up. 

The surface consists of sand loosely cemented together by peroxide of iron 
Throughout this bed there are found nodules and bands of a hydrated peroxid: 

of iron containing manganese. This bed of yellow-sand passes into a bed of gre: 
sand, evidently the samd before the iron in it has become peroxidized. 

Below the sand is a considerable depth of a fine clay, like pipe-clay. Fron 

this one or two fragments of stone were brought up, which, I am informed, ar: 
called “boulders” by the borers. 

I was puzzled to account for their presence. They are composed of a crys 

talline rock of comparatively small density ; with a glass I observed small reddish 

brown crystals like garnet. There are no traces of volcanic action in thi 
neighbourhood so far as I know, and it is not easy to see how they coulc 
have been brought into their position. They may have been shot from som 
former sub-marine volcano now concealed beneath the alluvium of the delta, o1 

they may be fragments of a meteorite. I have not yet analysed them.? In thi: 

bed; too, were found casts of the roots of some plant, apparently a water-lily. <A 
thin seam of lignite, about an inch in thickness, was passed through. I shal 
take an early opportunity of re-visiting the borings. 

I understand that a friable sandstone underlies the clay, and that this crop: 
up to the surface at a short distance to the north, and that a new boring is about 
to be commenced to explore the strata below. 

On Sapphires recently discovered in the North-West Himalaya : 
by F. R. Maurer, F.G.8., Geological Survey of India, 

Some excitement has been caused of late in Upper India by the discovery, 
in the region beyond the snows, of stones concerning which the most conflicting 
accounts have appeared from time to time. At first they were described as 

amethyst, or as blue quartz, subsequently as sapphire, and inter on as amethyst 
and as sapphire again. 

An equal amount of uncertainty has prevailed as to the locality from which 
the stones have been obtained. The discoverers, naturally enough, have nal 

1Frequent mention having lately appeared in the newspapers of a discovery of coal nea 

Rangoon, some information on the subject would naturally be.expected from the Geological Survey 
I had endeavoured, officially and otherwise, to ascertgin eoliar ai ahah generar 
facta npon which it was based, but without success; so the notice (communicated 
Dr. Romanis is very weloome, I need hardly add that it only inoroases our curioeliy mpegs 
can have lod to the search for coal in such ground.—H. B. MaRIOCMBe on 8 

* In a lator aagte De. Momnads nSAs-y"T sims slates res : % 
ae ert aaa er I ; —ae 

of the way it was found.” seg Se gS cy SRE 
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felt. particularly eager to impart their secret to the rest of the world, and havo 
perhaps not displayed any remarkable energy in correcting such false reports 

as may have arisen. There appears, however, to he little doubt, now, that they 

are found in the neighbourhood of Padam in the Zanskar District, within the 

territory of Kashmir. The discovery seems to have been due to a landslip, 
which laid bare a new face of rock in which some of the blue stoues were 

visible. On working into the rock large quantities were subsequently eatracted. 
The first lots of the mineral that were brought across the snow are said to 

have been sold at extremely low rates, owing to the ignorance of the carriers as 

to their value. Now, however, the gems are fetching high prices, Rs. 85 a tolah, 

having, it is said, been offerod at Simla, while for individual specimens consider- 

ably higher rates have been declined, It was stated some time ago that the Delhi 

jewellers had bought up more than two lakhs (20,000£) worth of the stones. 
As it was desirable that the real nature of the mineral should be ascertained 

beyond doubt, two specimens, obtained at Simla, were recently forwarded to 

this office by direction of the Punjab Government: one of these weighs ubout 
250 grains, the other about 110. The larger is in part transparent, and of a rich 
blue tint, partly bluish-white and translucent. The smaller is almost wholly of 

the transparent blue variety, but shades into brown in one or two spots. The 

physical and chemical characters of the specimens show conclusively that they 
are true sapphire. The specific gravity of the larger piece was found to be 3°959 
and of the smaller 3°961.! The mineral scratches topaz; is infusible before the 

blow-pipe; and when fused in powder with acid potassium sulphate, and dissolved 
in water, yields a bulky precipitate of alumina with ammonia. 

Of two other specimens, subsequently sent, which were obtained by the 

Assistant Commissioner of Kulu, one is a double hexagonal pyramid (probably 

4P2, but with irregular angles) terminated by the basal planes. Thero are four 

or five smaller crystals of sapphire attached to, or embedded in, it. The crystal 

is 23 inches long and weighs rather more than 800 grains. It is bluish-white and 
translucent, with transparent blue portions irregularly mixed. The other speci- 

men is about an inch and a quarter long and seven-eighths of an inch diameter 
atone end. It constitutes one-half of a double hexagonal pyramid (2P2), which 
has been broken across near the centre. The fracture displays a cavity of consi- 

derable size in the interior, containing two crystals of tourmaline. One of these 

is of comparatively large size, but showing no well-defined faces ; dark-brown 

in colour, and semi-transparent. The other is very much smaller, but well- 

crystallised (ocP2. ocR. R.), and transparent, the body of the crystal being 

light brown, and the termination indigo-blue. 

I have also had an opportunity of examining a consignment of the gems 

1 The specimens are thinly coated in places by a white mineral (with minute botryoidal sur. 

face), which may be gibbsite, but there is too little of it for satisfactory determination; and on 

the surface of the larger one there are two or three minute crystals of greenish tourmaline. The 
of these minerals introduces a slight error into the above-given specific gravities, for the 

sapphire alone, This error, however, probably does not exceed 1 in the second place of decimals, 

and reduces the apparent below the true value. Although the amount of foreign matter on the 
-dnaee epocimen. is much lees than on the other, the observed specific gravity is higher by only 002. 
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aggregating some pounds in weight. They included, besides irregular fragments, 
a considerable number of crystals, one of the largest and best formed of which 

was a double hexagonal pyramid terminated by the basal planes (4P2. OP.). 
It measured 3” x 13” x 1}, and, like all the others, was bluish-white and trans- 
lucent, with transparent blue portions irregularly mixed. The blue parts of 

course constitute the valuable portion of the crystals, and are carefully cut out 
by the lapidaries, while the bluish-white are. scarcely entitled to the name of 

sapphire, and would be more appropriately designated as corundum. A consi- 

derable proportion of the specimens contained small crystals of dark-brown 
tourmaline, which seem to be most common in the interior and near the centre 
of the sapphire crystals. 

7Since the above was in print, the following letter has been received from the Revd. A. 
W. Heyde, the Moravian Missionary for many years resident in Lahul, than whom no one is more 
likely to receive correct information on the subject :— 

Letter from the Rrvp. A. W. Hrypt, Moravian Missionary, dated Kyélang (via Kangra and 

Kulu), Punjab, the 18th April 1882. 

Owing to the fact of my being shut up by snow during the winter months, a letter from 
Mr. Lydekker, of the 21st of February, reached me only four days back. He writes for information 
regarding the blue stones which have lately been found in the neighbourhood of Lahul and sold 
in large quantities, chiefly by Lahulies, at Delhi and elsewhere. I have gathered what information 

I could. 
The place from which all the blue stones which have come into the market ¢i22 now have been 

taken, is, according to one informant in Padar [Padam], about half a day’s journey from the top 
of the Umasi Pass, 2 or 3 kos fo the east of the village of Machél (which I cannot find on my 
maps). According to another informant, the place is reached best from the top of the Pentse La, 
between Zdnskdr and Rangdum. From the Pentse La you have to cross the same range which is 
crossed by the Umasi, when you find the spot on the southern slope, after having descended for a 

short distance. This way is only known to the Zanskdr people living near the Pentse La, The 
exact spot is situated as high as the line of perpetual snow where vegetation has ceased. Its 

surface isa dark-brown earth, followed by a stratum of a white stuff, resembling, as my informant 

said, bul (soda), which is found in the Nubra valley. - 

In this white stratum regular crystals or shapeless bits, large and small, of the blue stone are 
found singly and can be taken out “ like potatoes” without any instrament. But when this white 
layer, which does not appear to be thick, is worked through, more or less solid rock is met, which is 

also blue, and from which bits can be taken only with instruments. This information I received 

from different people, two of whom professed to have seen the place. How far all this may be teua, 

I cannot tell, though I have no reason to doubt the information as a whole. ; 

Very interesting isthe statement made to me, that this place is not the only one where these 
stones are found under similar conditions. In the immediate neighbourhood of the spot deserjhed, 
the people know of two ofhers, in one of which the blue stone is. fonnd not -helow the grounil 
but in horizontal seams of a large rock, but also,as it appears, surroun ded pr.emnbedded in 
white staff. Another spot where this stone is said to exist is from 50 to 100 niiles or mors tefl 
east, or rather south-east, in the eame range, above the monastery of Bardan in Zénskér (a yitings 
near by is called Pipcha). And nly yesterday I heard thats shepherd of abel ithe ae 3 
soon the sume stone here in Lalnal high up ithe hills onthe sight aide of the Chania "a < 
two marches upwards from Tri Lok Nith; in thin care spe, Hegpeenn ss 5 the ts | 
Rt ee ee at : 

i> aaa eer 
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stones are found ; the others are kept <ecret by the people for fear of hardships which might follow 
a disclosure. As the stones are found at so great a height, partly in well nigh inaccessible spots, 

the Mahardja’s guards who have been stationed to watch that one place from a distance are nnable 

to prevent the inhabitants from taking out and selling stones still. In Zinskdr large quantities 

of them are still in the hands of the people, amongst which there are said to be some very perfect 

and large crystals—one of them is said to be a foot in length. 

I myself have not made an object of buying such stones, but have seen different. bits of 

them. The upper end of what scemed to have been a regular crystal, having been broken, had fo 

broad sides and four small sides. Several shapeless bits were covered with a whitish crust consisting 

as it were of minute quartz or lime crystals, the crust adhering very firmly. Others were regularly 

covered with well-formed small crystals. 

The thick end of another broken larger crystal looked for about an inch like topaz, the coloyr 
being that of a deep-coloured sherry wine, quite transparent, the two colours (blue and yellow) 
running gradually into each other. 

I forgot to mention that in the localities in Padar where the stone is found, the common 
pebble in large and small crystals abounds. 

Jewel merchants from the plains pay here at present as much as Rs. 30 for one tola of the blue 
stone if the colour is pure. I further furgot to mention a report, according to whivh also stones of 

a red colour have been found in the same localities. 

Notice of a recent Eruption from one of the Mud Volcanoes in Cheduba, 

The following letter from the Commissioner of Arakan to the Government 
of Burma, relating to a fiery eruption from one of the mud volcanoes in Cheduba, 
is published in continuation of similar records! :— 

From Cotonet E. B. Suapen, Commissioner of Arakdn, to the Secretary to the Chief 
° Commissioner, British Burma, Rungoon. Dated Akyab, 4th January 1882, 

I have the honour to report a rather interesting phenomencn in connection with the 
shock of earthquake which was felt at this station on Saturday morning last, the 31st 
December. 

2. The vibrations commenced at about 7-55 a.m., and were continued at intervals from 
ten to fifteen minutes. 

They were not severe, but doors and windows of houses rattled ; furniture was made to 
andergo a see-saw movement, and pendulum clocks in some instances stupped. 

8. I was myself at the time on board the S.S, Mahratta, off the mouth of the Sando- 

way river, and the point of interest in relation to the earthquake is, that, simultaneous 

as regards time with its occurrence at Akyab, we were eye-witnesses of one of those violent 

volcanic eruptions which have already been observed to take place on some of the islands 
lying off this coast during the great earthquakes of 18383 and 1839.? 

4. Iu the present instance, the eruption occurred in one of the extinct volcanoes near 
the southérn extremity of Cheduba Island. 
. dis we were lying at anchor at the time off the mouth of the Sandoway river, we must 
have been about 30 miles from the scene of the volcano; but even at this distance a dense 

éolumn of smoke and broad massive flames of fire were seen to rise, as it were, from the 

horizon, aad stretched far up into the distunt sky. 

. Viewed even by daylight, the sight was a magnificent and impressive one, owing to the 

; gteat agar: of flame.and the immense height to which it rose. Dr. McOlolland, writing of 

: ce ‘4% Vola. XI, p. 188; XII, 70; XII, 206; XIV, 196. 
-* Vol. XI, pp. 197, 206, 

Bes 
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the eruption in 1833, says that the flames issued to the height of several hundred Jeet; and 
the description given in Silliman’s Journal of a similar eraption in 1839 is to the effect that 
“fire mingled with smoke and ashes rose to a fearful height.” 

5. In these two instances the observers were within 3 or 4 miles of the eruptions. In 
the present instance, we were 33 miles in a straight line from the scene of the eruption, and 
at that distance, the flumes, as seen by us, appetred at times to reach half-way up from the 
horizon to the sky, aud to have a lateral apparent) breadth of from 30 to 40 feet. 

They ;continued to issue forth with greater or Jess effect for about 15 minutes, and then 
suddenly disappeared; but the smoke, which had risen in a long straight column, formed 
itself into a vast black canopy, which hung like a cloud in the sky, and was visible for hours 
after the eruption was at an end. ‘ 

6. I may mention that the high land of Cheduba was quite visible from where we weres 
and that bearings, taken at the time, indicated the scene of the eruption to be the extinct 

volcano known locally as the,“ Naga Dwen.” 

ADDITIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

Donors, 
A collection of vertebrate fossils from Perim Island (see above, p. 104). 

Captain Srarwz, 
id Supdt. of Marine, Culeutta. 

Mammalian bones from pleistocene beds of the Jamna valley, in the Banda district. 
Mr. Joun Cocxsurn, 

A slab of shale with plant-impressions from the Karharbari coal-field. 
W. G. OvpHerts, C.E, 

Two blocks of English patent fuel. 
Tar Mapras Rattway Co. 

A block of cupriferous gneissose schist from the Baraganda copper mine, HazAribégh, 
Mr. N. Keynxy 

Specimens of crude asphalt, ‘ boiled pitch,’ and ‘ glance pitch’, from Trinadad. 
Da. O. F. Betcuwany, 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 

From lst Janvaky To 3lst Marcy 1882. 

Trtles of Books. Donors. 

Acuzront, L.-~Das Niederrheinisch-Westfilicche Steinkohlengebirge, Atlas der fossilen 
Fauna und Flora, Lief. 4-6 (1881-82), 4to, Leipzig. 

Bercuavus, De. Herxezicn —Physikaliecher Atlas. Abth. IIT, Geologie (1880) fise., Gotha. 
Bronn’s.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. Band VI Abth. III, Reptilien, Lief, 

25-26 (1881), 8vo., Leipzig. 2 

Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th Kd., Vol. XITI. (1881) 4to., Edinburgh. : 

Kageer, ¥'ex1x.—Der Boden der Hauptstadte Europa's (1881), dvo., pht., Wien. 
Movrton, Micren.—Géologie de la Belgique. Vols. I~TII (1890-81), Bvo., Bertin. 
Rexavit, M. B.—~Cours de Botanique Fossile, Aunée I] (1898), Svo.,. Paris. 
Ziexo, Acurnte va—-Floce Posdilis formintiouis OolitiGew «Vol. 21/pt. 8 (2882), dio 

Padova. : 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

American Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. XXII, No. 132, & XXIII, No. 134 (1881-82), 

8vo., New Haven. 

Tar Eprrogs, 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band XIV, No. 12, & XV, Nos. 1-2 (1881-82), 8vo., 
Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol, XX, livr. 4 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 

Annales des Sciences Géologiques, Vol. XII, No. 1, and XIII (1881), 8vo., Paris. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6th Series, Zoologie et Paléontologie. Vol. XI, Nos. 5-6, and 

XII, Nos. 1-2 ; and Botanique, Vol. XII, No. 1 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. IX, Nos, 49-51 (1882), 8vo., London. 

Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, Jahrg. XLIV, heft 6 (1878); XLVII, heft 3-4 (1881); and 
XLVIII, heft 1 (1882), 8vo., Berlin. 

Atheneum, Nos. 2825—2836 (1881-82), 4to., London. 

Beiblatter zuden Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band V No. 12, and VI, Nos. 1—2, 
(1881-82), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3me. Période. Tome 
VI, Nos. 10—12 (1881), 8vo., Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et, Revue Suisse, 3me. Période, Tome XIT, Nos. 34—86 (1881), 8vo., 
Lausanne. 

Botaniaches Centralblatt, Band VIII, Nos. 8 and 10—12, and IX, Nos. 1—8 (1881-82), 8vo. 
Cassel. 

Chemical News. Vol. XLIV, Nos, 1161—1153, and XLV, Nos. 1154—1162 (1881-82), 4to., 
London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLII, Nos, 10983—1096, and XLITI, Nos, 1097—1104 (1881-82), fol., 
London. 

Das Ausland, Jahrg. LIV, Nos. 50—52, and LV, Nos. 1—9, (1881-82), 4to., Stuttgart. 
Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. IX, Nos. 1—3 (1882), 8vo., London. 
Iron. Vol. XVIII, Nos. 466—468, and XIX, Nos. 469—477 (1881-82), fol., London. 
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XXI, No. 3 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 
Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. IV, Nos. 97—99 (1882), 8vo., London. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
Vol. XIII, Nos. 78—80 (1882), 8vo., London. 

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. LI, Nos, 2416—2419, and LIT, Nos. 2420—2497 
(1881-82), fol., London. 

Nature Novitates, Nos. 24—25 (1881), and Nos, 1—4 (1882), (1881-82), 8vo., Berlin. 
Nature Vol. XXV, Nos. 633—644 (1881-82), 4to., London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie, und Palwontologie, Jahrg. 1882, Band I, heft 1 
and 2 (1882), 8vo., Stuttgart. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palwontologie, I Beilage-Band, heft. 3 
(1882), Svo., Stuttgart. 

Palsontogrephica, Band XXVIII, lief. $ (1881), 4to., Cassel. 
Petermaun’s Geographische Mittheilungen. Band XXVII, No, 12, and XXVIII, Nos. 1~-2 

(1881-82); 4to., Gotha. 
Quarterly Journal be Microscopical Science. New Series, Vol. XXII, No. 85 (1882), 8vo, 

on. 
Melts: fiir die Gesammten Naturwissenschaften, Srd Series, Band VI, heft 1—4 (1881) 
Pe 8ro., — = 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c 

Bombay —Report on the Administiation of the Bombay Presidency for 1880-81 (1881), 8vo., 
Bombay 

BoMBayY GOVERNMENT. 

ie Selections fiom the Records of the Bombay Governmeut, New Series, No. 156, 

(1881), 8vo , Bombay. 

Bombay GOVERNMENT. 

Bairish Brrma —Report on the Administiation of British Burma dumng 1880-81 (1881), 
flsc , Rangoon, 

CHIEF CoMMISSIONER, British BURMA. 

Coora.—MuGratH, Mayor H M S.—Report on the Coorg General Census of 1881, with 
appendices (1881), fisc , Bangalore. 

Curer CoMMISSIONER, CoorG. 

HypErabaD.—Report on the Administration of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts for 1880-81 
(1881), fisc , Hyderabad. 

RESIDENT, HyDERABAD. 

Inp1a.—Annual Statement of the Trade and Navigation of Biitish India with Foreign 
Countiies, and the Coasting Trade of the several Presidencies and Pro- 

vinces in the year ending 31st Maich 1881, Vol I, Foreign Trade (1881), 

4to , Calcutta. 

DEPARTMENT OF Finance AND COMMERCE. 

- Gamayx, J. S.—A Manual of Indian Timbers (1881), 8vo., Calcutta. 

Forrest DEPARTMENT. 

m= Hontrr, W. W.—The Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vols. I~IX (1881), 8vo, 
London. 

Rev. anp Acric. DEPARTMENT. 

Inpra.—List of officers in the Survey Departments on the lst January 1882, (1882), fisc., 
Calcutta. 

Rav. & Aaric. Department. 

» Registers of original obseivations in 1881, reduced and corrected, March to June 

1881 (1881-82), 4to , Calcutta. 
Meteor. Rerorter to Govt. or Inpta. 

» Results of Autographic Registration in 1880 at the Alipore Observatory, Calcutta, 
(1881), 4to, Calcutta. 

Mzreor. Rerofter to Govt. oF Inpta. 

» Review of the Maritime Trade of British India with other countries for 1880-81, 
(1881), fisc,, Calcutta. 

Durr, oF Finance anp Commerce. 

» Statistical Tables for British India, 6th Issue (1882), dto, Calcutta. 
Derr. oF Financk ayp Oomyaquce. 

Mapeas.—Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency during 1890-6) (1881), 
Svo, Madras, 

. Maknss QOVSENMENT, 
Mrsonx.-—Report on Public Initeuction in Myeurs tgs LE06At (yl); fics., Barigalore. 

Raswunt, Mrebar. 
ad 
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Titles of Books. Donors 

N. W. Provinxces.—Statistical. Descriptive, and Historical Account of the N. W. Provinces 

of India, Vol. V1 (1881). Svo, Allahabad. 

Govr., N. W. lrovincrs. 

N. W. Provinces & Ovpn.—Braxvis, D).—Suggestions regarding Forest) Adimmistiation 
in the North-Western Piovinees and Oudh (1882), flse . Culeuita. 

Forest? Dirarrvrnt 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

AMSTERDAM.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandech Ovst-Indié, Deel IT, 1879, and 
Deel I, 1880 (1880-81). 8vo. Amsterdam. 

NETHERLANDS Cotonian Drrt 

BeRiin.—Monatsbericht der Konig. Preussisehen Akademie der Wissenschaften, November 
and December 1881 (1881-82), 8vo., Berlin 

THe ACADEMY. 

as Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXIIT, heft 3 (1881), 
8vo., Berlin. 

THE Socrery. 

Boston.—Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XX, pt. 4, and XXI, 

pt. 1 (1881), 8vo., Boston. 

THE Society. 

Brrstav.—Achtundfiinfzigster Jahres-Bericht der Schlesischen Gesellschaft fur vaterlan- 
dische Cultur (1881), 8vo., Breslau. 

THE Society. 

Brvss"18.—Bulletin de la Société Belge de Géographie, Année V., No. 5 (1881), 8vo., 
Bruxelles. 

Tue Sociery. 

Errsorn. O. van.—Commission de la Carte Géologique de la Belgique. Texte 
explicatif du Levé Géologique des planchettes de Tamise et de St. Nicolas. 
With 2 maps (1880), 8vo., Lruxelles. 

GroLogicaL SuRvEY, Beteium. 

Borrato.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. IV, No. 1 (1881), 8vo., 

Buffalo. 

THE Society. 

Carcourra.—CazErnoror, R. 0.—List of Light-hoases and Light Vessels in British India, 

including the Red Sea and Coast of Arabia, corrected to lst January 1882 

(1882), ob. 4to., Calcutta. 
Tas Marine Survey. 

Catalogue of Charts, &c., issued at the Marine Survey Department (1882), 

Syv0., Caloutia. - 

« THe Maning Survey. 

os General Report on the operations of the Marine Survey of India for the year 

- "« 1880-81 (1882), flac., Calcutta. 
—— THe Marine Survey. 
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Ttles of Books. Donors. 

Catcurra.—Catalogue of the Library of the University of Calcutta (1880), Svo., Calcutta. 
H. B. Mrpticorr, Esq. 

Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series, 
Vol. VI, Part 4 (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

Tax Soorery. 

z Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIX, pt.1 (1882), 8vo., 
Calcutta. 

GEoLoGicaL Survey ory Inpra. 

Catourta 4ND LonpoNn.—Paleontologia Indica, Series X, Vol. II, pts. 1 & 2, and Series XIV. 
Vol. I, pt. 3 (1881-82), 4to., Calcutta and London. 

GEoLogicaL SuRvEY oF Iwpra. 

Catcutta.—Records of the Geological Survey of ‘India, Vol. XV, pt. 1 (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

GroLoaicaL Survey or Inpia. 

ss Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. IX and X (1881), and I 
(1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

. Tux Society, 

‘s Supplement to the Catalogue of Maps, Plans, and Charts of the Survey of India 
published in 1878 (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

Toe SurvEyor-GENERAL OF InpDI4s. 

CaMBRIDGE, Mass.—Annual Report of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology 
for 1880-81 (1881), 8vo., Cambridge, Mass. 

THe Museum or Comparative Zoo.oey. 

" es Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. IX, Nos. 1—6 

(1881), 8vo., Cambridge, Mass. 

THe Muszecvm oF Comparative Zoonocy. 

CasseL.—Bericht des Vereines fiir Naturkunde zu Cassel, No. XXVIII (1881), 8vo., Cassel. 
THe Assocrarion. 

Drxspen.—Sitzungeberichte und Abhandlungen ir Naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft 
Isis in Dresden. Jahrg. 1881, July to December (1882), 8vo., Dresden. 

Tae Socrery. 

Dusiin.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, New Series, 7 VI, pt. 1 
(1881), 8vo., Dublin. 

: recs Soocrery. 

ss Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society. New Series, Vol, III, pt 
; 1—4, and I, pt. 7 (1880-8), om Dublin, 

» Scientific Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society. Series IT, Vol. I, Non. nat 
14 (1880-81), to, — 

Paste —Abhandlangen von dér Senckenbergiechsii:“Naturforanthiaie shew 

Band EIT, heft., 3 and 4({1881), 4to., ‘Freckfnct.:, seer 

cuore Pome Se Feenhcl See ea 
~ 

“ ton ut - - 
ai Py, ‘3 t =y F w cay * - a 

C >? a ‘ Fr} ‘ T t ‘i ea ~ 4 wey ’ 

s Boag oy + c 

i 
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Tétles of Books. Donors. 

LavsaNNE.—Balletin de la Société Vandoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2nd Series, Vol. XVII, 

Nos. 84 and 86 (1880-81), 8vo., Lausanne. 
Tre Socrery. 

Likex.— Annales de la Société Géologique de Belgique, Vol. VII. 1879-80 (1879—81), 8vo.. 
Liége. 

Tur Socrety. 

Lonpon.—DatLas, JamMES.—Catalogue of the Library of the Geological Society of London 
(1881), 8vo., London. 

Tnkr Socrety. 

- Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXXVII, No. 148, and List 

of Fellows for 1881 (1881), 8vo., London. 
Tne Societry 

ee Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol X, 

No. 4, and XI, Nos. 1-2 (1881), 8vo., London. 
is Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. L (1880), 8vo., London. 

Tre Soctrety. 

. Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New Series, Vol. ITI, Nos. 11 and. 
12, and IV, No. 1 (1881-82), 8vo., London. 

Tue Socrery. 

- Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXX, Nos. 15]7—1528 (1881-82), S8vo. 
London. 

THE Socriery. 

ss Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXXII, No. 215 (1881), 8vo., London. 
THE Society, 

Mapzrrw.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geograficade} Madrid, Vol. XI, Nos. 5-6, and XII, No. 1 

(1881-82), 8vo., Madrid. 
THE SociEty. 

MancuesteR.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Scciety, Vol. XVI, pts. 11 and 
12 (1881), 8vo., Manchester. 

THe Society. 

Mztnovens.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th 
September 1881 (188}), filsc., Melbourne. * 

Minine Dept., Vicrorta. 

Montreat.—Geological Survey of Canada. Mesozoic Fossils. Vul. I, pts. 1 and 2, by J. F. 
Whiteaves (183. and 1879), 8vo., Montreal. 

GEOLOGIC aL Survey oF Canapa. 

= Geological Survey of Canada. Reports of progress for 1873-74, 1875-76, and 
1876-77 (18674, 1877, and 1878), Svo , Montreal. 

GroLogicaL Survey or Canapa. 

Moscov.—Bulletin de la Société Impérialle des Nataralistes de Moscou, Vol. LVI, No. 1 
(1881), 8vo., Moscon. 

Tax Socrerr. 

‘*\ SgvowaTeL.—Bulletin de la Société des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel, Tome XII, pt. 2 
p08 (1881), Svo., Neuchatel. 

Tas Society, 

_ Banw.--Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 8rd Series, Vol. VII, Nos. 9-10; VIII 
Nos. 2, 3, 6, & 6; IX, Nos. 1, 2, 4,5, &6; and Index to Vol. VI (1878, 
to 1881), Svo., Paris. 

= Mail 7 

As tae Tue Socrery. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Paris.—Mémoires de la Société Géologique de France, 2nd Series, Vol. VIII, No.3; 1X, 
Nos. 4-5; X, Nos. 1—4; and 3rd Series, Vol. I, Nos. 1—5 (1868 to 

1880), 4to., Paris, 
Tux Society. 

PHILADELPHIAs.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. UXXXIT, No. 6, and 
EXXXTII, No. 1 (1881-82), 8vo., Philadelphia. 

Tuas InstiroTe. 

Pisa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Processi Verbali, Vol. 111, pp. 1—27 
(1881), 8vo., Pisa. 

Tue Socrgry. 

Rome.—Atti dolla R. Accademia dei Lincei, Series III, Transunti, Vol. VI, fasc. 2-6 

(1881-82), 4to., Roma. 
THe AcapEmMyY. 

Toronto.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute, New Series, Vol. I, pt. 2 (1881), 8vo, 
Toronto. 

2 _.. .THE INstiTUTS. 

Tuntn.—Atti della RB. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. XVI, disp. 7, and XVII, 
disp. 1 (1881), 8vo., Torino. 

; Tue ACADEMY. 

Visnna.—Sitzungsberichte der Kuis. Akademic der Wissenschaften. 
Band LXXXII, Abth. I; heft 3-5; Abth. IT, heft. 3 5; Abth. ITT, heft. 3-3. 
Band LXXXII, Abth. I, heft. 1~4; Abth. II, heft. 1—4; Abth. LII. 

heft. 1—2(1881), 8vo. Wien. 
Tue AcapEemy. 

" Verhandlungen der k. k. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, No. 17 (1879), Nos. 15~-17 
(1881), and Nos. ]-~—-3 (1882), (1879, and 1881-82), 8vo., Wien. 

Tas Insrrrors. 

YoxousMa.—Mittheilangen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir natur und Vilkerkunde Ostasiens 
Heft. 26 (1881), filsc. Yokohama. 

. Taz Soctrery. 

= Transactions of the Asiatie Society of Japan. Vol, IX, pt. 3 (1881), 8vo., 
Yokohama. 

ss Tae Socierr. 
Mars. 

CarEiimr, Pzorusson G.—Carta Geologica dei Monti di Livorno, di Castellina Marittims ¢ 
di una parte del Volterrano, Scala di 1 a 100,000 (1881), map, Bologna. 

THe Avempe , 

April 6th, 1882, 
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Note on the coal of Mach (Much) 7x the Bolan pass, and of Sharig or Sharigh on 
the Harnat route between Sibi and Quetta, dy W.T. Buanroup, F.R.S., Senior 
Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

When on the way, in October 1881, to examine tho hill tracts north of Sind 
and west of the Punjab, I received instructions to examine two localities at which 

coal had been found, one on each of the routes between Sibi! and Quetta. One 

of these localities, that at Mach on the Bolan route, had already been visited and 
described? by Mr. Griesbach, but after his examination fresh discoverics were 
made. As will be seen however, my conclusions as to the valuc of the coal seams 
are practically the same as Mr. Griesbach’s. The other locality, Sharag or 

Sharigh on the Harnai route, along which it was at one time proposed to lay a 
railway to Quetta, and which lies to the eastward of tk Bolan pass, had not 
previously, so far as I am aware, been geologically examined. 

My visit to both localities was necessarily very brief, but still I think sufii- 
cient to enable me to judge of the probability of their affording fuel on a largo 
scale. My opinion, I regret to say, is unfavourable. 

It is unnecessary here to enter at any length into the geology of the beds’. 
Mr. Griesbach has already shown, quite correctly I believe, that the coal of Mach 
belongs to the lower part of the eocene system. The position of the Sharig 
beds is not so clear‘, but that they belong to the same system is unquestionable. 
The similarity in mineral chara er of the beds associated with the coal’ in both 
localities is so great that there is probably very little, if any, difference in age; 

1The terminus at present of the railway. 
* Report on the geology of the section between the Bolan pass in Biluchistan and Girishk in 

Southern Afghanistan, Mem. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. XVIII, Pt. 1, p. 22. 
3 I hope to be able to give a fuller account of the geology of the country in a future report. 

4J had not time to examine fully the surrounding country. 

5 It way be possibly questioned whether the mineral found at Mach and Sharég should be 

called lignitestz coal, but as the latter term has been generally used, I shall retain it. The sub- 

_ whence is certainly not a typical lignite. 
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but the occurrence of coal or lignite beds in the eocene deposits of Western 
India appears to be local and occasional, and it is not as yet ascertained that all 

such deposits are on the same horizon. 

It will be well briefly to describe each locality separately, and to commence 

with Mach. 

Mach (Much).—The camp known as Mach, between Sir-i-Bolén and Ab-i-gim, 

is four marches (about 45 miles) from Quetta, and six marches (about 65 miles) 

from Sibi. The elevation above the sea-level is nearly 4,000 feet. Hills occur 

to the eastward and westward, but for about 2 miles east of the camp, and for a 

much longer distance to the northward, the surface is nearly a plain, much 
covered by deposits of gravel, and intersected by deep ravines, in some of which 

sections of the rocks associated with the coal are seen. A particularly good 

section is exposed in a stream bed running from the north to join the main Bolan 
river just opposite the Mach camp. This stream is the Maki Nadi of the map, 
and is, I think, that called the Mach river by Mr. Griesbach, on the bank of 
which he measured the sections given in detail in his report!. Here several beds 
of coal occur, but very few, if any, of them exceed a foot in thickness at the 
outcrop’. 

The beds associated with the coal consist of grey and olive shales, weathering 
into clay at the surface, sandstones mostly very soft, and a few harder calcareous 

beds, containing marine (or perhaps estuarine) fossils, chiefly bivalve shells 
(Lamellibranchiata) in great abundance, but not of many species. The sections 
already mentioned in Mr. Griesbach’s report afford a general idea of the rocks. 

All the beds are greatly disturbed, and in places irregularly contorted, and 
the dips are, as a rule, very high, and frequently nearly or quite vertical. 

Precisely opposite to the camp at Mach, in the bank of the main or Bolan 

stream-bed, a thicker seam was found® after My. Griesbach’s visit. Into the 
outcrop of this seam, at the base of the bank, some holes had been made, from 
two of which, only a very few feet apart, coal was being dug at the time of my 
visit, The thickness of the seam exposed was 2 feet 8 inches in one hole, 2 feet 
4 inches in the other, as nearly as could be ascertained under the circumstances, 
the holes being small and irregular, no good face of the coal exposed, and a con- 
siderable quantity of water running in from the gravel in the stream bed. But 
of the thickness named, the uppermost, 6 to 8 inches, was very shaly and impure 4; 

1 Op. cit., pp. 28, 24. 

* Many of the seams are excessively decomposed at the outcrop, and would perhaps prove 
rather thicker if cut into. 

5 By Captain Johnson, Commissary of Ordnance. This officer had unfortunately left Mach 

before I arrived, and I found no officer stationed at the post. 

* The following is an analysis by Mr. Mallet :— 
Moisture di : ate o. 90 
Volatile matter {exclasive of moistare) ... .. 868 
Fixed carbon ees gab ee. 2, apephie x 

ash oa wet Th ak Se eae 
- eae 

- 2000 
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whilst the lower, 2 feet or rather less, were of better quality. An analysis of a 
fair sample by Mr. F, R. Mallet gives— 

Per cent. 

Moisture! esa “aa .- 109 
Volatile matter (exclusive of moisture) . oo. S33] 
Fixed carbon eu dae ss we 410 

Ash sie ee es w. 160 

100°0 

The ash is red, indicating the presence of iron pyrites in the coal. 
The seam, where cut into, dips about 50° to the north. Ten or 12 fect 

above it is another much thinner bed, and 12 feet higher another, consisting of 
several bands of coal, measuring in the aggregate perhaps 20 inches, distributed 

through 4 to 5 feet of shale. None of the separate bands of coal exceeds 6 
inches in thickness. Several other thin seams occur higher in the section. 

There is much reason tu suspect that the thickness of the principal seam is 
not uniform. It appears to vary in the few feet exposed, and so far as could be 
learned from the native workmen, who had been engaged in digging coal from 

it, it thins out to the westward. The associated clays can be traced for somo 

distance, but no distinct outcrop of the thick seam is exposed. In the opposite 
direction to the east and north-east, all outcrops are concealed by the gravel in 
the bed of the stream. 

Shardg or Sharigh.—The camp and military post marked as Shariég on tho 
map, but commonly known as Sharigh, lies at a distance of four long marches 

(about 70 miles) from Quetta, and of five marches (about 80 miles) from Sibi, 
at approximately the same elevation (4,000 feet) above the sea as Mach, in the 

middle of a plain extending to a great distance to the north-west and south-cast, 
and broader than usual, being probably 7 or 8 miles fronr north to south, at tho 
spot selected for the camp. 

The principal place where coal occurs? is about 3 miles south of the post 
and close to the hills forming the southern boundary of the plain. A small 
stream, the Siah Dad, running from the plain, cuts its way through the hills 
to the southward, and close to the spot where it enters the hills a much smallor 
stream runs in from the west, and exposes in its bed an excellent section of the 
rocks, which are imperfectly seen in the Siah Dad itself. As already mentioned, 
these rocks are similar in character to those of Mach,—soft grey or olive shales, 

more or less sandy, and weathering into sandy clays at the surface, soft sandstones 
and hard calcareous bands containing fossils, All are verticalor nearly so. In 
= measured section of about 370 feet of these strata, there are about thirty beds 
of coal, the great majority less than 6 inches thick, and many only 1 or 2 inches. 
Only four beds equal or exceed a foot in thickness, and of these, two are chiefly 

composed of shales. The thickest seam measures 1 foot 9 inches. Fair samples 

1 Water that is driven off at a temperatare of 230° Fahr. 
® I was more fortunate at Sharég than at Mach, for at the former Major Newport, of the 24th 

“Bombay Native Infantry, the discoverer of the coal, still commanded the post when I visited it. 

, ¥he task me over the ground and gave me all the information in his power. 
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of this seam (No, 1), the quality of which is superior to that of most of the 
others, and of a thinner bund 8 inches thick (No. 2), have been analysed by 

Mr. F. R. Mallet with the following result :— 

No. 1. No. 2. 
Moisture . ; . 68 3°0 
Volatile matter (exclusive of sacusbaee) . 408 42°8 
Fixed carbon . : ; ‘ 8 . 476 46°1 
Ash . e s ; é » 2 . 48 81 

100° 100°0 

No.1 does not cake, and yields a red ash ; No. 2 cakes to a light porous coke, and 
yields a red ash. 

In another spot, three quarters of a mile further north, and consequently nearer 

to the camp at Sharag, the outcrops of several thin coal seams are seen in the 
banks of a stream bed. The coal-bearing rocks are probably the same as those 
to the south, repeated by a roll of the strata. Again, the dip is nearly vertical. 
One bed of coal was seen a foot thick, and of good quality. It was possible to 

trace the outcrop of this seam on the surface of the ground for about 350 yards 
by the aid of a conspicuous band of highly fossiliferous sandstone abounding in 

bivalve shells, and occurring just above the coal. Within the distance named, 

the thickness of the coal seam diminished, until it was only represented by a 
layer of two, scarcely an inch thick, in carbonaceous shale. This was the only 

instance in which the outcrop of a coal-bed could be traced more than a few 

yards, and it affords strong presumption of the inconstancy in thickness of 
these seams,—an inconstancy which has been observed in similar deposits 
amongst the eocene rocks of other parts of India and Burma. 

The country around Sharég has been searched in all directions by Major 
Newport without any other outcrops having been found. But about 7 miles 
east-south-east of Sharaég, on the road to Harnai, three little seams are exposed 
200 or 300 yards north of the road in a small stream running from the north. 
One of the seams is 7 inches thick, the others 1 to 2 inches. A little further 

on the Harnai road, a thin coaly layer is seen by the road side. Again, on the 
same road, about 3 miles east-south-east of a small village called Nasuk, and 

12 miles from Shardg, in a section cut by a small stream close to the road, and 
on the north side of it, four little seams are seen,—the two upper mere layers, the 
third 8 inches thick, and the fourth, separated by 5 imches of elay from the 
third, 3 inches in thickness. In all these cases the beds are nearly horizontal. 
These outcrops, all observed in the course of a single march along the road, render 
it highly probable that many more would be discovered if a thorough exploration 
of the country were undertaken ; but at the same time oe aes oe 
probability of thicker beds of coal being found. i iar 

The details given above lad to the flloning ooelninn — 
1. Not « single seam hes been dispqyened, withered. aeongeinn, thick 

enough to pay for mining oma Ineyo gout; pmeitik Git ofthe seam were 
known to be constant, sad fiber ** A___ se es _aanseche mining,— 
neither being the case. ae 
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2. The evidence is very imperfect, but so far as it extends, it appears probable 
that the seams are inconstant in thickness, and thin ont within short distances. 

3. The conditions under which the seams occur at Mach and Sharig are un- 
favourable to mining, though not such as to render it impracticable. In the first 

place, the beds dip at high angles and are often vertical. There is, however, 

much probability that by search other localities might be found where the dips 
are moderate, as in the case of the little seams noticed between Harnai and Sharig. 
Secondly, the associated rocks are so soft that mining would involve the necossity 
of heavy timbering or of masonry to protect the means of access to the mine. 

4, The analyses given above, and especially those of the Sharag coals, show 

that the mineral found would be of considerable value, if it could be procured in 

sufficient quantity. It should be remembered that the specimens analysed are 
taken from the outcrop, and that at a little depth below the surface the quality 

of the coal would in all probability be better. 
A railway could be worked with such fuel, although the work done would be 

less than that yielded by coal containing a larger proportion of fixed carbon. The 
quantity of iron pyrites in the different seams is probably variable, but in those 
especially examined, it does not seem sufficient to prevent the coal being used 
for a railway. 

It is evident that a considerable quantity of useful fuel for local purposes can 
be procured from the outcrops of the seams. So far, however, as can be judged 
from the facts hitherto known, the supply obtainable is insufficient for a large 
work such as a railway. 

New faces observed on Crystals of Stilbite from the Western Ghats, Bombay; by 
F. R. Matiet, F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. 

During the construction of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway, when very 
heavy cuttings and tunnels were being driven through the trappean rocks of the 
Bhor and Thul Ghats, magnificent specimens of zeolites were brought to light in 
great profusion. The species occurring most abundantly were stilbite, apophy llite, 
heulandite, and scolecite, all of which were represented by splendid crystalliza- 

tions!, Large collections were made at the time by Mr. W. T. Blanford for the 
Geological Museum, where the finest specimens are now included in the system- 
atic collection of minerals. 

Most, if not all, of the stilbite specimens fall under one or other of four 
ps :— 

1st.—Salmon-coloured crystals, generally of considerable size—very 
commonly, for instance, an inch, and sometimes two inches across (in the 
direction oc P ec). They have the faces oc P oc. oc P oc. P., and are not un- 
commonly somewhat (but not highly) sheaf-like, from the aggregation of simple 
crystals into compound ones. They are generally (but not always) implanted by 
one end, and hence usually present only one pyramidal termination. Crystals of 
this type sre frequently thickly grouped, occurring either alone, or with apophyl- 

Sh 3 Manual of the Geology of India, p.804 —. 
:: .: 3 Exeluding lamellar specimens, in which the crystallization is obscure, 
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It would be wearisome to the reader were I to describe each of these slices, but 
] think it desirable to describe several typical specimens in some detail, and this 

I now proceed to do. 

No. I.—A greenish-grey rock: specific gravity 2°89. It has rather a mottled 
appearance under the pocket lens, owing to the alteration of a portion of its 
mincral contents into delessite, or a mineral approximating to delessite. A portion 
of the rock is soluble in hydrochloric acid, and the dissolved portion contains 

both ferric and ferrous oxide. A few crystals of iron pyrites are to be seen. 
Appearances under the microscope—This slice may be described as a net-work 

of felspar and augite crystals set in viridite, which in part appears to represent 
the original glassy base?. 

There are numerous crystals of augite scattered through the slice. Portions 
of each of these crystals have been altercd into brownish-green granular matter. 

The portions which have escaped alteration are clear and colourless in trans- 
mitted light and polarise fairly well. They are not dichroic; several of the 
crystals are twinned, and many of them exhibit the orthodiagonal cleavage lines 

very distinctly. 
Most of the felspar crystals exhibit the characteristic twinning of triclinic 

felspar in polarised light, and their optical properties agree with those of labra- 

dorite. Alteration has been set up in the felspar, and has declared itself by 
the presence of granular matter in the body of the crystals. 

The grouping of the felspar crystals, and the gencral effect of the slice when 
secn bY transmitted light, is illustrated in fig. 1, plate I. Itis very characteris- 
tic of an eruptive rock. 

The viridite, in this slice, is of pale green colour. It is feebly dichroic in 
patches, and, for the most part, remains dark between crossed nicols. It exhibits 

little or no fibrous or radiating structure. 
Scattered through the mass is some white mineral matter that is perfectly 

opaque in transmitted light, and which, from its appearance and mode of occur- 
rence, 1s I think, lencoxene, a product of the alteration of ilmenite. 

No, 2.—A greenish-grey rock. Specific gravity 2°90. It has a slightly mot- 
tled look under the pocket lens, but minute prisms and irregular crystals of 
felspar are visible in it here and there. 

Microscopic aspect.—The most prominent objects in the slice are the crystals 
of felspar, of, various sizes and shapes, starred about in the field of the micro- 
scope. The great majority are distinctly seen to be crystals of triclinic felspar, and 
the others appear to belong to that system also. They are in fairly fresh eondi- 
tion. Fig. 2, plate I, is a representation of a portion of this rock, as seen under 
the microscope by transmitted light. 

Those who are not familiar with the subject of microscopic petrology, may be 
surprised to find that the prisms of felspar, represented in these illustrations, do 
not present more regular forms. It must be remembered, however, that the princi- 
pal axis of crystals in an igneous rock usually point indifferently in olf directions, 

: ition is confirmed by ani exustingéton eiftie ‘pamlis’c? Bowbey, to be described 
in an ee Bombay a an ‘Conversion pe the dase into En can be distinctly 
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and a slice made at random cuts the crystals contained in the matrix in every 
conceivable direction. For instance, in fig. 10, plate T], supposing a slice of the 

crystal therein represented were made in the direction from a to hb, the ontline of 
the section, as seen in the field of the microscupe, would present a considerable 

modification of the true shape of the crystal. 

Other causes also operate to produce irregularities of shape Crystals form. 
ing in the proximity of other crystals appear to be sometimes stunted in their 
growth owing to crowding; whilst the different degrees of cerystallographia 

energy with which the constituents of different minerals come together appear to 
exercise more or less influence on crystals forming in their vicinity. The want. 
of perfect molecular freedom, when an eruptive rock is rapidly cooled at the 

surface of the earth's crust, must also affect the results. This freedom of mole- 

cular action becomes less and less as the cooling proceeds ; hence crystallisation 
is often arrested before the outward form of a crystal is finished ; portions of tho 
magma are cooled before the chemical clements contained therein have had timo 
to combine to form crystals—leaving here and there what is termed a ‘ glassy 
base.” The molecules of other crystals, again, coming together with energy, and 
being, so to speak, pressed for time, catch up portions of the glassy base and 
smal] crystals of other, previously furmed, mincrals, and enclose them in their own 
substance. 

Another cause to which irregularities of outward shape are due, is tho altera- 
tion which minerals undergo, after the consvlidation of the rock, by the passage 
through it of acid and heated water. Cracks are formed both in the body of the 
rock, and in individual crystals, by the contraction due to cooling and to crystal- 
lisation, and along these fissures heated and acid water, or steam, penctrites ; 

chemical action is set up, and, amongst the results, the outward form of crystals 
is often much altered. 

The slice under consideration contains a good specimen of those radiating and 
cruciform groups of felspar crystals which are so characteristic of cruptive rocks. 
Some of the radiating prisms exhibit the twinning characteristic of triclinic 
felspars. The twins appear to be arranged in groups, in each prism, and tho 
whole combined as penetration twins. A sketch of one of these groups is given 
at fig. 1, plate IT. 

No. 3.—A greenish-grey compact rock. Specific gravity 2°93. 
Microscopic aspect.—This slice contains numerous felspar prisms pointing in 

all directions. Most of them are distinctly seen to belong to the triclinic system. 
Numerous instances of stellate grouping of felspar prisms occur in this slice. 
One of them is depicted at fig. 2, plate II. Alteration has been set up in the 
felspar, and shows itself by the formation of granular matter and patches of 
viridite in the interior of the crystals. 

Fields of pale amorphous viridite are abundant in the slice, and in them are 
located multitudes of epidote crystals, many of them presenting good characteristic 
crystallographic forms. They are principally located round the margins of the 
viridite fields. 
_ , The remains of augite crystals are to be distinctly made out, but they have 
gii-'been, more or less, converted into a greenish-brown non-dichroic substance. 
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Portions of tho slice here and there are obscured by an alteration product, 
white in reflected and purplish black in transmitted light. 

Nos. 4 and 5.—A dull greenish, or greenish-grey, compact rock, weathering 
light brown, Specific gravity 2°83. Under the pocket lens it has a somewhat 
mottled appearance. 

Microscopic aspect.—The slice consists of crystals of felapar and augite starred 

about in what represents the original base or magma. This probably, as seen in 
many basaltic rocks—in the Bombay basalts and some Vesuyvian lavas for 
instance—was originally full of minute grains of magnetite or ilmenite and 
imperfectly crystallised matter, and this has been changed into an alteration 

product which exhibits no crystallographic form. It is white in reflected and 
opaque in transmitted light. 

Augite in this slice is very abundant; twinning is common in it; sometimes 

the orthodiagonal cleavage lines are very distinct, whilst in other crystals the 
characteristic intefsection of the prismatic cleavage lines is well seen. 

The unaltered portions of the augite are fresh and polarise well, but much of 
it has been transformed into a brownish-green substance. 

Fig. 4, plate II, is an illustration, taken from slice No. 4, of the way in which 
the augite crystals have been eaten up and converted into this substance. The 
fragments shown in the illustration appear to represent the remains of a group 

of augite crystals originally in close juxta-position to each other, but which 

have now been split up into a little archipelago of augite fragments. The altera- 
tion which has taken place in these cases can be distinctly traced to the passage 
of water along cracks, and the alteration can be seen in all its stages in the slices 
under consideration. 

Fig. 7, plate II, represents a twinned augite in slice No. 4, in which great 
irregularity of outward form has to some extent, at any rate, been produced by 
the corrosive agency of acid water, but in which internal alteration through 

cracks has not proceeded as far as in fig. 4. Under the microscope the dark lines 
which traverse the crystal are distinctly seen to be little canals filled with the 
products of aqueous alteration. 

In many cases the alteration of the augite has resulted in the formation of 
mica. Fig. 5, plate IT, is an illustration of a case, taken from the slices under 

consideration, in which part of an augite crystal (a), the external outline of which 

has been rendered irregular by its change into a greenish substance, has been con- 

verted into mica, as at 6; whilst another portion (c) appears to be in process of 

conversion into this mineral. Another illustration is given at fig. 6, plate IT, also 
taken from one of these slices, in which small fragments of augite are seen to be 
encased in mica. Doubtless the latter is an alteration product, resulting from the 
change of a large augite crystal, small fragments of which escaped conversion. 
The little canal-like cracks through which the corroding liquid originally gained 
access to the heart of the augite, are still visible, and an attempt to represent 
them has been made in the aketch. 

Mica is scattered about rather plentifally in these slices, and in transmitted 
light, it varies in colour from red to green. 
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Bischof! alludes to the conversion of augite intoa brownish, or leek green, mica. 
Some augites contain as much as 11°06 per cent. of alumina (J.D. Danas’ “ System 
of Mineralogy”) ; whilst, according to the same authority, sume micas contain as 
little as 927 per cent. of that constituent. All that seems essential for the 
conversion of the one mineral into the other, is a removal of a large proportion of 
the lime from tho augite and the introduction of the alkaline clement —a process 

which one can readily understand taking place in the ‘t wet-way.” 
The felspar crystals have been so kavlinised and altered that all trace of twin- 

ning has been obliterated. 
I have detected one small prism of hornblende. It is probably an alteration 

product. 
No. 6.—A compact grey rock faintly tinged with green. Specifie gravity 2:02 
Microscopie aspect.—The base has been converted partly into an amorphous 

substance, bluish-white in reflected and olive green in transmitted light, and 

partly into granular viridite. In this base felspar crystals are seattered about in 

immense profusion, some in minute needle-shaped prisms, and others in prisms 
of sume size. A large proportion of them exlubit the characteristic twinning 

of triclinic felspar. Some of the medium-sized crystals have canght up portions 
of the base in the act of crystallisation, and the portions sv included conform to 

the shape of the felspar prisms. 
The slice contains some good-sized crystals of epidote. 
No. 7.—A grey, compact, amygdalvidal rock. Specific gravity 2°88. The cen- 

tres of the amygdala consist of quartz, the inner lining being sometimes composed 
of epidote. Epidote is also seen to line cracks and to abound in tho vicinity of the 
amygdala. 

Microscopic aspect.—The slice consists of countless felspar prisms, starred 

about in a felspathic cryptocrystalline base. A large proportion of tho felspur 
exhibits the twinning peculiar to triclinic felapar. A considerable amount of 
epidote is seen dotted about in small granules and in meandering lines. Here 

and there patches of viridite are seen throughout the base. 
Amygdaloidal cavities occur hore and there, filled with quartz, opidote, and 

delessite. The quartz is greatly crowded with a fine dust of opaqne matter, which, 
on the application of high powers, is seen to consist of a multitude of oxtremely 
minute gas and liquid cavities. 

A sketch of one of the stellate groups of felspar crystals before alluded to, 
contained in this slice, is given at fig. 9, plate II. The illustration shows tho 
appearance of the group in polarised light with crossed nicols. 

For the sake of comparison, I have given at fig. 8, plate II, a sketch of a 

triclinic felspar group taken from a slice of domite, in my possession, made from 
@ specimen collected by me on the Puy de Dome, Auvergne. All the radiating 
prisms sre seen in polarised light to be many times twinned, bat they are 
arranged in groups which simulate the twinning of the Carlsbad type. 

I have often observed this peculiarity in plagioclase, and it appears to be 
produced by one set of twins being thick at one side of the prism and thin at 
the other side; whilst the second set of twins are thick on the side in which 
the- first set are thin, and thin on the side in which the first set are thick. The 

3 Chemical Geology, Vol II, p. 826. 
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effect of this peculiar arrangement therefore is, that, when viewed in polarised 
light, one-half of the prism appears almost wholly dark, whilst the other half 
exhibits an almost unbroken sheet of colour; the twins which at that azimuth 
suffer extinction of light being very thin relatively to the twins which at that 
azimuth polarise in more or less brilliant colours. 

This arrangement may be traced in fig. 8 sufficiently, perhaps, to make my 
meaning clear; but I have attempted in this sketch to reproduce the general 

effect, as far as that can be given in black and white, rather than these minute 

details of structure. 
Throughout the base are scattered granules of black opaque matter that 

appears to be magnetite arrested in the act of crystallisation. A sketch of one 
of these granules, as seen with the aid of somewhat high power, is given at 
fig. 11, plate II. Forms of this kind appear to me to indicate that the rock 
cooled rapidly under conditions that interfered with the molecules of the 
ferriferous mineral coming together in the form of a regular crystal. As pointed 
out by Dr. Sorby, there is a strong tendency on the part of crystals formed in 
slags to assume skeleton forms, and I have noticed that salts crystallised rapidly 
on o glass slide very frequently assume the sort of skeleton form shown in 
fig. 11, instead of regular crystals; each salt, speaking broadly, having its own 
pattern. Skeleton crystals of magnetite, similar to those occurring in these rocks, 
appear to be very characteristic of volcanic rocks and furnace slags’. 

A few flakes of a reddish mica are to be seen in this slice. 
No. 8.—A grey, compact, amygdaloidal rock. Specific gravity 2°84. A red- 

dish mica is seen here and there in amygdaloidal cavities, associated with the 
other minerals therein. 

Microscopic characters.—Prisms of felspar, much of which is distinctly seen 
to be triclinic, are scattered about in a felspathic base. Amongst the felspar a 
striking case of cruciform penetration twins is to be seen. The two arms of 

the cross intersect at an angle of 85°. 
A. considerable proportion of the base is represented by minute patches of 

viridite, partly fibrous and partly granular. Scattered through it, there is a 
considerable amount of opacite in granules, representing, I apprehend, imper- 
fectly formed magnetite. It is similar in character and appearance to that 
described in slice No. 7. 

The amygdaloidal spaces are plugged with quartz and viridite. In some, the 
viridite is seen by itself; in others an intergrowth of the two has taken place, 
granules of quartz being surrounded by the viridite in some cases, and in others, 
numerous patches of viridite of various sizes and shapes being included in the 
quartz. 

The viridite is in some places amorphous, and in others, in radiating or sheaf. 

like bundles of fibres. I believe it is in part delessite and im part chlorite, 
Round the margins of the chloritic inclosures im the quarts it passes into the 
vermicular form of'pro-chlorite. 

The quarts, which oonare hoth in Gap atsyg@aboifial cavities and filling, what 
were apparently fissures, conteinn tawny flakes of a reddish mica. The equeete in 

2 Rutley’s Stady of Rocks, p. 154. 
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remarkable for containing numerous very minute rounded liquid cavities with 
moveable bubbles. 

From the fact that the quartz occurs in the amygdaloidal cavities and from its 
intimate intergrowth with the delessite, I sce nothing to support the supposition 
that it is of fragmentary origin and has been brought up with the lava stream 
from below. On the other hand, though liquid cavities are very common in the 
quartz of granite and quartz-porphynies, [ am not aware of their haying beon 
before observed in quartz plugging amy gdaloidal cavities. Dr. Sorhy mentions 
a solitary case of liquid cavities having been found in some trachyte of solid 
character at Ponza! which appears to have been formed under considerable 
pressure. They are, however, very common in quartz veins, and to their presence 
principally, Dr. Sorby attributes the usual whiteness of vein quartz. The quartz 
under consideration is of dull white colour and it probably owes its opacity and 
whiteness to the same cause. The presence of the liquid cavities in the quartz 
of slice No. 7, and in that under consideration, may, I think, be explained on the 

supposition that the lava stream after solidification was covered over for a cou. 
siderable thickness by other lava streams, or by stratitied deposits, and that the 
plugging of the cracks and the amygdaloidal cavities was accomplished with the 
aid of highly heated water or steam under pressure. 

There is a great thickness of trap exposed at Darang. 

Nos. 9 & 10.—A greenish-grey rock with numerous amygdaloidal cavitios ; 
Sp. G. 2°773. 

Microscopic aspect.—The amygdaloidal cavities contain scolecite. The inner 
kernel of some is formed of calcite, whilst fissures in the sculecite are filled with 
this mineral. The study of these amygdala under the microscope affords an 
illustration of how one might often be misled by a chemical analysis. Viewed 
macroscopically the calcite would probably escape observation ultogether. 

The base is cryptocrystalline, and it contains multitudes of tufts of a fibrous 
chloritic mineral. Numerous small patches of viridite are alsu to be seen scattered 
through the mass. There are patches of a greenish mica both in the matrix and 
the amygdala. 

Granular epidote is plentiful. A fine group of epidote crystals is imbedded 
in the scolecite. 

The stellar arrangement of the felspar crystals may still be traced, but tho 

felepar is a good deal altered, and no distinct indication of the twinning of the 
triclinic system remains. 

No. 11.—A greenish-grey compact rock, Sp. G. 2°81. There are numerous 
round lumps of delessite plugging what were apparently amygdaloidal cavitics. 

Other such cavities are seen to be lined with a dull reddish-brown mica. The 
centres of the cavities are filled with quartz. 

Microscopic aspect.-The slice consista of numerous crystals of felspar of 
various sizes starred about in a fibrous translucent ground mass, olive green in 

1 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. XIV, p. 484. 
‘9 This is within the minimum for basalts, but it is probably somewhat under the mark owing to 

” Pb pressnes of air in some of the unfilled or partially filled amygdaloidal cavities. The presence 

GE scolecite und calcite in the latter mast also affect the result. 
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transmitted light. More dense and opaque patches of the same material are 

dappled about in it in a spotty way, whilst, here and there, along what were ap- 

parently lines of infiltration connecting amygdaloidal cavities, it assumes a ropy 
appearance. 

Most of the felspar crystals are distinctly triclinic and are in prismatic forms 
affording rather sharp outlines. In some instances they have caught up portions 

of the olive green base in the act of crystallization, the base being moulded to 
the form of the felspar prism. 

Fig. 3, plate I, is a representation of a small portion of this slice, as seen in 

the field of the microscope. Annexed to a group of plagioclase felspar crystals 

one of the cruciform arrangements of felspar prisms, so often alluded to in the 

preceding pages, is seen to be attached. The arms of the cross intersect at an 
angle of 834°, and they exhibit the twinning peculiar to the triclinic-system. The 

two long dark lines in the group above the cross are portions of the base caught 
up in the act of crystallization. The amount so caught up in the present instance 

is small, but occasionally, in some of the slices described in this paper, the amount 
is considerable relatively to the size of the prism. 

Some of the amygdaloidal cavities are plugged with delessite in fan-shaped 

and radiating forms; others contain, intermingled with the delessite, a mica, red 
in transmitted light, and a little quartz. 

Epidote is abundant, and occurs either in or eonindeted with amygdaloidal 
cavities... 

Mandi Traps. 

The traps seen in the bed of the Suketi river at the town of Mandi occur in 
the line of strike of those at Darang. The outcrop is here much thinner than at 
the latter place. 

I have examined seven sections of the Mandi trap made from chips and two 
from slices of the rock. There is no perceptible difference in the character of 
these specimens, ‘and it will suffice to describe the two slices. 

Nos. 12 and 13.—A dark-grey compact rock with a slight tinge of green in it; 
Sp. G. 2°88. 

Augite is abundant. Some of the crystals are fairly regular in shape and 
twinning is common in them. A little mica is visible in these slices. 

A cryptocrystalline or partially devitrified base, forming irregularly shaped 
spaces, is to be seen here and there. The felspar prisms do not present sharp 
outlines, and they are kaolinised and decomposed. No trace of triclinic twinning 
is to be seen in them. 

The olive green ground mass has been partially converted into viridite, which 
is only seen, however, in minute patches disseminated through the mass. 

“The rock is evidently a lava that has rapidly cooled, the augife being the 
only mineral that has had time to crystallise regularly and perfectly. 

The specific gravity of basalt ranges ‘from 2:76 to 3, its mean specific 
gravity boing 290. The speuilic gravity of the traps described in this paper 
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ranges from 2°77 to 2°93, their average being 2°86. The specitie gravity test 
therefore points to these rocks being classed as basalts. 

The microscopical examination of thin slices supports this view. Anite is 
generally abundant in them; plagioclase forms a prominent component. in most 
of the slices; and, in those in which the twinning peculiar to triclinic felspars 

is not visible, its absence is satisfactorily accounted fur by the kaolinisation and 
alteration of the felspar. 

Olivine is usually one of the first mincrals in a basalt to undergo decom. 

position, and it is often represented by a green product of alteration. Olivine 
has not been detected. Its presence was not to be expected in a rock which 

has undergone considerable alteration, and, moreover, though its occurrence 

is very common, it is not present in all basalts. None of the Bombay basalts 
I have examined contain any. 

Magnetite is plentifully represented in these slices by skeleton crystals 

arrested in the progress of crystallisation, and also by the sccondary products 
of its decomposition. 

Mica often occurs in basalts. Its presence in these sliccs appears to be due 
to the alteration of some of the original minerals. 

The epidote, calcite, delessite, pro-cllorite, and scolecite, aro also the 

secondary products of the decomposition of some of the original constitucnts 
of the rock. 

Quartz only occurs in amygdaloidal cavities and cracks, and its presence in 
such situations is not unusual. 

The mineralogical contents therefore of the thin slices examined under the 

microscope, agree with the specific gravity test, and show that those rocks are 
altered basalts. 

Basalts are classed as volcanic rocks, and the fact that the traps under con- 

sideration are abundantly amygdaloidal, and that the microscope reveals tho 
presence in them of a glassy or imperfectly crystallised base, shows that they 

were consolidated at the surface of the earth’s crust. All the details of their 
structure corroborate this view, and I think they are without douLt altered 

basaltic lavas. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Prate I. 

Fig. 1. Portion of a alice of an altered basalt. Darang, in the Mandi State, 
North-West Himalayas. 

Fig. 2. Ditto ditto. 
Fig, 3. Ditto ditto. 

Prats If. 

Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 9, illustrations of stellate grouping of felspar prisms, character- 
istic of eruptive rocks, and basalts in particular,-taken from the 
Darang basalts. 

Ratley’s Study of Rocks, p. 254, 
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Fig. 8. Another illustration of stellate grouping of triclinic felepar taken from 
a domite, Auvergne, 

Figs. 4 and 7. Augite crystals in process of alteration into a green product by 
the passage of corroding liquids through the rock. 

Figs. 5 and 6. Pseudomorphs of mica after augite, taken from the Darang basalts. 

Fig. 10. Illustration showing the modified shape of sections of minerals, as seen 
in thin slices under the microscope. 

Fig. 11. Skeleton form of magnetite taken from one of the Darang basalts. 

Further note on the connexion between the Hazfra and the Kashmir Series—By 
A. B. Wrnwz, F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. 

The recent appearance of Mr. Lydekker’s latest paper on the geology of 
Kashmir (Rec. Vol. XV, p. 14) throws so much more light upon the question of 

the relations of the rocks in two adjoining regions that I am tempted to offer a 
few further remarks in continuation of tny-last papers on Hazara. 

We are now enabled to extend the comparison which I applied to the then 
known Kashmir section (Rec. Vol. XII, p. 128, &c.), so as to embrace the actual 

continuation of the Hazéra rocks as they pass thence into Kashmir and Kaghan 
as follows, the annexed list including all the main groups of the whole region 
on both sides of the Kunhar1-Jhelum valley which appears to have been the main 
drainage outlet of the area from an early period :— 

HAZARA. KASHMIR AND KAGHAN. 

7. Murree Beds (probably partly miocene). 7. Murree Beds (miocene). 
6. Nummulitic. 6. Nummuilitic. 

PRESUMABEE OVERLAP. OVERLAP AMOUNTING TO UNCONFORMITY. 

5. Cretaceous (feebly aaaeaite 5. Abseit or unknown. 

aaron: UNDETECTED OR ABSENT. 
4 UNCcONFORMITY, p VERY LOCAL. 

Triassic upper and lower. 4. Trias and ? Jura, 

8. Infra-Triassic and Tandl group. 8. Carboniferous, 

Uxcorrormiry (Sraome). ; UsSoBsERVED. 

Attock Slate of Norfhern aaa eh Aqueous. ; 

ss le division absent.  sitarian a. fay 

Schists, . (Newer gneiss including representatives 
1 L of 2 and 8. 8 

Gneiss (primitive). Gneise fprimitive, Central), 9,3 

This comparison will be seen to present some advance beyond that of my Sher 
paper ( Rec., Val. XII, p. 126 ),in which, as Mv. Tepdehigne obsceven, the schists of 
North Hashra.see »ot soparately.ingl-*~ . beapaye, “~ Kpalmmir sections quoted 

offsred nothing yikwhidhts *“~~- >, a’ 2 gay bo taleadaced as 

2 This Kunal afer Jo Shahaamtas etm — Sane Se Aenay 1, 
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absolutely unrepresented, when they were found to pass out of the Hazara district, 
into then unexamined ground. 

They have a position in the list nevertheless, where they are placed together 

with the Infra-triassic and Tandl scries as he partly sugvests; the Tandl portion 
of this set of rocks passing, as stated, into crystalline, ¢.e. metamorphosed, rocks 

and gneiss. . 
The identity of the gniess in both areas is now established and that also of the 

next adjoining beds. 
The Attock slates are shown to be those of Kashmir, and their Amy daloid 

division is approximately placed. 

The carboniferous horizon is not much “more clear, but the trias beds aro 
identified, and the Murree beds are now known to be partly miocene, at all events. 

The main points of difference appear to be as follows :— 

HAzAaRa SIDR. KASHMIR SIDE. 

1. Presonce of a cretaceous horizon. Tts absence. 
2. Partial separability of the trias and jura, with a local Usual blending of these without discord. 

discordance. ance, 

3. Presence ef an infra-triassic or lower division of the Occurrence at this horizon of a carboni. 
trias, ferous group. 

4. Presence of a thick group of Tandl beds identical or Apparent absence of these beds, 
partly so with the foregoing. 

%. Absence of an amygdaloid series in the silurian Presence of an inferior silurian amygdas 
Attock slates. loid gioup. 

@. Presence of a complete sub-trias discordance. Absence of this feature or its imporeep- 
tibility. 

¥. Concealment or obscurity of a sub-tertiary overlap Presence of a sub-tertiary break anid over- 
discordance. lap. 

The main points of agreement are these :-— 

HAZARA SIDE and KASHMIR SIDE. 

1—Similarity of tertiary group in both. 
2.—General similarity of the newer or perhaps upper half of the mesozoic rocks with 

small exceptions. 
$.—Similarity of the lower palwozoic silurian-Attock-Kashmir slates. 
4.—Similarity of the schists and gneiss. 
6.—Universal disturbance. 

It seems from the lists that the points of difference are equal in number to 
the main rock-groups, and those of agreement are rather more than half as many 
as the differences. 

1, The cretaceous horizon established in the Sirban sections in Haz4ra and at 
great distances to the eastward in the Himalayas may well be present in other 
places though unrecognizable, as appears frequently to be possible even in 
Haséra. 

2. The triassic rocks in this region being yet known to present in one place 
only (at Sirban) all the conditions as to definite zones and sufficiently fossili- 
ferous ones, to enable detailed separations to be carried out, it seems most 
probable that the mixed character or the unfossiliferous condition of the Kashmir 
gpd Kaghén rocks is the general rule in both areas. The definite horizon may 

B 
fat on 
He 
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of course exist everywhere, but undor impenetrable obscurities, and even the 
appearance of discordance fairly established between these and the Spiti shale 
jurassic of Sirban being quite unpronounced elsewhere in Hazara, it may well be 
lo.t to sight in Kashmir. 

3. The fact that Mr. Lydekker finds the carboniferous group of Kashmir 
Vanishing into obscurity northwards, where its fosmls disappear, is strongly 
indicative of the same unfortunate occurrence in Hazara and the consequent 
impossibility of defining its position closely, while it may be fairly surmised that 

the Hazfra infra-triassic Tanél rocks or some portion of these are equivalent to 
the carbonifcrous group of Kashmir. 

At the same time the idea suggests itself that the Sirban trias may really 
exhibit only a higher portion of the whole great group which may be elsewhere 
represented by more obscure older developments more widely spread, and that 

the carboniferous representatives may be found or supposed to exist amongst the 
lowest layers of these and partly amongst the likewise unfossiliferous strata of 
the Tandl group, 

4, This Tandl group presents one of tho greatest difficulties in reconciling the 
siructure of the two regions as at present interpreted. Its thickness renders the 
absence of its recognition in Kashmir, &c., strange; and its place is peculiar, lying 
exactly between tho now well-identified Attock-Ladik slates and the metamor- 
phic schists (including rocks ot different horizons), into which the same Attock- 
Ladik slates are supposed by Mr. Lydekker to merge by reason of increasing 
metamorphism. 

These Tandl rocks, or their congeners, the infra-triassic, one or both, extend 

towards and into the lower part of the Kunhar valley, but crossing this no place 
is found for the group in the series of Kashmir and Kaghin, and a short line, 

obliquely crossing the valley from the Lachi Kun nummulitics to the Hazara 
older gneiss near Balakot, marks the approximate boundary between the Attock- 
Kashmir slates and their supposed more highly metamorphosed continuation 
imto the “newer gneiss” northwards. South of this boundary, however, between 
Bélakot and Gharri Habibula on the flanks of the Lachi Kun mountain, the 

Kashmir-Attock slates are not typical Attock slates at all, but more allied to the 
metamorphic schists. This point would so far favour the supposition that a 
northerly transition was taking place from less to greater metamorphism; but 

not far south of Gharri Habibula the slates possess their normal character, and 
appear projecting unconformably from beneath infra-triassic or Tanél quartzites 
and dolomites. The supposition that the Attock slates are the same to any 
extent as the schists to the north which pass into or are scarcely separable from 
the Tandél beds would then demand the incredible conclusion that both an unoon- 
formity and a transition between the older and newer groups should occur in the 
immediate neighbourhood of Gharri Habibula,—a view in which I catict 
coincide. 

Although the Tanél or infra-triassic aa _ s 
sub-divisions or hare not been admibied jx Ce 
right bank of the Kunkar af ths thd £ he , 
tongue of them ofossing the Lad beep Poet 
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of these dolomites, quartzites, argillaccous and other rocks docs not also ocenr to 
the east, because, although in discordant relation with the silurian alates on their 

southern side, they have been found to mingle gradually with the schists to the 
northwards, which in their eastern extension become the “newer gneiss” of 
various ages, and also because dolomites and yuartzites are mentioned amoung tho 
rocks of Northern Kashmir. 

If the group has an extension to the eastward, there seems, however, not. much 
more likelihood of its being closely identified among the “newer gneiss " series 
than either the metamorphosed silurian or carboniferous members of that divi- 

sion. Connected with one or both of these groups, rocks of Tandél aspect might 
occur, though without sufficiently distinct grouping or identity to have urged 
their separation. 

5. Had they possessed this distinctive character, there would only have been 
the absence of the apparently fugitive volcanic amygdaloids from amongst tho 
Hazara slates to have caused any very prominent disparity between the gencral 
series in these two areas. The horizon or horizons of this amygialoidal silurian 
group or groups being rather uncertain, but still placed below the slates or in 
their lower portion, the idea is suggested whether some of these volcanic rocks 

may not represent the horizon of the Tandl group, but this question I have not 
sufficient evidence to follow out. 

From what I know or can gather of the general aspect of the geology of thie 
whole region, I should rather expect to find the principal portion of the Tandl 
beds occupying a carboniferous or other intermediate horizon between the upper- 

most slates and the lowest fossiliferous triassic rocks, 

So far the obstacles, as it were, to extending either the full Kashmir colouring 

of the map into Hazara, or vice versd, have been noticed; the question of the 
arrangement of the groups is another matter, 

In the parts of Kashmir and Kaghan, most adjacent to Hazara conformity 
real or apparent would seem to be the rule throughout the whole sequence. 
From an inspection of Mr, Lydekker’s map and from his remarks it would 
appear evident that this conformity of the tertiaries north of Mozuffcrabad 
upon the palwozoic rocks assumes the nature of an overlap, amounting to tho 

total discordance which I had already indicated from limited observations 

(Rec. XII. p. 127). 

The unconformity at Sirban, in Hazfra, where the infra-trias is not only 
discordant to but contains derived fragments of the Attock-Ladak slates, is 
established. It appeared to me to occur again without the derivative feature near 
the road from Abbottabad to Mansahra and also on the right bank of the Kunhar 
river south of Gharri-Habibula, and yet it does not appear to have been detected 
in Kashmir or Kaghan, where secondary rocks occur within 12 and 32 miles of the 
Gharri locality, roughly speaking. 

‘This unconformity proves so complete a break between the infra-trias and the 
silurian that I held myself prepared to find those of the Tanol beds most nearly 
identical with the infra-trias of Sirban completely discordant to the Attock 
“lates at any place where they might occur in junction with these. 
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This appeared to be the relation of the groups on the lower Siran and Dore 
rivers near the Indus, 

The disturbance in most places greatly concealed or quite obscured any identi- 
fication of this relation in connexion with the silicious and dolomitic bands of 
the Tandl group, while in many instances they appeared to be simply interca- 
lated with the other Tandél beds; besides, there was always the possibility in 
consequence of the break at Sirban that infra-trias rocks of other places might 
exhibit a larger thickness of themselves or of other subjacent conformable beds. 
I was therefore the less surprised to find great irregularities and sudden develop- 

ment or reduction of the unconformable infra-trias ( presumed to be in some 

degree equivalent of Tanél rocks) in various localities, nor did it;appear im. 
probable that the unconformity so clear at Sirban should be obscured by being 
removed further elsewhere from the dolomites and quartzites, or altogether lost to 
view in the more metamorphosed area of the schists. 

Whatever portion of the T'anél beds may be identieal with the infra-trias will 
carry with it much of the associated and stratigraphically united Tanél rocks 

not largely developed, if at all, at Sirban. The place of these Tanol-infra-trias 

beds must lie at the upper side of the discordance there, and it is impossible in so 

limited an area to place on the same horizon any rocks supposed to form a part 
of the Attock-Ladak silurians on the lower side of this discordance. 

To say that the dolowites and quartzites of the Tandél area are not infra- 
trias but metamorphosed trias-jura, will provide no escape from the dilemma, for 
the trias and infra-trias have always been found as part of the same conform- 
able sequence. 

In one way it seems still possible to reconcile some of the discrepancy between 

the Hazdéra area and that to the east. I offer the suggestion with much reserva- 
tion on the supposition that the rocks of both regions pass northwards into a 
metamorphic terra incognita, where important divisions become undistingnish- 
able and the clearcst indication of stratigraphic arrangement at low or high 
angles are untrustworthy. This being granted (if possible) it may be that the 

schistose series (newer gneiss of Lydekker) represents among its other consti- 
tuents a lower portion of the Attock-Ladék silurian, or even the same beds as 
are elsewhere unmetamorphosed ; that over these the schists passing upwards 
and uniting with the Tanél group (on an extension of Mr. Lydekker’s hypothesis) 
represent the carboniferous and triassic horizons. Some of the dolomites, &c., 
of the Tandls belonging to the former, and others with their associated slates, &c., 
being the unconformably enfolded representatives of the trias and infra-trias or 

‘‘ trias-jura” division, all in a metamorphosed or sub-metamorphosed state. 

At this distance, both as regards time and place from the region and its 

examination, one is apt to have a less lively faith in his own deductions, and yet 
after reconsidering the question with the aid of Mr. Lydekker’s paper, mnligt the 
perplexities of mountain stracture will endorse so large a draft perio ati 
hypotheses as the ebove suggentions demand, I aus te Sow be way the 
interpretations of Hasita Kashints hd Raghdsa ten be fecablit into closer can- 
cordance. 
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Notwithstanding that I am ready to admit any reasonable amount of possible 
misinterpretation not of a glaring nature amongst the obscure stratigraphical 

features of a metamorphosed and disturbed mountain region, the greater difliculty 
presents itself that it is not so much obscurity of the stratigraphic relations in 
Hazara as the reverse which has led to my interpretation of the district, and that 
no amount of the inversion, which it is now the custom to call in aid so largely, 
can set aside local deductions from such physical facts us the Sirban infra-trius 

unconformity. 
+ 

Notes on the Umaria Coal Field (South Rewah Gondwéna basin)—DBy Tirovore 

W. H. Huaurs, A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Geological Surrey of India. 

Owing to the great interest that has been aroused regarding the occurrence of 
workable coal at Umaria and in the Johilla valley in the Rewah territory, I 
have no doubt that a short notice relating to it, preliminary to a fuller descrip- 
tion in our Memoirs, will be generally acceptable. Under ordinary circumstances 
the publication of the facts in connection with the coal would not have taken 
place until next year, by which time the map of the larger area to which this 
ground belongs would have been completed. So many enquiries, however, have 

been set on foot, as to the extent of the coal, its thickness, the quality of the coal 

and the facilities for working it, that it a become a duty to respond to them 

without delay. 

In a previous volume! of the Records of the Survey, I have described 
the geological position of the Umaria and Johilla coal. Its 
proper place is amongst the true or older coal-measures of 

India, and it is not to be confounded with the younger coal of the Mahanadi, 

Lameta Ghat and Jabalpur. This is a favourable point, and it implics that tho 
coal will be moderately steady both in quality and quantity, features which are 
not characteristic of the newer coals. 

Many years have elapsed since the original discovery of the coal that I am 

. writing about. The first who drew attention to it was 
ic aca a are Osborne, the Political Agent of Rewah in 1860. 

Afterwards come Royal and Civil Engineers reported on it, but their recom- 
mendations were not strong enough to induce any active steps being taken to 
explore the field. Subsequently, and quite recently (1881), it was my good 
fertune to meet with a gentleman in charge of the Rewah administration* who 
responded cordially to my suggestions that the coal-measures should be tested 
near Umaria and in the Johilla valley; and within a few weeks of my broaching 
the plan of operations, boring tools were got ready, and Mr. Stewart, who had 
previously been in charge of the Narbada trial borings, was appointed, on a 
salary of Ra. 420 a month, to test the various sites indicated by myself. It is a 
great satisfaction to be able to say that the word success may be freely used. An 
abundance of coal has been proved; a large area has been determined; the con- 

2 Records G. 8, 1., Vol. XIV, pages 318—815. 
3 Captain Barr, Political Agent, Baghelkhand, and Superintendent, Rewah State. 

Previous notice, 
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ditions for working are favourable; the quality of the coal is fair in the labora- 
tory, and the practical results are satisfactory. 

The accident of position has caused much more attention to be devoted to the 

Umaria than to the Johilla area, the former locality being 14 or 15 miles 

nearer to the station of Kutni, on the East Indian Railway. The Johilla valley 

was merely looked at in case the Umaria borings should fail to realise the expec- 

tations formed of them. The extra distance would have been a very small draw- 

back, if the only alternative left of procuring coal had been the opening-up, of 

that part of the district ; and it was deemed advisable, while means were at hand 
for under-ground exploration, to make as effective use of them as possible. 

As matters have turned out, there was no necessity to have taken the pre- 
caution of examining the Johilla coal lands, but the information’that has been 
gained respecting them is a valuable item added to our positive knowledge. 

The first boring at Umaria was commenced on the 22nd January 1882 on 

: ; _ the site selected by myself. It was to the north of the 

Bile hiatal oo outcrop of the coal seam, and was intended to prove 
the true thickness of the coal. According to Mr. 

Stewart’s reading of the samples it is 7 feet. This may be accepted as the 

average thickness of the coal seam, the outcrop of which is seen in the Umrar 
river, running between the two villages of Khalesar and Umaria. 

It would be needless multiplication of details to allude to each bore-hole 
section. The object with which the various positions were chosen was to test the 
extension of the coal both laterally and to the deep. 

Had more time been at our disposal more ample results could have been 
achieved, but as the case stands even now enough data have been gathered to 
show that the seam exposed in the river extends over a proved area of 15 square 
miles, and that it is fair to assume 3 square miles as probable and easily worked 
coal lands. 

In boring No. 7a, immediately on the right bank of the Umrar, a second seam 

Rnd eealn was met with, which is, I fancy, higher in the series than 

that proved in No.1. It was again passed through in 
Nos. 8 and 9, and it was just touched in No. 11. It appears to be a permanent 
bed, so that we may calculate upon two seams of coal, which at a very low average 
may be taken as 14 feet thick. 

Most of the borings were put down within the limits of the Umaria holding ; 
but in order to learn something of the lie of the land between Khalesar and 
Lélpur on the other side of the river, I directed Mr. Stewart to start No.6. A 
series of misfortunes rendered this hole and two subsequent ones useless as indi- 
cators, none of them having been completed. The question therefore as to what 
becomes of the coal in that direction is an open one, but I incline to think that 
the coal is there, and that had the borings been carried deeper they would have 
proved this to be the case. It is unfortunate that there should be nncarteisthy 
on the point, as, owing to this circumstance, I have for the. sgke of baing withia 
the mark omitted it from the calonable.opal Jands. : se 
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I presume that I am expected to give a few figures showing the amount of 
Available coal at 300 C0 that I consider to exist in the Umaria field. It is 

feet is about 28,000,000 an unsatisfactory task to undertake, as those know who 
none: make calculations of this sort. With an average thick- 

ness of 14 feet, I think that within the area of 3 square miles there is an available 

amount of 28 millions of tons at a depth of 300 feet from the surface. 

The dip of the measures is slight, and the coal keeps well up for a long way 
to the deep, so that it presents great facilities for being 

readily worked. 

With respect to the quality of the coal the only seam that could be tested in 

the laboratory and tried practically on the railway was the lower one. 

About one hundred tons were excavated from the outcrop, and consignments 
were made to the Hast Indian and Great Indian Peninsula railways. From 
Mr. Pont, of the Hast Indian line, I heard that the working power of the coal was 
41 Ibs. the train mile. 

From Mr. Brock, vf the Great Indian Peninsula line, the most favourable result 

was 33 Ibs. the train mile. 

The Great Indian Peninsula trials show the coal in a very favourable light, 

and nearly equivalent to the best and freshest samples of the Karharbari field. 

Considering that the coal on trial was merely surface stuff, the result is quite 
surprising. It is possible also that when the drivers and firemen are better 
acquainted with it they will be able to get still more work out of it. 

Analyses made in the Survey laboratory by Mr. Hira Lal, who has been 
associated with me in the survey of the South Rewah coal areas, gave the 

following result :— 

Dip slight. 

Analyses of different bands in the Umaria seam. 

|S: Vo | Ble | 2 °/,| 48. °,| 24. °Y, 

Moisture (at 280° F.) . . 

Volatile, exclusive of moisture 

Fixed carbon 7 6 e 

Ash . «© 5© « 

Caking eo « 4 w 

Noteaking . - « -« 

Colour of ash .- 2 « 

22) 24| 24) 26) 28 

244 | 26:8; 260) 292 | 276 

85°6 | 59°4 | 5678 | 522) 69°0 

87°8 | 124] 138 | 160; 106 

, white. | white.| white. | white. | white. 

N.B,—The band f, yielded shout.15 °/, of oil and terry: matter. 
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The samples were taken by myself from the quarry at the outcrop. The 

index letters refer to the section which is— 

Descending, 

a—Coal hard 

b—Stony band 
e—Coal bright 
d— , hard 
e— ,, bright 

S— » hard 
g—Stone band 

4—Coal hard to e 

Inches, 

ON PQN OE O 

4 ft, 8 

The seam is not so thick at the outcrop as it is farther to the deep. The best 
coal is the lowest band, lettered h. It contains a high percentage of fixed 
carbon, which accounts for the excellence of the trials on the Great Indian Penin- 

sula railway. 

Of the bore-hole sections, I give Nos. 1 and 7a to show what rocks were 
passed through, and the thickness of the two seams. 

Black surface soil . 

Brown coarse sandstone . 

Grey soft 
Red coarse hard , 

No. 1.—Commenced 22nd January 1882, 

Yellow coarse hard sidligicna. - 

Grey earthy 

Yellow hard coarse 
Red coarse hard 
Grey hard coarse 
Mottled coarse earthy 
Grey hard fine 
Light brown fine hard ,, 

Dark brown fine hard ,, 

Brown hard 

Grey soft shaly 
Red coarse soft 

Brown fine soft 
Yellow fine soft 

e i 

Brown and yellow mottled clay 
Brown shaly soft sandstone . 
Gray and brown shaly sandstone 
Brown shaly soft sandstone . 
Grey fine soft sandstone 
Brown clay, hard ,, 
Grey and soft shaly sandstone 
Carbonecsous shale 

S 

Yeh 

~~ *'* 

ee Bee e©@ © © & © we © ew & & & F&F & © ee a* © © «© © © e © @ © fF Fe 8 8 

<e 

6 tt %,* ee = © # 6 @ © @ 6 @hUmMfmUMHmUCUOUUOUUUCUMMmUhUOMmUmUCUOMMUMUCUCOMhClOCC 

Ss one 

ended 10th February 1882. 

Feet. Inches, 

wee ee ee ee Be oe ee ee oe ee @eoeeoeoeoaooeocoa acedcaaneooooaoa 

8 her Re WER) BF, 
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Feet. Inches, 

Coat ae ee = ca 7 0 

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone 2 0 
‘ shule ° . = « : 2 0 

Coal ° . ° : 2 0 
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone - «. 8 0 
White hard sandstone . . : F - 46 0 

No. 7a.—Commenced 17th March 1882, ended 30th April 1882. 

Feet. Inches, 

Dark brown sandy surface soil . . . 16 
a ” clay and pebbles 

Brown clay and sand . ° 
Light brown mottled shaly samistois . 

- and red sandstone . ‘ 

Brown shaly sandstone . « ‘y , 
Red_ssé,, ‘ Z 

Yellow ,, = - . « ; ; 
White ,, ; ; ‘ 

Brown and white thaly sachets ‘ ‘ : 
White - ; ; 

Brown and white ,, ie 

Red and brown —_i,, 3s 

White and brown ,, re - 

Yellow 2 ‘ ; 

Red and white - Ee e 

Brown and yellow ,, ae , 

93 ”D 99 e e ° 

99 and white ry) 99 e 

2 6 

White and red » a 

po and yellow 9 9 e ® 

Brown and white ,, n 

sandstone 

TU 
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . 
Grey sandstone : 
Carbonaceous 

Grey 
Carbonacoous 

Grey 
Goat. > », 

Cartiooacerca sie : 
Coat » il 

_ Of the Johilia borings I have little to say ; one was pat down near the junction 
of the Marjatia and Umarha streams and the other on the left bank of the Johila. 
: The seblions sponk: for themselves, and the coal appears to: be better even’ than. 

idet Binerin. ' ee Bee », ‘ 

oe 
Cn RO eC OC en eC 

Geoo0ec0eoscocoocoooo coe fFeooeo os oso ose eeoooooss ‘4 e e e r 

i 
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No. 2.—Oommenced 6th March 1882, ended 28rd April 1882. 
Feet. Inches, 

Yellow clay (surface soil) 
Brown shaly sandstone . 
Dark brown shaly sandstone . 
Carbonaceous clay . 

” shale 
Grey shaly sandstone 
Brown shaly sandstone , < % - 

Coal . e e e e e e e e 

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . « 

Grey 9 %” ° . . 
Coal , ° ° . . ° 

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . 

Grey » » 8 
Carbonaceous _,, ma 

Coal . ee ee ee 
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone 2 oe 
Grey = ¥ ‘< : ° 

Carbonaceous shale e je ‘a> oe 
Grey shaly sandstone . . « « 
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . 

Pee ew DO bh OMe rome Garwmonw ad we 
Seoeoovoeoeceoesdcocoeocooocoocece 

Grey ” 99 e ° ° ° 

Coarse sandstone . 
Grey is : : ° — - 6 

No. 3.—Oommenced 13th March 1882, ended 23rd April 1882. 

Dark brown surface sandy soil - it 0 
Dark shaly sandstone . . . 1 0 
Grey 99 9 e ° ° e 1 0 

Brown 39 39 e ° e ® 3 0 

Coal. « «© «© © © «© 17 0 
Grey shaly sandstone 1 0 
Carbonaceous shale 6 0 
Grey shaly sandstone » oe oe Oi 0 

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . © e« 9 0 
99 shale ° e ° - 82 0 

Coal -. « 6 lel ll ll CG 0 
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone o 2 « 6 0 
Grey » ” ® ° r) ° 4, 0. 

The proving of the’ Umaria coal-field shows how valuable an adjunct to the 
labours of the Geological Survey are the facta that can only be discovered by 

series of borings. A large area of coal has thus been proved, and our doubts 

dissipated ; and we have now ample knowledge to direct us in our projects and. 
plans for the future. The coal is good, and there is plenty of it. ~ It is within 
one hour’s railway journey of Kutui, and from its commanding geographical 

position, as may be seen by looking at a map, { is one of the most 1 

s@ * a ‘ ME ena rs pangs Pelt eae. : ee TT wee ye AP a 

thave no doubt that» ay + i. ES | eee a ee — mi i at 
: ee eee ge = io Whe colt 
fe now ante es OR ee CER ees... ; 

fortune to see cla winateilf inal del vid tbe settee, Mee ins 
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large grain traffic passing through Umaria, but I have no statistics to give. 
I have no hesitation, however, in saying that a railway would probably pay its 
way, though perhaps 2 to 3 per cent. of interest would be all that the capital 
would realise until the road was extended more to the east and served a larger 
area of country. 

The Daranggiri Coal field, Garo Hills, Assam—By Tom D. La Toucue, B.A., 

Geological Survey of India. 
Immediately to the north of the gneissic range running westward from the 

Khasia plateau and forming the culminating ridge of the Garo hills, the creta- 
ceous rocks in which the coal of this district occurs occupy a series of detached 

basins in the gneiss, and rest directly upon it. Of these basins the two 

largest,—marked as coal-fields on the Ordnance map, and known as the Rong- 

renggiri and Daranggiri fields respectively,—are situated in the valley of the 
Sumesary or Semsang river. In the Rongrenggiri field, which extends from 

about 2 miles to the west of the thanna at that place eastward to a short 

distance to the east of Shemshanggiri, there are, as far as I could discover, no 
coal seams of any practical value. A seam of good coal, 1 foot thick, occurs 
in a hill due east of Shemshanggiri, and at the west end of the field are several 
outcrops of a bed of carbonaceous shale, about 3 feet thick, which, I believe, 
represents the principal seam of the Daranggiri field described below. A fairly 
continuous section is exposed in the bed of the river and its tributaries between 
these beds and the gneiss on the one hand and the nummulitic rocks which occupy 
the centre of the basin on the other, and in these rocks only a few insignificant 
strings of coal and thin beds of carbonaceous shale occur. 

The Daranggirt field, its position and area.—The Daranggiri field is situated on 

both sides pf the Sumesary river, where it turns south in a long reach before 

cutting through the main range at Jankaray village. It is about 10 miles in 
length from west to east, extending from a little to the west of Daranggiri to 
Rengdim in the Khasia hill district, and about 6 miles in breadth from north 
to south, from a short distance above the junction of the Rongoli stream with the 

Sumesary to the Rongkhai stream on the south. On the south side of the latter 

river are # few outliers, but these are separated from the gorge of the Sumesary, 
through which the projected railway will probably pass, by some miles of exceed- 
ingly rugged ground so that they are not of much importance. 

_ Within these limits the coal-measures occupy an area of about 50 square miles, 
but,.as will be seen from the analyses given below, the seams which occur in the 
portion of the field lying between the Rengchi, Rongkhai and Lengta streams is 
almost, if not quite, worthless; besides which the small thickness of the seams 

in-¢hip portion of the field, not more than 2 feet 6 inches, would probably prevent 
‘their being worked with profit, even if the coal were of better quality. There 
semaine, then, the western half of the field extending from Daranggiri to the 

i, at azea-of about 20 aquare miles, in which there is at least one seam of 
‘oul of good quality of a thickness sufGaient to be worked profitably. 
a" sy, Daranggiei outorope.—The outcrops of the principal seam in the neigh- 

. of Daranggiri haye already been described by My. Medlicott. (Records, 
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G. 9. I., Vol. VI, pt. 2, p. 58). Besides this seam three are five others exposed in 

the cliffs about Daranggiri, but of greatly inferior thickness. The following section 

is exposed in a cliff on the east side of the Rongwi (Nongal) stream, a short 

distance below its junction with the Rongmadu, and may be taken as a type 

section of the coal-measures throughout the field :-— 
Ft. Ina 

1. Coarse yellow and brown sandstones’. . - about 240 
2. White sandstones with bands of shaly clay rock . 5 70 
3. Coal. ‘ . : ‘ é . : ‘ ‘ 1 

4. Shaly clay rock . ‘ : : . ; : 3 3 
5. Coal . : ‘ ; . . ‘ : ‘ os 0 10 

6. Shaly clay rock. ; . é : ‘ F = + 

4%. Coai . 5 P : . . . : ‘ _ 0 6 

8. White sandstone with bands of shale. : 5 is 20 

9. Coal . ‘ : ‘ : ; ‘ ‘ ‘ a 7 6 

10. Sandy shale with strings of coal in lower part. 7 5 
11. Coal. ; , ; . ‘ ‘ é é Pa 1 

13. Carbonaceous sandy shale. ° ; 5 : a 5 

13. Coal, ; ‘ ' ‘ : ‘ : : Pa 1 
14. Carbonaccous shale, base hidden under water i — P 

Toran - 358 £10 

The section is given in natural order; dip about 5° to south-east. 
In this section the beds immediately below the coal are not exposed, but on 

following down the stream the rise of the strata gradually brings them up until, 
at a short distance above the junction of the Rongwi with the Sumesary, they 

are seen resting directly upon the gneiss, and consist of about 200 feet of coarse 
purple and yellow grits and conglomerates. Similarly to the west of Daranggiri 
the seam may be traced rising steadily along the cliffs bordering the Rongmadn, 
the lower grits and conglomerates appearing beneath it, until it is overlapped by 

the higher strata which rest against the gneiss of Naramkhol and Tobeng hills. 
To the south of Daranggiri the principal seam disappears beneath the bed of 
the Rongwi, a short distance above its junction with the Rongmadu, but it 
appears again in the same stream, about 1} miles further to the south, being bent 
up sharply against the gneiss of the main range, with a dip to north-east 

mereasing in this section from 35° to 65° within a distance of 100 feet. On the 
same strike the seam appears to the west in the Nongalbicha stream and to the 
east in the Rongju below the village of Baduri, where it is nearly vertical. 

2. Sumesary outcrops.—Descending the Sumesary from its junction with the 
Rongwi, the south-east dip of the strata brings the coal seams down to the river 
level about quarter mile above its confluence with the Garigithem stream. The 
same series is seen here as in the section at Daranggiri, except that the lowest 
one foot seam is absent. The dip of the beds is 2° to 3° to south-east, but slightly 
undulating, and becoming horizontal a little further down the river. The out. 
crop of the principal seam here, and in the Garigithem stream, about s quarter mile 
to the east, has been described hy Mr. Medlicott (loo. ott.); } Soeis 
thick. Further to the east the coal is overlapped towards the north. by diate 
beds, which rest directly upon the gneiss, and covur ix-paiches on Ghe-intie@ 
hills as far north as Sudugizi.. re : -* # 
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8. Goreng hill outcrop—tIn the north-south reach of the Sumesary gneiss is 

exposed for a considerable distance above the junction of the Rengchi. This rock 

extends beneath Goreng hill to the Renchi, forming an aimost horizontal but 

uneven floor, upon which the coal-measures rest horizontally. The lower part of 

these, about 200 feet, consists of coarse grits and conglomerates, which form a 
perpendicular cliff extending almost continuously round the south end of the hill. 
At the top of this precipice the coal occurs, but generally its outcrop is much 
obscured by talus. Large fragments of it, however, occur in all the streams 
which flow from the hill to the Sumesary and Rengchi. <A good scction is ex- 

posed in the Nengja stream, a small tributary of the Rengchi, about 1 mile from 
the latter, as follows :— 

Feet. In. 

1. Coarse sandstone, about . ; ‘ : . ; - 12 0 

2. Coal, about . ‘ ‘ : . a ‘i ; . 8 6 

8. Clay rock with carbonaceous markings, about : . 4 0 

4. Fine yellowish brown sandstone, about . : ; . 4 0 

Total . 28 

The beds are horizontal. 
A short distance down the stream a band of carbonaceous shale, about 18 

inches thick, is exposed, but in this part of the field I could not find any of the 

smaller seams which occur at Daranggiri. 
Total amount of coal.—In this area of 20 square miles the average thickness 

of the seam is 5 feet 6 inches (7 feet 6 inches at Daranggiri and 3 feet 6 inches 

on the Rengchi); the total amount of coal calculated from these data is about 
76,000,000 tons. 

Quality of the coat.—The coal of the principal seam is bright black in colour, 
becoming brown when crushed ; it contains numerous specks and nests of a brown 
resinous substance; it lights readily and burns freely. The seam is very free 
from shaly partings. The coal from the seams to the east of the Rengchi is 

brownish-black in colour, and much more shaly. Specimens taken from four 
localities have been assayed by Mr. Hira Lal, Sub-assistant Geological Survey, 
with the following results. To these I have added an assay of the coal from the 
outcrop at Daranggiri, taken from Mr. Medlicott’s report, loc. cit.:— 

Assays of Daranggiri coal. 

“lo “lo ‘lo “Io “lo 
1 3 5 

Moisture (at 230°F.) . . . | «| 1s 62 2°6 30 28 

Volatile, excluding moisture . . . «| 831 89:4 216 31°23 40 2 

Wixedorbon . . 0. 0... a | oe | 40 | 140 27°4 

Ash ° . ° ° ° . ‘ . 77 26 71'8 518 29'6 

No. 1.--Daranggiri, 7’-6” seam (ussny made in 1874). 
Ro, 2,~-Nengja stream, 8’.6" seam: caking ; ash, white. 

_ “1: Wq. 8—Hill side above Rongtok stream: non-caking; ash, white. 
No, 4.—Fragment from talus at outcrop in bank of Lengta stream: non-caking; ash, 

inc, WO ae--One foot seam in Rongwi stream above Daranggiri : non-caking ; ash, greyish white, 
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Posttion of the principal seam as regards working.—Except in the south-west . 
corner of the field, where the strata are bent up sharply against the gneiss of 
the main range, they are either horizontal or dip at very low angles, and there 
seems to be an absolute freedom from faults over the whole area. The greater 
part of the seam is above the level of the principal streams so that the coal might 
be economically extracted, and the mines drained by adits. Moreover, as the 
rock immediately above the coal is generally a fine clay rock, tolerably impervious 
to water, the mines would to a certain extent be kept dry by it. 

That part of the seam which dips below the surface of the rivers would have 
to be got at by shafts, but the strata above the coal, consisting of about 300 feet 
of sandstone and shales would present no difficulty to the sinking of these. 

Finally, the line of the proposed railway, up the gorge of the Sumesary, passes 
through the centre of the field so that if this scheme is ever carried out there 
appears to be no reason why the coal of this field should not be worked with 
facility and profit. 

Nummulitic lumestone.—On the high ground to the east of Daranggiri, there 
are two patches of nummulitic limestone, indicated by surface fragments, but as 
they are entirely covered by jungle I was unable to determine their thickness and 

extent. However it is quite possible that quarries opened in them would sup- 
ply lime sufficient for small buildings and other works in the field itself. At 
Siju on the Sumesary, to the south of the main range, is a large deposit of 
limestone of good quality. 

In concluding I must express my thanks to Captain Maxwell, the Deputy 
Commissioner of the district, for the great interest he took in my work, and for 

the assistance he gave me, so that although I was totally unacquainted with the 
country when I arrived in it, I had no difficulty in obtaining either carriage or 
supplies. 

On the outcrops of coal in the Myanoung division of the Henzada district.—By 
R. Romanis, D. Sc., Chemical Examiner, British Burma (with a plan). 

Havine ascertained from Major Spearman that the coal reported in the Hen- 
zada district was found at Mokhoung, near Hleemouk, on the Nangathoo river, 
I proceeded thither, leaving Henzada on the morning of April 27th and arriving 
at Hleemouk on the following morning. The way lies along the Henzada embank- 
ment for 25 miles as far as Kyoukywa, where the Bassein river is crossed; thence 

by cart-roads through rice-fields to Kwingouk, where the Nangathoo river is 
passed. From this place to Hleemouk is about 8 or 9 miles. The road several 
times enters the bed of the Nangatheo stream. The last 2 or 3 miles of the road 
pass through forest, but it is almost level the whole 15 miles from Kyoukywa. 

I found the onterop at Mokhoung, the site of a deserted spe Frag 
miles from Hleemonuk. It is at the foot of s steep bank composed of clay 
loose stones lying upon shales which dip to the north at an angle of 4)". °: * ae 
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aceous shales. I was not able to follow the strike of the beds across the river, 
as there is a wide alluvial tract on the other side beneath which it is concealed, 
if it exists at all, nor could it be found to the south of the fault, where the beds 

dip to the south. As it appears at a fault, the coal is much broken by the bend- 
ing of the rocks, and patches of shale occur throughout the bed, which induced 

me to think it a mere pocket in the shale. A watercourse, which seems to mark 
the line of dislocation, enters the stream at the place where the coal appears. 
About 100 yards further up the stream some coal was found amongst the debris 
at the foot of the bank; and in a watercourse which enters the stream to the 

north is a thin bed of carbonaceous shale under a bed of quartz. 

While at Hleemouk a piece of coal was brought in, said to be from Kywaising 
in the Okepo district. On examining it I found that it melted and formed a coke, 
which the Mokhoung coal does not do. I at once proceeded to the place, which’ 
is about 12 or 14 miles from Hleemouk, near the junction of the stream, called in 
Fitzroy’s map the Shwayneing with the Okepo river. It is not marked in 

that map, which appears to be incorrect in the representation it gives of this 
district. 

On arriving at Kywaising we were conducted tothe coal. Itis found ata 
place about 14 hour’s walk from Kywaising over low hills covered with bamboo 
forest, 

The coal appears at a sharp bend of a watercourse which flows from north to 
south into the Shwayneing river. At the point where the coal is exposed the 
stream makes a sharp turn and flows from west to east for about 120 yards. The 
south bank is about 50 feet high and steep. The coal is exposed along the whole 
of the bank in a bed about 12 feet thick. A cutting was made into the coal when 
the following section was found :— 

Feet. Inches. 

Soil and decomposed yellow shale . . a, ~ © Sor6 0 
Carbonaceous shale. ; ¢ F , ‘ : ° . 0 4; 

Coal ‘ ‘ : - ‘ ‘ ‘ : 1 6 
Carbonaceous shale . ‘ ‘ ‘ ; PF , ° ‘ 0 2 
Coal . é ‘ . : . . ; 1 6 
Carbonaceous shale i. ° ° ; . 0 4 
Coal . ‘ ‘ - ‘ P ° 3 ° ; ; : 1 6 
Carbonaceous shale . ‘ ° : ; j ‘ 7 ‘ 0 2 
Coal . ‘ F ; ‘ ‘. js . 5 ‘ : 1 6 
Carbonaceous shale .. ° ° ‘ ; ‘ ‘ ; 1 6 
Coal, good quality - @ § Go Mo ce ver 2 0 

2 0 Coal. inferior F ‘ ‘ F ; ; ‘ ; ‘ ‘ 

Total ll 6 

'The lower portion was concealed by debris, and the exact thickness could not 
‘be estimated. Since my return I have been informed by Mr. Lewis, who continued 
the work after I left, that the layers of shale become mere partings in the coal, 
and that there are 6 feet of coal, they 2 feet of shale, and then 4 feet of coal, the 

npper 2 feet of good quality. 
. The dip of the bed of coal is 30°, to H. 
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I examined the rocks in the neighbourhood and found that they dipped like 
the coal at 30°, to E. The strikeis north and south. I observed layers of carbo- 
naceous shale at three places in the watercourse, and found that they crossed it 
and passed under the opposite bank, showing that there is no fault but the strata 
dip under the hill to the east. Over one of these beds there lies a thick bed 
of quartz-breccia. From the dip of the strata and the position of the quartz-brec- 
cia and shale I conclude that they lie under the coal. 

Having finished my observations at this placeI visited the outcrop at 
Poosoogyee, in the Myanoung district. On my way through Hleemouk I revisited 
the outcrop there. It was too dark to see what had been done, but I was told 
that the coal had come to an end after four bags had been got out, and that the 
rest was all shale. Mr. Lewis, who saw the place by daylight, saya this is not 

the case; there is a layer of coal 18 inches thick. 

Poosoogyee is about 30 miles from Myanoung, on the Padaw river. On my 

way I halted at a Chin village, Yaynantoung, so named from a petroleum spring 
about 4 miles away in the hills. I did not visit it asthe quantity of petrole- 
um is very small, but it is evidence of the presence of bituminous strata. The 
spring is marked on the map as east of the village. 

The outcrop of coal is about 4 miles from Poosoogyee on the left bank of 
the Padaw stream. It is a band varying from 18 to 6 inches in a bed of carbo- 
naceous Shale dipping 60°, to E. It is very friable, crumbling into powder between 
the fingers. The stratum in which it occurs is much contorted, and in one or two 

places the coal thins out altogether. On examining the neighbourhood I found a 
bed of quartz conglomerate overlying abed of bituminous shale in two places, 
one further up the stream than the coal, the other lower down, dip 60° to N.E. at 
the latter, 60° to E. at the former, evidently passing below the coal, and thus 
bearing the same relation to the coal that similar beds do at Kywaising 
and Mokhoung, from which I infer thatthe same strata of coal, shale and con- 

glomerate appear at each place. The coal is at its maximum thickness at Kywai- 
sing and thins out to 22 inches at Mokhoung, 12 miles south, and to less than 
12 inches at Poosoogyee, 18 miles north. The following diagram greats the order 
of the strata, as it appears to me :-— 

Yellow shales and sandstone several hundred feet. 
Coal 10 feet. 
Carbonaceous shale (?) 
Yellow shale and sandstone, 800 feet, 
Quartz breccia, 5 feet. 
Carbonaceous shale, 2 fect. (?) 

IT do not think that it is worth while at present to bore at either Pooenagaes, 
or Mokhoung. At Poosoogyee the rocks are much contorted; they kayy bits 
indurated by infiltration of silica ; the dip is great and the seam irregediir,.’ I is 
possible that the irregularity is dus to the twisting of the stuuid nt Gie point 
lar pan fia iri Lhe er voi Pep 
ee ee ee ee ue ee Rei ont 
crop is the one most likely to repey | ee 
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I should recommend that two borings be made, one to trace the con] under the 
opposite bank of the stream, that is, to the eastward, the other to the southward 
to follow the coal towards the river. The shale and soil covering the coal on tho 
west side of the watercourse cannot be many feet thick, and several borings may 

be made without trouble. 

As to the question of transport, the Okepo river is navigable during the rains 
for boats of 10 tons as far as Kywaising. The coal is about 5 or 6 miles 

distant from the village. Four miles of the road are level, but the bed of the 

Shwayneing river is crossed several times. For the last 2 miles the road is the 
bed of a watercourse covered with loose stones, but if the coal is in quantity 

there will be no difficulty in making a path by clearing the bamboo forest and 

cutting a road in the hillside. Good timber may be obtained from the pyinkado 
trees (Xylia dolabriformis), which grow plentifully on the spot. In the dry 

weather theré is only enough water in the Okepo to float bamboo rafts, but it is 
only 16 miles by cart-roads to the Bassein river, and I suppose a light tramway 
might be laid down at small cost, if the coal is in sufficient quantity. 

Analyses of coal: Kywaising. Poosoogyee. 

Moisture e e i e e e 1°48 6°36 

Volatile matter . ° - é é 5 26°58 18°21 

Fixed carbon < : ; ‘ 5 65°12 69°65 

Ash ) e e e e s e ) 6°82 5°78 

100 00 100°09 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

Rock crystal on white marble from the Carrara quarries, and rock crystal containing liquid- 
bearing cavities from Poretta, Italy. 

Mr. W. T. Branrorp. 

Manganese and iron ores from King Island and neighbouring islets, Mergui Archipelago. 

,Dz. J. ANDERSON. 

Parisite from Columbia. 
° Mr. C. Fornaro e 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From Ist Apni To 30tH Junz 1882. 
Titles of Books. Donors. 
Bonts, Da. J. H. C.—The Northerly Winds of California, 8vo., pamphlet. 

Tux AvutHor. 

Bronn'’s—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. Band VI, Abth. ITI, Reptilien, Lief. 
27-29 (1882), Svo., Leipzig. 

‘Busnes, Srz Arex.—Caboal: being a personal narrative of a journey to, and residence ins 
that city, in the years 1836, 1837 and 1838. (1842), 8vo., London. 

Catalogue of the Nagpar Museum for 1876. (1876), 8vo., Nagpur. 
a Taz Mvuszcm. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Couns, J. H.—Principles of Metal Mining. (1875), 8vo., London. 
CroiziEz, LE Marquis Dk.—Les Explorateurs de Cambodge (1878), 8vo. pamphlet. Paris. 

Soc. Acap. Inpo-CHINoIsE. 

Dana, JamEs D.—Manual of Mineralogy and Lithology, 3rd Edition (1879), 8vo.,. 
London. 

Duront, M. E.—Sur l’origine des calcaires devoniens de la Belgique, Svo. pamphlet, 
Bruxelles. 

Toe AvuTHoR. 

55 .—Sur une revendication de priorité introduite devant l’academie par M. G. 
Dewalque a propos de ma note sur l’origine des calcaires devoniens de la 
Belgique (1882), 8vo. pamphlet. Bruxelles. 

THE AUTHOR. 

Evans, JouN.—Ancient stone implements, weapons, and ornaments of Great Britain (1872), 
8vo., London. 

Fisurr, Rev. Osmonp.—Physics of the Earth’s Crust (1881), 8vo., London. 
Giixruer, AnBrert C. L. G.—An introduction to the study of Fishes (1880), 8vo., Edin- 

burgh. 
Hann, Dr. Orro.—Die meteorite (Chondrite) und ihre organismen (1880), 4to., Tiibingen. 
Imeay, James F.—The Bay of Bengal Pilot (1879), 8vo., London. 
James, A. G. F. Exzot.—Indian Industries (1880), 8vo., London. 

Jeans, J. S.—Steel: its history, manufacture, properties and uses (1880), 8vo., London. 

Keeityer, Lizut. G.—Report on the 3rd International Geographical Congress, Venice, 
September 1881, (1882), S8vo. pamphlet. 

N. Carina Br. Roy. As. Socrery. 

Lezovr, G. A.—Catalogue of the Hutton Collection of Fossil Plants (1878), 8vo., New- 
castle-upon-Tyne. 

NortH oF Eneianp Institute oF MINING AND irccaiwtie ENGINEERS. 

LinpiEy, Dr., anp Horroy, W.—Tllustrations of Fossil Plants (1877) 8vo., London. 

NortH oF EnNeGLanpd Institute of Mixine AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

Lyr.t, Mas.—Life, letters and journals of Sir Chas. Lyell, Bart., Vols. I—IL (1881), 8vo., 
London. 

Mrtcuett, Joun.—A Manual of Practical Assaying, 5th Edition (1881), 8vo., London. 

Mossisovics. E, V. und Navumayg. M.—Beitriige zur Paladntologie Osterreich-Ungarns und 
des Orients. Band I, heft 4 (1882), 4to., Wien. 

Moore, F.—Descriptions of new Indian Lepidopterous Insects from the collection of the late 
Mr. W. 8. Atkinson, Part II (one colored and one uncolored copy) (1883), 
4to., London. 

Astarro Soormty oF Bewaan. 

Quexerzpt. F. A.—Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde. Auflage 3, Lief. 1-8 (1883), 8vo., 
Tubingen. 

Quznsrspr, F. A.—Petrefactenkunde Deutechlands, Band VII, Abth. I, heft 2, Gasteropoden, 
heft 2, with plates 191—196. (1882), Svo., Leipzig. 

Rawcoz, Cuas. E. pz.—The Water-Supply of England and Wales (1882), 8¥0., London. 
Rusra, R. E.—An account of some German Seseee wand their ee Bvo., 

London. e 

es Mai. Woov-Muson. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Reap, T. Mzttarp.—* Rrvers.” (1882), 8vo. pamphlet, Liverpool. 

Tas Avtior. 

Revy. J. J.—Hydraulics of Great Rivers. The Parana, the Uruguay, and the La Plata 

Estuary (1874), 4to., London. 
Suyrz, W. W.—A rudimentary treatise on Coal and Coal Mining, 5th Edition (1882), 8vo., 

London. ; 
Wats, M.—Chemical and Geological Observations relating to brick-making in Western 

India (1869), 8vo. pamphlet, London. 
Weiss, Dr. E.—Aus der Flora der Steinkohlen formation (1881), 8vo., Berlin. : 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

American Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. XXITI, Nos. 135 and 136. (1882), 8vo., New 
Haven. 

Tne Epitors. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, New Series. Band XV, heft 3 & 4; and VI, heft 1 

(1882), 8vo., Leipzig. 
Annales des Mines, Series VII, Tome XX, livr. 5 & 6 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 

L’ ADMINS. DES MINES. 

Annales des Sciences N: aturelles, 6me Série, Botanique, Tome XII., Nos. 2—6 (1882), 
8vo., Paris. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6me Série. Zoologie, Tome XII, Nos. 3—6. (1881), 8vo., 

Paris. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. IX, Nos. 52—514 (1882), 8vo., 

London. 
Archiv fir Naturgeschichte, Jahrg. XLVII, heft. 6, & XLVIII, hoft. 2 (1881-82), 8vo., 

Berlin. 
Athensum, Nos. 2837—2850. (1882), 4to., London. 
Beiblitter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band VI. Nos. 3—5, (1882), 8vo., 

Leipzig. 
Bibliothéque Universelle, Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3me Période 

Vol. VI, No. 12, & VII, Nos. 1—3 (1881-82), 8vo., Genéve. 
Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse. Sme Période, Vol. XIII, Nos. 37—39, and XIV, 

Nos. 40 & 41 (1882), Svo., Lausanne. 
Botanisches Centralblatt. Band IX, Nos. 9—13, & X, Nos. 1—9. (1882), 8vo., Cassel. 
Botanische Jahresberichte, Jahrg. VI, Abth. IT, heft. 3. (1882), 8vo., Berlin. 
Chemical News, Vol. XLV, Nos. 1163—1176 (1882), 4to., London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLIII, Nos. 1106—1118 (1882), fol., London. 
Das Ausland, Jahrg. LV, Nos. 10—23 (1882) 4to., Stuttgart. 
Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. IX., Nos. 4—6 (1882), 8vo., London. 
Iron, Vol. XIX, Nos. 478—491. (1882) fol., London. 
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3me Série, Vol. XXI, No. 4 (1881), 8vo., Paris. 
Journal of Science, Srd Series, Vol. IV, Nos. 100—102; (1882), 8vo., London. 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 

Vol. XIII, Nos. 81—83. (1882), Svo., London. 
Mineralogical Magazine, No. 21, Geological Map of Sutherland. (1881), 8vo., London. 
Mining Journal with Supplement, Vol. LIT, Nos. 24282441, (1882), ful, London. 
Nature Novitates, Nos. 5—11 (1882), Svo., Berlin. 
ature, Vol, XXV, Nos. 645—653 and XXVI, Nos: 664—658 (1882), 4to., London. 
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Titles of Books. Donors, 
Neues Jahrbuch fir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palwontologie, Jahrg. 1882, Band I, heft. 8 

(1882), 8vo., Stuttgart. 
Palzontographica Band XXVIII, lief. 4—6 (1881), 4to., Cassel. 

Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen. Band XXVIII, Nos. 8—6 (1882), 4to., Gotha. 
Ditto ditto Supplement, Nos. 67 & 68 (1882), 4to., Gotha. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXII, No. 86 (1882), 8vo., 
London. 

Zoological Record for 1880, Vol. XVII (1881), 8vo., London. 

, GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c. 

Assam.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for 1880-81 (1882), 8vo., 
Shillong. 

CuieF CoMMISSIONER, Assam. 

British Burswa.—Report on the Census of British Burma taken on the 17th February 1881. 
(1881) fisc., Rangoon. 

Rev. & Acric. Derr. 

[Np1a.—Annual Statement of the Trade and Navigation of British India with Foreign 
Countries and of the Coasting Trade of the several Presidencies and Pro- 
vinces in the year ending 3lst March 1881, Vol. II (1882), 4to., 

Calcutta. 
Soppt., Govt. PRinrina. 

Indian Meteorological Memoirs, Vol. I. (1876-81), 4to., Calcutta, 

METEOROLOGICAL RerortER to Govt. or Inpra* 

List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India 
in the Home, Legislative and Foreign Departments, as it stood on the lst 

January 1882, (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 
Homz DEPaRTMENT. 

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
Nos. 183 & 184 (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

a? 

Forricn DEPARTMENT. 

N.-W. Provincses-—AtkK1nson, E. T.—Gazetteer of the N. W. Provinces, Vol. X (1882), 
Svo., Allahabad. 

Govt. N. W. Provincxs 

PunyzaB.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its Dependencies for 1880-81 
(1881), 8vo., Lahore. 

PanzaB Govt. 
Selections from the Records of the Govt.of the Punjab, New Series, No. XVIII 

(1882) Svo., Lahore. 
PunzaB Govt. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCTETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

Amsrzgpau.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indié, Deel Tr 1861, 

8 Amsterdam. whate: 
= Nernxtanps coca 

Baravia.—Notulen van de Algemeene on Bestuure- Rasps van . are 
Gencctechap van, kunsign 9 Nera a ao 
(1881-82) Gro, Batavia pen nae 

Se "bees Hooury, 
PS te Be ON WE oa aoa ’ 

ed 
2, ee 

: “ - are am “ag oe ; un hes ay 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Batavia.—Tabel van Oud-en Nieuw-Indische Alphabetten. Bijdrag tot de Palaeographie 

van Nederlandsch-Indié door K. F. Holle (1882), 8vo., Batavia. 

THE SociEty. 

- Tijdschrift voor indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde. Deel XXVII, Afl, 1~5 
(1881-82), 8vo., Batavia. 

THe Society. 

- Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetens- 
chappen, Deel XLI, afl. 3, and XLII, 1 (1881), 8vo., Batavia. 

THE Society. 

Betrast.— Proceedings of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Socicty for the 
session 1880-81 (1882), 8vo., Belfast. 

THe Society. 

Brriin.—Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XXXIII, heft 4. 
(1881), 8vo., Berlin. 

Tae Society. 

Bristol.—Bristol Museum and Library. Report of Proceedings at the 11th Annual Mecting 
held 16th February 1882. (1882), 8vo., Bristol. 

THE Mosevm. 
BrvussEts.—Bulletin de la Société Belge de Géographie, No. 6, 1881; and No. 1, 1882, 

(1881-82), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

TE Socrery. 

” Procés-Verbaux des Séances de la Société Royale Malacologique de Belgique. 
Tome XI, pp. Ito LXXV. (1882), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

THE Socrery. 
CaEN.—Boulletin de la Société Linnéenne de Normandie, 3me Série, Vol. IV. (1880), 8vo., 

Caen. 

THe Society. 

CaLcurta.—General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India for 1880-81. (1882) 
fisc., Calcutta. 

THE Survey or Inpra. 

” Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New series, Vol. XLIX, Extra number 
to Part I. for 1880; and Vol. LI, part I, No. 1 (1882). (1880 and 1882) 
8vo., Calcutta. 

Tux Society, 
- Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. II—IV. (1882), 8vo., 

Calcutta. 

Tux Socrery. 
” Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XV, Pt. 2. (1882), 8vo., 

Calcutta. 

GzotoeicaL Survey or Inpra, 
Report of the Archzological Survey of India, Vol, XIII. (1882) 8vo., Calcutta, 

Home Dept, 

- University of Calcutta. Minutes for the year 1881-82. (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 
Mr. H. B. Mepticort, 

Causripes.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. IX, Nos. 6—8. (1882), 
8vo., Cambridge. 

Tas Musrvum or Comparative Zootocy. 
. CormmHagax.—Mémoires de l'Académie Royale de Copenhague, 6me série, Vol. I, No. 5. 
oe (1881), dto., Copenhague. 
Cet & 2 Tae AcaDEMy: 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

CorEnnaGEn.—Oversigt over det Kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, 1881, No. 3, and 
1882, No.1. (1881-82), 8vo., Copenhague, 

THe ACADEMY. 
EpinBurGH.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 18383—34, No.4; Vol. X, 

Nos. 103 and 107; Vol. XI, No. 108 (1833, 1834, and 1878 to 1881) 
8vo., Edinburgh. 

Tue Socrery. 
3 Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXVIII, Pt. 3; XXIX, 

Pts. 1—2; and XXX, Pt. 1 (1877 to 1881) 4to., Edinburgh. 
THE Socrery, 

_ Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Vol. X, Pt. 4. (1882), 
8vo., Edinburgh. 

Tre Society, 

HaReRisBurG.—Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. Report of Progress, V, by 
H. Martyn Chance. (1879), 8vo., Harrisburg. 

THEr SURVEY. 
InDIANAPOLIS.—Annual Reports of the Geological Survey of Indiana from 1873 to 1876. 

(1874-1876), 8vo., Indianapolis. 

Mr, W. T. Buanrorp. 

Lonpon.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. XI, 
No. 3. (1882), 8vo., London. 

- Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. IT (1881), 8vo., London. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

i Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New Series, 
Vol. XIV, Part 1. (1882), 8vo., London. 

Tae Soorery. 

‘5 Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXX, Nos. 1529—1642. (1882), 8vo., 
London. 

Tux Society. 

3 Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, New Series, Vol. IV, Nos. 2—5, 
(1882), 8vo., London. 

Tue Socrery. 

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXXIII, Nos. 216—218. 
(1881), 8vo., London. 

Tx Soocrery. 

” Proceedings of the Zoological Society. of London, 1881, Part 4. (1882), 8vo., 
London. 

Tz Socrury. 

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. XI, Part 6, and General 
Index to Vols. Ito X. (1881), 4to., London. 

THs Soorry. 

Pe Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXXVIII, Part I, No. 140. 
(1882), Svo., London. 

Tue Hoorvty. 
Manarp.—Boletin de la Sociedad Gleogestion de aaa alas {1508}, Sre., 

Yan Soormry. 
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MancHEsTER.—Traneactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVI, parts 13—15, 

(1882), 8vo., Manchester. 
THE SociErTyY. 

MELBOURNE.—Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines to the Hon’ble the Minister of Mines 
for 1881. (1882) fisc., Melbourne. 

Minine DerartTMENT, VICTORIA. 

” Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st 
December 1881. (1882) fisc., Melbourne. 

Minina DEPARTMENT, VICTORIA. 

Moscow.—Balletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes, Tome LVI, pt. 1 (1881), 8vo., 

Moscou. 
THE SocIEty. 

» Nouveaux Mémoires de Ia Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscou. Tome 
XTYV, livr. 2 (1881) 4to., Moscou, 

THE Society. 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.—Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining anc 
Mechanical Engineers, 2nd Edition, “Vols. I-II, (1860-1863) ; Ist Edition 
VIII to XX and XXII to XXXI, parts 1-3 (1860 to 1882), 8vo., New- 

castle. 

THE InsTiTuTE 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TynE.—An account of the Strata of Northumberland and Durham as 
proved by borings and sinkings, A to B and C to E, (1878 and 1881) 8vo. 

Newcastle. 
THE INSTITUTE. 

Paris.—Bulletin de Ja Société Géologique de France, 3me Série, Tome X, No. 2, (1882), 8vo. 
Paris. 

THE Socrery 

»» Mémoires de la Société Géologique de France, 3me. Série, Tome II, Nos. 1-2 (1881 
1882), 4to., Paris. 

THE SocreTy 

” Comptes Rendus hebdomadaires des séances de l’Académie des Sciences, Vols 
LXXXIX to XCI (1879-80), 4to, Paris. 

THE ACADEMY 

» Institut de France, Académie des Sciences. Racueil de Mémoires Rapports e 
Documents relatifs a l’observation du Passage de Vénus sur le Soleil 
Tome II, No. 2. (1880), 4to., Paris. 

THE AcaDEMY 
» Tables Générales des travaux contenus dans les Mémoires de L’Académie de 

Sciences, Ire Série, Tomes I a XIV, et 2de Série, TomesI a XL, (1881 

4to., Paris. 
THE ACADEMY 

» ‘ables Générales des travaux contenus dans les Mémoires présentés par diver 
savants a l’Académie des Sciences, lre Série, Tomes I a II, et 2de Séric 

Tomes Ia XXV. (1881), 4to., Paris. 
THe ACADEMY 

» Legrand, Dr—La Nouvelle Société Indo-Chinoise fondée par M. le Marquis d 
Croizier et son ouvrage L’ Art Khmer. (1878), 8vo. pht., Paris. 

Tre Sacre 
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Pazis.—Mémoires de la Société Académique Indo-Chinoise de Paris, Vol. II. (1879), 4to., 
Paris, 

Tax Socrzry, 
= Société Académique Indo-Chinoise de Paris. Actes Compte Rendu des Séances, 

Vol. I, pt. 1. (1879), 8vo., Paris. 

Tue Soorery. 

» Société Académique Indo-Chinoise de Paris. Rapport sur la possibilité d’établir 
des relations commerciales entre la France et la Birmanie, par Louis 
Vossion. (1879), 8vo. pht., Paris. 

THE Soctxry. 

PrenzaNncr.—Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Vol. X, Part 4. 
(1882), 8vo., Penzance. 

Tr Socrery. 

PHILADELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXXIII, Nos. 2-6. 

(1882 ,) 8vo., Philadelphia. 

. Tae Instrrore: 

Prsa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Processi Verbali, Vol. III, pp. 29-91. 
(1882), 8vo., Pisa. 

Tur Society. 

Romz.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, 3rd Series, Transunti, Vol. VI, fasc. 7-12 ( 1882), 
4to., Roma. 

Tae AcaDEMY, 

SaLEM.—Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. XIII, Nos. 10-12 (1882), 8vo., Salem. 

THE InstiTvTs. 

SHaNnGcHalI.—Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I, No. 
3; IL, No. 1; New Series, Nos. I to IV, and Nos. VI to XVI, pts 1-2. 
(1859 to 1882 ), Svo., Shanghai. 

Tae Socrery. 

Catalogue of the Library of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, by Henri Cordier. (1872.), 8vo, Shanghai. 

Tur Socrety. 

Report of the Council of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
from 1864 to 1868. (1865-69). 8vo., Shanghai. 

Taw Socrery. 

Sr, Peterssurc.—Bulletin de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, Vol. 
XXVII, No. 3 (1881), 4to., St. Pétersbourg. 

Ts ACADEMY. 

Mémoires de ‘L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 
7me Série, Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 8 and 9; and XXIX., Nos.1-3 (1881), 4dto., 
St. Pétersbourg. 

THs AcADBMY. 

Sypway.—Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales, Vol. saad 

( 1881 ), Svo., Byduey. oe 
Tas Bocce. 
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Vrenna.—Jahrbuch der kais. kénig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXXI, Nos. 2-4 

(1881 ), Svo., Wien. 

THE INSTITUTE. 
»  Fihrerzu den excursionen der Deutschen Gesellschaft nach der Allgemeinen 

Versammlung in Wien 1877. (1877), 8vo., Wien. 
Tae InstrTvrs. 

Ss Verhandlungen der k. k. Geologischen Richsanstalt, No. 18 (1881) and Nos. 4-8. 
(1882). (1881-82) 8vo., Wien. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

YoxouwamMa.—Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Vélkerkunde Ostasi- 

ens, Heft. 26. (1882). fisc., Yokohama. 
Tue Society. 
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Notes on a traverse across some gold-field of Mysore, by R. Bruce Foor, 

F.G.8., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. (With a map.) 

In August 1881, I made a rapid traverse north-westward from Bangalore 
to the neighbourhood of Honali (Honhully) on the Tungabhadra and very nearly 

up to the southern boundary of Dharwar District. As my route lay in most 

parts across a very bare and open country and I travelled by day only, map in 
hand, I was able to form a very fair general idea of the leading features of the 
country, which ‘proved to be of much interest for comparison with the results of 

various traverses I had made in the South Mahratta Country, the southern part 
of which is formed of the northerly continuation of the great gneissic series 

which forms the Mysore plateau. Later in the year I connected the Bangalore 
end of the traverse with older work in Salem District by another traverse along 
the Madras railway down to Jalarpett Junction. The results of the combined 
traverses show that the Mysore table-land is traversed by great bands of granitoid 
and schistose gneiss, the southerly extensions of some of the great bands recog- 
nized in the South Mahratta Country. When the whole of this region shall 
have been geologically examined it is more than probable that all the bands 

known to the north of the Tungabhadra (see map) will be traced far to the 

south. ‘The traverse now to be described shows that three great bands of 
schistose rock occur on the Mysore plateau, and that two of these are actual 
continuations of two of the great schistose bands in Dharwar districts which, in 
my Memoir of the Geology of the South Mahratta Country (Memoirs, Geological 
Survey of India, Vol. XII, p. 43) I described as the Nargund and Bail Hongal 

(Dharwar) bands. For convenience of description these bands will in the sequel 

be referred to as the ‘“ Dharwar—Shimoga’”’ and ‘‘ Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli ” 

bands. Both these bands have been traced across the Tungabhadra, the latter 

in a chain of hills ronning down southward to Chitteldrug and Chiknayakan- 

halli, while the former forms another chain of hills passing Harihar (Hurryar) 

and Shimoga and stretching further south towards Hassan. These bands are 
of considerable width, the Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli band, which is consi- 

derably the narrower of the two, measuring 18. miles across where crossed. by 

the line of section. In addition to their geological interest, these two bands are 
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of importance, as within their limits occur several of the auriferous tracts which 
have of late attracted so much attention. The Dharwar—Shimoga band is slightly 
auriferous at its northern extremity, and streams rising on it near Bail Hongal 

and Belowaddi in the Sampgaon Taluq of Belgaum district used formerly to be 
washed for gold. The auriferous tract of Honali lies within the same schistose 
band a little to the north of Shimoga. The Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli band 
contains the auriferous tract of the Kapputgode hills, near Dambal to the north 
of the Tungabhadra; while south of that river on the Mysore plateau, near the 
town of Chiknayakanhalli, are quartz reefs reported to be auriferous, and which 
have attracted the notice of several speculators, who have taken up land for min- 

ing purposes. 

This schistose band is seen to stretch away far to the south-south-east in a 

line of low hills, and is said to extend to Seringapatam, passing that place and 
the town of Mysore to the eastward, and then trending round to the south-west 
and continuing into south-eastern Wyndad, where it forms the gold-field around 
Devala. This tallies with Mr King’s observations in the Wyndad,' a strong band 
of schistose gneiss having been shown by him to occur at and around Devala, in 
which chloritic schists occupy an important position. My informant as to this ex- 
tension of the Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli band was Mr. Lavelle, the pioneer gold 

prospector of the present time, who has traced the band from the Wyndad north to 
beyond Chitteldrug. I haveno doubt but that Mr. Lavelle’s observations will be 
fully confirmed when the whole of Mysore shall have been surveyed geologically. 

If the parallelism of strike continues between the southward extension of the 
Dharwar—Shimoga band and that of the Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli band, it is 
highly probable that the former ,will be found to constitute the auriferous tract 
said to exist in the North Wyndad. The stratigraphical relations of the several 
great bands, both granitoid and schistose, have yet to be worked out, for in the 

northern part of the great gneissic area they were found too obscure to be 

satisfactorily explained, and it remains to be seen whether they represent two 
or more great systems. Their position and relation are shbwn in the accompany- 
ing map and section. 

If the line of section be followed from S.-E. to N.-W. it will be seen to 

traverse a region of very typical granite gneiss, extendi 
hae aoc ne 8° som Jallarpett Junction (Madras Railway, it wae 

Eastern granite-gneiss Jjine and Bangalore Branch) for a distance of some 30 
as miles. This granite-gneiss tract forms the eastern edge 
of the great Mysore plateau which is here a wild, rugged, picturesque jungle 
region. 

To the west the section crosses at its narrowest part the band of schistose 
_ rocks in which lies a little to the north of the railway the 

ios) pasaicauae schis- now well-known Kolar gold-feld, at present a scene of 
energetic mining work on the lands taken up by w. 

number of large mining companies Ths chin bad which, wilt 
a x z toe Xo to 

of Bodth-cavt Wysiied, do:; by Wises Miig; Ps. 
Barvey ef'intia, Rewele, Geel, Surv. of Stile Val’ FH, 9: 

1 See Preliminary note on the 
Deputy Superintendent, 
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appropriately called the Kolar schistose band, forms an important synclinal 

trough resting on the adjacent granite-gneiss rocks. It is the only one of the 
great schistose bands whose relations to the associated bands of granitoid rocks 
have (as yet) been distinctly traced. A fuller acconnt of this band with especial 
reference to its auriferous character will be given further on. 

On crossing this Kolar gold-field band, the section trends northerly as far as 
the Kolar road railway station when it bends sharp round 

to the west and continues in that direction as far as Ban- 
galore. The very broad band of granitoid gneiss, which 

extends between the Kolar gold-field schistose band to the second great 
schistose band (the Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli band), forms in its eastern part 

an open undulating plain from which rise a few important rocky hills, as the 
Tyakal (Tiacull of sheet 78), Balery and Vakelair hills north of the railway. 

A number of small low table-topped hills are also to be seen at small dis- 
tances from the railway, as the Bettarayan Betta (Baterine hill of sheet 78), 
3 miles north-east of Kolar Road railway station, the Patendur hill, 2 miles 

south-west-by-south of the Kargudi (Curgoory) railway station, and the low 

hillock crowned by a mantapam about a mile north of the Maharajah’s new 

palace at Bangalore. These three hillocks are capped with beds of true sedi- 
mentary laterite underlaid by lithomargic clays. Of precisely the same aspect, 
both in form and colour, are the Shiva Samudra, Jinnagra and Chicka Tagaly 
hills which lie a few miles north of the railway near the Kargudi and Mallur 
stations. Identical in form and appearance also is a much more extensive develop- 
ment of table-topped plateaus which are well seen from Bettarayan hill lying 
several miles to the north and covering a considerable area. The laterite at the 
north-eastern end of the Patendur hill is distinctly conglomeratic and contains 
a tolerable number of well-rolled quartz pebbles. The red colour of the sides of 
these hills and plateaus added to their sharp cut tabular shape, makes them con- 
spicuous from considerable distances. No organic remains were found in connec- 

tion with these lateritic beds, and the number of sections examined was not 

sufficient to enable me to form any positive opinion as to their origin, and still 
less so as to their geological age,—but there can be no doubt that they are the 
scattered outlying remains of a formerly far more extensive formation. 

To the north-west of Bangalore the undulation of the country increases 
considerably and the streams run in much deeper channels affording more 

numerous sections both of the surface soil and sub-rock. The surface of the 
country is generally covered with a thick layer of red soil which often contains 
a large percentage of pisolitic iron (hematite) in segregational form. 

Thirty-two miles north-west of Bangalore the section cuts across the line of 
hills running riorth and south from the Cauvery river, a little east of the great 
falls, up to Nidugal on the frontier of the Bellary district. This line of hills 

culminates close to the section in the fine peak of Sivaganga which attains the 

Bangalore granite- 
gneiss band. 

1 The expression line of hills is used in preference to the term chain as there is little continuity 

of high ground, the hills being mostly quite detached and separated in some parts by considerable 
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height of 4,559 feet above sea-level. Like many other groups of granitcid gneiss 
hills in the south, these hills are very rocky and bare and look as if they had never 
been covered with a real forest growth. 

The section maintains its north-westerly course up to Tumkur, beyond which 

town it turns suddenly westward and, after a course of 
Aig Paci cies aa 16 miles in which remarkably few outcrops of rock are 

seen, meets the second great band of schistose rocks in 
the line of hills rising between Hagalvadi and Chiknayakanhalli. This second 

gieat band of schists is, as will be seen by a glance at the accompanying 
map, the southerly continuation of the Dambal—Chiknayakanhalli schist band 

as defined above (page 191). The width of this extremely well marked 
schistose band which the section crosses at right angles is 18 miles. The 
character of the scenery is markedly different; smooth grass grown hills, 
generally well rounded, with very few conspicuous exposures of rock, take 

the place of the bold rocky bare hill masses seen east of Tumkur. The rocks 
consist of hornblendic, chloritic and hematitic schists cropping out at very 
high angles or in vertical beds. Several large quartz reefs occur traversing 
these schists, and one large one crosses the road some distance west of Dodygan 
halli. Time did not allow of my doing any prospecting here, but several pros- 

pectors have stated that their researches were rewarded by the discovery of gold 
in appreciable quantity both in the quartz and by washing the local soils. The 

extension southward of this schist band may be traced by the eye for many miles 

owing to the very characteristic features of the low line of heights which extends 
south in the direction of Seringapatam. That they extend still further south 
and then trend south-westward into the south-eastern part of the Wynéad may 
be assumed as a fact on the strength of the information kindly furnished by 

Mr. Lavelle, the pioneer gold prospector—(See ante, page 192). The contact of 

the schists and granitoid gneiss is unfortunately concealed by superficial deposits 

at the places where tho section cuts across their respective boundaries, but the 
impression left in my mind by the general appearance of the localities was that 
the schists were overlying the granitoid beds, and the same relation appeared to 
me to exist in the Dambal gold-field, as far as its western boundary is concerned. 

The eastern boundary of the schist band was not traced near Dambal and Gadag 

(Gudduck), but further north it is completely hidden by the tremendous spread 
of cotton soil there prevailing. Passing on a little to the south of west from the 
achistose band the section runs across a granitoid gneiss region, and after passing 

Tripatur crosses the watershed between the Cauvery and Krishna hydrological 

basins, the section trending more and more north-westerly along a rapid descent, 

Itleaves the high, picturesque, granitoid hill masses of Hirekal, Gudda and 

Gardangiri to the right and beyond Banavar skirts the eastern boundary of the 

third or Dharwar—Shimoga schist band for several miles, but does not actually. 
leave the granitoid rocks till it has passed Kedur by some six miles. ‘The rocks ye 
this granitoid band, which may for convenience be called the Mulcwsd- Katee 
band, offer no-specislity calling forremark. [ke the billy segion rimming: entlt 
Tumker, the hills may preferably deci pe Soring ian se ten a 
hain for they occur in numerous defeched.mingom: 0. isis | 
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As just mentioned, the section gets on to the third schistose band six miles to 

the north-west of Kadur, and here the schists are mostly 
Pe cider Shimoga chloritic, of pale colour with intercalated more highly 

siliceous bands, ranging from chloritic gneiss to quartzite. 
To the south of the road the quartzites increase much in development and rise into 

a high ridge with a great cliffy scarp on the eastern face of Coancancul peak. 
Further west, to the south of the high road, rises a considerable hill of very 

rugged nature, which, when seen from a distance, presents great resemblance 

to a typical granitoid gneiss hill. On closer approach the rock is seen to have a 

very coarsely mottled structure which turns out to be due to the presence of 

enormous numbers of well-rounded pebbles of a granite or 

ekatec’ compact granite gneiss. The size of the included stones 
ranges in the part I examined from small pebbles 

to small boulders, all enclosed in a greenish-grey foliated chloritic matrix. 

The thickness of the conglomerate here exposed must be very great, as proved 
by the size of the hill which goes by the name of the Kal Drug (Cull Droog). 
To the north, the beds are soon lost sight of under the local alluvium of the 
Kushi (Cooshy) river and they are not seen to re-appear conspicuously in the 

hilly country on the north side of the valley. To the west of the great conglom- 

erate beds follow more schistose beds, and, as seen on the hill slopes south of 

the road, a great series of quartzites. Near Tairakerra, and to the north-west 
of it, very few exposures of rock are met with as far as Bankipoor, but the few 

that do show through the thick woods which here cover everything, prove 

the country to ‘be formed of schistose members of the Gneissic Series. About 

four miles north-west of Tairakerra the road crosses a very small outcrop of 
typical hematite schist, striking in a northerly direction. A good deal of 
rock shows in the bed of the Bhadra river at and above Bankipoor, but the forms 
seen are not very characteristic, and at the time of my passing everything was 

obscured by a thick layer of slimy mud left by a high fresh in the river. This 
part of the section would be very unsatisfactory were it not that the schistose 
character of the beds forming the line of hills extending northward parallel with 
the valley of the Bhadra shows quite clearly the extension of the rocks seen 

south-east and east of Tairakerra. Between Bankipoor and Shimoga very little 
rock of any sort is seen, but about half way across the Doab, between the Tunga 
and Bhadra rivers, a band of fine-grained grey granite gneiss is crossed, while to 

the east and south of Shimoga town are several conspicuous large masses of a 
chioritic variety of granite gneiss. The exact relation of these granitoid out- 
crops to the great schist series further east I had not the opportunity of deter- 
mining, and am not quite certain whether they represent the eastern border of 
another great granitoid band, or whether they are part only of an unimportant 
local band of granitoid rock. J am inclined to think the latter will be found 
the real condition of things when the country comes to be fully surveyed. The 
short space of time at my command prevented my making a detour to settle 
this point. Here, too, the extent and thickness of the jungle growth greatly hide 
the general surface of the country along the road, while the rainy or misty 
Giarenter of the weather tended mach to obscure the appearance of hills at but 
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very moderate distances. Though the exigencies of dak travelling compelled me 
to make the detour to Shimoga instead of following the line of schistose beds 
northward from Bankipoor, I am perfectly satisfied as to the fact of these 

schists continuing northward, and joining those which cross the united rivers 
forming the Tungabhadra, a few miles below the junction of the Tunga and 
Bhadra. The country here is much freer from jungle, and many ridges of rock, 

consisting of quartzites and chlorite schists with rocks of intermediate character, 
can be traced for miles. This part of the section extends from the bank of the 
river for rather more than 20 miles,—from the travellers’ bungalow at Hollalur 
north-westward to the Toancull-betta Trigonometrical station, six miles east 

by south of Shikarpur. Along the twelve miles of road between Shimoga and 
Hollalur but little is seen of the older rocks, the road lying close to the left 
bank of the Tanga and Tungabhadra, and passing almost entirely over the 

river alluvium which at and to the north-east of the Hollalur bungalow forms a 

coarse bed of rounded shingles, rising a considerable height above the present 

high flood level of the united rivers. 

The most striking features both orographically and geologically of this part 
of the Mysore country are the quartzite outcrops, which are numerous, but of 

which only the principal ones require notice. Of thesethe best marked, longest 
and highest culminates in the Kalva Ranganbetta, a fine hill rising some 1,200! 
above the plain, and 3,388’ above sea-level 16 miles to the north of Shimoga. 
The outcrop of the great quartzite beds forming this ridge has a distinct dip of 
some 60°-65° (on the average) to the north-east. The quartzites are under- 
laid by a schistose (chloritic) series, the south-westward extension of which was 
not ascertained. Overlying the quartzites which are generally flaggy in character 
(but which here and there become so highly charged with scales of pale green 

chlorite as almost to lose their quartzitic character, and pass into chloritic 

gneiss) are local beds of true conglomerate,—the first I 

aoa. ae kre have met with or heard of in the gneissic rock of the 
Peninsula. The conglomerate has evidently undergone 

considerable metamorphosis, but its real character and truly clastic origin 

cannot be doubted when carefully examined. Many of the included pebbles 
appear to have been fractured by tho great pressure undergone, but their truly 
rounded character is quite distinct and unmistakable. The beds seen by me and 
traced for several hundred yards, are exposed a little way up the slope of Kalva 

Ranganbetta peak, and a little to the north-west of a small, but rather conspicu- 
ous, pagoda, which stands in a little recess. The included pebbles in the con- 
glomerate consist chiefly of quartz, a few of gneiss, and some of what appeared 
an older quartzite. A second intended visit and closer examination of this very 
interesting bed was prevented much to my sorrow by bad weather. The seoond 
in importance of the quartzite ridges has its eastern extremity in the bed and left 
bank of the first west to east reach of the Tuangabhadra below - the. Kudali 
(Coodly of sheet 42) Sangam, or junction. West of the new high.toad from 
Shimoga to Honnali (Honhully) the quartaite heds zise into the Phillur Gudda 

(pill), and beyond that rise again inte a considerable hill some 400’ to 500’ high 
aud may be followed easily. for several miles.to the north-west. The quarts.. 
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itic character is then in great measure or entirely lost by the rock becoming 
highly chloritic and the beds can no longer be safely distinguished from the sur- 

rounding mass of chloritic schist. In the north-westerly part of this Phillur 
Gudda ridge several pebbly beds were observed intercalated between the more 

or less chloritic quartzite. They differed from the Kalva 
Ranganbetta beds in being less coarse and having a more 
chloritic matrix, but had undergone about an eqnal 

amount of metamorphosis. A considerable number of quartzite ridges are inter- 

calated between Phillur Gudda ridge, and the southern end of the Kalva Ran- 
ganbetta ridge, which terminates in the Nelli Gudda Trigonometrical station hill, 

7 miles west-north-west of the Kudali Sangam. To these ridges may be ascribed 
the existence of the group of hills they occur in, as but for their greater durabi- 
lity and resisting power to weather action, they would certainly have been 
worn down to the low level of the purely chiloritic part of the schistose band, 

both to the north-west and south-east. Unless there has been an inversion of the 
strata on a rather large scale, or faults exist which were not obvious during the 
rapid survey, the Kalva Ranganbetta quartzites underlie all the beds to the 

northward of it. Another series of overlying quartzites is shown to the north- 
north-west of Kalva Ranganbetta; but the relation between it and the upper 
beds just described could not be determined without a much more close exami- 

nation of the district, more especially as the space between the two sets of 

outcrops is very largely and closely covered by spreads of regur. The chloritic 
schists offer no specially interesting features, and they are not, as a rule, well seen, 
except on the slopes of the hills, the general face of the country being much 

obscured by red or black soil, which both of them occur in great thickness. 

One remaining point of great interest is the large number of important quartz 
veins, or reefs, which traverse the belt of chlomtic rocks 

overlying the Kalva Ranganbetta quartzites. They are 

the source of the gold occurring in the thick red soil which covers the whole face 
of the low-lying country, and which has been washed for gold, certainly for 
several generations past, by several families of ‘‘Jalgars” residing at Palavan- 
halli. The gold is so generally distributed through the red soil that it is clear 

that many of the reefs must be auriferous, and the quantity found is sufficient to 
justify strong hopes thata profitable mining industry may be developed by work- 

ing the richer reefs. Several of the series of reefs close to Devi Kop, a little 

village 3; miles east-south-east of the Kalva Ranganbetta, had been carefully 
and deeply prospected at the time of my visit by Mr. Henry Prideaux, M. E., 
and in one case certainly with very marked success. The quartz in this case 

was fonnd very rich in gold, which was -visible in grains and scales scattered 
pretty freely through the mass. The quartz in many parts had a quasi- 
brecciated structure with films and plates of blue-green chlorite occurring along 
cracks in the mass. Near the surface the chlorite, with which were asso. 
ciated small inclusions of pyrites, had often weathered into a rusty brown mass. 
The reef which at the time of my visit was regarded as the most promising, and 

to which the name of “Turnbull’s reef’ had been given, is one of a series of 
threé that can be traced with some breaks for a distance of six miles nearly 

Conglomerates of Phil- 
lur Gudda ridge. 

The Honnali gold-field. 
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parallel with the great quartzite ridge of the Kalva Ranganbetta, the true 

strike of the reef being from N. 40° W. to S. 40° E. Another important set of 
three reefs having the same strike occurs about half a mile north of the first 

series, but they are not visible for such a long distance, their north-western 

course being covered by the thick spread of cotton soil. To the south-east they, 
or at least one of them, can be traced across the Nyamti nullah, which divides 
the gold-field in two. Out-crops of vein-quartz ina line with a south-easterly 

extension of this set of reefs are to be seen north and east of Palavanhalli 

(Pulluan hully of sheet 42). Numerous other quartz reefs having the same 
strike occur in the south-eastern half of the gold-field, ¢.g., a set of four, rather 
more than a mile north-east of Palavanhalli, and several others to the north of 

Dasarhalli and south of Kunthua. A few reefs were also noticed whose strike 
was different from those above referred to. They represent two other systems of 

fissures, the one running N. 5° E. to S. 5° W.; the other, W. 5° N. to E. 5°S. 

Several of both these series are of very promising appearance, the “back of 
the lode” bearing considerable resemblance to that of ‘‘Turnbull’s reef.” The 

greater number of the reefs in the Honnali gold-field are well-marked examples 
of these fissure veins. The richness of the ‘Turnbull ” and other adjacent reefs 
will ere long be fairly proved, as Messrs. Wilson & Co., of Madras, have, in 
company with other capitalists in England, formed an association to open up 
mines on the lands they have taken up from the Mysore Government. Their 

prospects of success are certainly greater than those of sundry other companies 
whose shares are or were till lately favourably quoted. 

The Honnali gold-field appears to have been known a long time to the natives, 
but only came under European notice through Colonel R. Cole, late of the Mysore 

Commission, who not very long since received several small nuggets from a native 

local official, with the assurance that they came from that part of the country. The 
occurrence of gold both in the soil and reef has since been amply established by 
the researches of Messrs. Bill and Turnbull, of Wilson & Co., and of Mr. Mervyn 
Smith, but specially by the thorough-going system of deep prospecting followed 
by Mr. Henry Prideaux, the Mining Engineer employed by Messrs. Wilson & Co. 

Mr. Prideaux’s large experience in Californian and Nevada mines had fully 
convinced him of the absolute necessity of deep prospecting, in other words, of 

preliminary mining, to get below the weathered backs of the lodes, before attempt- 

ing to pronounce an opinion as to the real value of prospects. I am indebteg 

to him for much courtesy during my stay at the Honnali gold-field and for much 

valuable practical information, most willingly and pleasantly imparted. 

During my stay at Devi Kop, I watched the results of many washings both of 

crashed quartz and of the red soil taken from many localities and various levels. 

The great majority were highly satisfactory. The Jalgars, or local gold- 

washers, seem to be a fairly prosperous set of men, so their carnings must be fairly 

remunerative. They confine their attention, as far as I conld ascertain, pretty 

generally to the high lying red soil banks, between Devi Kop and the Nyamti 

nollsh.’ The head Jalgar, © very intelligent old man and dexterous -geld, 
washer, informed me that the best day's svork he had ever done was the findirg 

of a small pecket in thé gneiss which contained about Re. 80-ef gold in 
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small grains and scales. I gathered from him that he had not found anything 
beyond the size of a “pepite’’ The position of these auriferous banks near 

Devi Kop would admit of hydraulic mining over a considernble area by a system 
of dams and channels to bring water from the Nyamti (Namtee of sheet 42) nul- 

lah, but the questiun of the protitableness of such an undertaking could only 

be decided by an expert after careful examination and more numerous trials by 

washing. 

The schistose band, which bears within its limits the “Kolar gold-tield,” 
forms an elongated synclinal fold which in parts rises 
somewhat over the gencral level of the surrounding grani- 
toid country. The dip of the rocks forming the base- 

ment of the schistose band, and therefore the boundaries of the synelinal fold, 

is easily traced on both sides; not so, however, is the dip of the uppermost 

members of the group, for all the beds exposed in the centre of the band have 

been much altered by great pressure which has supermduced an irregular 
slaty cleavage to a great extent. This, combined with extensive minute 
jointing, has so greatly altered the original texture of the rocks that they have 
assumed to a very great extent a highly trappoid appearance. The lines of 

bedding are completely obliterated, and it was impossible to decide from the sections 
I saw whether the central axis of the synclinal represents one great acute fold, or a 
series of minor ones in small vandykes. The great petrological similarity of the 
strata forming the upper (central) part of the synclinal makes tho decipherment 
of this difficulty all the greater. The sections I saw in the several shafts being 
sunk at the time of my visit threw no light on tho subject; it is possible, how- 

ever, that a closer study of these sections would go far to enable this point to be 
decided. 

The succession of formations seen from west to east, after leaving General 

Beresford’s bungalow at Ajipalli on the road from Kolar Road railway siation 
to the gold-field, is micaceous gneiss (resting on the granitoid gneiss), chloritic 
gneiss, micaceous schist, hematitic quartzite, and chloritic schist, on which rests 
a great thickness of hornblendic schists, which, as just mentioned, are highly 
altered, and have their planes of bedding almost entirely effuced by the pressure 

and crumpling they have undergone. The eastern side of the fold shows 
neat the village of Urigam (Woorigum, sheet 78) well bedded schists - dip- 

ping west from 50” to 60° and resting finally on the granitoid rocks, The 

western side of the gold-field is very clearly demarcated by a well marked ridgo 
of hematitic quartzite which culminates in the Walagamada Trigonometrical 
Station hill, from the top of which the majority of the mines can be seen. Tho 
bedding is often vertical and highly contorted in places. The texture varies from 
highly jaspideous quartzite to a schisty sandstone. The hard jaspideous variety 
generally shows distinct lamine of brown hematite, alternating with purely 
siliceons lamin generally of white or whitish drab colour. It is only here 

and there, and over very trifling areas, that the ferruginous element ever assumes 
the character of red hematite. The beauty of the ‘“‘vandykes” and com- 
plicated crampling and brecciations of this rock in the Walagnmada Konda 
is very remarkable. The thickness of the hematitic band is very consi- 

Notes on the Kolar 
guld-field. 
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volume XVI—that the Peninsula of India had been greatly affected by tremendous 
lateral forces acting mainly from east to west and thrusting up the gneissic rocks 
into huge folds (/.c, p. 39). These great foldings have undergone extensive 

denudation, and the softer schistose beds especially have been entirely removed 
from large tracts of country which they must have formerly covered, if any of the 
bands now remaining really represent (as they in all probability do) portions of 
once continuous formations. 

The schistose bands having only been mapped at different points their general 

width, as shown on the annexed sketch map, is only hypothetical, and it is very 

possible that at intermediate points they may either spread out or narrow consider- 

ably. Their relation to the schistose gneissics of the Carnatic Proper has yet to 

be made clear, and it is not at all unlikely that a third sub-division will have to be 
recognized in the crystalline rocks of South India—a sub-division which will in- 
clude the rocks of a character intermediate between the typically schistose rocks 

and the typically granitoid rocks of Mysore and the South Mahratta country, 

namely, the massive gneissics of the Carnatic in which the ferruginous beds are 

magnetic, not hematitic. 

Record of borings for coal at Beddadanol, Godavari district, in 1874, by WILLIAM 
Kina, D.Sc., Deputy Superintendent (Madras), Geological Surveys, India. 

(With a plan, 

The outcrop of Bardkar (coal-measure) rocks in the neighbourhood of the 

small village of Beddadanol is about five square miles in extent, situated on the 
head-waters of a large feeder of the Yerra-Kalwa, some 38 miles west-north-west of 

Réjayandri, and about four miles from the boundary of the Nizam’s dominions 
near Ashraopet. The nearest large village, Gunnapawarum, lies a mile and a half 
to the south. It is the most southern known outcrop of the coal-measures in 

India; but very probably they extend further south beneath the covering barren 
members of the same Gondwana system, which reach in a straggling fashion to as 
far as Golapilli, 15 miles west of Ellore. 

The Beddadanol outcrop was first detected by Mr. Blanford in 1871 (supra, 

vol. v., p. 24), and notices of the field were subsequently given by me (supra, 
vols, v. and vi., and Memoirs, vol, xvili., p. 247). The detailed record of the 
trial borings will be of use in future exploration; the work was executed by 
Mr. Vanstavern. 

From T. VanstaveeN, Esq., Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, to Mazon J. 
Beartry, R.E., District Engineer, Godavery District,—dated ilar 16th 
June 1874, No. 66. 

I wavs the honour to submit the following report on the boring operations ~ ‘Bed- 
dadénol during this last season :— 

The work was commenced in the latter part of eee = On arr at odie 
dénol a place was selected and boring commenced. 

Bons-norz No. 1.—Leven 04 seer. Kceieon, 1 yee” ; 

After going down to this depth ‘game io sand seid water. ‘Ftsied to force down the 
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piping and tu get the sand up with valve bucket ; but this utterly failing I was, for the want 
of sand tools, obliged to abandon this hole and to commence another. 

2nd.—Szecrronw or No. 2 Bork-no.e.—LrFver. 100 B. M. 

Sandstone . : ‘ : Bo ; ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ » 800 

Dark clay . ; ; : . ; : ‘ ; ‘ ; . Wao 
Shale with coal . . : : ‘ : : : : ‘ . . theo 
Dak clay . ‘ ; ‘ , : : : ; : : . . Fao 

Light clay . . . . : ; a : d ; : Se Che 

Black clay . : ; ° . ‘ : : . ‘ ; ; : - 700 
Sandstone. , . . ‘ ‘ ; : ; ‘ : ; » too 

Tark clay . ‘ : ; : ; , : ; ; : ; ; s- “a 

Black clay . ‘ , ; ; ; : : . ‘ ; ; » 86 
Sandstone . ; . ; ‘ ‘ : : ‘ < ‘ - » 66 
Light clay (soft)... he , — Bee 4 * : mes 

Dark clay . et : ‘ « % : : ; : ‘ ~ . CO 

Brown clay . ; ‘ : ‘ ‘ é : is oS ; ‘ ; . &O 

TOTAL ; »~ 2291! 

water struck in this hole at 5 feet depth close to the main stream. 

This hole was commenced in the out-crop of the bed of sandstone in the hopes of it 

being a solid bed of sandstone overlaying coal; but after getting down the full depth bored, 
the hole began to give considerable trouble by caving in at tne soft clay; half a day was 

generally spent clearing out the hole before any further boring could be gone on with, and 

at last it became so bad that the hole could not be cleared out; it had to be abanduned, 
and another bole commenced. 

3rd.— No. 3 BoreE-HOLE —LEvVEL 105 FEET. 

Water struck at 44 feet deep. 

Sub-soil : ; : ; ; ‘ é : : ; ‘ ‘ : . 410 
Gravel : . - : ‘ a: (a ‘ o. 4% ‘ ‘ ~ « 25 
Sandstone . : ‘ . ; . . : ‘ F : ‘ . . O37 

White clay . ‘ ; : j ; ‘ j ; : ‘ : . . lvo 
Sandstone . ; ‘ ; . . ° ‘: : ‘ . ° . - 390 

Conglomerate . . . ‘ d . . - eo © 2© 2 BO 
Sandstone . . ; : ‘ ‘ : : ‘ ; ‘ ; ‘ - 120 

Light clay . : ‘ ‘ - , - * ‘ ‘j ; 5 ‘ . 100 

Sandstone... . : . é ‘ 2 . ‘ : ‘ ‘ . ol 
Darkclay . . ° .. a ae nr re ‘ : ‘ . 5% 
lightclay - s+ eee lll . 80 
Dark clay . : . ‘ é e. 4 ‘ ? < = ; = - 20 
Sandstone . a 7% a a ee © © «© «© « +» 190 

Clay .- »« + « «6 « . 
Sandstone . . ‘ j ‘ é ; 8°6 
Sandstone with pyrites . P y e - e . 10°0 
Argillaceous sandstone . . . - 10°0 

Toran. 2740 

The 10 feet of iron pyrites cost several days’ labour to cut through, 

During the working in this hole some delay occurred, owing to the breaking of the winch 

frames which had to be repaired before any more work could be done. 
This hole when deep also commenced to give trouble by caving in. 
One day it did so when the valve bucket was down, and after four hours’ labour was got 

ap with it and the rods twisted. Another attempt was made to clean out the hole, but after 

s whole dsy’s work was unsuccessful and obliged to abandon it. 
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In this hole no shale or coal was struck, although I expected that the shale of No. 2 
would have shown itself, for this reason shale in No. 2 must be of very little extent to the 
eastward, is either a pocket, or the sandstone beds dip more than they show at the surface. 
To the westward of No. 2 no borings have been sunk and no certain idea can be formed at 
surface of the extent of the bed of shale, but it may be naturally supposed to run in that 
direction according to the dip of the sandstone and the shale in No. 2 may represent the 
outrun. 

4th.—No. 4 BORE-HOLE.—LEVEL 107. 
Water struck at 65 feet ioe 

Surface soil . ae . . e “ee: i> “ay OX ~ «© « 16 
Light clay . . . nh er es”  % ww *% ‘ - 186 

Conglomerate . ‘ : ‘ ° : A ; Z ‘ ‘ ‘ . 06 

Sandstone . . . «© «© -« S ae a eee ~ « 42:0 
Dark clay . . .% ‘ ; : . ; . : ‘é : : . 80 

Light clay . : , ‘ ° ; . . ; d : ; ‘< - 26 

Redclay .  . : ‘ : ‘ : ;: . a ; ‘ : - 19°0 

Sandstone . : ‘ , a . , . : ; . 20 

Dark clay .  . «. te ; ‘ * te ve ee e %¢ . 18°79 

Sandstone . : ; ‘ - ‘ : . ; ‘ : ; : - 85 

Dark clay . ° : : ° ; : ‘. é . : ; : . 12°6 

Sandstone . ° A ; . , ; ‘ ‘ : ‘ ‘ ; - 60 
Dark clay . : < ie . : a ‘ ‘ ‘ “ < - 21°0 

Sandstone .. ‘ ‘ ‘ es ne ee ee” : - « 16 

Dark clay -  % me. 6 “eo. ve ee wr oN « “¢ ~o w. “O6 
Shale and onal 8 ow sai wee Sh OG Ce we Sek Oe ee. oe OS 
Dark clay . ‘ . . - ‘ ; ; ‘ ; ; we oe . %&lo 

-  Blackclay . .© © © «© «© © © © «© © «6 «© «+ 70 
Dark clay . ° ‘ ; < é ; : : ~ « 26 

Clay with mineral charcoal a ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 
Iron Pyrites . ° © © © © © «© © «© « 80 
Hardsandstone. . «© © «© © © «© © © © © + 44 

Black colayandshale . .- - + + «© «© «© «© « « « 410 

Coal e e e ° e e e ry e ° e e 46 

Dark clay ° ° e e e e ° e ° e ° ° « ° 6°6 

Hard stone. . 0'8 

This gave also soocuual trouble — caving in, aia ae daily 60 some — i aout 

before work could be commenced. 

Coal has been struck in this hole; in appearance it is poor and could be anything but 

the outrun to the east. Further borings would be required to find the extent of the bed, 
and probably it would improve as is generally the casein these beds. 

By the depth it lays at it has apparently no connection with No. 2. 

‘he dark and black clays in this hole have all carboniferous matter in them, apparently 
plants or leaves, but being so cut up with the boring tools, it is impossible to determine 
them. 

The last 8 inches in this hole took some four days’ boring; the rock is very hard, and 

apparently metamorphous, but I have no yneans of testing it; a sample accompanies the 

clays. 

From W. Krxe, Esq., Deputy Superintendent of the Geological Survey of Indis, ts the 
Howovrastze D. F. Canmicuanty, Acting Chief Secretary to aca Madras,— 

dated Calcutta, "12th August 1874, No. 21. 

5. Tho result of the coal explorations so far is that eisieeea al ees 
shale, have been struck in the field; one of thete in borehole No. %, and three in No. 4. 
There is a little discrepancy between tha’ Hats ‘of strata in the bore-holes given in 
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Mr. Vanstavern’s report and the specimens now sent up; but practically this does not alter 

the case. There are four specimens marked as coal, while, in the bore-hole lists, they are 

given as ‘“‘shale with coal” in No. 2, “ shale and coal,” “clay with mineral charcoal” and 

“coal” in No. 4. 
6. The four specimens of coal are all dull and earthy ; that from the 4} feet seam being 

the best looking, the others are more or less assoviated with clay and shale. Nevertheless 
the fact remains that there are four seams with coal in them, thick and poor coal in one, 

and thin and poorer coal in the others. It is possible that each of these seas may be 
greatly better in quality aud thickness in other parts of the field. 

7. On a private appheation of Mr. Vanstavern, after I had heard that the specimens 
had been sent down to Madras, he sent me a sample of the lower two feet of the thick seam, 

which is evidently the better part of the deposit. An assay of this sample, made in the Survey 

laboratory by my colleague Mr, Tween, gives the following result :— 

Carbon . e . e e ° e e ° e e e 16° $ 

Volatile n : . : ‘ . ; : . : . 06 

Ash ‘< 7 ° e e . e . ° e e 50 

11) 0 

As a coke 

Carbon 

Ash 

8. At first sight the large percentaze of volatile matter indicates a fur gas coal, hut 
Mr. Tween tells me that there must be from 12 to 14 per cent. of moisture included in the 
volatile element. Thus it is emphatically a poor cual. 

9. The samples forwarded frum Madras are evidently inferior to that assayed, and me 
not therefore worth examination. 

10. The remaining specimens forwarded are clays, a piece of the “sandstone with 
pyrites,” and the rock of the “last cut” in No. 4 bore-hole which, owing to its hardness, 

practically stopped Mr. Vanstavern, and led him to look on it as a metamorphic rock, that 

is, that he had reached‘ the floor of the field. Among the clays there is a very dark grey 

variety, which my friend Mr. Hughes of the Geological Survey recognises as similar to some 
of the fire-clays he has met with in the Raniganj coal-fields. 

11. The rock of the “ last cut ” is not really so hard as it appears to be in the bore-hole 
when examined as a hand specimen, and it is easily pounded down to a fine powder of clayey 
constitution, without any appreciable calcareous matter in it. It is a rock of brownish- 

green colour, consisting of minute granules of darker substance in a pale green paste, the 

surface being roughened with these granules; and it is evidently a form of volcanic rock 

approaching perlite, or perhaps an ashbed. In its mottled appearance it is not unlike 
‘‘anake stone” or “ Water of Ayr stone.” It is impossible to say whether it is associated 
naturally with the sandstones and clays, ¢. e., as a boulder, or as an intercalated bed. This 

can only be found out by further borings, or, as is advisable, by a further attempt to pierce 
it in No. 4. 

1 do not think it can be considered as a rock forming the floor of the coal-field. 
12. As previously stated in my paper on this field, the beds are ali, on the average, 

dipping about 10° west-south-west except in the northern part of the field, wherp they are 

N. W., thushaving a strike N. N. W.—S. 8. E, and then N. E., and, therefore, had the 

bure-holes been put, down in lines starting from the eastern side of the field and going 
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westward, we should gradually have got through the whole thickness of strata. The work 
was not commenced till very late in the season, and thus I wished, if possible, to get at coal 

at once. With this intention, and in the hope that the river itself might hide strata in 
which were seams of coal, I instructed Mr. Vanstavern to begin on the river near the village, 
The first bore-hole was a failure. No. 2 bore-hole was then put down and carbonaceous shale 
was got in it; but it had to be stopped owing to falling in of clays and want of piping. To 
get lower than we had done in No.2 it was necessary to look eastward, but no suitable place 
showed until in the nullah to the north of the village, and this would be in strata much 

below those examined in No. 2, Still an idea vould be got from No. 3 of the lowest beds in 
this line, and as is shown in the list, they are all sandstones of good thickness with fewer 

and thinner clays than in the other bore-holes, but without the slightest trace of coal. 

13. By these two bore-holes—in the line from No. 2 to No. 3—we know of 229 feet 

in No. 2, below which there is an unexamined thickness of strata of about 250 feet, 
_when the beds at the top of No, 2 bore-hole ought to be reached. That is, supposing 
that the lie of the strata is tolerably uniform over the field and that there is not an irre- 
gular floor. 

14, On seeing that No. 3 was not likely to produce any favourable result, and that it 
was becoming a troublesome hole, I suggested that a convenient spot should be selected to the 
south of the village in the nullah on that side, as I thought we should here be in the con- 
tinuation of the unexamined beds between No. 2 and No. 3, and it is in these that the three 

other seams have been found. In other words, I expect that these seams would be found at 

very nearly the additional depth below the 229 feet of No. 2. This would of course be at an 
inconvenient depth for boring, more especially as the extent of the seams can be ascertained 
by other short holes. 

15. Bore-hole No. 4 has not yet told all that may be made from it if the hard “ash” 
rock can only be pierced, for there are still some few feet to be got through before reaching 

beds corresponding to those at the surface of No. 3. Otherwise, another bore-hole should 
be put down about 400 yards back, 4.¢., eastward and in the nullah south of the village. 

16. I examined the different streams in the field even more closely than hitherto, and 
saw that the strata seem to lie in a very regular succession at angles varying from 10° to 
15°; the dip, if any thing, becoming easier to the westward of the main stream, as also to 
the N. W., where the beds are nearly flat and with fewer undulations, so that the thickness 

of the whole field is much more than I at first concluded. There is thus more room for 
seams over the western half of the field. Indeed, from this greater thickness I am more 
inclined to expect a greater extension of the coal-measures under the Kamthi sandstones of 
Namiapolliam to the westward. 

17. With regard to the coal in these measures, that now known to exist is on the eastern 
edge of the field, and it is reasonable to expect that the seams go on thickening with the 
strata, or that there are more seams. 

18. There is about the same area of coal-measures exposed on the western side of the 
main stream, but the strata here are all higher than those on the east side. No borings 
have been put down in these upper beds, but they are just as promising in their characters 
as those below. Indeed, my colleagues who have worked in the other coal-fields of India 
have observed that seams are more prevalent in upper beds of the Barékars. The lio of the 
strata on the right bank of the river is also somewhat easier, so that if coal be found 
on this side the probability is that the trial borings wil not eo in depth as they 
are carried out farther west or north-west. 

19, It is, however, very promatare as yet fo tey and yeckon. ps whet may be from the 
few indications obtained so far; for wheue, as-is evidently the case hero, there is onty an 
outlying patch of the coal-measaree, not.an area léft‘so much by denudation as merdly the 
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filling in of a detached basin by a formation which was existent only in an attenuated 
condition, the occurrence of coal to a greater or lesser extent in each patch is a question 
attended with a great deal of uncertainty. There may be only a few seams as at Kamarum, 
or many seams as at Singareny in the Nizam’s Dominions; or seams hardly any of which 

are continuous in different bore-holes as in the British field below Dumagudium. 

20. The main and first thing to be done now is to continue No. 4 bore hole, or to sink a 

fresh one to the eastward of that, as suggested above, and then to work down the nullah to 
the main stream; after that, the nullah on the other side of the field higher up the main 

stream, and coming from Namiapolliam, ought to be tried. This latter examimation would 
tell if the poor seam in No. 2 hole is of any extent. [t would certainly be premature to try 
any of the ground south of the tributary nullah near bore-hole No. 4 until more is known 
concerning the succession of the seams now struck. 

21. In conclusion, it is necessary, from my views of the relations of the strata in this 
field, to remark on two passages in the Government Order, No 1953 of the 21st July, [tas 
therein stated :—‘‘ But the very slight indication of shale and coal found about 30 fect above 

the coal deposit in No. 4 may be analogous to that of No. 2, with which it agrees in the 
strata immediately over and underlying.” My observations do not bear out this analogy ; 

for unless unforeseen accidents—of which there is no indication in the adjacent nullah 
sections—have interfered with the normal position of the strata, everything seems to lead 

to the conclusion that the beds of No. 4 are lower than those of No. 2. Besides, if the upper 
seam in No. 4& be analogous tv that of No. 2, it is difficult. to account for the non- 

occurrence of the 43 feet seam in No. 2, which is the deeper bore-hole. 
22. There is then the further statement that “the conclusion arrived at to bore next 

season to the south and west seems a correct one.” On this point it will be seen from this 
letter that I do not advocate such a procedure, but to keep for the present rather to the 
north and north-west as soon as the west side of the field is taken up — But, apart from this, 

I would respectfully submit that a conclusion as to the future sites of bore-holes ought more 
properly to be based on the recommendation of the Geologist, as long as he is not absolved 
from the office of advising, as to the possible focale of the coal. In this, however, tt is 

not for a moment implied that there is any likelihood of a difference of opinion between 

Mr. Vanstavern and myself on the mode of pursuing the work ; on the contrary, I have to 
thank him for having always so willingly co-operated with me. 

Note on the supposed occurrence of coal on the Kistna, by H. B. Mevurcort, M.a., 
Geological Survey of India. 

The Records of the Geological Survey of India would be incomplete without 

some mention of the reputed discovery of coal near Jaggayapet, in the Kistna 
District of Madras, that has so often within the last thirty years been urged upon 
the notice of Government by General Applegath. It has this year been bronght 
forward again with unabated confidence ; and the following Note upon the ques- 
tion was drawn up for the information of the Government of Madras. It affords 

® curious contemporary illustration of science in excelsis. 

1. I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 230E., dated 
13th June 1882, forwarding for remark a letter, dated the 19th May, from 

Major-General F. Applegath, on the subject of his alleged discoveries of coal in 

the Kistna District. I had already noticed in the newspapers, English and 
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Indian, the revival of the Kistna coal question, and I am glad of this opportu- 
nity of submitting some remarks thereon for the consideration of the Right 
Honourable the Governor of Madras. 

2. General Applegath must believe that the patience of the Madras Govern- 
ment is inexhaustible, and well he may; for surely, since the dawn of science, 
no claimant to discovery has anywhere met with so much indulgence as he has 
from his Indian masters. Time after time has he found favour and encourage- 

ment, after repeated demonstration by most competent authority that his asser- 
tions and promises were baseless, and after repeated failures on his part, with 
liberal aid of public money, skilled labour and appliances, to verify his assertions. 

It is no wonder that he should now again come forward in bolder form than 
ever. I must confess that, to the qualified and responsible ministers and 
advisers of Government in these matters, any further countenance to such pre- 

tensions would be “‘heart-breaking.” 
3. I will presently give an abstract and analysis of this remarkable case: it is 

desirable, first, to clear the question of irrelevant matter, and to fix attention upon 

what has been the mainstay of so much discussion. It is not to be believed that the 

Government or the public would, for a moment, place the judgment of one so 
completely uninstructed in such matters as General Applegath, that the rocks of the 
Palndd belonged, in whole or in part, to the already established coal-formation of 
the Peninsula, in competition with that of the Geological Survey, that they were 
all of Transition or Lower Vindhyanu age, the two being as widely separated 
stratigraphically as are the Jurassic and the Silurian systems of Europe. The 
“fossils ’’ sent by the General in support of his contention were not fossils at 

all; and his rock specimens scarcely bore any resemblance to the standards to 

which he referred them. The occurrence of coal in those older rocks 
would, of course, be an independent question; and although a very extensive 

survey of them in that very field and in other parts of India had revealed no 
trace of a coal-measure group, there would still remain the possibility of a 
local deposit. The question is thus brought within very definite limits of fact, 
and it would never have taken shape but for General Applegath’s assertion, 
that at a particular spot, within 20 feet of the surface, he had once upon a 

time quarried coal and burned it. 

4. To any one whose ideas on the subject were not altogether in the air, 
nothing could be simpler than a complete verification of such a statement. It 
is practically impossible that several tons of coal could be extracted and leave 
no trace to tell the tale; yet with every appliance of tools and skilled labour, 
funds and time, General Applegath has never again been able to produce an 
ounce of any substance that would support combustion. He has, however, never 
ceased to reiterate his assertion; and his confidence has imposed upon otherp 
no better informed than himself; the strong wish for the realization of his 
assurance being on both sides the efficient motive of assent, It is‘a ‘watking 
instance, and an instructive caution, upon the persuasive influence of unflingh- 
ing testimony in @ credible witness, for no one that-I know of his vie! cast 0 
suspicion upon General Applepath’s truthfulness. 

. §. In. its successive Setlors’jpiving sucielioa’ sill cxsdacseneal io “Ghanera’l 
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Applegath’s explorations, ignoring its own previous adverse decisions upon the 
case, Government did not, of course, give reasons for so doing ; but we may safely 
take these to be the same as those that guide public opinion in the matter. In 
a Calcutta daily paper of the 28th March last, @ propos of General Applegath’s 
recent manifesto, it is said: “‘This case of coal in the Kistna District is pro- 
bably another instance in which practical men have been ahead of the geological 
theorists.” Nothing but the diffusion of knowledge can remove the popular 
delusion that is revealed in this sentence; but as it contains the only approach 
to direct argument that I have seen, it is of practical importance to point out 
that the instance referred to as parallel is of a wholly different nature. It refers 
to the discovery of the coal measures in the north of England by deep sinking 
through newer over-lying formations. The writer of the article implies that 
the geologists were false prophets on that occasion, and no doubt the pit-sinkers 

were practical men; but in the Indian case the facts are all above board; the 

rocks at the surface in the Palnad are immensely older than any known coal- 
measures, and the only evidence to warrant any outlay on exploration is General 
Applegath’s assertion that he once quarried coal there within a few feet of the 
surface. Surely a practical man would require the General to make good his 
assertion before starting on, what would otherwise be, a wild-goose chase. 

6. The acts and arguments referred to imply more or less of credence in 

General Applegath’s frequent animadversions upon what he takes to be the care- 
lessness, the contradictions and the obstructiveness of the Geological Survey. 
I do not care to exhibit the ridiculous misunderstandings upon which such 

remarks have been based. ‘Too much time has already been wasted over this 
tiresome business, and I have shown that the whole question turns upon a simple 
matter of fact. The supposition that a body of professional men could be so 
infatuated as to pooh-pooh a project founded on so circumstantial a basis, which, 
if true, must inevitably be presently substantiated, is only further evidence of the 
hazy view taken of the conditions. Until this ground had been visited, the 

Survey gave every encouragement to the investigation. It has been said that 

Dr. Oldham’s visit to the Palnéd, in company with General Applegath and others, 

was made in a perfunctory manner. But this, again, is unfair. Dr. Oldham 
went to see all that General Applegath had to show regarding the existence of coal, 
and finding no vestige of real evidence, it would have been foolish of him to sit by 
while a boring was made’ in slate, on the chance of unearthing a coal-seam., 
Dr. Oldham officially and publicly (Madras G.O., No. 1125 of 27th April 1868) 
denied the statement that anything like “ burnt shale” or “ burnt outcrops, ”’ 
or “a substance rich enough to support combustion,” had beon seen. Since 

then, and before it, General Applegath has had ample means and leisure given 
him to make good the statement that he had once burnt coal extracted from 
the site in question, but all his endeavours have been in vain. 

7. As it is not a ghost story, some intelligible explanation of the mystery 
must be forthcoming. The most likely one was suggested by Dr. Oldham, that 
to please their master, the natives had put some real coal in the hole and pro- 

a 

duced it for his satisfaction. A hoax of this kind was shortly after succesge 
Te 

fully .practised upon Dr. Oldham himself, and all the officials concerned, in 
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the famous case of the Midnapur borings. In the Kistna case, however, there 
was hardly room for this without culpable blindness on the part of the victim, 
for the excavation is said to have been a shallow drift, and accordingly General 

Applegath repudiated the “‘insinuation,” averring that he had himself conduct- 
ed and seen the operations, and repeating his statement in the following 
emphatic and expanded form :— “I adhere to my assertion that I have actually 

quarried and burnt coal in large quantities on the spot, as much as eight or ten 

tons "—(Madras G. O., No. 606 of 7th March 1868.) There thus remains a cut- 
and-dry choice between a physical anomaly (amounting to impossibility) and a case 
of mental delusion, such as is unhappily of too common occurrence in history, 
In going through the documents for the present, I hope final disposal of the 
case, I have been greatly struck by the fact that General Applegath’s assurance 
becomes clearer and stronger and larger as the event recedes in time. 

8. The oldest papers I have on the subject are a manuscript map and two 

sections, with a brief list, all signed “ F. Applegath, Lieutenant, Assistant Civil 
Engineer,” and dated “ Camp Moogetalah, 18th December 1850.” The map is 

entitled “ Plan of the Marble fields near Jaggiapetta on the Kistna and Pallair 
Rivers,” and, with the sections, it is coloured geologically (after a fashion). There 

are five pits marked on the plan, and the list annexed is headed ‘‘ Description of the 

pits, &c., that have been sunk in searching for coal.”’ One of these pits is at the 
very place assigned for the coal discovery, on the left bank of the Pallair, about 
half a mile above its confluence with the Kistna. This pit is figured on one of 

the sections to the full depth ever said to have been attained there, and the only 
legend is—“ shaft 20 feet through slate, with a soft material below, thickness 

unknown.” Inthe List the same is described as—“ Pit No. 3, shaft sunk 2¢ 

feet through slate, small but distinct traces of vegetable deposit at the lowest 

excavation, and a soft, white deposit at the bottom of the shaft, thickness un- 

known.” In these original documents the word “coal” only appearsin the title 

of the List as a desideratum ; the rock in the pit being correctly noted as “ slate,” 

The date usually assigned by General Applegath for his discovery of coal is 1851, 
so it might be surmised that these notes are anterior, and not to the point; it 

seems not improbable, however, that they represent the total result of his opera- 

tions before going on leave, when he reported his discovery to the Court of 
Directors, and, before leaving, to the Madras Ctovernment; for the map is en- 

dorsed ‘‘ Lieutenant Applegath’s supposed coal sites; from Walter Elliot, Madras 

C.S., August 1851.” If this be the case, there would be no escape from the 

3 An European convict was employed as brace-headman on a boring for water in the Central 

Jail at Midnapore. The place stands on a spread of laterite connected with the old alluvium 
ocvurring asa fringe between the Gangetic delta and the upland of gneissic roéks. Ata depth of 
148 feet coal was reported to occur for a thickness of more than two feet. Samples were sent by 
the Executive Engineer to Calcutta to Dr. Oldham, who pronounced thecoal to be good, and indi- 
cated sites for other borings to test the extent and the. lieof the supppsed scam. In these, also, 
the coal was broughé up from appropriate depths. This took sqive time; meanwhile the conyiot, 
having completed his term, was awarded witha post of some trust in charge of the work. As 
matters were coming to a crisis and more extensive operations about to be taken up to wok the 
coal, the ex-convict took the occasion of an advance of ‘cash to disappear from the scope Gt Kis 
asploit, and no trace of him could bedissovered. The imposition was then brought te-digitit.”, 
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judgment that the quarrying and burning of coal must take rank ‘as ‘a myth: 
so important a piece of evidence would certainly not have been left out in the 

contemporaneous account. No doubt many tons of the black slate were excava- 

ted, and nothing is more likely than that some pieces of it were put intoa 
good camp fire, after which ordeal they would bear a tolerable resemblance to 
ash, and such may have been the small basis of fact which has grown so porten- 
tously. The samples of this stuff deposited at the Madras Museum would ex- 

cusably have been thrown out as rubbish. 

9. The next evidence tends to confirm this view. It consists, again, of a 
coloured map and sections, with a report entitled—“ Captain F. Applegath's de- 

scription of the geological strata on the north bank of the Kistna,” dated Madras, 

28th of April 1861. In this the same shaft, apparently, is referred to (here 

marked as No. 1), thus :—‘ An attempt was made some years ago to sink No. 1 

shaft for coal through the red shale in the southern part of these fields; the red 

colour ay pears to be superficial, for, at a depth of 10 or 15 feet, the colour changes 
from red to greenish grey, and blue, and sometimes black. * = * ” 
This occurred in 1851.” There is no specific mention of the horizontal drift, 

17 deep, from which, in later accounts, the coal is said to have been obtained, but 
I here find, for the first time, a notice of this circumstance. and only in a casual 

way, as a by-gone event, and as secondary to what is considered more important 

observation, thus :—‘ The limestones, shales, sandstones, and the fossils found, all 

tend to confirm and strengthen the belief that these rocks of the Kistna are of the 
age of the Indian coal-bearing strata ; moreover, the bituminous rock that 1 quar- 
ried and burnt contained upwards of 30 per cent. of carbonaceous matter.” ‘The 

authority for this determination is not given, but it at least fixes a maximum 

value for the ‘‘coal” of later statements. At all events, in a concluding sum- 

mary of the case, this point is left out of count, and the whole question stated as 

problematical—‘ All that has hitherto been done has been at private expense, and 

thus, for eleven years, the suggestion of the probability or the reality of there 

being coal on the Kistna has been a source of anxiety of mind on one side, with 

incredulity on the other, and therefore it is a question still to be decided on its 
own merits; at least, I think, there is presumptive evidence of the fact of the 

existence of coal on the Kistna, for, in Bengal, the arenaceous shale with fibre- 

like impressions of plants is coal-bearing, also blue shale, and at Nagpore the 
greenish-grey shale overlies bituminous shale and coal, the same in Bengal.” 

10. After this, the enquiry took a more official form. In August 1866, Major 
Applegath submitted a memorial to Government, soliciting aid for further explor- 

ation, again urging the identity of the rocks with the Indian coal-measures, but the 
‘“‘ myth” now takes distinct shape, thus :—“‘ I here most distinctly state that, on the 
occasion of one of my visits to the locality I have described, on the Pélér and Kistna 

Rivers, I burnt, in several large heaps, the coal I had quarried, andjthat I even carried 
some and burnt it in the Sherehomedpettah Bungalow compound. I believe 

that not less than nine or ten tons were quarried and burnt, and that while burn- 

ing it gave out great light and intense heat, and, except that it was much heavier, 
it was not unlike the Torbane hill mineral.” Due mention is, however, made, 

of failure to re-discover that combustible rock :—‘‘ Having once quarried and 
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burnt the coal on the Kistna, I am not discouraged by my recent failure to reach 
the coal, and this dear-bought experience will prove invaluable in the next attempt. 
I am confident that coal exists there, its extent and thickness it is impossible at 
present to estimate.” This application was referred to Dr. Oldham for opinion. 
Dr, Oldham deprecated boring until some fair evidence of the probability of coal 

being found should be established, remarking that “it would appear only reason- 
able to expect that Major Applegath should be able to show where he had 

quarried the coal, and the expenditure of very few rupees, not one-hundredth 

part of what borings would cost, would in a few hours prove the existence or 
non-existence of any bed of coal.” He offers to arrange for a geologist to visit 

the ground in company with Major Applegath. This visit took place in 

January 1868, Dr. Oldham going himself, He was accompanied by Colonel 
Applegath, Mr. Stuart, Assistant Collector of the district, and Mr. C. Oldham, 
who had been for some time engaged upon the examination of the same rocks fur- 

ther tothe south. In the report of his observations Dr. Oldham remarked : “After 

this careful examination, I regret to report that, in my opinion, there is no 

ground for any hopes whatever of coal being found within this area. The rocks 

are all of types well known, and covering a very large area of the Cuddapah 

and Kurnool Districts, and in no respect that I could see do they, in this 
part of the country, offer any feature which would induce one to suppose that 
there was a greater probability of coal being found here than at a thousand 
other localities within the very extensive area over which similar rocks extend to 

the south, and at some one of which it would, I think, certainly have become 

known did it exist.” As no more of the so-called “coal” or combustible rock 
could be found, the suggestion is made that it may have originally been provided 
for the occasion. In General Order No. 590, dated 5th March 1868, the 

Government of Madras accepted this report as proving, beyond all doubt, the 
non-existence of coal in the valley of the Kistna. 

11. At this juncture the episode of the Midnapore coal adventure occurred, 

raising sanguine hopes that coal might be found anywhere. In April 1870 a 
memorandum was forwarded by the Madras Government, urging further search 
in that Presidency, saying there seemed no reason why coal should not be found 
beneath any of the vast tracts of laterite in Southern India as well as at Midna- 
pore. Dr. Oldham (being then under the deception as to coal at Midnapore) 
gave a reasonable answer (June 1870), explaining the different conditions—how 
all the measures of the Raniganj coal-field passed eastwards under the alluvium 
of the Ganges delta, and how impossible it was for any one to say how far they 
might or might not there spread out to north and south on the buried slopes of 
the gneissic upland ; that there were no analogous circumstances in the lateritic 
regions of Madras, &c. But all this was as moon shine to the promoters of such 
a. scheme, and a profound distrust of geological insight remained ; nor was faith 
restored when the fiasco of the coal at Midnapore was made known, for had nab 
the geologists been taken in just as others. iyi 

12. General Applegath was not slow to take advantage of these tevertigbis 
conditions. In July 1870 he applied for a grantof money.sud » dekinpent of 
Sappers and Miners, equipped with hovingsend blasiing toela fata”... -~'-— "in the 
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Kistna District, The geological affinities of the rocks were not referred to, the 
one tempting assurance given being that he had once seen coal quarried and burnt 

in large quantities in that district. Approval and sanction were at once accorded 
(G. O., No. 1024, 15th August 1870). When the two months allowed were 

nearly expired, an extension of time and an additional grant were asked for on the 
following plea :—‘ The Sappers have to this date been employed in opening out the 
rocks; and as some of the pits are now 25 and 30 feet deep, I am enabled to offer 
an opinion on the probability of finding coal im this district ; and, after a very care- 

ful comparison of the Kistna rocks with all the other coal-bearing districts in 
India, I am most decidedly of opinion that their representatives are found in 

this locality—I do not mean on the surface of the ground, but that they have 

been excavated by the Sappers in the present investigation. I have, therefore, 

to express my firm belief in the existence of coal here, and the prospect of 
obtaining it very shortly from one or more of the pits now being made by the 
Sappers and Miners under my charge.” The request was at once granted 
(G. O., No. 42, 11th January 1871). The total results of the explorations were 
submitied in a paper headed ‘‘ Conclusions,” dated 16th February 1871. There 
is no allusion even to the non-discovery of anything combustible, or to the 
sanguine hopes so recently expressed regarding coal. There is nothing in the 
paper but a rambling discussion of a collection of the rocks, attempting to 
identify them with the Indian coal-measures. Colonel Applegath was thanked 
for his exertions, and the specimens were ordered to be sent to the Geological 
Department for opinion (G. 0., No. 336, 15th March 1871). Dr. Oldham’s 
memorandum (12th May 1871) on these specimens gave a complete demonstra- 

tion that Colonel Applegath had no rational idea of what he attempted to de- 
scribe, and pointed out the utter waste of investigations so conducted. 

13. In this interval the survey of the great basin of the Cuddapah and 

Kurnool rocks, of which the Palndd forms the northern extremity, was com- 
pleted by M. M. King and Foote, as published in Volume VIII, pt. 1, of the 
Memoirs (June 1872). There had been some discussion as to whether some 
beds in the Palndd should be placed in the Kurnool or in the Cuddapah series 
of transition rocks; but no possibility presented itself of any belonging to the 

Gondwana system, although, of course, the Surveyors were fully informed of the 

coal controversy. This transition basin is the area which General Applegath 
now presents as likely to become the largest coal-field in India. From there 

Mr, King went northwards, and at once identified the coal-measure rocks in the 
Singareni field, and found coal there. 

14. Nothing daunted, and absolutely impervious to professional criticism, 
General Applegath, in September 1873, submitted to Government another map 
and description of the Jaggayapet District, with suggestions for further borings 
for coal, and remarks on some diamond strata in the neighbourhood. It is 
simply a repetition of all the old fallacies and assertions,—giving names to 
the imaginary fossils, and impossible correlations to the rocks, with heroic com- 
posure, a8 if nothing had ever been said to the contrary. The maps and 
motes were ordered to be printed and circulated; twelve copies to be furnished 
ta Colonel Applegath, with the best thanks of Government for the valuable 

Sages 
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information they afford (G.0O., No. 1020, 30th September 1873).! I happened 
at the time to be officiating for Dr. Oldham, and I was called upon by the 
Government of India for any remarks I might have to offer. My answer 
may not have been forwarded to Madras. In March 1874 I submitted to 
Government a detailed note on this map by Mr. Foote, who had surveyed 
that ground; his remarks would satisfy any one having some knowledge of 
geology. In April 1874 I had the pleasure of an interview with Colonel 
Applegath, on his way through Calcutta, prior to leaving India. He informed 
me there was a proposal on foot for a renewed search for coal in the Palnéd 
by the Public Works Department; and as he expressed himself satisfied in 
every way with this arrangement, 1 got him to mark on his own map the 
spots at which he most desired borings to be made. In the hope of putting 
an end to this tiresome craze, I forwarded these indications to Government, 
recommending that the borings showld be undertaken when Mr. Vanstavern 

could be spared from the borings in the Bedandl coal-field in the Godavari 
district. Mr. Vanstavern’s account of his operations was submitted by the 
Superintending Engineer, Major Hasted, R.E,, in whose report the following 
remarks occur :—‘ The instructions conveyel have been fully carried out, and 
even more borings than were directed have been made. Mr. Vanstavern remarks 

that ‘ no coal-bearing rocks nor outcrops of coal or any combustible matter was met 
with,’ and expresses his opinion that ‘ by the nature of the rocks there certainly 

cannot be any coal.’ It is with some regret that I am obliged to express my 
entire concurrence in Mr. Vanstavern’s views, but the explorations have been so 
complete, that I feel sure if coal existed at all in these places, some signs of it must 
have been discovered. The borings have been made as close as possible to the 
pits dug by Colonel Applegath, and in every instance have been sunk consider- 
ably below the bottom of the pits; in addition to this, Mr. Vanstavern, at my 
request, cleared out the horizontal shaft in which it was understood Colonel Apple- 
gath found something resembling coal which he was able to burn, but nothing was 
met with except shale. Iam puzzled to know what the substance was which 
Colonel Applegath supposed to be coal, but some of the stuff brought up from the 
borings, which is described as ‘ black clay shale with graphite’ and ‘ dark brown 
clay’ might, it appeared to me, be supposed to be taken from the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of coal, My own opinion is of little value, but I am anxious to state 
that I watched the operations with much interest, and was rather predisposed. 

to think Colonel Applegath’s views were correct. I believe I may say that, up to 
a certain point, Mr. Vanstavern seemed to agree with me; but after several 
borings had been made, and the country round explored, he informed me that he 
had little or no hope of finding coal.” On this report, His Excellency the Gover- 
nor in Council declared himself to be quite satisfied as to the completeness of the 

investigation carried out for the exploration of Colonel .Applegath’s supposed 
coal-field on the Kistna (Madras G, O., No. 761, 18th March 1875). 

15. Not so, however, General Applegath ; os, indeed might have been =e 
ed from the obduracy he had formerly exhibited in the face of previews sample an 
Tefutations by himeelf and -otheri. In the eer cairn ml 

‘$ See stpra; Vol. Vil, #8. | 
emu i 
“* is B 
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Statements made before the Society of Arts,’ as well as in the newspapers, 
General Applegath protests against the insufficiency of this examination, and 
declares his position as a discoverer of coal in Madras to be unshaken. His 
words imply that these trials were made by the Survey Dapartmant, but thut is 
an error; no Survey Officer went near them; they were made by officers of the 
Public Works Department, who declare their initial porsuasion to have been 
favourable to his view. As already stated, I do not notice General Applegath’s 

frequent and now recurring misrepresentations of quotations from the reports of 
the Survey, as they evidently proceed from his complete ignorance of the subject 
but it would be impossible to make a like excuse for his misrepresentation of the 

simple facts of these trials. In a letter to the Mudras Mail he says: “I was in 
England at the time these borings were made, and so 1 could not have selected 
the sites.” This is something more than a suggestio falsi ; the indication of sites 

for borings by marks on the map of ground well known to the marker is a com- 

pletely recognised act of professional responsibility. He objects that at one of 

his localities three borings were made, only to depths of 7, 8, and 23 feet; but 
he omits to mention that all three came upon metamorphic rock. He objects 
that all the plaves he had recommended were not explored: this would indeed 

have been a trial of patience, and a culpable waste of time after the principal 

places, those selected by himself, had proved complete failures; one of those 

indeed should have sufficed, the one where coal was said to have been once 
extracted. Four borings were made at this spot, all deeper than any of the 
original pits; but what is most important, the actual drift from which the 
supposed coal was obtained was opened out and explored, but no vestige of 
combustible matter was found. The General offers no remark upon this 
collapse. I have no doubt whatever that a jury of practical men would give an 

unanimous verdict of ‘ proven’ against General Applegath’s coal in the Palndd. 
16. One very interesting observation in General Applegath’s remarks to the 

Society of Arts remains to be noticed, as it throws much light upon the mystery 
that attaches to this romance of coal on the Kistna. I pointed out at the begin- 
ning that the General’s cheval de batatile throughout the whole contention has 
been his assertion that, once upon a time, he had quarried and burned coal on the 

spot where now it has been shown no coal exists. But for this unmistakable 
evidence he would never have been listened to; in fact, he did not obtain a 

practical hearing until he mounted this charger in full panoply. In the original 
contemporary documents (1850) there is no mention of this discovery ; in the un- 

official report of ten years later, it is casually quoted as a combustible rock having 

80 per cent. of carbonaceous matter; but in the official memorial of 1866 it has 

become coal givihg out great light and intense heat. This is the familiar process 
of genesis of the myth; and such I take General Applegath’s coal to be. In 
paragraph 7 of his “Record of the Kistna Coal” (from the Journal of the Society 
of Arts) there is another very neat and instructive example of the same kind of 

; the old steed having broken down, a fresh one is trotted out 

from thé depdt of memory. Of the black clay from Mr. Vanstavern’s boring 

_ A dpril 28th, 1882, on the occasion of Professor V. Ball’s lecture on the Mineral Resources 

of India. : 
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No. 6, it is remarked: “TI believe that this black stuff is coal that has been partially 

burnt, as it has the appearance of coke, or burnt coal, and, under a magnifying 
glass, it presents every appearance of coke, or burnt coal, and, when ignited, burns 

like a coke fire. It may even bea natural bed of coke.” The italics are mine- 
T am not aware that any of this clay was sent to General Applegath, but that would 

not signify ; it is assumed to be the same as some black stuff he had once thrown 
into a fire and beheld to become red hot. The General evidently “walks by 
faith: ” in a letter to the Overland Mail, refuting the conclusive evidence of 

Mr. Vanstavern’s borings, he remarks: “Quite on the contrary, the very 
important question of coal or no coal near Juggyapettah may (D. V.), I believe 
will, be definitely settled in the affirmative, if a little trouble can now be taken 
by the authorities in Madras.” It would be sacrilegious to gainsay this final 
appeal to Providence, but I think the game is played out.’ 
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en f ies Avelten. 

1 The Government of Madras (G. O., 15th August 1968, No. 2006 W,, Pubits Werks bus 
decided not to resopen the question. 
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THz Inerirurs. 
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RECORDS 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA 

Part 1,] 1888. (February. 

ANNUAL Rerort or tHe Gerotogicat Survey or INDIA, AND OF THE GEOLOGICAL 

Museum, CaLccrra, FOR THE YEAR 1882. 

TxE most important result of the past season’s work has been the proving of 
Sovrm Rewan: Umarra the new coal field of Umaria at the west end of the 

COAL FIELD. South Rewah Gondwana basin, within 34 miles of Katni 

Mr. Hughes. Station on the East Indian Railway. This field was men- 
tioned in the last annual report, and Mr. Hughes had given a notice of it, in 

the Records for 1881 (Vol. XIV, pt. 4). The actual area of exposed coal mea- 
sures is small (about 5 square miles), in an angle between the gneissic rocks 
and the great spread of newer Gondwana sandstone to the north-east. The out- 
crop of coal had been known for many years, but its appearance at the surface 
was not promising. All this area had been surveyed in 1872 by Mr. Hacket, 

without distinguishing the true coal measures; but, from what I had seen of 

‘the ground (in March 1869), on a preliminary inspection between Raniganj and 

Jabalpur, I was aware that further examination would be necessary before 
anything could be published. Mr. Hughes’ success was then no chance find; 

he recognised a difference between the Umaria sandstone and that of the adjoin- 
ing area, and he had close search made for fossils, from the evidence of which 

there was no longer any doubt of these rocks being on the horizon of the 

regular coal measures. He then at once marked sites for trial borings; and these 

were carried out with very commendable expedition by the local authorities. The 
results as to the extent, thickness, and quality of the coal are very promising. 
A. natice of these borings was given by Mr. Hughes in the Records for August 

Jest. Railway surveys are now being made for a line from Katni to the coal 

The feld thus opened to enterprise is very extensive. Umaria is the nearest 

“possible source of coal for the North-Western Provinces; and immediately east 

“of fi Jiog the immense coal <field of Sohégpur, which district is also rich in 
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agricultural produce and the natural entrepdt for the surrounding forest tracts. 
From Sohégpur southwards lies the least difficult line of communication between 

northern and southern India, into the plains of Chhattisgarh, leading down 
the Méhdnadi valley to Cuttack, and up it over the plateau of Bastar to 
Vizagapatam. 

Not the least important result of this new opening is the opportunity it gives 
for successful iron manufacture. I know of no spot in India where there is 
such an abundant supply of a variety of first class iron ores as in the neighbour- 

hood of Katni. Much of the lime now used in Calcutta comes from Katni, and 
other requisites will probably be forthcoming, if the coal fulfils our expectations. 

Mr, Hughes extended his survey of the Sohégpur coal field eastwards into 
Sirgujah. He reports in very encouraging terms of the services rendered by 
Sub-Assistant Hira Lal. 

In the annual report for 1877 (Rec. XI, p. 7) a notice was given of the 
sriseccacait. explorations for coal in the Satpura region carried on 

Honinas. by the Central Provinces Government under my advice ; 
and the concluding operations of those trials are given at 

page 97 of the Records for 1879 (Vol. XII). Most of those trials were near 

the northern edge of the basin close to the Narbada valley, and four of 
them were in interior valleys. In every case the object was to find the coal 
measures themselves, for the borings all started in rocks known to be of later 
formation, and in one case only, that close to Mohpdni, was there an outcrop of 
the coal measures anywhere near. None of them were successful; and it was 

then pointed out that the nearest ground where there was a direct prospect of 

coal was in the Shahpur field on the south side of the basin. The coal outcrops 
there had been reported on separately by three officers of the Survey (in 1809, 
1866, and 1875), but none held out any promise of valuable seams. The latest of 

these surveys was by me (published with amap in Vol. VIII of the Records), 
and I then marked three sites for borings in different parts of the field, in view 
of future experimental exploration. These trials were taken up in February 
1881, by the Public Works Department of the Central Provinces, and the last 

of them was closed on the 11th of October 1882 under my instractions. Two 

of them were made toa depth of 400 feet, and the third to 539 feet, They all 

passed through several coaly seams, with some thin bands of coal; but none 

were of sufficient promise to recommend the sinking of a trial shaft. I 
believe that all the coal-bearing measures were passed through in each boring, 
but the seams are even poorer than at their outcrops. The coal prospects in 
the Sdtpura basin are thus for the present reduced (besides the Mohpéni 
mines) to the Pench valley field, of which Mr. Blanford gave a very encouraging 
report in 1866 (Records, Vol. XV,'‘pt. 2, 1882). This field has natarally been left 
to the last on account of its comparative inaccessibility ; but the engineering 
difficulties to be overcome are nothing like so great as those on the new Indore and 
Bhopal State Railways, and a line from Itarsi up the Tawa valley to ‘ae 
Pench would be in every respect the most favourable for crossing the } 
range between the Nérbeda vdlley and Nigpar. Such # Nee wes ges in 
the Shahpur coal field, and might lead to 0 Sorthar =~ of thud phatanien 
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The eretaccous coal field of Daranggiri in the Garo hills. reported on by Mr. 

Assam : DaRANGGIRI LaTouche (Records, Vol. XV, pt.3) during last season, 

COAL FIELD. proved quite as good as was expeeted; the quantity is very 
Br. LaTouche. considerable and the quality very serviceable ; but if the 

company now engaged in opening out the coal tields of Upper Assam achieves 

anything like the service it proposes, it would scarcely pay to work the much 
inferior coal of Daranggiri. Mr. LaTouche is now engaged in tracing the coal of 
the Jaintia hills eastwards, with reference to a project for a railway through 

North Cachar. 

Mr. Foote was engaged in the districts of Madura and Tinnevelly, principally 

Rowen tape in completing his map of the coastal revion, and joing 
this work with that of Mr. King in Travancore. The 

Mr. Foote. ave: ; : ; 
principal features of the ground had been examined in 

previous seasons, so there is nothing particular to be noticed. A detailed account 
of this large area will be published during the current year. Late in the season 
Mr. Foote made a traverse across part of the Mysore gould fields, an account of 

which is published in the Records for November. 
An object of much interest has long been awaiting investigation in the Madras 

Presidency, in the osseous cave-deposits of tho Karnil 

a aa district. This interest is more than geological; at least, 

for a large section of the intelligent public early pre-historic man is their only 

link with geological studies. India has been a focus of great expectution in this 

matter, upon the assumed evolutional principle that the natural conditions in 
tropical or sub-tropical regions were most favourable for organic development, and 
because the earliest known civilisations had arisen in such regions. Nine years 
ago, in 1873, there was a momentary confirmation of those hopes, when an un- 
doubtedly manufactured stone implement was found by Mr. Hacket in the beds of 

the Narbada valley containing remains of extinct varieties of mammals, deposits 
which had been considered by Falkoner and Dr. Oldham on palontological grounds 

as of pliocene age, This ‘find’ (the word ‘discovery’ might well be reserved for 

the fruits of mental effort) gave fresh interest to the question of age of the 
Narbada osseous gravels, and from a purely geological (stratigraphical) discussion 
I gave reasons (Records, Vol. VI, pt. 3) showing that they are probably of late 
post-tertiary time—a view that has since been adopted. At the same time I 
ventured to impugn the @ priori doctrine as to the birth-place of mankind, sug- 

gesting that, although the remains of the most man-like monkey might be found in 
tropical regions, we might rather expect to find traces of the most monkey-like 
man where now the least monkey-like men are found to flourish, taking mind as 
the characteristic, The early civilised peoples of tropical countries were probably 
not indigenous. 

The cave-test has still to be applied. Some of the most interesting early 
human remains have been found in cave-deposits; and under the inspiration of 

the doctrine aforesaid, a party was got up a couple of years ago at private ex- 
pense to explore caves in Borneo; but the success has not fulfilled the expectations. 
Apert the human question altogether (the special urgency of which is now rather 

‘ popaiee than scientific), great biological interest attaches to any rich deposit of 
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mammalian remains, and I am strongly urged. to take some steps to have the 
Karnil caves explored, for there can be no doubt of the information regarding 
them as announced by the distinguished pioneer of geology in Southern India, 
Captain Newbold, F.R.S. I have never failed to appreciate the importance of 
this matter, though I am aware of an impression abroad that I disregard paleon- 
tological interests, for which supposition there can be no better foundation than 

that I have never cared to dabble in matters that can only be profitably handled by 
experts. In October 1876, within six months of my taking charge of the Survey, 
I made official inquiries regarding the Billa-Surgam caves, as no notice was made 

of their whereabouts in the memoir and map descriptive of the Kadapa and 
Karniul basin by Messrs. King and Foote. I intended that Mr. Lydekker should 
visit the caves and report with a view to further exploration. The Madras 
famine supervened, and no later opportunity offered without too great a sacrifice of 
current work, 

Mr. Blanford makes conspicuous mention of these caves in the Manual of 
the Geology of India (page 381). Captain Newbold in 1844 described them as 
situated in latitude 15° 25’, longitude 78° 15’, which should be, as taken from @ 

map of that date (Indian Atlas, Sheet No. 76, of 1842), about 7 miles to north-by- 
west from Banaganpilli. In the answer I received (dated 10th January 1877) 
from the Collector of Karnil, this officer says :—‘‘ There is no place near Banagan- 

pilli which goes by the name of Billa-Surgam and noted for any caves containing 
fossil stones, There is, however, a village called Bilum, 7 miles south-east 
of Owk in the Koilkuntla taluk, containing some caves, but the Deputy Collector 
who inspected them says they contain only slate stones.” This position would be 
about 12 miles to south-by-west of Banaganpilli. Both these spots are in the 
Jamalmadgu limestone, of Messrs. King and Foote’s classification, described by 
Newbold as the ‘diamond limestone.’ 

Tt is most unlikely that an error of 18 miles would occur in his descrip- 
tion of the position, but the coincidence of the similar name and the caves gives a 
strong presumption that Bilum is Newbold’s locality, and that there is a printer's 
error in the statement of the latitude. He describes the mouths of the caves as 
from 46 to 69 feet high, falling rapidly to passages which it is necessary to 
traverse on hands and knees. This obscurity as to the occurrence of the caves 

offers some explanation of the omission of any mention of them in the published 
description of that ground; but I would notice the circumstance as an illustration 
of the condition of our work in India, the imperative object being to furnish in 
the first instance and as soon as possible a good general sketch of the geolegy of 
India. Had our geologists taken in ‘eave-hunting’ and the. like, the niap and 
manual published in 1879 might have appeared about the ydar 3000, Thete ay 
however, no failure of apprehension as to the supreme importance to nviehoall: 
science of more detailed zesearches, and I hope to Gnd-an early opportunity Gein. 
exploration of the Billa-Surgam: eaves. : 

Mr. Bose's second season's ‘work — a 
Kuawpaans fom : 

onwerxonout : 
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sandstone to a lower eretaceous horizor, as mentioned in Iast year’s annual 

report; nor is there any fresh observation to disturb that suggested arrange- 

ment. He gives some interesting facts showing the association of the Lameta 
beds with agglomerates of the trappean period ; and his microscopic examination 
of the traps themselves has thrown new light upon the constitution of some of their 

subordinate varieties. When Mr. Bose was sent to that ground, it was hoped 

(without authority) that the new maps containing the north-western and south- 
western extensions of the cretaceous deposits in the Rewa-Kanta country would 

be available, so that the geological region might be described in one memoir, 
As there is even now no near prospect of those topographical maps being 
completed, Mr. Bose’s work will be published up to date. 

In extension of his previous survey, Mr. Hackct took up work in the wilder 

RAJPUTANA ; parts of the Arvali range in southern Meywar, but in the 

Mr. Hacket. end of January he was warned by tho Political Agent 

that it would not be safe for him to continuc in that part of the country on 

account of the unquiet state of the Bhils. Mr. Hacket employed the rest of the 
season very usefully in examining somo intricate features along the Vindyan 
boundary to the north-east of Neemuch. 

Sub-Assistant Kishen Singh has mapped a large area of the platcau of 
Malwa trap and Vindhyans about and north of Goona. The boundaries aro, 
I believe, sufficiently approximate for those formations, and for present purposes ; 
but little or no information is given regarding the rock features upon which a 
description of the area could be given. 

Mr. Fedden surveyed a large area along the coastal region, from Bhavnagar 
Karrywag; to Madhapur, mostly of trap and post-tertiary rocks, with 
Mr. Fedden. a remnant of tertiary beds on the western sea-margin. 

A few fossils were obtained from these at Piram (Perim) Island. The ossiferous 
conglomerates of this well-known locality are the highest beds of the section ; 
but Mr. Fedden considers them to be closely associated with the deposits con- 
taining marine shells forming the adjoining coast, which he correlates with the 
G4j horizon (of Sind). At Gogha, a little north of Piram, a boring was once 
made in these strata to a depth of 355 feet, stiff blue clay being the prevailing 
rock in the lower portion. 

The principal object of Mr. Blanford’s work in the field season 1881-82 was 
Tre Norri-WEst to endeavour to trace northward the well-marked series 

FRonrizr ; of tertiary rocks found in Sind, and to follow the continua- 
Mr, Blanford. tion of them, if possible, into the Punjab, where there is 

not thé same clue to classification in the presence of marine beds above the 
eocene. 

Before taking up this work, Mr. Blanford was called upon to report again upon 

dhe coal deposits to the west of Sibi; eo he marched by the Bolfn pass to Quetta, 
éxamining the coal seams of Mach ion tim: road: Frem Quetta to Sibi he 

returned by the Harnai route, and ‘visited the Sharag (or Sharigh) coal locality. 

From Sibi ho skirted the western boundary of the Bhugti Hills, and then marched 

'deetite Jétolabad to Harrend in the Panjab, throngh the heart of the Bhugti 
~ dilkittily .” Peeun Haxvand he procesded northward along the eastern fank of the 
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Sulimén range, to some distance north of Dera Ghazi Khin. Here, in the 

middle of February, a severe attack of fever and liver compelled him to leave the 
field, and he shortly afterwards returned to Calcutta and was obliged to go to 
Europe on medical certificate. 

A note, containing the results of Mr. Blanford’s examination of the coal seams 
at Mach and Sharag was published in Part 3 of the Records for 1882. He con- 

siders the quality of the coal fair, but the quantity is insufficient for commercial 

purposes. The other results of his season’s observations have been, besides 

making some important alterations in Mr. Griesbach’s work about Quetta, to 

effect a preliminary exploration of the country from Quetta to Dera Ghazi Khan, 

and to show that the post-eocene marine deposits of Sind do not continue north 

to the Punjab border. One of the unfossiliferous groups, however,—the Upper 
Nari,—is apparently persistent, and the uppermost system, Siwdlik or Manchar, 
can be sub-divided, so that it is practicable to classify the rocks to a certain extent. 
It was found that the main chain of the Suliman is composed of hard whitish 
sandstones, apparently cretaceous, overlying limestones and limestone-shales, with 

a few fossils belonging tc the same system. 

Had the work not been interrupted by illness near Dera Ghazi Khan, Mr. 

Blanford would only have been able to examine the Suliman range for about 30 

miles further north. The whole of the area examined was beyond the British 
frontier ; but, whereas, up to a certain point, a little north of that reached, access 
was practicable with the aid of the district officers and a small escort, further 

north the country is inhabited by Afghans, and is consequently inaccessible 
to Europeans. It may, consequently, be considered that the greater portion of 

the gap between Sind and the Punjab has been bridged over, so far as is practi- 

cable. 
Some interesting fossils, mammalian and molluscan, were obtained from Lower 

Siwalik beds, at localities discovered by Captain Vicary nearly 40 years ago in 
the Bhugti hills. Mr. Blanford’s descriptive memoir, with a map, will be published 
shortl 
on the termination of his short leave in England Mr. Griesbach obtained 

permission to visit some places on the Continent, in order 
MIDDLE oo to see what process would be best for the reproduction of 

sea iactci his views of Himalayan sections; but chiefly that he might 
examine certain foreign collections of fossils from the Himalaya and other 
parts of Asia for comparison with his own collection. On both points his 
trip was very serviceable ; the collections made in Armenia by Staaterath von 
Abich proved especially interesting, as having close relation to the fossils from 
certain zones in the Himalayan sections. ee ee ee 

shy oe, 

delays Mr. Griesbach was a little late in returning to India, which caneed 28 

much discomfort in having to cross the ae bo ine 

rains had sot in. Ph dpceqteres nsgunast a aetaliarsaa eats Pi - 
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better success in making excursions northwards. The season was so far advanced 
that the Tibetan guards had left their stations beyond the passes, so this obstruc- 
tion was removed, but the cold was intense. 

Mr. Oldham accomplished all that could be expected from his excursion with 
the Manipur-Burma Boundary Commission, having made 
a complete traverse of the main range into the great 
alluvial and tertiary basin of the Ningthi (? Namtonni 

of older maps) or Chindwin (Kyen-dwen), which seems to be a principal 
tributary of the Irrawadi. If there is any disappointment in the result, tho 

credit (or discredit) of it must be set down to mistaken imagination, and I must 
confess to having made that mistake. I had, I may say, hoped that the Aracan 

Yoma of Mr. Theobald’s Pegu Report would expand northwards as it approached 

the Himalayan massif; and that a deeper rock-section would be exposed, with 

perhaps a core of crystalline rocks, having their roots, even in outcrop, conflu- 

ent with those of the great Himalayan elevation. Tho fact is just the reverse. 
Here, too, no fossils were found ; but the rocks are with great probability identi- 

fiable with those 400 miles to the south, even to the serpentinous intrusive 
masses. Mr. Oldham supplemented his east-west traverse by marching from 
Manipur northward to Kohima in the Naga Hills, returning by the Assam 

Valley, and he found that newer tertiary rocks encroach more and more towards 
the axis of the range; so that it seems as if the older rocks may soon be alto. 

gether suppressed in that direction. It thus appears that this range is altogether 
a secondary one, a mere fender of the great Malayan crystalline axis. I need 
hardly add that Iam more satisfied than if my prognostic had proved correct. 
Mr. Oldham’s report has been ready since July, but there is some delay in 
procuring a map of the topographical survey of the new ground. 

Publications—T wo parts of Volume XIX of the Memoirs were published 

during the year. The first is a description, with numerous illustrations, of tho 
Cachar earthquake of 1869. The descriptive part was written shortly after 
the event by the late Dr. Oldham, from observations made by himsclf on the 
spot. The discussion of the data was supplied, and the whole edited, by Mr. 
kh. D, Oldham. Part 2 is a descriptive catalogue of the thermal springs of 
India, and Part 3 (now in the Press) is a descriptive catalogue of Indian earth- 

quakes. These also were compiled by Dr. Oldham; the data have now been 
revised and illustrative maps prepared by Mr. B.D. Oldham. These publica. 
tions form a good starting point for seismological observation in India, pre. 
parations for which on a small scale are now in hand. Several other memoirs 
are well advanced towards publication, by Mr. Blanford, on the country between 

Quetia and Dera-Ghizi-Khan ; by Mr. Foote on a large area between Trichinopoli 
and Cape Comorin; and by Mr. Oldham on parts of Manipor and the Niga 
Hills. 

Yolume XV of the Records for 1882 contains numerous (28) papers of more 
or leas practical importance or of scientific interest. 

+ Five fasciouliof the Palzontologia Indica were brought out daring the year :— 

‘het Vol: IV;of the Gondwina Flora by Dr. Feistmantel gives a description of 

MANIPUR: 

Mr. Oldham. 
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the fossil-flora of the south Rewah basin. Mr. Lydekker describes the Siwdlik 
and Narbada Equide in Vol. II, part 3 of the Tertiary Vertebrata series. Dr. 
Waagen’s first fasciculus on the Brachiopoda of the Productus-limestone in the 
Salt-range is but a small instalment of this section of his work; but I have 
already received 30 plates of the sequel. The Brachiopoda form the most numerous 
and most intricate portion of this group of fossils, and the exhaustive study Dr. 

Waagen is giving of them will, I have no doubt, be gratefully acknowledged 
by all palszontologists. Two fasciculi on the fossil Echinoidea of Sind are 
contributed by Dr. Martin Duncan and Mr. Percy Sladen, to whom the Survey 
is greatly indebted for their voluntary assistance in this important branch of 
paleontological research. 

Musewm.—Of all field work in progress, the corresponding collections of speci- 
mens have been kept up todate. A full descriptive catalogue of the systematic 
series of minerals by Mr. Mallet is nearly through the Press. 

Inbrary.—The additions to the library were 1,461 volumes or parts of Vo- 
lumes ; 665 by purchase and 796 by donation or exchange. Tho titles of all these 
books as received are published regularly in the Quarterly Records. I think I 
can promise that the catalogue will be in print by the end of the present year. 
The preparation of it can only be carried on in the intervals of current work. 

Mining Records.—One mining plan was received during the year, from the 
Raniganj Coal Association. 

Seismological Observations.—Proposals have been made before now to estab- 
lish seismometers in certain parts of,India that are subject to comparatively fre- 
quent earthquakes. <A chief difficulty has been, and must continue to be, to 
find competent and trustworthy observers at the suitable places. A small 

expenditure for the purpose has now been sanctioned, enough to set up some 

simple seismometers at 4 few stations in north-east Bengal and Assam where 
meteorological stations are already established, through which agency it is hoped 
some observations may be secured, 

Personnel.—Mr. Blanford was obliged to take sick leave to Europe on the 25th 
of April, and, under medical advice, he has since been compelled to retire from 

the service, as no longer able to endure the exposure and fatigue required of the 
field geologist in India. After 27 years of so arduous a life this result is not 
surprising ; he jomed his appointment in India on the Ist of October 1855. From 
the beginning of his service, Mr. Blanford took a leading part in the work of 
the Survey ; his report on the Talchir coal field is the first paper in our Memoirs, 
which have now extended to 19 volumes, containing numerous sotitributions from 
him. Besides his regular geological labours Mr. Blanford has done much work 
for the zoology of India, on which he is now s leading suithdrity. He was.twice 
deputed on missions out of India,—with the army to “Abyssinia, and with ‘the 
Seistan Boundary Commission to Persia. -Of his reseacches in both connixiet h 
published a full account. He was twice (in 1878and 1679) elected Progidient of th 

whaste 

Axiatio og of Bengul, an 64, on vote (sR on te aes 

_— 
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Englishman can receive. In 1876, Dr. Oldham, on retirement, recommended 
Mr. Blanford to be his successor as Superintendent of the Geological Survey of 
India ; of this he was only deprived by a small matter of seniority, and in recog- 
nition of his high claims Government rewarded him with a special personal re- 

muneration above the pay of his appointment. Personally, as well as profession- 
ally, Mr. Blanford’s departure will be much regretted by his colleagues in tho 

Survey. 
Mr. King was absent on furlough for the whole year. Mr. Wynne was 

obliged to take successive extensions of sick leave, and is still absent. Mr. Hughes 

obtained six months’ leave on urgent private affairs on the 8th June, which has 

been extended in England for three months. Mr. Hacket left on furlough for 
two years on the 20th November. Mr. Lydekker was granted six months’ leave 
on urgent private affairs from the 2nd March, and subsequently by the Secretary 
of State an extension for one year without pay. Privilege leave for various 

periods was granted: Mr. Mallet 42 days, Dr. Feistmantel 40 days, and 

Mr. Medlicott 3 months. 
H. B. MEDLICOTT, 

Superintendent, Geologicul Survey of Indiu. 
CaLcurta, 

The 23rd of January 1883. 

List of Societies and other Institutions from which Publications have been received 
in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geological Survey of India 

during the year 1882. 

AmMsTEEDAM.—Netherlands Colonial Department. 
Baset —Natural History Society. 

Baravia.—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences. 
59 Royal Natural History Society, Netherlands. 

Betrast.—Natural History Society. 
Brriiw.—German Geological Society. 

” Royal Prussian Academy of Science. 
Botoewa.—Academy of Sciences. 
Bomsay.—Meteorological Department, Western India. 
Bostox.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

9 Society of Natural History. 
Brestav.—Silesian Society of Natural History. 
BristoL.—Bristol Museum. 

” ” Naturalists’ Society. 

Brusse.s.—Geological Survey of Belgium. 
” Royal Geographical Society of Belgium. 
” Royal Malacological Society. 

: » | soyal Natural History Museum of Belgium. 
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Cancurta.— Agricultural and Horticultural Society. 
‘3 Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
= Marine Survey. 
_ Meteorological Department, Government of India. 

Campripcz (Mass.) —Museum of Comparative Zoology. 
Cass1L.—Society of Natural History. 

Curisriayia.—Editorial Committee, Norwegian North Atlantic Expedi- 
tion. 

L’ Association Géodésique Internationale Commission de la 
Norvége. 

CerrnnaGen.—Royal Danish Academy. 
Drespen.—Isis Society. 
Dus.Lin.—Royal Geological Society of Ireland. 

Royal Dublin Society. 

- Royal Irish Academy. 
EprnpurcH.—Royal Scottish Society of Arts. 

s Royal Society of Edinburgh. 
‘ Signet Library. 

Gunrva.—Physical and Natural History Society. 
Guiascow.—Geological Society. 

52 Philosophical Society. 
Gorrinaen.—Royal Society. 

Hatie.—Natural History Society. 
Hargissurc.—Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. 

LavsaNni.—Vandois Society of Natural Science. 
Lizaz.— Geological Society of Belgium. 

Lonpox.—Geological Society. 
ss Iron and Steel Institute. 

55 Linnean Society. 
" Royal Asiatic Society. 
‘5 Royal Geographical Society. 
5 Royal Institute of Great Britain. 
a Royal Society. 

5 Society of Arts. 
Zoological Society. 

Lyons —Museum of Natural Science. 
Manpison.—Superintendent of Public Property. 
Mapz.—Geographical Society. 

ManonEstsRr.—Geological Society. 
ME.BovENE.—-Mining Department, Victoria. 

* Royal Society of Victoria. 
Miiaw.—Italian Society of Nataral Science. 

” Royal Institute of Lombardy. 
Monrenat.—Geological Survey of Canada. 
Moscow.——-Inrperial Souiety of Hatecnfiot — ro’ : 
Nievos.—Nagbur Mweum. : : 
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NevcwateL.—Society of Natural Sciences. 
NewcastLE-on-TynzE.—North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers. 
New Haven.—Connecticut Academy. 

- American Journal of Science. 

Paris.—Academy of Sciences. 
”» Geological Society of France. 
‘se Indo-Chinese Society, 
‘ Mining Department. 

PENzANCE.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. 
PHILADELPHIA.—Academy of Natural Sciences. 

3 American Philosophical Society. 

“5 Franklin Institute. 
Pisa.—Society of Natural Sciences, Tuscany. 

Rour.—Royal Geological Commission of Italy. 
Ra Royal Academy, 

RoorkEr.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering. 
Samr Prererspurc.—Imperial Academy of Sciences. 

_ Imperial Russian Mineralogical Society. 
Satem (Mass.)—American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

nA Essex Institute. 
SHaneHal.—North China Branch, Royal Asiatic Society. 
Srnaarore.—Straits Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, 

Sypney.— Australian Museum, 
“5 Department of Mines, New South Wales. 

‘3 Royal Society of New South Wales. 
Toronro.—Canadian Institute. 

Turin.—Royal Academy of Science. 
VeEntcx.—Royal Institute of Science, &c. 
Vienna.—Imperial Academy of Sciences. 

” Imperial Geological Institute. 
WasHinoton.—Smithsonian Institute. 

Pr United States Geographical Survey west of the 100th 
Meridian. 

Wetiineton.—New Zealand Institute. 

YoxoHama.—Asiatic Society of Japan. 
Pa German Naturalists’ Society. 

The Governmenta of Bombay, Madras, North-Western Provinces and Oudh 
and the Punjab. 

Chief Commissioners of Assam, British Barma, Central Provinces, and Coorg. 
The Commissioner of Inland Customs, 
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On the Genus Richthofenia, Kays, (Anomia Lawrenciana, Koninck,) by WiLLuuM 
Waacen, Pa.D., F.G.8. (With 2 plates). 

In one of the later numbers of the “ Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen 
Gesellschaft,” M. E. Kayser publishes some notes on the fossils of the car- 
boniferous limestone of Lo-ping in China, collected by Baron Richthofen, which 

fossils seem to be rather similar in type to those of the Productus-limestone of the 
Salt-range, the description of which is now in progress. He mentions one 
fossil in particular, the Anomia Lawrenciana of deKoninck, for which he pro- 
poses the generic denomination of Richthofenia. 

M. Kayser regards this fossil as belonging to the Brachiopods, very likely 

somewhere near Productus, and this approximately agrees with what I considered 

it to be. I expressed this opinion in the last remarks appended to the third 
part of my “ Salt-range Fossils” (p. 328); only I was at that time doubtful 
whether the foss3l might not as well be considered a coral. 

While preparing the description of the Brachiopods of the Salt-range Pro- 
ductus-limestone, I was obliged also to examine the Anomia Lawrenciana more in 

detail; and the result of this examination was so remarkable that I think it worth 

while to give a preliminary notice of this fossil, together with such figures as 
will be necessary to understand the description. 

The fossil consists, as has been described already by deKoninck, of two 
valves, one larger and one smaller (PI. II, f. 7, 8,9). The larger valve is of 

a conical shape, with the apex fastened to some foreign body (PL I, f.9). The 
smaller valve is flat, a little sunk into the larger one. The two valves articulate 

by a rather short straight hinge-line. This hinge-line, however, does not show in 
the outer appearance of the conical valve ; it is only marked inside it. On both 
sides of the hinge-line, the smaller valve is cut out in a semi-circle to receive thick- 

ened parts of the shell of the larger valve. The outer side of the larger valve is 

rugose, provided with many concentric wrinkles, and bears a variable number 
of hollow, depressed, diverging, tortuous tubes, which, on the one hand, 
resemble the root-like appendages of some rugose corals, and, on.the other, can bo 

compared to the hollow spines of some Products. The resemblance to the latter 
is chiefly striking because of the silky lustre of the shell-substance of which they 
are composed, On the whole, the shell of the fossil is dull when quite intact, and 

of a silky lustre when the outmost layer of the shell is worn off. Then also 
appears @ very close punctation, similar to that ocourring in the ball of Pro- 
ductus, which is barely visible to the naked eye. 

The punctures are not all equal; some larger ones are disseminsied frevgu> 
larly between great numbers of smaller ones (PL I, f. 3). As has been mentioned. 
above, the punctures uppear only when the outermost layers of the slall ate 
removed. The punctured part does not lie immediately -helow the, 
shell-la; » but succeeds « very thin rye 7 ssi 

which ee ® very ‘close vertioal shrintiosi, ak ‘and is OL Le | 

fine excavated lines (Pi, 11, 7.83). Gomsiieana'a fnikay fi (a1 SS, OD. 
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the outermost dull layer of the shell. Both these layers, the dull one as well 
as the striated one, are entirely lost in the greater number of specimens. 

On the smaller (flat) valve the hollow tubes, which are so very characteristic 
of the larger valve, are altogether absent. When the shell-substance of this 

valve is perfectly preserved, it is strewn over with very numerous small papille 
which project slightly from the surface of the shell (Pl. IT f. 9). 

On its interior side this smaller valve bears a distinct, but not very high, 
median septum, which extends from near the margin opposite the hinge- 
line, to nearly the middle of the valve. Here, in most specimens, it is re- 
placed by two parallel ridges, which in other specimens, however, are combined 
in one broader septum. On both sides of these ridges large, more or less rounded 

impressions appear, which are very strongly marked, and distinctly indented on 
the side nearest the hinge-line; on the side opposite to it they are less strongly 
marked, but seem to be also indented (PI. I, f. lc.; Pl. II, f.2). On the hinge- 

line itself there are, vertical to it, two short, thick and prominent parallel ridges, 

not dissimilar to hinge-teeth, which are, however, about equally high through 

their whole extent. They are not in connection with the median septum, but 

are separated from it by a smooth space. They do not protrude much above 

the hinge-line. On the whole, they might possibly be compared to the very 

developed cardinal process of the smaller valve of Productus, but the similarity 
is, in fact, only a very distant one. On both sides of these ridges not a trace of 

dental grooves can be observed. Neither the reniform bodies, which are such 
prominent features in the smaller valve of Productus, nor distinct dental grooves 

exist on the sides of the short ridges on the hinge-line. Near the outer margin 

of this smaller valve there are thorny processes, more or less numerous, directed 

towards the interior of the shell, similar to those seen in some Producti (Pl. II 
2). 

: Far more complicated is the structure of the larger valve. It consists of two 

different parts; the lower, from the apex of the valve up to about the middle of 

its height, being composed of very numerous narrow water-chambers, divided off 
by very thin shelly partitions, and the upper forming a large hollow for the 

reception of the animal. The partitions in the lower part of the shell are very 

irregular, exactly like the partitions existing in rugose corals. They are, on the 
whole, convex below, and concave above; not so, however, for their whole extent, 
as about in their middle they are bent upwards, forming something like a 
columella, such as exists in many corals. This formation of a columella is caused 

‘by the presence of three vertical septa (Pl. I, f. 2, 4, 5), which extend from the 
apex of the shell, through all the partitions, up to the body chamber. By these 

septa a vertical triangular space is divided off within the larger valve of this 
‘fousil, the base of the triangle being formed by the hinge-line, whilst its apex 

‘lies in the middle of the shell, where the three vertical septa, which converge 
towards this contre from both ends of the hinge-line, ‘unite. The median of the 
‘three vertical' septa extends from the centre towards the hinge-line, without, 
‘however, ever uniting with it. All the space between the vertical septa and the 
hinge-line is also filled up: by shelly: partitions. 

" .— Silas enizhal chamber (PL I, f. 1) istolorably lange ;-the bottom of itis, however, 
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situated at very different levels. The triangular space marked off by the vertical 
septa is much more shallow than the remainder of the chamber; but the latter 
also is not even, as from the centre of the shell a rounded crest extends, forming 

a shallow saddle, to the wall opposite the hinge-line. On each side of this crest 

is adeep hollow which occupies the whole lateral parts of the body chamber. The 

whole bottom is covered by irregular tolerably minute grooving. 
The three vertical septa project into the body chamber as three high upright 

plates, which converge towards the centre of the shell and are highest near 
this centre. Their upper margins are denticulate. They do not unite, but 

remain somewhat apart from each other. On the other side, between them and 

the hinge-line, there is an ascending plane, none of the plates thus reaching 

the hinge-line. Of these plates or septa, the median one is the highest. The two 
lateral are limited on their inner side by very deep narrow grooves; from the 
median one, on the contrary, on both sides start some low secondary septa, which 
show, on the whole, a pinnate arrangement. They disappear again, however, 
before reaching the grooves mentioned above. 

The hinge-line is quite straight, and shows only in the middle a slight round- 
ed sinuation for the reception of the two thick terminating branches of the 
median septum in the smaller valve. Not a trace of any kind of teeth for 

articulation with the smaller valve is observable. 
The inside of the outer walls of the body chamber is provided at very irreg- 

ular and unequal distances, with tolerably broad and sharp, but not very promi- 
nent vertical septa, some of which begin a short distance below the upper border 
of the chamber, and disappear before reaching the bottom, whilst others begin 
lower down and then reach down to the bottom of the chamber. The upper 
termination of each of them bears a round foramen, which forms the entrance to 

the hollow tubes which can be observed on the outer side of the shell and have 
been mentioned above (PI. I, fig. 2). This foramen, however, does not pierce 
the wal] directly, but the tube descends nearly vertically and appears only 
in the vicinity of the apex at the outer side of the shell. 

All round the upper border of the animal-chamber a thickened margin can 
be observed, which has some similarity to a pallial impression (Pl. I, figs. 1, 8). 
Of muscular scars nothing can be observed either on the bottom or on the walls 
of the chamber. 

The substance of the shell is of a very singular structure. It is composed in 
the larger conical valve of three layers. The outer one is very thin, dull and 
compact outside, and of a silky lustre inside, provided with the characteristic 
striation and punctation mentioned above. The median layer, the thickest.of 
all, though very irregular in its thickness, is composed of approximately hemi- 
spherical cells, such as can be observed in many rugose corals when the oka 
septa have been obliterated (Pl. I, figs. 2,7; Pl. II, figs. 1, 5). naman : 
are arranged in ascending radial rows, sad ave interrupted at intereaiatiecne 
fectly straight, radial, very pointedly conical orl bar (as 
which require further explanetign.. beg begins 28 ee 
slightly broader base, end. axtemd, ist einen ot 
the inner portiona,of din’ shall, , A 
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with their sharply pointed ends reach the innermost shell-layers; indeed, most 
of them stop about half-way. Nor doall of them originate on the outer shell-layer, 
for some start from the wall of some cell in the median layer of the shell. They 

seem to be hollow and to form tubes, which apparently communicate with the 
larger pores, disseminated between the more minute punctation of the shell as 
described above; but I am not quite certain on these latter points. The hollow 

tubes which terminate in root-like processes as mentioned above penctrate this 
median part of the shell in a nearly vertical direction. The innermost layer 

of the shell is somewhat thicker than the outer one, but otherwise similar to it. 

The median and the outer layers of the shell fall off easily, and then internal casts 

of a strange description, which preserve the inner shell-layer, are produced 
(Pl. I, fig. 8). 

In the flat smaller valve the median shell-layer is absent. 
Under the microscope, with a magnifying power of 100 diameters and upwards, 

the whole shell can be seen to be composed of very thin lamellw, which disunite for 
the formation of the cells and join together again in the outer layer of the shell. 
They are mostly vertical in the inner layer of the shell, bent nearly horizontal 

but irregularly outward in the median layer, and again vertically upward in the 
outer one. 

Each lamella shows a very distinct striation vertical to its planes, caused ap- 

parently by prisms of which it is composed. These prisms are thus placed 

horizontally in the inner shell-layer from the inside of the shell to the outer, in 
the median layer vertically, and in the outer layer again horizontally. 

Besides this striation fine canals can also be distinctly traced, which originate 

on the inner side of the shell and pierce the different lamelle of which the shell 

is composed, causing thus the fine punctation of the inner shell-layer, similar to 

that occurring in Productus. The canals are, however, not simple, but distinct] y 

and manifoldly ramified, and thus absolutely different from those occurring in 
Productus. They are more similar tothe canals which pierce the shell of Craniu. 
I donot think that these canals may be the work of boring Thallophyta. They 
seem to exhibit another character than the borings of those organisms. I shall, 
however, give detailed figures of these canals in my large work on the “ Salt. 
range Fossils.” 

The fossil is gregarious in its occurrence in nature, and the individuals are 
often so closely packed together that the root-like appendages of one individual 
are fastened to the individuals around, but I never found two individuals entirely 

grown together. 
These are the facts I have been able to ascertain relating to the structure 

of this fossil; it remains now to deduce from them the systematic position the 

forsil ought to occupy. As I have already formerly indicated, I was from the 
beginning doubtful whether the fossil ought rather to be considered a coral or 
a Brachiopod, and the views of palwontologists to whom I showed the speci- 
‘mens ‘were quite equally divided between the two classes. Mons. Barrande, as 

- ‘well as Professor Valérin and Miller, were of opinion that this fossil was rather 
doors related to the corals than to any other class of animals, whilst Professor 
“Siitel and Professor Lindstrdm seemed to be more in favour of the view which 
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places it among the Brachiopods. The characters exhibited by the fossil are, 
indeed, of such a conflicting nature that it becomes extremely difficult to assign 
to it any place in the system. 

In favour of the view which inclines to consider the fossil as a Brachiopod, 
the microscopic structure of the shell can be adduced above all. Its silky lustre 
is absolutely identical with that of the shell of Productus, though this lustre 
seems not to be effected in both cases by thesame means. In the shell of Productus 
it is caused by obliquely ascending prisms, whilst in Richthofenia it depends 
apparently on the fine lamination of the shell as in Placuna or similar genera. 
Of great importance is the prismatic structure of the single laminw of which 
the shell of Richthofenta is composed. Such a prismatic structure is, as far 
as I am aware, chiefly characteristic of molluscs or molluscoids. I certainly 
have not as yet observed this structure in corals. In Calceola sandalina, which 
seems the most kindred form among the corals, a microscopic section through 
the larger valve showed beautifully its construction of radial septa, but these 
septa exhibited all a granular, not a prismatic structure, 

The punctation of the shell is also very similar to that of Productus, and so 
are the hollow root-like tubes which penetrate the shell-substance of the larger 
valve, and adhere to other bodies. 

The smaller valve can also, on the whole, be very well compared to the same 
valve of Productus, though itremains doubtful whether the thick parallel ridges 
on the hinge-line of this valve in Richthofenia can at all be compared to a car- 
dinal process, and whether the impressions on the valve can be taken as muscular 
impressions. Reniform bodies are most certainly absent. 

Nevertheless, among all the Brachiopods the Productide are the only ones 
to which the genus Richthofenia might stand in any relation; other Brachi- 
opods are certainly considerably less related to the present genus than the 
Productide. 

But, though all the points indicated may be in favour of the Brachiopod 
nature of the present fossil, yet it cannot be denied that there exist also certain 
points of resemblance between Eichthofenia and rugose corals. Any one who 
looks only for a moment at Pl. I, fig. 2, will be convinced of this similarity. The 
irregular partitions in the lower part of the larger valve; the celumella-like 
part which is divided off by three vertical septa ; these septa themselves, which 
can very well be compared with the primary and the two lateral septa of. a 
rugose coral; the cellular structure of the shell; the septa-like ridges on the 
outer wall of the animal chambers which are in connection with the hollow canals 
whick pierce the substance of ihe shell; and the tortuous tubes themselves into 
which the canals are prolonged on the outer side of the larger valve: all these 
characters remind one strongly of @ ragose coral There can be no donb thas 
on a first inspection, ignoring the silky lustee of the shel], eno would Sag gore 
likely be led to regard this fossil 9s a coral than as a Brachiopod. 

- » A Try 
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This character, as well as the very peculiar appearance of the partial cast as 
represented in Pl. I, fig. 8, and the longitudinal section, Pl. II, fig. 5, induced 
me to take yet another group of fossils into consideration for comparison; and 
these are the Rudista ina restricted sense, as defined by Stoliczka in his work 
on the cretaceous bivalves. 

It is a very curious fact that with the Rudista the same difficulty prevailed 

as to their classification as with the present fossil. They had been considered 

by L. v. Buch as corals, by d’Orbigny as Brachiopods, and recently they are 
placed by most men of science in the bivalves. 

The points of similarity between Iichthofenta and the Rudista, chiefly Hip. 
purites, are not very numerous, it is true. It is chiefly the section which 

may be compared. If we cut opena specimen of Richthofenia from the hinge- 

line to the opposite wall, so as just to touch the median vertical septum (Plate 

IT, fig. 5), we get a figure very similar to that which we obtain when we cut 
through a Hippurites so as to touch the first columellar fold (the hinge-fold and 
the second columellar fold being left untouched), Plate II, fig. 10. Tho par- 
titions presented are very similar in both cases. They are bent up in the middle 

to form a kind of columella, and are separated from the outer walls of tho shell 
by asharp line in both cases. It is due to this latter circumstance in beth 

cases that the outer walls of the shell fall off easily, and that such strange 
partial internal casts are formed. 

Another point of similarity consists in the direction of the prisms, of which 
the substance of the shell is composed. The Rudtsta differ from all the other 

groups of Pelecypoda in having the prisms of their outer shell arranged verti- 
cally, that is to say, longitudinally to the whole extension of the shell. Just the 
same is the case in the median shell layer of Richthofenia, as has been explain- 
ed above. 

A third point of similarity of great importance exists in the pallial impres- 

sion, which is common to Richthofenia and the Rudista; and, finally, it is not 

quite certain that the sinuations of the large valve of Richthofenia on both 

sides of the hinge-line, which stand in so close a connection to the lateral vertical 
septa may not be regarded as the beginning of the infoldings of the shell, which 
are so very characteristic for the Rudista. 

All these points of similarity between the Rudista and Richthofenia are im. 
portant, as they are in connection with the most striking characters of both 
fossils; and it cannot as yet be positively denied that Richthofenia might 
be a predecessor of the Rudista. To say anything positive on this point is at 

present impossible. The distance in time between Richthofenia, which comes 
probably from the limits between the carboniferous and permian formations, 

and the Rudista, which are for the greater part upper cretaceous, is so enormous, 
and every connecting link is as yet absent, that a very close affinity between 

the palswozoic and the cretaceous forms cannot be expected, and thus it will only 
be possible to prove the connection between the present fossil and the Rudista, 
-iffather members of.such a developmental series should be discovered. 
‘‘_ Ag the cise now stands, it will probably be most prudent in accordance with 
: fae microscopic structure of the shell to consider the fossil as something like a 
aes C 
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places it among the Brachiopods. The characters exhibited by the fossil are, 
indeed, of such a conflicting nature that it becomes extremely difficult to assign 
to it any place in the system. 

In favour of the view which inclines to consider the fossil as a Brachiopod, 
the microscopic structure of the shellcan be adduced above all. Its silky lustre 
is absolutely identical with that of the shell of Productus, though this lustre 
seems not to be effected in both cases by thesame means. In the shell of Productus 
it is caused by obliquely ascending prisms, whilst in Hichthofenia it depends 
apparently on the fine lamination of the shell as in Placuna or similar genera. 
Of great importance is the prismatic structure of the single lamins of which 
the shell of Hichthofenia is composed. Such a prismatic structure is, as far 
as J am aware, chiefly characteristic of molluscs or molluscoids. I certainly 
have not as yet observed this structure in corals. In Calceola sandalina, which 
seems the most kindred form among the corals, a microscopic section through 
the larger valve showed beautifully its construction of radial septa, but these 
septa exhibited all a granular, not a prismatic structure. 

The punctation of the shell is also very similar to that of Productus, and so 
are the hollow root-like tubes which penetrate the shell-substance of the larger 
valve, and adhere to other bodies. 

The smaller valve can also, on the whole, be very well compared to the same 
valve of Productus, though it remains doubtful whether the thick parallel ridges 
on the hinge-line of this valve in Richthofenta can at all be compared to a car- 

dinal process, and whether the impressions on the valve can be taken as muscular 
impressions, Reniform bodies are most certainly absent. 

Nevertheless, among all the Brachiopods the Productide are the only ones 
to which the genus Richthofenia might stand in any relation; other Brachi- 
opods are certainly considerably less related to the present genus than the 
Productide. 

But, though all the points’ indicated may be in favour of the Brachiopod 
nature of the present fossil, yet it cannot be denied that there exist also certain 
points of resemblance between Richthofenta and rugose corals. Any one who 
looks only for a moment at Pl. I, fig. 2, will be convinced of this similarity. The 
irregular partitions in the lower part of the larger valve; the columella-like 
part which is divided off by three vertical septa ; these septa themselves, which 
ean very well be compared with the primary and the two lateral septa of. a 
rugose coral; the cellular structure of the shell; the septa-like ridges on the 
outer wall of the animal chambers which are in connection with the hollow canals 
which pierce the substance of the shell; and the tortuous tubes themselves into 
which the canals are prolonged on the outer side of the larger valve: all these 
characters remind one strongly of a ragose coral. There can be no donbt that 
on @ first inspection, ignoring the silky lustze of the shell, one would far more 
likely be led te regard this fossil as a coral than as a Brachiopod. 
There is, however, yet another character to be pointed out, which ig evgn more 

conflicting than those hitherte adduced; this is the existence 

® pellial impression, pagnd the upper warein of the gr ele 
i, figs. 14 and &n. 
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This character, as well as the very peculiar appearance of the partial cast as 
represented in Pl. I, fig. 8, and the longitudinal section, Pl. II, fig. 5, induced 
me to take yet another group of fossils into consideration for comparison; and 
these are the Rudista in a restricted sense, as defincd by Stoliczka in his work 
on the cretaceous bivalves. 

It is a very curious fact that with the Iudist« the same difficulty prevailed 

as to their classification as with the present fossil. They had been considered 

by L. v. Buch as corals, by d’Orbigny as Brachiopods, and recently they are 
placed by most men of science in the bivalves. 

The points of similarity between Richthofenia and the Rudista, chiefly Tip. 

purites, are not very numerous, it is true. It is chiefly the section which 

may be compared. If we cut open a specimen of Iichthofenia from the hinge- 

line to the opposite wall, so as just to touch the median vertical septum (Plate 

II, fig. 5), we get a figure very similar to that which we obtain when we cut 
through a Hippurites so as to touch the first columellar fold (the hinge-fold and 
the second columellar fold being left untouched), Plate II, fig. 10. The par- 

titions presented are very similar in both cases. They are bent up in the middle 

to form a kind of columella, and are soparated from the outer walls of the shell 

by asharp line in both cases. It is due to this latter circumstanco in beth 

cases that the outer walls of the shell fall off easily, and that such strango 
partial internal casts are formed. 

Another point of similarity consists in the direction of the prisms, of which 

the substance of the shell is composed. The Rudista differ from all the other 
groups of Pelecypoda in having the prisms of their outer shell arranged verti- 
cally, that is to say, longitudinally to the whole extension of the shell, Just the 
same is the case in the median shell layer of Richthofenia, as has been explain- 
ed above. 

A third point of similarity of great importance exists in the pallial impres- 
sion, which is common to Richthofenta and the Rudista; and, finally, it is not 
quite certain that the sinuations of the large valve of Hichthofenia on both 

sides of the hinge-line, which stand in so close a connection to the lateral vertical 

septa may not be regarded as the beginning of the infoldings of the shell, which 
are so very characteristic for the Rudtsta. 

All these points of similarity between the Rudista and Richthofenia are im. 
portant, as they are in connection with the most striking characters of both 

fossils; and it cannot as yet he positively denied that Richthofenia might 

be a predecessor of the Rudista. To say anything positive on this point is at 

present impossible. The distance in time between Richthofenia, which comes 
probably from the limits between the carboniferous and permian formations, 

and the Rudista, which are for the greater part upper cretaceous, is so enormous, 
and every connecting link is as yet absent, that a very close affinity between 
the palsozoic and the cretaceous forms cannot be expected, and thus it will only 

be possible to prove the connection between the present fossil and the Rudista, 
if. father members of such a developmental series should be discovered. 

As the case now stands, it will probably be most prudent in accordance with 
_-fbe miercscopic structure of the shell to consider the fossil as something like a 

LY) 
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Brachiopod. As far as my opinion goes, Iam convinced that Richthofenia is a 
member of @ series, which, branching off somewhere from the rugose corals, 

has reached in Richthofenia a Brachiopod-like stage, and is going to terminate 

its career as a Pelecypod, as one of the Rudista. But opinion is nothing in science, 

and proofs are everything. I hope that these lines will give an impulse to the 
elucidation of the very obscure relations of the fossil which has been the 
object of this paper. 

Fig. 

9, Small specimen from the lowest beds of the: Middle Poeliichadttilds 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I. 

RicuTHorenta Lawrenciana, Kon. sp. 

1. Silicified specimen from the upper region of the Middle Productus- 

limestone of Musa Kheyl. la, view of the body chamber straight 

from above; 1b, the same slightly oblique from the front; 1c, interior 

side of the smaller valve of the same specimen: all natural size, 

2. Natural section through aspecimen from the coral beds of the Middle 
Productus-limestone of Virgal ; the section being parallel to the hinge- 

line and just touching the termination of the three vertical septa. 

The cells in the walls of the animal chamber are not quite correctly 
represented. 

8. Portion of the shell surface enlarged 4 to 5 times to show the puncta- 

tion, in a specimen from the upper region of the Middle Productus- 
limestone of Musa Kheyl. 

4, Fragmentary specimen from the Middle Productus-limestone of the 
Chittawan ; 4a, natural section through the lower part of the animal 
chamber, showing the section of the three upright blades ; 4b, artificial 

section, very oblique, lower down through the partitioned part of the 
shell, showing the vertical septa and the space that is limited off 
by them. 

5. Artificial transverse section through a specimen from the Lower Pro- 
ductus-limestone of Amb. The two lateral vertical septa unite in the 
middle. 

6. One of the partitions of the larger valve seen from below on a broken 
specimen from the Middle Productus-limestone of the Chittawan. 

7. Fragmentary specimen, showing the cellular structure of the median 
shell-layer, the outer layers having been removed by weathering; 
from the Middle Productus-limestone near Khura. 

8, Partial internal cast of a specimen from Musa Kheyl; Se — 
the hinge-line ; 8, view from the smaller valve. 

stone of Katta from below, shoring the pint ey sbe ttapocn 
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Fig. 
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PLATE II. 

Figs. 1—9. Ricntworenta Lawrenciana, Kon. sp. 

Fig. 10. Hipporires, sp. 

. Section through the shell of a specimon from tho Lower Productus- 
limestone of Amb enlarged four times, To the right the outer, to 

the left the inner, side of the shell, at the lower extremity one of the 
shelly cones which traverse the shell substance ; prisms slightly 

indicated. 

- Internal cast of the smaller valve of a specimen from the Middle Pro- 

ductus-limestone of Musa Kheyl. The spines on the inside of tho 

valve appear as deep grooves. 

. Fragmentary specimen from the Middle Productus-limestono of tho 
Chittawan, viewed from below, to show the irregularity of the par- 
titions, the one figured being made up of five pieces. 

. Fragment of the shell of aspecimen from the Upper Productus-limostono 

(Cephalopoda bed) of Jabi, very obliquely weathered and enlarged 

about four times, to show the cells and the, in this case exceptionally 
numerous, shelly cones which are between them. 

. Artificial section through a specimen from the Lower Productus-lime- 
stone of Amb. The section is vertical to the hinge-lino, just missing 
the median vertical septum, but yet hitting at the upper end of the 

columella the secondary septa which are joined to the median one. 
Mineral matter partly intercalated betweon the partitions, as in all 
sections (Pl, I, fig. 2; and Pl. I, fig. 6). 

. Artificial section through a specimen from the Lower Productus-lime- 
stone of Amb, the section being parallel to the hinge-lino, missing tho 

three vertical septa altogether. 

. External view of a fragmentary but tolerably large specimen from tho 
Middle Productus-limestone of the Chittawan. 

. Specimen with exceptionally well preserved external surface of the 
larger valve, showing the longitudinal striation from the Lower Pro- 
ductus-limestone of Amb. 82, lateral view, obliquely to the hinge-line ; 
8b, portion of the surface enlarged. 

. Specimen from the Lower Productus-limestone of Amb; view from above 
to show the smaller valve and the fine granulations by which this as 
well as the bent over parts of the larger valve is covered. 

Section through Hippurttes sp. from the Gosau formation of the Neue 
Welt near Vienna, figured for comparison with fig. 5. (Property of 
the K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt in Vienna.) 
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On the Geology of South Travancore, by R. Bruce Foor, F.¢.8., Deputy Superin- 

tendent, Geological Survey of India. (With a plate and a map.) 

My colleague, Dr. King, was from various causes obliged to leave the survey 

of South Travancore, from Trevandrum to Cape Comorin, very unfinished, and 

it devolved upon me to close up the gap left, so as to join the general survey of 
this State with the work I had done in Tinnevelly district. The small map which 
accompanies this paper shows the tract omitted in Dr. King’s map, appended to 
his two papers relating to Travancore, published last year (1882)!. The notes I 
have to offer refer mainly to the tract lying between the coast and the high road 
leading from Trevandrum into Tinnevelly district through the Arambuli (Ara- 
munny) pass. 

The topographical features of South Travancore differ as greatly from those 
of the adjacent part of South Tinnevelly as do the climates of the two districts. 

The flat, sandy, and often barren plains of Tinnevelly are replaced by a very 
broken, rugged country, out of which rise numerous hills and rocky ridges, the 
whole thickly covered by rich vegetation. With the exception of a couple of score 
of square miles immediately to the north of Cape Comorin, the whole of South 
Travancore lies westward of the watershed along the Southern Ghats, which 
mountain range causes both the moist climate of Travancore and the dry climate 
of Tinnevelly, by intercepting from the latter practically the whole supply of 
rain brought by the south-west monsoon, and causing it to fall on their western 
slopes. A small tract around Cape Comorin, in the extreme south-east corner 
of Travancore, has a climate and shows a flora corresponding to the dry one of 
Tinnevelly. But within a very little distance to the westward a great change 
begins, and the climate and flora both assume an intermediate character, which 
may be traced over a tract extending from the Cape like a narrow wedge (in 
plan), having a base of some 20 to 25 miles along the coast, with its northern angle 
in the Arambuli pass. Close to the main mass of the mountains the change of 
climate and flora is far more abrupt, and really takes place within a distance of 
a very few miles, e. g., near Mahendragiri, the most southerly high mass of the 
Ghats (5,455 feet), where the change takes place in about 2 miles, 

The country owes its shape tothe erosion of theold crystalline rocks which has 
taken place on the most gigantic scale, proofs of which will be adduced further 
on. Dr. King, in his general sketch of the Travancore country, points out 

(p. 88) the quast-terraced arrangement the country shows, descending by steps, 

as it were, from the mountains to the coast. This terrace arrangement is much 

less well marked, however, in South Travancore than further to the north-west. 

The several terrace steps are marked by the existence of some ridges near the 

coast higher than the general surface of the country furtherinland. The most 

conspicuous of these is a considerable mountain mass lying north and north-east 

of the old fort of Udagiri (Oodagerry). 

1 See a.—General sketch ‘of the geology of Travancore State.’ By W. King, D. So, Daguty ; 
Superintendent (Madras), Geological Survey of India. nee 

b—The Warkilii beds and reported sssociated deposits et Quilon, in Tranzoite. “By. WF. King, 
D. Bey-&, (with a map). Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XV; yp MORNE: - 
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The real southern termination of the Southern Ghats accurs in north latitude 
8° 15', where the high mountains sink down into the Arambuli pass. Southward 

of the pass rises the perfectly detached Kathadi Malai, a fine rocky mass between 
2,000 and 3,000 feet high, which sends off a rocky spur extending southwards with 

two breaks, for a distance of 7 or § miles, and terminating in the bold Murtawa 
hill, 4 miles north-west of Cape Comorin. The Cape itself consists of low 
gneiss rocks, backed up by a palm-grown sand-hill, about 100 feet high. A pair 

of very small rocky islands rise out of the scaa fow hundred yards cast of the 

Cape, but they aro not shown in Atlas-shect 63, any more than are various ot her 
rocks occurring off the coast opposite Muttum!', Kolachel (Colachull), and Mel 

Madelatorai (Maila Muddalathoray), which are {the culminating points of reefs 
formed by ridges of gneiss running parallel with the coast. At Kolachel. which is 

the seaport of South Travancore, the lie of the rocks is such that it would be easy 

to connect them by short rubble breakwaters, and thus to form a very useful 
little harbour in which coasting craft could casily lic up during the south-west 

monsoon. 
It will be seen by the map that a broken band of younger rocks oceupies a 

very great part of the tract lyimg between the coast and the Trevandrum- 
Tinnevelly high road above referred to. There can be no doubt that these 

younger rocks not very long since, geologically speaking, formed an unbroken 

belt which extended considerably further inland than at present. The denudation 

they have undergone has been very great, both vertically and laterally, and the 
remnants of them left are in various places of such trifling thickness that all 

traces of their former existence will soon be effaced. They show most in the 

western part of the area under description, where they form small plateaux, which 

are well marked, except to the north, on which side they lap on to the rising 

surface of the gneiss and thin out, or are lost sight of, in the Kabuk or pseudo- 
laterite formation, a rock resulting from the decomposition of ferruginous beds of 
gneiss. The surface of the plateaux, where not greatly eroded, is gently un- 

dulating and often supports a very dense and varied vegetation. The less compact 

portions of plateau surfaces are often cut into small, but very deep, rain gullies 
which render many places impassable for any but foot passengors. 

The most striking feature in theflora of South Travancore is the immense forest 

of fan palms (Borassus flabelliformis), which covers great part of the country. 
The fan palms, or palmyras, attain here to much greater height than they generally 
do elsewhere. Trees measuring from 90 to 100 feet in height are not uncommon 
in places, and, with their stems greatly covered by white, or silvery, grey lichens 

they present a much finer appearance than the comparatively stunted specimens 

one is accustomed to see in the Carnatic, or on the Mysore and Deccan plateaux. 

Whether these Travancore trees owe any part of their greatly superior height 
to superior age, as compared with the palms in the great palmyra forest in 

South Tinnevelly, I could not make out; but the white colour of their stems, added 

1 These rocks, and especially one called the Crocodile rocks, were sources of great danger to 

the coasting shipe, but that bas bee removed by the erection on the Muttum headland of a lighs- 
house just completed. 
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to their great height, certainly gives them a much more hoary and venerable 
appearance. 

To the westward of the Cooletorary river the palmyra trees are less striking 
features in the landscape than to the eastward. Cashew nut trees (Anacardium 
occidentale) are also very largely cultivated, and attain to greater size than any- 

where in the Carnatic. Jack (Artocarpus integrifoliwm) and Alexandrine laurel 
(Oalophyllum inophyllum) are also very common trees in South Travancore. 
Coco and Areca palms are commonly planted in the sides of the numerous little 

narrow valleys which score the face of the country, each with a rice flat in 
the bottom. 

The backwaters at the mouths of the several rivers, and the canals connecting 
them, are often thickly fringed with screw pine (Pandanus odoratissimus) ; and 

a large fern, Acrostichum aureum (Linn.), is generally very conspicuous among 
the smaller bushes standing in the shallow water. One of the finest displays of 
tropical vegetation Iam acquainted with in South India may be seen to great . 
advantage by going in a canoe up the Cooletorary river for 3 or 4 miles from 

its mouth at Tengapatanam (Taingupatnum). The varying effects of dense 
lofty palm groves, interspersed with large forest trees and fringed with pandanus, 
&c., along the water's edge, and backed by the beautiful blue outlines of Agastya- 
malai and other peaks of the Southern Gh4ts cannot fail to delight the eye capable 
of appreciating a series of perfect landscapes. Near the upper end of the navigable 
reach the beauty of the scene is increased by the presence of great granite gneiss 
rocks towering up here and there in the forest on either side of the river, Two 

other views, specially worth seeing, should be mentioned when describing the topo- 

graphy of this picturesque country. The first of these is due north from the 
bar at Mannagudi, 4 miles west of Cape Comorin. The eye here ranges across 
a large sheet of fresh water, set among palms, makinga glorious foreground to the 
mountains which rise to the north, Mahendragiri and the great mass of the 
Mautukulivaya] plateau standing out boldly. The second view to which I wish 
to draw attention is to be seen from the white rock spit about 14 mile north- 
eastward of Cape Comorin. From here the south end of the ghats is seen across 
a lovely bay, with broken rocks and surf in the immediate foreground. The bright 
blue waters of the bay set off the fine tints of the nearer mountains to perfection, 

while the noble outlines of Mahendragiri and its companion peaks form a back 
ground of wonderful beauty. The view on a good day far surpasses the beat of 
the views across Bombay harbour, about which so much has been written. From 

the Cape itself the mountains are not seen at all, being shut out by sand-hills, 

topped by a forest of palmyras, 
In the foreground of the view from white rock spit the most characteristic 

trees are umbrella trees (Acacia planifrons), the most typical trees of the arid 
Tinnevelly plains, which are seen across the bay stretching away far to the 
north-east. A few miles to the west of the Cape these trees become a Si 
or have disappeared entirely. ho 

Very conspicuous featuroa ‘in the landscape of South Travancore, span 

the deck of a vessel passing off the coast, are several patelos of "~~~ - “A 
or sand standing close to the bedch,. bat perched sp ab’ %; cot 
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above the water’sedge. These are feris, or red blown sands, capping cliffs of red 
sandstone, both of which formations will be referred to at length further on. 

The various geological formations to be found in South Travancore may, for 

convenience of reference, be arranged in a tabular scheme as below :— 

Blown sands: the red (teris), and the white (const dunes), 
REcENT ... Seite kankar deposits ; ferruginous breccias (lnteritic). 

Marine and estuarine beds. 

TERTIARY P Sands and clays (Warkilli beds, ? Cuddalore sandstone.) 
Azoic _.._+~Gneissic serics. 

The Gneissic Series. 

In no part of the peninsula, perhaps, is there a greater and finer display of the 
ancient crystalline rocks than in the Southern Ghéts in their southern half, and 
in the great spurs and outlying masses on their western or southern side. Tho 

disposition of the beds in South Travancore, when laid down on the map, shows 

the existence of a great synclinal curve, probably an cllipse, the major axis of 

which passes through, or very near to, the great mass of Mahendragiri; while tho 
north-western focus (if the ellipse be a complete one) will be found somewhere 

to the north-eastward of Allepy. I had inferred the existence of this great synclinal 
ellipse from studying the course of the great gneiss beds on the eastern foot and 
flanks of the mountains southward of Courtallum, and Mr. King’s examination of 
the gneiss country across the Shenkotta pass and southward to Travancoro indepen- 
dently demonstrated the existence of the central part of this huge synclinal fold. 
The topographical shape of the ground, as shown in Atlas-sheet 63, puints strongly 
to the fold being a true ellipse, the extreme north-western extremity of which 
is probably hidden under the alluvial bed north of Allepy, while the oxtreme 
south-eastern apex lies most likely in the sea to the E-N-E of Cape Comorin. Tho 
curve of the coast from Cape Comorin north-westward to close up to Trevandrum 

coincides with the south side of the great synclinal, and the different ridges inland 
also coincide absolutely with the strike of the harder beds of the serics. Several 

southerly dips were noted in the rocks on the coast westward of Kolachel, which 

looks as if the axis of an anticlinal had there been exposed, but they may possibly 

only represent trifling Vandyke-shaped bends or crumples, in the side of tho great 
synclinal. To the north of the area under consideration the rocks roll over 

northward into a great anticlinal fold. 

The true bedding of the gneiss on a large scaleis extremely well displayed 
in the great outlying mass known a8 the Udagiri or “ Murroovattoor” mountain. 
Both strike and dip are admirably seen from the travellers’ bungalow at Nagar 
Kovil. One of the finest examples of a sheer naked wall of rock to be seen 
in South India is shown in the tremendous cliff forming the S. H. front of the 
Tiruvona Malai, the great eastern spur of Mahendragiri. This bare precipice 
must be fully 2,000 feet or more in height, many hundred feet in the central part 
being absolutely vertical, or even overhanging a little. As might be expected, 

‘this great mass has attracted much notice; it forms the Cape Comorin of some 
‘ diatlors, and of Daniel's famons view of that cape, though in reality some 16 miles 
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from‘the nearest point on the coast and 28 miles from the cape itself. Even the 
Hindu mind, generally so stolid about the beauties of landscape scenery, have 

connected this noble mountain with the name of Hanuman, the famous monkey 
god, who is said to have planted one foot on each of the two Peaks and to have 

jumped across the Gulf of Manar and alighted on Adam’s Peak, a standing 
jump of 220 miles odd being a, trifle for the long-tailed divinity. 

Another grand precipice occurs on the south-east face of the Taduga Malai, 
at the western end of the Arambuli pass. The cliff-faces in both these splendid 
scarps coincide with great planes of jointing. 

The predominant character of the gneiss rocks in this quarter is that of a 

well-bedded massive, quartzo-felspathic granite gneiss,with a very variable quantity 

of (generally black) mica and very numerous small red or pinkish garnets. This 

is the characteristic rock at Cape Comorin, and very generally throughout South 
Travancore, and Tinnevelly district as well. 

Scattered grains of magnetic iron are commonly met with in the weathered 
rocks. No beds of magnetic iron were noted by me, but some may very likely 

occur,'and would go far to account for the enormous quantities of black magnetite 

sand cast up on the beach at frequent intervals along the coast and of which the 
source is at present unknown, unless it has been brought by the south-westerly 

current prevailing during the south-west monsoon. The source of the garnets 

which form the crimson sand, which is of nearly equally common occurrence, is 
not far to seek, for it is hardly possible to find a bed of rock which does not abound 

in garnets. The so-called “‘ fossil rice” found at the extreme point of land close 

to the cape is merely a local variation of the quartz grains set free by degradation 

of the rock. They assume the “rice” shape after undergoing partial trituration 
in the heavy surf which beats incessantly on the southern coast. 

The sub-aérial decomposition of the felspatho-ferruginous varieties of the 

gneiss produces in the presence of much iron a pseudo-laterite rock very largely 
developed over the gneissic area described by Dr. King in his Sketch of the 
Geology of Travancore under the name of lateritised gneiss, a rock which is po- 

pularly called laterite in Travancore and kabuk in Ceylon. Innumberless places 
this peculiar decomposition of the gneiss, which is pre-eminently characteristic 

of very moist climates, has altered the rock in sttu to variable, but often consider- 

able, depths, and the original quartz lamine of the gneiss remain in their pris- 
tine position, and often to all appearance unaltered, enclosed in a ferruginous argil- 

laceous mass formed by the alteration of the original felspar, mica, garnets, and 
magnetic iron. The colour of this generally soft mass varies exceedingly, from 

pale whitish pink to purple, red and many shades of reddish brown and brown 
according to the percentage of iron and the degree of oxidation the iron has un- 
dergone. The bright colonrs are seen in the freshly exposed kabuk or pseudo- 
laterite, but the mass becomes darker and mostly much harder as the hmmatite i , 
converted into limonite by hydration, and more ferruginous matter is depositied;.s§ 
very frequently happens, by infiltration. The psendo-laterite formed by ees 9s calle 

posing 7 fe ea (teat 

be distinguished generally by the absenge of the quarts aoe ; i en: 

quariz grains ate generally mach sniglier,.and are apntionyl,. “~~” ea 
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whole mass of new formed rock. Onc excellent example of the pseudo-laterite 

formed by the decomposition in situ is to be seen in a steep bank in the zoological 

gardens in Trevandrum, close to the Tapirs’ den. Equally good eaamples are 

very common in many of the cuttings along the high road east of Trevundrum. 

The washed-down form of pseudo-laterite often forms a rock intermediate 
in character between a true sub-atrial deposit and a true sedimentary one, and 

consequently by no means easy to classify properly. In fact, in acountry subject to 

such a tremendous rainfall, the sub-aérial rocks must, here and there, graduate into 

sedimentary ones through a form which may be called “pluvio-detrital.” Such 
pluvio-detrital forms occur very largely in South Travancore, but it is impos- 

sible in most cases to separate them from the true scdimentary formations they are 

in contact with. 

The Warkilli or Cuddalore Sandstone Sertes. 

The Cuddalore sandstone series, first distinguished on stratigraphical grounds 
as a separate geological group by Mr. H. F. Blanford, were by him supposed to 

be very probably of tertiary age. In the absence of sufficient paleontological 

evidence it was impossible to assign any more approximate position to these 
rocks, the silicified exogenous tree stems found at Tiruva-Karai, near Pondicherry, 
not being deemed of sufficient importance. 

Other similar sandstone formations subsequently examined near Madras, in 

Rajahmundry district and on the Travancore coast near Quilon conld, in the 

absence of all fossils, be assigned by myself and Dr. King only in a provisional 

way to the age of the Cuddalore rocks. Lithologically and petrologically these 
several sets of sandstones and associaied clays, &c., show great resemblance, 
and their relative positions on or near the existing coast lines further justificd their 
being provisionally associated, though separated by such great distances. 

A very careful examination of the beds near Quilon by Dr. King, who had 
the advantage of seeing the fresh cutting made through plateaux of these rocks in 
connection with the new tunnel at Warkilli has unfortunately thrown no positive 
light on their true geological position. The vegetable remains associated with 

the lignite beds at base of the series proved insufficient to allow of determination 
of their own character, and consequently most unsuitable to assist in acttling the 
homotaxy of the strata they occurred in. The sedimentary beds forming the 
belt of small plateaux fringing the coast of South Travancore must, on petrological 
grounds, be unhesitatingly regarded as extensions of the Quilon beds, or Warkiltz 

beds of Dr. King. None of these formations which I traced from Villenjam, 
9 miles south-east of Trevandrum, down to Cape Comorin, afforded the faintest 

trace of an organic body : thus, no light was thrown on the question of the geo- 
logical age or homotaxy, but somewhat similar sandstones and grits are found 

on the Tinnevelly side of the extreme south end of the Gh&ts range, and in a 
coarse gritty sandstone, much resembling some of the beds in Travancore, a bed of 
clay is intercalated, in which occur numerous specimens of Arca rugosa and a 
Oytherea of a living species. The locality where these fossils of recent species 
were found oconrs on the right bank of the Nambi-Ar, about 2 miles above its 
wiodth and a few hundred yards from the bank of the main stream. All the 
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sub-fossil shells I found here are of living species ; hence the deposits enclosing 
them cannot be regarded as tertiary ; and if the agreement of these Nambi-Ar beds 
with the Warkilli and South Travancore beds on the one hand, and the Cuddalore, 

Madras, and Rajahmundry beds, be assumed, as they must be on petrological 

grounds, the Cuddalore sandstones and their equivalents elsewhere must be 
accepted as of post-tertiary age. As far as it goes, the evidence is clear and 
distinct; but more evidence is required as to the age of some of the intermediate 
connecting beds, such as those south and east of Kudan-Kulam. 

The typical section of the Warkilli rocks near Quilon, given by Dr. King, 
shows the following series :— 

Feet. 
Laterite . . «. «.«. «.« «+ «© « « . 80 to 40 
Sands and sandy clays or lithomarge . . . «. -« 58 
Alum clays . 2. 205 el . . 25 
Lignite beds e. oe: Ge Seay oe we OR Ue. ee Phos 
Sands . : . . ° 7 , . . . 

TorTaL «2 120 to 138 

with which we may compare the series seen in the fine section formed by the 

beautiful cliffs in Karrnchel bay, 11 miles south-east of Trevandrum. 
The section here exposed shows the following series of formations:— 

Feet. 
4. Soil—dark red, sandy loam, lateritic at base - «+ « e 8 to 10 
3. Sandstone—hard, gritty, purplish or blackish : ; e. 8 P 
2. Sandstone—gritty, rather soft, false bedded, often clayey in parts 

(lithomargic), variegated ; in colour red, reddish-brown, purplish- 
white-yellow . . -«. + « « © « «« + 4 to 50 

1. Sandstone—gritty, rather soft, false-bedded, red, purple, pink, white, 
variegated ; shows many white clay galls producing a conglo- 

meratic appearance in section ei. te - ve - 40 
Base not seen, hidden by sandy beach. 

The total thickness of these beds I estimated at about 100 feet; the upper 
part is obscure, from pluvial action washing down the red soil over the dark 

grits. The middle and lower parts of the section are extremely distinct, and the 
colouring of the beds very vivid and beautiful; but the beds are by no means 
sharply defined. 

The beds dip north-easterly (inland), and from the slope of the ground on the 
top of the cliff the angle of dip may be inferred to be from 25° to 30°. Further 
inland, near Pinnacolum, the dark gritty sandstones He horizontally, at a con- 

siderably lower level than at the top of the Karruchel cliffs, but rise agsin cart 

ward. The middle gritty series is exposed along the western side of the Karra- 

chel lagoon, but is highly lateritised by weather action. Three miles, priat $0 the 
north of the lagoon, purplish gritty beds show strongly and form » stall well- 
marked platean overlooking the valley in which lies the village of Cotakall. 
That the gritty befls are sometimes replaced by clays iq ahawn.-by the materials 
turned out of two deep wells sunk into this. platean at 4wo points several miles 
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apart; one of these wells lies rather more than half a mile to the northward of 

Mullur (Mooltoor of sheet 63). Here the section. which is from SO to 100 feet 

deep, passes through mottled gritty sandstone and into blue and white mottled clay, 

The other section revealing clays below the gritty beds 1s in a well sunk close to 
the new road from Valrampur (Vaulrampoor) to Puar (Powar), and some distance 
south of the place shown in the map as Vunpoyal', The clay here is of a similar 
white and blue mottled colour. 

A section in the low cliff forming the small bay immediately cast of Villenjam 

shows a mottled vermiculated clayey rock showing mostly no bedding at all, 
Traces of bedding are, however, revealed as the cliff is followed southward by the 
appearance of thin bands of grit near the baso of the secuon which rests on the 

underlying quartzo-felspathic garnetiferous gneiss. This mottled clayey rock 

I believe to represent the bluish-white-mottled clay turned out of the lower 
parts of the well section near Mullur before referred to. Tt is locally considerably 

discoloured and stained by the percolation of water throngh the overlying pseudo- 
lateritic, dark-red sand. As will be seen by any one who follows the coast line 

these Warkilli sandstones rest upon a very rugged and broken gneiss surface. 
Many great tors and knolls of granite gneiss protrude throngh the sandstone 

plateaux or tower over them from adjacent higher ridges, which have been com- 
pletely denuded of the younger rocks. 

The greater part of the surface of the tract occupied by these Warkilli 
beds west of the Neyar is thickly covered by sandy loam, generally of dark 
red colour, which conceals the sub-rock very effectually, excepting where tho 

loam is deeply eroded. A well-marked patch of purplish grit forms a knoll, 
about a mile south-west of Valrampur. Traces of the former, fhore casterly, 

extension of these beds are to be seen at intervals along and to the north 

of the Trevandrum-Tinnevelly road between Valrampur and Neyatum Karai. 
In the tract lying east of the Neyap few sections exhibiting the grits, &c., were 

met with, and all were small and unsatisfactory. The surface of the country is 

either largely covered with the deep red soil, or else the extremely broken surface 
of the gritty beds is extensively lateritised. The appearance of the country when 
seen from elevated points is, however, characteristically very different from the 
gneiss and kabuk tract lying to the northward. This may be well sven from Colatoor 
trigonometrical station hill, as also from the high ground close to Cauracode, but 
yet more strikingly from the Kodalam Pothia, a hill 2 miles west-north-west of 

Paurashalay. Sections in which the true character of the rock is to beseen occur 
on the high ground close to the junction of the new roads leading from Puar 
(Powaur) and Martanda Putentorai respectively to Paurashalay, also to the 
southward near Shoolaul (of map), where a large rain guily cuts deeply into the 
grits and underlying clayey beds; also along the ridge of high ground north and 

1] failed utterly in identifying this and many other of the village names given on the map 

(sheet 68). It was very difficult to localise the positions of many phenomena I wished to record, 

even if landmarks existed on which to take bearings, owing to the extreme inadequacy of the map. 
The fact that the villages and hamlets generally straggle far and widely over the face of the 

country, instead of coinciding with any pointe indicated on the map, does not at all assist one in 

fixing one's whereabouts in the absence of landmarks. 
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north-cast of the Yeldaseput of themap. Traces of the former eastward extension 
of the grits were noted on the eastern flank of the Kodalam Pothai, and on high 

ground half a mile or so to the northward of the cutcherry at Paurashalay. The 
beds composing this patch of Warkilli rocks have undergone greater superficial 

denudation than those in the Karruchel patch to the north-west, 

In the small patch lying east of the Kuletorai (Cooletoray) river some in- 
structive sections of hard dark grits and underlying clayey grits of the usual 

reddish, bluish, and white mottled colour are to be seen south of Killiur (Killioor). 

Some of the sections show regular miniature ‘ cafions’ 15’ to 20' deep, with vertical 
sides and numerous well formed pot-holes. Hard purplish grits show on the 

surface between Killioun and Pudukaddi (Poodoocudday) and soft mottled grits 
in a well section close east of the little D, P. W. bungalow at Tengapatnam, 

(Taingaputnum). At the southernmost point of this Killiur patch the grits 

become coarsely conglomeratic over a small area. A little to the north of this 
the grits, when resting on the basset edge of a bed of granular quartz rock, 
present the characters of a perfect arkose, made up of the angular gneiss debris. 
In places this arkose might be most easily mistaken for a granitic rock. 

A distinctly conglomeratic character is shown by the grit beds close to 

Madalam (Muddaulum), This Madalam patch of Warkilli sandstones is on its 
southern side deeply cut into by a gully which exposes regular cliffs with from 
35 to 40 feet of coarse or conglomeratic mottled grits, capped by thick red soil. 
The grits contain many large clay galls and lumps of blue or mottled colour. 

Inthe Kolachel (Collachull) patch the grits are extremely well exposed in 
deep cuttings (miniature cafions) made by the stream rising just west of Neyur. 

They are of the usual mottled description. Where seen at the eastern side of 
the patch near the Eranil (Yerraneel) cutcherry they are quite conglomeratic. 

They are exposed also inagully crossing the road which rans north from 

Kolachel to join the main road, and in a well-section on the high ground a mile 
north-eastward of the little town. The south-eastern part of the patch is 
entirely obsvured by a great thicknoss of dark red soil. They peep out, however, 
below the red soil at the western end of the great tank 3 miles south of Eranil 
(Yerraneel). 

A very thin bed of conglomeratic grit underlies the fert, or red sand-hill, 

capping the high ground north of the Muttum (Moottum) headland. Farther 
east a few poor sections only of whitish or mottled grit prove the extension 
of the Warkilli beds in that direction, nor are they well seen again till close 
into Kotar, where they show in various wells and tanks, but are still better seen 
in a deep rain gully south of the travellers’ bungalow at Nagar Koil, and in 
a broad cutting immediately to the east of the bungalow. The variegated gritty 
sandstones here seen are very characteristic, and strengly resemble some of 
the typical varieties in South Arcot and Madras districta. 

To the sonth of Kotar the grits are to be seen in streambeds opening’, to the 
Purrakay tank, and in a series of deep rain gullies cn the caginen Game.ot a large 
red soil plateau to the south-west of Purrakay. 

A small patch of gritty sandstones ef similar siececi aaa above ocours 
immediately north and north-west of Caps Gomerin. Ad -« rele, they are badly 
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exposed. being much masked by the red-blown sand of asmall teri. The most 

accossible section is a small one seen in the bottom of a good-sized bowrie, a little 
south of the junction of the roads coming from Trevandrum and Palameotta. 
This section can only be seen when the water in the bowrie is low. A consider- 
able spread of similar greyish or slightly mottled grits is exposed about halfa 

mile to the north-east of Cova Colum, and 1} miles north-west of the Cape. 

Lying between the two exposures just mentioned, but separated from cither by 

spreads of blown sand, is a different looking vermiculated mottled grit. of much 
softercharacter. This is extensively exposed in the banks of a nullah and head- 

water gullies falling into the Agusteshwar. The colour of this soft grit ranges 

from red, throngh buff to whitish. The beds roll to the northward. This grit 

is full of vermicular cavities filled with white or reddish kankar (impure 

carbonate of lime). The grit seems to graduate upward into a thick red gritty 

soil full of small whitish red, impure (gritty) calcareous coneretions. There is 
good reason, however, for thinking that this graduation is merely apparent.and that 

the red gritty soil is only the base of a red sand-hill, or teri, undergoing change 

by percolation of calciferous water. A hard brown grit is exposed for a few squire 

yards just north of the junction of the two roads above referred to. This rock has, 

except in colours, considerable resemblance to the red-white grit just described, 

and both probably overlie the pale mottled grits near Covacolum. 

The last patch of grits to be mentioned forms almost the extreme easterly 

angle of the Travancore territory, and lies tothe eastward of the southernmost 
group of hills and along its base. Not many sections of the grit aro here exposed 
owing to a thick red soil formation which laps round the base of the hills, and is 
only cut through here and there by a deep rain gully ora well. The grits here seen 
are like those exposed near the travellers’ bungalow at Nagar Koil, but show 
much more bedding and are almost shaly in parts. The colour of the grit is 

white, pale drab or grey mottled with red and brown in various shades. They 
lie in depressions in the gneiss, and were either always of much less importanen 

and thickness than the beds to the west, or else have been denuded to a far 

greater extent. They are best seen in gullies to the south-west and west of 
Russhun Kristnapur, 7 miles north of Cape Comorin, and in the beds of the 

small nullahs west and north-west of Comaravaram opposite the month of the 
Arambuli pass. None of these Warkilli grit beds occurring between Trevandrum 
and Cape Comorin have yielded any organic remains as far as my research has 
gone, and I fear none will be obtained by subsequent explorers. The alum shales 

occurring in Dr. King’s Warkilli section have not been traced in South Travancore, 
and I had not the good fortune to come across any lignite. It is said to occur 
not unfrequently to the south of Kolachel, and to be turned up by the people 
when ploughing their fields. I have no reason to doubt this, for it is extremely 
probable that some of the clayey beds should contain lignite. From the configura- 
tion of the ground, too, the paddy flatalong the southern boundary of the Kola- 

chel grit patch would coincide in position with some of the clayey beda near tho 
base of the series which are lignitiferous at Warkilli ; and why not at Kolachel ? 

The reeent discovery of lignite in the Cuddalore sandstones at Pondicherry 
adda greatly to the probability of the correctness of Dr. King’s and my conclusion 
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(arrived at by us separately and independently before we had an opportunity of 
comparing notes) that this gritty bed in Tinnevelly and Travancore should be 
regarded on the grounds of petrological resemblance and identity of geographical 
position as equivalents of the Cuddalore sandstones of the Coromandel coast. 

The question of the age of these Cuddalore or Rajahmundry or Warkilli 
sandstones I propose to examine in the Memoir on the Geology of the Coastal 
region of Tinnevelly and Madura districts which I am now preparing. 

The Marine Beds. 

At Cape Comorin and two other places along the coast to the northward are 
formations of small extent but very considerable interest, which, by their mineral 
constitution and by the abundance of fossil marine shells they enclose, show them. 
selves to be of marine origin, and thus prove that the coast line of the peninsula 
has undergone some little upheaval since they were deposited. These beds are to 
be seen close to the Cape at the base of a small cliff which occurs immediately 
south of the Residency bungalow, and only about 200 yards west of the Cape 
itself. The annexed plate is a truthful sketch of the little cliff, taken from a 

mass of gneiss rock projecting some little distance out to the south. The rocks 
seen in the surf, and immediately behind it on the beach, are all gneiss. The base 
of the small cliff is composed of friable gritty calcareous sandstone, full of com- 
minuted shells. The base was not exposed at the time I examined this section, some 
heavy gale having piled up the beach sand against the foot of the cliff, and for this 
reason it was impossible to trace the probable connection of this sandstone with 

another exposed at a slightly lower level at a few yards distance to the west and 

just beyond the left-hand limit of the sketch. This lower bed is similar in 
mineral character, but very hard and tough, and offers great resistance to the surf, 
but has nevertheless been deeply honeycombed and in places quite undermined. 
The roof of the miniature caves thus formed have in some cases fallen in, but 

have been partly re-cemented by deposition of calcareous matter in the lines 

of fracture. To return to the cliff section, the basement sandstone is overlaid by 
a similar but slightly harder yellowish friable bed, which contains many unbroken 
shells (all of living species), in addition to a great quantity of comminuted ones. 

The base of the lower bed is hidden by sands, but from the proximity of the gneiss 
it cannot exceed 5 or 6 feet in thickness, while the overlying shelly bed measures 
about the same. It is overlaid in its turn by a massive bed, 6 to 10 feet thick 
locally, of a kind of travertine formed of altered blown sand, composed mainly of 
fully comminuted shells. This travertine contains immense numbers of shells and 
casts of Heliz vittata, the commonest landshell in the south; it will be described 
specially further on. Owing to the soft character of the marine sandstones, the 
cliff has been much undermined by the tremendous surf which breaks on this 
coast in bad weather, and great masseq ‘of the hard travertine of the Helix bed 
have fallen.on to the beach,.as shown in a ree 
water against the inroads of the sea.: ep ee, 

The shells conteined in the uppet sandstone bed were all found to be of ding 
species, where syfliciently well preserved to admit of identification, 
of the epecimens are too ill preserved for specific identifiention, . Point auiien norte. 
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north-east from “ the Cape,” as it is locally termed, stands the little stone-built fort 

of Watta Kotai (Watta Kotha), which is built upon a small patch of caleareous 
sandstone, full of marine shells, exposed in the moat along the north face of the 

long curtain wall which joins Watta Kotai fort with the extensive series of fortiti- 
cations known as “the Travancore lines.” The marine limestone may be traced for 

nearly hajf a mile inland in the bottom of the moat. This marine bed is overlaid 

by avery thin bed of travertine limestone full of Welie rittata; it has been eut 
through in the formation of the moat. The thickness of the shelly marine bed is 
unknown, but the Helix bed is not seen to exceed 10” or 1’ in thickness. As far as 

seen in the very small exposure, both formations lie nearly horizontally. Another 

small exposure of the marine bed occurs at the western end of a little backwater 

(not shown in the map) to the north of the port. The sandstone here contains 

many well preserved marine shells, all of living species ; but further west, where 
the bed is exposed below theHelix bed in the moat the enclosed shells are all broken 
and comminuted. The surface of sandstone, as seen at the end of the little bacek- 

water, is raised but a very little distance above the sea level, probably not more 

than 4 or 5 feet at the outside. The rise of the ground along the moat is es- 

tremely small, and even at the furthest point from the scaat which the sandstones 

are exposed the elevation is probably not more than 10 or 12 feet at most, which 

would correspond with the top of the sandstones as seen in tho little cliff at Cape 
Comorin. 

About 2 miles north-east-by-north of Wattakotai fort a small patch of white 

shelly limestone occurs peeping out of the low belt of blown sand which fringes 

the coast at that spot. The village of Kanakapur which lies immediately to the 
north is the last within the Travancore boundary. ‘he limestone only stands 

outa few inches above the surface of the surrounding sands, and no section could be 

found to show its thickness, but in point of elevation above the sea level it agrocs 
perfectly with the Watta Kotai and Cape Comorin beds. The limestone which 

is fairly hard is quarried for economic purposes, and unless a good deal more of 

the bed than now meets the eye remains hidden under the sands, it will, before 
many years are over, have been removed by human agency. 

The shell-remains occur as impressions and casts of great beauty and perfect- 

ness, but the shelly matter has disappeared entirely, being probably slightly more 

soluble than the enclosing limestone. The limestone contains a large numbor of 
specimens of Heli# vittata which were evidently carried out to sea and there 
entombed in a shallow water formation. To any one who has noticed the enor- 

mous numbers of this Helix living in this neighbourhood, and in the sonthern 

districts generally, the large number of it occurring fossil in this marine bed 

will be a matter of no surprise. 

The Blown Sands. 

. wo very marked varieties of Aolian rocks occur along or near the coast of 

South Travancore, as well as along that of Tinnevelly; they are the red sands, 

forming the well known feris of Tinnevelly, where they are developed on a far 
Jerger scale, and the white sands forming the coast dunes. In South Travancore, 

aa far ag my observation went, the red sand hills are no longer forming; all are 
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undergoing the process of degradation by atmospheric agencies, at various rates 
of speed. The red sands have in many places ceased to yield tothe influence ot 
the winds and have arrived at a condition of fixity and compaction caused by the 
action of rain falling upon the loose sands percolating through them and during 

heavy showers flowing over their surfaces and washing the lighter clayey and 
smaller, though heavier, ferruginous particles down the slopes of the hills or into 

hollows on the surface, where, on drying, a fairly hard, often slightly glazed, sur- 
face of dark red loam has been formed. This loam is very fairly fertile and soon 
becomes covered with vegetation, which further tends to bind the mass together 
and render the surface secure from wind action. The loose sand, deprived of 
the clayey and finer ferruginous particles, would, unless unusually coarse in grain, 
be carried. off by high winds elsewhere or remain in barren patches on the surface. 
I believe this process has gone on extensively over many parts of South Travan- 
core, and explains the existence, on the surface of the country and resting indis- 

criminately on the gneiss and the younger rocks as the Warkilli sandstone, of the 
great thick sheets of pure red loam which have not been brought there by 
ordinary aqueous deposition nor formed in situ by the decomposition of the under- 
lying rocks. The percolation of the rain-water through the mass has in many 
places given rise to the formation of concretionary ferruginous masses, which are 
often strongly lateritoid in their aspect. The quantity of clayey matter and of 
iron ore in the form of magnetic iron is very great in the sand of many of the 
teris. The greater quantity of the water falling on the teris, as on other blown 

sand surfaces, escapes by percolation, and it is a common phenomenon to find springs 
issuing around the footof the sand mass during the rainy season and becoming 
dry in the hot or rainless season. 

The teris in South Travancore which still retain their character as accumula- 
tions of moving red sands “are fourin number and all very small, the largest not 

measuring one square milein area. They are all close to the coast and with one 

exception stand high and conspicuous to ships passing along at a fair distance. 
The largest and most conspicuous is that at Muttum which caps the high ground 
with the new light-house. The process of fixation has gone on here largely and the 
moving sands cover a much smaller space than does the fixed portion!. The same 
may be said of the teri resting on the south-eastern extremity of the Kolache 
(Colachul) sandstone plateau. To the north-west of Kolachel are two much smaller 
teris at the distances‘of 3 and 54 miles respectively. In both of these also the 
area of the fixed sand far exceeds that of the loose. Especially is this the case 
in the more northerly teri near Mel Madalatorai (Manila Maddalaitoray). Here 
the fixed part has undergone tremendous erosion and is traversed by long and deep 
rain gullies, with vertical sides up to 20 or 25 feet high. Gaullies on a yet larger 
scale are to be seen at the south-east corner of the Kolachel sandstone patch and. 
at the eastern side of the Muttum patch. Very large but shallower gullies aré to - 
be seen at the south-east corner of the Nagarooil aad where there in-w wary Tange 
fixed teri, ‘ oar tb eat Lg bay a et, 

2 Fag Pe ae ee ect ee 
i hws owns te eaten the unfixed or ee: serie on fe ans, Oo Ged a I have 

treated as a soil and ignored accordingly. . Polycom ame erary 
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The small teri immediately behind Cape Comorin is a very poor specimen 
of its kind, and, in fact, hardly deserves to rank as one owing to its pale colour 
and poverty in iron sand, but it will not do to class it as a coast dune, as it con- 
sists mainly of silicious sand, while the true dunes at the Cape consist mainly 
of calcareous sand composed of comminuted shells, corallines, nullipores, &c. 
' The sand of the typical teris is silicious or ferruginous (magnetic iron), the 
former being well rounded and coated with a film of red oxide of iron, which 

is removeable by boiling in nitric acid for a few seconds. Common as garnet 
sand is on the beaches of South Travancore, I never yet found a grain of it in 
the teri sand, where the latter was pure and had not been mixed with beach sand. 

Much difficulty exists as to the source whence the red sand was derived ; but I will 
not attempt to discuss this question here, as I hope to treat it at much greater 
length than I could now, in a Memoir on the Geology of Tinnevelly and Madura 
districts which I have in preparation. 

The coast dunes of South Travancore are, except close to the Cape, in no way 
remarkable. A large patch of small hillocks to the north-west of the mouth 
of the Kuletorai (Cooletoray) river was caused by the wind shifting a great mass 
of sand turned out wheu the new canal was dug and heaped up on the north 
bank of the canal, 

Some tolerably high ridges occur 3 miles south-west of Kolachel. The sand 
here contains so much fine magnetic iron that it looks in parts of a dark grey 
colour, shading here and there almost into absolute black. 

A considerable quantity of blown sand fringes the coast from the Muttum 
headland eastward to Cape Comorin, and between Pullum and Culladevella forms 
some considerable hills. At Covacolum the highly calcareous beach sand which 
forms many low hillocks has been solidified in several places into coarse shelly 
limestone. The Helix bed at Cape Comorin already referred to, when treating 
of the Marine-beds, is really an altered sand dune, the calcareous matter of 
which has, by percolation of acidulated water, been dissolved and re-deposited, on 

evaporation of the water, as a subaerial travertine. Countless thousands of Helix 

vittata, and a considerable number of shells of Nanina tranquebarica, the two 
commonest land shells in this part of India, have been inclosed and fossilised in 
the formation of this travertine, which is evidently in constant progress. The 
immense wealth of shellfish of all kinds, added to large quantities of corallines 
end nullipores, incessantly thrown up by the surf, furnishes an abundant supply 
of calcareous sand for the formation of this travertine, which forms a bank more 
than a mile long and rising some 80 feet or more above the sea at its highest 
point. Ita inland extent cannot be ascertained, as it is covered by loose sands. 
Hs probably only extends 900 to 400 yards inland and abuts against a low ridge of 
gneiss. - 

Ooral Reefs. 

A few tiny fringing reefs are to be seen half to three-fourths of a mile west of jhe 
$ape; helf in ‘the surf at low tide, and wholly in i at high:tide. They are now to 
tee .epimidered:an:dead.recis, abandoned by the polypes that built them. I examined 
Rtth if eem-careinlly, withent finding suy. live coral, and was inclined to doubt 
the ctbebotneis-ef: my. *- --~""-, drawp-from their tabular shape and‘ many shal. 
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low basin-like cavities; but later on, when examining some identical fringing 
reefs off the Tinnevelly coast to the south of Kudung Kulam trigonometrical 

station (the south point of the Cape Comorin base-line), I found a considerable 
quantity of live coral lining the sides of the little basins, and equally large 
quantities of coral quite recently dead in adjoining basins. 

A great deal of shell debris, sand and broken stone, is included ‘in the mass 
of the reefs which in several places have formed around masses of rock standing 
in rather shallow water, and joined up many loose blocks of stone tossed on to 
them by the surf into tremendously coarse conglomerates. Some similar reefs, 
but of rather larger size, occur along the coast to north-east of Cape Comorin ; 
in these the tabular mass extends from 10 to 40 and 50 feet in width, from the 

shore to the constantly surf-beaten outeredge. In one or two places parts of the 

reef had evidently been founded on sand, which had been washed away, leaving 

an unsupported surface of many square yards in extent, which the surf of the 
next high tide or first gale of wind would either break up or else again support 
with sand washed under it. These little reefs are worthy of much closer ex- 
amination than I was able to bestow upon them. 

The coral fauna of the Cape Comorin sea is on the whole a remarkably poor 
one, as far as one may judge by what is to be found thrown up on the beach. 
Dredging might reveal much more, but unfortunately no boats are to be found there, 
only Kattumarams (Catamarans), which would not be the most convenient form 
of craft from which to carry on scientific observations. The sea here is, however, 

so very rich in animal life in many forms, that it would assuredly afford a rich 
reward to any one having a suitable vessel at command. I obtained in a very 
short time a far larger number of species of shells here than at any other place on 
the Indian coast. 

Sotls. 

The prevalent soils are red ones, varying in the quantity of their ferruginous 
element. The red soils seen inland near the main trunk road are chiefly formed 
of gneissic debris by subaerial decomposition. The origin of the deep red sandy or 
clayey loams has already been discussed (ante, page 32). They occupy no in- 
considerable area. True alluvial soils occur very rarely, if at all, now-a-days; those 
which fill the bottoms of the many valleys and creeks in which paddy is cultivated 
being greatly altered from their original condition by centuries of cultivation, and 
the addition of various mineral, vegetable, and animal manures, Estuarine beds 

full of subfossil shells, Oytherea, Pottamides, Melanta, &c., of living species are 
exposed in the salt pans at the month of the Kolachel nullah. . 

The alluvium in the valley of the Paleyar, which flows south from the west 
flank of Mahendragiri past Nagurkoil, is, where pure, a coarse gritty ailt. 

South Travancore I had the pleasure of exploring. I came aornen i is a 

a peal pane ving lela rereameewepaa pie Toe 9 
and traces of andld iron anslling industry carciad qu Sacmenlpoahinaee™ 
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bare and rocky hills east and north-east of Myladdy and some 7 miles north-west- 
by-north of Cape Comorin. Judging from the large quantity of iron slag here 
remaining, the smelting industry must have been an important one for native 
workmen. I could get no information about it onthe spot. I met with no existing 
iron smelting industry in the villages I traversed, probably because of the absence of 
rich supplies of iron ores. The supply of beautiful building stone is practically un- 
limited, but not much use seem to have been made of it. Travancore architects 
seeming to prefer the use of wood, the chief large stone buildings are the extensive 
fortifications erected to bar the way into the country from the eastward, and known 
as the Travancore lines. They are mostly built of gneiss, Wattakotai port already 
referred to being a very fine example of excellent well-cut masonry. At the 
extreme south end of the lines, where they abut on the sca near Cape Comorin, 
blocks of the marine sandstone have been employed in the walls to some eatent, 
but have been much affected by weathering. The old fort at Udagiri (Oodagerry) 
is another extensive stone building. 

Of the temples, which are usually fine specimens of stone work in South India, 
I have nothing to say. Non-Hindus may not approach them for fear of rousing 
the fury of the ultra-bigoted Brahmans, who unfortunately retain far tuo much 

power in Travancore, and exercise it to the detriment of the country generally. 

Some of the hard sandstones of the Warkilli series have been used for build- 
ing to a limited extent, and I noticed not far from Puar a good example, perfectly 
new, of a stone cattle-trough cut out of homogeneous pale, purple and white, hard 

lithomarge of very jaspideous appearance. I did not see a similar rock im situ, 
but it evidently came from some bed belonging to the Warkilli series. 

Some notes on the Geology of Chamba by Cotong, C. A. McManoy, F.G.S. 

I propose, in the present paper, to give the results of some tours in the moun- 
tains adjoining Chamba, in continuation of my papers “on the geology of 
Dalhousie,” and “on the section from Dalhousie to Pangi”; and I pre-suppose, 
on the part of the reader, a knowledge of the facts recorded in those papers. 

In the first instance, I shall ask the reader to accompany me from Basaoli, 

over the Bénjal (Banjil) and Chattar Dh4r passes, to Bhadarwér (Badrawar). 
Leaving Basaoli, the Siwaliks continue with a steady N.-E. 5° E. dip all 

the way to Bhond (Pood). About half-way to the latter village, the coarse 
conglomerates of this series give way to red clays and massive sandstones, which 
in their turn are succeeded, near Bhond, by a fine-grained conglomerate, corre- 
sponding to the topmost Siwalik beds of the Danera-Dalhousie section. 

At Bhond, the Siwaliks dip under indurated red clays and fine-grained 

sandstones of. dark-grey colour. Both the clays and the sandstones are full of 

fine specks of's silvery mica. These rocks, I presume, represent the Dagshai and 

Kuaeanli gtoups of the Sirmur series. They dip N. 11° E., and extend as far as 

“. Spiess beds are followed by s massive quartzite of whitish colour, dipping east 
' wna then by the slates and limestones of the carbo-triassic series, which have also 

fF 

- Sdiétidigletiey Bip. The limestones ate the ribbed variety previously described, and 
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they continue to the top of the Banjal pass, the elevation of which is, according to 
my aneroid barometer, 6,325 feet above the sea. At the top of the'pass the rocks 
dip S.-W. 11° 8., but the dip is high and nearly vertical. The carboniferous 
slates become very black as the gneiss is neared. 

Abont 2 miles below the top of the pass, on the northern side, the first out- 
crop of gneiss appears. The rock, as seen in this section, is a thoroughly crys- 
talline gneiss, but-it is never granitoid. Its dip is nearly perpendicular. The 
gneiss continues down to the Sewa river,—the river that flows from the Chattar 
Dhar into the Ravi,—and as the stream is approached the dip becomes more 
moderate. 

On the descent to the Sewa there is a bed or dyke of fissile trap, about 20 
feet wide, in the gneiss. It appears to be a decomposed diabase. It is of greenish- 
grey colour and its specific gravity is 2°95. Under the blowpipe it fuses readily 
to a black magnetic bead. The microscope reveals pieces of still unaltered 
angite here and there. Felspar may be traced in it, but it is greatly altered. 
A banded, or pseudo-foliated appearance, observable in this rock, is due probably 
to the infiltration of water along lines of cleavage due to traction or pressure. 
Along these lines minute granules of quartz—some of them of elongated form— 
are visible. This mineral is doubtless a secondary product. The quartz does 
not contain any finid cavities which are very abundant in the quartz of the 
gneiss. ; 

At the point where the road strikes the Sewd, the gneiss is succeeded by 
blue, micaceous slate, and as Bani is neared, the dip of the strata reverts to 
N. 11° W. The schistose rocks are of a type commonly seen in the neighbour- 
hood of Dalhousie (as, for instance, on the road to Chufri), crumbling to a soft 
bluish-white powder, suggestive of french-chalk. 

The outer band of gneiss is, in this section, some thousands of feet thick. 
I observed no outcrop of the trappean zone in this section; it has apparently 

either thinned out, or has been cut off by a fault. 
Schistose rocks, dipping N.-E. 15° N., all of which could be matched in the 

Dalhousie area, continue from Bani to Loong, where the “central gneiss” crops 
out on the right bank of the Sewa. It runs thence in a nearly straight line, 
following the direction of the river and keeping on the right bank throngh 
Chunchli (Chounchli), and crosses the Sewa some distance above the last-named 

At firat the slates, in contact with the “central gneiss,” dipped H. 11° N. 
away-from the granitic rock, but afterwards they became perpendicular. 

The granitoid gneiss here is a porphyritic and.perfectly granitic rock, much 
traversed by joints, but I could not make out any bedding. At one place I 
anos valle genie wonagcrcdeag tee gerne jit continues for 
some miles, when the slates re-appear, dipping N.-B.11° E.,away from the 
granite. Th rdf ts mam sla lng. the om 
granite and slates, up to the top of the pass (elevation 9,650). The g ane. 5 
never far from the road, an hese Kank th ren wet Sh Ha — 
seen on the left hank alithe way np... -. 6 safest 

The granitoid gneiss pontinnes tq. bp, 009 om, the lft of-ite, on eee 
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23 miles down the north side of the pass. From this point the slates continue 
down to Bhadarwér. The dip remains unchanged. 

The Kund Kaplaés (Koond Kaplas), in many respects, seems to be an analogue 

of the Chor mountain of the Simla area. It is 14,241 foet high, the elevation 
of the Chor being 11,982 feet ; and like the Chor it abuts on the plains and appears 
to be formed of “central gneiss.” It will be seen from the observations made on 
this tour, that the “‘ central gneiss ” suddenly expands to a great width of outcrop 
as the “ Kund Kaplas” is neared. 

My route now leads back over the Padri! pass. The rocks seen en route are 
slates, and on the ascent of the pass they are quite typical ‘‘ Simla slates ;” 
dip, N.-E, 5° N. 

About two-thirds of the way between Thanala (Tenala) and the top of the 
pass (elevation of top 9,700’), I encountered my old friend, the “ Blaini conglo- 
merate.” It is quite typically developed, and the detailed description given of 
it in my paper on the Dalhousie and Pangi section applies equally well to the 

rock seen in this section. On the conglomerate there rests, 975 feet below the 
summit of the pass, about 50 or 60 feet of pale-blue limestone. Above the 
limestones slates re-appear. 

On the descent of the pass, going east, the slates are vertical, or nearly so, 

having a very high dip, sometimes in the normal, or north-easterly direction, 

and sometimes in the reverse direction. This: variable underlie prevails, along 
the line of strike, in an easterly direction, as far, at any rate, as Manjir. 

The conglomerate re-appears on the road side, about halfa mile below the top 
of the pass. It runs thence to near Langera (Langaira), almost in a line with 
the road, cropping up on the road side more than once. Near Langera the out- 
crop is of great thickness. 

Where the road, near Langera, descends to within a few yards of the river, the 
conglomerate contains a boulder of granitoid gneiss 1’ 3” long. Mr. Lydekker 
has already noted the presence of granitoid gneiss* boulders in the slates of 

the Péngi-Lahoul valley; and the discovery of a similar boulder in the silurian 
conglomerate, on this side of the snowy range, is interesting and important. 

I saw numerous blocks of pale-hlue limestone, weathering buff, in the vicinity 

of the conglomerate, between the.top of the pass and Bhindal (Baundal), but 
I doubt if any of them were in situ. They probably indicate the presence of 

the carbo-triassic series in the mountaina which bound the north;eastern side of 
the Siul® valley. 

The-conglomerate continues in the same general direction as the river the 
whole way to Bhindal. I counted ten outcrops of it, is sifu, on the road side, 
tetween Langera and Bhéndal. Some of these outcrops run with the road for 
a considershle distance. 

: 7 2 This word is not Piet, but Padri, which means fist. 
i" $i euiaporios Of granite, or syenite, boulders in the conglomerate at Gurais, in Kashmir, is 
whoo titel by Mr. Lydekiter at p. £4, Vol: XH, Records. 

* Kunii Maxél (Kandi Marl), the name entered on the map, is not the name of the valley, as 
anh wosikd weppote, or the nime of the river that runs through it, but the name of an encamping 

gioaiell; white thee poy to'which « Raje’r horse was tied is said to have grown miraculously into a 
Mig tree. Hence the name. 
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A calcareous band (weathering buff") crops out about 4 miles to the S.-E. 
Prangal (Prungli), and re-appeara several times afterwards. 

To the east of Bhandal the conglomerate runs with the road for sor 
distance. 

It will, perhaps, conduce to clearness, if I note in this place the several ot 
crops of this rock which I have, up to date, noted along the line of its strike 
an easterly direction. On the ascent of the ridge between Dihur (Duire) a 
Manjir, the conglomerate crops out on the road side, and, crossing the ridge wi 
the road, descends to the river between Manjir and Kandla. 

In my paper onthe Dalhousie and Pangi section, I did not note the occurren 
of the conglomerate on the left bank of the river to the east of Manjir, as, owi 
probably to the predominance of vegetation, I did not see any outcrop in sit 
but the conglomerate, I doubt not, in its eastward extension, passes somewhe 

in the neighbourhood of Balore. 

I came across another good outcrop of the rock in the mouth of the Hu 
(Hul) valley, (immediately north of Chamba), between the villages of Baroar a 
Chambi. Proceeding eastwards from Chamba up the Ravi river, the conglomers 

again appears on the road side at the bend of the river, a little to the east of G 
(Guar). It continues thence in a nearly straight line to Chitréli (Chitral: 

and Sowala, and curving round above Naukula, it passes a little above Aular 
(Hulans), and thence a little to the north of Grima, onwards through Suck 
and Bauri (near Barmaor) to Poulda and Kund. 

I have noted numerous outcrops along the line indicated, but it seems needl 
to describe them in detail. The country between the outcrops near Manjir a 
in the Hulh valley, and between the latter and Gun on the Ravi, I have not: 
explored. I have, also, not been to the east of Harser, as the route I follow 
took me towards the sacred lake of Man Mhaish (Manimais). 

It is interesting to note the continuous outcrop of the upper-silurian cx 
glomerate along a line parallel to the granitoid gneiss, as it confirms the conc 
sion previously arrived at, that we have in the Dalhousie-Chamba section 

normal sequence of silurian rocks resting on the granitoid gneiss. 
Between Chamba and Dancho the dip is north-easterly. Near Harser, | 

dip, which had previously been moderate, becomes vertical, but. between Har 
and Dancho it again subsides into a N. HE. dip. 

Between Chamba and Mahila (Maila), the granitoid gneiss cresses to the ri; 
bank of the Ravi, at the bend of the river under Tandola, re-crossing to tho | 
bank near Bania. It passes to the right bank, again, beyond Bania, and tl 
continuing its course under Dalgara and above Korauh, it peal eaves Oe tt 
near Mahila. 

At the junction of the granitoid gneiss and the slates, the foxmer is gran 
and the latter is indurated, and sometimes.silicious and masgiye.. Under D 
gers (Dalgara), near the junction of the two reoks,-the, alates ‘amp ‘pontonted. 
there is a sudden reversal of dip, NNT apore | A+the act 

1 La aa® preatiatily rs thay 3 onan to * <a ees 

, ,  « t - 
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junction the dip of the slates is normal. The plane of division between the 
schistose slates and the granitoid gneiss is not sharp, but the granitoid gneiss 

appears to be blended into the slates by imperfect intrusion. 
I now ask the reader to return with me to Chamba, and accompany mo up 

the Hulh valley. 

Up to the outcrop of the conglomerate, between Baraur and Chambi, the 
rocks are silurians and the dip normal. After Chambi, the path (there is no 
made road, and consequently no good road-side sections) lies along a fertile and 
well-wooded valley. Vegetation is rich, and rocks, in situ, are only to be seen 
here and there. I saw no outcrop of limestone. 

A little to the north of Hulh, I came upon trap resembling the Dalhousie rock, 

and it extended to about the level of Bhaloth (Balote). AsI am not, at present, 

sure whether this outcrop of trap occurs to the north or to the south of the carbo- 
triassic series seen in force south of Kalel (Kalail), on the Chamba and Tisa road, 
I reserve further remarks on this section until I can explore the mountains round 
the Rundhurst station. 

My route now lay up the Hulh valley, over the high ridge at its head, and 
thence down to Kalel. I was able to trace the boundary of the carbo-triassic series 
and the conglomerate. The latter runs a little to the north of Sairu, and con- 

tinues parallel to the river, striking towards the ridge that terminates at the 
bifurcation of the stream. Numerous blocks of typical conglomerate fill the bed 
of the stream. 

The section from Kalel to Tikri has been already described. My route now 
lay from Tikri to Himgiri (Himgir), and thence round the Himgiri station to 
Digi and Dihur, and back again along the river to Himgiri. The rocks about 
Tikri are silurians—micaceous schistose rocks, crumbling to a whitish soapy 

powder. 
The northern boundary of the conglomerates runs a little south of Tikri (not 

the village above alluded to, but another village of the same name under Himgiri), 
and thence to Laura towards the Himgiri station, which it leaves a little on its 

right. The southern boundary of the conglomerate crosses the ridge west of 

Kalel at Dhar, and continues thence up the Gulel (Gulail) valley. I met with 

typical outcrops of the rock on the ridge east of Bila (under the Himgiri sta- 

tion), and again along the ridge above Gulel, I found another good outcrop on 

the ridge between Gulel and Tiloga. 
Tho dip is normal until Himgiri is neared, when a S.-5.-W, dip sets in. 

To the west of Himgiri, this changes to a 8.-W. 11° W. dip, and then becomes 
neatly perpendicular. Beyond. this, the dip reverts to the N-E, Further on, 

‘#6 becernes high and wavers occasionally to the south-west, but eventually 

settles down to a NE. dip, 

_ « ¥n-contact with ‘the conglomerate, s trap, similar in its general appearance! 

_ ‘to the Dalhousie rock, crops up along the ridge dividing the Gulel from the 
“Togs valley. The outcrop is of considerable thickness, and in its 8 -W. extension 

oe | . 3 have not as yet examined thin slices of it under the microscope, 
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it dominates the ridge running down to Dihur, in the neighbourhood of which 
village it either dies out or is cut off by a fault. The outcrop appears to widen in 
its northerly extension, and it is evidently present in force along the high ridge 
N. E. of Bhandal, the streams flowing down from which are full of boulders of 
trap. The western boundary of the trap runs a little to the east of the villages 
of Tiloga, Baroga, Kalsara, and Chikotra, 

Following the road from Dihur to Himgiri, I found that where the road 
crosses it the outcrop is still of considerable width. It crops out at no great 
distance from Dihur, and extends to near the village of Dalui. On following a 
low-level path, near the river, as far as the stream to the north of Banjwar, 
however, I found that the trap does not extend as far east as this village, 

Along the south-western boundary of the trap, the latter is in sharp contact 
with the limestones of the carbo-triassic series. This is well seen on the road 
leading from Dihur to Himgiri, where the limestones, which dip about N. N. 
K., are in great force. Both the trap and the limestones are typically deve- 
loped, and the latter do not appear to be at all altered at their junction with 
the trap. 

The limestone series is also well seen along the crest of the ridge north of 
Manjir. It crops out a little south of Nandla, and extends as faras Dhar. The 
dip, which is variable when the limestones first appear on the crest of the ridge, 
soon settles down to a N.-E, 5° N. dip. Some of the limestones are pale-blue, 
some creamy-white, and a few are of a deep dark-blue colour. Some of them 
weather to a rusty buff. I saw numerous blocks of limestone along this ridge 
crowded with crinoid stems, but I did not observe any im situ. 

In connection with the trap above described, a variety occurs, which I[ 
have not observed elsewhere in the Himalayas, but which probably represents 

the porphyritic trap of Kashmir described by Mr. Lydekker. It is ao felspar 
porphyry, an intensely hard rock ; so hard that it was with extreme difficulty 
that I could obtain hand specimens of it. Boulders of it are brought down by 
the stream from the ridge N. E. of Bh4ndal, together with boulders of the 
ordinary variety of the trap. I have not yet seen it-in stiu. 

Oonclusion.—The observations made this season confirm the conclusion pre- 
viously arrived at, that we have, in the Dalhousie-Chamba section, a normal 

sequence of silnrian rocks testing on the “eentral gneiss.” The “ Blaini” oon- 
glomerate (upper-silurian) and the “Simla slates,” of the Simla region, arp 
both represented in Dalhousie-Chamba area; the conglomerate. cropping ble in 
@ continuous line parallel to the granitoid gneiss. 

The upper-silurian conglomerate is followed, in the Bhéndal Diker segion, 
by the carho-trisssic series, resting apperently, coniocmahly, qt it; pred <ria 
view taken of the age of the trap in the ee pacha ipa 

eae 
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In the Bhéndal-Dihur area, under consideration, the carbo-triassic limestones 
are followed by trap, and the latter by the upper-silurian conglomerate and a 
normal sequence of silurian rocks in inverse order. 

In the Dalhousie area, the trap comes in between the carbo-triassic scries 
and the tertiary rocks. In the Bhfndal-Dihur area, it comes in between the 
carbo-triassic series and the upper-silurian conglomerate. 

In my paper on the geology of Dalhousie, I adopted the hypothesis that the 
trap is of upper-silurian or pre-carboniferous age. I sce nothing in the facts 

recorded in this paper inconsistent with that hypothesis. Indeed, I may say that 
when I formed my views regarding the age of the trap, I had distinctly before 

my mind’s eye the possibility that trap might be found in the Bhaéndul-Dibur 

area, where I have since found it. I thought this possible from tho fact that 
the Siul river under Manjir is full of trap boulders, 

In both the Dalhousie and the Bh4ndal-Dihur areas the trap is found in con- 

tact with the carbo-triassic series; whilst in the latter scction, it is in sharp 
contact with the upper-silurian conglomerate on the one side, and the carbo- 

triassic limestones on the other. 
The fact that, in the Bhfndal-Dihur section, the trap does not occur between 

the carbo-triassic series and the upper-silurian conglomerate, on both sides of the 
limestone outcrop, may I think be explained by the hypothesis of a fault between 
the limestones and the southern outcrop of the conglomerate. 

The Bhfndal-Dihur section, from the granitoid gneiss, south of Bh4&ndal, to 

the lower-silurians, north of Bh&ndal, seems to me to be a crushed synclinal 
fold, complicated with faulting. That there is a fault somewhere seems sclf- 
evident. Whether the trap is of pre-carboniferous or of post-carboniferous age ; 
in either case there must be a fault between it and the upper-silurian conglome- 

rate, . 
The simplest mode of explaining the section, it seems to me, is to put a fault 

between the southern boundary of the limestone outcrop and the southern outcrop 
of the conglomerates; we should then have a normal ascending series of rocks from 
the “central gneiss” to the upper-silurian conglomerate, and a descending series 
of rocks from the carbo-traissic limestones to the lower-silurian schists. In 
short, I believe that we have in this section a crushed synclinal fold, with a fault 
along its axis, the compression of the folded strata having been great enough to 

produce a general conformity of dip. 
In the Hulh section, I have some grounds for suspecting that the trap occurs 

between the southern outcrop of the conglomerate and the carbo-triassic lime- 
stones ; but should this surmise prove correct, the point is immaterial as far as 
the hypothesis above propounded is concerned. 

The observations made this season show that the outcrops of trap are not 
continuons ; but whether this is due to faulting or to thinning out, I am not at 

present in a position to say. Hither supposition seems equally probable. 
Tho discovery of a boulder of granitoid gneiss in the upper-silurian conglome- 

pate of the Bhindal region, taken in connection with the discovery by Mr. Lydekker 

-of similar granitoid gneiss boulders in the ¢ilurian slates of the P&ngi-Lahoul 
" 

area, is another indication of the connection between the rocks of the two regions ; 
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and, on the supposition that the granitoid gneiss boulders were derived from the 
“ central gneiss,’ which Mr. Lydekker apparently does not now doubt}, the 
fact supports the conclusion I arrived at for the Simla area, that a hidden 
unconformity exists between the silurian and the “central gneiss” series, A 
similar conclusion was drawn by Mr, Lydekker in his fifth paper on the geology 

of Kashmir. * 

On the Basalts of Bombay, by Coronet C. A. McManon, F.G.S. 

(with two plates). 

During my last visit to Bombay, I made a carefully selected collection of 
typical specimens of the lavas exposed at different parts of the island, and I 
have since studied thin slices of them under the microscope. 

I think it will be worth while to give a brief description of these; partly as 
the first contribution towards a better knowledge of the Deccan traps, regard- 
ing which our petrological information is at present very deficient; and partly 
becatse the description of the very typical lavas of Bombay may be useful 

as a standard with which to compare more doubtful basic igneous rocks in other 
parts of India. 

I arranged the specimens which I am about to describe with sole reference 
to their colour. They range from iron black through less and less dark shades 
of grey to a greenish-grey colour. 

In specific gravity the specimens vary very little, ranging from 2°80 to 
9°85, their average being 2°82. They are all remarkable for the absence of 
olivine. Augite, plagioclase, and magnetite are present in each slice. All contain 
a few crystals of sanidine, but it occupies an extremely subordinate position. 

No. 1.—A dark-grey, almost black, compact rock. Sp. G. 2°82. 

M.’—This slice consists of a net-work of very small felspar prisms,.and minute 
granules of angite, starred about in a partially devitrified glassy base, with 

moderately large crystals of felspar and augite sparsely scattered through it. 
The base is brownish-green, dappled with white, in reflected light, and olive-green 
in transmitted light. The white opaque material is, I think, leucoxene, a 
secondary product resulting from the decomposition of ilmenite, though in the 

i slice there isno direct evidence of its connection with that mineral. 
The felspar prisms, for the most part, present very sharp outlines, and the 

great majority of them are seen to be triclinic. They contain numerous glass 
cavities, many of which have fixed bubbles. Some of these glaag enclosures are 
elongated, others are in rounded forms. The presence of such cavities 16 eon , 
sidered by Dr. Sorby to indicate the true volcanic origin of the rock --—_-*«ine 
them (Q. J. G. 8. XXXVI, 49,53). In one of m= 
have ranged thamselves roughly in a zone conforming to the shay 

1 Reconle, XIV.48, Om 
* In thisand following papers IE shanls a 
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Augite crystals are extremely abundant, and most of them are of very minute 
size. Among the larger crystals twinning is common, and some are well shaped. 
In transmitted light the augites exhibit a faint tint varying from greenish- 
yellow to yellowish-brown, but so faint as to be almost white. This is the pro- 
dominant colour of the augite in all the slices. 

The augite and felspar appear, on the whole, to have crystallised at the same 
time, though some individuals have formed before the others. In fig. 1, 
plate II, I have given a sketch of a couple of augite crystals of irregular shape, 

joined together in a manner suggestive of twinning, which have formed ronnd 
a felspar prism; whilst in fig. 2, plate II, I have depicted a group of triclinic 

felspar prisms, which have formed upon, and partially enclosed, a cracked 
augite crystal. 

The augite and felspar in this slice are remarkably fresh. This is a charace 
teristic of the augite in all the Bombay slices. 

Magnetite is present in some abundance, both in regular shaped crystals and 
in the skeleton forms described in my paper on the Darang traps. Some titanic 
iron (ilmenite) appears to be also present. 

In fig. 1, plate I, 1 have given a sketch of a portion of this slice, as seen in 
the field of the microscope, under a magnifying power of 60 diameters. The 
outline of the felspar crystals is generally sharp,—an indication I think that the 

lava was in a very fluid condition. Towards the centre of the field a rather large 
augite crystal is represented. On three sides the prismatic faces may be traced, 

though they are not well depicted ; whilst the crystal may be seen to be traversed 
by rather irregular prismatic cleavage lines. Cracks are sometimes of use and 
furnish indications, in a general way, of the direction of the cleavage. <A large 
crack in the crystal under consideration affords an illustration of this. For 
some distance it follows the direction of one set of cleavage lines, and then 
changing its course follows the direction of the second set, which crosses the first 

at an angle (87° 5’) approximating that of a right angle. 

A crack traverses the slice and appears to have been filled up by an 

exfiltration process ; the material it contains being cryptocrystalline. 

No. 2.—A compact, dark-grey, almost black rock, closely resembling the last 

Sp. G. 2°82. 

Under the pocket lens it has a somewhat vitreous lustre, and small facets of 

felgpar are to be seen in it here and there. . 

M.—This slice is so like the last one that it hardly requires a scparate descrip. 

tion, The glassy base is whitish in reflected, and brown in transmitted light. 

Here and there it has been pltered to a dull olive-green substance, which, when 
. wale uicel only ia ysed, transmits little light. In places it is stained brown. 

: yellow-to. prenge solour,—s result doubtless of the decomposition of magnetite. 

_, ielapar is even more abundant than in the last slice; and here and there crys- 
“iets 06 are of camparstively large size, Glass and stone cavities are common 

in the folspar, but I discovered no bubbles in them. eee 
cs ‘Btgite in fairly abundant. Its shape js irregular, but twinning is common. 
w ot 

ar, a 
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Magnetite is very abundant, both in regular crystals and in skeleton forms in 
the glassy base. In the latter, as in the case of the augite in the pitchstones of 

Arran', the crystallization of the magnetite has resulted in a sort of halo being 
formed round the crystals,—the latter having in the act of crystallization drawn 
the colouring matter out of the base, leaving a comparatively colourless glass in 
their immediate vicinity. 

No. 3.—A dark-grey, almost black, compact rock. Sp. G. 2°83. 

M.—This slice consists of a profusion of augite, felspar, and magnetite crys- 

tals, scattered about in a glassy base. 
The magnetite crystals are of good size, and are fairly well formed. The 

felspar and augite crystals are of two sizes; in the case of both minerals the 
majority are of small size (the augites being very minute); whilst here and 

there are others of comparatively large size. The majority of the felspar prisms 
are distinctly triclinic. Many of the augites are twinned. 

Stellate groups of felspar, similar to those described in my paper on the 
Darang traps*, are to be met with in all the Bombay slices. One of them from 
this specimen is shown in fig. 3, plate IT, and another from No. 8 is given in 
fig. 10, plate II. The latter, which is quite accurately drawn, looks like a cross 
seen in part profile. 

In my paper on the Darang traps I noted how crystals are often cramped at 
the time of their formation by adjoining crystals. In fig. 4, plate II, I have 
sketched a twinned augite which has attempted to crystallize in the midst of a 
perfect barricade of felspar prisms, and its outward symmetry of form has con- 
sequently suffered considerably. In such cases, however, though the external 
shape is deformed, the plane of twinning almost invariably exhibits a rigid 
straight line, and the internal symmetry, on which the optical properties of the 
mineral depends, sustains no injury. 

In J. D. Danas’ Manual of Mineralogy (1873), p. 152, augite crystals are said 
to be “usually stout and thick, and none have the slender bladed form common with 
hornblende.” In lavas, however, as seen under the microscope, augite crystals 

sometimes take the form of acicular microliths, and not unfrequently assume the 
form of elongated prisms. A prismof this character occurs in the slice under con- 
sideration, and is represented in fig. 5, plate II.; (a) (d) is a long prism of augite 
which has grown up side by side with one of triclinic felspar. From (c) to (d) the 
augite is twinned, the twinning plane running with the length of the prism 
From (c) to (a) the prism is made up of a crystal not in optical continuity with 
either of the twins below it. The angite in the course of its formation has 
enclosed the ends of small felepar prisms, which may he seen stickisig, like 
parasites, into its side. The adjoining felspar priam appears to have grown denn- 
quilly by the side of the augite up to (b), when the ‘supply of falepathio muxtésiel 
appears to have been less plentiful than that of the constitugiis of the. whgite: 
and magnetite ‘(three orystels of which are indigatod at this ‘point, -sndiite. 

~ Aligert, wou am, Vol, IX, 
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symmetry was greatly marred by the intervention of crystals of augite and 
magnetite (b). The ill-shaped felspar at the top (see sketch) is no doubt a 

portion, or what: ought to have been a portion, of the prism seen below. The 

molecules of felspathic matter did their best, I take it, to keep the alignment of 
the felspar prism, and they are in optical continuity with it, but the augite and 
magnetite crystals got in the way, and the shape of the felspar prism was marred. 

This, and the previously noted illustrations, will, I think, enable us to under- 

stand how the external symmetry, and the regular development of crystals in an 
igneous rock, are seriously interfered with by the contemporaneous formation of 

other minerals in close proximity to them, or by the presence and pressure of 
previously formed crystals, 

No. 4.—A dark-grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°82. 

M.—The felspar and augite crystals are set in a glassy base, which is sufficiently 

abundant to entitle the rock to be classed as a magma basalt, The base is, for 

the most part, of light vandyke-brown colour, but is here and there altered to a 

substance olive-green in transmitted light. The base is crowded with microliths 
of magnetite in its rod-like form; it occurs also in large and rather well-shaped 
crystals and as a fringe round augite. 

Almost all the felspar is visibly triclinic, and radiating groups are common, 
Augite is very abundant, and very fresh, but its outward shape is rarely good 

and never perfect. Twinning is common, and the intersection of the prismatic 
cleavage lines is sometimes well seen. 

In fig. 2, plate I, I have given a representation of a portion of this slice. Some 
of the felspar crystals therein figured present sharp and characteristic outlines ; 
others again are very irregular. On the right hand of the illustration, two 
augite crystals are seen embracing two curiously shaped crystals of felspar. To 

the left also a large block, formed of a congeries of shapeless augite crystals, has 

more or less enclosed a radiating group of very irregulatly shaped masses of felspar.' 
The partial enclosure of felspar by augite is very common in these slices, especi- 

ally in the one under consideration. This, and the enclosure of augite by felspar 

noted in connection with slice No. 1, seems to indicate that the lava was at first 

in avery fluid state, in which free molecular action was possible ; but that it cooled 
with such rapidity that the minerals were unable to disengage themselves from 
each other, and their crystallization was arrested before the symmetry of their 
external form was complete. Small peculiarities of structure of this kind are, 
I think, of value. The volcanic origin of the Bombay basalts being well known, 
structural characters observed in them may aid us to interpret rocks of more 
doubtful character in other regions. 

Professor Geikie, in his paper on the Carboniferous Volcanic Rocks of the 

- Basin of the Firth of Forth,’ has described similar instanges of felspar prisms 

- 4 Some af these seem to approach those “ comples fan-shaped brushes” which Dr. Sorby 
as forming the terminations of felepar prisms in artificially melted rocks, and which he 

ate bs 5 eel oe ee a dyke near Beaumaris. Opening address, Geology Section of the 
ath 
- 

abe ‘Associntion, 1880 
iad 3g ‘tt, Roy. ec, Edtubusgh, Vol, XXIX, p. 487. 
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“shooting” through crystals of augite, and severing the augite into two parts in 
such a way that “‘not uncommonly it might be supposed to have been penetrated 

across its figure by intrusive prisms of felspar;” an appearance which Professor 
Geikie attributes to augite having ‘“ formed round and enclosed the already com- 
pleted net-work of triclinic felspar prisms.” 

These partial enclosures of the one mineral by the other are described as 
occurring in the rocks which he classes as diabases and dolerites. The latter 
term he proposes to restrict to intrusive sheets and dykes which consolidated 
beneath the ground, retaining the word ‘basalt’ for interbedded augitic lavas 
which consolidated at the surface. 

It is to be noted, however, that a glassy base does not appear to be entirely 

absent from either Professor Geikie’s diabases or dolerites; and although I do 
not intend to infer from the preceding remarks that the intersection of small or 

moderate-sized crystals of augite by prisms of felspar, or of felspar prisms by 
augite, is an exclusive characteristic of rocks which have consolidated at the 
surface of the earth’s crust; or that it would enable us to distinguish the latter 

from intrusive sheets or dykes; still, it is a structural peculiarity of basic vol- 

canic rocks which is worth noting, and it may help us to distinguish basic lavas 
from basic plutonic rocks. Acid igneous rocks have characteristic features of 
their own. 

The slice under consideration is of larger grain than any of the preceding 
ones. 

No. 3.—A dark-grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°83. 

M.—This is a very fine-grained rock, and so closely resembles those first 
described that a detailed account of it is not necessary. The magnetite is well 
formed. The augite is for the most part very small, and twinning is common 
in the larger crystals. 

At fig. 6, plate II, I ‘have sketched an illustration of the way the forma- 

tion of minerals went on side by side, in these Bombay basalts, at almost the 
same time. The illustration represents a crystal of magnetite and two crystals 

of augite. The growth of the lower augite and that of the magnetite appears 
to have gone on side by side, and, at first, at very much the same pace. The 
magnetite then gained on the augite and finally partially surrounded it. The 
formation of the second augite then began and went on so rapidly that it 
enclosed a portion of the magnetite in its embrace. 

No. 6.—A perfectly compact dark-grey rock with a dull green tint in tt. It wea- 
thers brown. Sp. G. 2°80. 

M.—This is a fine-grained magma hesalt. The base consists of a brown 
glass, here and there converted into a green amorphous substance. Augite crys 
tals are abundaat in this slice. Most of them are very minnte, and, in polarised 
light with crossed nicols, they stand out from the black tip 
on a clear night. Some are of fairly large sine, Twinning 4s « 
few of the augites are weil shaped. 
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Felspar is abundant and is chiefly in small prisms, Most of it gives 
decided evidence of belonging to the triclinic system. 

Magnetite is for the most part well shaped and of good size, but it is also to 

be seen in elongated stalk-like microliths in the glassy base. 
Fig. 7, plate II, is an illustration taken from this slice showing the way 

minerals, in the process of crystallization, catch up, enclose, and become entan. 

gled with other minerals. An augite crystal is there seen to have onclosed 
several crystals of magnetite, and to have partially surrounded crystals of tri- 
clinic felspar; whilst other crystals of magnetite have formed on it. 

The microscope enables one to understand how it is that the chemical analy. 

sis of minerals often yields such divergent results. Fig. 7, will, I think, 
suggest the explanation of how this takes place. 

No. 7.—A compact greenish-grey rock. Sp. G. 2°85. 

M.—The grain is larger than that of the preceding slices. Angite is abun- 

dant. Much of the felspar exhibits the twinning peculiar to triclinic felspar, and 
is in characteristic prisms. Felspar also occurs in large crystals and in shapeless 
masses, some of which are certainly sanidine. 

The glassy base is of green colour. Here and there minute portions of it 

have been converted into delessite, and the whole of it is more or less changed. 
The rock is passing into the condition of the Darang traps (J.c.). In these 
slices, however, the glassy base can still be distinctly recognised as such. Very 
little magnetite is left in the rock. 

At fig. 8, plate I, I have given a sketch of a portion of this slics. The 
very dark portion is the glassy base. The less dark portion is augite, and the 

white is felspar. 

At fig. 9, plate II, I have sketched a group of augite crystals in polarised 
light under crossed nicols. It is impossible, in simple black and white, to indi- 

cate the various colours in which the crystals polarise ; but the different shades 
of black will, perhaps, suffice to show the want of optical continuity between the 
different members of the group. The two small crystals at the upper left hand 
are seen to be twinned, the twinning plane being a sharp straight line, and the 

two halves of each twin polarising in complimentary colours. The others are 
crystals of different sizes and of very irregular shape. The various crystals of 
which this and similar groups are composed, began to crystallize, apparently, 
much about the same time from independent centres, and from want of space 
interfered. with each other’s growth and development. One micro-augite is 
enclosed in a large crystal, whilst another augite contains a gas bubble. 

The group appears to have been rapidly formed, for along the upper margin 
a tongue of the glassy base (a) is partially enclosed in it. 

Lhave depicted another characteristic group in fig. 8, plate II, taken from slice 

No. 10. One augite crystal, at the right hand, is seen to be nearly surrounded 
_ by a larger crystal of the sumo mineral. The shapes of all the members of the 
group are yory irregular, and they have evidently interfered seriously with each 

; agher’s development. The finishing off of the group has been hurried in its last 
‘gages, a5 along the outer margin a sone of cavities is to be seen,—a not 
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uncommon feature in the augite of volcanic rocks. These cavities, the irregular 
shapes of the crystals, and the confused association of imperfectly formed augites, 
are, I think, indications of the rapidity with which the rock cooled. 

The large felspar crystals are not at all homogeneous in their internal struc- 
ture, and they enclose irregular-shaped augite crystals and patches of viridite. 

No. 8.—A greenish compact rock. Sp. G, 2°4, 

M.—This slice very much resembles the last. The glassy base has been 
converted into a greenish substance which contains in it minute embryonic 
crystals of epidote. Alteration has been set up in the felspars. Magnetite is 
not abundant, and is mostly in skeleton forms. 

No. 9.—A greenish-grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°85. 

M.—In this slice augite is very abundant. The glassy base is still recog- 
nisable, but it has passed into an alteration product, olive green in transmitted 
light, which is in part, at any rate, delessite. A radiating structure is often 
apparent in it, and all of it is feebly dichroic when the polariser alone is used. 

This slice contains a good many sanidine prisms exhibiting the simple 
twinning of the Carlsbad type, but they are quite subordinate to the plagioclase. 

In one case water has clearly gained access to the rock, and a thin undulating 
ring of quartz has been left behind to mark its passage. 

Augite crystals often partially enclose crystals of felspars, and felspars occa- 
sionally enclose fragments of the glassy base. 

No. 10.—A grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°81. 

M.—The glassy base is still to be seen here and there, but in most cases it 
has been replaced. by delessite, and in a few cases by chalcedony. It gives clear 
evidence of the invasion of water. The latter has often left castellated water- 
marks behind it, and has partially rounded the margins of the channels through 
which it flowed, so that in some cases these altered portions of the base have 
the appearance of amygdules plugging amygdaloidal cavities. I think that the 
results above described may be accounted for on the supposition that the uncrys- 
tallized glassy base yielded more readily to the solvent powers of heated water 
than the minerals that had crystallized out of it. 

It is important to note the tendency, here evidenced, of acid water passing 

through a rock toexcavate rounded cavities; the removal of olivine and leucite, 

and the rounding of the edges of the matrix in which they were buried, might 
lead to the formation of a pseudo-amygdaloid, and prevent the secondary 
minerals, substituted for olivine and leucite, being recognised as peeudomorphs 
of those minerals. 

The felspar is more or les’ altered, but the atigite is quite fresh, Tho slice 
contains some prisms of sanidine which exhibit characteristic Oprisbad Basar 

- No. LA groenich-gray compad sock Bp. 6.961: mee 

M.—This slice closely resembles the last. ‘The rhegnsiife or titenitanil” 
iron is a good deal decomposed, and much of if has passed into - 

ek: 

study of these slices colfhims Sis view taken of the dtigiti of ‘te, a= 
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material formed in connection with the Darang basalts. Tho white opacity 
diffused in a nebulous way through the latter is, I think, due in many cases, 

not to the decomposition of large regular crystals of ilmenite, but to the 
minute dendritic forms of iron disseminated through the base 

This rock generally is passing into a stage of alteration like that described in 
the traps of Darang (i.c.) 

Conclusion. 
T have not detected olivine in any of these slices either fresh or in an altered 

condition. 

Olivine, though a very characteristic mineral, usually present in basalts, 

does not appear to be universally so abundant as to be invariably visible in 

every thin slice made for microscopic examination. 

Forchhammer states that it does not occur at all in tho basaltic rocks of 

the Faroe Islands ;’ whilst Professor Geikie, in his paper on the microscopic 
characters of the basalts of the Firth of Forth, * notes that it “ varies mueh in 

quantity ;” and though it is “ usually discernible in every thin slice,” in some 
basalts it appears only in occasional “ rare and small pieces.” Zirkel notes 

(Microscopical Petrography of the Fortieth Parallel, p. 219) that in rocks 
‘* closely allied” to the “‘ proper or genuine felspar (i.e., plagioclase) basalts,” and 

which he classes as a sub-division of the basalts, olivine is generally wanting. In 

some of the Deccan traps from other localities, specimens of which the Super- 
intendent of the Geological Survey of India has kindly allowed me to see, it is 
very abundant, Olivine may possibly not be altogether absent from the Bombay 
lavas ; but, if present, it must be sparsely disseminated through them. 

In view of the absence, or sparseness, of olivine, the question arises 

whether these rocks should be classed as basalts at all. In mineral composition 
they approximate closely to ane quartzless-augite-andesites, in which olivino is 

rarely met with. * 
The specific gravity of andesites ranges from 2°70 to 2°85; whilst the Bom- 

bay lavas, judging from the specimens now described, range from 2°80 to 2°85. 
In view, therefore, of the absence of olivine, a good case might be made ont for 

classing the Bombay rocks with augite-andesites rather than with basalts. 
But, on the whole, it will, I think, be better to retain the name by which 

the Bombay rocks have hitherto been known, and to continue to call them 
“pasalts; for I think it will conduce to clearness and simplicity if we restrict 
the term ‘andesite’ to the lava form of diorite and retain the words ‘basalt’ and 
‘dolerite’ for basic augitic lavas. The term ‘augite-andesite’ seems a suitable one 
for intermediate forms between the two in which augite and hornblende are 
both present; and I prefer not to use it for the Bombay rocks because they 
eontain no trace of the latter mineral. 

As the Bombay basalts are very typical volcanic rocks, it may be useful, and 
may aid us to determine more doubtful rocks in other si aasia to sum up the 

indications they afford of being superficial lava streams. 
4} Bischof’s Chemical Geology, Il, p. 356. 
® Loe, cit. p, S06. 
3 Ratley’s Btady of Rocks, p. 236. 
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The following points, I think, afford ee: se rapid cooling, though some 
of them are more cogent than others :-— oe 

1. The pregente of a glassy base. 5, 7 
2. Skeleton, dendritic, and rod-like forms, of magnetite and (?) ilmenite. 
3. The presence of glass enclosures, and gas bubbles, in augite and felspar 

crystals.! 
4. The abundance of felspar prisms of small si, the longer axis of which 

usually pointy in all directions.’ 
5, The abandance of granular® and minute cyte. of augite. 
6. Clusters of irregular-shaped augite crystals, 

7. Imperfectly-formed and feathery felspar crystals. . 
8. The penetration of augite by felspar and of felspar by augite. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Prats I. 
® 

Figs. 1, 2, and 3.—Thin slices of Bombay basalés as seen under the micro- 

scope. ; 

Prats II. 

Fig. 1.—Partial enclosure of felspar by anugite. 
Fig. 2.—Partial enclosure of augite by felspar. 
Fig. 3.—Stellate prisms of felspar. 
Fig. 4.—A twinned augite and felspar prism. 
Fig. 5.—Augite and felspar prisms formed side by side. 
Fig. 6.—Augite and magnetite formed at nearly the same time. 
Fig. 7.—Augite enclosing magnetite and felspar. 
Figs. 8 and 9.—Irregular-ghaped clusters of augite crystals. 
Fig. 10.—Another piellatp form -of flepar. 

3 Dr. Sorby, Anp! 0.3.6.8. XXXV1, st 
9 Professor Getkigy the paper already quoted, states thet intrusive dolerite “ along the line of 

contact witha: § never other granular rock” “becomes exoeedingly close-grained, ” and the 
felspar prisms “J [te range themselves parallel with the surfgee pf the sandstone.” 

3 Professoy » in the paper already quoted, writes of volcanic rocks of the Firth of 
Forth :—*‘ distinct:ve feature between the mode ¢& of the augite in the 
‘ dolerites and | interbedded anamesites and besalts whieh Shave found to hold good with 
‘few exceptio hile in the intrusive sheets the sugite pocurg wither in well marked crystals or 
‘in large « } irregularly-shaped. portions, in the suy rioift Mva-beds it is commonly present 
‘io abundant « anules and in sparse definite crystals.” 773 

‘See Dr.! — papuning address, Geology section of shégmpitisl 
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DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

A series of fossils from the silurian, carboniferous, permian, liassic and tertiary formations, 
England. 

Dr. Georar Warr, 
Hight specimens of Rudista (Hippurites) from the turonian botween Foix and Lavelauets, 

Dep. de l’Ariége, Outer Pyrenees, France. 

W. T. Branrorp, F.R.S, 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From Ist Ocrosrer To 3lst December 1882. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

AcHEPoHL, L.—Das Niederrheinisch—Westfalische Steinkohlengebirge. Atlas der fossilen 
fauna und flora, lief. 7, (1882), 4th edition, Leipzig. 

Bgarz, Lronet S.—How to work with the Microscope, 5th edition (1880), 8vo, London. 

Bronn.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reiches, Band VI, Abth. III, Reptilien, Lief. 

33.34, (1882), 8vo, Leipzig. 
Encyclopxdia Britannica, 9th edition, Vol. XIV, (1882), 4to, Edinburgh. 

FisuxEr, Rev. Osmonp.—Physics of the Earth’s Crust (1881), 8vo, London. 

GEIKIE, ARCHIBALD.—Textbook of Geology, (1882), 8vo, London. 
Mitne, J.—Experiments in Observational Seismology, (1882), 8vo, Tokio. 

THe Avrior. 

. Notes on the recent Earthquakes of Yedo Plain, and their Effects on certain 
buildings, (1881), 8vo, Tokio. 

THE AUTHOR. 

5 On Earth Movements, (1882), 8vo, Hertford. 
THE Avruon. 

Suggestions for the Systematic Observation of Earthquakes, (1882), 8vo, Tokio. 

THe Avrior. 

The Distribution of Seismic Activity in Japan, (1881), 8vo, Tokio. 
THe AvrTnor. 

Mossisovics, E v. unp Neumayer, M.—Beitrige zur Paldontologie Osterrcich-Ungarns 
und des Orients. Band II, heft 3 and 4, (1882), 4to, Wien. 

Norpensxioip, A. E.—The Voyage of the Vega round Asia and Europe, Vols. I and II, 
(1881) 8vo, London. 

Poors, Ben. Pertry.—Congressional Directory (47th Congress, Ist Session), compiled for 
the use of Congress, 2nd edition, (1882), 8vo, Washington. 

THE SMITHSONIAN INsTITUTE. 

Povssty, Cx. vB La Varin et Renazp, A.—Mémoire sur les Caractéres Mineralogiques 
et Stratigraphiques des Roches Dites Plutoniennes de La Belgique et de 
L’Ardenne Frangaisze, (1876), 4to, Bruxelles. 

Revp. J. B. Dumovt., s.3. 

Publication der Norwegischen Commission der Europiischen Gradmessung. Geodiitische 

Arbeiten, Heft. II, (1880), and I & III (1882). Vandstand observationer, 
Heft I, med 6 Plancher, (1880 and 1882), 4to, Christiania. 

Tum CoMMISSION. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Quenstepr. F. A.—Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde. Auflage 3, Lief. 5, (1882), 8vo, 

Tiibingen. 
Ramsay, A. C.—The Physical Geology and Geography of Great Britain, 5th edition, 

(1878), 8vo, London. 

Rosinson, JoHN.—The Flora of Essex County, Massachusetts, (1880), Svo, Salem. 

Tur Essex [NsTritTuTe. 

Second Report of the Committee appointed for the purpose of investigating the Earthquake 
Phenomena of Japan, drawn up by Prof. J. Milne, 8vo, London. 

Pror. J. MItne. 

Szaso, Dr. J.—Classification Macrographique des Trachytes de la Hongrie, (1881), 8vo, 

Bologne. 

THE Avrucr. 

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876—1878— 
Vol. IV, 1. Historical Account. 

2. The Apparatus and How Used, by C. Wille. 
Vol. V, 1. Astronomical Observations, by H. Mohn. 

» 2. Magnetical Observations, by C. Wille. 

»» 8. Geography and Natural History, by H. Mohn. 
Vol. VI. Holothurioidea, by D. C. Danielssen and J. Koren, with 13 

plates and one map. 
Vol. VII. Annelida, by G. Hansen, with 7 plates and one map, (1882); 

4to, Christiania. 

Tae Epitoriat ComMItrex. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie neue Folge, Band XVII, Nos. 10-12 (1882), 8vo, Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 8th series, vol. I, livr. 2, (1882), 8vo, Paris. 

Comm. DES MINEs. 

‘i y» Sciences Naturelles, 6™° série Botanique, tome XIII, Nos. 4—6, & XIV, 
Nos. 1—3, (1882), 8vo, Paris. 

es ee es Géologiques, tome XIV, No. 1, (1882), Svo, Paris. 

a Naturelles. Zoologie, series VI, vol. XIII, Nos. 5—6, (1882); 8vo, 
Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th series, vol. X, Nos. 58—60, (1882), 8vo, 

London. 

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Jabrg XLV, heft 6, (1679), XLVIII, heft 4, (1882), und 
XLEX, heft 1, (1888), Svo, Berlin. 

Athenswum, Nos. 2964—2875, (1882), 4to, London. 

Beiblatter za den Pees der Physik und Chemie, Band VL Nos. 9-10, (1882), 8vo, 

Bibliothéque a Archives des Scienoes Physiqués et: Niatarelles, 3™° Période, 
tome VII, Nos. 6~¥, and VITE No. 8, (1882), Svo, Gendve. 

i ~ et Revue Suinse, i iat same RY —— ee 

Botanische Cantralblatt. ‘Baad Ft, Moa, 916, x KEL; Hoe 16, 068, Sea, Cassel, 
Chemical News, vol. XLVI, Mog. 1290-1201, (1088), dhe, Ieantow... a 
Colliery, Guaylian, vol. KLIV, Nos. 1188--1248, (1982), fol., Lond 
Das Ausland, Sahrg. LY, Nos. 96-48, 1868), dtc, Btuttyart. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Geological Magazine, New series, decade IJ, vol. IX, Nos. 10—11 (1882), 8yvo, London. 
Tron, vol. XX, Nos. 505—516, (1882), fol , Loudon. 
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3° série, Tome XXII, No. 2, (1882), &vo, Paris. 

»» Of Science, 3rd series. vol IV, Nos. 106—]07, (1882), 8vo, London. 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. Sth series, 

vol. XIV, Nos. 88-90, (1882), Svo, London. 

Mining Journal, with supplement. Vol. LII, Nos. 2455—2.166, (1882), fol., London. 

Nature Novitates, Nos. 17—23, (1882), 8vo, Berlin. 
Nature, Vol. XX VI, Nos. 672—678, & XXVII, Nos. 679—683, (1882), 4to, London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Paleontologie, Jahrg. 1882. Band II, heft 3, 
(1882), 8vo, Stuttgart, 

Palzontographica. Band XXIX, lief 1, (1882), 4to, Cassel. 
Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen. Band XVIII, Nos. 9—11, (1882), 410, Gotha. 

Do. do. do. Supplement. Band, No. 70, (1882), 4to, Gotha. 

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 3rd series, No. 1, (1882), flxc., Roorkee. 

THomason CoLLear oF Civit ENGINERRING. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. New series, vol. XXII, Nos. 87 and 88, (1882), 
8vo, London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c. 

AssaM.—Muvprnay, T. J.—Report on the Police Administration of the Province of Assam for 
the year 1881, (1882), fisc., Shillong. 

CuiEeF ComMIssIONER, Assam. 

BomBay.~Kitts, Evstacr J.—Report on the Census of Berar, 1881, (1882), fisc., Bonbay. 

REVENUE & AGRICULTURAL JDEPARTMENT. 

3 Pgarson, A. N.—Brief Sketch of the Meteorology of the Bombay Presidency in 

1881, (1882), 8vo, Bombay. 
MetroroLocicaL Reporter, WeEstERN INprA. 

is Survey and Settlement Manual relating to the system of Revenue Survey and 
Assessment and its Administration in the Bombay Presidency, (1882), 8vo, 

Bom bay. 
BomBay GovERNMENT. 

CENTRAL Provinces.—Morzis, J. H.—Report on the Administration of the Central Pro- 
vinces for the year 1881-82, (1882), 8vo, Nagpur. 

CuizF ComMISSIONER, CENTRAL PRovINCES. 

Inpra.—Annual Statement of the trade and navigation of British India with Foreign 
countries and of the coasting trade of the several Presidencies and Pro- 
vinees in the year ending 3lst March 1882. Vol. [, Foreign Trade, (1882), 
Ato, Calcutta. 

DeraRTMENT OF FinaNCE sND ComMERCE. 

ss BaDEN-PoweEtt, B. H.—A Manual of the Land Revenue Systems and Land 
Tenures of British India, (1882), 8vo, Calcutta. 

Home DEPARTMENT. 

» ist of Civil officers holding Gazetted appointments under the Government of India 
in the Home, Legislative and Foreign Departments on Ist July 1882, 
(1882), Svo, Calcutta. 

Home Department. 

Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India in the year 1881, 
corrected and reduced, (1882), 4to, Calcutta. 

Mrrzonotocicat RerozTer to GovERNMENT oF INDI‘. 
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Inpra.— Register of general observations in 1881, reduced and corrected, December 1881, 
(1822), 4to, Calcutta. 

METEOROLOGICAL REPORTER TO GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Department of the Government 
of India in 1881-82, (1882), 4to, Calcutta. 

METEOROLOGICAL REPORTER TO GOVERNMENT oF INDIA. 

Review of the Maritime Trade of British India with other countries for 1881-82, 
(1882), fisc., Calcutta. 

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND CoMMERCE. 

Scuxicu, Px. D., W.—Suggestions regarding the Demarcation and Management of 
the Forests in Kulu, (1882), fisc., Calcutta. 

Home DEPARTMENT. 

N. W. Provences.—Baaceam Panpit.— Report on the Census of the Province of Ajmere- 
Merwara, taken on the 17th February 1881, (1882), fisc., Ajmere. 

REVENUE AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c. OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

AusTeRpaM.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indi#. Jahrg. XI, 
No. 1 (1882), und Register op het Jaarboek Mijnwezen, 1872-1881, (1882) 
Svo, Amsterdam. 

NETHERLANDS CoLONIAL DEPARTMENT. 

Basrt.—Abhandlungen der Schweizerischen Paldontologischen Gesellschaft, vols, VI—VII, 
(1879-1881), 4to, Basel. 

Tae Society. 

Verhandlungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Basel. Heft 1—10, (18865- 
18652). New series, band I—VI (1854-1878), 8vo, Basel. 

Tue Soocrery. 

Batavia.—Natuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indie. Deel. XLI, (1882), 8vo, 
Batavia. 

Tax Society. 

Berirn.—Abhandlungen der K6niglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1880- 
1881, (1881-1882), 4to, Berlin. 

THe ACADEMY. 

Sitzungsberichte der K6niglich Preussischen Akademie der Wisenschaften zu Berlin, 
Nos. XVIII—XXXVIII, (1882), 4to, Berlin. 

Tas AcaDEMY. 

Zeitachrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XXXIV, heft. 2, (1882), 

Svo, Berlin. 
Tux Socrsry. 

Bsrn.—Beitrige zur Geologischen Karte der Schweiz. Lief. XX. Atlas only, (1880), ob. 
4to, Bern. 

Tas Natorat Histosy Socrery, Buszt. 

Botoews.—Accademia delle scienze dello Istituto di Bologna dalla sua origine a tulto i] 1880, 

(1881), 8vo, Bologna. Tus A : 

Po Mosize dia Accadamis dello Sclenne doll’ Istitcte di Bologna Beri 3¥, 

tomo II, (1880), 4a, Bologus. 
Tan Ackone. 
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BrvssELs.—Bulletin de la Société Royale Belge de Géographie, Nos. 3—4, (1882), 8vo, 
Bruxelles. 

Tux Society. 

¥s Bulletin du Musée Royal d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Tome 1, No. 1, 
(1882), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

Musrcm or Natvrat History, Beta. 

Pa Extrait du Bulletin du Musée Royal d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Tome I, 
with planches IV to VI, (1882), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

Musrum oF Naturat History, Bre.oium. 

‘i Extraits des annales de la Société Royale Malacologique de Belgique 
Casterlien et Scaldisien. By Ernest Van Den Broeck. 

‘ Note sur les levés Géologiques de MM. van Ertborn et Cogels, by Ernest van 
Den Broeck. 

a Observations, by P. Cogels and E. van Den Broeck. 

5 Exposé Sommaire des Observations et Découvertes, by Ernest van Don Broeck, 
(1882), 8vo, Bruxelles. 

: Diestion, 

Tue Soctery. 

Catcurta.—Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XIX, part 2, (1882), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

GroLtocicaL Survey or Inpra. 

m Records of the Geological Survey of India, vol. XV, part 4, (1882), 8vo, 
Calcutta. 

GxrotoaicaL Survey or Inpia. 

“ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. VII and VIII, (1882), 8yo, 
Calcutta. 

THE Society. 

Causnrpes.—Momoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Centennial 
volume, Vol. XI, part 1, (1882), 4to, Cambridge. 

Tue AcapEmy, 

Pe Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VILI, No. 2, part 2, 
(1882), 4to, Cambridge. 

THE Musrvum or Comparative Zootoey. 

CamBripek, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VI, No. 12, 
(1881), 8vo, Cambridge, Mass. 

Tae Museum or Comparative Zootoey. 

DarespEn.— Purgotp A.—Die Meteoriten des Konig]. Mineralogischen Museums in Dresden, 
(1882), 8vo, Dresden. 

Is1s Socizty, DrEspen. 

Eprxsoren.—Catalogue of the Printed Books in the Library of the Society of Writers to 
H. M.’s Signet in Scotland. Part II, M-Z, Supplement and List of 
Manuscripts, (1882), 4to, Edinburgh. 

Tuz Writers. 

Guascow.—Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow, Vol. VI, part 2, 1878-79 to 
1879-80, (1882), Svo, Glasgow. 

Tux Society. 
: Gieermgun.—Nachrichten von der k. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, ans dem Jahre 1881, 

(1881), 8vo, Gottingen. 
Tue Socirry. 
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Hatxie.—Abhandlungen der Naturforschenden Gesellchaft zuHalle. Band XII, heft. 3 & 4 

(1873) XIII, heft, 3 (1875’, XIV, heft 3 (1878 and 1879) and XV, heft. 
2—1, (1881 and 1882), 4to, Halle. 

THE Socrgry. 

i Bericht tiber die Sitzangen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle, im Jahre 

1881, (1881), 8vo, Halle. 

THe Socrery. 

= Festschrift zur Feier des WHundertjihrigen Bestehens der Naturforschenden 

Gesellschaft in Halle, (1879), 4to, Halle. 

Tar Socrery. 

LavsaNx¥8.—Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2™ série, vol. XVIII, 

No. 87, (1882), 8vo, Lausanne. 

Tue Soctrery. 

Lonpon.—Journal of the Anthropological [Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. 

AIT, No. 1, (1882), 8vo, London. 

Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. 1 (1882), 8vo, London. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

- Journal of the Linnean Society, vol. XV, Zoology, Nos. 86—88, and XVI, 

Nos. 89—94, and vol. XIX, Botany, Nos. 114—121, (1881-82), 8vo, 

London, 
THE Society. 

s Transactions of the Linnean Society of London. 2nd series, Botany, vol. II, 
part 1, and Zoology, Vol, II, pts. 3—5, (1881 & 1882), 4to, London. ‘ 

THE SocrEry. 

95 Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London, from November 1875, to June 
1880, (1882), 8vo, London. 

Tue Society. 

i Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Treland. New series, 
Vol. XIV, pt. 3, (1882), 8vo, London. 

Tue Society. 

‘ Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXX, Nos. 1548 and 1556—1664, and XXXI, 
Nos. 1565—1567, (1862), 8vo, London. 

Tue Society. 

Zz List of the Members, Officers and Professors of the Royal Institution of Great 
Britain, with the Report of the Visitors’ Statement of Accounts, and Lists of 

Lectures and Donations in 1881, (1882), 8vo, London. 
Taz [nstirvts. 

‘i Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Vol. IX, Nos. 78 & 74, 
(1881 & 1882), 8vo, London. 

Tox Ixsritrurs. 

- Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New series, vol. IV, 
Nos. 7—10, (1882), Sve, Londen. 

Tax Soorsry. 

” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Vol. 172, Parts on 
and if, and 178, Part 1, and List of Fdllows of the Society. 30th 

= 1681, (1881 & 1882), dto, London. a 

420 ey Nee. 
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Lonpon.—Proceediugs of the Royal Society of London. Vol. XXXIV,° Nos. 220—221 
(1882), 8vo, London. 

THE Society. 

‘ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Parts I and II, 1882. Index 

to Do. from 1871-80. (1882), 8vo, London. 

THe Socrety. 

e Transactions of the Zoological Society of London. Vol. IX, pt. 2 (1875), ito. 
London. 

THE Society. 

‘i List of the Fellows of the Zoological Society of London, corrected up to 1st June 
1882. (1882), 8vo, London. 

THE SocikEry. 

a Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XXXVIII, parts 

2—3, Nos. 150—151 (1882), 8vo, London. 

TuE Society. 

Mapison.—Atlas accompanying volume III, Geological Survey of Wisconsin, plates 17 to 
30, (1879), fol., Madison. 

SUPERINTENDENT, Pusiic Property, Mapison. 

MapBip.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid. Tomo XIII, Nos. 3—4 (1882), 

8vo, Madrid. 

Tue Soctrery. 

MrLBournE.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending JUth 
June 1882. (1882), fisc., Melbourne. 

Minine DEPARTMENT, VICTORIA. 

Mirtan.—Atti della Sociéta Italiana di Scienze Naturali, Vol. XXIII, fasc. 3 and 4 (1881), 

8vo, Milano. 

Tue Society. 

mA Reale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere. Rendiconti, Serie II, vols. XIII 

and XIV (1880 & 1881), 8vo, Milano. 
THE Institvre. 

NzvcHat2t.—Bulletin de la Société des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel, tome XII (1882) 
8vo, Neuchatel. 

Tne Socrery. 

PHILADELPHI4.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, Srd series, vol. LXXXIV, Nos. 3—5, 
(1882), Svo, Philadelphia. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

‘ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Parts I— _ e1 

(1881 & 1882), 8vo, Philadelphia. 
THE aces. 

Prsa.—Att della Societa Toscana di'Scienze Naturali Processi Verbali, Vol. III, pp. 153— 
172 (1882), 8vo, Piss. 

Tue Society. 

' Suawerar.—Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New serics, 
vol. XVI, pt. 1 (1882), 6vo, Shanghai, 

TH" Socrsty. 
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SincarorE.—Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 9, 1882, 

_ (1882), 8vo, Singapore. 
Tre Socrsry. 

St. Pererssura.—Beitrige zur Kenntniss des Russischen Reiches und der Angrenzenden 

Lander Asiens, 2nd series, band IV, (1881), Svo, St. Petersbourg. 

THs ACADEMY. 

” Bulletin de ]’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg. Tome 
XXVIII, No.1. (1882), 4to, St. cen 

THe ACADEMY. 

3 Mémoirs de I’ Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 7”° 
série, tome XXX, Nos. 3 and 5, (1882), 4to, St. Pétersbourg. 

THe ACADEMY. 

9 Verhandlungen der Russisch-Kaiserlichen Mineralogischen Gessellachaft 
za St. Pétersbourg, série IT. 

Band I (1861)—XVII (1882), (1866—~ 1882), 8vo, St. Pétersbourg. 
THE SocrEry. 

Vewnice.—Atti del reale Istituto veneto di scienze, Lettere ed Arti— 

Serie IV, tomo II, No 10, 1872-73. 

9 V; 99 VI, » 9, 1879-80 (1872-1880), Svo, Venezia. 

Tue INsTITUTE. 

Virwna.—Denkschriften der kais. Akad. der Wissenschaften— 
Band XLUI—XLIV, (1882), 4to, Wien. 

Toe AcaDEMY. 

s Sitzungsberichte der Kais, Akademie der Wissenschaften— 
Band LXXXIII, Abth. I, heft 5; Abth. Il, heft5; und 

Abth. III, heft 3—5. 
Band LXXXIV, Abth. I, heft 1—5; Abth. II, heft 1—5; und 

Abth. ITI, heft 1—6. 
Band LXXXV, Abth. II, heft 1—2. 

(1881-82), S8vo, Wien. 
THe AcaDEmy. 

” Verhandlungen der K, K. Geol, Reichsanstalt, Nos. 12-18 (1882), 8vo, Wien. 

Tar Insrrrors. 

WasHineron.—Annual Report of the Board of Regents of ‘the Smithsonian Institute for 
1880. (1881), Svo, Washington. 

Tas Lystitvrs. 

” Bulletin of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the 
Territories, vol. VI, No. 8 (1882), Svo, Washington. 

Tax Sunvey. 

MAPS. .-" 

Carte Géologique de la Suisse, Bist. 2-4, 6—~18, 18, 16, 20, 23 and 34, 
with Profil 1—11 in $ sheets, 1—8 in one sheet, maps, Basel. 

Tun Macvzst Hrevenx Gocrarr, cs 
Eecune, Anworn.——Céologische Karte des Sentin (2-shpele) (2090),.sn0yy 

Tan, | 
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Escuer, ARNoLD.—Geolog. Profile sur Sentis-Karte, Tafl. 1—2 (1873), maps. 

Tue Society. 

Geognostische Karte des St. Gothard, von Dr. Karl von Fritsch (1878), map. 

Tue Socizty. 

Kavuraann, F. J.—Geologische Karte des Pilatus (1866), map. 

THE SocikrTY. 

MoxscH, C.—Geologische Karte des Umgebung von Brugg (Aargan), map. 

Tue Society. 

Rewevizr, E.—Carte Géologique de la partie Sud des Alpes Vandoises (1875), map. 

THe Socirry, 

January 24th, 1883. 





RECORDS 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. 
ee 
Synopsis of the Fossil Vertebrata of India, by R. Lypexker, B.A., F.G.S., F.Z.S. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

In the “ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal” for the year 1880 there 
appeared a paper by the present author, under the title of a ‘‘ Sketch of the History 
of the Fossil Vertebrata of India,” in which every species of fossil vertebrate 
animal then discovered in India was recorded, while there was also given a short 
summary of the labours of those paleontologists who had written on the Indian 

Fossil Vertebrata. Since the date of publication of that paper a great in- 
crease in our knowledge of the subject has been obtained, and it has accordingly 
been thought advisable to republish the substance of that paper, with such ad- 

ditions and alterations as are necessary to bring it up to the present state of our 
knowledge. In many instances these alterations have been so extensive as to 
have made it necessary to totally re-write a great portion of the original paper. 
It has been thought better to omit the introductory portion, in which the names 
of the chief workers in this field of enquiry are recorded, as there is no essential 
alteration to be made regarding them. Some introductory observations on the 
general relations of the Indian fossil vertebrates have likewise been omitted, as 
well as all the references. The record of the local distribution of species, and the 
places where the more remarkable specimens are preserved, form a new feature 
in this memoir. 

The plan of the original paper has been in the main strictly adhered to; this 
consists in taking each of the classes of the vertebrata and recording their 
geological distribution, from the oldest to the present time. At the end a system- 
atic synopsis of all the known forms is given, arranged according to their geologi- 

cal distribution ; and also an alphabetical list of the species. 

Crass I.—PISCES. 

Carboniferous-—The earliest fishes of which there is any record are known 

merely by a few specimens of teeth and dorsal spines obtained in the palsozoic 

rocks of the Salt-range in the Panjéb. The beds from which these remains were 

pbtained are termed the “ Productus-Limestone,” and are considered to corre- 

_ gppnd roughly to the carboniferous of Kurope. Among these fishes there is a new 
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genus of ganoid described, upon the evidence of a single tooth, under the name of 

Sigmodus dubius ; this tooth is of an elongated conical form, much resembling the 

teeth of certain Saurians. Of the Oochliodontide, here provisionally referred to 
the Ganoidei, there are two genera, each represented by a single species, namely, 

Pecilodus paradosus and Psephodus indicus; the tooth of the former is of the 

flattened cestraciout type. Of the Elasmobranchii, five genera have been named, 

some from the evidence of teeth, and others from spines ; but, in view of certain 

modern discoveries, it is not impossible that in some cases distinct genera have 
been formed from the different remains of the same animal. Of these the new 
genus Helodopsis, allied to the European Helodus, has been formed for the reception 

of two teeth, which have been referred to distinct species under the respective names 
of H. elongata and H. abbreviata. A fragmental tooth, too imperfect for specific 

determination, has been referred to the common European carboniferous genus 

Psammodus. A fourth tooth, under the name of P. indicus, is referred to the 

European genus Petalorhyncus, which is very doubtfully separated from Petalodus. 

Of the spines, three specimens are referred to the genus Xystracanthus, of the 

carboniferous of America, under the names of X. gracilis, X. major, and X. minor; 

the possibility of these specimens belonging to some species of Helodopsis is, how- 
ever, suggested. A fourth spine is referred to a new genus, under the name of 

Thawumatacanthus blanfordi. As far as the evidence of these fishes goes, it is ap- 
parent that sharks with crushing teeth were the dominant forms in the Indian 
carboniferous seas, as well as in those of Europe and America. All the specimens 
noticed above are in the collection of the Indian Museum. 

From the same rocks there have been obtained teeth of two species of the 
elasmobranch genus Acrodus, to one of which the name A. flemingi has been ap- 
plied. Other small teeth have been doubtfully ae to the ganoid genus 
Saurichthys, with the name of S. (7) indicus. 

Trias-jura.—Iin the upper portion of the great Gondwana system, probably 
corresponding as a whole to the trias and jura, remains of fishes have been found 
in some abundance, the determined forms belonging to freshwater ganoids. In 
the Maleri group! of this system, the fauna of which shows a rheto-triassic facies, 
three spines of the genus Oeratodus have been determined, and respectively named. 
CO. hisloptanus, OC. hunterianus, and C. virapa. The latter is considered to be 

closely allied to C. polymorphus of the rhetic of Bristol. At the present day the 
genus inhabits the rivers of Queensland, and in Kurope is found fossil from the 
Keuper to the Jura. The specimens of the Maleri teeth are in the Indian Museum. 
From the Kota group, sometimes classed with the Maleri group, but showing a 
more distinctly liassic series of fossils, nine species of ganoids have been deter- 
mined, belonging to the genera Dapedius, Lepidotus, and Tetragonolepis, all of 
which occur in the secondary strata of Europe, where they range from the lias to 
the eocene, Lepidotus being especially characteristic of the wealden. The majority 
of the specimens on which these species are founded are, it is believed, in the 
collection of the Geological Society, but there are a few in the Indian Musenm ; 

*I follow the Director General of the Geological Survey af Great Britein an Ireland ta contizn- 
ing to use the term ‘group’ ae subordinate te the terms ‘eyetem ” and ‘ oucles’—Ben Geiser 
“ Text-Book of Geology,” 1888, ». 685, re ees 
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in many cases they comprise nearly perfect fish. Bones, apparently of fishes, 

have been obtained from the trias of Tibet, but are too imperfect for determination. 

Cretaceous-—A few remains of fishes have been obtained from the middle 

cretaceous Lameta group, but are not determined, though it has been suggested 
that some of them may belong to the genus Sphyrenodus, of the cocone and 
miocene of Europe. From the middle and upper erctaceous Trichinopoli series, 

seventeen species of Elasmobranchi have been described, belonging to the genera 
Coraz, Enchodus, Lamna, Odontaspis, Otodus, Oxychina, Ptychodus, and Spherodus, 
and one ganoid, doubtfully referred to Pycnodus ; all these genora occur in tho 
cretaceous of Europe, of which period some are characteristic. Two of tho 

Indian species, viz., Coraz pristodontus and Ptychodus latissimus, are common 
to the cretaceous of Europe. Most of these species arc founded on the evidence 
of teeth, some of which are in the Indian Museum and others in the collection of 
the Geological Society of London. 

Eocene.—From the eocene of the Andaman Islands and Rimri Island on the 
‘Arakan coast, there have been obtained two teeth of a large Diodon, named 

D. foleyt; from the occurrence of D. hystrix off these coasts at the present time, 
it may be assumed that the genus has lived there since the cocene. Remains of 

a large species of this genus have been obtained from the miocene of Malta. 
Undetermined cycloid scales have been obtained from tho eocenc of Thyetmyo 
in Burma. From the eocene of the Panjab there are other undetermined scales, 
and the dental plate of a species of eagle-ray,— Myliobutis,—a gonus very common 
in the eocene of Europe, and widely distributed at the present day. From the 
neighbourhood of Kohat, in the Panjab, from strata of eocene or lower miocene 

age, a single incisor of a sparoid fish, named Capidotus indicus, has been obtained. 
The genus was previously known only from the miocene of Vienna and Silesia, and 
is allied to the living Sargus. All the above specimens of teeth are in the collection 
of the Indian Museum. 

Pliocene.—From the Siwalik series numerous species of fishes have been 

obtained, though severa lhave not been determined. Among the siluroids, we 
have a large skull in the Indian Museum (originally referred to a gigantic 
batrachian) belonging to the living species Bagarias yarrelli, of the larger Indian 
and Burman rivers. The British Museum has the anterior portion of the skull 

of a siluroid (labelled Pimelodus), belonging probably to a smaller species of the 
same genus; and a smaller but nearly complete skull in the same collection be- 

longs probably to this species. The survival of a pliocene fish to the present day 
is a fact of much interest. The genus would seem to have been widely distri- 
buted in eocene times throughout the Hast, as a species has been described from 

the tertiaries of Sumatra under the name of B. gigas. The posterior half of the 

skull of a gigantic siluroid in the British Museum indicates another genus of this 
group. Palatal teeth of a third form of siluroid, from the Panjab and Sind, and 
now in the Indian Museum, probably belong to the genus Arius, now inhabiting 
tho rivers of India. Among the clasmobranchi a few teeth indicate a species of 
Siwalik Lamna, while a single tooth in the Indian Museum from Burma belonged 

to aamall species of Oarcharodon or Oarcharias. Large squaline vertebra, now in 
‘¢he Indian Museum, have been obtained from the Siwaliks of Perim Island. 
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From the tertiaries, or post-tertiaries, of the K4shmfr valley a few fish-scales 
have been obtained. 

Crass II.—AMPHIBIA. 

Trias-jura.—-T he oldest-known Indian amphibian is represented by askull and 
part of the vertebral column, from the Bijori group of the Gondwanas, of a large 
species. This fine specimen belonged to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and was 
sent to England for description about 18 years ago, since which time it has lain 
unnoticed. It has recently been recovered, and the writer hopes subsequently to 
give a description of it. The skull is of a triangular shape, and has been referred 
to Archegosaurus and Labyrinthodon. In its restricted sense, no skull is known of 
the latter genus, and it is quite possible that the Indian specimen may belong to 
Mastodonsaurus or to some other genus. Provisionally, it is convenient to refer 
to it as an Archegosaurus (see Note, p. 93). 

From the Panchet group of the Gondw&nas three genera of slender-jawed 
labyrinthodonts, allied to those of the European trias, are known. The first of 
these, Pachygonia, has only the one species P. incurvata, and is known by the 

greater part of the mandible, and a fragment of the skull. The marking of the 

former is like that of Mastodonsaurus. The second genus, Gonioglyptus, has 
two species, the smaller known as G. longirostris and the larger as G. hualeyi; it 
is considered to be closely allied to Trematosaurus of the bunter-sandstone of 
Germany. The third genus is known only ty a single fragment of the mandible, 
to which the name Glyptognathus fragilis hus been applied. These three genera 
are peculiar to India, and all their remains are exhibited in the Indian Museum ; 

the two former belong to the group Euglypta. 
From the M&ngli beds of the Gondwfnas, another peculiar genus of 

labyrinthodont has been obtained, and is represented by a single skull in the col- 
lection of the Geological Society, to which the name Brachyops laticeps has been 
applied. The genus is allied to Rhinosawrus from the jurassic of Europe, to 
Micropholis of the trias of Africa, and to Bothriceps of the trias of Australia, and 
with them constitutes the group Brachyopina. 

From the Maleri group fragmentary jaws of a species of Pachygonia, probably 
the same as the Panchet form, have been obtained, as well as simple biconcave 
vertebree of considerable size, probably belonging to a labyrinthodont ; these speci- 
mens are in the Indian Museum. 

Tertiary—No amphibian remains have hitherto been obtained between the 
trias-jura and the tertiaries. In the lower series of the latter at Bombay there 
occur numerous remains of a small frog, belonging to the genus Oxyglossus, now 
living in China, Siam, and possibly India ; the fossil species is extinct, and is 
known as 0. pusilius : remains of a larger, but undetermined, frog are also 
indicated. 

oh, 
Cd 

Pin fora a pnt Tl lg to ht 
Dinossarin anf Dicynodontia, end covur nigh Rinigan}: Sn Gower’ Bboget, ie 
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of a species of Dicynodon, belonging to the sub-genus Ptychognathus, are of 

comparatively common occurrence in the coarse Panchet sandstone, and have 
been described as D. orientalis. Other remains seem to indicate a second and 
larger species of the genus. This order of reptiles seems to be characteristic of 
the trias of India, Russia, and Africa, and to have attained its fullest development 
in the latter country. The remains of the Indian forms all occur over a very 

small area in one thin seam of the Panchets. The Dinosaur has been namod 

Ankistrodon indicus, and is the sole representative of the genus; it is known 
merely by two minute compressed and trenchant teeth with serrated edges, like 

those of Megalosaurus, implanted in distinct sockets. The above specimons are 
in the Indian Museum. The Maleri group of the same system has yielded 
numerous, though much broken, remains of a large crocodilian, constituting the 

still undescribed genus Parasuchus, and bearing the manuscript specific name of 
hislopi, after the late Rev. Mr. Hislop, the discoverer of the vertebrate fossils 

of the Maleri group. This crocodile belonged to the amphicoclian division of 

the order, and seems to have been closely allied to Belodon and Stagonolepis of 

the trias of Europe, the three genera forming a group characterised by the 
non-union of the pterygoids behind the palatines. The scutes referred to 

Parasuchus differ from those of living crocodiles by their sculpture consisting of 
ridges and furrows radiating from a sub-central point, instead of isolated irre- 
gular pits. From the Denwé& group of the same system a single scale of a 
gigantic crocodilian, probably belonging to the above genus, has been obtaincd. 
The Tiki beds in South Rew&, which are not improbably the equivalent 
of the Panchet group, have yielded other crocodilian remains, agreeing in 
the structure of the scales with Parasuchus, but distinguished by a totally 
different form of barioccipital, whence it is inferred that they probably belong 
to a distinct genus. In addition to the above, the Maleri and South Rewé rocks 
have yielded remains of a large species of the lacertian genus Hyperodapedon, 
originally described from the English trias. The Indian species, H. hualeyt, 

differs from the European, H. granti, by the greater number of the palatal teeth, 

and the presence of some additional teeth on the outer surface of the mandible; 
its length has been roughly estimated at 16 feet. The genus is closely allied 
to the living Hatteria of New Zealand, and has been supposed to have an affinity 
to Rhynchosaurus of the trias of Europe. From the Chéri group of the jura 
of Kach there has been obtained a single crocodilian vertebra, not improbably 
belonging to Parasuchus ; and from the Umia group of the same, a fragment of 
the mandible of a Plesiosawrus, described as P. indicus; the affinities of this. 
form cannot be fully determined from the specimen. 

The whole of the remains from the trias-jura, mentioned above, are in the 
collection of the Indian Museum. 

Oretaceous.—From the Trichinopoli group (upper cretaceous), and probably 
from the Lameta group (middle cretaceous), there have been obtained a few teeth 
of a species of Megalosaurue, a genus whose range in Europe extends from the 
Jurassic to the wealden; the one tooth of the Indian form now forthcoming is 
xn the Indian Museum. From the Lameta series there have also been obtained 

the remains of another genus of gigantic dinosaur, to which the name Tifano- 
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saurus has been assigned. This genus is allied to Pelorosaurus of the English 
wealden, and to Oetiosaurus of the jurassic, and was & long-tailed terrestrial form. 
The genus was represented by two species,—Z. indicus and T. blanfordi; the 
former characterised by the centre of the caudal vertebra being compressed, 
while in the latter they are sub-cylindrical. Numerous vertebra, chiefly caudal, 

and a huge femur, nearly 4 feet in length, are preserved in the Indian Museum, 
and there is a cast of one of the former, belonging to J. indicus, in the British 
Museum. A few bones, in the former collection, indicate a smaller undetermined 

reptile from the Lametas. 

The Chelonia are known in the cretaceous merely by some broken plates, in 
the collection of the Indian Museum, obtained from the Lametas, from the 
infra-trappeans of Rajamahendri (Rajamundry), and from the upper cretaceous 
of Sind. 

The Crocodilia of the cretaceous are known only by one amphiccelian species, 

apparently allied to Suchosaurus of the English wealden, of which some vertebree 

have been obtained from the upper cretaceous of Sind, and are now in the Indian 
Museum. 

A large species of Ichthyosaurus, named I. indicus, is known solely by a few 
vertebreo obtained from the middle cretaceous of Trichinopoli, and now in the 
Indian Museum ; the range of the genus in Europe is from the lias to the chalk. 

Eocene.—-The only specifically determined eocene reptile has been referred to 

the genus Hydraspis, under the name H. leithi. The specimen on which this 
determination .rests is a carapace from the inter-trappeans of Bombay. The 
genus Hydraspis belongs to the Hmydide, and is now confined to tropical America. 

From the nummulitics of the Panjéb numerous fragmentary remains of croco- 

dilians have been obtained, but in too imperfect condition for determination. 
Pliocenet-—Many of the Siwalik chelonians in the British and Indian Mu- 

seums are still undescribed, and the following list must, therefore, be con- 
sidered imperfect. Of the Crocodilia, a species from the Sub-Himalaya and 
Perim Island has been identified with the living Indian Crocodilus palustris 
(bombifrons), remains from Burma and Sind probably belonging to the same 
species. Of the genus Gharialis (Leptorhynchus), a species from the Sub-Hima- 
laya, Burma, Sind, and Perim Island is identical with Gharialts gangeticus of 
the Ganges and Jamna. A second species from the Sub-Himalaya, with slender 
teeth, has been named G. leptodus ; and a third, of gigantic dimensions, and with 
shorter and stouter jaws and teeth, G. crassidens; the latter has been obtained 
from the Sub-Himalaya, Burma, and Sind. Remains of the above species are 
“preserved. both in the British and Indian Museums. 

Of the order Lacertilia only one species of Varanus is known, and named 
V. sivalensis: this determination rests on the evidence of the distal extremity of 
a humerus, from the Sub-Himalaya, in the British Museum. The gonus Varanus 

1 In this memoir the fosstliferous Siwaliks of Sind (lower Manchbara) are termed earlier pits-" - 
cene, and those of the Sab-Himalaya and other parts of India higher plioomne,—the pashli). . 
of some of the Sind ‘bells being of miccene age being still kept. in-view. Tho termn ease ° 
and higher pliocene are intended marely +9 indionte that the ons is older than the siberipnt- 
not to indicate their correlation with the divisions.cf ha Wuropoan plinpeme, 0 Synths ish 
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is now of common occurrence, and has probably existed since the oligocene, as 

the so-called Paleovaranus of the Quercy phosphorites is probably the same. 
The Ophidia are known only by some vertebra from the Panjab and Sind, 

belonging to the genus Python, and not distinguishable from those of the living 
Indian P. molurus; these specimens are in the Indian Museum. A species of 

python (P. cadurcensis) from the Quercy phosphorites seems to have very closely 

resembled P. molurus. 
The Chelonia are well represented, and comprise among other land tortoises 

the gigantic Colossochelys atlas from the Sub-Himalaya and Burma. This form 

is stated to be mainly distinguished from Testudo by the thickening of the epi- 
sternal portion of the plastron, but it is doubtful if this character is of generic 
value, and the species should probably be referred to the latter genus, The 
length of the restored carapace in the British Muscum is 12 fect 3 inches, and 
the entire animal, with the head and tail extended, is considered to have attained 

the length of 22 feet. In addition to this gigantic animal there is good evidence 
of the existence of other large tortoises, as the Indian Museum possesses several 

specimens of the ankylosed episternals of at Icast two species of large tortoises. 

These bones are as thick, but not as long, as those of ('vlossorhelys, and their 

extremities are shorter, but more divergent; they probably belonged to species 
of Testudo, about two-thirds the size of C. atlas. A broken episternal indicates 
a third, but smaller species ; while a fourth species of about the same size as tho 

last is represented by three epistcrnals in the Indian Museum, which are not 
bifurcated at their anterior extremities. A single carapace of a small tortoise 
in the Indian Museum seems also to belong to the genus Testudo. Among the 

hard-shelled emydine tortoises we have a species of Bellia, represented by two 
carapaces in the Indian Museum, which has been named B. sirulensis, and is 
considered to be closely allied to B. crassicollis, now inhabiting Tenasserim, 
Siam, and Sumatra; the genus is only represented by ono other living species, 
B. nuchalis of Java. Another carapace in the Indian Museum, also from the 
Panjdb, seems to indicate a second Siwalik species of the genus. In the British 
Museum there are two carapaces of Siwalik land tortoises, with three dorsal 
ridges, which, although differing considerably in size, evidently belong to the 

game species, and since the smaller cannot be distinguished from the living Pamo- 
nia hamiltoni, inhabiting Lower Bengal, they may be referred to that species ; 
as is frequently the case, however, the fossil form greatly exceeded the living in 

size. Tho larger specimen was named Emys hamiltonoides in manuscript. An 
imperfect carapace from the Panjab, in the collection of the Indian Museum, 
seems to belong to the genus Hmys. <A single marginal plate, also in the Indian 

Museum, has been referred, under the name of Oautleya unnuliger, to a new 

genus, said to be distinguished from all other emydine tortoises by the cartilagi- 
nous, in place of the osseous, union of the marginals with the adjoining plates. 
Among the Batagurids, some carapaces in the British Museum indicate an 
animal identical with the living Pangshura (Emys) tectum, now inhabiting Lower 

Bengal ; the fossil form attained a larger size than the recent. A large species 
of Batagur has been obtained in some numbers, but is not specifically determined. 
A. catapace of this genua in the Indian Museum, with a ridge or the vertebral 
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plates, very probably belongs to a second species, Remains of a large Trionyz are 
likewise not uncommon, but have not yet been specifically determined, A cara- 
pace in the British Museum has been identified with the living Emyda vittata 
(reylonensis) of Central and Southern India and Ceylon, and it is probable that 
numerous other remains of this genus may be referred to the same species. 

Pleistocene.—The reptiles of the pleistocene are still very imperfectly known, 
but it is probable that they all belong to living Indian species. From both 
the Jamna and Narbada beds specifically indeterminable remains of crocodiles 
have been obtained. Two complete specimens of the carapace of Pangshura 
tectum from the Narbada are in the Indian Museum, and serve to connect the 
living with the Siwalik form, and show that the range of the species once 
extended over the greater part of India. A portion of the plastron of a Batagur 
from the Narbada has been provisionally referred to B. dhongoka, now found in 
the same river. ‘A fragment of the carapace of a Trionyz, from the same de- 

posits, probably belonged to T. gangeticus, and it is highly probable that a large 

chelonian cranium in the British Museum, from the same deposits, should be 
referred to the same species. 

General.—The foregoing notes will show that the fossil reptiles are very few in 
number, and that many are only known by very fragmentary remains. The 

known mesozoic forms belong entirely to extinct genera; the one known eocene 
reptile belongs to a genus still living, but now far removed from India; the 

pliocene forms (with the exception of the doubtful genus, Colossochelys) all belong 
to modern Indian genera, and frequently to existing species, although their 
range is now frequently restricted to the more southern parts of India; in the 

pleistocene it is probable that all the forms belong to existing species, which 

still inhabit the same districts as their fossil ancestors. 

Crass IV.—AVES. 

Pliocene.-—Remains of birds have hitherto been found only m the Sub- 
Himalayan Siwaliks, and in one instance in Sind; their numbers are still very 
small. Some of these remains are in the British, and the others in the Indian 
Museum. Among the carinates, a tarso-metatarsus has been considered to 
belong to a cormorant, and is provisionally referred to the genus Graculus. A 
species of pelican (Pelecanus cautleyt), somewhat smaller than the living Indian 
P. mitratus, is indicated by a fragment of the ulna; while another fragment: of 
the same bolus fins teen soliaeced 40 @-eeound species, wader the naiie;ol P. swa- 
lensis, but there is some doubt whether the generic determination is correct. A 
gigantic wader hag been described, from the evidence of a sternum and sibia, 
under the name of Megaloscelornis sivalensis, and it is possible that the condyles 
of a humerus from Sind, measuring 2 inches in diameter, may belong to the 
same genus. A species of adjutant stork, which appears to have had consider- 
able variations in size, has heen named Argala faloonert. The Ratite appear to 
have been represented by three species, ong of which was atrus ostrich (Sivrudhde 
asiatious!), and is known by several bones of the leg and foot; and some perykual 
vertehre. ‘The second species ig an amen (Dromaus eivalensis,) and ip ’o 7" : 

1 The nawe B, palsindions cocexs it wmemencript. 
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by some toe-bones; while the third, which is not even gencrically determined, is 
considered to be a ‘three-toed form, intermediate between the ostrich and tho 

emeu, and is only known by one of the bones of the foot. 

Crass V.—MAMMALIA. 

Focene.—No traces of mammals have yet been detected below the eoceno, 
and there only some very fragmentary bones have been obtained from the Panjab. 
The determinable bones consist of the distal portions of the femur and the mvta- 
tarsus of a perissodactylate animal, allied to, if not identical with, the palwo- 
there and the astragalus of an artiodactylate. The latter was obtained above 
the nummulitic clays of Fatehjang, and belonged to a (probably) ruminant 
animal, in which the navicular and cuboid elements of tho tarsus wore united. 
These specimens are in the Indian Museum. 

Miocene-—The only definitely determined miocone mammal is a rhinoceros 
from the G&j beds of Sind, which is apparently a varicty of BR. sivalensis, and has 
been named »v. yajensis. 

Pliocene.—The primates are known mercly by a few fragmentary specimons 

of upper and lower jaws, with their teeth, and by one bone. The palate of a 
female, and the upper canine of a male, have been referred to a large anthropoid 
ape, under the title of Paleopithecus sivulensis ; the genus seems to be allicd to tho 
orang, but is distinguished by the narrower form of the premolars: this speci- 
men is in the Indian Museum. The half of a palate, not improbably belonging 
to a species of Semnopithecus, in the British Muscum, has been provisionally 
named §. subhimalayanus. A lower jaw and an astragalus, the former in tho 

British Museum, seem probably to belong to a smaller form of Semnopithecus, 
considered to be distinct from the former species. A species of Macacus, larger 
than M. rhesus, is indicated by two fragments of the mandible, in the British 
Museum; while a second species, smaller than M. rhesus, and known as M. 

sivalensis, is represented by two fragments of the maxilla, with tecth, in the 
Indian Museum. 

Among the Carnivora we find a large species of tiger, characterised by its 
greatly developed sagittal crest, which has accordingly been named Felis cris. 
tata! ; this species is represented by three crania (and limb-bones) in the British 
Museum, to one of which the separate specific name F’. grandicristata has been 
applied, but apparently on insufficient grounds. The Indian Museum possesses 
some limb-bones, and a lower carnassial tooth, which not improbably belong to 

this species. A smaller species of the genus, about the size of FP’. bengalensis, is 
-itflicated by a single ramus of the mandible, in the Indian Museum. The genus 
Machairodus is represented by M. sivalensis (M. falconert, Pomel), apparently 
varying in size from the dimensions of the jaguar to those of the tiger, although 
it has been proposed to distinguish the larger form under the name of M. pa. 
laindicus. This species is represented by two broken skulls, and numerous 
fragments of the jaws in the British Museum, and by the hinder part of a small 
akull, and part of the mandible in the Indian Museum. The genus Pseud- 
aluras, distinguished from Felis by the presence of three, or occasionally four, 

? The manuscript name, J. palcotigris, exists. 
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in place of two lower premolars! (although the ante-penultimate premolar is 
occasionally present as an abnormality in Felis), is known by a ramus of the 
mandible, in the Indian Museum, named P. sivalensis ; the species was about 
equal in size to a small leopard. Among the civet-like animals we have a 
species of Viverra, said to be closely allied to the living civet, and represented 
by two skulls in the British Museum, to which the name Viverra bakeri has been 
applied. Ictitherium is represented by I. sivalense, of which the two rami of one 
mandible, a broken ramus, without teeth, of another, and a canine tooth are 
known, all of which are in the Indian Museum, and came from the Panjib. 
The hyenas are represented by Hyena sivalensis, said to present relationship 
both to the Indian Z. striata and to the African and European H. crocuta, of 
which there are numerous specimens of the skull and mandible in the British 
and Indian Museums. It has been proposed to separate some of these specimens 

under the name of H. felina, a so-called species said to be characterised by the 
absence of the first upper premolar, and by the minute size of the last upper 
true molar; a large series of specimens shows, however, a great variety in these 

respects. Remains of a species of Hyena have been described from the plio- 
cene of China, and referred to a distinct species. The dogs are represented by 
Canis cautleyi, and C. curvipalatus; the former closely allied to the wolf : portions 
of the skulls of these species are in the British Museum, and a specifically un- 
determined pala‘e in the British Museum. The genus Amphicyon, distinguished 
from Canis by its plantigrade character and by the presence of an additional 
upper true molar, is represented by A. paleindicus, of which the Indian Museum 
possesses several specimens of the jaws and teeth from Sind and the Panj&b. 
The bears are represented by the genera Ursus and Hyenarctos: of the former 
there is a skull, without teeth, from the Sub-Himalaya, and a canine from the 

Iraw&di, both in the collection of the Indian Museum. Of the latter there are 

two species, H. sivalensis and H. paleindicus. H. sivalensis has the molars with 
quadrangular crowns, and is known by a fine skull, the half of a mandible, and 
some limb-bones, in the British Museum ; and by numerous specimens of the teeth 
and jaws in the Indian Museum; a single upper molar from the newer pliocene of 
England much resembles the teeth of this species. H. palewindicus is known 
enly by « single maxilla in the Indian Museum, and is distinguished by the 
triangular form of the crowns of the upper molars, which approach those of 
Amphicyon. Of the subursoid carnivores, the genus Mellivora (Ureitanus) is re- 
presented by M. sivalensis, known by a fragment of the mandible from the 
Panjéb, in the Indian Museum, and apparently very closely allied to the living 

Indian species ; and the genus Meles by « single species, of which there is also 

only a fragment of the mandible contained in the Indian Museum. Of the 
otters, Lutra palewindica has been named from the evidence of a skull and lower 

jaw in the British Museum; and a second species seems to be indicated by s 

lower jaw from the Panjab, in the Indian Museam. Hnhydrioden, represented 
by E. feroa, is s genus peculiar to the Siwaliks; the only known specimens are 

two akuils in the British Museum, « part of the maxilla in the Musoum of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, and a mandible. The germs takeb ita cannes folith Sr 

3 Occasionally a tubercolar true ucler fs present, and the gation Yen spprenihen Sventigews, 
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affinity to the living sea-otter (Hnhydras). The living genus inhabits the 
coasts of the North Pacific during winter, and proceeds up the rivers in summer; 
but it is probable that its fossil ancestor must have been entirely a river-dwelling 
form. 

The Proboscidia are very abundantly represented, species of all the known 

genera or sub-genera being present. The most specialised genus, Huelephas, 

is represented by H. hysudricus, of which the molars are of less complex structure 

than those of H. indicus. Loxodon is represented by L. planifrons, remarkable 

for being the only species of true elephant in which premolars are known to have 
been developed. The genus or sub-genus Stegodon, peculiar to South-Eastern Asia, 
is represented by four species. Of these the molars of 8. ganesa and S. insignis 

appear to be indistinguishable from one another; the skull of the former, 
however, of which there is a magnificent specimen in the British Museum, is 

distinguished by its enormous tusks; while that of the latter, of which there are 
numerous specimens, by the peculiarly depressed form of the fronto-parietal region. 
Molars of either 8. insignis or of the next species, if not of both, have been obtained 

from strata of probably pliocene age in Japan. The molars of the third species, 
S. bombifrons, are less complex than those of the preceding; its skull has very 
prominent frontals; remains of this species have been obtained from the pliocene (?) 
of China, and described under the name of 8. orientalis. Of the fourth species, 
8. cliftt, the skull is unknown, but the molars are still simpler, the intermediate 

ones bearing only six ridges each; remains of this species have also been obtained 
from Burma, Japan, and China, a tooth from the latter country having been 
named S, sinensis. Five species of mastodons are also known, three belonging to 
the tetra-, and two to the tri-lophodont subdivision of the genus. Of the former, 
M. latidens approaches nearest to the stegodons, and, as it has open valleys, and 

the intermediate molars occasionally carry five ridges, it affords such a complete 
transition between 8. clifti and the other mastodons that it seems highly probable 
that the generic divisions of the elephants and mastodons should be swept away, 
and the whole of them included under one large genus. The skull of M. latidens 

is unknown; its remains have been obtained from the Irawédi valley, the Sub- 
Himalaya, Sind, and Perim Isiand. M. perimensis has the molars rather less 
regular than the last; there is a fine skull in the British Museum, and its 
remains have been found in the Panjéb and Perim Island. The third tetra- 
lophodont species, M. sivalensis, has the molars with an “ alternate” arrangement 

of the ridges, and occasionally presenting a tengency to a pentalophodont formula; 
there is a fine skull in the British Museum, and remains of this species have been 
obtained only from the Sub-Himalaya. The skulls of the two trilophodont species 
are unknown, and all their remains, which are from the Panjab, Sind, and Perim 

Island, are in the Indian Museum!. In the fizst, M. falconeri, the valleys of the 

molara are open, and the symphysis of the lower jaw is short, and sometimes 
provided with small cylindrical tusks. In the second, M. pandionis, the valleys 
of the molars are obstructed by outlying columns, and the symphysis of the lower 
\jew is produced into a long trough-like process, which may or may not be fur- 
pisbed with lgrge compressed tusks. Of the genus. Dinotheriwm three species are 

4 This ts exclesive of the remeins of M, pandionis from the pleistocene of Madras, 
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known: the largest of these, D. indicum, rivals in size the European D. giganteum ; 
there are several specimens of the teeth and jaws in the Indian Museum, and also 
in the collection of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society ; there is also 
@ cervical vertebra, part of the mandible, and an upper molar in the British 
Museum; remains of this species have been obtained from the Panjéb and Perim 
Island. The second species, D. pentapotamia, is of smaller size, and has been 
obtained from the Panjéb, Kach, and Sind; numerous specimens of the teeth and 
jaws are exhibited in the Indian Museum. The last species, D. sindiense, is 
only known by two specimens of a part of the mandible, one from Sind and the 
other, lacking the crowns of the molars, from the Panjab; both specimens are in 
the Indian Museum. The mandible in this species is subcylindrical in cross- 
section, and thereby approaches the mastodons. 

Coming to the Ungulata, we find both the perisso-, and the artio-dactylate sections 
well represented, though the latter are by far the most numerous. Among the 

former, we have the rhinoceroses represented by three species of true Rhinoceros : 
the first of these was a unicorn form, apparently very closely allied to the living 

R. javanicus (sondaicus), which it resembles in the form of its molars and the 

mandible. Skulls and teeth of this species are contained both in the British and 
Indian Museums, and its remains have been obtained from the Sub-Himalaya and 
Sind. The second species, 2. palewindicus, does not seem to come very near to 
any living form ; this species was also unicorn, and the mandible had two pairs 
of incisors; the upper molars are intermediate in structure between those of the 

living Javan and Indian species. Most of the remains of this form are from the 
Sub-Himalaya, and are in the British Museum. The third species, 2. platyrhinus, 

was of huge size, and furnished with two horns; its molars are of the complex 

type of BR. indicus, and its mandible has no incisors like the mandibles of the 

living African species, and the extinct 2. pachygnathus of Pikermi. Remains of 
this species have been obtained only from the Sub-Himalaya, and are nearly all 

in the British Museum, where there is a nearly complete skull. All the above species 
have high-crowned (hypsodont) molars. It is possible that certain remains from 
the Bhigti hills, now in the hands of the writer, may indicate a new species of 
the genus, with a mandible resembling that part in the existing African species. 

Imperfect molars of a species of Rhinoceros have been obtained from the 
pliocene of China, and described as R. sinensis. The hornless rhinoceroses are 
represented by the gigantic Acerotherium perimense', of which there are a fine 
ekull and numerous teeth and jats from the Panjéb, in the Indian Museum, and 
a, magnificent palate and some specimens of the mandible, from Perim Island, 
in the collection of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society; the British 
Museum aleo possesses a few specimens of teeth and jaws from Perim Isisnd. 
The genus Chalicotherium, formerly classed among the artiodactylates, but now 
placed by many, among the perissodactylates as a link between the rhinoceroses 
and the paleotheres, is represented by 0. sivalenze,—-a spevies p.---—** * « 

aborted dentition, and hence reférred by some to a distinct genus, while 
the name of Nestoritheriom; it has been -~——_---4 te pert tein’ Raises 
coros pachygnathus, This species in ‘of raze ccanteanie,.’ buitsit Sane 

' fin, Ridsbewid levgtions eal We, = 
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associated cranium and mandible, in the Museuth of St. Andrew’s University; by 
the upper molars of each maxilla and a mandible in the British Museum, and by 

a few lower molars in the Indian Museum. The latter specimens are from Sind, 

and the others from the Sub-Himalaya. Another species has been described from 

the pliocene of China. It seems doubtful whether the genus Tapirus occurs; the 
symphysis of a mandible from the Irawadi valley has indeed been referred to it, 
but the determination cannot be considered certain!. Fossil remains of the genus 
have, however, been obtained from the pliocene of China. The genus Listriodon, 

sometimes referred to the pigs, is represented by L. pentapotamie and L. theo- 

baldi, the former being known by several molars, and the latter only by one 
molar of small size. All these teeth were obtained from the Panjab, and are 
in the Indian Museum. 

The horses are represented by the genera Equus and Hippotherium (Hippa- 
rion) ; of the former there are two species, viz., H. sivalensis, apparently closely 

allied to the Tibetan kiang (H. hemionus), but retaining some ancestral charac- 

ters, and EH. namadicus, more nearly allied to the existing horse. Remains of 

these species have been obtained from the Sub-Himalaya, and one species of 
the genus from Perim, of which there are three molars in the Museum of Trinity 
College, Dublin. Of Hippotheriwm there are also two species, viz., H. antelopinwm, 
closely allied to the European H. gracile, and H. theobaldi, distinguished by its 

superior size, and the form of its upper milk-molars. The former has been 
obtained from the Sub-Himalaya and Perim Island, and there are numerous 
remains both in the British and Indian Museums, A fine skull from Perim has 
been recently sent on loan to the Indian Museum, and is the only known example. 
The latter has been obtained from the Panjéb, Burma, and Perim Island, and 

most of its remains are in the Indian Museum; it is not improbable that the 

range of this species extended to China, where molars belonging to some form 
of the genus have been obtained. Coming to the artiodactylates, we have 
among the bunodont pig-like animals two species of Hippopotamus, one of whieh, 
H. sivalensis, was of large size, and furnished with six incisors in either jaw; 
the other, H. travaticus, is very imperfectly known, but seems to have been of 

small size. Remains of these species have been obtained from the Sub-Himalaya 
and the Irawédi valley. A large animal, Tetraconodon magnum, is known only 
by a broken mandible, from the Panjab, in the Indian Museum, and of which 

there is a cast in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and by a figure of 
the upper dentition. The mandible is remarkable for the enormous size of the 

premolars, and indicates an animal allied to the Huropean and American 

genus Entelodon (Hlotherium), but distinguished by the greater relative size 
of the premolars, and the more regularly oblong form of the true molars, The 
true pigs (Sus) are represented by three species, the first of which, 8. giganteus, is 
distinguished by its enormous size; there is a nearly complete skull, with the 
mandible attached, and with some of the limb-bones, of this fine species, as well as 
-wumerous other remains in the Indian Museum, and a large series of teeth 
and jaws in the British Museum, all of which have been obtained from 
‘the Panjéb end Sub-Himalaya. The second species, 9. hyeudrious, is smaller 

2 Romaine of Lisirioden have heen described as Topiras. 
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than the living wild-boar, and has been obtained from the Panjab, Sub-Himalaya, 
Perim Island, and Sind. The last species, §. punjabiensis, is of very small 

dimensions, and is only known by two portions of the mandible from the Panjab, 
now in the Indian Museum. Hippohyus is a genus peculiar to the Siwaliks, 
whose molars present a remarkable complex arrangement of the columns, recalling 
the pattern of the molars of the horse; it appears to have been represented by two 
species, both from the Sub-Himalaya, and one of which has been named H. siva- 
lensis. Sanitherium is another genus peculiar to the Siwaliks, and is represented 

only by 8. schlagintweiti, of which three fragments of the mandible are known, 
two beig in Germany and the third in the Indian Museum; all three are 
from the Panjab and Sub-Himalaya. The European miocene genus Hyotherium 
is represented by the molars of one species from Sind and Perim Island, which 
has been named H. sindiense; these teeth are in the Indian Museum. Of 

the selenodont pig-like animals, we have, among the group with five columns on 
the upper molars, two species of Anthracotherium, and two of Hyopotamus. 

Of the former, one species, A. silistrense, is of small size, and is known by three 

upper molars, and parts of the mandible; these specimens have been obtained 
from near Sylhet, the Panjab, and Sind, and most of them are in the Indian 
Museum. The second species, H. hyopotamoides, is of large size, and is known by 
an upper molar in the Indian Museum, from the Bhigti hills, to the north of Sind ; 

some mandibles may also belong to this species. Of Hyopotamus, a small species, 
H. paleindicus, is known by several teeth and one lower jaw, from Sind, in the 
Indian Museum; the molars of this species differ somewhat from those of 
typical species. The second species, H. giganteus,is known by an upper molar, 
and by some specimens of the mandible from the Bhigti hills, now in the 
Indian Museum?!; the upper tooth much resembles that of Anthracotherium 
hyopotamordes, and with that species forms such a complete transition between 
the genera Anthracotherium and Hyopotamus that it seems highly probable 
that the two should be united. Among the forms characterised by having 
only four columns on the upper molars, there are four peculiar genera, each 
of which is known only by a single representative. The best known of these 
is Merycopotamus, represented by M. dissimilis, a genus allied to the hyopo- 
tamids by the structure of its teeth, and to the hippopotamus by the form 
of the mandible ; this species has been obtained from the Sub-Himalaya and the 
Trawadi valley, and there are fine series of its remains in both the British 

and the Indian Museums. A secend genus, Hemimery2, is only certainly known by 
an upper molar of somewhat similar structure to the molars of the lsat genus ; 
this specimen hag been named H. blanfordi, and was ebtained from Sind ; i is 
now in the Indian Museum. Another upper molar in the same collection, 
also from Sind, hag been named Sivamerya sindiensis, and indicates a smeller 
animal allied to the.above. .A maxilla with the upper molars, from the Garo 
hills, presented to the Geological Sotiety, indicates another small enimal of-the 
meme group, t which the same Charomerys silistroneie haa beon applied. 

oi ak a enn tren Se 
‘Museum, The names of these, and of other selencdont Suina, are mentioned hen : 

fime, the memoir in which Shey orqdlanprited biing still ie the Beem 3 | 
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A single upper molar from Sind, in the Indian Museum, belongs to the Amorican 

family Oreodontide, and has been provisionally referred to the genus Agrio- 

cherus ; it seems to be very close to the American A, latifrons. 
Among the true ruminants we have the deer family represented by several 

imperfectly known species, at least one of which had large branching antlers, Of 
these, Cerrus triplidens had a large accessory column to the molars, while in 

O. simplicidens, a species as large as O. kashmirianus, the accessory column 
is much smaller. In CO. sivalensis the molars had very low crowns. The genus of 

the fourth species, C. latidens, is somewhat doubtful. Remains of these species 

have been obtained from the Panjab and the Sub-Himalaya, and are numerously 
represented in the Indian Museum. The genus Dorcatherium is represented 
by the two species D. majus and D. minus, of which there are tecthin the Indian 
Museum, obtained from the Panjab. A single upper molar in the Indian 
Museum, from the Panj&b, seems to belong to a genus related to Palwomeryz, 
for which the provisional name Propaleomeryz sivalensis has been proposed ; 
it probably connects the true deer with the giraffe. The family Cumelopardalide, 
which is taken toinclude both the giraffes and the sivatheres, is represented by 
several genera. In these we have a true giraffe, distinguished as Camelopardalis 

sivalensis, of which there are numerous teeth and a few bones in the British 

and Indian Museums, from the Sub-Himalaya, the Panjéb, and Perim Island. 

A species of Helladotherium, not distinguishable from H duvernoy: of Europe, is 
represented by a single cranium in the British Museum. Of four genera 
peculiar to the Siwaliks, the first, Vishnutherium, is known by a part of the 

mandible from Burma, and probably by two upper molars, and scme bones 

from the Panjab, all of which are in the Indian Museum. It seems to come the 
nearest of the four to the giraffe, and has been named V.iravaticum. The second, 
Hy daspitherium, is known by two species, of which H. megacephalum is known by 
a skull and a large series of teeth and bones, all from the Panjéb, and now 

in the Indian Museum; itcarried a massive common horn-base above the occiput, 
from which the horns took their origin. The second species, H. grande, was 

larger and is only known by the upper molars and the mandible, all from the 

Panjéb, and now in the Indian Museum. It is probable that a cervical vertebra 
from Beluchistan, in the collection of the Geological Society, belongs to one 
of the above species, The third genus, Bramatheriwm, is represented by B., 
perimense, of which the sknll, teeth, mandible, and some of the limb-bones 

are known; this species carried a pair of horns above the occiput, and a large 
common horn-base on the frontals. Its remains have been obtained from Perim 

Island, and the one known skull is in the Museum of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, the upper molars in the British Museum, two fragments of the mandible 

in the Indian Museum, and another, with the last true molar, in the Museum of 
Trinity College, Dublin. The fourth genus is the well-known Sivatherium 

d by She one species, S. gigantewm, in which the skull was furnished 
, with fwo paips of horns. Remains of this species have been obtained only from 
the Sub-Himalaya eastward of the Panjab, and the British Museum possesses a 
magnificent series of them. There has been much discussion as to the serial 
‘position of the foregoing forms, Heljadotherium, with the giraffe, being classed by 
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some with the stags, while Sivatherium and the two preceding genera are classed 
with the antelopes. The resemblance of the teeth of all these animals is, however, 
so close that it seems preferable to class them all together in one large family, 
connecting the deer with the antelopes. 

Of the antelopes, the best known is the so-called Antilope palewindica, which 
seems to have been closely allied to the South African genus Damalis (Bonte-bok, 
and Sassaby), and should probably be termed D. palwindica; there are two 

skulls in the Indian and one in the British Museum, all from the Sub-Himalaya. 
A skull from the same locality, in the Indian Museum, indicates a second 

species of antelope closely allied to the living Indian <A. cervicapra, which has 
been named A. sivalensis. A third species, A. acuticornis, is indicated by numer- 
ous horn-cores from the Panjab, in the Indian Museum, and was probably a kind 
of gazelle. A fourth species, A. patulicornis, has been named from a pair of 
horn-cores in the same collection. A species of Portaz is indicated by numerous 
teeth and a fore-limb, in the Indian Museum; while other molars in the same 

collection not improbably belong to the genus Palworyz, of the Pikermi beds. 
The oxen are represented by numerous species, three of which are here referred 
to one genus under the name of Hemibos, but have also been referred to two 
genera under the names of Probubalus and Amphtbos ; the group is closely allied 
to, if not identical with, the living Celebes genus Anoa, which has been referred 

to it under the name of Probubalus celebensis. The first species of Hemibos is 
named H. occipitalis, and varies considerably in the form of its horn-cores, which 
are sometimes nearly straight and triangular in section, and at others curved 

and pyriform in section; another variety is hornless. There are fine series of 
the skulls of this species, both in the British and the Indian Museums, all from 
the Sub-Himalaya. The second species, H. antilopinus, is also known by several 
skulls from the same districts. The third species H. (Amphibos) acuticornis, is 
a long-horned form, and is also represented by numerous skulls, from the Sub- 
Himalaya, in the British and Indian Museums. Leptobos falconert is a fourth 
form of ox, which was in some cases hornless, of which there are several crania in 

the British Museum. The genus Bubalus is represented by two species; the first 
of these, B. platyceros (sivalensis), is known by one cranium in the British and 
another in the Indian Museum, both from the Sub-Himalaya; the horns were 

stout and concave superiorly. The second species is B. paleindicuse, which 
occurs also in the pleistocene, if, indeed, the topmost beds of the Siwaliks in 
which it occurs should not be referred to that period ; this species is evidently 
only a race of the living B. arni, and is very probably the same as B. pallast 

from the pleistocene of Danzig. One skull from the Sub-Himalaya, in the Indian 
Museum, belongs to a species of Bubalus, and has been named B. sivalencis; it 
a ene ee eee ee 
European B. priscus. Of the true oxen (Bos), ee 
B. acutifrone, remarkable for ite enormous horns and angulated fron 7 
Srone, with shorter horns and flattened fromtals, and closely allied to the 
B. primigenius ; and B. platyrhinue, only known by the lower half of s 
of which the generic affinities are doubifal. The latter —:--—-~, of we 
akull of each of the preveding species, are in the Indien Massie, anlf teme 
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the Sub-Himalaya. Species of Bos or allied genera are indicated from Perim 
Island by molars in the Museum of Trinity College, Dublin. 

A remarkable hornless skull, of comparatively large size, from the Sub- 
Himalaya, in the collection of the British Museum, has been described under the 
name of Bucapra dawiesi; this skull comes nearest to the skulls of the goats, 
while the molars are of a bovine type, and, if found separately, would certainly 
have been referred to some form of oxen. There is evidence of three species of 
true goats, the first of which, Capra sivalensis, is known by two skulls in the 

British Museum, from the Sub-Himalaya, and is considered to be allied to the 

jharal of the Nilgherries (Henutragusjemlaicus), and not improbably belongs to 

the same genus. The second species, C. perimensis, is known by a portion of a 

skull in the Indian Museum from Perim Island, and was probably allied to the 
living markhoor (0. falconeri) of the Himalaya, though the horn-cores do not show 

® spiral twist. The third species is unnamed, since its horn-cores, of which the 
Indian Museum possesses numerous specimens from the Panjab, are so like those 
of the markhoor that it is difficult to point out characters of specific distinction 
with the materials available; it is possible that the horns may belong to older 
individuals of O. perimensis. It has been stated that a cranium from the Sub- 
Himalaya, which is not now forthcoming, belongs to the living Himalayan ibex 
(O. sibirica), butthis determination requires confirmation, although it is highly 
likely that the specimen may have belonged to an allied species. Another 
cranium, also lost, has been referred to the genus Ovis. 

A species of chevrotain has been determined from the evidence of a single 
upper molar, from the Panjéb, in the Indian Museum, under the name of 
Tragulus swalensis. 

The camels are known by Oamelus sivalensis, which presents a peculiarity in 
the structure of its lower molars, connecting it with the llamas (Auchenia) of 

America. Remains of this species have been obtained from the higher beds of the 
Sub-Himalayan Siwaliks, and are well represented in both the British and Indian 
Museums. 

The remaining orders of the mammalia are only represented by a few species 
of rodents, and by one edentate. Of the former, a species of rat (Mus) is 
indicated by some incisors from the Sub-Himalaya. A species of bambi-rat 
(BRhizomys sivaleneis') has been determined on the evidence of three specimens of 
the mandible from the Panjéb now in the Indian Museum. A porcupine 
(Hystria sivalensis) is known by & part of the cranium and the mandible, the 
former being in the British and the latter in the Indian Museum ; one is from the 

Sub-Himalaya and the other from the Panjéb. 
The edentates are known by one species of pangolin, Manis sindiensis, named 

on the evidence of a solitary phalangeal bone from Sind, now in the Indian 
Museum. The species must have been about four times the size of the living 

Tndign M. pentedactylus. 
> Pletstocene.—Coming to the pleistocene, we find that its mammals are even 

‘ibe well known than those of the pliecene. . As the pleistocene ossiferous strata 
are distgibuted in patches, very frequently in the valleys of the great rivers, the 

ane Ss | 2 Probably the sameas Typhlodonof Falooner. 
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remains from the more important of these areas must be treated of separately. 
The most important areas are parts of Madras and the Deccan; the valleys of 
the Jamna, Narbada, Pemganga, Krishna (Kistna), and God&vari, with their nu- 
merous tributaries, and the plains of Hundes in Tibet. It is also not improbable, 
as already mentioned, that the topmost strata of the Sub-Himalayan Siwaliks 
should really be referred to the pleistocene. In many instances, as in the delta 
of the Ganges, it is difficult, if not impossible, to draw any satisfactory line of 
distinction between the pleistocene and the prehistoric deposits. The presence 
in any stratum of the remains of Hippopotamus, or other genus not now found 
living in India, is considered as fair evidence for assigning such deposit to the 
pleistocene. 

From the laterite of Madras palsolithic implements and a human platycnemic 
tibia have been obtained, and are assigned to the pleistocene. 

From the alluvium of the Krishna valley, in the Deccan, a part of the skull 
and the mandible of a rhinoceros have been obtained and described under the 

name of Rhinoceros deccanensis. This species seems to be more nearly allied to 
the living African and the pliocene European species than to any living Indian 
form. Remains of an ox, not improbably Bos namadicus, have also been ob- 
tained from the same deposits, and, with the last-mentioned specimens, are in the 
Indian Museum. Certain molars of the pliocene Mastodon pandionis from the 
Deccan, and now in the British Museum, were not improbably derived from the 
same deposits in the upper part of the Krishna basin. 

From the ossiferous gravels of the Narbada palswolithic implements of a rude 
form have been found associated with mammalian bones. The carnivora are 

represented by a small species of bear (Ureus namadicus), of which there are a 

maxilla and a tibia in the British, and a canine in the Indian Museum; and a 

large species of Felis is indicated by the distal extremity of a femur in the 
former collection. Of the Proboscidia, there is Huelephas namadicus, charac- 
terised by its prominent frontal ridge, and whose molars very closely resemble 
those of the European H. antiquus, from which resemblance it has been thought 

that the two forms may belong to the same species, The Indian species has also 
been obtained from Japan. There is one fine skull in the British Museum, and 

three skulls in the Indian Museum. Stegodon is represented by 8. ganesa, of 

which there isa fine tusk in the Indian Museum, and very probably by 8. insignis, 

The perissodactyles are represented by Rhinoceros indicus, of which the Indian 

Museum has two molars, and by a little-known extinct form to which the name 

R. namadicus has been applied; there is a scapula of this species in the last- 
pamed collection. There is also a species of horse, Equus namadicus, which 
seems to be a survivor from the Siwaliks. Among the Artiodactyla two species 
of hippopotamus were originally described under the names of Hippopotamus 
namadious and H. paleindicus ; the former having six, and the latter four, incisors. 
Specimens in the Indian Museum seem, however, to show that there is a trans. 

ition in these respects between these two so-called species, and all the remains 
have accordingly been referred to H, paldindious, which was hexaprotodont. in 
gome individuals, and tetraprotodontin others The pigs seem to have been repre- 
sented by Sus gigantens, another survivor from the Siwaliks. Remains af := deer 
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apparently very close to, if not identical with, the living Indian Cervus duvaucelli, 
have been obtained, and there is some evidence of a second species. Three 
species of oxen have been described, viz., Bos namadicus, a species showing some 
affinity to the Asiatic genus Bibos, of which there is a magnificent skull in the 
Indian Museum ; Bubalus paleindicus, also occurring in the topmost Siwaliks, and 

the ancestor of B. arni; and Leptobos frazeri, which was sometimes hornless, and 

is represented by some fine skulls in the British Museum. A species of nilghai, 
of which there are two broken crania in the same collection, has been named 

Portaz nanadicus ; it is distinguished from the living species, among othcr cha- 
racters, by the horns being placed nearer to the orbits. The rodents are only 

known by some incisors in the Indian Museum, probably belonging to a 
species of Mus. 

From the pleistocene of the Jamna valley only four mammals have been 

specifically determined with any certainty, viz., Huelephas namadicus, Bubalus 
paleindicus, Hippopotamus paleindicus, and the living Antilope cervicapra ; the 

latter being known by a single horn-core in the Indian Museum. In addition to 

these, remains of a species of Semnopithecus, Sus, Portaz, Hquus, Mus, and of a 

Rhinoceros furnished with lower incisors, have also been obtained. A tiger, as 

large as the existing species, is indicated by a scapho-lunar bone in the Indian 
Museum ; this species was very probably the same as the Narbada form, and may 
have been Felis tigris. 

The pleistocene of the Pemganga valley has yielded remains of Bos nama- 
dicus, a Portax, and Hippopotamus paleindicus, 

The remains from the Godavari deposits have not been satisfactorily de- 
termined. 

The horizontal lacustrine strata of Hindes in Tibet formerly classed as 

Siwalik, but which are more probably of pleistocene age, have yielded a small 
number of mammalian remains. Among these is a tooth referred to a species of 

Hyena. Bones belonging to some form of horse have also been obtained, among 
which a cannon-bone in the collection of the Geological Society belongs to a 
species of Hippotherium, a genus elsewhere unknown in the pleistocene. Several 

of the limb-bones and the fragment of an upper molar of a rhinoceros are also 
known, but they are too imperfect for specific determination. The other known 

fossils belong to ruminants, the best preserved of which is the greater portion 
of the skull of an antelope, provisionally referred to the living Tibetan genus 
Pantholops, under the name of P. hundesiensis ; this specimen cannot now be 
found, but is figured in Royle’s “Illustrations of the Botany of the Himalaya 
Mountains.” There is also a skull said to belong to some genus of bovine animal ; 
another belonging to a goat resembling the markhoor (Oapra falconeri) ; and a 
palate, in the collection of the Geological Society, doubtfully referred to a 
sheep (Ovis). 

It may be added that mammalian remains are stated to have been obtained 
from a cave in the Karndl district of Madras; these remains have, however, never 
been described, and cannot now be found. 

Prehistoric.—The prehistoric deposits, as already said, have in many cases 
not yet been satisfactorily separated from the pleistocene, and the very local 
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occurrence of vertebrate remains in the former renders this point of doubt one 
not likely to be soon cleared up. Any old alluvial deposit in which bones of only 
living mammals occur is here provisionally referred to the prehistoric. 

Human remains and neolithic implements have been obtained in the allu- 
vium of the plains in many localities, and frequently at considerable distances 

below the surface; the former are generally very imperfectly preserved and have 
never been carefully examined. Polished celts are extremely abundant in many 
places, and particularly in Burma and the Banda district of the North-West Pro- 
vinces. The prevailing types are elongated forms with oval section, wedges, and 
the “shouldered” form. Among the mammals specimens of the teeth and jaws 
of Macacus rhesus from the alluvium and turbary of Goalpéra, in Assam, and 
from Madras are exhibited in the Indian Museum, those from the former 

district being in a highly mineralised condition. Molars of the Indian elephant 
occur at considerable depths in the alluvium of the plains and of Burma. A 
last upper molar of Rhinoceros indicus, in the Indian Museum, was obtained 
from the turbary of Madras, and indicates the former extensive range of this © 
species. It may be observed, in passing, that the range of the other species of 

Rhinoceros was probably much more extensive than at present, even in the 

historic period, because it has been inferred that the species killed by Akbar 
on the banks of the Indus was R. javanicus (Sondaicus), this inference being 

founded on the improbability of its being possible to kill R. indicus by means of 
arrows, with which Akbar’s animals were destroyed. Sus indicus has also been 
obtained from the turbaries of Madras and Calcutta. Antlers, horn-cores, and 

teeth of undetermined species of Bosand Cervus have been obtained from the 
alluvium of various districts in the plains, and from raised beaches in Kattiawar ; 

some of the latter deposits being probably in part of pleistocene age. 

General—Of the mammalia as a whole it may be observed that those of the 
pliocene are characterised by the great number of forms belonging to the orders 
which include animals of large corporeal bulk. Another noticeable point is the 
admixture of genera characteristic of modern Africa (Hippopotamus, Oamelo- 
pardalis) and other parts of the old world (Bos, Oapra, Ursus, Equus, etc.) ; of 

oligocene, miocene, and pliocene Europe (Dinotherium, Anthracotherium, Hippo- 
therium, etc.) with those now peculiar to Asia (Huelephas, Rhinoceros [in its restrict- 

ed sense] etc.). Among orders which have now diminished extensively in numbers 

in India, the Proboscidia stands pre-eminent, its fourteen Siwalik representatives 
having now dwindled to one. The perrissodactylate Ungulata have also diminished 
considerably, the modern forms inhabiting India and the adjacent countries being 
five and the extinct eleven or twelve. The artiodactylate modification has perhaps 
suffered a still more serious diminution, especially among the pig-like animals, in 
which the whole of the selenodont group like Merycopotamus and Hyopotamus 
has completely disappeared, while their congener, the hippopotamus, is now con- 
fined to Africa, and the Indian wild-boar and the diminutive terai hog (Porcula) 
are the sole representatives now remaining. The ruminants have lost their-lerger 
representatives, either entirely (Sivathertan) or by transference to Africa (Oamelo- 
pardalis), and some of their smaller forms ate considered to be allied to South 
Indian (Hemitragus) or South African form (Damalis), while others have.wiwiiys - 
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been exclusively Indian (Portaz). The diminution in numbers of the*ruminants 
cannot be clearly indicated owing to the numbers of small forms now existing. 
when analogues cannot be determined in the Siwaliks. Similarly, owing to the 
poverty of the remains of the other orders, and of the almost total absence of the 

micro-mammalia, comparisons cannot be instituted between the numbers of the 

recent and fossil species, but enough has been indicated to show that modern 
India has only the impoverished remains of a once extensive fauna of mighty 

forms. Regarding the range in space of the Siwalik fauna, it is probable that this 
was once very extensive, as we find some of the species ranging as far as China 

and Japan, and it has even been suggested that one species (Hycenarctos sivalensis) 
occurs in the pliocene of England. Representatives of some of the other common 
Siwalik or Indian genera, although considered to be specifically distinct, have also 

been obtained from China (e.g., Ohalicotherium, Rhinoceros, Tupirus, and Hyena), 

It may also be observed that the mammals from Sind belong mainly to European 

oligocene and miocene genera, while those from the Panjab show a mixture of 
miocene, pliocene, and existing genera; the two latter prevailing more extensively, 

as we proceed eastward along the Sub-Himalaya. The high degree of evolution 
or specialisation of many of the genera is a marked feature, and one strongly con- 
firmative of their pliocene age. Thus, it may be noticed that the rhinoceroses had 
high-crowned molars, and that in one form the incisors were absent and two horns 

present ; while some of the horses had reduced their digits to one on each limb. 
The pigs had well-developed tusks, the deer large branching antlers, the oxen 
wide-spreading horns, and the cats (Machairodus) huge trenchant fangs. 

In the pleistocene the majority of the larger forms had disappeared, though 

a few of the extinct genera and species still lingered on. Many of the existing 

species were already in existence, or were represented by closely allied forms. 
Palswontological history is, however, still silent as to the origin of some of the 

larger existing mammals, like the Indian elephant. Some new forms (eg., Bos 

namadicus), which cannot be directly traced back to pliocene ancestors, seem to 
have appeared and to have died out again before the prehistoric. 

In the latter period all the mammals seem to belong to existing species, 

although the range in space of some of them was more extensive than at present. 

SYSTEMATIC CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPECIES. 

A.—ANTHROPOZOIC. 

@.—PREBISTORIO. 

MAMMALIA . . PRIMATES ‘ - Homo (? sapiens, Lin.) 
Macacus rhesus (F. Cuv.). 

PROBOSCIDIA ly . Euelephas indicus, Linné. 

Uneulata : . Rhinoceros indicus, Cuvier. 
Sus indicus, Gray. 

Cervus, sp. 
Bos, sp. 

REPTILIA ; . CHBLONIA ;: . Gen. 20n def. 
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. PRIMATES . 

PROBOSCIDIA 

UXGULATA 

RODENTIA 

. CROCODILIA 

CHELONIA 

. PRIMATES . 

CaRNIVORA 

b.—~ PLEISTOCENE. 

Homo, sp. 
Semnopithecus, sp. 
Ursus namadicus, F, & C. 
Hyena, sp. 
Felis (? tigris, Lin.). 
Euelephas namadicus, F. & C. 
Stegodon ganesa, F. & C. 
(?) insignis, F. & C. 
Mastodon pandionis, Fals. 
Rhinoceros deccanensis, Foote. 

indicus, Cuv. 
—namadicus, F. & C. 

sp. 

Equus namadicus, F, & C, 
Hippotherium, sp. 
Sus giganteus, F. & C. 
Cervus (? duvaucelli, Cuv.). 
Bubalus paleindicus, F. & C. 
Bos namadicus, F. & C. 
Leptobos frazeri, Riit. 
Portax namadicus, Riit. 
Antilope cervicapra, Pallas. 

Pantholops (?) hundesiensis, Lyd. 
Capra, sp, 

Ovis, (?) sp. 
Mus, sp. 

Crocodilus, (?) sp. 
Pangshura tectum (Bell). 

Batagur (? dhongoka, Blyth). 
Trionyx (? gangeticus,Cav.). 

B.—THERIOZOIC. 

@.—PLIOcENE 3. 

e Palsopithecus sivalensis, Lyd. 
Macacus sivalensis, Lyd. 

SP. 
Semnopithecus (?) sub-himalayanus, Myr. 

sp. 
. Felis cristata, F. & C. 
—— Sp. 

Machairodus sivalensis, F. & C. 
Pseudslurus sivalensis, F. & C. 

Ictitherium sivalense, Lyd. 

Viverra bakeri, Bose. 
Hyena sivalensis, F. & C. 

a= ¢autloyi, Bose. 

+ Amphicyon peleindions, Lyd. 
Urena, sp. 

2 ‘The forms of the earlier pilocene are marked by a cross (4). vara iS 
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CARNIVORA 

PROBOSCIDIA 

UNGULATA 

, Hywnarctos sivalensis, F. & C. 
palsindicus, Lyd. 

Mellivora sivalensis, F. & C. 

Meles, sp. 

Lutra palzindica, F. & C. 

—— sp. 
Enhydriodon sivalensis, F. & C. 

Euelephas hysudricus, F. & C. 
Loxodon planifrons, F. & C. 
Stegodon ganesa, F. & C. 

insignis, F. & C. 
————— bombifrons, F. & C. 

clifti, F. & C. 
+ Mastodon latidens, Clift. 

sivalensis, F. & C. 

perimensis, F. & C. 
pandionis, Fale. 

falconeri, Lyd. 
Dinotherium sindiense, Lyd. 

pentapotamia, Falc. 
indicum, Falc. 

. * Chalicotherium sivalense, F. & C, 
Rhinoceros paleindicus, F. & C. 

platyrhinus, F. & C, 
¢ ————-_ sivalensis, F. & C. 

+ Acerotherium perimense, F. & C. 

Listriodon pentapotamia, Fale. 
theobaldi, Lyd. 

(?) Tapirus sp. 
Equus sivalensis, F. & C. 

namadicus, F. & C. 

Hippotherium antilopinum, F. & C. 
————_ theobaldi, Lyd. 
Hippopotamus iravaticus, F. & C. 

’ sivalensis, F. & C. 
Tetraconodon magnum, Fale. 
Sus giganteus, F. & C. 

+ — hysudricus, F & C. 
— punjabiensis, Lyd. 
Hippohyus sivalensis, F. & C. 

sp. 

Sanitherium schlagintweiti, Myr, 
Hyotherium sindiense, Lyd. 

Anthracotherium silistrense (Pent). 
- hyopotamoides, Lyd. 

Hyopotamus palwindicus, Lyd. 
giganteus, Lyd. 

Merycopotamus dissimilis, F. & C. 
Chosromeryx silistrensis (Pent). 

+ Hemimeryx blanfordi, Lyd. 

¢ Sivameryx sindiensis, Lyd. 
¢ Agriocherus, (?) sp. 

Cervus triplidens, Lyd. 

sivalensis, Lyd. 
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. UNGULATA 

RopENTIA 

EpENTATA 

. CARINATE 

- CRecopInia 

Laceartriga 

t 

Cervus simplicidens, Lyd. 

(?) latidens, Lyd. 
Dorcatherium majus, Lyd. 
—_———— minus, Lyd. 

Propaleomeryx sivalensis, Lyd. 
Camelopardalis sivalensis, F. & C. 

Helladotherium duvernoyi, Wag. 

Vishnutherium iravaticum, Lyd. 

Hydaspitherium grande, Lyd. 

megacephalum, Lyd. 
Sivatherium giganteum, F. & C. 

Antilope (? Damalis) palwindica, F. & C. 

patulicornis, Lyd. 

——  (? Gazella) porrecticornis, Lyd. 

sivalensis, Lyd, 
Paleoryx, (?) sp. 
Portax, sp. 
Hewwibos occipitalis, Falc. 

acuticornis, Falc. 

antilopinus, Falc. 

Leptobos falconeri, Rit. 
Bubalus plutyceros, Lyd. 

palwindicus, F, & C. 

Bison sivalensis, Fale. 
Bos acutifrons, Lyd. 

—— planifrons, Lyd. 

—— (?) platyrhinus, Lyd, 

Bucapra daviesi, Rut. 

Capra (? Hemitragus) sivalensis, Lyd. 
—— perimensis, Lyd. 

Ovis, (?) sp. 
Tragulus sivalensis, Lyd. 
Camelus sivalensis, F. & C, 
Mus, sp. 

Rhizomys sivalensis, Lyd. 
Hystrix sivalensis, Lyd. 

- ¢ Manis sindiensis, Lyd. 
Graculas, (?) sp. 

Pelecanus cautleyi, Dav. 

(?) sivalensis, Dav. 

Megaloscelornis sivalensis, Lyd. 
(?) sp. 

Argala falconeri, M. Ed. 
Struthio asiaticus, M. Ed. 
Dromeus sivalensis, Lyd. 
Gen. zon det. 
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MAMMALIA . . UNGULATA 
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Testudo (?) 5, sp. 
Bellia sivalensis, Theo. 
— sp. 

Damonia hamiltoni, Gray. 

Emys, sp. 
Cautleya annuliger, Slicv. 
Pangshura tectum (Bell). 

+ Batagur, sp. 
+ Trionyx, sp. 

Emyda vittata, Pet. 
Carchuarias, sp. 
Lamna, sp. 
Bagarias yarrelli, Syk. 
Arius, sp. 

Gen. non. del. 

b.—MIOCENE. 

Rhinoceros sivalensis v. yajcnsis, Lyd. 

¢.-— EOCENE. 

(?) Palaotherium, sp. 
Artiodactyle, gen. non def. 

Gen. non det. 
Hydraspis leithi, Carter. 
Oxyglossus pusillus, Owen. 

(?) sp. 
Myliobatis, sp. 
Diodon foleyi, Lyd. 

Capitodus indicus, Lyd. 

Gen. non det. 

C.—SAUROZOIC. 

a.—CRETACEOUS. 

REPTILIA . DINOSAURIA 

Crocopinia ; 

CHELONIA 

JOHTHYOSAURIA. 

PISCKES . , ELASMOBRANOHII 

Megalosaurus, sp. 
Titanosaurus blanfordi, Lyd. 

indicus, Lyd. 

Gen, non det. 

Gen. non det. 
Gen. non det. 
Ichthyosaurus indicus, Lyd. 

Corax incisus, Eg. 
————--pristodontus, Ag. 

Enchodus serratus, Eg. 

Lamnea complanata, Eg, 

————= gigmoides, Eg. 
Odontaspis constrictus, Eg. 
———————oxypeion, Kg. 
Otodus basalis, Eg. 
~—— divergens, Eg. 
——— marginatus, Kg. 
———- minutus, Ey. 

———~— nanus, Kg. 

————- semiplicatus, Eg. 
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PISCES . ‘ . ELASMOBRANOHII 

GANOIDEI ; 
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« Oxyrhina triangularis, Eg. 
sp. 

Ptychodus latissimus, Ag. 
Sphyreenodus, (?), sp. 
Pycnodus (?), sp. 

b.—JURA-TRIAS. 

, DINOSAURIA 

CROCODILIA ; 

REPTILIA 

LACERTILIA J 

DICYNODONTIA . 

PLESIOSAURIA 

AMPHIBIA LABYRINTHODONTIA 

PISCES . . GANOIDEI 

Ankistrodon indicus, Hux. 
Gen. non def. (Chari gp.). 
Parasuchus hislopi, Hux. Mss. 
Gen. non det. (Rewah.). 
Hyperodapedon huxleyi, Lyd. 
Dicynodon orientalis, Hux. 

Plesiosaurus indicus, Lyd. 
Brachyops laticeps, Owen. 
Gonioglyptus longirostris, Hux. 

huxleyi, Lyd. 

Glyptognathus fragilis, Lyd. 
Pachygonia incurvata, Hux. 

Archegosaurus, (?), sp. 

Gen, son det. 
Ceratodus ? hislopianus, Old, 

hunterianus, Old. 
virapa, Old. 

Dapedius egertoni, Syk. 

Lepidotus breviceps, Eg. 

calcaratus, Eg. 

deccanensis, Ey. 

longiceps, Eg. 

———— _ pachylepis, Eg. 
Tetragonolepis analis, Eg. 
—————-——=_ oldhami, Eg. 

ragosus, Kg. 
Gen. non det. 

D.—ICHTHYOZOIC. 

CaRBONIFEROUS. 

, GANOIDEI . 

ELASMOBRANCAII 

Sigmodus dubius, Waag. 
Pocilodus paradoxus, Waag. 
Psephodus indicus, Waag. 

Saurichthys indicus (?)}, De Kon. 
Helodopsis elongata, Waag. 

abbreviata, Waag. 

Peammodus, sp. 

Petalorbynchus indicus, Wang. 
Xystracanthus gracilis, Waag. 

major, Waag. 
giganteus, Wang. 

Thaumatacanthus blanfordi, Wang. 

Acrodus fleming\, De Kon. _ 
7 Pig 

Re es Fh 

3 Following Professor Mili Mish (" Monepragh of the Sirenokd end Cresnopteryefon Ganelie,” B-* aa ree 9 
Gociety, 1078), the ardor Dipnel is merged with the, Gancidel, 
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ALPHABETICAL AND SYNOPTICAL LIST OF SPECIES, 

ARRANGED IN CLASSES’. 

Crass I—PISCES. 

Acrodus flemingi, De Kon. . 

sp. . ; 
Arius : 

I Bagarias yarrelli, Sykes - ; 
Pimelodus bagarias, Syk. 

Capitodus indicus, Lyd. 
Carchariag, sp. . 
Ceratodus hiislopian ts; Old. 

hunterianus, Old. 
————— virapa, Old. 
Corax incisus, Eg. . 

pristodontus, Ag. 

Dapedius egertoni, Syk. 

Diodon foleyi, Lyd. . 
Enchodus serratus, Eg. 

@ Helodopsis abbreviata, Waag. 
—————— elongata, Waag. 

Lamna complanata, Eg. 
——- sigmoides, Eg. . 
——— sp. . ‘ 
Lepidotus breviceps, Eg. 

calcaratus, Eg. 
deccanensis, Eg. 

longiceps, Eg. 
pachylepis, Eg. . 

Myliobatis, sp. . 
Odontaspis constrictus, Eg. 

oxypeion, Eg. 
Otodus basalis, Eg. . 

divergens, Eg. 

——— marginatus, Kg. . 
———— minutus, Eg. ‘. 

——— semiplicatus, Eg. . 
Oxyrhina triangularis, Eg. 
—_——sp. . 
Petalorhynchus indiens, Waag, 
Pocilodus paradoxus, Waag. 

Psammodus, sp. . ° 

Psephodus indicus, Waag. . 
Ptychodus latiasimus, Ag. . 

Pycnodug, (?)ep. -  - 
Saurichthys indicus (?), De Kon. . 

© Sigmodus dubius, Waag. 

Sphyrsnodas, (7) sp. ‘ 

Salt-range 

93 e 

Panjab and Sind 
Sub- Himalaya 

Panjab . 
Burma . 

Maleri . ° 

39 

bE id 

Trichinopoli 
Trichinopoli and 

Europe ° 
Kota 

. Raémriand Andamans 
Trichinopoli 
Salt-range . 

. Trichinopoli . 

. Burma . . 

Kota . ; 

Panjab . 
Trichinopoli 

33 

33 

. 93 

° ” . 

r 199 

e 99 e 

° » ° 
. ” ° 
e Salt-range « 

e 99 e 

99 e 

e Trichinopoli and 
Europe ° 

- Trichinopoli . 
. Salt-range . 

- Lametagp. . 

Carboniferous. 

Pliocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Eocene. 
Higher pliocene. 
Trias-jura. 

+ ] 

Cretaceous. 

33 

Trias-jura. 
Eocene. 

Cretaceous. 

Carboniferous. 

” 

Cretaceous. 

93 

Higher pliocene. 
Trias-jura. 

3 

Eocene. 

Cretaceous. 

Carboniferous. 

29 

33 

Cretaceous, 

Carboniferous. 

Cretaceous. 

2 Synonyms (of which only the more important are given) are in italics; living species are indicated by a double 

‘reas (3), and fossil genera peculiar to Indis or Burma by an asterisk (*), 
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Tetragonolepis analis, Eg. : ; . - Kota . . Trias-jura. 

oldhami, Eg. s 

ragosus, Eg. é ss 
* Thaumatacanthus blanfordi, Waag. Salt-range Carboniferous. 

Xystracanthus giganteus, Waag. 

gracilis, Waag. . 
major, Waag. 

Crass [1.—AMPHIBIA. 

Archegosaurns, (?) sp. Bijori gp. Trias-jura. 

* Brachyops laticeps, Owen. Mangli » 
* Glyptognathus fragilis, Lyd. . Panchet gp. 2 
* 7, eomoglyptns huxleyi, Lyd. . ” 

longirostris, Hux. . ” 
Sones pusillus, Owen ; Bombay . Eocene. 

(Rana pusilla, shat 

(?) sp. ” 
* Pacbygonia incurvata, Hux. . Panchet gp. Trias-jura. 

Crass III.—REPTILIA. 

* Ankistrodon indicus, Hux. . Panchet gp. Trias-jura. 
{ Batagur (? dhonkoka, Blyth) Narhada Pleistocene. 

Bellia sivalensis, Theo. Panjab . Higher pliocene. 

— sp. 
# Cautleya anniitiggs: Theo. 
* Colossochelys atlas, F. & C. Sub-Himalaya and 

Burma 

t Crocodilus palustris, Less. . . ; : Sub-Himalaya and Higher pliocene and 
(C. bombifrons, Gray.) (?) Narbada. (?) pleistocene. 

t Damonia hamiltoni, Gray . . ° Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene. 

(Amys hamiltonoides, Fale.) 

(Damonia hamiltonoides, Falc.) 
Dicynodon orientalis, Hux. Panchet gp. . Trias-jura. 

(Piychognathus orientalis, Hux. ) 
+t Emyda vittata, Peters ? F Sub-Himalaya, &e. | Higher pliocene. 

(Z. ceylonensis, Gray.) 
Emys, sp. : ‘ * . ds 

t{ Gharialis crassidens, PF. & C. ° Sub-Himalaya and 
(Crocodilus crassidens, F. & Cc) Sind . ° Pliocene. 

(Leptorhynchus crassidens, F. & C.) 
+ ———= pangeticus, Gmel. é . Sub-Himalaya, Burma, 

(Leptorkynchus peer Gmel) Sind, and Perim. ” 
———— leptodus, F. & C. Sub-Himalaya, Burma, 

(Leptorhynchus leptodus, F. & C.) Sind, and Perim 9 

Hydraspis leithi, Carter . . . +. + «© Bombay... Eocene. 
(Zestudo leitht, Carter.) 

Hyperodapedon huxleyi, Lyd. . . ° - Maleri and South 
Rewé . . . Trias-jurs. 

ichthyosaurus indicus, Lyd. : . : . ‘richinopoli . Cretaceous. 
Megalosaurus, sp. : : ; ‘ . Trichinopoli and 

Lameta gp. 
+ Pangshura tectum, Bell . " .  .  . Sub-Himalaya ne Higher Biiqéenoand 

(Zimys tectum, Bell), Narbada, 
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# Parasuchus hislopi, Hux. Malcri . i Trias-jura, 
(?), sp. Denwa gp. . is 

Plesiosaurus indicus, Lyd. . Umia gp. ‘ Jura. 
~ Python (? molurus, Lin.) . Panjab and Sind Pliocene. 

Testudo, sp. var. ° Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene. 
# Titanosaurus blanfordi, Lyd. Lameta gp. . Cretaccous. 

indicus, Lyd. Pe * 

{ Trionyx (? gangeticus, Cuv.) Narbada ‘ Pleistocene. 
sp Sti ‘ Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene. 

Varanus sivalensis, F. & C. 

Crass IV.—AVES. 

Argala falconeri, M. Ed. . ‘ . Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene, 

(Leptoptiius faleoneri [M. Ed.]) 
Dromoous sivalensis, Lyd. . ; ° 
Graculus (?), sp. ‘ . ‘ : 
Megaloscelornis sivalensis, Lyd. . ° ‘ 
Pelecanus cautleyi, Dav. . . . 

(?) sivalensis, Dav. . ‘ : 
Struthio asiaticus, M. Ed. . : é 

(S. palaindicus, Fale.) 

Crass V.—MAMMALIA. 

Acerotherium perimense, F. & C. P 5 Panjib, Burma, Perim, 

(Rhinoceros iravaticus, Lyd.) and Sind. - Pliocene. 
(———_——-_ perimensis, F. & C.) 

(———_—— planidens, Lyd.) 

Agriochcerus (?) ‘ ° * ° - Sind . ; - Earlier pliocene. 
Amphicyon palmwindicus, Lyd. . . . Panjib and Sind . Pliocone. 

Anthracotherium hyopotamoides, Lyd. . Bhigti hills . - Karlier pliocene, 
silistrense, Pent. ; Sind, Garo hills, and 

(Chaeromerya silistrensis, Pent.) Panjib . i 

(Rhkagatherium ? sindiense, Lyd.) 

(A. punjabiense, Lyd.) 
$ Antilope cervicapra, Pallas} . . . Jamna . . Pleistocene, 

(A. bezoarctica, Ald.) 

——————= palsindica, F.&C. ° Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene. 
(Damalis (?) paleindica, F. & c) 

== patulicornis, Lyd. . ° ° 
porrecticornis, Lyd. . 

(Gazella (?) sorreclicorsis; Lyd.) 
Bison sivalensis, Falc. 4 < . ‘ 
Bos acutifrons, Lyd. . . . ° ° 
— namadicus, F.&C. . ‘ ‘ ‘ Narbada, &c. Pleistocene. 

— planifrons,F.&C. . . ° . Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene, 
— platyrhinus, Lyd. . . . . » 
oo (?) sp. a e e ° e Perim . ° 

* Bramatherium perimense, Fale. . ° ° ° 
(Stoatherium, sp., Owen.) 

Bubalus palzindicuy, F&C. ° e Sub-Himalaya, Nar- Higher pliocene and 
bada, &. pleistocene, = - 

eae platyoeros, Lyd.} . ? ‘ ‘i Sub-Himalaya . Higher pliocene, 
(B, sivalensis, Bit.) 
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* Bucapra daviesi, Rit. ’ ; : Sub-Himalaya_ Higher pliocene. 
Camelopardalis sivalensis, F. & C. ‘ Sub-Himalaya and 

(C. affinis, F. & C.) Perim ° 
Camelus sivalensis, F. & C. : ; Sub-Himalaya 
Canis cautleyi, Bose. : . 
—— curvipalatus, Bose. . ‘ ; 

Capra perimensis, Lyd. . ; : Perim . . 
—— sivalensis, Lyd. ° : Sub-Himalaya 

(Hemttragus sivalensis, ya : 
—— sp. . : 
— sp ‘ ‘ Tibet . . Pleistocene (?). 

Tt Cervus (? duvaucelli, Cuv,)_ : . Narbada » 
——— (?) latidens, Lyd. . : . Sub-Himalaya Higher pliocene, 

simplicidens, Lyd. . 

———sivalensis, Lyd. . . 
sia ghia ante cag ; : ; Pe , » 

Chalicotheriam sivalense, F. & c. ; . Sub-Himalaya and 
(Anoplotherium sivalense, F. & Cc) Sind . : - Pliocene. 
(Nestorither:um sivalense, Wag.) 

Choeromeryx silistrensis, Pent. ‘ : - Gérohills  . . Higher pliocene. 
(Anthracotherium silistrense, Pent.) , 

Dinotherium indicum, F.&C. . ‘ - Panjéb and Perim . Pr 

pentapotamim, Falc. ‘ : . Panjaéb, Kach, and 

Sind . ‘ - Pliocene. 
sindiense, Lyd. ‘ : : ; 

Dorcatherium majus, Lyd. ‘ - Panjab ‘ . Higher pliocene. 
(Merycopotamus nanus, Fale.) 

minus, Lyd. . ‘ ; : ‘a ° : gs 

® Enbydriodon ferox, F. & C. : ° . . Sub-Himalaya . s 
(B. sivalensis, ¥. & C) 
(Amyzxodon, F. & C.) 

Equus namadicus, F.& C. . . . Sub-Himalaya and 
(Z. paleonus, F. & C.) Narbada tj . Higher pliocene 

and pleistocene. 
sivalensis, F.&C. . ; ° i Sub-Himalaya and 

(?) Perim . - Higher pliocene. 

{~ Euelepbas indicus, Lin. 2. 2. «©. Plains and Burma . Prehistoric. 
(Hlephas indicus, Lin.) 

hysudricus, F.&C.  .. Sub-Himalaya - Higher pliocene, 

(Elephas hysudrious, F. & c ) 

namadicus, F.&C.) . . Narbada, &. . - Pleistocene, 

(Elephas namadicus, F. & _ 

Felis cristata, F. & C. ; Sub-Himalaya » Higher pliocene, 
(Ff. grandjcristata, Bose.) 
(Ff. paleotigris, F. & C.) 

(Oncia ne ai 
——— 6p. . . ‘ . 

$ —— (? tigria, Lin ie . , Japna apd Narbada. Pleistocene. 
Helladotheriam duvernoyi, Wag. ° , Sub-Himalaya. » Higher pliocene. 

© Hemibos acuticornis, P.EC. , : ' 
(Amphibos acuticoranis, F. & C,) 

(Leptobos acuticornis, Faic.) 
aay F&C). . 

(Amphi bos antilopinus, ¥. &Q) , 
(Leptobos antilopians, Falc.) 
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Hemibos occipitalis, Fale. : ‘ 

(H. triquetriceros, F. & c) 
(Bos occipitalis, Falc.) 
(Leptobos triquetricornis, Falc.) 
(Peribos occipitalis, Lyd.) 
(Probubalus triquetricornis, Rut.) 

- Sub-Himalaysa . 

* Hemimeryx blanfordi, Lyd. ; Sind 
Hippopotamus iravaticus, F. & C. - ; Sub- Himalaya aud 

(Hexaprotodon iravaticus, F. & C.) Burma 
palwindicus, F. & C. ‘ 

(Hexaprotodon namadieus, F. & C.) 
(Hippopotamus namadicus, F. & C.) 
(Tetraprotodon pala@indicus, F. & C.) 

sivalensis, F. & C.) ‘ : Sub-Himalaya 
(Hexaprotodon sivalensis, F. & C.) 

* Hippohyus sivalensis, F.&C. . . ' 
sp. ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Hippotherium antilopinum, F.&C. 
(Hquus antilopinus, F. & C.) 

Narbada, &c. 

Sub-Himalaya and 
Peiiin 

(2. gracile, Myr.) 
theobaldi, Lyd. . Burma, Perim, and 

(Sivalhippus theobaldi, Lyd.) Sub-Himalaya 
(HZ. gracile, Myr.) 

Tibet ; 

* Hydaspitherium grande, Lyd. . : ‘ Sub- Himalaya ; 
megacephalum, Lyd. . : ‘ ms 

(H, leptognathus, Lyd.) 
Hyena sivalensis, F. & C. . ‘ ° ; . ” , 

(H. felina, Bose.) 
ow—— Psp. . ° . . . Tibet . 
Hyenarctos sivalensis, F. & Cc. . ; . . Sub-Himalaya and 

(Ureus sivalensis, F. & C.) Panjéb 
paleindicus, Lyd. . : . Panjab . 

(? Dinocyon.) 
Hyopotamus giganteus, Liyd. . . . Bhigti hills 

—————— palwindicus, Lyd. ° : . Sind F 
Hyotherium sindiense, Lyd. , ° . . oo” , ‘ . 
Hystrixsivalensis, Lyd. . ° . . . Sub-Himalaya 
Tctitherium sivalense, Lyd. . . : Panjab . : . 
Leptobos falconeri, Rit. . . . , Sub- Himalaya 

frazeri, Riit. ‘ ° . 3 . Narbada ‘ 

Listriodon pentapotamia, Falc. ‘ . » Panjéb . 
(Tapirus pentapotamia, Falc.) 

theobaldi, Lyd. . . . . er’) ; . 

Loxodon planifrons, F. & C. ‘ ‘ a, 7 oe 

(Elephas planifrone, F. & C.)- 

t Macacus rhesus, F. Cuv. . . . ‘ . Plains . ‘ J 

sivalensis, Lyd. . . «| | +  « Sub-Himalaya ; 

Sub-Himalaya . 

SSS sp. e r ° e e r) e 9 e 

Machairodus sivalensis, F. & C. . - ; ‘i > : 

(M. faleoneri, Pomel.) 

(M. palaindicus, F. & C.) 
(Drepanodon sivalensis, F. & C.) 

‘Manis sindiensis, Lyd. . . . 3 Sind . ‘ F 
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Higher pliocene. 

Earlier pliocene, 

Higher pliocene, 

Pleistocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Pleistocene (?). 
Higher pliocene. 

Pleistocene (?). 

Higher pliocene, 

Earlier pliocene, 

t 

Higher pliocene. 

39 

Pleistocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

9 

Prehistoric. 

Higher pliocene, 

Earlier pliocene. 
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Mastodon falconeri, Lyd. . ‘ ; 

latidens, Clift. . 

(MM. elephantoides, Clift.) 

¢ 

o—————= pandionis, Fale. ® e e 

———— perimensis, F&C... 

sivalensis, F. & C. . , 
Meles, sp. ° , ‘ 
Mellivora sivalensis, Fr. & c. : 

( Ursitazcus sivalensis, F. & C) 

Merycopotamus dissimilis, F. & C. 
(M&M. sivalensis, F. & C.) 
(Hippopotamus dissimitis, F. & C.) 

Mus, sp. ‘ ° Z 7 

acemmeed Sp. e ® ° e e 

hi (?)sp. . ‘ : ; 
)sp . . ; 

Palmopithecus sivalensis, Lyd. 
Palsoryx, (?)sp.  - ‘ ; « 
Paleotherium, (?) sp. ; . p 
Pantholops, (?) hundesiensis, Lyd. 

Portax namadicus, Riit. 
sp. A ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Propaleomeryx sivalensis, Lyd. i 
Pseudelurus sivalensis, Lyd. ; 

Bhinoceros deccanensis, Foote. . i 
————= indicus, Cuv. - ‘ 

ea namadicus, F.&C. . ‘ 

palwindicus, F. & C. ; 

sivalensis, F.&C. . 

De) 

-—— var. gajensis, Lyd. ° 

Rhizomys sivalensis, Lyd. . ; ‘ 

( (?) Zypholodon, Fale.) 
Sanitherium schlagintweiti, Myr. : 

(Sus pusillus, Falc.) 
Semnopithecus sub-himalayanus, Myr. . 

sp. e e . « 

| Sp. 
Sivameryx sindiensis, Lbyd.. . . 
Sivatherium giganteum, F.&C. . . 

Stegodon bombifrons, F.&C. . : 
(8. orientalis, Owen.) 
(Hlephas bombifrons, F. & sa 

ae Clifti, F.&C. . : 
(8. sinensis, Owen.) 
(Elephas clifti, F. & C.) 
(Mastodon elephantoides, Clift.) 

om—mmmnee ganesa, F&C. . ° . 
(Hlephas ganesa, F. & C.) 
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Panjab & Sind 
Sub-Himalaya, Bur- 

ma, ee and 
Sind . 

Sub-Himalaya, Sind, 
Perim, and Deccan. 

Sub-Himalaya, Sind, 
and Perim . 4 

Sub-Himalaya e 

Panjab ; ‘ 

Sub-Himalaya and 
Burma ‘ ; 

Sub- Himalaya . 
Nurbada ; 

Sub-Himalaya 
Tibet . ; 

Panjéb . ‘ 

Tibet . : ; 

Narbada, &e. . “i 
Panjab . 

Sub-Himalaya . 
Panjéb . : ‘ 
Madras . ; 
Madras and Narbada 

Narbada * . 
Sub- Himalaya ‘ 
Sub-Himalaya and 

Sind . . ° 
Sind . ° . 
Panjab . . ‘ 

Sub-Himalaya and 
Panjéb ‘ 

Sub-Himalaya . 

Jamna. ‘ 
Sind . . 
Sub-Himalaya . 
Sub-Himalaya 

(?) China . 

and 

India, Burma, China, 
and Japan . : 

Sub-Himalaya and 
Merbada. 
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Pliocene. 

39 

Pliocene and pleis- 
tocene. 

Pliocene. 
Higher pliocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Pleistocene. 
Higher pliocene. 
Pleistocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Eocene. 

Pleistocene (?). 
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Higher pliocene. 

Pleistocene. 

Prehistoric and 

Pleistocene. 

Pleistocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Pliocene. 

U. Miocene. 

Higher pliocene. 

Pleistocene, 
Earlier pliocene. 
Higher pliocene. 
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Stegodon insignis, F. & C. ‘ , . Sub-Himalaya, Ja- Higher pliocene and 
(Zlephas insignis, F. & C) pan, China and (?) (?) pleistocene. 

Narbada. 
Sus giganteus, F. & C. : : ‘ - Sub-Himalaya and Higher pliocene and 

(Hippopotamodon, Lyd) ) Narbada (°) pleistocene. 
—— hysudricus, F.&C.  .. ; . , ~ Sub-Himalaya, Sind, 

and Perim , Phacene, 
t — predicus, Gray. . é : . Madras . ‘ . Prehistoric. 

(S. eristatus, Wag.) 
—— punjabiensis, Lyd. : : : . « Sub-Himalaya. . Higher pliocene, 
Tapirus (?) sp. ‘ ‘ ‘ : : - Burma : is 

* Tetraconodon magnum, Fale... , . - Sub-Himalaya ‘ ” 
Tragulus sivalensis, Lyd. . . ‘ : - Panjéb . ; ; rr 
Ursus namadicus, F.& C, . : é - Narbada, &e. . . Pleistocene. 

—— 8p. . . . Sub-Himalaya ~ Higher phocene, 
* Vishnutherium en Lyd. ‘ : ~ Borma and ) Pan- 

jab . ) 

Viverra bakeri, Bose ; ‘ . Sub-H ‘taalavar ; ” 
(Canis sp., Baker and Durand, ) 

Note on the Bijori Labyrinthodont-- By R. Lyprxker, B.A., F.G.S., F.Z.S8. 

As it is always expedient to correct erroneous determinations as speedily as 

possible, I have thought it advisable to publish a preliminary note regarding 
the large labyrinthodont skeleton from the Bijori group of the Gondwf&nuas|, 

which has recently come into my custody. Careful ‘development’ has exposed 
a considerable portion of the palatal aspect of the skull, which was previously 

concealed by matrix. As I hope eventually to describe and figure this import- 

ant and interesting specimen, which has hitherto been considered as probably 

belonging to Archegosaurus, in the ‘“‘ Paleontologia Indica,” it will only be very 

briefly noticed on this occasion. 

The skull, which is the only part that need now be mentioned, is triangular 

in shape, and has a length of about 11, with an extreme breadth of 8, inches. 
The orbits are oval and placed somewhat posteriorly. The teeth are small, sub- 
cylindrical, and regular; there are several larger “tusks” close to the symphysis 

of the mandible, placed (as in Mastodonsaurus, Labyrinthodon, and Pachygonia) 
interiorly to the row of small teeth. This character alone shows that the speci- 
men cannot belong to Archegosaurus. The structure of the teeth seems to be less 
complex than in the first three of these genera, but more so than in the last. 
The skull is greatly produced at its postero-external angles, and has large epiotic 
cornua, thereby differing from Mastodonsaurus. The mandible has apparently 
no distinct post-articular process, but a well-developed internal articular buttress. 
The palatine foramina are large and approximated. 

Except in the apparent absence of a distinct post-articular process to the 
mandible, the skull shows decided affinity to the first division of the Euglypta?; 
in that respect, however, it agrees with Lozomma, but is distinguished by the 

1 See “ Manual,” part I, p. 128. 
2 See “ British Association Report,” 1874, p. 150. 
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characters of the teeth and orbits. The specimen will almost certainly have to 
be referred to a new genus. 

It may not be out of place to mention that in describing the lower jaw of 

Glyptognathus fragilis, represented in figure 1 of the plate accompanying my last 

notice of Gondwana labyrinthodonts', the specimen, from the presumed absence 
of a post-articular process, was inferred to belong probably to the Brachiopina. 

It should have been stated, assuming the correctness of the inference as to the 

absence of the process, that it probably belonged to the Brachiopina, or some of 
the subsequent sections of Professor Miall’s classification?. 

Note on a skull of Hippotherium antilopinum, by R. Lypexxsr, B.A., F.G.S., 

¥.Z.S. 

Among a small collection of Siwalik fossils from Perim Island lent by 
Mr. Theodore Cooke, LL.D., F.G.S., of Poona, and transmitted to me for deter- 
mination, there is a very fine example of the skull of Hippotherium antilopinum. 
The species was previously unknown from Perim, and this is the first known 
example of the skull. It shows the complete molar dentition of the left side. and 
is otherwise fairly perfect: I shall hope to give a further description of it on 
a future occasion. 

The Lodge, Harpenden, Herts. 

On the Iron Ores, and Subsidiary Materials for the Manufacture of Iron, in the 
North-Eastern part of the Jabalpur District; by F. R. Mauuzt, F.GS., 
Geological Survey of India. (With a map.) 

From time immemorial the Jabalpur district has held an important place 
amongst those centres where the smelting of iron has been carried on in the 

native method. Plentiful ores, extensive jungles for the supply of charcoal, and 
proximity to thickly populated alluvial tracts of country, combined to give 
Jabalpur a commanding position in the old days, before railways had brought the 
native hearths into an unequal struggle with the blast-furnaces of England. Even 
now iron is made on what, from the native point of view, must be considered a 
large scale, numerous furnaces being scattered over the eens portions of 
the district. 

The advantageous central position of Jabalpur, now that it is in railway com- 
munication with the richest parts of the surrounding provinces, is too great to 
have escaped notice with reference to the manufacture of iron on European 
principles. As far as was known, ores and flux were to be had in abundance, 
and the means for distributing the manufactured iron to the surrounding markets 
was at hand. But the often-experienced difficulty of keeping large furnaces in 
blast with charcoal, and the absence of any available coal, were a deterrent to 
any decisive action. 

3 « Records,” Vol. XV, 'p. 27. 
® “British Association Report.” loo, et, 
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Within the last year or two, however, the discovery of workable coal by 

Mr. T. W. H. Hughes, in the immediate neighbourhood of the Jabalpur district, 
has given the question anew aspect. A line of railway from the new coal-field 

at Umeria to Murwara (Katni), on the East Indian line, has been proposed, 
and the preliminary surveys already executed. 

The question of fuel, then, being in a fair way towards a satisfactory solution, 
it became important to ascertain whether the generally received opinion as to 

the abundance and excellence of the Jabalpur ores was fully borne out by fact. 
I was consequently directed, in the early part of this year, to visit the moro 
important places where iron was known to occur, with a view to forming an 
opinion as to the extent of the deposits, and the feasibility of working them, and 

to collect samples for subsequent analysis. The question of flux and other sub- 

sidiary materials was also to be looked into. The following paper, then, embodies 
the results of my work in tho field and laboratory. 

The iron ores, for purposes of description, may be regarded with reference cither 

to their mineralogical characteristics, their geological distribution, or their topo- 

graphical position. The accompanying map, the geological work on which is 

mainly, and indeed, with reference to the area with which we are more imme- 

diately concerned, exclusively, due to surveys executed by Mr. C. A. Hacket in 
1869-72, shows the distribution of the different series of rocks. Jt will be seen 
that between the great spread of Vindhyan sandstones on the north and Deccan 

trap on the south, both of which formations are almost barren of any metallic 
wealth, there is a belt, some 30 miles wide, where a very varied and intricately dis- 

posed assemblage of rocks occurs. It is just here that the band of iron-bearing 

transition strata, which stretches eastwards for more than 200 miles through 

the Son Valley, comes in contact with the thickly populated alluvial belt 

through which the Narbadda flows westwards for about the same distance. Hence 
one of the most important advantages which the iron-smelters of Jabalpur have 
enjoyed. Hematite ores similar to those of Jabalpur are known to occur largely 
in the wild country to the east; but there are not the same facilities there for 
disposing of the manufactured product. 

The formations just mentioned include— 

Alluvium., 
Rock laterite. 
Deccan trap. 
Lameta group. 
Upper Gondwana. 
Coal measures. 

Tflchir group. 
Upper Vindhyans. 
Lower 5 

Bijaéwar or transition se: ies. 

Gneiss. 

The Bijawar series and the rock laterite are those with which we are more 

immediately concerned now, for it is in them that nearly all the irom ore is con- 
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tained'. By reference to the map, then, one sees at a glance the general lie of the 

iron-bearing tracts, which are those coloured respectively purple and burnt sienna, 
although it is only in certain portions of those areas that the ores are found. The 
Bijawar ores occur more especially in the Parganas Khumbhi and Gosulpur, 

while the Pargana Bijeragogarh contains the greater portion of the lateritic 
ores. 

Mineralogically considered, the iron ores are almost exclusively varieties of 

hematite and limonite (or red and brown hematite), the former being especially 

characteristic of the Bijawars, and the latter of the newer formation. They may 
be classified thus— 

Schistose hematite. 
Micaceous iron. 

1, Hematite «4 Jasper-hematite*, 
, Semi-ochreous hematite. 

BishWAR ORES .{ Manganiferous hematite. 

. 2, Limonite. 

Pisolitic limonite, breaking with smooth con- 
choidal fracture. 

Pisolitic limonite, breaking with rough uneven 
1, Limonite Seanture. 

LATERITE ORES Ordinary laterite, some parts of which contain 

a high percentage of iron. 
. 2, Hematite. 

Magnetite has been found in small crystals disseminated through the hema- 
tite beds of Sehora, but I am not aware of its occurring anywhere in such 

quantity as to entitle it to be included in the above list as an ore. 

BisAWAR ORES. 

The Bijawar series has been subdivided by Mr. Hacket thus (in descending 

order) :— 
Chandardfip group. 

Lora 9 

Bhitri a 

Majhauli as 

It is in the inferior strata of the Lora group (so called from the Lora 
east of Sehora) that all the most important existing mines are sunk’, “ All the 

iron-workings,” says Mr. Hacket. “‘are situated near the base of the (Lora) group, 
where the quartz bands‘ are absent, and the rocks consist almost entirely of 
micaceous iron, or mixed with a few bands of clay. The Jauli mines are so 

situated, as also those of Mangela, and at Agaria in the Majgaon hills, and also 

1 Some ore also occurs in the Gondwina beds, but it is “very impure and requires much selec- 

tion and cleaning” and is “very rarely worth working” (J. G. Medlicott, Memoirs, Geological 
Survey of India, Vol. II, p. 278). ; 

3 Vide p. 100. 
8 Here, and subsequently, in reference to native operations, I use the word ‘mine’ to express 

an excavation where ore is extracted, irrespective of ite form. Underground workings are rather 
the exception than the sea the majority eo being ite a 

4 Vide P. 109. ‘ 7 oe 
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in the hills west of the ‘marble rocks’. This band of rich iron appears to be very 
constant in the section, but, being softer than the rocks above, is mostly worn 
away, and covered by the alluvium, or debris from the ridges of the harder rocks ; 
but that the band exists is shown by the pieces of rich iron strewn along the line.” } 

A few workings in the Majhauli hills (near the western edge of the map) 
are situated in rocks of the Bhitri group, but these are of very secondary import- 
ance!. 

Probably the most extensively worked cluster of mines in the district are 

those situated in the group of low irregular hills south of Sarroli and Majgaon 

(8 miles south-east of Sehora), and as the iron-bearing strata are exposed 

there more clearly, and on a larger scale, than in any other localities that 1 have 
visited, it will be convenient to take that neighbourhood as a starting point in 
any detailed descriptions. 

The hill half a mile south of Agaria (4 miles west-sonth-west of Sarroli) 

appears to be formed entirely of iron ore. The strata have 

a low irregular dip towards the south. The highest beds, 
z.e., those on the south side of the hill, where there are 

numerous pits, are of evenly laminated micaceous iron, interbanded with occa. 
sional argillaceous layers. The rock is so soft that it can be powdered between 

the fingers, and is simply dug out with ordinary kodalis. But the greater portion 

of the ore, constituting the lower beds, is schistose hematite, which is harder than 

the micaceous iron, although easily worked on account of its fissile character. 

Numerous pits have been sunk into it also. There is a thin skin of laterite on 
the top of the hill, which is, in great part at least, and I believe wholly, duc 

to alteration of the iron-schist in situ. 

As this hill is about a third of a mile long, flat-topped, and wide, and not far 
from 100 feet high, the quantity of ore available by open workings, with free 
drainage, is enormous. As a very rough estimate, the cubic contents of the hill 

may perhaps be taken at RO or about four million cubic yards®, which is 

equivalent to about fourteen million tons of ore. Even then if a liberal deduction 
be made for possible concealed bands of useless rock, the remaining figures will 
represent an immense amount of ore. 

A sample of schistose hematite from the northern side of the hill yielded on 

analysis— 
Ferric oxide  . : ° ‘ ‘ ; ‘ . 97°54 = Iron 68°28 
Phosphoric acid ' : é . . ‘ . 12 
Sulphuric acid . ° ; ‘ ° ‘ - trace 
Sulphur. : P : ‘ ‘ ; . - traces 
Loss on ignition® P ; é : . ; ; "89 
Ignited insoluble residue. ° ; . ° - 121 

Hill 4 mile south of 
Agaria. 

Alumina and undetermined . : ; : - 24 

100°00 

) MBS, report, 1870-71. 
3 The product of the dimensions of the hill is divided by 2 to allow for the slopes and 

irregularities. 
3 This and the other ores analysed were air dried. The loss on ignition, therefore, includes 

hygroscopic moisture, as well as, in the case of the hydrous ores, chemically combined water. 
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In the low ridge which runs westward from Agaria a band of hematite schist, 
several yards thick, is visible along the crest. Elsewhere 

the rock is obscured by talus, &c. Except, however, near 
the base of the southern slope, where pieces of ferruginous sandstone are strewn, 

the debris on the ridge is entirely of hematite schist, so that considerably more 
ore may exist than is actually seen. The ridge is perhaps 40 to 50 feet high, and 
comparatively wide, with gentle slopes. Even if the hematite band is not thicker 

than the exposed strata, a large amount of ore is available in the ridge. The 

dip, as seen about half a mile west of the village, is to the south at 40°—50°. 
In the hills south-east of Agaria I observed runs of ore in two or three places, 

but nothing of much importance. At the western end 
of the Jhiti ridge some limonite schist is seen, dipping 
S. 20° E. at 40°, but no good section is exposed. This, as 

well as other Bijawar limonite ores, which are of rather unfrequent occurrence, 
may possibly be due to hydration of hematitic strata near the surface. At the 

southern base of the hillock just west of Kurumukur, jaspery quartz schist inter- 
banded with micaceous iron is seen. The hillock is capped by laterite, and 

similar rock is to be seen in some of the hills to the north-east of the same village. 

These hills are low and featureless, with little or no other rock visible. It is not 

at all improbable, however, that the laterite is due to superficial alteration of 

iron ore, and that there is a considerable, perhaps a large, quantity of the latter 
in the hills in question. 

There are two low hillocks close to Sarroli, one three-quarters of a mile some- 
what south of west, and the other a mile south-south-west 

from the town. The former of these is composed of 
schistose hematite and micaceous iron, the beds of which have an irregular strike, 

corresponding on whole with the direction of the hill, and an uncertain dip at 
high angles. There is a skin of laterite in places due, I have no doubt, to super- 
ficial alteration of the ore. 

The northern part of the other hill is also composed of iron ore, which has an 
irregular dip, apparently towards the south as a whole. The southern part of the 
hillis formed of hornstone. The lower beds of ore, 2.e., those in the most northern 

part of the hill, are of hard micaceous iron passing into schistose hematite, while 
the upper strata are of soft, crumbly, finely laminated micaceous iron, with some 

interbanded argillaceous layers. It will be observed that the section here is 
similar to that in the bill half a mile south of Agaria—soft crumbly ore above 
and harder beds beneath—and I. do not think there can be much doubt that 
the strata in the two localities belong to the same horizon. There are two 
rather large excavations in the upper beds; that to the south-east is known 

as the Sarroli mine, and that to the north-west as the Partébpur mine (from 

2 village close by which is not marked on the map). 
As a rough estimate of the amount of ore available by open workings, with 

free drainage, in the Sarroli hills, the cubic contents of the northern may perhaps 

be taken at SOx x or about 500,000 cubic yards, and that of the iron-bearing 

part of the southern at %%* 2% *", or about the sameamount. This is equivalent 

to about 1,700,000 tons of ore in each hill, or say three and a half million. tons 

Ridge at Agaria. 

Hills south-east of 
Agaria. 

Sarroli. 
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in both together. In this estimate, asin that for the hill south of Agaria, no 
account is taken of the ore which could be raised from open workings beneath the 
jevel of the surrounding country. From such workings an immense amount of 
ore could be obtained. 

A sample of the crumbly micaceous iron from the Partibpur mine, taken 
as it was being loaded on to buffaloes for transmission to the neighbouring 
furnaces, yielded— 

Ferric oxide : : ; ° ‘ ~ 92°21 = Iron 6455 
Phosphoric acid . ° ° ° : : 07 
Sulphuric acid . trace 
Sulphur » trace 
Loss on ignition . ‘ ° : ‘ - 1:86 
Ignited insoluble residue ‘ ° - 450 
Lime, alumina and undetermined e . 136 

1v0°00 

The harder ore from the north end of hill gave— 
Ferric oxide ‘ ‘ , . 97°16 == Iron 68°02 
Loss on ignition . : ; ‘ . 130 
Ignited insoluble veasdua: ‘ ; : ; 89 

Undetermined? , : F ‘ ; - 65 

100-00 
———— 

The largest iron mine in the district is that near Jauli, somewhat less than 
Jeu @ mile south-east of the village (3 miles south-cast of 

" Sarroli). The ore is a semi-ochreous hematite, in which 

a slightly schistose structure is often apparent. Hematite with metallic lustre 
also occurs, but is quite subordinate to the more ochrey kind. The ore is 

interbanded with quartzose layers, which in some places greatly exceed the 

ferruginous part of the rock. In other places they are compuratively rare, 
and in the best ore they are still less common. These layers vary from a 

fraction of an inch to several inches in thickness. The beds are vertical, the 

strike, where best seen, being N. 40° E. A rough measurement showed the beds 
exposed to have a thickness of about 150 feet, but in estimating the thickness 
of ore, a dedaction must be made as an allowance for the quarizose portion 

just alluded to. 
The ore has been very largely worked, the mine being nearly 100 yards long by 

50 yards broad, and perhaps 50 feet deep. I was informed by Mr. Olpherts’ 
agent in charge of the mine, that it is not flooded in the rains; it is a sort of deep 
trench (the length of which coincides with the strike of the rock) in which water 
would accumulate if it did not soak away subterraneously, or evaporate, quicker 
than it entered. The surrounding country is an undulating one, and without 

actual levelling it would be impossible to say to what extent free drainage could 
be depended on for more extensive operations. 

It is from picked ore from this mine that Mr. W. G. Olpherts’ ‘metallic paint’ 

is made, by grinding to an impalpable powder. 

2 In this, and subsequent analyses, in which phosphorus and sulphur arc not given separately, 

any present is included in the undetermined portion of the ore. 
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Some distance, perhaps a quarter of a mile, to the north-east of the above 
mine, there is an old abandoned one, The ore exposed is not as rich as that in 
the mine now worked, and naturally so, as previous to abandonment all the best 

ore exposed would be removed. The beds dip E. 30° §. at 60°, the strike 
therefore being nearly the same as in the newer mine. Mr. Hacket considered the 

ore in both mines to belong to the same band, and one can scarcely doubt that 

such is the fact; but the ore is so soft that it makes no show at the surface, and 

hence cannot be traced along the outcrop. Ifthe band is continuous, however, 

for even a quarter of a mile only, with anything like the thickness it has in the 

present mine, a very large amount of ore is hidden beneath the surface. 
An average sample of the Jauli ore, taken as it came, and including the inter- 

banded quartz, yielded on analysis— 

Ferric oxide ; ; : ‘ ; . 75°69 = Iron 52°98. 
Phosphoric acid . : : ‘ : : 10 
Sulphuric acid ‘ : : ; : . traces. 
Sulphur ‘ : ; : : : . traces. 
Loss on ignition . . ; ; ‘ . 159 
Ignited insoluble residue é : ; . 22°32 
Manganese oxide, lime and undetermined . : 80 

100-00 

By the aid of some picking, however, a much purer ore can be obtained. A 

sample assayed by Mr. A. Tween gave 97°86 per cent. of ferric oxide = 68°50 of 
iron, and some of Mr. Olpherts’ paint gave 97°10. 

Before leaving the ores of this neighbourhood, I ought to mention that the 
_... hematite of Jauli and Agaria, as well as of the hills close 

bere eer opck. to Sarroli, is most distinctly a bedded rock, having 
generally (except at Jauli, where it is less strong marked) 

a highly schistose character. Locally indeed the rock is crushed and recemented, 
and this crushing may have taken place along lines of faulting (probably merely 

local slips). But except in such very limited sense the ore is most certainly not 
a fault rock. The point is one of practical importance with reference to the 
probable persistency of the ore, and is alluded to as the reverse has been pre- 
viously stated}. 

The most prominent rock in the Lora range (east of Sehora) is a ferruginous 
; siliceous schist, composed of alternating layers of micaceous 

Lore Hills. iron and quartz, which is usually of a red jaspery type. 
The layers are of irregular thickness, varying from a small fraction of an inch to 

an inch and upwards, For want of a better name, and to avoid circumlocution in 

referring to it, this rock may perhaps be called jasper-hematite schist. If it were 
marked as a0 iron ore, the Lora range (as well as many other lines of hill) 

should be streaked with gold from end to end, Buta large proportion of the 

rock contains too great an amount of silica to allow of its being smelted with 

advantage, more especially when ores practically free from silica are to be 

obtained in abundance. Only those places, therefore, are marked with gold in 

which I have myself seen good workable ore. = = 9 

3 Meraoirs, Geol, Surv, of Indis, Vel. II, p. 278. a ee 
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At the termination of the range north of Mangola a band of jasper-hematite is 
exposed 1x situ along the crest. Lower down the slopes 

there is a talus of the same rock, amongst which pieces of 
micaceous iron 2 or 3 inches thick, or more. and free from siliceous layers, are not 

uncommon. But the beds are not exposed sufficiently for one to form an opinion 
as to whether there is any considerable quantity of ore. 

North of Mangola. 

The hill half a mile north of Gogra is formed mainly of jasper-hematite. 
Near the base of southern slope there are a number of 

shallow ore pits', but they are only in talus, not in the 

rock in situ. The miners seek for the small bits of ore which can be used at 

once in the furnaces, and leave the large lumps, which would require the labour 

of breaking up. The ore is ® manganiferous micaceous hematite, containing a 

varying proportion of interbanded jaspery quartz. It is a siliceous ore, although 

not very highly so. As the manganiferous band is entirely concealed beneath the 

talus, no estimate can be made of its thickness. Judging, however, from the 
large amount of debris, it seems probable that the thickness is considerable. 
As the loose ore must either lie directly over that in situ, or else have come down 
hill, and as the pits extend 20 or 30 feet (vertically) from the base of the hill, 

probably a large amount: of ore is obtainable by dry open workings, whether these 

be through a deep mass of talus or into solid rock. 

The proportion of manganese varies much, as can be seen from the outward 

appearance of the ore. In some specimens of the micaceous iron, the presence 
of manganese is scarcely apparent to the eye; in uthers, the ore shows by its dark 

colour that it contains a large amount, and in the highly manganiferous portions 

psilomelane occurs in irregular segregations. A carefully chosen average sample, 

made up of a large number of small pieces taken from different pits, yielded— 

Gogra and Danwai. 

Ferric oxide. ‘ . . 66:33 = Iron 46°43 
Manganese ere traces of af cobalt) : ; - 12:26 
Oxygen ; , : 7 6°83 

Phosphoric acid ‘ ‘ ; ‘ ‘ . , "27 
Sulphuric acid . . : : ; : : ‘ "03 

Sulphur . ‘ : ° ; : . trace. 
Ignited insoluble residue ; : ‘ ; ‘ 9°56 
Lime, alumina, water and cndobensitned : : ; 476 

100°00 

The manganese exists, in large part at least, in the form of psilomelane, 

occurring in irregular segregations, or more minutely disseminated through the 

rock. 

The Gogra miners told me (and Mr. Hacket mentions the same thing) that 

the ore from these pits produces a hard steely iron, used for making edged- 

tools, &c., while that from the mines in the Sarroli neighbourhood yields a soft 

iron, used largely for ‘karrais’ (shallow basins for making chupats in, &ec.). 
The difference is no doubt to be attributed to the manganese in the former. 

1 Those to the west belong to the village Gogra, and those to the cast to Dauwai. 
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The ridge running eastward from Kuthola (1 mile south-east of Sehora) is 

formed mainly of jasper-hematite. At the gap where 
the railway passes, the strata dip at a high angle towards 

the south. In the low hill just west of the railway station (Sehora road), the 
beds in which seem to be higher in the section, as the rocks actually lie, than 
those just mentioned, manganiferous hematite schist, with psilomelane, is visible. 
The rock is more earthy and impure-looking than that at Gosulpur, which 
will be described presently, and contains a considerable amount of interbanded 
jasper and quartz. No great thickness is exposed, but the outcrop is of some 

importance, as indicating the position of the manganiferous band. 

Where the Deccan road passes the end of the ridge, jasper-hematite with 

hornstone is visible in situ, and pieces of psilomelane, &c., are scattered about. 

On the northern slope of the hillock, about 300 yards N.15° W. from the Dak 
Bungalow at Gosulpur, a strong band of manganiferous 
micaceous iron outcrops. Ina little nalla at the foot of 

the hill the following section is exposed :— 

Kuthola, 

Gosulpur. 

Clay-slate, seen about ‘ . ° . ; ‘ ; 
Somewhat teeny quartz schist . ° ‘ ‘ ; ‘ - 56 
Obscured : . . ° ‘ . . . ; - 20 
Manganiferous micaceous iron. : ‘ . ; ‘ ‘ . 16? 

‘s quartz schist . . . ; . . . - 6 
a micaceous iron, seen tit 35 

The total thickness of ore actually seen being aiout 50 feet. The section is 
given in descending order, as the rocks lie, the dip being about 60° to N. 30° W. 

The hillock just mentioned forms the eastern extremity of a low scarp, run- 
ning from Gosulpur to W. 30°S. The scarp is capped by several yards of rock 

laterite, but lower down the slope (which faces to N. 30° W.) the mangano- 

ferruginous band outcrops in several places. It is fairly seen at intervals for 

about a third of a mile, and reveals its presence more obscurely, by occasional 

small outcrops, and by loose fragments, for at least a quarter of a mile more. As 
in the first third of a mile the outcrop is well above the plain (averaging 
perhaps 30 feet or so), there is, unless the band thins ont considerably immediately 
westward of Gosulpur, which is not likely, some hundreds of thousands of tons 
to be had by dry open workings, and probably some millions by going deep 
enough, 

The appearance of the rock shows (as at Gogra) that the proportion of 
manganese is very variable. The greater portion of it, at least, exists in the form 

of psilomelane, occurring partly as linings to small cavities in the rock, and in 
irregular segregations and masses, some of which contain some cubic feet of 
mineral. I am somewhat inclined to think thatthe psilomelane is most abundant 

where the schist has crushed and re-cemented, psilomelane being the cementing 
material. A sample of the more manganiferous part of the schist afforded 18°02 
per cent. of manganese (with a little cobalt), while the psilomelane gave 83-20 
per cent. of available peroxide. 

Reviewing the above details, it will be seon that manganiferous micaceous 
hematite has been found in seversl places along the southern side of the Lora 
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range. One can scarcely feel much doubt as to there being a continuous band 
in that position. Itis highly probable that the Gosulpur ore belongs to the 
same horizon, but whether it is a direct continuation of the same outcrop or 
not is more doubtful. The strata in the Lora range havea gencral dip towards 
the south-south-east at high angles, while the beds at Gosulpur dip N. 30° W. 

at about 60°. This may be a mere local feature, or it may indicate that the Lora 
and Gosulpur outcrops are on opposite sides of a synclinal flexure. 

There does not appear to be any reason why the Gosulpur and Lora man- 
ganiferous ore should not form a suitable material for the manufacture of 

spiegeleisen. Although part of the manganese occurs in distinct segregations, 
a large proportion of it is minutely disseminated through the ore. 

On the slope of the hillock at Gosulpur above mentioned, a little below the 
outcrop of the manganiferous ore, there is a band of limonite not less than 15 feet 
thick. It can be traced westwards for about the same distance as the other ore, 

to which it runs parallel. Some parts are very massive, the rock lying about in 

large blocks; others present a schistose appearance. At the timo I took this to 

be a bedded Bijawar rock, but I am not prepared to assert positively that it is 
so. Whether it be or not, a considerable quantity of ore (containing, however, a 

rather high percentage of phosphorus) is to be obtained from it. It yielded on 

analysis— 
Ferric oxide . ° . : . . ° - 81°57 = Iron 57°10 
Phosphoric acid . ° ‘ ‘ . : : 1:69 
Sulphuric acid : : , : : : . 0:00 
Sulphur . : ° . . : ; . traces! 
Loss on ignition - : - . . ; - 10°91 
Iguited insoluble residue’. : . ‘ ° - 408 
Lime, alumina and undetermined ‘ ‘ ; ‘ 1°75 

100°00 

LATERITIC ORES. 

The pisolitic ores occur on a horizon near the base of the lateritic strata. 
‘The bottom beds (of the group) consist of a coarse ferruginous sandstone, 
formed of rounded bits of quartz, sometimes as large as a pea, embedded in a hard 

ferruginous paste. Above this there are some beds of fine ferruginous earthy 

sandstone, containing badly preserved leaf-impressions. Resting upon these in 

some sections, there are several feet of a rich oolitic iron ore, covered by red, 

white, and purple clays, with bands of a coarse ferruginous sandstone inter- 
bedded, the whole capped by the ordinary rock laterite.”* 

There are two main varieties of pisolitic ore, one of which breaks with a smooth 

conchoidal fracture and shining surface; the other with a rough uneven fracture 

and dull lustreless surface. In the former the hardness and tenacity of the 

spherules, and of the cement in which they are embedded, are about equal, so that 

fracture takes indifferently through both parts of the rock. The difference of 

fracture in the other variety is due partly to the cement, and also the spherulvs, 

2 °008. 
2C, A. Hacket, MSS. report, 1871-72. 
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breaking with a dull uneven surface; partly to some of the spherules being 
dragged out of their sockets unbroken, so that the surface of the rock shows a 

number of roundel prominences and depressions. The conchoidal-fractured 
limonite is hard and brittle, the other much softer, and sometimes quite friable. 

The spherules of the former vary in size from that of large peas downwards, 
so that the rock passes into oolitic limonite. Intimately associated with it in 

many sections is a highly ferruginous sandstone, which, when looked at under 

the lens, is seen to be composed of minute grains of quartz with an abundant 
limonitic cement. Sometimes the rock is free from spherules of imonite; more 

frequently such are scattered through it more or less abundantly. Thus it passes 
into the rich pisolitic ore in which grains of quartz are sometimes visible between 
the spherules, though more frequently the cement is, like the spherules them- 
selves, purely limonitic, The sandstone and pisolitic ore are often found in 

juxta-position, with a sharp line of division between the two. 

An immense number of small pits, most of which are now abandoned, are 
scattered over the lateritic area, The majority of those I visited are in the 
neighbourhood of Bijori (7 miles east-south-east from Murwara) and in the 
Kanhwira hills. 

There is a quarry a quarter of a mile S. 15° W. from Bijori from which 
Mr. W. G. Olpherts obtained some of the ore smelted in 
his experimental works at Murwfra. The section at one 
end comprises— 

Bijori. 

Ft. In. 

a. Surface soil . - 1 0 
b. Lateritic debris -i1 6 
d. Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal Huctare., ; . O 11 

e. Ochreous, somewhat pisolitic, limonite with rough factave ‘ 0 4, 
J,g- Semi-ochreous red oxide of iron, in onion-like nodules several 

inches in diameter . O 8 
A, Lithomargic clay ; - O 7 
¢. Soft friable sandstone, seen 0 q 

One hundred feet to the east, at the other end of the quarry, the section is 
as follows— 

a. Surface soil . ; : . ‘ 
b. Luteritic debris ‘ 
e. Soft pisolitic limonite with ough fracture . 

d. Pisolitie limonite with conchoidal fracture ‘ 
e. Ochreous, somewhat pisolitic, limonite with rough fracture . 
J. Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture ‘ 
g- Ochreons, somewhat pisolitic, limonite with aga tence 

&. Lithomargic clay, seen . ° . . : 

In comparing the above two sections it will be observed that the band of 
‘wemi-ochreous red oxide of iron in the first corresponds to f + g in the 

apcond, or to one or other of them, the other having died out. In either case 

tire is‘ a change in mineral character laterally, which change may be either ori- 
gital or secondary. Tho absence of c in the first section is merely due to denu- 

Coocoumes 

peal 

SaweanSdwnooFf 
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About a mile south of Bijori there is another quarry, which has been worked 
by Mr. Olpherts. The section at the eastern end comprises— 

a. Surface soil : 
b. Disintegrated laterite, or lateritic debris 
e. Disintegrated laterite with one or two layers of highly fecraginous 

sandstone, and thin seams of pisolitic limonite with concboidal 

a 

fat 

ace 

fracture ‘ : 0 9 

d. Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal frackute ; ‘ : ‘ - O38to4 
e. Soft pisolitic limonite witk rough fracture. : : : 1m 9 
f. Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture . 0 2 
g- Soft pisolitic limonite with rough fracture. 1 10 
4. Limonite, with conchoidal fracture; pisolitic in nthe. Sones pat 

passing into oolitic lower down : o tl 
4. Laterite, seen 2 1 2 

At the other end of the quarry, 99 feet to the wee the bani - is represented 
by— 

Ft. In. 

Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture . . : . O 5 
h. {sot pisolitic limonite with rough fracture. : : . Oo 4 

Oolitic limonite with vonchoidal fracture . - . O 53 

The middle 4-inch band, therefore, dies out in a very short distance. In the 

western part of the quarry, also, the band d is represented by a layer, about 

equally thick, of compact brittle limonite. It is further noticeable in this sec- 
tion that ordinary laterite underlies the pisolitic ore. 

An average sample from the band h oe on ee 

Ferric oxide : ; 81:20 = Iron 56°84 
Phosphoric acid ° . ‘ . 4) 
Sulphuric acid : . : - trace. 
Sulphur . ; . . . : . trace. 
Loss on ignition . ° . . , : - 13°42 
Ignited insoluble residue . ; : ‘ - 41:29 
Alumina, lime and undetermined . ‘ 5 i . 268 

100-00 

‘ On the north side of the village 3 feet 4 inches of soft pisolitic limonite, with 
rough fracture, is sai aay with the base not seen. This afforded— 

Ferric oxide . ° , - 71°72 = Iron 60°20 

Loss on ignition : . . ; ° . 1468 
Ignited insoluble residue. ° ; - 794 
Undetermined (alumina & lime in part) . ° . - 666 

100°00 
ia 

In an old pit half a mile east of Bijori 2 feet of ore of the same kind is 
exposed. 

There are a number of abandoned pits about 300 yards north of the village, in 
one of which the following section was measured :— 

| Surface soil a ae 
; Soft pisolitic limonite with socal fetta ‘. : 5 : 

Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture . 
Soft pisolitic limonite with rough fracture . 

: Ochreous pisolitic limonite with rough fracture 

— 

ocoorrw?sd ete OA aE 
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Ft. In, 
Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture; the amount of cement 

between the spherules increasing in amount downwards until the 

rock passes into highly ferruginous sandstone . . . - O7to8 
Soft pisolitic limonite with rough fracture . 0 6 
Friable ferruginous sandstone with some thin irregular hard iveeas 
seen, ° : 3 ; ‘ . . - il 6 

or half a mile south-west of Majhgaon, some ferrugi- 
nous beds are very imperfectly seen in a nalla. 

Pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture, uot les than 9. =. 1 GP 
Arenaceous semi-ochreous hematite, in beds of irregular thickness, 

seen . ° ‘ , ‘ ; : ‘ : ; - 4 0 
The lower beds are considerably contorted on a small scale. 
On the south-west side of the village, in an old pit, about 2 feet of oolitic 

limonite, mostly of the soft variety, underlies some 4 feet of lateritic debris. 
The base of the ore is not visible. 

Three quarters of a mile south-west of Bhadora there is 

Majhgaon. 

Bhadora. 
a group of old pits, in the largest of which the following 

section was measured :— 
Ft. In, 

Surface soil, &e. =. : ; - 8 0 
Bed of earthy limonite, with faint plant i iaesadionis ; ‘ - oO 10 

Lithomargic clay. ° 8 0 
Oolitic limonite, softer and leas highly fardiiginnt. than that 

below . , 2 0 
Oolitic limonite, bathae soft mea breaking with rough factor, 

sen . ‘ : . . . - dt 0 

Summarizing the preceding sections, we find the thicknesses of ore actually 
seen, to be as follows :— 

s, | 88 | 3 

a8 |B 
Ft. In. | Ft. In. | Ft. In 

4 mile 8, 15° W. from Bijori . . . -| kL 3 4 3 sie 

1 milesouthof Bijori . . . . +«.| 18 {87 ee 

North sideof Bijori =... wwe le CEC sé 

3 milesastof Bijori 2. ewe] ate 2 0 sie 

2 9 pom 900 yerds northof Bijori =. Ow ww OO 8 
+ mile south-west of Majhgaon .. ww] 2 GP | ue = 
South-westside of Majhgan. . .« «| « { 8 OF us 

3 milo south-west of Bhadorn gw swt oe | 80 $820 
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In the sections which are best scen there is about 5 fect of ore. In the others 

either a portion of the ore has been denuded away from the top, or the lowest beds 
are not visible. 

With reference to the important question whether the iron-bearing strata are 
continuous throughout the area over which the pits above noticed are scattered, it 

would be perhaps rash to express an unqualified opinion. The strata are most 

obscurely seen, being rarely visible except in the old pits, and seldom in them even 
except by clearing out the rubbish, by which they are more or less choked up- 

But I am certainly strongly inclined to believe that the ore will be found to occur 
continuously at the same horizon, although the details of the section may vary in 

different localities. Some of the sections given above show slight differences 
within afew yards even, but those in which the rocks are best seen agroe in there 

being a foot or so of limonite with conchoidal fracture, covered by a thicker band 

of the softer kind of ore. 
The map scarcely indicates the form of the ground correctly. There is low 

ground, occupied by alluvium, on the borders of the streams, sloping gently 

upward to more elevated ground, where the surface rock is laterite, rather than 
definite hills and valleys. The ore beds generally occur near the foot of the lateritic 

slope, a little above the level of the alluvium. They have probably, therefore, becu 

denuded away from some, at least, of the alluvial hollows. But these hollows 
occupy a far less area than the lateritic ground. In the latter I believe the ore will 
be found continuously ; at or close to the surface in the lower ground, and 
obtainable by open workings, but in the more elevated tracts probably bencath such 
a depth of overburden as to necessitate shallow mines. The amount of ore must bo 
very large. A continuous bed of even one yard only would contain more than 
eight million tons to a square mile. 

About a mile north of Emelia there are two quarries about 100 yards apart. 
That to the north was worked last year, and a consi- 

li i; 
——s derable heap of ore was stacked at the time of my visit. 

The section includes— 
Ft. In, 

Sarface soil . P : : ‘ : - : ‘ ‘ 0 2 

Highly ferrnginous sandstone . : . : . ° - dt 8s 
Disintegrated ordinary laterite . ° . . ° ° - od 8 
Pisolitic iron ore, seen. ° ° . . . ° . 4 0 

The floor of the quarry is on the ore, so that the total thickness of the latter is not 
apparent. The strata dip about N.N. W.at5°. The ore is somewhat different to 
any that I have seen elsewhere. It consists of spherules of limonite (having an 

onion-like structure, and ranging up to an inch, or even more, in diameter, but 

usually not exceeding half an inch) which are embedded in a semi-ochreous cement 

consisting mainly of brown, but partly of red, oxide of iron. Most of the spherules 

on the surfaces of fracture remain unbroken, being torn out of their sockets on 

one side. 
In the other quarry the same beds are seen less fully. 

Surface soil ‘ ‘ ‘ 
Highly ferruginous sandstone . 

Disintegrated ordinary laterite . 
Pi olifie irnn nore, sren - moKor waned wos 
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The ore 1s similar to that in the first quarry, except that the cement contains 
more red oxide. Dip north-west at 5°, 

The ore in these quarries being on rising ground, and, where it is now ex- 
posed at least, close to the surface, is favourably situated for open workings. An 

average sample from the first-mentioned gave— 

Ferric oxide ; . 97-81 = Iron 54°47 
Manganese (calculated as Mo 0%. with ieiaes of cobalt . 1°54 
Phosphoric acid ‘ ° : ‘ : "82 
Sulphuric acid . ; : ; ; : . traces. 
Salphur 2 ° e ° ‘ . : . traces. 
Loss on ignition ° . ° . ;: . - 18:20 

Ignited insoluble residue. : ; : . - 827 
Alumina, lime and undetermined ‘ 5 : ‘ 3°36 

100°00 

On the rising ground about a mile west-south-west of Jhijri several shallow 
pits have been sunk, but they are now abandoned. Lumps 

of ore are freely scattered about over the surface, and here 

and there a thin bed is visible in situ, The thickest I saw included 10 inches of 
pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture. 

At tho base of an outlying hillock of laterite, about half a mile north-west of 
Kailwéra, there is a band of ore, similar to that near 

Jhijri, which has a thickness of not less than 20 inches. 
In a nalla, close to Mr. Olpherts’ paint mill on the Katni, a mass of some- 

what earthy limonite, mixed with red oxide, appears from 
beneath the alluvium for a distance of about 20 yards. 

It has an apparent schistose structure and is unlike any lateritic ore that I am 
acquainted with. On the other hand, it is very improbable thatthe Bijawar rocks 
should appear at the surface, which they could only do by very peculiar faulting, 
so that I feel uncertain as to the relations of the ore. It afforded— 

Thijri. 

Kailwéra. 

Murwéra. 

Ferric oxide : ° : ‘ ‘ : . 75°23 = Iron 52°66 
Loss on ignition ‘ ° ° : ° ° 3 9°02 
Ignited insoluble residue . . ‘ - 11:08 
Undeter mined (alumina and lime in part) : ; - £67 

SESE 

100°00 

The Kanhwéra hills (6 miles north-east of Murwéra) form a level plateau 
Kanhwéra hills bounded by a sharply defined escarpment. The surface 

; rock on top is ordinary laterite, while bands of rich iron 
ore outcrop along the face of the slope. 

Pisolitic limonite, in great part of the kind with conchoidal fracture, forms 
a, strong band at the top of the escarpment a quarter of a mile W. 20° N. of 
Pilongi. There is little or no overburden on it. 

At the foot of the ghét, half s mile N. 2u° W. of aia alc similar 
ore not jess than 2 feet thick is visible. 
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Not far from the top of the scarp above Piprehta there is a strong band of 
the same kind of ore. There appears to be another lower down, but tho section 
is obscurely seen. 

On the slope of the projecting spur, a quarter of a mile south-east of Pip- 

rehta, there are some old pits. In one of them the following section was 
measured :— 

Ft. In. 

Pisolitic limonite, mainly of the kind with conchoidal fracture, 

in part somewhat ochreous, seen ‘ : ; ‘ : 2 10 
Coarse ferruginous sandstone. . ; : ; ‘ 1 6 
Compact, or slightly ochreous, limonite ; : - oO 2 
Do. red oxide of iron , ‘ ‘ . . ; - Oo 8 
Lithomargic clay, seen . : ‘ : , ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 6 

there being 3 feet 3 inches of ore, with the top of the main band missing through 
denudation. The ore is 15 feet (vertically) below the top of the hill, which is 
about 70 yards to the north— 

A sample from the main seam yielded on analysis :— 

Ferric oxide . ‘ : ‘i : ; ; - 82°18 = Iron 57°52 
Phosphoric acid : ; ; . , ‘ : “76 
Sulphuric acid ‘ ; ‘ , : : . trace 

Sulphur . : ‘ ‘ : ‘ : ‘ . traces 

Loss on ignition : ‘ ‘ : . 13°89 
Ignited insoluble residue . ; . . 1:57 
Alumina, lime and andstarnatied: : ; ‘ 1°60 

100:00 
So 

It will be noticed that this, as well as the other lateritic ores analysed, con- 

tains a much higher percentage of phosphorus than the hematites, In the latter 
the phosphoric acid ranges from ‘10 to ‘27 per cent.; in the former from ‘76 to 
1°41 per cent. 

At the foot of the hill, below the pits just mentioned, there is a strong band 

of oolitic and pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture, 

To the north-west of Kamtarra (a village 1 mile south of Mohjri) there 

are some old pits 25 feet above the foot of the escarpment, which is 70 feet high. 

The ore is pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture, and is not less than 12 

inches thick. There seems to be more than one band of ore besides that in the 
pits, but the section is very obscure. Large quantities of loose ore are strewn on 

the hill-side at different levels. 

Just west of Mohéri the hill is capped, with no overburden, by 2 feet 4 inches 
of oolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture. There are some old pits here, and 
others about half way down the hill. 

In the nalla just north of Mohéri there is— 
Ft. In. 

‘Oolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture, seen. 0 9 

Slightly arenaceous limonite, in thinnish beds containing plant 
impressions . ‘ : ‘< ‘ , - ; 0 9 

Ferruginous acadabie: seen ‘ ° : , F ‘ - 1 6 
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Near the bottom of the ghét, halfa mile north-west of Mohéri, there is a 
band of pisolitic limonite with conchoidal fracture, seemingly about 2 feet thick. 
Higher up there is another strong band of similar ore. 

On the slope above Kanhwiéra 2 feet 6 inches of same kind of ore, but some- 
what ochreous in part, outcrops in one place. 

About half a mile south of Kanhwdara the surface rock, at some little dis- 

tance from the foot of the escarpment, is pisolitic limonite with conchoidal 
fracture. 

On comparing the above sections it will be seen that there is one band of 

ore near the top of the escarpment, another at the foot of it, and a third in an 
intermediate position. The thicknesses, in as far as I was able to ascertain 
them, were— 

Top seam. Middle seam. Bottom seam, 

+ Mile W. 20°N. of Pilongi . . Strong band acs “e 
+ , N.20° W.of Piprehta . ; ra ss Not less than 

2 feet. 

Piprehta : . . Strong band ? isi 
+ Mile south-east of Piprehta ‘ - Not less than ee Strong band. 

3 feet 3 inches. 

North-west of Kamtarra . : ‘ sa Not less than 
1 foot. 

West of Mobéri . A F - Not less than P 

2 feet 4 inches. 
North of Mohéri_ . , ‘: : ses ee Not less than 

: 1 foot 6 inches. 

North-west of Mohéri_. ‘ ‘ sia Strong band 2 feet ? 

Kanhwiéra : ; m ° cae 2 feet 6 inches or 

South of Kanhwéra , P 

It is, I think, tolerably safe is siieate the average thicknesses of the seams 
at— 

Ft. In. 

Top seam : ; ‘ ‘ ‘ ; ‘ , i ; 2 6 
Middle seam . . : ; j : ‘ . : - js O 
Bottom seam. : 4 . 2 0 

The area of the plateau en of Mohéri ‘being — two and a half square 

miles, there would be in the— 

Topseam . . . . + «. + «.’ « ~~ « 19 million tons of ore. 
Middle seam . e @ . , s e e ° 15 99 99 

Bottom seam . . . - 16 29 ” 

A large amount of ore from the top seam is available by open workings with 
free drainage in places where, as in some of the localities noticed above, it occurs 
at the very top of the escarpment with little or no overburden. A considerable 
quantity could also be got from the bottom seam, in the same way, in places 
where it extends into the plain at the foot of the slope. The great mass of ore from 
the two lower seams, however, and some probably from the top one, could only 
be obtained by mining. But mining in horizontal strata at such insignificant 
depths would be of the simplest kind, an immense quantity of ore being ‘within 
reach by adits driven in from the face of the escarpment 
"Tn the above estimate ne acogunt hea heen taken of the Kanivwhes hills east of 

Mohéri, where there can be little doubt ove exists in equal abundance”. 
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A considerable proportion of the ordinary laterite contains a high percentage 

Ondiuaty lekeitio aa exe: of iron, and in countries less favoured than that under 

discussion would be looked on as 4 valuable ore. Asa 
case in point, I may mention the hillock near Kailwara previously alluded to. It 

is about 40 feet high, and formed of rock laterite of a common type. A carefully 
chosen average sample yielded— 

Ferric oxide ; ; : : ; . 63°27 = Tron 44°29 
Loss on ignition . : ‘ ‘ . 10°48 

Ignited insoluble residue ‘ ; , . 19°36 
Undetermined (mainly alumina and lime) . 689 

100°00 
aaa 

T ought not to conclude these notes on the iron ores of Jabalpur without 

saying that th wh ive , ss socol cates: ying they do not profess to give an account of 

every locality in which such mineral resuurces ure to be 

found. Iron is, indeed, well known to occur in places which I have nut visited— 

at Gangai, for instance, near the marble rocks, and the Majhauli hills, west of 

Sehora. Such ores, however, are, from their position, obviously out of count in 

connection with the Umeria coal. In the localities I have described, there is a 

practically unlimited supply of high-class brown, red, and manguniferous ores, none 

of which are more than a few miles distant from the railway. So much being 

ascertained, it would be useless, at any rate until the question of working the 
ores takes a more definite form than at present, to spend time in the examination 

of the more remote and less important localities. 

FLuxes. 

The most important member of the Lower Vindhyan series, and that possess- 
; ing the greatest constancy in the section, is a band of 

ae er Vindhyan lime- jimestone some hundreds of feet in thickness. Consti- 

tating, as it does, nearly the highest subdivision of the 

series, and generally dipping towards the north at moderate angles, it occupies 

the lower portion of the Kymore escarpment (beneath the sandstones of the 

upper series), or a belt of country, of varying width, immediately to the south. 
In this position it extends from near Sasserém to Bijeréghogarh, a distance of 
some 200 miles. In the neighbourhood of the latter town the outcrop is 
exceptionally wide, covering a breadth of more than 3 miles. A little west 
of Bijerfghogarh, however, the alluvium begins to encroach, the limestone out- 
crop rapidly narrows, and near the village of Kachgaon finally disappears beneath 

the more recent deposits!. But it is practically certain that, although concealed, 
the limestone forms a continuous fringe, bordering the Upper Vindhyan rocks, 
from Kachgaon towards the south-west, and then eastwards again to Murwara. 
In the latter position there are numerous quarries sunk through the alluvium. 

These excavations are in a line running north and south from just south of 
the town to the base of Murwéra Hill Station. With one exception they appear 
to be all very nearly on one strike. The depth of overburden in the different 

1 ‘The narrow band, colored blue on the map, to the westward of Kachgaon, ia of shale, which 

Cesupies s position between the limestone and the Upper Vindhyan rocks above. 
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quarries varies from 10 to 25 feet, except in the most southern of the line, where it 
is less than 5. It consists of clay, with Lower Vindhyan shales and inferior shaly 
limestone, which overlie the band that is worked. The latter consists of grey 

limestone in beds of rather small thickness, averaging say 2 to 5 inches, A 
carefully chosen average sample gave— 

Carbonate of lime ‘ . ; ‘ . 9465 
- of magnesia (by cit) : : ; : . 2:98 
es of iron. ; : ‘ : ; . 658 

Phosphoric acid : ; . traces 
Sulphuric acid - 000 
Sulphur . ‘ , . : : ; . traces! 
Ignited insoluble residue ; . : . . . - 41°79 

100-00 

—a result which shows the stone to be eminently suitable as a flux. 

The band of superior limestone (above and below which is inferior stone) is 
only some 10 feet thick, and as it dips (towards the west) at 15°—20°, it cannot 

be followed towards the deep for any distance, the overburden even at the out- 
crop being excessive. The amount of stone therefore obtainable from the present 
quarries is limited. The outcrop of the whole band of limestone, however (which, 
as I have said, is some hundreds of feet thick in the Son Valley), probably extends 
for a eonsiderable distance eastwards of the quarries beneath the laterite and allu- 

vium, and many other beds of good stone are probably concealed in that position. 

(There is indeed one excavation, some 130 yards east of the others, which has 
struck limestone, but of an inferior kind.) It is very doubtful, however, whether 

the more recent deposits are not too thick to allow of such being worked, even if 
found. A well in Mr Olpherts’ compound, a few hundred yards east of the line 
of quarries, was sunk through 90 feet of clay without striking rock. 

In the event, then, of iron works on a large scale being started at Murwara, 
I think it is not impossible that, sooner or later, the supply of limestone on the 

spot will fail. In this case search should be made a little south of where the 
railway passes through the Kymore hills (west of Ponchi). It is quite possible 
that the limestone is to be found there beneath a less depth of overburden than at 
Murwédra, and a few shallow wells would be sufficient to settle whether it is or 

not. If not, perhaps the best plan would be to construct a tramway from Mur- 
w4ra to the limestone area west of Bijeréghoghar, or to the latter town itself. 
Limestone is to be had there in unlimited quantity at the surface of the ground. 
The tramway, therefore, besides serving to bring in iron ore from the rich deposits 
of the Kanhwéara hills, and flux for smelting purposes, could supply lime- 
works on any required scale with stone, probably at a cheaper rate than it can be 
had now at Murwéra, as the expense of removing such a mass of overburden would 
be avoided. As the Murwéra* lime is now exported as far even as Caloutta, a 
market would doubtless be found for a large supply, if deliverable at a sufficiently 
low rate. A certain amount of passenger and ordinary goods traffic wonld also, 
no doubt, be obtainable for such a tramway as a feeder of the Hast Indian Heil. 

u 1-004. tts ¢ a 

£ Or Katni, Murwéra is the nameof the town, Katai thet of the adjoining railway. station, 
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way. As the country is nearly level, with only one stream of any size to cross, 
there would be no difficulty in construction. 

There is an unlimited supply of limestone to be obtained from the lameta beds. 

Besides the fact, however, that these rocks du not approach 
the railway anywhere north of Jabalpur, the stone is 

markedly inferior to that of Murwéra. An average sample, taken from several 

heaps collected for burning neer Jabalpur, contained 21:38 per cent. of residue 
insoluble in hydrochloric acid, the remainder being carbonate of lime, with trifling 

quantities of magnesia and iron. 

Lameta limestone, 

A pisolitic variety of laterite, containing, besides iron, a large proportion of 

Aisinieaaa latadte. alumina, occurs abundantly in the hills south of Mur- 

wara. If an aluminous flux shonld be required for 
smelting some of the hematite ores, the rock in question might perhaps be found 
useful. 

DOLOMITE. 

The occurrence of manganiferous iron ore, available for the production of spic- 

geleisen, would probably lead to Bessemer steel-making being included in any 

scheme for utilising the Jabalpur ores. Ifthe basic process were adopted, dolomite 
for lining the converters would be required. The rock occurs in great abundanco 
in the district, and, although very unequal in quality, can be obtained, by a little 

selection, of great purity. 

The well-known ‘marble rocks,’ which are situated about 2 miles from 

Mirganj station on the Great Indian Peninsular Ruil- 

way (11 miles from Jabalpur and 68 from Murwéra), 
are dolomitic throughout. The rock has a saccharine texture, and is mainly of 
@ pure white colour, although here and there it has a grey, yellow, or pink tinge, 

The bedding, as a rule, is not very thick, and in places it is quite thin, the rock 
verging towards a dolomitic schist. The greater portion of the dolomite contains 
disseminated crystals of tremolite, and very often irregular strangulated layors 

of quartz parallel to the bedding. But rock free from visible impurity is to be 
obtained without any difficulty. A sample of such, of a pure white colour, and 
obtained from different spots, yielded— 

Carbonate of lime " Z 7 : : : ‘ . 55 48 

Marble rocks, 

ry) » magnesia (by diff.) . . . . : ‘ : 43°55 

r » iron ° . ° . . ‘ ts 36 

Ignited insoluble residue . ‘ . ‘ . ° : . "61 

300°00 

This is a very close approximation to normal dolomite, which contains 54°35 and 
45°65 per cent. of carbonate of lime and magnesia respectively. 

Dolomite of a somewhat less pure variety also occurs largely in the neighbour- 
51 hood of Sleemanabad. It is mostly grey, with occasional 

a — cherty and quartzose bands, but rock free from visible 

impurity can easily be got by selection. A sample taken from the side of the 
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railway between Dharoli and Deori (2 miles from Sleemanabad station and 
20 from Murwara) gave— 

Carbonate of lime 

‘é »» Magnesia (by aif.) . 

a »» iron : 

Ignited insoluble residue 

100°00 

The same band of rock is also found close to the Sleemanabad station. 

FIRECLAY. 

Firebricks have been made in the Jabalpur jail from clay obtained from the 
Upper Gondwana beds, in the neighbourhood of Jackson’s 
hotel. Last year I made some trial of their infusibility on 

a small scale. Three sharp-edged fragments, together with three similar fragments 
of a Scotch firebrick, from Kilmarnock, were placed in a covered crucible, and 

exposed for an hour to a dazzling white heat in a Fletcher’s injector gas furnace. 

After cooling it was found that the edges of none of the fragments showed even 
incipient signs of fusion. The fragments of both bricks had acquired a slight 

glaze on the parts forming portions of the original surfaces, and when broken 

were found to have become extremely hard (so as to resist the point of a knife), 
somewhat porous, and the fracture semi-vitreous looking. The Jabalpur brick, 
before heating, had a smoother fracture than the Scotch one, and was much softer 
and more easily broken. After heating, however, both seemed to be equally hard. 

Babu Hira Lal, of the Geological Survey, recently forwarded some clay, similar 
in appearance to that from which the Jabalpur bricks were 
made, which he found in the Upper Gondwana strata in the 

hill west of Amdari, a village 14 miles south-west of Chandia. He states that 
the clay occurs in considerable quantity. It is a white indurated kind, breaking 

with a semi-conchoidal fracture when dry. When powered moderately finely}, 
it yielded a highly plastic mass with water. From this small bricks with sharp 
square edges were made, measuring 15” + 3’ + }", Similar bricks were made 
from fireclay from Glenboig and Garnkirk (Scotland) and from Raniganj, One 

of each was enclosed in # covered crucible, with one end resting on the bottom, 
and the other touching the side. After exposure for an hour to a dazzling white 
heat in an injector furnace®, the edges of the Amdari brick were only slightly 
rounded, but the brick had softened sufficiently to allow it to bend somewhat, 
until partially supported by the side of the crucible. It had not contracted in a 
marked degree. The Glenboig and Garnkirk bricks remained with perfectly sharp 
edges and contracted very slightly; the former showed no trace of bending, while 

the latter was bent in a very slight degree. The Béniganj brick had the edges 
completely rounded, and was reduced to a semz- fused condition, 

Jabalpur. 

Amdari. 

1 Sifted through 2 sieve of 88 holes to the linear inch. 
? The temperature was sufficiently high to soften the cover of a —_ from he Batten 

works, and allow it to sagg downwards. sae a ot 
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Some of the powdered Amdari clay was subsequently washed by suspension 

in water, dried, repowdered and sifted, and made into bricks ‘of the same kind, 

which were similarly heated. The edges were very slightly rounded, and the bricks 

bent somewhat from their own weight, but decidedly less than that made from 
unwashed clay. 

Although the clay, then, showed itself to be inferior to Scotch clay, good fire- 
bricks could probably be made from it, especially if washed. Similar clay is 
doubtless to be found elsewhere in the Upper Gondwana area, and one may expect 
the coal measures of Umeria to contain fireclays like those of Raniganj and other 
coal fields. 

MuRWARA AS A SITE FOR IRON-WORKS. 

In the preceding remarks I have more than once alluded to Murwara as a site 

for future iron-works. The advantages of the position are not far to seek. The 

two primary conditions in selecting a site are firstly, that there shall be an ample 
supply of water, and secondly, that the spot shall be on the line of railway. 

Now, between Gosulpur, in the neighbourhood of the most important hematite and 
manganiferous deposits, and Umeria, vi@ Murwara, the East Indian Railway 

and the projected line to Umeria only cross three streams of any size, namely, 

the Heran, south of Sehora; the Katni, at Murwara; and the Mihanaddi, near 

Chandia. The first of these is obviously too far away from the coal-tield. The 
Méhanaddi is within a comparatively short distance of the coal, which forms the 
heaviest individual item of haulage, but not only would the ore and flux have to 
be taken from near, or beyond, Murwara to the Mahanaddi, but all the iron pro- 
duced would have to be carried from the Mahanaddi to Murwara. Roughly 
speaking, there would be the haulage of ore + flux + iron versus the haulage of 
coal’, 

Murwéara, as will have been seen, occupies a central position with reference to 

the different mineral products required. It is actually on limestone, and within 
less than 15 miles of an unlimited supply of the same mineral to the north- 

east. It isin the immediate neighbourhood of the lateritic brown ores, and about 

equally distant from the Umeria coal-field to the south-east, and the hematite and 
manganiferous ores to the south-west, while dolomite is to be had within 20 miles 

by railway. The Katni, which flows past Murwéara, isa stream with a drainage 

area, of 230 square miles above the town, and there is an abundant supply of water 
throughout the year*. 

1 If the new line were continued to Belaspur a certain quantity of iron would find ite way 
to the south-east, but the amount would probably be a small proportion of the total made. 

2 It appears from data kindly supplied to me by Mr. V. Pont, Resident Engineer of the East 
Indian Railway at Jabalpur, that in April last year, when the stream would be almost at its lowest, 

thare was a flow of 996 cubic feet per minute. 

A magnificent sheet of water could be formed by throwing a dam across the gorge, through 

which the Katni flows just west of Murwéra, and a sufficient head of water perhaps obtained to 

work heavy machinery ; to ascertain the exact fall obtainuble would require actual levelling. The 

yeservoir, however, could unfortunately only be made at the expense of submerging a large area of 

cultivated land. 
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On Lateritic and other Manganese Ore occurring at Gosulpur, Jabalpur District, by 

F. R. Matuet, F.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

In a previous volume of the Records! some account is given of the manga- 
nese ore at Gosulpur, which was visited by the Superintendent of the Geological 
Survey in 1879. The sections then available for examination were very poor 

indeed, but, judging from which could be seen, Mr. Medlicott thought that a 
large supply of the ore could probably be depended on. The following year a shaft 

was sunk with a view of testing the richness of the deposit. When this had reached 
a depth of 20 feet, the engineer in charge reported “that all trace of the ore was 
lost at a depth of 9 feet from the surface, at which depth a yellow subsoil, resem- 
bling ochre, was entered ; that about 13 cubic feet of ore were obtained, and even 

this small quantity of rather an inferior quality; that in consequence I recom- 
mended and discontinued operations.” As this discouraging result was at variance 
with the hope previously entertained of a considerable supply, I was directed to 
take the opportunity, while in the neighboarhood recently, of visiting the locality 

and seeing how the discrepancy was to be explained. 
The shaft is dug on the site of the pre-existing holes examined by Mr. Medli- 

cott, from which the ore had been extracted for use in glass-making at Murwdra 

and elsewhere. The section comprises— 
Feet. 

a. Laterite . . . : ; ‘ ; : : . 4to5. 
6. Manganese ore : F . 2, 2. 

c. Laterite containing some sodlules of aeteiuase eae about ; 6 
d. Distintegrated quartz schist dipping at a high angle (to bottom of shaft) 7 

The manganese ore b, which, as mentioned in the previous notice ’, is pyrolusite 
mixed with some psilomelane, occurs in the form of irregular spongy nodules 
varying in size from a fraction of an inch to several inches diameter, and averag- 

ing perhaps half an inch to 1 or 2 inches. These seem to constitute an irregular 

layer, which is 2 feet thick, or rather more, at the shaft. It is exposed in 
two or three other places within a length of 20 feet. The level varies somewhat 
even in this short distance, and, as pointed out by Mr Medlicott, the ore found 

in the village well, 120 yards to the east, is at a lower level than that 
at the shaft. This difference is, I think, to be ascribed to the laterite (including 

the ore) having been deposited on an irregularly denuded floor of Bijéwar rocks. 
There is little or no laterite of the ordinary (ferruginous) type included in 

the manganese stratum, and the separation between this stratum and the laterite 
above is tolerably well defined ; that between the manganese and the laterite below 

is not so well marked, the laterite containing occasional nodules of pyrolusite 
through it. The laterite above and below the ore looks somewhat like the detrital 
variety, but experience elsewhere has led me to believe that the rock laterite ® has 
a tendency to disintegrate into a mass of irregular nodular fragments, which beak 

2Vol, XII, p. 99. = 

3 Ibid, p. 100. 
* By ‘rock laterite’ I mean the first form of Interite mentioned on pee 127. The term ae 

doubt open to criticism, but is convenient and serves to avoid circumlocution. gif tye 
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a very close resemblance to the detrital form. Taking into account that no dis- 
tinctly foreign matter is visible in the rock in question ; that undoubted rock late- 

rite occurs Close by; and that the manganese ore is pyrolusite, not psilomelane (a 

point to which I shall allude again), I donot think there can be any reasonable 
doubt that the laterite, inclusive of the ore, is rock laterite, not detrital. Such 

is the view which Mr. Medlicott also took: “ This laterite is of the older type; at 
least in the exposed sections I could not detect any palpablo debris, which gene- 

rally characterises the secondary or detrital laterite. It is therefore presumable 
that the lumps of ore are in rate, and that the manganese is an integral component 

of the laterite in this position.”? 

With reference to the original source from which the manganese was derived, 

it is I think scarcely open to doubt that it is to be sought in ths strong band of 
manganiferous micaceous iron which outcrops along the southern side of the Lora 
range and again at Gosalpur*, But, as I said in the preceding paper, the man. 
ganese in this ore occurs mainly, if not entirely, in the form of psilomelano, 

while the manganese of the laterite is mainly pyrolusite. The latter, therefore, 
cannot be the result of mere mechanical degradation and transport, unless it be 
supposed that the nodules in which the ore occurs are pebbles, originally of one 
mineral which has subsequently been changed into another. This mode of origin 
is rendered very unlikely by the absence of any other recognisable debris in the 
manganese stratum. 

If the latter be not a mechanical deposit, it must beachemical one. Carbonate 

of manganese being, like carbonate of iron, soluble in water holding carbonic acid 

in solution, the former metal is capable of being leached out and re-deposited in the 
game, or nearly the same, way as the latter’, During the deposition of the main 
stratum of manganese ore, the water appears to have held little bué manganous 
carbonate in solution, while at the time the laterite below was formed, ferrous 

carbonate was the chief substance dissolved, but with some manganous salt, the 
manganese subsequently separating itself into nodules by segregatory action. 
Specimens may be obtained consisting in part of ordinary laterite, and partly of 
manganese oxide. 

The occurrence of this manganese laterite, interbedded with ordinary ferrugi- 

nous laterite, furnishes, I think, strong evidence in favour of the view as to the 

origin of the latter which I have advocated in a former paper‘, namely, that 

laterite is (in as far as the iron is concerned) achemical deposit due to the 

leaching out and redeposition of iron through the agency of decaying vegetation 

and the carbonic acid produced by its decomposition. I of course am speaking of 

the first only of the three forms of laterite which I believe are now generally 

recognised, viz :-—— 
1st.—Laterite due to deposition, and excluding the 3rd form. 
Qnd.—Laterite due to the alteration of other rocks in situ °. 

Vol. XII, page 99. 
102. 

Vide Vol. XIV, page 145. 

Ibid, page 139. 

Some examples of this form are noticed in the preceding paper, pages 97, 98. 
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3rd.—Detrital laterite due to the denudation and redeposition of the 1st or 
2nd form. 

With reference to the amount of manganese ore obtainable, itis not easy to 
form any decided opinion. I think, however, that there is a fair chance of the 
layer being somewhat extensive, although very likely subject to much irregularity 
in level and the amount of overburden covering it, and perhaps in thickness also. 
When there is a demand for the mineral, the bed might be followed from the present 
diggings, and the superincumbent laterit utilised for road metal on the Deccan 
road which passes close by, 

It will have been seen that the reason why so little ore was obtained from the 
shaft was that the latter passes through the manganese stratum into quartz schist 
below it. The shaft, indeed, merely exposed the thickness of the bed, but proved 
nothing as to its lateral extension. 

In the preceding paper I have pointed out that a considerable quantity of 
psilomelane occurs with the manganiferous micaceous iron at Gosulpur. If the 

latter were worked in connection with iron-making, the psilomelane would be 
raised at the same time, and available as an ore of manganese. On assay it 
yielded 83°20 per cent. of available peroxide, or about the same amount as the 
lateritic pyrolusite. From both sources combined it may be reasonably hoped 
that a considerable supply of ore will be procurable when there is a demand for 
it. 

Further notes on the Umaria Coal-field (South Rewah Gondwana Basin), by Tuxo. 

W. H. Huanes, A.R.S.M., F.G.8., Geological Survey of India. 

In my notes of last year on the Umaria coal-field were embodied the general 
results inferable from the evidence afforded by the preliminary experiments 
carried out under the management of the Rewah State: that coaly matter 
occurred in abundance; that it lay at a shallow depth from the surface over 
a proved area of 15 square miles ; that it thickened to the deep ; that the gradient 
was low and advantageous for working; and that the quality of the coal at the 
outcrop was encouraging. 

The promise was a fair one, and from the exceptionally commanding geogra- 
phical position of the field it required small advocacy to show that if the expect- 
ations based on the introductory enquiries were confirmed, a splendid reserve of 
coal had been established. Iam happy to say that Captain Barr, the Political 
Agent of Rewah, has kecnly appreciated the exigencies of the case, and, his fur- 
ther sanction has been obtained for carrying out such trials ae shall set ee 
apprehensions that prudence may give rise to. 

I confess that I have little or no misgiving as to the worth of the Umaria and- 
the adjacent Johilla fields, and I have belief enough in my opinion to give 
it expression. But I admit the necessity of verification; and, in view ofthp 
important issues dependent upon the true practical estimate of these fields, i 
strongly commend the course that had been suggested to its narrowesb 
Himits the margin of uncertainty regarding the nature, gt lag, and permanency of. 
their seams. a : va wie tie! 
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To achieve this object it was determined that the coal should be approached 
under the ordinary conditions of approved mining. There were two plans open 
Shaft determined upon. for adoption, either to drive an incline from the outcrop, or 

_ to sink a shaft to the seam. Thesecond method was pre- 
ferred, as being in every sense more workman-like, and as affording more scopo 
for efficiently dealing with an influx of water; and on the 11th March 1883, a pit 
of 10 feet internal diameter was commenced under the chai f Mr, 'I a Ss h n 1' Sea e. er charge of Mr, ‘Thomas 

The position of the pit is near No. 8 bore-hole, where Mr. Stewart strack coal 
Position of pits Rex at 93 feet from the surface and recorded the thickness of 

cord of No. 8 borehole, *H#e seam as 10 feet. I had a strong wish to go further 
to the deep towards No. 9 bore-hole, but ] was deterred 

by the dread of water, and the possibly heavy outlay that would have to be 
incurred for pumping machinery. 

In an untried field it is always impossible to gauge the water difficulty, and 
I selected the spot for the trial shaft where I anticipated the least nmount of 
inconvenience on this score. The choice has been up to the present justified hy 

Water. the results, for though the shaft is 40 feet deep one work- 
man occasionally bailing suffices to keep it dry. Should 

the pleasant expectation that this fact gives rise to be strengthened by further 

experience, I would certainiy recommend another pit near No. 9 bore-hole 
being put down. In the future development of the field, it would actasa 

ventilation channel ; and in the initiatory stage it would yield another point where 
the quality of the coal might be judged. 

According to the journals of last year, two seams measuring respectively 

10 feet and 6 feet were passed through in No. 9 boring, 

and I remember that the coal brought up in the sludger was 

very clean and bright. The section of the hole isas follows :— 

No, 9 bore-hole, 

No. 9 bore-hole— 

1. Black surface soil ‘ ‘ ‘ : : ; ; j 1’ 0” 

2. Brown sandy soil . : : : : : ‘ ; . 7 Of 

8. Brown sandstone 2 : ‘ ; < ; . A y’ 0” 

4. Red sandstone . : - ‘ ‘ ‘ : ; . 80’ 0” 

5. Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . . ; . ; » 8° 0" 

6. Carbonaceous sandstone ' ‘ ‘ ° ‘ ; . 18' 0” 

7, Coal . ; ; ; ; ; ‘ ; ; : . &06 

8. Carbonaceous shale ; ‘é : 5 : ; ; ‘ 1’ 0” 

9. Carbonaceous shaly sandstone , «. t ; ‘ - 8 0" 

10. Coal . ; : , . : , . - Woe 

11. Carbonaceous shaly sandstone ; ; . ~. 8 Oo 

12. Carbonaceous shale ° , 1’ 0” 

18. Coal . : , »-§ #0 

14. Carabonaceous shale . é ‘ : , ; : 7 1’ o” 

15. Coal © e s e e e bd e « e e 6’ or 

TETRIS 

Toran . 92' 0” 
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As the trial shaft has not yet reached coal, I have not much to comment 
upon; but I would explain that amore favourable record of labour could have 

been shown had local skilled artizans been available, and had not vexatious 
delays occurred in procuring and transporting the mining plant, and in gathering 
together the necessary building materials. It has also been a misfortune that 
Mr. Forster was continuously indisposed, and that his illness at one time was so 

aggravated that he had to go to Jabalpur for European medical advice. Not- 
withstanding all these drawbacks, very fair progress has been made; and com- 
pared with the experience during the early days in the Wardha Valley coal-field, 
there is considerable room for congratulation. 

The main operations are those in connection with the shaft and the workings 
that will be extended from it ; but in order to gain some immediate information 

respecting the seam, and at the same time win a litile coal for night fires, smiths 
fires, limestone burning and brick burning, a narrow 6-feet incline was driven 

down to the deep from the quarry made last year. It has 
seca dl been advanced a distance of 20 yards. Throughout that 

length the seam retains nearly the thickness that it has at the outcrop, and for 
comparison I give the sections that are seen at the extreme ends of the incline. 

Outcrop (1882). Heading (1883). 
(a) Coal hard : : : ; ; 6” 10” 
(6) Stony band . : ° : : & -a 13” 
(ce) Coal bright . ; : a ee ee il 
(@) , hard . : : ; : e ge 6” 
() ,, bright. , ‘ . : - 6 6” 

(f) » hard. : : : ; . 4 14” 
(9) Stone band . . ; ; : 22" +" 
(4) Coalhard =. : : : . . 20" 2’ 0’ 

4! gs" 4 83" 

Mr. Forster says that the coal works easily, and that there is a thin band of 
_, Soft shale under the bottom of the seam which will faci- 

inte eet opinion litate pricking, and so reduce very materially the amount 
of waste. The roof is an excellent one, and not a single 

stick of timber has been required to support it. This is a most favourable feature 
in the estimation of the seam, for when a roof is bad the expenditure under the 
heading of timber forms a considerable item. With respect to the quality, the 
bottom 2 feet and the bright coals are excellent ; but the hard band lettered (d), 
and which varies in thickness, would have to be picked out, as it clinkers very 
easily. The addition to the cost of getting the coal that this picking would 
entail might be set down at quarter of an anna a ton. 

The operations are not sufficiently advanced yet toyield facts on which to base 
conclusive inferences ; but I may venture tosay that the aspect of affairs up 
to the present is not discouraging. 

The amount so far expended on the works and establishment is Rs, 8,000, 
} and a further sum of Re. 10,000 has been allowed for the 

Expenditure. completion of the enquiry, including the raising of 500 
tons of coal, 

# Be Pans 
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At a small additional cost the Johilla valley seams can be tested, as the 
necessary machinery and other plant will be at hand, and 

trained men will be available. JI would strongly urge that 
these seams be not overlooked, and a less elaborate method of procedure to that 
adopted in the Umaria field may be followed. 

A period of six or seven months ought to be quite time enough in which to 

carry out the plans now in hand, and by the end of the next working season, I 
trust we shall be able to give practical answers to all practical questions. 

Johilla seams. 

Umaria, 
23rd May 1882. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Donors. 

Coal from Kywaising, Henzada, Burma. 
THe CHieF Commissioner, Buema. 

Auriferous quartz from various localities in the Nilgiri district, Madras. 

R. Broveo Smytu. 

Tinstone from Mt. Bischof, Tasmania. 
W. G. OLraents. 

Heulandite from Dumbartonshire, and two concretions from the Permian limestone of 

Sunderland. 

Dr. G. Wart. 

Red hematite, micaceous iron, and limonite from the Jabalpur district, with a bloom of iron 

smelted from each ore; also pyrolusite from Gosulpur. 
W. G. Ourmests. 

A slab of Bhanrer sandstone with dendritic markings, from near Satna, E. I. R. 
G. PEDDIE. 

Opal in a ferruginous matrix, from Queensland. 
G. Nevis. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From lst Janvaky To 3lst Maron 1883. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

Azich HeremMann.—Geologische Forschungen in den Kaukasischen Landern. Theil II, 

with Atlas (1882), 4to. & tol., Wien. 

Bronn’s.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs, 
Band I, Protozoa, lief. 14—19. 

Band VI, Abth. III, Reptilien, Lief. 35 (1882), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Careiiini, G.—Congrés Géologique International. 2me Session, Bologne, 1881, (1882), 8vo., 
pht., Bologne. 

Tue AvurHoks 

Catalogue of the Jeypore Exhibition for Indian Raw Produce, Arts and Manufactures (1883), . 

Svo., Calcutta. 

THE Howy. Sscy. 

Cuvurcz, Anraus Henszet.—Laboratory Guide for Agricultural Students, Sth Edition 
(1882), Svo., London. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Descriptive Catalogue of Articles exhibited at the Calcutta Exhibition of Indian Art Manu- 
factures, 1882, held at the Indian Museum in January 1882, (1883), fisc., 
Calcutta. 

THE SECRETARY. 

Drewaxque, M. G.—Sur la nouvelle note de M. E. Dupont concernant sa revendication de 
priorité (1882), 8vo., pht., Bruxelles. 

THe AvrHor. 

Dorrox, C. E.—Report on the Geology of the High Plateaus of Utah, with Atlas, (1880), 
4to., Washington. 

Heegr, Dr. Oswatp.—Flora Fossilis Arctica, Band VI, Abth. 2 (1882), 4to., Ziirich. 

Horrserister, Dz. Wrrner.—Travels in Ceylon and Continental India, including Nepal 

and other parts of the Himalayas, to the borders of Thibet (1848), Svo., 
Edinburgh. 

Kane, Aveustus H.—Asia, with Ethnological Appendix ; edited by Sir Richard Temple 
(1882), Svo., London. 

Lasavtx, Dr. A. Von.—Elemente der Petrographie (1875), 8vo., Bonn. 

Novak, Dr. O.—Studien an Hypostomen Bohmischer Trilobiten (1880), 8vo., Prag. 

THe AvutTHor. 

* Fauna der Cyprisschiefer des Egerer Tertiiirbeckens (1877), Svo., Vienna. 
THE AUTHOR. 

‘ Ueber Gryllacris Bohemica einen neuen Locastidenrest aus der Steinkohlen- 

formation von Stradonitz in Béhmen (1880), 8vo., Wien. 

Tae Autor. 

rs Bemerkungen zu Kayser’s “ Fauna der Alteren Devon-Ablagerungen de 
Harzes ” (1880), 8vo., Wien. 

Tur AUTHOR. 

‘s Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Bryozoen der Béhmischen Kriedeformation 
(1877), 4to., Wien. 

Taz AvtTHor, 

- Ueber Bohmische, Thiiringische, Greifensteiner and Harzer Tentaculiten 
(1882), 4to., Wien. 

Toe AvuTHoR. 
QuensrEpt, Fr. Ave.—Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde. Auflage 3, Lief 6—7 (1882), 4to. 

Tubingen. 
a Petrefactenkunde Deutschlands, Band VII, heft 8, Gastropoden 

(1882), Svo., Leipzig. 
Rameay, ALExanDER.—Rudiments of Mineralogy, 2nd Edition (1874), Svo., London. 
Renavir, M. B.—Cours de Botanique Fossile. Année ITI, Fougéres (1883), Svo., Paris. 
RicuruoreNx, Barox F.—The Natural System of Voleanic Rocks, Vol I (1868), 4to., San 

Francisco. 
Roazwsvuscx, H.—Mikroskopische Physiographie der Massigen Gesteine (1877), Svo., Séntt- 

gart. 

The Nerwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, 1876-1878, VIII Zoology ; Mollusca I, Buccinides, 
by: Herman-Freile ; IX: Chemistry. by Imdwig Schmelek (1882), dto.. Chris- 
5 es 

Ent. Comuzz., Nornwnauan Noren-Arzantic Expeprr07. 

Zam, Da. Baxpswawp-—Unteruchvingen fiber die, Mikroskopische Zasemmensctonag ent 
Stractur der Basaltgesteine (1870), Svn, Bema. 
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Wiles of Books. Donors. 

ZrrtEL ,Kakt. A.—Handbuch der Paleontologie, Band I, Abth. TI, Lief 2 (1882), 8vo., 
Munchen. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS. &c. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Neue Folge, Band XVII, No. 13, & XVIII, Nos. 1— 
(1882.83), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 8me Série, Vol. I, livr. 4 (1882), 8vo., Paris. 

L’ApMINg. Des Mings, 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6me Série, Botanique, Tome XIV, Nos. 4 to 6, & XV, No. 1, 
(1882-83), 8vo., Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. XI, Nos. 61—63 (1883), 8vo. 
London. 

Atheneum, Nos. 2876—2888 (1882-83), 4to., London. 

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band VI, Nos. 11 & 12; VII, No.1, 
(1882-83), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 3me Période, Tome 
VIII, Nos, 9—-11 (1882), 8vo., Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revne Suisse, Sme Période, Tome XVI, Nos. 47 & 48; XVII 
No. 49 (1882-83), 8vo., Lausanne. ; 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Band XII, Nos. 9—13, and XIII, Nos. 1—-7 (1882-83), 8vo., 
Caasel. 

Chemical News, Vol. XLVI, Nos. 1202—1205 ; and XLVII, No. 1206—12]4 (1882-83), 4to , 
London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLIV, Nos. 1144—1148 ; and XLV, Nos. 1149—1156 (1882-83), 
fol., London. 

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LV, Nos. 49—52 ; and LVI, Nos. 1—8 (1882-83), 4to., Miinchen. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. IX, No. 12.; and X, Nos. 1—3 (1982-83 hs 
Svo., London. 

Iron, Vol. XX, Nos. 517—520 ; and XXI, Nos. 521—529 (1882-83), fol., London. 
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3me, Série, Tome XXII, No. 3 (1882), 8vo., Paris, 

Journal ef Science, 3rd Series, Vol, IV, No. 108 ; and V, No. 109 (1882-83), 8vo., London. 
Tae Epiror. 

Just, Dz. Leor.—Botanischer Jakresbericht, Jahrg. VI, Abth. II, heft 4and 6 ;and VII, 
Abth. IT, heft 2 (1882-83), 8vo., Berlin. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
Vol. XV, Nos. 91—93 (1883), 8vo., London. 

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. LII, Nos. 2467—2471 ; and LIII, Nos. 2472—2479, 
(1882-83), fol., London. 

Nature Novitates, Nos. 24—265 (1822), and Nos. 1—4 (1883), (1882-83,) 8vo, Berlin. 
Nature, Vol. XX VII, Nos. 684—696 (1882-83), 4to., London. 

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie, Jabrg. 1883, Band I, heft 1 
(1883), 8vo., Stuttgart. 

a II Beilage-Band. heft 2 (1882), 8vo., Stuttgart. 
Palswontographica, Band XXIX, lief. 2 (1882), 4to., Cassel. 
Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XXVIII, No. 12; and XXIX, Nos. 1—3, 

(1882-83), 4to., Gotha. 

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 89 (1883), Svo., 
London. 

Zoological Record for 1881, Vol, XVIII (1882), Svo., London. 
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Tttles of Books. Donors, 
GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c. 

Pomsay.—Report on the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1881-82 (1882), 
8vo., Bombay. 

Bomspay GovERNMENT. 

BrrtisH Burma.—Report on the Administration of British Burma during 1881-82 (1882), 
fisc., Rangoon. 

* Curer CommissioNgr or British Burma. 

Inp1a,—Catalogue of books in the Library of the Intelligence Branch of the Quarter Master 
General’s Dept. in India. Part I, Nominal Order, with Accessions to 30th 

June 1882. Part II, Classified Order (1882), Svo., Simla. 

Quak. Master GEent., Intett. Brancy. 

” Extract from General Walker’s Report on the Operations of the Survey of India 
for the year 1881-82. The Earthquake on the 3lst December 1881 (1882), 

fisc., Calcutta. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL OF Inpuia. 

Indian Meteorological Memoirs, Vol. II, part 1 (1882), 4to., Calcutta. 
METEOROLOGICAL REPORTER To Govt. oF Inpra. 

Registers of Original Observations in 1882, reduced and corrected, January and 
February 1882 (1882-83), 4to., Calcutta. 

MereoronogicaL Reporter To Govr. or Inpta. 

List of Officers in the Survey Departments on Ist January 1883 (1883), fisc., 
Calcutta. 

Rey. anp Aert. Dept, 

Ross, Lrrvt. Cot. E. C.—Report on the Administration of the Persian Gulf 
Political Residency, and Muscat Political Agency for the year 1881-82 
(1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 

ForEIicn DEPARTMENT, 
Mapkras. —Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency during 1881-82 (1882),. 

Svo., Madras. 

Mapzas Govr. 

N. W. Psrovinces.—Waitr, EpMunp.—Report on the Census of the N. W. Provinces and 
Oudh, 1881 (1882), fisc., Allahabad. 

Govt. N. W. P. anp Oupz. 
* Do. do. and Supplement (1882), fisc., Allahabad. 

Rev. anp Acrt. Dept, 
Punza8.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its Dependencies for 1881-82 

(1882), Svo., Lahore. 
PonsaB Govt. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &o. 

AMsTERDAM.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indi&, Jahrg. XI, No. g 

(1882,) Svo., Amsterdam. 

Nuernertanps CoLonmut DeParTwent. 
Basert.—Verhandlungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Basel, Vol. If, heft 2, pp. 

137—168, and heft 3, pp. 249--296 (1859), 8vo., Basel. 
Tue Soorsrr. 

BsxLin.—Sitzungsberichte der Kiniglich. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenechaftes 2 
Berlin, I—X VII (1883), dto., Berlin. = 

Tua Acanaer. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Brazin.—Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXIV, heft 3 (1883), 
8vo., Berlin. 

Tue Soctrry. 

BomsBay.—Journal of the Bombay Branchof the Royal Asiatic Socicty, Vol. XV, No. 40, 
(1883), 8vo., Bombay. 

Tne Socrery. 

Boston.—Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Sories, Vol. IX 
(1882), 8vo., Boston. 

Tor AcapEmy:- 

Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. III, Nos. 4—5 (1882). 
4to., Boston. 

99 

THe Society, 

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XXI, parts 2—3 

(1882), 8vo., Boston. 
THe Socrety. 

Brestav.—Neunundfunfvigster Jahres-Boricht der Schlesischen Gesellschaft fur Vaterlan 

dische Cultur fur i881 (1882), 8vo., Breslau. 
Tne Socrery. 

BrussEis —Bulletin de ia Société Royale Belge de Géographie, Année VI, No 5 (1882), 
8vo., Bruxelles. 

Tue Socrery. 

Bulletin du Musée Royale d'Histoire Naturelle de Belgique, Tome I, 1882. 
- Nos. 2—~3 (1882), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

THe Museum. 

Extrait du Bulletin du Musée Royale d’ Histoire Naturelle de Belgique, Tomli 
I (1882), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

THE Museum. 

Musée Royale d’ Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Service de la Carte Géologique 
du Royaume. Explication de la Feuille de Ciney, par E, Dupont et Michel 

Mourlon. With fol. maps (1882), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

THE Museum. 

Proeés-Verbal de Ia Société Royale Malacologique de Belgique, pp. LXXV- 
CLIV (1882), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

THE SociEry. 

Burrato—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. IV, No. 3 (1882), 8vo., 
Buffalo. 

THe Socrery. 

Cancurra.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. L, Extra No. to 
Part I (1882), and Vol. LI, Part I, Nos. 3 and 4, and Part ITI, Nos. 2—4 

(1882-83), 8vo., Calcutta. 

THe Socrety. 

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. IX-X (1882), and No, I 

(1883), (1882-83), Svo., Calcutta. 

Tue Socrery. 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIX, Part 3 (1883), 8vo., 
t Calcutta. 

GzoLocicaL Survey or Invi. 
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Titles of Books. Donore 
Catcurra.—Palzontologia Indica, Series XII, Vol. IV, Part 1; Series XITI, Vol. I, Part 4, 

fasc. 1; Series XIV, Vol. I, Part 3, fasc. 2: and series X, Vol. II, Part 4 

(1882), 4to., Calcutta. 
GroLoaicat Survey oF Inpia. 

is Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XVI, pt. 1 (1883), 8vo., Calcutta, 
GroLocicaL Survey or Inpra 

ib Report of the Archzological Survey of India, Vol. XV (1882), 8vo., Calcutta. 
Home DEPARTMENT. 

CamBripGs. Mass.—Annual Report of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology 
for 1881-82 (1882), 8vo., Cambridge. ‘ 

Toe Musrum or CoMPaRaTIVE ZOOLOGY. 

CaMBRIDGE, Mass.—Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, 
Vol. X, Part 2 (1882), 4to., Cambridge. 

THE AcaDEMY. 

CorEnHAGEN.—Mémoires de |’ Académie Royale de Copenhague, 6me Série, Vol. I, Nos. 6— 
8, and II, No. 3 (1882), 4to., Copenhagen. 

THEr AcaDEMY. 

‘5 Oversigt over det kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, No. 2 (1882), 8vo., 
Copenhagen 

THE ACADEMY. 

Desra Dun.—Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, 
Vols. VII and VIII (1882), 4to., Dehra Dun. 

Great TRIGONOMETERICAL SuRVEY or Inpta. 

DrEsDEN.—Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen der Naturwissenchaftlichen Geseschaft 
Isis in Dresden, Jahrg. 1882, Juli bis Dec. (1883), 8vo., Dresden. 

Tue Society, 

EpINBURGH.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. X, Nos. 104—106 
(1878-80), 8vo., Edinburgh. 

Tar Socrery, 

GLanvus.—Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Linthal. 
65 Jahresversammsung Jahresbericht 1881-82 (1882), 8vo., Glarus. 

Tue Socrery, 

QGuaseow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Vol. XIII, No. 2 (1882), 
Svo., Glasgow. 

THE Socisry. 

HazeispueG.—Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania: Report of Progress T?, The 
Geology of Bedford-and Fulton Counties, by J. J. Stevenson (1882), 8vo., 
Harrisburg. 

8 Pror. J. J. ST8vENsoN. 

Hosart Towx.—Monthly Notices of Papers and Proceedings and Reports of the Royal 
Society of Tasmania for 1879 to 188] (1880-82), 8vo., Hobart Town. 

THE Socrsry, 

Loxpon.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. XII, 
No. 2 (1882), 8vo., London. 

a Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series, 
Vol. XIV, pt. 4 (1882), Svo., London. 

Tax Socrmry. 
” Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXXI, Nos. 1568—1680 (1883-83), Svo., 

London, 
Taz Socirryr. 

paenacehagik' an | ning get A dented I paptigion Beale geet + Ry made Ye hatyey Aig ed ander \ thin Pegi i apt OAS 
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Titles of Books. Donors 

Lonpon.——List of Fellows and Honorary Members of the Geological Society corrected te 

Ist November Iss2 (1852), Svo., London. 
Tux Socrerr. 

= Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. NNAXVITD, Part IV, No. 152 
(18s2:, Svo., London. 

Tus Socirty. 

Procvedingeof the Royal Geographical Soret y and Monthly Record of Geography, 
New Series, Vol. LV. Nous. 11-12; and Vi No J (iss2 84), Svo, London. 

Tuk Sociery, 

ee Proceedings of the Zoolegieal Society of London for Ts82, Part ILL (1882), Svo., 
Londen. 

Tuk SociEry. 

‘a Transactions of the Zoological Suciety of London, Vol. XI, pt. 7 (18s), 4te., 

London, 

Tne Society. 

Mapz1p.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geographies de Madrid, Tome XTH, Nos, 5, 6 (1882), Svo., 

Madrid. 
Trr Socrery. 

MANCHESTER.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVII, Parts 1—1V 

(J&82-83), Svo., Manchester, 
Tur Socisty. 

Metsovugng.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ondiug 30th 
September 1882, (1852), flsc., Meibourne. 

Minina Derantuent, Victoria. 
MinngaPotis.—Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, Vol. 11, Now. 2, 3 

(1881), Sve., Minneapolis. 
Tur Acavemy. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Année 1881, No. 
4, and 1882, No. 1 (1582), 8vo., Moscow. 

Tusk Socrery. 

Table Générale et Systematique des Mati¢res du Bulletin de la Société Impéniale 
des Naturalistes de Moscow, Années 1829-81 (1882), Svu., Moscow. 

Tus Socimry. 

New ZeaLanp.—Catalogues of the New Zealand Diptera, Orthoptera, Hymenoptera, with 
descriptions of the species (1881), 8vo., New Zealand. 

CotontaL Museum, New Zratanp. 
Reports of the Geological Explorations during 1881, with Maps and 

Sections (1882), 8vo., New Zealand. 

CotonraL Mustom, New Zeauanp. 

Pazis.—Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 3me. Série, Tume X, Nos. 1, 3—6; 
VII, No 11; VIII, No. 7 (1878-82), 8vo., Paris. 

Tue Socizry. 

PHaILaDELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXXIV, No. 6; 
LXXXV, Nos. 1-2 (1882-83), 8vo., Philadelphia. 

Tue Inetrruts. 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XX, Nous. 110, 
111 (1881-82), 8vo., Philadelphia. 

Tue Society. 
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Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, 1879-80, (1881), 8vo., Washington. 

THE Institute. 
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vols. XXII-XXHII (1880-8}), 
4to., Washington. 
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Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vols. XVII to XXI (1880-81), 8vo., 
Washington. 
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4 Report upon United States Geographical Surveys west of the 100dth Meri- 
dian, Vol. Ili, Supple., Geology (1881), 4to., Washington. 

Carrain Gro. M. WHERLZR. 
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On the microscopic structure of some Dalhousie rocke—By Cotone C. A. 

McManon, F.G.S. (With two plates.)! 

THE QGNEISSOSE GRANITE. 

In order to avoid repetition it will be convenient to describe the following 
sample specimens of the Dalhousie granitic rocks together. An account of their 
macroscopical and lithological aspect has already been given in my paper on the 
geology of Dalhousie (supra Vol. XV, p. 34). 

Specimens described. 
No. 1. Porphyritic gneissose granite. Bakrota Upper Mall, Dalhousie. 

ae De Ditto from the same locality. 

» 3. Fine-grained granite from the summit of Dainkund. 

» 4. Granite from the same locality. 

»» §&. Another specimen from the same locality. 
» 6. Gneissose granite on the road from the church to the brewery, south-west 

side of the Dalhousie ridge. 
7. Porphyritic variety on the same road. 

», 8. Another porphyritic specimen from the same locality. 
9. Gneissose granite on the road from the church to the water-works, south- 

east side of the Dalhousie ridge. 
» 10. Another specimen from the same locality. 

»5 11. Fine-grained granite near Chil on the Dalhousie and Chamba lower road. 
» 12. White granite on the same road about two-thirds of the way to Chil. 
» 13. Prophyritic variety with very fine-grained matrix, having a superficial 

resemblance to a felapar porphyry. Between Dalhousie and Chil, on lower 
road to Chamba. 

»'1d, A light-coloured gneissose granite from the same locality. 
»» 15. Gneissose granite in actual contact with the slates on the road to Bakloh 

(above the slate quarries), Dalhousie, 

-1 Tt is dae to Colonel McMahon to state that this paper has been in my hands since the 

16th March, and was in type for the May number of the Records, but had to be deferred on 
account of delay in obtaining the heliogravure copper-plates. This was particularly unfortunate 
when there is so much discussion going on regarding gneissose granite —H. B, MEDLIcoTT. 
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All the above specimens are rich in quartz, and, as is usually the case in 

granites, this mineral polarises with great brilliancy. The polysynthetic structure 

is extremely prominent, and is very characteristic of the quartz of these rocks. 

Dr. Sorby’ states that “the quartz of thin foliated gneiss and mica schist 
differs from that of granite in having a far less simple optic structure;’ * * * 
‘‘instead of the larger portions of quartz being made up of a few comparatively 

large crystals, they are frequently composed of very many closely dove-tailed 

together, as if formed im sttu.” On the following page he goes on to state: “I 

have been unable to detect anything that would serve to distinguish the quartz 

of thick foliated schists from that of true granite.” 

An attempt has been made at fig. 1, plate I, to depict the appearance of the 
quartz, as seen in slice No. I, in polarised light. The quartz is seen to be com- 

posed of a number of large crystals and of congeries of microscopic grains sug- 
gestive of the roe of a fish. The small grains polarise as brilliantly as the large 
ones, and they add greatly to the beauty of the slices under the polariscope. 

The fish-roe grains for the most part divide large grains of quartz from each 
other, forming a brilliant setting to them; sometimes this setting is thick, as in 

my illustration, but at others it is limited to a single line of crystals. Cracks in 
felspars filled up with these micro-crystals are common, and occasionally irregular 

branches meander into the interior of large crystals of quartz. 

Some specimens of granite collected by me on the Grimsel pass, Switzerland, 
contain exactly similar fish-roe grains intermixed with larger grains of quartz. 

On the whole I do not see sufficient grounds for regarding this polysynthetic 
structure as affording evidence of the original clastic origin of the Dalhousie 
rocks. This structure, as seen in these rocks, seems to me rather to suggest that 

the large grains were the result of slow cooling; whilst the fish-roe micro-graing 
appear to indicate either a comparatively rapid ending of the process, or condi- 
tions of strain towards its termination. 

The quartz in all the specimens contain liquid cavities with movable bubbles, 

They exist in prodigious numbers in some specimens, whilst in others they are 

sparse; in most, however, they are abundant. Air, or gas, cavities are also 

present. 

There are apparently some stone cavities. These appear to have either depo- 
sited & second mineral on cooling, or to have caught up opacite or other similar 
substance in the act of crystallization. Some of them appear to contain fixed 
bubbles. These enclosures, however, are so execedingly minute that they cannot 

be satisfactorily determined with the highest powers applicable. Some microliths 
contain internal: cavities, ranning with the length of the microliths for a portion of 
their length, which undoubtedly indicate shrinkage on cooling, 

All the specimens, without exception, contain more or leas triclinic felspar. In 

some it is rather abundant; in others sparse. It appearafrom its optical charac- 
ters to be oligoclase. 

Right out of the 15 slices contain topiel meoeiog, and fs yom of Shem 
abundant. ara ad 

2 Auaieorsnsy Addegen, @,.2,@. So KEXVi, 40, a ns 
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Zirkel at pp. 45, 47, of his Microscopical Petrology of the 40th Parallel, des- 
cribes the occurrence of a fibrous orthoclase in granite. A similar felspar is very 
abundant in these rocks. It occurs in all but three of the specimens, the slices 
in which it is not present, namely, Nos. 2, 12, and 14, being those in which typical 

microcline is also absent. In every slice in which typical microcline occurs, the 
fibrous felspar is present. It also occurs in three slices in which the typical mineral 

is absent. The fibrous appearance is only observable in polarised light, and the 

felspar in which it occurs seems to me to be a form of microcline. In some an 

incipient cross hatching can be made out; whilst in one, at least, it is distinctly 

visible in parts of the fibrous structure. 

Orthoclase is present in all the slices, though, if the fibrous felspar be included 

under the head of microcline, the latter mineral is more abundant than orthoclase. 

The triclinic felspar (oligoclase) is very subordinate to the orthoclase and micro- 
cline taken together. 

Much of the felspar is very opaque and has a white glistening appearance in 

reflected light owing to the presence in it of a multitude of extremely minute gas 

or air cavities. Liquid cavities with movable bubbles also occur here and there 
in the felspar. 

Some of the felspars are studded with numerous microliths of silvery mica; 
which occasionally, in polarised light, impart to the portion of the slice in the 
field of the microscope the appearance of graphic granite. Zirkel, in his work on 

the rocks of the 40th Parallel (p. 46), notes the occurrence of a similar structure 
in the granites of Nevada. 

Many of the orthoclases and microclines contain the usual intergrowths of 
plagioclase and occasionally grains of quartz. Some of the microcline exhibits a 
tendency to inter-laminated structure resembling that of perthite, only it is finer 

grained and less pronounced. The intergrowth of felspar alluded to is quite dis- 
tinct from the ordinary twinned structure. 

All the specimens contain muscovite, and in all but three biotite is present. The 
muscovite polarises in delicate but brilliant colours, and some of it is twinned. 
Some of this mica contains inclusions in the line of basal cleavage of a substance 

that is absolutely opaque, and black, in transmitted light, and shines with a bright 
silvery lustre in reflected light. 

Muscovite is present in all these slices, not only in good-sized plates and packets, 

but in a form for which I propose the name of crypto-crystalline mica. In this 
form no definite crystals can be made out, the leaflets, under polarised light, fade 

and melt into each other and exhibit no definite shape; whilst no signs of 
cleavage or lamination are visible. 

In transmitted light the crypto-crystalline mica varies from a pale buff to a 
pale grey colour, and has a superficial resemblance to the base of some felsites and 
rhyolites. In a specimen in my collection, labelled “ Banded felsite, Glencoe” (I 

did not myself collect the hand specimen from which the slice was made), I find 
@ precisely similar structure present, along with quartz, and the ordinary felsitic 
base of felstones. 

The felsitic matrix of felstones is believed to be an intimate mixture of quartz 
and orthoclase; and I suspect, from the appearance of some of my specimens, 
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that the crypto-crystalline structure of the mica now described may be due to 
an admixture of quartz with the mica. 

The crypto-crystalline mica passes imperceptibly into a condition that would 
require, strictly speaking, the use of the term micro-crystalline, but in the 
following pages I purpose calling it all erypto-crystalline mica. 

This crypto-crystalline mica is present in all the slices. It traverses them 
in ropy masses; sometimes it is extremely attenuated and drawn out into thin 
strings; at other times it widens out into comparatively broad expanses. It 
frequently encloses, or leads up to, crystals of muscovite, and of quartz, and more 

rarely embraces other minerals, It meanders through some large crystals of 
felspar; whilst isolated patches of it are caught up in other felspar crystals. In 
both these last cases it represents, I apprehend, the residuum left after the separa- 
tion of the constituents of the felspar. 

All the slices contain magnetite grains and garnets, but in some of them 
both the garnets and the magnetite grains are very minute. 

Six of the slices, namely, Nos. 3, 4, 7, 11, 12, and 13, contain schorl. It is in 

a rather fragmentary condition, and is much cracked, the cracks being filled with 
quartz. In some cases the fragments appear to have floated some little distance 
from each other. 

No. 15, a specimen of the gneissose granite in actual contact with the slates 
above the slate quarries, is a very interesting and instructive slice, for it exhibits 
in a typical way what appear to me to be decided indications of fluxion structure 
consequent on traction. Both the biotite and the crypto-crystalline mica are 
drawn out into long strings in the direction of the flow. This structure is not 
confined to the larger bands, which can be discerned with the aid of a pocket 
lers, but even the microliths of muscovite in the quartz are seen, under the 
microscope, to point in the same direction, and to be drawn out into long trains 
or strings. 

Even more characteristic are the gas cavities. Some of these are themselves 
elongated and drawn out in the direction of the flow, and they are arranged in 
lines pointing in the same direction. Some of the gas cavities have deposited 
granular matter on cooling. 

There are also stone cavities, the longer axes of which point in the direction 
of the flow. 

This slice seems to me to exhibit, as far as a granite can do so, as decided 
fluxion structure as that to be seen in rhyolites and obsidians. 

An attempt, to give an idea of the appearance of this slice under the micros- 
cope, has been made at fig. 2, plate II, where the bands of crypto-crystalline mica 
and biotite are represented drawn out into strings. 

The quartz, though hyaline in transmitted light, is seen between crossed niools 
to consist almost entirely of the fish-roe grains, previously described, drawn out 
into lines in the direction of the flow. a oer may depend on 
strain. 

A psendo fluxion sivasteavs ta Aciataea ts tes 6eee tx taainy queda rocks, lnté 
that above described can alone be PPS cairo anlage marae tradition 
in a rock in motion retiticed to a plastic condition by heat, . ta pa The 
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Another piece of evidence in favour of the conclusion that the fluxion stracture 
observable in the slice under consideration. is due to traction, is to be found in 

the crumpled appearance of some of biotites. I have sketched one in this slice 

at fig. 4, plate II; a single crystal, one-half of which has been folded over and 
bent back flat upon the other half. This biotite must, I apprehend, have been 
crumpled up and folded over on itself after crystallization, but whilst the folia 
were still in a somewhat pliable condition. I cannot conceive of a contortion of 

the basal cleavage lines, to the extent represented in the sketch, being produced 
in any other way. A moderate curvature of the basal cleavage lines is not an 
uncommon feature in the mica of some rocks, and I can readily understand how 
this may have been produced, even in the case of mica formed in clastic rocks by 

an epigenital process; for such mica, formed in situ in the spaces between the 
fragments of clastic origin, might often be cramped at the time of formation, and 
its symmetry interfered with, from want of space for its perfect development ; 

but I do not think a mica could, from this cause, be completely doubled up in the 
manner represented in the illustration. 

The basal cleavage lines of the mica enclosed in the long ropy strings of 

crypto-crystalline mica are usually at a slight angle to the direction of the flow, 
as represented at fig. 5, plate II, the direction of the flow being east and west. 
The outer edge of these biotites is usually covered with dark fluffy matter. 

The foliation of the slaty portion of No. 15 is parallel to the line of fluxion in 
the granite. 

Rocks neat the gneissose granite. 

Considering how important 2 thorough knowledge of the Dalhousie rocks is in 
determining questions of local geology, I propose to give a brief separate descrip- 
tion of each of the remaining slices. 

No. 16.—Junction of an intrusive vein, 3 or 4 yards wide, and the slate 

into which it is intruded, close to the main mass of the gneissose granite on the 
road to Mamul, Dalhousie. The actual junction of the two rocks is seen both in 
the hand specimen and in the slice. 

M.—This slice shows the junction of the two rocks perfectly. The granitic 
rock possesses the characteristics of some of those already described, being distinctly 
gneissoid, whilst foliation has been set up in the slate. The structure of the 
slate corresponds closely to No. 19, described further on. 

The slate contains numerons crystals of schorl which do not extend into the 
granitic rock ; whilst the latter contains many small garnets, a mineral not visible 
in the slate. 

There are several points of difference to be noticed between the silvery mica 
of the granitic rock and that of the slate. The silvery mica of the granite is 
pure looking; is in large leaflets; its basal cleavage is very perfect; and the 
cleavage lines are close together ; whilst twinning is not uncommon. The silvery 
mica in the slate, on the other hand, contains numerous inclusions indicating an 

imperfect separation between the several constituents of the slate ; it is in small 

leaflets ; ita basal cleavage is imperfect ; and the cleavage lines are sparse; whilst 
there are no indications of twinning. 
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The granitic rock gives several indications of fluxion structure. The crypto- 
crystalline mica forms long curving streams in the ground mass, meandering 
about as an Indian river in its sandy bed during the dry months. In some places 

these streams approach each other and join; at others they make wide sweeps and 
diverge considerably. The curves are sometimes gentle, but at others they are 

rather sharp and have a wide radius. Sometimes the streams are broad; at 

others they are split up into innumerable narrow meandering rivulets. The dark 

mica also forms ropy-looking masses drawn out in the line of flow. 

An attempt to represent the general appearance of a portion of this slice has 
been made at fig. 1, plate II; whilst at fig. 2, plate I (a), an illustration is given 
of the crumpling of the silvery mica as seen in this slice. 

In some cases the twinning planes of the plagioclase are bent out of the per- 
pendicular. I have occasionally seen instances of this in lavas, though it is of 
rather rare occurrence; and it seems to indicate conditions of strain subsequent 
to the crystallization of the felspar before the mineral had become perfectly rigid 
on cooling. 

Zirkel, at p. 28 of his work already quoted, mentions the presence of fluid 

cavities in the quartz enclosed in garnets; but the garnets themselves, in this 
slice, contain numerous fluid cavities with movable bubbles. The quartz of the 

granite itself contains fluid cavities about the same size as those in the garnets. 

No. 17.—Argillaceous schist in actual contact with a thick vein of granitic 
rock within 3 or 4 yards of the main mass of the gneissose granite. Same locality 
as the last. It is an indurated rock with minute flecks of mica visible here and 
there. 

M.—In transmitted light the ground mass appears to be homogeneous and 
colourless, but thin and minute flakes of a green mica are thickly disseminated 
through it. Patches of opaque ferriferous material are dappled about over the 
field; whilst the slice is here and there stained with ferruginous material, and dots 
of yellow and red ferrite are occasionally to be seen. Flakes of colourless mica 
are sparsely scattered about, and there are numerous small fragments of a bluish- 
brown tourmaline. Between crossed nicols the slice presents a dark base re- 
lieved by numerous patches of semi-luminous material presenting highly irregular 
outlines, and bright flecks of mica. 

The slice contains some air bubbles, but no liquid cavities. Some of the 
schorl shows that this mineral has been subjected to heat, and that the air or 
liquid enclosures which they contained expanded and forced a way to the sur- 
face of the mineral before its complete consolidation. An illustration of this, 
taken from this slice, is given at fig. 7, plate II. 

No. 18.—Argillaceous schist in actual contact with the main body of ne enen: 
sose grahite. From the same locality. 

M.—This slice closely resembles the last. There is comparatively stela 
echorl, and it is in very minute prisms. Tho slice a eS 
magnetite. 

No. 19.—An argillaceous schist in contact with a granitic vein, 3- ont ipurt 
wide, close to the main body of the gneissose granite. From: the sums ioueliiy:. 
This is a more distinctly foliated sock than the preceding twe 2-2 
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M.—The ground-mass consists of quartz in minute grains. Inter-laminated 
with this are strings of a fibrous dark-green mica and strings of the crypto- 

crystalline mica which I have shown to be a characteristic of the gneissose 
granite. Muscovite is also very abundant in the slice, whilst crystals of schorl, 
many of them being very minute, are present in great numbers. It is of the 

type and colour of that found in the gneissose granite, and for the most part it 

lies in a zone corresponding to the plane of foliation, the crystals lying more or 

less at right angles to that plane. The schorl contains numerous enclosures and 

some empty cavities, the contents of which have apparently forced their way 

through the mineral to the surface in the manner already described. The slice 
contains grains of magnetite, opacite, and ferrite, and some minute crystals of 
garnet ; also one crystal of triclinic felspar. There are no liquid cavities. 

No. 20.—Slate from the quarry near the gneissose granite on the Mamul 
Road, Dalhousie 

M.—Under the microscope this is seen to be distinctly foliated ; quartz, in 
minute granules, alternating with a fibrous green mica that is but feebly dichroic. 
Some very minute and imperfectly formed prisms of tourmaline are scattered 
through the slice. 

Light flocculent clouds of nebulous matter, opaque in transmitted, and 
yellowish-white in reflected light, are also abundant. A sketch of a portion of 
this slice is given at fig. 3, plate I. 

No. 21.—A spotted schist within a few yards of the gneissose granite, 
Potrain Hill, Dalhousie. Viewed macroscopically this has a distinctly foliated 
aspect, and specks of muscovite are visible here and there. 

M.—The ground mass consists of quartz in small granules of very varied and 
irregular shapes, interspersed with crypto-crystalline mica that meanders about in 
all directions. 

In this ground-mass are embedded numerous crystals of muscovite, and of a 

dark well-laminated mica, brown in transmitted light. Some of the latter contain 

grains of quartz and of magnetite. Magnetite and rounded grains of opacite 
are rather abundant in this slice, which also contains numerous prisms and 

fragmentary pieces of schorl, of the same type as that in the gneissose 

granite. There are also numerous micro-crystals of garnet. There are no liquid 

cavities. 
At fig. 3, plate II, I have given a representation of a portion of this slice, 

showing the way in which the crypto-crystalline mica and the hyaline quartz are 
intermixed. The dark portions, in the illustration are intended to represent 
the former, and the uncoloured portions the quartz. 

No. 22.—A similar rock a little further away from the gneissose granite, on 
the same road. ltis of more spotted appearance and granular texture than the 

last, having lost, in the hand specimen, all traces of foliation. 
M.—This slice closely resembles the last and requires no separate descrip- 

tion. The crypto-crystalline mica is very abundant. Some of the grains of 
magnetite are of good size. 

No. 23.—A fine-grained silicious schist in contact with the gneissose granite 
on the cart-road, between the Mall and the Bull’s Head Hotel, Sananotala. 
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M.—This is a distinctly foliated rock, and the description given of slice No. 19 
exactly applies to this one. No liquid cavities are present. 

No. 24.—A crystalline granular rock a few yards below No. 23, on the same 
road. 

M.—This exactly resembles No. 22, and is evidently the same rock. The 
quartz contains no liquid cavities. Small rounded fragments of the crypto- 
crystalline mica are included in the quartz; whilst grains of quartz are in- 
cluded in all the other minerals. 

In many cases small colourless microliths are attached to rounded grains of 
opacite in a way to suggest, at first sight, that the opacite had on cooling given 
off a gas that had intruded into the adjoining matrix. [lustrations of these com- 
binations are given at fig. 6, plate II (see upper and left-hand figures). A careful 
study of these groups, however, showed that they are simply due to the accidental 
conjunction of two different minerals. Such forms as that depicted on the right 
hand of this figure seem to show this conclusively. The occurrence of these con- 
junctions, however, is so common that it seems to indicate that the rock was re- 
duced to a sufficiently viscid and plastic condition, to allow of microliths moving by 
molecular attraction some little distance, at any rate, towards each other. The 

whole appearance of the slice, and the small rounded dots of crypto-crystalline 
mica included in the quartz, all point in the same direction, and indicate a viscid 

condition. The slice, I may add, contains numerous small rounded cavities 
that are probably due to shrinkage on cooling. 

No. 23.—Another fine-grained silicious schist a few yards further down on 
the same road. 

M.—This presents much the same features as the last slice. The schorl is not 
so abundant, and for the most part is in small prisms. The dark mica is 

arranged more in strings, and the crypto-crystalline mica is relatively more 
abundant than the quartz. In this slice it is micro-crystalline rather than 
crypto-crystalline, 

Nos. 26 & 27.—Other speckled varieties of the crystalline granular rock a few 
yards further down on thesameroad. They contain ma grains of iron-pyrites. 
Sp. G. 2, 74. 

M.—The description given of Nos. 22 and’ 24 applies equally to these spe- 
cimens. Schorl is abundant. 

The peculiarity of these slices is that they contain a considerable amount of 
zircon, in irregularly shaped granules, intimately intermixed with grains of quarts. 

Much of the zircon is distinctly dichroic, changing from a white, or faint bluish. 

white, to a delicate tint of light red. It does not exhibit colours in polarised 
light owing to its strong double refraction. 

This is the first time that I have met with zircon i# situ in Himalayan rocks, 
but a sample of the gold-bearing sands of the Sutlej river, sent me by a friend, 
is fall of well-formed crystals of this mineral. 

The quartz contains what appear to be stone cavities with fixed bubbles, srkilek 
others have either caught up and enclosed opacite when aiaminnac eee: 
bave deposited it on cooling. - .; pith, eect wee 5 
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Rocks between the gneissose granite and the first outcrop of queiss. 

The cart-road, from near its junction with the Mall, between Thera and 

Potrain, to near the Bull’s Head Hotel, Sananotdla, runs a little below the 

junction of the gneissose granite and the schistose rocks. Near the Bull’s Head 
Hotel, on the neck of the Sandnotdla spur, the gneissose granite re-appears. 
having been brought down, apparently, by the flexion of the strata. The schistose 

rocks between the gneissose granite on the Mall and the outcrop on the cart-road, 
near the Bull’s Head Hotel, have been described in the preceding pages. The 
rocks, now to be described, are a descending series which crop ont on the cart- 
road between the gneissose granite, near the Bull’s Head Hotel, and the mica 
schists at Banikhet. 

No. 28.—A silicious schistose rock in contact with a vein of granitic rock 
cutting through the schists. Viewed macroscopically two sets of lines may he 
made out with a pocket lens on the cut and wetted face of the hand specimen, 
and in the thin slice; the lines cutting each other at an angle of about 40°. 

M.—Viewed under the microscope one set of lines is seen to be duc to partial 
foliation; that is to say, to be dae to the development of a tendency on the part 

of the dark mica to segregate in more or less parallel lines. It is noticeahle, 
however, that the lamine of the mica are arranged parallel to the second set 

of limes, and not to the lines of dark mica. The mica has segregated into lines. 

but each flake of mica in the line is arranged with its longest axis at an angle 
of about 40° to its own line. 

The second set of lines alluded to are due tothe occurrence of lenticular masses 

of crypto-crystalline mica, the lines of which, though discontinuous, preserve a 

pretty constant course in one direction. Another point noticed is that these lines 
of crypto-crystalline mica contain rather numerous microliths of tourmaline, the 

prisms of which point, as the microliths in rhyolite and similar rocks, in tlic 
direction of the flow. 

These facts appear to me to indicate that the rock was subjected to two differ- 
ent processes of contact metamorphism; one process—due to heat—resulting in 
foliation; whilst the second process was probably the injection of matter from 
the granitic rock, possibly in @ gaseous or liquid condition, along lines that fol- 

lowed the original direction of lamination or of cleavage. 

This observation, which was very unexpected, seems to have an important 

bearing on the point at issue. If the crypto-crystalline mica in the schistose 

rocks adjoining the gneissose granite is not a product of the original constituents 

of those rocks but has been derived from the granite, the existence of the crypto- 

crystalline mica in the gneissose granite affords no evidence of the metamorphic 
origin of the latter or of its affinity with the schists. 

The general appearance of this slice is closely similar to those of the slates in 

contact with the gneissose granite already described. The ground-mass consists 
of granular quartz. A dark green fibrous mica is very abundant, but muscovite 
is comparatively sparse. Schorl, as usual, is present. There are no liquid 
cavities. Ferrite is abundant. 

No. 29.—A silicious schist adjoining the gneissose granite, 
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M.—This is only a variety of the spotted schists already described, as for 
instance Nos, 21 and 22. The crypto-crystalline mica is rather abundant and 
swells out into large lake-like expansions. I have observed a few stone cavities 
in this slice, one with a fixed bubble, and two with deposits in them. 

Nos. 30, 31, and 32.—Very fine-grained schists, in descending order. 
M.—These may be described together. Under the microscope they approxi- 

mately resemble the slaty rock, No.17. The ground mass consists of micro- 
granular quartz, in which a yellowish-green scaly mica is so abundantly dissemi- 
nated as to nearly pervade the whole mass, In No. 31 it has segregated into 
spotty masses in which it varies in colour, in transmitted light, from a green to a 
rich greenish-orange colour. Some of the mica is fibrous, and is, I think, para- 
gonite. The slices contain grains of magnetite and ferrite, and slice No. 31 
contains, apparently, a little hematite. All contain the opaque whitish mineral 
described under No. 20 and micro-prisms of tourmaline. The magnetite is most 
abundant. 

Nos. 33 and 34.—Earthy looking schistose rocks. No. 34 has a strong earthy 
smell, even without breathing on it. 

M.—These exactly resemble 30-32 and need no separate description. No. 
33 contains two minute garnets. In 34 magnetite in micro-grains is abundant. 
In both micro-prisms of tourmaline are plentiful. 

Section below No. 4 Barrack, Ballun. 

No. 35.—A fine-grained schistose rock approaching the slaty type. Witha 
pocket lens it is seen to have a fine micaceous glaze on the splitting surface. 

M.—Under the microscope the rock is seen to be madeup of a mesh-work of 
fine fibres, or microliths, of mica, in a quartz base. Larger crystals of mica are 

dotted about in it here and there, and stringy agglomerations of thefibrous mica. 
The mica is decidedly dichroic, and each of the microliths polarises rather brilli- 
antly. I think the species is probably paragonite. 

The slice contains grains of ferrite, and 1 think very minute grains of mag- 
netite ; also the flocculent opaque matter previously described. In this slice its 
colour varies from yellowish to reddish. It is, I think, a product of the altera- 
tion of magnetite. 

No. 36.—A very fine-grained, pale bluish-grey, micaceous schist. The mica- 
ceous element is much more prominent in this hand specimen than in the last. 
M.—This rock is so similar to the last that a further description is unneces- 

sary. 
No. 37.—A very fine-grained silicious rock approaching the slate type. 
M.—This rock is of the same type as the last two, and consiste of a fibrous 

mica, probably paragonite, disseminated through a quartz base. It contains a 
long irregular-shaped, lake-like space filled with hyaline quarts that has evi- 
dently been formed in sifu, the prisms of mica projecting into it along its cuter 
edges. It contains some gas enclosures and a few, very few, er oe 
with bubbles. 

No. 38.—A, buff coloured, very fine-grained, friable schistose rock. =<” -. 
M.—The structure aad material are seen: to ‘be the eame-ae the intl.’ ‘Phi 
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mica is of yellowish-green in transmitted light, and it evinces a tendency to 
segregation, forming spots of darker colour than the ground-mass. There are 
some good-sized bits of ferrite. 

No. 39.—A pale greenish-grey argillaceous schist. 
M.—In both 37 and 39 the lines of original lamination can be distinctly 

traced on the cut surface with a pocket lens. In this rock (No. 39) they have 

suffered some contortion. The lines of incipient foliation are at a high angle to 
the lines of lamination in all three specimens. The microscope shows that No. 39 
is composed of the same constituents as the last few described. The slice 
contains some micro-prisms of tourmaline. 

No. 40.—A very fine-grained micaceous schistose rock. 
M.—This consists of a quartz base in which a yellowish-green scaly mica is 

profusely disseminated. It is doubtless of the same species as the preceding. 

The slice is dotted over with countless cubes and octahedrons of magnetite. 
No. 41.—Blue micaceous slate above Surkhi-galli. 
M.—This consists of an intimate admixture of quartz in micro-grains and a 

green mica in minute scales. An immense profusion of magnetite grains are 
dotted over the field, mostly in elongated irregular forms, the longer axes of 

which are turned in the same direction. There are numerous micro-prisms of 
tourmaline and very minute crystals of sphene, which require high powers to 

detect. In many cases the sphene and magnetite have adhered together. 
No. 42.—A pale blue slate similar to the last. 
M.—This is apparently a very similar rock to No. 41; but the micaceous 

element is more fibrous and colourless. 
No. 43.—A pale french-grey coloured argillaceous schist from the same locality. 
M.—<An exactly similar rock to No. 41 except that the magnetite is absent and 

a little ferrite has taken its place. The micro-prisms of tourmaline and sphene 
are abundant. I observed a liquid cavity in the mica. 

No. 44.—A fine-grained friable whitish mica schist. 

M.—This consists principally of minute scales of a yellowish-green mica and 

some minutely granular quartz. There are numerous air bubbles. I have not 
detected any tourmaline. Minute crystals of sphene are abundant. Magnetite 
and ferrite are also present. 

No. 45.—A white wafery schist with a silky gloss on the cleavage surfaces. 
M.—A very similar rock to the last, only the scaly mica is very colourless. 

The grains of magnetite and ferrite are very sparse. Micro-crystals of tourmaline 

and sphene as in the last. There are a few minute garnets. 
No. 46. A light-grey, fine-grained silicious schist. 
M.—The appearance of this rock under the microscope is very different from 

those described from No. 30 downwards. Its affinities are with the spotted 
schists Nos. 19 and 23, the latter of which it much resembles. It may be 
described as a micro-gneiss, and it consists of lenticular grains (eyes) of quartz 
and triclinic felspar set in crypto-crystalline mica which flows in ropy masses 
round them, The quartz very largely predominates over the felspar ; indeed, the 
latter is sparse. Large flakes of muscovite are present, but no biotite. There are 
‘some -sized pieces of schorl of the type present in the granitic rocks - 
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also a few rounded grains of what appears to be sphene. I have not been able to 

detect any liquid cavities even with the use of very high powers. 
No. 47.—Paragonite slate (P)—An extremely fine-grained, french-grey 

coloured mica schist of slaty appearance. 
M.—This has, unfortunately, been sliced so thickly that little can be made out, 

but it does not appear to differ in any essential particular from No. 41. Pounded 
fragments examined under the microscope confirm this impression and show that 

the rock is principally composed of an almost colourless mica in seales and fibres, 

and countless elongated granules of magnetite. The mica appears to be para- 
gonite. There are as usual microscopic prisms of tourmaline. 

No. 48.—The pearly mica schist of Banikhet, 

M.—This is closely similar to No. 44. It is principally composed of a sealy 

mica, varying in colour from white to pale green, with ferruginous yellow stains 
in spots here and there. There is an admixture of quartz in a finely granular 
condition. The beautiful pearly opalescence of the thin slice, seen in reflected 
light without the aid of a lens, appears to be due to the presence of myriads of air 

or gas bubbles with which this rock is crowded. There are countless elongated 
grains of magnetite; the usual micro-prisms of tourmaline are also present; also 
micro-crystals of sphene. 

Conclusion. 

The general conclusions at which I have arrived from the detailed study 
of the Dalhousie rocks are as follows :—Fifteen specimens of the gneissose granite 
from various parts of the Dalhousie ridge, exhibiting some typical varieties of 
structure when examined macroscopically, are seen, when examined with the 

aid of the microscope, to be mere varieties of the same rock. No essential differ- 
ence of any kind can be detected between them. All of them contain orthoclase 
microcline, plagioclase, quartz, muscovite, magnetite, garnets, and liquid cavities 
containing movable bubbles. Six of the specimens contain schorl in some abun- 
dance, and all but three of the thin slices contain biotite. In all the quartz exhi- 
bits a polysynthetic structure very prominently, whilst all contain crypto-crystal- 
line mica. 

Some of the slices give unmistakable indications of having been reduced by 
hydro-thermal agencies to a plastic condition, and exhibit true fluxion structure. 
It is also important to note that the specimens which exhibit these characteristics 
most prominently are those which show, when viewed macroscopically, a pseudo- 
foliation, and have consequently a gneissose aspect. 

The rocks are not true granites, but it does not follow from this fact that 
they are necessarily of metamorphic origin. Between the deep-seated roots of 
volcanos and the lavas that have actually flowed out at the surface of the earth's 
crust, there mtst of course be many gradations. The presence of the crypto- 
crystalline mica in the Dalhousie gneissose granite, that is:to say, the presence 
of an imperfectly crystallised residuum, seems to indicate their affinity with the 
felspar porphyries. Indeed specimen No. 13 approximates in its macroseopical 
appearance very closely to a felspar porphyry 

Allport, in his paper “ On the Metamorphic Recks surronnding the Lands’ond 
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Mass of Granite,” Q. J. G. S., XXXII, 407, shows that the mincralogical 

changes produced in clay slates by the intrusion of a mass of granite are chietly 

the development in them of some of the minerals which constitute its own mass: 

that is to say, quartz, tourmaline, and three kinds of imica; oceasional ly tremolite, 

magnetite (“and andalusile ?’”), and in some localities felspar. The structural 

changes produced in clay slates by contact metamorphism, according to Allport, 

are ‘“ (a), foliation more or less perfect, with every gradation from nearly straight 

parallel lines to the most complicated contortions ; and (b), conerctionary, show ing 

a decided tendency to segregation of both quartz and mica, the result being a 
spotted schist.” 

A precisely similar influence appears to have been exercised by the pneissose 

granite on the slates in contact with it at Dalhousie. As to structure, we have 

seen that foliation has been produced and “ spotted schists” have been formed ; 
whilst schorl, garnet, dark mica, muscovite, and maguetite have been introduced 
or created out of the constituents of the slate. 

As regards mineralogical changes, Allport noticed in the rocks described by 

him in the paper just quoted, that the strata near the granite were “far more 

highly silicated than those at a distance from it,” and he expressed the opinion 

that “there can be no doubt that much of the quartz has been derived dircctly 
from the intruded rock.” 

In the case of the rocks under consideration, a study of slice No. 28 led 
me to the conclusion that the crypto-crystalline mica seen in the schists in con- 

tact with the granitoid rock, is due to the injection of matter from the gramtic 
rock into the schists in a gaseous or liquid condition. 

Two other points are to be noted: jirst, that though the gneissose granite is 

rich in felspar, only one small crystal of this mineral was found in the numerous 
slices of rocks in contact with the gneissose granite examined under the micros- 

cope; secondly, that though liquid cavities are most abundant in the quartz of the 

gneissose granite, they are entirely absent from the schists immediately in con- 
tact with it, and are almost entirely absent from the schistose rocks below them. 

Professor A. Geikie, in a critique on a paper by Pére Renard, of the Royal 

Museum, Brussels, on the crystalline schists of the French and Belgian Ardennes 
(Nature, December 7, 1882) which came to hand after I had finished my 

examination of the slices now described, comments on the absence of fluid 

cavities in the quartz of the Ardennes schists as follows :—‘‘In subjecting to 
microscopic examination thin slices of some of these altered rocks, M. Renard 

noticed that the quartz granules, presumably of clastic origin, have lost the liquid 
inclusions so generally found in the quartz granules of old sedimentary strata. 
This fact (already observed by Sorby in the case of sandstone invaded by dolerite) 
seems to indicate that the sand-grains have not escaped the influence of the 
changes which have so profoundly affected the other constituents of the former 
sediment. ” 

Dr. Sorby notices this effect of contact metamorphism in his Anniversary 

Address (Q. J. G. S., XXXVI, 1882) :-— “One point of interest is,” he writes, 
“ that although the grains of sand contain many cavities which no doubt, as usual, 
originally contained water, they have all lost it, as though it had been expelled 
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by the heat of the igneous rock, in the same manner as it is easily expelled 
from unaltered quartz by a high artificial temperature. ” 

That the absence of liquid cavities, in the schistose rocks in contact with the 

gneissose granite, is due to heat, is rendered highly probable by the fact noted in 

the foregoing papers (see notes on slices 17 and 19) that pieces of schorl retain 

internal evidence that the contents of enclosures in this mineral had expanded by 
heat and forced their way to the surface. 

We have already seen that whilst the granitic rocks abound in felspar, the 
altered slates in contact with them have not developed that mineral. Ihave 
also given my reasons for believing that the gneissose granite was reduced by 

hydro-thermal action (evidenced by the great abundance of its liquid cavities) to 

a, plastic condition; and that portions which present a decided gneissose aspect 

exhibit true fluxion structure. 

We have also seen that the schists in contact with the gneissose granite 

exhibit the peculiarities usually developed in rocks by contact metamorphism ; 
that is to say, minerals present in the granitic rock, schorl, biotite, muscovite, 
garnet, magnetite, and crypto-crystalline mica have been developed in them 
near their point of contact; whilst the water, which was presumably present in 
the quartz of the clastic rock, has been driven off by heat. These facts, it 

seems to me, render it improbable that the features presented by the Dalhousie 
rocks are the result of selective metamorphism applied to a conformable series of 

sedimentary rocks. 
The slaty and schistose rocks between the gneissose granite and the outer 

band of gneiss, though very varied in macroscopic aspect, present little variation 

under the microscope. They consist of an admixture of quartz and mica, The 

quartz contains no liquid cavities. One exception to this only was noted in the 
case of clear quartz plugging what may have been a pre-existing cavity, and 
which was probably filled with foreign material from intrusive granitic masses 
in its vicinity. 

The quartz in all the slices described has lost all trace of its original clastic 
origin, and the mica has certainly been formed in situ. Thechange in the shape 
and appearance of the quartz grains has doubtless been due to after-growth in 
the manner pointed out by Dr. Sorby (Ann. Address, Q. J. G. 8S. XXXVI, 62). 

The mica is of a different species from the micas present in the gneissose 
granite, and much of it appears to be paragonite. Some of tite lower beds, as 
for instance No. 47, are, I think, entitled to the name of paragonite slates. 

The general character of the schists may be said to be more silicious towards 
the gneissose granite and more micaceous towards the first outcrop of gneiss. 

As the outer bind of gneiss is neared, sphene makes ifs appearance in micro 
wedges and crystals, and is rather abundant. Garnets are rare. On the other 
hand, zircon is present in the spotted schists next the gneissose granite, and gar- 
nets are not uncommon. 

Very minute prisms of tourmaline, of bluish colour in transmitted light, are 
present more or less throughout thé schistose beds; but schorl, of the type 
found in the gneissose granite, is confined to the rocks im immodiate contact 
with it. : oe 
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Schorl also re-appears in No. 46, but the whole aspect of that rock is sugges- 

tive of the near proximity and the contact action of granitic rocks. 

The metamorphism of the slate series, as a whole, does not seem to require tho 

aid of great heat to explain it, for the action of moderately heated water is 

sufficient to account for the formation of the hydro-micas, the minute prisms of 

tourmaline, and the addition of quartz to the pre-existing grains of that mineral. 

The gneissose granite on the other hand has undoubtedly been fused, whilst 

its action on the slaty series in immediate junction with it has been analogous 

to the contact action of eruptive granite. 

In conclusion, whilst I am not able to affirm as the result of my investiga- 

tions up to date, that any of the axial gneiss of the Dhuladhfr range is true 

oneiss, I find that it presents the characteristics of an igneous rock. It has been 

in a fused condition; it shows fluxion structure ; it invades the rocks immc- 

diately in contact with it; its structure and composition is uniform over wide 

areas ; and it expands suddenly along the line of strike from a width of 250 fect 

to a width of 63 miles. The facts, at present known, point to the conclusion that 

the gneissose granite is an intrusive rock and has been squeezed up through a 

faulted flexure along an axis of maximum strain. 

In my paper on the Geology of Dalhousie (Supra, Vol. XV, p.44) I wrote— 

“The granitoid gneiss is highly porphyritic, and is undistinguishable from, and 

doubtless is identical with, the ‘ central gneiss.’” As aresult of the subsequent 

microscopical study of the Dalhousie rocks, I have dropped the term “ granitoid 

gneiss” in my present paper, and have substituted gneissose granite for it; and 

it is for consideration whether the term ‘‘central gneiss,” introduced by the 

lamented Dr. Stoliczka, and since used to denote the “ granitoid gneiss ” of tho 

North-West Himalayas, should not be discontinued in future. 

The terms “ central gneiss” and “‘ granitoid gneiss” insensibly suggest cam- 

brian and pre-cambrian times; and their use is apt to create a prejudice in the 

mind of the student both as to the origin and the age of the rock, for the tendency 

of petrological inquiry in the present day isto predicate a great geological age 

for crystalline rocks in which the granitic structure is due to regional metamor- 

phism. But if the conclusions at which I have arrived in this paper are sound, 

it follows that the gneissose granite of the Dhula Dhér is of eruptive origin, and 

instead of being an archean, cambrian, or “ converted” silurian rock, it is in 

reality of tertiary age, and was brought into its present position in the course of 

the throes that gave birth to the Himalayas. 

I do not intend to draw the inference that all the granitoid, and still less that 

all the gneissose rocks of the North-West Himalayas are of eruptive origin,— 

that would be too sweeping a generalisation to make from the facts at present, 

ascertained,—but I think the most natural conclusion to draw from the evidence 

before us, taken as a whole, is that the “central gneiss” and “ granitoid gneiss ” 

of Dalhousie is really an eruptive rock ; that is to say, whether it has travelled a 

short distance, only, from its seat of extreme metamorphism, or whether it was 

more or less directly connected with volcanic or plutonic action, it was in actual 

motion in a fused or plastic condition and occupies now the position of an intruder 
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in the silurian series. I think the balance of evidence is against the supposition 
that it was reduced into a fused condition in situ. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

93 

39 

39 

39 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

Prats I, 

Gneissose granite, Dalhousie. This sketch, taken from slice No. 1, 1s 
intended to show the polysynthetic structure of portions of the 
quartz. 

A portion of slice No. 16, taken from a granite vein intruded into 
slate, Dalhousie; (a) shows the crumpling of mica due to trac- 

tion. See also fig. 1, plate IT. 

A portion of slice No. 20. Slate from the quarry near the gneissose 
granite, Dalhousie. 

Prats IT. 

A portion of slice No. 16, taken from a granite vein intruded into 
slate. See also fig. 2, plate I. 

A portion of slice No. 15 ; gneissose granite in contact with slate, above 
the slate quarries, Dalhousie. This sketch represents the mode in 
which the crypto-crystalline mica and biotite are drawn out into 

strings. 

A portion of slice No. 21; spotted schist within a few yards of the 
gneissose granite; Dalhousie. The sketch shows the way the 
crypto-crystalline mica and hyaline quartz are intermixed. 

Sketch of a biotite crumpled up by traction, taken from slice No. 15, 
gneissose granite in actual contact with slate. 

Showing a common mode of occurrence of mica in connection with 
the ropy strings of crypto-erystalline mica. 

Showing the mode in which grains of opacite and microliths of an 
undetermined mineral adhere together. 

A crystal of achorl taken from slice 17, showing that air or liquid 
enclogures originally contained in it had subsequently expanded 
from heat and forced their way to the.surface of the mineral before 
ite final consolidation. - 
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PART 3.] McManon: Ow the lavas of Aden. 

On the lavas of Aden— By Coroner C. A. MeManos, F.G.8.— (With a plate ) 

A BRIEF account of the extinct voleano of Aden is given by Mr. F. R. Mallet, 
F.G.S., in his paper “On the Geological structure of the country near Aden, 

with reference to the practicability of sinking Artesian Wells.” Vol. VII, Memoirs, 

Geological Survey of India. 
The following description of the lavas found at Aden is taken from Mr. Mallet’s 

paper: “‘ The varicties of rock met with are very numerous; there are perfectly 
compact lavas of brown, grey, and dark-green tints, sometimes contarning ery stals 

of augite and not unfrequently those of sanidine, and there are rocks exhibiting 

every degree of vesicularity until we arrive at lavas resembling a coarse sponge 
and passing into scorizw. The vesicles again are in some specimens globular, and 

in others flat and drawn out. In some places the lava is quite schistose, and 

might if seen per se be easily mistaken for a metamorphic rock. Such Java is 
sometimes vesicular, but by no means always so, at least not to the naked eye. 

Volcanic breccias are also met with, as near the main pass where fragments of 
dark-green lava are imbedded in a reddish matrix. Tufas are also present, but 
apparently to a limited extent. Some specimens of tufa shown me by Captain 

Mander, the Executive Engineer, were made up principally of fragments of 
pumice, from which it would appear that pnmice must be amongst the volcanic 
products, though I am not aware of any locality in which it is found in situ, 

Obsidian is to be met with occasionally in thin scams.” 
I have not met with any detailed account of the micro-petrology of the Aden 

lavas, but the following passing allusions to them may be quoted here. Mr, Frank 
Rutley, F G.S., in his Study of Rocks, p. 152, 2nd edition, writes as follows : 

‘A globular condition of silica has been lately described by Michael Levy as 

’ occurring in the euritic porphyrics of Les Settons, and similar globular conditions 

of silica have been observed and noticed by M. Vélain in a quartz trachyte from 
Aden. The former author regards this condition as intermediate between the 
crystallized and the colloid forms of silica.” 

Professor A. Daubrée, in his paper on zeolitic and silicious incrustations 
(Q. J. G.8., XXXIV, 73), states that silicious infiltrations are found in many 

volcanic rocks of the “ trachydoleritic class,” and refers to Aden as ono of his 
examples. 

The above are the only references to the Aden rocks that I have yet met with, 

and the following account of some of the lavas to be found at that place may 

not be without interest. As I have never been able to remain at Aden for more 
than a few hours, my examination of the extinct crater has only been a cursory 

one. The specimens from the vicinity of the tanks were collected by me, but the 

others were collected for me by a resident Engineer through tho kindness of a 
friend. I proceed to describe the specimens in detail. 

Basalis. 

No. 1.—A grey compact lava. With the aid of a pocket lens, crystals of felspar 
and numerous dots of a greenish-yellow amorphous mineral are visible here and 

; C 
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there. The locality in Aden from which this specimen was obtained is unknown. 

Sp. G. 2°78. The rock is magnetic and under the blowpipe fuses to a black 
bead. 

M.—The base consists of a devitrified glass in which dendritic and rod-like 

forms of magnetite are abundant. Magnetite is also present in regular crystallo- 

graphic forms. 
In this base countless prisms of felspar are starred about; whilst large por- 

phyritic crystals of that mineral are visible here and there. The porphyritic 

crystals are all plagioclase with the exception of one medium-sized prism which 

is orthoclase. Many of the minute prisms are visibly triclinic and the others are 

presumably so. The porphyritic felspars contain numerous enclosures of the base. 

There are several augite crystals in the slice, but they are not very fresh. 

Part of the magnetite has been converted into hematite or géthite, imparting a 
reddish tinge to the slice, when viewed in reflected light. 

The greenish-yellow amorphous mineral, alluded to above, is probably a 

secondary product of the decomposition of olivine, but none of the unaltered 
mineral is to be detected. 

This rock is evidently an ordinary basalt. 
No. 2.—A very dark-grey lava from Station Flagstaff Hill. It is highly vesi- 

cular, the area of the vesicles in the thin slice being nearly equal to the substance 
of the lava itself, but they are too minute to be seen by the unaided eye. 

The rock is decidedly magnetic and fuses readily to a black bead. It seems 
to be a favourite rock for building purposes, and it is said to take the chisel well. 

M.—The ground-mass is perfectly opaque except at the edges of the vesicular 
spaces and at the ends of felspar crystals, where it is seen to be made up of 

microscopic globulites and grains of crystalline matter. Some of this globulitic 
granular matter appears to be augite. ° 

The ground-mass contains numerous crystallites and small crystals of felspar, 
several of which are distinctly triclinic, They contain many enclosures of the base, 

and some are mere skeleton crystals. Some of the larger felspars enclose prisms 
of apatite. 

Several augites are visible in the ground-mass. 
This specimen is also, I think, a basalt. 
No. 3.—A very dark-grey finely vesicular lava closely resembling the last, 

The rock is magnetic and it fuses under the blowpipe toa black bead. From 
Bas Baraldu. 

M.—This so closely resembles the last that a separate description is not 
necessary. The vesicles are not so uniformly distributed as in the last specimen 
and merge into elongated confluent cavities. The thin slice in reflected light has 
a warm brown tint. The ground-mass is not so absolutely opaque as the last 
specimen. In the larger felspars the enclosures of the base are so abundant as to 
give them quite a skeleton appearance. A fragment of augite is present in the 
ground-mass, 

This is said to be a good building-stone and to take the chisel well. 
No. 4.—A dall red highly vesicular lava. Jt powerfully affects the magnet, 
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and it fuses under the blowpipe to a very dark mass that adheres to the magnet. 
Locality from which obtained unknown. 

M.—The ground-mass is quite opaque. 

Andesites., 

No. 5.—<A slaggy-looking lava with crystals of felspar visible here and there 

Some vesicular cavities contain a zeolite which also forms incrustations on the 

surface. The specimen was obtained near the Station Point Cemetery. Sp. G. 2°64 
The determination of the specific gravity may be a little under the mark, as there 

are a few vesicular cavities. The specimen is powerfully magnetic, and it fuses 
at the edges. 

M.—The ground-mass is nearly opaque and consists of multitudes of grains of 

magnetite disseminated through a base of flocculent matter, probably a product of 
devitrification rather than of decomposition. None of the magnetite exhibits 
regular crystallographic forms, and part of it has been converted into hematite 

or gothite. The latter imparts a reddish and pseudo-felspathic appearance iv 
much of the base when viewed macroscopically. 

The ground-mass contains numerous micro-prisms of felspar, whilst felspars 

of large size are porphyritically embedded in it. The latter are nearly all visibly 

triclinic, and contain very numerous enclosures of the base, and buff coloured 

amorphous masses, that probakly represent decomposed augites. Augites are not 
unfrequently caught up in large felspar crystals, as is the case, also, in slice No. 1. 

The felspar contains gas cavities and enclosures of ferrite. 

No. 6.—A dark-grey vesicular lava from the vicinity of Station Point Cemc- 
tery. The hand specimen resembles the mudstone matrix of a conglomerate from 

which the pebbles have been extracted, the vesicular spaces having very smooth 
and regular surfaces as if they had enclosed hard substances. Sp. G. 2°6l1. 
The hand specimen is strongly magnetic and fuses easily under the hlowpipe tu a 
black bead which adheres to the magnet. 

M.—A striking feature in this slice is the presence of numerous crystals of a 
red mineral which I have not been able to satisfactorily identify. It occurs in 
six and four-sided prisms, and in irregular shapes, and in fragment-like pieces. 
Some are in long and thin prisms, others in rather massive lumps. In trans- 
mitted light it is of rich orange red colour—yellowish orange when thin—dcepcr 
red when thick. When the polariser alone is revolved it absorbs light distinctly, 
but does not change colour. It very frequently contains enclosures of felspar, and in 

one instance the latter has conformed to the shape of the prism. These enclosures 
seem to indicate that the mineral is an original constituent of the rock and not a 
secondary product. The cleavage is irregular. The angle of the prism varies 
very much ; some being nearly right angles, others being very obtuse. The average 
of the measurements of 17 prisms come to 103°52’. In a few, not included in 
this average, adjacent faces intersected at an angle of 135°. The variation in 
the angle seems due to the mineral itself and not to oblique slicing. 

Extinction coincides with the length of the prism and with the diagonal of 
the prismatic angles seen in cross section. 
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Between crossed nicols the mineral changes from dark to its natural colour in 

this slice, but in No. 16 it changes from dark to a rich crimson colour. 
The prevalence of four-sided prisms is against the mineral being rubellite, or 

an allied species of tourmaline ; its orange colour and transparency shuts out the 
idea of its being hematite, whilst the extinction shows that it is nota monoclinic 

pyroxene. In some respects it would do for brookite and the angles would agree 
fairly well with the Arkansas variety of that mineral, but I do not feel satisfied 
that it is brookite. 

Can it be an ortho-rhombic pyroxene ? the presence of which mineral in augite- 
andesites has recently been determined by Cross, Rosenbusch, and Teal. Its 

colour is not favourable to this supposition. Altogether the mineral is rather a 
puzzle to me at present. 

The base of the rock under consideration consists of aslightly devitrified glass, 
of pale yellowish colour, in which are disseminated a micro-crystalline mixture of 

felspar, magnetite, and granular hornblende or augite. It is not dichroic and 

from the angle of extinction in some pieces of prismatic form I think it is augite. 

Besides the micro-prisms of felspar, scattered in great abundance through 

the base, felspars in larger prisms are porphyritically imbedded in the ground- 

mass. They are nearly all visibly triclinic, as are some of the very small ones. 
Considering the low specific gravity of the last two specimens, I think they 

must be classed as andesites. They are evidently transitional forms between the 
basalts and the trachytes of the Aden volcano. 

Trachytes. 

No. 7.—A grey compact lava with minute crystals of sanidine visible here and 
there. From the vicinity of the tanks. Sp. G. 2°66. The hand specimen is 
magnetic, but not strongly so. Under the blowpipe it fuses to a dark bead. 

M.—The ground-mass consists of an intimate mixture of minute felspar 
prisms and irregular-shaped pieces of felspar : countless patches or granules of 
hornblende, and grains of magnetite and ferrite. In this are porphyritically 
imbedded large crystals of felspar; plagioclase and sanidine being almost equally 
abundant. Two of the latter present penetration twins, the others are twinned on 
the Carlsbad type. 

The sanidine contains numerous enclosures of the ground-mass, and also stone 
or glass enclosures that have deposited mineral matter on cooling. Two of these 
are depicted at figs. 7 and 8. 

The margin of many, and occasionally the whole of the sanidines in this, 
and in most of the slices about to be described, have a curious dusty appearance. 

Under high powers these felspars are seen to be full of imperfectly defined 
contorted fibrous particles of a doubly refracting mineral, and the dusty appear- 
ance seems to be due to the irregular intergrowth of either quartz, or another 
species of felspar. These enclosures ‘do not interfere with twinzing, and the 
latter shows that the mineral is sanidine and not nepheline. 

In a portion of Pee eines eran ee een ee in dendri- 
tic combinations. 
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The hornblende exhibits dichroism very strongly. One set of cleavage lines 
are occasionally to be seen, and the angle of extinction is characteristic of horn- 
blende. 

The slice contains a piece of the red mineral described under No. 6. 
No. 8.—A grey compact rock with numerous crystals of sanidine imbedded in 

it. From the vicinity of the tanks. Sp. G. 2:63. The hand specimen is distinctly 

magnetic ; under the blowpipe it fuses at the edges and adheres to the, magnet. 

M.—This specimen is more felspathic than the last, and the base in transmitted 

light is clearer. It consists of a micro-crystalline admixture of felspar, in which 
very numerous patches of a yellowish-green hornblende, and grains of magnetite, 

are freely scattered about. There are also a good many patches of hematite, or 
gothite, most of which are directly connected with magnetite grains. 

There are two sizes of felspar crystals porphyritically imbedded in the ground- 
mess, namely, medium-sized and very large sized. Nearly the whole of the 
felspar of all sizes is orthoclase, but there are a few prisms of plagioclase. The 
larger prisms contain numerous rod-like belonites, some of which are fractured, 

which are doubtless imperfectly formed apatite crystals. Insomecases opacite, or 
granular magnetite, has formed on these belonites, and sketches of three of them 

are given at figs. 11, 12, and 13. These combinations are particularly worth 

noting, because exactly similar forms are common in the gneissose granite of the 

North-West Himalayas, and in both cases they seem to afford evidence of the 

rocks which contain them having been reduced to a fused or plastic condition. 
In fig. 13 the magnetite is seen to have formed on the belonite after the 

consolidation of the latter, and to have completely embraced it. In fig. 12 
the magnetite has partially encircled the larger mineral in its arms, whilst in 

fig. 11 it has consolidated along itsedge. In fig. 11 a cavity, running with the 
length of the belonite, is seen depicted at (a). Itis probably due to shrinkage on 
cooling. 

It is interesting to find bodies, such as those described, common to acid lavas 

and the gneissose granite of the Himalayas. 
The felspars contain thousands of air or gas cavities. 
An isotropic mineral is to be seen here and there ; one of the crystals presents 

@ six-sided outline—the sides being equal—whilst the others are in more rounded. 
forms. It is doubtless garnet. 

No. 9.—A grey compact rock, somewhat mottled in appearance, with minute 

prisms of felspar visible here and there. The specimen was obtained near the 
tanks. Sp. G. 2°60. The rock attracts the magnet, and it fuses under the blow- 
pipe to a dark bead. 

M.—The ground-mass is dark owing to the abundance of magnetite ; in other 
respects it does not differ from that of the slices of trachyte previously described. 

Amongst the large porphyritic crystals plagioclase preponderates over the sani- 

dine, but the smaller crystals all belong to the latter species. Some of the 

triclinic felspar is in the form of long thin prisms. 
The larger felspars contain numerous enclosures of the ground-mass. In 

some they are so abundant as to give the prisms a somewhat skeleton appearance. 
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Microliths and stone enclosures are abundant, whilst a zonal growth is vanbie. in 
some of the sanidines. 

There is one good-sized, rounded crystal and an irregular-shaped piece of 
augite, whilst numerous patches of hornblende are scattered throughout the 

ground-mass. ‘The rounded augite encloses a minute crystal of hornblende. The 
latter mineral presents irregular shapes, but in one case the cross cleavage lines 
are fairly well developed. 

The slice contains a garnet. Much of the magnetite has passed into hematite, 
or gothite, whilst an apparently hydrated species of iron oxide often stains the 
matrix round the magnetite grains. 

The trachyte in this specimen appears to be approaching the andesites, and 
is on the border line between the two. 

A sketch of a ‘portion of this slice is given at fig, 2 ; a group of felspar crystals, 
round which much magnetite has collected, occupies the centre of the illustration. 
The felspars are seen to have caught up numerous fragments of the ground mass 
which are alligned in general correspondence with the cleavage planes of the 
enclosing felspars. 

No. 10.—A compact light grey coloured rock with minute crystals of sani- 
dine visible here and there, This was obtained near the tanks. Sp. G. 2°48. 
The hand specimen contains, caught up in the compact rock, several fragments 
of pumicious lava in which vesicular cavities are numerous. This seems sufficient 
to account for the abnormally low specific gravity, as the air caught up in the 
vesicular cavities of the pumicious fragments would be sufficient to vitiate the 
result. The hand specimen is magnetic, but it is almost infusible under the 
blowpipe. 

M.—This seems to be quite a typical trachyte. The ground-mass appears tobe 
made up of an aggregation of felspar microliths. In this are imbedded medium 

and large sized felspar crystals. Amongst the two latter sanidine is abundan, 

and is in very typical forms. The slice contains very little plagioclase, and the 

felspar micro-prisms of the base are either undifferentiated or are orthoclase. 

Hornblende occurs in patches throughout the ground mass, though it is not 

so abundant asin some of the slices previously described. There are one or 

two fragmentary looking pieces of augite. In transmitted light it is of a greenish- 

brown, or brownish-green, but of so pale a tint as to be almost colourless. It is 

not dichroic, and in extinction and other characteristica it agrees with sugite, 

The outer edge is a good deal corroded, but internally it is perfectly fresh. Some 

of the hornblende is much corroded and altered. It is of yellowishsgreen colour, 

and most of it is decidedly dichroic. 

The ground-mass contains numerous grains of magnetite. Hematite or 
githite is: present here and there, and has penetrated cracks in the sanidine ; i 
also occurs in patches in the latter. Some apatite is also present. 

A long cavity in the slice is stopped with calcite, which is here and ‘there 
crystallised in charsoteriatic forms... The calcite aaa as tacaalctihs 

of epidote. A zeolite appears te be. also present, ae 
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Quartz trachytes. 

No. II.—A grey compact rock with minute crystals of sanidine visible here 
and there. Part of it is of dark grey, and part a very light grey colour; and 

when examined with the aid of a pocket lens, it has the appearance of two 
magmas imperfectly mixed together. The specimen was obtained near the tanks. 

Sp. G. 2°60. The rock is strongly magnetic. The dark portions fuse, under 

the blowpipe, to a dark magnetic bead, but the light portions fuse at the edges 

only to a transparent colourless glass. 

M.—This is a very beautiful specimen in the field of the microscope. Tho 
ground-mass in transmitted light is, in parts, very clear and transparent, and 
in other parts, representing the dark portions previously alluded to, the magnetite 

and hornblende are crowded together, so as to almost cover an area eqnal to that 

occupied by thefelspar. In the clearer portions of the ground-mass the magnetite 
and hornblende are in larger and in more perfectly crystallized grains. In the 
dark portions much of the hornblende is in an embryonic condition, being shapclegss 

aggregations of minute granules, the optical characters of which are indistinct. 

From the microscopic examination of this slice, I am disposed to think that 
the mottled character of the rock is due to segregation. 

There are numerous large crystals of sanidine scattered throngh the pround- 

mass besides others of medium size. Plagioclase is sparse. The large felspar 
crystals contain numerous enclosures of hornblende and a profusion of stone 
enclosures. The curious dusty appearance seen along the border of sanidines, 
described under No, 7, is very prominent in those of this slice. 

Patches of hematite or gothite are visible here and there, and some of it 

is distinctly traceable to the alteration of magnetite; whilst large grains of tho 
latter have also stained the matrix for some distance round them with a yellowish 
doubly refractive substance. 

The slice contains a garnet and a little apatite. Here and there patches of 

hornblende very much resemble leaflets of mica, but I do not think any of them 

are really that mineral, as they are of exactly the same tint as the undoubted 
hornblende contained in the siice, and no trace of cleavage is visible in any of 

the flakes alluded to. The slice, however, contains a thin string of crypto- 
crystalline mica meandering about in it, similar to that described in my paper 
on the gneissose granite of Dalhousie. This additional link connecting acid 
volcanic rocks with the gneissose granites of the North-West Himalayas is most 
interesting. 

Free quartz is to be seen here and there in the ground-mass. It is 
evidently a residuum, and, like the quartz of granite, it is moulded on to the 

other minerals. 
The slice also contains another specimen of the red mineral described under 

No. 6. 
No. 12.—A pale grey compact rock with crystals of sanidine porphyritic in 

it, from the vicinity of the tanks. Sp. G. 2°57. The hand specimen is magnetic. 
Under the blowpipe portions fuse to a magnetic bead, whilst other portions are 
bat slightly acted on. 
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M.—This specimen so closely resembles the last described that only a few 
additional remarks are needed. Plagioclase is subordinate to the orthoclase. 
Magnetite is plentiful and is in well-shaped grains. Hematite is also abundant 
and for the most part assumes dendritic forms, and is but feebly translucent. 

Hornblende is very abundant, being present in both the ground-mass and in 
the felspar crystals; and some of the crystals present well-shaped six-sided pris- 

matic sections. 

Apatite is extremely abundant in the ground-mass, and the rock, when 
examined chemically, gives the phosphoric acid re-action with molybdate of 
ammonia very decidedly. 

The slice contains two shapeless garnets. 

Glass and stone cavities are very abundant in the felspar crystals, and are, 

for the most part, of types similar to figs. 4and 5. Figs. 9, 10, and 16 are taken 
from this slice. 

As in the last specimen, free quartz is present in the ground mass. 
No. 13.—A mottled grey compact lava with felspar facets visible here and 

there. It was obtained near the tanks. Sp. G. 2°56. It is magnetic, and its 
behaviour under the blowpipe is as in Nos. 11 and 19. 

M.—This specimen is so similar to the last that a detailed description is 

unnecessary. The ground-mass is not as clear as the two last slices; but the 
felspar crystals, on the other hand, do not contain hornblende, and they are 
much more free from enclosures generally. 

Apatite is very sparse, and there are no garnets. Hematite is not so abundant, 
and it is not in dendritic forms. 

The slice contains an augite with a deep dark border. 

Numerous glass or stone enclosures are to be observed in the sanidine, illus- 

trations of which are given at figs. 4 and 5. In some the matter deposited on 

cooling appears to be partly mineral and partly gaseous, as in figs. 6, 9, and 16; 

that is to say, ® gas appears to have first separated from the glass, on the con- 
solidation of the latter, and then on cooling to have deposited mineral matter 
previously held in suspension. 

Numerous gas or air bubbles are present in the ground-mass. 
Free quartz is present as in the last two specimens. 
Finuxion structure is observable in a portion of the ground-mass, where the 

microliths of felspar are seen to flow round a large crystal. 
A sketch of a portion of this slice is given atfig1. It is not possible on 

the scale at which it is drawn to attempt to depict the microliths of the ground- 
MASS. 

No. 14.—A light grey compact rock with sharply defined patches of a dark 
‘Java, visible here and there imparting a brecciated appearance to the hand 
specimen. This lava occurs near the tanks. Sp. G. 2:48. The rock attracts 
the magnet, but fragments of it are infusible. before the blowpipe. ae 
felspar are visible in the dark and.light portions alike. | 

M,—The grownd-mais is clear owing to the comparative =- eer saa 
tite. There are only two or three amall pieces of hornblende present in the slice 
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There is no plagioclase, but sanidine is very abundant, and, as usual, is present 

in very large, in medium, and in minute crystals. 
Quartz is abundant and is a much more prominent feature in the ground- 

mass than in any of the specimens previously described. Over about half the 
total area of the slice, the quartz is intimately intermixed with the felspar of 

the ground-mass, and in polarised light the combmation of the two present a 
curious sieve-like appearance, the quartz constituting the meshes. Here and 

there free quartz forms larger masses having an irregular ramifying external 

outline. Minute crystals of sanidine are frequently imbedded in the free quartz. 
There are a few small garnets, whilst magnetite, ferrite, and hwmatite or 

gothite are present as usual. 
No. 15.—A greenish-grey vesicular lava from behind the post office. The 

greater part of Steamer Point Church is said to be built of this rock. From 
a builder’s point of view, it is said to weather badly. The hand specimen is 

feebly magnetic; and under the blowpipe it becomes glassy on the surface, but 
does not fuse to a bead. 

M.—I have examined four slices of this interesting lava. The pround-mass 
is micro-aphanitic, and is composed of minute prisms of felspar radiating in 

all directions. Grains of quartz are visible here and there in the ground-muass, 
but they are most abundant along the margins of the vesicular cavities when 

they exhibit rounded and hexagonal outlines. It is I think, tridymite. 
The quartz contains numerous liquid cavities with enclosed bubbles, a fair 

proportion of which are movable. The size of the bubbles, relative to that of 
the cavities containing them, varies so much that no reliable calculation can be 
based on the proportion between the two. One of the quartz grains contains glass 

enclosures that have deposited mineral matter on cooling, and one of them has 
several fixed bubbles. The ground-mass contains many air or gas bubbles. 

There are no porphyritic crystals of felspar. 
Hornblende is very abundant; most of it isin acicular prisms of irregular 

outline, and rather pale green colour, resembling the hornblende of the Wolf rock 
(phonolite) of Cornwall; but there are larger stumpy prisms, here and there, 

of bluish to dark green colour in transmitted light, that have sharp outlines, give 
good six-sided sections and occasionally exhibit cross prismatic cleavage lines. 

It is decidedly dichroic changing from brown to bluish-brown ; but under crossed 
nicols the absorption is so powerful that the colours exhibited are very feeble. 

No. 16.—A light grey vesicular lava from Flag Staff Hill. Sanidine and 

quartz are to be observed here and there. Itis slightly magnetic and fuses at 

the edges. Numerous round silicious granules with rough surfaces are visible 
in the vesicular cavities; they are dull and somewhat opalescent-looking, and 
liave none of. the liquid lustre of vitreous quartz. Most of them are globular, 
but some are flattened and present hexagonal outlines and are seen to have a 
yellowish nucleus. They are infusible under the blowpipe, and hydrochloric 
‘acid takes no notice of them. 

M.—Under the microscope these spherulitic bodies are seen not to be exclu- 
gively confined to the edges of the vesicular cavities, but to occur occasionally 

D 
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in the ground-mass ifself. Their central portions are, in transmitted light, of 
buff colour, and are feebly translucent, but the outer portions are transparent. 
Most of the globular bodies have rounded outlines, but others are flattened 
at the poles and present a hexagonal prism in section. Those which occur 
along the edges of vesicular cavities are segments of circles, the yellow nucleus 
being truncated and abutting directly on the edge of the gronnd-mass. Under 
crossed nicols the transparent portion is seen to have a distinctly radiated struc- 
ture, and in some a dark cross is visible. They polarise in simple black and 

white and never exhibit colours. In some, the rough exterior surface, alluded 

to in my remarks on the macroscopic aspect of the rock, appears to result from 
minute prisms, or minute plates of tridymite projecting from the outer surface. 

In both cases the angles of adjoining faces are approximately 120°. 
These globular bodies seen in section resemble the spherulites of rhyolites, 

dacites, and acid vitreous rocks, and were those found in the ground mass, seen 

by themselves they would undoubtedly be taken for ordinary spherulites; but 

the way they stand out from the surface of the vesicular cavities, their occa- 

sional hexagonal outline, and the fact that the yellow globular nuclei of those 
which line the vesicular cavities ar - usually bisected by the bounding surface 
of the ground-mass, and are not continued into it, shows that they differ from 
ordinary spherulites. They have evidently been formed, in the great majority of 

cases, either by the exudition of silica from the base into the vesicular cavities, 

or have been deposited in these cavities through the agency of steam or water ; 
and are not, like ordinary spherulites, the product of the devitrification of the 
glassy base, 

I presume that these globules are identical with those noticed by M. Vélain 
(see ante). Their behaviour under crossed nicols is not, however, similar to 

M. Michael Lévy’s description of the globular silica occurring in the euritic 

porphyries of Les Settons. 
It is not quite clear what Michael Lévy means by a “condition tmtermediate 

between the crystallized and the colloid forms of silica.” It seems to me that 
the globular silica of the Aden lavas is only a variety of hyalite, and that its 
peculiarities are principally due to an intergrowth, or rather to a successive form- 

ation of hyalite and tridymite. The nuclei are probably formed of common opal. 
The ground-mass of the rock under consideration is micro-aphanitic, and 

consists, as in many of the previous specimens, of light clear portions and dark 

portions, as though two magmas had imperfeotly mixed together. 
Some large porphyritic crystals of felspar are triclinic. Some of the felapars 

contain large enclosures of the ground mass which have not entirely separated 
from the main mass; whilst the dusty appearance described in the previons 
pages is very prominent in the felspars of this slice. In some cases it makes 
them resemble nepheline, but the angle of extinction and the twinning of the 
sanidine and plagioclase (for the dusty appearance is spen in both-classes of fale- 
pars) usually prevent any mistake in their identification. 

The ground.maag. contains granules ef gromnish hornblende, whilst mionte 
four and six-sided wellahaped priams.of a-brownish, hornblende project feos 
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the ground-mass into the vesicular cavities The prism of one measured exactly 
124°, 30." 

Apatite is present, also magnetite and hematite or githite. There aro also 
several large and small crystals of the orange red mincral, previously described. 

Between crossed nicols it changes from a rich crimson colour to dark, 
Several of the vesicular cavities are stopped with calcite. 
No. 17.—A greenish-grey fine-grained but highly vesicular lava, from the 

vicinity of the Station Point Cemetery. It is distinctly magnetic and fuses at 
the edges under the blowpipe. The siliceous globules are abundant. 

M.—This is more uniformly vesicular than the last specimen, and the vesi- 

cular spaces occupy a considerable area relative to the ground-mass; consequently 

very large crytals of felspar are wanting and medium-sized ones are comparative- 
ly rare. In other respects this specimen closely resembles the last. 

There are siliceous globules, as in the last, but tridymite ie also abundant and 

occurs on the edges of the vesicular cavities. An overlapping of the plates is an 
almost constant feature in the tridymite of this and other slices. The vesicular 

cavities are occasionally plugged with a fibrous zeolite. 

The red mineral is absent and the brown hornblende, of the last specimen, is 

extremely sparse. Green hornblende in acicular prisms is very abundant. 

Trachytic Pitchstones. 

No. 18.—A compact brick-red lava with facets of felspar visible here and 
there. From the vicinity of the Station Poimt Cemetery. Sp. G.240. The 
rock is magnetic and fuses, but not very readily, to a white blebby mass full 
of air bubbles. 

M.—The ground-mass is of such microscopic fineness that it requires powers 

of over 100 diameters to make it out. It consists of a matted mass of felspar mi- 

croliths and fine granular matter. In this are scattered felspar crystals of various 
sizes, some hornblende and large magnetite grains. None of the felspars give 
evidence of being triclinic. The large felspar crystals contain numerous en- 
closures of the base. The slice contains countless crystallites of felspar that 
closely resemble those described in my paper on the basalts of Bombay,’ having 
either frayed ends, or being mere skeletons enclosing the granular matter of the 

ground-mass. 
Hyalites are to be seen in a few vesicular cavities; their outlines arc semi- 

circular. 
This vitreous lava may, I think, be described as a devitrified trachytic pitch. 

stone. A sketch of a portion of this slice is given at fig 3. 
No. 19.—A reddish compact rock from the vicinity of the Station Point 

Cemetery. Sp. G. 2°38. This looks more like a rotten schist than a lava. Though 
not visibly porous or vesicular, yet when plunged into water it gives off a stream 
of minute air bubbles that lasts ‘for some hours. It is not magnetic. Under the 
blowpipe it fuses with difficulty and becomes frothy. 

M.—The ground-mass consists of micro-crystals of felepar interspersed with 

4 Ratley’s Study of Rocks, p. 152, 2nd Ed, 2 Records, Vol. XVE, p. 42. 
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micro-grains of quartz, aud an amorphous opaque red ferrite. It is of much 
larger grain than the last specimen. 

All the porphyritic crystals of felspar are sanidine. They contain stone and 
glass enclosures. One of the latter is depicted at fig. 14, and is seen to contain 

three fixed bubbles and three crystals. Fig. 15 represents a cavity within a glass 
enclosure; the outer glass enclosure containing a large fixed bubble and a small 

crystal, The inner cavity appears to contain a minute bubble. Enclosures that 
have deposited dusty matter on cooling ; and glass enclosures, each of which con- 
tains a large fixed bubble, are not uncommon. The slice contains no hornblende. 

This lava seems to be intermediate between a quartz-trachyte and a pitch- 
stone, but must, I think, be classed as a devitrified trachytic pitchstone.’ 

Pumice. 
No. 20.—A light grey pumice obtained in the vicinity of the Station Point 

Charch. 
M.—The vesicular cavities are filled with calcite, a zeolite, and I think some 

aragonite, 

The pumicious part consists of a glass containing millions of air bubbles; 

some of these are round, whilst others are elongated, and are drawn out in the 
direction of the flow. 

Conclusion. 
Though I cannot suppose that my collection of the lavas of Aden afford com- 

plete examples of all the varieties to be obtained in the neighbourhood of 
that extinct volcano, still it is sufficient to show that the now silent craters, 

in the days of their activity, poured out basic, intermediate, and acid lavas. We 

have presented to us inside the main crater of Aden an unbroken succession 
of lavas, from acid pitchstones, on the one hand, to basaltic rocks on the other. 
Pitchstones shade into quartz-trachytes; quartz-trachytes into trachytes; whilst 

the latter pass into andesites, and through them, into basalts. On the whole, the 
acid rocks seem to have predominated. 

Many of the lavas described in these pages have a mottled, and even a brecci- 
ated appearance, and it is difficult to say positively whether this is due to segre- 
gation, or to an imperfect blending of basic and acid magmas. 

It would be interesting to know the order of succession in which the basic, 
intermediate, and acid lavas appeared ; but on this point I have no information. 

The specific ‘gravity of each class of lava is low. I did not attempt to deter- 
mine the specific gravity of the vesicular specimens, and though it is possible that 
hidden vesicles may, to some extent, have vitiated the determination of the specific 
gravity of some of those examined, yet, on the whole, I am disposed to attribute 
the low averages to the predominance of the acid element in the Aden lavas. 

The following averages were obtained :— 

Basalt SpG@ . . .«.« « « + 8% 
Andesite ” , . ‘ . . - S62 . 
‘Frachyte o . : ‘ ‘ . . 2688 
Quarte-Teahyte, 2 5 ele Ct OE OS 
Pitohstone : ee e a of - e@ * ° ‘290. 
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The pitchstones yield a somewhat abnormally high specific gravity, indicating 

their connection with the quartz-trachytes; but all the others, noted above, 

though within the minimum limits, are below the normal average specitic 
gravity usually given for each class of rock in our text books. 

The ground-mass of the intermediate and acid lavas, described in these pages, 
is micro-aphanitic; in no instance is it micro-felsitic. There are, excopt in the 
extremely vesicular specimens, and in the pitchstones, always three generations 

of felspar ; micro-crystals in the ground mass, and medium and large-sized por- 
phyritic crystals. 

In the basalts and andesites the felspar is, almost withont exception, plagio- 

clase. Amongst the trachytes, those on the border line of the andesites, as No. 9, 

contain more porphyritic crystals of plagioclase than of sanidine; whilst those 
that approach the quartz-trachytes contain scarcely any plagioclase. 

In intermediate varieties, as Nos. 8 and 10, the porphyritic crystals of tricli- 

nic and monoclinic felspar are pretty equal in number. In the quartz-trachytes, 
themselves, plagioclase is either wanting or is subordinate to the sanidine; whilst 
in the pitchstones plagioclase is wholly absent. 

Augite is prominent in the basaltic lavas, but only stray crystals of it are 
present in the other Javas, namely, in Nos. 6, 9, 10, and 13. 

Hornblende is abundant in the trachytes and in most of the quartz-trachytes ; 
whilst it is sparse or wanting in the pitchstones. 

Magnetite is present in all except No. 20, and every specimen, except Nos. 19 

(pitchstone) and 20 (pumice), distinctly attracts the magnetic needle; some of 
them acting powerfully on it. 

Hematite or gothite is found in all the specimens except the pumice; whilst 

apatite is commonly present, sparsely in some, but abundantly in others. 

An isotropic mineral which I doubt not is garnet is to be seen in several 
slices, namely, in Nos. 8, 9, 12, and 14. 

There is nothing in the appearance of the mineral to lead me to suppose that 
it is hauyne, a mineral frequently mentioned in connection with trachytes. 
Zirkel, in his Microscopic Petrology of the Fortieth Parallel, notes the occur- 

rence of garnet in rhyolites and trachytes ; and seeing that this mineral so com- 
monly occurs in granite and syenite, its presence in the lava form of those rocks 
is hardly surprising. 

Mica ‘is conspicuous by its absence ; but there is, however, a notable excep- 

tion in slice No. 11 (quartz-trachyte), in which a thin string of crypto-crystalline 
mica, similar to that which takes so prominent a place in the gneissose granites 

of the North-West Himalayas,' is seen meandering through the slice. This link 

between acid volcanic and acid plutonic rocks seems to afford an indirect confirm- 

ation of the correctness of the conclusion regarding the affinities of the gneissose 

granite arrived at on other grounds. 
Stone and glass enclosures are common in the felspars ; also cases of magne- 

tite forming upon and embracing microliths in a way that indicates a viscid, or 

1 Records, Volume XVI, p. 129. 
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fused, condition, and consequent freedom of molecular action,—facts which also 

form interesting points of contact with the gneissose granite of the Himalayas. 
The general absence of fluid cavities is generally considered characteristic of 

the quartz of lavas, as compared with that of granite; but exceptions to this rule 

do not appear to be altogether uncommon. Dr. Sorby notes one in his Ann- 
Address, Q. J. G.S XIV. p. 84; another instance will be given in my forth- 
coming paper on the Traps of Dalhousie; whilst yet another will be found 
m this paper in my description of slice No. 15. 

EXPLANATION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Fig. 1.—A quartz-trachyte, slice No.13. The central felspar is imperfectly 
formed, and contains enclosures of the ground-mass. 

Fig. 2.—A trachyte, slice No. 9; with a group of felspar crystals, in the centre 
of the field, round which magnetite and ferrite have collected. The felspars 
enclose portions of the ground-mass alligned in general correspondence with 
the direction of cleavage. 

Fig. 3.—A devitrified trachytic pitchstone,; slice No. 18. 
Figs. 4 & 5.—Stone enclosures, slice No. 13. 
Fig. 6.—Enclosures in felspar of slice No. 13. The matter deposited is partly 

mineral and partly gaseous. 
Figs. 7 & 8.—Stone and glass enclosures that have deposited mineral matter 

on cooling. 

Fig. 9.—A glass cavity taken from slice No. 12 which contains an enclosure 
of gas. 

Fig. 10.—A stone enclosure, slice No. 12. 
Figs. 11, 12, & 13.—Magnetite and opacite forming on belonites. 
Fig. 14.—Glass enclosure, slice No. 19, containing crystals and fixed bubbles. 

Fig, 15.—A glass cavity containing an inner enclosure, slice No. 19. 
Fig. 16.—An enclosure taken from No. 12, which has deposited mineral matter 

and also contains gus. 

Note on the Probable Occurrence of Siwalik Strata in China and J apan, By 
R. Lypsxker, B.A., ¥F.G.S., F.Z.8. 

I have lately received from Herr L. v. Loczy, of the Royal Geological Survey 
of Hungary, a letter in which I am informed that during a recent expedition 
to China he observed extensive tertiary formations on the Upper Hwangho 
(Hoang-ho) river, in which he collected fresh-water shells and numerous bones of 
Proboscidia and Rodentia’ (sic). In Western Kansu’ he acquired from a native 
dispensary other large fossil bones, and the lower wiiolar of an elephant which 
he considered very similar to the teeth of the Siwalik Stegodon clifn is ae 

1 P Buminastia. 
2 A province ox thd Upper Hinsigiet Is worth of Burma 
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is described as being brown and highly mincralized, and apparently in very 
similar condition to the Siwalik fossils, 

Iam promised an opportunity of examining a cast of the molar, but the 
description given leaves little doubt that the strata whence the fossil was obtained 
correspond to the Siwaliks. It will be remembered that Professor Owen has 
described ? the milk-molar of a Steyodon, said to have been obtained from “ warly 
beds near Shanghai,” which he referred to a new species under the name of 

8. sinensis, but which I have seen? no reason to separate from the Siwalik 
8. cliftt. The mineralization of this specimen (now in the British Museum) is 

precisely similar to that of the Siwalik fossils, and leads me to conclude that 
the beds from which it was obtained, together with the Hwangho beds, almost 
certainly correspond, at least in part, to the Siwaliks. The geographical position 
of the Hwangho beds, due north of Burma, lends a strong support to this conclu- 

sion, a8 it 1s well known that the Siwaliks of that country, whence Crawfurd’'s 
original specimens were brought, extend far up the valley of the Trawadi, and 
thus are only separated by Yunan and Sechuen from the Kansu district. 

In the same paper Professor Owen also described various other Chinese fossil 

mammals, belonging to the genera Chulicotherium, Rhinoceros, Tapirus, Stegodon, 

and Hyena, and said to have been obtained from a cave in the province of Sechuen 

(Sze-chuen), or between Kansu and Yunan and Burma. The mineralization 

of these specimens is much less complete than that of the Shanghai and Siwahk 
fossils, but the difference in the manner of the entombment of the specimens is 
probably quite sufficient to account for this. The genera are all characteristic 

of the Siwaliks, and although Professor Owen has assigned all the specimens to 

distinct species, yet it has appeared to me*to be highly probable that tho 

Stegodon is the same as one of the Siwalik forms; while work on which I am 

now engaged leads to the conclusion that the Sechuen hymua is identical with, 
or very closely allied to, one of the Siwalik hysnas. Whether or no the specics 

be the same, it appears to be most probable that the Sechuen mammals belong 
to the same period as those of the Siwaliks, and connect those of Burma with 
those of Kansu. 

Turning to Japan, it may be observed that in 1881 Dr. Edmund Nanmann 

figured and described‘ various remains of fossil elephants from that country, 

which he referred to the following species, viz. Stegodon clifit, S. insignis, 

Elephas namadicus, and E. primigenius ; the two first being Siwalik species, the 

second (or the allied 8. ganess) also ranging up into the Narbada beds, and the 

third being characteristic of the latter. These fossils indicate pretty conclusively 

that representatives of the mammaliferous beds of India, which probably corre- 

spond both to the Siwaliks and the Narbadas, exist in Japan, and are probably 

the continuation of the Chinese deposits. 

3  Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc,” Vol. XXVI, p 417. 

2 * Palmontologia Indica.” Ser. X, Vol. I, “ Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia.” 

- § Fbid. 
4 © Ueber japanische Elephanten der Vorzeit.” ‘Faldontographica, Vol. XXVIIT, pt. 1, pls. 

I—VYIL 
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Since the publication of Dr. N aumann’s memoir, another paper on the same 

subject has appeared by Herr D. Brauns,’ which is certainly a very remarkable 
paper indeed. In that paper it is first of all attempted to prove that the 

Siwaliks are entirely of miocene, and the Narbadas of pliocene age, while 
the Japanese (and presumably the Chinese) mammaliferous deposits are all 
referred to the pleistocene. Now it is not my intention on the present occasion 
to go again into the question of the age of the Siwaliks and Narbadas, but there 
are two points in relation to Herr Brauns’ treatment of this question, to which 

it is almost impossible to omit referring. It happens to be inconvenient to his 

jine of argument that any of the Siwalik species should occur in the overlying 

Narbadas, and therefore, when such is stated to take place he adopts the very easy, 

but scarcely scientific, method of doubting the evidence. Thus in the case of 
the occurrence of Stegodon insignis (or the allied S. ganesa) in the Narbadas, it is 

stated? that thetwo specimens of broken teeth figured in the “ Fauna Antiqua 

Sivalensis*” from those deposits are not sufficiently perfect for determination, 

and therefore that S. insignis does not exist in the Narbadas. Even if those 

specimens are insufficient evidence, if the author had but taken the trouble to 
refer to page 117 of the first volume of the “ Paleontological Memoirs,”’ he would 
have seen a very perfect specimen of the lower jaw of 9. insignis (No. 1) from 
the Narbada described by Dr. Falconer ; this specimen, which is now in the Indian 

Museum, where there are others from the same beds, leaves not the slightest doubt 
that Stegodon insignis (or 8. ganesa, which, as far as teeth are concerned, is the 

same) occurs in the Narbadas. From this may be gathered the value of the 
following dogmatic statement of Herr Brauns, viz.,-— 

Elephas namadicus _ solely pliocene, 
Stegodon insignis »  miocene. 

» _ clifti ra = 

In the case of the occurrence of the Narbada Bubalus paleindicus in the top- 
most Siwaliks, it is argued that the specimens are not properly determined. It 
happens, however, that they are unquestionably the same as the Narbada species. 
I have not figured them because there are so many other specimens of more 
importance. Similarly doubt is thrown upon the authenticity of the stone imple- 
ments from the Narbadas. If this sort of reasoning be allowed, of course any- 
thing can be proved. 

Leaving now the Narbadas and Siwaliks which Herr Brauns has proved to 
his own satisfaction are respectively pliocene and miocene and contain no 
species in common, attention may be re-directed to the Japanese fossils. Con- 
sidering, as Herr Brauns does, that the beds from which these fossils were 
obtained are entirely pleistocene, and therefore altogether newer than the Siwaliks 
and the Narbadas, it would never do that any of the fossils from eeaciaae 

ao dituviale Séugethiere,” Zeits, d. Deutsch. Geol. Gesell., 194 Pe IW.” 
p- 9. 

fr 

3 PL. 56, figs 10, il. 
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be the same ag those of either of the latter. Accordingly the fossils described 
and figured by Dr. Naumann are re-named as follows, viz.— 

Elephas meridionalis, Nesti, = Stegodon insignis, Naumann, pls. 3-5. 
Hlephas antiquus, Falc. = Elephas namadicus, Naumann, pls. 6-7 
Stegodon sinensis, Owen = Stegodon cliftt, Naumann pls, 1-2. 

Now there is not the slightest shadow of a doubt that the specimens figured 
by Dr. Naumann under the name of SQ. insignis are true Stegodons, and belong 
either to the Siwalik Stegodon insignis or 8. bombifrons ; they have nothing what- 
ever to do with a Lozodon like £. meridionalis. Tho molars of HB. antiquus' and 
E. namadicus are so alike that it is difficult or impossible to distinguish them, 

and there is therefore at least a probability that Dr. Naumann’s determination 
may be correct. The specimen figured by Dr. Naumann as Stegodon clifti is a 
typical specimen of the last lower molar of that species, like many in the 
Indian Museum. I cansee not the slightest reason why this tooth should be as- 
sociated with the Shanghai milk-molar of the so-called Stegodon sinensis and so 
separated specifically from 8S. clifti of the Siwaliks. 

There accordingly seems not the slightest doubt but that Dr. Nanmann is per- 

fectly correct in referring two of the fossil Japaneseelephantsto Indian Siwalik 
species ; while it is not impossible that a third is a Narbada form ; a fourth species 
is, however, referred to the European and North American Elephus primigentus, 
and to this Herr Brauns adds the European Bison priscus, Bojanus. 

These determinations lead to the conclusion that the mammaliferous beds 
of Japan in all probability correspond both with the Siwaliks and Narbadas of 
India (which may there be in normal sequence), with the former of which they 
are connected by the Shanghai, Kunsu, Sechuen, and Burmese deposits; and 
that they also contain an admixture of European palearctic forms, which have 

probably reached Japan through northern America. In place of the fauna of 

the Japanese beds being distinct from that of the mammaliferous beds of India 

and affording any argument for the latter being pliocene and miocene in placo 

of pleistocene and pliocene, all the evidence points very strongly to the equiva- 

lency of the two, and to the confirmation of the latter view of their age. 

The Lodge, Harpenden, Herts. 

Note on the Occurrence of Mastodon angustidens in India. By R. Lypexker, B.A. 

&c., Fc. 

Several specimens of the “intermediate molars ” of a trilophodont mastodon 

collected by Mr. W. T. Blanford in the lower Manchhars (Siwaliks) of the 

Dera Bhugti country (Hastern Baluchistan), are absolutely indistinguishable 

from the corresponding teeth in the British Museum of Mastodon angustidens, 

Cuvier, of the upper miocene of Kurope. 

The san of a European species of mastodon on the extreme western 

17 am indebted to Herr Brauns for pointing out that in “‘ Siwalik and Narbada Proboscidia’’ 

1 have inadvertently given the age of Elephas antiquus as pliocene inste
ad of pleistocene. 

| 
K 
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limits of India is a fact of great importance, indicating that we may look for 
a commingling of the faunas of the Siwaliks, and of the European upper 
miocene and lower pliocene in Persia and Asia Minor. 

These important and interesting specimens will be figured in the “‘ Paleonto- 
logia Indica”’ at no very distant date. 

Notes on a Traverse between Almora and Mussooree made in October 1882 by R. D. 
OupHaM, A.R.5.M., Geological Survey of India. 

The following notes were made ona rapid tour between Almora and Mus- 
sooree during the month of October last ; they cannot of course pretend to be a 
detailed description, but are of some interest in view of the question of the 
continuity of the Himalayan rocks in the Almora and Simla regions. 

At Almora the rocks are gneiss and schists of various descriptions, lying nearly 
horizontal on the east of the Kosi, but on the ascent to Bainskhet the dip in- 

creases to 45°, the direction being N. 10° E., a dip which continues steady in 
direction, though varying in amount, till the Gagas is reached. Here the road 
runs over alluvium for a couple of miles, but rock again shows up on the hill called 

Buridunga ; it is a porphyritic gneiss, similar in structure to the central gneiss. 
As the road runs near the northern boundary of this exposure cutting across it 
in several places, it is seen to be fairly straight and presumably a fault, the schists 
in contact with the gneiss dipping south-south-east ; at Dwarahat, where the road 

cuts across the exposure here not amile broad, the dip of the foliation of the 
gneiss has bent round to south-west and, though I was not able to trace the gneiss 
further to the north-west, I have no doubt that it does extend along the ridge 
since in the streams flowing down to the Khurrogadh blocks of it are not of 
infrequent occurrence. 

Along the road between Dwarahat and Ganain the only exposure of slates 

seen. was below Naugaon on the south-west side of the valley where they dipped 

W. 30° S., while near Ganain the dip was south-west. 
On the eastern side of this valley, the ridge is capped by limestone (krol), 

which, apparently forming the peak of Dunagiri, descends further north, at 
the village of Damtola, almost to the bottom of the valley, and is seen to extend 

northwards from Ganain as far as the eye can reach, being confined to the eastern 

side of the valley with the exception of two patches capping the spurs above 

Bushbira and Naugaon respectively. As is generally the case,no dip was ac- 

curately determinable in the limestones, bui they evidently dip somewhere about 

north-west. 
Beyond Ganain, where the road leaves the alluvium, slates come in with a dip 

to W. 10° N. and on the: ascent beeome more and more sochiatose ; the dip at 

the same time becoming fistier, till near Jaurasi the porphyritic gneiss again 
comes in with ‘almost horisontal foliation ; thin in not improbably # contina- 
ation of the: Dwatnhat expasmre, 

The jrews continues to: zest Bungihar, the only iskerreption being below 
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the Makroli hill, where a narrow strip of black crush rock is let down by faulting. 
Near Bongdhar the slates come in again, at first with a N. 50° E dip at 45°, but 
this soon bends round to the normal N.10° E. dip, the schistose slates con- 
tinuing beyond this with a dip varying between N. 10° E. and N. 30° E.; at 
the bridge over the Nyar a thin band of porphyritic gneiss, probably hore merely 
amore metamorphosed band among the schists, is exposed ; opposite Gwalkura 
quartzites overlie the slates and continue to the bridge between Chifalghat and 
Pauri. On the crest of the ridge crossed on the road to Pauri quartzoso 
rocks come in again, while beyond this the slates are much disturbed, but keep 
a pretty steady EH. 10° N. and W. 11° S. strike. 

Beyond Srinagar there is not much of interest to note; the quartzites show 
up on the ridge below Maniknath which is itself capped by limestone, but for 
the most part the rocks are of a recognisable infra-krol type. 

Beyond Tiri, where the road runs along the Mussooree ridge infra-krols, quart- 

zites, limestone (krol) and in one place the Blaini are seen, but the structure, as is 

the case everywhere on the outer ridge, isfar too complicated to be unravelled 
by a simple traverse along the strike of the rocks. 

I have reserved for separate notice the alluvial deposits, of which I shall 
now mention the more important. 

Between Bainskhet and Dwarahat near the village of Kapalna the road runs 
along the surface of an old lake deposit, of which a narrow strip has been left 
aneroded, the streams on either side having cut deep into the deposits; in both 
the other valleys crossed before reaching the Gagas traces of extensive deposits 
are seen but forming a mere skin on the rocks below, having been almost entirely 
removed by the streams. At Kapalna the gradual raising of the deposits has 

given the drainage an easier escape over a saddle in the watershed into the 
next valley to the west; hence the lower part of the deposit has been exposed 

to the erosion of its own drainage only, while in the other valleys the streams 
flowing down from the hills to the north have almost entirely washed away 
the alluvium. 

In the Gagas valley there is another alluvial deposit, which, having come 
mostly from the hills to the west, has by its slope forced the river to the eastern 
margin of the plain, where it has now cut for itself a new channel in the solid 
rock of about 60 feet in depth. 

This deposit extends up the Pokhy valley, and some of the drainage of its 
western extremity flows into the Chundas. Here again there has evidently 
been a diversion of the drainage, due to the gradual raising of the surface of. 

the alinviam to the level of one of the saddles in the original watershed. 
Near Dwarahat there is another broad expanse of lacustrine deposits situat- 

ed at the head of the Baiaru river. These deposits which, be they lacustrine 
or no, are at any rate formed in true rock basins situated at the very heads of 
the dyninage areas, and rising almost to the level of the watershed have never, so 
fex. ap I am aware, been adequately explained. They are by no means of 
merely -oncesianal occurrence, but are scattered throughout these hills; one very 
gold axkinple being at the head of the Riaini river near Solan on the Simla road. 
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The three rivers which meet at Ganain have all broad alluvial bottoms, part 
being close down to the present level of the streams, the rest forming a terrace 
raised. some 30 to 60 feet, but the low level ground seems to be merely due to the 
erosion of the stream, and not to a more recent deposition. 

Near ‘Ganain is a very interesting lake known as the Turag Tal; it is situated 
at the head of one of the streams flowing down to Gunain. In the valley of 

this stream an alluvial flat extends right up to the foot of the barrier, which is 
most clearly a landslip, for not only is the gap in the hill from which it has 
descended most evident, but the only other possible explanation, viz., a moraine, 
is at once barred by the absence of any other rock but limestone in the barrier 
which is composed entirely of fragments and notof rock in situ. Above the 
barrier is a broad alluvial surface, the lower end of which is covered by water 
probably not of any very great depth. The level of this alluvium is about 200 
feet above that in the valley below the barrier which itself rises 50 feet above 

the upper alluvium ; the total depth of the landslip is therefore 250 feet, and 
the time that has elapsed since its fall has been that required for the aaa 
of alluvium 200 feet in thickness. 

Near the head of the Binan river there is a small deposit of alluvium as 
also at Chopryon and Kandura near Powri. 

At Srinuggar and Tiri there are extensive terraces covered with a thin coat- 
ing of river gravel, but in the main merely carved out of the solid rock. 

The above-mentioned alluvial deposits are all in true rock basins, but only 
the three first mentioned, viz., those near Kapalna, in the Gagas, and at Dwarahat, 
seem, from their uniformity and fineness of texture, to be of. lacustrine origin. 

Though there was never much doubt as to the propriety of correlating the 
rocks on the Almora section with those of the Simla region, such shadow of it as 
there was may be held to be now dispelled, for in the region crossed between 
Almora and Mussooree the rocks are seen to become gradually less metamorphic, 
and the distinctions of the sub-divisions but obscurely seen near Almora .become 
more and more marked till the rocks assume the normal character which they 
are found to maintain from Mussooree to the north-west. 

Note on the Oretaceous coal-measures at Borsora in the Khasia Hills, near Laour 
in Sylhet, by Tom D. La Tovons, B.A., Geological Survey of India. 

I have visited and examined a section of the coal-bearing rocks situated at 
-the foot of the Khasia Hills to the north of the district of Laour. 

The section examined occurs in a ravine, at the mouth of which stands the 
~ : Garo village of Borsora, about 5 miles west of the point 

Position of thesection. = irere the Panatibh or Jadukhats river leaves the hills. 
At the edge of the plains on either side of this village nammulitic limestone is 

© From this » large exposed dipping to south-south-eaat or towards the ‘plains 
scacaret of bus tea Soon st on angle of 38°. On =~." up the ravine along » 
arr i aha path on the west side of the sizgem no sections of rock ta 

situ are seen, bat the path is covered with bloeln of 
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a coarseish yellow and brown sandstone. The path rises for about half a mile 
until the mouth of a small steep ravine on the west is reached, in the sides of 
which the coal seams are exposed. 

At the junction of the two ravines carbonaceous shale is seen in the bed of 
. the stream dipping to south-south-east at an angle of 12°. 

ti gl ate ee Upon this rests a seam of good coal 8 feet ‘0 inches 
thick extending for about 20 yards along the side of the 

ravine. This is overlaid by 5 feet of shaly sandstone, upon which rests a second 

seam of coal 3 feet 4 inches thick. This seam has been disturbed by several 
small faults or slips, and parts of it have been denuded to some extent before the 

deposition of the overlying sandstone, so that its thickness is not so constant as 

that of the lower seam. Proceeding up the ravine about 60 feet of fine yellow 
sandstones are passed over, and a third seam of coal is met with, cropping out 
on both sides of the ravine. The thickness of this seam could not be determined 
exactly, as a small landslip has occurred in the rocks above, and has partly 

covered it, but itis at least 4 feet thick, though not quite free from shaly 
partings. Above this the ground is covered for 50 or 60 fect with the debris 
from the slip above mentioned, consisting of fine yellow sandstones and shales 
with many fragments of coal, and above this again, at the top of the section, is a 
fourth seam, of shaly coal, 2 feet thick. In the whole section therefore of about 
150 feet there are about 12 feet of good coal, distributed in three seams as shown 
below, in descending order :— 

Ft. Ins. 

Shaly coal ° : . : . “ . about 2 O 

Fine yellow sandstone and shale. . . - » 60 O 

Coal seam, No. 8 A “ ‘ . 5 ‘ » 4 0 

Fine yellow sandstone . : . ‘ . - » 60 O 

Coal seam, No. 2 “ ; : A ‘ ; ae 4 

Shaly sandstone : . , ; ‘ - » & O 

Coal seam, No. 1 ‘ ‘ ; ‘ ‘ ‘ » 8 10 

Carbonaceous shale, thickness unknown. 

ToraL . » 188 2 

The coal of seams Nos. 1 and 3 is much disintegrated by exposure, so that it is 
difficult to specimens for analysis, but it a rs 

Quality of the coal, ty be a iy es on with a bright : favterre and Heol 
colour, containing numerous specks and nests of a kind of fossil resin. This re- 

sinous substance, which is characteristic of the coals of this region occurring in 

cretaceous rocks, together with the position of the seams below the nummulitic 

limestone, shows that the coal is of the same age as that of the Garo hills and 

the mall basin at Maobelarkar, and is therefore distinct from the coal of Cherra 

Poonjes, which occurs above the limestones. The coal of seam No. 2 is more 
Compent aid browner in colour, and is traversed in all directions by small joints. 
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It also contains specks of the fossil resin. Samples assayed in the Survey labora- 
tory by Sub- Assistant Hira Lal gave the following satisfactory results :-— 

Seam. 
ee 

Wo. 1, No, 2. 

Moisture . : : ; ‘ ‘ 5°84 8°02 

Other velatile aera é \ : : - 85°16 89°58 

Fixed carbon : P Z . ; - 5040 50°80 

Ash ° e ° e ° e ° 8 60 6°60 

100 00 100°00 

No. 1 does not cake ; ash pale red. 
No. 2 cakes ; ash red. 

The section examined is very similar in some respects to one described by 
ee ee Captain H. H. Godwin-Austen (Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, 
aa Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. II, No. 1, 1869) as occurring on a 

small tributary of the Umblay near the village of Nong- 
kerasi, about 10 miles to the north-west of Borsora; but to determine whether 

the coal-measures are continuous between these points would require a more de- 
tailed examination of the district than I was able to make. The only means of 
getting sections in such a, country is to follow up the hill streams in which frag- 
ments of coal are found to the outcrop of the seam, and at this season (June) 
these streams are liable to sudden floods and become quite impassable. If it 
should be found that the coal does‘extend between these points, its amount must 
be very large. 

The outcrop near Borsora is very favourably situated for being worked. It is 
Position of the seams 20t more than half a mile within the hills and ata low eleva- 

as regards extraction of tion above the plain. The coal rises from the outcrops so 
the coal. that mines or quarries could be easily drained. The foot 
of the hills is only 1 mile from the Patlai river, a branch of the Jadukhata, and 

during the rains boats can come up to within a few hundred yards of the hills. 
Even now great numbers go close to the spot during the rains to carry away 

limestone from the numerous quarries between Borsora and Lakma. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From Ist Apait to 90Te Junz 1883. : 

Titles of Books. Donors. 
Aypr&, Groner G.—Practical Treatise on Coal Mining, Vol, II (1876), dto, London. 
Batt, V.—Catelogue of the Examples of Meteoric Falls in the Museums of Dablin sen), 

8vo, ph., Dublin. 
Tun Avene: 

Buanvory, H. ¥.—Radiments of Physical Geogvapliy ea as of Tedian Bohs AK 
Edition (1881), Svo, Loudon. ‘ whe Mage aS 

Braneiit, Cot. B.-Re-»On the Sivendurga a Content Mand, ah: 
s A. 2 4 
7 : 1 4% é “% *,) “F fA, ff ee Leute: * Bae 9 > £m vg ma P 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Brown’s.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. 

Band ITI, Porifera, Lief. 2. 

Band VI, Abth. III, Reptilien, Lief. 1 and Lief. 36-37. 
Band VI, Abth. V, Séugethiere: Mammalia, Lief. 26 (1879—1883), 8vo, 

Leipzig. 
Classified List of Indian Produce contributed to the Amsterdam Exhibition, 1883, (1883), 

fisc., Calcutta. 
REVENUE AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Exot, Sir H. M.—History of India as told by its own historians, edited by John Dowson, 
Vol. IT (1869), 8vo, London. 

Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XV, 9th Edition (1883), 4to, Edinburgh. 
FovuguE, F. zr Lévy A. Micnr1t,—Minéralogie Micrographique Roches Eruptives Francaises, 

with plates (1879), 4to, Paris. 

Garzis, A. und Brcxrer, A.—Zur Physiographie des Meeres (1867), 8vo, Triest. 
Gaupry, Ausgrt.—Les Enchainements du Monde Animal dars les temps géologiques : 

fossiles primaires (1883), 8vo, Paris. 
Tae AvrHor. 

GzEIxrE, ARCHIBALD.—Text book of Geology (1882), 8vo, London. 
Green, A. H.—Geology, Part I, Physical Geology (1882), 8vo, London. 
Henmany, Dr. Karz.—Anleitung zum experimentiren bei Vorlesungen tiber Anorganische 

Chemie (1876), 8vo, Braunschweig. 

Harer, FerpinanD.—Histoire de la Physique et de la Chimie (1872), 8vo, Paris. 
Lock, ALFRED G.—Gold: its occurrence and its extraction (1882), 8vo, London. 
MILNE, J.—The Peruvian Earthquake of May 9th, 1877, 8vo, ph., Tokio. 

Tue AvurHor. 

Mogsisovics, E. V. und Neumayer, M.—Beitriige zur Paliontologie Osterreich-Ungarns. 
Band III, heft. 1—2 (1883), 4to, Wien. 

Novak, Dr. Orromak.—Zur Kenntniss der BGhmischen Trilobiten (1883), 4to, Wien. 
Tus AvTHor. 

Paléontologie Francaise, lre Série, Animaux Invertébrés, Terrain Jurassique, Tome X, 
pp. 1—176 and livr. 61; XI, livr. 60. 

Terrain Crétacé, Tome VIII, pp. 385—432 and livr. 29. 
2nd Série, Végétaux, Terrain Jurassique, Tome IIT, pp. 465—5 14, 

and livr. 32 (1873—1883), 8vo, Paris. 

Pearson, A. N.—The development of the Mineral Resources of India (1883), 8vo., Bombay. 

Tare AvurHor. 

Quenstupt, Fe. Ava.—Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde. Auflage III, Lief. 8-9 (1882), 

8vo, Tiibingen. 
Rectvs, Exrafe.—The Earth, Vols. I-I], 3rd Edition (1877), 8vo, London. 
Rar, Ox. Pa——Parallel Warterbuch. I. Russiecher Theil (1880), Svo, St. Petersburg. 
Ricutnoray, Farprvanxp Fexrmrren von.—China, Band II and IV (1882-88), dto, 

* Berlin. 
Toe Avrnor. 

Remax, Fexp.—lLethaea Geognostica. Theil. I, Lethaea Palacozoica, Licf. 2, textband 

) eae nenarem kring Jord Botanik 2; Ee tten Eugenies reea omkring en. anik JI, 

Yee, A Tif, and Physique TH (2867, 1858, and 1874), 4to, Stockholm. 
‘Wears, Ap.—Legons pair de Chimie Moderne, 4th Edition (1879), 8vo, Paris. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
ZEILLER, R.—Examen de la Flore Fossile des Couches de Charbon du Tong-King (1882), 

8vo., Paris. 
Tar AUTHOR. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Neue Folge, Band XVIII, No. 4; XIX, Nos. 5-7 (1883), 

8vo, Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, 8° Série, Tome I, livr. 5—6 (1882), 8vo, Paris. 

L’ApMins. DEs Minzs. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6° Série, Botanique, Vol. XV, Nos. 2-4 (1888), 8vo, 
Paris. 

Do. do. 6™° Série, Zoologie et Paléontologie, Tome XIV, Nos. 1—6, 
(1882), 8vo, Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Sth Series, Vol. XI, Nos. 64 to 66 (1883), 8vo, 
London. 

Archiv fir Naturgeschichte. Jahrg. XLVI, heft 6; XLVIII, heft 5; and XLIX, heft 2, 
(1880, 1882, and 1888), 8vo, Berlin. 

Athenseum, Nos. 2889—2902 (18838), 4to, London. 

Beiblitter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band VII, Nos. 2 to 4 (1883), 8vo, 

Leipzig. 
Bibliothdque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 8"° Période 

Tome VIII, No. 12, and Tome IX, Nos. 1—4 (1882-83), 8vo, 

Genéve. 
Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 8" Période. Tome XVII, Nos. 60-51; XVIII, 

Nos. 52-58 (1888), 8vo, Lausanne. 
Botanisches Centralblatt. Band XIII, Nos. 813 ; XIV, Nos. 1—9 (1883), 8vo., Cassel. 
Chemical News, Vol. XLVI, Nos, 1215—1228 (1883), 4to, London. 
Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLV, Nos. 1167—1170 (1883), fol., London. 
Das Ausland, Jahrg. XVI, Nos. 9—28 (1883), 4to, Miinchen. 
Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. X, Nos. 4—6 (1883), 8vo, London. 
Iron, Vol. XXI, Nos. 530--5438 (1883), fol., London, 
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3™° Série, Tome XXII, No. 4 (1882), 8vo, Paris. 
Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. ¥, Nos. 110~—113 (1883), 8vo, London. 

Tue Eprror, 

Just, Dr. Leoroty.—Botanischer Jahresbericht, Jahrg. VII, Abth. I, heft 2, and Abth. II, 
heft 3 (1888), Svo, Berlin. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
Vol. XV, Nos. 94—96 (1883), Bvo, London. 

Miniog Journal, with Sapplement, Vol. LI{Z, Nos, 2480—2408 (1889), fol., London. . 
Nature Novitetes, Nos. 6-—~10 (1888), Svo, Berti. 
Natare, Vol. XX VII, Nos. 697--706; XXVIII, Nos. 707—710 (1989), 4to, London. 
aoe aaa gr ra al pacer: Band I, heft 2-8 peagee ar: 

Do da. Beingy Bt Tf 868 ro, i —— 
a Band X XIX, liek 3-4 GGGR), de, 

- Boaplenent Ti, heh a end Jit 10 rane 
Ce mas re 
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Titles of Books. Donors 
Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XXIX, Nos. 4—6 (1883), 4to, Gotha. 

Do. do do. Supplement, No. 71 (1883), 4to., Gotha. 
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 90 (1883), 8vo 

London. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c. 

Assam.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for 1881-82 (1883), 8vo, 
Shillong. 

Cuter ComMMISsIONER, AssaM. 

BompaY.—Batnzs, J. A.—Imperial Census of 188]. Operations and Results in the Presi- 
dency of Bombay, including Sind, Vols. I-IT (1882), fisc., Bombay. 

Bomspay GovERNMENT. 

. Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. XIIJ, Parts 1—2, and Vol. XIV 
(1882), 8vo, Bombay. 

BomBaY GOVERNMENT. 

Central Provinces.—Dryspate, T.—Census of the Central Provinces, 1881, Vols. I-II 

(1882-83), fisc., Bombay. 

CurmFr CoMMISSIONER, CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

Inp1s.— Annual Settlement of the Trade and Navigation of British India with Foreign Coun- 
tries and of the Coasting Trade of the several Presidencies and Pro- 
vinces in the year ending 3lst March 1882, Vol. II (1883), 4to, 

Calcutta. 
SUPERINTENDENT, GOVERNMENT PRINTING. 

»  Branrorp, Henry F.—Report on the Meteorology of India in 1881, (1883), 4to., 
Calcutta. 

Mexrzoro.oaicaL Revorrer, GOVRENMENT oF INDIA, 

» Registers of Original Observations in 1882, reduced and corrected, March—May 
1882, (1883), 4to, Calcutta. 

METEOROLOGICAL ReroxtER, GOVERNMENT OF Indra, 

» General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India comprising the Great Tri- 
gonometrical, the Topographical and the Revenue Surveys under the 
Government of India during 1881-82, (1883), fisc., Calcutta. 

SuRVEYoR GENERAL OF INDIA. 

» List of Civil Officers holding Gazetted Appointments under the Government of 
: India in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign Departments, as it stood 

on the Ist January 1883, (1883), Svo, Calcutta. 
Home Department. 

» Note on Census Operations in Central India, and Statements showing the popula- 

tion, &. (1882), flsc., Bombay. 
REVENUE AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Beport on the Political Administration cf the Territories within the Central India 

Agency for 1881-82, No. 188 (1888), Svo, Calcutta. 
. ForEien Orvicn. 

o Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department, 
‘*% 2. 4 tg, 398. Report of the Political Administration of the Rajputans 

ae States for 1881-82, (1882), Svo, Calcutta, 
ee Meady wy Forzren Orvics. 

td 

wv Pee “ef 

fa ? : 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Inp1a.—StatisticaljTables for British India, 7th Issue (1883), 4to, Calcutta. 

GovERNMENT Printing OFFICE. 

Mapzras.—Branpis, D.—Suggestions regarding Forest Administration in the Madras Pre- 
sidency (1883), fisc., Madras, 

Howes DEPARTMENT. 

N.-W. Provinces.—Census of North-Western Provinces and Oudh in 1881: Sex Statistics, 

(1882), fisc,, Allahabad. 

REVENUE AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

Batavia.—Catalogus der Numismatische Afdeeling van het Museum van het Bat. Genoots. 
van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Tweede Druk. (1877), 8vo, Batavia. 

Tue Socirry. 

es Natuorkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indié. Deel XLII, (1863), 8vo, 

Batavia. 
Tue Society. 

s Notulen van de Algemeene en Bestuurs-vergaderingen van het Bataviaasch 
Genootechap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen. Decl XX, Nos. 1-4 
(1882), Svo, Batavia. 

Tax Society. 

Tijdschrift voor indische Taal—Land—en Volkenkunde. Deel XXVII, No. 6 
and XXVIIi, Nos. 1-4 (1882-83), Svo, Batavia. 

Tue Soorrry. 

. Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetens- 
chappen. Deel XLII, Stak 2 (1881), 8vo, Batavia. 

; Taz Soozery. 

Be.rast.—Proceedings of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society for Seasion 
*1881-82, (1882), 8vo, Belfast. 

Tux Socrery. 

Berrin.—Sitzungsberichte der Konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Nos. XXX1X- 
LIV (1882), Svo, Berlin. 

THs AcaDExy. 

ms Zeitechrift der Dentechen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XXXIV, heft. 4 
(1682), 8vo, Berlin. 

Tas Socrry. 

Buvesers.—Annales do la Société Malacologique de Belgique. 2"* Série. Tome I-IV, 3™ 
Série, Tome I (1976-81), Sve, Beaxelles. a 

‘ _Ananln du Mee Royal d Histoire Nature de Belgique. 
eee Text and atles, J878 and 1881. s 

‘ # Wi» aah Do, ., # «18a. aa rs 

— o -hoie zy Do, ates, and fol, Braxalles, « 
| ; Tas Musyom- 

‘ag Dan in ie el i Sa tone Vi, ‘He. 8; Sante, 
sy VIL, Wp: ANSEL, Bre, ‘a! : 4 

oe ea +h ra~filie tens wks" 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 

Catcurrs.—Calcutta University Calendar, 1882-88, (1882), Svo, Calcutta. 
H. B. Mgputcorr, Esq. 

53 Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series, 

Vol. VII, pt. 1 (1883), 8vo, Calcutta. 
THE Socigry. 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. LII, pt. 1, No. 1 

(1883), 8vo, Calcutta. ; 
Tue Socrzry. 

9 Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. II-III (1883), 8vo, Calcutta. 
Tue Socrery. 

” Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XVI, pt. 2 (1883), 8vo, Calcutta. 
GroLocicaL Survey oF Inpia. 

CamBriper, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zéology, Vol. X, Nos. 2-4. 
(1882), 8vo, Cambridge. 

THE Musrum oF CoMPARaTIVE ZooLoey. 

CopENHAGEN.—Oversigt over det Kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, 1882, No. 3, and 

1883, No. 1 (1882-83), 8vo, Copenhagen. 
Tose AcapEmy. 

EDINBURGH.—Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Vol. X, pt. 5 (1883), Svo, 

Edinburgh. 
Tue Society. 

Frayxrurt-aM-Marnz.—Abhandlungen der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesells- 
chaft. Band XIII, heft. 1, (1883), 4to, Frankfart-am-Maine. 

Hatxz.—Leopoldina, Heft. XVII (1881), dto., Halle. 
Tur ACADEMY. 

- Nova Acta Academis Cssarree Leopoldino-Caroline Germanice Nature 
Curiosoram, Vols. XLII—XLUI (1881-82), 4to, Halle. 

THe AcavEmMyY. 

K6Os1asperg.—Schriften der Physikalisch-Okonomischen Gesellschaft, Jahrg. XXI, Abth. 
2, and XXII, Abth. 1—2 (1881-82), 4to, Konigsberg. 

Tur Socrgry. 

LavsaNN8.—Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2" Série, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 88 (1882), 8vo, Lausanne. 

THE Socrery. 

Lier.—Adresse aux Chambres Législatives au sujet de la carte Géologique de la Belgique 
(1883), Svo ph., Liege. 

GeotoaicaL Society, Bercrum. 

LivERroot.—Proceedings of the Liverpool Geological Society, Vol. IV, part 4 (1883), 8vo, 
’ Liverpool. 

. THe Socrery. 

Lexpox.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. XII, 

Ne. $ (1888), 8vo, London. 

Pe Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, No. II (1882), 8vo, London. 

rage a. THe InstTrrorTe. 

: n)20<. Jommnak of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series, 
Vol. XV, parts 1—2'(1883), 8vo, London. 

ivr 

Tux Socrery. 
« 

“yg Ae ape A e, * 
eh ELVES . ray 

er ea r 
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T.tles of Books. Donors, 

Lonpox.—Journal of e poses of Arts, Vol. XXXI, Nos. 1581—1593 (1883), Svo, 
ndon. 

Tue Socrrry. 

: Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, New Series, Vol. V, Nos. 2—5. 
3 (1888), Svo, London. . 

Tue Socrery. 

‘i Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 222—223 (1883), 
S8vo, London. 

Tue Socrsry. 

- Quarte:ly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XX XIX, Nos. 153— 
164 (1883), 8vo, London. 

THe Soorery. 

Mapk1p.—Boletin de ar art Geografica de Madrid. Tomo XIV, Nos. 1—4 (1883), 8vo, 

Tax Socrery. 

MancHEsTE®.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVII, pts. 5—7 
(1883), 8vo, Manchester. 

Tur Soorery- 

Mztsourne.—Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines to the Honourable the Minister of 
Mines for 1882, (1888), fisc., Melbourne. 

Mining DEPARTMENT, VICTORIA. 

; Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st 
December 1882, (1883); fise., Melbourne. 

Mininea Department, VICTORIA. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes. Tome LVIII, No. 2, livr. 1—2 
(1882), 8vo, Moscow. 

Tax Socrery. 

MincuEen.— BavEnr. Gustav.—Gedichtnissrede auf Otto Hesse (1882), 4to. ph. Miinchen. 
: THe AcapEMY. 

. Meteorologische und Magnetische Beobachtungen der k.Sternwarte bei Miinchen, 
Jahrg, 1881, (1882), Svo, Miinchen. 

THe ACADEMY. 

»»  Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Physikaligchen Ulasse der k. b. Akndemie der 
Wissenschaften, 188], heft. JV; 1882, heft. }—4 (1881-82), 8vo, 
Miinchen. 

Tox AcapEMY. 

Nzrw Zzatamp.—Seventeenth Annual Report on the Colonial Museum and Laboratory, New 
Zealand (1882), 8vo, New Zealand. 

THz Musaxux. 

Parw.—Bulletin dela Société Géologique de France, 8"° Série, Vol. XI, Noa. b—3 (1883), 
Svo, Paris. 

Tue Socrerr. 

» Mémoires de ln Société Géologique de France, 3” Série. Tome I, Nos. 8 & 4 
(1882), 4to, Paris. ; 

Tas Socrmrr- 

PuraDeientarJournal of the Franklin. Institnhe, Grd Series, Vol. LXXXY, Nos. 8—6 
(1888), Sve, Philsdelphia, ae 

Tun inexirers. 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Pisa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali, Memorie, Vol. V, fasc. 2 (1883), Svo: 

Pisa. 

Tue Society. 

PrymouTH.—TayLor. WIiLtiaM AMBRosE.—Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Geo- 
logical Society of Cornwall (1882), 8vo, Phymouth. 

Tae Society. 

Rouz.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, Série Terza, Memorie, Vols. IX-X (1881), 4to, 
Roma. 

THe AcaDEmy. 

» Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, Série Terza, Transunti, Vol. VII, fasc. 4—10, 
(1883), 4to, Roma. 

Tur ACADEMY. 

es Bollettino del R. Comitato Geologico dTtalia, Vol. XIII (1882), 8vo, Roma. 

THE CoMMISSION. 

Sarem Mass.—Assorr, Cuartes C.—Primitive Industry (1881), 8vo, Salem Mass. 

Pgaspopy ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 

a a Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
30th Meeting (1882), 8vo, Salem. 

Tre AssociaTION. 

SInGAPORE.—Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 10 (1883). 
8vo, Singapore. 

= THE Society. 

StocKHoLM.—SvENONIvS. Frepk. V.—Bidrag till norrbottens Geologi (1880), 8vo, ph. 
Stockholm. 

Grou. Sunvry oF SwEDEN. 

Sveriges Geologiska Undersdkning. Ser. A.a. Kartblad med beskrifningar, 

Nos. 70, 80-83, 85—86. Ser. B.b., Nos 1—2. Ser. C., Nos. 45—852 
(1880—82), Svo and 4to, Stockholm and Lund. 

Gro. SURVEY or SWEDEN. 

Sr. Petgessvea.—Bulletin de l’Académie Impériale des Sciences. Tome XXVIII, No. 2 
(1882), 4to, St. Pétersbourg. 

THe AcaDEmMy. 

a Mémoires de l’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 77° 
Série, Vol. XXX, Nos. 9—11 (1882), 4to, St. Pétersbourg. 

THe AcaDEMyY. 

Schriften der Russisch-Kaiserlichen Gesellschaft fiir die Gesammte 
Mineralogie, Band I, abth. 1—2 (1842), 8vo, St. Pétersbourg. 

‘s Verhandlungen der Kaiserlichen Gesellschaft fur die Gesammte Minera- 
logie zu St. Pétersbourg. Jahrgang 1862—1863, (1862-63), Svo, 
St. Pétersbourg. 

Verhandlungen der Russisch-Kaiserlichen Mineralogischen Gesellachaft 

zu St. Pétersbourg, Vols. I—VII (1842—51), 8vo., St. Pétersbourg. 

Tonrw0,—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. XVIII, disp. 1—4 (1882— 
1888), Svo, Torino. 

Toe ACADEMY, 
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Titles of Books. Donors. 
Tokronto.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute, Toronto, Vol. I, fasc. 3, (1882), 8vo, 

Toronto. 

Tue INSTITUTE. 

VrENNA.—Jahrbuch der Kais. Kiénig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXII, No. 4, Band 
XXXIII, No. 1 (1882—83), 8vo, Wien. 

Tue Inetrrvrs. 

e Verhandlungen der K.K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, No, 18 (1882), Nos. 2—7. 
(1883), Svo, Wien. 
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Paleontological Notes from the Daltonganj and Hutar coalfields in Chota Nagpur, 
by OrroxaR Fristmanrer, M.D., Palwontologist, Geological Survey of India. 

THE above two coalfields were surveyed by Messrs. Hughes! and V. Ball* 

respectively, but no fossils were known from either of them. It was, however, 
of interest to ascertain whether fossils occurred there and of what character they 
were, as it was quite to be expected that some portion of the coal beds in one or 
the other might be of the age of the Karharbari beds. I was consequently last 
winter deputed to visit these coal-fields and to examine them for fossils. Tho 
results were satisfactory enough, as not only were fossils met with in good 
numbers, but they were also sufficiently clear to allow of some of the horizons 
being fixed with much probability. 

The Daltonganj coalfield. 

This coalfield is situated about 50 miles west of Hazarib4gh, and is traversed 
by the Koel and Aménat rivers. The rocks represented in the ,coal-field are the 
Talchirs and the coal-measures. These were hitherto assigned to the Bardékar 
group of the Damuda subdivision of the Gondwana system. The examination 
of the fossils, however, showed that these coal beds of the Daltonganj field most 

probably are of the age of the Karharbéri beds. 
The various outcrops in this field are described in Mr. Hughes’ report ; 

I visited most of them with the view of examining them for fossils. 

Outerops at Singra. 

At the junction of the Koel and Aménat rivers, about 5 miles north of Dal- 

tonganj, near Singrs, where mining is carried on to some extent, there is a good 

exposure of the coal-bearing rocks, consisting of sandstones and sandy shales, 

with threo outerops of coal seams. 
“*. “tals tege-¢f the gaction close to the river surface consists of a series of 

sendy. miinaceaug. grhy shales, which are on the whole unfossiliferous; but very 

= (you. -Migge, G. 8.2, Vol. VHI, PL 2. 

'  ® Jedd, Vol. XV, Pl. 1. 
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nearly at the base there is a stratum in which some leaf impressions occur; they 
are not very distinct, though the following can be recognised :— 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides var. attenuata. 
Glossopteris communis, Feistm ; large leaves. 

‘s indica, Schimp. 

The stratum immediately above this bed contains root-like impressions tra- 
versing the rock in various directions ; in some cases they appeared to me to be of 
Vertebraria. Above this bed is the coal outcrop, representing the first seam of 
the series. 

Above this follows a series of sandstones and shales, without any trace of 
fossils, underlying the second seam, Above this seam there follows a series of 

grey sandy shales, with a band of hard and light grey shale. 
The third seam, which now follows, is not exposed in this section on the 

river, but a little further to the south. In a soft fine shale, of grey colour with 
reddish tints, above this seam the following fossils were found :— 

Vertebraria tndtca, Royle. 

Néggerathia hislopi, Bumb. (Feistm.) ; numerous. 
Samaropsis parvela, Heer. 
Seeds, may be of the foregoing species. 

These fossils, though not very numerous or quite decisive, yet show an ensem- 
bie like those from the third Karharbfri seam or from the Mohp&ni coal seams, 
both of which, there is little doubt, belong to the Karharbari beds. 

This Karharbéri character of the fossils is, however, more distinctly expressed 
in some other outcrops to the north of Singra. 

Outcrops at Rajhera. 

There is no mining carried on at present at this place, though there are traces 
of old workings; there is, however, no want of outcrops, one of which yielded a 

good number of fossils, 
In a nala to the south of Rajhera there are at first sandstones like those 

above the first seam at Singra. Lower down below the sandstones there is an 

outcrop of grey sandy micaceous shales, about 5 feet thick; in about the middle 

of these shales, and I think representing the coal outcrop, is a band of a darker 
shale, which breaks irregularly, with somewhat a spheroidal structure. I think 
this outcrop represents the first seam of Singra. 

The above-mentioned dark shale band is full of leaf impressions, which are 

in most cases very well preserved, and amongst which the following species could 

be recognused :— 
Glossepteris communis, Feiatmn.; very large leaves with a thick midrib and very close and 
narrow meshes, R paces 

” decipiens, Veisten.; ong specimen like the species from the Rarhasbéci 

C= yin aploptovite, Tobin The tree origina) form ttkw tn the Tektitiy, 
and Katherbicia; in, various states of Provervatioh, bout alee vhowing dstinctly Sion 
basal portion, 
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Gangamopteris var. subauriculata ; one nice specimen, with doubled up margin. 
r*) var. attenuata. 

Samaropsis, comp. parvula, Heer; just like some from the Karharbéri beds. 
Voltzia—a branchlet of a coniferous plant, belongs I think to this genus. 

There are some other shale outcrops east of Rajhera, which, howevor, did not 

yield many distinct fossils, though the rock in which they occurred, a sandy 
shale of greenish-brownish colour with reddish tints, resembles one in the 
Mohpéni coalfield containing fossils of the Karharbfri type. The only fossils in 
the present instance were : Glossopteris communis, Feistm., and Equisetaceous stems. 

A comparison of the fossils named above with those from other coalfields 

will show that they bear the character of those known from the Karharbiri beds, 
and there is little doubt that the coal seams of the Daltonganj coalfield, at least 
those where fossils were found (at Singra and Rajhera), are of the age of the 
Karharb&ri beds, which circumstance would perhaps add not a little to the impor- 
tance of the coalfield. 

The Hutar coalfield. 

From this coalfield, which is situated on the Koel river to the south of the 
Daltonganj field, and which was sarveyed by Mr. Ball, I have also brought a few 
fossils, I visited first the outcrops on the northern margin, south of the village 
Nowadib. Here the coal-bearing rocks are in contact with the Talchirs. Follow- 
ing a nala which joins the Supuhi river close to where the road from Daltonganj 
crosses the former, at first several outcrops are found between massive sandstones 

with a south-west dip; in these no fossils were found. Further on, close to the 

junction of the coal-bearing rocks with the Talchirs, there are other outcrops of 

strongly carbonaceous shales, quite close to the Talchirs, in which the following 

fossils were found :— 

Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Feistm. 

Pe var. attenuata, 

"I*hese carbonaceous shales pass without break into strata which belong to the 

Talchirs, and are conformable with the former ; the rock is, however, not of the 

usual kind, being still somewhat carbonaceous shale, although undoubtedly 

already in the Talchirs; here also some fossils were found :— 

Hquisetaceous stems. 
Gangamopteris cyclopteroides, Feistm. ; typical form. 

is var. subauriculata. 

If we consider now these latter as belonging to the Talchirs, then the earbo- 

naceous outerops in close proximity to them are perhaps either of the same age, 

or else represent the Karharbéri beds, while the higher outcrops would have to 

he considered aa representing the Barkkar group. This is the only locality where 

theap relations could be recognised. 

. , Wraxther to east, at the village Hutar, there are again some outcrops, also 

epparently i oonformity with the Talchirs; some fragments of fossils were found, 

feud, insnflicient, to determine, the horizon; I should, however, feel inclined to 
idir them oa Barikars. 
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Somewhat better fossils were met with near the east end of the field, north 

of Saidope. At the confluence of the Dauri and Ghorsom streams there is a 
great display of beds. At the bottom of the section close to the river surface is 
coal, over it lies coaly shale, then grey sandy shales, above which follow sand- 
stones of yellowish and reddish colours. 

The fossils occurred in the black coaly shale above the coal, and the following 
could be recognised :— 

Equisetaceous stems ; very numerous. 
Glossopteris indica, Schimp. 

ee damudica, Feistm. 

Consferous branch like Voltzia. 

To judge from these fossils, the outcrops can be considered as belonging with 
great probability to the Bardkars, and the same appears to be the case with the 
other outcrops in the field, so that only on the northern margin of the field would 
the fossils allow of a more varied grouping of the beds. 

Some of the fossils gathered on this occasion from the Daltonganj and Hutar 
coalfields will be figured in the Paleontologia Indica, together with some others 
collected on @ previous journey in the Aurunga and K&ranpura coal-fields. 

On the altered basalts of the Dalhousie region in the North-Western Himalayas, 
by Cotonun C. A. McManon, F.G.8.—( With two plates). 

In my paper on the Geology of Dalhousie, I have already described the mode 
of occurrence of the rocks of the volcanic series in the Dalhousie area, and it 

only remains to note their petrological characteristics as seen in thin slices 
under the microscope. : 

Specimens from the Bagrdar ridge. 

No. 1.—A dull green amygdaloidal rock weathering to a light brown colour. 
Sp. G. 2°85. The amygdules are of small size and are composed of scolecite, 
delessite, and a red zeolite. A little iron pyrites is to be seen here and there, 

M.—This slice closely resembles an undescribed specimen of the Darang traps, 
Augite is abundant, and is in irregular-shaped elongated pieces; none of it is 
fresh, and the felspar is also considerably kaolinised. Viridite is abundant, and 
the slice contains epidote in a granular form. Scolecite not only fills amygdules, 
but has replaced much of the original material in their vicinity. 

No. 2.—A. greyish-green amygdaloidal rock weathering to a light brown. 
Sp. G. 286. The smygdaloide? cavities are filled with quarts and scolecite, 

and specks of iron pyrites are to be seen here and there in the rock. 
M.—The amypdules are composed of scolecite, qua‘ts, and viridite, the latter 

containing many crystals of epidote. Cracks in the rodk sod in the sinygdules 
are filled with vitidite and = yellow aubstance resembling opidvte, The viridite 
iis of the so: —_*._--a-vaxiaty. ‘ 

The wagitte is silerelt aluuel past rendguitiom, Butt exh te doubtidity mdile 
out here and there with the aid of polarised Hght. the souill fdleper pridam 
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are still to be traced, but all signs of twinning has disappeared, and the felspars 
have been so eaten into, and replaced by the green alteration-product, that their 
outline is irregular. The whole rock is permeated through and through with 
this green product of alteration, and all the outlines of the original minerals 
have become confused and hazy. No trace of magnetite remains. 

The quartz which occurs in the centre of an amygdule surrounded by scolecite 
has a dusty appearance, which on the application of high powers (x 300 to 500) 
is seen to be caused by a multitude of extremely minute liquid cavities, many of 

which have movable bubbles. The liquid in some of the cavities is rod 

coloured. The quartz appears to have formed after the scolecite which lines tho 

amygdaloidal cavities, as it conforms itself to the outward form of the scolecite 

crystals. 
No. 3.—A grey-green compact rock. Sp. G. 2°81. 
M.—This is quite a typical lava. The base which forms a prominent object in 

the field of the microscope is considerable in amount in proportion to the 

imbedded crystals, and probably constitutes more than one-half of the whole. 

It is greenish-white in reflected, and something between a brown and an olive 

green in transmitted, light. It is not at all dichroic, and it does not polarise 

between crossed nicols, but changes from dark to its natural colour, much light, 

however, being absorbed. Under high powers it is resolved into very minute 

granular matter. This base is evidently a partially devitrified glass and repro- 
sents the residuum left uncrystallized owing to the rapid cooling of the rock. 

In this base, besides the larger crystals to be described farther on, minute crys- 

tals of felspar, often acicular in shape, are scattered about, which are I think 

very characteristic of a rapidly jcooled lava. Some of them have enclosed por- 

tions of the base, asin fig. 7, plate II, whilst others are in skeleton or incomplete 

forms similar to those depicted at figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, which are given as 

samples only, the shape of these minute crystals being very varied.’ 

In this base, besides the minute crystals just described, comparatively large 

ones of felspar and augite are arranged in clusters and groups. 

In my paper on the basalts of Bombay I described the penetration of felspar 

by augite and of augite by felspar as a structural peculiarity very characteristic 

of volcanic rocks. This structure is more than usually prominent in this slice; 

indeed alarge propertion of the sugite and felspar crystals are interlaced and 

intermixed in a way that is very striking, and is often very complex. It would 
gvem as if the first formed crystals floating about in the fluid base before they 

attained any size were drawn together by mutual molecular attraction, and that 

4 igs. 5, 7, and 10 closely resemble some of the figures depicted in fig: 4, plate XI, Zirkel’s 

Microsuopie Petrdlogy of the 40th parallel. Zirkel considers the forms shown in fig. 8, plate XI 

of his work above quoted as “ probably a felepathic crystalline product of devitrification.” Un- 

« devitrification,” as at present used by microscopists, is a very ambiguous term ; thus 

Yin. Retley, ina paper poblished in the Q J.G.S. XXXVI, 407, writes of a rook described 
as, “In. the, first case it may be regarded as an obsidian devitrified at its birth; in the 

a =n én an Obsidian devitrified in tts old age.” Does Zirkel mean that the skeleton crystals he 

, ‘ : ? If the latter, I think he has missed the point of the 
denexibns axe: or epigenital ‘ 
adi ‘ roe ek - ki 7 ypetfect forms ere the result of rapid cooling aud correspond to the 
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the growth of the crystals then went on side by side so rapidly that they em- 
braced and interlaced each other in the act of crystallization. 

At fig. 1, plate I, the sketch of a portion of this slice, magnified 30 diameters, 

is intended to give a general impression of its appearance in the field of the 

microscope, and the way the imbedded crystals of augite and felspar group 
themselves together in the base—one long band of the associated minerals forming 
a sort of festoon across the centre of the field. 

At fig. 2 of this plate I have given a sketch of another portion of the same 
slice, magnified 60 diameters. The singular way the augite has embraced the 
felspar prisms is shown in the sketch. The feathery kind of termination of some 
of the felspars reminds me of those shown at fig. 2, plate I, of the illustrations to 
my paper on the Bombay basalts, and suggests the feathery terminations, 
described by Dr. Sorby, of the felspar of slags. 

Other illustrations of the intergrowth of augite and felspar are given at figs. 2, 
8, 9, and 11, plate IT, 

In a previous paper I quoted a passage from Dr. Geikie on the Volcanic rocks 
of the basin of the Firth of Forth, showing how felspar prisms “shoot” through 
crystals of augite as though they were “intrusive.” Such figures, as the extra- 
ordinary ones represented at figs. 9 and 11, plate II, certainly imitate “ intrusion” 
in a remarkable way, and at first sight suggest the idea that the felspar must 
have filled cracks in the augite crystals at a period subsequent to the genesis of 
the augite; but, [ think these singular appearances are simply due to the fact 
that the crystallization of both the felspar and augite proceeded rapidly at the 
same time, and that the supply of material for the formation of the two minerals 
fluctuated. It will be observed, moreover, in fig. 2, plate I, and in figs. 2 and 9 
of plate II, that the felspar is attenuated in the centre of the augite and expands 
rapidly at the edges. I have observed this to be a general rule, and have seen 
many cases of it much more striking than those in the illustrations to which 
attention is directed ; and I think this peculiarity shows that the augite did not 

crystallize around previously formed felspar prisms, but that the crystallization 
of the two minerals proceeded simultaneously, and that the supply of felspathic 
material was, for a time, cut off by the vigour with which the moleoules of augitic 
matter came together. 
In fig. 2, plate I, and figs. 1, 2, 8, and 9 of plate II, I have attempted to 

illustrate a tendency observable in felspar crystals to fray ont at their ends, or 
rather to throw off long hair-like prisms or appendages. This peculiarity is 
another indication, I think, of rapid cboling, showing that ss crystallization 
proceeded, the supply of material was cut off by the.loss of perfect freedom of 
moleoular motion consequent ou cooling ; — a 
assume @ perfect crystallagraphic form, 15 ey 

4 dwell upon these: dotailn wt vome length; because they are not wishout inieews, 
in thomeelves, and’ because it: is chiefly by noticing characteristic 
pevutiarities tha wa ‘ase stile fo, disthngalih letwoen basis vilanie snd Sage 
plutonic rocks,’ ayn oo rae = 

‘ALL, se engi ais in ‘ek onan sheds. Se: inl 7h: 
1 

a 

 “ 
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If we except the minute crystals just described, and those caught up in 
augite, the felspar crystals seen in this slice are as a rule well shaped, though 
many, even of these, are frayed out at one end; that is to say, they have thrown 
out one or more long and slender terminal prisms indicating that their crystalliza- 

tion, though deliberate at first, was ultimately brought to a sudden and rapid 
termination. 

Here and there the felspar exhibits the multiple twinning of triclinic felspar ; 
a few sanidine prisms exhibit single twinning; but in most of the crystals all 
trace of twinning is absent. The substance of the prisms has been mnch invaded 
by greenish granular matter similar to that seen in the base, and it is difficult to 

say whether it was caught up in the act of crystallization or whether it is the 
result of subsequent alteration. 

The slice contains no magnetite, and some of the felspar is sanidine. There are 
a few fields of viridite in the slice. 

No. 4.—A greenish-grey compact rock weathering to alight brown colour. 
Sp. G. 2°84. 

M.—This slice exhibits the usual arrangement of felspar and augite scattered 
about in a devitrified glassy base. Some of the felspar is seen to be triclinic, but in 

the majority of cases, owing to kaolinisation, the twinning is no longer to be 
traced. I think, however, from a consideration of the azimuth at which extinction 

occurs, that some of the felspars are probably sanidine. 

This slice contains numerous instances of the enclosure of the glassy base by 

felspar in the act of crystallization, similar to those already described. An 

illustration of one of these is given at fig. 10. In some instances these enclosures 

run the whole length of the prism and maintain a uniform thickness throughout. 
Another illustration of one of these enclosures is given at fig. 12, plate II! In 

this case the magma enclosed has thinned away towards the centre of the prism, 

being thick at both ends. It is not a case of two prisms in close conjunction 

as one might suppose from the illustration, but of one prism with the glassy base 

caught up in it. 
The augite in this rock is much altered. The slice contains several cracks, 

filled with quartz, which die out within the slice itself—cracks formed I presume 
on cooling. 

No. 5.—A greenish-grey compact rock, brown and rotten at the edges. 

Sp. G. 2°69. 
This rock occurs on the margin of the outcrop where the trap first appears. 

M.—The whole ground mass has been converted into viridite in which the 

felanar crystals are starred about. 

_ Here and there the triclinic character of the latter can be made out, but their 

internal structure has been a good deal altered into granular matter. Scattered 
Shroagh the slice axe granules of a dichroic yellowish mineral which appears to 

be epidete. Its shape is irregular and its internal structure is micro-granular. 

No angite ia visible. 

es "t this Bipstel pepowhat resembles one of the crystallites in pearlite depicted at fig. 20, plate I, 
jcapic Petesiogy of the 40th parallel. 
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Descent from Dhalog to Sandéra on the Ravi. 

No. 6.—A greenish-grey compact rock weathermg brown. Sp. G.2'80. This 
rock occurs where the trap first crops out. 

M.—One of the first objects that strikes one on looking at this slice is the 
abundance of the light brown glassy base which is partially devitrified into fine- 
grained granular matter. In this base crystals of felspar and augite are scattered 
about. Very little magnetite or ilmenite is to be seen, but there is much 

leucoxene, the product of the decomposition of the latter. 

Much of the felspar is seen to be triclinic, but some of it is sanidine, and 

probably both are equally abundant. The felspar is considerably decomposed by 
the invasion of viridite, and part of it is coloured red by the presence of fine 

granular matter in it which is too minute to be determined. 
Augite is abundant in irregular shaped prisms, and much of it is twinned. 

It is not in a fresh condition, but its alteration is not in an advanced stage. 

Water has percolated freely through the rock, and meandering lake-like spaces, 
plugged with scolecite and viridite, are to be seen here and there. Flakes of mica 

are scattered through the viridite. 
The penetration of augite by felspar prisms, which are more attenuated in the 

middle of the augite than towards the margin of the latter, similar to those 
previously described, is very frequent. 

No. 7.—A greenish-grey compact rock, somewhat mottled in appearance. 
Sp. G. 2°84. 

M.—This slice in its general aspect very closely resembles No. 3, except that 
the felspar prisms and augite crystals are better formed and are of more regular 

shape. 
The felspar is almost completely kaolinised, and all trace of twinning has con- 

sequently been obliterated. Nearly all the angite is partially altered. No un. 
changed magnetite is discernible in this slice or in No. 3. A portion of this slice 
is depicted at fig. 3, plate I. 

No. 8.—A greenish-grey compact rock with streaks of epidote in it. Sp. 
G. 2°87. 

M.—Epidote, associated with quartz, forms large veins running through the 

rock and takes up the greater part of the slice; whilst smaller veins ef epidote 
alone, and of quarts alone, traverse it in other directions. The general mass is 
likewise much penetrated by epidote. The epidote is in a minutely granular 
condition, though welt shaped nercors rascal are to bo seen in aboandance 
along the edges of veins. 

The rock itself consists of the usual felapar ctystals. prea prere a devi. 
irified glassy base. All:the- felsper bryviale:aro~groutly altered ‘nad: invaded by 
granular matter. - No-analiproit augite romaine; end Kothing distinstly 
able en maine = dondtrithe foun <i: enjydetion ate Lvesemamacaiend 
base. age aes Hits oa Lasgqen yh we ta, bn ce me i EY 

No, 9—A greenish ney ‘compact rook. Ber GsQ76. 
Me Angie i sbondnitt. snd ie 3 ee: ire epgneebpped ome 

‘The ice contains, however, one long align: BE iM nes. —-- st 
pop eedieapapediopcin eee yor os an: eek pe Aco ; i 
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The felspar is in well-shaped prisms of moderately large size. It is much 

kaolinised, and the twinning can only be made out here and there. The slice 

apparently contains both plagioclase and sanidine. 
Amygdules of viridite (delessite ?) and scolecite are prominent, and flakes of 

mica are to be seen in both. All the ilmenite has been converted into leucoxene. 

Trap from the Ravi section between Simliu and Kairi. 

No. 10.—A mottled greenish-grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°78. 
M.—Anugite is abundant in this slice, but it is all more or less altered and 

converted here and there into a serpentinous product. 
The felspar is greatly kaolinised. A serpentinous variety of viridite is abun- 

dant and contains some crystals of epidote. 
Here and there the original glassy base, now partially devitrificd, is still to 

be made out. 
No. 11.—A mottled greenish-grey compact rock. Sp. G. 2°86. 
M.—tThis slice is very similar to the last, but the augite is still more altered. 
An irregular vein filled with epidote meanders through the slice. The 

triclinic character of some of the felspar can still be discerned, but the rest is 
completely kaolinised. 

No. 12.—A pale greenish-grey, perfectly compact rock with a vitreous aspect. 
Sp. G. 2°84. 

M.—The slice consists of a devitrified glassy base in which numerous crystallites 
of felspar are starred about. The base is composed of micro-granular matter 

of grey colour with a faint greenish tinge in it. Diffused through this are 
patches of minutely granular matter, of irregular outline, that polarises between 

crossed nicols. It is probably imperfectly formed epidote and may possibly 
represent pre-existing augite. 

The slice is traversed by numerous veins filled with crypto-crystalline and 

apparently felspathic material crowded with countless, colourless, hair-like 
microliths. These veins were apparently filled by an exfiltration process during 
the cooling of the rock. 

Below the Staging Bungalow Mdmul to the west. 

No. 13.—A mottled compact rock varying from green to purple. Sp. G. 
2°73. B.B: fuses to a black magnetic bead. 

M.—This slice consists of a glass, partially devitrified and exhibiting flow 
structure, containing a large amount of ferruginous, minutely granular material, 
arranged in flocculent masses. Much of it is peroxidised, and this imparts a red 

appearance fo the slice in reflected light. In this base are scattered minute and 

irregular shaped prisms of felspar which exhibit no twinning. A compara- 

fvely large one has the multiple twinning of a triclinic felspar. Here and there 

patches of leucoxene are to be seen, but no augite. 

_ The slice contains a few shapeless grains of a dichroic and minutely granular 
mineral ich to be epidote, © 

= a eae omnes rock. Sp. G. 2°86. B.B: fuses easily to 

a dark bead, - 
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M.—This slice consists of a devitrified glassy base in which imperfectly 
formed crystals of felspar are scattered about. It very much resembles No. 12. 

Conclusion. 

All the above specimens give abundant evidence of having been lavas erupted 
at the surface of the earth’s crust. No existing volcano could yield a more 
typical lava than No. 4, 

The Dalhousie traps appear, on the whole, to belong to the basic type. 
No. 5 may possibly belong to the intermediate series, but No. 13 was evi- 
dently a highly glassy ‘rock, approximating to a basalt glass, and No. 5 may 
have belonged to this class also. 

Augite is abundant in all the other specimens except in Nos. 12 and 14 
(in which it is wanting); and their specific gravity ranges from 2°76 to 2°87; 
their average being 2°83. The specific gravity of Nos. 12 and 14 is 2°84 and 
2°86. All the specimens described in this paper, except No. 5, clearly belong to 
the basic class. 

Sanidine is present in most of the specimens, but it plays a subordinate 
part. The presence of a small amount of sanidine, even in true basalts, is 

not specially remarkable.! 
Considering the extent to which alteration has proceeded, the absence of 

olivine was only to be expected, for it is one- of the first of the basaltic minerals 

to decay, and it may have furnished the materials for the formation of some of 
the secondary minerals so abundant in these rocks. On the whole, I think, the 
Dalhousie traps may be classed as altered basalts. 

The next question which arises is whether the microscopical examination of 
these rocks throws any light upon their geological age. 

The idea that basalts are tertiary rocks has long since been exploded, and 
it is now known that they may be of any age. Moreover, those who formerly 
held that basalts are of tertiary age would probably have classed the rocks now 
described as melaphyres. I discard fhe name melaphyre myself, because its 
use is apt to be misleading, inasmuch as altered plutonic rocks are sometimes 
included under that term. 

All the specimens examined show that the Dalhousie'traps are greatly altered. 
In none is the augite fresh : -whilit in’ some it is altered almost past recognition. 

The felspar is, as & rule, more or lets knolinised ; whilst throughout the slices 
secondary producta’ate-abundang. |: 

The extent to whieh lbiretitia ‘haa provectiod fx theeo rocks is in my opinion 
a good argument in favout oftheir being of considerable geological age. 

The alteration ‘exhibitel ‘tppears,: fromthe’ aapect ofthe rocks under the 
microscope, to-linve’ Wabn! thie cesillt “of wttitk’- wi giow ‘percolation of water 
of hydro-thermal agincleé! This alteration “ty {EH mere ‘local peculiarity, bi 
appears to prevail thronghont tides’ ypdiis silit-to ixfind over a large area. 

Considerable Gzhe*tinst : ebay 3 for the production of the 
uniform changes 6 be. pom he Enon demie y"En Yio wbecnte of svidence to 

: fee :" &> ag h ee 

1 son tirbet ig 2 doth Faratioh, yp. 216-220, L Ape os 
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the contrary, I think we may safely conclude that the extent of alteration 
affords, in a rough way, a measure of the age of these rocks. 

The basalts of Bombay are believed to be of upper cretaccous or lower tertiary 
age ; and if we compare the extent to which alteration has proceeded in the two 
rocks,—both being basic lavas of much the same charactcr—I think it is logical 

to infer, unless and until evidence to prove the contrary can be adduced, that the 
traps of the Dalhousie area are considerably older than the basalts of Bombay. 
The result of their examination under the microscope is therefore to support the 

conclusion, as to the age of the traps described in this paper, arrived at on other 
grounds in my paper on the geology of Dalhousie. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Prats I, 

Fig. 1. Altered basalt. Dalhousie. Slice No. 3. Sketch intended to give a 
general idea of the way the augite and felspar crystals are intcr- 
laced and grouped together in clusters. 

Fig. 2. Another portion of the same slice showing the feathery terminations of 
some of the felspar crystals and the intergrowth of augite and 
felspar consequent on the simultaneous crystallization of those 
minerals. 

Fig. 3. Altered basalt. Dalhousie. Slice No. 7. Crystals of felspar and augite 
are seen scattered about in a partially devitrified glassy basc. 

Prats II. 

Fig. 1. An incomplete or skeleton form of felspar crystal. Slice No. 3. The 
result of rapid solidification. 

Fig. 2. Intergrowth of augite and felspar, the result of rapid cooling. Slice 
No. 3, 

Fig. 3. Another skeleton form of felspar crystal. Slice No. 3. 
Fig. 4. Ditto. 
Fig. 5. Ditto. ath 
Fig, 6. Ditto. . 

Fig. 7. Skeleton erystal of felspar which has, owing to rapid cooling, enclosed 
a portion of the base. Slice No. 3. 

Fig. 8. Intergrowth of angite and felspar, Slice No. 3. 
Fig. 9. Ditto. 
Wig. 10.. Bnelosure of the bese by a skeleton crystal of felspar. Slice No. 4. 

Fig. 11. Intergrowth of augite and felspar. Slice No. 3. 
Fig. 12. Enclosure of glassy base by skeleton crystal of felspar. Slice No. 4. 
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On the microscopic structure of some sub-Himalayan rocks of tertiary age, 
by Coronet C. A. McManon, F.G.S. 

No. 1.—A fine-grained sandstone of the Sirmur series, containing a fossil leaf, 
found by Mr. Medlicott south-east of Chune, on the Ravi. The following note 
on this specimen is taken from the Records of the Survey of India, Vol. IX, p. 

52 :—“In this very crushed, probably inverted, outcrop I found a characteristic 

sample of the Kasauli plant bed, the only occurrence of it known west of the 
Sutilej.” 

M.—The grains of quartz in this slice are nearly all angular, and only a few 
here and there are subangular. 

Grains of granular limestone are numerous, and one fragment of felspar is pre- 
sent. Leaves of biotite (P) and muscovite are to be seen here and there, and are 

evidently original constituents of the rock and were deposited along with the 
sand. The leaves of mica are bent round and conform to the external shape of the 
grains between which they are jammed. The sand of our Panjab rivers is full 
of fragments of mica. 

The slice contains some green dichroic grains that may have resulted from the 
degradation of trap. It also contains fragments of garnet and of schorl. 

The interstitial mud has been converted into a crypto-crystalline material. 

I have only detected liquid cavities, with movable bubbles, in one grain of 
quartz. The bubbles are extremely small ones. 

Specimens of fine-grained sandstones from Bhond.* 

No, 2.—This specimen closely resembles the last described. It contains frag- 
ments of schorl, muscovite, and green mica. Grains of calcite are present, but they 

are not so abundant as in the last. There are some micro-garnets and a little 
hematite. I have observed no liquid cavities in the quartz. 

No. 3.—The same as the last. The slice contains four minute fragments of 
plagioclase. Calcite is sparce, and the quartz contains no liquid cavities with 
bubbles. . 

No. 4.—This specimen is very similar to the preceding ones, It contains 
more calcite than the last and more argillaceous material. It contains neither 
schor!l nor garnet, but liquid cavities with movable bubbles are present in the 
uartz. 

No. 5.—The grains of quarts are in angular fragments closely dovetailed 
together. The interstitial mud which oocurs in patches is dark between crossed 
nicola showing doubly refracting fibres scattered -about in it, aereeey of 
felspathic material. 

Ariss shine cecsiakiel aomiipebtiie “Ol aslicil “siadl Geapabania “Gf Gruen saten: Gaul 
muscovite. Some of the grains of quarts contain iiguid cavities with movable 
bubbles. 

In this, and ono of the provivas alin, a quarts ea coisa a microlith-, 
with an intertal shrinkage cavily,--s circumsimnos that indicates an ignaces 

. § Revands ZVI, p. 95: 
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origin and shows that the grain of quartz was derived from the waste of granite 

or similar rock. 
No. 6.—This slice consists of fragments of quartz and a muddy cement con- 

verted into a crypto-crystalline material ; it contains fragments of schorl, mus- 

covite, green mica, calcite, and one of garnet. There are patches of chloritic ma- 

terial here and there. 
Some of the quartz grains contain liquid cavities with movable bubbles. 

Red clays—Bhond., 

No. 7.—This consists of angular pieces of quartz and fine fragments of mus. 

covite imbedded in very fine red mud. Patches of hwmatite are present here 

and there. 
No. 8.—Much the same as the last specimen. There is less mud and moro 

fine-grained siliceous material and more white and green mica. The slico is of 

somewhat variegated colour owing to the presence of dark and clear irregularly 

defined bands. 
In one of the quartz grains I detected liquid cavitics with small movablu 

bubbles. 

No. 9.—Much the same as No. 7. Mauscovite is more sparse, and I havo not 

detected any liquid cavities in it. 

Kasault sandstones. 

No. 10.—This slice consists of angular fragments of quartz and patches of con- 

solidated mud; it contains pieces of schorl, leaves of silvery and of a yellowish. 

green mica; also a piece of triclinic felspar; a few small garnets and a fragment 

of a larger one. 
Some of the quartz grains contain movable bubbles, but they are small and 

sparce. One grain of quartz contains a microlith of hornblende, in which are 

numerous grains of opacite and several enclosures with fixed bubbles in them. 
Another quartz grain is full of transparent hair-like belonites. This specimen 

contains no calcite. 
No. 11.—This slice greatly resembles the last. It contains muscovite, a red- 

dish-brown mica, schorl, numerous large pieces of garnet, a little granular 

calcite, a fragment of epidote and fragments of a carbonaceous slaty rock. The 

muscovite is in good-sized leaves. 
Some of the grains of quartz exhibit a polysynthetic structure, whilst others 

contain microliths of muscovite similar to those so characteristic of the gneissose 

granite of the North-West Himalayas. There are some fragments of crypto-crys- 

talline mica (another characteristic of the gneissose granite) and a grain of fibrous 

felspar (a form of microcline,—see Records XVI, 131). 
There is a small fragment of triclinic felspar and, I think, of decomposed or. 

thoclase. 
Some of the quarts contains liquid cavities with movable bubbles. 

Bakloh sandstones. 

Noa, 18 and 13.—These slices consist of angular and sub-angular grains of 

quarts ‘wet in mud, The quarts is not very clear or pellucid, being here and there. 
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milky and opaque ; and some of the grains exhibit a polysynthetic structure. 
The earthy portion is stained yellow with oxide of iron, and here and there 
brown dots appear which are probably limonite. 

No calcite or mica is present, but there are a few small fragments of a 
dichroic mineral that may be schorl. 

No. 12 contains cavities with bubbles, but not movable ones. 
No. 14.—This rock so closely resembles the Kasauli sandstone that a separate 

description is unnecessary. Schorl, a small garnet, and a little felspar are pre- 
sent in the slice. The quartz contains liquid cavities with movable bubbles 

and stone cavities with fixed bubbles and mineral deposits. Muscovite is sparce. 

Dagshds sandstones. 

The specimens described below were taken from the side of the Simla cart 
road facing Dagshdi. 

Nos. 15, 16, and 17.—These are seen under the microscope to be composed 
of fragments of quartz and of slaty rocks, some of which appear to be car- 

bonaceous. Fragments of well crystallised calcite and of schorl are also pre- 
sent, Each slice contains a few pieces of triclinic felspar, one of which includes 
microliths of muscovite. Leaves of muscovite anda yellowish-green mica are 
abundant. 

One of the grains of quartz has crypto-crystalline mica attached to and 
penetrating it. It has all the appearance of being a fragment of the gneissose 
granite. There are also separate fragments of the crypto-crystalline mica. Some 
of the quarts grains are polysynthetic. 

A few small garnets are present, and liquid cavities with movable bubbles are 

abundant in the quartz. 

Siwalik series (Nahan beds 7), Naini Tél road. 

Nos. 18, 19, and 20.—These consist of angular pieces of quartz, bits of slate, 
and a little mud, the quartz predominating. Leaves of muscovite and a green- 
ish mica and fragments of schorl are present in the slice. Some of the quarts 
grains contain microliths of muscovite similar to those contained in the 
gneissese granite. Some of the quartz is milky and opaque, and none of it is 
particularly hyaline. 

Liquid cavities are numerous in the quarts, but those with bubbles are com- 
paratively sparce. 

_ Nahan saudstone—Nalagarh. 
No, 21.—This slice consists of angular end subanguler grains of quarts, 

quartzite, slate, limestone, sehistose rocks, and keolinised felapar, eemented 
together with mud. Some of the slate appears to be carbonsceous. 

A good many: of the grains of quarts ace. of polyayathetio strncture sinilar 
to the fish-roe grains of the gneissose granite. The slice contains a fragment 
of triclinic felapar and a few of the foliated Variety of microcline. Much of 
the quaria is milky wad opaque s’ maneortid ts prises aud uheo 0 tow fnguante 
‘of schori. 3 s 
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Liquid cavities with movable bubbles are numerous in the quartz; also 
air cavities. 

Nahan sandstone—Mailog. 

Nos. 22 and 23.—These specimens are composed of angular grains of quartz 
imbedded in fine mud of greenish colour. The slices contain fragments of 
schorl and the quartz liquid cavities with movable bubbles. 

Siwalik (7) sandstone. Dhdr. 

The undoubtedly Siwalik sandstone of the ontermost range is too friable to 

admit of slicing, but except in induration it seems lithologically identical with 
the Dhar rock. 

No. 24.—This slice very much resembles No, 21 in its general appearance under 
the microscope and in the nature of its contents. Both contain fragments of 

red quartzite, green schists containing magnetite that remind me much of 
hornblendic beds near Shiel, in the Jubal State, beyond Simla; and fragments 

of a rock that looks like a decomposed amygdalvid. No. 24 differs from No. 21 

in containing fragments of a pink garnet, flesh-coloured in transmitted light. 
Muscovite is present in large leaves in No. 21, but in No. 24 no mica is present, 
except in the form of microliths in the quartz. Na. 24, moreover, docs not con- 

tain any “ fish-roe” quartz. 

Both rocks under the microscope are generally so similar, that if they do not 

represent the same beds, at any rate, some of the rocks that were exposed and in 

process of erosion when the Nalagarh beds were laid down must have been in 
process of erosion when the Dhar beds were deposited. 

The slice under description (24) contains a doubly refracting mineral that 
appears to be schorl. 

The garnets are full of air cavities; whilst liquid cavities with large movable 
bubbles are abundant in the quartz. 

Conclusion. 

A microscopic examination of the fine-grained earthy sandstone containing a 
a fossil leaf found by Mr. Medlicott in the Sirmur horizon on the Ravi, and of 

the beds trans-Ravi at Bhond, and of some of the beds under Bakloh (in which 

fossil leaves have also been found); and a comparison of these rocks with a thin 

slice of a typical Kasauli bed leave no doubt in my mind that the Kasanli leaf 

beds continue into the Dalhousie area.t Their position, in the Dalhousie 

region, appears to be near, but not on, the northern boundary of the outcrop 
of the Sirmur serics. 

The Kaseuli leaf beds, in which name I include all those alluded to in the 
leat paragraph, are composed of very fine-grained angular fragments of quartz, 
grains of calcite or granular limestone, fragments of carbonaceous slaty rocks, 

and cemaslid=*-, mnd. Leaves of muscovite and of s greenish mica—evidently 
origins] oonstitaents of deposition—are squeezed between the grains of quarts ; 

.*S | beavevsome very ‘perfect fredi leaves imbedded in ancxactly similar rock found by Mr. 
C. 3. Rodgers at Dharmsala snd given me by that gentleman. 
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whilst either minutely triturated fragments of mica are mixed up with the mud, 
ora portion of the latter has been converted into that mineral. The former 
explanation seems the more probable one. 

Taking the specimens of the Sirmur series described in the preceding pages 
as a whole, they appear to have had their origin in the subaerial waste of the 
carbo-triassic limestones, infra-carboniferous slates, granitic rocks, and probably to 

a smallextent of traps. The evidence afforded by the Sirmur sandstones on 
the latter point, however, is feeble. 

A prominent feature in most of the slices is well crystallized or granular 
limestone, in fragments that have all the appearance of having been deposited 
with the other constituents of the rock. They are all isolated fragments ; there 
are no veins or connecting links between them, and nothing to support the sup- 
position that they have been formed by an epigenital process after the consclida- 
tion of the sandstone. I can only regard these as fragments of limestones, and I 
think the inference a natural one that the carbo-triassic series was exposed at the 
surface and was suffering denudation when these tertiary sandstones were 
formed. We know on other evidence that in the Simla area these limestones 
were deeply eroded by subacrial agencies? in pre-tertiary times. 

The presence in these sandstones of fragments of carbonaceous slaty rocks 
that would answer well for the infra-Krol series also supports this view. 

But infra-Krol and Krol rocks were evidently not the only ones that were suffer- 
ing denudation in the Himalayan area when the Sirmur series were laid down. 

The presence of schorl, of a type characteristic of granitic rocks ; of fragments 
of garnet, a mineral very abundant in such rocks in the North-West Himalayas ; 

of muscovite and a dark green mica ; of triclinic felspar, and of the fibrous variety 

of microcline, taken in connection with the character of the quartz grains, 
indicates, I think, clearly enough, that granitic rocks were also exposed at the 

surface and were suffering denudation when the sandstones were formed. 
The schorl and muscovite I should say undoubtedly came from granitic 

rocks; the former is of the type characteristic of such rocks, and does not 

resemble the tourmaline found in the silurian sandstones of the Dalhousie area. 

Garnets might of course be derived from a variety of rocks, but at the same 
time it must not be forgotten that this mineral is abundantly present in the 
granites and gneissose granites of the Himalayas. 

But the character of the quartz is the most important point in connection 
with the subject under consideration. Liquid cavities with movable bubbles 
are abundant in many grains; in quite as large a proportion of grains as one 
could reasonably expect on the supposition that they were derived from 
Himalayan granitic rocks, Then we have grains containing microliths with 
shrinkage cavities in them, exactly similar to those found in our Himalayan 
granites; and in No. 10 we have a hornblende microlith containing several 
enclosures with fixed bubbles in them; whilst in No. 14 we find quarts grains 
containing stone cavities with fixed bubbles, and mineral matter either deposited 
by the mineral material of the “stone .enclosure” on codling, or caught up by it 
in the act of consolidation, All the above are eminently characteristic of granitic 

* Manual, pp. 583, 569: - os 
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rocks and could be matched, over and over again, in the granites and gneissose 
graniten of the Himalayas. 

Other points to be noted are that some of the quarts grains exhibit a poly. 
synthetic structure, and that both quartz and felspar contain microliths of 

muscovite; whilst Nos. 15—17 contain fragments of crypto-crystalline mica, and 
@ quartz grain penetrated by crypto-crystalline mica. The study of the granites 
and gneissose graniies of Dalhousie and the Satlej valley, under the microscope, 
has shown that polysynthetic quartz, microliths of muscovite in quarts and 
felspar, and crypto-crystalline mica are very characteristic of these rocks. 

On the whole, then, I cannot doubt that much of the material of the Sirmur 
sandstones were derived from the waste of granitic rocks. 

The comparative paucity of felspar may I think be explained by the fact 
that this mineral is not so hard as quartz, schorl, or garnet, and consequently 
must have suffered more than these minerals from trituration. It 1s moreover 

very liable to decomposition, and doubtless it was the felspar that suffered most 
in the passage of granitic detritus down the Himalayan streams and rivers, and 
supplied a considerable proportion of the constituents of the mud that forms the 
binding material of the sandstones. The felspar suffered more than the lime- 

stones, because, I presume, it had to travel further, and came from the axial ridges 

of the Himalayas, whilst the limestones were nearer home. 
Mica is soft, but is very indestructible; and its very lightness and buoyancy in 

water doubtless preserved it from injury by the way. 
Another question remains, namely, were the granitic materials derived di- 

rectly from granitic rocks, or were they first deposited in ancient clastic rocks 

and supplied to the Sirmur sandstones on the breaking up of those rocks P 
I do not think the latter supposition a probable one. The schorl and garneta 

are very fresh, and had they lain for long geological periods in ancient clastic rocks 
before they-found a resting place in the Sirmur sandstones, I think they would 
have shown considerable signs of alteration or have beon transmuted into other 
minerals that result from their degradation. 

Assuming then that the granitic materials were directly derived from gra- 
nitic rocks, the important question arises, were they derived from rocks now 

visible or from some others P 
It does not seem probable that any granitic rocks can have been exposed in 

the Sirmur sandstone age other than those now visible. It is conceivable thut 

gome old intrusive sheets may have been removed by erosion, but they must havo 

left their roota behind in any case. 
That rocks of very similar appearance to the gneissose granites described in a 

previous paper, and which I regarded as of tertiary age, must have been exposed 

in silurian times, is clear, for the upper-silurian conglomerate contains boulders 

of granitoid gneiss. Samples of these boulders have not as yet been subjected to 

a critical examination in the laboratory, and it would be premature to express any 

decided opinion regarding the character of this granitoid rock; but whatever it 

may turn out to be, there seems to be no reason why we should suppose that gra- 

nitic intrusions into the Himalayan area took place during one period only, or 

that they were limited to tho special Himalayan disturbances of post-eocene times. 
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If these eruptions began in pre-tertiary or early tertiary times, the fact that 
gneissose granite had come to the surface and was suffering erosion when the 
Sirmur series were deposited presents no difficulty. 

That the gneissose granite was already exposed when the Siwalik conglo- 
merates were laid down, does not admit of a reasonable doubt, for the conglo- 
merates are full of boulders of a rock undistinguishable from it; and the Siwalik 
conglomerates afford internal evidence of being derived from local sources. 

In my paper on the microscopic structure of the Dalhousie gneissose granite 
(supra, p. 143) I spoke of this rock as of probably tertiary age and said that it 
was probably “ brought into its present position in the course of the throes that 
gave birth tothe Himalayas.” Whilst I adhere to that statement, I desire to point 
out that it is not necessary for us to assign a late period in the tertiary age for 
the invasion of silurian beds by a hypogene rock of this character ; or indeed to 
pin ourselves down to the tertiary period atall. The facts disclosed in this 
paper would harmonise better with the supposition that the eruption of the 
gneissose granite took place at a somewhat earlier date than that usually assigned 
to the beginning of the last series of special Himalayan disturbances. 

It has been shown in the Manual of the Geology of India (pp. 525, 569-570) 
that the disturbing action proceeded with great slowness ; that the Himalayan 
river gorges in Siwalik times were the same as now; that the sea was probably 
excluded from the sub-Himalayan region from early tertiary times; that eleva- 
tion preceded compression ; and “ before any special contorting action had set in, 
the general condition of sub-Himalayan deposition had been established by a 
general (contirental) elevation of the Himalayan area.” 

The Krol (carbo-triassic) rocks in the Simla area were deeply denuded by 
subaerial agencies (Manual, pp. 533-569) before the eocene nummulitics were 
laid down, and the Sabathu beds are “very variable in thickness suggesting a 

limit of deposition to the north-east.” In other words, the Krol area in the Simla 

region was above water and formed dry land in pre-tertiary times; and if so, it 
seems only reasonable to suppose that the central axis of the Himalayas, if not 
throughoat its whole length, had also, in part, at any rate, risen from the sea 

and formed more or less elevated land in pre-tertiary times, and so we find it stated 
in the Manual, page 571, that “‘a considerable Himalayan elevation occurred in 
eas and early tertiary times.” 

The process of elevation doubtless was a slow and gradual one and extended 
over a lengthened period; but the ‘‘ continental elevation” of the Himalayan 
area during a pre-tertiary period is just as likely to have been accompanied with 

hypogene granitic invasion of deep-seated rooks below tho surface, 46 the subse- 

quent period of special distarbances which took place during the tertiary period. 
Whilst therefore I hold that the invasion of silurian rocks by gneissose gra- 

nite was connected with the elevation and formetion of the Himalayas, and think 
it probable that, in the Dalhousie area, the eruption of tha gneissose-granite took, 

at the close of the, eocbne, or early in the ziiodehe period ; at the same 

pace ae yc Tries inl oy oi gneigncse granite of tbe North-West or: any 
, the lateniplass of the epecial disturbysiocs whiah-hoget: in port-eyoene times, . 
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Note on the Geology of Jaunsar ani the Lower Himalayas, Jy R. D. Onpnan, 
Geologicul Survey of India. (With a map.) 

1, The last season's work in the Himalayas having shown that the seres as 

adopted ever since the publication of Mr. Medlivott's Memoir on the Lower 
Himalayas ' requires some modification and extension to make it appheable to 
portions of the Lower Himalayas lying outside of the Simla scetion, it has been 
thought advisable to publish a short note showing the results of the resumed 
survey as far as it has gone ; but while confining myxvlf as far as possible to what 
may be said to be definitely proved, it will be impossible to steer clear of other 

points still doubtful, and these, which I shall distinguish to the beat of my 

ability, must be taken with every neccssary reservation. 

2. One of the chief difficulties when starting work in Jaunsar, a district chosen 
chiefly on account of the fact that lnrge scale maps were obtainable, lay in the 

fact that, with the exception of a great limestone scries reasonably identified with 
the Krol, no representative of any of the sub-divisions established on tho Simla 
section was to be recognised. 

3. The oldest formation here, which [shall provisionally call tho Chakrata serica, 

consists of grey slates and quartzites, underlaid by a band of limestone yeneral- 
ly some 300 or 400 feet thick, which is again underlaid by a great series of 
slates and quartzites marked by the prevalence of red and mottled beds. Tho 
principal exposures of the limestone lie in ao zono running about east and west, 
and passing immediately to the south of the station of Chakrata; to the north 
of this zone the hills are formed of the underlying red Chakrata slates and 
quartzites, while to the south the upper grey slates are exposod, notwithstanding 
the prevailing northerly dip of the beds. This is but part of the grent Huma. 
layan puzzle, that newer beds almost always seem to dip under older, that faults 
are generally reversed, and that the dip of the beds in their neighbourhood is 

precisely the reverse of what would be expected on @ priori grounds. The total 
thickness of these beds is indeterminable, partly on account of their intense din- 
turbance, and partly from the fact that neither their base nor summit has been 
seen, but it must amount to many thousands of feet. 

4, In northern Jaunsar there is another exposure of the same beds intersected 

by a great fault which, first appearing from underneath the Deoban limestone nvar 
the village of Konain, runs north-westwards to Mudhaul, on the west of the Tons, 
and which I shall refer to as the Konain-Mudhaul fault. 

5. To the east of this fault there is exposed a great thickness of grey slates and 

quartsites, over which comes a band of blue limestone 300 to 400 feet thick, 

and over this white and coloured quartzites with interbedded red and grey 

slates ; and near Kanda, what appear to be contemporaneous, but may be intrusive, 

beds of trap, overlaid by greenish slates, which last are covered unconformably hy 

the Deoban limestone. Among the quartsites there is, near Kanda, a band of 

coatee quartzite conglomerate about 8 feet in thickness, which has been marked 

1 Mem. G. S, I., Vol. HI, rt. 2 
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on the map illustrating Colonel McMahon's paper! as Blaini; but the asso- 
ciated beds and the absence of the characteristic limestone seem to render this 
impossible. 

6. To the west of the fault the section as seen on the ascent from Anu* to Bana 
is first white quartzites with interbedded green and grey slates, overlaid by green 
and grey slates without quartzites and these again are capped at Chajar (Chilar) by 
a small patch of blue limestone, which can hardly be anything but the same that is 
exposed near Kanda, and which I correlate with the Chakrata bed. The only other 
thing it could well be is the Deoban, but though on the upthrow side of the 
Konain-Mndhaul fault so far as it affects the Deoban limestone, it is at a lower 
elevation than the base of the latter as exposed above Banu on the eastern or 
downthrow side. 

7. Here, whether the limestone band be identified with the Chakrata bed or no, 
there seems to be an inversion on one side or other of the fault, probably to the east, 

and it is evident that the fault must have a throw sufficient to bring the same bed 
on either side of the fold to abont the same level ; it is at present impossible to say 

for certain which is the up and which is the down throw side, nor to determine, 
even approximately, the throw of the fault, but it must certainly be measured by 

thousands of feet. 
8. In several parts of Jaunsar volcanic beds are exposed in the Chakrata series ; 

to the east of Chakrata, in the valleys of the Kutnu and Mord gadhs (stream), there 
are several beds of volcanic breccia and ash lying both above and below a thick 
band of blue limestone identifiable with yreat probability as the Chakrata band ; 
near Lauri the same limestone again crops out and is once more associated with 
the volcanic beds, which are also seen in the valley of the Gamgadh. 

9. In the Tons below Anu there are exposures of a brown ferruginous and 
dolomitic limestone, passing into crystalline ankerite in places, which I have con- 
jecturally correlated, notwithstanding its lithological difference, with the Chakrata 

limestone, The volcanic beds associated with it are here far more extensively 

developed than I have seen elsewhe- in Jaunsar and I consider that the peculiar 
nature of the rock is due to a conwmporaneous admixture of volcanic detritus, 
& supposition which issupported by the facts that the southernmost of the exposures 
as it is traced eastwards becomes less and less ferruginous, till near its disappear- 
qnce it is in parts a blue limestone little if at all more impure than the normal 
Chakrata limestone, and that on the western side of the Tons valley above Anu 
there is an exposure of presumably the same band which, while being im parts 
bluish-grey limestone, is also in parte extremely ferruginous. The facts just men- 
tioned sesm to point to a centre of volcanic energy shortly to the weat or south- 
weat of the confluence of the Binalgadh with the Tons, while the volcanic beds 
of eastern Jaunsar were very possibly derived from a vent in what is now a 
Garlival,. 

1 Reo: G,&., Vol. X., 204, [This outerep wes, mapped by eae Colonel Medtsheng f 
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10. This zone of volcanic beds promises to be a horizon of great value in tracing 

out the geology of the Lower Himalayas, and it may not be out of place to indicate 
the probability of their being contemporaneous with the silurian volcanic rocks 
of Kashmir and the North-West Himalayas. At the same timo I must point 6ut 
that it is not absolutely certain that they are of the same age as the Chakrata 
limestone ; for although the limestone with which they are associated occurs in 

® similar position to, and is most probably the same as, the Chakrata bed, yet it 
must not be forgotten that in the typical area no associated volcanic beds were 
seen. 

11. Overlying the Chakrata series comes a great thickness of limestones and 
dolomites so similar to the Krol series as to be almost certainly contemporancous 
with it, but which, as its relation to the underlying beds is very different to 
what has been described on the Simla section, I shall provisionally call the 
Deoban limestone. Lithologically it consists of a great thickness of bluish-grey 
bedded limestones, some of the beds, as on the ascent to Deoban from Chakrata, 
containing many nodules of chert; others which are generally mephitic have a 
peculiar pisolitic structure, being composed of small round black nodules cemented 
by a white calcareous matrix: a peculiar structure seen in some of the beds 
makes them resemble an accumulation of some closely-chambered shells imbedded 
in a matrix of calcareous mud, and so organic looking that it is difficult to 
believe that they are not obscured fossils. A very considerable proportion of the 
beds is in some of the sections dolomitic, varying from a slightly magnesian 
limestone to a pure pale-grey crystalline dolomite. Interstratified with these 

calcareous beds is a varying proportion of slaty beds, occasionally coloured, but as 
a rule grey. 

12. This series is quite unconformable to the underlying Chakrata beds, as 1s 
proved by ita unconformably overlapping or overstepping their eroded edges. This 

is very well seen near Konain, where the Deoban lies on the Chakrata limestone 
while as the boundary is traced to the west it is seen to rest successively on a 
(locally) descending series of slates; the unconformity is further indicated by the 
way in which the limestone rests, above Kanda, on the eroded edges of the presum- 

ably inverted Chakratas, and by the fact that the Konain-Mudhaul fault which, 

as above explained, has a throw of some thousands of feet in the older rocks, has, 
where it cuts the Deoban limestone, a throw of a few hundreds at most, this 
being due to a later movement along the original fracture; it would serve no 
useful purpose to describe every junction of the two series, as the same facts are 

everywhere to be seen. 
18. it is evident that this is very different to what has been described on the 

Simla section,’ and there are but three possible explanations—1s?, that the Deoban 
aud Krol limestones are not contemporaneous ; 2nd, that the junction on the Simla 
section is only apparently and locally conformable ; 3rd, that the Chakrata series 
is older than the Sinila slates and underlies them unconformably. The first 
supposition may, I think, be dismissed; the second I regard as very probable, the 
very Wadden variations in the thickness of the Krol quartzite pointing to o 

"> . BBL B. Mediieott: Mem, G. &. 1., Vol, IIL, passim, and Manusl, pp. 594-609. 
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on the map illustrating Colonel McMahon’s paper! as Blaini; but the asso- 
ciated beds and the absence of the characteristic limestone seem to render this 
impossible. 

6. To the west of the fault the section as seen on the ascent from Anu‘ to Bana 
is first white quartzites with interbedded green and grey slates, overlaid by green 
and grey slates without quartzites and these again are capped at Chajar (Chilar) by 
a small patch of blue limestone, which can hardly be anything but the same that is 
exposed near Kanda, and which I correlate with the Chakrata bed. The only other 
thing it could well be is the Deoban, but though on the upthrow side of the 
Konain-Mudhaul fault so far as it affects the Deoban limestone, it is at a lower 

elevation than the base of the latter as exposed above Banu on the eastern or 
downthrow side. 

7. Here, whether the limestone band be identified with the Chakrata bed or no, 
there seems to be an inversion on one side or other of the fault, probably to the east, 
and it is evident that the fault must have a throw sufficient to bring the same bed 
on either side of the fold to about the same level ; it is at present impossible to say 
for certain which is the up and which is the down throw side, nor to determine, 
even approximately, the throw of the fault, but it must certainly be measured by 

thousands of feet. 
8. In several parta of Jaunsar volcanic beds are exposed in the Chakrata series ; 

to the east of Chakrata, in the valleys of the Kutnu and Mord gadhs (stream), there 
are several beds of volcanic breccia and ash lying both above and below a thick 
band of blue limestone identifiable with yreat probability as the Chakrata band ; 
near Lauri the same limestone again crops out and is once more associated with 
the volcanic beds, which are also seen in the valley of the Gamgadh. 

9. In the Tons below Ann there are exposures of a brown ferruginous and 
dolomitic limestone, passing into crystalline ankerite in places, which I have con- 

jecturally correlated, notwithstanding its lithological difference, with the Chakrata 

limestone. The volcanic beds associated with it are here far more extensively 

developed than I have seen elsewhere in Jaunsar and I consider that the peculiar 

nature of the rock is due to a contemporaneous admixture of volcanic detritus, 
& supposition which issupported by the facts that the southeramost of the exposures 
as it is traced eastwards becomes less and less ferruginous, till near its disappear- 
gnce it is in parts a blue limestone little if at all more impure than the normal 
Chakrata limestone, and that on the western side of the Tons valley above Anu 

there is an exposure of presumably the same band which, while being im parte a 
bluish-grey limestone, is aleo in parts extremely ferruginous. The facts just men- 
tioned seem to point to a centre of voloanic energy shortly to the west or south- 

weat of the confluence of the Binalgadh with the Tons, while the volcanic beds 
of er et en een what is now Tiri- 
Garhwal. . 
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10. This zone of volcanic beds promises to be a horizon of great value in tracing 

out the geology of the Lower Himalayas, and it may not be out of place to indicate 
the probability of their being contemporaneous with the silurian volcanic rocks 

of Kashmir and the North-West Himalayas. At the same timo I mnst point out 
that it is not absolutely certain that they are of the same age as the Chakrata 
limestone ; for although the limestone with which they are associated occurs in 
a similar position to, and is most probably the same as, the Chakrata bed, yet it 
must not be forgotten that in the typical area no associated volcanic beds were 
seen. 

11. Overlying the Chakrata series comes a great thickness of limestones and 
dolomites so similar to the Krol series as to be almost certainly contemporancons 
with it, but which, as its relation to the underlying beds is very different to 

what has been described on the Simla section, I shall provisionally call the 
Deoban limestone. Lithologically it consists of a great thickness of bluish-grey 
bedded limestones, some of the beds, as on the ascent to Deoban from Chakrata, 
containing many nodules of chert; others which are generally mephitic have a 

peculiar pisolitic structure, being composed of small round black nodules cemented 
by a white calcareous matrix: a peculiar structure seen in some of the beda 

makes them resemble an accumulation of some closely-chambered shells imbedded 

in a matrix of calcareous mud, and so organic looking that it is difficult to 
believe that they are not obscured fossils. A very considerable proportion of the 
beds is in some of the sections dolomitic, varying from a slightly magnesian 
limestone to a pure pale-grey crystalline dolomite. Interstratified with these 
calcareous beds is a varying proportion of slaty beds, occasionally coloured, but as 
a rule grey. 

12. This series is quite unconformable to the underlying Chakrata beds, as is 

proved by its unconformably overlapping or overstepping their eroded edges. This 

is very well seen near Konain, where the Deoban lies on the Chakrata limestone 

while as the boundary is traced to the west it is seen to rest successively on & 
(locally) descending series of slates; the unconformity is further indicated by the 
way in which the limestone rests, above Kanda, on the eroded edges of the presum- 
ably inverted Chakratas, and by the fact that the Konain-Mudhanul fault which, 
as above explained, has a throw of some thousands of feet in the older rocks, has, 
where it cuts the Deoban limestone, a throw of a few hundreds at most, this 

being due to a later movement along the original fracture; it would serve no 
useful purpose to describe every junction of the two series, as the same facts are 
everywhere to be seen. 

13. It is evident that this is very different to what has been described on the 
Simla section,’ and there are but three possible explanations—1st, that the Deoban 
and Krol limestones are not contemporaneous ; 2nd, that the junction on the Simla 
section is only apparently and locally conformable ; 3rd, that the Chakrata series 
is older than the Simla slates and underlies them unconformably. The first 
supposition may, I think, be dismissed ; the second I regard as very probable, the 
Very ‘sodden variations im the thickness of the Krol quarizite pointing to a 
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possible unconformity between it and the Krol limestone; the third is also pos- 
sible; but if the volcanic beds of Jaunsar are really of upper-silurian age, there is 
hardly room for the whole of the sequence between these upper-silurians and the 
(at latest) triassic Krol limestone. At present sufficient facts are not at my 
disposal to enable me to say which of the latter two hypotheses may prove correct, 
but the question depends very much on the nature and amount of the disturb- 
ance of the Chakratas anterior to the deposition of the Deoban limestone. The 
inversion at Kanda may have been a purely local feature, the Chakratas having 
been elsewhere comparatively undisturbed at the time of deposition of the 
Deobans—in that case the second supposition may be correct, and the Chakrata 

beds either representatives of, or forming part of a conformable sequence in, the 
rocks below the Krol; but if it should ultimately prove to be merely part of a 
widespread. disturbance, the third hypothesis alone remains possible. 

14, Above the Deoban limestone comes a series of beds mostly conglomeratic, 
first identified by me in the neighbourhood of the Mandhali forest bungalow, 
after which I propose to call them, at any rate provisionally. They consist of 
conglomerates mostly with a slaty matrix through which pebbles of quartzite 
slate or limestone are scattered, though some and in southern Jaunsar the 
majority of the beds are not conglomeratic at all, others are coloured slates not 
unlike indurated Sirmurs, and others again are calcareous ; of the latter, some are 
fine-grained limestones, others, though this I have only seen near to Mandhali, are 
limestone conglomerates cemented by a limestone matrix. The presence of these 
pebbles derived from the underlying Deoban limestone is sufficient to stamp the 
beds containing them as unconformable to it. In southern Jaunsar, in addition 
to the limestone conglomerate with slaty matrix, which is not found in every 

exposure, the characteristic rock is a quartz grit containing fragments of indur- 
ated red slate derived from the lower Chakrata beds. 

15. The facies of the Mandhalis is essentially littoral, or shallow water, as is 
testified to by their coarseness of grain, while the conglomerates with a slaty 
matrix, so similar to those of Blaini age, could not have been formed except through 
the agency of floating ice; but it is not a little remarkable that, notwithstanding 
their evidently shallow water origin, there is hardly an exposure which does not 
exhibit one or more beds of pure limestone: this sesociation of littoral beds with 
limestone is well seen on the cart road to the north of Kalsi; where a thick band 

of limestone is bounded on both gides by coarse-grained quariz grits. 
16. Outside of Jaunsar I have detecied these same beds, to the east in great force 

near Naini Tal and Bhim Tal, and to the west, in the Giri valley, I saw in 1881 
some conglomerates, which at the time pustled mo:net a little, byt which.I cannot 
now hesitate tp refer to Mandhali age. 

1. As cogands the homoigxy. of the Mandbglis, they axe later than the Deoban, 
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with the last-named rocks and assign to them an early tertiary age. However, 

the fact that nummulitics of normal type are to be found near Rikhi Khes in Garh- 
wal! taken in conjunction with the extent of the Mandhalis, is against this sup- 
position, which, too, it is impossible to reconcile with the finding of characteristic 
Mandhalis in the Giri valley, within a few miles of the boundary of the Sirmurs, 
in which no similar rock 1s to be seen. They must therefore be of pro-ter- 
tiary age, for there is no room in the sequence for them to come after the 
Sirmura. 

18, Above the Mandhalis are two series of rocks, of which, as they occupy 
totally distinct areas, it is impossible to say which is the older. Of these one is the 
Nahan ; but as it occupies a very small area in the extreme south of Jaunsar, 
and as it presents no peculiarities, it may be dismissed without further notice. 

19. The other series merits attention, as it presents an unsolved and apparently 

unsolveable problem. In north-eastern Jaunsar, occupying a considerable tract 

of country is a series of fine-grained glassy quartzites with interbedded schists, 
some of the beds containing granules of blue quartz, which in the Tons descend 
to the level of the river, but southwards merely cap the ridges; they lie almost 
undisturbed and nearly horizontal on the eroded edges of the intensely disturbed 
older rocks, and are evidently far newer than any of the other formations in 

Northern Jaunsar, or Bawar as itis locally called ; yet, though so much newer and 
so much less disturbed, the rocks are far more metamorphosed than those of the 
older series, the siliceous beds being everywhere converted into glassy quartzites, 
and the argillaceous bands being, in Bawar, uniformly schistose, while across the 
Tons, in Garhwal, they occasionally become almost gneissose. I propose to call 
this the Bawar series. 

20. As the Bawars are evidently of much later date than the main disturbance 
of the rocks, which in the Simla section has been shown to be of post-eocene date, 

they would seem to be referable to a middle or upper tertiary age; but it is diffi- 

cult to suppose that rocks so metamorphosed can be contemporaneous with the 
soft sandstones of the lower or the loose shingles of the upper Siwaliks, and bosides 
there are very strong reasons for believing that even in Nahan times the Hima- 
layas existed as an elevated tract subject to denudation; nor is there any simi- 

larity between the Bawar and Nahan rocks even where the latter have been 
metamorphosed by igneous intrusions. It is however possible that these Bawars 
may be of lacustrine origin and contemporaneous with the Nahans,—a supposition 
supported to some extent by the extremely small development of the Nahans at 
the debouchure of the Tons and Jamna rivers, and by the fact that the Bawars so 
fine grained to the south of the Tons become near their summit, in Garhwal, 

coarsely conglomeratic, When more information has been collected, these difficul- 
ties may doubtless be cleared up, but the improbability of ever finding any fossils 

in thease rocks is a serious hindrance. 
_ 21. The glicial epoch has left its traces in Jaunsar, though I know of no traces 
of actuhl glaciers to the east of the Tons. Above Kistur there are what might at 
fsa sight, te taken for ferminal moraines, but a more detailed examination 
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banishes the idea; the only deposits that can be referred to this epoch are the 

high-level gravels to be seen in most of the valleys but most distinctly in that 
of the Seligadh where, as can be seen from the Chakrata and Mussoorie road, 

they form broad gently-sloping terraces on the valley sides; the slope of the 
surface is more rapid than that of the present bed of the stream, being over 
800 feet above the latter at Makhata while near the junction with the Jumna 
the difference in level does not exceed 100 feet; in the small lateral valleys 

the slope rapidly increases, so that sometimes the gravel deposits run almost up to 

the crest of the water-shed. These gravels have been formed since the Seli valley 

was cut down to its present depth, as is shown by their extending in places right 
down to the present level of the stream ; they could not have been formed under 
existing circumstances, for apart from the angularity of the fragments of which 
they are composed and the slope of their surface the peculiar parabaloidal curve 
of the surface up the lateral valleys is totally different to what is now being 
formed anywhere in the lower-Himalayas, but could only have originated when 
the balance of disintegration and precipitation was very different to what is now 
the case ; disintegration must then have been so rapid that the streams could not 
dispose of the debris which was shed from the hill slopes, the valley was conse- 
quently filled by a deposit whose surface had a comparatively gentle slope in the 
main valley where the volume of the stream was greater, while in the lateral 
valleys, where the amount of debris was comparatively greater, the slope in- 
creased till it reached the angle of repose. It is needless to expatiate on the 
fact that this increased disintegration can under the circumstances only be 
attributed to a more rigorous climate, frost being the great disintegrator in these 
latitudes. 

Notes on a Trawerse through the Eastern Khasia, Jaintia, and North Cachar Hills 
by Tom. D. LaToucus, B.a., Geological Survey of India. 

The object of my season’s work was to search for coal and iron within reach 
of the proposed line of railway from Silchar to the Brahmaputra valley through 
the North Cachar hills. From what was already known of the ground (Mem. 
G.S8., Vol. IV., pt. 3, 1865) there seemed to be little or no prospect of success, 
and so it has turned ont. 

Arriving at Cherra Poonjee about the middle of December, I spent a few days, 
in examining the area mapped by Mr. Medlicott in 1871 (Mem. G. S., Vol. VIL, 
p- 151) so as to familiarise myself with the rocks in it, I then marched across 
the Jaintia hills to the North Oachar hills, visiting tha. coal-field of Laksdong 
on the way. 

1. Lailangkot to Jawat—Leaving the village of Lailangkot, which is situstid 
on the boundary of the Shillong series and the granite of Molim, by -the old 
road to. Jawai, Shillong quartaites and granjte are over alternately for the 
first ee ee eee ee ee ea 
to the south-west, and probably connectéd with tho main ares to the north. 
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north-east; to south-west. The last exposure of granite is about } mile to the 
south-west of Rableng hill. This hill consists of Shillong rocks, which oxtend 
without a break to the Mantedu at Jawai, the strike being generally between 

north and north-east but bending round to east-north-enst between the Mangat 
(the boundary of the Jaintia hills) and the Mantedu. In this direction also the 
rocks become more schistose, several beds of fine-grained hornblende schist occur. 

ring in the valley of the Umthungpha, about 1 mile above its junction with the 
Mantedu. At the top of the hill to the east of the Mangat, near the village of 
Simunting, is a small outlier of cretaceous rocks. 

Beneath the village of Jawai the schists and quartzites are capped by patches 
of cretaceous conglomerates, forming low hills in and about the villages; the 
bedding in these is horizontal. 

2. Jawai to Lakadong.—Turning south from Jawai along the Jaintiapur road, 
Shillong rocks extend to the summit of the hill south of the Mantedu, where they 
are capped by fine cretaceous sandstones forming low scarped hills on cither side 
of the road. Near the 5th milestone from Jawai the border of a small area of 
granite is passed on the right-hand side of the road, extending to the south-west. 
The road then rans round the south flank of a hill of cretaceous sandstones to 
the Mankajai, in the valley of which s broad dyke of trap occurs. This is a 
coarsely crystalline, dark-coloured rock with a rather metallic lustre and weather- 
ing red, and is entirely composed of augite and titaniferous iron. Crotaccous 

sandstone again appears in the scarp to the south of this valley, coarse at 
the base and becoming finer towards the top. These rocks continue to and 
beyond Jarain, forming an undulating plateau with slight inclination to the 
south. 

At Jarain coal occurs in these rocks, and has been worked to a small extent 
: to supply the dik bungalows here and at Jewai. A seam 

aa crops out on both sides of a gully close to a small bridge 
on the road to the sonth-east of the village, and is about 3 feet thick, overlaid by 
abont 12 feet of hard, fine-grained sandstone. It has the usual characteristics 
of the cretaceous coal of these hills. Another outcrop occurs at about 1} 
miles to the north-east of the village and 1 mile from the road, in a small 

stream running into the Um Pliang, a tributary of the Mantedu. The seam 
is well exposed, the stream flowing over it in a low fall. It is 3 feet 6 inches 
thick, with fine-grained sandstone above and below. This coal contains 
® good deal of pyrites in small nests, and at the base of the seam the rock is 
covered with a net-work of this mineral, so that the coal would be of very little 

value. 
Turning off to the south-east from the Jaintiapur road in the direction of 
oe the path passes by Amlittshor village over the platean of cretaceous 

rocks deeply indented on either side by tributaries of the Mantedu until the 

gorge ofthis river is reached. This gorge is here about 1,000 feet deep.' The 

crotaceons rocks extend on both sides of the gorge to about 300 feet from the top 

’ whaiblendbely avieroid ‘was out of order, 90 that I was onable to measure exactly the 
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and rest directly upon metamorphic rocks, which extend on both sides to the 
bottom. These rocks are similar to the metamorphics found on the north slope 
of the hills. 

From the top on the opposite side an undulating plateau of cretaceous rocks 
extends for about 4 miles to the village of Shushen, which is situated on the 

edge of the gorge of the Lauriang, about 3 miles above its junction with the 
Mantedu. Cretaceous rocks extend to a few hundred feet from the top on 
this gorge also, resting on metamorphics, and appear at the same level on the 
opposite side beneath the village of Batao. These rocks extend to the hill on 
which Lakadong stands, about half way up which nummulitic limestone occurs, 
overlaid by sandstone with coal. 

The coal workings here appear to be in much the same state now as at the 
Lakadong coal time of Dr. Oldham’s visit in 1853 (Sel. Rec. Ben. Govt., 

° No. XITT., p. 45), as since then very little coal has been 
extracted. The different holes have been driven into the coal as far as is possible 
without having to support the roof with timber, and the expense of this, together 
with the increased cost of labour and of carriage to the plains, in 30 years, would 
probably prevent the coal being worked with profit at the present time. The 
headman of the village told me that 500 maunds had been extracted last year, 
and sent down to the plains, but he could not tell me what the cost of extraction 
and carriage was. 

8. Lakadong to Nokhara.—To the north of Lakadong on the path to Umrasiang 
cretaceous rocks forming low scarped hills extend to the gorge of the Saichampa, 
about half way down which metamorphic rocks appear and a similar section is 
seen on the opposite bank. The lowest cretaceous beds here are ferruginous sandy 
clays. Close to Umrasiang village I observed a circular pit, with perpendicular 
sides in the sandstones, 50 or 60 feet deep, and as many in diameter, probably due 
to the washing away of the clays beneath through a fissure and the consequent 
falling in of the sandstones above. The cretaceous rocks continue to a hill 
about 2 miles east of Umrasiang, near the top of which nummulitic lime- 
stone forms a steep scarp to the north. This hill is flat-topped, consisting of 

sandstones similar to those at Lakadong, but without any traces of coal 
till near the village of Nokhara, where there is a seam 1 foot thick resting 
on carbonaceous shale, but of no great extent, To the south the ground 
falls gradually to the edge of the streams running into the Lubah, where lime- 
stone again appears. In many places near Nokhara J noticed large funnel- 
shaped hollows, 20 or 40 feet deep, caused by underground denudation of the 
limestone. 

4, Nokhara to Kampat.—Proceeding to the north from Nokhara on the 
path to Satunga after descending the limestone scarpa to the north, s small. 
outlier of limestone is passed near the village of Umlaper. To the north of this 
the plateau ia much more broken than to the west as‘ fer as the Laterkap’ siver,” 
in the gorge of which metamorphic rocks accar again. Neer the village af 
Nongtoma (not marked on the map, bu$ about 2 miles to the south of ‘the 
Leterkap) 1 pessed a fannelshsped hollow similer to these, st Nokham; hab: 
could not find any limestone below it. ‘Tie-the nerth-of the Lélerkap. armed: 
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rocks extend without a break to Satunga, where they contain a seam of coal, 
Coal at Satanga. Its outcrop is seen at the head of a small ravine to the 

north of the village. A vertical section, in descending 
order, is as follows :— 

Ft. In. 
Sandstone und shale, about . ; ‘ : ; - ‘ ‘ . 20 
Coal ‘ ; ° . » ig 
Shale, carbouicsout at top, et 60 towards the bottom ‘ ‘ ‘ . & 

26 9 

The hill side slopes rapidly upwards from the top of the section. 
Two outliers of nummulitic limestone occur a short distance to the west of 

Satunga. To the east the ground slopes downwards for about 4 miles to the 

village of Kampat, which lies at the foot of a well-defined ridge running north 
.and south. The lower 300 feet of this are nummulitic limestone, with a slight dip 
to the east, resting on a wavy surface of cretaceous rocks, and extending to north 

and south as far as one can see. 
This is capped by upper tertiary sandstones resting on the limestones, an:l 

extending to the top of the ridge 500 feet above Kampat. These rocks, though 
they occupy the same position with regard to the limestone as the coal-bearing 
rocks of Lakadong and Nokhara, do not contain any traces of that mineral, nor is it 
found further to the east. They are fine-grained, highly ferruginous sandstones, 
the lower beds containing numerous grains of pisolitic iron ore. The sandstones 
rest conformably on the limestone, though in places there are local unconformities, 
due to underground denudation of the limestone. According to Colonel Godwin- 
Austen these rocks contain numerous minnte fossils. From the top the ridge 

is seen to bend round to the north-east, striking for the Kopili. A vertical 
section of the ridge is as follows, in descending order :— 

° Ft. 
S E> \ Fine-grained ferruginous sandstones, with a little pisolitic iron 
Se ore near the base, about . ° : ; . 200 

2 ¢ ( Massive limestone, becoming shaly and sei at towards Ft. 
2 ; the top, about iw. . 70 
e 2 Massive limestone, shaly and aartiiy at tp ° - 160 
iS sx ( Thin bedded earthy limestone . . - 70 

800 

500 

On the eastern side of the ridge limestone is met with again at about 230 feet 
from the base, and continnes to the level of the valley in which Nonklir stands. 

This is « flat, alluvial plain about 2 miles broad at this part. Nrom the top of 

the ridge the limestone is seen to form a fringe st the base of the hills surround- 
ing the valley, extending to the south as far as the base of Jakorsing hill, the 

boundary between the limestone and upper tertiaries being easily traced, as the 
is covered with thick tree jungle while the sandstcnes above are nearly 

bare of trees and covered with grass. 
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The limestone visible at the base of the ridge to the east of Nongkli is 
reduced to 130 feet in thickness, and is succeeded by upper tertiary sandstones and 
shales rising to 550 feet above the valley. In the next valley to the east limestone 
does not appear, nor is it again found anywhere to the east. 

5. Kampat to the Hot Springs on the Kopili.—Following the limestone to the 
north from Kampat, it is found to occupy nearly the whole of the space between 

the Kharkor and Kopili rivers, cretaceous rocks forming a fringe at the base of 
the limestone scarp. It is capped by upper tertiary sandstones beneath the 
village of Pala, which is situated on a spur of Pomlana 3,754 feet above sea level. 
To the west of the Kharkor are numerous scarped outliers of limestone, the 
largest overlooking a level plain of cretaceous rocks to the north of Muncha river. 

This plain extends to the foot of a lofty ridge of metamorphic rocks (on which the 
village of Khaushinong stands) running north-east to the Kopilii The meta- 

morphics cross the Kopili about 1 mile north of the hot springs and form the 
ridge running east and west, called Khandong hill. The Kopili forms a succession 
of very fine falls and rapids over these rocks. 

The nummulitic limestone crosses the Kopili to the north of Umkerpong, and 
bends round to the east parallel with the metamorphics of Khandong hill. It 
extends to the east as far as the flanks of Phulong hill, but it does not appear 
in the valley of the Diyong still further to the east. 

The valley between it and the metamorphics is occupied by cretaceous rocks, 
except at the hot springs, where a small area of limestones has been let down by 
faults among the cretaceous beds. 

6. The hot springs.—The following notice of the hot springs is given in Dr. 
Oldham’s catalogue of the thermal springs of India (M.G.S8., Vol. XTX, pt. 2, 
p. 54): 

“ Koprii.—Latitude 25° 31’; Longitude 92° 40’; Temperature 122°. 
“On the right bank of the Kopili, three days’ journey from Silchar, one and 

half day’s journey from Jawai. The water is not saline bat only hot. Official 
Returns.—Captain (now Lientenant-Oolonel)} Godwin-Austen, however, speaking 

of the spring in a private letter, says it is strongly saline.” 
The distances given above are not quite accurate as the spring is at least 

seven days’ journey from Silchar and two from Jawai. There are three springs lying 
in transverse gullies on eithor side of s stream running west into the Kopili, and 
about 100 yards from the latter. Of these the one to the south is considerably 
larger than the other two. Its temperature I found to be 128°. The water had 
not the slightest saline taste, or indeed a tasteof any kind, rather resembling 
distilled water. The temperature of the two small springs to the north was 130°, 
and this water. also was perfectly testeless. All these springs lie on the faulted 
boundary between the cretaceous and nummulitic rocks. The shones.over .whish 
the water runs are covered with a very thin whife deposit, probably caloavoons, 
That this deposit is not thioker, is probably due to the inct thet the Kopili during 
the Lgrraany several feet above. the level of the springs, and so washes ik way. 

7. Upper Tortiaries of the North Oashar Hith,—PBeyond the dimestone 3 
to the south-east of the hot springs upper tertiery ronke.ctiecd in ‘an onbeshi 
mass to the Barail zange above Asalu, As fir as the polite saipaat i 
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these rocks are horizontal, or nearly so, consisting of fine-grained sandstones and 
shales. It is in the valley of the Mahur, to the east of Gunjong, that the change 
from the generally undisturbed condition of the newer rocks on the Shillong 
plateau takes place, the upper tertiary rocks to the east being everywhere greatly 
disturbed. The transition does not take place so abruptly as on the southern 
edge of the plateau, where the newer rocks are bent down suddenly in s uniclinal 
curve into the area’ ef disturbance; but it is well marked, the rocks at Gunjong 
having a slight inclination to the east, while in the Mahur valley they are sharp- 
ly contorted and at Quilong on the opposite side are nearly vertical. The bound. 

ary between the disturbed and undisturbed sweeps round to the west, along the 
Jatinga and Lubah valleys, until it coincides with the east and west strike of the 
edge of the Shillong plateau. 

In these beds, in the Mahur valley, I founda few insignificant strings of 
coal, but no where did I come across any workable quantity. 

Before leaving Calcutta in November I had heard that there were consider- 
cee, able deposits of limestone near the outpost of Quilong, and 

Quilong limestone. = while there I went in search of them. They are situated 
on a small stream running into the Langting, to the north-east of Quilong, and 
about 1,500 feet below it. The rocks here are shales dipping at 20° to north- 
north-west, and the stream has deposited a bed of calcareous tufa on the upturned 
edges of the shales, This limestone is from 1 to 2 feet thick where thickest, 
and is of small extent. A small quantity was burnt on the spot several years ago 
when the outpost at Asalu was being built, and the remains of it, which aro 
still used to supply Quilong and Gunjong with whitewash, are to be seen in the 
jungle close by. Similar deposits also occur in the valleys near Gunjong, but 
none has been burnt there. 

The natives on the northern border of these hills informed me that in former 
Siem times they used to extract iron from a highly ferruginous 

drift which is found in most of the hill streams. But 
the manufacture of it has entirely died out, and at Walsalai a large Kuki village 
to the east of the Dirjung, I found them making implements with iron brought 
from Calcutta. 

The iron ore deposits are very scattered, and would probably not repay 

On Native Lead from Maalmain, and Chromite from the Andaman Islands ; by 
F, R, Matuat, Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

Native lead.—Amongst a number of ores from the neighbourhood of Maul- 

main, .in Barua, Jately. sant to the Geological Survey Office by Mr. G. H. Law, 

is one of a somewhat,unysnual character. It is a carbonate of lead, breaking 

with o miher largely facetted crystalline fracture, and having a bright red colour 

—~-- "+ = a indizoete admixtyre of minium. The mmeral contains small 
cavition lined by minnie white crystals of ordinary cerussite, and some of the 

Cavilise 6 ‘partly tilled with metallic lead. The above-mentioned substance has 

the epyehianensh anlage) grodact, .Jyat.the proceution was taken of writing 
9 
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to Mr, Law on this point, and in reply he states that it is “natural and not 
artificial.” As native lead is a mineral of rare occurrence, its discovery in a 
new locality is worth putting on record. 

Red carbonate of lead similar to the above, except that the native metal has 
not been observed in association with it, has been found also in the Hazéribégh 
district of Chutia Nagpur.! 

Chromite.—During the present month a block of ore was fo be sent to the Geo- 
logical Survey Office, for examination, from the Officiating Chief Commissioner of 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Mr. M. V. Portman, Extra Assistant Super- 
intendent, who visited the place where it was found, writes: “ About 100 yards 
south of the village of Chuckergaon, on the bank of a small stream, was a mass 
of ore about 9 inches thick and 4 feet long. It was lying on the surface of the 
ground. On removing it, and digging round and underneath it, the rock appeared 
to be a coarse sandstone strongly impregnated with iron, No more ore was found 
on this spot, though it again appears in two places further down the valley in 

some considerable quantity, several hundredweight having been brought in. On 
examination of the rocks within a radius of 300 yards, I found granular and 
highly crystalline limestone, intersected by views of calcspar in some instances 
4 inches thick, diorite, porphyritic trap, and coarse ferruginous sandstone.” 
Chuckergaon, the village mentioned, appears to be close to Port Blair. 

The ore proved on examination to be chromite. As this mineral is usually 
found in serpentine, ard serpentine is known to occur in the neighbourhood of 
Port Blair, there is a strong probability that the Andamanese chromite is no 
exception to the general rule. ‘“ Serpentine and gabbro are found largely deve- 
loped south of Port Blair and on Rutland Island, and are doubtless intrusive. 
A “micro-crystalline syenite” was noticed in one locality by Mr. Kurz; it is 
doubtless a form of the dioritic rock found locally associated with the serpentine 

in Pegu*” It will have been remarked that Mr. Portman observed diorite, é&o., 

close to the place where the chromite was found. 
As chrome iron ore (chromite), of average quality, is worth about £10 a ton 

in England, the Port Blair mineral, if obtainable in considerable quantities, is 
well worth attention, 

Notice of a Fiery Eruption from one of the Mud Volcanoes of Cheduba Island, 
Arakin. 

The following correspondence respecting an eruption from one of the Cheduba 
mud ne ea similar records :—. 

¥. BR. Mazer, 

From Captain ¥. D. Rireas, Deputy Commioiner, Kyou Ply, to ths Oration 
of Avakin, Abyab, dated Kyou Phyoo, ud May 1988. 000 2 e284 

{ have the honour to forward a free transiation of « letter received from the Meelis 
tie Boek eh ON eS See oe eee 

 Resards, G. 8.1, Vol. Vil p. 36, eo. ca 
| WE Blestford, Manus? of the Sestngyt goth p76 5? 

a 2 Sone ta ih pitas, RIE Soy. BoP eee ey tae: 
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out flames on the 23rd March last. The Myooke'’s report is dated 23rd April, and was 
received here yesterday. I am about to start for Cheduba, and should anything new regard- 
ing the volcano be ascertained, a further report on the subject will be submitted. 

From Mouna Tsav Oo, Myooke of Cheduba, to the Deputy Commissioner, Kyouk Phyoo. 

I beg to report that having been informed that there was an eruption of the volcano in 
the Minbyin Circle of this Township on the 23rd March last, I sent the following 

questions to Moung Wine, Yazawoot Gonug of Minbyin, for answer. His answers are given 
against each question :— 

Question. Answer, 

1. Did the eruption burst out violently? ...) The eruption was sudden and violent, gra- 
2. Was it gradual P } dually subsiding. 
8. To what height did the flames rise? ... About 900 feet (sic). 
4. What was the cirenmference of the flame? About 450 feet. 
5. How long did the eruption last P .. About 9 minutes. 
6. Did the flames give out anysmell? ... Yes, that of earth oil. 
7. Was there much smoke P ... Little smoke in comparison with the flame. 
8. Was mud alone thrown out ? ... Mud and gravel, no other mineral. 

Novice. 

Irrigation from wells in the North-Western Provinces and Ondh, by Captain 
J, Curpsory, B.S.C., Hzecutive Engineer, on Special Duty, Department of 
Agriculture and Oommerce, N.-W. P. and Oudh. In the Professional Papers 
on Indian Engineering, 3rd series, Vol. I, p. 103, Roorkee, 1883. 

1, In all the visible and measurable elements of the investigation undertaken 

by Captain Clibborn, the method adopted seems to have been thorough, and the 
results obtained must be of great and permanent practical service. By the adop- 
tion of a unit of work, with values determined by careful experiment, he has 

reduced to comparable form a chaos of information upon the subject in hand 
with reference to the depths and capacities of wells and the processes of ‘lift’ in 
use, He has moreover applied his method over an immense field of observation, 
extending right across the Gangetic plains from the terai on the north to the 
Vindhyan scarp on the sonth, and some 250 miles broad between Agra and 
¥yzabad. The sound facts thus accumulated must indeed be accepted as a main 

contribution to the question in view; but there are considerations of fundamental 
rather than of collateral importance regarding the distribution and the supply of 

water available, upon which much light might have been expected from such a 

course of observation, and upon which the remarks offered by Captain Clibborn 
are-not only defective bat misleading ; because, no doubt, the facts concerned are 

not quite-yvisible'or-measurable, This branch of the subject has come within the 

coguimanes of thie Geological Survey, s0 that some notice of the matter is here 

celled for. 
a ceca of artesian sourees in the plains of India has been discussed at 

touae dqugth in tsteo Records (Vol. XIV, page 223, et seg.), and the probability 
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of their occurrence asserted. In the paper under notice, Oaptain Clibborn professes 
to show that artesian action is quite incompatible with the strata of the Doab. 
It is necessary to quote two paragraphs to make the position clear :— 

“22. Leaving out of the question for the present wells which receive a supply from pereo- 
lation, we will consider the case of what are usually termed spring (60m) wells, which should be 
sunk so as to have the end or lower ring firmly imbedded in the mote (layer of clay), thereby 
(if a masonry well) shutting out from direct entry all water overlying it. Now the generally 
adopted theory regarding the use of the mota for water supply is that it acts as an artesian 
basin, and that the supply entering the well through an orifice whichis bored in the clay 
is a veritable spring, caused by the pressure of water from the collecting area of the basin, 

“98. The facts which are alleged to support tha theory are first, that until the mota is 

reached, the water-supply is easily exhausted. This is contradicted by experience. Secondly, 
that when the hole is bored into the mota a copious supply enters the well, often causing danger 
to the workmen if they do not escape quickly, and sometimes rising above the mouth. But the 

artesian theory pre-supposes the comparative continuity of the mota, which is at variance with 
the universal testimony of cultivators, and the facts alleged are easily explained on other grounds, 
vide paras. 26—80. It will also be shown that artesian action is quite incompatible with the strata 
of the Doab.” 

3. This last sentence is a general proposition, and would properly be taken to 
include the whole formation concerned. We are by no means sure that Captain 

Clibborn does not intend it in this sense, for the strata at greater depths are no 
doubt of the same pattern as those exposed ; but as the facts immediately quoted 
(paras. 24-25) regarding the contour of the sub-soil water (although they are 
somewhat irrelative to the immediate question) can only refer to the ground 

above the level of the rivers, and as no direct allusion is made to deeper artesian , 
springs, we may restrict the discussion to the narrower issue ; and upon this it is 
not difficult to show that Captain Clibborn does not seem to understand the need- 
ful conditions of evidence or of argument. We are by no means concerned to 
prove that the bom-wells are artesian ; only, if the facta asserted of them are 
correct, they are essentially of that nature. 

4, The first fact refuted by Captain Clibborn, in his paragraph 23 just quoted, 
may be said to be irrelative; bet even upon the theory he himself adopts it 
is not easy to see how experience can contradict that. a deeper well, tapping 
a larger segment of the same water basin, is less easily exhausted than 
a shallower one. For the ‘alleged fact’ of the water rising above the 
surface Captain Clibborn would have done well to introduce the plain contradic. 
tion argament, as it would be impossible to explain it otherwise then as artesian ; 
and we need hardly say that ne attempt is made to do sa. For the remaining: 
and essential point, that water does rise-from helow the clay, Captain Clibborn 
sdopta a double course, to. vitisle the opposite view. snd to: offer s-simpler 

¢ but in both Himes of argument he begs the pointeh imme. 
5. It may weil be. trus that the olay hind is notererywherscqntinugys i bebis : 

is sliogether too dry a chutement to saythat the artisian theory-pre-mepposcg thie.” 
continuity; though such: sa inpeession sould readily the ‘qneinupaey the qos 
text-book exposition of artesian conditions déhling with abepngtysmatked —S* *” ys 
Partial evtesion 'aption ‘in: always posible ncaa bargin 0: 
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character of stratification independently of any visible impervious beds. In 
anticipation of objections such as this, when the proposal for artesian borings 
in Upper India were first brought forward (in 1867), instances were quoted 

showing the compatibility of artesian springs with great irregularities (want of 
continuity) of the deposits (Selections, Government of India, Home Department, 
No. CLXXVITI, p. 48. 1881.) This condition then, as framed by Captain 
Clibborn, is artificial, 

6. The first item in the housewife’s receipt for hare soup, beginning with the in- 
junction to catch your hare, is of equal importance in discussion—to fix your fact 
before beginning to talk about it. When the bom-welle were quoted as an 

apparent instance of partial artesian action, it was assumed that the engincer 
who described the phenomenon was aware of the fact that if a tube with a 
diaphragm over the end be depressed into water the fluid will rise to the 
same level inside when the diaphragm is pierced ; also, that in bringing the 
fact of the well to notice he was satisfied it was not an instance of this familiar 
experience, that in fact the waters above and below the clay did not stand at 

the same level, and were distinct, of which indeed he did give strong independent 
evidence in the wholly different nature of the water above and below the clay, 
and this is really the essential question at issue—whether or not the two 
water strata are distinct. It appears however that Captain Clibborn has an 
equally implicit conviction on the other side, for he decides the point with 
a simple assertion (paragraph 27), “‘the head is the difference of level betwoon 
the water inside and outside the well;” and he seems to think that the only 
evidence needed on this score is to show how the water would perform the pas- 
sage, the fact of free communication between the water tables having been 
assumed. This is the ‘explanation on other grounde,’ for which we were referred to 
paragraphs 26—30. It is introduced as ‘a theory, advanced by Mr. J. S. Beresford, 
Executive Engineer, Irrigation Department,’ and consists of an exposition, with 

the aid of numerous diagrams, how when sand is forced up with the water 

from below through a hole in the bed of clay, a hollow must be formed 

in the place vacated by the sand, and further how in passing from the upper to 

the lower stratum the water will obey the laws of mechanics. It is all quite 

beautifal in ita simplicity, not excepting the omission of the one thing needful, 

even ass blank assertion, that the natural water levels of the two strata are 

constaritly one and the same. Upon this crucial point (which would have set 

the whole matter at rest) one would think Captain Clibborn might have picked 

up somé information daring his extensive exploration, either by direct observa- 

tion (not avery difficult matter), or ‘from the universal testimony of the cul. 

tivators’; without it his ‘theory ’ is ‘all in the air. eo 
%. This question of the artesian character of the bom-wells is a trivial matter 

in itself; having little or no bearing upon the existence of deep artesian springs, 

and it‘wotlld bardly have deserved notice here but that the essential feature of 

itcnthd “Endepetidente of the water tables—is: of much practical importance on 

svjordd scania, amd-hae received notice in these pages (Vol. XI, p. 273) in 
thio’ “With: the réh sovurge. In that discussion, in which the Irrigation 

—— Kaltes Méely implicated, the more or less complete and permanent seps- 
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ration over very large areas of the parasitic water (as the French call it) of the 
sub-soil and the deeper ground water, has passed withont challenge as an admitted 
fact, presumably on the experience of the engineers and the universal testimony 
of the cultivators ; and one might have thought that the investigation of the range 

of such conditions would have been an express object of Captain Clibborn’s re- 
searches. It is clear that this fact (if it be one) of the lower water being sweet, 
while the upper is saline, would afford an independent and sufficient proof of the 
separation of the water tables and of the so far artesian nature of any rise of water 
from below the clay; but it is not included in the facts bearing on this point 
noticed by Captain Clibborn, though it certainly has been alleged in that connec- 
tion. This might be an oversight; but it is not intelligible how such fact (or 
statement, if it be not a fact) can have escaped prominent mention in connection 
with the investigation under notice, which included extensive tracts of reh 
land; yetit is not even alluded to. Can Captain Clibborn have found it out 
to be a popular delusion? THis explanation of the bom-well performance would 
certainly imply that it is not a fact. 

8. That the notion of the extensive occurrence of an impure sub-soil water 
permanently separated by clay beds from the ground water is not quite exploded, 
may be gathered from an excellent Report on Reh Swamp and Drainage, by 

Mr. E. E. Oliver, in the same number of the Professional Papers, where quota- 

tion is made (p. 9) of a description of such conditions in connection with reh 
land. The same is described from actual observation over a large part of the 
Doab in an early notice of the dom-wells in the ‘Correspondence relating to 
the deterioration of lands’ (Selections, Government of India, P. W. D., 

No. XLII, 1864, p. 94). 
9. Having mentioned Mr. Oliver’s paper, we may venture to notice what might 

be thought a slight confusion in the presentation of the theoretical aspect of the 
question, in Sections IV, Ohemical composition dnd analysis, and V, Physical theories 
advanced ; and confusion on this side is at the bottom of most practical mistakes, 
leading often to incalculable waste of effort and of money. It is rather under the 
latter of the above sections that one would look foran account of the origin 
of reh, yet the only explicit statement on this most important point appears 
casually in the opening sentence of Section IV, and the hints given of it in 
Section V are extremely obscure. The simple performance which resulta in a 
crop of reh scarcely deserves to be condemned under that much abused word 
‘theory,’ it is so obvious when witnessed. Though unacquainted with the 
word “ capillarity,’ any cultivator probably has a sound proximate notion of 
the reh crop, how it is connected with poisonous sub-soil water which the sun 
sucks up leaving the reh on the surface; he knows well too thet the bad. water 
would not be there if it could get away, and what prevents it. §o far General 

Strachey’s ‘ physical theory,’ which Mr, Oliver quotes with approbedion, seed: 
net well help being ‘ Incid’; but it professed to be “quite sufficiont fo a 
for the whole thing ” (Selections, lc:p. ST}, and on sack it is probably the ape 
hazy thing Cemeral Strachey sver wrote... Keven the fow sanionogs qnoied cE. 

Mr. Oliver are rendered mischievous by the fale c-—--— “on they; 
inaply: 29 rte 

ing the origin {or no:qrigin). of the roh—flink thom-salle. satin, dhe’ :26 
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have been there always, having come with the silt from the mountains, He even 

goes out of his way to make the question occult by the interference of sogregation, 
as in the production of flints in the chalk, saying “so too it seems highly probable 
that from some physical cause the sulphate of soda, &., have accumulated in 

certain places on the alluvial deposits of Upper India.” Yet this was written in 
1864. 

10. In conclusion we may point out a slight misconception where Mr. Oliver 
notices (p. 10) an apparent contradiction or qualification of opinion as expressed 
in the following quotations from Mr. Medlicott’s reports—“ As far as the facts 

before me are a guide, I am inclined té the opinion that the canal water is 

the chief source of the salt. I am now speaking of the lands newly affected” 
(1862) ; and “that the reh scourge existed widely before the canals wore thought 
of, and this reh constitutes immensely the greater part of what has now to be dealt 

with” (1878). In the first place, the two statements pointedly refer to different 
ground, new and old reh land; but even if they referred to the samo arca the 

statements are not logically comparable and might have been written consecutively 
at either period without discrepancy, for they explicitly refer to different things, 
one to the stock of reh in hand, the other to the source of reh. A man might 
surely have little cash in his pockets though having a large income, or vice versd. 
As & general statement, however, the first one was somewhat misloading, 
although in some land the possible sources of fresh reh would certainly be 
less than in the irrigation water. The exaggeration of the partial statement was 
provoked by the dogma then universally accepted that the canal water acted 
solely as a vehicle, 

H. B. Mepatcorr. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

Donors. 

Dre. H. WAnrta. 
Barite, from near Masuri. 

Trap and trap road metal, from Rajmahdl. 
Taz RAsumanAt Strong Co. 

Coal, from Sanctoria Colliery. 
. Tue Bencat Coat Co. 

Mica from HazéribAgh District. 

Pyrites, with magnetite, in quarts, from Simla, 

Braunite, with pailomelane, from Barha, Bélaghat District. 

Cotoxzt A. Broomrietp, Derury Commissionse, Biiaanat. 

Pumice (one. specimen with baruacies attached), picked up at sea 1,000 miles from Java on 
“Sak September. |. 

Cart. Mays, Sure Cleomene. 

Messnas. A. R. Mcintosy & Co. 

Exscoutivzs Encinzer, Sima. 

dic of ditetiopa ealt UlietSninerals 

isons iu ties, Pot i. | 
Ds. J. W. Matuzt. 

- Kinrey Commussionzz, Aypaway anv Nioopar Isianpe. 
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Graphite, from Nedoovengaud, Travancore. 
Tarvanpeum Museum. 

Paving setts of Bombay trap, Dalbeattie granite, and Bardkar sandstone. 

Carcurra Tramways Co. 

Casts of Phanerotinus cristatus, Archeocidaris harteana, Palachinus sphericus, Pento- 
phylium adarense. 

Tarrty Cottece, Dusiin, through Pror. V. Batt. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From lst Juty To 80rH SepremBer 1883. 

Titles of Books. Donors. 

Bronn’s—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. 
Band V, Abth. II, Gliederfiissler: Arthropoda, Lief. 9 —10. 

Band VI, Abth. III, Reptilien, Lief. 38-40, (1883), 8vo , Leipzig. 

Comyn, THomas DE.—State of the Philippine Islands, (1821), Svo., London. 

Dumont, J. B.—Synoptical Tables of Modern Chemistry, Vol. I, Inorganic Chemistry, Parts 
1 and II, Non-Metals, (1883), Svo., Calcutta. 

Dozocuer, M. J.—Essay on Comparative Petrology, (1859), 8vo. Pam., Dublin. 

H. B. Mepticort, Esq. 

Fresenius, C. R.—Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 7th Edition, translated from the 6th 
German Edition by A. Vacher, Vol. I, (1876), 8vo., London. 

Fryar, Manx.—A letter to the Proprietors and Managers of the Coal Mines in India, (1869), 
12mo., London. 

H. B. Mevuicorr, Esq. 

Herr Oswatp.—Flora Fossilis Arctica, Vol. VII, (1883), 4to. Ziirich. 

Leicuron, D. E. W.—The Indian Gold-Mining Industry ; its present condition and its future 
prospects, (1883), Svo., Madras. 

Massrsovics, E. V. unp Nevmayr, M.—Beitrige zur Paliontologie Osterreich-Ungarns 
und des Orients, Band ITI, heft 8, (1883), 4to. Wien. 

Mouxansi, Trattoxya Naru.—A Descriptive Catalogue of Indian Produce contributed to 
the Amsterdam Exhibition, 1883, (1883), 8vo., Caloutta. 

Rev. & Aan. Derr. 

Punvzs, J. C.—Sur les Dépots Fluvio-Marins d’Age Sénonien, (1883), 8vo. pam., Bruxelles. 

Tux AvTHor, 

Quanerept, Fe, Ava.—Handbuch der Potrefaktenknnde, Aufiage III, Lief. 10-31, (1982), 
Svo., Tabingen. 

_Ractus, Exzsts.—Nouvelle Géographie Universelis la Ferre etles Hommes. 
Vil, LiAsie Orientals: 
VIII, L'Inde et L’Indo-Chine (1969-99), Siva, Paris. 

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-1878, Seng Dobe om, 
4to., Christiania. 

xen Dearne, 335 a nea 
Th vl Mandy, mtn niga sot Tran Ya foe 

70., Caloutta. walle OPoTah ae Law 

- TopaunTss, 5 tial Tiigetetty, 2 a NN, tv, Ean, 
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PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c. 

American Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. XXIII, Nos. 137-188; XXIV, Nos. 139-144, 
XXV, Nos. 145-150 ; and XXVI, Nos. 161-158, (1882-83), 8vo., New Haven. 

TuE Epitous, 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Neue Folge, Band XIX, heft 4-5, and XX, heft 1, 
(1883), 8vo., Leipzig. 

Annales des Mines, Série VIII, Tome III. livr. 1, (1883), 8vo., Paris. 

L’ApMins, Des MiNga, 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6me. Série, Botanique, Tome XV, Nos. 5-6, (1883), 8vo., 
Paris. 

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 6me. Série, Zoologie et Paléontologie, Tome XV, No. 1, 
(188 3), 8vo., Paris. 

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th Series, Vol. XII, Nos. 67—69, (18838), 8vo., 
London. 

Atheneum, Nos. 2903—2915, (1883), 4to., London. 

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band VII, Nos 5—8, (1883), 8vo., 
Leipzig. 

Bibliothéque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturvlles, 38me Période, Vol, 
1X, Nos 6—6, (1883), 8vo., Genéve. 

Bibliothéque Universelle et Revue Suisse, 3me Période, Tome XVIII, No. 54, and XIX, 
No. 55, (1883), 8vo., Lausanne. 

Botanisches Centralblatt, Band XIV, Nos. 10 - 13, and XV, Nos. 1—6, (1883), 8vo., Cassel. 

Chemical News, Vol. XLVII, Nos. 1229—1231, and XLVIII, Nos. 1232—1241, (1883), Ato. | 

London. 

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XLV, Nos. 1171—1174; and XLVI, Nos, 1175—1183, (1883), fol. 
London. 

Das Ausland, Jabrg. LVI, Nos. 24—36, (1883), 4to., Miinchen. 

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. X, Nos. 7—9, (1883), 8vo., London. 
Iron, Vol. XXI, Nos. 644—546; and XXII, Nos. 547—5656,° (1883), fol., London. 

Journal of Science, 3rd Series, Vol. V, Nos. 114—116, (1883), 8vo., London. 

Tue Epiror. 

Just, Dr. Lgoroty.—Botanischer Jahresbericht, Jahrg. VITI, Abth. I, and Abth. II, heft I, 
(1883), 8vo., Berlin. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, and Journal of Science, 5th Series, 
Vol. XVI, Nos. 97-—-99, (1883), Svo., London. 

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. LITI, Nos. 2494—2506, (1888), fol., London. 
Naturp Novitates, Nos, 1]—16, (1883), Svo., Berlin. 
Nature, Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 711—723, (1883), 4to., London. 
Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie, Jahrg. 1883, Band II, mete 

1 and 2, (1883), Svo., Stattgart. 
atiriaalell s Geographiache Mittheilungen, Band XXIX, Nos. 7—8, (1883), 4to., Goths. 

” Gupplement No, 72, (1888), 4to., Gotha. 

Prana Pape on Tndan Bagineig Srd Series, Vol, I, No, 2, (1883), fisc., Roorkee. 

eal Tuomason CoLtxcE oF Crvit Encinezaine, 

‘eit iit of Missénoupical Science, New Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 91, (1883), 8vo., 
London. 

dittadhe 26 Sa Mitarwiseevechatten, 4th Geries, Vol. II, Nos. 1~2, (1883), Svo., Halle 
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GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c. 

BomBay.—Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vols. VII and XI, (1883), 8vo., Bombay. 

BompaY GOVERNMENT. 

o Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, Nos, 
168—161, (1883), 8vo., Bombay. Bompay GovERnMEnr MBA 0 N ° 

British Burma.—Sixteenth Annual Report on the Lighthouses off the Coast of British 
Burma for 1882-83, (1888), fisc., Rangoon. 

Curer Commissioner oF Barriso Burma. 

CenTeaL Pzovinces.~-Gazetteer of the Central Provinces of India, 2nd Ed., (1870), 8vo., 

Nagpur. 
CurzF Commissioner, CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

HyprraBaD.—Report on the Administration of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts for 
1881-82, (1883), fisc., Hyderabad. 

REsrpEent, HyDERABAD. 

‘5 ScHticH, W.—Suggestions regarding Forest Administration in the Hyder- 
abad Assigned !)istricts, (1883), flec., Calcutta. 

Home DEParTrMent. 

Inpra.— Annual Statement of the Trade and Navigation of British India with Foreign 
Countries, and of the coasting trade of the several Presidencies and Pro. 

vinces in the year ending 3let March 1883, Vol. I, Foreign Trade, (1883), 
4to., Calcutta. 

Govr. Pamrtine Orrice. 

s Brrsyek, Lrzvt. J. Menrerra.—Return of wrecks and casualties in Indian waters 
for the year 1882; together with a chart 
showing the positions in which they occurred, 
(1883), fisc., Calcutta. 

Port Orrrcz. 

o Government of India, Civil Budget Estimate for 1883-84, (1883), fisc., Calcutta. 

CoMPTROLLER GENERAL. 

= List of Officers in the Survey Departments on lst July 1883, (1883), fisc., Calcutta. 

. Rzv., aD Acri. Drrr. 

a Registers of Original Observations in 1882, reduced and corrected, June to Novem- 

ber 1882, (1883), 4to., Calontta. 

Merzor0Locicat Rerorruer, Govt. or Inmpia. 

a Review of the Accounts of the Sep-borne Foreign Trade of British India for the 
year ending Slst March 1888, (1883), fisc., Sinila. 

Gov. Cuwraat Baayon Prese 

s Scution, W.—Review on the Forest Administration in the Several Provinces ‘under: 
the Government of India for the year 1881-82, (1883), Bac, Galoutia. . SEL: : 

Hous Daraxenysr, 

» Selections trom. ibe Revorda of ee ee 
Now, 190-106 (6H), vo, Calne mpi 

a2 

ne Fs - | Femmes 9 
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Mapras.—Annnal Report on the Saidapet Farm for 1880-81 to 1881-82, (1881-82), flss., 
Madras. 

SUPERINTENDENT, GOVERNMENT FARMS. 

a Annual Reports of the Superintendent of Government Farms, Madras, for 1879-80 

to 1881-82, (1880-82), fisc., Madras. 

SUPERINTENDENT, GOVERNMENT Farms. 

N. W. Provincrs.—Reports on the Administration of the Northern India Salt Revenue 
Department for 1882-83, (1883), fisc., Agra. 

Commer., Nortaezn Inpra Sart Rev. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c. 

AMSTERDAM.—Jaarboek van het Mijuwezen in Nederlandsech Oost-Indie, Part I, (1883), 
Svo., Amsterdam. 

REVENUE AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Batavi1a.—Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen. 
Deel XXI, No. 1, (1883), 8vo., Batavia. 

THE Society. 

= Tijdschrift voor indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde, Deel XXVIII, Afi. 5., 

(1883), Svo., Batavia. 

THe Socrery. 

Brrim.—Abhandlungen der kénig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1882, (1883), 
Ato., Berlin. 

THe ACADEMY. 

» Sitzungsberichte der kénig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Nos. 1 to 21, 
(1883), 8vo., Berlin. 

THE ACADEMY. 

‘5 Zeitechrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXXV., heft 1-2, 
(1883), 8vo., Berlin. 

Tae Socrery. 

Botoena.—Congreés Géologique International a Bologne. Guide & I’ Exposition Géologique 
et Paléontologique, (1881), 8vo., Bologne. 

Taz Coneress. 

‘i Tustitut de Géclogie et de Paléontologie a Bologne. Guide aux collections, (1881), 
8vo., Bologne. 

THE INSTITUTE. 

Bompay.—Joarnal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XVI, No. 41, 
(1883), 8vo., Bombay. 

Tux Socrery, 

Brrerot,, —Annnal Report of Bristol Naturalists’ Society for the year ending 30th April 
1883, with list of members, &c., (1883), Svo., Bristol. 

Tue Socrery. 

‘a: Proceedings of the . Bristol Naturalists’ Society, New Series, Vol. IV., pt. 1, 
(1883), Svo, Bristol. 

ae Tux Socrary. 
Bawsiard~-danslpa du Musbe Royal d’Hiatoire Naturelle de Belgique, Tome VIIL, pt. 4, 

_ with — ie 4to. Braxelies. 
cnet Bae REMY Taz Mvssvux, 
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BrussExs —Bulletin du Musée Royal d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique, Tome II, Nos. 1-2, 
(1883), 8vo., Bruxelles. 

Tur Museum. 

Bulletin de la Société Royale Belge de Géographie, Année VII, No. 2, (1883), 
8vo., Bruxelles. 

99 

Tur Soctery. 

Bopaprsst.—F6ldtani Kézlény. Havi Folyoirat Kiadja a Magyarhoni Foldtani Tirsulat. 
K6tet XIII, fiizet 1—3, (1883), 8vo., Budapest. 

Tue InstTitcTs. 

Mittheilungen aus dem Jahrbuche der Kin. Ungarischen Geologischen Anstalt. 
Band VL, heft. 3 and 4, (1882), 8vo., Budapest. 

Taz InsritvTs, 
Cazcurta.—Calcutta University Calendar, 1883-84, (1883), 8vo., Calcutta. 

H. B. Mgpticort, Esq, 

University of Calcutta. Minutes for the year 1882-83, (1883), 8vo., Calcutta. 

H. B. Mzpticort, Esq. 

Catalogue of the Library of the Indian Museum, (1879), 8vo , Calcutta. 
H. B. Mgpticort, Esq. 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. LII, Part I, No. 2, 

(1883), 8vo., Calcutta. 
99 

Tux Socrery, 

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. IV—VI, (1883,) 8vo., 
Calcutta. 

99 

Tne Socrery. 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol., XIX, pt. 4, (1883), 8vo., Calcutta. 

GEoLoGicaL Survey oF Inpra. 

Palxontologia Indica, Series X, Vol. II, pt. 5, and XIII, Vol. I, pt. 4 (fasc. 2), 
(1€83), 4to., Calcutta. 

GroxtoaicaL Survey or Inpta. 

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XVI, pt. 3, (1883), 8vo., 
Calcutta. 

GrotoaicaL Survey or Inpra. 

CamBBipGE.—Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. III, pte. 1—8, and 
IV, pts. 1—5, (1876-83), 8vo., Cambridge. 

Tze Socrery, 

» Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. XI, pt.3, XII, pts. 
1—8, and XIII, pts, 1-2, (1871—1882), 4to., Cambridge. 3 

Tax Socrsry. 

CamBnipez, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. VII, No 9, andX, 
Nos. 5—6, (1883), 8vo., Cambridge. 

Toa Musrum or Comparative Zoology, . 

Ciseea= peat des Vereines fiir Neturkunde su Cassel, XXIX and XXX, sss Srey 
Cassel. - 

Tan Soomee., 
Deuna Dux.—Account ofthe Operations of the Great a 

Vol. IX, (1888), 4to., Dehra Dan. 
Sorveron-Gaxeei a iy 

‘o Synopeis of the Results of the Operatiste of the Groat’ Tiigegemelt | 
of India, Vola. XIV to XVI, (1889), 400; Debes' Dan. De 

Surveros-Gansext <6 
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Dezspen.—Sitsungsberichte und Abhandlungen der Naturwissenschaftlichen Geeells- 
chaft Isis in Dresden, Jahrg. 1888, Januar bis Juni, (1883), 8vo., Dresden. 

Tux Socrzty. 

Giascow.—The Glasgow University Calendar for 1883-84, (1883), Svo., Glasgow. 

THE Untversiry. 

Hargispure.—Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. Report of Progress, G. 6, 1881, 
(1882), 8vo., Harrisburg. ‘ 

Pror. J. J. Srzvenson. 

Lonpon.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. XII, 
No. 4, (1883), 8vo., London. 

ss Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XX XI, Nos. 1594—1607, (1883) 8vo., London. 

Tue Socrery. 

List of the Fellows, d&c., of the Zoological Society of London, corrected up to 
May Ist, 1883. (1883), 8vo., London. 

Tax Socrery. 

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, Part. IV, 1882, and Part 1, 
1883. (1883), 8vo., London. 

Tue Socrery. 

.: Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. XI, pt. 8, (1883), 4to., 

London. 
THe Socrery. 

" Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, and Monthly Record of Geo- 
graphy, New Series, Vol. V, Nos. 6-7, (1883), 8vo., London. 

Tue Socrery. 

Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. X, pt 1, No. 75. 
(1883), 8vo., London. 

Tue InstrturTr. 

Mappas.— Madras Journal of Literature and Science for 18781881, (1879—82), 8vo., Madras. 
LitERary Society, Mappas. 

Mapz1.~~Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, Vol. XIV, Nos. 5-6, (1883), 8vo., 
Madrid. 

Tue Sociery. 

MancusstEr.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XVII, pts. 8-9, 
(1883), Svo., Manchester. 

Tue Socizry. 

Mz.povurns.-~—Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1882, (1883), fisc., Melbourne. 

Mrininc DEpaRTMENt, Victoria. 

Reports of the Inspector of Explosives to the Honourable the Minister of » 

Mines for the year 1882. (1883) fisc., Melbourne. 

Mrinina DerarrMEnt, Vicrorta. 

ae Reports ef the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st, 

7, March 1883. (1883), fisc., Melbourne. 
é. Minine DePaRtTMeEnt, Victoria. 

Mrkiapesio~dlti nln Societe Ttalinna di Scienze Naturali, Vol: XXIV, fasc. 1—4, and XXV, 
a 1-2, (1881-82), Svo., — a 

Visig gb ae Tax Soctrery, 
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Miincuzn.—Abhandlungen der Math.-Phys. Classe derk.b. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Band XIV, Abth. 2, (1883), 4to., Miinchen. 

THe ACADEMY: 

PA Meteorologisehe und Magnetische Beobachtungen der K. Sternwarte bei Miin- 

chen. Jahrg. 1882. (1883) 8vo., Miinchen. 

THe AcaDEMY. 

zs Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Physikalischen Classe der k. b. Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, Band XII, heft. 5, (1882), 8vo. Miinchen. 

THe ACADEMY. 

Parrs.—Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 3me. Série. Tome XI, No. 5, (1883), 

8vo., Paris. 
Tuer Soctery. 

PHILADELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXXV, No. 6, and 

LXXXVI, Nos. 1-2, (1883), 8vo., Philadelphia. 
: Tar [netrrvre. 

a Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Part I, (1883), 8vo., 

Philadelphia. 
Tur ACADEMY. 

Romx.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei. Serie Terza, Transunti, Vol. VII, fasc. 11-12, 

(1883), 4to, Roma. 
Tue ACADEMY. 

Sr. Pererspurc.— Mémoires de L’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, 7me. 
Série, Vol. XXXI, Nos. 1-2, (1888), 4to., St. Petersbourg. 

THE ACADEMY. 

Sypnry.—Report of the Trustees of the Australian Museum for 1882, with supplement, 
(1883), fisc., Sydney. 

Tar Musrvum. 

Torino.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. XVIII, Disp. 5-7, (1883), 
8vo. Torino. 

Tre AcaDEMy. 

»  Bollettino dell’ Osservatorio della Regia Universita di Torino, Anno XVII, 1882. 
(1883) 4to, Torino. 

Tue AcapEemy: 

»  Memorie della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Serie II, Tome XXXIV, 
(1883), 4to, Torino. 

Tus AcapEMY. 

ToronTo.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute, Vol. I, No. 4, (1883), 8vo., Toronto. 

Tue Ineriruts. 

Viewn a.—Verhandlungen der K.K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 8—11. (1883), “Gm, 
4 Wien. ‘ : 

Taz canta: 

Wauirxatox.—Transactions and Proteedings of the Now Zealand ee Vol. XV_ftanps 
; 8yo., Wellington. : : ; 

Yokonams.— Mittheilungen der Sates eae far Soom — 

* sions ge aa fiac., Yokobainis _ %. tae 
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Yorx.—Annual Report of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society for 1882. (1883), 8vo., 
York. 

Tae Socizty. 

MAPS. 

Geological Maps of Hungary, C,toC i Dz, Dip, Dy, Ep Ey E to E yy Fy to FG; 
And Geologische Karte des Graver Braunkohlengebiethes, (1879—i881), 
Budapest. 

Tae Hunoagian INSTITUTE. 

October 23rd, 1883. 






